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ALAN LADD
BUILDS HIS
IREAM HOUSE

WHY THE
FANS LOVE
BETTY GRABLE

Ava Gardner

THE MOST SENSATIONAL OFFER EVER MADE TO NEW DOLLAR BOOK CLUB MEMB
Yes, 2 Thrilling Books—ANNIE JORDAN and THE WEB OF DAYS—Yours
for only 3c when you join the Dollar Book Club! Mail Coupon Below!

The Red-Headed Cinderella
Who Made a Boom-Town Her Boudoir!
She Climbed from the Bottom of Skid Row
to the Peak of Gold Coast SocietyOnly to Slide Down Again in Her
Search for Happiness!

ATwasthirteen,
Annie Jordan
dancing for coins on
the tables of a sailors’ cafe. At
fifteen, she knew the first heart¬
break of love, and at sixteen, her
mother bullied her into a mar¬
riage she didn’t want. Even Cin
derella of the fairytale had a far
easier lot!
By the time Annie had quit the
sordid environment of her girlhood,
she knew what she wanted and knew
how to get it without the benefit of
godmothers or magic wands!
Then her Prince Charming ap¬
peared. Hugh Deming, young and
handsome heir of Seattle’s oldest and
most prominent family, fell madly in
love with her, and Annie’s dream of
happiness was complete . . . Until
the night of his abrupt farewell, with
his parting words: "I love you, Annie.
No matter what happens—I love only
you.” From then on, through fortune
and disaster, Annie and Hugh lived
the consequences of that night!
Both Annie Jordan AND the best¬
selling novel The Web of Days are
yours for just a 3-cent stamp if you
join the Dollar Book Club now!

and ALSO you
Edna lee's

WHAT determined

Hester to
tress of Seven Chimneys, e
meant risking the deadly rival
beautiful ex-slave—even if it mea
ing from the man she loved to
the wife of another man? Th
seller—PLUS Annie Jordan—yo
3c stamp if you join the Dollar Bo
now!

The ONLY Book Club That Brings You Best-Sellers for just *1

NO

other book club brings you popu¬
lar current books by famous au¬
thors for only $1.00 each. You save 60
to 75 per cent from regular retail prices!
Yet membership in the Dollar Book Club re¬
quires no dues of any kind. You do not even
have to take a book every month; the purchase
of as few as six books a year fulfills your
membership requirement. In fact, for conveni¬
ence, members prefer to have their books shipped
and pay for them every other month.
More Than 700,000 Families Buy
Books This Money-Saving Way!
Think of it! With book manufacturing costs
at an all-time high; with most popular current
fiction selling for $2.75 and $3.00 in the publish¬
ers’ editions at retail, the Dollar Book Club con¬
tinues to bring its members the cream of the
books for only $1.00 each! And in attractive,
full-size library editions, bound in a format ex¬
clusive for members!
Start Enjoying Membership Now
Upon receipt of the attached coupon with a 3
cent stamp, you will be sent the TWO bestsellers, “Annie Jordan” and “The Web of Days.
You will also receive as your first selection for
$1.00 your choice of any of these four best
sellers:
• The Golden Hawk by Frank Yerby. Here’s even
more color, sweep and excitement than The Foxes
of Harrow—the tale of a bold buccaneer and the
wild-cat beauty he tamed!

WEB OF D

>1 Heroine "Seductive as Sc
Ambitious as Amber!"—Phi

■ • ■ .
•
.I_rI_
-A
a
Vniinff
Tn
tnP
•. Light
in the
Sky by
Agatha
Young.
In
the
dramatic setting of Ohio’s roaring blast furnaces
of 1870 a titan of industry and his beautiful,
ruthless daughter fight for power.
• The Queen’s Physician by Edgar Maass. What
did the bewitching queen really want the Doc¬
tor’s cure ... or the Doctor? Here is true history
as lively as Forever Amber!
• Asylum for the Queen by Mildred Jordan.
Love and adventure in the American wilderness
of 1796, where, amid silks and satins, snobbeir
and intrigue, lived the last remnants of Mane
Antoinette’s pleasure-loving court.

&

1 Mail This Coupon

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK C
Dept. 2 HWG, Garden City, New
Please enroll me as a Dollar Bo
ber and send me at once “Annie Jor
Web of Days”—BOTH for the encl
Also send me as my first selection fo
I have checked below:

ED

□ Queen’s Physician
Ligh
□ Asylum for the Queen ED The

E

VERY other month you will receive the
Club’s descriptive folder called The Bul¬
letin The Bulletin describes the forthcoming two
months’ book selections. It also reviews about
ten additional titles (in the original publishers
editions selling at retail for $2.50 or more)
available to members at only $1.00 each. You
may purchase either or both of the two new
selections for $1.00 each, or neither. In any
case, you may purchase any of the other titles
offered for $1.00 each.

■

SEND NO MONEY
Mail Coupon — Get 2 Books for 3c!
When you see Annie Jordan— and Web of Days—
which you get for 3 cents—and your first $1.00
selection; when you consider these are typical
values you receive for $1.00, you will be more
than happy to have joined the Club.

Doubleday One Dollar Book Club, Garden City, N. Y.

With these books will come my
the free descriptive folder called “
telling about the two new fort
dollar bargain book selections and
tional bargains which are offered
to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying yo
I do not wish either of the following
tions and whether or not I wish to
the other bargains at the Special Clu
each. The purchase of books.is entire
my part. I do not have to accept a bo
—only six during each year that I re
I pay nothing except $1.00 for each s
plus a few cents shipping cost.

Mr. )
Mrs. >.
Miss )
P

g

Address

.

|
_

City, Zone
& State..
If

Occupation. .Age

•Same Price in Canada:

105 Bond
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NO GROWING PAINS (Claude Jarman, Jr.)

18

by lames M. Stolz

THE STORMY MARRIAGE OF THE ERROL FLYNNS

.24

by Elizabeth Shelly

AT EASE WITH RAY MILLAND.

26

THE RICH, FULL LIFE OF SHIRLEY TEMPLE

28

ALAN LADD BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE

by Marva Peterson.

by Fredda Dudley.

MODEL MAMA JEANNE CRAIN .

...

30
35

STILL THE GREAT LOVER, GEORGE RAFT

by Amo Johansen

MY BEAUTIFUL WIFE, VIRGINIA MAYO

by Michael O'Shea.

.

37
39

WHAT HOLLYWOOD HAS DONE TO ME
by Van Johnson as told to Jack Holland.

G FOR GORGEOUS, GLAMOROUS, GRABLE (Betty)

41

...

45

THIS IS MY LOVE STORY (Robert Ryan)

by Jessica Ryan.

52

BODY AND BRAIN (Paulette Goddard)

by Gardner Maxwell

54

by Crawford Dixon

COME OVER TONIGHT (Janis Paige)

BOB TAYLOR IS MY CO-PILOT

48

by Ralph Couser.

SHE’S GOT EVERYTHING! (Ava Gardner)

58
60

THAT CHARACTER, GUY MADISON

Only a few words about Tampax are
needed to let an imaginative lady foresee
a picture of remarkable improvement on
"those days.” Tampax is a modern
method of monthly sanitary protection.
It is worn internally and absorbs in¬
ternally, discarding the whole harness
of outside pad and belt ... In use, you
will find, Tampax is not only invisible
but unfelt—and the difference it makes
is amazing.
Made of highly absorbent cotton,
Tampax was invented by a doctor for
this special purpose. The wonder of
Tampax is that nothing about it will
remind youof the occasion. No bulky pad
to hamper your movements or show its
edge-lines under dresses. No possibility
of chafing. No odor can form
. . . Tampax comes in applica¬
tors for easy insertion. Chang¬
ing is quick. Disposal no prob¬
lem. And you can take your
bath while wearing Tampax.
Three absorbencies (Regular, Super,
Junior) for varying needs. At drug
stores and notion counters. Average
month’s supply fits into purse; 4
months’ average supply comes in an
economy box. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

by Rory Calhoun, as told to Ben Maddox.

62

FIVE WHO CAME BACK (John Dali, Nina Foch, Douglas Dick,
June Lockhart, Virginia Grey) by Helen Hover Weller.

64

PEACE, IT’S WONDERFUL! (Larry Parks)
HERE COMES THE BRIDE (Diana Lynn)

by Sidney Yudain....
by Marcella Palmer

.

JANIS PAIGE’S OWN RECIPES

68
72

LUANA PATTEN HAS A PARTY

74

HONEYMOON FOR MR. & MRS. RON RANDALL

77

PORTRAITS

ERROL FLYNN

24

GEORGE RAFT

36

RAY MILLAND

27

VIRGINIA MAYO

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

29

VAN JOHNSON

ALAN LADD

31

BETTY GRABLE

44

JEANNE CRAIN

34

GUY MADISON

62

38
.

41
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD by Beatrice Lubitz
CAN I HELP YOU? by Joan Crawford

Ava Gardner's the
girl who has every¬
thing — and it you
dr
t it, see Page
60 this issue. Ava's
new M-G-M film is
"The Great Sinner."
Cover photo by
Bruce Bailey.

Cole.
.

6
20

MONEY, MONEY, M0NEY-F0R YOUR PRIZE LETTERS

23

YOUR FAN CLUB

70

by Movieland's Guest Editor, Dorothy Crouse

THE REVIEWER'S BOX .
SINCERELY YOURS

.
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Hollywood Managing Editor
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Frank Friedrichsen,
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102
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"The Sun Comes Up”
.... and your heart goes with it!
It’s a joyous Technicolor entertainment
from M-G-M. By the famed author of
"The Yearling”, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings,
it brings you lovely, golden-voiced

Jeanette MacDona,
singing six magnificent songs,
favorite star Lloyd Nolan
and Academy Award winner
Claude Jarman, Jr. with his
new pet Lassie!

In case there’s any doubt, Iris Bynum is still on Clark Gable’s preferred list. They’re with Cesar Romero at Giro s gala opening.

★ Hollywood is raising an eyebrow over
the reports that Ingrid Bergman’s so sad
about the New York reviews of “Joan of
Arc,” which she considers her greatest
effort to date. Reviewers don’t seem to
share her feeling on this. But there’s
little to worry about, for the picture is
playing to capacity audiences in spite of
what the critics say! . . .
*

*

*

Errol Flynn does such a perfect take¬
off on John Barrymore in his latest
Warners’ epic, “Adventures of Don Juan,”
that the studio is considering the screen
rights to “Good Night, Sweet Prince,”
with Errol in mind for the lead.
*

*

*

There’s been a rash of new arrivals in

Hollywood. Joan Fontaine and Bill Do¬
zier became parents of a little girl, now
christened Deborah ... A boy arrived at
the Gloria Grahame-Nicholas Ray house.
Ray is a Hollywood director. . . . Gene
Tierney and Oleg Cassini welcomed an¬
other daughter . . . and regardless of
separation rumors, Kathryn Grayson and
Johnny Johnston wax enthusiastic about
their new heir.
*

*

*

Two of Hollywood’s favorite people,
Claire Trevor and Milton H. Bren, are
Mr. and Mrs. now. They were married
quietly at the home of friends in Pasa¬
dena. This is a third marriage for Claire,
second for the groom. Claire’s newest
picture is UA’s “Lucky Stiff.”

One of the big questions around Holly¬
wood these days is: “Where’s Joanie?”—
meaning Joan Crawford. Seems that Greg
Bautzer, Joan’s flame up until just re¬
cently, has been giving Merle Oberon the
mad rush. They’re seen everywhere these
days.
*

*

*

Broadway is recruiting some of Holly¬
wood’s brightest stars.
Charles Boyer,
John Dali are a hit in “Red Gloves,” the
Sartre play. Cameron Mitchell’s excited
about appearing in “Death of a Salesman”
and Madeleine Carroll’s wowing the Great
White Way with her splendid acting in
“Goodbye, My Fancy.” It used to be that
Hollywood beckoned the stage stars, now
it seems to be the other way around.

This looks serious—the conversation, that is! Frank and Nancy
Sinatra give undivided attention to interesting Ciro table talk.

Gay Mocambo seemed brighter with Van and Evie Johnson on
hand to trip a very light and very eye-catching rhumba number.

' Hamlet” opening brought out Laraine Day
and her ever-lovin’ hubby, Leo Durocher.

Death at last ended the woes of Mary
Nolan, whose tempestuous career led her
to international movie stardom in the
silent picture days—and to a debtor’s jail
cell. In 1922, she was the toast of New
York. She was in her late teens then; 10
years later she was sick and broke and
behind her lay the broken fragments
of a spectacular career. Mary Nolan was
beautiful. As Imogene (Bubbles) Wil¬
son of the Follies, she danced and sang
her way to fame.
Love was her undoing. Frank Tinney,
the famous comedian with whom she
starred, took the downward path with
her. She sued him for $100,000 for in¬
juries she said she got when he beat

There’s no rest for Paulette Goddard! After finishing her latest Paramount picture,
“A Mask for Lucretia,” she whipped off to Mexico for a hunting trip—of all things.
(Please turn to next page)

7

continued

her. Frank’s wife divorced him; he died
broke. Mary Nolan changed her name
back to her real name, Mary Robertson,
went to Germany where she made pic¬
tures. Her acting won high praise and
it looked as if Mary had made a come¬
back. But she was still the tragic Bubbles.
Her movie career faded as damage suits
mounted. In 1935, she sued Edward Mannix, Hollywood producer, for $500,000
damages and accused him of beating her.
In 1937, she was jailed for an unpaid
dress bill.
Hollywood didn’t want to take another
chance with her and Mary Nolan sunk
into obscurity. She died at the age of 43
of a chronic bladder ailment. She weighed
90 pounds when she died.
Thus ends the career of one of the
stage’s greatest beauties; a girl who had
everything except the stamina to direct
her life along the paths of true happiness.
*
*
*
Look for an early marriage between
Rhonda Fleming and John Hilton. We

understand that all they’re waiting for is
the blessing of her boss, David Selznick.
♦

*

*

Maureen O’Hara and Will Price are
thinking of adding two Irish war orphans
to their family.
*

*

*

We hear that Clark Gable would be
mighty pleased if Marilyn Maxwell would
say yes to a request for a date. Seems
Clark tried but failed to get a date with
the blonde singer. Whatever happened
to Marilyn’s planned marriage to Mike
North?
*

*

*

Shelley Winters used to have a crush
on Broadway actor Joshua Shelley, and
even borrowed her first name from him.
Now he’s been signed for movies; in fact,
by Universal-International, the same
studio that produced “A Double Life”
in which Shelley scored her first big hit.
*

*

*

Bing Crosby was reported to have
ignored a group of fans who met his train

You’re right! It’s one and only Big Chief
Bing Crosby chanting a tune for friends.

Dark, romantic Turhan Bey has discovered blonde beauty Barbara Lawrence—and vice versa.
This glamorous evening they were enjoying each other’s company at Ciro’s big opening.

What that guy Hope won’t do! Here he is
a walking ad for his film, “Paleface.”
ine south American Way got a new twist when Frank McHugh. Carmen Miranda, Adolpl
Menjou arrived at Chicago s airport and met some famous Pump Room entertainer
(Please turn to page 1C

There is some Don Juan in every man-but©'there's more of it in him!

The sword is too good
for traitors — you die
by the dagger!”

Warner BR0S.rr:r:r^

TECHNICOLOR;
HALE • ROMNEY BRENT
ANN RUTHERFORD

r»OM a stor* e1

If it isn’t Danny Kaye getting the works!
He’s prettying up for the Friars’ Frolic.

Danny threw everyone for a loop in this get-up. His burlesque of singer Kay Thompson
impressed everyone—especially George Jessel, Buddy Clark, Bob Hope and Tony Martin.
in Canada. Bing’s version of the in¬
cident is that the fans were in the
clothes-tearing, car-overturning state of
mind when he stepped off the choo-choo
and he couldn’t pause and take the risk
of being nice as he would liked to have
been.
Bing’s often been accused of not co¬
operating with the press and publicity
circles. We’ve always found him just the
opposite. He told us once, “I’m happy
when any story with a new angle appears
about me. I just don’t see any sense in
having the same thing printed over and
over. When I go out to night spots, which
is very rare, I want to rest and relax like
other people, and I don’t feel I’m under
obligation to help publicize these places
when I pay my money for service just
like any other customer.”
*

*

*

One of the most inspiring stories in
Hollywood is the gallant fight Lionel
Barrymore is making to walk again. We
hear the true story back of the seeming
miracle is this. Several years ago, Lionel
was injured, and in order to correct the
injury he had to endure a rigid diet,
which he refused to do. So all this while,
he’s been getting by playing his parts
in a wheel chair. But in “Down to the Sea
in Ships,” his role called for more than
just that. He was supposed to be a salty
old captain, whose character couldn’t be
played entirely from a chair. When Lion¬
el saw the rushes he realized that his part
(Please turn to page 12)

Lovely miss giving A1 Jolson the eye—is
Jack Benny!
They’re at Friars’ Frolic.

Star-studded audience included Greer Garson with good friend Sir Charles Mendl.

"You might at least
have the grace not
to make love to her
in my own home!”

A Paramount Picture Starring
Lovely
Phyllis Calvert
Do post-war morals allow
this titian-haired beauty to
accept a man’s kisses while
her lips still quiver with
those of his only son?

Sensational
Wanda Hendrix
"Tonight I saw my best
friend in the arms of
my brother, the woman
to whom my father has
given his love!”

Produced by VAL LEWTON
Directed by COMPTON BENNETT
Screenplay by Theodore Strauss and Josef Mischel
Adaptation by Arthur Kober • Based on a
Novel by Yolanda Foldes

11

Where’s Joan Crawford?

12

That’s what everyone wondered when Merle Oberon arrived at Beverly Wilshire opening with Greg Bautzer.

wasn’t coming off as well as he wanted
it to. Like the grand old trouper he is,
Lionel took off two weeks, and when he
returned to the studio, he climbed out
of that wheel chair and started walking.
*
*
*
The Merle Oberon-Lucien Ballard rec¬
oncilement is still up in the air, with the
odds, as far as we’re concerned, on a
permanent split-up between the two.
The trouble between those two has been
long time brewing. Merle is a girl who
likes the social whirl; Lucien prefers the
simple life. For a while, Merle was quite
happy to share a beach home far away
from Hollywood without a telephone with
Lucien. The two worked in their garden,
followed early-to-bed early-to-rise poli¬
cies, and saw little of their friends. Then
they went to Germany to make “Berlin
Express,” and during that sojourn abroad
rumors of trouble between the two came
thick and fast; and the gossip about the
fractured jaw, with which Merle re¬
turned to Hollywood, was especially vi¬
cious, but she denied there was trouble
between her and Lucien. But she re¬
turned to Europe right after she finished
the picture here, and it was there that
the rupture took place when Merle re¬
turned to her old social crowd. Another
factor doubtless having an effect on the
rift is that the two did not have a baby
as planned. She had a special operation
to encourage the visit of the stork, but
the blessed event never occurred. They

No wonder they’re smiling. Marshall Thomp¬
son and Barbara Long have set the date.

A fine romance—James Curtis and Ann Blyth
a twosome at fashionable “Hamlet” opening.

both wanted children and the disappoint¬
ment of not having one was very keen.
*
*
*
Several years ago a poll was taken of
motion picture exhibitors to find out
whom they considered “Box Office Poi¬
son” among the stars. It caused a storm
in Hollywood, as some of our then top
stars were named among those whom the
public no longer particularly cared see¬
ing on the screen. Evidently our pro¬
ducers didn’t want anything like that to
appear in print again, but a major studio
recently took a private poll and kept its
findings “secret.” However, the names
considered box office poison on the new
list are getting a private circulation
around town where it hurts most. This
list also is well studded with top names.
*
*
*
Dan Dailey mysteriously disappeared
from Hollywood for a couple of days and
had the town agog. His action was re¬
puted to everything from domestic trou¬
ble to dissatisfaction with his studio con¬
tract. Inside says he wanted more money
(Please turn to page 14)

They did it! Corinne Calvet and John Bromfield tied the knot, then went hack to work.

Curls and Waves
without permanent waving!

safe! The most sensational beauty
discovery in years. Imagine! One tiny
capsule . . . gives you lovely, long
lasting, glorious curls and waves ...
in minutes, not hours. No fuss, no
bother, no tedious waiting. Absolutely
harmless ... use after every shampoo
... the more you use, the more
naturally waved your hair becomes —
the longer your wave lasts. Easy
now to "control” your new shorterstyled hair-do! Independent
Laboratory tests on the four leading
waving capsules PROVED Minit
Curl far superior in every way...
in giving curl, lustre and
longer-lasting waves.

AFTER

Exciting, Safe cosy way gives soft, natural looking, longer lasting
CUIUS and WAVES in MINUTES
EASY TO USE i Just empty contents of one capsule in 2 to 3

ounces hot water. Comb solution generously through hair
(after shampooing, with hair slightly damp) and set in waves,
pin curls or curlers. (Use any type curlers or pins — metal,
plastic.) Allow to dry, then comb or brush. Minit Curl con¬
tains a special conditioning element Glorium... It encourages
each silken strand to acquire the natural lustrous wave or
curl—you have always dreamed of having.
2. Comb solution through hair

L Dissolve capsule in 2 to 3 oz.
hot water

LASTS FOR MONTHS

WONDERFUL FOR CHILDREN —who

3. Set hair... let dry

®12S plus tax

Conveniently packaged for use at home or when traveling

won’t "sit still” long enough for perma¬
nents. Minit Curl is so quick and easy
and leaves their hair natural and healthy
in appearance!

SEIMD

Simply fill out and mail the coupon. When your Minit

N()

Curl arrives, deposit only SI.25 plus tax and C.O.D.

MONEY! postage thru postman. Use as directed. If not com¬
pletely satisfied with results, we’ll refund full purchase price.

Dll NOT RE MISLEAD RY SURST1TUTE CAPSULES —Remember
this formula was perfected by the
same chemist who pioneered the
first original SAFE home cold wave
solution. Be sure you buy the origi¬
nal, genuine Marlene’s MINIT CURL
CAPS in the green and brown package!
HOW IT WORKS —Minit Curl
contains a new scientific fixing or
setting ingredient combined with a
neutralizing agency... plus the high
lustre element Glorium . . . which
conditions your hair, restoring its
natural sheen, leaving it gloriously
beautiful.

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUTON TODAY

THE FACTS:
»
»
»
*

Safe, harmless, easy to use.
Conditions as it curls.
Fastest method yet.
Curls and waves every type hair
(actually conditions and benefits
bleached or dyed hair).
• Makes permanents unnecessary
(yet restores old permanents and
“controls” new permanents).
Laboratory tested and approved.
Develops natural waves and curls.
No experience necessary
Each capsule makes 3 ounces

MARLENE’S, INC., Dept. 1-P
205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
In Canada: 406 Hopewell, Ave., Toronto, Ontario
Send Minit Curl complete and I will pay $1.25 plus tax and C.O.D. postage on
arrival on your guarantee of refund if not completely satisfied. Cash orders
mailed postage paid. (Enclose $1.50 which includes tax.)
NAMEADDRESSCITY-

-ZONE-

-STATE-

and figured that a fade-out at a critical
moment during the production of his new
picture might bring him the do-re-mi.
Dan has literally zoomed to stardom since
the war. He owes his break to his studio,
and shouldn’t forget that fact.
•

*

*

Lynn Bari’s producer husband, Sid
Luft, has just completed final arrange¬
ments to film his next independent film—
“Man O’ War”—the story of the famous
race horse, at Riddle Farm in Lexington,
Kentucky. Lynn plans to “go along for
the ride”—and incidentally, they will
visit her home town of Roanoke, Virginia.
This will give Lynn her first opportunity
to introduce Sid around to all her kin
still living in the South.
*

*

*

The other day, Johnny Mack Brown
showed up on the set of “Stampede” with
high French heels built on his boots to
make him as tall as his co-star Rod
Cameron—a mere six-feet-six. Johnny
Mack—who hits the tape at 6' 3"—claims
it’s the first time he’s ever been topped
by a co-star—“other than my horse, that
is.”
*

*

*

Stephanie Pauli—Danish star formerly
known as Osa Massen—says she is fast
changing her “type” also, since acquiring
a television set. Stephanie, the exotic,
enchanting type, is currently dying to do
—of all things—a Western. She had her
first experience with the rootin’, tootin’
cowboy chasers via video—and has now
become a loyal fan of “Hopalong Cas¬
sidy,” and is even taking riding lessons.
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Separation from husband Errol Flynn didn’t keep Nora Eddington from enjoying the Kay
Thompson show with Peter Lawford and other guests. Reconciliation with Errol came later.
Rita Johnson, whose recovery from a
skull injury has been a slow process, is
now able to take short drives around
Hollywood. No one seems to have been
able to reach a happy conclusion about
the cause of her accident.
*

*

*

Now that Rita Hayworth’s through
traipsing around the country (with Ali
Khan following at a very short distance!)
she’ll settle down to the filming of “Lona
Hansen.” Columbia can breathe a sigh of

Bing Crosby gave trainmen quite a start when he ordered an upper
for deer he shot on a recent trip. Bill Gargan enjoyed the fun.

relief about this, for their favorite red¬
head had them worried with the way she
seemed to be encouraging unflattering
publicity.
*

*

*

Europe’s due to see more Hollywood
stars very soon. Zachary Scott’s keeping
his fingers crossed so that his dreams of
a European jaunt will go through. Zach
has been offered a role in England. Before
these plans materialize, however, he’s to
(Please turn to page 16)

“Bachelor of Hearts” degree was given Bob Stack by Scripps College
girls who voted him “Man They’d Most Like to Have a Date With.”

10,000 feet up-roariously in the air
with an impatient corpse
a lightning lashed storm
no cupid%

/S\ but a

v and

cigar-smoking chimp!
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ROLAND YOUNG * WILLARD PARKER * PERCY KILBRIDE
Jt's from that wondtrfully
wacky Sat. Eve. POST serial
Produced and written for the screen by KARL TUNBERG • Directed by

H. C. POTTER

by Jlobert Carson

A WILLIAM DOZIER PRESENTATION • A RAMPART I PRODUCTION

THERE'S ANOTHER GREAT COMEDY ON ITS WAY, "FAMILY HONEYMOON”!

report to MGM for some acting in the
Greer Garson-Errol Flynn picture, “For¬
syte Saga.”
*

FRIC/
ALDENS NEW
1949 FASHION DIGEST
172 GLAMOUR-FILLED PAGES
Get Fashion's newest Spring triumphs now?
Be first to wear the loveliest, the smartest/

Yours!.. FREE! Aldens thrilling Spring show¬
ing of today’s most alluring styles—certain to
make fashion history coast to coast! Be first
to wear the newest, the most breathtakingly
lovely fashions... discover a new enchanting
you ... radiant, confident, heart-teasingly de¬
sirable! Mail the coupon today—get your FREE
copy of Aldens 60th Anniversary Fashion Digest.
See style excitement to make you catch your
breath. Everything for a glamorous wardrobe
for teen, junior, miss or lovely lady, at the lowest
prices in America! Fashions to wear from sun to
starlight—the most adorable plaids and stripes,
suave pastels, bewitching navies, sophisticated
blacks in cottons, romantic taffetas, crepes,
failles... even glamour ginghams and piqueiced calicos—news in buttons and bows, pegskirts, tier-skirts, billowing skirts, peplums,
tunics, tiny nipped-in waists. Fashions for your
home and all your family, too'.Aldens guarantees
every price lowest, guarantees your complete
satisfaction or your money back! Don’t delaymail the coupon now for your Free Aldens
Fashion Digest!
Make our 60th year your thriftiest year I

CHICAGO 7

EST. 1 889

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY NOW

ALDENS
Dept. 626, Chicago 7, Illinois

Please rush free copy of your Fashion Digest.
PRINT Name

PRINT Addtjss or RFD
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*

New girl for Bogart ... in his new film,
“Knock on Any Door.” She’s Susan Perry.

*

Jane Russell’s all through with leg art,
she says. She’s had enough! With How¬
ard Hughes holding the reins at RKO,
we’ll probably be seeing more films of
the pretty gal. She’s doing “Montana
Belle” now. And you haven’t seen any¬
thing until you’ve seen Jane with Bob
Hope in “Paleface.” She’s that wonder¬
ful!
*

*

*

Everyone’s going crazy about Kay
Thompson and the four Williams Boys.
Hollywood turned out en masse to wel¬
come back the entertainers. Scene of the
gala affair was the new Mayfair room of
the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. And what a
wonderful night! Nora Eddington divided
her time with Peter Lawford and Freddie
Kohlmar. Clark Gable squired one of his
favorites, Iris Bynum—and they seemed
to be having a marvelous time. Ginger
Rogers and her Jack Briggs, Merle
Oberon, Greg Bautzer, the Jack Bennys—
you name the star—for he or she was
there!
The End

Dorothy Lamour makes sure Robert Young’s
all set for her NBC “Variety Theater.”

On The Screen For The First Time!
ALL THE SINUOUS, SEDUCTIVE SPLENDOR OF THE SIREN OF
THEY LIVE AGAIN!
Fabulous
of mystery
Paradise
on earth .
ruled by a
ravishing,
ruthless
Siren whose
and cruelty
were her

..Legendary luxury cities!

...Secret armies...ready to strike against the world!

... 100 dancing houris... for the royal pleasure!

JEAN PIERRE
MARIA
—m

DENNIS

Monte Aumont- OKeefe
in SeymourNelenzals

n,mm
GREGG MAS

by SEYMOUR NEBENZAL

Directed by
• Produced
Based on the novel “Atlantida” by Pierre Benoit • Released thru United Artists

FEBRUARY

Screen Guide
IS TOPS!

READ ABOUT the new ro¬
mance in the life of Rita
Hayworth!
LORETTA YOUNG opens
her heart so that you might
understand her better in her
own story, "Sincerely
Yours"; Read "Liz Comes
of Age" for the true story
of ELIZABETH TAYLOR.
MRS. GLENN FORD tells
all about her life with the
popular star in "My Ideal
Husband."
Fascinating stories about
EDDIE ALBERT, JUDY
GARLAND, DAN DAILEY,
MONTGOMERY CLIFT,
and thrilling picture stories
of CARY GRANT, DORIS
DAY, PEGGY ANN GAR¬
NER, SHIRLEY TEMPLE,
BARBARA HALE and BILL
WILLIAMS, make this an
outstanding issue.
Buy February SCREEN
GUIDE for the latest, most
exciting news stories and
pictures of the stars.

Screen Guide
has everything!
ON SALE
AT YOUR NEWSSTAND
JANUARY 14

GROWING PAINS
*

If you want to
know about an actor—
ask another
actor. That's
how we found out
about young
Claude Jarman, Jr.
Claude won’t let Lassie suffer eye strain
when they appear in "The Sun Comes Up.”
By James M. Stolz
★ Destiny has a way of searching one
out, no matter what obscure place one
may be. Nashville, Tennessee, is a far
cry from Hollywood, California; but in
Nashville, Tennessee, some years ago
lived a shy, slim, yellow-haired boy, who
embodied all the qualities with which
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings had endowed
the hero of her Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel “The Yearling.” So destiny sought
out Claude Jarman, Jr.
After his magnificent performance in
“The Yearling,” and as a special Academy
Award Winner, Hollywood asked them¬
selves, “Is the boy finished? Did he give
all he had in this picture so that he will
be remembered as ‘Yearling’ Jarman?”
To avoid this M-G-M astutely cast him
in “High Barbaree” with Van Johnson
and June Allyson.
And then that same Destiny, that had
plucked him out of a fifth-grade class¬

room, once more stepped in, and Claude
Jarman was set for another picture, this
time by R. K. O. The picture is “Rough¬
shod” and Claude plays opposite Bob
Sterling and Gloria Grahame. It’s a virile
Western and Claude plays the part of
Bob Sterling’s youngest brother.
If you really want to find out some¬
thing about an actor—ask another actor
and that’s what we did about Claude.
Bob Sterling was only too happy to talk
about the boy.
“He’s a wonderful kid,” he declared
enthusiastically. “If I had a son, I’d want
him to be exactly like Claude Jarman.
Maybe he’s such a regular kid because
his father is his manager. They are al¬
ways together and the elder Jarman has
made it his business to keep Claude un¬
spoiled, and a simple American boy.
When I tell you that Claude gets an
allowance like any other kid and has to

he you in the know?

The End

Which square dance step is he calling?
D Birdie in the Cage

D Address Partners

How about giving a square dance party?
Scene: your home (playroom preferred!).
Music: courtesy of folk dance discs or the
crowd’s own vocal cords. First, learn the
stepsand calls —such as "Birdie in the Cage”
(see illus above). And don’t let difficult days

□ Dosey-do

keep you "caged,” when Kotex can free you
from discomfort. Made to stay soft while you
wear it, Kotex gives softness that holds its
shape. And see how freely your new, all¬
elastic Kotex Sanitary Belt lets you bend
— because it’s adjustable; doesn’t bind!

What ''new note'' does this
coat bring ?

How to cope with a
cowlick?

□ Back interest

D Fight it
□ Favor if

□ A break for tall teens

□ Forget it

□ Another beauty ritual

Ornery critters — cowlicks. You can neither
take ’em or leave ’em. But if you favor a
cowlick by parting the hair directly into the
center of that stubborn tuft —it behaves!
There’s another smart plan you can favor,
.at certain times. That’s trying the 3 ab¬
sorbencies of Kotex—to find the one just
right for you. Remember all 3 have an ex¬
clusive safety center, assuring you of extra
protection with Regular, Junior or Super
Kotex. Keeps you extra confident!

Each answer is correct. The coat shown
has new "back interest”; styling that flatters
"glamazons.” The new beauty ritual? Neck
care! That collar-rubbing means extra scrub¬
bing and softening (with lotion) to save
your neck. Back interest in dresses is often
a matter of eye-catching trimming, rather
than flare. So on "those” days, choose the
napkin that prevents telltale outlines! With
those special, flat pressed ends of Kotex,
you’re smooth —from any view!

February

keep his spending within it, you’ll see
what I mean that he has never gone
Hollywood.”
Anyway Mr. Jarman asked Bob to keep
an eye on Claude and that the boy would
appreciate it if Bob would give him
acting tips.
“The kid was so eager to learn and took
my advice so wholeheartedly, that when
the picture was over, I discovered he
stole all the scenes,” laughed Bob, who
is himself one of the most generous and
likeaole actors in Hollywood. But Bob
was delighted because like everyone else
on the set, he was crazy about the 13year-old boy.
No member of Claude’s family has ever
been on the stage. Claude’s shy, sensi¬
tive nature, his quick, mobile features
and his soft Southern accent are his
chief assets.
Because of his love for animals, Claude
is a natural to be co-starred with Lassie
and you’ll see him soon in “The Sun
Comes Up” which stars Jeanette Mac¬
Donald.
Director Brown, who found Claude
after a 6-month search of 8 Southern
states, when he looked for Jody, went
to great pains to see that Claude remained
as young and unspoiled as he was the day
of his discovery. The horde of Hollywood
publicists, agents, and writers who usu¬
ally descend upon a rising star were kept
as far away as possible during the film¬
ing of “The Yearling.”
When asked to talk on the subject of
Claude, Mr. Brown lapses into the lyrical.
“He’s one of the finest young actors ever
to come to Hollywood,” says Director
Brown, “the most sensitive and adaptable
actor I have ever directed.”
What Claude has to say about Mr.
Brown is straight and to the point. “He’s
great,” Claude says with a shy smile.
And you can bet he really means it. Any¬
thing Claude likes is great. Under that
category comes, first, Claude’s mother
and father and older sister, then director
Brown, then the whole cast of “Rough¬
shod,” including all the horses; then
Elizabeth Taylor (his favorite picture is
“National Velvet”), Hollywood and choc¬
olate sodas—and now, of course, there’s
Lassie and Jeanette MacDonald and the
cast of “The Sun Comes Up”—in fact, all
the lovely people he works with.
Upon completion of “Roughshod” Mr.
Jarman took Claude back to Nashville
and to school. No hanging around Holly¬
wood, waiting for another role for the
Jarmans! And there Claude went con¬
tentedly back to junior high school (in
Hollywood he had had special tutors)
until Director Brown had another role
for his “favorite actor.”
“The Intruder” is the title of the new
M-G-M picture which Clarence Brown
will bring to the screen and there is every
promise that this will be another great
performance by a great little actor.
Claude takes it all in his stride. He
won’t be intimidated by his overnight
rise to fame nor will it change him. Ob¬
viously he won’t be a one-shot picture
star, either—with four fine pictures under
his belt and a fifth coming up. Claude
Jarman is here to stay.
Hollywood is the richer for recognizing
and nurturing this fine talent, for as the
boy grows older so will his potentialities
increase and Claude—a child star—will
become one of Hollywood’s adult star
performers.

More rvorrer choose tCOTEX
tha/7 a// other saw/tarry nafi/cws
3 ABSORBENCIES: REGULAR. JUNIOR. SURER
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Game of Monopoly keeps Joan Crawford, Zach Scott and director
Mike Curtiz busy on set of “Flamingo Road. And Joan wins every time!

CAN 1 HELP YOU?
fjoati
Do you, too, wont the popularity, the friends, the
happiness, and romance that comes to those who
have long, lustrous, glamorous hair? Then

TRY THIS REMARKABLE, PROVEN
MULL-LEAF-LUSTRE TREATMENT

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal attention

(with lanolin)

MY PARENTS ARE DESTROYING MY LOVE

10 DAYS AT MY RISK
Relieve dryness and help to stop falling hair and
brittle ends from splitting and breaking 1 Relieve
dry condition of scalp and hair! Thus give your
hair its chance to grow normally and attain the
length you want—become softer—silkier—more at¬
tractive.
The remarkable MULL-LEAF-LUSTRE method
helps hair and scalp—helps to bring about condi¬
tions under which normal hair can grow! Helps
you find new attractiveness—new friends. Not a
hair restorative; very beneficial to permanently
waved hair.

AMAZING OFFER!

TWO

p°.cETHor

ONE

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
We’re so sure results will amaze you that we
make this offer: Send only $1.00 for your regular
full size MULL-LEAF-LUSTRE Treatment (or
order C.O.D.), today, and we'll send you addi¬
tional $1.00 treatment free. Use only 10 days. If
you are not delighted, return unused treatment
for full $1.00 refund and keep the other.
Offer may not be made again) Rush Coupon To¬
day! Give your hair its chance for longer, longer
beauty. House of Lechler, Dept. M-93, 560
Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

2 for 1 COUPON
House of Lechler, Dept. M-93
560 Broadway, New York 12. N. Y.
Yes, I too, want longer, softer, more glamorous
hair. Send 2 regular MULL-LEAF-LUSTRE
Treatments. I’ll try it for 10 days. Then if not
delighted, I’ll return one for full refund but I
may keep the other.
□ I enclose $1.00. (Send postpaid.)
□ Send C.O.D. (Plus postal charges.)
Name .
Street & No.
City.Zone. . . . State.

tifirr/f) if/

Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m a girl of eighteen, and I’m very much in love with a boy my
parents disapprove of. They don’t like his habits or his background
or his family or anything.
.
He is twenty-five, and he has a good job and he wants me to marry
him. Like a gentleman, he came to my house a month or so ago
and spoke to my father. He asked father for my hand, but father
stalled around and told him we were both too young.
I then heard my parents discuss the entire case. Father said there
was only one thing to do—send me away until my infatuation cooled

off.
I am therefore going to Honolulu with my mother. I don’t know
how long she will keep me there. The idea is to make me forget Carl.
My parents hope, too, that while I am gone he will find someone else.
In other words, my parents are trying to destroy my love for this boy.
I spoke to Carl on the phone yesterday, and he suggested that we
elope. That’s my problem. Do you think we should?
Alice M.
Los Angeles, Cal.

By no means, elope. You will only earn
the antagonism of your parents and. in
the end you will regret your hasty action.
When you’re eighteen and in love, you’re
terribly in love and you think you will
never feel as you do now.
You will
never again have it with such youth, such
fire, such intensity. You tend to give it
too much importance. You notice only
its strength and none of its weakness. One
of the great weaknesses about being in
love is that you lose your objectivity, your
sense of values. Perhaps your parents
see in this boy you love certain traits
which you cannot, certain traits which
won’t make him the best possible
husband.
If this boy really loves you and you

love him, then this separation won’t mat¬
ter too much. If anything, it will enhance
your love. If by the time you come back
you feel about him as‘you do now, I’m
sure your parents who are sensible will
realize the injustice of standing in your
way.
In the meantime, you owe it to your
parents to put your love to this test.
TOO-LONG

ENGAGEMENT

Dear Miss Crawford:
Can you tell me just about how long
a couple should stay engaged before
they get married?
I’ve been engaged to a young man
for five years. Whenever I bring up the
question of marriage, he says, "‘We

don’t know each other well enough.”
He is financially capable of marriage,
and I’m not getting any younger. What
do you advise?
Mary p.
Boston,

Mass.

I suggest that you delicately force the
issue. At the right time, at the right place
see if you can’t get your fiance to make
a definite commitment. If he won’t, then
you’d best start searching for another
fiance.

WRECKING HER MARRIAGE...

LOVE-PIRATE
Dear Miss Crawford:
We sure have a funny setup in my
house. Everytime I bring a girl home,
my older brother latches on to her, and
that’s the end of me.
Last night, for example. I brought
my date to the house for a little danc¬
ing. We have a juke-box in the cellar.
My brother Tom came down to visit.
He started dancing with the girl.
I
went upstairs to wash my hands. When
I came down, my brother and my date
had gone.
This is the fifth or sixth time such
date-snatching
has
happened,
and
frankly I’m a little fed up with it. I
like my brother and all that and I
don’t want to make a big thing out of
this, but it seems like a dirty trick.
What should I do?

Charleg
St.

Mcp

Louis,

Mo.

I think you should go up to your
brother and tell him exactly how you feel.
His actions to me seem inexcusable. If
he’s capable of stealing your dates, he’s
certainly capable of getting his own.
There’s one obvious way in which you
can solve the problem and that is never
to take your dates to your home. But
that’s really begging the question since
it’s your home just as much as it is your
brother’s.
I suggest you get hold of Tom and
give him a piece of your mind, and if
that doesn’t work, then you try and bring
your dates dancing when Tom isn’t home.
EMBARRASSING FATHER
Dear Miss Crawford:
I have a very touchy problem.
It
concerns my father.
When you ask
him what time it is, he tells you how to
take a watch apart.
Now, I myself don’t mind his talk¬
ing, but when a boyfriend calls for me,
it’s really embarrassing.
I introduce
him to Dad, and the next thing you
know. Dad starts talking. By the time
he’s finished, it’s ten o’clock and my
date has to go home.
Dad just loves to talk about any¬
thing—it matters little to him that he
frequently
doesn’t
know
what
he’s
talking about—he just keeps blabber¬
ing along. I don’t mean to sound dis¬
respectful but it’s gotten so bad that
my dates now want to pick me up on
street comers or in theatre lobbies.
Martha U.
Newark, N. J.

I think that first of all you must not
meet your dates on street-corners or
theatre lobbies. You can have them call
for you at home. Should your Dad start
one of his marathon speeches, merely in¬
terrupt by saying, “I’m sorry, Dad, but
we’ve got an 8:30 date and must go.” And
with that start moving.
Don’t hang
around waiting for a reply. You haven’t
much of a problem, Martha. All you need
is a little forceful action.
The

End

because her knowledge about these INTIMATE
PHYSICAL FACTS is not complete or scientific?
When a young wife doesn’t get off on
the right start in married life for this
reason—often her husband begins to
show a cool indifference and honeymoon
days are definitely over.
All too often a woman foolishly fol¬
lows old-fashioned and wrong advice of
friends. If only married women would
realize how important vaginal douching
often is to intimate feminine cleanli¬
ness, charm, health and marriage hap¬
piness. And what’s more important—if
only they’d learn about this newer,
scientific method of douching with
modern ZONITE.

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
tested is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS
No well-informed woman would think
of using weak, homemade solutions of
salt, soda or vinegar for the douche.
These ‘kitchen makeshifts’ do not and
can not give the great germicidal and
deodorizing action of ZONITE.

Zonite
for HEWER

No other type liquid antiseptic-germi¬
cide for the douche of all those tested
is so powerful yet so safe to deli¬
cate tissues.
zonite positively contains no car¬
bolic acid or bichloride of mercury; no
creosote, zonite is non-poisonous, non¬
irritating, non-burning. Despite its great
strength—you can use it as directed as
often as you wish without risk of injury.

Zonite principle discovered by
famous Surgeon and Chemist
zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power¬
fully effective no germs of any kind
tested have ever been found that it will
not kill on contact. You know it’s not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract but you can be sure that
zonite immediately kills every reachable
germ and keeps them from multiplying.
Buy zonite today. Any drugstore.
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in a wonderful,
wonderful
picture!

GENE

TYRONE

POWER TIERNEY
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CINTURY-FOX
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•ARLEEN
Directed by

ROBERT 6.

Produced

b, FRED KOHL

LUCILE WATSON • GENE LOCKHART • LLOYD GOUGH
* PORTER HALL • RICHARD GAINES • TAYLOR HOLMES • CHILL WILLS
Screen Play by Jay Dratler • From a Story by Williom R. lipman and Frederick Stephan!
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MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!

MONEY! MONEY!

If you were the editor of

MOV IELAND
What would you do to make this a better Magazine?
Have you ever said to yourself: “If I were the Editor of a movie maga¬
zine, I know what I’d do”? I believe there are many of you who would
like the opportunity to express yourselves on the subject of movie magazines.
That is why I ask your opinion.
To make your letters most helpful, here are a few questions I’d like you
to answer:

1« Which is your favorite movie magazine?
Do you buy more than one each month?
3. What type of stories do you like best?
4. Which stars do you like to see on the cover?
5. Which do you prefer—pictures only or stories
illustrated with pictures?
To the writer of the most helpful and constructive letter, of not
more than 150 words, MOVIELAND will send $100 as the first prize.
For the ten best letters, MOVIELAND will send 10 prizes of $50 each.
For the 25 letters which contain two or more constructive ideas,
MOVIELAND will pay $10 to each letter-writer.
And for the 30 letters that contain at least one usable idea for making
MOVIELAND your favorite magazine, we will send each writer $5.
Deadline for the contest is Midnight, February 10, 1949
Address your letters to Beatrice L. Cole, Editorial Director, MOVIELAND,
535 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.
Contest Letters become the property of MOVIELAND and will not be returned to the
senders.

By ELIZABETH SHELLY

* What’s going on with the Flynns ?
As I write this, Nora and Errol, after a stormy quarrel
and separation, tried a reconciliation and are now on a New
York holiday. But there are still plenty of bugs to iron out
in any permanent reconciliation and it is still touch and
go whether Nora will live in the house she rented for her¬
self and the two children or return to live with Errol.
They’re both painfully polite about not making bitter
statements about each other. Errol told a Hollywood
columnist to blame him, not Nora, for their troubles. “She’s

still the greatest girl I

ever knew,” he said wistfully.

Nora herself, when talking about Errol to intimate
friends, will not let one word of reproach about him escape
her.
But the truth is, they’re not getting along and probably
never will unless Errol agrees to straighten himself out
on certain points which have caused eruptions in the house¬
hold. Errol has brought Nora much happiness in the past.
But he has also brought her great grief. And in recent
months the grief seems to have outweighed the happiness.

Will Errol and Nora get together again—as their friends
fervently hope—or is this time the end?

Nora was crushed by Errol’s disavowal of their marriage,
yet she was not embittered. “He has always been good to

The reasons for a marriage break-up aren’t always clear,

me,” she explained. “I know he loves the baby very much.

but friends agree that storm warnings have been evident

But he just isn’t the type to settle down and be a conven¬

for some time in this case.

tional husband.

In the first place, Nora has changed drastically from the
unsophisticated girl who was entranced by the

dashing

Flynn and married him in Mexico.

He wants excitement.”

So Nora made her plans to get a divorce. She said that
she wanted nothing for herself, only a sum barely sufficient
to take care of their baby.

In those days she was just as pretty as she is now, but
few people realized it, for she had very little money and

would go to work.

As soon as she was able, she

Before her marriage to Errol she had

worked as an apprentice machinist in an aircraft plant.

Of course she had the

Perhaps it was Nora’s amazing honesty or her sweetness

beauty and charm of youth; a lovely figure and a beautiful

in saying she wanted nothing for herself that turned the tide

face that was further enlivened by a cute, pixie expression.

for her. Errol had never known a woman before who asked

dressed in a nondescript fashion.

She had first met Errol when he was on trial on a statu¬
tory charge of which he was later acquitted.

She was sub¬

stituting for a friend at the cigar stand in the court building

for so little and who was so gracious.

Here was one girl

who was never self-seeking.
Suddenly he did a complete about-face, and began to

and Errol and she would smile at each other every morning

introduce Nora to his Hollywood friends as his wife.

on his way in and out of the courtroom.

made a terrific impression on them (Please turn to page 71)

When they met

She

again at a Hollywood party, they began to go together
quite steadily.
Hollywood wondered about this romance. But few people
believed it would end in marriage, Flynn being Flynn—a
man who wanted complete freedom to go about as he chose
with whomever he chose.
Suddenly in the summer of 1944, rumors floated out of
Acapulco, Mexico, hinting that Errol and Nora had been
married.

But Errol strongly denied it.

Matters took on a different complexion, however, when
the news reached America later that a baby, Deidre, had
been born.
Again reporters asked Errol if he were married and if
the baby were his.

He denied being married and evaded

the questions about the paternity of the baby.
Nora returned home, knowing that as a result of Errol’s
evasions, her baby had been branded as illegitimate by
many people, and that she herself was regarded unjustly as
just a cheap cigarette girl who had had a hasty affair with
Errol.
Nora, however, was deeply in love with Errol. If she had
become bitter she would have had every right to turn on him
and speak of him slurringly, making him retract his foolish
and damaging denials.

For what sort of a man is it who

will not face the world proudly with his wife and baby on
his arm?

Nora Eddington (as she is known on the screen) and Errol are
caught by the cameraman in earnest discussion on “Don Juan” set.

A dog’s the best present in the ►
world.
Now Danny won’t be
lonesome with Ray and Mai away.

A MOVIE STAR’S WORK
IS NEVER DONE—AT LEAST
THAT’S WHAT RAY
MILLAND DISCOVERED
WHEN HE AND MAL DECIDED
A "business!’ trip to NY sounded wonderful to Ray and Mai Milland. Between radio shows
and personal appearances, they hope to do some shopping for their new adopted daughter.

TO ’’GET AWAY FROM IT
ALL" AND WOUND UP
VACATIONING (?) IN
STAR-CONSCIOUS NEW YORK

Mai headed for infants’ wear, but ties were more in
Ray's realm. That bow tie might look pretty sharp.

There’s time to stop at a gallery—not long enough
to select a new painting to add to his art collection.
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Ray even had fun during the working hours of this vacation. On the
Kate Smith show they talked about his new picture “Alias Nick Beal.”

Shirley’s happiness even seems
to shine in her lovely eyes.

The
Rich,
Full
Life
By MARVA PETERSON

The brightest star in the John
Agar household is Linda Susan.

Wife, mother, movie star—and not yet 21! And there’s still more ahead for Shirley

* Shirley Temple is a little wisp of a girl who somehow
seems to excel in every department of womanness.
Take first of all the wife department and the testimony
of a man named John Agar.
He thinks she’s perfect and that’s that.
Dr. Paul Popenoe, the world-famous authority on marital
relations, at a recent lecture on “Youthful Marriages,’’ was
asked to cite an outstanding example of a young American
wife and mother.
Popenoe thought for a few moments and then thought¬
fully told his audience, “Shirley Temple.

She seems to

personify the best traits in young American women.”
Shirley is currently more in demand by producers than any
other young actress in Hollywood. (Please turn to page <S0)
In ‘‘Baltimore Escapade,” Shirley raises neighbors’ eyebrows when
she paints a portrait of a young man in classic Grecian pose.
The young man in question is her husband, handsome John Agar.

>
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BUILDS
HIS
ME AM
HOUSE

"Chicago Deadline” is finished, so Alan’s free to spend most
free time watching construction and admiring his future view.

LIKE EVERY YOUNG COUPLE WHO BUILD FOR
THE FIRST TIME, SUE AND ALAN HAVE INVESTED
THEIR BEST DREAMS IN THIS NEW HOME

* It was nearly three A. M. when Alan Ladd finished
the last scene in his newest smash picture for Paramount,
“Chicago Deadline,” opposite Donna Reed.
By FREDDA DUDLEY

Grinning a little, he strolled over to Sue who had
come to the studio to pick him up and drive him home.
“I guess it’s entirely too late, isn’t it?” he asked.
Sue consulted her watch.

“I brought the big flash¬

light,” she said hopefully.
Said Alan, “The drive doesn’t take so very long.”
Said Sue, “And we don’t have to budge until noon
tomorrow if we don't want to.”
By that time they were halfway to the car. Abruptly
they began to laugh.

Catching hands, they broke into

a run for the last twenty feet, and flung themselves into
the convertible.
Through the sleeping streets of Hollywood and out
Sunset Boulevard they drove. Finally Alan swung down
a moon-drenched sidestreet, and parked beneath the
lacy pattern of a sycamore tree. On the hill above them
loomed the exciting skeleton of a new house under
construction.
In unison they breathed one word, as they had many
times before: “Home!”
All over America the* same scene is being enacted.
It is the great dream to own one’s own home.

Alan

and Sue Ladd, like thousands of their fans, have planned
New house incorporates most of Sue’s and Alan’s ideas. Huge
picture window will overlook beautiful suburb of Westwood.

for years to make this dream come true.
years, to be exact.

For seven

(Please turn to page 321

Alan always wanted a home with a steep-pitched roof like the Norman farmhouses.

ALAN
BAUDS
HIS
DREAM
HOUSE ^

Sue liked the idea, too, so here's the start.

want . . . well, what do you think. Sue?”
Sue, instantly captivated, studied the picture and agreed.
It was exactly what she had in mind, too.
\ day or so later Alan brought home a huge scrapbook:
"For house ideas.”

Diligently Sue and Alan, and even

Carol Lee, clipped

pictorial suggestions.

At

first they

saved little except extremely modern architecture.

They

liked glass expanses, arrangement of a house to capitalize
on view, and the airy, open effects of the modern type.

ST

One night when Sue and Alan were leafing over their
building books, Alan reached a decision: He didn’t want
a slab-roofed house.

“I’ve always dreamed of a home

with a steep-pitched roof . . . sort of Norman French farm¬
When Alan and Sue were married, Alan moved into the
house Sue had owned for some time.

Naturally, they

would have preferred to start their life together in a crisp
new apartment or in a paint-bright new home, but the

Do you suppose we could combine mod¬

ern use of glass, wide eaves, interior gardens and such,
with a French Norman roof?”
Sue, a practical soul, said, “Why not?

It’s our house.

shortage of dwelling units was desperate; the country was

We should have exactly what we want. Besides, if we keep

on the verge of war, and Alan knew that he was going to

the Norman feeling we will be able to use all of our old

be in uniform within a few months, so it seemed wise to

furniture.”
So it was agreed that the general feeling of the house

make no change in tjieir home arrangements.
As the years went by, the family grew.

Carol Lee

should be Early Ladd, featuring a pitched roof shingled

became a big girl and needed a place where she could

with hand-split shakes, the well-loved Ladd furniture from

entertain her friends. Alana began to take an interest in

their original French Norman house, plus as many new

the decoration of her room.

touches as possible.

last small bedroom in

David came along to fill the

the house.

When little Laddy

During those early days of planning, Alan and Sue

I Alan’s son by his first marriage) came to Hollywood to

drove around southern California in search of a dream-

spend the weekends with Alan and Sue, Carol Lee had

house site.

to sleep on the couch so that Laddy could be housed in

erly Hills, Bel Air, and of Brentwood; yet when—quite

her bedroom.

Wistfully, they scrutinized the streets of Bev¬

by accident—they wound around the hills of Westwood,

Still, Alan and Sue—like thousands of young couples—

they found exactly the sort of neighborhood in which they
felt they would be happy.

hesitated.
But hesitation did not stop their dreaming.

One night

( Westwood is^the suburb in

which UCLA is situated, so it is a young, collegiate, enter¬

Sue picked up a magazine on interior decoration and

prising community.)

started to thumb through it. Three pages over, she found

about lot prices ... no use to stir up false hopes.

a large square hole in the middle of the page.

Someone

had clipped something for his own benefit.
Sue held up the magazine accusingly. “This is an out¬
Alan cleared his throat.

“Er . . . a& a matter of fact,

honey,” he confessed sheepishly, “/ did that.

Alan and Sue refused to inquire

That is, not until the following week.

The agent with

whom they talked explained that one of the most desirable

rage,” she began severely, “which one of you children . . .”
Saw this

picture of a fireplace . . . thought it was just what we’d
32

house treatment.

lots in the vicinity was for sale. The owmer, an easterner,
had decided to sit the war out in the middle of America,
so was offering his building site for peanuts.
“Anything wrong with it?” gasped Alan.
“If the coast should be bombed (Please turn to page92)

Topper pipes leading to the kitchen get Alan’s
i lose attention as do all other building details.

Mr Blandings had problems hut then he couldn’t read blueprints the way the
Ladds can! What's the style of the house? Alan and Sue call it Early Ladd.

[.adds will move from Alsulana Acres as soon as
place is finished, but they’ll keep the ranch.

Alan takes a last look before leaving for England
and Command Performance before England’s king.

First purchase was this smart cotton in red
white, blue broadcloth with matching shawl.

Dinner gowns should be romantic, so Jeanne
selected this one of black lace with net.

Jeanne’s all set for Sunday brunch
in tills palm beach slacks outfit.

Now that baby Paul’s
on his feet, Jeanne
Crain’s doing what most
young mothers do—
she’s picking out a
new wardrobe with
an eye for the present
and not-so-far-away Spring

Baby Paul’s more interested in camera than Mama s
new green taffeta skirt and bright red jersey blouse.
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^ The Horists Association knew a
lovely flower when they picked Vir¬
ginia to represent them this year.

My Beautiful Wife

By Michael O’Shea
There’ll never be career trouble in the Virginia Mayo-Mike O'Shea household.

Here’s why!

* Virginia Mayo is often called “The Most Beautiful Blonde

When the girl happens to be as sweet, unaffected, and

in the World.” This article isn’t going to dispute that claim.

devoid of temperament as Virginia, being married to a

You see, she happens to be my wife.
Ever since Virginia and 1 married, people have been

girl who works in back of a five-and-ten-cent store counter.

bombarding me with the question: What’s it like to be
married to “the world’s most beautiful blonde”?
I’ve got news for you—being married to Virginia Mayo

glamorous star is no different than being married to a pretty
Virginia isn't an overnight sensation whose stardom has
gone to her head. She’s not temperamental.
unduly impressed with her success.

She’s not

is no different than being married to any other girl. When

You would think, quite naturally, that anyone elevated

the day’s work is finished at the studio, “the beautiful

to the status of a full-fledged Warner Brothers star would

blonde” drives out to our little ranch in Van Nuys. With

become difficult to get along with.
changed by her good fortune.

the removal of her movie make-up the glamor girl role is
dropped in favor of the 365-day-a-year casting—-my beauti¬
ful wife.

Virginia hasn’t been

My B.W. set her heart on becoming a star when she was
but eight years old. She studied, worked and hoped and
Please turn to next page
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My Beautiful Wife
continued

Ranch life suits us both. You can see that Virginia doesn’t leave
her glamor at the studio—she’s just as gorgeous in dungarees!

prayed for success. Achieving this cherished station in life
has made her humble and appreciative—not conceited or
self important.
Like most star-struck kids, Virginia compiled huge scrap¬
books about the reigning stars of her childhood. She adored
the fan magazines.

She took singing, dancing, and elocu¬

tion lessons from her aunt in St. Louis—and never doubted
for a solitary moment that she one day would become a star.
Everything she did was with that goal in mind.
During these years Virginia appeared at recitals, dance
exhibits; in fact, she made every possible public appear¬
ance open to her. When she was 16 her aunt took her in to
teach the younger children.

Virginia had taken to ballet

and developed into an accomplished dancer.

Few people

know just what an accomplished artist she is in that field.
At 18 she joined the Corps de Ballet in St. Louis—a big
break. Another break followed. She joined the floor show
Mayo rides again in
“Colorado Territory,”
her first western.

at the Chase Hotel and soon was made line captain of the
chorus.
Spurred on by an ambition to reach stardom, night after
night Virginia stood in the wings and watched every act
that came into the hotel.

It wasn’t long before she had

acquired the poise and the grace to augment her natural
ability and beauty.
When the popular act, “Patsy (Please turn to page 83)
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HE'S

BEEN

THROUGH

EVERY

PHASE

OF

THE

HOLLYWOOD

NOW

HE

CAN

TALK

ABOUT

IT

* I’ve been told that I’ve gone through about every

aware of the fact that I have gained much more from

phase of the Hollywood mill. Perhaps I have. There

Hollywood than I have lost. Come to think of it—•
I don’t believe I’ve lost anything!

have been times, I admit, when I was considerably
confused by the way things were going. Everything
has happened pretty fast for me.

•

MILL.

But I am fully

For the first time in several months, I’ve had some
time off between pictures (please turn to next page)
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Good advice from a famous actress aided me when
I first started working in the “Dr. Kildare” pictures.

I never expected the success which came to me, and
I hope that I never lose my feeling of gratitude.

after having finished “Command Decision” and
“Mother Is a Freshman.” And while I’ve been out
in my back yard painting—my most persistent
hobby—I’ve had a chance to do some reflecting; to
check back on what these years in Hollywood have
actually meant to me. And I’ve come to the con¬
clusion that it is a place where you can learn much,
about yourself. It’s a town that can give a lot—or
take it away. It all depends on you.
I’d say that of all the things Hollywood has given
me, the most important is confidence. When I came
here I had a terrific inferiority complex. I wanted
to be a good actor, but I couldn’t help wondering
why I’d ever been sent for from the east anyway.
After all, there were no blond guys with freckles
making a big dent in pictures.
I did have my illusions and my ideals, though—
and I feel sorry for a person who hasn’t. I kept
them all during the six months I spent at Warners
doing nothing. I kept them when my hair was
surprisingly dyed black and an effort made to cover
up my freckles. I was unable to understand why
My home is the cog around which I revolve. Evie and I stay
home most of the time for we’re not of the night club set.

a product had been bought and then changed, and
things were very mystifying to me.
Yet, while I hung on to what I believed in, I
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Hollywood

helped- me

grow up.

Working

with

fine

actors

like

Clark Gable in

“Command Decision”

has been

a great lesson.

also developed patience. Naturally, I wanted to get
to work and there were times when my idleness
drove me crazy, but I realized that in this game I
had to hang on and wait.

In all those months,

however, I never once expected the success which
eventually came to me.
I believe I was helped over that period by keep¬
ing an interest in my work. It’s so easy to become
bored and jaded—and that’s bad.

As I began to

get picture assignments at MGM later on, I found
that each new film, each new day was like a chal¬
lenge; that each was different.

And that Holly¬

wood was made up of many interesting things and
people. I still haven’t lost enthusiasm for my work
or my life.
The people I met in Hollywood naturally helped
me to grow up. Anyone would be in a sorry state
if he didn’t change.

Working with the fine direc¬

tors and such stars as Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne,
Loretta Young in “Mother Is a Freshman” and
Clark Gable in “Command Decision” was a valu¬
able experience to me—and a great lesson.
Fay Bainter also taught me a great deal when I
worked with her in one of my first pictures, “The

Now that “Mother Is a Freshman” with Loretta Young is fin¬
ished, I’ll get back to my most persistent hobby: painting.

War and Mrs. Hadley.” (Please turn to page 94)
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FOR

By CRAWFORD DIXON

Who wants to be a dramatic actress?
Not Betty! Fans love her this way.

She knew what she wanted even at 10 when
she danced blithely in a St. Louis kid revue.
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She’s not the most beautiful star,
nor the most talented.

Why,

then, do the fans adore Betty Grable?

* When Betty Grable was a little blonde baby living

GORGEOUS

in a little red-brick bungalow at 3955 Lafayette
Avenue in South St. Louis, she was the kind of
infant people couldn’t leave alone. They just had
to pick her up and fondle and pet and love her.
Her eyes, even then, were two delightful rhapsodies-in-blue; her skin was the silken softness of a

GLAMOROUS

budding rose, and when she smiled or giggled, her
face would light up with such wonderful heart¬
warming radiance that persons used to clasp her in
their arms and just thrill to her baby hug and
gurgle.
Five years later when Betty and her family moved
to the Forest Park Hotel, she was virtually captured

GRABLE

and adopted by the entire St. Louis Cardinals base¬
ball team. The ball players roomed at the Forest
Park and whenever they saw Betty in the lobby,
they would swoop down, grab the child, and toss
her in the air. One day when she was five and had
just returned from a dancing lesson at Mrs. Clark’s,
Betty strode through the hotel lobby with a ukulele
in her arms and a hula-hula skirt around her little
midriff.
The St. Louis Cardinals almost ran amuck that
Please

tarn to next page

i 1929, Betty (left) and two other unknowns surrounded
ar Dixie Lee, now Mrs. Bing Crosby, for a publicity gag.

“I got a few lucky breaks, now you de¬
serve some, too,” Betty told Dan Dailey.
They’re in “When My Baby Smiles at Me.”
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On screen Betty plays the lovable American girl. Off screen she's the
same girl. Here she is at her ranch home with husband Harry James.

G FOR GORGEOUS, GLAMOROUS GRABLE

continued

day. They found Betty irresistible in her American
cuteness, her singular simplicity, her down-to-earth
warmth and beauty.
In the exciting years which have elapsed since
that day, Elizabeth Ruth Grable has become the
most popular actress on earth, and fans everywhere
have adopted her with that same fierce, proud
possessiveness.
During World War II, for example, Betty re¬
ceived 90,000 fan letters a month.
“Tou can imagine what sort of job we had,” her
mother, who acts as her secretary-counselor, ex¬
plains. “We spent practically every waking minute
answering the mail. Now that the war’s over, the
letters have tapered down but Betty still leads all
Hollywood actresses with 8,000 a month.”
Why is it that approximately 100,000 movie-goers
should write Betty every year? What is it about her
personality that attracts people? Why has she be¬
come the biggest box-office draw of any screen
actress? In short, why does the public go for her?
Betty herself says that she doesn’t know. Her
success comes as a genuine surprise to her. “All I
know,” she says, “is that I like to play myself.
Whenever I have a song to sing, I get a kick out
of singing it. I don’t say to myself, ‘Gee! I’m the
greatest singer!’ or ‘Gee, I’m a great actress.’—I
just do the things I ordinarily would do and then
46

Lively daughters Victoria and Jessica are two more reasons why Betty puts family above a successful career.

when I see myself on the screen, I'm still a little
amazed.”
This lack of pretension, this lack of aggression,
this lack of ambition and drive and push is seem¬
ingly the most endearing quality Betty has. She’s a
female Bing Crosby. She gives fans the impression
that she is playing herself, and this is the truth.
There is no difference between Betty Grable on- '
screen and Betty Grable off-screen. She looks the
same; she acts the same; she is the same.
She is the typical American's idea of the typical
“nice” American girl: pretty, sexy, unaffected,
entertaining, real, accessible, and the representa¬
tion, the living personification of the movie-goer’s
daydream come true.
“Girls who see me in a picture,” says Betty, “seem
to feel that I could be one of them.”
Betty is one of them. Transplant her in a small
town in Texas or a large city in New Jersey, and
no one will say, “There goes a great actress.” In¬
stead, they’ll say, “Boy! That’s a pip of a girl.”
Betty makes men feel that her kind of girl is
attainable, that there is nothing sultry, exotic, or
melodramatic about her. During the war, most of
the soldiers who wrote her explained that she was
the kind of girl they wanted to come home to. She
aroused the matrimonial instinct in them.
Secretaries and stenographers everywhere, when

Despite the fact that she earns $300,000 a year, Betty would give up her career
in a second if husband Harry James asked her to. Another reason fans admire her.

they watch Betty in one of the fifteen musicals she’s
made, feel that with a break or two, they might
occupy her same role in life, that her success might
be theirs.
In short, Betty Grable represents the great Ameri.

.
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can common denominator, one s actual evidence that
to become a success in Hollywood, a girl doesn't have

Senorita Betty’s an eyeful in any
language. No wonder her fan mail
a(lds UP t0 100,000 letters a year!

to become a great dramatic actress; all she has to
do is he herself.
There are a lot of people around Hollywood who
like to kid Betty into believing that she’s developing
into another Sarah Bernhardt or Eleanora Duse.
Betty never falls for the line. Only a few weeks ago,
for example, Preston Sturges, one of the most tal¬
ented and versatile directors fPlease turn to page 88)
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* It’s always a treat to visit Janis Paige and Frank Martinelli, but when the
invitation’s for dinner—especially one prepared by Frank himself—it becomes
a must!

The culinary star in the household got his training when he was

special chef in his father’s Bal Tabarin restaurant. Now when Janis is working
on “Deadlock,” Frank is the one to stand over the hot stove. Is this bad? Not
on your l^fe, because his cooking is the envy of friends all of whom are snaring
Martinelli recipes.

Why not try this menu the next time you entertain?

So you, too, can
enjoy a wonderful
evening with
your friends, lovely
star Janis Paige
generously gives
you her own recipes
for food and fun
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MENU
Cream Cheese and Clam Hors D’Oeuvres
★
Tomato Ring Salad
★
Veal Scalopine
★
Cheeseless Cheese Cake
*For Frank’s recipes see page 72
please turn to next page

I
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Frank can have his recipes—this is more Janis’s dish. She cops acting honors when she goes into her act—and no wonder. Janis really

amn
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means it when she sings “It’s Love, Love, Love.
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is where the

heart

is,

and you

can

see

Bob’s

is

right

here

with

Jessica,

Cheyney

(below)

and

eldest

son,

Timmy.

* Personally, I don’t approve of gloating wives who write of their husbands’ success
in one field or another. Therefore, it is with humility, crossed fingers and natural
reluctance that I recount soipe of the episodes in my married life with Bob Ryan.
They tell us we’ve finally reached the top . . . that Bob “has arrived.” It sounds
easy and natural, the way they say it, but looking back over the last five years, I
am convinced the bumpy road to success, in our case, had more bumps than road.
Bob Ryan, the husband, is a delightfully complex being. His varied background
and unique experiences make him a colorful and vital person. He gets pleasure and
extreme satisfaction out of doing simple things, whether it be knocking himself out
in the backyard with our two sons, Timmy and Cheyney, painting the back fence
or listening intently to my new novel. I shall slip over that last item for now. Suffice
it to say ... I write.
The first time I saw Ryan he was sitting on a bench. His long legs were sprawled
out in all directions, and with the intense sincerity and confidence that an actor
needs, he recited. His voice roared out. The rafters shook as he screamed, “Oh,
what a rogue and peasant slave am I!” Never had Mr. William Shakespeare Teen
given such an earnest and heartfelt interpretation. The scene was Max Reinhardt’s
famous school of acting and Ryan, although he was emoting with true Elizabethan
gusto, really joined the school to further his career as a playwright.

I, too, was

a student, but acting and a career in the theater were my particular ambitions. And
there you have the switch. Bob became an actor and I, a (Please turn to page 78)
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This is Paulette arriving in Hollywood ten years ago.
Then no one knew what cleverness lay behind her beauty.

From Charlie Chaplin she learned the value of
things vital to her future—intellect and money.

BODY
BRAIN
AND

She’s one of Hollywood’s most talked-about women,
this fabulous blue-eyed beauty, Paulette Goddard,
who prefers to keep her private life a mystery

* In order to get ahead in Hollywood, a girl needs one
of two attributes and needs them in a big way—beauty,
sheer ravishing beauty as in the case of Ava, Gardner,
or brains, as in the case of Greer Garson.
When a girl comes along, however, who has both a
She is married to actor Burgess Meredith, a brilliant man, typical
of those she attracts. Men admire her mind as well as her figure.

beautiful body and an astute brain, then watch out! That
girl is destined to rdcket to stardom with a speed com¬
parable to a jet.
This exactly is what has happened to a sensational,

By Gardner Maxwell, noted psychologist

blue-eyed brunette named Paulette Goddard.
Paulette’s screen progress has been so amazing that
in ten years she has become one of the ten richest women
in Hollywood.
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Her mental growth has also kept apace
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BODY AND BRAIN

continued

with her w.ealth, and she is regarded as a shrewd intel¬
lectual capable of making fascinating conversation on any
grounds.
According to her movie fans, however, the most attrac¬
tive part of Goddard is her body. She has one of the most
beautiful figures of any actress in Hollywood, and it was
this which

primarily brought her to the attention of

Charlie Chaplin, who gave her a chance in one of his
pictures, later married her, and finally let her go her way.
It is significant to point out that Goddard is the only
actress who ever played opposite Chaplin and then became
a star in her own right—further proof of Paulette’s brain¬
power.
It is also significant that Paulette is one of the very few
actresses to have beaten a major studio in a financial deal.
Some years ago, Paramount Studios asked Paulette to
make a road tour as part of some picture exploitation.
Paulette refused, so the story has it, unless the studio paid
all her expenses.
The studio agreed, whereupon Paulette promptly took
off to Chicago where she ran up a hotel bill of some $6,000.
The studio screamed but paid.
Harry Cohn, President of Columbia Pictures, is a shrewd
manipulator but he met his match in Paulette. For playing
the lead in “Anna Lucasta”—a plum role, coveted by every
star

in

Hollywood—Paulette

$175,000—none of it deferred.

demanded,

and

will get,

The lady gets $17,500 a

week—for 10 weeks. . . .
There is no doubt but what Paulette Goddard is one of
Paulette makes glamor a business at all times. Even
at home, she never fails to dramatize her fine points.

She knows all the tricks of being provocative—has bath sequences in most of her
pictures. She’s well aware that the public isn’t likely to forget scenes like this.
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Being shrewd will never affect her warmhearted generosity to those who need help.

the brainiest and brightest actresses in the entire film
colony.

The answer to the question of whether she has

beauty or brains is that she has both—in large quantities.
Unfortunately, no one knows where and from whom she
acquired these inheritable characteristics.
makes her such a fascinating study.

This is what

Why should a suc¬

cessful actress be so reluctant to give information con¬

She has alternately been listed in the records as Pauline
Levy, Pauline Levee, Pauline Hatch, and Paulette God¬
dard.

She was born either in 1905, 1908, 1911, 1914,

or 1915.

Her father has been listed as Joseph Levy,

Joseph Levee, and J. R. Goddard.

Her mother has been

listed as Alta M. Hatch, Alta M. Levy, and Alta M.
Goddard.

cerning her past?

What are the true facts?
To date, they have been almost impossible to determine.

Is it because Paulette is ashamed of her early years of
Does her youth connote such unhappy associa¬

Information concerning Miss Goddard has been com¬

tions that she wants to rid it from her mind? These are

pletely confusing, and Paulette has never been particu¬

the questions which a psychologist asks himself as he seeks

larly anxious to clear the mystery.

struggle?

This mystery is part of Paulette’s charm and since

to solve the riddle’of Paulette Goddard.

Paulette is, as we keep repeating, (Please turn to page 69)

And a riddle her life is, too.

At

the

peak

of

her success,

Paulette

is

gracious

and

pdised.

She

shares

a

happy

marriage

and

career

with

Burgess

Meredith.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS HAD
NOTHING ON THIS
PAIR WHO FLY THROUGH THE
AIR WITH THE GREATEST
OF EASE.

AND WHEN "QUEEN"

BARBARA STANWYCK JOINS
IN THE FUN. BOB TAYLOR IS
REALLY IN THE CLOUDS

By RALPH COUSER (Friend and M-G-M Chief Pilot)

* If I’m giving you a pilot’s eye-view of Robert Taylor,

out of the windows. What that trip took out of Barbara

the small-town boy from Beatrice, Nebraska, it’s because

I still can’t guess, but just the fact that she would go up

flying is my business and has been for more than 12 years.

with Bob meant more to him than all the honors he won

Up there behind the instrument panel, with the earth

iri the Navy as a superlative flying instructor.

stretched out below you, you don’t think of a man as an

It happened one morning not so long ago, when the

actor or as a tycoon or anything but the fellow who’s

Queen remarked that it was a clear day and a pilot would

flying the ship you’re in.

very probably not bump into any mountains.

You ask yourself, “Can this guy fly, or can’t he?” And

Then she

I’m flying with you

Bob Taylor can fly. His 2500 hours in the air prove it-—

today.”

and to me, a lot of other things prove it, too.

He flies

was really in the clouds. All he could say for days after¬

like he does everything else: with quiet competence, in¬

wards was, “Hey, the Queen thinks I’m a helluva pilot!”

telligence, distinction and with great self-respect.
There’s just one thing that Bob can’t do with that

They hopped off for Palm Springs and Taylor

It takes something spectacular to get Bob Taylor that
excited. His self-control is fabulous. I’ve never seen him

Beechcraft and that is get the Queen (his name for Barbara

ill-at-ease or nervous.

Stanwyck)

natured or too lazy to squawk. I’ve seen him blazing mad,

into it.

“Missy” calls her namesake a crate

and won’t even come close to it.

She’s afraid of flying;

hates the very thought of it. Well, yes, she once gave it
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said to Bob, “Come on, Pomona.

I don’t mean that he’s too good-

but only I knew it.
There’s absolutely no ham in him and he refuses to

a try, down to Palm Springs and back, but she grabbed

trade on his name, when it would be so easy.

hold of the arms of the seat and held on, not even looking

Barbara will stand patiently in (Please turn to page 90)

He and

It’s fun to keep an eye on Ava Gardner.

She’s

not only lovely to look at, but she’s going places
in such a breathtaking, glamorous V

* The girl in Hollywood who is fasl rising toward the pinnacle
long held hy Lana Turner—is Ava Gardner.
As Lana takes her ease, Ava’s back on the M-G-M lot snag¬
ging up choice roles like the one she has in “The Great Sinner,”
opposite Gregory Peck.
Ava is reaching stardom the smart way. She’s very pleasant
to all—co-workers, press, studio officials.

She hasn’t been on

suspension for refusing roles—and from the looks of' things
she’ll turn out to be one of the brightest stars. This seems as
it should be, since she’s got everything to go with that title!

Can’t blame Greg Peck for finding Ava more interesting than the roulette
game going on in this big scene. This is their first screen-teaming.
Director Robert Siodmak gives Ava a last minute instruction before the
next scene starts. He’s good—but she’ll be better—and prettier, too!

On location
in the heart of the
Navajo Indian
Reservation. f>ui/
Madison and his
pal Rory Calhoun
are united in
a Western; learn
Indian lore; have
themselves a fine time

These cute little Navajo Indian bobby-soxers were plenty thrilled to get Guy’s autograph,

GUY MADISON
* Guy Madison and I have spent four years wangling

far from Hollywood’s sound stages.

our way into the kind of movie we most enjoy making.

still exists, believe us!

When we were greenhorns in Hollywood, we used to

We

We walloped each other in a

bloody fight.

or go off to the mountains for deer and boar.

director insisted the picture had to end!

time we were roughing it, we talked continually of

We only stopped having fun because the

He greets me these days with, “Hello, Spook!”

I’d

someday how we hoped to persuade Mr. Selznick that

like to explain this.

we ought to be turned loose together in a rip-roaring

crawled through my hair and onto my face and I split

Western.

a sleeping bag brushing it off. That’ll give you the

Who says a fellow shouldn’t plan?
pened?

So what hap¬

We got ourselves loaned out to Allied Artists

When I was a kid, a tarantula

reason for the following episode.
Our first night on location in the wilds of North¬

for “When A Man’s A Man”—a rip-roaring Western—

eastern Arizona, I again felt something in my hair.

and now we’re awaiting the fans’ verdict.

didn’t mull it over, as Madison might.

Personally, we had a wonderful time whooping it up
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fought genuine Indians.

get up at three a.m. to go rabbit hunting in the desert
All the

The real West

We rode like the wind.

I

I was scared.

I jumped not only out of [Please turn to page 87)

Guy doesn’t know his own strength. When he helped take off
my boots, he nearly took off my leg with it. That guy’s a character!

In our Federal uniforms (the period of this western picture, “When
A Man’s A Man,” is after the Civil War) we roughed each other up.

by Rory Calhoun ->* <«>«' *« Ben Maddox
We both were invited
to join in the Squawr
dance and since this
is Tribal etiquette,
we took it seriously.
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DOUGLAS DICK
His role in “The Accused” gave him the
chance to take another crack at stardom.

NINA FOCH
She’s back—in a blaze of glory—opposite
Glenn Ford in “The Undercover Man.”

JUNE LOCKHART
Her NY hit paved the way for a starring
role in “The World and Little Willie.”
VIRGINIA GREY
“Mexican Hayride” starts her third act¬
ing career. This one may be the charm.
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This quintet is making sure opportunity
knocks more than once. They’re on their way up
again because nothing can keep them clown

who came back
* Here are five outstanding young players whose careers are
zooming—and we want to tell you about them because the
story behind the success of each is inspiring. All five of
them—Nina Foch, June Lockhart, John Dali. Douglas Dick
and Virginia Grey—are young, but in spite of their youth
By HELEN

HOVER WELLER

they’re all making film comebacks.

Sounds strange, doesn’t

it?
Each one—Nina, June, John, Doug and Virginia—were
signed to Hollywood contracts and then, after a promising
start, their careers fizzled out for one reason or another. They
were all told that they were through. But, being talented and
courageous, they wouldn’t accept defeat.
The answer? Today, each one is a bright ar>d shining film
personality—with greater opportunities, greater popularity
and greater promise than they had before.
June Lockhart and Nina Foch have parallel careers. Both
girls were doing just so-so in pictures when they each took
off for the Broadway stage. Each made a terrific success or
the stage and became the darlings of New York. As a result,
Hollywood has called them back and promoted them to star
stature. Not bad for two girls who were practically told they
were through a year ago!
First, let’s talk about June. June is tall and honey-haired,
with a tilted nose and the most dazzling smile this side of
a toothpaste ad. June looks as though she’d be at home with
a tennis racket or in a swim suit—which she is. She’s whole¬
some, .vivacious and young.
It was inevitable that June become an actress, for her
father is Gene Lockhart, the well-known Hollywood character
actor, and her mother, Kathleen Lockhart, was a famous
stage actress.
June was born in New York where her father was starring
in a play and her mother had retired only long enough to
have a baby.

As a toddler, June frequently watched her

parents at work from the wings, and as she says, “I literallylearned the alphabet out of a play script.”
JOHN DALI,
With his dramatic performance in “Rope,”
Hollywood won’t let him be forgotten.

“But please,” she told me, “don’t say I was born in a
trunk.

It sounds so shabby.

My parents were successful

actors and they didn’t travel around.
York mostly, until we went to

They stayed in Newr

(Please turn to page 73)
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f.arry will do “Jolson Sings Again,” but after that he’s on his own-and that pleases him and wife Betty Garrett

THE
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By SIDNEY YUDAIN

* Larry Parks is working again; Jolson’s singing

Larry explained. “Not because I thought I’d lose

again, and Columbia and a half-dozen million fans

my own identity, nor because I thought I was

are beaming with joy.

being typed, nor because of any personal animos¬

Peace has been declared.

ity towards Al. Sequels are risky business. Espe¬

All’s right with the world.
Appropriately enough, it was on Armistice Day
—November 11, that the ebullient Larry and I sat

success as ‘The Jolson Story.’
“I'm doing this sequel because it’s the price 1

down to discuss the peace.
“It’s wonderful!” exclaimed Larry in a dialect
of mixed Parks and Jolsonese. “It’s been a long,
tough, battle; an unpleasant battle, but at long
last I’m free.

cially when you’re trying to follow as great a

have to pay for my freedom. It’s my concession
to Columbia for a new contract.
“The script is much better this time.

It’s a

It was well worth it.”

better story, a happier one. We have a new and

Dressed in black evening clothes, black bow tie

beautiful Mrs. Jolson—Barbara Hale—but the rest

and silvered-temples, Larry dug into his steak and

of the cast is exactly the same. We hope this sequel

gave out with the lowdown on his feud with Co¬

will be received as well as the first.”

lumbia and why he finally consented to star in

All indications are that it will. For throughout

“Jolson Sings Again.”
After lunch he would return to the sound stage

the world eager fans have been demanding a
second Jolson story— (Please turn to page 96)

to join Cantor and Mrs. Yoleson (Tamara Shayne
and

Ludwig

Donath)

and

“Steve

(William

Demarest), for the opening scene of the sequel to
one of the most popular pictures ever made—“The
Jolson Story.”
“I didn’t want to

COLORFUL

DESCRIPTION
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By Marcella Palmer

* A week before Christmas, Diana Lynn, looking heavenly

that everyone realized how serious she and the handsome

in a white satin and tulle wedding gown with a short train,

young architect were.

became the bride of John Lindsay in a church ceremony that

It had not been a publicized romance simply because

was the last word in old-fashioned dignity and tradition.

Diana and John didn’t frequent the publicized places. They

Everything was as it should be.

would have dinner at the little, out-of-the-way restaurants or

How did one of Hollywood’s most popular girls get the
question popped?

Since Diana had turned down so many

suitors in the past, she gave every evidence of wanting to

John, who is a successful Los Angeles architect, was in¬

stick to single blessedness for a while.

She had just fin¬

specting one of the apartment houses he had designed one

ished furnishing a charming bachelor-girl apartment in

Sunday afternoon and Diana was with him.

Beverly Hills and she seemed to be having too much fun to
think of settling down.

While John

was busy discussing some detail with the foreman, Diana
watched the workmen.

Those were her sentiments—until Johnny came along. John

Suddenly, in the midst of all the clatter, John joined
Diana and said, “Darling, will you marry me?”

and Diana had met several times at small parties, but much
to his chagrin Diana always was surrounded by beaux. Now

Diana answered, “Why of course, dear!”

and then he managed to get her alone to talk, but all too soon

This is not to imply, however, that Diana rushed into

Diana’s escort would join them and then, of course, take
Diana home.

marriage without thought.
girl.

Far from it.

Diana is a sensible

Heavens knows, there have been plenty of beaux who

It got to be quite a problem for a young man trying to

have been trying to get Diana to say “Yes.” The gossip

make headway.

columnists have had her linked with this man and that for

was impressed with him.

a long time, for Diana has been one of the most sought-

his lively sense of humor and his warm, boyish grin.

after girls in the younger set.

He thought he didn’t stand a chance, but one evening he
phoned her.

It was only when she announced her plans to marry John
68

at friends’ homes.

What John didn't know was that Diana
She liked his vital personality,

• “I imagine you’re very busy, aren’t
you?” he began. “But do you suppose you
could find a free evening to have dinner
with me?”
“Why I’d love it,” he was surprised to
hear. “How about tomorrow night?”
The first date convinced them that they
should see more of each other. They had
dinner and went dancing at Ciro’s. The
orchestra played “You Were Meant For
Me” and Johnny held Diana close.
There seemed to be a perfect meeting
of minds and personalities. They discov¬
ered that they both loved the old show
tunes and that dancing with each other
was divine. Soon, they began to go to¬
gether steadily and they learned more
and more, to their great pleasure, how
much alike their tastes were.
Diana, being a concert pianist, loves
music. So does John. Being an artist as
well as an architect, John introduced
Diana to the thrill of visiting art galleries,
and now she’s as crazy about it as he.
They enjoyed being together and their
conversation ran the gamut from chit¬
chat to discussions on the ballet, litera¬
ture and most anything.
Soon John was telling her of the time,
two years ago, when he tried desperately
to meet her. He had become attracted to
her on the screen and thought, “There’s
a girl I’d like to know.”
He managed to get her phone number
through someone who worked at the
studio. However, he didn’t quite know
how to proceed from there. He is not the
brash or breezy type who would call a
girl he’d never met.
By calling the house on some pretext,
he got the address and drove to her
house. “And then,” he told Diana, “I
felt like a complete fool. I was stumped.
I could no more ring the bell and ask for
you than I could fly. So, getting angrier
and angrier at myself, I just drove away.”
It took a long time after that for them
to meet, but when they did, it was exact¬
ly four months to the day that they were
married! Being young and sentimental
they chose the eighteenth of December
for their wedding day because it was on
August 18 that they had their first date.
Since they were very much in love
they didn’t want to wait out a long en¬
gagement.
Diana is opposed to long
engagements.
“Too many things happen to engaged
couples,” she told me, “particularly in
Hollywood. When you’re engaged you’re
under an emotional strain—but if you’re
in pictures, it’s even worse. Too many
people are ready to start rumors that
you’re both cooling off or that you’ve
quarreled, when no such thing may have
happened. Being an actress, I was accus¬
tomed to that and I might have been able
to shake off such talk. But I didn’t want
to leave John open to that.”
That John is the right man for Diana is
undeniable. Although he is only 30, he
heads his own business. He was born in
Chicago and attended the University of
Minnesota.
He came to California to
study architecture at USC, and although
his family was able to send him through
school, he preferred to. work his way.
That means a great deal to a girl like
Diana who has a serious side to her and
strong ideas about character and stability
in the man she marries.
She smiles
proudly as she tells how Johnny has
made his own'way. There will’be no con¬
flict of careers, for she has an enormous
respect for his work and there is no
danger of John Lindsay ever being
known as a “movie star’s husband.” His
name, in his profession, is as important as
Diana’s is in hers.
They are starting off, definitely, on the
right foot.
Although they could easily

live in Diana’s apartment until they build
their own home, she and John decided
against it. Instead, Diana sublet it and
she and John are living in a rented house.
“It didn’t seem the right thing to do,
starting married life in the apartment
where I’d lived when I was single and
dating other boys,” Diana explained.
“Too many hangovers of the past. Every
couple should start out in a place of thenown, if it’s at all possible. Another thing,
even though John would be footing the
bills and all that, there would always be
the feeling that this was ‘my’ apartment.”
They agreed about wedding plans.
Everything very simple and conventional.
Diana’s gown was embroidered with seed
pearls and her matron of honor was
Jane Withers, her best chum.
Only the family and closest friends
were in the church to witness the cere¬
mony. Afterwards, there was a gay and
magnificent reception in Wynn Rocamora’s house.
Since Diana’s parents had given up
their large home they couldn’t very well
hold the reception in the small apartment
they were now occupying. Diana didn’t
want her reception in a hotel. “So cold
and impersonal for a wedding party.” Her
wedding had to be right down to the last
detail.
So when Wynn, who’s been a
friend for years, insisted that he be al¬
lowed to have the reception in his home,
Diana was delighted.
They had it all, the rice, the old shoes,
the toast in champagne, the three-tiered
bride’s cake which Diana and John cut
with an old silver knife tied with garde¬
nias and white ribbon. And then they
made their laughing getaway for a
honeymoon in the Bermudas and a quick
stopover in New York.
They agree on who’s boss. John is!
John is dependable; John is calm; John is
thoughtful and has foresight. Diana, on
the other hand, is mercurial. Diana has
“moods.” John is prompt. Diana is vague
and never on time.
But on the big things they’re alike.
They even look alike! So you can imagine
how handsome John is.
.John is interested in Diana’s career—
Diana likes to hear John talk enthusiasti¬
cally about this building or that one
which he’s designing.
They are going through the exciting
business of looking for a lot on which to
build their own home. “It’s going to be
on top of a hill,” Diana says, “because
Johnny wants a modern house. I didn’t
think I’d like that—as a matter of fact,
my own apartment was Early American
—but Johnny knows more about those
things than I do. He went over the plans
with me and now I’m completely sold on
modem. One side will be all glass with
a terrific view, there’11 be immense, low
sofas. . . . It sounds wonderful.”
It does—and it is. As Diana Lynn, one
of Hollywood’s gayest belles, life was fun.
But as Mrs. John Lindsay—well, that’s
only the beginning of living in a big way.
The End

Don't miss
the splendid story and pictures of

Bing Crosby
in
March Movieland
on newsstands February 9

BODY AND BRAIN
(Continued from page 571

distinctly a “brain,” she may be deliber¬
ately cloaking herself as a “mystery
woman.”
Reporters who’ve been assigned to
ferret out the biographical facts from the
actress have never met with success. In
describing her conduct to a reporter who
was ordered to obtain the basic facts of
her life, she told how she had handled
his predecessor.
“He was assigned the job for a month,”
she explained (the job of finding out
about Goddard). “He used to accost me
in restaurants and bars and get fresh,
and he hung around the house. But he
got nothing from me,” she laughed.
This attitude is certainly in marked
contrast to the behavior of most actresses
whose lives are carefully documented
and who reveal their vital statistics with
graciousness and pleasure.
Of course, vital statistics on Paulette
Goddard do exist.
They don’t square
with the facts, however.
Her studio biography, for example, lists
her as having been bom in Whitestone,
Long Island, on June 3, 1915.
No record of her birth under the name
of Paulette Goddard or Paulette Levy in
Whitestone, Long Island, as of that date
can be found, although Miss Goddard
told reporters, “I was. actually bom in
1915, and I was first married to Edgar
James when I was sixteen.”
The record shows, however, that she
was divorced from a Mr. Edgar James in
1927, which according to Miss Goddard’s
calculations would make her exactly
twelve yfears old at the time of divorce.
When confronted with these discrepan¬
cies, Miss Goddard has said blandly, “I’m
simply terrible in mathematics!”
There has also been a good deal of con¬
fusion concerning Paulette Goddard and
her relationships with Charlie Chaplin.
Chaplin refuses to say anything about'
Miss Goddard except that she’s a talented,
beautiful actress which everyone knows.
Miss Goddard in turn has very little to
say about her life with the comedian.
In short, the actress is a mystery and
that’s the way she wants it.
For example, the studio biography
(and this was supposedly written in con¬
junction with Miss Goddard) says: “Then,
at the age of 14, she got her chance. The
great Florenz Ziegfeld visited her uncle
. . . Paulette saw to it that she was there.
When she voiced her stage ambitions to
Ziegfeld, he quickly said he could use her
in ‘Rio Rita.’ ”
The stage show “Rio Rita” was put on
by Ziegfeld in 1927. If Paulette was four¬
teen at the time, she couldn’t possibly
have been bom in 1915 as the studio
biography claims.
The World Almanac names Miss God¬
dard as having been born in Great Neck,
L. I. on June 3, 1911, which date is prob¬
ably the correct one. This would make
her sixteen at the time of her marriage
and divorce to Edgar James.
Paulette is beautiful; she is attractive;
she has a striking figure; she has great
quantities of sex appeal. She is shrewd,
astute, experienced, smart; she knows all
the angles; and should she stop making
pictures tomorrow, she wouldn’t have to
worry about her future.
She has her money distributed in sev¬
eral enterprises, the newest of which is
“Hi-Tor Associates,” an antique shop she
runs with her husband, Burgess Mere¬
dith.
(Please turn to page 91)
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BY DOROTHY CROUSE
President, Gene Autry Fan Club

The Gene Autry Fan Club
turns in a report on
what’s doing with their
favorite movie star

Big moment for me! I presented a birthday cake to Gene, then he pinned a corsage on me.
Cake was in the form of an open book. Besides being lovely to look at—it was delicious.

★ It was raining in New York City the
Thursday evening clubbers from all parts
of the country began checking into the
Victoria Hotel, to attend the Tenth An¬
niversary Convention of the Gene Autry
Friendship Club. But our spirits weren’t
dampened one whit, as we gathered to¬
gether in the Big City.
Our convention started the following
day with a bus trip to Lake Success. We
were taken on a guided tour of the
United Nations buildings, and we were
permitted to lunch in the cafeteria of
the main building. Later we attended
a screening of “Search Light of the Na¬
tions,” a picture showing how world
communications are carried through.
Our guide was deeply impressed that a
club such as ours was so interested* in
such worldly affairs, since it was the first
time a fan club had visited the United
Nations en masse.
We hurried back to the city and raced
to our seats in Madison Square Garden
to see the World’s Championship Rodeo
and our star cowboy, Gene Autry. This
year Gene had brought Little Champion
to the rodeo. Little Champ, in case you
don’t know, is the son of Gene’s famous
horse, Champion—and he’s just as tal¬
ented as his famous daddy. After Gene
finished his acts, peanut whistles rang
loud and long; needless to say, our star
knew who was behind the additional
noise in the Garden that afternoon.
Our first day ended with a wonderful
party in the Rendezvous Room, at the
Victoria Hotel, where over two hundred
members were present. Everyone had a
grand time getting acquainted with one
another, playing games, dancing, and
listening to Gene Autry records. As re-

freshments were about to be served our
friend Gene came strolling in. The coffee
got cold, and the sandwiches were left
uneaten. Gene visited every table and
spoke to the members, posed for pictures,
and signed autographs. About midnight
the weary members traipsed happily to
their rooms. The first day of the con¬
vention was voted a success.
Saturday was another big day in the
lives of the Gene Autry Friendship Club
members. Up bright and early to attend
a private screening of Gene’s new Co¬
lumbia picture, “Loaded Pistols,” which
was followed by a luncheon and open
forum in the beautiful Hawaiian Room
of the Hotel Lexington. Here we pre¬
sented Gene with a huge birthday cake
combined with anniversary congratula¬
tions to the club. The cake was in the
form of an open book, highly colored
and beautifully decorated with a horse
and cowboy astride. Lillian Jenkins of
Madison Square Garden hoped the cake
might be placed in a window at the Gar¬
den for display—but we had planned on
eating the cake for our dessert, so MSG
did without!
Like all fan club presidents, I like to
meet and talk with other club prexies,
so as Sunday luncheon companions, I
was happy to greet once again Genger
Bagnall of the Jack Berch Club, and. to
meet Marionne Oppenheim of the Bette
Davis Club. Later the girls returned to
the club headquarters with me for a
longer visit.
Sunday evening we attended the Mel¬
ody Ranch broadcast. The Cass County
Boys dedicated a song to the club before
the program went on the air, and a
general good time was had by all.
We couldn’t leave without another
visit to Madison Square Garden to say
goodbye to our pal Gene who always
tries to talk us into staying another day.
This ended the 1948 G. A. F. C. Conven¬
tion, for which members from Utah,
Oklahoma, Kentucky, Canada, and over
25 other states were present. We said
goodbye brightly, with a look ahead to
next year.
The End

See how big the cake was! Members cele¬
brated Gene’s birthday and club anniversary.

THE STORMY MARRIAGE OF THE FLYNNS
I Continued from page 251

all. Here was a woman who was not only
beautiful and charming, but who was
very unselfish—a rare combination any¬
where. Perhaps she was foolish in being
willing to sacrifice her whole life to
Errol’s unpredictable whims, but Holly¬
wood admired her for it.
She was much younger than Errol.
But as Milton Berle once said, “Youth
must have its Flynn.”
At any rate, no matter what the calen¬
dar said, she did not, in those exciting
days, feel younger than Errol. His gay
irresponsibility made her feel almost
maternal toward him. “Sometimes,” she
once said helplessly, “he seems to me
like a lovable little boy.”
Of course, this was not precisely the
attitude that the rest of Hollywood took
toward Errol. He has been called many
things by many people, but never a
“lovable little boy”—except by Nora.
With the Flynn money and prestige
behind her, Nora began to bloom. She
became one of the most glamorous girls
in Hollywood.
Columnists commented
admiringly on her beauty and chic, and
Nora revelled in it.
Errol, who had at first insisted that he
and Nora must live in separate homes
so that they could enjoy a sense of com¬
plete freedom, changed his mind. It took
him four years to change. During that
time Nora occasionally spent a few days
in the Flynn mansion and at other times
she lived with her father and step¬
mother. At the end of -the four years,
Errol was fed up with this unconven¬
tional pattern and finally asked his wife
to share his domicile permanently.
Hollywood looked on in wonder. It
seemed that at long last the prodigal
husband had reformed.
They had another daughter, Rory, and
now it seemed as if the Flynns had
really reached a safe and happy landing.
Errol’s name began to appear less fre¬
quently in the headlines, and Warner
Brothers’ press agents enthusiastically
reported that he had become thoroughly
domestic. One got the cozy picture of
a man who was content to stay at home
with the wife and kiddies and his pipe
and slippers.
Alas for those illusions—there was one
factor that spoiled that charming pic¬
ture. When Nora fell in love with Errol,
he was one of the most dashing men on
two continents.
If she had wanted a
mature, domestic individual she would
never have fallen in love with Flynn.
The man she married and the Errol
Flynn of today are about as alike as
champagne and coca cola.
Now it seems that Nora has just opened
her beautiful eyes to what the world and
life are all about. When she married
Errol she was nineteen and content with
domesticity. Errol was not. Today he
wants the quiet life, and she wants to
see more of the world. His tastes are
jaded; Nora wants a gay, active life be¬
cause it is all quite new to her.
Being a girl of fine background and
character, she has never done anything
questionable. But she doesn’t want to
sit beside the fireplace with folded hands.
Recently she has begun to act and in
all credit to Errol, he has been most
helpful to Nora in her budding career.
She plays one of Errol’s flames in “Ad¬
ventures of Don Juan.”
Whether she continues her acting
career no one can say at the moment but
Nora has the talent as well as the looks
for it.

These days Errol has not very much
desire to participate in strenuous games.
The terrific athletic tournaments he used
to participate in with such zest are for¬
bidden to him now because he is not
very well.
One day I saw Errol and Nora together
at the Palm Springs Racquet Club. Nora
wanted to play tennis, but Errol was not
in the mood.
So Nora chose another
partner and with sparkling vivacity she
leaped around the court while Errol
looked on glumly.
Is it any wonder that they quarrel and
bicker frequently now?
Errol is ex¬
tremely possessive, and while I think that
in his heart he knows he can trust Nora
completely, it rankles him when he
notices how attractive she seems to
others.
Actually, there is nothing for him to
complain about. Nora has done nothing
for which he could reproach her; his
fury more often is with himself because
he no longer is the gay, tireless com¬
panion Nora now needs.
Errol always used to be in the driver’s
seat, not only with Nora, but with every
woman he knew.
He could turn his
charm on at will, and when he did, it was
devastating.
The girl who married Errol five years
ago was ready to do anything he said to
keep peace in the family. If he wanted
a divorce, she was ready to give it to
him. When it turned out that he didn’t
want a divorce, she remained his wife.
But Nora has matured into a woman.
She is no longer the infatuated childbride who would put up with anything.
Today she knows Errol Flynn thor¬
oughly, and is as familiar with his weak¬
nesses as with his virtues. On the credit
side of her marriage ledger she puts his
unfailing tenderness to her when she
was expecting his baby; his sense of
humor; the gifts he presented her with,
always gaily and with typical Flynn
nonchalance.
Errol is not accustomed to consulting
other people’s tastes or considering them
unduly. Although he collects a tidy for¬
tune from his studio, he is not particu¬
larly co-operative with his bosses. He
rarely gives interviews, except when it
suits his own purposes. He is notoriously
unco-operative with the press.
The women who adored him were
shoved aside when he was no longer
interested
in
them.
Perhaps Errol
thought that when he tired of his mar¬
riage to Nora, he would shove her aside,
too.
If the Flynn marriage breaks up finally,
it will be because Nora is fed up. It is
she who is demanding that Errol toe the
mark. She wants to be treated the way
other beautiful women are—as someone
to be protected and handled with con¬
sideration and tenderness. She will not
allow herself to be treated like an old
shoe. Why should she when she is
young and desirable?
Errol knows perfectly well that if he
doesn’t go back to Nora on her terms,
their marriage will end. For once in his
life Errol has found something precious.
Because Nora still loves him, their
story may have a happy ending. Cer¬
tainly, no other woman has ever meant
as much to Errol.
At his gallant best, Errol could easily
win back Nora. At his gallant best, he
could hold her. The outcome of their
love story depends mostly on him.
The End

(Continued

from

page
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Party-time is no hardship for Janis Paige!

Husband Franks on the spot to help her.

Cream Cheese and Clam Hors. D’oeuvres
Mix: 3 pkgs. cream cheese and Y> chopped onion (very fine).
Add: 1 ounce smokey cheese, 1 tablespoon mayonnaise.
Mix well so cheeses are blended, then add one can minced clams,
drained, and 1 or 2 tsps. of clam nectar. Mixture should not
be too thin. Surround with potato chips and dip in cheese
mixture. Add salt, pepper to taste.
★

Veal Scalopine

Cheeseless
cheesecake
is a
dream—and
not the least bit difficult to whip up.

Olive oil
2 kernels of garlic
*/> cup chopped onions
1 tsp. rosemary
1 tsp. thyme
3 lbs. veal, cut into small pieces
Flour
Salt
V-2 to % cup white wine
Medium size can tomato paste
Fill bottom of pan with olive oil. Break up two kernels of garlic,
put in with y<i cup onions. Simmer. Add rosemary and thyme.
Sprinkle veal lightly with mixture of salt, put in frying pan
with onions. When veal is browned, add white wine. Over this
pour can of tomato paste, simmer slowly, basting with own juice
until mixture thickens. (About 45 minutes.) If desired, freshly
cooked green peas may be put on top of scalopine few minutes
before removing from stove.
★

Cheeseless Cheesecake
Place five egg yolks into bowl. Add one 15 oz. can Borden’s
Sweetened Condensed milk, l1/^ grated lemon rind and juice
of three lemons. Beat with electric beater until thick. Beat egg
whites until stiff but not dry and fold carefully into egg mixture.
Pour into graham cracker-lined pan and put into pre-heated
oven (325 degrees) for 40-45 minutes.
★

Graham Cracker Crust

Get the table ready about an hour before
guests arrive. It saves rushing around later.
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Crumb one small package graham crackers. Add about ^4
pound butter, mix well. (I add a little cinnamon to crust.) Line
8 or 9 inch spring form pan with % of the mixture and sprinkle
rest over top of cake. Let cake cool in pan for about one hour,
then remove and spread with sweetened whipped cream.

FIVE WHO CAME BACK
(Continued from page 641

Don’t forget the tomato paste tor the Veal
Scalopine. It’s strictly a must, reminds Janis.

Nearly all ready. Flower arrangements are
last. Tall gladioli will go on the table.

Nothing like a helpful husband!
Frank’s
only too happy to give aid in this case.

Hollywood, and I had a happy, normal
childhood.”
The Lockharts moved to Hollywood
ten years ago when Gene was signed to
a film contract. June could have had a
screen career as a child, for she was
noticed by many important Hollywood
executives who were friends of her par¬
ents. But Gene and Kathleen wanted
her to have an education first.
When she graduated Westlake School—
an exclusive California girls’ school
which is also Shirley Temple’s alma
mater—she was signed by M-G-M, and
then by Eagle-Lion, where she was fea¬
tured in “T-Men” and “It’s A Joke,
Son!”
She
resigned
herself
to
playing
secondary roles in “B” pictures and never
dreamed of reaching stardom for she had
been told by studio executives, “You’re
not beautiful. You’re not sexy looking.”
Well, she wasn’t—and she was the first
to admit it. All she could do was act.
Along came an offer, last year, to do a
Broadway play called “For Love Or
Money.”
Eagle-Lion, having nothing
pressing on hand for her, permitted her
to accept—and the course of her career
swung upward! June was a sensation.
All Broadway exclaimed, “A star is
born!” Critics compared her with the
Margaret Sullavan of ten years ago.
When she left the play and returned
to Hollywood, her stock had risen so high
that instead of “B” pictures she’s being
groomed for big things. In fact, upon
her return Eagle-Lion put her right into
the co-starring role opposite Robert
Young in “The World and Little Willie,”
which is right nice doin’.
June isn’t bitter because she had to
prove herself on Broadway before Holly¬
wood producers would take her seriously.
“I had done nothing to inspire their
faith in me before,” she says. “I’m very
grateful that I had my apprenticeship in
Hollywood first, otherwise I would never
have been able to handle my stage role.”
June is 22 and unmarried. She’s not
in love either—yet. Her best friends are
the Dan Daileys and if she weren’t an
actress she’d probably be a fish. She’s a
champ swimmer and water-skier and
would live in the water if she could.
But Hollywood will keep her too busy
for that.
Nina Foch’s second start in pictures is
just like June’s. She, too, had to score
a smash hit pn Broadway before Holly¬
wood looked around and asked, “What
have we got here?”
Nina seemed destined, for five years,
to play big parts in small pictures or
small roles in big films.
Her name
meant little to film fans, and Hollywood
in general thought of her as a capable,
but unsensational young actress.
Then—just
like
June
again—her
studio, Columbia, gave her leave of ab¬
sence to appear in a Broadway play and
for eighteen long and glorious months
in New York Nina romped in the leading
role in the comedy hit, “John Loves
Mary.” The play was a hit, and so was
she.
She won several acting awards,
and offers began to nour in from more
Broadway and Hollywood producers
than Nina ever knew existed.
When Nina returned to Hollywood,
Columbia Studios, who never suspected

they had such a find in her, blinked and
promptly came across with star billing
and plunked her into not one, but two
grade A productions. She plays Glenn
Ford’s loving wife in “The Undercover
Man,” and 'simultaneously was assigned
the diametrically opposite type of lead
with William Holden as a tough, pistoltotin’ moll in “The Dark Past.”
Nina cornea of a gifted family, which
almost gave her a complex because as
a youngster she felt that she was neither
beautiful nor talented. Her father, Dirk
Fock (Americanized by Nina to Foch)
is a renowned musical conductor, and
her mother, Consuelo Flowerton, was
one of the greatest beauties on the
American stage.
Nina is a tawny blonde, with upwardslanting blue eyes and sharp, piquant
features that could never be called
beautiful.
She looks interesting and
her face has humor and gaiety.
But
glamorous? No. When she was a child,
Nina recalls, everyone admired her
mother’s beauty, but Nina was regarded
as the ugly duckling.
Nina, who is 24, was born in Leyden,
Holland, where her father was conduc¬
tor of the Amsterdam Civic Symphony.
Following the divorce of her parents,
she traveled in Europe and then was
brought to America by her grandmother.
She always wanted to be an actress, and
went to dramatic school, making her
debut in stock at the age of 15.
After a brief career on Broadway in
small roles, she was spotted by a Holly¬
wood talent scout and wound up with a
Columbia Studios contract. She did a
number of pictures—small-budget ones
that no one remembers, although her
compelling performance made “My Name
Is Julia Ross” a stand-out.
“You’re not beautiful enough,” the
studio bosses told her (just as they’d told
June Lockhart). “No sex appeal.”
She was dying on the vine when along
came “John Loves Mary” and she
emerged a terrific personality and actress.
That’s how she came back with a bang.
John Dali’s career shoots in spurts.
The amazing thing about John is that
when he appears on the screen he’s sen¬
sational—brilliant—the most promising
of the young players.
Then nothing
happens!
He started out back in 1945 with Bette
Davis in “The Corn Is Green” and was
showered with critical applause such as
few newcomers receive.
Then came a
lull, during which he did a little some¬
thing called “Something In the Wind”
and “Another Part of the Forest,” neither
of which did anything to boost his stock.
John returned to Broadway, but as
far as movie fans were concerned he
might have taken a trip to Mars. He
was out, and forgotten.
But this year came the break that
assures his return to pictures with a
bang. Alfred Hitchcock, who knows a
good actor when he sees one, cast him in
the highly dramatic role of the psycho¬
pathic, cultured young killer in “Rope,”
and his portrayal is devastating in its
coldness and subtlety.
He is—pardon
the expression—terrific!
Bom in New York City on May 26,
1920, John has been in the theatre, off
and on, since he was 14. He made his
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debut at that age as an old graybeard in
a stock company in Panama when the
regular . actor
suddenly became
ill.
Panama was his home as a youngster,
where his civil engineer father was
stationed.
When his father died, his mother
took John and his brother back to New
York. The taste of theatrics was under
his skin, and he joined little theatre
groups.
After six years of stock, he
landed on Broadway and because of his
outstanding acting, Hollywood called.
John was married once, when he was
getting started on Broadway, to an ac¬
tress. It ended in divorce. He’s cautious
about trying matrimony again.
He’s
long and rangy, six feet one and mostly
legs.
He likes to dabble with fiction
writing, is an amateur photographer and
is very witty. He would like to divide
his time between Broadway and Holly¬
wood. This time, with his performance
in “Rope,” Hollywood won’t let him be
forgotten.
“Rope” not only marks the comeback
of John Dali, but of a young actor who
was also hailed as a great find a few
years ago. Douglas Dick, who plays a
young collegian friend of the two killers,
has a subdued part in comparison with
the others but in spite of the restraint
of his role he does an outstanding job.
You’ll see Doug in a showier part when
“The Accused” with Loretta Young and
Robert Cummings is released.
Doug
plays a crazed student who attacks
Loretta.
This looks like Doug’s year—but it’s
really his return engagement for a crack
at stardom.
Three years ago, Doug
played the embittered, crippled soldier
son in “The Searching Wind” and he
was talked of as a great, young actor.
In fact, the studio publicity department
wrote, “His prospects are as glittering
as a Christmas tree.”
But the glitter
tarnished very quickly, for after the sen¬
sational beginning in “The Searching
Wind” nothing more was heard about
Doug until this year.
What had happened was that Hal
Wallis, who had him under contract, hhd
no roles for him. Doug is a very hand¬
some young man; in fact, he’s too hand¬
some. He could easily be cast in col¬
legiate and juvenile parts, but he’s far
too serious an actor to permit himself
to be typed in wishy-washy roles.
Meanwhile, Wallis’ pictures, such as
“I Walk Alone” and “Desert Fury” went
to his other male contractee, rugged
Burt Lancaster.
So Doug sat around
and waited.
The idleness was very hard to take.
Doug kept in training by doing little
theatre work, but that was a far cry from
movie roles.
Now things are looking up for him.
With “Rope” and “The Accused” hitting
the nation’s screens this fall—not to
mention strong parts in “Saigon” and
“Casbah”—Doug’s talents should be re¬
discovered.
On the personal side: Doug was born
in Charleston, West Virginia, and always
wanted to be an actor. He went in for
summer stock and was getting ready for
Broadway when the war came along and
he enlisted in the Coast Guard.
He was in the office of a New York
casting agent when Hal Wallis walked
in. The movie mogul listened to Dick’s
reading and signed him on the spot.
That’s how “The Searching Wind,”
Doug’s first screen role, came about.
Doug has never been married and he’s
playing the field. He likes to drive off in
his trailer, find a lonely spot and write.
He’s not an ordinary fellow. He’s ar¬
tistic, musical, and slightly Bohemian.

Get ready!
Here come the kids
to our George Washington party.

. . . sharing honors with her is Bobby Driscoll—the man in her
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Hey, what happened to the host?
While Luana Patten serves cake, icecream, Bobby
(right) tells Sharon Moffett about Disney’s latest film, “So Dear to My Heart.”'

(Continued from page 74)
He’s also very serious about his work.
It shows on the screen. Once he gets
over the handicap of being “too hand¬
some,” watch him go places.

Highpoint of the party (for the girls, anyway) was Luana’s special gift of paper doll
albums. Luana’s picture is on the album, for she’s the famous Hallmark cover girl.

life on screen and off

Luana makes sure guest Carol Chalopuka’s
tricorn goes on at just the right angle.

Virginia Grey is well-known to most
movie-goers. She’s been around for a
long time.
In fact, that’s Virginia’s
trouble. She’s been around so long that
most producers have taken her for
granted.
With her co-starring role as Henry
Morgan’s wife in “So This Is New York”
and as the lady bullfighter in the Abbott
and Costello picture, “Mexican Hayride,”
Virginia is set to prove that she’s a
bright and beautiful screen personality
who cannot be overlooked any longer.
Virginia, who was born in Hollywood,
started in pictures at the age of nine
when she played Little Eva in “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin” at Universal. Even as a
child, she was a beauty, with long blond
curls, a winsome face and slim legs.
After a number of child roles, Vir¬
ginia “retired” to devote all her time to
school.
Her second advent into pictures came
when she was chosen for the chorus of
“The Great Ziegfeld” at M-G-M. She
was voted the most beautiful girl in the
ensemble and signed to a long-term
contract.
She progressed with leading
roles in a parade of unsensational pic¬
tures, like “Whistling in the Dark,”
“Tish” and “Thunder Afloat.”
Every
director grew louder in hailing her as
a coming star—'but nothing much hap¬
pened.
Her “break” was always just
ahead.
The trouble was that Virginia was too
good-natured to fight for sock roles. She
accepted what the studio gave her.
Meanwhile, new girls were brought in,
like Lana Turner, Hedy Lamarr and
Greer Garson—girls of fire and deter¬
mination who knew what they wanted
and got it. After a succession of vapid
roles, the great promises and great hopes
began to dwindle and Virginia was
inactive.
Her third, and most promising, chance
came when she was cast opposite Henry
Morgan in “So This Is New York,” and
signed by the producing company called
Screen Plays, Inc., to a seven-year con¬
tract with a view to building her to
stardom.
“Mexican Hayride,” which
will be seen by all Abbott and Costello
fans—and believe me, they are plenty!—
will boost her stock even more.
Virginia is not only one of the most
beautiful girls in Hollywood, but one of
the most intelligent. She is amiable, can
talk on any subject and is a thorough
good scout.
She was Clark Gable’s
favorite girl friend for several years.
They broke up last spring, and since
then her favorite beau is a young doc¬
tor, named Dr. Le Monchek. It looks
serious. This could be a big year for
Virginia romantically, as well as pro¬
fessionally. And it couldn’t happen to a
nioer girl.
The End
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Rita Hayworth
Larry Parks
Esther Williams
Farley Granger

in March Movieland
Story of George Washington gets a new twist
when Bobby Driscoll gives with gestures.

on newsstands February 9
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STILL THE GREAT LOVER
(Continued from page 37)

best surgeon, and flowers were delivered
to the woman’s hospital room every day.
George Raft footed all the expense.
Until she reads about it here, that girl
from San Antonio won’t know the identity
of her mother’s benefactor. She’s had
some idea and she’s come to George and
questioned him, but he’s claimed to know
nothing about it.
That’s the kind of guy he is—quiet,
modest. If he likes a girl, she can have
the shirt off his back.
Years ago, George fell tempestuously in
love with a girl named Virginia Peine
Lehmann. She was divorced from John
Lehmann, head of Chicago’s Fair Depart¬
ment Store; she. had a little daughter
Joan, and when she embarked on an
acting career, she took the name of Vir¬
ginia Pine.
In 1934, Virginia told inquiring re¬
porters, “Yes, it’s true. George Raft and
I will be married in a matter of weeks.
We’re both very much in love. I know
George will be good to my little daugh¬
ter. She already loves him very much.”
In anticipation of the marriage, Raft,
who’d always lived in apartments and
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two-room flats, built a lovely showplace
in Coldwater Canyon up from Beverly
Hills.
The house was equipped with
swimming pool, the latest gadgets, and
a simply exquisite nursery for Virginia’s
little girl.
The entire set-up cost Raft about
$300,000—and it all went for nothing.
The marriage never came off. But the
secret of Raft-’s past came out.
He was already married, and try as he
did, he couldn’t get a divorce. He’s still
legally married although he’s been sepa¬
rated from his wife for quite a few years.
On June 15th, 1923, when he was an
obscure hoofer on the five-day-a-week
vaudeville circuit, young George Ranft
(that’s the way the family spells the
Germanic name) married Grayce Mulrconey in New York. A short time later
they became estranged, and George
signed a property settlement which pro¬
vided his wife with 10% of his weekly
earnings.
For many years while George worked
for Texas Guinan in her New York
nightclub and danced in small, hicktown theatres, his wife received $50

The weather’s warm and so is the team of George Raft and Marie Windsor. They’ve
just finished a scene on location set of their new film, “Outpost in Morocco.”

weekly.
Since then, sfie’s received
thousands.
To all intents and purposes, George is
a single man, but still the legal techni¬
cality of his marriage has never been
dissolved, and he is therefore legally un¬
able to marry again.
This, supposedly, is the reason why he
never married Virginia Pine or Norma
Shearer or Betty Grable. Whether his
wife, Grayce Mulrooney Ranft, stead¬
fastly refuses +o give him a divorce on
any grounds or whether Raft refuses to
settle on her a tremendous amount of
.money which possibly might make her
change her mind—no one but the two
principals in the case know.
In any event the great loves in the
life of George Raft have never material¬
ized because of his quick, youthful, im¬
petuous marriage.
Perhaps this is why women who know
him well, say, “George has sad eyes that
cry without shedding tears,” or “If his
heart could speak it would tell a sad
story of the many times it’s been
broken,” or “George is a man destined
to go through life knowing only tem¬
porary loves.”
It may well be that women who like
to dramatize things, see in Raft an
'imaginative sadness which in reality
doesn’t exist. Persons, for example, who
know nothing of George’s first marriage
are quick to point out that most of the
time he’s smiling, that when he’s not
working, you can usually find him at
the fights or wrestling matches or foot¬
ball games, and the girls who’ve dated
him insist that he’s great fun because
he’s lively, witty, pleasant, and always
a gentleman.
Fighting, it seems, has always been
an integral part of Raft’s life except in
his relationships with women.
These,
for the most part, have always been
tender.
George was born and brought up in
New York’s tough East Side. He learned
to fight in self-defense. In the jungle
of tenements and gangs, the proper use
of fists is one very definite means of
survival.
Born poor and neglected, many of the
boys who were raised in the same dis¬
trict as George, grew up to become
the tough rum-running racketeers of the
crime-ridden Prohibition era of the
middle 1920s.
Years later when many of these fel¬
lows visited Hollywood, they would drop
by and say hello to George. A man of
great personal loyalty and integrity,
George would always say hello to them.
His way was not their way, but they’d
been raised on the same streets to¬
gether and there’s a bond men have be¬
tween them as boys which is sometimes
never completely broken by the verities
of adulthood.
Every now and again, some reporter
would see Raft talking to a well-known
racketeer like Owney Madden, and he’d
spread the word that Raft was a fast¬
living, shady character.
This has never been true. Raft has
known a lot of shady characters—you
would, too, if you were raised with
them—but he’s never been one himself.
He’s always led a decent, respectable,
uprighteous life.
He was one of the first actors to go
overseas to entertain the troops in
Europe and Africa. During the war he
spent more than $50,000 of his own
money hiring baseball teams and pro¬
fessional athletes to perform at Army
camps, and his charities around Holly¬
wood are legion.
He is recognized as the industry’s
softest touch. Any kind of a sob-story
is good for a twenty-dollar bill from

Raft, and he is so well-known as a
“softy” when it comes to money that the
Hollywood panhandlers make it a defi¬
nite point to find out where he’s work¬
ing. They hang outside the studio until
George comes along.
Raft has a great sense of civic pride
and personal responsibility; he also has
a great understanding of the female
mind and the combination of these two
factors are primarily responsible for
his screen success.
For example, when George first came
to Hollywood, he was unknown until
Howard Hughes hired him to play the
coin-flipping gangster in “Scarface.”
After that, fame was his and pro¬
ducers everywhere sought to cast him
as a number-one heel.
Raft refused
to take any of these assignments. He
knew that the majority of movie-goers
are women, and he realized that while
most women like a man to be villainous
once in a while, they repel a man who’s
mean and sadistic all the time.
It is Raft’s fundamental belief that
most women like gentle lovers.
Such
lovers should be virile and manly but
never rough and crude.
This is the
type of role he insists upon playing.
When it’s not forthcoming, he will stay
out of pictures or take a suspension. A
few years ago, for example, he jeopar¬
dized his entire professional career be¬
cause of his beliefs. George was under
contract to Paramount at the time and
he was ordered to star opposite Miriam
Hopkins in “The Story of Temple
Drake.” This was a screenplay adapted
from the sex-ridden novel of William
Faulkner’s, called “Sanctuary.” In this
novel a southern girl was raped, murder
was committed, sordidness was every¬
where.
Promptly, Raft refused to have any¬
thing to do with the picture. The studio
insisted that the story had been cleaned
up, that all the objectionable material
had been removed.
They raved and
ranted, but Raft was adamant.
They
could do what they would; sue him:
blackball him; ruin him.
Up just
wouldn’t play the villain in that picture.
Paramount suspended George and re¬
placed him with Jack LaRue. After the
picture was released, LaRue more or
less was finished in the eyes of the
female movie-goers.
Every time they
heard his name or saw his portrait, they
connected him with the nasty villain in
“The Story of Temple Drake.”
This would have been Raft’s fate if
he hadn’t balked against the role.
“Off-screen
and
on-screen,”
says
George, “I think women are lovely, deli¬
cate creatures who should be handled
with grace and consideration. On-screen,
of course, that sometimes is impossible,
but I always think that a fellow should
give a girl a break.”
Raft does this consistently.
In con¬
trast to many actors who insist upon
having all the closeups and upon keep¬
ing the leading lady in a subsidiary role,
George always sees to it that an actress
who plays opposite him gets the best
possible camera angles.
Thanks to him, Carole Lombard, Rosa¬
lind Russell, Janet Blair, Joan Bennett,
and many other top-flight actresses have
made the leap from obscurity to stardom.
A modest man by nature, George in¬
sists that he’s “terrible” as an actor and
“as soon as the fans find it out, I’m
finished.”
George has been in movies since 1928,
and the women haven’t found him out
since, which leads us to believe that the
name of Raft will still be flashing on
theatre marquees throughout the coun¬
try for many years to come.
The End

They knew each other a week, then Elaine left for Broadway stage debut. Letters and
phone calls proved they were in love, so Ron came to N. Y., Elaine became Mrs. Randall.

Honeymoon
Ron Randall always was a man of action—and he proved it when
he met, proposed, married pretty Elaine—all in a week’s time

Two careers in one family will be fine.
Elaine
will
help
Ron—and vice-versa.

A short honeymoon, then Ron’s off to Hollywood for finish of “Make-Believe Ballroom.”
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writer. Oh, I guess I’ll have to qualify
that last statement, briefly. I have written
two novels . . . I’m working on another
right now. Enough said.
And thus we met . . . amid grease
paint, wet flats and Mr. Reinhardt, who
seemed to be the only one at the time
iov* lovely
convinced that Ryan was an actor. I must
IRENE KULBACK
confess ... I didn’t. In fact that very
PAN AMERICAN
night, after meeting Bob, I wrote to my
WORLO AIRWAYS
friend, “There’s a boy at the Workshop
stewardess
I like very much, but I don’t know. He’s
the worst actor I ever saw in my life.”
But I was wrong. Bob, under the ex¬
pert tutelage of Reinhardt, proved he
was an actor. He loved the theater . . .
Anywhere in the world, Irene finds the few minutes
and I guess he loved me, too. We got
needed for her regular streamlined shampoo with
GLO-VER. No other shampoo can do more for your
married.
hair—for glorious sparkle, glamorous lustre, that naturalWe rented a house in a canyon which
loolqng hair-beauty! GLO-VER contains mild, efficient
was fine, except it had no closets. Even¬
cleansing agents, made from fine blended vegetable oils.
Rinses our instantly—no trace of unsightly film. Removes
tually, we were able to get another house
loose dandruff, cleanses scalp.
with closets and life was better.
Ask for the regular size pack¬
Things were always happening to us
age at Drug or Cosmetic .
Counters today—or mail
during those lean years. And now, when
Coupon for free Sampler.
Bob and I enter the portals of some fancy
Hollywood restaurant to the tuiw of,
“This way, Mr. Ryan. Your table is
ready, Mr. Ryan. .
I have to smile and
remember when. . .
We were in New York. Frank Sinatra
was at the Wedgwood Room. So that’s
Glover's, Dept. 672
where we went. “Sorry we haven’t a
101 West 31st St., New York 1, N. Y.
table,” was our greeting, and the headSend free Sampler Package in plain wrapper by
waiter looked at us with scorn. Poor,
return mail—GLO-VER Shampoo, Glover's
dumb hicks that we were, trying to get
Mange Medicine and Hair Dress, in 3 hermeti¬
cally-sealed bottles, with free booklet. I enclose
into the Wedgwood Room without a
101 to cover cost of packaging and postage.
reservation. So, we stood outside the
Name. .
door, feeling pathetic and unwanted.
XPLEASE PRINT PLAINCY)
Frank was singing, but we weren’t
Address.
allowed in. Then he came out and greeted
us like long lost friends. “Come on in!”
he said. “I’m going to sing an encore.”
Help Relieve Distress Of MONTHLY So, he led the Ryan waifs inside the door
and told our pal, the headwaiter, to see
that we got seats. Out of nowhere rushed
waiters. Chairs galore appeared behind
us. And alT the people stared. We knew
Sinatra. We were very important—at the
moment. Very famous indeed. It all hap¬
pened because Bob and Frank worked
Are you troubled by distress of female
at RKO. Frank is by way of being an
functional periodic disturbances? Does
amateur boxer and Bob made a picture
this make you suffer from pain, feel so
called “Behind the Rising Sun” in which
nervous, tired—at such times? Then do
he did a pretty good boxing scene. Frank
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com¬
admired Bob’s boxing, so there we were
pound to relieve such symptoms. Pinkbeing fawned over by each and every
ham’s has a grand soothing effect on one
of woman’s most important organs!
waiter in the Wedgwood Room,
days seem far away. I don’t think
v LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S Compound theThose
things we have now would be half
as much fun if we hadn’t worked so hard
to get them. When I look at our rambling
ranch house, I make mental comparisons
with all the garage and basement apart¬
ments we lived in. Our new house is a
Califomia-style ranch house in the San
• ••
Fernando Valley. It’s roomy and pleasant
with plenty of grounds for Bob, Timmy
SINCE I’VE LEARNED
and Cheyney to romp about. Timmy is
TO PLAY THIS EASY
our oldest son and Cheyney was born
AS A-B-C WAY!
You, too, can become the cen¬
only a year ago. And there we are. All
ter of attraction. Learn to play
any instrument at home this
comfortable and secure and so very
money-saving,
“no - teacher"
way. You read real notes, play
happy. Bob, however, accepts good for¬
real tunes right from the start.
You- learn everything by print
tune with restraint. In the short span of
and pictures. First you are told
what to do. Then a picture
thirty odd years, he’s had so many ups
shows you how. You’ll amaze
your friends how soon you’ll
and downs that he can well afford to be
play
popular
songs.
Mail
coupon today for Illustrated
slightly philosophical about one more
Free Book and Print and Pic- '__
Samp1 e«’,Mention favorite instrument. U. S. SCHOOL
“up.”
OF MUSIC, 1582 BRUNSWICK BLDG., NEW YORK 10. N.Y.
oist. year.
Bob continually shies away from doing
I U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
things he can’t do well. He is able to
j 1582 BRUNSWICK BLDG., N. Y. 10. N. Y,
actively participate in all sports, riding,
1 Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture
* Sample.
hunting, golf, etc., but he isn’t violently
I I would like to play (Name Instrument).
interested in any—with the exception of
boxing. “Exercise is for horses,” he in¬
sists. I can’t help being amused at the
(Please Print)
various magazine articles on Bob, pic¬
turing him doing all sorts of sports,

So new! So Gay! So Lovely! So easy to apply! Use them
on aprons, curtains. Quilts, towels, pillow cases, kitchen
linens.too! Make Big Money.Make applique ensembles
for your friends and neighbors. Plan harmonizing color
schemes for each room. Give a delightful accent to each
of your precious linens. You get 30 separate rose ap¬
pliques, 6 large, 12 medium, and 12 small. All for only
69c with order or sent C.O.D. plus postage and han¬
dling. They come assorted 10 red. 10 yellow and 10
blue unless you order all same color. Each beautiful
rose comes in lovely washable colors including fresh
green leaves. Put a n^w spark of life and beauty into
all your linen ensembles. Send your order in Now!
FREE TO ANYONE—Embroidery guide braider.
Amazing invention fits on any sewing machine
quickly, easily. Does appliq^ue work, embroidery,
attaches rick-rack, braid, initials, monograms, etc.
Instructions included. Just mail card today.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your 69c
refunded. (You keep free gift regardless.) Isn’t that
fair? You be the judge. You can’t lose. Act Today!

Knight mil Order Co. 3140 12th SL Chicago 12. Dept 4923*

SONG POEMS WANTED
All types of Poems wanted for musical
setting. Send your Poems in today for
FREE examination.

Glo-Ver „

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

I'M TWICE AS
POPULAR
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IIAMAYY SftY'C SERVICE
606 Manhattan Building, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

LIBRARY of PICTURES
LPHOTO FOLDER

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send you
a beautiful 7x5' professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mall we
will send FREE “Library of Pictures"
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for
enlargement TODAY 1
AMERICAN STUDIOS, Dept. 381, LaCrosse.

Wls.

Akv

mm

YardsandYards-f/ir^e pounds
BARGAIN! Beautiful materials#
All usable. No scrape. Fast colors.
ALL NEW! Illustrated designs
and patterns

included

with

order. Only $1.69 plus postage.
Sent C.O.D. Send NO MONEY.
J°st a penny postcard or letter. If not
satisfied, return package and your
$1.69 will be refunded. Order Today.
THE COLONIAL SHOP
Dept. 17-B
Zeigler, Illinois

PRICES

Buy direct from one of the
■“““most reliable wholesale fur
organizations. The latest styles, quality
furs. Sizes 10 to 46, in a wide selection
to choose from: Silver Foxes, Muskrats,
Skunks,
Persians,
Kidskins,
Marmots,
Coneys.
Plus Many Other Furs.
Satis¬
faction guaranteed or money refunded.
Send for free catalog!

H. M. J. FUR CO.
150-T W. 28 St., New York I.N.Y.

selling America’s leading All Occasion

•MAKE $50 ^
I ing card assortments. Samples on approval. Complete
line fast money makers—gift
wrappings, place cards, etc.
| Don’t delay, write today.
LORAIN ART STUDIOS
Dept. F
Vermilion, Ohio

I
I

FREE
Samples
Imprinted
and
Monogram
Stationery

AUTOMATIC SAVING
IS SURE SAVING—

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

dressed in the suitable costume for each.
One particular shot which made me
laugh long and loud was Bob, replete in
hunting jacket, cap and gun, on a serious
quest for the elusive duck. Sure, Bob
could hunt ... if he wanted to . . . but
he’d much rather sit at home with a
good book. Bob and I don’t even discuss
the manly art of tennis. That is, we don’t
talk about it anymore. One morning he
challenged me to a match and I beat
him . . . badly! Of course, my sensitive
spouse explained that the sun was
shining right in his eyes and thus his
game was impaired. P. S.—he hasn’t had
a racquet in his hand since.
Do I have any pet peeves in relation
to my spouse? Sure I do! If I thought
everything he did was lovely, we’d be
pretty dull people. My one complaint is
Robert’s lethargy when it comes to his
wardrobe. He is just as apt to paint the
back fence clad in his new gabardine
trousers as he would be to depart for a
dinner party in pants that were one
huge crease. He also has a very nervewracking way of dressing. He puts on the
first suit he sees in his closet. He’ll wear
the suit until I take it away from him.
Talk about rotating crops! I have a little
system which equals that famous prac¬
tice . . . just by changing the first suit
every once in awhile.
Bob really hasn’t changed at all. I guess
he’s one of the most “unmovie-like”
movie stars in Hollywood. Night clubs
bring on his tick, while gay, wild living
leaves him cold. We have many friends
both in the motion picture business and
outside of it. Fun we have and good times
galore, but opr social life hasn’t de¬
viated much from the way it was before
Bob became launched on his career.
Some of our friends are the same
people Bob and I met while students at
Max Reinhardt’s Workshop. When we
were first married, Bob and several other
Workshop graduates started a stock com¬
pany of their own, headed by the famous
stage star, Vladimir Sokoloff. They called
it the Beachwood Studio and it was the
first of its kind in Hollywood.
Robert possesses a sharp encyclopedic
mind that presents me with no end of
intellectual challenges. He can remem¬
ber dates, places and events and I have
taken it as one of my scheduled chores
in life to stump him. But, whether it be
the date of the Balfour Declaration or
naming all the presidents of the Republic
of Ankipoo, Bob can give the correct
answer. I used to enjoy listening to “In¬
formation Please” until Bob’s constant
telegraphing the answers made the whole
thing unbearable. Oh well, Bob’s private
little encyclopedia will undoubtedly pay
off when our two boys are of school age.
I guess Bob’s work is the most im¬
portant thing in his life, next to me and
the boys. Up to now, his favorite film
has been “Crossfire” but he is anxiously
looking forward to his next assignment,
“The Set Up.” The story of “The Set Up”
is a sensitively told tale of a third-rate
pug who has a faculty for being defeated
in the ring. He tries time and again but
his attempts only meet with frustration.
The part is full of poignancy and real
feeling . . . Bob is happy to portray
a “nice guy” for a change, after his
villainous roles in “Crossfire” and “Re¬
turn of the Badmen.”
For his role in “The Set Up” he’s had
to train vigorously and at this writing,
I have a weary husband. Bob had no
difficulty in throwing himself into the
role of a fighter, though. At Dartmouth
he was undefeated, intercollegiate heavy¬
weight champ for four years. He knows
boxing and it’s just lack of training these
past years that makes the going tough.
The End

Junior
SIZES
9- 11-13
15- 17

Regular
SIZES
10- 12-14
16- 18-20

Large
SIZES
38-40-42
44-46-48
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☆ Gay as a song, this lush Rayon Gabardine |

featuring today's newest moulded shoulders. Sleeves are f
full and easy.. .accented with bands of flashing color...
buttons are self covered. Colors: Winter White, Kelly, Aqua,
Beige,Gray, Black., .all with contrasting trim.

10.98

5, 2-Piece Beauty ☆ You'll steal the scene in this beauty
with the new back interest. Fine Rayon Gabardine with
contrasting color Faile collar and covered buttons. Pencil
slim skirt with side slits and zipper closing. Colors: Black,

12.98

Kelly, Aqua, Winter White, Beige, Gray.

6. Sharp as a Dart

* Features a theme of contrasting

saddle-stitched darts for trim—chorused by the smart cuffs
and new long smooth look. Exquisitely tailored in Rayon
Gabardine. You'll be delighted at how expensive it looks.
Colors: Winter White, Kelly, Aqua, Beige, Gray, Black.

10.98

r -SEND NO MONEY Yf WE SEND ON APPROVAL-1
BONNIE GAYE, Inc., Dept. 302
1
1051 Sooth LaBrea, Los Angeles 35, California
Please send me the Following dresses. I’ll pay postman the total
amount indicated plus C. O. D. postage with the understanding I may
return any or all the dresses in 10 days for full refund if not satisfied.
STYLE

SIZE

1st COLOR CHOICE

2nd COLOR CHOICE

PRICE

7

10.98

5

12.98

6

10.98

Name
Address
Zone

State
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DRUGS! NO LAXATIVE!
NO EXERCISE!
NO MESSY LIQUID!
NO TIRING ROUTINE!
Today’s slim-line fashions, so en¬
vied on models, don’t go with
bulges, rolling layers of fat that
spoil your appearance and weigh
you down physically and mentally.
Replace them with attractive
curves—a trim silhouette—by the
Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick—easy
—safe! The healthful, pleasant
Tremett Tablet Plan may make ex¬
cess fat a thing of the past for you!

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS
Amaze your friends with a new YOU—a slender YOU!
While losing up to 10 unsightly pounds a week, the Tremett
Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet,
your daily Tremett Tablet Plan provides necessary vita¬
mins and minerals you’re now getting from fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient! Carry Tremett
Tablets in your purse ana take as required. No mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for
your glorious, firm new figure!

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL
Your scales must show you have lost weight, have an im¬
proved figure, you must look better, feel better or you get
your money back without question! SEND NO MONEY!
Just send name and address on postcard. When package ar¬
rives, pay postman $3.00 plus postage for 25 day supply or
send $3.00 with order, we will pay the postage. If not satis¬
fied your money will be refunded. Mail that postcard today.

RHODES PHARMACAL COMPANY
1814 East 40th Street, Dept. B-38,Cleveland, Ohio

EASY TO LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME
Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America’s
noted
designers.
Complete
materials,
blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illus¬
trated. You make exclusive salable hats
at once. Begin a profitable business in
spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

only the best of the many scripts offered
to her. She likes to play' roles that con¬
stitute a personal challenge to her ability
and at the same time are destined to
please her fans.
Since the birth of her daughter Linda
Susan, Shirley has made only one pic¬
ture. It’s a light comedy called “Balti¬
more Escapade,” and in it, Shirley plays
the daughter of a minister in the 1890’s.
She gets her family into a hornet’s nest
of gossip by painting a portrait of a
young man in a classic Grecian pose.
The young man in pose is John Agar.
Soon after the picture was finished,
Shirley had her well-publicized ringlets
cut to the “new” length.
Now, she’s
ready to star in a more modern film
entitled, “Mr. Belvedere Goes to Col¬
lege.” Similarly, this movie is a comedy,
only it calls for Shirley to play a more
mature role. She enacts the part of a
war widow with a child, all of which is
very much to her artistic satisfaction.
To people less versatile than Shirley—
and who isn’t?—it’s fascinating to watch
how this bedimpled petite girl arranges
first one bright side of her life and then
the other, without any apparent effort
or emotional conflict.
When asked to explain how she man¬
ages so beautifully, Shirley is apt to look
a little puzzled and to say, “I guess it’s
because I love everything I’m doing.”
She loves being married, naturally.
And she really enjoys running a home.
“It’s as exciting,” she points out, “as
making a movie. You keep building and
adding things all the time until you get

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue. Dept. 42. Chicago I. III.
Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.
Print ____
Name
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USE NEW SHAMPOO WITH /

With your name and his
any engraving desired o
Catalog of hundreds of Per
be amazed like thousands
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Borrow $

Need money? No matt
you live you can borro
MAIL $60.00 to $300.
easy quick confidentia

WASHES HAIR
Lighter, Shinier—SAFELY
To keep those sunny golden curls light and
lovely. Mothers—use BLONDEX, the shampoo
with ANDIUM, made specially for blondes.
BLONDEX instantly removes the dull, dingy
film that makes hair darker. Brightens faded
hair. Gives it extra lightness and SHINE. Safe
for children. Takes only II minutes at home.
Get BLONDEX at 10c, drug and dept, stores.
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IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Completely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
MONTHLY
PAY M E NTS

Shirley and John Agar think their pro¬
duction stills are funny.
See next page.
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STATE FINA

216 Savings & Loan Bldg

LITTLE LULU

Shirl swoons for John on or off screen.
Here they are in “Baltimore Escapade.”

Times have changed—we play Drop the Kleenex*!
the effect and result you want.”
The Agars seldom allow photographs
to be published which show the interior
of their home, but they sure don’t mind
talking about it.
As a matter of fact, Shirley is ex¬
tremely pleased with the way in which
the architect executed her own ideas.
The living room, for example, is about
half the size of an indoor tennis court.
It’s tremendous with a high-vaulted ceil¬
ing, casement windows overlooking the
Pacific, and a fireplace that burns 4-foot
logs. It may be difficult to believe that
a room of these proportions can be cozy
and intimate, but it is.
“It’s a simple trick of optical illusion,”
Shirley explains. “It’s used in the movies
all the time. If you have a large space
and want it to appear smaller, you fill
it with large pieces of furniture and
warm colors.
“Our living room had to be large be¬
cause we wanted it to serve several
purposes.
We wanted one corner for
our music library, the grand piano, and
the Capehart record player. We’re avid
bridge players so we assigned another
corner for card games, and still another
so that we might enjoy our view of the
Pacific. The remaining end, we made
our dining room.
Then I had all our
furniture built slightly over-scale be¬
cause Jack is cramped in an average
size chair. The result is a lot of cozy
corners for the Agars and a spacious
room when we have guests.”
Besides the multi-purpose living room,
the Agar house contains nursery, kitchen,
master bedroom, and downstairs play¬
room. Shirley supervises the household
with a firm hand but with little fuss.
She does the ordering of household sup¬
plies and all the food, and she’s well
aware of prices because she prefers to
keep the family expenses within a budg¬
et—a budget which is set on the amount
of money that her husband earns.
Although Shirley has a housekeeper
who cares for the bulk of the housework
and a Mrs. Halverson to help her with
the baby, it’s Shirley who likes to get
breakfast for herself and Jack. She also
makes it a practise to do all the flower
arrangements, and she answers the tele¬
phone and tends to her own mail—which

Little Lulu says: You know how kiddies drop their handker¬
chiefs and lose ’em! A box of Kleenex Tissues for school during
colds saves good hankies — saves raw noses —saves washing!
© International Cellacotton Products Co.

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ill um
i

★ White or fearose, rayon
tricot knit jersey.
★ Piquot elastic leg.
★ Frilled elastic waist.
★ Pictures in launder-fast confrosting color.
Easy to wash — no ironing
necessary.
Sizes: small, medium, large

ORDER

BY

I Betty Co-ed of Hollywood

No C.O.D.’S I

6402 Hollywood Blvd.
Quantity

Size

MAIL

NOW

Dept. 401
Hollywood 28. Calif.
Color

Complete
set

Price
4.95

Name-

BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood
Dept. 401
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

| Address.

I
. | City-

MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE

(In California, add 2%% Sales Tax)
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THIS INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
—EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED
ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS
Snds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assures you lastingly lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tearproof-fj'meproof! Never runs, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
$1.00 (plus lax) al leading drug and
department stores.
|
|

"DARK-EYES," Dept. A89
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

I
I

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
package of “Dark-Eyes” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown

1

Name_

J

Address_
Town_State-

I

Hair

OFFfere
Lips • •• Arms • •• Legs

Now Happy!

I had ugly superfluous hair.. .was
unloved.. .discouraged.Tried many things.. .even ra¬
zors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method,
proves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P. O. Box 4040, Mdse. Mart, Dept. 491. Chicago, I1L

^'
•

, / EASY NEW METHOD
*

I

'

/

45 PHOTOS
show exactly
where to put
your fingers

101 SONGS
words & music
INCLUDED!

CUAU/C LJ r\\kl TAl

Now let Bob West, radio's favorite guitar
player, show you how! Most “Courses" have
only 6 or 8 pictures—but Bob's new method
has 45 actual photographs! It not only teaches
but shows exactly where and how to place your
fingers, etc. Most others offer a few songs—
Bob provides 101!—chosen for their radio
popularity so you can sing and play right along
with your favorite radio program or records!

SEND NO MONEY l

Just send
name and address to Bob West and pay postman $1 69 plus COD and
postage. Start playing beautiful chords the very first day. Be playing
beautiful music in two weeks or get your money back.
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BOB WEST. 1101 N. Paulina, Dept. 309,

Chicago 22, III.

you can imagine, is really a terrific job.
Shirley has no secretary, and this fre¬
quently results in many anecdotes and
misunderstandings.
A few weeks ago,
for example, she picked up the phone,
and a very proper British voice said,
“May I please speak to Miss Temple’s
secretary. This is the secretary of Mr.
James Mason.”
“I’m very sorry,” Shirley said, “but
Miss Temple has no secretary. This is
Shirley Temple and may I help you?”
It was some time before Mason and
his secretary could adjust themselves
to a star who actually answered her own
telephone.
There are several sides to Shirley’s
maternal behavior. On one hand, she’s
full of “book learning.” While she was
awaiting the baby she read all the books
her doctor recommended.
They were
so interesting that she began reading
books he didn’t recommend; medical
text-books with scientific nomenclature
and complicated anatomical drawings.
On the other hand, she sometimes
ignores all the book learning and handles
little Susan in a happy instinctive man¬
ner. She cuddles her, rolls her on the
carpet.
She doesn’t get excited when
the baby, as babies will, stuffs some¬
thing odd into her mouth. She believes
in the naturalistic method of childrearing.
Like most young mothers, she’s ex¬
tremely sentimental. Once every month
around the 30th or on the monthly anni¬
versary of Susan’s birth, the Agars have
a photographer friend in to take candids
of the child. Whenever the photographer
arrives, Susan breaks into a wide grin of
welcome.
This has led to much speculation on
whether the baby is a “natural ham”
and will follow in mother’s footsteps.
As regards this, Shirley is quite candid.
She thinks her own childhood was un¬
forgettable and marvelous. If Susan can
get the same opportunity to work in
pictures, it’s perfectly all right with her
mother. If such be the case, Shirley is
determined, however, to do the super¬
vising just as her own mother did.
Shirley Temple’s childhood is remem¬
bered by her with great fondness. She
loved making movies because her parents
and the directors kept telling her that
all she was doing was acting out fairy
tales. Oddly enough, she still feels the
same way about movies, as if they're
some wonderful, chimerical mechanism
capable of transmitting the secret dreams
and hopes of people everywhere.
She and Jack watch films all the time,
and if possible, they never miss a pre¬
miere. Once or twice a week they attend
the neighborhood theatre, and when they
start work on a new picture, they feel
as if they’ve never been on a set before
and that this is a great adventure.
“When the moment comes,” Shirley
says, “that making movies doesn’t give
me a thrill any more, I’ll stop.”
Meanwhile Shirley is hoping for big¬
ger and better dramatic roles. She would
like to win another Oscar to match the
special award she won in 1936.
Secretly, she’d like very much to do a
re-make of a very famous Mary Pickford silent picture, “Coquette.”
She
thinks she could bring off such a vehicle
with a bang.
But then there’s so much that Shirley
and her husband want to do. There’s*
constant talk of a Mr. and Mrs. radio
show, a tour of Europe, more children,
and of course, more movie roles.
And somehow, Shirley would like to
cover all this by the time she’s twentyone, which is April 23rd, 1949. “At least,
get started on it,” she says.
The End

>ur files hold hundreds of let¬
ters from N. Y. I. Home Study
graduates who are now successful pro¬
fessional photographers. These ambitious
men and women studied at home in their
spare time while they held other jobs. No
expensive equipment is necessary.
Our
pay-as-you-go plan is easy on your bud¬
get. You can earn while you learn. Write
today for FREE information.
Resident
training available.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. "88”, 10 West 33 St., New York I, N. Y.

CONTESTS
Win next contest you enter.
GENERAL CONTEST BULLETIN
has helped others win. Big win__
ners tell secrets, teach how to
win PRIZES. Lists current contests.
Send 25c for sample copy.
general contest BULLETIN
1609 East 5th St.
Dept. I06B
Duluth 5. Minn.

SONGS
PUBLISHED

SONGWRITERS

m
ADVANCE
ROYALTY
PAID YEARLY

your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No.

Vine St.. Oepi. 20-W Hollywood 28. Col.

AMAZING OFFER —$50 IS YOURS
FOR SELLING ONLY 100 BOXES

entirely different, new DeLuxe All-Occasion cards.
Patented feature television card in¬
WRITE
cluded. Each box sells for $1.00, your
FOR
profit 50c. Surprise items. It costs
SAMPLES
nothing to try. Write today.
of

Cheerful Card Co., Dept. R-17, White Plains, N. Y.

Given Away

A\i

The engagement and wedding
rings are replicas of high priced
yellow gold rings. Are made to
match in 1/40 14-k rolled gold
plate. The engagement ring has
V2 karat size quality imitation
brilliant. Wedding ring is set
with 3 imitation quality bril¬
liants. Your Choice—GIVEN
for selling 4 Rosebud Salve at
25c a box. Order 4 salve. Send
No Money. (We will mail either
ring and 4 salve NOW if you send $1.00 with your order),

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box39. W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don’t fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FR^E trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp¬
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma

462

Niagara St.

Co.

499-C Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

HBW BUST CRBHte
t6e £tfrayenic

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
self 10 days on this special intro¬
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today. When your 30-Day
Creme arrives nay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper.
Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
money will be refunded.

K".JJ •*«
jar Francis James Bust
tax and C.O.D. postage.
with package. Test 10
not satisfied return and

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 1-B
1226 W. Augusta Blvd.

Chicago 22, III.

MY BEAUTIFUL WIFE
I Continued from page 401

the Horse,” was booked into the Chase,
Virginia watched the performances every
night. The antics of the “equestrienne”
and her two-man horse delighted her as
much at the end of the second week as
on opening night. She was full of ques¬
tions concerning show business and won
the affection of the performers with her
enthusiasm, her beauty and ability, and
her naturalness.
When one of the components of the
horse said to Virginia: “Our equestrienne
is going to have a baby. We need a girl
to take her place in the act. Do you think
you’d be able to do it?”, Virginia ex¬
claimed, “I can do it now!”
She went into the act that night, much
to the amazement of veteran vaudevillians. The act ran at the Chase for
two months.
When it closed at the
hotel, Virginia was asked to go along
on tour.
It was a big decision. Young, some¬
what sheltered, Virginia, who had never
before been outside of St. Louis city
limits, was being asked to tour the coun¬
try with a vaudeville troupe.
Her mother decided for her. She met
the people in the act and after a severe
scrutiny, placed an unqualified o.k. on
the deal. For added protection, Mom
went along.
But before the end of the five-year
tour, Mrs. Mayo went back home, and
for the first time in her life Virginia
knew the desolate pangs of loneliness.
Since Virginia neither drank nor smoked,
she didn’t take part in the extra-curricu¬
lar revels practiced by traveling artists
to relieve their loneliness.
One cold, wintry day Virginia emerged
from the warmth of the theatre into the
swirling snow and bumped into a shiv¬
ering man sheltering an object under
his overcoat.
Virginia bought the object—a little
Boston Bull dog—for $15. It became her
constant companion.
“Dinky” later was to become almost
as famous as his illustrious mistress. He
was a born ham, posed for picture lay¬
outs and. after we were married, made
himself generally lovable in our home.
One day an overzealous exterminator

$7.50 Value

—.

H

Ontfti

OR TWO FOR

$6.49!

Use them everywhere—on buffet, fireplace,
piano, tables, radio, bedroom, etc. Each grace¬
fully arched metal gold holder adorned with
crystal clear. 3','2-inch long tear drop shaped
pendant—36 in all—which cheerfully catch and
beautifully reflect the light. Hobnail crystal
glass base. Full 14 inches tall with 5-foot cords.
Unusual, most novel decoration for any home.
Never before offered by us at this low price.
Limited supply. Only $3.98 each or set of 2 for
$6.49 postpaid, or sent C.O.D plus postage and
small C.O.D. fee. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money back. Hurry!
• ALLYN A CO.. Oept. HW2,

P.

O. Box 2611, Memphis, Turn.

Rush me Sparkling Splendor Pendant Lamps as checked below
You guarantee me satisfaction or money back.

•

• .One Lamp. $3.08 .Set of Two Lamps, $6.49

•

• Address.........
• City...-.State.
Send

C.O.D.I
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money.

Automatic saving is sure saving—
U. S. Savings Bonds
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HEDY OF HOLLYWOOD
Mike O’Shea and Virginia Mayo fell in love
5 years ago. Looks like it’s for keeps, too.

6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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FIASH QUHattachmcnts
Plus EXTRA Gifts of

2 FLASH BULBS
2 BATTER,ES
R0LL*I27
FILM

HASH GUN'1
fSNAPS OFF)
FORD Annt
OUTDOOR

,Hy

National

.

Advertised

Until January

\picruRts;

• National Manufacturer has
fXTPA
slight Design Changes for SPEC/Al
Production Reasons and PURCHASE
ENTIRE REMAINING STOCK CLOSEOUT
$9.95 CAMERAS ARE BEING SACRIFICED AT BARGAIN PRICE
All stain-less aluminum lifetime construction,
leatherette covered. Fixed focus 50 mm fluoride coated
lens. True sight eye level view finder. Uses Standard
No. 127 film. Pictures enlarge beautifully. Takes full
color pictures, too. With press photographer style
flash gun attachments takes pictures at night or in¬
side where light is poor. Flash Gun snaps off for regu¬
lar outdoors daylight pictures. Smart looking, a
perfect every day all round camera that beats anything at
anywhere near this price. Simple, even a child gets perfect
pictures every time! Let actual home trial convince you.

SEND NO MONEY
Send name, we'll send camera, flash gun, 2 flash bulbs, 2
batteries and No. 127 roll film. Pay only $5.95 C.O.D. plus
postage on arrival. Take 16 pictures, indoors and outdoors.
Develop film. If pictures don’t delight you, return within
10 days of arrival for refund of full purchase price. (NOTE
... imitation leather shoulder strap carrying case with your
name in gold letters only $1.60 extra. Sent only if specified.
Be sure to clearly PRINT NAME you want on case in gold
letters). All cash orders, we pay postage.

MARTINS-DAVID CO., Dept. C-l-B
179 N. MICHIGAN AVE.,

CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

i4AKt SELL DRESSES

fZOM

NEW YORK

SPECIALLY PRICED $5.95 TO $19.95
Fifth Avenue, New York firm desires
women to sell Dresses. Suits, Lingerie.
As 6een in “Vogue,” “Mademoiselle.” Featuring the
New York Look. Good commissions. Write for sample book.

MODERN MANNER CLOTHES
315 Fifth Ave.

Dept. HW-2

New York

It costs nothing to try!
'FREE—sample displays, address book and sales guide.!
50 l>oxes of glamorous everyday cards sell on sight
for $ 1 per box to friends, relatives, neighbors, club
members, etc. Your profit $30! Complete line off
eye-catching moneymaking assortments to choose
from—imprint stationery too. Everything you need
to make all the cash you can use!
Deluxe assortment on approval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, Inc.
45 Warburton Ave., Dept. K3, Yonkers 2. N. Y.

eotoo

Floral Brooch
and Matching

Earrings
Easy at home
Quick and easy you can
transform shells brought
to you from the south
seas into the exciting,
flattering floral brooch and
matching earrings that are
now the rage with fash¬
ionable women everywhere. It’s easy—
fun—quick—profitable! Although you
Maka
might pay over $7.50 for the finished
BIG MONEYI
set. our complete home kit (with dainty
Profits
yellow and white shells) and easy direc¬
400% to 800%
tions is yours for the unbelievably low
price of ONLY 89c. (Only tool needed
is tweezers and cement—35c extra.)
Other Deeicrns:
Bachelor Button 65c
Pink Water Lily 70c
All three Kits, plus
tweezers and cement
ONLY $2.49
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SEND NO MONEY. Just mail name
and address on a penny postcard.
On arrival pay postman 89c, plus
C.O.D. postage. Save money! Send
cash; we pay postage. Your money
back if not delighted.

HOUSE OF HOBBIES, Dept. IB. Box 790, Evanston. III.

ORGANIZATIONS: ASK FOR SPECIA

services at the Los Angeles Pet Ceme¬
tery.
To compensate for the loss, I
bought Virginia two more bulldogs.
Well, nature took its course, and before
long we had six more.
Now there’s very little jealousy in our
house. But whatever jealousy there is,
surrounds “Punkinhead,” Virginia’s fa¬
vorite pooch who constantly wears Vir¬
ginia’s favorite lipstick all over his face—
much to the envy of his canine friends
and, to an even greater degree—his
human acquaintances.
In fact I almost entitled this piece: “I
Married a Bulldog.”
But leaving the dogs, let’s go back to
Virginia and “Patsy the Horse.” They
finally hit Billy Rose’s Diamond Horse¬
shoe in New York. Billy was impressed
with Virginia’s beauty and talent. She
m.c.’d the show, danced, and performed
in the horse act. Rose called Samuel
Goldwyn, suggested a screen test. Gold¬
wyn brought her out to Hollywood for
the leading role in the Danny Kaye pic¬
ture, “Up in Arms.”
In Hollywood she tested for the role.
The test was not good. “Sorry,” said
Goldwyn, “but you’re not ready yet.”
Most girls would have blown their tops
on the spot, but Virginia merely replied,
“I think you’re right.”
To show her sincerity, she accepted a
bit part in the picture. She continued
to work and study, never for a moment
losing hope or the faith that eventually
she would make the grade.
It was while Virginia was doing bits
in pictures that we met. It was the
second picture for both of us. I was
doing “Jack London” in 1943. The studio
brought in several girls to test for the
heroine. Virginia was one of them. I
fell in love on the spot. Fortunately, she
got the part.
A few days later I found her standing
on the set alone. I ran up to her and
kissed her on the cheek. I know it sounds
like Hollywood poppycock, but this is
actually the way it happened. I said,
“Let’s get married.”
She said, “You’re pretty fresh.”
Five years later we were married.
Life is wonderful with Virginia. We
argue plenty, on matters ranging from
politics to petting the dogs too much (I
contend it makes them sissies).
We have a big time when it comes to
questions of decoration at the ranch.
Fortunately she usually wins these ar¬
guments, because in our last spat I had
Navajo rugs blended with modern, blond
furniture. Usually, however, I win the
arguments. Probably because I have the
loudest voice.
Virginia and I are working on what
we call our Five Year Plan (not to be
confused with any other F.Y.P.). There
are two things we want under the plan:
a large apartment house in the city and a
large cattle ranch in New Mexico or
Arizona. We figure that there are two
things people will always need: A place
to live, and meat.
We’ve both been asked many times
how we manage to reconcile our respec¬
tive careers with successful marriage
It’s very simple.
Everything Virginia does vitally con¬
cerns me, and vice-versa. I never give
her advice unless she asks for it. It’s

WALLACE BROWN, INC.
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Submit one or more of
for free examination. A
poem for details and inf
Phonograph Reco

FIVE STAR MUSIC
Beacon Bldg. B

735

Why do you feel
better
in
one
dress than an¬
other? The anVY
swer is
Wear a dress that brings y
lucky colors, lucky lines.
Th
studies your personality thru h
you an 8 x 10 free hand sketc
clothes. Lucky color combina
suggested—Be your glamorou
birthdate, height and coloring a

D

Perle—P. O. Box 821,

(
Saves

AMAZING
stylo housecl
rags—no sticky
dough”—
dangerous 8tepladde
' magic from Wallpaper. Paint
Shades. Take orders from frien

SAMPLES
FOR TRIA
r Lt°A r
I III

send name at once. A penny postal Will
just your name. KRISTEE CO.,
S85 B

NursesN

NOW/ f TRAI
WEE

ruing: Pr
High school not needed. Age 16 to 60.
endorsement of this complete
course. Prepare in 12 weeks for big
steady work, fine surroundings. Ave
son only $1.48. Easiest terms. FREE
LET — send name now on penny p

LINCOLN SCHOOL of PRACTICAL N
Dept. 72,

4737 Broadway A

Rug Material-1

Wool blanket ends and
lO bright colors suitab
of rugs. • Prices: 40/
pounds or over. Less th
50/ per pound. For
pound extra we will cu
into 1% inch, 1 inch, H
strips.
• Prices f. o.
FREE SAMPLES sent

BLOOMFIELD WO
DEPT. HW4,

BLOOMF

HEMSTITC

Hemstitch on an
attachment. Do
circular and hem
smocking and p
slippers, etc. ou
included.

Makes button h
stead of by han
buttons, zippers
Sews in any di

SEND NO MO

address and pay
arrival.

Or, sen

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Sat
LELANE CO., Dept. HG-29, Box

5

Stardom’s the next stop for Virginia Mayo.
She’ll be seen in “Smart Girls Don’t Talk.”
her career. She worked hard for it all
of her life. If I gave her the wrong ad¬
vice, and her career were jeopardized, I
wouldn’t be able to live with myself.
However, she’s cleverer than I am. I
go to her for advice on my career. In
most
marriages
between
actor
and
actress, as soon as one forges ahead of
the other, the other is bound to get
jealous. Not so with us.
I’m proud and happy over Virginia’s
success. There’s only one star in our
family—and she’s it. I wouldn’t care if
I were nothing but an extra, as long as
Virginia continues to enjoy the success
she deserves. Two people have to be in
love to look at the situation this way.
That’s the way it is with Virginia and
me.
Virginia’s very domestic; loves to cook,
but still we eat out a lot. Home cooking
can’t compare with the facilities and
expert chefs of the good restaurants. I
don’t care what others say, I contend
that more stomach disorders are caused
by home cooking than anything else.
We hate nightclubs, but we do go on
some special occasion.
We don’t get
much of a kick out of them.
We’d rather sit around the house and
entertain ourselves. We talk about pic¬
tures, and I give her my off-the-shoulder
criticisms of her latest work.
Her birthday is in November. It takes
the place of Christmas—as far as presents
are concerned. I usually give her some¬
thing to cover both holidays. Her fa¬
vorite gift to date is the bulldogs, but
she’s very fond of the beautiful Morgan
mare and fine saddle she got for her last
birthday. We don’t bother giving each
other baubles and foolish gifts. It’s much
wiser to buy land, and that’s what we’re
doing.
We each have our own car. There’s
nothing wrong with Virginia’s driving,
but when we’re together, I take over the
wheel.
On Sundays we lounge around the
house, reading, gabbing and listening to
records. We both love music, and have
pretty near the same musical preferences.
You see, our life is like thousands of
other married couples throughout the
land.
There’s no secret formula for our
happiness—unless it’s that we treat each
other like human beings.
The End

• It’s an appalling thing to discover the dread signs of psoriasis—youth’s bright
beauty clouded by disfigurement. But there’s SIROIL to help you, which may open
up a new outlook as it has done for thousands of others. SIROIL tends to remove
the crusts and scales of psoriasis which are external in character and located on the
outer layer of the skin. If or when your psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of
SIROIL will help keep them under control. Applied externally, SIROIL does not
stain clothing or bed linen, nor does it interfere in any way with your daily routine.
Try it. Certainly it’s worth a trial, particularly since it’s offered to you on a two*
weeks’-satisfaction-or-money-refunded basis. Write today for booklet on Psoriasis, using coupon—

|~ Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Dept. H-19, Detroit 26, Mich.
.

|
|

Siroil of Canada, Ltd., Box 488, Windsor, Ont.
Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.
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Receives Stations up to 25-50
Miles. Guaranteed! Send Only $1.(0
_ck.. m.o.) and pay postman $2.99
C.O.D. plus postage or send $3.99 und we r»y postage. SENT COM¬
PLETE. READY TO PLAY on simple attachment. Has personal
phone. JUST THE MIDGET FOR YOU TO LISTEN AT HOME.
IN BED. IN HOTELS. OFFICE. SCHOOL. MOST ANYWHERE
—ANYTIME! NAME INITIALS IN GOLD on any radio if you wish,
free of extra charge for a limited time only—Wonderful gifts for
everyone! Amazingly low-priced' Rush your orders.

MIDWAY CO., DEPT. THW-2, KEARNEY, NEBR.

Birth
-stone

RING

Yours
for
helping us get
only
twenty
get- acquain¬
ted Enlarge¬
ment orders
bv handing
out or mail¬
ing
attrac¬
tive. new 25o
Snapshot Enla rgement
Coupons FREE to friends and relatives. Send your name and address
today for premium letter and coupons. FREE. No ob igation. Enjoy
v earing such a beautiful Ring and Wrist Watch.
DEAN STUDIOS
Dept. X-142
211 W. 7th St.
Des Moines (2) Iowa.

Wrist Watch

GIVEN

More than 40 new originals

ot knit and crochet designs made with
Lily cotton SOFTSPUN and anti¬
shrink wool BABY YARN.

BOOTEES
SOAKERS
SWEATERS
BLANKETS
MITTENS
BONNETS
and ACCESSORIES

Beautifully illustrated, many in
full colors, with complete direc¬
tions for making.

r LILY MILLS COMPANY, Dept.

9,

Shelby, N. C. "*

Gentlemen: I enclose 25c coin (no stamps, please). Send me your
latest new Baby Book No. 1900 of Original Crochet and Knit Designs.

I
I

THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY IN U S A
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Before K0PAL...3 minutes later...After KOPAL
This is a wonderful fact! Now,
no matter how blemished
your teeth may be-no matter
how dull or dlngy-in Just 3
minutes you can be proud
and happy to smile! Yes,
Kopal magically covers tooth
surfaces —even gold fillings —
with the pearl-like luster of
movie star smiles. Yes, Kopal
is the amazing new cosmetic
enamel for the teeth that
beauty editors rave about and grateful users
call a miracle of natural-appearing beauty. Try
Kopal for the thrill of your life!

Goes on like
nail polish—harmless

KOPAL KIT

contains
A dentist’s formula—Kopal is
absolutely harmless, tasteless.
Saf-Enamel
Goes on easier, quicker than
Art brush
nail polish. Easily wiped off
Applicator
with Kopal Remover. Unaf¬
fected by eating, mouth acids,
Remover
cocktails. SEND NO MONEY.
Directions
Radiant results guaranteed!
plus Free
Just send name and address
on postcard. When Kopal Kit
Consultation
arrives, pay postman $3 plus
C.O.D. postage. Or send $3
with order and save postage. Price includes
Fed. tax. Money back if not thrilled. Winters
& Company, Dept. 11, 1 E. 42 St., New York 17.

I# A n A I Cosmetic Enamel for teeth
It UI H L goes on like nail polish

Gene Kelly’s handwriting shows he’s versatile. His varied movie
He’s studying the script of his next M-G-M movie, “Take Me Ou
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By Helen King, President, American

Graphologists

HOT WATER QUICK!
Amazing Pocket-Size ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
Boils Faster than Gas I
Place in water, plug in electric socket, BOILQWlK goes to work at once, heating water for
bathing, clothes, dishes, shaving. 101 uses. Heats
faster than average gas burner. Pocket-size!
Portable! Follow directions. SEND NO MONEY!
Rush name, address, we mailBOIL-QWlK at once.
Pay postman $2.95 plus C.O.D. postal charges. If
not pleased, return within 10 days for refund.

ZevexCo.,Dept. 8-34,11 E. Hubbard, Chicago 11,III

Learn Profitable Profession
in 90 days at Home
Women and Men, 18 to 50
Many Swedish Massage Tcraduates make $50,
$7 5 or even more per week. Large full time
income from doctors, hospitals, sanatoriums,
clubs or private practice. Others
make good money in spare time.
You can win independence and prc*
pare for future security by training
\
at home and qualifying for Dlplo'■.*
>
ma. Anatomy Charts and 32-page
& illustrated Book FREE—Now!

THE COLLEGE OF SWEDISH MASSAGE
Dept. 941B. 41 E. Pearson, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and anatomy charts.
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L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
30,000
Int.
Units
of
Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts.
We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole Judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L’ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions. in plain wrapner. co plete Including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L’ORMONE CO., Dept. 252-K
220 Broadway
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New York 7, N. Y.

DON'T CLIP THIS COUPON!
Unless you want Helen King to tell you what
secrets are revealed by your handwriting. If so—
if you want a personal handwriting analysis from
one of the foremost American graphology experts
— send this coupon, together with 25c and a sam¬
ple of your penmanship, to Helen King, care of
MOYIELAND MAGAZINE. 535 Fifth Ave., New
York 17, N. Y Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. You will receive a personal analysisno form letters!
NAME.
ADDRESS.

CITY..
STATE
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FLOWER
GARDEN
NO DIRTNO PLANTING
Just put this new
floral discovery in a
9A bowl and moisten. A
^gorgeous display of
Asters, Petunias, Morn¬
ing Glories, Calendulas,
Cosmos, Marigolds, Zin¬
nias and other beautiful
flowers will develop
even in the dead of
winter. This amazing
Flower Ball contains
tested seed, Wisconsin
Spaghmum MOSS and
balanced plant food.
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$1.00 plus C.O.D. postage for 3 Assorted
Flower Balls (6 for S1.69)
on our guarantee if they
do not develop to your
complete satisfaction your money refunded.
EXTRA for prompt action: If you order
NOW. we will include a package of special
plant life, for indoor use that will make 6 gal¬
lons of balanced plant food when mixed with
water at no extra cost. Order yours TODAY.

GARDEN SPECIALTIES
Dept. ZA-1408, Grand Rapids 2, Mich.
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With fon*
Tailored

VoreFREE OUTFIT
Women go wild about ••Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new, glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman¬
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and underwear
for the whole family.
If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated
Style Equipment—sent ABSOLUTELY
1 FREE.

WORLD’S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. L-14
Grand Rapids, Mich.

PICTURE
RING $1.

EXQUISITE PICTURE RING—made
from any photo. Modern design. Rhodium
_
finish. SEND NO MONEY! Mail photo with paper
strip for ring size. Pay postman ONLY $1.00 plus post¬
age. Hand tinted 26 cents extra. Photo returned with
ring. Money back guarantee. Send photo, ring size now.

PICTURE RING C0..Pept. N-lU,Cincinnati2.0.

...Train At Home For This
WELL PAID PROFESSION-
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PRACTICAL NURSING
Help fill tne urgent need for Trained Practical
\
Nurses. If you are between 18 tmd 66, It’s easy to 1
train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respected calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse’s equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.

. Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc..
I
,

2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk AB-39, Chicago 14, III.
Please rush FREE FACTS and Sample Lesson Pages.
-Age-
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Full Ad
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IF YOU
WANT

LONGER
NAIRN

Send no money
. . send only
SMALL STRAND
OF YOUR HAIR

It's amazing how long, thrilling hair
adds allure, helps win romance, love.
Movie stars know. LONGER, LOVE¬
LIER HAIR may result when dry.
brittle, breaking off hair can be re¬
tarded and scalp and hair are healthy,
vigorous. Thus hair has a chance to
get longer, more beautiful. Try Beauty-Glo 7 days. BEST because BeautyGlo
contains
genuine
beneficial
CHOLESTERIN. Safe. Not a hair
restorative. Satisfaction or your money
back. Send $1 with address. (If C.O.D.
govt, charges extra.) Order Now!

FREE!
Personal
SKIN & MAKE-UP

SPECIAL • SAVE 50%
3 Lqe. Jars $2

BEAUTY SECRETS
From famed Beautician "LaVal"
if you fill out Beauty Questionnaire
enclosed in each pkg.

BEAUTY-GLO
STUDIOS
DEPT. 186
Walbrook Station
Baltimore 16. Md.
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bed but across a room. “What’s on me?”
I hollered. All lights went on and Guy
aided in the search. Over in a corner sat
a cricket! Guy tossed me a disgusted
look. “You’re a spook,” he grumbled and
went back to sleep without another word.
Now I’m branded.
I guess it was a tie as to which of us
loved the magnificent scenery the most.
The floor of the Canyon de Chelly (which
we filmed for the first time) is all sand.
The walls go up almost nine hundred feet
high, in sweeps of smooth, red stone shad¬
ings. Guy spoke for all of us as we gaped
at the cliff houses carved out by the
Indians a thousand years ago.
“We’re
nervy newcomers, aren’t we?”
We made our picture in the midst of a
tremendous Navajo Reservation. Guy and
I discovered that the Nava j os are a happy
people by nature. They smile readily.
They live in hogans, little clay and log
homes covered over with sagebrush. They
raise sheep, and are farmers. They’re A-l
samples of naturalness. They tell time by
the sun and the moon and never rush for
appointments.
Guy was particularly fascinated by
their silence—which paralleled
the
breathtaking silence in the canyon itself.
They can sit or stand for hours, without a
peep or a budge. All of a sudden they
will dumbfound you by running off or
riding away lickety-split. The joy of mo¬
tion has occurred to them, and they go at
it violently.
Guy, who is forever after more sun¬
tan, went around barefooted and bare¬
chested. I come from high timber country,
so I stuck to my boots and shirt. We
had to get into our 1860-style wardrobe
when the cameras ground, of course.
Our big battle scene was a thriller to
make. Five hundred Navajos, hired as
extras, to their complete astonishment,
became
screen
actors.
They
were
equipped with rubber-tipped arrows and
shot at us as they whooped past on their
ponies. They grew so enthusiastic they
gave an extra wham to their bows. Guy
emerged unscathed.
I am still getting
warnings from him.
In the attack scene one arrow caught
me on the head and I sported a robin’s
egg-sized lump. I didn’t duck fast enough
and another arrow pierced my buckskin
jacket on the bias, hit me over the heart,
and stunned me. Horrible war whoops
and ear-splitting gun shots as men bit
the dust all around convinced Calhoun
that this was no child’s play.
When I came to, all I could see was
that ominous half of that arrow left on
the outside of me. I yanked it out with
both hands and yelled at Guy, “I’m
dead!” And it doesn’t hurt too much! is
what flashed through my mind.
Between scenes when we competed
with the Navajos with our own bows and
arrows, Guy outclassed them all in every
target contest. His excellence in archery
is sensational.
We were mighty pleased when Chief
Gray Eyes, who is ninety-six years old,
conferred a very high honor upon us.
He decided that we were “worthy men,”
so he called a big tribal powwow. There
was much dramatic speechmaking. At
the finale, the chief accepted Guy and me
as his brothers, which automatically
meant the whole tribe did, too. We turned
out to be the only actors ever awarded
this mark of approval, because we could
handle ourselves in the outdoors “just
like a Navajo.”
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After that unforgettable ceremony, we
were invited to the three squaw dances.
Incidentally, unmarried
maidens
are
squaws to the Navajos. We learned the
reason an Indian is brave in battle. The
war dance he does before battle declares
him dead. He, consequently, has no fear
because he is already dead. If he survives
in battle then another dance—the squaw
dance—must be officially held to mark
his technical return to the ranks of the
living.
Since we’d filmed battle scenes, all the
Indians who’d pretended to die for our
cameras, had to be ceremoniously brought
back to life by a squaw dance on the
spot where they’d fallen.
Guy and I put on blankets and danced
in the first night’s dance. As brothers of
the chief, we too were brought back to
life in sort of an honorary manner since
we hadn’t got killed in the picture!
Indian girls are bobbysoxers and treas¬
ure autographs. They were shy at first
but warmed up enough later to chat and
ask for autographed photographs.
Carole Mathews and the script girl
were the only two women along, and
they were swell sports. Carole had never
ridden a horse before. You’ll never guess
that when you see her in the picture.

PROTECT YOURSELF
in case you enter a hospital on account of

cirifwccc nr AmncwT

FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Room and Hoard up to.$6.00
a day lor 30 days
Operating Room up to.$10.00
X-Ray Examinations up to.$10.00
Laboratory Examinations up to.$10.00
TOR ACCIDENT
Ambulance up to.$10.00
Emergency Accident—Dispensary up to ...
$6.00
Loss ot Limbs, sight, etc., or loss ol life up to . $600.00
Maternity Indemnity up to.$35.00

The policy provides indemnities for actual expense
incurred at the time of hospitalization but will in
no case exceed the amounts shown above.
Be protected against hospital bills, in case sickness
or accident strikes you, by allowing the Family
Mutual Life Insurance Company to aid you in
meeting your hospital expenses. You may choose
any hospital. Benefits for children are one-half
those paid to adults.

Once she nearly sat down on a rattle¬
snake—and still came up smiling!
The one telephone line to civilization
was a thirty-five party line.
I nearly
broke my arm cranking that phone. I’d
start to call my bride, Isabelita, at 8 p.m.
and get through to her at midnight. She
sent me home-made chocolate Brownies
to keep up my strength!
Guy selected some beautiful Indian
jewelry for Gail Russell. They’ve gone
together for three out of the four years
he’s been in Hollywood—which typifies
his constancy.
Guy’s cooking, like his acting, has
improved noticeably. The first time he
cooked a meal for me, he fed me a huge
steak, with a head of lettuce minus any
dressing, as the salad course. A clove of
garlic was for steak seasoning!
Guy’s got his faults. His singing, for
instance. He can’t carry a tune. When he
fondly gives out with “Old Man River,”
is sounds like a Spike Jones version.
But he has such a passion for perfec¬
tion that I wouldn’t be surprised if he
miraculously wound up as a crooner. To
sum it up, Guy has character; and he is
a character, too. But more than that. I’m
happy that he’s my good friend.
The End

DON'T DELAY—MAIL THE COUPON TODAY

G FOR GORGEOUS, GLAMOROUS GRABLE
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| Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dept.D-5 !
i 601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.
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And Big Money in Spare Time, Too

We want yon to wear this fine made-to-measure suit!
Make ityoars by sending a few orders, and earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Yoor suit will help you
ret more orders with sec
*
.
Iored-to-measare to
Suits-rcomplete line,
experience, no monev___
__
about yourself. J. C. FIELD & SON# Inc.
Harrison and Throop Sts. , Dept, p1611. Chicago 7, ID.
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QUILT PIECES

Dream bundle of 3 lbs. (about 18 yds.) of clean gorgeous d* i
cotton prints. Washable—fast color. Sent C.O.D. $1.69
plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed, or we make full
refund. If notsatisfied return only Quilt Pieces and keep
Pattern Book FREE (includes DOUBLE WEDDING RING and
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ENLARGEMENT
^ of your favorite photo
NEW SILK FINISH-GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Just to get acquainted, we will
make you a FREE 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now. accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
for frame plus small handling and mailing charge. If
you are not completely satisfied, return the enlarge¬
ment within 10 days and your money will be refunded.
But you may keep the handsome frame as a gift for
promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals returned.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd..Dept.M-76, Hollywood 38. Cal.

in the business, and who is directing
Betty in “The Beautiful Blond from
Bashful Bend,” walked up to Betty’s
mother who happened to be visiting the
lot.
“You know, Mrs. Grable,” he said—and
he really meant it—“that daughter of
yours is shaping up into a wonderful
actress.”
Betty, who happened to hear the re¬
mark, quickly deflated the balloon. “I’m
nothing but a song-and-dance girl,” she
told Sturges, “and you know it.”
Best yet, that’s all Betty wants to be.
No heart-rending Bette Davis sagas or
Katharine Hepburn histrionics for her.
“All I want,” she says, “is to keep play¬
ing in the same kind of musicals that I’ve
been playing in the past. So long as the
public likes me, that’s fine. When the
public gets tired of me, then I’m through.”
Lillian Grable, Betty’s mother and the
woman most responsible for her success,
says that when Betty is no longer listed
among the first ten most popular movie
stars, she will call her career quits.
At the moment such a move seems
hardly likely.
Betty has earned 20th
Century-Fox some 15 million dollars in
profit during her last eight years, and
it is a studio legend that as long as Betty
Grable is under contract, the company
will never be in the red.
Despite the fact that she earns some¬
where around $300,000 a year, Betty
Grable would give up her career in half
a second if Harry James asked her to.
Her family, her husband, her two daugh¬
ters Vicki and Jessica, come first with her
-—and this eminently sensible relationship
of placing family above career is another
reason why the movie-goers go for Betty
in such tremendous numbers.
While career girls are on the increase,
the average American still likes to feel
that a woman’s place is primarily in the
home. Betty feels the same way, and
every day that she’s not working is spent
with her family.
The Harry Jameses are rarely seen in
any night club or swank-spot. They’re
two home-bodies, and when fans write in
for autographed photos, what they usual¬

ly want is a picture of the entire James
family.
As a result, more than half of Betty’s
follow-up mail includes inquiries con¬
cerning her children.
Betty herself is the youngest of three
children. She was born exactly nine
months after her older brother Jack died
of whooping cough in his sleep when he
was almost two. Betty has one sister,
Mrs. Marjorie Arnold, who lives a very
happy, non-professional life in Beverly
Hills.
One of the most interesting facets of
Betty’s success is that she never wanted
it for herself. “All she has ever wanted
to do,” says her mother, “is to please me.”
“My mother,” Betty admits, “has al¬
ways been the wonderful driving force in
my life.”
Lillian Grable, before she married
Betty’s stockbroker father, had always
hankered for a stage career. But mar¬
riage at seventeen brought such desires
to an abrupt end.
For a while, Mrs.
Grable tried to make her first-born, Mar¬
jorie, a dancer, and project herself
through that child, but Marjorie hated
dancing, refused to take more lessons,
and Mrs. Grable gave up.
With Betty, however, she wouldn’t and
didn’t. When Betty was four, she was
playing the saxophone, a little one, of
course; she was starting in on toe-dancing
and ballet, and a year later she moved up
to the drums and lessons in acrobatics
and piano.
“The only thing I missed,” Betty now
recalls, “were lessons in singing and ec¬
centric dancing. I had everything else,
and I dreaded it, especially acrobatics.”
But Mrs. Grable persisted, and Betty
continued. The family tried to call Ma
Grable off, tried to tell her that a stage
career was no good for the child, that all
these lessons were a waste of time and
money, but Mrs. Grable wouldn’t listen.
The family disapproval of her plan and
methods only served to steel her de¬
termination.
When Betty was thirteen, her mother
took her out to Los Angeles for further
dance training which led to a job in the

All-in-one Cigarette Lighter and Full-Pack Case gives you cigarettes
and lights together as you want them. Streamlined, smart, modern
... a wonderful convenience, the ideal gift. FREE . . . ANY NAME
ENGRAVED ON CASE IN 23-KARAT GOLD! For men or women.
Built for lifetime service of beautiful plastic. Deep-well lighter holds
amazingly large supply of fluid. SEND NO MONEY...7-DAY TRIAL.
Order on trial inspection and approval. On arrival deposit $1.98 plus
C.O.D. Use 7 days. If not delighted return for refund. (Send $1.98
with order and we pay postage.) Be sure to send name to be engraved.
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High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as vour time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H..S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation.

i AmericanSchool.Dept H271 ,Drexelat58th,Chicago37

Keep them safe-enjoy them always
Engel Art Comers are neat, easy
to use for mounting prints, cards,
stamps, etc. Six styles and colors.
New Poc-kets permit filing nega¬
tives in back of prints. At photo
supply and album counters or send
lOcforpkg. of 100 and free samples

Engel Art CornersMfg.Co
Dept, 45 P.4711 N. Clark Chic ago 40

MONEY^Wl
SelTEVERVDAY CARDS
Get quick cash showing gorgeous greet¬
ings for Birthdays. Anniversaries, other
year 'round occasions. 15 card Assortment
sells for only $1—you make up to 50c.
Name Imprinted "Charmettes,” Person¬
alized Napkins, Stationery, Gift Wraps.
Start earning now. Samples on approval.

CARD
COMPANY
WRITE FOR SAMPLES |! ARTISTIC
133 WAY STREET, ELMIRA, N. Y.

stayed with her. “Betty never had a date
until she was seventeen,” her mother
points out. “And when she did start hav¬
ing dates she always was home by 12:30
or 1:00—or whatever time I set.
“On the rebound, she didn’t become a
that the fans like Betty,” says her mother,
“is that her name has never been tainted
by any scandal. She fell in love with
Jackie Coogan and they were married.
When things didn’t work out, Betty broke
clean and on the level. There was no
scandal, no mess, no recrimination.
“On the rebound, she didn't become a
playgirl with a string of suitors. She went
for a while with one man, then with a
second. She was always a one-man girl.
Then Harry James came into her life—
and the rest is history.
“Betty has always been on the up-andup with both her men and women friends,
and that’s why they like her. She goes
out of her way to be fair with everyone.”
On-screen Betty Grable plays the
loveable, plain, well-built American girl
who
epitomizes
truth,
honesty,
and
frankness.
Off-screen, Betty lives the life of that
same girl. When Darryl Zanuck, a few
years ago, for example, called her into his
office and told her how he was going to
build her up into a big dramatic star—
“I’m going to let you play the role of
Sophie in Somerset Maugham’s ‘The
Razor’s Edge’ ”—Betty smiled and shook
her head.
“Thanks very much,” she said. “But I
can’t play that kind of role. That calls
for a real actress. I’m just a song-anddance girl, and if you put me in that pic¬
ture, the fans would expect me to wind
up as a dancing mermaid, and I don’t
think that would be too good for you or
me or the picture.”
Zanuck looked at Betty for a moment,
then got up and took her hand. “Betty,”
he said, “you’re a very sweet girl.”
In those six words, Darryl Zanuck
voiced the opinion of a nation.
The End

SAVEon
COTTONS!

Now.., real savings that help you Beat High
Prices on family and home cottons! Mail cou¬
pon today for FREE Catalog of thrilling: cotton
values in shirts, dresses, underwear, children’s
wear, prints and fabrics, towels, sheets, etc.
Satisfaction guaranteed. See how South Caro¬
lina Mills LOWER PRICES can SAVE YOU
MONEY! Rush coupon for FREE catalog now!
South Carolina Mills, Dept. 7 07 , Spartanburg, S. C.
fSOUTH CAROLINA MILLS, Dept. 707
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
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BOB’S MY CO-PILOT
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SMARTNESS IN THISTLE-DOWN . . .
DESIGNED FOR HOLLYWOOD STARS.
The enchanted feet of Filmdom't Princesses luxuriate in
the gossamer-look of these chi-chi "Bed Roomers." Bunny
Rabbitskin uppers in tempting Bon Bon Colors, on gold
edged soles, with shirred elastic heel strap. Never will
your feet took so small and dainty! Harold's of Hollywood
famous designing works mogicl You'd expect to pay ot
leost $6.95—but direct by moil—they're only $2,981 Choice
of new Bon Bon Shades: PINK, BLUE, RED, WHITE, BLACK.
Sizes 3Vi fo 9. State 2nd choice color.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Order By Mail Now from Hollywood
SEND NO MONEY!
HAROLD S OF HOllYWOOD-Dept. 12H
West Branch, Hollywood 46, Calif.
Rush me my lovable “Bed Roomers."
Size_1st Choice Color_2nd Choice_
I will pay postman $2.98, p'us postage and
C.O.D. charges.
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facturer— save one- half. Over 100 new items
— pillow cases, seamless pillow tubing, show
sheets, scarfs, bridge sets, luncheon sets,
table cloths,show towels,bedspreads,aprons,
infants' garments. Imported Linens and Nov¬
elties. Complete embroidering instructions
free. It's easy. Write:

MERRIBEE ART EMBROIDERY CO.
Dept. 247B

22W.21stSt..NewYorklO.N.Y.

Hand-Tooled in GUATEMALA
• New!

• Stylish!

• Beautiful!

• Full-Length Shoulder Strap!

Popular Palomino Leather

WAC Bag

Beauty and long service are combined in these
genuine selected cowhide bags. An attractive and
durable reproduction of the Military WAC Bag.
Size 7,/jk8,/2 inches. Ideal for casual or sports wear.

S»25
tfjfc
p|ut $ | .65

Makes wonderful gift.

Fed. Tex

SOLD BY MAIL ONLY - $2 DEP. ON C.O.D/S - ORDER TODAY!

FREE

Write for FREE Color Folder on
Many Beautifully Styled Shoulder Bags

i BROPAR

P. O. BOX 1997. DEPT. 229
SAN ANTONIO 6. TEXAS

HERE IT IS I
THE
BOUDOIR COMPANION

FOR ONLY $*>
It’s All You
Hope It Is And
More. WRITTEN BY
WOMEN—BELIEVE
IT OR NOT!
PEPPY, VIGOROUS, UNINHIBITED
Plenfy
Of
SENSATIONAL
Illustrations.
You’ve Heard About It Because Everyone
Is Talking About Itl A REAL SURPRISE!
Send $2. for the Book or order C.O.D.

LION SALES CO. INC. Dept. 662
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line for a picture they want to see, just
like any other ticket-holders.
Once they did that and the Taylors’
publicity representative found out about
it. “Why, in heaven’s name, didn’t you
let me know?” she asked Bob. “I would
have called the manager for you.” “Why
should you?” he replied reasonably. “Who
do you think we are anyway?”
One time—and this happened recently
—Bob was the official starter at the
Bendix Air Races. The harassed cops,
faced with a huge crowd, kept pushing
Bob back along with everybody else (it
was quite a mixup), but Taylor’s control
never cracked—even though he was an
official of the Races.
An ordinary guy would have cussed
those cops. Maybe Bob did—under his
breath. I wouldn’t know. But I do know
when he does cuss, it’s really sulphuric.
Take it from me, the Taylor vocabulary is
varied, colorful and plenty gutty!
As cool and self-controlled as Bob is,
he’s unpredictable at times.
He loves
talking with people in small towns when
we’re away on trips, and he always man¬
ages to say the right thing. He’s reserved,
but he’s still real friendly.
Once, on a trip up to Utah by car, we
were hauling a boat in a trailer when
the water pump on the car broke down.
We flagged a big moving van and asked
them to tow us to the nearest garage.
It was a tough pull, and every once in
a while we’d all stop, get out and in¬
vestigate the contents of a bottle of
Scotch that Bob just happened to have
along.
By the time we arrived at the garage,
we’d rendered “Sweet Adeline” in sev¬
eral keys to our own pleased amazement
and Bob was delighted when the driver
said, “You’re all right, Tyler! First off,
I mistook you for a movie star.”
On the other hand, Bob—like anybody
else—won’t take a thing from wrong
guys. There was the evening in Wichita,
Kansas, where we were staying after a
hard day’s flying, when some stranger in
another room discovered that Robert
Taylor was in the hotel.
The man phoned and asked Bob to have
a drink. Taylor, tired and knowing that
the man was already carrying a full load,
declined politely. Then the fellow got
rough and wanted to make something
of it. Bob barked out our room number
and told him to come ahead. That time,
no one would have recognized the Taylor
voice. It was sharp as a whip. The guy
was hep. He never did show up.
As in everything else, Bob is a per¬
fectionist when it comes to his plane, his
fishing and hunting gear, his collection
of guns. He may not fly the Beechcraft
for weeks at a time, but he’s out at the
hangar almost every Saturday or Sun¬
day, in coveralls, using plenty of elbow
grease
keeping
“Missy”
ship-shape;
scrubbing and polishing the plane inside
and out. She shines like silver, that
“Missy.”
He’s tidy and precise and nothing of
his is ever cluttered. His 14 or 15 guns
are in special gun cabinets at the com¬
fortable Taylor home in Holmby Hills—
a place, incidentally, full of big tables and
deep chairs the way Bob likes it, and
nothing frilly that you can’t put your
feet on.
When Bob Taylor hands you a gun
and tells you it isn’t loaded, you can just
I bet your bottom dollar that the gun is
I
loaded. He’s that kind of a guy.

What always amuses me is the way
Bob will type out little memos to himself.
(He answers all his personal mail and
types like a champion.) Then he follows
through in the most direct way. The guy
just doesn’t want any confusions in his
life. He’s embarrassingly punctual—a
habit he learned from his physicianfather.
Every time we go on a trip, he makes
all the arrangements, planning every¬
thing meticulously to the last detail. He’s
terrific at such planning and executing,
and at doing exactly what he sets out to
do.
If the weather forecaster paints too
black a picture, of course, we fly via the
airways. Otherwise, Bob always flies as
the crow flies; going direct over the most
hazardous country, yet always checking
weather, looking over the plane carefully
before we take off, even pulling the props
himself. Too good a pilot ever to take
foolish chances, he’s completely without
superstitions, yet carries several St.
Christopher Medals, because the Queen
gave them to him.
Taylor, frankly, is a tough guy to know.
He’s not demonstrative. He’s got a ready
smile and the manners of a Chesterfield.
But he’s plenty economical when it
comes to conversation. Which makes him
crisp, almost taciturn, until you know
him. He hates praise like poison.
You’ll never hear Bob use the word
“career.” It’s always “my job.” He doesn’t
go much for big Hollywood parties. He
likes small dinner parties of a Saturday
night, preferably at home, with a few
close friends where they can sit on the
floor with Scotch highballs and let their
hair down.
Bob hates phonies, both men and
women. Both he and Barbara are almost
identical in their directness, their lack
of pretense, their extreme neatness,
mentally and physically.
When I say Bob’s my co-pilot, I mean
it both ways. There’s never any ques¬
tion of seniority between us; we’ve never
even discussed it. I may take the Beechcraft off from the airport and fly it part
way; then Bob takes over and flies it the
rest of the way. Coming back, it may be
the reverse. It’s strictly a fifty-fifty, be¬
cause we have complete confidence in and
great respect for each other.
I’ve flown with him half way across the
continent for a fish dinner; I’ve tagged
along when Bob wanted to test a new
plane radio—when he flew all the way to
New Orleans, then home by way of
Detroit, and all he said to the “Queen”
—his name for Barbara—when he got
back was, simply, “It works.”
I guess I was almost hoarse before I
talked Bob into becoming a fisherman.
He couldn’t see it at first. And what he
don’t see, he don’t buy. He’s kind of
a stubborn guy at times; you’ve got to
show him—really sell him on the idea. I
finally persuaded him to fly up to Hart
Lake in Wyoming, one of the best fishing
spots I know. That did it. Taylor is now
an ardent fisherman—and a good one—
and fishing for marlin in Mexico or for
steelhead up in Oregon is now part of
the Taylor-Couser itinerary each year,
along with quail shooting in Amarillo and
pheasant hunting up in South Dakota.
People tell us that we’ve flown to¬
gether so much now that we act together
in everything. Everything’s a team. They
tell me we even keep in step walking
to the hangar; drink coffee together at

that is unrivalled for sheer beauty and
extravagant good looks, by night a
glorious goddess of light revealed for
all to see! She loses her clothes as she
glows in the dark! A glorious, gleam¬
ing blonde beauty revealed in daring
pose in the briefest of costumes,
mysterious and magnificent! Write
today and if you don’t agree this
outstanding new necktie sensation
is the most exciting tie you've
ever seen—it costs you absolutely
nothing.

SEND NO MONEY—
Special Introductory Offer
Send your name and address, re¬
ceive startling new Strip-Tease
Necktie by return mail. Pay postman
Just $1.64 (3 for $4.79) plus postage
and keep 10 days. If in that time
you aren’t thrilled and delighted,
return for money back without ques¬
tion! Write to
GLOW IN THE DARK TIE CO., DEPT.436-S
215 N. MICHIGAN AVE„ CHICAGO 1, ILL.

SONGWRITERS—LYRIC CONTEST
Advance Royalty To Winner
Write words and title to our music by nationally known
composer. Reputable publisher will publish and exploit
winner's lyrics. Send $1.00 entry fee. We will send you
music. For each additional entry send 50c, (Absolutely
no other charge) to

"LYRIC CONTEST"
8360 West First St., Dept. C
Los Angeles 36, Calif.

one just as the other prop stalled and
we spun down on the opposite side. It
was first right, then left, and brother, we
were scared.
But in characteristic fashion, Taylor
"scared quiet.” All our reflexes were
automatic. Not a word was said until we
were down to about 10,000 feet when we
got the plane on a safe keel again. Then
all Bob said was, "A little rough, wasn’t
it, Pappy?”
Call it a Damon and Pythias friendship,
if you like. Whatever it is, it’s a good one
and we both like it. Flying that Beechcraft with Bob is something I wouldn’t
readily give up, because I know that
wherever we go we always manage to
have a good, comfortable time.
And any day now my phone will ring
and it will be Taylor, direct and to the
point as always. "Hey, Pappy,” he’ll say,
"get ready; we’re taking off.”
"Where to this time?”
“Oh, Alaska, I think. Haven’t been
there yet. Okay?”
"Okay.”
That’s the way it is—flying with Bob.
The

End
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DIAMOND
SI.95

RINGS
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S2.95

Beautiful
Solitaire
and
Wedding
ring set with lovely imitation dia¬
monds in 1/30 14Kt. yellow Gold
Plate or Sterling Silver. SEND NO
MONEY. Pay postman on delivery
plus 20o/o Federal Tax and postage
charges on Money-Back Guarantee.

CLARK RING CO.. Dept. 1067
Box 5151

Chicago 80,
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BUNIONS
QUICK PAIN RELIEF
Fairyfoot quickly relieves terrible
stinging itching bunion pains ...
Swelling gees down. — No special
shoes.
Apply soothing Fairyfoot
and get blessed relief quickly.
FREE SAMPLE.—Write Today I
It's Free. No cost to you.

niRTFOOT, 1223 So. Wabash. Dept 6742, CHICAGO 5. IlllHOIS

wmA *IT'S EASY-IT'S FUN
IT'S PROFITABU\
5y* C. 1. EVANS
31 new boxes. Profits to 100%. Bonus. Write today |
for FREE Name Imprinted and Floral Stationery;'
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i samples, FREE 32-page catalog and feature All
fREE SAMPLES Occasion Samples ON APPROVAL. Special Offers..
SO for $1.00
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CASH EARNINGS Besides-'
Big
Write at once if you want this fine tailored

Writ
to-measure suit for yourself. You can get it
without paying any cash, by simply taking a
few orders from friends and neigh bore.
Alsoearn big cash Income—up to $ 10.00,
$12.00 in a day—because Pioneer’s
amazingly low prices help you get or¬
ders easily. Scores of choice, rich, beau¬
tiful fabrics to choose from, expertly
tallored-to-measure and GUARAN¬
TEED. Also complete line of Ladles
Tailored Suits. Noexperience, no money
needed. Be well-dressed by getting your
own bonus suit, and earn cash besides!
rnrr CAllDI CCI Write! Mail letter
rlftt OAlrlrLLO: or postcard today,
telling about yourself—age, etc^—for big com¬
plete FREE SAMPLE OUTFIT. BONUS
SUIT OFFER, and money-making plans.
Send no money. Just write
PIONEER TAILORING CO.. Congress & Throop
Sts., Dept. P-IO11. Chicago 7. Ill

BODY AND BRAIN
lContinued from page 69)

This shop is located in New City, New
York, on the west bank of the Hudson
River. It contains English and French
antiques which Miss Goddard purchased
abroad. She says they’re worth from $75,000 to $100,000. She has about 400 pieces.
She periodically conducts auctions. Bur¬
gess Meredith is the auctioneer, and both
of them make a handy profit from the
business.
Her contract with Paramount Pictures
which has another two years to run, will
have grossed her about $1,500,000 for five
years’ work. In addition, she owns a pro¬
ducing company with her husband and
producer Benedict Bogeaus.
Financially, she is set for life. She also
seems to be set with Burgess Meredith,
an actor with a lot of talent who has
taught her much about the stage since
their marriage in May, 1944.
People who know Paulette fairly well
declare that she had a rather rough time
of it when she first came to Hollywood
and that all her efforts have been ex¬
pended towards reaching a financial
security which would enable her to do
only what she likes.
Now that she’s reached that position in
life, one can’t help wondering why Paul¬
ette continues as "the mystery girl of
the movies.” Inhibitions lead to com¬
plexes, to fear neuroses, to deep person¬
ality changes.
Paulette Goddard is to be admired for
making herself the successful actress she
is. Apparently, she started her career
with nothing but ambition.
Her youth may not have been happy
but in the best Cinderella tradition, she
reached great success, in spite of it. She
was the child of divorced parents. They
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9 lbs. UGLY FAT
....THE FIRST WEEK

Th/s Simple Easi/-to-Fo//ow Way
or Money Back

DOCTOR’S 14-DAY PLAN
Proves remarkable power to
help reduce excess pounds
NATURALLY—without
drugs—no exercise—no com¬
plicated dieting.
Now, the remarkable formula of Dr.
Edw. Parrish, M. D„ well-known
doctor of medicine, is available to fat
folks who want to lose ugly, flabby
fat the simple "common sense" way
nature intended. Not a dangerous
diet method that often leaves un¬
healthful results, but a harmless,
, effective plan as your own physician
might prescribe or recommend. Dr.
Parrish's new 14-day plan starts to work almost im¬
mediately. You start losing fat the very first day . . .
without cutting out entirely any of the foods you like
—or no cost to you. No harmful drugs, no painful
exercise or massage.

Certified AS HARMLESS AND EFFECTIVE
by Dr. Parrish Except in those rarer glandular cases,
reducing can be extremely simple and easy. Dr. Parrish
personally endorses and certifies this plan has definite
weight reduction value. He invites you to ask your own
doctor about it. confident that he will tell you how safe,
harmless and effective it is.

MAKE THIS CONVINCING, ECONOMICAL
TWO-WEEK TEST! For lunch eat 8 Dr. Parrish’s
Tablets, and nothing else except coffee, tea or any bever¬
age. For breakfast and supper, don't cut out any foods
you like—just cut down on them. This plan cuts down
your caloric intake and you LOSE WEIGHT NATU¬
RALLY—results may amaze you!

SEND NO MONEY!

Just a penny postal card for
the regular $2.25 size at only $2.00. C.O.D. charges and
postage extra. Send $2.00 with order and we pay post¬
age. First box must satisfy or money back.

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP.v Hood Bldg.
686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
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Sell Lovely EVERYDAY CARDS

Gii

Earn EXTRA CASH

It's easy to make MONEY in yonr spare time show¬
ing exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convales¬
cent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for
$1 retail sell quickly—pay well. Also Station¬
ery, Gift Wrappings. No experience needed.
WRITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval, a
PHILLIPS CARD CO., 511 Hunt St., Newton, Mass?

LEARN AT HOME
TO BE A PRACTICAL NURSE
You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates.

HIGH SCHOOL NOT REQUIRED
50th yr. One graduate has charge of
10-bed hospital. Another saved 8400
while learning. Equipment Included,
women, 18 to 60. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 452, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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Amazing New Creme

Re-Colors Hair
In 22 Minutes
If you want to change
streaked, gray, graying
or drab hair to a new
lustrous youthful-look¬
ing color, try Tintz
Creme Shampoo-Tint
today. It’s a new hair
coloring that re-colors
hair at home as it sham¬
poos. Takes only 22 min¬
utes. No waiting for re¬
sults. It’s easy to use—no
messy mixing. Caution: Use
only as directed. Won’t wash
or rub out. Won’t harm per¬
manents. MONEY BACK guar¬
antee. Get your choice of color
today: Jet Black, Black, Dark Brown, Medi¬
um Warm Brown, Medium Ash Brown, Light
Brown, Auburn (Henna), Blonde.
SEND NO MONEY. Deposit with postman on delivery
$1.25 plus tax and postage on MONEY BACK Guaran ee
of satisfaction. (Enclose $1.50 incl. tax. Tintz pays
postage.) Mail order today to Tintz Co., Dept. IS. 20S
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III. In Canada. 561/2
Adelaide St. E., Toronto, Ontario. Canada.
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separated when she was very young. She
had very little formal education; and she
was substantially on her own by the time
she was sixteen.
Her first job in “Rio Rita” wasn’t
much. She sat in a large cardboard moon
which overhung the stage. She showed
her legs and her figure, and she never
had a line to say.
Take any sixteen-year-old girl—no
matter how physically mature—introduce
her to the Broadway life, and in a few
months time, that girl’s personality
changes. Her youth dies. She becomes
hep to the stage-door johnnies, to the
angle boys, to the fellows with the fast
lines. . . .
She came out to Hollywood and she
made the rounds of the various spots.
She was seen in the right places by the
right people and she wound up getting
a six-months contract with Hal Roach.
At the end of the six months, when
Roach let her go, she took a job as a
chorus girl in the Eddie Cantor musical,
“The Kid from Spain.”
At the same time she began going
around with Charlie Chaplin, whose
hectic love-life has flashed so notoriously
across the pages of the world press.
Chaplin was then looking for a leading
woman for “Modem Times.” He wasn’t
seeking an actress. He just wanted a
beautiful girl, with a beautiful form. He
got Paulette but with her beauty came a
brain.
For two years her name was constantly
linked with his. Both refused to admit
marriage, engagement, or future plans.
In any event, Paulette Goddard be¬
came very well-known while under
Chaplin’s sponsorship. So well-known in
fact, that after she left him, David Selznick signed her to a contract.
Just how much Paulette learned from
her years with Chaplin is difficult to say.
Chaplin has always fancied himself a

liberal intellectual. He has always sought
the company of other intellectuals, and
while the women in his life have con¬
stantly been subservient to him, Paulette
Goddard certainly wasn’t!
It’s entirely possible that while married
to Chaplin, Paulette acquired the savoir
jaire she now demonstrates.
Paulette
realized early in the game her apparent
lack of formal education and she sought
to remedy this inadequacy by cultivating
the companionship of men who had it.
For example, during the war she was
entertained at The White House by Harry
Hopkins, late adviser to President Roose¬
velt.
She was dined by Lord Louis
Mountbatten, a member of the British
Royal Family and a onetime Viceroy of
India. She was courted and married by
Burgess Meredith, a genuine intellectual,
an Amherst College man. Since these
three men are personalities of consider¬
able mental proportions, it must follow
that what attracted them in Paulette
Goddard was her brains.
*>
Harry Hopkins briefed her on national
politics; Lord Louis Mountbatten, among
other things, gave her the lowdown on
international affairs; Burgess Meredith
has given her dozens of tips on the art
of acting; Chaplin showed her the wis¬
dom of conserving money.
Paulette has used the men in her life
to better her station, to improve her
mind, to broaden her outlook, and there¬
by to increase her bank account. Today,
she’s one of Hollywood’s richest women.
Her primary and original attraction
was her body. It’s now her brain. She is
not neglecting her figure, but she realizes
one very important fact—the mind lasts
much longer than a body and when culti¬
vated, can bring a woman, many men,
much wealth, and great success.
Paulette Goddard is living proof of that
fact.
The

End

ALAN BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE .
tContinued from page 301

the guy wants to be inland,” said the
real estate man grimly.
Alan laughed and made the purchase.
During succeeding years he was offered
three times the purchase price. Re¬
peatedly he and Sue decided to sell, then
made a farewell tour of the property
only to end up by assuring one another
that they should hold it for just one
more year. For a better price, of course,
they agreed—without meeting one an¬
other’s eyes.
In the fall of 1948, the old Ladd house
had become so crowded that something
simply had to be done. They checked
building prices and found them down
from the peak.
Alan checked lumber
supplies and found seasoned timber was
available; he and Sue (as a result of their
new-house-viewing
expeditions)
had
decided upon a builder.
And so, seven years, four scrapbooks,
and a thousand dreams after the Ladds
had first said to one another, “Wouldn’t
it be wonderful to have a home that we
had planned and built ourselves?”—the
ground was broken for that home.
Most of their plans were incorporated
in the house; for example—the office.
The Ladd living room had long been
cluttered with photographs waiting to be
autographed, photographs already auto¬
graphed and ready to mail, and stacks of
fan mail. Alan and Sue have always
tried to read every fan letter sent to
Alan. Sometimes the mail will accumu¬
late for several days, and when one re¬

ceives several thousand letters per day,
the chaos can be considerable.
When the house plans were drawn,
Alan found that there was more space
in the master bedroom than necessary,
so he conjured up an architectural
triumph.
At the north end of the room
a fireplace was constructed about twelve
feet south of the outside north wall. A
partition was run from one side of the
fireplace to the bedroom’s east wall, and
a door was installed between the fire¬
place and the bedroom’s west wall. In
this way, a door, a fireplace, and a sec¬
tion of wall sealed off a retreat just large
enough to contain a file cabinet, a desk,
and two chairs.
There is also an outside entrance to
this cubicle, so that if either Sue or Alan
wants to rest while the other is attending
to business details, the busy one will be
able to enter and leave the office without
disturbing the occupant of the bedroom.
Another brilliant idea is the trunk
room, which opens off—closet-fashion—
from the main corridor of the east wing
of the house.
It is next door to the
master bedroom, easily accessible, and its
floor-to-ceilmg shelves will accommo¬
date luggage for the entire family.
One funny thing happened in the
midst of the planning. Sue had yearned
to have a series of interior flower beds
and planted areas in both the living
room and the den. Midway in the con¬
struction period, the contractor pointed
out that if the plans were adhered to,

EAR NOISES?

Hard of Hearing due to catarrh
of the head, write us NOW for
proof of the good results our
simple home treatment has ac¬
complished for a great many
people. NOTHING TO WEAR.
Many past 70 report ear noises
gone and hearing fine. Send
NOW for proof and 30 days
trial offer.
THE ELMO CO., Dept 133, Davenport, Iowa

FREE PRODUCTS
Write for FREE ASSORTMENT
of FOODS, GROCERIES, SOAPS, etc.
SEND NO MONEY! Rush name and address for
big: Assortment of Foods, Groceries. Soaps,
etc.—full size packages. Yours ABSOLUTELY
FREE . . . f.o.b. factory. Show these products
to friends, neighbors. Take orders for sensa¬
tional values, more than 200 quality products
used in every home. Thousands of others
making Good Money this way every month.
No experience. Wntefor Free Assortment.

ZANOL, Richmond Street
DEPT. 7046-A,

CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

OOTHACHe?
Since 1888”

Quick relief with Dent's. Use Dent’s Tooth Gum
or Dent’s Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent’s Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

Amazing
GYPSY FORTUNE
TELLING CARDS
way to tell fortunes . . . Astound
your friends with Gypsy-Secrets
that have long mystified people the world over! Great men
such as Napoleon have been swayed by the SOOTHSAYERS'
predictions—Now these same secrets are REVEALED!
CDCC_ BIG 112-page book “How to
v $1
Read Cards" with each order.
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WEHMAN BROS.,712 B’way, Dept. 29, New York 3, N. Y.
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Weeks at Home

Famous Speedwriting system. No signs:
no symbols: no machines: uses ABC’s.
Easy to learn: easy to write and transcribe. Fast
preparation for a job. Surprisingly low cost. 100.000
taught by mail. Used in leading offices and Civil Serv¬
ice. Also typing. Write for free booklet. 26th year.

there would be practically no space for
furniture in the hobby room, and it
might be difficult to squeeze a big lounge
into the living room. Out came most of
the planting areas.
The house was less than half com¬
pleted when the Ladds were invited to
go to England to appear on Command
Performance. Most Women, when faced
with so stunning a prospect, would have
dashed to the nearest dressmaker to
order the outstanding wardrobe of their
lives. Not Sue. She purchased exactly
one garment: an exquisite grey taffeta
gown trimmed with handmade grey lace,
which she wore when she was presented
to Their Majesties, King George and
Queen Elizabeth.
When one of Sue’s friends deplored
such economy, Sue answered happily,
“Anyone who has ever built a home will
understand that a family can’t have a
new house and a new wardrobe, too. Of
course I’ll buy some tweeds and a few
pairs of those wonderful English walk¬
ing shoes while I’m there.”
What she bought (and her only pur¬
chases in London, incidentally) was a
set of twelve bone-china service plates,
and an antique brass fireplace set for the
corner fireplace in the master bedroom.
For Christmas, Alan gave Sue a Bra¬
zilian pepper tree, and Sue gave Alan
an olive tree. For the devoted Ladds,
noted in Hollywood for their resource¬
ful gifts to one another, to settle for
trees as Christmas gifts is an important
indication of the extent of their devotion
to their new home.
It isn’t the smallest house in the mo¬
tion picture colony by any means; neither
is it, by a wide margin, one of the grand
manors beloved by some members of
the Hollywood and Bel Air social sets.
It does boast a nice little swimming pool,
but it is innocent of a guest cottage. The
house does not, at present, even provide
a guest bedroom.
How can it, when
there are four children and two adults
to be housed permanently?
The floors throughout, with the single
exception of the den or recreation room
where hardwood will be installed, are
plywood over which wall-to-wall car¬
peting will be laid.
Carol Lee and Alana will share one
bathroom; David and Laddy will share
another; and a third (along with two
small dressing rooms) will be part of
the equipment of the master suite. It is
a pleasure to report that the tubs are a
forthright, no-nonsense white porcelain,
in contrast to some of the gaudier effects
of bygone days.
Says Alan, “The important thing about
this house is that it will be lived in,
activelv, from front door to backyard
sprinkling system. We hope that it will
be a haven for our family and a restful
retreat for our friends. Like every couple
in the world who build for the first time,
we have invested our best dreams in
this house. We know it will be a happy
place.”

15 Minutes a Day Brings
Amazing New Loveliness
to Throat and Chin!
Today, thousands of happy women are giving
thanks—because they discovered this amaz¬
ing, new way to loveliness of the throat and
chin line.
Sagging throats, double chins caused by
unexercised muscles and neglect are toned up
by the gentle action of this marvelous Model
Chin Strap. Fat and flabbiness are gently
smoothed by its gentle action.
The Model way is a proved way to beauty.
Just use this wonderful Model Chin Strap
method regularly 15 minutes a day, exercising
according to directions, and massaging with
any throat cream. The natural movements of
your chin and neck do their part. Muscles
obtain the exercise they need; circulation is
stimulated. Soon you should notice a vast
improvement. In a matter of weeks you can
expect new loveliness. And you can keep that
new loveliness by the regular daily use of the
Model Chin Strap.
A lovelier Profile or Your Money Back!
Fill in the coupon below now. Take this defi¬
nite step toward new beauty today. The
Model Chin Strap will come to you in a plain
wrapper. On arrival pay postman $1.50 plus
postage. If cash accompanies order, we pay
postage. Your money back if not satisfied
after 7 days’ trial. Rush coupon today.
Please print name.
MODEL COMPANY, Dept. 603
36 South State Street. Chicago 3, Illinois
Please send me a MODEL CHIN STRAP,
I'll pay postman $1.50 plus postage. If I am not
satisfied after 7 days. I’ll return it for refund of
my purchase price. (If you send cash we pay
postage.)
Name.
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This matched bridal pair is ex¬
quisitely lovely! HGenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover’s De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
i
lover’s design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS alsosetin 14 Karat
Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover's
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
either ring(or both for $17.95) plus tax and few cents postage. Write

UNITED PRODUCTS CO., 7941 S. HALSTEO, DEPT. A-819, CHICAGO 20, III.

What’s in the Cards for

RITA HAYWORTH?
See March MOVIELAND
on newsstands February 9.

• Now. at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark¬
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does It—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone Is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege¬
table derivative with iron and copper salts added Tor fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it In. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap¬
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 7oc
and $1.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE today.

BROWNATONE —HOME HAIR COLORING
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WHAT HOLLYWOOD HAS DONE TO ME
I Continued from page 431

GET NEW TREATISE NOW

FREE

Thousands of young folks who have suffered
with humiliating, common blemishes visible
in that external layer called the Epidermis—
as well as older folks who look years older
than they should will now rejoice at this help¬
ful opportunity. You simply send letter or
post card requesting the new Treatise now
being sent FREE in plain wrapper postpaid to
all readers of this magazine who need it. Ad¬
dress William Witol, Dept. 277, Valley Stream,
New York. If pleased, tell others this good news.

NOW

Former Powers Model
shows how you, too, can have

YOUR OWN PERSONAL COSMETICS
Expressly prepared for you. Send for the
fascinating “BEAUTY QUESTION¬
NAIRE”. No obligation, of course. Write to:
SUSAN ANNE HUGHES
545 Fifth Ave., Dept. A, New York 17, N.Y.
•

Special Introductory Offer

•

Answer questions below, enclose 25c in coin or
stamps, and receive sample of face powder that
is yours—and yours alone!
Is your skin Q normal Q dry
Q oily
Skin tone
Q ruddy
M pale
LJ yellow
Is your skin □ clear
Q blemished

I had been informed at the time that I
was to go into the Dr. Kildare pictures
next. I told her at the time that I hoped
I wouldn’t get stuck in them and that I
was far from excited over the assign¬
ment.
She said simply, “You have a lot to
learn, so just keep in front of that cam¬
era as often as possible.” She was so
right.
As my career progressed and as more
responsibilities came my way, I dis¬
covered that another clue to staying on
an even keel here was the importance
of getting along with the town. I be¬
lieve that whether or not people find
Hollywood a hard place to live in de¬
pends entirely on the individual.
I’ve always believed in meeting it more
than half way. Oh, when I arrived here
I admit I expected a brass band led by
studio representatives to greet me, and
when I discovered that there wasn’t any¬
one around, I was pretty depressed. But,
after a while, I didn’t feel I’d been
slighted. As events moved ahead, I no
longer even questioned assignments made
for me by the studio as I once had, be¬
cause I realized that they knew far
better than I what was right for me. I
also found that I learned some valuable
lessons from every picture I made,
whether I thought it was good or bad.
I used to get upset, too, about things
columnists said about me. I’d stew for
days if I read some nasty crack about
me. Now I just let them roll off my
back because usually those columnists
will write something nice the next time.
Hollywood, then, has given me under¬
standing and tolerance. And these are
valuable attributes for anyone.
I have learned not to brood over gos¬
sip either.
That’s because Hollywood
has given me a thick skin. Not that I
liked uncomplimentary things said about
me because I’m a guy who likes to be
liked.
I’m a sentimentalist at heart.
But nothing is gained by brooding—a
fact I quickly discovered.
I think I became upset in the past be¬
cause I was living alone and had few
responsibilities. Now, with a family and
a lot of work, I find that what used to
be terrific problems are only temporary
irritations.
Success, if what I may or may not have

attained can be called that, gave me an
even deeper insight into myself and
Hollywood.
I was able then to look
back at the mistakes I had made—mis¬
takes I’ll never repeat again, although
I’ll probably make others just as bad.
For one thing, I used to lose my tem¬
per a lot, but now I count ten and don’t
waste energy uselessly.
I guess this
means I’ve learned to cope with prob¬
lems better; to accept and know how to
treat the responsibilities that inevitably
come when you find yourself suddenly
thrust into the public eye. So I know
that Hollywood had a great deal to do
with the maturity of one Van Johnson.
From Hollywood, too, I have learned
the importance of getting along with
people. I had been told that that was
one of the major problems confronting
everyone in town, primarily because
there was too much jealousy, too much
envy resulting from heavy competition.
I can’t see that. Maybe the people in
the picture business are more emotional,
but they’re certainly not any different
from anyone else. I’ve always been able
to get along with people. One of the
reasons this is true, I think, is because
I have never adopted preconceived im¬
pressions of others—nor have I listened
to someone else’s opinions about those
whom I haven’t met.
I have been told several times that a
certain star or director I was going to
work with was very difficult and would
cause me trouble. In every instance, I
have found that the star or the director
was one of the finest people I’d ever
known.
When I was in school, kids used to
tell me that a certain professor was a
mild horror—and each time that teacher
turned out to be my favorite. Holly¬
wood, therefore, has only strengthened
my belief that you can’t take anyone
else’s views about another person and
make them your own.
Before my marriage, I was working so
much of the time that I didn’t think of
anything but my job. Yet, I’d always
really wanted a family and a home life.
Now I have it—and everything I am
doing suddenly seems to have a purpose,
a direction to it.
I have always believed that marriage
isn’t a 50-50 proposition; rather, it’s a

NOW-HOME COSMETIC
For

i

GRAY HAIR!

Give your gray hair naturallooking color again, yourself,
in the privacy of your own
home. Mary T. Goldman's,
wonderful clear liquid cosmetic,
stops gray hair worries for
thousands! So easy! Simply
»
comb
Mary
T.
Goldman's
* J
through hair. Won't bother
wave, nor spoil hair texture.
Guaranteed to give gray hair
the youthful-looking shade you
want or your money back.
Get Mary T. Goldman's today
at your drug or department store. Accept
no substitute!

-

FREE TRIAL: Send coupon below for
free trial kit.

MARY T. GOLDMAN CO.
W-14 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.

B

Send FREE sample. (Check color desired.)
Black
□ Dark Brown
Light Brown
□ Medium Brown
□ Blonde
□ Auburn
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On the set of M-G-M’s “Command Decision,” Van Johnson has a chance to chat with
visiting Boh Ryan who is working on a nearby sound stage making “Act of Violence.”

elsewhere for $1.00 but free to you.
You get both gifts—$1.70 value FREE!
We make this amazing offer to intro¬
duce our smashing remnant bargain.
You get beautiful new prints including lovely, colorful FUJLJj
WIDTH material. Make child’s play clothes, sun-suits,
aprons. Also assorted big patches to make lovely patchwork
quilts, doll dresses, quilted bed jackets, crazy quilt pillow
tops, etc. 3 lbs. (18 yds. or more) $1.98 plus postage and
C.O.D. handling. 16 cutting-size patterns and instructions
free. ENTER OUR $1,000 CASH CONTEST! Win up to
$500.00! Anyone may enter. Anyone may win! Over 100
cash prizes for best letters telling of articles made from bun¬
dle. Send for your remnant bundle today. Also contest rules
and grand prize list. Satisfaction guaranteed or your $1.98
refunded. (Keep free gifts regardless.) SEND NO MONEY.
Just mail a card today. Act now! Knight Mail Order Co.#
Dept. 2637-B. 3140 12th St., Chicago 12, ILL.

Hove FUN-and
MAKE MONEYJoo!
Ton’ll enjoy showing these adorable
Greeting Cards. And you’ll enjoy all
the extra cash you quickly make, too!
Friends and others will be delighted with1
smart Birthday, Get-Well, Secret Pal,
Kiddy. Easterand Relative Assortments.1
At only $1.00 for a box of 14 Folders, they’ll buy
in a jiffy. You keep up to 50c PROFIT! Also Gift
Wrappings, Printed Stationery and Notes. Send for
SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. DO IT NOW!
MIDWEST CARD COMPANY, 415 N. 8th
Dept. 21 -K
•
ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

THERE'S MONEYforUou.
No Experience
Necessary!

PLASTICS

Here’s CASH for you . . . easy! Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.
BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.

LORAINE PRODUCTS. Dept. DFVI-99

411 So. Clinton Street

Chicago 7, Illinois

SONGWRITERS

We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.“ Write to Paramount

Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-23, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal.

AUTOMATIC SAVING
IS SURE SAVING—

l/.S. SAVINGS BONDS
money

Sell GREETING CARDS
AND PERSONAL STATIONERY

quick

Big new 1949 line tops in beau¬
ty. quality, value. Fast-selling
$1.00 box assortments bring
you up toSOcperbox profit. Amazing
Occasion. rsirtnaay.
Birthday. nastic,
Plastic, “Little
variety All occasion,
nit tit
Folks’’ cards; Deluxe Gift Wrappings; Animated Books
personal
Name Imprinted Golden Letters; raised Suede-Tone
Initial Stationery. Easy sales. Experience unnecessary.
STATIONERY
Extra bonus. Special money-saving offers. Write today
for feature All Occasion samples on approval and
FREE Name Imprinted and Floral Stationery sample portfolios.

free

SAMPLES

Elmira Greeting Card Co., Dept. M-40, Elmira, N

Y.

EASY TO LEARN

Fascinating hob¬
by and vocation learned at home by
average man or woman ar^sticai}?.
dined. Modern method brings
out natural, life-like colors.
Many
have
earned
while
learning. FREE BOOKLET
tells how to get started doing
this delightful home work
for
photographers,
stores,
individuals.
and
friends,
below.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1862, Chicago 5, III.
Send Booklet “Photo Coloring for Pleasure and Profit
and
full particulars.
Name.
Address.
City.

State.

play tennis or to sit around and paint.
We’re not of the night club set.
I’ve
been doing a great deal of painting re¬
cently, along with other actors and ac¬
tresses in the business, and I’ve found it
a wonderful way to relax.
As for my tennis, Hollywood, directly
or indirectly, forced me recently to do
a thing I thought I could never do. I’ve
always liked tennis and I’ve played a
lot in the last two years. Not so long
ago, I was asked to play a charity game
in Ojai for the benefit of those who had
suffered such awful reverses as the re¬
sult of a big fire. In the game were to
be some superbly fine players.
I wanted in the worst way to get out
of playing because I felt I wasn’t good
enough and because I didn’t want to be
just a movie star going through the
paces, but I did play. I was more ner¬
vous and scared than I’d ever been, but
the knowledge that I had to come through
made me turn in a game that I never
thought possible.
So, I suppose in a
manner of speaking, Hollywood has given
me extra internal fortitude by offering
such challenges.
^rom these and other lessons I have
gained from Hollywood, I can’t help
wanting to get up on a soapbox and try
to give a little advice to the young stars
coming up today. To remind them what
the town can do for them.
It can teach them so much, if they are
willing to learn. I can only advise those
kids not to waste their time; to spend
every moment learning from any source
possible—by seeing good and bad plays,
good and bad pictures. Above all, they
must not remain idle.
When I was in New York trying to get
a break, I can’t remember ever wasting
a day. I took lessons even when to pay
for them I’d have to pass up a meal—
and I sure love to eat.
And don’t tell me that opportunity
only knocks once.
It knocks several
times, only you must be prepared for it
when it knocks the right time.
A sense of humor is also important
plus good health, but topping the list
must come humility. The great stars of
today have managed to keep that char¬
acteristic predominant. I think that many
young stars get a few good parts and
then make the mistake of thinking they
know it all. They begin to make unrea¬
sonable demands and to believe they’re
better than they usually are. That’s the
quickest way I know to end a promising
career.
I hope I never lose my feeling of
gratitude for what the town has done
for me. I don’t think I shall. At least,
you won’t find me berating Hollywood—
a habit which is fast becoming a na¬
tional pastime. I don’t believe it deserves
such criticism.
And as long as I’m in
the business, I’ll feel the same way. If
ever my mind changes, I’ll get out of it.
Anyone who hasn’t respect for the
town should pick up and get out. That’s
my simple answer to all those who feel
that Hollywood is a place that takes all
and gives nothing. It gives you exactly

what you give it!
The
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PEACE, IT’S WONDERFUL!
(Continued from page 661

Guaranteed GENUINE

IMPORTED

ALABASTER

PEARLS
NOT SIMULATED
NOT PLASTIC
NOT SYNTHETIC

But Genuine Imported Alabaster PEARLS.
Comes with Beautiful Rhinestone Clasp. A
Terrific Replica of Real Pearls Carefully
Selected and Matched Perfectly.
• GUARANTEED

• GIFT BOXED

Send SI for single strand or
strand. NO C.O.D.’s PLEASE.

$2

for

triple

FRENCH PEARL CO.
366 Madison Ave., Dept. HI, New York IT, N. T.

WRITERS
Conscientious sales service for your short stories,
articles, books and plays. Send today for FREE
circular 4,Your Road To Writing Success.**
DANIEL S. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept. H M2. 264 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
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SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION

The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month.
The
“Petrillo Ban” does not affect us.
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

NO OBLIGATION
Gold Finish Pocket Statue

INFANT OF PRAGUE
uith carrying case. Also
opportunity to earn a
valuable premium.
SEND NAME A ADDRESS TO

Dept. 10

THE CASEY CO.

Prov. 3, R. I.

Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable of
Earning $60. $75 or More a Week
It's pleasant and interesting to
study Art the W.S.A. way. COM¬
MERCIAL
ART.
DESIGNING,
CARTOONING all in ONE com¬
plete up to date home study course.
No previous Art experience neces¬
sary—hundreds have profited by
our practical methods since 1914.
TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Mail coupon today for information
and FREE BOOK.
Art for Fleasure and Profit." COURSE AP¬
PROVED UNDER G. I. BILL.

FREE BOOK qives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.
Studio 332R. 1115 15th St.. N.W.,
Washington 5, D. C.
Name.......
Street.%.

AGE

City.

State

Zone....

and that Larry and no one but Larry—
play the part of the fabulous Mammy
singer.
Under the new contract Larry returns
to Columbia for one picture a year at
his old salary. After putting in 17 weeks
of work at Columbia, he’s entirely on his
own.
Together with his lawyer, Lou Mandel,
Larry has formed an independent pro¬
ducing company, Lou Mandel Produc¬
tions, and will produce and star in one or
two pictures of his own each year.
In addition, his contract states that he
will be free to accept a Broadway runof-the-play offer. In other words, if
Larry connects with a long-run Broad¬
way show, he’s not bound to return to
Hollywood to fulfill his 17 weeks at
Columbia.
In return for these concessions, Larry
agreed to don blackface and the Jolson
mannerisms once again, and to work at
his former moderate salary.
In view of Larry’s tremendous popu¬
larity and box-office draw, it is not
being overly-optimistic to surmise that
he could command $100,000 a picture. To
say the least, he will receive nowhere
near that amount for the Jolson sequel
or for subsequent pictures at Columbia,
under his new contract.
“But I’m happy. I’m a free man. Now
all I have to do is find a good script to
start my own company rolling,” beamed
Larry.
“You’d be surprised how hard it is to
find even a resemblance to a decent
script these days. I’m looking for an
action picture on the positive side. An
action picture is the best bet for a new,
independent company. The idea is to get
into production—nothing super-colossal,
no Academy Award winning masterpiece
to start with, but a good, entertaining and
worthwhile picture. Then you’re estab¬
lished and you can start striving for
Academy Awards after that.”
While Larry was convalescing in the
hospital after an operation last year, he
ran across a magazine story he liked.
When Columbia producer Ted Richmond
came to visit him, Larry enthused about
the yam. It dealt with the spread of the
recent smallpox epidemic in New York
City and how it was tracked down.
“Here,” said Larry, “is an action pic¬
ture on the positive side. What a picture
it would make!”
As soon as Larry formed his own com¬
pany he inquired into the possibility of
acquiring rights to the story.
For once Columbia had agreed with
him. They’d bought the story for them¬
selves!
Larry’s last picture for Columbia was
“The Gallant Blade,” a mediocre Cinecolor costume piece distinguished mostly
by flashing swords, close-ups of Larry
and Marguerite Chapman, and a low
budget.
Following on the heels of a highbudget Technicolor fizzle, “The Swords¬
man,” and a poor break with Rita Hay¬
worth in a dilly called “Down to Earth,”
Larry was just about fed up. Besides, he
had been called upon to perform a few
bit parts, including a walk-on in a screw¬
ball comedy, “Her Husband’s Affairs.”
This, thought Larry, was hardly proper
treatment for a studio property who
starred in one of moviedom’s biggest
money-maker of all time.
His appeal for a new contract had been
turned down. Studio officials admitted
Larry had proven the box office sensa¬

tion of the decade; had pulled in more
money for the studio than they’d ever
dared hope to realize. People through¬
out the country were attending “The
Jolson Story” in droves—not once, but
two, three, four, and five times.
The movie nation was Parks-conscious.
Popularity polls found a newcomer riding
the crest of the popularity wave in his
first appearance. Old-timers who’d for¬
saken moving pictures with the advent
of sound turned out for “The Jolson
Story” and added a new star name to
the few they remembered—John Gilbert,
Rudolph Valentino, Greta Garbo, A1
Jolson—Larry Parks.
Larry found himself a full-fledged star,
red-hot box office attraction, working at
a featured player’s salary. Larry had
been the star of a string of B pictures
before the Big Break. In order to get
a crack at the Jolson role, he had signed
a new seven-year contract at something
like $750 per week.
Larry took his dispute to court. The
courts held the contract valid, but found
some grounds to Larry’s claim that the
studio had used coercion in getting him
to sign the contract.
War raged between the studio and its
new male star. Larry took everything the
studio shoved at him, including a string
of poor pictures and a few humiliating
bits. Then one day he announced he was
through. He wouldn’t pick up his paycheck. More legal entanglements. Mean¬
while Larry was unable to work at any
of the other studios, and his paychecks
were uncalled for at Columbia.
In the interim, Mrs. Parks, who as
Betty Garrett was the toast of Broadway
in “Call Me Mister,” left New York and
embarked upon a screen career at
M-G-M.
The Parks family set up quarters in
a modest bungalow in Nichols Canyon,
just a few minutes from the heart of
Hollywood. While Betty was carving her
niche in the picture world, Larry was
continuing his war with Columbia.
As we drove back to the sound stage
Larry said, “I didn’t have a chance to
stagnate. I was busy all the time. Busy
with lawyers and legal strategy; busy
planning my future. And then I was in
the hospital for a while.”
When he left the hospital the battle
was at a stalemate. While his checks
were gathering dust in the cashier’s
desk drawers, Larry was huddling with
his lawyers.
One summer day he dropped a bomb¬
shell. He—Larry Parks—-declared his
contract null and void. He would work
for whomever he pleased, wherever he
pleased, whenever he pleased—let Co¬
lumbia try and stop him.
Then began the hunt for a job. Pro¬
ducers stick pretty close together in
Hollywood. Everyone wanted Larry, but
everyone was afraid of the consequences.
Columbia threatened action against any¬
one who hired Parks.
Larry hired himself. He bought a
comedy—“A Free Hand,” written by
screenwriters Melvin Frank and Norman
Panama. He went shopping for a second
lead and came up with sterling actor
Cameron Mitchell.
Joan Lorring was
selected as feminine lead, and rehearsals
began in earnest.
Rehearsals were held at Larry’s home
from early morning to late night. Versa¬
tile Betty played all the parts later to be
played by stock players at summer
theaters in the East.

rected. Also cleft palate,
hare-lip, over and un¬
der developed breasts,
etc. Fully explained by an
experienced and famous
specialist. Richly illus¬
trated, 125 pages, 25c
coin or stamps. Man or
woman, boy or girl —
Write today to:

GLINNVILLE
60 E. 42nd St., Dept. BT,

PUBLISHERS
New York 17, N. Y.

SOMETHING NEW and SENSATIONAL in

EVERYDAY CARDS
Show rich Satin and Velour Greeting Cards
Never before offered. Get easy orders
FAST! Astounding value—16 for SI.
to 100% profit. Imprinted Stationery’.
Floral Charcnettes. Napkins. 26 other
Assortments retail 60c to $1.00 . .
SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. No
experience needed. Start now—earn
all year 'round. WRITE TODAY!

PURO CO., 2801 Locust. Dept. SH-B.St. Louis 3, Mo.

To *LL NEED
#H° MONEY
I’ll help you get extra cash to fill your
pocketbook—to live on. Supply my food
and household products to regular cus¬
tomers. No previous experience or cap¬
ital needed. I’ll send FREE an assort¬
ment of fine, full-sized products to test
and show. Start near your home, full or
spare time. Gift premiums, big monthly
premiums. Rush your name and home
address today for free outfit. Hurry!

BLAIR 0EPT. 362-EB, Lynchburg. Va.

Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’e examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. “Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

stopped?
Not until the final curtain rang down
at Lake Whalom Playhouse was Larry
convinced that victory was his. The
play had gone on.
Columbia hadn’t
stopped him. He was a free agent!
Larry says he’s not as “feuding a man”
as he’s painted. Jolson himself says: “I’ve
been on the set ever since the sequel
started. Larry’s great. I told Larry, This
is going to be the greatest thing you’ve
ever done.’ The story is even better than
the first Jolson Story. It’s the story of a
guy who’s happily married to a girl who
wants him to sing.
“I could’ve made the Jolson Story at
M-G-M, but they wouldn’t let me have
Larry. I took the picture to Columbia
because I was sold on the kid.”
And Larry himself says, “There aren’t
two happier people in the world than
Betty and I. She’s working like mad
making pictures and records. She’s doing
“Neptune’s Daughter” at M-G-M now.
We were talking just last night about
this old question of marriage between
two people with careers. We found the
answer.
“There is no trouble when husband
and wife both work like mad all day
long at their careers. We can see that
now. The trouble is when only one of
the pair is working and the other is
sitting around doing nothing.
“When you both get home with that
fresh, just-home-from-work feeling, you
can settle down for some rest and share
each other’s enthusiasm over the ex¬
periences of the day.
“Work—there’s nothing like it.
“Peace—it’s wonderful!”
The End

Earning EXTRA DOLL
simply wearing this or

WITHOUT CANVASSING . . . w
. . . without wearisome footwork
bring a welcome increase in your in
JUST WEAR LOVE BIRDS YOU
adornment adds glamour to the s
sweater . . .'nestles flatteringly in
the most of your formal frocks. Th
to its beauty or utility.
YOUR FRIENDS WILL WANT IT
you heard them say, “Where di
thing?” That's just what they'll as
Few women can resist their flash
lovely lines. Whether you're visiti
. . . playing hostesss or playing bri
everyone, everywhere you go.
GRATIFIED BY RESULTS. Our
from women telling us what plea
wearing LOVE BIRDS . . . an
money earned have added to thei
idea how much they were admire
"Practically every woman who sa
"I earned 35 extra dollars in just
YOU CAN RAISE EASY MONEY
. . . an organization. Nothing ca
when it comes to fund raising. H
duce them to your community and
dollars flying in.
BEGIN TO MAKE MONEY W
A PENNY. LOVE BIRDS are nat
hand woven by skilled craftsmen
jewel tones. Just mail the coupon
LOVE BIRDS will be sent witho
C.O.D. charges. The quicker you ge
you'll be getting those extra dolla

MASON NOVELTIES INC
38 West 33rd Street, New
Please rush my model pair o
with easy money-making pl
lars. If not delighted, I wi
within 10 days, without any
Name....
Address
City....S

..

LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-908, Chicago 5, III.

ENDS GRAY HAIR MONEY!
WORRIES IN 5 SECONDS

Quick, easy Floress Touchup Pencil colors gray, laded
hair at roots, parting, tem¬
ples. Like lipstick. In metal
swivel case. Won’t rub off,
but washes out. SEND NO
MONEY. Deposit with
postman on delivery $1 plus
_ tax and C.O.D. postage on
T1w guarantee of satisfaction or
rLUi i A a M0ney Back. State shade:
Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown, Med. Brown,
Light Brown, Auburn or Blonde. Mail order now to:

of headache, neu
and neuralgia

MONEY!

FLORESS CO.,Dept. I-B, 205 N. Michigan Ave.,Chicago1,III.

MONEY!

RELIEVE

incredibly

the way thousand
and dentists reco

$1,000 for your letters to

needless time and
ujvucy wucu Dr. Guild’s GREEN
MOUNTAIN ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND may bring comfort¬
ing relief from the misery of asth¬
matic attacks? On sale at nearly all
drugstores. Cigarettes, 50*.Powder,
25* and $1.00. If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Use only
as directed on package. A FREE
SAMPLE will prove how much this
trusted product can help you. Write
J.H.Guild Co..Dept,H-8, Rupert,Vt«

MOVIEEAND
See Page 23 this issue

Here’s why
Anacin is like a doctor's
prescription. That is, it
contains not one but a
combination of medically
proved ingredients.
Get Anacin Tablets
today.
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Special Easy Work for

MARRIED WOMEN
PAYS
UP to>bb

4

AS EXTRA SALES BONUS
This special opportunity is offered to
married women (and a few exceptional
single women) who want to turn spare
hours into cash—and get personal dresses
and other apparel as extra bonus. Just
show friends and neighbors vast, com¬
plete selection of famous Harford Frocks
newest, gorgeous dresses—and take their
orders. It's easy when you display more
than 100 beautiful styles, all sizes. In the
season’s latest fabrics, colors and pat¬
terns— and huge selection of hosiery, lin¬
gerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children’s
wear, etc. all at low money-saving prices.
No Experience — No Money Needed
Y oaeam big cash commission on every orderyoa
take—and in addition you get generous credits
toward your own BONUS DRESSES and other
apparel needs. Thousands of women, youngand
old in all parts of the country, are earning wel¬
come dollars every week—and their own dresses
as a sales bonus —this easy, delightful way.

Gorgeous Style Presentation FREE!
MAIL COUPON BELOW TODAY for com¬
plete presentation of colorful styles and actual
sample fabrics. SEND NO MONEY 1

HARFORD FROCKS, Inc., Dept. W-8004
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

HARFORiTfROCKS, Dept. W-8004

j

CINCINNATI 25. OHIO
Pjease rush me the _ new Harford Frocks
Style Line and fall details of your offer.

|

Name_

__

State_

=1

SONGWRITERS!
SEND NOW FOR
COPY
DON'T DELAY!
WAITE TODAY!!

Q4lfyuu* f

Nice

FULL OF VALUABLE
INFORMATION
111T0 S0N6WRITERS!

SONGWRITERS EDUCATIONAL LEAGUE
P. O. BOX 5L1. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

^u£t?|EVERVDRV
CORDS %
w/THFLORAL UUCP EHVCLOPCS
SUW5HIW* j, |

$1

Earn BIG MONEY in your spare time. Sen.,» .u.ial
values. Sell on sight. Exclusive 1,8 SUNSHINE
NOTES $1. 81 EASTER CARDS $1. Never before
such values. Costs 50c Sells $1. Other 1949 qual¬
ity creations. Birthday, Get Well, Napkins Gift
Wraps, Stationery. It costs nothing to try. Write

today tor samples on approval.

THE SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS
IIS

Fulton

Street,

Dept.

HI-2,

New

York

8,

N.

Y.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
to Size Sx 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
SAME PRICE forfull length or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani¬
mals, etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is
returned with your enlargement.

Send No Money 3for$l
Just mail photo, negative or snap- Plus 25c for
shot (any size) and receive your en- moArtnpnepl&rgement. guaranteed fadeless on <st\ve. */vou
beautiful double-weight portrait **n« photo.
quality paper. Just pay postman C.O.D. plua postage or send cash
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos or Negatives Today l

Prutessional Art Studios. 534 S. Main. Pant. SIJ-B, Princeton. Illinois

Erase
telltale
wrinkles
Regain youthful
loveliness this easy way
“Friends say I look 10 years younger/* re¬
port many women using famous Kathryn
Murray 5-Minute way to beauty. Home
Facial Course helps banish betraying wrin¬
kles, crows feet, double chin . . . remold firm
young contours. So easy! So quick! Natural
facial exercises stimulate nourishing circula¬
tion, restore vibrant tone. Successfully used
by more than 40,000 women!

New beauty for you
SEND NO MONEY

Free

Booklet

Tells How

Write for FREE BOOKLET in plain wrap¬
per telling how facial exercise can make you
look years younger. No obligation. No sales¬
man will call. Send name and address today.
—

98

4

DON’T MISS

44

RECOMMENDED

4

AT YOUR OWN RISK

SPARETIME

EARN CASH andYOUR OWN DRESSES

|_

♦

IN A WEEK FOR-

'fc.at6.TtfK ’WttiTTaCf, *Jhc.

—

206 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 215, Chicago 4,111.

ENCHANTMENT
(Samuel Goldwyn-RKO) . .

4444

This is the movies at its best! That
wizard, Samuel Goldwyn (who scored so
heavily with “Best Years of Our Lives”)
has done it again in this completely
charming and nostalgic picture.
The story is beautiful and moving—
Grizel Dane (Evelyn Keyes), an Ameri¬
can ambulance driver is sent to war-torn
London and there hopes to stay at the
home of her great uncle, Sir Roland Dane,
(played superbly by David Niven). She
meets and falls in love with a wounded
flyer, Pax Masterson, who also comes to
visit the old house—sent by his greataunt Lark.
A new team: Farley Granger, Evelyn Keyes.
While the modern love affair between
Grizel and Pax develops, we learn of the
tragic love story of old Sir Roland and Lark which began in this very same house,
when they were children.
Sir Roland is determined to help the young lovers now. “Don’t stop to bargain
for happiness,” Sir Roland tells Grizel, “for in one wasted moment a door will close,
a train will leave, a boat will sail, a man will die.”
The acting in this sad and poignantly beautiful story is sheer perfection.
EVERY GIRL SHOULD BE MARRIED
(RKO)
444
We predict that “Every Girl Should Be
Married,” RKO’s delightful comedy, is
going to have a terrific effect on the mat¬
rimonial statistics of the nation and is
going to be practically the bible of
every girl who wants a husband (and
doesn’t that include all of us?) because
girls, you’ll never again have a better
lesson in how to get your man.
Cary Grant is the man and Betsy Drake
is the girl who pursues him relentlessly.
(Incidentally, by the time you read this,
Betsy might well be Mrs. Cary Grant.)
And what a pursuit! No general ever laid
more elaborate plans to capture a fort
Surprise! Betsy Drake catches Cary Grant.
than Betsy makes to woo the elusive pe¬
diatrician, Dr. Brown (played by Cary).
To help her in her siege, Betsy enlists her girl friend, Diana Lynn, who works
as a model in the department store where Betsy is employed in Infants Wear. She
also involves the owner of the store, a three-times-married man about town, played
expertly by Franchot Tone. When these tactics don’t work, half a dozen more in¬
terested parties pitch in and join the chase.
Cary Grant fights all her advances gamely—but he doesn’t have a chance!
If you want to have fun, if you want a few pointers on how to catch a husband,
if you’re in the mood for a good comedy expertly dished out, this is your picture.
YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY
(U.I.)
444
Settle back and relax while Jimmy
Stewart
and
Joan
Fontaine
cavort
through this gay, romantic comedy.
There’s nothing serious about the plot.
It’s pure, unadulterated fluff, but pre¬
sented in such an engaging way that
you’ll enjoy every minute of it.
Joan Fontaine’s flair for comedy goes
into full swing as the richest-girl-inthe-world who runs away from her hus¬
band of one hour after she decides that
she doesn’t love the guy.
While escaping from her groom she
runs into Jimmy Stewart. Of course
Jimmy does not know her story and
Jimmy Stewart and Joan Fontaine stay happy.
thinks she’s a lady in distress. He’s a bit
reluctant to help but what man could
resist the Fontaine charm—-even when she’s under the influence of sleeping pills?
Not Jimmy.
The merry tale continues as Joan flies across the country in Jimmy’s transcon¬
tinental plane—along with a corpse, an embezzler, honeymooners and a chimpanzee.
Added notes of humor are injected by Eddie Albert, Jimmy’s co-pilot and friend.
Everyone is excellent in his role. Roland Young, Willard Parker, Porter Hall and
William Bakewell manage to add spark to the good performances. For extra chuckles
we give you a sterling characterization of Joe, the chimpanzee.

Q9 STAMPED PIECES
OLior EMBROIDERY

1»

SEND NO
MONEY

Think of it! 32 lovely pieces of stamped material which you
can easily and quickly embroider. Costs only SI.98 yet you
would expect to pay much more for these many pieces. A
sensational bargain! Large scarf for dresser or radio, 7 pc.
refreshment set, large center, end table or flush tank cover,
doilies, samplers, pot holders, bibs, whisk broom holder, 3
pc. chair set, 3 pc. vanity set. 3 pc. buffet set, etc. etc.—-32
pieces in all on fine white art cloth for only $1.98 plus postage
and C.O.D. handling. FREE to Anyone—Embroidery hoop
free, generous assortment six strand floss. Also free, amazing
new invention fits on any sewing machine easily, qu ickly.
Makes button holes, quilts, sews on buttons, attaches zippers,
darns stockings, mends tears, etc. Sells elsewhere regularly
for $1.00 but sent to you free. Satisfaction guaranteed, or your
$1.98 refunded. You keep free gifts regardless. Could anything
be more fair? Just mail a card today!

KNIGHT MAIL ORDER CO. DepL37298.3140 12th SL ChicaeoU.III.

ENLARGEMENTS
Beautifully enlarged on
8 x 10 inch double-weight
portrait quality paper.
Genuine studio art. Origi¬
nals safely returned. Quick
service. Satisfaction

8 x lO

guaranteed. SEND NO MONEY.

Pay
postman on delivery. Just mail photos
or negatives today. Act Now.
Mt. Vernon, III.

NATIONAL ART STUDIOS, Dept. 120-8

NOSES

RESHAPED

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears. lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected bv plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation
and
Booklet H Free.

BEAUTY ADVANCEMENT BUREAU
542 5th Ave., Suite 63, N. Y. C.

LE. 2-1596

ii»GET$25
Show Doehla All-Occasion Greeting Cards, Stationery—to
__ friends, neighbors, co-workers. Make up
rocr cAUDI re
to 50£ on each $1 box. So lovely they sell
on sight; NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED —
“Name
I FREE BOOK shows any beginner how to
Imprinted”
I make money! Write for 2 sample boxes on
Stationery. Sell approval. If friends don’t snap them up,
it on sight fori return at our expense. HARRY DOEHLA
only $1 per box. I COMPANY, Studio X6, Fitchburg, Mass.

SONGWRITERS
Poems Wanted at Once

rfnraz/nqr /Yew

BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
This sensational BUST Lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it I Easy to use!

TEST JO DAYS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin’s Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! .Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-B
ANGUSTA

CHICAGO 22,

♦♦♦

The prowess of England-based Amer¬
ican flyers back in 1943 sets the theme
for this roaring action picture. Almost
documentary in story telling, the film is
a pictorial record of the 17th Fighter
Squadron of the 3d Fighter Group
Circles at its base in England.
Actual combat films have been cleverly
used throughout the picture, so that a
feeling of reality is achieved.
Edmond O’Brien plays the principal
role of Major Ed Hardin, a hardbitten,
experienced combat pilot. Henry Hull
is the general, Shepperd Strudwick, the
wing commander. Among the members
of the large cast are Robert Stack, John
Rodney, James Holden, and Tom D’An¬
drea, the latter providing a fresh bit of
comedy in an otherwise serious story.
HIGH FURY
(Peak-United Artists).♦ ♦
Filmed in the Swiss Alps, “High Fury”
boasts a realism few pictures have.
The simple story is told in almost
documentary fashion.
A war orphan
(Michael McKeag) has been sheltered
during the war by Madeleine Carroll and
her husband (Michael Rennie) at Made¬
leine’s inn. When the time comes for him
to be sent back to France, Madeleine wants
to adopt him. Her shiftless and unfaith¬
ful husband refuses to sign the papers
unless she will sign her inn over to him.
Photography is breathtaking, fine di¬
rection, and excellent acting. So much
is good, in fact, that you’ll overlook the
one weak point—a pat resolution to
everyone’s problems at the end.
To say this is a great picture wouldn’t
be accurate—but it is well above average
and certainly worthwhile.
THAT WONDERFUL URGE (20tli) 4 ♦
Tyrone Power and Gene Tierney romp
through this high-powered comedy about
the rich heiress who’s tired of being a
newspaper target and turns the tables on
reporter Ty Power by drawing him into
the public eye as her “Cinderella Man.”
The quips are fast and smart—and so
are Gene and Ty who make a wonderful
screen combination.
Many of the scenes are set in ultra
smart Sun Valley—and even though you
may not be mad about winter sports,
you’ll love Gene’s snappy ski costumes.
In fact, you’ll drool over all her OlegCassini-designed outfits: six ski suits,
three evening gowns, 12 daytime en¬
sembles, five fur coats!
Reginald Gardiner, Arleen Whelan,
Lucille Watson, Gene Lockhart turn in
fine supporting roles and help make
this a fun picture.

Lovely Christy
Richards, photo¬
grapher’s model,
says: Lashlure is
the ideal make¬
up. Since usin?
Lashlure my eyes
have glistened
with new life, my
lashes have be¬
come longer and
lovelier.

GIVE

YOUR

EYES

#L3SK

GROW LOVELY LASHES
LASHLURE helps give you eye beauty
two ways. First Lashlure is guaranteed to
grow your lashes' longer and thicker in
just a few weeks ... or money back.
Second, LASHLURE is the eye makeup for
which you have long awaited. LASHLURE
is tearproof and swimproof. It darkens lashes
without dyes. Its creamy
formula makes lashes
lustrous and silky.
Lashes that men admire
and women envy. Send
coupon today.
PER JAR

*2a00

Barbizon Products. P.O. Box 430. Eliz., N. ].
BARBIZON BEAUTY PRODUCTS. Dept. 21
P.O. Box 430
Elizabeth. N. I.
CD Black □ Plain
□ I am enclosing $2.00
□ Send C. O. D„ plus postage
Name

...-.

Address .-...
City... State.—

Women Earn Money Showing

IN AMAZING FIT SERVICE!
COMPLETE OUTFIT with SAMPLE STOCKING

Send your Poems, Any Subject, for Free
Examination and FREE BOOK; “Your
Future in Songwriting.”
RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

1226 W.

FIGHTER SQUADRON (W.B.)

ILL.

THE KISSING BANDIT (MGM) .44
Loyal Sinatra Swooners will give out
with their customary squeals when they
snot their Frankie as M-G-M’s “Kissing
Bandit.”
. Imagine Sinatra as a timid Bostonian
who goes to California and is expected
to carry out family tradition as a bandit
who always busses ladies he robs.
Setting is California back in its Span¬
ish colony days, hence costumes are
Technicolorful.
Kathryn Grayson is the governor’s
daughter with whom Frankie falls in
love. Also on hand are J. Carrol Naish,
Mildred Natwick, Mikhail Rasumny and
sneezing, wheezing Billy Gilbert.
The plotting and dialogue come in for
some heavy handling, but when you
listen to Frankie sing “If I Steal a Kiss,”
and “I Like You,” you’ll agree that
nothing else really matters!

FREE-Mail COUPON Today!
Enjoy taking ordersfromfriends.inspare
time, for amazing Yours-Truly Nylon
Hosiery in a new Individual Customer Fit
Service. Fit every type of leg; slim, stout,
average, short, long, extra long. No
twisted seams, no baggy ankles or bind¬
ing at top —Yours-Truly Nylons are more
beautiful because they fit perfectly.
Customers buy time after time.

Be First in Your Town
MAIL COUPON
Earn money of your own with
Yours-Truly Nylon Hosiery in this
amazing Customer Fit Service. Ask for FREE OUT¬
FIT. including sample stocking. Mail coupon. Enclose
letter about yourself. No experience is needed.
American Hosiery Mills, Dept. M-209, Indianapolis 7, Ind.
rAM ERICAT^I™s!eR’I^MILLS*DepL M -To"
"|
- INDIANAPOLIS 7, IND.
Please send me FREE complete Belling outfit containing FREE sample Yours-Truly Nylon Stocking. I enclose
letter about myself.

ADDRESS_
J^CITY_STATE_
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NATURE’S REMEDY (NR) TABLETS
—A purely vegetable laxative to relieve
constipation without the usual griping,
sickening, perturbing sensations, and
does not cause a rash. Try NR—you will
see the difference. Uncoated or candy
coated—their action is dependable, thor¬
ough, yet gentle as millions of NR’s have
proved. Get a 25c box and use as directed.

FUSSY STOMACH?,

RELIEF FOR ACID
INDIGESTION,
GAS AND
HEARTBURN

FOR
THE TUMMY!

TOMBSTONES
DIRECT TO YOU
Genuine Beautiful Rockdale
Monuments, Markers. Satis¬
faction or MONEY BACK.
Freight paid. Write for our
FREE Catalog and compare prices.
ROCKDALE MONUMENT CO.
Dept. 452

jouet.

CHILDLESS
WIVES WHO WISH BABIES!
Doctor’s Information SENT FREE—concern¬
ing a 4-Part method which may be tried at
home, and which has succeeded in responsive
cases, without medicine. Address: Warner Co.,
868 West 36th St., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

You’ll love wearing tnis
thrilling
Engagement
Ring with genuine full
1 carat Sim. Diamond;
also the matching Wed¬
ding
Ring
both
with
starry replica diamonds
set in 1 /30th 14 KT.
YELLOW GOLD (not plate).

Send No Money—Order By Mail
Sent on approval. Just send name,
address and ring size. Order soli¬
taire, wedding ring, or set. Pay
postman on arrival, SI.95 for one
ring or $2.95 for set, plus 20
Fed. Tax and postage charges. Gift
Box included. If not delighted with
rings. Money Back Guaranteed, and
you keep your $1.00 NuLove per¬
fume as free gift. Order now!

HAPPINESS JEWELERS, Dept. C22
3807 Benefit St., Baltimore 24, Md.

FIIEE!
$1.00
NULOVE
PERFUME en¬
closed free with
your order.
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SUFFERERS Q C FI
from

CALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

MAKE THE ONE ^ — 1DCRmOIL

; SPOT; 1
r TEST
id

100

i

Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria>\ sis and Dermoil with
MsS \ amazing, true photo,
■d
graphic proof of results
2F\ sent FREE. Write for it.

Ay

Don’t misiaKe
mistake eczema V’ZT5
for the
lw '\
e stubborn, ugly
embarrassii
rassing scaly skin \
disease
e lPsoriasis, Apply \V_~m w*non-staii
aining
_ Dermoif.
_
Linds do for scalv
^
Thousands
scaly \
snots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after ’
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
_
___
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”,
Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7030, Detroit 27, Mich.

MY OWN TRUE LOVE
(Paramount)
.♦ ♦
Here is a very touching story of post¬
war England, cast beautifully and for
the most part a fine motion picture. Un¬
fortunately it becomes over-long and bad
editing and cutting prevent it from being
consistently good.
The story is about an embittered sol¬
dier (Philip Friend) who almost ruins
three lives because of his selfish love
for the woman his widowed father plans
to marry. Melvyn Douglas is the boy’s
father and Phyllis Calvert is the woman
with whom both father and son are in
love. She is a beautiful woman and a
really fine actress, and we hope to be
seeing her a lot more often. Wanda Hen¬
drix is Melvyn’s daughter. Philip Friend
gives a beautiful portrayal of the son.
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME
(20th)
♦♦
Betty Grable keeps a firm hand on her
career with this movie version of the
famous stage play, “Burlesque.”
The story is the oldie about the bur¬
lesque girl who marries the talented, but
unstable dancer (Dan Dailey); his quick
rise to Broadway fame, his decline when
he strays from the Primrose Path, and
the loyalty and love of the girl-whostayed-behind. Sounds familiar, but the
performances are so enjoyable and the
songs so delightful you’ll have no reason
to complain when you see this.
Betty’s her usual alluring self, and Dan
Dailey will charm you completely when
he warbles “The Birth of the Blues,” and
“When My Baby Smiles at Me.”
Good support from Richard Arlen,
James Gleason and Jack Oakie keeps this
picture moving at a fast pace. You’ll
like it.
ADVENTURES OF DON JUAN
(W.B.)
♦♦
If you’ve been longing for a romantic,
swashbuckling adventure story—this is
it. Errol Flynn dons the robes of the
fabulous lover, Don Juan, and goes forth
to serve his queen. That he sees his duty
and does it is beside the point—the im¬
portant thing is that he sees the queen
(Viveca Lindfors) and loses his heart.
The story gives Flynn a wonderful op¬
portunity to display his handsome looks,
and some breathtaking swordplay.
The picture also serves as a debut for
Flynn’s lovely wife, Nora Eddington.
Robert Douglas takes honors as the
menacing villain, and Alan Hale’s on the
spot to serve loyally as Don Juan’s friend.
If you want to go right out of this
world, see this picture.
LET’S LIVE A LITTLE (E-L)
44
In spite of some slow pacing, this turns
out to be quite a fun picture. Robert
Cummings is the overworked advertising
executive who suddenly finds himself
hearing bells that don’t ring. When an ad¬
vertising idea sends him off to see beau¬
tiful psychoanalyst Hedy Lamarr, he be¬
comes her client instead of her publicity
man. Hedy sets about the cure of the
young man and soon finds herself suffer¬
ing from the same complications. Why?
That old magic called love!
Hedy is unlike any psychoanalyst we
know. Her beauty is breath-taking and
it’s hard to believe that one so beautiful
could concentrate on things like symp¬
toms and psychoanalysis. Bob Cummings
is delightful in this comedy role and
should be given more of the same. The
supporting cast, especially Anna Sten, is
better than average.

Your First Move
AT THE FIRST SIGN
OF CANCER
When you suspect cancer, see your
doctor immediately. You may find
your fears are groundless—-or that
prompt treatment can bring you
out on top. Always be on the look¬
out for cancer's danger signals.

particularly about the
mouth or lips.

tongue,

2. A painless lump or thickening,
especially in the breast, lip or
tongue.
3. Progressive change in the color
or size of a wart, mole or birth¬
mark.
4. Persistent indigestion.
5. Persistent hoarseness, unex¬
plained cough, or difficulty in
swallowing.
6. Bloody discharge from the nip¬
ple or irregular bleeding from,
any of natural body openings.
7. Any change
bowel habits.

in

the

normal

MAIL COUPON
FOR

FREE BOOKLET
THAT TELLS THE
FACTS ABOUT
CANCER

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
47 Beaver Street, New York 4, N. Y.
Please send me free the booklet con¬
taining vital information about cancer.
Name

.

Address .
City ... State .

YELLOW SKY (20th)

PROTECT^

LOVED ONES!
Genuine Legal Reserve

LIFE INSURANCE
Oto&f 3^ ADAY/
Now, you can provide the life protection you've
always wanted for your family. Here it is, issued
by mail, at a price anyone can afford. Liberal
amounts of old-line, legal reserve life insurance
with cash values, loan values and other valuable
protection
features
including
DOUBLE
end
TRIPLE BENEFIT provisions, for only 3c-a-day,
the amount depending on your age . . . for
example, $666 worth at age 35. Let us send you
the policy for 10 Days Free Examination. No
cost. No obligation. No agent will call. Just send
us your name, address, age and name of bene¬
ficiary.

SERVICE LIFE INS. CO. Dept. 121,Omaha 2, Nebr.

BUILD UP A BANK ACCOUNT!
SELL EVERYDAY CARDS
Show friends and others Assortment of Birthday,
Convalescent, other year 'round Greetings. Watch
your bank account grow! Make up to 60c on $1 boxl
Also Humorous, Gift Wrappings, Sta¬
tionery, many more FAST-SELLINQ
cash-producers. Write for SAM - =
PLES ON APPROVAL TODAY!!
Southern Greeting Card Co.,Dept. B-25
216 S. Pauline.

Memphis. Tenn.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC .
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Write for NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!
IF YOU SUFFER from terrible bronchial asthma
paroxysms... from coughing, wheezing, gasping for
breath ...yes, if this affliction robs you of sleep, and
makes your working hours miserable—write at once
for daring NO-COST TRIAL OFFER of famous 30-year for¬
mula. No matter where you live... no matter what you’ve
tried before ... no matter if you consider your case hope¬
less” . . . write for NO-COST TRIAL OFFER today!
NACOR, 1098-tState Life Bldg.,lndianapolis4,lnd.

Send name and address—Ladies! Girls! Boys! Dainty wrist
watches, pocket watches, alarm clocks, flashlights, ovenware
sets, blankets — other premiums or Cash Commission easily
yours. SIMPLY GIVE colorful art pictures with White
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild burns, sold
to friends at 26 cents a box (with popular picture) and remit
amounts stated for premium wanted as explained in catalog
sent with order postage paid by us. Our 54th year. Write
now for trial order of SALVE and Pictures on trust to start.
WILSON CHEM. CO.f
Dept. 113-57A TYRONE, PA.

«♦

This is not just “another western,” for
a picture starring Greg Peck and Anne
Baxter can’t be dismissed that lightly!
The basic idea behind “Yellow Sky”
is that a yen for gold turns men into
beasts. What makes this picture differ¬
ent is that besides a yen for gold, the six
bank robbers who comprise Greg’s gang
of lawless men also yen for pretty Anne
Baxter.
Performances are brilliant—and Greg
Peck is wonderful as the bandit who
meets up with menacing character Rich¬
ard Widmark.
Anne Baxter plays with authority and
proves again (and again!) that she’s
really a versatile, talented actress.
Yes, “Yellow Sky” is a darn good
western—one you’ll really enjoy.
BELLE STARR’S DAUGHTER
(Alson-20th).♦
That fabulous character Belle Starr is
in the spotlight again—this time only
long enough to get the plot of this pic¬
ture off to a rousing start and intro¬
duce her daughter. Belle’s daughter then
takes up where the famous lady outlaw
(Isabel Jewell) left off in her feud with
the law. When Belle is killed, Rose thinks
the evil deed is done by a peace officer,
George Montgomery, and she’s out to
get revenge. She sides with one of her
mother’s men (Rod Cameron) and plans
to go along with the bandits. Before long,
she recognizes Rod for the cruel and
heartless man he is and learns that he is
the one, not Montgomery, who murdered
her mother. Here’s where Rose’s troubles
begin.
The pacing is too slow and if it weren’t
for a few shootin’ battles, this wouldn’t
have much wild western flavor. Rod
Cameron gives a standout performance.
FAMILY HONEYMOON (U.A.)
4V2
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray go in for more teamwork—and the
result is charming.
As the widowed mother of three lively
boys, Claudette marries Fred MacMurray
who knows from nothing about kids.
Aunt Jo, who’s to watch the kids dur¬
ing the honeymoon, breaks a leg. Result:
Family Honeymoon.
Of course the kids get into all sorts of
mischief. And the pranks of the boys
finally get our hero down and the inevi¬
table spanking follows.
This leads to tears, misunderstandings
and the end of the honeymoon.
You know darn well the picture can’t
end that way—and it doesn’t. But it takes
a lot of hi-jinks to get this situation
straightened out.
SO DEAR TO MY HEART (RKO) ♦ 14
This Walt Disney movie is based on
Sterling North’s “So Dear to My Heart,”
a tale of rural Indiana.
The picture combines animation with
live action and tells the storv of little
Jerry Kincaid (Bobby Driscoll) whose
fondest dream is to take his little black
lamb to the County Fair. Helping him in
this project is his cute companion of
“Uncle Remus,” pretty Luana Patten.
Between the two of them, the little
black lamb does win the Blue Ribbon
award at the Fair.
In the animation sequences, an owl en¬
courages Bobby to overcome obstacles by
telling him the story of Columbus and
Robert Bruce. Songs by Uncle Hiram
(Burl Ives) add much charm to the mood
of the picture. The kids will love this;
grown-ups, too.
»
For more about Bobby Driscoll and
Luana Patten see “Luana Has a Party,”
on page 74 of this issue.

MAKE THIS
EASY 7-DAY
TEST NOW!
THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
SYSTEM

ON YOUR
HAIR ★ ★
Helps Prevent
Brittle Ends
Breaking Off

Just try this System on your
HAIR seven days and see if
you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR
that can so often capture
Love and Romance for you.

• Hair May Get Longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and the
dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded by
supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a chance
to get longer and much more beautiful. Amazing.
JUELENE is not a hair restorative. Just try the
easy JUELENE System 7 days and let your mirror
prove results. Your money back if not delighted. See
if Juelene’s tendency to help your hair to become softer,
silkier, more lustrous than it has been before — in just one
short week helps your hair gain its normal natural beauty.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in 2
Forms DPomade. DLiquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY! C.O.D.
$1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guaranteed.
Money back if you’re not delighted. Send for it today—sure!

JUEL CO., 4727 N. Damen, Dept.N601, CHICAGO 25, ILL.

ITCH
CHECKED IMA JIFFY

Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel¬
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

PADDY O’HAIR comes to you
bald as a billiard ball. Plant the
seed—furnished with directions—
and watch him grow a rich crop of
Irish green hair. A lovable, un¬
usual gift. Durable pottery. Can
be replanted for many years.

$1,00 Postpaid
SNOOKYisahappy
little bunny filled
with absorbent cot¬
ton. Just pull his tail
for ample supply.
Easy to refill. Handpainted ceramic
ware. In White or
pastel shades of Rose, Blue, Yellow or Green. Unless
choice is specified we ship White.

$1.25 Postpaid

If ordered C.O.D. we add Postage and C.O.D. Fees to
prices listed above.Unconditional Money Back Guarantee on all orders.

PADDY NOVELTY COMPANY
135 WASHINGTON AVENUE • GOLIAD, TEXAS

A Right Number for Stanwyck
There are so many actresses who are
great, but Barbara Stanwyck seems to
give one magnificent performance after
the other, and stays on top by giving
the public intelligent portrayals.
I saw her in “Sorry, Wrong Number”
and again she did a beautiful job. What
a fine gesture it would be for the in¬
dustry to give Miss Stanwyck the Oscar
for this performance—and for all the
other roles she has done so beautifully.
Bev. Montalbano
San Francisco, California
Movieland Draws a Blank

Mr. Micawber was only half-right!

M

financial advice to young David Copperfield is justly famous.

r. micawber’s

Translated into United States currency, it runs some¬
thing like this:

Note: If our actions seemed harsh
we apologize. Since Philip Reed and
Patrice Munsel are only good friends,
not a steady twosome, we thought it wise
not to start rumors.
Ed’s

“Annual income, two thousand dollars; annual expendi¬
ture, nineteen hundred and ninety-nine dollars; result,
happiness. Annual income, two thousand dollars; annual
expenditure, two thousand and one dollars; result, misery.”

Where’s Blaine?
Your “Dear Hollywood Producers”
(Nov.) is the finest article I’ve ever read.
I’ve never been able to understand why
studios plug stars for awhile and then
switch to other less talented players who
have more “publicity” appeal.
One of
these is Vivian Blaine. When she started
out, she was heralded as another Alice
Faye and she was beginning to crowd
Grable and Haver at 20th. But what’s
happened? If 20th’s afraid to damage
their other singing stars, then why doesn’t
some other studio sign her and see what
a threat she is?
James Hill
Vancouver, Washington

But Mr. Micawber was only half-right:
Simply not spending more than you make isn’t enough.
Every family must have a cushion of savings to fall back on
. . . and to provide for their future security.
U. S. Savings Bonds offer one of the best ways imagin¬
able to build savings.
Two convenient, automatic plans make the systematic
purchase of Savings Bonds both sure and trouble-free:
1. If you work for wages or salary, join Payroll Savings—
the only installment-buying plan.

2. If you’re in business, or a farmer, or in a profession,
and the Payroll Savings Plan is not available to you, then
sign up at your bank for the Bond-A-Month Plan.

Hurrah for Marriage!
The story entitled “My Hero” (Dec)
about the Gene Autrys was wonderful
and proves a point I’ve wanted to make
for some time. It’s good to know that
there are still a few successful and happy
marriages in Hollywood and if these
marriages were publicized as much as
the divorces I’m sure everyone would
have a greater respect for the stars. The
Autrys certainly set a fine example as
to what marriage should be.
Catharine Schaffer
Allentown, Pennsylvania

Each helps you build a nest egg of absolutely safe, 100%
government-backed U. S. Savings Bonds. And these bonds
make more money for you while you save. For after only
ten years, they pay you back $400 for every $300 you put
in them.
Join the Plan you're eligible for today! As Mr. Micawber
would say: “Result, security!”

AUTOMATIC SAVING IS SURE SAVING-U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the
Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.

I loved the November issue of Movieland—until I got to page 70. It wasn’t
the story, “Are You the Girl for Philip
Reed?” that disappointed me but one of
the pictures on the page. You showed
Philip Reed seated with a truly beau¬
tiful girl but why did you give her a
question mark instead of a face? That
girl is the beautiful Metropolitan Opera
star, Patrice Munsel, and she’s certainly
deserving of recognition.
Lois Stern
New Orleans, Louisiana

■
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SECURITY

Liz Should Act Her Age
Elizabeth Taylor is very lovely but
although she’s only 16 she dresses and
acts as though she were 26. I like Liz
a lot but I wish she’d be her own sweet
lovable self instead of letting her studio
groom her to be a glamor queen. That
will come all too soon!
Nancy McCarthy
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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FREE!
THE QUEEN’S PHY¬
SICIAN—When
hand¬
some Dr. Struensee en
lered the royal bid
chamber, he knew that
only passion could cure
the queen's ailment.
eagle IN the sk%
-Exciting tale of how
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Revolutionary War.
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love
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dared tame! By author
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ANNIE
Vivid story of a girl
who fought hard
for
happiness - then tossed
it all away for the only
love
she
could
NOT
havel
SHORT STORIES OF
OE MAUPASSANT —
Over 50 of the frankest
most daring stories of
love, hate. lntrl^®' andj
passion
ever
written.

these bestare YOURS
FREE, to prove how much
reading pleasure you will
get as a member of “Amer¬
ica’s Biggest Bargain Book
Club”! Ordinarily, you would
get your Club Bonus Books
at the rate of one free with
every two Selections (or al¬
ternates) purchased. But on
this special offer, we send you
ALL 6 of them right away—
and IN THE SAME PACK¬
AGE you get 2 MORE best¬
sellers free, as your new
membership gift! EIGHT fine
books in advance, worth $18 in
publishers’ editions. Send cou¬
pon for them NOW!
As a member, you never pay
any dues or fees.
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month you get a popular best¬
seller by an outstanding author
like Taylor Caldwell, Steinbeck, or
Ernest Hemingway—a book sell¬
ing in the publisher’s edition for
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But
YOUR copy comes to you for only
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charges!

You Get 8 FREE
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Bob Pins
set the smartest
hair-do’s

MOVIELAN
EXCLUSIVES

stronger grip—won’t slip out

PITY POOR DAD (Edward Arnold)

by Adelaide Curran.

16

SHE’S AN ANGEL (Joan Crawford)

by Helen Hover Weller

18

THE TRUE LOVE STORY OF JANE WYMAN

by Arno Johansen.

WILL IT BE “PRINCESS RITA”? (Hayworth)

by Crawford Dixon

HAPPILY HITCHED (Larry Parks and Betty Garrett) .
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (Bing Crosby)

by Lloyd Shearer

FUN WITH A BANG! (Mona Freeman and Pat Nerney)

39
42

by Alice Craig Greene
by Lon Sullivan

I LOVE LIFE WITH DAN DAILEY

.

AS I REALLY AM (Greer Garson)

50

DRESS AFFAIR (June Lockhart, Richard Basehart Scavenger Hunt)

52

JUST AN ARMY WIFE (Ella Raines)

by Janet Graves

57

HEART THROB! (Jerome Courtland)

by Alice L. Tildesley

WANTED: MORE KISSES

.

60
62

by Alyce Canfield.

64

REEL L0WD0WN (Ginger Rogers, Teresa Wright Fishing Party).

66

LOVE THOSE MEN! (Command Decision Cast)

DeLong Bob Pins, with their new rounded

44
48

by Mrs. Dan Dailey

BETTY’S DARLINGS (Betty Hutton).

The new brief styles are easy on the eyes

30
35

LIZ (Taylor) GOES TO TOWN

— easy to set, yourself, with DeLong Bob Pins.

28

I LIVE ON A BUDGET says Esther Williams

MAD FOR FARLEY GRANGER

Your hair is short and to the point this season.

25
26

by Fredda Dudley.

68

SUPER SERVICE (Esther Williams)

70

WEDDING BELLE (Diana Lynn).

72

THE HARD WAY (Gregory Peck)

82

CLAM BAKE (Cameron Mitchell).•.

92

ends, slide in easily, stay in indefinitely.
Get DeLong Bob Pins on the famous blue card.

The Short Halo —

PORTRAITS

created by Helen Hunt,
famous Hollywood hair
stylist. Make 3 rows of pin
curls. Work clockwise from
left part toward face. Pull
hair slightly forward as you
pin. Brush out hair upward,
away from face. Let ends
fall forward. Brush back
hair upward.

JANE WYMAN

24

MONA FREEMAN

RITA HAYWORTH

27

FARLEY GRANGER

42

LARRY PARKS

.

29

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

44

BING CROSBY, RHONDA FLEMING

31

DAN DAILEY

49

ESTHER WILLIAMS

34

GREER GARSON

51

38
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
CAN I HELP YOU?

by Beatrice Lubitz Cole

6

.

20

by Joan Crawford

YOUR HOLLYWOOD, MEMO FROM THE EDITOR
DO YOU WRITE LIKE PETER LAWFORD?
That bewitching
lovely on the cover
is
the
teen-agers'
beloved,
Elizabeth
Taylor — who costars with such lu¬
minaries as June Allyson, Peter Lawford
and Janet Leigh in
M-G-M's
"Little
Women."
Her
first
"mar¬
ried" role is as Bob
Taylor's
wife
in
"The Conspirator,"
which she is now
making in England.

In your favorite chain variety store

Nationally Advertised Brands Week
March 4-12th

by Helen King

23
97

REVIEWER’S BOX

98

SINCERELY YOURS

. 102
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M-G-M

Broadway’8 No. 1
Stage Hit Now
On The Screen!

THE FIRST
BIG PICTURE OF 1949!
presents

~<

v-

Clark Gable'Walter Pidgeon
Van Johnson'Brian Donlevy

Charles Bickford' John Hodiak
Edward Arnold
“Command Decision”
“KING CLARK GABLE
BACK ON THRONE!”
says Hedda Hopper
(noted columnist)

With such a galaxy of stars it is
impossible to pay each the praise
he deserves. They join magnifi¬
cently together to create this stir¬
ring story of heroes, cowards,
braggarts, fighters, liars, lovers...
and what goes on in their hearts!

Forceful Fighting Man !
WALTER PIDGEON turns in a re¬
markable performance as the officer
who must make a great decision!

i

Kids The Brass Hats!

He Carries On!

Flies Fatefnl Mission!

VAN JOHNSON is hardboiled and wise-crack¬
ing in a role that makes
you laugh and cheer!

BRIAN DONLEVY as
the man who takes the
hot-spot of a high com¬
mand does a fine job!

JOHN HODIAK is
thrilling as the pilot who
achieves his objective.,.
and pays the price!

CLARK GABLE
WALTER PIDGEON
VAN JOHNSON
BRIAN DONLEVY
CHARLES BICKFORD
JOHN HODIAK
EDWARD ARNOLD
“COMMAND DECISION”
Scoop of the year!
M- G-M films the famed play !

Crash Landing!
This is just one of the breath-taking scenes that
make “Command Decision” an exciting picture,
one of the most talked-about films in years.
THRILLED MILLIONS!
As a best-selling book
and Reader’s Digest fic¬
tion feature, the story by
William Wister Haines
won wide acclaim. Men
and women alike were
held spellbound by its
virile, gripping drama.

with MARSHALL THOMPSON
RICHARD QUINE
CAMERON MITCHELL
CLINTON SUNDBERG
RAY COLLINS
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION
Screen Play by William R. Laidlaw
and George Froeschel
Based on the Play by William Wister Haines

SAM WOOD
SIDNEY FRANKLIN

Directed by
Produced by

In Association with
•fr

GOTTFRIED REINHARDT
An M-G-M Picture

5

This must be love! At the Sallye Silver Shop Opening, Olga San Juan, Edmond O’Brien,
still acting like newly-weds. We’d like to hear the toast that pleases Edmond so much.

Can’t miss this father-daughter combina¬
tion. Janet Leigh’s with her best beau.

The George Montgomerys helped honor
Darryl Zanuck at ”Man of the Year" dinner.

Things just can’t he
dull in Hollywood—not when
there are so many shining stars to
brighten things up.

This month celebrities
turn the spotlight on
their favorite off-screen

personalities at parties and
dinners fit for kings and
Mark Stevens shows his visiting cousin dif¬
ferences between Hollywood and Mississippi.

queens of movieland

★ Peter Shaw is still seeing Angela
Lansbury steadily, if quietly; but it
doesn’t look like any wedding bells can
ring for them unless Shaw’s wife, who’s
in England, agrees to a divorce. We hear
he asked for one and she handed him
back a great big, “No.”
*

*

*

Peggy Cummins’ new flame, Italian
lawyer Toninio Grassi, is expected to
follow her back to Hollywood when she
returns from England.
*

*

*

A haphazard statement by a columnist
started the rumors flying that Barbara
Stanwyck and Bob Taylor had reached
a parting of the ways.
Barbara just
laughed when asked about it. Said she,
“We get that report about every eight
months. It was due. But I’ll ask Bob
about it if you’d like.” Bob was sup¬
posed to fly over from England where
he’s making a picture, to spend a vaca¬
tion with Barbara in New York in Jan¬
uary; but his picture was late in finishing
and he couldn’t keep the date. Barbara,
who had a new picture to start in Febru¬
ary, couldn’t wait on Bob, so they had
to spend their vacations apart.
That
couple always seem to us about as happy
as any in Hollywood. They understand
one another. Barbara doesn’t like Bob’s
hobbies: hunting, fishing and flying, but
she doesn’t object to his taking off on
trips with his pals when he wants to.
That’s the way to hold a husband.
*

*

*

We asked Anne Baxter please to tell
us when she and John Hodiak planned

Who’s a meanie? Certainly not George Raft. Maybe the festive air of the Zanuck dinner—
not to mention charming companion Gaby Andrews—has something to do with his smile.

to start raising a family. “It’s none of
your business,” she smiled, “but we don’t
plan to have any children in the imme¬
diate future. Eventually we want three,
but would settle for two.”
We caught Anne on the set of “You’re
My Everything,” practicing the Charles¬
ton, a dance popular in the mid-twenties.
She said, “This dance is supposed to
come naturally, I’ve been told, but with
me it comes hard.”
*

*

*

Dan Dailey tells us that he’d like to
get out of musicals for a little while, and
do some straight drama. The long re¬
hearsals that a musical number requires
keep him busy practically all the time
between pictures.
*

Andrea King deals-Martha Raye the crowning blow at Sallye Silver Shop Opening. Martha’s
not sure she’ll like this royal role—not if she must act like a queen instead of a queenie.

Honored ladies of the screen, Rosalind Russell, Irene Dunne and Loretta
Young, do some honoring of their own. The feted guest is Sister Kenny.

*

*

Valentina Cortese, 20th Century-Fox’s
new Italian star, is ducking Hollywood
romances. Said she, “I suppose I’m just
an orso.” We asked her to explain. She
said, “That’s Italian for ‘bear,’ and a bear
just naturally likes to be alone.” This
was the girl with whom Ty Power was
once linked romantically in the papers.
She says she saw Power for only five
minutes, but that was sufficient time for
a picture to be taken with Ty and dis¬
tributed to the papers as his latest new
flame. Her hobby is collecting cats. She
says she likes the way they walk.
We asked Valentina how she started
to learn English. She replied, “Gregory
Ratoff was my first tutor.”
Ratoff is
famous for the way he butchers the
King’s English, being a Russian by birth.
*
*
*
We hear that Walt Disney’s production
of “Alice in Wonderland” is being held
up because of another version of “Alice”
filmed in France. Walt wants to find out
how the public reacts to this one before
sinking too much time and work into
his own production.
Making “Alice”
has been a dream of Disney’s for years,
and he had hoped that it would be his
masterpiece.
Meanwhile, “Cinderella”
(Please turn to next page)
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continued

will likely get a hefty boost, while Alice
dawdles.
*

*

*

Mickey Rooney must have taken those
rather harsh criticisms handed him by
the press to heart. He’s calmed down,
keeping himself out of headlines, and
knocking himself out to be cooperative.
When doing a number of benefits in vet¬
erans hospitals in the east, he asked to
receive no publicity on them. He just
wanted to do something for the boys.

era Ralston and director John H. Auer discovered the way to the heart of “Professor,”
the monk, is through the popcorn can. He’s in Vera’s film, “Drums Along the Amazon.”

Richard Ney has turned hermit. He’s
got himself a house so far away in the
hills that he says, “Buying an egg means
I must drive twenty miles.” He doesn’t
have a telephone, does all of his own
housework, and is spending his time
between pictures writing a book, titled
Happiness Is Yesterday.” It’s the story
of a man who found everything in life
but^happiness; then he finds out that you
can’t find happiness by looking for it.
It has to come in a side door.
*

*

*

Yvonne de Carlo has asked please no
more publicity on her romance with that
Metropolitan opera singer. Seems his
mama didn t approve of the news space
the two were picking up.
*

*

*

Leo Carrillo, who dearly loves parades,
has got himself a new station wagon,
which he will use instead of his horse, in
future shindigs. The radiator cap is a
mounted steer head with a horn spread
of 42 inches. Furthermore, the critter can
open and shut his eyes when Leo presses
the proper button.
*

*

*

Now that the Lew Ayres-Jane Wyman
romance has been brought out into the
open, it seems to be chilling. Lew’s a
guy who has learned to live alone and
like it, and it will take some maneuvering
to bring him into the marriage fold.
When Lew asked a photographer not
to take a picture of him and Jane at
dinner m a public spot, it was blown up
out of all proportion by the press. Lew
said he had no objection to being photo¬
graphed, j especially with Jane, but he
just didn t want to have his picture taken
with his mouth full of food.
*

*

*

Ronald Colman, who hasn’t made a picture,^ since his Oscar-winning “Double
Life last year, said all he’s waiting on
is a good story. He hasn’t retired from
the screen.
*

*

*

We hear that a top star is in one fine
pickle with her estranged husband.
Seems before they separated she left
some mighty valuable jewels in a deposit
box and gave him the receipt for re¬
trieving them. Then trouble came and
the couple split up. Now the star would
like to get hold of that receipt so she can
get her jewels, but the husband won’t
give. She can’t press him too strongly
because he could pass out a little infor¬
mation anent her private life that would
likely make the headlines.

1,‘ai3"CCiCSI l,l,ng—ana Bob Stack and Irene Wrightsman are the first to aer
1 here s a Mocambo party going on around them but they seem only aware of each oth
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Jimmy Gleason calls Monty Woolley
The Rich Man’s Gabby Hayes.”
*

*

*

Loretta Young, to whom the play is
always the thing, was ready to sacrifice
glamour for quality in her role for “Come

to the Stable,” in which she plays a nun.
While testing for the part, she borrowed
a pair of glasses from an electrician and
had one shot made with the specs on.
They seemed to change my whole screen
(Please turn to page 10)
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Big doings at the Rogers ranch! Little Dusty, son of Roy Rogers,
celebrated his 2nd birthday with friends, dad and Dale Evans.
personality,” she said. “And I was
thrilled, because I get so tired of seeing
my same old face on the screen.” But
when the big boys saw the test, they said,
“Great. Fine. But you can’t wear the
glasses in the film. There’s no legitimate
excuse for the nun to be near-sighted.”
She tells us there is one sequence in the
picture in which she has to drive a jeep
in a wild and woolly fashion. Afterward
it is revealed that she learned to handle
the jeep from G.I.’s during the war. With
her nun’s robes on, that should really be
funny.
*

*

*

James Mason, who has found Holly¬
wood to his liking, will likely stay here.
He is turning more and more to writing.
And friends are urging him to do a fulllength book. Mason, who was once con¬
sidered a very stiff, informal person by
the press, has certainly unbended. He
and Glenn Ford almost attended a party
costumed as a horse. We couldn’t find
out which end of the animal who was to
play. But the whole idea fell through
when Pamela (Mrs. Mason) nixed it.
*

*

*

For “Samson and Delilah,” Vic Mature
had to fight a lion bare-handed. That is,
he was supposed to. The tussle with Leo
proved to be slightly on the hilarious
side. “I had no love for the lion,” Vic
tells us, “and he wasn’t carrying any
torch for me. In the scene in which I
was supposed to be stalking him, Cecil
When it’s Ice Hockey time you can be sure of spotting the Sonny Tufts’ con
centrating on an exciting game—and hamburgers—at Pan Pacific Auditorium
DeMille kept urging me to get closer, and
I was calling out, ‘Nice kitty, nice kitty.’
Didn’t do any good. The lion cast an unaffectionate eye upon me, and for a mo¬
ment it looked like a question of who
would jump first—me or the lion. The
cameraman, seeing the situation, yelled,
‘If he jumps, Vic, try to keep yourself
properly lighted for the shot.’ A stunt
man finally tackled the lion.”
*
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Brown Derby diners got quite a kick watching young Ridgley Howard play host to
famous mother Dorothy Lamour and attractive grandmother Mrs. Carmen Castleberry.
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*

*

Shirley Temple, nominated by the
Hollywood Women’s Press Club as being
one of the least cooperative actresses of
last year, was heartbroken. She assured
us that she had always tried to cooper¬
ate completely with the press. ‘ But she
didn’t and couldn’t know when her
studio turned down the press for inter¬
views and pictures. To protect herself in
the future from such a predicament, she
will ask her studio to send her written
duplicates of all such requests made.
Then she will have a record to back up
her position, if a charge of being unco¬
operative is ever hurled at her again.
(Please turn to page 12)

What really
happened
behind the
closed door ?
... was it worth
risking murder for?
Vicki Baum knows women! And
in this exciting story . . . based
on her famous best-selling novel,
"Mortgage On Life”—she fear¬
lessly explores the souls of two!
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Some in Hollywood still think that
Greta Garbo is through with the screen.
But Bob Cummings, who owns a hunk of
“George Sand,” assures us that Garbo
will be in that picture when it rolls next
spring in Italy.
“Why should anyone
question it?” said he. “We’ve got her
name on a contract.” Bob’s in a funny
position with that picture; though part
owner he doesn’t know whether he can
play in it. Garbo has the right to com¬
plete cast approval, and she has to give
the nod before he’s in.
*

*

*

With Gloria de Haven and John Payne
reconciled again at this writing, Holly¬
wood is wondering whether if this time
it’s for keeps. Gloria’s insistence on a
career was the chief basis of their diffi¬
culty, and she assures us that she will
continue with her screen work now,
planning to do at least two pictures a
year. Her new contract with Metro is
for seven years. Now whether John re¬
signs himself to having two careers in
the family remains to be seen.
Incidentally, he’s organized his own
film company and will turn producer, but
he won’t give up his acting.
*

*

Lizabeth Scott cuts an extra special piece of her birthday cake for Byron Haskin,
her director on “Too Late for Tears.” Film will be released by United Artists.

*

Laurence Olivier, perhaps the hottest
actor in the world today professionally,
is turning down all of Hollywood’s sump¬
tuous offers to return here for pictures.
He says, “England is my home, and I like
working there.”
He enjoys living in
Hollywood, but his work comes first. We
hear that he can name his own salary in
Hollywood, but chooses, for instance, to
work with the “Old Vic” group for $200
a week.
*

*

*

The rumors persist that there is con¬
siderable domestic difficulty in the Bette
Davis household. Something’s certainly
happened to Bette. Whether it’s due to
worry over her career or her marriage,
we couldn’t say. She used to be one of
the most co-operative of stars as far as
(Please turn to page 14)
Broken ankle didn’t keep Pat Medina from
working in Doug Fairbanks’ “The O'Flynn.”
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They made such a lovely
couple...all five of them
the Bride...the Groom...
and her 3 kids!

with RITA JOHNS!
Based on the novel by Ho

DON'T MISS THAT OTHER GREAT COMEDY"YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY
H3

When Lex Barker (left) started his new “Tarzan” film, director Lee Sholem introduced an
interested set visitor. He was Elmo Lincoln (right), who was screen Tarzan 30 years ago!

A “balong’ is the New Look worn by Adele
Mara in Republic’s “Wake of the Red Witch.”

the press was concerned; but for the past
few years it has become increasingly
difficult to get an interview with her. The
difficulty now borders on the impossible.
The press wasn’t overly kind to her when
she turned out bad pictures such as
“Winter Meeting,” but Bette was always
a girl who could take criticism as well
as dish it out. So we’re inclined to belieye that her new attitude, which is
losing her a lot of friends, has been in¬
spired by something in her private, rather
than her professional life.

it could be that she’d snare King Gable,
who’s certainly been getting around with
the gals of late.
Ann still insists that she’s through with
“Maisie” pictures. Though they brought
her great success, people have begun to
look at her in terms of Maisie, says Ann.
But after a switch to musicals and light
drama, she wouldn’t mind playing an¬
other girl of the Maisie-type.

*

continued

14

*

*

Ann Sothern and Clark Gable, who’ve
known one another for years, seem to
have discovered in each other something
more than a passing attraction. They’ve
been seeing a lot of each other in quiet
places.
Ann’s divorce became final in
January; so she’s now eligible for mar¬
riage. She’s the home-loving type, and

Three cheers for Merle Oberon! While vacationing in New York
Merle visited Veterans' Hospital at Manhattan Beach where she

*

*

*

Jennifer Jones was miffed, but plenty,
over those printed reports that she had
bailed her ex-husband, Bob Walker, out
of jail on one of his entanglements with
the law. It wasn’t true. We hear that
Jennifer is very anxious to help Bob
straighten himself out; but he’s so ex¬
tremely sensitive that he won’t let her.
Jennifer and David Selznick will likely
be married by the time you read this.
The End

kibitzed over cards, called numbers for the patients’ Bingo
game, signed autographs, chatted (above) with vet Ripley Walker.

Don't fail your daughter-

you MUST TELL HER THESE

When is a kiss not a kiss? When Durante’s
schnoz gets in the way, says Dottie Lamour.

And here’s up-to-date information you and she

There’s more here than meets La Dietrich’s
eye. Take a look at Mac Carey’s moustache!

Every daughter has a right to know
these intimate physical facts before she
marries. You must inform her how
important vaginal douching two or
three times a week often is to feminine
cleanliness, her health, marriage hap¬
piness—to combat odor and always
after menstrual periods.
And you should make her realize no
other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
tested for the douche is so powerful
yet so safe to tissues as modern zonite!

Zonite Principle Developed By
Famous Surgeon and Chemist
Be sure to caution your daughter about
weak products for the douche. Pity the
girl who, through ignorant advice of
friends, uses such ‘kitchen makeshifts’
as vinegar, salt or soda. These never can
assure the great germicidal and deodor¬
izing action of zonite.
On the other hand you must warn

It’s love, love, love, say the gossips, but
Gloria MacLean and Jimmy Stewart laugh.

can trust...

your daughter about dangerous prod¬
ucts—overstrong solutions of which
may burn, harden or scar delicate
tissue lining, and in time even impair
functional activity of the mucous glands.
Remember, while zonite is power¬
fully germicidal, it’s non-poisonous,
non-irritating and absolutely safe to
delicate tissue lining. You can use
zonite as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.

Truly A Modern Miracle
destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Leaves you
feeling so sweet and clean. Helps guard
against infection, zonite kills every
germ it touches. You know it’s not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. You
can buy zonite at any drug counter.
zonite
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Edward Arnold gives screen daughter Patricia Neal some DON’Ts on “John Loves Mary” set.

for a
rhapsody

By ADELAIDE CURRAN

in hue
Your heart irill belong to Daddy if
you follou• screen pop Edward Ar¬
nold’s easy rales for life ivith father
PROUD TWO-PIECE SUIT DRESS IN
LUSH RAYON GABARDINE. Flare back shorty
jacket with added spice of bobby collar and
buttons to match skirt. Wear jacket and skirt
solo; duet as a suit dress. Add blouse or
sweater for three-part harmony.sSinging color
combinations: A. Sand jacket arid Earth brown
skirt. B. Country cream jacket and Pine green
skirt. C. Shell pink jacket and Navy sea skirt.

D. Grey dawn jacket and Black night skirt.
Sizes 9 to 17, 10 to 20.
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★ Edward Arnold has played the har¬
assed father so often in so many pictures
that one might get the impression that
he personally is a very harassed man.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Although he has played father roles in
“You Can’t Take It With You,” “The
Youngest Profession,” “Janie,” “Birds
and the Bees,” “Three Wise Fools” (in
which he played not the father but the
guardian of Margaret O’Brien), and now
in “John Loves Mary”—in which he
plays the mighty harassed dad of matri¬
monially-minded Mary—in real life Ed¬
ward is a sane, loving, wise and com¬
pletely well-adjusted parent.
His three children, Elizabeth, William
Edward, and Dorothy Jane are grown up
men and women. William served as a
bomber pilot in the war and is now flying
for an oil company. The girls are long
since past the age of bobby-soxers.
Nevertheless a man who has “fathered”
so many bobby-soxers on the screen
should have some pretty definite ideas on
how to raise a daughter—and even more
ideas on how daughters ought not irri¬
tate their fathers!
When you think of what the man had to
put up with when he was “dad” to Janie,
and the screen pop of Mary, you will

agree that he is something of an author¬
ity on what he considers irritants in the
behavior of the young.
Now as every teen-ager knows, Dad is
practically indispensable when it comes
to the matter of wangling clothes, in¬
creasing allowances, getting permission
for week-end house parties, and big
things like that. What interests every
young girl is “how-to-get-what-youwant - from-Dad - in-the - most - painless way” and also “how to get along with
Father.” A subdivision of the latter might
be loosely termed, “how not to irritate
Father” although this is a major con¬
sideration in achieving practically every¬
thing you want as far as Father is
concerned.
Since Edward Arnold has suffered
more than any other screen parent at
the hands of his daughters, we have
given him the title of “Honorary Father”
of movie teen-age daughters and the
following rules of behavior are designed
particularly to make Edward Arnold a
happier screen father.
Any resemblance of Janie or Mary to
yourself—and any resemblance between
your father and Edward Arnold—is pure¬
ly accidental, but of course we will
consider it no plagiarism if you adopt any

LITTLE LULU

No doubt about it, Dad’s always a pushover
when daughter’s as cute as Patricia Neal!

or all the rules to make your own “Life
With Father” easier and more profitable!
First, there is the question of Friends
and Social Activities. Under this heading
lie some of the major irritations which
plague the paternal parent. First, the
matter of Introducing the Boy Friend.
DON’T introduce your boyfriends by
their nicknames.
Your Dad is set for a quiet evening by
the radio. You come bursting in with a
weird character (who, of course, you
think is practically perfect), bounce over
to Dad who has one ear in the radio,
and announce, “Dad! This is Squeegzy!”
Take it from one-who-knows: Dad finds
these little chums sufficiently difficult to
take without such nicknames.
Now about the gang—DON’T invite
the gang over on the spur of the moment
and drive Dad out of the living room for
the evening unless you’re sure it fits in
with his plans. It’s not too much trouble
to check first—it saves a lot of temper.
The best time to bring the mob over is on
Dad’s lodge night.
However, if you must bring home a
gang after the prom, forewarn him so
that he doesn’t come prowling down in
pajamas with hair on end, thinking it’s
bui giars.
Then there’s the question of the Family
Car. You get the car occasionally, of
course. But you’ve got to be considerate.
Don’t let Dad come home from the office
for a hot golf date on Saturday after¬
noon and find the car missing. Of course
it was important that you and Mary dash
over to the drive-in where that cute boy
works. But think of Dad, frustrated,
standing in the garage just prior to
jumping on his golf clubs. Remember
you’ll probably want a new dress for
the prom. . . .
Another important possession is Dad’s
Favorite Chair. According to all logic,
one chair should be as good as another.
And anyone should have the right to sit
in any chair in the living room. But
Father likes a particular chair—so let
him have it! Keep off it—and keep your
books, your coat and the dog off it. It’s
one way of keeping Dad happy—and it
will pay off in innumerable small favors
—usually financial!
Being Helpful is a lovable quality in
a daughter. However, some daughters
(Please turn to page 96)

"Don’t be a public pest—use Kleenex*! ”
Little Lulu says: Block that sneeze and those germs with
soft, strong Kleenex Tissues to help keep colds from spread¬
ing. Be considerate in another way, too. Don’t just "drop the
Kleenex”—use that waste basket!
© International Cellucotton Products Co.
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When you see Joan Crawford and Gertrude Michael as chums in “Flamingo Road,” you’ll
be seeing not only the movie story but a real-life drama of Hollywood as well!

By HELEN HOVER WELLER
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★ This is the true story of two beau¬
tiful actresses who started in pictures
many years ago—of how destiny made
one a great star, while the other girl’s
career and luck faded.
And how an
accidental meeting between the girls re¬
cently brought about one of those heart¬
warming happy endings that are told all
too infrequently in Hollywood.
Sixteen years ago, both girls were
among the most promising young players
in pictures.
One of them was a tall,
oval-faced blonde with delicate features
named Gertrude Michael. The other was
a flashing brunette with blue eyes and
an exciting body. Her name was Joan
Crawford.
Joan rose to the heights. Conversely,
as Joan went from triumph to triumph,
Gertrude’s career went down through a
series of misfortunes that almost wrecked
her.
And yet, when you see Joan’s latest
picture, the Michael Curtiz production
for Warners’ release, “Flamingo Road,”
you’ll see the two girls together. Joan
is the star—Gertrude has an important
role as a waitress and intimate of Joan’s.
It is Gertrude’s first screen role in
years, and may well be the start of a
comeback to her career and happiness.
And it all happened because Joan didn’t
forget the girl who started out with such
promise and glory at the same time she
did.
However, let’s start at the begin¬
ning. . . .
Gertrude Michael was brought from
the Broadway stage to Hollywood by

M-G-M back in 1932. She was a lovely
and gifted young girl with a beautiful
speaking voice and a great deal of tal¬
ent. She was not only a fine actress but
had been a concert pianist and had played
with the Cincinnati Symphony. Her fu¬
ture looked radiant.
The first week at Metro she met Joan
Crawford, who herself was fairly new
at the studio and just embarking on the
career that was to become such a bril¬
liant one.
Where a young actress in Joan’s posi¬
tion might have resented a new girl on
the same lot, Joan was warm and en¬
couraging.
She stopped at Gertrude’s
dressing room to wish her luck and did
all she could to make the newcomer
feel at home. She introduced Gertrude
around, asked to see her test and pre¬
dicted great success for her.
Joan’s prophecy seemed to come true
during the next few years.
Gertrude
was popular and eventually went to
Paramount at a terrific salary. She was
one of their most important stars and
among other things played the title role
in the highly successful “Sophie Lang”
series.
“And then I made my greatest mistake,”
Gertrude told me.
We were lunching
together and Gertrude scarcely showed
signs of the bitter times she’d expe¬
rienced during the years. Her face is
thin but if anything the suffering of the
past few years has given her a luminous
quality.
“I began to feel that I was more im¬
portant than the studio,” she told me

sadly.
“1 thought that being a movie
star meant that everything would come
my way. When the studio asked me to
take a cut in salary, I followed bad ad¬
vice and refused to lower my price.
The studio and I came to a parting of
the ways, and being young and stubborn
I thought I’d get along fine.”
She did, for a while.
She went to
England to make two pictures and she
was enormously popular. You may not
remember back that far, but Gertrude
Michael was a big star then and won
great acclaim.
Then a series of tragedies began to hit
with the ferocity of a trip-hammer. Her
mother, to whom she was greatly at¬
tached, died quite suddenly.
“Mother seemed to enjoy my career
more than I did,” she recalled. “When
she was no longer around, I began to
lose interest. Some of the excitement of
my work was gone.”
For two years Gertrude stayed off the
screen and traveled through Europe.
She spent her money recklessly, en¬
gaged large suites in the finest hotels.
She bought beautiful clothes and jewels,
entertained magnificently and was wooed
by titled men.
Life was exciting and
heady.
After a while, when her funds got to
a dangerously low level, she decided to
return to Hollywood and acting.
But
she had been away a little too long. Her
name was no longer a well-known one
to Hollywood producers and American
movie fans.
She made the appalling discovery, too,
that while she had been away, and with
her mother no longer alive to watch
after her investments, her money and
business affairs had dwindled to almost
nothing. Bit by bit her beautiful clothes
and furs and jewels had to be sold to
give her enough money to live on.
Some of her stubborn, old pride went,
too, and in order to get a picture role
she agreed to work for a much smaller
salary than she’d had before.
On the
eve of the start of the picture she finally
lined up, disaster struck again. Driving
to Hollywood from Arrowhead Springs,
her car swerved on a sharp mountain
curve and Gertrude was pinned beneath.
The accident cost her the role she so
badly needed.
She was laid up for months, and what
with medical and nursing costs, the last
of her money was gone. The girl who
had been a great star only a short while
ago, who had been mobbed by fans, who
had lived in a palatial home and in the
finest hotel suites, was forced to enter
the Motion Picture Relief Home, the
worthy institution maintained for those
picture people who are ill or old and
cannot take care of themselves finan¬
cially.
When she had recovered from the
accident, the cycle of misfortune took
another spin.
She had been promised
another film role, but the morning that
she was to report to the studio she made
an alarming discovery. As she got out
of bed she found that she couldn’t walk.
Her right leg was numb!
It meant a return to bed and doctors’
care again. Her leg was paralyzed, not
as a result of the accident, but due to a
blood condition. It was by some hor¬
rible coincidence that one followed the
other.
It meant dragging months of
treatments; it meant lying in bed and
thinking—of wondering with increasing
despair if she would ever be able to
walk or act again. For by now it had
been more than five years since Ger¬
trude had been on the screen, and few
stars can survive such a long absence.
Gertrude could not.
When she was
(Please turn to page 96)
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Please don’t walk away or turn a deaf
ear, gentle lady! There’s big news in che
air and you may find it just as important
in your life as it has proved to millions
of other women all over the
NO BELTS
world — not once, but thirteen
NO PINS
times a year. ... As you already
NO PADS
have guessed, the subject under
NOOOOR
discussion is a wholly feminine
one—monthly sanitary protection.
But the "big” news deals with a very
tiny product indeed, no longer than your
little finger! It is called Tampax and it is
worn internally. This principle is wellknown to doctors and it has many ad¬
vantages. Tampax frees you from the
tyranny of belts, pins and external pads.
It causes no odor or chafing. Quick to
change and easy to dispose of. Tampax
is only 1/9 the bulk of older kinds and
you can shower, tub or swim without
removing it!
Made of pure surgical cotton com¬
pressed in dainty patented applicators,
Tampax comes in 3 absorbencies—Reg¬
ular, Super, Junior. Average month’s
supply slips readily into purse. Compare
today’s price of Tampax with the price
of nationally-advertised external pads.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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HELP YOU?

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal attention
Dear Miss Crawford:
During the war I married a young man who was a Major in the Air Forces. In
civilian life he had had no profession, and it was my understanding that when
the war was over he would remain in the Air Forces.
Well, to make a long story short, he didn’t. He said he disliked military life,
and he got back into civilian life as quickly as possible. He got a job as a bank
clerk in this town, and that’s all he’s been ever since.
He earns very little money. I haven’t bought any clothes in months, and I
used to buy a lot when he was a Major. I have none of the things he promised,
and I think he married me under false pretenses. Everything would be fine
if he went back into the Service but he won’t. What do you think I should do?
I’m so unhappy.
May Belle R.
Boston, Mass.

I think you should tell your husband
the truth, and the truth, I think, is that
you married him because you were taken
in by his military rank. You obviously
don’t love him and apparently never
really have.
If you loved your husband, you’d pri¬
marily be interested in his welfare and
his peace of mind. You want him to go
back into the Service, to take a job he

dislikes, merely because he can earn
more money with which you can buy
more clothes.
This attitude is selfish, willful, com¬
pletely ruthless, and were I your hus¬
band, I should demand a divorce at once.
As a matter of fact, you should speak
to your husband and file for divorce as
quickly as possible. The way things are
your marriage is a mockery.

I

SWEET SIXTEEN

Dear Miss Crawford:
Is sixteen too young to get married?
I’m terribly in love with a young man of
twenty-three. He’s everything I want.
He’s tall, good-looking, and he has a
good job. He’s very kind to me, and I
don’t think I can ever love anyone the
way I love him.
My parents are against my marriage
at this time because of my youth. They
say I should wait until I’m eighteen. I
say there’s no point in waiting especially
when a girl is as sure as I am.
My boyfriend is ready to marry me
the moment I give the word. I don’t
want to disobey my parents, but I don’t
think they have any right to interfere.
Do you agree with me. Miss Crawford?
Carol M.
Manhasset, L. I.

I don’t agree with you. I believe your
parents have every right to interfere.
Sixteen is very young for marriage.
Frequently, girls don’t know their own
minds at sixteen. At your age, you can’t
have had very much experience with
men. How do you know that this man
is the husband for you unless you’ve
dated several other boys?
Moreover, in New York you have to
be eighteen years old to get married
without parental consent. I think your
parents are giving you extremely sage
advice when they tell you to wait until
you’re eighteen. Certainly, you could do
with more education.
Don’t think I’m being hard-hearted.
I know what it is to be in love and des¬
perately want the object of your affec¬
tion. But I know, too, what folly fre¬
quently follows the impetuous moves of
youth, and that’s why I tell you to obey
your parents and not to marry until
you’re eighteen.
TORRID TRUTH
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m going to tell you the torrid truth
about myself, and I hope you don’t
shock easy. A year ago when I was seven¬
teen and I was out with a boy, I’d do
anything the boy said.
This year I
learned that doing such things wasn’t
nice, and I stopped.
Now, a few months ago I met a fine
fellow. He asked for a date, and I gave
him one. He made a pass at me, hut I
turned him down. He asked for another
date and this time, he didn’t try any¬
thing.
We started going steady.
Last
night, he made some heavy passes at
me. I let him kiss me hut I drew the
line there.
Well, you should have heard him.
He almost blew his top. He said he had
run into some old boyfriends of mine
and they had told him I was a loose girl
and he wanted to know why I was hold¬
ing out on him and all of that. I told
him the boys were a pack of liars and
if that’s how he felt about me, I didn’t
want to see him again.
He said that was great with him, be¬
cause I’d made a fool out of him.
Now, my problem is this: just because
I was foolish once, does my reputation
have to suffer forever?
Won’t I ever
be able to live that sort of thing down
or will I have to leave town?
Beatrice R.
Kearny, N. J.

No, Beatrice, you won’t have to leave
town at all. You just keep on being the
girl you are, and little by little, word
will get around that you’re respectable
and decent and upright, that you won’t
permit any undue liberties, and grad¬
ually, you will earn the respect and

admiration of the young men in your
community.
Remember this!
It takes
years to build a reputation but only one
night to tear it down.
SILLY SALLY
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m a junior in high school, and I
don’t like to say this, but I’ve fallen in
love with my chemistry teacher. I know
he’s older than I am and married, too,
hut I just can't seem to control myself.
Everytime I look at him, my heart
starts to beat wildly, and when he talks
to me out in the hall some time, goosepimples break out all over me.
Lots of times when I’m in his class
room, I just day-dream instead of pay¬
ing attention. I think of how divine it
Mould be to be his wife and see him all
the time and go around with him. How
can I get over this?

It e

Cjrccn In er

"Viva Bolero"
In Gay “Linen-Type”
Butcher Rayon

The All American Fabric

Helen L.
Ft. Worth, Texas

It’s a puppy love affair, and there’s not
much you can do about it. Time will
take care of you. Next semester you’ll
probably have another chemistry teacher.
DESIRE

IN DENVER

Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m a young fellow of sixteen. I’ve
lived my whole life in Denver and now
I want to get away. I want to go out and
see the world.
Unfortunately, my mother is sick and
I’ve got to take care of her after I come
home from school. I’ve been looking
after her ever since I was a kid.. I hang
around the house all the time until I’m
weary of it.
My father says it’s one of my respon¬
sibilities. He says we all have duties and
responsibilities, and that this is one of
mine.
What 1 want to know is this:
what kind of a future am I going to
have if I’ve got to take care of my
mother all the time? It doesn’t seem
fair. I’ve got desires of my own. I’m
thinking of leaving home.
Don’t you
think I’ve got a right to start out on my
own?
Harold V.
Denver, Colo.

Sure, you’ve got a right of your own
but to exercise it, you must first be an
adult. In the eyes of the law you’re still
a child, and as such you must obey your
parents. Your mother needs you. That’s
apparent. Why should you leave her?
How would you feel if she left you when
you needed her most?
Your father is right when he says we
all have duties and responsibilities. Ad¬
herence to these is what builds charac¬
ter.
At sixteen you’re ill-equipped to
face the world. You need at least two
more years of schooling.
You need a
trade. You need the guidance and the
wisdom of a mother, a mother you should
always stick by and love and help in her
hour or days or years of need.
INSIDE INFO
Dear Miss Crawford:
I wish you’d tell me the truth about
this particular matter. Is it true that
kisses on the screen are faked? I mean
when you get kissed on the screen, are
you really kissed or is it a camera trick
or something?
I know that smart cameramen can
do all sorts of weird stuff with a lens.
Jim R.
Hickory, N. C.

When I’m kissed on the screen, you
may take my word for it that I am
kissed.
The End

Versatile two-piece outfit of jacket
and skirt, teams gaily with casual
or dressy sweaters and blouses. For
now thru Spring. Of crease-resistant,
linen-type butcher rayon and cotton.
Luscious colors:—aqua, lilac, green,
spring brown, and navy. Junior sizes
9 to 17. Misses sizes 10 to 18.
GREENBRIER MFG. COMPANY

221 Columbus Ave., Boston 16, Mass.
Please send me."Viva Boleros,” at
plus 21c tor postage and handling.
Total. $9.18.
J8.95

Sizes: . ....
Colors:
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Choice.2nd Choice.
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City . Zone. State.
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For an International Oscar.
Laurence Olivier’s
magnificent “Hamlet” should certainly be honored.

Will Warners’ “Johnny Belinda” be
the third-time charm for Wyman?

David Niven and Teresa Wright gave “Enchantment” part of
the charm that makes us nominate it: Picture of the Year.

Every March there comes to pass what is gloomily
known in'the Trade as "The Editor's Hazard"—
when the editor sticks her neck way, way out
and puts herself down in black and white as to the
Academy Award Winners,
If she hits 'em right, of course, her neck
contracts and her chest expands and there is great
rejoicing while she is congratulated on (a) her
acumen, (b) her excellent taste, and (c) her
fine instinct for what is great in pictures.
Of course if she's all wrong in her predic¬
tions—well, you can imagine the explanations,
the embarrassed little laughs, the ZaSu Pitts
fluttering of the hands as she tries to explain.
Well, come what may, here goes: MOVIELAND
Editor's own Academy Award oredictions, and let
the chips fly where they may:
Best performance by an actress:
Jane Wyman in "Johnny Belinda"
Best performance by an actor:
Laurence Olivier in "Hamlet"
Best picture of the year:
Samuel Goldwyn's "Enchantment"
Best actor's supporting role:
Walter Huston for "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre"
Best actress' supporting role:
Betsy Blair in "The Snake Pit" and "Another
Part of the Forest."
If I were running the Academy Awards, I'd give
a special award to all the members of the cast
of "The Snake Pit"—down to the last inmate of
the insane asylum.
Olivia deHavilland and Leo
Genn (who play the leads) and all the mad unseeing
inmates, give wonderful performances ; in fact,
every one connected with the picture deserves an
accolade.
Perhaps you are wondering then why I didn't give
the award to "The Snake Pit."
The reason is
simple: I don't believe this picture, taken as a
whole, is as richly rewarding, as entertaining
as "Enchantment" and I belong to the school of
thought which considers entertainment the prime
requisite in a picture. And so, based on this
simple formula of what makes a picture great, my
vote goes for "Enchantment" first.
If I could line up the Big Three I'd say. First,
"Enchantment" ; Second, "Johnny Belinda" ; and
Third, "The Snake Pit." But they're all great
pictures in a year that has produced many out¬
standing pictures and for the total record of
motion picture entertainment, I sincerely
believe 1948 can be proud.
See you all again next month !
B. L • C.
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By ARNO JOHANSEN

* A few short months ago Jane Wyman stood in
front of Judge Thurmond Clarke of the California
Superior Court and asked for a divorce.
Hatless and sad-e:yed, her tawny hair neatly set
in a pageboy bob, wearing a simple shirtmaker
dress of orange gabardine, she told the Judge that
she and Ronald Reagan had come to the parting
of ways.
“It was politics,” she explained, “which built the
barrier between us.”

Some friends insist that Ronnie Reagan and Jane
are still in love, will reconcile in spite of divorce.

She had tried to keep abreast of her husband in
his political interests, she pointed out, but somehow
she lacked his ardor, his intensity. “Finally,” she
said, “there was nothing in common between us,
nothing to sustain our marriage.”
Judge Clarke leaned over his rostrum. “Were
your husband’s political activities connected with
his profession?” he asked.
Jane nodded. Ronnie, she explained, was presi¬
dent of the Screen Actors Guild, and while she
liked the organization, “most of their discussions.”
she wanly admitted, “were far above me.”
When Jane finished telling the story of her eightyear-old marriage to Ronnie, how his interest in
politics had dissipated her interest in love, Judge
Clarke awarded Jane the custody of her two children.
Maureen, 7, and Michael, 3, and ordered Reagan
to contribute $500 a month (Please turn to page 73)

She9s had more than
her share of tears anil
heartbreak—Note is
the happy ending in sight?

It was obvious to every¬
one that Lew Ayres won
Jane’s deep admiration
after they co-starred
in “Johnny Belinda.”

of
M«E WYMAM
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Hollywood

has

known

some

pretty

Crawford

mad,

Dixon

tempestuous

romances in the past—but nothing to equal what Rita Hay¬
worth so blithely calls her “good friendship” with Aly Khan.
Here is romance tinted with the mystery of the Orient.
Here is romance between commoner and royalty; here is
romance between East and West.

Here is a love that seizes

the mind with imagination and holds it.
Here is Rita Hay worth, the embodiment of the Cinderella
legend, the poor girl of poor parents miraculously come to
Lovely Rita Hayworth, Hollywood’s Cinderella
girl, seems to have found her Prince—charming.

stardom and fame.

And here is Aly Khan, fabulous prince

of fabulous India, born to the purple and heir to one of the
largest fortunes on the face of the earth.
No wonder then that Rita is willing to give up her career

Hollywood quivers with

for Aly. Make no mistake about that. Let Aly Khan secure
a divorce from his separated wife—and he is in England

anticipation as this mysteriously

at this writing expressly for that purpose—let him propose
to Rita. And Hollywood has lost its No. 1 screen siren.

beautiful romance unfolds—

The life of Aly Khan is the life (Please turn to page 77)

anil Rita ponders the most
important decision of her life
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After “The Loves of Carmen,” Rita went on suspen- ^
sion. Another marriage may mean end of her career.

“Just what we don’t need,” agree Betty and Larry Parks as June Allyson presents a flower-bedecked rolling pin.,

Betty Garrett and Larry Parks are out to break
all records for marital bliss as they celebrate their
fourth wedding anniversary with love and kisses

". . . But just in case, don’t get the idea
that I don’t know how to use it,” adds Betty.

HAPPILY
Work stops on Betty’s film, “Take Me
Out to the Ball Game,” and Larry’s new
picture, “Jolson Sings Again,” as they
whisper, “Happy anniversary, Darling!”

Lady in distress Rhonda Fleming meets ►
"Connecticut Yankee” Bing Crosby.

By LLOYD SHEARER

it9s Crosby who gels our vote
for being the All-American Boy.
And when

he sings—III AC go

the strings of our hearts!

* Some months ago when Paramount was looking
around for an actor to star in “Connecticut Yankee”
and Bing Crosby was suggested for the title role,
one of the executives at that studio blew his top.
You have rocks in your head or something?”
he demanded of the poor casting director. “Everyin the world knows that Crosby comes from
state of Washington. If we bill him as a
Connecticut Yankee,
Up to his old tricks. Bing re¬
laxes between scenes by riding
his bike around Paramount lot.

we’ll become the laughing

stock of the nation.”
The hapless casting director thought for a minute.
“I don’t think so,” he finally said. “Bing may’ve
been born in Spokane and gone to school at Gonzaga, but he’s a pretty shrewd trader with all the
virtues of the typical Connecticut Yankee. I think
the fans’ll buy him.”
The big boy at Paramount played around with
the idea for a little while. “You know,” he said at
length. “You may have something there. The more
I think of Crosby and the kind of guy he is, the
more I. think he should’ve been born in Con¬
necticut.”
Now the reason behind that statement is that
Bing’s way of life constitutes a living example of
the finest in Yankee tradition, a tradition founded
on such principles as hard work, early marriage,
lots of children, shrewd trading, clean humor, rePlea.se turn to page

The four Crosby boys have a hankering for showbusiness but they'll have to finish college first, says Bing.
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Late Will Rogers typified average American in- the 1931 film
version of “Connecticut Yankee.” Bing’s a logical successor.

1949 finds all-American favorite Bing Crosby in role of the
Connecticut Yankee who’s transported to court of King Arthur.

ligious training, and the lending of a helping hand to
those less fortunate than yourself.
Take Bing and hard work, for example. With his
sloppy shirts and his beat-up hats, he deceivingly gives
the appearance of being a nonchalant, lackadaisical,
happy-go-luxury crooner. But as his eldest boy Gary
says, “Don’t let Pop fool you. He’s got a lot of irons in
the fire.” And he has, too.
In addition to owning Bing Crosby Enterprises, a piece
of the Pittsburgh Pirates baseball team, patents on sev¬
eral outstanding inventions, a ranch in Elko, Nevada, a
mansion in Beverly Hills, a summer house near Pebble
Beach—Bing makes three pictures a year when the spirit
moves him, transcribes five 15-minute disc jockey pro-

Smoke gets in evil sorcerer Merlin’s eyes when our hero,
Bing, pulls a fast one with aid of glass and sun rays.

Time passes on but the Mark Twain story remains as
charming as ever. Here’s the same scene in the 1931 picture.
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grams a week, runs his weekly half-hour radio show for

Vacuum Foods Corporation, makers of Minute Maid frozen

Philco, has just made an application to put up three tele¬

orange juice.

vision stations and by the time you read this, may be on a
television program himself.
Now that’s a lot of work for one man, but it’s strictly
in the Yankee tradition, and Bing takes it all in stride.
Wherever he sees that he can make an honest dollar
without

running himself

“You know, Bing,” said Whitney, “I think I’ve got a
deal you might be interested in.”

into

the

grave,

he

“M-m-m-m?” said Bing.
“How would you like to become a disc jockey,” Whitney
continued, “for Minute Maid orange juice concentrate?”

gives the

Bing said nothing. Just listened. Little by little, “Jock”

proposition a good deal of consideration, and if he likes

Whitney made his offer. Bing was to become a director of

it, says yes.

Vacuum Foods by buying 20,000 shares of stock at ten cents

A few months ago, for example, Bing was shooting a
round of golf with John Hay Whitney.

Whitney, better

known as “Jock,” is a man with a lot of millions who seem¬
ingly has the knack of turning them into more.
As he and Bing walked down the fairway of the ninth

a share. In addition, he was to be paid a small salary for
transcribing a disc jockey show five times per week.

On

this show Minute Maid orange juice is to be plugged. As
a result, sales will increase, and the value of the stock will
jump. (It’s already jumped to $7 a share.) Bing may then

hole, the conversation veered towards a corporation over

sell his stock at a profit.

which Whitney had just purchased control. It was the

gains profit, he only has to pay (Please turn to page 87)

Since it is a long-term capital

* Most people try to save money because they have

not exactly ultra by any means. She and Ben did

to.

their own painting and papering; the curtains and
Esther Williams saves because it’s fun.

And it

lampshades were fondly sewed by Esther, and Ben

can be fun for you, too, if you know how Esther

points proudly to a bar which he made himself out

does it.

of some discarded lumber.

Let’s not kid. ourselves—Esther could live like a
queen.

These days when most of us have to hew the line

As one of the biggest box office draws in

financially, I think it’s good to know the buoyant

pictures, and with a salary in proportion to her

philosophy behind the budgeting habits of a suc¬

tremendous popularity,

cessful woman like Esther.

Esther could live in an

elegant house staffed with servants, and have a

If we get Esther’s spirit about the whole thing,

wardrobe crowded with Adrian gowns, jewels and

instead of making economy a grim measure, saving

furs.
But Esther and her husband, Ben Gage, choose

money can become a challenge and a game.

to live in a little five-room redwood house perched

set of “Neptune’s Daughter” at M-G-M.

on top of a hill in Santa Monica, in a neighborhood

4ti
H/■. \

Esther told me about it when I visited her on the
“I’ve never wanted money to become an impor-

lam

7

"I Live on a BUDGET

I”

&

WSUfiANCE.
ESTHER WILLIAMS

Let’s lace it. . .

Esther earns an

enormous salary

But she and

Ben prefer to

live simply—in

the best American

tradition of
, up curtains^
i wWpPe<\“L>9 and a ^

making every

penny count
< Esther’s next, “Neptune’s Daughter.'

v..,V

house

Ben and V
Please turn to page 37

Here’* a

LADD you’ve

always dreamed about—
quiet, gentle-like — but
the most feared man on
the wild frontier! Afraid
of

nothing

but

the

woman who loved him!
Filmed on a scale to rival
the never-to-be-forgot¬
ten “Union Pacific’’!

boiorby

**—*-.-* technicolor
WILLIAM DEMAREST
Fay Holden • Murvyn Vye • Frank Faylen
Producer Mel Epstein • Directed by Leslie Fenton
Fr»nk Batter end Ktrl K*mb • Bated on tbe Novel by Frank H. Spearman
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Too bad Mona Freeman doesn’t wear
this outfit in “Streets of Laredo.”
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with a bang!
The gang’s drooling over the steaks and spicy sauce. (Seems
Mona’s cooking improves when she removes her shoes!)

* To celebrate Bob Sterling’s return from stage work
in the east, Mona Freeman and Pat Nerney invited
him to dinner.

pitched in and did his share of meal-making.
When dinner was over, Martha, Bob and Pat

Bob accepted and brought pretty

agreed that Movieland readers should know about

Martha Hyer, who’ll be seen with him in his new

Mona’s wonderful steak sauce. So, if you’re looking

picture, “Roughshod.”

for something different, try this over broiled steak.

It was a fun evening for the quartette. Each one

Bob Sterling’s no slouch, either, tie rices a mean potato,
he’ll have you know. A little aid from Mona helps, too.

It’s sooo good! The recipe is on page 41.

Pat Nerney and Martha Hyer take over the table-setting.
Lazy-Susan coffee table’s just right for informal meal.
please turn to next page
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Salad is Pat’s specialty, and
his own well-guarded secret!

‘Stand back, these plates are hot!” Tonight’s
menu: mashed potatoes, peas, and steak—rare.

This was the moment Martha, Bob and Pat decided Movieland readers shoul,
know about Monas sensational steak sauce. See the recipe on page 41

Time to relax over a cup of coffee and some recorded
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End of dinner marks signal for Martha and Mona to gossip.
The boys would like to be in on it—but look where they are!

music.

on sofa while Mona directs the concerto.
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* She was standing in front of a magazine rack at

“Gee, I’m mad for Farley Granger!”

a corner drug store. She was ash-blonde and slim

The face on the page tvas rather special. A slim

and sixteen, dressed in something soft and pink that

face with something reminiscent of a young Gregory

made her look as if she should be topped with

Peck in the fine bone structure that picked up the

whipped cream and served at the soda fountain.

lights and shadows and gave them back to the

Her blue eyes held a dreamy look as she gazed at

camera in cards and spades. Something reminiscent

a picture in MOVIELAND.

of Ramon Navarro or Louis Jourdan in the Latin

And she gave a little sigh as I peered over her
shoulder.

She breathed deeply and murmured:

overtones, and the colors and contours.
Something of the remembered sweetness of Char-

MAD foi

r

-jin

lie Farrell hack in the days when he was the world’s
sigh guy.

Something that promised the sensuous

appeal of a Valentino in the wide, dark, deep-set
i

eyes; the full mouth, the sensitive patrician features

I

that lost nothing of their masculinity in .sculptural
perfection.

‘

had something special and distinctive.

But beyond all this the portrait of Farley Granger
Here was

no blase “I’ve-seen-it-aH ’fPZease turn to page 83)

What is the power that
Farley Granger has over uvomen?
We sent the
author to
find out^—and
what happened?
Now SHF'S in

,

love with him

too!

Farley’s love scenes with Evelyn Keyes in “Enchantment” are
just what the fans ordered. His next will be “Roseanna McCoy.”

FARLEY GRANGER!
By ALICE CRAIG GREENE

There’s no One and Only in Farley’s life yet.
His handsome mother is still his best girl.
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Breathtaking beauty was Elizabeth Taylor’s ticket to stardom. But there’s more than
glamor to her success now. At seventeen, she’s a charming young woman, talented actress.

British reserve didn’t stand a ehanee
after America’s loveliest teen-ager
arrived in foggy London.

Her beauty

seemed like an extra dividend of
sunshine—and the town’s still talking
about the Taylor maid’s charm

By LON SULLIVAN
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I HE night before Elizabeth Taylor was to appear be-

I’m engaged to be married to Glenn Davis, a West Point

fore the Queen of England at London’s Command

graduate. Doesn’t that make me pretty much of a Yankee?”
Then she paused and added:

\

Performance she was handed a copy of the script which the
Hollywood and British film personalities were to follow
when they appeared on the stage at the Royal show.

“Not that I don’t appreciate the years I’ve spent in Eng¬
land. I love the British people and my earliest childhood

The slim, dark-haired beauty found that, along with

memories, of course, are of the days I spent over here. They

Robert Taylor, Alan Ladd, Myrna Loy, Laurence Olivier

are happy memories, too. When you get right down to it,

and a dozen other screen celebrities, she was to be interro¬

there isn’t much difference, actually, between an American
and an Englishman. They both speak the same language

gated concerning her personal life and her present screen
activities.
That was okay by Elizabeth.

and they think along almost the same lines.”
Still, it was more than evident that Elizabeth Taylor re¬

And so was the script—down to the point where the

gards herself quite as thoroughly Yankee as the jitterbug

Master of Ceremonies was supposed to ask: “Have you been

dance step and the seventh-inning baseball stretch.

enjoying your stay in England?”
The answer, she found, was written out for hef.

I had been prepared for Miss Taylor’s breathtaking beauty
when I travelled the twenty-five miles from London to the

It was: “I’ve been having a simply ripping time, thank

M-G-M. Studios at Boreham Wood to meet her. I had seen
her on the screen, of course, and the camera had told me

you.”
When she came to this point in the script, Miss Taylor,
according to the story that went round the next day, took
a blue pencil and wrote in the margin: “An American girl
would never say ‘ripping.’

It would be more appropriate

of the cameo-like loveliness of her face and figure.
I had not expected, however, to find such an utterly charm¬
ing young lady. Nor had I expected one quite so mature
(please turn to next page)

if I said simply: ‘Just wonderful, thank you.’ ”
And that’s the way Elizabeth Taylor did answer the ques¬
tion when it was put to her in front of Her Majesty and
several thousand others who jammed London’s Empire
Theatre for the historic occasion.
Along with thousands of motion picture fans, the script
writer had labored under the impression that the 17-yearold actress is a British subject.

Actually, she is in most

respects a typical American teen-ager.
Although she was born in London, Elizabeth comes of
sound American stock. Her mother is a native of Kansas.
Her father was born in Illinois. They happened to meet in
London, where Sara Sothern, Elizabeth’s mother, was acting
in an American play, and Francis Taylor, Elizabeth’s father,
was an art dealer. After their marriage they settled in the
British capital and that’s where Elizabeth was born.

She

has lived in the United States since she was seven years old.
Under International Law she may make her own decision
when she reaches twenty-one—whether to become an Ameri¬
can citizen or a loyal subject of the Crown.
When I met her at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s studios out¬
side London, where she has been playing opposite Robert
Taylor in “Conspirator,” I put the question to her.
“How will you settle the problem?” I asked,

will it be

American or British?”
Elizabeth, who speaks with a disarming forthrightness for
one so young in years, thought a moment and then said:
“That’s

really

no problem.

My

grandparents lived in

America and I’ve spent most of my life in California. Also,

When it comes to an appreciation of Liz Taylor, young Eng¬
lish men are no different from Americans. They all love her!
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When in London, do as Londoners—so Liz and mother apply for
precious food ration cards. They’ll get used to usuig them soon.

in her philosophy of life. I was pleased with what I found.
Elizabeth Taylor, as her fans will discover in “Con¬
spirator,” has definitely grown up. The child who zoomed
to public favor in “National Velvet” has developed into an
actress of thoroughly adult stature and accomplishment.
When I reached the set of her current film I found her
deep in an emotional scene with Robert Taylor.

She por¬

trays the handsome actor’s wife and in the course of the
suspenseful drama enacts a number of sequences which
would tax the capabilities of an actress of far greater ex¬
perience.
Victor Saville, the director, was urging her to cry.

She

was supposed to be discovering a dark, dread secret which
her husband had shielded from her—the fact that he was
a traitor to his country.
“Don’t you want some glycerine,” asked the director, re- .
ferring to the magic aid which the make-up man can supply
performers who have difficulty shedding real tears in front
of the camera.
“No, thank you,” replied Elizabeth, “I’m sure I can cry.”
And she did, copiously and with tremendous gusto.
When the scene was completed, Elizabeth had to go to
school before I could talk with her.

For, although she

enacts a grown-up role on the screen, she is still a high
school student.
On her way to meet King and Queen of England,
Liz poses with her escort and co-star, Robert Taylor.
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Under California state law she must con¬

tinue her studies until she has fier diploma, or until she is
eighteen.

Elizabeth is now a high school Junior and the Los Angeles

set,

but little did

I

know

what was

in

store for me.”

Board of Education sent Miss Birdina Anderson, an ac¬

Saville, who directed Vivien Leigh and Rex Harrison,

credited and experienced teacher, all the way to England

among others, in their first film appearances, laughed as

to see that she spends the required three hours of study

he recalled his thoughts.

every day.
On the set, Miss Anderson’s word was law.

Even though

“How far off the beam can you get?” he asked.

“This

girl has the rare talent of which Bergmans are born.

I pre¬

the director might need his young star for an additional

dict here and now that within the next few years she’ll be

close-up or a further bit of rehearsal, he could not have

one of the greatest stars the screen has known.”

her if Miss Anderson said she must have another half-hour

Bob Taylor agreed.

of study.

“It’s terrific the way she slips into the mood of a scene,”

When Elizabeth discovered I was on the set to interview
her she begged to have her school lesson postponed.

Like

Bob added. “The other day we were playing a romantic
sequence just two minutes after she had been studying about

any normal young girl, I discovered, she was ready to use

the construction of teeth in her hygiene class.

any legitimate excuse to postpone' the inevitable bout with

the scene, she slipped as easily out of the romantic mood.

her school books.

And, after

She started kidding me about my mustache, which she in¬

Miss Anderson was polite but firm.

She said, “No.”

sisted tickled her while we were in front of the camera.”

So, while Elizabeth pored over her books in the little

After her school lesson was over, I cornered the girl who

improvised school room set up at one end of the sound stage,

last year received more invitations to college proms and

I chatted with Saville and Bob Taylor.

dances than any other young lady in America.

“Directing Elizabeth,” said the British-born Saville, “has
been an amazing experience.

When the studio told me I

What, I wanted to know, did she think of making a picture
in England?

was to have a girl who wasn’t yet seventeen for my leading

“Well,” she said, “I’d be happier if it were being made

lady, I sighed resignedly and steeled myself to the fact that

in the summer. You see, Mother is over here with me and

I’d probably be conducting a dramatic school right on the

that left my Dad and. my brother, (Please turn to page 80)

Just home folks! Liz caught sight of U. S. Navy uniforms on a
London street, stopped to chat with an ensign and a sailor.

Glamorous Liz is still a school girl. Daily 3-hour classes on set of
“Conspirator” are a must—until she gets her high-school diploma.

with
By MRS. DAN DAILEY

* What’s it like being married to long, loose-jointed
Dan Dailey?
Since Dan appeared in his 25th picture (but first
dancing role)

in “Mother Wore Tights,” a lot of

movie-goers have wanted to know.
The answer is that life with Dan is a laugh before
breakfast, a joke at lunch, and a series of wacky
stories after dinner. More often than not I fall asleep
with a smile on my lips and a stitch in my side.
It’s strenuous—but it’s fun!
Dan’s nature is such that he can’t bear to do any¬
thing in a dull, obvious fashion. He likes to “gag it
up,” as they say in vaudeville. Therefore, everything
at our house, from the smallest incident to the biggest
event, is given the laugh treatment.
Only the other day, for example, Dan brought
home a very expensive, black handbag for me.

It

was just what I wanted to go with a new, black, satin
cocktail suit. Only this bag was faille, not satiil, and
Dan knows the difference.
_

.

iiv

but our active

He watched me gasp as I opened the box. He let

'

me pretend that I thought (Please turn to page 74)

Wait ’til you see Dan in “Chicken Every Sunday,” with
Celeste Holm. He’s wonderful. (Of course, I’d think so!)

I love a well-groomed man, and Dan is that! He always
manages to look as though he’d just showered and shaved.

a I
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There9* never
a dull moment
in the gay
laugh-life
of Liz and

,

her darling
Dan Dailey
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MONG THE THINGS I LIKE:
Small parties; afternoon tea; Jane Austen;

dancing the rumba; folk songs; ballet; underground
caverns.
AMONG THE THINGS I DON’T CARE FOR:
Large parties; dyed hair; writing letters; lunch¬
eons; going to bed early; rubber stamp beauty
culture;

insincere

cordiality;

malicious

gossip

writers.
I LIKE ABOUT MYSELF
My modesty—at times!
I DISLIKE ABOUT MYSELF
My vanity—at other times.
THE FIRST THING I REMEMBER
Is walking for the first time: Maybe I’ve heard
the story so many times that I think I remember.
It was at a tennis club, where some played while
others watched the game; I managed a few tri¬
umphant steps and fell down; everyone laughed,
mortifying me intensely, (Please turn to page 84)

Greer likes old ballads, new limericks and those acrobatic
scenes she did with Romero and Pidgeon in “Julia Misbehaves.”

It’s difficult for her to say just who is the most interesting person
she’s met—but rumor has it that it’s beau Buddy Fogelson.
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First thing she notices when meeting a
woman is the way she looks. First thing
about a man is the way he looks—at her.
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They’re off! Stephanie Basehart, M’liss McClure, June ask Dennis
O’Keefe for his shorts—and he isn’t too happy about the request.
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♦ To celebrate completion of her first starring picture, “The World and Little
Willie,” June Lockhart’s parents gave a scavenger hunt party for Junie and her
friends.

Two teams were sent to pick up department store dummies and dress

them with good taste—an easy thing since fashionable May Company-Wilshire
gave the youngsters the run of the store. Then the crews and their dummies met
at Hollywood’s Tail o’ the Cock for lunch. Later the manikins were judged and
a trophy awarded for the best-dressed. Competition was fierce—as you can see.
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Face it, Junie! Good old Dennis has come through with
flying colors. Such a good cause deserves snazzy shorts.

Manikin, now christened Leopold McSquid by the girls, gets^ a bit womanhandled on his way to May Company-Wilshire store where he’ll be outfitted.

Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart brief the kids on
the rules of the game. Then they’re off.
Richard Basehart believes a firm foundation is a must for any worthwhile
endeavor. Jim Mitchell, Scott Brady prefer frivolous black for Minnie Lou.

You can always
depend on Scott
Brady to keep
the situation well
in hand, agreed?

please turn to next page
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Watch for:
June Lockhart in Eagle-Lion's “The
World and Little Willie.'’
Richard Basehart and Scott Brady in
"In This Comer.’’
Jim'Mitchell in "Colorado Territory.’’
M’liss McClure in “Stage Struck."

*

You can tell ladies are at work. First comes the
hat, then they’ll work on the rest of the outfit.

Hang the expense!

Nothing’s too good for our girl—even two fur coats.

t

A guy’s got to stand on his head to please these girls! Now
if June just doesn’t break his toe putting on the shoes. . . .

Our hero!
sure their
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Out on the street, the girls make
handiwork dpesn’t go unnoticed.

The girls think Leopold’s a sport, so to top things off, they gift
him with a polo cap. He’s certainly lapping up all this attention.

Minnie Lou is one in a million. What other girl would remain quiet
at the sight of Monsieur Basehart’s collection of French chapeaux?
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At the risk of waxing poetic, we can assure you that Leopold and Minnie Lou are model luncheon guests at Tail o’ the Cock restaurant
please turn to next page
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The boys don’t miss a trick letting Minnie Lou know
she’s tops with them. They even sing her praises.

Leopold’s not sorry he didn’t win the prize—not now. . The consolation
he’s getting from M’liss, June and Stephanie more than makes up for it!
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The boys won the trophy and lost their hearts to the girl of their dreams—a beautiful woman who loves to listen.
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Ladies take heed!

* Longshoremen at work on the drab Staten Island
pier paused with silent, appreciative whistles when
they saw the girl starting up the gangplank, her slen¬
der ankles twinkling below the lustrous swing of a
mink coat.

Men in khaki and blue hung over the

rail of the ship and saw her green, thick-lashed eyes
The weeks of waiting

and her dark, page-boy-cut hair and said, “Hey,
look—Ella Raines!” Whaddaya know! A movie star
coming aboard a troop transport! The news photog¬

were lonely ones for Ella Raines

raphers’ flash bulbs went off, and she posed at the
rail, smiling and self-confident.

But

she

forgot

all

that

Was it actually like that? Well, not quite. For one
thing, as far as the Army was concerned, movie star

at the end of her journey

Ella Raines was primarily another Army wife, off to
join her husband overseas.

—when she ran back

into

Robin's

arms

And as far as Ella her¬

self was concerned, she was nowhere nearly as calm
as she looked to the newsmen’s cameras.
I watched her packing in the bedroom of her New
York hotel suite, a few short hours before she em¬
barked on the England-bound transport. Busy among
the open suitcases, she stopped and stood motionless
in the middle of the room. “It is today, isn’t it?”

please turn to next page

Ella’s favorite career comes under the heading of Devoted Wife. Eu¬
rope—or even Timbuctoo—is home when she and the Major are together.

she said, as if the whole wonderful fact of the trip
had just that moment become real to her.

“You

think about it for so long, and all of a sudden it’s
upon you!”
Ella’s husband had left for his new post in England
two months before. He’s Major Robin Olds, United
States Air Force, a West Point graduate, a cheerful'
blond bear of a man with a boy’s gentle, straight¬
forward charm.

It takes a steady temperament like

Robin’s to withstand the tension of a jet pilot’s job.
When he was sent overseas, Ella wanted to join
him immediately. Robin had been stationed in Cali¬
fornia during the idyllically happy year and a half
of their marriage, and they’d never had to face long
separation. But Robin and her friends dissuaded her.
He didn’t yet know where they’d live in England, and,
besides, such a journey must be cleared through the
Army.
Ella recalled the uncertainty of those lonely weeks
while she went on with her packing, at one moment
tucking cleansing tissues into a small bag and at the
next arranging a soft ermine wrap on its hanger.
She had just finished two films, “The Walking
Hills,” with Randolph Scott, and “Impact,” with
Familiar qualm: “What am I forgetting?” Too late now because even
without those last-minute items, closing the suitcases is no cinch.

Brian Donlevy. Then came (Please turn to page 78)

Ella’s telegram composition passes the Army review of Capt.
Phelan and step-brother-in-law author Gore Vidal (left).

Ella gets acquainted with the other travelers in no time. They’ll
have a glamorous story to tell their husbands about this crossing.
\

\t last it’s real-the most wonderful day in the world! Ella deserves a vaca;
ion. She’s just finished U-A’s “Impact” and Columbia s The Walking Hills.
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We did a double-take when we saw Jerome Courtland in
“The Walking Hills”—and you will, too! The-Holy-Cow-Kid
is now a tall, dark and handsome screen sensation

The apartment is hardly large enough for 6'5" Jerome Courtland, but he’s happy there all by his lonesome—for the present.

By ALICE L. TILDESLEY
* Jerome

red¬

earn my living so pleasantly. It’s wonderful now, while

cheeked and six foot five. Twenty-two as of December 17,

Courtland

is

brown-haired,

dark-eyed,

1948. He favors informal clothes, never wears a hat, en¬

nobody knows me. And perhaps I’ll never be impor¬
tant enough to worry.” He smiled. So did I; and so

joys outdoor activity and regards acting as an agree¬
able interlude rather than a life work.

did everyone at tables close enough to see him. He has
that effect—like sun coming out, or sleigh bells ringing.

“A top flight actor,” he explained, earnestly, over a

If‘possible, Jerome would like to progress from act¬

double pork chop, “lives in a glass bowl; wherever he
goes, people swarm over him demanding autographs, or

ing to directing. “No one turns a head when a director
comes in,” he observed. “I like acting, but I’m not the

follow him on motorbikes. He can’t walk downstreet, go
to a ball game or buy a meal without being recognized.

kind who has to get into the mood. I see actors sitting on
sets, staring straight ahead. If I say: ‘Hi, there!’ they

He belongs to his public. That’s not for me—I want to

look as if I’d stabbed them, then sink back into ‘the

belong to myself!

mood.’ ... I’d rather sing.

“I know I’m lucky to have a contract and to be able to

That’s why ‘Make-Believe

Ballroom’ is my favorite picture. (Please turn to page 76)

Ask him about his best girl and he refers shyly to “Helen.” By strange coincidence, actress Terry Moore’s real name is Helen.

Betty’s best-dressed babies lead the style parade with wardrobes to delight even a fairy princess

* You’ve heard all about Hollywood’s best-dressed stars,
now take a look at two of its most beautifully attired babies:
Betty Hutton’s young daughters, Lindsay, age two, and
eight-months-old Candice.
If we hadn’t seen their miniature boudoir with our own
eyes, we’d never believe that such a cunning nursery could
exist anywhere—even in fabulous Hollywood.
Each little closet is like a showcase with dreamy creations
of organdy and lace hanging behind sliding glass doors.
Two tiny chests overflow with gossamer pettiskirts, organdy
panties and other junior miss essentials.
Of course baby Candy isn’t clothes-conscious at this point,
and finds her diaper adequate covering for practically all
occasions—but you can see that Lindsay shows indications
of being as stylish as her famous mother.

White organdy with blue
satin bows are Sunday best.

Any little girl would
Candice’s bottom row.

drool over such clothes: Lindsay’s, top,
Candy’s robes are as luscious as Betty s.

Two such sweet little girls deserve to sleep like princesses, the
beds are trimmed in fluffy white organdy with pink satin headboards.

Things haven’t changed since
Mother and Dad swooned over
“Seventh Heaven,” with Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

Let’s not kid ourselves; we weren’t interested in “Homecoming” because it was the story of a man back from the war.
Like everybody else we rushed out to watch Clark Gable and Lana Turner make sizzling, convincing 1-o-v-e!

* Love always rings the box-office bell.

That goes for today—as well

as in the old days. Not documentaries; not Broadway plays on celluloid;
but 1-o-v-e! Love is a saleable commodity.
When packaged in twos, it’s dynamite!

Love is solid box-office.

Ask your parents to think back fifteen or twenty years. They’ll tell
you about a memorable love team: Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
When they co-starred in “Seventh Heaven,” there wasn’t a dry eye in
the audience. They touched your heart, gave you belief in love that
was enduring. The picture said, in effect, that through war and poverty
and even blindness, love triumphed.
wanted to see the story again.

Naturally, the American public

More than that, theater-goers wanted to see (Please turn to page 90)

By ALYCE CANFIELD
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Sure we9re crazy about love scenes—
who isn9t?
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Let's have more romance

like in the good old days when screen
kisses almost scorched the celluloid

Sk

WANTED:

Teresa Wright’s so excited about her big catch,
cool as—say a fish!—as she removes the hook.

The men caught

MORE, but it was

the

ladies

who

had the tall fish

stories to tell after

this gay excursion!

Getting tiny Gale Storm into those
fishing pants turned out to be a big
job for helpful Ginger and Teresa.
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Non-fishers Ward Bond and Lee Bowman congratulate each other as the
fishing crew display enough steelhead to make any fisherman weep with joy!

Rhumba in the rough by Ginger and Niven
Busch was a change from Ginger’s dance
routines in “The Barkleys of Broadway.”'

Proud wife Ginger kissed champ Briggs after he caught most
fish. Ginger isn’t the only beauty here—look at those salmon!

* Recently when Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs decided
“to get away from it all,” they gathered a few friends to¬
gether and hopped off to Oregon’s Rogue River Wonder¬
land—the beautiful Table Rock Estates of Oregon rancher
John Day.
For three days, Ginger, Jack, Teresa Wright, Niven Busch,
Ann Miller, John Carroll, Ward Bond, the Bob Prestons,
Gale Storm, John Howard and Ernie Byfield forgot their
cares

as

they

enjoyed the beautiful

scenery,

healthful

climate and some of the best fishing in the west.
Despite the awesome reputation of some of the male

V

anglers the biggest fish were caught by Mrs. Lee Bowman

L

and tiny Teresa Wright—something the men had trouble
explaining!

However, Jack Briggs caught a record 12-

pound steelhead and Bob Preston caught the limit of trout
—so the boys did manage to uphold the reputation of the

Pet squirrel Sammy won attention and nuts from John
Carroll and Ann Miller. That’s Ward Bond in the rear.

men as fisherfolk—at least that’s what THEY claimed!
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Compelling—John Hodiak
V

Talk about seeing stars!

Wait

9til you see the heavenly all-male
east of wCommand Decision99

* The greatest shortage in Hollywood is manpower.

The boys were mine, all mine; to watch, to spy

Ask any starlet why she sits at home night after
night, improving her mind. Ask some of the most

upon; to question; to admire. Think of it: There
they were—Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon, Van John¬

famous stars in flickerdom why they look wistful

son, John Hodiak, Brian Donlevy, Charles Bickford,

when someone mentions Mocambo, Ciro’s or Ro¬

Marshall Thompson and Cameron Mitchell.

manoff’s. Ask any girl employed in any career in
the Los Angeles district why she is so devoted to
taking Aunt Myrtle for a drive in the evening.
You’ll get the same answer from all:

What else

is there to do?

Little things like this now and then make a writer’s
life worthwhile.'
I asked Clark Gable, “How does it seem to make
a picture without the distraction of a beautiful
leading lady?”

Statistics indicate that there are nearly one hun¬

“Personally I don’t care for it,” chuckled Clark.

dred thousand more women of marriageable age in

“What kick is there in working with a bunch of

Southern California than there are eligible men.

guys?
Brian Donlevy caught that remark as he strolled

So lookie, lookie, lookie at me! For three whole
days I was the only girl on the M-G-M sound stage

by, so added his opinion.

where “Command Decision” was being made with

said. “I’m really beat when I leave the set at night,

an all-male cast. There wasn’t even a script girl on

aren’t you? There a guy is, all day long, right up
there in front of that camera. When working with

the set. A script boy was employed instead. There

“I vote with you,” he

wasn’t a wardrobe woman, nor a lady makeup

girls, just to cite a contrast, a man gets to rest while

artist, nor a feminine employee of any description

the lady does those long, beautiful closeups.”
“Only good thing about (Please turn to page 94)

assigned to the picture.

By FREDDA DUDLEY
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Premiere of Ben Gage’s station finds Keenan Wynn
dressed for the occasion—astride his famous motorcycle.

Larry Parks and Betty Garrett register mixed emotions as Esther checks
oil. Does she know what she’s doing? Well, she looks very professional
This is service with a retd smile! Who could resist having Esther putter
around? If this is any indication—Ben and Esther will make a million.
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Does your engine need an overhauling? Want your
motor to purr or your spark plugs to sparkle?
No wonder the Ben Gage Service Station's a
hit—with Esther Williams manning the pumps!

The bride was
radiant; the
groom was
gallant; the
shies were
blue and
serene; the
sun shone.
Surely
happiness
must follow
this happy
couple for all
the days of
their lives!

Mr. and Mrs. John Lindsay (Diana Lynn) leave the
University Chapel at U.S.C., John’s Alma Mater.

With his firm hand guiding hers, Diana and John
cut their four-tiered, whipped-cream wedding cake.

Congratulations from her best girl friends, Jane Withers and June
John Duzik, who many say will soon lead June to the altar, in

Haver.
Dr.
background.

ranking, grade A dramatic actress. They
put her in “Johnny Belinda,” and at this
date that picture is grossing more money
fContinued from page 25)
than any other film Warners has released
in the past ten years.
Jane has won her long-sought fame,
toward their support. But that wasn’t all.
cially if they get married. Jane’s divorce
but in the process of winning it, she has
Ronnie was also ordered to pay Jane
won’t be final until May of this year, and
managed to drop a few husbands by the
$500 a- month for herself if illness or
almost anything can happen in the in¬
wayside.
injury ever prevents her from work.
tervening time. Jane may win the Acad¬
One of these was Myron Futterman,
emy Award and find a new love. Lew
There was to be no payment of alimony.
a clothing manufacturer whom Jane
Jane had asked for none.
may fall for another actress. Anything
married in New Orleans on June 29,
A week after this divorce decree was
can happen. But the chances are it
1937. Jane very rarely speaks about
granted, Jane was seen lunching with
won’t. Lew Ayres may be ordained in
Futterman or any of the men in her past,
Ronnie in the commissary at Warners
the destiny of Jane Wyman.
and this is quite understandable, because
where they’re both under contract. They
If Jane wins the Academy Award for
it wasn’t a particularly happy past.
her emoting in “Johnny Belinda”—and
were laughing and kidding with each
With Futterman, for example, the
other, and they looked so happy that one
the chances are that she will—the blonde
marriage lasted only a little over a year.
from St. Joe, Missouri, will have fulfilled
director was prompted to say, “Unless
When she filed for divorce, Jane told the
her greatest ambition. This is the honor
you knew differently, you’d think those
court that Futterman had a nasty habit
she has wanted more than anything else
two were newlyweds.”
of comparing her unfavorably with his
in life, more than a husband, more than
Others insisted that Jane and Ronnie
previous wife. This got on her nerves,
wealth, more than love.
were still in love, divorce or no divorce,
she said, until she reached the point
If she gets it and then marrifes, she may
and that eventually they would re¬
where marriage with Myron became an
develop into’ one of the most sound,
marry.
impossibility. The judge granted her a
thorough, and basically happy house¬
divorce, and on November 11, 1938, Jane
When Jane was confronted with these
wives Hollywood has ever known. If
began to concentrate on her career ex¬
rumors, she merely smiled and said,
this comes to pass, it will mark the end
clusively.
“Ronnie and I will always be good
of a long road which began for Jane in
For two years, she played the field
friends. We meet and take lunch and go
1932. That’s when she first came to
narrowing it down for the most part to
out together because we like to discuss
Hollywood as an adult.
an actor named Ronald Reagan with
our children’s welfare.”
“When I started,” she says, “I was
whom she had played in “Brother Rat.”
True, Ronnie and Jane will always be
strictly third from the right in the front
Jane—she used to 'like to call herself
good friends, but there’s not much
“Plain Jane”—fell in love with “Dutch.”
row of the chorus. I got my first break
chance (although no one can say for cer¬
as a dancer in an Eddie Cantor musical,
(That’s what she used to call Ronnie.)
tain) that they will reconcile or even¬
‘Kid from Spain.’ I was a hoofer for three
On January 27, 1940, they were married
tually re-marry.
in Glendale at the Wee Kirk o’ the
years.
If Jane marries again, her husband in
Heather.
“Then one day I’m sitting in a restau¬
all probability will be Lew Ayres, the
A year later, Jane gave birth to
rant and an agent came up to me and
tall, thin, quiet, almost ascetic actor who
Maureen. Her second child, Michael, is
says, ‘Lady, you oughta be in pictures.’
played opposite her in “Johnny Belinda.”
adopted, and her third died at birth last
I say, ‘Are you kidding?’
While this picture was being shot last
“Anyway, we wind up at Warners, and
year.
year, particularly the location scenes off
For eight years, the Reagan-Wyman
you should have seen me. I was wearing
the Oregon Coast, rumor had it that Lew
marriage was held up in Hollywood as
false
eyelashes,
a
tight
red
dress,
and
a
Ayres was falling in love with Jane or
a classic example of how man and wife
black hat three sizes larger than a wagon
could find it quite easy to, if only she
could both have careers and still keep
wheel. The casting director took a liking
were free.
their marriage happy. Ordinarily, the
to me. I was signed and the studio
Most of these rumors were quickly
man becomes jealous of the wife’s career
changed me into a comedienne.
scotched and branded as ridiculous. Jane
or vice versa but in the case of the Rea¬
“Gradually
I
began
*
working
my
way
was said to be very much in love with
gans, this was never true.
up
and
pretty
soon.
I’m
queen
of
the
sub¬
her husband at the time, and Lew was
For some years now, the rumor has
plots.
I’m
the
girl
who’s
the
second
said to be very much the stubborn bach¬
been afloat that when Jane barnstormed
romantic lead. For seven years I played
elor.
the country as a radio singer under the
the leading lady’s pal, sister, adviser, best
Actually, Jane was very distraught
name Jane Durrell, she was married—
friend^, and so forth.”
throughout the
making of “Johnny
but this has never been confirmed.
Paramount borrowed her for the role
Belinda,” not only because the part of a
Regardless of whether she’s been
opposite Ray Milland in “The Lost
deaf-mute was incredibly difficult to play
married twice or thrice, Jane is entitled
Weekend,” and she was great. Metro
but also because she was mixed up psy¬
to all the happiness she can get; and we
then borrowed her to play the part of the
chologically.
fervently hope that in the months to
mother in “The Yearling,” and on the
Ronnie came up to see her several
come, she will find new strength, new
strength of her performance, she almost
times while she was on location but
honors, and new peace of mind. If any¬
won an Academy Award.
none of these reunions were occasions
one deserves all this, it’s Jane Wyman.
It was then that Warners realized that
for hectic rejoicing. Jane was perennially
The End
in Wyman they had a full-fledged, top¬
on edge, and whether her emotional con¬
flicts were motivated by the demands of
the role and her marriage or whether it
was because she found herself being
drawn to Lew in a new and wholesome
and platonically surprising friendship,
only Jane can say; and Jane at this point
isn’t talking.
One columnist recently printed that
Jane had said, “I’m in love with Lew
Ayres and I don’t care who knows it.”
While Jane may or may not have said
this, the point is that she’s most reluctant
—at the time of this writing anyway—to
express how she feels about Lew Ayres.
The other night, for example, she and
Lew were dining at the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel, watching Kay Thompson perform.
A cameraman came over and took their
picture. Ayres clenched his fists and was
about to leap forward, but the camera¬
man beat it. A week previously, Ayres
had taken Jane down to San Diego to
meet his parents. A reporter from the
Associated Press who heard the pair
were in town, tried to get a story. No
luck. Lew and Jane wouldn’t see or talk
Ronnie used to visit Jane on the set of “Johnny Belinda.” At that time friends and
to the press.
even Jane and Ronnie didn’t know what was in store for the Reagan-Wyman marriage.
Eventually, of course, they will, espe¬

THE TRUE LOVE STORY OF JANE WYMAN
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I LOVE LIFE WITH DAN DAILEY
fContinued from page 491
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the founders of the Valley Hunt and
Jumper Club. If we have the time and
the season is right, we go to Lake Arrow¬
head, a mountain resort near Los
Angeles. We go for the mountain air,
fresh water swimming and water-skiing.
We are both enthusiastic skiers and
charter members of the American Water
Skiing Association. However, since “little
Dan Dailey” was bom a year ago last
September, we find that we get plenty
of exercise romping with him in our own
backyard.
'
. 'l
At night, friends usually drop in for
coffee and conversation or we go out to
hear some talented instrumentalists at
one of the small night clubs around
Hollywood.
A lot of Dan’s cronies are musicians
and he likes to hear what’s new in the
field. He owns a large collection of swing
records. He plays the trombone and a hot
set of drums and he’s also taking piano
lessons. His idea of a good evening is
to have some of his friends over for
a lively jam session.
Happily, our San Fernando Valley
home can accommodate Dan’s hobby. We
live some distance from our nearest
neighbor and we own a playhouse as well
as a home. Whenever friends drop in
and we feel a party coming on, we move
the crowd out to the playhouse. There,
we can make as much noise as we like
without disturbing little Dan.
Other wives I know look back on their
childhood as being carefree. They think
of their sorority days as an era of bliss.
They sigh at the thought of their first
year of marriage. Not Liz Dailey! I’m so
busy enjoying the present and planning
for the future that I can’t look back for
a minute . . . except perhaps to recall
how and what led up to my becoming
Mrs. Dan Dailey.
I met Dan when I was a sophomore
at the University of Southern California.
He was a little-known actor aj M-G-M.
We met, thanks to a boy named Andy,
who took me to Dan’s house for dinner.
I remember I was curious to meet an
actor off the screen. Well, I had a thor¬
oughly fine time because the actor was
Dan.
Dan shared a small house with another
actor, John Raitt, and a Doberman
pinscher called Duke. The three bache¬
lors made an entertaining trio.
They
served wonderful and unusual food and

it was perfect. He heard me rave on:
“It’s just wonderful. You have such ex¬
travagant taste. Daniel, you’re so good
to me,” and finally, I finished on a cheer¬
ful if somewhat false note, “It will go
so well with my new suit.”
Suddenly Dan pulled that awful strick¬
en look he can fake so beautifully, “But
honey,” he said with great feeling, “I
should have ordered it in satin.” With
that he picked up the bag, unsnapped
one comer and flipped it over to reveal
a smooth, satin side.
The bag was
reversible.
v
All I could think to say was, “Oh, you!”
Dan teases me continually. Sometimes
it’s about my wanting to learn to dance,
or to speak Italian or to have a homesuggestion box. But mostly he teases me
about my height. He says I’m pint-sized
and that everything in our house was
bought by, and for, midgets. I argue
that my 5'4" (almost) is more nearly
average than his stilt-legged 6'4". I also
try to kid myself that marriage and one
son has made me grow a little taller.
I was explaining my theory to Dan one
night when he thoughtfully said he’d
noticed it, too. He even volunteered to
measure. We got out a tape measure
and I stood against the door jamb. Sure
enough! I was almost 5'5". I was elated
until I saw that Dan had purposely in¬
cluded the loop at the end of the tape—
thus making me rtieasure an extra inch.
He pulled the same sort of stunt when
I had my hair cut. Without telling Dan,
I let the hairdresser crop off my long,
blond bob to the new length. At home
that night, Dan took one look at me and
paled.
“How do you like my feather cut?”
I asked, after a penetrating silence. He
winced noticeably. “I’m not prepared to
make a statement now,” he said.
I waited three suspense-filled days
before Dan mentioned the subject again.
“I’m prepared to make a statement, now,”
he announced one morning. He paused
then said, “I like your crew cut.”
I’m still not sure whether Dan was
just teasing or punishing me for not pre¬
paring him for the change.

Fortunately, I’m not the butt of all
Dan’s jokes. His leading ladies suffer
their share of gags, too. Betty Grable
receives more than most because she
has played in several pictures with my
prankish husband.
Dan pulls such gags as sending Betty
a tired corsage with a card that reads,
“A devoted admirer.” He offers her a
lift in his car and the tank runs dry.
He gives her phony reports that her race
horses have won tremendous stakes.
His latest joke on Betty had to do with
her temporary enthusiasm for a popular
vocalist—a man who’d best remain name¬
less. Dan and his cohorts, Les Clarke and
Johnnie Scott, found out about Betty’s
new interest and they plotted to make
him appear ridiculous. The method they
used was to make a record^ burlesquing
the singer.
They did it so mercilessly that not even
a mother could appreciate her son’s voice
after she’d heard the disc. Les was the
announcer on the phony record, Johnnie
the pianist and Dan the vocalist. In sing¬
ing, Dan exaggerated the man’s style
just enough to make him sound silly.
Then Dan sent the record to Betty. .
Soon everyone at 20th Century-Fox
had heard the record and Betty took such
a ribbing that she hasn’t dared mention
the singer’s name since.
I hope I’m not giving the impression
that Dan is solely a big buffoon and our
homelife resembles a Keystone comedy.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Dan is an intelligent, conscientious
worker. When he’s making a picture, we
practically go into retirement. We go to
bed early; eat a balanced diet and still
Dan loses 10-15 pounds per picture. He
seems to wear himself down rehearsing
scenes and dance routines.
The comforting thing about Dan Dailey,
however, is that he enjoys acting. He is
proud of his accomplishments -but he
doesn’t take himself too seriously. He’d
rather be regarded as a hardworking
hoofer than an “actor” any day.
The days he’s not due at the studio,
Dan and I spend together, outdoors.
Sometimes we ride. Incidentally, we’re

I can’t blame Dan for teasing me about my
height. We almost look like Mutt and Jeff.

When Dan’s working, he practically goes into retirement so, though lunch on the set isn’t
too festive, it’s the only time we can get together with friends, like June Lockhart.

after dinner we sat around the piano
and sang.
I was hoping for another invitation to
one of their dinners when a siege of
illness hit me. First, appendicitis, then a
streptococcus infection. By the time I re¬
covered, months had passed and I’d lost
contact with Dailey and friends;
As part of my recovery treatment,
Father started taking me to horseshows
again. At the first show I went to, there
was Dan mounted on a small chestnut
hunter and talking to my father, who
was also riding in the show. What’s more,
he recognized me and waved from the
ring.
With riding as an excuse, I began see¬
ing Dan quite often. At first we met by
chance. Then he’d ask, “Will you be
here Saturday?” or “How about to¬
morrow?” I always managed to be there
and before long our riding dates in¬
cluded dinner. Dinner led to other dates
and the dates added up to romance.
Things were progressing very satis¬
factorily that fall of ’41. Dan wore my
seal ring, for luck, and I carried his
picture. We were sublimely happy, and
the rest of the world seemed to revolve
around the two of us. Pearl Harbor in¬
terrupted our idyll.
Dan was drafted
almost immediately. He left for Camp
Crowder, Mo., before I had time to know
the meaning of goodbye.
As it did to so many lives, the war
seemed to accelerate ours. Dan asked me
to marry him during his first furlough—
as soon as he stepped off the train. Before
I could say “no,” we were off to the
license bureau.
We gave my parents only 5 days’ no¬
tice and yet somehow in that short span
of time, Mother bought my trousseau;
she also planned a formal wedding and
got used to the idea that her only
daughter was about to leave home. I was
very little help.
Dan and I were married on Dec. 25,
1942—a fact that partially explains why
Christmas is celebrated on such a grand
scale at pur house.
We spent our first two months to¬
gether in Dayton, Ohio. We moved to
this city knowing no one and having no
place to live. All we had to go on was
self-confidence and some luck. We made
out all right. Dan talked our landlady
into renting us a room even though we
weren’t on her waiting list.

In the big city, Dan was assigned to
make training films at Astoria, Long
Island with a lot of people we’d known
in Hollywood. Here, also, I met his family
for the first time. Ordinarily such a meet¬
ing would have been difficult—a new
bride being introduced to her in-laws.
For me, it was a breeze. Ever since I’d
known Dan he’d done perfect imitations
of all his family—his father, mother,
brother and two sisters—so that I felt that
I’d known them for years. They, in turn,
accepted me into the family with warmth
and humor.
All this time Dan was trying to get
away from a desk and out into the field
—preferably the cavalry. Finally after a
year and a half of writing to Washington
he got his wish. He was transferred to
Fort Riley, Kansas, the cavalry training
center. I followed along.
Even now Dan and I look back on
Riley as a kind of honeymoon—a Dailey
idea of Utopia. Dan was in the Army;
the climate was foul, but we loved it
because we both rode eight hours a day.
It was Dan’s job to teach recruits and I
was allowed to exercise officers’ horses.
We rode such beautiful mounts over the
best courses in the world that I can hardly
bear to think about it now.
From the cavalry training center Dan
went overseas. He was with the 88th
infantry regiment in northern Italy for
eight months.
The war was over, by
this time, and he rather enjoyed his stay
in Italy. He had a chance to ski and he
managed to pick up a working knowl¬
edge of Italian. Dan liked the country
and people so well that he has promised
to take me there someday.
My first impression of Dan when he
got home from overseas was that he
seemed eight feet tall. He was thin and
in a uniform he looked like Daddy-LongLegs. It made my heart ache to see him.
He was so undernourished that my par¬
ents suggested a trip to Lake Arrowhead.
We told his agent, A1 Melnick, where
to call us if the studio wanted him and
away we went. We planned to be gone
two weeks and we stayed six. It gave
Dan another lease on life and he began
to look human again.
Towards the end of our Arrowhead
vacation, agent Melnick telephoned to say
that 20th Century-Fox was looking
for a leading man who could dance to
play opposite Betty Grable. He said Mr.

Dan’s always joking with me—and I love it. Face ^ it, I think the
big lug’s wonderful! I’m sure if you knew him you’d think so too.

Zanuck had seen a test that Dan made
with Eleanor Powell, and that he wanted
Dan for the part. “How about it?” asked
Al.
“Are you kidding?” asked Dan, who
almost hung up the phone before Al could
convince him he was serious. “What a
way to readjust to civilian life,” Dan kept
saying exultantly.
Dan resumed his career. I began ad¬
justing to marriage on a peacetime basis.
I found it was a big improvement over
camp-following; and our luck seemed
to be holding out. We found a house just
the day before our baby was born. Dan’s
star has been ascending ever since and
that trip to Italy seems closer than ever.
When small difficulties develop in our
marriage, Dan and I make a practice of
straightening them out before they be¬
come real- problems. For example, Dan
hates tennis shoes, except on the tennis
court. He doesn’t like women who knit
at parties and he’s uncomfortable in an
efficient, over-organized household.
Knowing these things I never wear
sneakers; I don’t knit and I try to make
the running of the house-as inconspicuous
as possible.
Similarly, Dan tries to please me in
every way. He knows I love a wellgroomed
man.
Therefore
he
wears
custom-tailored slacks, and quiet sport
coats. He changes his socks three to four
times a day and wears as many as 14
shirts a week. He always looks as though
he’s just stepped out of the shower. We
both work at pleasing the other person—
and we’ve discovered it’s fun.
Dan also knows about my yen to travel.
We haven’t been able to go away since
he became popular and so very busy.
Therefore, he had a substitute idea a few
months ago. Out of the blue, he said to
me, “You’d like a trip to New York,
wouldn’t you?”
“Well, of course,” I admitted. I’d loved
what time we spent there during the
war but I hadn’t been back since.
“When can you be ready?” he wanted
to know.
“Give me a week.”
As simply as that Dan presented me
with a five weeks’ vacation which I
spent in New York and Washington with
my best friend, June Lockhart.
With a husband like Dan, you can
understand why I’m always smiling.
The End

Dan’s big success came slowly, but we’ve always had a lot of fun
having to plan and save to get the things we want—like the car.
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HEART THROB JEROME COURTLAND
fContinued from page 611
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I’m romantic lead and I bounce a few
songs around.”
As you may remember, Jerome was
discovered by Director Charles Vidor
half a dozen years ago for the BoyerDunne picture “Together Again.” The
day after his second picture, “Kiss and
Tell,” he was inducted into the army.
Was ended before he finished advanced
training, but shortly thereafter, Sergeant
Courtland shipped out to Yokohama and
spent a year in Japan. He was looking
for orders home when he was seriously
injured in Hiroshima. .
“A bunch of us were running for a
train. I slipped and fell from a trestle
30 feet down to the cement, breaking my
hip, bones in both arms, and cracking
up considerably. I came to before they
picked me up, and it seemed a long time
until they got me on a train for the
hospital. Then I lay ten hours on a cot
in the hall waiting for red tape to be
unwound so I could go to surgery. One
arm was broken above the wrist, so bones
hung out, and I got gas-gangrene. That’s
almost always fatal, and the few who
survive usually lose the limb. I didn’t
know what was wrong, but they’d
pounded it into us at basic training that
it’s shock that kills, so I kept repeating:
‘It’s only shock that kills!’ and refused
to go into it.”
While a buddy made frenzied efforts
to get him surgical attention, Jerome
overheard two nurses talking about him.
Said one: “Why don’t they get the kid
into surgery?” Replied the other: “Oh
well, it really won’t matter.” He knew
they expected him to die, but by that
time he didn’t care.
“I figured dying
ought to save me a lot of grief I might
have as I got older,” he told me, “so I
relaxed.”
To everyone’s amazement, he with¬
stood both surgery and 150 shots of
penicillin—one every two hours—stabbed
into the top of his thigh. A hospital
patient for a year after his return home,
he got his discharge in time to go to
work in “The Man from Colorado.”
Now he began to look for a home of
his own, trying practically every apart¬
ment building in town, not patently out
of his price range. He had about given
*up, when he came across an advertise¬
ment that sounded attractive. When he
got the address, he almost didn’t go in,
it looked so expensive. Just redecorated,
it contained living-room, bedroom, kitch¬
en and bath, and was nicely furnished.
Too nicely, he was sure. When the man¬
ager mentioned the price, he quavered:
“You mean by the week?” She had to
tell him twice that she meant by the
month!
Jerome brought in his seven foot bed
and some personal possessions, and has
since added a lamp. What a lamp! In a
five-gallon rectangular glass tank, tropi¬
cal fish swim beneath a great green
shade. He bought it because the shade
was the same color as his bed cover.
“When you turn on the lamp,” he ex¬
plained, “the fish think it’s day-time and
go into their routines. Fascinating! But
if I get in late, it seems so unfair to wake
them up, so I never turn on the light!”
. He’s not anti-social, he’s just not gre¬
garious, the young actor insists, so he
doesn’t go in for parties. The other night,
he gave a dinner for four—the buddy
who raged about the hospital hall that
dreadful night in Japan, his buddy’s wife
and Jerome’s current date.
The men

cooked the dinner and the girls washed
dishes, which all seem to have considered
right.
You want to know about that current
date? Jerome won’t tell, but here are
hints:
She’s a blonde: He says it doesn’t mat¬
ter if a girl is blonde or brunette, but
somehow he’s always gone out with
blondes.
She’s a good sport: He’s not particular
as to whether a girl’s tall or short, talk¬
ative or taciturn, beautiful or interesting,
he likes a good sport—that covers every¬
thing!
She has a career of her own: Jerome
doesn’t mind, so long as his work keeps
him in Hollywood. If he were to make a
picture abroad, he’d want her with him,
and if ever he turns to making his avoca¬
tion a full-time affair, he’ll expect her
to go along on expeditions. “There’s too
much emphasis on careers,” said Jerome,
“the important thing is living. Truly
married people should see that and stick
together. Two’ against the world—and all
else incidental.”
He insists he’s not thinking of marriage
yet and isn’t engaged. But I heard him
cut a record for our mystery girl, whose
off-screen name must be Helen. (Editor’s
Note: By a curious coincidence Terry
Moore’s real name is Helen.) Music-rack
on a chair to bring the words of his song
up level with the extended “mike,” he
sang, in his deep, rich baritone:; “I

Dreamed of Helen With Her Light Brown
Hair!”
“I love to sing!” he concluded, after
we'd heard the playback.
He loves to ride, too, and still does,
even though his horse in “The Walking
Hills” fell and all but rolled on him in
one of his scenes. “It was my own fault,”
he laughed, “I didn’t want a double do¬
ing my riding for me!”
Jerome’s avocation is being a naturalist.
He speaks of it tenderly. Ever since
childhood, he’s gone hiking by himself,
studying Nature, sometimes with a cam¬
era, sometimes without. He knows Smoky
Mountain National Park in his home
state, Tennessee, like the palm of his
hand.
When he isn’t working in a picture
or at the studio school where he’s pre¬
paring for a college degree, he roams the
California mountains. Before he went to
war, he used to take a rifle for target
practice, but now the rifle is back in
Tennessee, and his gun collection ismerely for show.
“I’m studying English so that some day,
if I have luck, I can write accounts of
my
expeditions,”
he
confessed.
“I
couldn’t make a living as a naturalist
now, but maybe some time in the future
I can. If I were only going to be an actor,
I wouldn’t bother with college.”
As we walked out under an unusual
smog-free sky, he did a few fancy jig
steps. “Wish it would snow! I want to ski.
Last year I broke a leg at it—you always
break something, if you ski, you know—
but this year I’m safe. I’ve taken out
accident insurance! Isn’t life wonderful?”
He beamed. So did I. So did everyone
who passed us, going both ways.
The End

Jerome doesn’t let his love of sports interfere with his fondness for easy chairs. Before
he gets his 6’5" frame out on the course, he’ll learn the finer points—from a hook.

WILL IT BE "PRINCESS RITA"?
(Continued from page 261

for Rita Hayworth. She thrives on con¬
tinental living. Whether this is a tem¬
porary fascination that will run its
course, no one at this point knows. The
fact remains, however, that Rita likes
Europe and the International set, and
they like her.
Rita first went to Europe in 1947.
Despite the fact that the press gave her a
rather rough reception, she was so taken
with life on the continent that she re¬
turned in 1948.
It was last summer, while she was on
the Riviera with Alberto Sanchez Clives,
a purported polo-playing man-abouttown from the Argentine, that she fjrst
encountered the tall, dark prince of
India, Aly Khan.
Three days later on August 7th, Rita
attended the International Sporting Club
Gala at Monte Carlo with Aly. He swept
her off her feet. They danced every dance
together, and finally when the music
stopped at 3 A.M., Rita and Aly kissed—
so at least reported the newsmen who
covered the affair. The kiss was fol¬
lowed by a breakfast of ham and eggs
and champagne, a kind of breakfast, I
might add, Rita had never known as a
little girl when she danced her child¬
hood away in nightclubs with her father,
Eduardo.
That same week while she was bask¬
ing in the sun at Nice, and reporters
were telling the world that young Aly
owned race horses, autos, yachts, and had
eleven man-servants to take care of his
wardrobe, Rita was lunching with Mo¬
hammed Reza Pahlevi, Shah of Iran. Aly
was at the same lunch, however, and
when it was over, Rita turned to him,
smiled and said, “I think he’s a wonder¬
ful statesman, don’t you?” Aly said yes,
he thought so, too, but wouldn’t Rita
like to see more of Europe?
On August 19th, the radio in Madrid,
Spain, announced that Rita Hayworth
and Aly Khan (who is 37 years old) had
been seen touring that country. A day
later, they were spotted in Portugal.
Two days more and they were in Biar¬
ritz, both denying to the press that any
romance had been bom between them.
They just liked each other’s company.
That was their line, and they stuck to it.
When Rita returned to the United
States, everyone who knew her asked
for the lowdown on Aly Khan.
Rita
shrugged her shoulders.
“It’s really
nothing,” she said.
“It seems that
everybody I met in Europe was reported
as a romance. It just isn’t true. Aly
Khan is just a good friend.”
¥
What happened, of course, was that
Aly turned out to be a better friend than
anyone, with the possible exception of
Rita, had imagined. Because lo and be¬
hold! Rita had barely unpacked her
bags—had barely finished playing with
Rebecca, her little daughter whom she
had left behind with her grandmother,
when Aly Khan showed up in Holly• wood.
At this point, Rita broke down and
finally admitted “that Aly Khan is in
town as my guest and I plan to go out
with him frequently.”
Rita not only did the town with Aly
but on November 1st when the reporters
started getting too nosey, they flew to
Mexico
City together.
Like editors
everywhere, the Mexican newspaper
chiefs offered their photographers a
bonus of 250 pesos for every picture they
could get of Aly and Rita.

They got no pictures, however, largely
because everytime his picture was taken,
Aly offered the photographer one thou¬
sand pesos for the negative. He bought
them all up.
The photographers, of
course, had a picnic. Each morning, they
would park themselves in front of the
Reforma Hotel where Rita was staying
and when she emerged with her secre¬
tary and Aly, the boys would start
clicking their shutters. All of them said
that Aly was a prince of a guy, an unde¬
niable statement.
When Rita was asked in Mexico City if
she planned to marry the fabulous heir
to the Moslem throne, she merely smiled
and said, “I’m not divorced yet.” This
was on November 5th. A week later her
divorce from Orson Welles became> final,
and she flew out of Mexico City with
Aly for an unreported destination.
She was finally traced to Havana
where she had registered at the Hotel
Nacional as Margarita Cansino de Welles.
After doing Cuba with Aly, the vivacious
dancer hit New Orleans, made the
rounds of that quaint, picturesque city,
and then headed home.
When she arrived in Los Angeles with
Aly, the first thing Rita did was to check
in at Columbia Pictures. She was given
the script to “Lona Hanson.”
“I read it most carefully,” she later
explained, “and I felt that it wasn’t right
for me, that I couldn’t give it my best or
make a good picture out of, it. I there¬
fore refused the part.”
Immediately, Columbia Pictures an¬
nounced that Rita was on suspension
and off-salary.
Rita didn’t take that too seriously.
After all, if you had a good friend who
was one of the wealthiest men in the
world, being off salary wouldn’t bother
you too much. Well, Rita undoubtedly
felt the same way.
As a matter of fact when Aly told her
not to worry and to accompany him to
New York, she quickly accepted and on
December 12th winged out of town chap¬
eroned by her secretary.
Whether she went to England with
Aly, whether they did New York to¬
gether and she then returned to Colum¬
bia, you readers will know by the time
this issue of Movieland hits the news¬
stands.
In the weeks to come, there should be
much news about this duo, because in
the life of Margarita Cansino Hayworth
Judson Welles—the all-important thing,
the vital and undeniable factor, is not
career—but love.
L’amour toujours Vamour.
The End
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exciting news from Robin. Operation
Home-Hunting had gone .off with rous¬
ing success. He had a flat in London.
(Maybe that suggests tenement quarters
to you, but “flat” is simply British for
“apartment.”) Better still, he had leased
one of those stately homes of England, a
lovely country house about forty miles
from London—“with a fireplace in every
room,” Ella reported ecstatically, “and
greenhouses!”
But in the meantime her usual vitality
was quenched by illness. For a while,
Ella was afraid she had the dreaded
polio. It turned out to be a glandular
fever; nevertheless, she spent two weeks
in bed, and convalescence was slow. She
had expected to whisk across the Atlantic
to Robin by plane, but her doctor warned
that the high altitude of a transoceanic
air trip would bring on a relapse, and
she didn’t want to spend her first weeks
in England as an invalid. When she
underwent the “shots” required for an
overseas trip, the typhoid shots had to
be omitted.
Next, Ella planned to get passage on
the Queen Elizabeth. That didn’t work
out. Then, just as in the movies, it was
the U. S. Army to the rescue! The Army
looks out for its own; there would, Ella
was told, be space for her on a troop
transport.
,
Actually, she was delighted that every¬
thing turned out as it did, that she
wouldn’t be traveling movie-star-style
on a vast floating hotel. “I like to do
things differently,” she said.
That’s like her; she never has gone
along with some Hollywoodites’ de¬
mands for a well-padded existence. She
is amazed by the big-salary boys who
find themselves dead broke if they’re out
of work for two months. If her income
were cut off, Ella calculates, her'savings
could keep up her standard of living for
two years. Instead of tossing away their
money on a mansion and on magnificent
expanses of real estate, Ella and Robin
have a pleasant, informal home in Coldwater Canyon.
Before leaving California, Ella rented
this house. Lynn Bari, husband Sid Luft
and their baby will be living in the Olds
home until Ella’s return. For Ella, that
step meant a definite break, in readiness
for a shift from one way of life to
another.
As an Army wife, she had a proper
awe for military routine; she was sure
her travel plans would be thoroughly
tangled in red tape. But, said Ella, “The
Army was wonderful! They took care
of everything.” They met her on her
arrival at New York’s Grand Central
Station. And while she snapped the last
of the suitcases shut, there was an Army
car waiting for her across the street from
the hotel.
“I’ve forgotten something.
Tell me
what I’ve forgotten that’s terribly im¬
portant.” Every woman has that con¬
viction, even when she’s packing for a
two-week holiday. But here was Ella
Raines, a State of Washington girl going
on her first trip abroad, to stay ten
months. No wonder she was in a flutter
of excitement—swooping from the bed¬
room to the living room of the suite—
ordering more coffee for the friends who
had come to see her off on that chilly,
gray Sunday morning—suddenly re¬
membering a dashing rain coat bought
for England’s wet weather, tracking it
down to the hotel’s package room.
Accustomed to the mild climate of the

West Coast, Ella was prepared for a
quick change. Pride of her wardrobe
was a handsome three-piece suit de¬
signed for her by Travis Banton, of
sturdy black and white tweed, gaily in¬
terlined in red. When she packed in
California, she still thought she might be
traveling on a luxury liner; so mixed
among the essential items in her ward¬
robe trunk were evening dresses that
would be entirely useless on a troop
transport.
But she was sensibly and beautifully
dressed for embarkation in a gray-bluegreen tweed suit that suavely followed
the lines of her figure. Jauntily perched
on her sleek head was a visored beret of
peacock blu'e velveteen. It’s just the
Raines luck that berets are high style
this season; she has been devoted to
them for many seasons past. “I like to
do things differently!”
That was that. The packing was fin¬
ished. But there was one very impor¬
tant item to take care of: a telephone call
to her family in Van Nuys, California.
Now, Ella wasn’t the movie star or even
the Army wife. She was a little girl who
was going to be a long, long distance
from her family, for the first time in her
life. “It’s a difficult thing to do,” she
faltered,
“to say
goodbye to your
mother.”
There was a tremulous touch in Ella’s
voice and her smile when she told us
about the call. She imitated her father’s
brusque concealment of emotion: “Dad
said, ‘Well—’bye! Now leave the troops
alone!’ and Mother said, ‘But it’s so far!’ ”
It was only a brief qualm. After a mo¬
ment, Ella perked up and began look¬
ing forward eagerly to the new ex¬
perience ahead. Robin had had his car
sent overseas; when he obtained a leave,
they’d take a motor trip on the Con¬
tinent. They would drive across the
lowlands, across the fields of France or
perhaps along the Rhine.
At Zurich,
Switzerland, they would leave the car
and entrain for the fabulous winter play¬
ground of St. Moritz. Even for a girl
who spent her childhood within view of
the snows of Mt. Rainier, this would be
something thrillingly exotic.
And Ella knew she’d be busy during
her ten-month stay abroad. She signed
to make two pictures in England: “Chil¬
ton Hundred,” a story of the British
countryside, and “So Long at the Fair,”
Alexander Korda’s Technicolor picturization of a weird legend about a strange
disappearance at the Paris Exposition in
the last century.
Looking toward achievements beyond
the familiar chore of acting, Ella took
along a typewriter. The little machine
was tenderly guarded. It went with Ella
in the Army car, instead of being stowed
in an Army pick-up truck with the rest
of her baggage. Ella is a skilled typist,
but she isn’t planning merely to type
letters. She’s going to turn author. And,
typically, she won’t concentrate on her
experiences as a Hollywood star,- but on
her experiences as an Army wife.
Up to the day of her departure, Ella
admitted, her only literary product was
the title for her book. It’s a natural: “The
Major and the Mrs.” She got some expert
advice on this business of writing and
marketing books, because she married
into a remarkable family. Among the
friends assembled to see her off was her
stepbrother-in-law, novelist Gore Vidal,
youthful author of the highly regarded
book “The City and the Pillar.”
Ella

listened earnestly to his counsel on the
proper way to turn out a best-seller.
Suddenly, the leisurely talk was over.
Lt. Arlington “Al” Spaulding, who had
become Ella’s friend as well as mentor
during her stay in New York, warned
that she must start for the pier. And
there was another last-minute flurry.
Ella paused to look underneath a top¬
coat tossed across a chair. “I’m sure I’ve
forgotten something!”
If she had forgotten something, it was
too late. The Army car whisked her
down New York’s East Side Drive to
the Battery and the Staten Island ferry.
Traveling across New York Harbor, Ella
saw Liberty slip by, upholding the torch,
saw the towers of Lower Manhattan
grow hazy in the winter grayness. At
Pier 13 on Staten Island, the U. S. Army
Transport General M. B. Stewart was
loading, to carry Americans to Europe
and, on its return trip, to carry Displaced
Persons to the longed-for haven of the
United States.
Now it was real. Now Ella knew this
was the day. She presented her papers
at the “Water Division” desk before she
went up the gangplank. Then she found
herself in the midst of a hurly-burly of
uniforms, for with her were embarking
702 soldiers and a lone Navy officer. Like
its sister transports, this sturdy ship
was manned by the officers and soldiers
of the Army Transportation Corps, and
operated by officers of the Merchant
Marine under Army supervision.
And
there were other Army wives aboard,
many of them leading youngsters who
were neatly tagged with names and
stateroom numbers in case they got lost.
Mink coat, luggage and all, Ella ar¬
rived at Cabin 21.
Bright with fresh
paint, modest and small, this would be
her dwelling place for the next week or
so. Many of the troop transports are
more handsomely appointed than the
General Stewart. But it was all right
with Ella. It was fine. Now she was Mrs.
Robin Olds, one of the 36 members of
Army families bound to join husbands
and fathers in England or Germany. Ella
had much in common with the other
passengers on the ship. They were all
looking forward to a new, exciting ad¬
venture. It would be fun.
The deep, hoarse sound of the whistle
vibrated through the ship—the lonesome
sound that suggests faraway places. Over
the public-address system came an of¬
ficial voice: “All visitors ashore at the
next signal.” This was it. From the pier,
we watched Ella push her way past
delighted khaki to the rail.
It wasn’t like the stealthy, securitysilence embarkations of wartime. It was
a moment gala and yet heart-catching,
like the departure of a cruise ship. An
Army band struck up spiritedly at the
water’s edge, and Ella waved to the
uniformed musicians. In answer to their
shouted questions, half obscured by the
noise of the gangplanks coming down,
Ella called, “Air Force!” That was for
Robin. She raised her clasped hands in
a thank-you salute when she heard the
-familiar strain: “Off we go, into the wild
blue yonder . . .”
Ella and the other Army wives weren’t
really off on a pleasure cruise. The North
Atlantic in winter is no place for that.
But the days on the hostile gray ocean
wouldn’t matter. At the end of the jour¬
ney would be—home.
Ella would go ashore at Southampton;
many of the other women would step
onto alien soil at Bremerhaven. But at
the end of the trip would be home, for
all of them. By an English fireside or
under California sunshine, it’s home for
Ella when she’s with Robin.
The End
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Her weekends on this occasion were
spent in the country visiting various
friends the Taylors had when they lived
in England.
The experience of meeting the Queen
and Princess Margaret Rose at the Com¬
mand Performance was one she’ll never
forget. But mostly because she felt so
sick at the time.
“It was nervousness, I suppose,” she
explained, “but I really thought I was
going to disgrace myself. I remember I
turned to Myrna Loy just before the
ceremony and told her I was certain I
was going to be sick at my stomach. She
was so amused that she laughed out loud.
That made me feel better.”
%
As it was, Elizabeth was so excited
she can’t remember what the Queen said
to her. She does recall that Princess
Margaret wanted to know if she and Bob
Taylor are related.
“I told her that unfortunately we are
not,” sighs Elizabeth.
She admits she’d like nothing better
than having Bob as an older brother or
a cousin. She thinks he’s one of Holly¬
wood’s nicest persons.
The young actress was so nervous, or
perhaps it was the fear of being ill, that
she completely forgot to remind the
Princess that years ago in London they
both studied with the same ballet teacher
—the great Vaccani.
While we were on the subject of the
Princess, I asked Elizabeth what she
thought of the furore being created in
the press about the royal young lady’s
reputed fondness for late hours and gay
dancing parties. The fact that the Prin¬
cess has been observed dancing in several
Mayfair Clubs after midnight has led to
criticism from some British parents who
feel she is not setting a good example for
other seventeen-year-olds.
Elizabeth Taylor was positive in her
defense of the princess.
“I’m sure the stories about the late
hours are exaggerated,” she said. “I
know from experience that immediately
anyone in the public eye is seen out at
night, tongues start wagging. Before you
know it the story has gone round that he
or she was seen carrying on at four
o’clock in the morning.”
Elizabeth makes it plain she feels the
Princess is entitled to have a little normal
fun while she is still young and free from
the cares and duties that will become hers
as the years pass.
As for Miss Taylor herself, she doesn’t
have to worry about stories concerning
her own nocturnal activities.
“I’m up at six every morning,” she said
sadly, “because we must leave the Savoy
Hotel at seven in order for me to be on
the set at nine. Then, we don’t get back
until seven at night. By the time I’ve
bathed, had dinner, studied my school
lessons and gone over my lines for the
next day, it’s ten o’clock and I’m ready
for bed.”
She did admit she had gone dancing
one night during her London stay. That
was when Gene Kelly and his wife hap-
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FEAR can
Thousands of women die very year because they are afraid to find
out if they have cancer.
That fear is fatal . . . because cancer can be cured if treated early.
That’s why it’s so desperately important for you to train yourself to
watch for symptoms, and to act immediately.
Pain is seldom an early symptom, but here are danger signals you
should look for:
1. Any sore that doesn’t heal.

4. Persistent hoarseness or cough.

2. Any lump or thickening in the

5. Persistent indigestion or

breast or elsewhere.

difficulty in swallowing.

3. Any change in a wart or mole.

6. Unusual bleeding or discharge,

7. Any change

bowel habits.

Don’t let fear ... or carelessness .

rob you of your chances of cure.

Go to your doctor if any of these symptoms are present, or to your
nearest Cancer Detection Center. You can find out where it is from
the American Cancer Society, 47 Beaver St., New York, N. Y.
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CANCER

SOCIETY,
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Big Ben’s a famous London sight, but when
Liz Taylor’s around, all eyes are on her.

lk«„v« ftfe *««•
pened to be in town at the end of a Euro¬
pean holiday. Elizabeth joined them for
dinner.
“Afterwards,” she recalled, her eyes
dancing happily, “we went to<a real night
club and I danced with Gene. Think of
it—me dancing with one of the world’s
greatest dancers in a London night club!”
She remembered they were on their
third dance when the hour of midnight
sounded. Like Cinderella, it was time
for her to go home.
“Next year,” she remarked hope¬
fully, “I’ll be almost eighteen and if Gene
asks me to dance again maybe I can stay
out until one o’clock.”
In the meantime, she’ll content herself,
as she often has in recent months, danc¬
ing to the radio while pretending she is
whirling about the floor in the arms of
Glenn Davis. The latter, you see, is sta¬
tioned in faraway Korea and won’t be
back for at least a year.
“He wants me to go dancing with other
boys while he’s away,” she confides, “but
unless it’s with Glenn, dancing isn’t really
fun. Except when it’s such a superb
dancer as Gene Kelly,” she added as an
afterthought
It’s easy to see that, although she has
definitely reached mature stature as an
actress, Elizabeth Taylor still has an out¬
look on life that provides an interesting
paradox between a teen-ager’s fun-lov¬
ing philosophy and a young woman’s
sense of responsibility.
She’s at that interesting “in between”
age when life stretches before you—in¬
viting and alluring.
To Elizabeth it’s a life that’s full of
promise.
The
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WOMEN'S NYLONS INSURED
AGAINST EVERYTHING!
Sell Famous COLT First Quality Nylons.
Spectacularly insured against runs, rips,
snags due to ANY cause. Make amazing,
immediate profits easily. Pleasant profit¬
able selling; full or part-time. Also com¬
plete line guaranteed men’s hose. Ex¬
perience, investment unnecessary. Big
repeat business. For full information &
FREE starting outfit.

Write at Once to: COLTSOX
242-P2 Purchase St., Boston 10, Mass.

2. Not had for a first try.
Practice
makes perfect, so I’ll try another one.

3
r

4. (Ed. note: Forty-five minutes later.
Sorry, we can't repeat Greg’s words here.)

5
l

HOME SHAMPOO
MADE WITH

ANDIUM

To keep blonde hair light, lustrous and lovely
use BLONDEX, the shampoo with ANDIUM,
made specially for blondes. BLONDEX in¬
stantly removes the dull, dingy film that
makes hair darker. Brightens faded hair. Gives
it extra lightness and SHINE. Safe for children.
Takes only 11 minutes at home. Get
BLONDEX at 10c, drug and dept, stores.
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MAD FOR FARLEY GRANGER
(Continued from page 431

kid. Here was a sharpened awareness,
a curiosity, an eager interest. The ex¬
pression betrayed an exciting zest for
life and all it holds.
Intangibles that
manage to make a person “special.”
So, in the sigh of this lovely doll at
the magazine rack, I sensed the begin¬
ning of a chain sigh soon to echo around
the movie-going feminine world.
Because I looked over my own shoul¬
der and heard my own sigh. So I de¬
cided, this man I’ve got to see. In the
flesh. Through the courtesy of Mr. Sam¬
uel Goldwyn, the copyright owner.
As I made plans to meet Mr. Goldwyn’s gorgeous gob of property, I knew
Farley Granger could act, for recently
he had scored in a super-melodrama
called “Rope”
(that included Alfred
Hitchcock and a trunk full of dead body
that served as a tea table, among other
props).
Before that, three years of service had
ripped into his budding career.
And
before that, Farley Granger had done a
picture for Goldwyn called “North Star,”
and one at Fox, “Purple Heart.” Ap¬
parently the youngsters (and quite a few
of the oldsters) had not forgotten this
slim, tall (now 23-year-old) newcomer,
with that alive, arresting quality of
handsomeness.
We had an appointment to meet for
lunch at one of the better Sunset Strip
spots, the Cock and Bull. Mr. Granger
loped in, fulfilling at first glance all the
promise of his pictures—plus several
added features. All reasons why he is
the kind of character the femmes can go
overboard for.
Ever see a guy or a gal who walks into
a room, and suddenly everything comes
alive?
Conversation is brighter; the
drinks taste better; laughter is easier.
Well, this Farley Granger has that kind
of positive charm. The kind that makes
people turn around to look.
Usually he wears his hair in a crew
cut. This day it was rather long, wavy,
a little unruly. The reason for the long
hair is because he’s in training for “Roseanna McCoy,” the new Goldwyn picture
he’s working in with Joan Evans. With
that hairdo, he looked as if maybe he
should be called “Gaylord Granger, River
Gambler.” On him it looked good.
He had just returned from launching
Pat Neal, one of his favorite gals. Pat
was leaving for England, and he had
been wishing her “happy departure.”
What kind of women did he like?
Well—Pat Neal!
He described Pat as
a heavenly blonde, tall, a trifle lanky.
This he liked.
He also liked Gerry
Brooks—who is diminutive, brunette,
plenty curvy. Just put it down—he likes
women. And they like him.
I have a sneaking suspicion Mr. Gran¬
ger always has been—and will be—
spoiled by females. It can’t ever have
been too tough for him to get along
where women are concerned.
He mentioned during the conversation
that he was very lazy in school, and
practically fluffed his way through.
(A
preponderance of female teachers han¬
dled his curriculum.)
If you can be relaxed and intense at
once, then it’s a gift that Farley has.
Let’s say he’s relaxed of body and in¬
tense of mind; relaxed of action and
intense of reaction.
He claims he’s a
lazy character. I differ. I think here’s
a guy that can work as hard as anybody
for what he wants. Only difference, he
doesn’t waste energy. He’s pretty darned

sure what he wants before he starts
after it.
One of his most interesting attributes
is adaptability—the ability to change with
the people and the situation. Perhaps
this very quality is the secret of his ex¬
cellent natural acting ability.
For in¬
stance, when we met he was wearing
casual clothes, sports jacket and slacks.
But with equal charm and eclat he can
proceed around the dance floor at Ciro’s
as the best-tuxedoed guy in the joint.
He isn’t overly obsessed with being the
Beau Brummell of Sunset Boulevard. He
values too highly that comfort which
comes with physical relaxation.
What
I mean is, he’d be equally good on your
charades team, or at a family dinner for
your Aunt Minnie, or at a comer drug
store over a soda and a ’book of poetry.
He has a quality of sincerity that is
fascinating and flattering. At the mo¬
ment he says something to you, you know
he believes it. Complete sincerity of the
moment, after all, is about all you can
ask of anyone.
He has a direct way of looking at you
when he talks—also particularly flatter¬
ing to a woman. You’ll probably find
yourself telling Farley all the things
you’ve secretly been feeling for a long
time—how music affects you—what hap¬
piness means to you—what you’re look¬
ing for in a man. Even quoting poetry.
Because you sense somehow he likes
poetry. He does—and he knows a lot
of it. He’s one of the best-read, most
intelligent, and liberal-thinking of the
young crop—liberal in the most wise and
advanced sense of the word.
“I want to be a really good actor,”
he’ll tell you. “Maybe some day I’ll get
to be a director, too. But first things
first. But more than either, I want to
be a good person! I want to be married
and have a family—to love a gal and to
be loved.
Emotional security, I guess
you’d call it.
“You see, I was insecure and very shy
when I was young. I’m only outgrowing
it now. One time I was terribly fond
of June Haver.
We used to date and
have a wonderful time. But I’d see her
go out with other, older, more important
guys with more money, and I’d think,
‘What can she see in me? I’m not ex¬
citing. I haven’t much money!’ I realize
now that it was a foolish attitude. June
certainly didn’t contribute to it.
She
was a regular gal. When we went out
sometimes she’d suggest a movie and a
hot dog stand or drive-in for refresh¬
ments afterwards.
But I’d get up on
my high horse, get sore, drag her into
Ciro’s and spend practically my entire
week’s salary—then $100—in one night!”
Farley doesn’t like to go to night clubs
just to drink. If there’s a good show,
laughs, and a gay time—fine. “It’s too
expensive, frankly,” he says, “for any¬
one. And especially me!” Probably a
part of this, too, is that he just doesn’t
like the sheer physical exertion of sit¬
ting an entire evening on a straight un¬
comfortable chair, crowded into a space
big enough for half of him, and prac¬
tically eating out of the lap of the gal
at the next table.
There are no terribly “special” gals
on his list, yet. Very nice ones, but not
The One.
(At least, as of this inter¬
view.)
“I don’t like people who gen¬
eralize,” he exclaims. “People who say
‘I Will Never Marry An Actress,’ ‘I Will
Not Get Married For Two Years.’ For
gosh sakes—how do I know when I’ll get

...the TRUTH about MARRIAGE
RELATIONS is frankly discussed
•A.T LAST an eminent doctor, a prac¬
ticing physician with a background of vital, everyday
experience in problems of sex, tells ALL the baffling
long-obscured facts in frank e-asy-to-understand lan¬
guage! There is no longer any need for ignorant guess¬
ing about the magnificent instinct that is your birth¬
right. No more prudish evasions, no more half-veiled’
secrets in these 576 pages of TRUTHFUL, straightfor¬
ward FACTS
Love is the most cherished privilege in the world
today. Everything you should know is openly discussed
m language that you will easily understand. Don't rely
on half-truths from unreliable sources! Be a master of
love s complexities. Learn intelligently how to win and
hold the love of your choice.
UP-TO-DATE TRUTHS CANNOT OFFEND
Education is the key to a perfect love-filled life that
can be yours. Ignorance, “hush-hush" and misinfor¬
mation lead to fear, worry and shame. Know how to
overcome physical mismatlng; How newlyweds can con¬
quer honeymoon embarrassment; How to endow yourself
with the lifetime of Marital Happiness that should be
yours.
OVER 100 GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS
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• Hair May Get Longer
When scalp and hair conditions are normal and the
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plementing the natural hair oils, it has a chance to
get longer, and much more beautiful. Just try the
easy JUELENE System 7 days and let your mirror
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Mr. Granger took his six feet, 160 pounds
of young American to the U.S. Navy for
a three-year engagement.
(Farley no
longer believes in long engagements.)
Farley has done three post-war pic¬
tures, “Rope,” already released, in which
he plays a melodramatic role which may
or may not stimulate the romantic reac¬
tion. “They Live By Night” and “En¬
chantment,” the first for RKO—the sec¬
ond for Goldwyn.
He sums up his chances thus: “ ‘They
Live By Night’—I’m proud of that.
I
think it was good and I’m glad I was a
part of it.
“In ‘Enchantment’ I play an egg-onthe-face-type boy, which should do me
a lot of good as far as the fans are con¬
cerned, I think. It makes me look good
—and I get the girl in the end.”
The one thing I object to in “Enchant¬
ment” is something that happens to every
new actor in Hollywood. Studios have
a certain conditioning that makes them
think they must change something about
everyone. If it’s not their teeth or their
nose or their name, it’s hanging on a
mustache (on the males, that is). This
happened to Farley in “Enchantment.”
He loses it in “Roseanna McCoy” and it’s
a good thing.
They did try to change his name. But
he is the sixth Farley in the family.
Perhaps there’s magic in the name. At
least, I’ve asked around, to get a profes¬
sional “audience reaction.” And here’s
proof. According to my own report, it’s
not only the bobby soxers who are
mooning over his masculine charms. It’s
also the (feminine) columnists, the re¬
porters, the editors, all of whom have
seen plenty handsome men in their ca¬
reers. These hard-boiled ladies of the
press are also giving a secret sigh for
Mr. Goldwyn’s star-bound boy.
And
they, as well as the youngsters at the
magazine stands, are the star-makers!
(Memo to Editor: Hey, look what
you’ve gone and done to me!
I’m in
love with Farley Granger, too!)
The End

AS I REALLY AM
Mt. Vernon, III.

OLD LEG TROUBLE

I

married?
Tomorrow, it might be.
Or
not for thirty-five years!”
(A lot of
femmes are bound to try to avert this
latter tragedy.)
He looks expensive, this Farley Gran¬
ger. He will probably make the kind of
loot that pays off bills for mink coats
and paves swimming pools. As he be¬
gins to rise to the top, he’ll want all the
top of the ladder can promise, because
of his basic flair for the dramatic. This
may or may not be good for him, but
whatever can be predicted of Farley
Granger for the future—besides the suc¬
cess that is so surely his—he’ll be colorful.
Once he gets into his stride, there won’t
be a dull moment.
“I guess Bob McIntyre, the casting di¬
rector over at Goldwyn’s, was responsible
for my ‘discovery’,” he tells you frankly.
“I was in a play at North Hollywood
High. Pretty bad, too. Bob came back
stage at the play and asked me if I
intended going into pictures.
I fairly
yelled, ‘Yes!’
“They were looking for a boy of 17
for a part in ‘North Star.’ They set up
an appointment.
I met Goldwyn and
Lewis Milestone, a fine guy. I read for
them. I was pretty bad, even outside
the fact that my teeth were doing a fast
Gene Krupa in the presence of such cine¬
matic royalty.
“They surreptitiously held their noses
and murmured, ‘We’ll let you know.’ I
was green. I believed I’d get a test. I
learned later I wouldn’t have, if they
possibly could have found anyone else
with any kind of experience to fill the
‘type.’ Reluctantly, after searching sev¬
eral weeks, they called me back.
“This may or may not prove optimism
is its own reward. Anyway, I read a
new script. I had more self-confidence
this time—plus about 150 hours of in¬
tensive practice and training in reading
and acting. I tested—and was signed.”
Result: “North Star.” And the subse¬
quent loanout to Fox for “Purple Heart”
which hypo’d him into the blood and
brains of the young female public. Then

PUBLISHERS
New York 17, N. -Y.

IContinued from page 51)
so I got up and fell down again—I sup¬
pose to show that I did it for laughs. I
was a clown even at twelve months!
WHEN I WAS FOUR
I made my first stage appearance re¬
citing a few verses at a town hall meet¬
ing where my grandfather was chairman.
So much applause greeted my efforts that
I was asked for an encore. I didn’t know
what “encore” was, but I offered to
repeat my poem, and did so!
WHEN I WAS FIVE
I met my first sweetheart at a Christ¬
mas party. He was seven. There were
kissing games, ice-cream, sitting-on-thestairs. I never saw him again, and I
can’t recall his name, alas!
I REMEMBER
My first party dress, a lovely pale-blue
taffeta picture gown for my first faculty
dance at London University where I was
studying to be a teacher.
My first important date: One of the
younger professors at the university took
me to an art gallery and then to tea at
Rumpelmayer’s in Berkeley Square—a
great thrill at the time!
The best of our family picnics with
Scottish relatives in the Highlands by
the side of a brown bubbling burn. We
caught tiny speckled trout and fried
them in oatmeal. Delicious!

I’LL NEVER FORGET
A red Tyrolean jacket I wore the first
time I met Mr. L. B. Mayer. I was star¬
ring in “Old Music,” and on this par¬
ticular day hadn’t had time to change
from sports clothes before going to the
theater; when Mr. Mayer, dropping in
unexpectedly, invited me to join his party
at the Savoy Grille for supper. I had to
wear that red jacket, although his entire
party was in evening dress.
I'M EXTRAVAGANT ABOUT
My house and garden; paintings; an¬
tiques; furs and evening clothes.
MY FAVORITE
Music is piano concerti, and early in¬
strumental music.
Reading is French and English classical
literature, poetry and biography; E. V.
Durling’s newspaper
column;
Prince
Valiant and Li’l Abner.
Kind of clothes:
blue denim for
country wear, romantic evening gowns.
City is London; then come Paris, New
York and San Francisco.
Resort is Monterey Peninsula, Califor¬
nia.
Color is sea-green.
Picture (of mine) is “Random Harvest.”
Way to spend an evening is in com¬
pany of my own choosing.
Actor—all my leading men are charm-

ing, but my French poodle, Gogo, is a
superb tragedian and an exquisite clown.
Actress—oh now please!—well, if you
must know, Edith Evans of the London
stage.
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868 West 36th St., Minneapolis 8. Minn.
| I

TOP QUALITY

GREETING CARDS
1 new boxes. Profits to 100%. Bonus. I
today for FREE Name Imprin-I

,

* I

W $ fON. I

J

ted and Floral Stationery samples
fT'S
I
FREE 32-page catalog and feature|PRONTABLEfj
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 37,
Mass.

POEMS WANTED
i. For Musical Setting

I

Mother, Home. Love, Sacred. Patriotic. Comic I
or any subject. Don’t Delay Send us your I
Original Poem at once — for immediate con- ■
sideration and FREE Rhyming Dictionary. I

RICHARD BROTHERS
39

Feel full of pep
and energy. Over¬
come that tired
feeling this Doctor
Approved Way!

REDUCE

f

WOODS BUILDING - CHICAGO 1, ILL.

Hair

OFF Face

ilps.a.Arms • •• Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair.. .was
unloved.. .discouraged.Tried many things.. .even ra¬
zors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method.
Droves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P.O. Box 4040. Mdse. Mart, Dept. 492,Chicago, Ill.

NO STARVINC
NO EXERCISE
NO LAXATIVES
NO DRUGS
NO MASSAGE

IF I COULD HAVE LIVED IN AN¬
OTHER CENTURY,
I’d choose Elizabethan England. This
was a savage age, unsanitary, cruel, but
it must have been tremendously ex¬
citing: New lands were being discovered,
great travelers and heroic adventurers
were setting out or coming home, great
music was being composed, great books
and plays were being written, heroic
figures strode the contemporary scene.
It must have been a thrill to be part
of it all!

GOLF
Is something I’m always about to take
up again.
THE MOST EXCITING MOMENT OF
MY LIFE
Was my debut’ as a stage actress in
London.

All Occasion Samples ON APPROVAL Special Offers*

I

LOSE
WEIGHT

THE FIRST THING I NOTICE WHEN
MEETING A WOMAN
Is, I suppose, the way she looks, in
general.

I ENJOY
Old ballads; new limericks; baked
potatoes; long walks in the country; and
the acrobatic scenes I did in “Julia
Misbehaves”!

I LIKE TO
Re-arrange rooms; listen to AfroCuban dance music; tell stories to chil¬
dren; go to a fine restaurant for an
epicurean meal; but I also enjoy, quite
as well, a bowl of apples and a wellfilled cheese board in good company.
MY PET
Dish: filet mignon.
Hobby: my house in Del Monte Forest.
Superstition: I always turn off the
radio on an upward inflection or musical
phrase. I have no ordinary superstitions,
I walk under ladders, break mirrors, fail
to cross my fingers, but if I can turn off
my radio on an upward note, I think:
“The day goes well!” or “This night is
safe!”
IT’S POSSIBLE
For me to improvise when I can’t get
what I want; but I’m better at getting
what I want! At least, I hope so. More
important, however, I’m working to de¬
velop the faculty of appreciating what
I have.
I THINK IT WOULD BE FUN
To be snow-bound in congenial com-

The New,

Scientific Way to

I PREFER
The 20th Century; but

EMM®--™]
★

uproSIM

THE TURNING POINT IN MY LIFE
Was coming to the U. S. A.

with

order. Only 51.69 plus postage.
Sent C.O.D. Send NO MONEY.

^

I’M GUILTY OF
Having little sense of time. I become
intent on my occupation and get offschedule. I’m working on this, however,
and hope I am improving.
Expecting too much—probably of other
people, certainly of myself!

THE FIRST THING I NOTICE WHEN
MEETING A MAN
Is the way he looks—at me!

_

and

AS TO ARCHITECTURE
I like Georgian for a formal town
house; rambling farmhouse style of native
regional type for the country. Modern
design seems to me suitable mainly for
commercial buildings.

4
<

Absolutely
HARMLESS
and Actually
GOOD FOR YOU!

10-2030 LBS.

AND IMPROVE
YOUR HEALTH!
WE GUARANTEE
THESE
STATEMENTS
OR YOU

DON'T PAY A PENNY!
Don’t be denied a beautiful, attractive figure. Lose ugly
excess fat easily, quickly, pleasantly, safely we guaran¬
tee it! KELPIDINE does the work with little effort on
your part, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS and supplies a
food mineral which is VITAL for balanced nutrition.
KELPIDINE IS GOOD FOR
YOU! It decreases your appe¬
tite. gives you more energy, vi¬
tality
and
vigor.
YOU'LL
ENJOY REDUCING THIS
WAY!
Proven results are shown quick¬
ly. Many report losing 15. 30, 30
lbs. and even more in a few
short weeks. With KELPIDINE
ugly fat and extra inches seem
to disappear like magic. Kelpidine (fucus) is the only known
food product listed in medical
dictionaries as an ANTI-FAT,

AND

AS

AN

AID

IN

RE-

DUCING. A United Stales Gov.
emment Agency classifies
KELPIDINE as a food. It is
safe and brings remarkable resuits quickly and easily.

“My grateful Thanks
to Kelpidine. In just
a few weeks I lost 3
inches thru the waistline and hips.
It’s
amazing." Joan Flem¬
ing, New York City.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
_WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!

it Kelpidine doesn’t do the wonders for
you as it has for others, if you don’t lose
as much weight as you want to lose. If
■■ you’re not 100% delighted with results,
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED
AT ONCE!

$

CDEEI The famous Dr. Phillips Reducing
B
plan which has helped many lose
20, 30 and up to 40 pounds quickly and safely
will be sent absolutely FREE with your order.

MAIL COUPON NOW!
* American Healthaids Co., Dept 63
• 871 Broad Street, Newark, New Jersey
9 Send me at once for $2 cash, check or money order, i
9 one month's supply of Kelpidine Tablets, postpaid. i
9 If I am not 100% satisfied my money will be i
9 refunded.
Name_
Address_
State
enclose $5. send three month’s supply.

SENT ON APPROVAL!

in 10 days
OR YOUR

MONEY BACK
EASY TO HAVE
A MODEL FIGURE
NO DRUGS! NO LAXATIVE!
NO EXERCISE!
NO MESSY LIQUID!
NO TIRING ROUTINE!
Today’s slim-line fashions, so en¬
vied on models, don’t go with
bulges, rolling layers of fat that
spoil your appearance and weigh
you down physically and mentally.
Replace them with attractive
curves—a trim silhouette—by the
Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick—easy
—safe! The healthful, pleasant
Tremett Tablet Plan may make ex¬
cess fat a thing of the past for you!

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS
Amaze your friends with a new YOU—a slender YOUl
While losing up to 10 unsightly pounds a week, the Tremett
Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet.
your daily Tremett Tablet Plan provides necessary vita¬
mins and minerals you're now getting from fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient! Carry Tremett
Tablets in your purse and take as required. No mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for
your glorious, firm new figure!

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL
Your scales must show you have lost weight, have an im¬
proved figure, you must look better, feel better or you get
your money back without question! SEND NO MONEY!
Just send name and address on postcard. When package ar¬
rives. pay postman $3.00 plus postage for 25 day supply or
send $3.00 with order, we will pay the postage. If not satis¬
fied your money will be refunded. Mail that posteard today.

RHODES PHARMACAL COMPANY
1814 East 40th Street, Dept.B-39. Cleveland, Ohio

Sell Lovely EVERYDAY CARDS
U-4

Earn EXTRA CASH

It's easy to make MONEY in your spare time show¬
ing exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convales¬
cent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for
$1 retail sell quickly—pay well. Also Statior
ery. Gift Wrappings. No experience needed
WRITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval.

PHILLIPS CARD CO., 561 HuntSt., Newton, Mass

Feel Alive Again with JAD
Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes, Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stomach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

NOW! YOU OR ANYONE CAN
HAVE HOT WATER QUICK!
Day or Night!... Summer or Winter!

Amazing Water Heater
E?ER<^Tmc0fltyS2.95
Merely place a BOIL-QWIK Portable
Electric Water Heater in a receptacle
containing water. PLUG IN the near¬
est socket . . . Eureka! In a few min¬
utes HOT WATER. Handy! Conve¬
nient! Saves time. 101 uses. Thousands
use for bathing, washing dishes, and
clothes, shaving, cleaning cream sepa¬
AGENTS
rators, pails,etc.—the speed depending
DISTRIBUTORS
on quantity. Easy to use! No fires to
Writefor full details.
build, hotwaterto carry, or running up
and down stairs to build fires. Read and follow directions fur¬
nished with each heater. FREE information how to get a
Second Heater without costing money, sent with your heater.
SEND NO MONEY! Just name, address. When heater arriyes
pay postman $2.95 plus C.O.D. & postal charges. Satisfaction
guaranteed or return in 10 days for refund of purchase price.
Zevex Corporation, Dept. C-34, 11 E. Hubbard, Chicago 11, III.

My mother (left) has been the most constant personal influence in my
ing her as a daughter I admire her for her humor, good sense and compl
pany—meaning, of course, if he were
tall, dark and handsome, and could ski!
To attend the New Orleans MardiGras.
To give one fabulous party-to-endparties.
•
To have an attic full of heirlooms and
mementoes! We had one in England, and
I used to love to look through old trunks
and albums. There were photographs of
my family—Mother’s father; stern and
noble and be-whiskered men; sweet, shy
aunts with their arms around each
other’s waists; children in lace collars
and velvet dresses; solemn babies, and
beautiful old people with fine faces. I’d
like to see them all. again! But in our
many moves, we gradually shed all such
accumulations.
I BELIEVE IN
Self discipline.
Fate, Luck, Destiny, or whatever you
like to call it, but also that the Lord
helps those who help themselves.
AS TO
Love at first sight—it’s possible. People
have told me they knew instantly, here
was Love! But isn’t that more probably
an attraction, a swift, compelling in¬
terest? For surely love, in the fullest
sense, must develop slowly.
Old family ghosts: I’ve no experience,
but I have an open mind.
SOME DAY
I wish I could spread a little cheer,
learn, absorb, report—travel on a Roundthe-World informal, good-neighbor tour;
try to find out why people can’t get
along together without wars, and if
there isn’t some practical, psychological
remedy.
I’M INTERESTED IN
The United Nations; country life; art
galleries; museums; medical research—
especially in preventive medicine and the
new theories of psychosomatic therapy—

these and many more!

I’VE HAD
Many
influences:
te
friends, co-workers; but
been the most constan
fluence. She has good sen
a fine mind. She’s kind
and the most honest pers

IT’S DIFFICULT TO SA
The most interesting p
There’s Cardinal Spel
saintliness, sweetness an
Artur Rubinstein, that g
scientists, great soldiers
men, with whom you en
On casual meeting, gre
seem colorless, because
vitality into what they
paper, but you know th
find them interesting.
baby-faced boys, like
heroes and veterans of
appearance is astonish
know of their almost in
But there are also ord
people who seem to ha
of life, who have ac
liberty, a serene philo
beautifully adjusted to th
People who stretch
fascinating. They may b
recesses of ancient mus
to live in the past, and c
alive for you; astronom
fixed on the stars, who
see a little of what they
ponder with awe the pla

I HAVE
Such a curious mind
found any bores for ye

MY LOW POINT IN LI
Was Yesterday.

MY HIGH POINT IN L
Is Today!

The End

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY
(Continued from page 331

THIS IS HARD

BUT THIS IS EASY

AND THIS IS
MIGHTY WONDERFUL
ure, you believe in saving.
But it’s mighty hard to make yourself
take cash out of your pocket, and time
out of your day, to do it regularly.
The sure way, the easy way to do
your saving is to get started on an
automatic savings plan with U. S.
Savings Bonds. Like this . . .
1. If you’re on a Payroll, sign up in
the Payroll Savings Plan, then for¬
get it. From then on the money
saves itself—so much per week, or
so much per month.

2.

If you are not on a payroll, sign
up at your bank for the Bond-AMonth Plan. Equally easy. You
decide how much you want to put
into bonds every month, your bank
does the rest.

In just ten years after you start buying
bonds, your money starts coming back
to you—well-fattened! Every $3 you
invest today brings you back 34 to
make possible all the wonderful things
you dream of doing.
And remember—any time you need
your money for emergencies, you can
get it back in minutes without losing
interest.

Automatic saving is sure saving

-US. Savings Bonds
Contributed by this magazine in
co-operation with the Magazine
Publishers of America as a public service.

the Government a maximum of 25% in
income tax; if it were an income profit,
he’d have to pay the Government 77%.
In any event, Bing said yes to the
deal, and if you haven’t heard him on the
disc-jockey program yet,
you very
shortly will.
In view of the fact that Bing is worth
quite a few bucks, you’d naturally ex¬
pect that some or all of his four boys
would be spoiled. Not Bing’s kids. It’s
not in the Yankee tradition.
All four of them used to attend St.
John’s Military Academy, a parochial
school in Los Angeles, but now the three
older boys go to school up north, far
away from the Hollywood atmosphere
where kids can get accustomed to large
circus parties and very early in life be¬
come bored with everything.
For a while, Bing was set on sending
his boys to Notre Dame to college, but
of late he’s changed his mind. “I don’t
know,” he says, “there are a lot of
good schools right here on the Coast.
Santa Clara is a fine Jesuit college, and
Stanford’s a wonderful university. It’s
a little too early todell where they’ll go.”
A good Catholic, Bing believes firmly
in the tenets of good religious training,
and it’s highly probable that the four
boys will wind up at some Jesuit col¬
lege.
“They all have a hankering for
show business,” Bing says, “but I’m not
going to let them really get into it until
they’ve finished college.
Their educa¬
tion comes first.”
A lot of Bing’s neighbors insist that
his kids have talent, but Bing himself
says, “It’s a little too early to tell.”
All of them know the value of a dol¬
lar, however, and only recently Lindsey,
the youngest Crosby kid, proved it in a
small way. He went across the road to
where the Nelsons live (Ozzie and Har¬
riet Nelson) and he asked the two Nel¬
son kids, David and Ricky, why they
didn’t invite him to appear on their
parents’ radio program, “The Adventures
of Ozzie and Harriet.”
A day later, Lindsey was invited. He
went to Bing and asked Bing’s permis¬
sion to appear on the show. Bing not
only okayed the idea but agreed to ap¬
pear himself. When the show was over,
Lindsey and the two Nelson kids got
together and ganged up on their parents.
“We want our ten per cent commission
as agents,” they demanded.
Bing, Ozzie and Harriet went into con¬
ference. They finally decided that the
kids were entitled to something.
The
three boys wound up with a chocolate
fudge sundae each.
Bing also has had the four boys on his
radio program, singing in what they call
harmony, and they once appeared briefly
in a motion picture with Ed Gardner,
but for the most part, they’ve been kept
clear of the camera and microphone.
“Give your children the best education
possible and then set them out on their
own.” That’s an old Yankee maxim, and
Bing’s abiding by it.
He also adheres scrupulously to the
one which says, “Make hay while the
sun shines.”
As you probably know,
Bing answers all his mail in longhand.
Other stars have secretaries and dicta¬
phones and all sorts of recording appara¬
tus, but when it comes to answering
correspondence, Bing goes in for the
fountain pen exclusively.
It takes a lot of time to answer mail
by hand, and time is one thing Bing
doesn’t have too much of.
Whenever

MATERNITY
Style Book FREE
LANE BRYANT Maternity clothes help conceal
your condition and keep you smart through pregnancy.
Adjust easily to your changing figure. Sizes 32 to 46
bust; also misses’ sizes 12 to 20 and junior sizes 11 to
19. Our FREE Style Book shows dresses, brassieres,
underwear. Everything for baby, too. All low priced.
Send coupon now for your copy of this FREE Style
Book, mailed to you in a plain wrapper._

cDryant
752 EAST MARKET ST.

•

ADDRESS

Dept.

28-C

INDIANAPOLIS

17, IND.

| Mall FREE Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper. |
(28-C)

j
j
j

Name.■

•

Post Office.Slate. ■

Address...•

SONG POEMS WANTED
All types of Poems wanted for musical
setting. Send your Poems in today for
FREE examination.
HAMANIV SOX. SERVICE
606 Manhattan Building, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

Save On CIG ARETTES

All Popular Brands
We pay all postage and insuiranee on 5 cartons or
more to any point in the U. S. Add 5c per carton
on less than 5 cartons. Send 1Remittance with Order.

SIDNEY SMIITH, INC.
BOX 1025 - DEPT. HWG-3

- JOPLIN, MO.

ALN-M AID-CAN DIES
FAMOUS PEANUT BRITTLE AND COCONUT BRITTLE
Easy to sell—made fresh daily—repeats through every
season of year for all direct selling agents, men or
women—it’s the extra sales that count—steady profit.
Agents sell 100 to 500 cans per month—other delicious
candies—get list price. Everybody eats candy.

J.E.T. Manufacturing Co.
Jefferson

&. Green Sts.

Dept. A

Allentown, Pa.

This matched bridal pair is ex¬
quisitely lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover’s De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuine Chip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover’s design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS alsosetin 14 Karat
Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover’s
design wedding set most give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
either ringfor both for $17.95) plus tax and few cent* postage. Write

UNITED PRODUCTS CO.. 7941 S. HALSTED. DEPT. A 919. CHICAGO 20. ILL.
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Every Tampon user
should know

is the Tampon
Rounded Ends...
the only Tampon
'Quilted'for Comfort.
"Quilted"for Safely...
Next time tty Fibs
•

(internal sanitary

#T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

protection )

rfmaz/rrqr A/ew

BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
This sensational BUST Lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!

TEST 10 DAYS X
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin’s Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

he gets a spare minute, he capitalizes on
it. For example, when he’s at the stu¬
dio, working on a picture, he knows that
it frequently takes anywhere from ten
to twenty minutes to line up a shot, that
is, to get the correct lighting, the cor¬
rect focus, the correct setup. Most stars
usually hang around the set watching
the prop men and the cameramen get¬
ting things ready.
Not Bing.. Rather
than hang around for ten or twenty min¬
utes, he climbs on his bicycle—it carries
a sign which reads “Everett’s brother”—
and he pedals off to his dressing room.
Here he takes pen in hand and gets to
work answering his mail. When the ten
or twenty minutes are up, he’s back on
the set ready for his scene.
Similarly, he’s the most prompt actor
in Hollywood.
If Bing makes a date
with you for say, two o’clock, he’s al¬
ways on time. If he’s going to be late
or if he can’t make it, he’ll call you in
advance.
He’s as thoughtful of your
time as he is of his own, which is more
than you can say for most motion pic¬
ture stars.
A lot of them like to be
treated as if they were the descendants
of royalty. Not Mrs. Crosby’s boy, Bing.
At Paramount recently, an impromptu
poll was taken of the most popular star
on the lot. Bing won it hands down. He
treats everyone the same way.
“The
reason we like Bing so much,” one of the
Paramount mail girls explains, “is that
he treats us like persons, not things.”
During the football season, for exam¬
ple, Bing was given a lot of tickets to
all the big games. One of the biggest in
Los Angeles is the annual classic be¬
tween Notre Dame and Southern Cali¬
fornia.
Bing had fifty tickets for the
spectacle.
Whenever anyone at Para¬
mount wistfully exclaimed how much
he’d like to go to the game, Bing’d dig
into his own pocket and come up with
two ducats.
Came the afternoon of the big event,
and Bing discovered that he’d given
away all of his tickets. He bought two
for himself from a speculator for $50
each.
No one hears very much about these
things or the numerous other Crosby
charities, because Bing believes stanchly
that a man shouldn’t talk about his do¬
nations.
There are many actors, for

example, who are all the time screaming
about the number of people they have
to carry on their payrolls and how many
relatives they have to support.
Never a word like that from Crosby,
and yet the truth of the matter is that
indirectly he’s helping more old-timers
and indigent friends than anyone in the
movie colony. When Bing was on “Con¬
necticut Yankee,” for example, he in¬
sisted that a good many of the extra and
featured roles be given either to new¬
comers who needed the opportunity or
to old-timers who needed the dough.
On his own Philco radio show, he’s
tried to break in as many newcomers as
possible, and without exploiting them,
either. A few weeks ago, for example,
an agent came to him with a vocalist
named Kay Starr. “This girl can really
sing, Bing,” the agent said, “if only
someone will give her a chance. Matter
of fact, she’d be willing to sing almost
for nothing if you’d only give her the
opportunity.”
“Nobody works for nothing on my
show,” Bing said. “If she can sing and
she’s got talent, then she’s worth money,
because good talent is rare. Let me hear
her sing.”
Kay Starr sang a few numbers.
“Okay,” said Bing, turning to the girl’s
agent.
“How much do you want for
her?”
The agent took a deep breath. “Three
hundred bucks per program,” he said.
Bing cocked an eyebrow. “Three hun¬
dred, eh?” And then that wry little Irish
grin of his curled itself on his lips.
“She’s worth five hundred,” he said, “and
that’s what I’m paying her.”
Crosby will drive a hard bargain if
need be, but he’s a trader with a heart.
There is no one in Hollywood today
who will say one bad word about him.
In any city, this is so rare as to be in¬
credible.
When asked to explain this
phenomenon, Bing, who isn’t much at
talking, especially to reporters and in¬
terviewers, merely shrugs a shoulder and
says, “I just try and live a regular life.”
Actually, it’s the kind of life the Con¬
necticut Yankees used to live, and this
is merely the furthering of that tradi¬
tion by the Connecticut Yankee from
Spokane.
The End

ESTHER WILLIAMS LIVES ON A BUDGET
I Continued from page 371

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-C
1226 W.

ANGUSTA

MAKEi
THIS

CHICAGO 22.

1WEEK TEST

ILL.

IF YOU
WANT

Send no money
. . . send only
SMALL STRAND
OF YOUR HAIR
It's amazing how long, thrilling hair
adds allure, helps win romance, love.
Movie stars know. LONGER, LOVE¬
LIER HAIR may result when dry,
brittle, breaking off hair can be re¬
tarded and scalp and hair are healthy,
vigorous. Thus hair has a chance to
get longer, more beautiful. Try Beauty-Glo7days. BEST because Beauty^x(»lo
contains
genuine
beneficial
CHOLESTERIN. Safe. Not a hair
restorative. Satisfaction or your money
J back. Send $1 with address. (If C.O.D.
govt, charges extra.) Order Now!

HAIR

FREE!
Reg. $5.00Personal
SKIN & MAKE-UP

SPECIAL-SAVE 25%
3 Lge. Jars $2.40

BEAUTY ANALYSIS
From famed Beautician "LaVal*
if you fill out Beauty Questionnaire
enclosed in each pkg.
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BEAUTY-GLO
STUDIOS
DEPT. 187
Walbrook Station
Baltimore 16. Md.

modest-salaried workingmen do!
But
they recognized in the house the charm¬
ing possibilities which they could de¬
velop themselves.
It was run-down and needed improve¬
ments—but those were minor considera¬
tions to two imaginative people like
Esther and Ben. The house did have a
view of the Pacific; it was secluded and
it had the snug, friendly look of small
houses.
“Ben and I did most of the fixing our¬
selves. That’s where the fun came in,”
Esther told me. “There was a tired little
swimming pool in the back yard; no fil¬
tering system, no paint, just a cement
hole. We could have called in a swim¬
ming pool construction company to do
the work, but that isn’t the way we like
to do things.
“Ben, who is very handy, put in the
filtering system and set in the flagstone
around the pool. On sunny afternoons
we both painted the pool ourselves and
had a million laughs doing so. A man
and wife should have some share in
building their own home. It gives them
a wonderful feeling of possession.

“It was such a thrill to see that little
cement hole assume shape and finally
become a very attractive pool.
Now
when we swim in it or have breakfast
near the edge, we get a glow out of
knowing it’s our pool because we had a
hand in creating it.
“We had lots to do to fix up the house.
There was a wall to tear out, a complete
painting job from top to bottom, putting
in extra closets and steps.
We could
have turned the house over to an interior
decorator and given him carte blanche
to furnish it so that we wouldn’t be
bothered. But we couldn’t see ourselves
living in a house that a stranger had
furnished.
“If it was to be our house, we had to
do it. I can just see a decorator scream¬
ing at the homespun crash curtains and
cretonne slipcovers I put on. But that’s
the way we like it.
“We had the wall between the living
room and dining room torn out so that
both
rooms
would
look
open
and
friendly. With the wood from the wall,
Ben made a handsome bar. . . . Well,
maybe it’s not as finished-looking as one

that a cabinet maker would have built,
but it suits us fine. In fact, we get a real
thrill out of it when we use it for enter¬
taining because I remember Ben whis¬
tling away and working at it.
That’s
living, I say.
“I chased around to antique and junk
shops, blew the dust off a few things and
picked up a few old vases and brass
knick-knacks which we could convert
into lamps. Evenings I sat around with
a close friend of mine and we’d chatter
away while I made shades and sewed
percale and gingham curtains.
It was
like an old-fashioned sewing circle—and
wonderful, warm fun.
“I couldn’t really be extravagant if I
tried. It’s not in me. Many girls get a
thrill out of owning diamonds. I don’t.
I never will. You would have to put a
gun to my back to get me to wear a
diamond bracelet, I think they’re per¬
fectly lovely—for someone else.
“On the other hand, what did give me
a thrill was when Ben and I moved an
old broken-down shed outside of the
kitchen to the side of the pool and con¬
verted it into a cute bath house.
“And I get a kick out of finding a little
cotton lace evening gown on sale for $25,
sewing rhinestones on the lace design
and shortening it to ballet length.
It
looked very chic.
“I wore it to a party where all the
other women had on fabulous gowns
that cost hundreds of dollars apiece. Yet
I felt well-dressed and received a great
many compliments.
“I once did some modeling in an ex¬
clusive shop before I went into pictures,
and I learned a good deal about clothes
then. The major difference between an
expensive outfit and a cheaper one is
mainly in the fabrics. I didn’t care for
most of the costly fabrics because they
were usually too heavy or ornate. I de¬
cided then that it was silly to spend too
much on clothes. I told myself that if
ever the day came when I could afford to
buy the best, I still wouldn’t spend a
king’s ransom on a dress. For then the
dress would become too important to me.
“For instance, I wore a lovely but in¬
expensive tulle gown at the beautiful
party Bob and Betty Montgomery gave
not long ago. I’d picked up the gown in
the teen-age department of a popular
shop and it was priced within the range
of a college girl’s allowance. The ma¬
terial wasn’t the best, but who cared?
The effect was dreamy, which is what
counts. No one bothers to scrutinize the
fabric of a dance dress.
It’s the total
effect that matters, and this gown had
an enormous tulle skirt and looked glam¬
orous.
“While dancing, Cesar Romero hap¬
pened to step on my gown and ripped
part of the skirt. Cesar was absolutely
wretched.
He thought he’d
ruined
something very precious.
But I was
able to laugh it off and tell him it didn’t
bother me at all. I thought, it’s won¬
derful to have something that doesn’t
become a personal tragedy if it’s ruined.
“That has become my philosophy on
all material things,” Esther said ear¬
nestly. “I never want to allow any per¬
sonal possessions, whether they’re clothes
or furniture, to possess me. I don’t want
to worry about rips and stains, nicks and
scratches. Otherwise, how could I enjoy
them?
“Ben gave me a beautiful—but expen¬
sive convertible for my birthday and I
didn’t feel right about it. I told him he
shouldn’t have spent so much on a car
as I could get where I want to go in a
cheaper model.
“But when Ben pointed out that it was
an economy for me to have a car that
would use less gasoline, need less re¬

pairs and have a better trade-in value
later, the gift made sense to me.
“Ben and I love good food, and I’m not
at all cautious about ordering the best,
no matter what the cost. For that is part
of the enjoyment of living. Even so, be¬
cause I remember how my mother had
to stretch and save, it goes against me
to waste food.
“I won’t order perishable food unless
we plan to eat it that night.
I don’t
throw out left-over meats because I re¬
member the fun we used to have at home
when my mother would make some¬
thing interesting out of the dribs and
drabs of leftovers. I love to cook and
it’s a culinary adventure to put some
vegetables and odds and ends from the
refrigerator together with last night’s
cold meat, make a flaky crust over the
top and enjoy a delicious meat pie.
“We love our home. We live in it—
really live in it, flop into chairs and
sprawl on sofas, have our friends over
all the time and have buffets in the
living-room. I don’t go into hysterics if
someone nicks a chair or drops some¬
thing on the rug, because I haven’t put
a fortune into the chair or rug. When
our dog, Angie, made a stain on our
carpet we turned the carpet over. That’s
all.
“We own our house—it doesn’t own
us. It’s simple, small and easy to take
care of. We have a houseworker come
in every day to tidy up, but I don’t need
anyone to cook for us because that’s a
job I love. It’s restful for me to work
in the kitchen. Ben and I eat when we
feel like instead of when a maid is ready.
I’m glad we can do with so little domes¬
tic help, because it’s more fun being by
ourselves for dinner.
It helps us live
below our income, too. I guess,” Esther
laughed, “we could no more put on a
movie star ‘front’ than we could fly.”
The Gages’ practicability extends even
to sentimental occasions. For his birth¬
day, Esther gave Ben a new floodlight
for their pool, which she had wrapped
in cellophane and fancy blue ribbon.
Ben recently surprised Esther for her
birthday with a new king-sized bed she’d
wanted. Esther exclaimed and squealed
over it the way other girls gloat over a
mink coat.
The point is that Ben could give
Esther mink, and Esther could give Ben
a diamond-studded watch. But they’re
much happier with gifts they can use.
When the gift is accompanied with a gag
and real devotion, believe me, it equals
minks and diamonds.
Like many young couples, the Gages
are planning for future security with
good business investments.
Ben does
all the business thinking because Esther
is inclined to be too casual about money.
A few months ago, Ben came home
with the news that he was going to lease
a gas station with a war veteran buddy
of his in charge. He explained to Esther
why it was sensible to buy the gas sta¬
tion and then pointed out that they
would benefit doubly: not only on the
financial return, but in cutting down on
the expenses involved in maintaining
their own two cars. The station is now in
operation and doing so well that it may
be the start of a chain!
(See page 70.)
Esther and Ben are also investing their
money in real estate and building in the
desert community called “29 Palms,”
right outside of Palm Springs.
They
started out at first by backing Esther’s
brother, David, in building one house
there. This proved to be a successful
venture, and they bought more property
and began to build more homes.
“We now know all about the costs of
plaster and lumber, and how to cut cor¬
ners in construction,” Esther said gaily.
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minutes you can be proud
and happy to smile! Yes,
Kopal magically covers tooth
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movie star smiles. Yes, Kopal
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SELL NEW GREETING CARD ASSORTMENTS
STATIONERY NOT OBTAINABLE ELSEWHERE

FREE
SAMPLES
EXCLUSIVE

Your cash profits to 100o/q plus bonus.
Complete line 53 different boxes. Sen¬
sational plastic greeting cards, notes,
gift wrappings, exclusive personalized
stationery. Write today for free sam¬
ples exclusive stationery and All-Occa¬
sion
Leader
samples
on
approval.
Special offers.
REGAL GREETING CARD CO.
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19 W. Woodruff St., Oept. H-5, Hazel Park, Mich

Thousands of people have
learned that Dr. Guild’s
Green Mountain Asthmatic
Compound brings welcomerelief

from asthmatic misery. On sale
at nearly all drug stores. Ciga¬
rettes, 5 OF. Powder, 25F and
$1.00. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected. If your dealer cannot sup¬
ply you, order direct. J. H. Guild
Co., Dept.H-9,Rupert, Vt.
SEND TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLE

CONFIDENTIAL LOAN SERVICE
Barrow $50 to $300 00

Need money? No matter where
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $50.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.
IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Completely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
M O N T H LY
PAYMENTS
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NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
Employed men and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. We do not contact employers,
friends or relatives.Convenient month¬
ly payments. Send us your name and
address and we will mail application
blank and complete details FREE in
plain envelope. There is no obligation.

STATE FINANCE COMPANY
216 Savings & Loan Bldg., Dept. P-75, Des Moines 8, Iowa

“Building homes has become an exciting
adventure. Ben and I go out whenever
we can to study the new homes so that
we can incorporate the best ideas in our
houses. We plan to build a nice roomy
home for ourselves some day, for we
want to have a family, and when we do,
I don’t think we’ll be fooled.
“It isn’t only the actual dollars and
cents that you save that’s so important, it
is the thrill of meeting a tough economy
problem today and making strides to¬
ward licking it.
“Ben and I did the landscaping in our
little garden.
We levelled the land,
planted the grass and flowers and had a
gay old time reading all the horticul¬
tural magazines.
“One Sunday afternoon we passed a
garden nursery and discovered they were
going to get rid of a batch of cypress
trees because they were scrubby look¬
ing. We bought the whole shebang at

a great bargain. Maybe you think we
didn’t pat each other on the back!
“Ordinarily, the whole thing would
have come to twenty times the amount
we paid. The thrill that we had out of
planting the puny little scrubs, caring
for them and nursing them until they
thrived and grew into the luxurious
hedge it is today, is something we couldn’t
buy for any amount of money.
“That’s what I mean by getting a kick
out of saving.
It’s the glorious satis¬
faction of doing something with your
own two hands or using your head to
make something out of little.”
Budgeting the Esther Williams way
can be exciting.
Living below your
income can be a gay challenge. It all
depends on how you go about it. For
Esther it’s a lark. Maybe it can be your
own personal recipe on how to live on
little—and like it.
The End
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rected on label. Try amazing "DarkEyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and
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3319 Carroll Av®., Chicago 24, III.
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Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown
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WRITERS
Conscientious sates service for your short stories,
articles, books and plays. Send today for FREE
circular “Your Road To Writing Success.*9
DANIEL S. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept.HM3,264 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
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Here's CASH for you . . . easyl Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.
BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.
LORAINE PRODUCTS. Dept. DM-123

411 So. Clinton Street
✓

Chicago 7, Illinois

Help Relieve Distress Of

FEMALE
WEAKN_

Are you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does
this make you suffer from pain, feel so
nervous, tired—at such times? Then do
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms. Pinkham’s has a grand soothing effect on one
of woman’s most important organs!
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WANTED: MORE KISSES
(Continued from page 651
the same people in the same kind of story.
So there followed a series in which Janet
was the girl and Charles was the boy:
“Street Angel,” “Lucky Star,” “Tess of
the Storm Country,” “Delicious”—to name
a few.
In 1931, they were voted one of the ten
biggest money making teams in Holly¬
wood by the Motion Picture Herald Fame
Poll.
Sophisticated love paid off, too, in the
same fashion. Greta Garbo and John
Gilbert, the epitome of sex appeal in their
day, were a box office love team that
made M-G-M a fortune and the names
of Garbo and Gilbert synonymous with
romance the world over.
Then came the down-to-earth era—
with the unforgettable Jean Harlow and
Clark Gable calling a spade a spade in one
hot love scene after another. The audience
got the idea that he was her kind of man
and she was his kind of woman. Jean
and Clark had an honesty and lack of
pretense that came through on the screen.
They were teamed again and again. They
looked as if they were meant for each
other, and the audience loved it.
Well, right now Hollywood has a love
team that is sizzling and convincing. Just
as in the old days, the team has been
paying off handsomely. Did you see Lana
Turner and Clark Gable in “Homecom¬
ing”?
This picture, which cost over a million
dollars, grossed two million the first two
months after it was released—when it
still hadn’t been released to nine-tenths
of the domestic and foreign theaters it had
yet to play. People aren’t flocking to see
“Homecoming” because it is the story of
a man home from the war. Let’s not kid
ourselves; they are standing in line to
watch Gable make love to Turner.
Whenever a picture features a love
team, that picture makes money. Alan
Ladd and Veronica Lake did okay, so did
Myrna Loy and William Powell. There
was nothing wrong with the Claudette
Colbert-Fred MacMurray combo, either.
From “Maid of Salem” right down to
their present bonanza, “Family Honey¬
moon,” their pictures have made money.
Smart producers have always capitalized
on the fact that people just naturally
want love to last. They want love to
endure—picture after picture.
Cashing in on this common knowledge,
Hollywood today is doing some provoc¬
ative casting.
With Cary Grant and
Betsy Drake a cinema cinch in “Every
Girl Should Be Married,” RKO plans to

cast them again in “Christmas Gift,”
which started production in January.
Cary is in urgent demand by every top
producer in Hollywood. The fact that
he wants to do a series of pictures with
Betsy indicates not only that he’s in
love with the girl, but that he’s a smart
business man.
Also getting a personal lift out of
“teamwork” success is Shirley Temple,
whose husband, John Agar, clicked in
their
first
picture
together,
“Fort
Apache.”
Within six weeks after the picture was
released, John was voted No. 1 in one o!
the industry’s top popularity polls. With
the release of “Baltimore Escapade,”
both Shirley and John hope his career
has shiningly begun.
Since they’re married, the fact that
they can work on the same picture means
they can both have breakfast together,
see each other during the day, and are
tired enough at night not to go around
night-owling. Beyond this convenience
lies the fact that they are really in love.
The public knows this. And will pay to
see it.
Perhaps one of the most publicized love
teams of all was that of Cathy O’Donnell
and Farley Granger. Not only was their
initial picture together, “They Live By
Night,” a love story of great poignancy,
but gossip had it that they were in love
with each other. Such a situation is al¬
ways magic, for the public generally
senses it.
When Lauren Bacall and Humnhrev
Bogart went through their scenes in “To
Have and Have Not,” Bogart’s wife, Mayo
Methot, may not have known they were
in love. Perhaps not even Bogie and
Betty themselves knew. But the public
spotted the flame as soon as the picture
hit the screens.
Long ago, when Charles Farrell and
Janet Gaynor starred together, they, too,
were in love. And old-timers say this
fact accounted 90% for their popularity
as a romantic team on the screen. They
were so much in love, they could make
even a trite story believable.
Well, “They Live By Night” is not a
trite story. Just the same, Hollywood had
a feeling that Cathy and Farley were in
love. The publicity played this up, be¬
cause it is always good box office when
stars are in love. The public gets curious.
When, for reasons of her own, Cathy
married someone else, profit and recep¬
tion of the picture were jeopardized.
Samuel Goldwvn was reportedly so

angry he let her contract drop. Today,
no one seems to know if public demand
will start Farley and Cathy out again in
a follow-up picture.
For, make no mistake about it, the
public decides which love teams are
believable and which are not. Despite
the million-dollar advertising campaign
GABLE’S BACK AND GARSON’S GOT
HIM, “Adventure” flopped because no
one
could
picture
rough-and-ready
Gable with ladylike Greer Garson.
On the other hand, the love team of
Greer and Walter Pidgeon are so right
in the minds of movie-goers, that all of
the major hits of Garson and Pidgeon
have been in pictures in which they costarred. “Blossoms in the Dust,” “Mrs.
Miniver,” “Mrs. Parkington,” “Madame
Curie,” and — more recently — “Julia
Misbehaves”
have
all
been
perfect
vehicles for them as a team.
On their own, they just don’t have the
same audience-appeal.
Sometimes, the love teams are not all
sweetness and light. According to a re¬
cent poll, today’s fans like to see Lizabeth Scott and Burt Lancaster paired to¬
gether. In both “Desert Fury” and “I
Walk Alone,” there was a universal ac¬
ceptance of them as a team.
Another couple—on the scarlet side,
perhaps, but none the less alluring—is
Joan Bennett and Dan Duryea. He com¬
plements her brand of sex appeal so
effectively that some eager fans have
seen “Woman In The Window” and
“Scarlet Street” eight and nine times.
This isn’t Prince Charming on his
white charger stuff, but it does point out
that the public is smart. Ticket buyers
know exactly when casting is right. Both
Joan and Dan hit new strides in their
careers as a result of their love team. If
they made another such picture together,
the picture would be a box office natural.
A ready-made audience is waiting for
them.
There is also the case of Glenn Ford
and Rita Hayworth. For years. Glenn
was cast as a nice young man. Then he
came along and slapped Rita in “Gilda,”
and the fans went wild. As a hot love
team, they were an immediate and sen¬
sational success. Other pictures, in which
they were starred separately, just never
hit the same high. In “The Loves of
Carmen,” they’re together again and

packing them in all over the country.
Fans were lucky that both Glenn and
Rita were under contract to the same
studio, for many things besides suitabil¬
ity determine whether or not stars can
be paired together. Lots of times, fans
write to Movieland and say, “Why can’t
Tyrone Power and Lana Turner be cast
in a picture together?”
What the fans don’t realize is that me¬
chanical problems often prevent the cast¬
ing of stars. Not only are Tyrone and
Lana under contract to different studios,
but now personal differences would
probably make it impossible for either
of them to agree to a loan-out.
Other times, the studios don’t have the
right story for a team. When audiences
first saw Doris Day and Jack Carson in
“Romance on the High Seas,” there was
an immediate demand for a follow-up
picture.
Maybe Warners’ have found
such a story by now, but, if they don’t
start production soon, they will lose a
lot of money. For the public has indi¬
cated that they will pay to see Doris and
Jack together now.
There are studio politics, friendships—
many things the average fan doesn’t
know about—that sometimes make it im¬
possible to cast certain couples together.
As an example, when Sonny Tufts first
caused fans to swoon in “So Proudly We
Hail,” in which he bashfully wooed
Paulette Goddard, the studio felt his per¬
sonality was strong enough to carry a
picture alone. He has since done so.
Paulette has gone on to rich dramatic
roles. But the movie-goers loved them
together.
Paulette rallied; Sonny is having a
more difficult time on his own. As a team,
these two could have won and held a
unique place in the hearts of filmgoers.
Perhaps the gravest mistake producers
make is not recognizing that the fans,
the people who go to see movies, are the
safest barometer of what kind of pic¬
tures should be produced.
These fans say, “Please cast Joan Ben¬
nett and Dan Duryea again.” Or, “Let’s
have more of Lana and Clark.” Or,
“Make another ‘Gilda,’ please!”
And, if you’re not certain which teams
are destined for immortality, Mr. Pro¬
ducer, we’ve got news for you: Watch
the fan mail!

NOW - HOME COSMETIC

GRAY HAIR!
Give your gray hair natural¬
looking color again, yourself,
in the privacy of your own
home. Mary T. Goldman’s,
wonderful clear liquid cosmetic,
stops gray hair worries for
thousands! So easy! Simply
comb Mary T. Goldman's
through hair. Won't bother
wave, nor spoil hair texture.
Guaranteed to give gray hair
the youthful-looking shade you
want or your money back.
Get Mary T. Goldman's today
at your drug or department store. Accept
no substitute!
FREE TRIAL: Send coupon below for
free trial kit.
MARY T. GOLDMAN CO.
W-15 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.
Send FREE sample. (Check color desired.)
□ Black
□ Dark Brown
□ Light Brown
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women and Men, 18 to SO
Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,
o/o or even more per week. Large full time
nm2m5i from doctors, hospitals, sa.iaionums^oiubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at
home and qualifying for Diploma.
K Anatomy
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and
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Illustrated Book FREE—now!
THE CoHeae of Swedish Massage
Dpt.941C,41 E. Pearson, Chicago 11

for You Every Week
SHOW EVERYDAY CARDS
Earn extra money easily taking
orders for new Everyday Assort¬
ment of 15 cards for Birthdays, all
occasions. Friends buy gladly: you make up
to 50c on big $1 value. Also PERSONALIZED
Stationery, Name - Imprinted “Charmette”
Notes, Napkins, Gift Wraps; other popular
sellers at 60c up. Send today for Everyday
Box on approval and Free ImprintSamples.
FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, INC.
954 ADAMS STREET
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ELMIRA, N. Y.

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with this handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss cross, inlaid,
circular and hemstitching for pleats; also tucking,
smocking and picotmg. Makes rugs, comforters,
slippers, etc. out of any material. Easy directions
included.

The End

^ff|y

Makes button holes on your sewing machine in¬
stead of by hand. Also darns stockings, sews
buttons, zippers; and can be used for quilting.
Sews in any direction-front, back or sideways.
SEND NO MONEY-Merely send your name,
address and pay postman SI.00 plus postage on
arrival.

Or, send $1.00 with order, and we mail

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1.00 back
LELANE CO.. Dept. HG-39, Box 571. Kansas City 10. Mo.

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN

AT

HOME

THIS

MONEY-SAVING

WAY

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in¬
stead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no “num¬
bers” or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students are
band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures. First
vou are told what to do. Then a picture shows you how.
Soon
you
are
playing
popular
music.
Mail coupon for our Illustrated Free Book .
and Print and Picture Sample.
Mention I
FREE
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of I
Music, 1583 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.IO.N.Y, I

BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music, 1583 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.IO.N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
.Instrument?.

Instrument

Name

For a long time producers thought co-starring married couples wouldn’t “take.” But not
any more. When Cornel Wilde and Patricia Knight make love in “Shockproof,” fans love it.

(Please
Address.

Print)
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In 36 Minutes-wing your way to

Komayne Cahoon, charming Pan American World Air¬
ways stewardess, uses Glover's 3-Way Medicinal
Treatment for lovely highlights!
"Yes, in 36 minutes your hair can look lovelier! Fresh
lustre and radiance, natural color tone and glamour—
these are yours with Glover’s 3-Way Medicinal Treat¬
ment—quickly, in your own home! Ask for Glover’s
Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo,
Glover’s Hair Dress at Drug or
Cosmetic counters — or mail
Coupon today for sampler.

The 3-Way
Mediciual Treatment
Glovers, Dept. 673
101 W. 31st St., New York 1, N. Y.
Send free Sampler Package i n plain wrapper by return
mail — Glover's Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo, Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress in 3 hermeti¬
cally-sealed bottles — with free booklet. I enclose 10£ to
cover cost of packaging and postage.
Name
(please PRINT PLAINLY)
Addrest.

Whew! Cameron never realized so much work was involved in giving a party. It was all
Cam’s idea so Joanna lends only encouragement—not elbow grease—getting the yard ready.
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Bobby hopes Dad’s as good at cooking over
the barbecue pit as he is at cleaning it.

For one day at least, Cam trades his role
in “Command Decision” for that of busboy.
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Everything about this party seems to be a success. Even Betty Garrett and her tall tales
warrant a hearty laugh from Nancy Guild, husband, Charles Russell, and host, Cameron.
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You can have the gay
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much fun—and right in
their own back yard

Cam has a few stories to spin too, and who
could want a better audience than Betty!
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What guy wouldn’t like a corner on this tri¬
angle! Betty and Nancy don’t mind, either!

Cam gets a taste of the woman’s work that
is never done. But the party was worth it.

LOVE THOSE MEN!
(Continued from page 691

NATURE’S REMEDY (NR) TABLETS
—A purely vegetable laxative to relieve
constipation without the usual griping,
sickening, perturbing sensations, and
does not cause a rash. Try NR—you will
see the difference. Uncoated or candy
coated—their action is dependable, thor¬
ough, yet gentle as millions of NR’s have
proved. Get a 2 5c box and use as directed.
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Women go wild about "Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new. glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, nigh quality workman¬
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and underwear
for the whole family.
If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for
complete,
beautiful,
illustrated
Style Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY
l FREE.

WORLD’S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. M-14
Grand Rapids, Mich.

SONGWRITERS

We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. "Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-24, Box
190 Hollywood, Cal.

I

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as voor time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped aH
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bnlletin on request. No obligation.

i American School, Deot. H 371, Orexel at 58th. Chicago 37
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ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo

NEW SILK FINISH • BOLD TOOLED FRAME

Just to get acquainted, we will
make you a FREE 5x7enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
for frame plus small handling and mailing charge. If
you are not completely satisfied, return the enlarge¬
ment within 10 days and your money will be refunded.
But you may keep the handsome frame as a gift for
promptness. Limit2 toacustomer. Originals returned.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd..DeptM-90,Hollywood 38, Cal.

it,” said Clark, awarding me a taunting
wink, “is that when nine o’clock comes,
the company really goes to work ... on
time. No waiting for some gal to have
her hair done or to have her costume
repaired. It’s much more businesslike to
do pictures with men only.”
I asked, “What do you gentlemen talk
about between takes?”
“I give you one guess. What else is
there to talk about?” he laughed.
The assistant director called, “If you
please, Mr. Gable,” and Clark strode off
to work in a scene representing a bed¬
room in an old castle, presumably being
used as quarters for an American officer.
“Command Decision” is the fictional
story of the early days of the Eighth Air
Force in England, and concerns itself
primarily—according to rumor—with the
story of General Ira Eaker’s courageous
devotion to duty. This part is played by
Clark Gable, wearing a brigadier gen¬
eral’s single star on his shoulder.
When Clark went into the castle scene,
director Sam Wood and producer Sydney
Franklin were discussing a technical
point as to whether or not a certain item
of equipment (a foot locker) would be
found in an Air Force Brigadier General’s
room.
Sam Wood said, “How about it, Clark?
You were in the Air Force. You should
know the answer.”
“Don’t look at me—I was just a cap¬
tain. This is the first time in my life
that I’ve been in a general officer’s quar¬
ters,” cracked Clark.
After a loud guffaw, the company
settled down to rehearse the sequence.
Van Johnson, the only non-com in the
picture, was supposed to knock at Clark’s
door, and be asked to enter. Then he was
supposed to announce that Clark’s re¬
placement had arrived, whereupon Brian
Donlevy—also a brigadier general—was
supposed to walk in. In the plot, Brian
is taking over Clark’s duties, so the scene
is tensely dramatic.
After several rehearsals everything
seemed perfect, so Sam Wood decided to
roll the camera. Just as Corporal John¬
son announced the visiting general, and
General Gable drew himself up ready to
salute, a furious clatter of spurred boots
and rattling saber rang down the corridor
and in strutted . . . RED SKELTON,
dressed in the crazy costume he wore as
a Confederate general in “A Southern
Yankee.”
I thought Clark, Van, Sam Wood and
the whole convulsed crew were going
to split their sides, laughing. It was the
craziest spectacle you’ve ever seen.
After that gay interlude, the boys went
back to serious rehearsing, so I tiptoed
down to Walter Pidgeon’s dressing room
where he was beating the tar out of
Marshall Thompson-—at checkers.
The Pidgeon checker games are legend
at Metro; the minute Pidge goes to work
in a picture, his checker board is set up
and he snares as opponent anyone in¬
nocent enough not to have learned at
first-hand about the deadly Pidgeon
technique.
“He’s ruining me,” Marshall wailed,
welcoming interruption, “there’s no use
finishing the game. I concede it to you,
Pidge. Besides, it will be nice to look at
a pretty dame for a while. I’m due for
a change.”
I asked what they had been talking
about between checker moves.
“The most fascinating girl in Holly¬
wood,” Marshall said. “By a quaint co¬

incidence, she’s right here on the Metro
lot. Her name’s Janet Leigh.”
Marshall had just returned to the
“Command Decision” set after having
visited the “Words and Music” set. It was
Janet’s last day on the picture.
The
director had asked her to return to her
place for one more take. As she did so,
all the crew had gathered around to pre¬
sent Janet with a note of appreciation
for her sweetness and her cooperative
spirit. While this was going on, the sound
track played, “With a Song In My Heart.”
“When she read the note, Jannie burst
into tears,” Marshall added.
“She would,” Walter Pidgeon said.
“That’s the sort of genuinely sweet per¬
son she is.” He went on to tell about
sitting in a projection room during the
running of a rough cut of “If Winter
Comes.” He had wanted to check the
sequence in which he and Janet had ex¬
changed dialogue at the breakfast table.
After the film had been run, the pro¬
jectionist asked Walter if the scene came
off satisfactorily—from Walter’s view¬
point.
Walter laughed ruefully. “I had to
apologize to the projectionist and ask
him to run it through again. I hadn’t
checked my own performance at all. I
had been so fascinated by Janet that I
couldn’t take my eyes away from her
not even to study my own work. She
certainly gets my vote as the most fas¬
cinating youngster I have ever met.”
I thought at this point that I might
get a recipe to pass on to the girls of
America, so I asked, “What qualities
make up fascination in a woman?
Beauty? Brains? Charm? Vitality? Sense
of humor?”
Brian Donlevy, who had joined our
group, shook his head. “Not too much
emphasis on beauty, in my opinion. The
most fascinating woman I have ever
met was Amelia Earhart, and—except
for her eyes—one couldn’t have called
her beautiful.”
“What made Amelia Earhart seem
fascinating?” I pursued.
“Her brilliant mind; her sure knowl¬
edge in her own field; her sincerity,”
Brian said. “She had a lovely voice, soft
but purposeful. There was an electric
quality about her, too, that charmed
everyone she met.”
Cameron Mitchell—apologizing for a
two weeks’ beard he had grown for his
role in “Command Decision,” now joined
us. “Y’know, that business about a wom¬
an’s voice having a lot to do with fas¬
cination is certainly the truth as far as
I’m concerned. My choice for the Most
Fascinating Woman is Lynn Fontanne.”
Cameron continued by saying that
when he was the theatrically ambitious
son of a minister, living in a small town
in Pennsylvania, he wrote to Lynn Fon¬
tanne asking if he might read lines for
her at some time. “I wrote to hundreds
of celebrated people,” he confessed, “but
she was the only one who ever answered.
She was the sole person with insight
and humanity enough to read' between
the lines of my stumbling, but ardent
letter. For that reason I’d say that, in
addition to warmth of voice, a woman
must have matching warmth of heart.”
John Hodiak put in, “I’ll go along with
that warmth of heart. The most fascinat¬
ing woman I remember was my fifthgrade school teacher. It’s funny how a
kid will cling to a few separated par¬
ticles of memory. I can’t even recall her
name, but I can see her face as if I had

just left her classroom. Her hair was a
beautiful shade of reddish brown, and
her eyes were grey. I had fallen for her,
desperately, the way a kid at that age
does, so it almost broke my heart when
she kept me after school one night to
tell me that I was to skip a grade—which
would remove me from her room. So in¬
stead of getting all puffed up at how
smart I was, I was devastated at being
sent to another teacher.”
Charles Bickford, drawn by a trouper’s
sure instinct for a good conversatiqn, had
a nominee. “My vote goes to Eleanor
Roosevelt, as a woman, and as a human
being. I’d vote for her for the Presidency,
and I mean that from the bottom of my
heart,” he said, nodding his head in that
vigorous way of his.
(Incidentally, a group of San Francisco
socialites who confess to being frankly
forty
voted
Charles
Bickford
their
“swoon man” two years ago.)
“I’ll never forget the first time I met
Mrs. Roosevelt,” Charles continued. “It
was during the war and I had just re¬
turned to the Algonquin Hotel in New
York, after having delivered a radio
speech to boost the sale of war bonds. As
I crossed the lobby, I was intercepted by
Mrs. Roosevelt, who said, ‘Mr. Bickford,
I am Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt, and I want
you to know how much I enjoyed your
radio address. I’m sure it will have
widespread effect.’ ”
Both her modesty in introducing her¬
self, quite as if she would not have been
immediately recognized almost anywhere
in the world, and her thoughtfulness in
praising his efforts, went straight to
Charles Bickford’s heart. “Utterly with¬
out sham or pretense, she is one of the
few entirely straight-forward human
beings I have ever met. I was charmed
by her,” he said.
Van Johnson, filling the door of the
dressing room with his great frame,
cleared his throat ostentatiously.
“I’m warning you,” forestalled Walter
Pidgeon, “that if you say one word about
that daughter of yours, I’m going to go
into the routine about my new grand¬
daughter and I’ll match you snapshot for
snapshot.”
Grinning, Van said, “I’m going to
fool you. I wasn’t going to talk about Sky
Johnson, but about Greta Garbo—the

most fascinating human being anyone
could meet.”
At the time of this meeting, Van con¬
tinued, he was a Hollywood newcomer
and as wide-eyed as they come. At the
home of friends one night he volunteered
to answer the ringing doorbell, and there
on the welcome mat stood the Magnifi¬
cent Garbo.
The bright shaft from the porch light
fell on her great, deep eyes, accentuating
her incredibly long eyelashes and her
high cheek bones. She was wearing a
grey slack suit, grey sox and sandals,
and a man’s navy blue pea jacket.
“I darned near fainted before I could
stand aside and invite her in,” confessed
Van. “The whole evening passed in a
kind of blur. She talked about painting,
politics, several new books, but not once
all evening did she mention motion pic¬
tures. What a woman. She’s a landsman
of mine, you know.”
“Look,” I said plaintively, “I have
been lurking on this set for the past
three days to find out how it feels to be
the only woman surrounded by the* most
exciting array of male talent assembled
in years. So what happens? So all you
talk about is fascinating women.”
At that point, I had a rival. Miss Judith
Ann Donlevy, sub-debutante daughter of
Brian, arrived with her nurse. We were
all introduced to her but she began to
make eyes at Van Johnson. She also sat
on Walter Pidgeon’s lap and accepted
Marshall Thompson’s offer of a piggy¬
back ride.
After all this excitement, Judith Ann
looked slowly around the set at the won¬
derful array of manpower. “Daddy, when
am 1 going to make a picture with you?”
She is a sly minx, you can see that.
However, if she ever goes to work in a
picture in which she is the only woman,
I will warn her. Even though she is the
only woman on the set, the place will
be crowded with the visions of devastat¬
ing femininity the boys have met before.
That’s the trouble with Hollywood: too
many women. A girl alone on a sound
stage with Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon,
Van Johnson, John Hodiak, Brian Don¬
levy, Charles Bickford, Marshall Thomp¬
son, and Cameron Mitchell, gets only
an inferiority complex.
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them everywhere — on
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ll\ tables, radio, bedroom, etc.
1 Each gracefully arched
metal gold holder adorned
with crystal clear, 314 inch
long tear drop shaped pend¬
ant—36 in all—which cheer¬
fully catch and beautifully
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NO MONEY crystal glass base. Full 14
Inches tall with 5-foot cords.
Unusual, most novel decoration for any
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No wonder Van Johnson wants to keep trim! He’s got terrific competition from the
handsome all-star cast of “Command Decision.” He’s being clocked by chum John Hodiak.
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Assorted
BIG Patches

FREE TO ANYONE! 1,000 yards
white No. 60 thread. Equals 14 5-cent
spools. Also Free—Amazing new inven¬
tion: fits any sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, quilts, attaches zippers,
darns stockings, mends tears, etc. Sells
elsewhere for $1.00 but free to you.
You get both gifts—$1.70 value FREE!
We make this amazing offer to intro¬
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a beautiful 7x5' professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mail we
will send FREE “Library of Pictures"
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for
enlargement TODAY!
AMERICAN STUDIOS, Dept. 384, LaCrosse,

Erase telltale age lines,
•wrinkles and crows-feet
this easy, sure scientific way
Kathryn Murray Home Facial treat*
ments strengthen facial muscles through
simple facial exercises, produce amaz¬
ing results. Have helped 40,000 women
look years younger.
Free Booklet
Tells How

Act I
No obligation. No salesman will call. Act
ok. I
now. Give your face a new and younger look.
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Michigan Ave., Suite 315, Chicago 4.

to the difference between real tears and
the crocodile variety.
In the process of “buttering him up,”
don’t give him a big hug just after you’ve
applied fresh powder. He doesn’t like
white smears on his blue serge suit. And
instead of appreciating your affection,
he’s more than apt to throw a tantrum.
Try to listen to at least some of Dad’s
stories, even though you’ve heard them
before. All men repeat themselves. You
might just as well get into the practice of
being a good listener.
There are other minor suggestions I
might make, such as: DON’T spring
sudden ideas or loud noises after Father
has had a big time the night before. Take
off your shoes and tiptoe in quietly when
he’s asleep. DON’T play the radio or
swing records full blast when he’s deep
in the throes of income tax returns.
DON’T
leave
your
lingerie
strewn
around the bathroom. DON’T use his
shaving mug and any of his equipment.
DON’T wear his shirts.
DON’T disarrange the newspaper be¬
fore he gets home—if you must go
through it, keep it neat. DON’T smoke
in bed—he’s already beating his brains
out over the current high rates of fire
insurance.
To sum it up, the secret of avoiding
irritating Father is simply the practice
of according him the same courtesy and
consideration you would accord that
lovely man you met at a party last week.
Edward Arnold certainly would ap¬
preciate this sort of daughterly consider¬
ation and so would, we’re sure, your own
father. So if you want to keep your Dad
from doing a slow Edward-Amold-burn
at you, try the above.
We know it’ll work.. You see, we’ve
already tried it!
The End

IContinued from page 19)

Famous Speedwriting system. No signs;
■■■■■■ no symbols; no machine; uses ABC s.
Easy to learn; easy to write and transcribe.
Fast
preparation for a job. Surprisingly low cost. 100.000
taught by mail. Used in leading offices and Civil
Service. Write for free booklet.
SPEEDWRITING, Dept. 2403-9, 55 W. 42 St.. N. Y. 18
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are apt to go overboard on this helpful
stuff. For instance, if Mom’s away for
the afternoon, don’t offer to fix Dad’s
lunch and then insult him with tea-shop¬
sized sandwiches, heart-shaped and tri¬
angular bits of fluff, like chopped parsley
in sour cream.
Also, don’t try to clean Dad’s pipes.
Make it a rule to avoid being helpful with
Dad’s personal belongings. He’ll ap¬
preciate that such as he will full-crusted,
rye bread sandwiches filled with some¬
thing you can put your teeth into.
Don’t try to straighten up the papers
on Dad’s desk. It’s a very dangerous
business, and frequently costly. If you
have to dust his desk, just dust around
the papers—don’t move ’em—and limit
yourself to the wood surfaces.
Money Matters should rate consider¬
able thought. For instance, if you’re in
college on a budget, try to keep within
that budget, unless it’s a real emergency.
Then, if you’ve faithfully followed all the
rules up ’til now, you won’t find him
nearly so hard to handle.
Don’t ask Dad if you may charge a
$19.95 dress to his account at the store,
and then let him get a bill for $35, after
he’s phoned the store, and authorized
the charge. And don’t phone him at the
office or at work to ask for it. There is
a psychological moment for everything
and the proper moment is after Dad’s had
a good dinner, after a successful after¬
noon at golf, while he’s in his favorite
chair, after (not during!) his favorite
program.
Methods of obtaining what you want
should be subtle, and considerate. Don’t
burst into tears, even if they’ve always
worked! If you turn on the faucet for
every little thing, Dad resents it later and
he’ll be on his guard when you really
have reason to weep. Besides, he’s wise
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well enough to get around again, she
found that a whole new crop of actresses
had taken her place. She was an un¬
known to the men who did the hiring
in pictures.
Gertrude, an emotional, highly sensi¬
tive girl who finds it difficult to face
great
adversity
and
disappointment,
didn’t know where to turn. She almost
wer
lieces. A stronger woman might
haw
d to buck the field, or else found
another kind of job. But Gertrude could
make no such decisions for herself.
Acting was the only thing she knew
or wanted to do.
Piano playing, of
course, was out. She hadn’t practiced
in years. She had leaned on her mother
so much in the old days that it almost
broke her spirit to have to face such
unyielding reality alone.
Everything was gone—her career, her
old friends and contacts, her money.
The past glory she had known so briefly
made it all the harder to endure the
ignominy and poverty now. There were
times when she didn’t eat because she
hadn’t the money. But she told no one.
Then one afternoon she was in a Los
Angeles department store trying to sum¬
mon enough courage to apply for a job
as a salesgirl. As she started to step
into the elevator, someone coming out
gripped her hand warmly and cried,
“Why Gertrude, how are you?”

It was Joan Crawford.
Joan, beau¬
tifully dressed, every inch the movie
queen, was just leaving a fashion show
at the store.
Gertrude couldn’t bring
herself to tell all that had happened dur¬
ing the years, but Joan, with her swift
intuition, seemed to know.
Very casually, Joan said, “We’ve been
looking all over for an actress of your
type for a role in ‘Flamingo Road.’
Won’t you come to Warners with me
tomorrow and make a test for Mike
Curtiz?”
Gertrude could hardly control tears.
At the studio, in Joan’s white dressing
room, all the hardships of the past few
years seemed to fade as Joan helped her
make up.
Gertrude’s hands trembled as she ap¬
plied the lipstick. “I’m so nervous I’m
afraid I’ll shake all over,” she said. “I’ll
never make a good test.”
“Don’t worry,” Joan said. “I’m always
nervous when I start a picture. I’ll shake
with you.”
Joan walked out on the sound stage,
her hand firmly holding Gertrude’s and
made the test with her.
When you see Gertrude and Joan as
chums in the picture, remember that you
are seeing not only the drama of “Fla¬
mingo Road” unfold on the screen, but
a real-life drama of Hollywood as well.
The End
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By Helen King, President, American Graphologists Association
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★ Have you seen any writing V2 to 2%
inches in height? If you have, you’re see¬
ing the unusual script of an extrovert—
a person who is something like Peter
Lawford, British-born star of the cinema
world. This type handwriting happens
about once in ten thousand times so it is
a bit unusual.
It is especially interesting to a graph¬
ologist to see this very extrovertish-script
in a reserved person. Peter Lawford is
the sophisticated, the Continental, the
man-about-town—and his writing shows
he has a love of people, contact, of mix¬
ing in. He responds to praise, to dealing
with others. And he detests being - left
by himself to cogitate. This young man
definitely wants to be a part of the world,
not just a witness.
Does your writing have that unusually
long t-crossing? Then you have will
power and determination.
Does your writing have that unusual
“f”? If so, you are original in both
thought and action.
Does your writing have an occasional
break? That is, are some of the letters
separated? You have intuition, a desire
to “have a hunch.” You also judge by a
first impression.
Note the interesting “L”.
It looks like
half-a-box enclosing the rest of his name.
That’s a sign of protectiveness, of helping

others. And the straight dashing under¬
score reveals Pete as a chap whose per¬
sonality not only rates attention but defi¬
nitely gets it
The unusual “d” with its tent-shaped
formation is always found in the writing
of one who holds back some thoughts,
who knows how to respect a confidence,
to keep a secret.
Young Mr. Lawford is affectionate,
demonstrative, and sympathetic. All this
—and good looking, too!
The End

DON'T CLIP THIS COUPON
Unless you want Helen King to tell you what
secrets are revealed by your handwriting. If so—
if you want a personal handwriting analysis from
one of the foremost American graphology experts
—send this coupon, together with 25c and a sam¬
ple of your penmanship, to Helen King, care of
MOVIELAND MAGAZINE, 535 Fifth Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. You will receive a personal analysisno form letters!
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY...
STATE.
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Write today. When your 30
Creme arrives pay only $2.98
Plain wrapper. Full direct
days, then judge for yourself
money will be refunded.

FRANCIS JAMES PRO
1226 W. Augusta Blvd.

THE EEMWER’S BOX
♦ ♦♦ DON’T MISS

♦♦RECOMMENDED

♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK

LASK-KOTE
WATERPROOF

‘TJta&e-ufr
LASH-KOTE gives you the glamorous

eye make-up of the Hollywood stars!
Your lashes will be lustrous, soft and
look longer. Applies easily. Bathe, per¬
spire, even cry, Lash-Kote positively will
not run or rub off!
Black or Brown. 25c at 5 & 10 Cent Stores
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VOGUE PRODUCTS, LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA

SONGWRITERS
Poems Wanted at Once

Send your Poems, Any Subject, for Free
Examination and FREE BOOK; “Your
Future in Songwriting.”

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway
New York 19. N. Y.

VOTHACfte?
"Since 1888"

Quick relief with Dent's. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent's Tooth Drops for covity toothaches.
Use Dent's Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

PICTURE
RING $1.

EXQUISITE PICTURE RING-made
from any photo. Modern desigm. Rhodium
finish. SEND NO MONEY! Mailphoto with paper
strip forringsize. Pay postman ONLY $1.00 plus post¬
age. Hand tinted 25 cents extra. Photo returned with
ring. Money back guarantee. Send photo, ring size now.

PICTURE RING C0..Dept P-162 .Cincinnati 2.0.

MAKE $$$$ EASILY

What more do you want! A good story, fine music plus Jane Wyman, David Niven, Vic Moore.

Selling greeting cards, napkins, coasters, stationery
and a complete line with name on. Costs nothing to
try. Send for samples and Selling Plan on approval.

A KISS IN THE DARK (Warners ).

MERIT
370 PLANE ST.

DEPT. L

NEWARK. N. J.

Beat high prices. Mail the coupon
NOW for South Carolina Mills’ new. FREE catalog
of cotton values. Down-to-earth prices on shirts,
underwear, dresses,children's wear, prints,towels,
sheets—scores of cottons for the family and home.
Every item is backed up by a money-back guarjr, too. Don’t delay! Mail
SEE copy of this valuable
oday. SOUTH CAROLINA
SPARTANBURG,S. C.
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SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS, Dept. 733
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SPARTANBURG. S. C.
Please send me FREE copy of your Money-Saving Catalog of |
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♦♦♦

Any comedy in which such excellent pei'formers as David Niven and Jane Wyman
and that genial old buffoon, Victor Moore, appear is bound to be good. What makes
“A Kiss in the Dark” a stand-out among recent entertaining and likeable comedies
is an above-average story (with twists that may not be new but they haven’t been
over-worked the past few years) and wonderful music.
David Niven, you see, plays a self-centered, egocentric concert pianist. He is not
particularly happy in his solitude. He is lonely and bossed by his valet and his
shrewd manager. This manager (expertly played .by Joseph Buloff) has made some
shrewd investments for David, including an apartment house called “The Cleopatra
Arms.” His only oversight was not telling David about the venture.
It is this apartment house that changes David’s life for it is managed by Victor
Moore (who lost it because he ran it from his heart rather than as a business ven¬
ture). In it lives Jane Wyman, a photographer’s model. (Incidentally, wait ’til you see
Jane in a play suit!) David Niven is entranced with the view and slowly he emerges
out of his shell into reality—and what reality!—-thanks to Jane, her legs, Victor
Moore and the assorted tenants and problems of the occupants of “The Cleopatra
Arms.” But all doesn’t run as smoothly as it might. His manager doesn’t like the
idea of David’s growing interest in a model instead of his music and he sides with
Jane’s erstwhile boyfriend to not only break up the couple but to do so with an eye
to lining both their pocketbooks with David’s money.
A special citation should go to Wayne Morris, who plays a big blond dope better
than any big blond actor in Hollywood. If he keeps on this run of good roles, he’s
going to turn into real box-office again. And an extra cheer for the music, which
is really out of this world.
Chalk up a good round must on this for you to see. It’s good lusty fun.

HE MAY TURN TO ANOTHER... IF YOU
DO NOTHING ABOUT “DIFFICULT DAYS”!
Pity the woman who fails to realize those
Monthly Blues can make her so nervous and
irritable she actually drives love away I Take
heed—and take Chi-Ches-Ters Pills, to help
relieve cramps, headache and nervous irri¬
tability of functional menstrual pain. Ask
your druggist today; take as directed a day
or two in advance. 3 convenient size packages.
The Improved

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

Suspense is high when Jeanne Crain, Ann Sothern, Kirk Douglas get together in this film.
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES (20th)

4

For relief from “periodic functional distress*
FREE—New illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
plain wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept. 3-Q,Philadelphia 46, Pa.

* *

Chalk off another hit for 20th Century-Fox. “Letter To Three Wives” rates ex¬
clamation points in our book for a good story and outstanding performances from
the ail-star cast: Jeanne Crain, Jeffrey Lynn, Linda Darnell, Paul Douglas, Ann
othern and Kirk Douglas. Special kudos go to Paul Douglas who turns in an
Academy Award performance in his first film role. (He’s been a hit in N. Y.’s stage
play, Born Yesterday.”)
This is the story of three wives who think themselves happily married to their
respective spouses. Each girl represents a type you’re all familiar with. Linda
Darnell is the wealthy heiress; Jeanne Crain, a farm girl who snared wealthy, aristo¬
cratic Jeffrey Lynn while she was with the WAVES; Ann Sothern, a radio writer who
seems to be having a happy marriage with school-teacher husband, Kirk Douglas.
One day they read a letter (written by a fourth girl) with the news that she has
run off with one of their husbands.
It takes a 24-hour period for the wives to find out which husband has been snared.
And while they’re reviewing their allegedly happy married lives, you’ll be sitting
on the edge of your seat wondering how the whole thing is going to turn out. The
suspense is terrific—and guarantees you a good evening’s movie entertainment.

Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting: positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. “Accountancy, the Profession That Pays."

LASALLE Extension University. 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-931. Chicago 5. III.

AMAZING OFFER —$50 IS YOURS
FOR SELLING ONLY 100 BOXES
of entirely different, new DeLuxe All-Occasion cards.
Patented feature television card in¬
WRITE
cluded. Each box sells for $1.00, your
FOR
profit 50c. Surprise items. It costs
SAMPLES
nothing to try. Write today.

Cheerful Card Co., Dept. R-18, White Plains, N. T.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

wf/SUIT YOURS AY*
Earn CASH Showing to Friends!
Write at once if you want this fine made-to-measure suit! You can get it by taking a few orders
from friends, and earn up to $10.00, $12.00 in a day. Your
bonus suit helps you take more orders with latest style,
made-to-measure guaranteed suits at amazingly low
prices. Also complete line of Ladies' Tailored Suits. No ex¬
perience, no money needed. Write today for FREE SAMPLES
—telling about yourself—age, etc. No obligation—act nowl

PIONEER TAILORING COMPANY
CongressandThroopStreets, Dept.Q-lOll,Chicago,

III.

TS&" NURSE?
‘Jsy TO TRAIN AT HOME

“Command Decision” rates as a splendid war story.
COMMAND DECISION (MGM)

There’s not a gal in the entire cast!
44
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ACT NOW—HELP FILL THE NEED
, Now you can prepare for practical experience
’ as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time,
r Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 56. High
> school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave.,DeskAB-40,CHICAGO 14. ILL.

War pictures often are tricky things to pass judgment on. Either they’re over¬
glamorized or just stupid. “Command Decision” is neither. The film version of the
successful New York stage hit has had kind treatment at the hands of Hollywood.
If you remember, there isn’t a gal in the cast. Action takes place in a bombing
squadron headquarters somewhere in England. Plot concerns the plans of a com¬
manding officer (Clark Gable) who weighs the problem of carrying out a bombing
mission that surely will shorten the war—but will be costly in terms of men. A
cynical war correspondent (Charles Bickford) sees the mission only as a horrible
waste of lives. A politician general from Washington, D. C., (Walter Pidgeon) looks
on the venture with fears mainly because the risky trip may jeopardize the prestige
of the Air Force. Visiting congressmen also seem unaware of the importance of
ending the war.
The entire cast turns in a superior performance. Van Johnson, Brian Donlevy,
John Hodiak, Edward Arnold, Marshall Thompson, Richard Quine. Cameron Mitchell
are splendid in their roles.
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THE ART OF MAKING
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In this exciting book you’ll dis¬
cover the secrets all great lov¬
ers know! You’ll wake up to
thrills you’ve missed. In simple
language you’ll discover the
art of winning and making
love! Send only
$1. Your book
will be mailed
postpaid in
Dlain wrapper.
To insure
prompt deliv¬
ery, fill out the
coupon and
mail to the ad¬
dress below.

THE MILLGENE CO., Dept. C
Box 2807, Paterson, N. J.
Gentlemen: Please send... .books at $1 per book to:
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.ZONE.STATE

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE-KNOW AND OBEY TRAFFIC LAWS
Traffic Low* ore made to protect you. Learn and observe them—and watch for other* who don’t. Sooner
or later, those who break the law wind up in jail, the
hospital, or the graveyard. Don't let it happen to you.

Ron loves Pat—or rather, “’John Loves Mary”—a rollicking film version of the stage hit.
JOHN LOVES MARY (Warners)
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Be Careful—the life you save may be your own I
Thu advertisement it published in the public Interest by

Hillman Movie Group

ASTHMA

♦♦♦

Get set for a fun evening! This story was adapted from the Broadway hit; and,
while the idea may be a bit aged, it’s still worth the chuckles you’ll give it.
When army man Ronald Reagan returns from the war, fiancee Pat Neal’s waiting
with open arms. She’s all set to get married and settle down, but before she can do
that, Ron has to figure out a way to get rid of the war bride he’s brought back to
the U. S. Marrying an English lass was Ron’s idea of doing a good deed for his buddy
Jack Carson who loved the girl madly way back when. During a lapse of time,
however, Jack returned to this country, fell in love and married someone else—
without advising friend Ron about the switch. When Ron finds out the situation
he’s in a mess.
The problem is to keep Pat’s senator father from discovering what’s happened—
and also to try to get the family to postpone the marriage. The threat of bigamy
hangs heavy but there’s a solution. Everything works out all right—although you
might wonder how it possibly could!
In her first screen role, Pat Neal turns in a neat performance and assures herself
of a steady movie career. (Her next will be “Fountainhead.”) Edward Arnold,
Ronald Reagan, Jack Carson and Wayne Morris help make this entertaining.

wfore NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!

IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA
PAROXYSMS, from coughs, gasping wheezing . . .
write quick for daring No-Risk, No-Cos* Trial Offer. No
matter if you consider your case ’’hopeless”— Write Today!

NACOR, 1092-F State Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

WILL YOU WEAR THIS SUIT
and Make up to $12 in a Day!
You can get this fine, tailored-to-measure suit as
a bonus, without paying one penny cash, by taking a
few orders from friends. My plan also helps you make
up to $12 in a day without •xpenence or house-tohouse canvassing. Big opportunity—fullor spare time.

Send for Samples—FREE! Write today for free
CLOTH SAMPLES and •'sure-fire” money-making
plans. For quick action wr it« f ul ly gi v mg
e. c t£.
Send no'money. H. J. Collin,
iu*
CO., 500 So.Throop St., Dept.Q-l 11,Chicago, III.

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand ior phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated ’Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month.
The
“Petrillo Ban” does not affect us.
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

EARN MONEY

Dan Dailey and Celeste Holm have fun in “Chicken Every Sunday.”
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY (20th)

Cards for Birthday. Get-Well, Sympathy,
Anniversary. Friendship. Big line 14 other
money-making ass’ts.—All Birthday, Gift
Wrap Ensemble, Easter, Floral Stationery,
Cute ’n Comic, New Imported Floral Napkins.
No experience. Samples on approval, write—
WALLACE BROWN, INC., Dept.R-145
225 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK 10. N. Y.

COLORING PHOTOS
atHomfi

Fascinating hobby and vocation

100

learned at home by average man or woman ^
who is artistically inclined. Work full or spare
time. Modern method brings oat natural, life-like
colors. Many have earned while learning.
FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing this
delightful home work for photog¬
raphers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for |four
copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315'S. Michigan A ve., Dept. 1863, Chicago 5, III

You’ll like it, too.
44

This is a pleasant little comedy but falls short of the high standard set by George
Seaton who gave you “Miracle on 34th Street” and “Apartment for Peggy.”
The book “Chicken Every Sunday” was very amusing and the play adapted from
the book was hilariously funny, but somehow the humor is lost in this picture.
The story concerns Emily and Jim Hefferen and is laid in Tucson, Arizona, in the
war years of innocence between 1890 and 1910. Jim Hefferen (played half-heartedly by
Dan Dailey) is a guy full of big schemes for making money but every time he gets a
project started he leaves it for something bigger. Emily, his wife (played by Celeste
Holm), is as practical as Jim is “visionary” and she takes in boarders from the
day of their marriage in order to achieve the security she craves.
Emily’s boarding house is a gem of delight in the book, but it seems rather dull
and colorless in this movie version with all the rich, lush humor lost in a dull
script of uninspired direction.
Celeste Holm, one of the best comediennes in Hollywood, never lives up to her
capabilities. Colleen Townsend and Alan Young supply the young love interest.

AN ACT OF VIOLENCE (MGM) 4 ♦ ♦

CRISS CROSS

Van Heflin gets a chance to turn in a
powerful performance in “An Act of
Violence.”
Former army officer Van Heflin has
settled down to a quiet post-war life.
He’s enjoying the pleasant, easy life he
dreamed about while fighting in Ger¬
many.
Suddenly all his security vanishes. A
stranger (Robert Ryan) appears on the
scene—and the purpose of the man’s
visit is revenge!
He demands retalia¬
tion for Van’s actions and decisions while
he and his army buddies were in a Nazi
prison camp.
Van’s conscience hasn’t been too clear,
although he feels he did his best for all
concerned—at the time.
With the ap¬
pearance of the stranger, he’s not so sure.
Everyone turns in a top-notch per¬
formance—but honors go to Van Heflin
and Robert Ryan for splendid perform¬
ances.

Burt Lancaster and Yvonne DeCarlo
emerge as the newest screen team—and
they do right well, in spite of a mediocre
story.
Yvonne’s a selfish wench Burt can’t
forget.
When he tries to follow the
straight and narrow path, Yvonne’s on
hand to help him stray.
In order to
keep her in a style to which she is un¬
accustomed—and also out of the clutches
of villain Dan Duryea—Burt plans to hi¬
jack a bank car. He doesn’t quite make
the grade, and the finale closes on a
crime-does-not-pay theme.
Steve McNally (remember his bangup job in “Johnny Belinda”?) is the boy¬
hood detective friend who tries to save
Burt from a life of crime. Dick Long
and Meg Randall are good in brief scenes.
You can take or leave this one. Both
Yvonne and Burt deserve better movie
scripts than the likes of this, for they’re
both good thespians.

THREE GODFATHERS

(MGM)

♦♦

(Universal).♦ Y2

Wedge Heel, Platform Sandals
Genuine Crepe Sole
Adjustable Straps
Built in
Airlift
Arch
Sizes I to 12, Narrow,
Medium & Wide
Actual Photo
Pat.

Yes'. Yes

(MGM)

|Pend.

ONLY

Genuine Leopard Fur-Like
Material.
Also in Solid Standard Colore
Money Back Guarantee

$5

ORDER BY MAIL—SAVE!
| COLLEEN ENTERPRISES, Haverhill, MassTJ
I Rush me_prs. Leopard Thongs @ 2.95 J
I Rush me_prs. Colored Thongs @ 2.95 *
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HILLS OF HOME

LEOPARD THONG

New! Unique!

□ Money Order

O C.O.D.

h |
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Here’s a western with a welcome new
twist. One of the reasons it turns out
to be such good entertainment is that
it’s directed by that master of the west¬
erns, John Ford. But it’s not up to his
best.
John Wayne, Pedro Armendariz and
Harry Carey, Jr., are desperadoes fleeing
into the desert. They meet a deserted
woman about to have a baby and though
they do what they can, she dies naming
them the godfathers.
Their job from this point is to give
their all for the child, not an easy job in
the desert where even survival for strong
men is a challenge.
The trio turns in top performances and
the photography of the desert scenes in
Technicolor is breathtaking.
Too bad even famed Director Ford
couldn’t entirely overcome a weak script.

That canny canine, Lassie, will delight
you again in this beautiful Technicolor
tale of a Scottish doctor and his dog.
There are some thrilling moments as
Lassie progresses from a water-shy out¬
cast to a permanent place in the old
doctor’s esteem.
The story of the good doctor’s career
is rather too long and trite but that fine
actor, Edmund Gwenn, manages to make
him a warm, believable character.
There are acts of heroism by both Las¬
sie and Gwenn that will touch your heart,
and a couple of exciting and suspenseml
incidents, but for the most part the plot
of the picture is homespun and ordinary.
Tom Drake and lovely Janet Leigh add
romantic interest.
It’s no Academy Award contender, but
“Hills of Home” is a picture that the
whole family is sure to enjoy.

THE O’FLYNN (Universal)
♦♦
If you like swashbuckling, acrobatics,
adventure—try “The O’Flynn.”
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., almost outdoes his
famous dad as the brave and handsome
hero who goes to Ireland to claim a
castle willed him by his late uncle. The
year is 1797, and highwaymen lurk at
every crossroad.
O’Flynn is called on to rescue fair
damsel Helena Carter, daughter of the
Viceroy of Ireland. The lady fair is tak¬
ing a message to her father about Na¬
poleon’s latest plot to invade England.
The plotters interfere with Helena’s
journey, but Doug’s on hand to whisk
her out of danger—and, of course, to win
her love when all the fighting’s over.
Richard Greene, Patricia Medina, Otto
Waldis and Arthur Shields (Barry Fitz¬
gerald’s brother) top an adequate sup¬
porting cast.
The picture’s all Doug’s, however, and
he makes the most of it.

THE COUNTESS OF MONTE
CRISTO (U.I.)
+y2
If you’re a skating enthusiast, Sonja
Henie’s new picture will thrill you. She
skates through her best routines to date
and her partner, Michael Kirby, is not
only a handsome leading man but is as
graceful on skates as Kelly is on the
hoof. Unfortunately the fairytale type
story doesn’t boast good enough script
or plot to carry the picture past the
mediocre class.
It’s about two barmaids who get a
chance as extras and abscond with a
fancy limousine, a mink coat and luggage.
They register at a fancy resort as The
Countess of Monte Cristo and maid. Be¬
fore the adventure’s through they tangle
with jewel thieves, romance and a movie
contract.
Freddie Trenkler’s short specialty is
a highlight of the movie and Olga San
Juan as Sonja’s maid adds a welcome
touch of life.

THE SUN COMES UP (MGM)
Here’s a picture tailor-made for the
family trade. It is shot in Technicolor
and there are some lovely views of
mountains and streams and, of course,
Lassie.
Not that Lassie dominates the
picture. It’s Jeanette MacDonald’s story.
Jeanette has given up her career to
devote herself to her fatherless son. The
boy is 17 when she is persuaded to re¬
turn to the concert stage. On the night
of her most successful comeback, her son
is killed saving Lassie from an accident.
She meets Claude Jarman, Jr., an or¬
phan from the mountains and from sim¬
ple country stock, regains her peace of
mind and another son.

WHIPLASH (W.B.)
♦
Dane Clark and Alexis Smith suffer
through this one—but the happy ending
offers some consolation, if only to signify
the end of the picture.
The plot gets a little involved when
artist Dane Clark decides to become a
prizefighter to spite Alexis. And he
manages to take quite a beating while
conveying the idea of his displeasure.
Alexis looks on sadly, not able to ex¬
plain that she married a heel (Zachary
Scott) to protect her brother (Jeffrey
Lynn).
Eve Arden tries to save the day with a
few wisecracks, but she can do only so
much.

NOSES

RESHAPED

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation
and
Booklet H Free.

BEAUTY
542 5th Ave„

ADVANCEMENT

Suite 63.

N.

Y.

C.

LE.

2-1596

SONGWRITERS—LYRIC CONTEST
Advance Royalty To Winner
Write words and title to our music by nationally known
composer. Reputable publisher will publish and exploit
winner's lyrics. Send $1.00 entry fee. We will send you
music. For each additional entry send 50c. (Absolutely
no other charge) to

"LYRIC CONTEST"
8360 West First St., Dept. E
Los Angeles 36, Calif.

BUNIONS
FREE SAMPLE
See how quick pain stops—bunion gets
smaller. Wear regular shoes. FAIRYFOOT is easy to use. Safe, harm¬
less. On 3,000,000 feet since 1897.

Send No Money ME&
Treatment—it’s FREE. No cost to you.
FAIRYFOOT, 1223 So. Wabash, Dept. 6743, Chicago 5, III.

WAT^ SOMETHING NEW and SENSATIONAL in

LAST!

EVERYDAY CARDS

Show rich Satin and Velour Greeting Cards
Never before offered. Get easy orders
FAST! Astounding value —16 for $1
to 100% profit. Imprinted Stationery.
Floral Charmettes. Napkins. 26 other
Assortments retail 60c to $1.00 . .
SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. No
experience needed. Start now—earn
all year ’round. WRITE TODAYl

PURO CO., 2801 Locust, Dept. 938-C, St. Louis 3, Mo.

Q9 STAMPED PIECES
OLhr EM BROIDERY

Think of itt 32 lovely pieces of stamped material which you
can easily and quickly embroider. Costs only $1.98 yet you
would expect to pay much more for these many pieces. A
sensational bargain! Large scarf for dresser or radio, 7 pc.
refreshment set, large center, end table or flush tank cover,
doilies, samplers, pot holders, bibs, whisk broom holder, 3
pc. chair set, 3 pc. vanity set. 3 pc. buffet set, etc. etc.—-32
pieces in all on fine white art cloth for only $1.98 plus postage
and C.O.D. handling. FREE to Anyone—Embroidery hoop
free, generous assortment six strand floss. Also free, amazing
new invention fits on any sewing machine easily, auickly.
Makes button holes, quilts, sews on buttons, attaches zippers,
darns stockings, mends tears, etc. Sells elsewhere regularly
for $1.00 but sent to you free. Satisfaction guaranteed, or your
$1.98 refunded. You keep free gifts regardless. Could anything
be more fair? Just mail a card todayl

KNIGHT MAIL ORDER CO. OepL3729C,3140 12th SI Chicaeo 12.III.
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This Rudolph Valen¬
tino would like to
play the real Valen¬
tino on the screen.

never have I found anyone so vital and
human.
I have seen Frank stop to quiet down
an audience of girls who just couldn’t
help swooning and interrupting him. But
I never heard him speak sharply to them.
If more of the stars were like Frank I
do not believe Hollywood would ever
be criticized.
Here’s to him!
Mrs. G. Winnick
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Which Rudy Is the Phony?

Yes sir, when he calls for his
favorite meal by brand name you
had better serve it—or else. And when
he lisps for that prepared dessert lie’s
so fond of you’d better not try any
switching or there will be a rumpus,
sure enough.
We start learning brand names al¬
most as soon as we can say “Dada,”
and from then on we depend on our
brand language to get us exactly
what we want. Every advertisement
we read—every radio program we
listen to—prepares us better to make
the most of America’s wonderful sys¬
tem of producing and distributing
goods identified by Brand Names.
And by the way—from the high
chair on—every time we choose or re¬
ject brand names we keep industry
on its toes—trying with all its know¬
how and resources to give us what
we like best.

INCORPORATED

119 West 57th Street, NewYorkl9,N.Y.
A non-profit educational foundation

I have been a movie extra for twelve
years. I’ve had all the heartaches that
go along with trying to achieve a screen
career, but I think I’ve had more than
my share of failure. Here’s my story.
Everywhere I go, everyone I meet,
everything I do, I’m told I look exactly
like Rudolph Valentino. When an agent
sees me, he rushes right over to see
Director Edward Small, but when he
finds he can’t see Mr. Small, he drops
me. I can’t get any good parts any more.
If I do get a bit part, or even extra work,
I have to be given insignificant spots be¬
cause my resemblance to Valentino might
confuse the audience. Not one agent in
Hollywood will handle me unless he can
contact Mr. Small about me—and he can’t.
What am I to do? Isn’t there a chance
that I am just the one to play Valentino
in the new picture of Rudolph’s life? All
I need is a break. Will Mr. Small give me
at least the chance to prove myself?
Rudolph Valentino
Hollywood, California
A Gay New Blade

I saw Michael Kirby in “The Countess
of Monte Cristo” the other day and was
thrilled. As both actor and skater he
stands above so many other leading men
who have zoomed to stardom overnight.
He’s handsome, romantic with real abil¬
ity. So make way, Hollywood, for a new
star who’ll threaten screen heroes with a
personality, good looks and talent that
can’t be beat.
Barbara Parkes
Livingston, New Jersey

I think Sinatra is the grandest man
alive!
There have been too many jealous of
him and those are the ones who aren’t
willing to admit his talent and humanitarianism. They even try to hurt him, but
someone who’s as honest as Frank can’t
possibly be brushed by such tactics.
Mrs. Louise Snuggs
Marengo, Wisconsin
Lady Lake

I liked the article on June Haver in
January issue.
I liked the article on Veronica Lake.
I would like to see a personal-like
article on Veronica Lake. Yes, I defi¬
nitely would. Being a fan of the beaute¬
ous Miss L., I couldn’t but side with her.
But, as you observed, she isn’t too well
off, her mother expects quite a lot, and
both sides have a story.
How about a home setting with Veron¬
ica answering fan mail (hmmm?). She’s
not much for news, but pictures—!!
Yours truly,
Edward L. Eutemey
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bing Ho!
As far as I’m concerned, Bing Crosby is
my favorite star. I can hardly wait to
see the groaner in his new picture, “A
Connecticut Yankee.” Why is it there
are so few stories about Bing? Let’s have
more.
Sarah Comstock
Denver, Colorado
Cook’s Tour

Give Us Beckett

I can’t think of anything I’d like more
than to have Scotty Beckett play a lead¬
ing role in a movie. Why can’t he have a
part that teen-agers like? Why don’t we
see more of him? Why must Hollywood
go to foreign countries for stars when
there are some great young actors here
in the U.S.? Let’s see more of Beckett
from now on.
Lois Buege
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Still Swooning for Sinatra

Movieland I love you! Your article
“Psychoanalyzing Frank Sinatra” (Nov)
is truly a masterpiece! I’ve been follow¬
ing Frank’s career for eight years and

I followed Janis Paige’s recipes (Feb¬
ruary issue) and can report that every¬
thing went along fine! Let’s have more
stars’ recipes.
Mary Ayres
Kenosha, Wis.

Movieland would like to know what
you like about the movies, who your
favorite stars are, who and what you
don’t like about Hollywood and why.
The most interesting letters will be
printed on this page each month.
Address all letters to The Editor,
Movieland, 535 5th Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.

ANOTHER SENSATION
BY THE CREATORS OF SuSPatVtS®
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brief as a wink ... as smooth
a suntan
MINIKINS. They're smartly styled
in SWANTONE, an amazing new
runproof rayon that wears longer
and washes and dries in a jiffy
You'll love MINIKINS in each
stores
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store ... in gay colored
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Please send me MINIKINS, through my local dealer (order by letter A, B, or C), at 79c a pair.
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N the eve of the gay Mardi Gras,
Orson Foxworth, financial buccaneer,
gave a dinner at world famous Antoine’s
for seven extraordinary guests. One was
beautiful young Odile St. Amant, mys¬
teriously ravaged by a cruel paralysis. An
unkissed wife, she ached with desperate
longing for the embraces of Leonce, her
playboy husband . . . embraces given
wantonly to others, yet denied her.
And at the table sat Odile’s younger
sister, voluptuous Caresse, even more
sultry than her name. She resided with
Odile and her husband in the family man¬
sion and she drove Leonce to a madden¬

ing desire to put an end to his wife so
that he could possess her. And Foxworth
himself had reasons of his own for want¬
ing Odile out of the way!
What a setting for a story when these
people and five others as deeply involved
with one another meet for dinner at
glamorous Antoine’s! All the color, ro¬
mance and intrigue of New Orleans creole
society is packed into Frances Parkinson
Keyes newest best-seller, Dinner at An¬
toine’s. This book, PLUS another popu¬
lar novel, Bride of Fortune, is yours for
just a 3-cent stamp—yes, BOTH for 3£—
if you join the Dollar Book Club now!

One Passionate
New Orleans
Night...
that exploded into
murder!

VRANCT.S PARKINSON KEYES

^Dinner at

Why Does the Dollar Book Club Make This Offer?

T

he reason: to give new members a truly bountiful

sample of the wonderful reading entertainment and
equally wonderful savings that nearly a million families
now enjoy through the Club.
The Dollar Book Club is the only club that brings you
popular current novels for only $1.00 each. Yes, the very
same titles sold in the publishers’ retail editions for
$2.75 to $3.00 come to members for only $1.00 each—
an incredibly big saving of almost two-thirds!
How are such values still possible, with book manufactur¬
ing costs at an all-time high? First, because of the great
economies affected in printing huge editions for so large a
membership. Second, the Club’s own great new book plant,
recently completed at a cost of millions of dollars, is de¬
signed for money-saving, large-scale production with equip¬
ment and methods never before possible.
Take as Few as Six Books a Year!

Membership in the Dollar Book
Club requires no dues of any kind.
You do not even have to take a
book every month; the purchase of
as few as six books a year fulfills
your membership requirement. In
fact, for convenience, members pre¬
fer to have their books shipped and
pay for them every other month.
Start Enjoying Membership Now

Upon receipt of the attached cou¬
pon with just a 3-cent stamp, you
will be sent BOTH “Dinner at
Antoine’s” and “Bride of Fortune.”
You will also receive the current

cutcC
STWfl

\

BRIDE OF
FORTUNE
Harriett T. Kane’s
wonderful story of a
Mississippi belle and
her husband who be¬
came one ot the
South’s greatest
heroes. It’s yours
PLUS Dinner at An¬
toine’s — yes, BOTH
books—for only a 31
stamp when you Join
the Dollar Book Club.

selection for only $1.00. Thereafter,
every other month, you will receive
the Club’s Bulletin, which describes
the forthcoming two months’ book
selections. It also reviews many
other popular books which you may
purchase at the Club price of only
$1.00 each. But you may buy as
few as six selections a year.
Just Mail Coupon with 3# Stamp!

When you see the books you get
and realize they are typical of the
values you will continue to receive
from the Club for only $1.00 each,
yod will be delighted to have be¬
come a member! Mail coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

| MAIL THIS COUPON
DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, Dept. 4HWG, Garden City, N.Y.
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member and send me
at once Dinner at Antoine's and Bride of Fortune—BOTH for the
enclosed 3<t stamp. Also send me the current club selection for $1.
With these books will come my first issue of the free descrip¬
tive folder called “The Bulletin” telling about the two new forth¬
coming one-dollar bargain book selections and several additional
bargains which are offered at $1.00* each to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not wish
either of the following months’ selections and whether or not I
wish to purchase any of the other bargains at the Special Club
price of $1.00 each. The purchase of books is entirely voluntary
on my part. I do not have to accept a book every month—only
six during each year that I remain a member. I pay nothing ex¬
cept $1 for each selection received plus a few cents shipping cost.

}

Mr.
Mrs. f...
Miss)
Please Print
Address ...
City, Zone
& State .
If under 21,
Occupation.age, please.

* Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2
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FACING THE FACTS

by Irene Dunne.

™

HAPPILY EVER AFTER (Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murphy)
by David C. McClure.

SOME DAY (Doris Day)

by Adelaide Curran.

28

ST. LOUIS WOMAN (Alexis Smith)

30

by Dorothy O'Leary
by Spec McClure.

35

WHAT A MAN! (Burt Lancaster) .

39

LANA (Turner) KNOWS TEARS TOO

by Sidney Yudain.

43

GAY BLADES (Barbara Lawrence, Scott Brady, Joyce Reynolds, Janet Leigh)

44

A MEDAL FOR BOB (Hope)

48

by Alice Traine.

JENNIFER (Jones).

50

HEART SONG (Rory Calhoun and Lita)

52

by Robert Peer.

SHE’S YOUNG, SHE’S LOVELY, SHE’S ENGAGED (Jane Powell).

55

MY PRINCESS CHARMING by

58

TO BE AN ACTRESS . . .

Peter Lawford as told to Marcella Palmer

says Barbara Stanwyck to Alice Tildesley

THEY’RE MAGIC (Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire)
LUCKY STAR (Joan Evans and David Brian)

60

by Alyce Canfield

64

by Helen Hover Weller.

66

MY SISTER IS A STAR (Lizabeth Scott)

68

THE FAN (Starring Jeanne Crain)

72

THEY’RE HAVING A BABY (Nancy Guild and Charles Russell)...

76

POItTIt AITS

DORIS DAY

27

BURT LANCASTER

38

TYRONE POWER

29

LANA TURNER .

42

ALEXIS SMITH .

31

JENNIFER JONES

51

JOHN AGAR .

34

JANE POWELL

55
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD

by Beatrice Lubitz Cole.

6

by Joan Crawford.

16

by Anne Ansley.

18

CAN I HELP YOU?
HAIR-DO-WELL

YOUR HOLLYWOOD, Memo from the Editor
STRICTLY FOR LISTENING

Our cover girl is
M-G-M's
beautiful
Lana Turner, most
dynamic of them
all. Read her com¬
pelling
story
on
page 42.

.23

by Velma Scott.

DO YOU WRITE LIKE RONALD REAGAN?

86

by Helen King.

91

THE REVIEWER’S BOX.

98

SINCERELY YOURS

. 102

Peg Nichols, Managing Editor

Velma
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Hollywood Managing Editor

Conrad Wienk, Art Director

Frank Friedrichsen,
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Scott,
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Walter Davis I
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Beatrice Lubitz Cole, Editorial Director

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

26

LOVE FINDS A WAY (Tyrone Power and Linda Christian)
by Crawford Dixon.

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, JOHN (Agar)

THE POPULAR GIRL has more poise on
"her days” each month if she is
wearing that modern Tampax for
protection. She is blithely unaware
of its presence!
THE CAREFUL ONE takes note that in¬
ternally worn Tampax is doctorinventeds made of pure surgical cot¬
ton and used by a large percentage
of nurses recently surveyed.
THE BUSY ONE finds Tampax quick to
change, handy to carry (average
month’s supply slips into purse)
and quite bother-proof when dis¬
posal time arrives.
THE FASHIONABLE woman need not
limit her wardrobe during "her
days,” for Tampax cannot cause a
ridge under the sheerest dress.
THE DAINTY GIRL discovers that Tampax
causes no odor. . .. Her hands need
not touch it while inserting . . . And
no removal for tub or shower!
THE SENSIBLE ONE adds up all the ben¬
efits of Tampax — and before the
"month” is out she buys it at drug
or notion counter. ... 3 absorben¬
cies — Regular, Super, Junior. . ..
Made by Tampax Incorporated, Pal¬
mer, Mass.
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9 of’em, naturally!
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Take Me Out To The Ball Game'
“Yes Indeedy”
“The Hayride Song”
‘O’Brien To Ryan To Fineburg’
“It’.s Fate, Baby, It’s Fate”
“She’s The Right Girl For Me”
“Baby Doll”

scores again with a
singing, dancing,
romancing smash in
color ey
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PRODUCED BY

ARTHUR FREED

Screen Play by HARRY TUGEND and GEORGE WELLS

•

j

BETTy GARRETT \N>

DIRECTED BY

BUSBY BERKELEY

4

{

|

EDWARD ARNOLD
JULES MUNSHIN

Story by GENE KELLY and STANLEY DONEN

•

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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You can see there was complete cooperation wThen Dana Andrew's and Anne Baxter co-starred on a recent CBS Radio Theater dramatization.

Peter Lawford really isn’t Lucille Ball’s favorite husband, as you
well know. He was just on hand to publicize Lucille’s radio show.

M
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★ The split-up of Dick Haymes and
Joanne Dru was not a surprise to Holly¬
wood. They’ve had their troubles before.
The chief difficulty seems to be Dick’s
objection to Joanne’s career. During the
past year her career took an upswing,
while his seems to have gone in the
opposite direction, leaving him with too
much time on his hands. But intimates
expect a reconciliation before the six
months’ trial separation is up, and are
scoffing at the reports that Dicl^ has a
serious eye on Nora Eddington, despite
the fact that they’ve been seeing a great
deal of each other.

With Nora’s dating other men, we’d
guess that her marriage to Errol Flynn
is headed for the divorce courts. She’s
heen careful up to this point not to
have her name connected romantically
with any other fellow. Errol’s separa¬
tion-reconciliation pattern with Nora is
similar to the one with Lili Damita,
which ended finally in divorce.
*

*

*

Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier help
keep their marriage solid with an an¬
nual honeymoon, beginning with the date
of their wedding anniversary. The first
year they went to Cuba; the second, to

Mexico City; the third, to Honolulu; and
next year they plan a round-the-world
cruise. While Joan was in the hospital
with her baby, she picked up a nurse’s
aid, Mary Anne Miles, as a protegee.
She’ll be in Joan’s next picture, “A VeryRemarkable Fellow,” as a starter on an
acting career. *
*
*
Paulette
Goddard
is
laughing
off
those divorce rumors that sprang up
during her sojourn in Mexico.
“Sup¬
pose I’m getting used to gossip!”
*

*

*

Viveca Lindfors has definitely recon-

This romance goes on and on. Bob Stack and fiancee
Irene Wrightsman have plans but they’re not talking.

Behold the bride and bridegroom! Honeymooners
Diana Lynn, John Lindsay en route to Bermuda.

Sign of Spring: Evie Johnson’s smart chapeau. She’s
at the opening of “Red Shoes” with hubby Van Johnson.

Peggy Ann Garner’s getting more glamorous every
day, as beau, Lon McCallister, knows very well.

died with her Swedish husband, who is
Henry Ford II’s representative in Sweden.
By the time you read this, Viveca prob¬
ably will have left Hollywood. She wants
to do a New York play to show American
audiences what she can do as an actress.
She hasn’t really had the proper breaks
on the screen.
*

*

*

Judy Canova, in order to circumvent
the trials and tribulations of getting her
four-year-old daughter’s hair cut, throws
a hair-cut party for the kids in the
neighborhood. A barber comes as the
guest of honor. By making it seem a
(Please turn to page 8)

Gene Kelly showed Gordon MacRae how to get off on the
right foot as guest on Gordon’s show, “The Railroad Hour.”

M
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continued

game, the kids don’t squawk at the shear¬
ing.

John Bromfield feeds his pretty bride, Corinne Calvet, a delicious—but
fattening!—tidbit at editor Beatrice Cole’s Hollywood cocktail party.

Charles Laughton returned from Paris
to find that his home had been com¬
pletely re-decorated during his absence.
Elsa Lanchester had turned one whole
section of his house into a class room
for his Shakespeare sessions. Many wellknown actors are attending these classes.
Susanne Clouteir came over from Paris
expressly to study under Charles.
*

*

*

Shelley Winters, whom everyone re¬
gards as quite a gal about town, devotes
three evenings a week to Laughton’s
class. She can often be seen with a pencil
behind her ear and a Shakespeare book
in her hand while sitting around Holly¬
wood drug stores. Says she, “Mr. Laugh¬
ton is a hard taskmaster, and I wouldn’t
think of reporting to his classes without
the proper preparation.”
*

*

*

Orson Welles isn’t finding much to
laugh at these days. His film version of
“Macbeth” took a severe lambasting from
the critics, and we hear that he greatly
(Please turn to page 10)
Peter Lawford (oh. what charm!) makes 14-year-old Joan Evans feel right at
home. She's Goldwyn’s newest star, will be seen soon in “Roseanna McCoy.”

An interesting trio: Marie Wilson of “My Friend Irma” fame, with infrequent
party-goer Lew Ayres and Allen Nixon. Marie’s be-rihhoned pooch stole the show.
M
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Movieland’s visiting editor, Bea Cole, gets real lowdown on Hollywood personalities from Macdonald Carey.
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That cute, pert Audrey Totter points out a
celebrity to also cute, pert sister Collette.

Dr. Peter Lindstrom gave moral support to wife Ingrid Bergman at “Joan” premiere.

disapproves of his daughter’s traveling
hither and yon with Rita Hayworth and
Aly Khan.
He’s practically deserted
Hollywood, and intimates say they don’t
know when he’ll return here for a lengthy
stay. But he’d better get in training for
that picture he’s to do with Maria Montez
in France. Neither of those two was ever
famous for having even temperaments;
and if there is not a display of fireworks
during the making of that film, we’ll
certainly miss our guess.
*

*

*

Hollywood expects the Greer GarsonBuddv Fogelson marriage to take place

10

Gracie Allen and Barbara Bel Geddes see stars the Movieland way
before lunch at Hollywood’s famous Brown Derby restaurant.

around April. When you ask Greer for
facts about it, she hands you a giggle
and
the
information
that
“Buddy
doesn’t like publicity.’’
*

*

*

Since the birth of his son, Humphrey
Bogart has become very gentle and softspoken to everyone. Intimates say that
he’s a completely changed character.
While sweating out the stork in the
father’s room of the hospital, Bogie was
just another nervous father. A doctor,
after talking with the screen tough man,
said he thought he’d go downstairs and
pick up a magazine. Bogie said, “No.
(Please turn to page 12)

Ken Murray (remember his “Bill and Coo”?) shares some bridal
food and chit-chat with pretty wife and guest Robert Young.

■■) ■■

A powerful and moving story of the secret hearts of
men and women on the thin edge of desperation.

“Pretty Boy” Romano nears the end of his trail.

COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

Humpftrety BOGART
*

in

KNOCK “ “ DOOR
■

rum nCDPIf

GEORGE

ALLENE. SUSAN

introducing JUnll IILIILII .«» macready Roberts perry
Screen play by Daniel Taradash and John Monks, Jr.
A SANTANA PRODUCTION OF THE NOVEL BY WILLARD MOTLEY

Directed by

NICHOLAS RAY * Produced by ROBERT LORD
11

Ills
Gossip comes and goes, but the Joan Crawford-Greg Bautzer romance keeps
rolling along. They looked mighty happy together at a recent opening.

Ciro’s gets first glimpse of a brand new twosome
that’ll bear watching—Janet Leigh, Arthur Loew.

continued

You’d better stay with Betty.” The doctor
replied, “She’ll be all right. I want to
look up this business in the magazine
just to be sure I know how it’s done.”
*

*

Love Can Last in Hollywood Department—George Sanders and
ZaZa Hilton will probably be married when you read this.

*

The long delayed marriage of Jennifer
Jones and David Selznick will likely
come off in early spring. There should
never be any career trouble in that fam¬
ily. She has the utmost respect for his
ability as a movie producer, and says so;
while he thinks she’s one of the finest
actresses in the world.
*

*

*

Ida Lupino says, “When two people in
a family have careers and are determined
to deliver good jobs individually, they
often have too little time together, which
makes for unhappiness. Collie (Young)
and I have arranged our affairs so we can
take a slow boat to Europe together this
spring. While learning about other parts
of the world, we want to learn more
about each other.”
*

M

*

Hasn’t
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*

*

We hear on good authority that one of
our top feminine stars, whose “illness”
has been holding up production on her
picture, has actually been hitting the
giggle water too heavily.
Her studio
threw up the “illness” screen to keep the
matter trom the public.
Sonny

*

Tufts,

*

who

began

to

(Please turn to page 14)

Director Bill Lawrence of “Screen Guild Players” show wants to talk over script
changes, but we’ll bet Deborah Kerr would rather tell him all about her new son.

■L/otvLUCKY Car? You (?et 7*
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Amusement Enterprises
BRIAN

presents

CLAIRE.
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WITT?

IRENE HERVEY • HUY VINE MARJORIE RAMEEAU • ROBERT ARMSTR0N6 »• LEWIS R. FOSTER
>

Screenplay by Lewis R. Foster
Based on the novel by Craig Rice
Released thru United Artists

It's a rollicking mystery-comedy based on the popular Craig Rice character (and we do mean"character")Mr. Malone

No wonder
so happy.

Olivia
Olivia

de Havilland and husband Marcus Goodrich look
won New York Critics’ award for “Snake Pit.”

straighten up and fly right after his
release from Paramount, started to get
careless in his personal habits again?
We don’t like to hear all those stories
that have been drifting into this office.
But only you can stop them, Sonny.
*

*

*

“Samson and Delilah” is bound to give
Hedy Lamarr’s career a shot in the arm.
We don’t yet know what kind of acting
job she does »in the film, but she’s
back with all of her old glamor plus. We
got a peek at thirty color shots made of
her in costume; and you can take it from
us that nothing more beautiful has hit
the screen recently. One of her costumes,
which she calls “The Peacock Gown,”
will have fans drooling. Cecil DeMille,
who’s been planning this picture for a
long time, collected the clothes over a
period of years; and the results were cer¬
tainly worth the effort.
*

*

*

With an operation having greatly im¬
proved a hearing defect, Margaret Sullavan, at long last, is expected to resume
her acting career. Her fans are still
legion.
The End
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Did you know Shelley Winters’ real name was Shirley? She
borrowed present name from an actor-friend, Josh Shelley.

This dog has his day in the Marx Brothers’ new film, “Love Happy,” when he plays a
game of Gin Rummy with bewildered Chico. That’s Harpo kibitzing on the sidelines.

Old friends, Ann Blyth and Peter Fernandez
have a reunion on set of “Amboy Dukes."

ever held more
^Terrible Power
over Women!

tempt ed

her

angest Bar.
de Between

* ^ornan!

A Paramount Picture
starring

"ITENDRE BOHEM • 0ir JUHN rAKKUW
Screenplay by Jonathan Latimer •

PLEASE
don’t tell your
friends who—“Nick
Beal” really is!

Original story by Mmdret Lord

M
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ONLY

$J97
COLORS:
Gold or Red
roses on black
and white zebra
.print with black
bodice; Purple
roses on navy
and white zebra
print with navy
bodice.
SIZES:
12-14-16.18-20.

Joan Crawford's poodle loves to have his picture taken. Too bad
he misses out being in Joan’s next Warner film, "Flamingo Road.”

By
JOAN CRAWFORD

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif.
Your letter will receive her personal reply

in wonderful, washable
sanforized* seersucker
Here’s the smartest buy yet—a housecoat that
looks for all the world like a dance frock. Brand
new, too, the striking zebra print splashed with
roses. And the brief and tapered half-peplum
leaves the back free for the solid color sash that
snugs your waist. There’s a romantic sweep of
skirt, slit pocket, extra long concealed front zipper.
This finest quality Simpson "Seeress” seersucker is
guaranteed colorfast, needs no ironing.
* lest than 1% shrinkage

RUSH COUPON TODAY

SEND NO MONEY • SENT ON APPROVAL
PARADE FASHIONS, Dept. 109
332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, III.
Please send me "MORNING STAR" on approval. I’ll
pay postman $8.97 plus C.O.D. postage. If not de¬
lighted, I may return it in 10 days for full refund.
NOTE: If money order or check is enclosed, we pay
all postage, give same refund privilege.
How
many?

Size

Gold
Roses

Red
Roses

Purple
Roses

Second
color choice

Please Print
NAME_
ADDRESS_

M

CITY_ZONE_STATE_

Save! Order 2 for only S17.50
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DON’T GAMBLE ON LOVE
Dear Miss Crawford:
A little over a year ago I met a young man, age 25, who came to
this city from Chicago.
I met him at a church social.
He seemed very respectable, very charming, and when he asked
for a date, I complied. Gradually I fell in love with this young man.
We began pooling our funds in a joint savings account.
When the account reached $1500, we planned to get married. Last
week, when I went to the bank, I discovered that John had withdrawn
$600 of our money over a period of two months. When I asked him
what he had done with the money, he told me he had lost it betting
on horses. My mother tells me to give him up. She says he’s worth¬
less and that I’m a lucky girl to have found it out before I married
him.
I still love John, however, and want to forgive him. But my parents
insist that I break off. What do you suggest?
Irene M.
Des Moines, Iowa

Horse-bettors are a strange tribe of
men afflicted with an almost incurable
disease. It’s been my experience that
their first love in life is the races, and
everything else is subsidiary, even wife
and children.
All of us make mistakes and are en¬
titled to forgiveness, but sometimes an
error is indicative of a fundamental char¬
acter weakness, and in this case I think
that’s true.
This young man practiced deceit when
he took that money out of the bank.
Half of that money belonged to you. If
he were honest, he would have gone to
you and told you the truth. But no, you
had to find it out for yourself. I’m afraid

I have to agree with your parents. This
chap doesn’t seem to have the material
out of which good, reliable husbands are
made. Were I you, I’d look very care¬
fully into his past.

BOY-CRAZY BERTHA
Dear Miss Crawford:
I am eighteen years old and I like boys.
Is there anything wrong about that?
My girlfriends go around and call me
“Boy-crazy Bertha,” but such insults roll
off my back. I find that boys make much
better friends than girls. They don’t gos¬
sip, they aren’t jealous. I just like them.
(Please turn to page 102)

Are you in the know?

What's the best makeup remover?

Which "shortens" kingsize tootsies?

For the lowdown on that N. M. I.T.—

□ Soap and water

□ Read his palm

□ Shell pumps

□ Co Id cream

□ Pry into his past

□ Buckles n' bows

□ Smooching

□ Ask your brother

Avast there, matey! Best you first slip make¬
up off with cream, wiping away with Kleenex*
Tissues. Then wash your face. It takes cream
to "fight” cream (such as most makeup
bases are made of), and followed by soap and
water, it helps keep blackheads at bay.
Remove problem-day worries, too . . . with
the aid of Kotex and that special safety
center. An exclusive Kotex feature that gives
you extra protection . . . self-assurance!

□ Dark-hued shoes

Before dating a New Man In Town, owl up on
his character. Tea leaves or palmistry won’t
tell you, but you can depend on (guess who!)
— your brother. Guys can size up guys,
shrewdly. So ask your bro’s advice about
the mystery boy. As for girls, there are times
when personal secrets must be kept. Then,
you can depend on Kotex — for Kotex pre¬
vents revealing outlines. Those special flat
pressed ends of Kotex don’t show, don’t tell!

You haven’t a Cinderella-size foot? Any
answer mentioned above can keep you out
of her step-sisters’ class! Shell pumps, with
low-cut vamps. Big, silver or cut steel
buckles, or soft perky bows —to flatter your
instep. Dark shoes, to make these tricks
more effective. Choosing the style that’s for
you is important —and so (on certain days)
is your choice of Kotex absorbencies. Try
all 3: Regular, Junior, Super Kotex.

How to
prepare for
“those” days?
□ Be o blu gnu
□ Break your dates
□ Buy 2 sanitary belts

Certain times are no time for
moping at home. Brighten up!
And freshen up —with careful
grooming, immaculate clothes.
And why not be prepared in
advance with two Kotex Sani¬
tary Belts —so you can change
to a fresh belt when you change
to dating togs ?
You see, the Kotex Belt is
made to lie flat, without twist¬
ing or curling.Your adjustable,
all-elastic Kotex Belt fits
smoothly; doesn’t bind. That’s
why —for extra comfort, you’ll
want the new Kotex Sanitary
Belt. Buy two—for a change!

,rwvrNt'-

What would you do in this situation?
□ Smile and switch

□ Keep on dancing

You’re swaying on a dream-cloud with the
prom Heathcliff. So? He’s tagged by a stag.
Sharp gals never refuse a cut-in; thus you
smile and switch to the lethal lad. When
your calendar tries to cut in on your book¬

□ Play deaf

ings—switch to the comfort of the new
Kotex. Talk about a dream-cloud! Kotex has
softness that holds its shape — because Kotex
is made to stay soft while you wear it.
Dance after dance, you stay comfortable!

Kotex

/More ivo/ner? choose tCOTEX

*

than a// other sanitary na/ph/hs
3 ABSORBENCIES.- REGULAR. JUNIOR. SURER

Sanitary
Belt
Boy TWO — by name!

By
ANNE
ANSLEY
Talk about
politics and
Mona Freeman
won’t talk—but
mention hair
and she'll
tell you the
long and the
short of it
Pat Nerney will be proud of his
Mona. In her versatile hairdo she’s
a sophisticate, a debutante, but
always a lovely young thing. She
co-stars in "Streets of Laredo.”

flow a wifefc false modesty
can wreck

length. Brisk daily brushing and a weekly
shampoo will train the ends to be fluffy.

If only she’d learn here scientific truth she can trust
about these INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS!

She’s enchanted that this hairdo is easy
to care for. She’ll put it up in a jiffy . . .

Often a young wife is too timid or shy to
learn these intimate physical facts. And
because of this her husband may become
sulky and resentful. She feels her
marriage is breaking up—heading for
divorce. Yet she finds herself helpless.
It’s this pitiful young woman who
definitely needs to be instructed on
how important vaginal douching often
is to intimate feminine cleanliness,
health, charm and married happiness—
to combat one of woman’s most offen¬
sive deodorant problems. And what’s
EVEN MORE IMPORTANT—why she
should always use ZONiTE in her douche.
She should learn: no other type
LIQUID ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE OF ALL
THOSE TESTED FOR THE DOUCHE IS SO
POWERFUL YET SO SAFE TO TISSUES
AS zonite!

Developed By World-Famous
Surgeon and Scientist
What better assurance could you want

than to know that a famous Surgeon
and Scientist developed the zonite
principle—the first antiseptic-germicide
principle in the world with such a
powerful germ-killing and deodorizing
action yet absolutely safe to delicate
tissue lining, zonite is positively nonpoisonous, non-irritating. You can use
zonite as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.

A Modern Miracle
destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It’s so powerfully
effective—it kills every germ it touches.
You know it’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract. But
you can feel confident that zonite
immediately kills every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.
Scientific douching instructions come
with every bottle. Any drugstore.
zonite

because just a few large, loose curls will
give it a slick and soft page-boy effect.
M
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★ When I was invited to serve as
Honorary Commander of the Field Army
of the American Cancer Society, I was
surprised and somewhat reluctant to
accept the post. How could I, untrained
in medical science, help fight cancer?
What I learned in answer to that ques¬
tion may be valuable to others: I dis¬
covered that while cancer may strike
anyone, everyone can strike back, every¬
one can do something against cancer.
You see, cancer is a personal problem,
we cannot just leave it to the physicians
and to the white-clad scientists in the
laboratory.
A great war is being conducted in the
United States to save lives, our neigh¬
bors’ lives, perhaps your own life. The
organizer of the voluntary fight is the
American Cancer Society and battles are
won—and lost, too—every day. Let me
tell you a little of this war.
In a small town in New Hampshire a
woman rises and shyly, haltingly tells
her neighbors of her successful struggle
against cancer. In New York, a Harlem
school teacher comes, as she has every
Saturday morning for two years, to drive
patients to and from a clinic; in a small
town in California, a woman whose sister
was struck down by the disease, person¬
ally visits a thousand homes to bring
them a message of hope and to ask for
contributions; in Charlotte, North Caro¬
lina, a frightened man reads a leaflet and
hurries to a physician, who reassures
him: his is an early condition and there
is every hope that he will be cured and
live out a full, useful life. These are
skirmishes in the cancer war.
All of us know of tragedies from this
disease. The entertainment world has in
recent years lost some of its most beloved
figures: Elissa Landi, Adrienne Ames,
Warren William, Babe Ruth, Damon
Runyon. You can add many other names
to this brief list.
But how many of us realize that today
physicians can do a splendid work in
saving men and women who develop
cancer? Last year, the American Cancer
Society tells us, some 65,000 of those
who had cancer were saved and as many
more could have been saved by early
diagnosis, and prompt, proper treatment.
Early Cancer Can Be Curbed. This is

the hopeful message the American Can¬
cer Society is spreading throughout our
country during April, which Congress has
set aside as the Cancer Control Month.
Yet I do not need to tell you that the
fight against cancer is far from won.
While physicians do save one out of every
four cases—and could save another of
that four if they had the chance—there
are still the other two who develop the
disease. Physicians can help but cannot
cure them. Only the success of our great
research program will save them.
The fight that saved the woman in New
Hampshire, and thousands of others like
her, started in research laboratories, and
was pressed in doctors’ offices, in clinics,
and in great hospitals. It was a fight that
we must frankly recognize was conducted
often in the face of public indifference

the facts
By
IRENE DUNNE

and with too little money to work with.
Before the war cancer research was re¬
stricted to a few laboratories. There were
brilliant leaders in the field, but they
suffered from inadequate budgets, lack of
trained assistants, and poor equipment.
Today the picture is changing. Great
cancer research centers are being de¬
veloped across the country. The Ameri¬
can Cancer Society has contributed to
research projects in 28 states and the Dis¬
trict of Columbia, and the Federal gov¬
ernment, through the National Cancer
Institute, is sponsoring an impressive re¬
search program.
This is good, but it is only the begin¬
ning. Physicians report that in many
parts of the country clinic facilities lag
badly behind minimum needs. There is
still too little recognition by men and

Irene Dunne
has good
news for you.
Cancer can
be cured—
with your help

women of the part they must play in the
cancer fight to protect themselves and to
help the entire program.
This year, the American Cancer Society
is contributing $3,250,000 to research. It
could conservatively and effectively use
twice that amount. I was surprised to
learn that in 1948 Americans contributed
to the American Cancer Society only a
little more than one-tenth of one percent
of what they paid for beer and liquor.
As part of the motion picture industry,
I am proud of the role it has played in
helping rip away the tangled mass of
superstition and fearful horror that used
to prevent even mention of cancer. The
American Cancer Society says, “Men and
women of the film world have been won¬
derfully generous in their help in focus¬
ing public attention on cancer and its
control. The names of those who have
given time and their skill to our cam¬
paign is a long and distinguished one.
Bing Crosby, Lauren Bacall.
Lionel
Barrymore, Henry Fonda,
Katharine
Hepburn, Loretta Young, Bob Hope, are
a few of those who have aided us in
bringing a message of hope to the people.”
I have told you some of what I learned
about the fight against cancer, but the
most important point, the one I hope all
my readers will remember, is that so
much of the control of this disease is our
personal responsibility. Remember the
woman in Hew Hampshire who was saved
to tell her story to her neighbors and to
urge them to support the work? Her
story began with her personal decision
to go to a physician and ask advice. She
went in time and was saved.
This is why the American Cancer So¬
ciety tells us that we ourselves must al¬
ways be on the alert for any of the
cancer danger signals, changes in our
body which may mean that cancer is
present and which always should take us
to a physician. These danger signals are:
1. Any sore that does not heal, par¬
ticularly about the tongue, mouth or lips.
2. A painless lump or thickening, es¬
pecially in the breast, lip or tongue.
3. Bloody discharge from the nipple or
irregular bleeding from any of the nat¬
ural body openings.
4. Any change in the color or size of
a wart or mole.
5. Persistent indigestion.
6. Persistent hoarseness, unexplained
cough, or difficulty in swallowing.
7. Any change in the normal bowel
habits.
The Society warns us that pain is
usually a late symptom and adds the ad¬
vice that whether or not any of the
signals develop, and however well we
feel, we should have a searching physical
examination every year and twice a year
if we are over forty.
April, the Cancer Control Month, will
soon be here. It offers each of us a rare
chance to join with the American Cancer
Society in its heroic struggle against
disease by contributing funds to its threepronged program of research, service, and
education.
I hope that my readers share with me
the feeling that we can and must play a
part in the fight against this disease.
But while cancer is a personal threat
we are not expected to face it alone. Like
tens of thousands of others we can serve
as volunteers with the Society’s Field
Army. We can give and give generously
to the American Cancer Society.
A contribution to cancer control is the
finest possible memorial to the great ones
of the world of entertainment whom
cancer has taken from us, the men and
women who in their lifetimes brought so
much pleasure to us all.
The End
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Your Hollywood

Bob and Dorothy Mitchum are grateful to Movieland readers
who responded with letters of confidence during his trial.

For proof that wedding news is happy news,
look at Keenan Wynn and bride Betty Butler.

What secret did Gail Russell and Guy Madison tell Editorial
Director Beatrice Lubitz Cole at Ciro party in her honor?

I have never seen Hollywood so animated.
The
very air sparkles.
The reasons are many! The
social season is in full swing.
There have been
exciting weddings . . . Wanda Hendrix to Audie
Murphy (see Page 24) . . . Diana Lynn's ; Keenan
Wynn's; Marguerite Chapman's; Ken Murray's . . .
and there is much speculation about the most
spectacular weddings ever to hit Hollywood . . .
I refer to the Linda Christian-Ty Power nuptials
(If you want the inside details on this romance,
see page 28) ; the Aly Khan-Rita Hayworth mar¬
riage (which is anybody's guess even though
Aly Khan has announced that he will marry Rita
just as soon as his divorce from his wife is final)
and, of course, the Jennifer Jones-David Selznick mating.
Now these three personalities (I mean Ty,
Rita, and Jennifer) are in the highest echelons
of Hollywood's Great, so you can imagine the
heat and speculation engendered in the film
capital.
Exciting babies have been born . . . Joan
Fontaine's; Gene Tierney's; Jeanne Crain had
another son to keen baby Paul company; but poor
Lana lost her child.
Of course Robert Mitchum's conviction on a
narcotics conspiracy charge has electrified
the air.
I saw Bob the morning of his trial.
He was pale and obviously worried.
Later that day, after he had pleaded guilty
to the second charge of conspiracy, he phoned
me.
I had forwarded to him the hundreds of
letters I had received from all of you in re¬
sponse to my recent editorial.
"I intend to answer all of these letters,"
he told me earnestly.
"I'm grateful for the
encouragement."
All of you who wrote him will hear from him
direct.
I had a lovely cocktail party this month—
as a matter of fact, my great friend Herman Hover
of Ciro's gave it for me.
It was a grand gettogether and a good chance to see a lot of old
friends: Kirk Douglas, Eve Arden, Macdonald
Carey, Joan Davis, Lucille Ball, Robert Stack,
Marie Wilson, Ann Blyth, Johnny Sands, Van Heflin
and many, many others.
Fashion note: Lots of the girls came to the
cocktail party in evening clothes.
They tell
me that since most cocktail parties last 'til
way into the night (mine, at the Ciro-ette Room
at Ciro's, lasted 'til 11 P.M.), they find it's
a wonderful opportunity to get full use out of
their evening dresses—and you know how all
femmes look glamorous in evening clothes!
It's
really perfectly correct and I think the idea
will catch on !
See you all next month,
B. L. C.
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First picture as Mr. and Mrs. Audie Murphy tells
why they’re known as “the cutest couple in town.”

Audie was lonely while Wanda was in Italy making “The Prince of
Foxes,” but that doesn’t matter now. She’s in his arms—forever.

★ So they were married. . . . But the
road that took Audie Murphy and Wanda
Hendrix to the altar had its rocky
stretches.
They both began life in rural sections,
far from the glamor and the furor of the
movie capital. Wanda was born in the
Florida backwoods country, where her
father was a foreman in a logging camp.
Her background and early training gave
her an extremely practical outlook, which
was later to come into conflict with
Audie’s impetuous, idealistic nature.
When her parents moved to Jackson¬
ville, Wanda, who had shown a marked
dramatic talent, became interested in
little theatre work, appearing in a num¬
ber of plays, among them “Snow White.”
At the age of fifteen, she was dis¬
covered by a talent scout, brought to
Hollywood, and signed by Warner Broth¬
ers. For a long while, she got only bit
(Please turn to page 78)

ever after. •.
Like love in a fairy tale, both had obstacles
to overcome—until their triumphal march to the altar
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By ADELAIDE CURRAN

Pert Doris Day carries a rabbit’s
foot.

Not for luck, mind you, but

to remind ber liow lucky she’s been

* That bright-eyed, lovely philosopher, Doris Day, nibbled at the end of a
carrot. She was wearing—of all things—a rabbit costume. The long furry
ears, the inside a velvety pink, bobbed as she munched away.
“That’s a good question,” she observed soberly after some minutes. “I’m
always asking it of myself: ‘Why did Michael Curtiz pick me?’
“What’s more, I think I’ve got the answer!

Just luck!” she said, firmly.

“I’ve always been lucky. In fact,” she grinned, and her nose with its spat¬
tering of freckles wrinkled rabbit-fashion, “I’m especially lucky because
I know that I’ve had luck—and I hope I never forget it!”
She resumed her carrot thoughtfully, then realized that her munching
might seem a little odd.
“Oh, excuse me,” she apologized and turned fPlease turn to page 75)

Doris Day gets ready to give Jack Carson an honestto-goodness bunny hug in “My Dream Is Yours.”
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Gossips had
the Ty PowerLinda Christian romance all
figured out—
but so did
Dan Cupid !

finds a way
By CRAWFORD DIXON

* A little over a year ago when Tyrone Power
dropped Lana Turner for Linda- Christian, an
actress who had known Ty more than passably well
was sitting in Romanoff’s sipping a drink.
“I give that Christian girl,” she said, “exactly

made in 1948 concerning the future of Ty and Linda.
Good friends of the actor would whisper in con¬
fidence that his love for Linda was a mere infatua¬
tion that would wear off and pass away in time.

three months—no more, no less. After that she’ll

How wrong the prophets were, we all know now.
The Ty-Linda romance has surpassed everyone’s

have to find a new boyfriend.”
Generally, that was the tone of most prophesies

expectations. It has developed into an ardent, pow¬
erful love match with deep. Please turn to page 83)
Filming of “Prince of Foxes” in Rome gave^
Ty a chance to travel with Linda Christian.

* The tall, dazzlingly beautiful redhead was whip¬
ping herself up into a temper. At first her fury was
confined to stinging words. Gradually it became more
violent.

She began throwing things—anything that

was handy to heave. It was one of the finest demon¬
strations of unbridled temper ever witnessed on the
Warner Brothers lot.
“If I didn’t know better I’d think you went through
the same tantrums at home,” cameraman Karl
Freund told a startled Alexis Smith after this scene
for “South of St. Louis” was completed. “It’s hard to
believe that just changing the color of your hair
could change you enough to act that way! From now
on to me you’re ‘Red Poison.’ ”
Truth is, Alexis is as startled as everyone else by
the difference between her being a blonde and a red¬
head. For seven years on the screen she has been the
(Please turn to page 32

Alexis Smith has

switched to sex appeal

and everyone—

especially the lady in

- question—is more

than mildly amazed

Statuesque blonde? Blase sophisticate? Not any
more. The Smith girl is sporting a definitely
sexy look for her role in “South of St. Louis.”

St. tom I
Uomh!
continued

■

Frontier life gets added spice when Rouge

a

Alexis Smith has the kind of personality the boys in the backroom can’t resist.

. . . breaks into can-can number, displays

. . . pretty gams in a dance that’s good to the last drop.

cold, statuesque Miss Smith, either very sad or very
dignified or very sophisticated. Off screen she’s al¬
ways been the basic, down-to-earth Alexis, possessor
of a ready wit and infectious laugh. So now, sud¬
denly, the blonde* becomes a redhead for cinematic
purposes and everyone—including Alexis—is amazed.
“My own reaction was a roundabout thing. It grew
from the reaction of other people to my-red hair,”
Alexis explains. “Men who had worked with me for
several years at Warners, and who had always greeted
me with a hail-fellow camaraderie, suddenly changed
to double-takes and the hello-beautiful tone in their
voices. I thought it was terribly, terribly funny!
“I didn’t have my hair dyed because I’m opposed
to the idea. It was powder-dyed around the hair line
in front to blend into the red wig I wore, but I guess
after being a redhead for two pictures some of the
influence sticks.
“When it was time for me to <Io that wildly
temperamental scene involving throwing the bric-abrac and I was studying it the night before—a scene
totally unlike any I had ever played—I thought ‘How
silly! People don’t behave like this. I’ll never be able
to play it with conviction.’ Yet when I did it, wearing
my flaming tresses, it was easy!”
Another manifestation of temperament

which

Alexis noted in her redheaded self—and admits
with amused embarrassment—was that a couple of
times she caught herself on the verge of being “diffi¬
cult.” Customarily one of the most cooperative
actresses in Hollywood, she realized to her own
horror that she said she (Please turn to page 92)

The color of her hair isn’t the
only thing that’s changed about
Alexis. That provocative glance
is a clue to her new personality.
From here she goes into M-G-M’s
“Any Number Can Play,”
starring her with Clark Gable.

* John Agar toyed with a huge cup of coffee as he
sat before the fireplace in his home. Off-screen, he
looks far younger than his twenty-seven years. His
clean-cut features, lightly sprinkled with freckles,
have a boyish appearance. His physique i9 that of
an athlete; but his eyes are wistful, betraying the
nature of a dreamer. His poise and manners reflect
his good breeding. When he speaks, his voice is
quiet and earnest.
He smiled broadly at the question.
“No,” he said, “I certainly don’t mind being
identified as ‘the husband of Shirley Temple.’ Why
should I? I’m proud of my wife. And I’d feel the
same way about her if her name was Susan Smith
and she’d never seen a studio.
“But,” he added quickly, “if you mean trading
on her name professionally, that’s altogether a dif¬
ferent matter. When it comes to film work, I intend
being strictly John Agar.”
“For better or worse,” I said.
“For better or worse,” he grinned. “Each of us
has his own life to live. It’s up to the individual to
develop his own personality, do his own work, and
establish himself professionally. That’s what I hope
to do as an actor.”
(Please turn to page 37)

It’s time everyone recognized John
Agar as a star in liis own right—and
not just Shirley Temple’s husband

By
SPEC
McCLURE

■< No, I .don’t mind being identified as
Shirley Temple’s husband. Why should
I ? I’m proud of my wife—plenty proud
when we’re together in a film. We costar again in “Baltimore Escapade.”

Three men and a "Blonde Bobcat" fight for life
and love on the Texas Plains until treachery
turns one against the other!

in Paramount's

$ of fared6
Color by
Produced by

Directed by

ROBERT FELLOWS • LESLIE FENTON
Screen Play by Charles Marquis Warren
Based on a Story by Louis Stevens and Elizabeth Hill

NEW COWBOY SONG HITS BY LIVINGSTON & EVANS, WHO WROTE “BUTTONS & BOWS”!

For a new twist. I’m the clothes-conscious one in our fam¬
ily. (Ed. note: With a physique like that, we don’t wonder!)

speak
for
yourself,

continued

JOHN

So much of my free time is spent playing golf, Shirley was afraid
of becoming a golf-widow. Now she’s learning the game herself.

“Let me assure you," you already have,” I said.
“No,” he continued, “I’ve still got a long road
to travel; and I’ve got to go it my own way. It’s
true that Shirley and I have made two pictures.
But that was strictly a matter of business. With
us, our w'ork is always business.

It’s something

apart from- our domestic life.
“However, we both feel it unwise to continue
teaming up for films. From now on, as far as our
careers are concerned, we plan to go our separate
ways.

While Shirley was making ‘Mr. Belvedere

Goes to College’ for 20th Century-Fox, I was doing
‘She Wore a Yellow Ribbon’ for John Fosd. We
were both away on location at the same time. I
was in Monument Valley, and she was in Reno.
The schedule worked out fine.
“That’s the way we want things. But if we should
be offered another good picture together, we cer¬
tainly won’t turn it down, just because we happen
to be husband and wife. That would be foolish.”

Some day I’d like to direct, but now I’m' giving acting all
I’ve got. If I fail, it won’t be because I haven’t tried.

“Do you find any advantages, in being in the
same profession as Shirley?” I asked.
“Of course,” he replied, “that’s exactly why I
decided to take up acting when offered the oppor¬
tunity. You see, my family is in the meat-packing
business.

So I’d always (Please turn to page 74)
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what
a
man
What’s Superman got that
Burt Lancaster hasn’t?
Nothing!—clamor Ians after

Theater sounded with whistles and sighs
when Burt appeared on stage. His fan
appeal got ribbing from Charlene Harris.

they see him go into his act!
* You thought Burt Lancaster was thrilling in “Brute
Force” and “Kiss the Blood Off My Hands”—hut
wait until you see the burly Burt do his acrobatics!
The star, on personal appearance throughout the
country, wowed New York City’s Capitol Theater
audiences with gymnastic feats he used to do back
in his early circus days.
Fans who jammed the theater for each performance
thought his act sensational. Added attraction—also
sensational—was his costume: snappy white tights
which showed off the terrific Lancaster physique to
stunning perfection.
(Please turn to next page)
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f

what
a
man!

(continued)

Whoops—the powder puff is strictly for stage make-up.
Burly Burt’s California tan needed toning down a bit.

Burt couldn't leave between shows because of crowds
so he stayed in all day, listened to recordings.

Audiences gasped every time Burt Lancaster made like the daring
young man while on personal appearance tour at Capitol Theater.
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A winner hands down! Secret of his success as acrobat is
that he was a circus performer before becoming Hollywood star.-
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To millions, the name Lana
implies gaiety and romance,
a symbol of carefree living.
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By SIDNEY YIJDAIN

Lana dreams wistfully of what might have been: a son for her to love, a brother for her adored Cheryl.

* Heartbreak came to Lana this year. For several
weeks she had not been feeling well. She had been
under constant care of her doctors. To make matters
worse, one night she was burned by an electric
blanket. The doctors had informed her she was
suffering from anemia—even though her appetite
was good and she ate well—which might complicate
the birth of her child.
On a cold Wednesday night she was rushed to
Doctors Hospital in New (Please turn to page 85)

There was a precious moment after her wed¬
ding to Bob Topping when Lana’s happi¬
ness overflowed—into almost hysterical tears.
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On or off the ice, Barbara Lawrence cuts such a fancy hgure
guys can’t help falling for her. Look at Scott Brady!

Joyce Reynolds won’t have any trouble
breaking the ice with hubby Don Gallory.

Youth has a fling on ice and
no one gets a cold shoulder.
In Hollywood this is known
as the skaters’ schmaltz
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Hold on. kids! When Barbara and Scott crack the whip. Alba Arnova, U
Juarez, Joyce, Don, Janet Leigh, Danny Scholl can only hope for the 1
Janet thought skating would be a cinch, until
Now she’s glad Danny Scholl is a “steady” b

★ Even the mild weather in Southern California
doesn’t keep Hollywood from being a winter won¬
derland—at least to the loyal inhabitants.

Most

stars take to. the nearby hills for their winter sports,
but this young group finds that the ice has it

and

right in their own back yard.
The kids don’t have any trouble keeping things
hot on ice.

After an evening of laughs and spills

at Sonja Henie’s skating arena in Westwood, they
came to one conclusion:

Skating?

It rinks!

Prepare for a landing, Barbara! After Scott and Gregg get through
with this lesson in passing, spills on ice won’t seem half bad.

Politics have no place here, hut Janet’s a gal who’s glad
to take a pole—nice climax for her skating demonstration.

-

If Barbara thinks the party was warmed up before, wait til she gets
a sample of Scott’s hotfoot. She’ll find out how hot things can get.
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Barbara didn’t win a gliding trophy but Scott gives her a prize anyway—for being such a good skate.

It should make

The evening must be consistent at any cost, so they stop by the corner drug store for some ice cream—just the thin

By

ALICE TRAINE
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always

O entertain

* As we trekked into Bob Hope’s dressing room
over at Paramount—the studio publicist, my sec¬
retary, and myself—we felt like the Notre Dame
football team interviewing the Notre Dame football
team. For, not to be outdone, Bob’s personal public
relations man. Mack Millar, plus two writers, plus
a waiter bringing lunch, were al^o there. It was
stunningly evident that there’s just no use trying
to top Hope. He always has more of everything,
including friends and helpers.
The phone was ringing every minute on the
minute. There was a great deal of confusion. It
was nice, orderly confusion, however, with a great
deal of method in it. It was the usual hectic
atmosphere which always surrounds Bob. On the
set, he is continually conferring with his radio
script writers, or giving interviews, or posing for
pictures, or answering personal' correspondence,
or getting new material for some benefit perform¬
ance. On the side, sort of, he makes the picture.
Bob is not one to idle

(Please turn to page 95)

A Medal for

Thanks for the memories
of laughs in your movies,
and benefits you’ve m.c.’d,
but most of all the help
and heart you gave GI’s overseas
Thank you. Boh Hope!

All was well with the Jennifer Jones-Boh Walker marriage when they
met Ingrid Bergman at this David Selznick party. Bob was a success
in “Bataan,” Jennifer was busy making a career of Republic westerns.

Success! Jennifer
got 1944 Academy
Award for “Song
of Bernadette.”

What’s behind a Hollywood success
story?

This portrait of .lennifer

•Tones highlights an unusual career

Hollywood gasped when Selznick starred unknown
Jennifer in “Song of Bernadette.” Film catapulted
her to fame, but probably broke up her marriage too.
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In four years Jennifer’s films all have been hits.
Her latest—and first away from Selznick banner—is
Columbia’s “We Were Strangers,” with John Garfield.

Hollywood's wondering what the future holds for the
Jones Girl As Mrs. David Selznick shell have an envi¬
able position—but will it further her hard-earned career:'

They make such heavenly music together, Rory Calhoun and
his Lita are sure that Hollywood, California mast be Paradise

* “Don’t get me wrong, I love the big lug!” sighed the
lovely girl.
“The big lug” referred to, is no other than Rory Calhoun,
handsome six-foot-three movie actor who’s playing a top
role in “Sand” and “When a Man’s a Man.” And Isabelita,
about five-foot-nothing of animated charm and vivacity
whom you’ll see soon in “Jungle Jim” with Johnny Weiss¬
muller, is Rory’s lovely bride.
“I have known Rory for over a year, ever since we met
at Vera-Ellen’s apartment in Hollywood to wish her a Merry
Christmas. They were good friends. At the time Rory had
no intentions of settling down for years to come. Since that
fact was known to all his friends, (Please turn to next page)
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Can She Bake a Cherry Pie? If not, he
can. Meals are a family project here.

It Only Happens When / Dance with
You. Their rumbas are plenty smooth.

Hands Across the Table. Breakfast on the balcony is a daily habit—one they don’t ever want
to break. While Rory films “Sand” and Lita’s on “Jungle Jim,” it means more time together.

You Are My Song of Love, Lita mia. Rory wants to sing
to his love in' Spanish, so Lita teaches him the lyrics.
continued
Beautiful Dreamer.

Lita’s far-away look can only mean
Rory’s reading poetry to her. How romantic can you get?

you can imagine their surprise when it was announced
that Rory and I would get married.
“ ‘They’ll never go through with it,’ cynics said.
Even when the wedding had taken place, contrary to
predictions, the rumors didn’t stop. ‘Rory a married
man?

Why—he couldn’t stay in one place more

than a week. . . . The guy’s got the wanderlust. . . .
They’ll never make a go of it; two months at the
most! Look at their temperaments; he’s quiet,
moody, sensitive and sentimental. Irish to the core;
she’s gay, vivacious, hot-blooded, Spanish by birth
and temperament—they’ll never get along!’”
As I drove down Wilshire Boulevard to Westwood
to call on the Calhouns, I thought of all the dire
predictions and I was frankly curious to see how
both were adjusting themselves to marriage.
Near the UCLA campus, I turned into a quiet treelined street with modest, unpretentious homes. The
atmosphere is pleasantly suburban.
Rory and Lita are part of this community. They
live on the upper floor of a two-story apartment
house, situated on a little hill overlooking the moun¬
tains, and on a clear day the Pacific Ocean beyond.
Over the doorbell at the entrance is a nameplate
which reads: “Mr. and Mrs. Rory Calhoun.”The first reaction I got after ringing the bell was
a ferocious barking—and their dog met me.
When I finally got past (Please turn to page 93)
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5 SHE’S ENGAGED1.
Not even the

v

sparkling

/,

diamonds in her
engagement
ring' can mateh
the stars
in Jane

IK*

Powell’s eyes

W
w

.
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She’s bursting with happiness—something
that happens to a girl so much in love.

★ Even the much publicized California sunshine has a hard time competing with
the glow around Janie Powell these days. When the young M-G-M star returned from
her personal appearance tour, she could hardly wait to see her wonderful Geary
Steffen—to say the magic word “yes” to his proposal. They made a date for
the evening and Jane was left with a whole day to while away. Movieland couldn’t
resist the opportunity to tag along with her. And believe us, it was exciting to be on
hand to watch her heart melt as Geary put the ring on her finger!
please turn to next pope

Umm, it’s good! But wouldn’t it be won¬
derful if Geary were here to help eat it.

y/.V
Here’s a striking pose! Left-handed Janie wields
a mean howling hall—a fine way to keep in shape.
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Concentrating on the bowling score isn’t easy
when wedding plans keep popping into her head.

After bowling she’s all set for a hamburger and malt.
And we always thought love affected a gal’s appetite!

This is the moment! Janie’s said a trembling
“yes.” Later they will plan a glorious future.

Petite Janie can’t be too
worried about her weight.

Token of.love: Janie’s exqui¬
site diamond engagement ring.

My
Princess
Charming
By
PETER
as

LAWFORD
told

to

Marcella Palmer

For fun, unstilted glamor. I'd
choose someone with Ava Gardner’s
personality and magnetic force.

If my ideal dresses in as good taste as t™.
I’ll be happy. Her clothes are so exquisiu

I like hair shiny, natural in color, worn simply as
a child’s. June Allyson’s hair-do is a good example.

Beautiful and brar
refinement. Sh"'

★ “I’m going
want to rr
have a ’
for me
how
her

Sine
believe
Peter woi
hope will
Gene Tierney’s debutante-type of beauty isn’t typical
Hollywood glamor. She’s clean cut—and what a smile.

about time
Peter look

^ cl one of Barbara
was offered a screen test.

The

ovely and most photogenic;

a

•tevitable once studio executives
<ty

on a screen.

The girl was

meed.
' cried Barbara, hearing of it. “Don’t
a test and get a little contract that
j give her bits in pictures, but will
give her a • confused sense of values!
any preparation for the business—once
jomes part of it—she’s so apt to go only for
6iamour-side. She’ll meet people who’ll tell her
that what she needs is to be seen at the Mocambo,
own a mink coat, go out with prominent male stars,
do whatever the young picture crowd is doing,
regardless. When her freshness has vanished, she’ll
be out.
jd to be a movie star,
iwyck and Bob Preston.

“But if she wants to be an actress, send her away
where. she will be on her own—to the American
r

Academy, if you can afford it—if not, to New York,
where she can try for small parts on the stage, or‘
get into summer stock. Then she’ll find out if she
has any talent to offer.

If she hasn’t, see that she

goes into another business. Without talent, there is
Please turn to page 62

So you want to be a
movie star? Barbara Stanwyck
divulges a few tricks
of the trade you probably
never knew—until now

* Ws sake can be uncomfortable
“■* falls in sunny California.

an
keep tootsies warm: Electrician
, provides a hot foot for Barbara.

\

H

be Stanwyck.

,s rewarding than
>r a movie career
; she married and
<ed Barbara.

“Who

3 do?”
atin brocade evening
.•red skirt that swirled

When Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire dance, the world
dances with them—so get set
for a box-office blitz

, kilts and tarns, the bonnie Scotch

* When Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dance enchantingly across the screens of the nation in Metro’s
top musical, “The Barkleys of Broadway,” the younger
generation will see one of the great legends of our
time come to life again.
It’s hard to describe the magic that takes place
when they dance, but it’s there. As far back as 1933,
it captivated a nation. Ginger Rogers and Fred
Astaire are the greatest money-making dance team
Hollywood has ever known. Now diat they are to¬
gether again, Metro expects a box office blitz.
Those first pictures they made together had a
beautiful believability. All their pictures were of a
pattern, yet they were never boring. There was some¬
thing about debonaire, jaunty Fred and friendly,
distinctly American, Ginger that identified them with
you and made their problems yours.
You always knew how the story(was going to end,
but you were entranced, just the same. Because, de¬
spite Astaire in top hat and tails and Ginger in
glamorous gowns, it was your story. From “Flying
Down to Rio” to “The Story of Irene and Vernon
Castle,” their pictures clicked.
Then, in 1939, Ginger dissolved the partnership to
try her luck as a dramatic (Please turn to page 81)
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““t Only High,MJnillg

they

dance and sing

By HELEN HOVER WELLER

* The darndest things can happen. In one moment
your whole life can change. In the flick of a finger
—as quickly as that—something miraculous and
wonderful may strike like a bolt out of the blue.
And as proof, I give you Joan Evans and David
Brian, two newcomers who seem to have been born
with four-leaf clovers in their hands. They have
become stars in their very first pictures although
neither one had any inkling that such a thing would
ever happen to them!
Overnight, their lives have changed—and so
suddenly did it all happen that they still can hardly
believe it’s true. Joan plays the title role in “Roseanna McCoy” for Samuel Goldwyn, and David is
Joan Crawford’s leading man in “Flamingo Road,”
the Michael Curtiz production for Warners. Not
bad going for two people who, up to a few months
ago, never dreamed of a movie career, is it?
Because they’re going to be very important in
pictures, and because their stories both have that
magical flavor, I think you. should know Joan and
David. Good luck struck suddenly for them—it
could happen to. you.

Fate is a lovely lady called
•Joan Crawford.

Her brilliant

spell lias already touched

A few months ago, Joan Evans was a pert, dark¬
eyed, round-faced schoolgirl just reached 14 who
was wrestling with higher math in a New York City
private school and wondering how she could lose
some of her baby fat.

the careers of newcomers Joan

Today, Joan is a Samuel Goldwyn star, slim and
poised, co-starring with Farley Granger, a seven-

Evans and David Brian

year contract in her hands and well-launched on a
career that usually takes years of preparation and
struggle to attain!
It all started when Cathy O’Donnell and the
Goldwyn Studios had a falling-out last summer.
Cathy had been scheduled to play Roseanna McCoy,
the wide-eyed but spirited young heroine of the
film depicting the Romeo-and-Juliet love affair in
the feuding Hatfield and [Please turn to page 89)

So much has happened since Justine and big sister Lizabeth Scott
wore pigtails and made mudpies—so you can bet there was lots to
talk about when they got together for this happy Hollywood visit

Think we look alike?

A

68

People back home used to say that we did.

It always made me happy because I think

Liz is so

pretty.

Liz never was one to relax—she always has to be doing something.
Cleaning the new convertible was her idea of great relaxation.

It was fun learning to play badminton—in spite of my blistered hands.
Liz is quite good; but then she was always a crackerjack athlete.

BY JUSTINE SCOTT
*

* The next best thing to being a movie star is to
be related to one, I say! And just to give you an
idea of what fun it is to be Lizabeth Scott’s sister,
let me tell you about my recent visit with her.
Of course I’m a movie fan—so the idea of spend¬
ing a vacation in Hollywood was very exciting. And
since I’m determined to follow a nurse’s career—
I’ll start my training very soon—it seemed like a
good idea to fly off to see Liz before settling down
to some hard cramming at school.
My visit was timed just right. Liz had just finished
working on a loan-out film, “Interference,” and had
a few weeks off before starting in on Hal Wallis’
production of “Bitter Victory,” for Paramount. This
gave us a wonderful chance to do a lot of the things
we used to do together when we were growing up in
Scranton, Pennsylvania—before Liz went off to be¬
come a famous movie star.
The first morning I was at COUNTRY COUSINS—
as Liz calls her pretty Hollywood Hills house—I was
all set to sleep late. I should have-known better—for
Liz has been an early-riser for as long as I can re¬
member. Of course she said she was trying to be
quiet, but once I got a whiff, of the coffee she was
brewing, I couldn’t do anything but come down¬
stairs and join her. And from the way her eyes
please turn to next page
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MY SISTER IS A STAR
continued

When we were at home, Liz’s music tastes ran to long hair. Much to
my surprise she's developed a taste for jumpy jive and she loves it.

Alter being in Hollywood a few days I got homesick,
so we telephoned home to see how things were in Pa.

Mother never could understand why we didn’t break our necks while
reading in this position. It’s really a kid habit we just never outgrew

were twinkling—that was just what she was hoping
I’d do!
Before we could have breakfast, however, I dis¬
covered Rufus, the pet turtle, had to have his morning
meal of lettuce—hand fed, too!
To say the days passed quickly would be putting
it mildly. Liz always has been a woman of action and
that means hikes, tennis, badminton, swimming were
on the daily schedule. Evenings we visited friends or
just stayed home and talked and talked.
What did we talk about?

Mostly our family—and,

of course, the possibility of my going into the movies.
Yes, I had a chance to make a movie test but turned
it down.

Liz wanted me to reconsider hut when I

explained how much I wanted a nurse’s career—she
agreed I should follow my own desires.
Liz is such an understanding person—that’s why
she’s been such a wonderful “big” sister to me.
I like this picture of my sister and me. It shows Liz
as she really is: a sweet, unspoiled, natural young woman.

I’m

bursting with pride over her success, so don’t blame
me too much if I brag that my sister is a star!

No day at this house is complete without a late evening raid on the ice¬
box. Yes, that’s scallion Liz is munching while she gets a glass of milk,

This sister act usually leads to great deal of horseplay, followed hy
much giggling. It reminds me so much of our growing-up days at home.

Being a glamorous movie star doesn’t keep her .from enjoying a pillow fight to the last feather.

Nothing will ever change my Liz!

Adventuress Mrs. Erlynne (Madeleine Carroll) decides I.ord Win¬
dermere (Richard Green), Lord Darlington (George Sanders),
or Cecil Graham (John Sutton) will solve her financial problem.
Lady Windermere (Jeanne Crain) has heard gossip
about her husband and Mrs. Erlynne, then discovers his
check stubs show he’s been paying the woman’s bills.

Drama! Romance! Glamor!
No wonder 20th Century-Fox put
Lady Windermere's lacy "Fan" into
the hands of lovely Jeanne Crain

After filming of ‘The Fan,”
Jeanne Crain takes time off
to welcome new baby Brinkman.

.

,\*.

* At her glamorous birthday ball, Lady Windermere tries
to insult Mrs. Erlynne in front of Lord Windermere,
/ but somehow cannot bring herself to do the deed.

To spite her husband, Lady Windermere invites attention
of flirtatious Lord Darlington. He begs her to run away
with him. Hurt, unhappy, she accepts his proposition.

Mrs. Erlynne gets her to leave Darlington’s house before
Lord Windermere arrives. He finds his wife’s fan, .thinks
she’s unfaithful until Mrs. Erlynne claims it as her own.

The couple settle down to happy
life together—although Lady Win¬
dermere never knows that Mrs.
Erlynne actually is her mother.

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, JOHN
(Continued from page 371

Say it isn’t so!
Recurrent gossip out Hollywood way has it that Shirley Temple and
John Agar may split up. Conflicting temperaments seem to present the hig problem.
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thought that I’d go into it after finishing
my education. To prepare myself for the
job, I had intended to go to Cornell and
study animal husbandry. But the war de¬
layed those plans. After a year in prep
school, I entered the Air Corps and for
three years served as a physical train¬
ing instructor.
“While in the service I came to Cali¬
fornia. ZaSu Pitts, an old friend of my
mother’s, invited me to her house for
tea one Sunday. I didn’t know it then,
but that tea was the turning point in
my life. At ZaSu’s home, I met Shirley.
No, we didn’t fall in love at first sight.
Like everyone else who meets her, I
thought she was beautiful and charming,
but that was as far as it went.
“Of course, I knew her reputation, but
I knew little about her as an actress. I’d
seen just one of her pictures, ‘The Little
Colonel.’ You see, there’s a seven-year
difference in our ages. So during Shirley’s
hey-day as a child star, I was chiefly in¬
terested in action pictures, mostly west¬
erns. So I fell in love with Shirley
Temple, the girl; not Shirley Temple, the
actress. I got a furlough from the army,
and we were married.
“On our wedding night we were sitting
in this very room when David Selznick
came in. I talked to him briefly as I did
to the other guests. I thought of him only
as Shirley’s friend, and not as one of
Hollywood’s top producers. Naturally,”
he smiled, “my mind was not on a career

that night. I was thinking of Shirley and
the few days we would have together be¬
fore I would have to return to camp.
“Two weeks after my leave was up, I
received a telegram from the Selznick
organization, offering me a screen test. I
was completely amazed. I had only an
average interest in pictures and no dra¬
matic training. Becoming an actor had
never occurred to me.
“What made me finally decide to try
for a screen career was this. If I suc¬
ceeded, I would have something more in
common with Shirley.
“During my first appearance before the
camera I was petrified. How I got through
the test I don’t know. But Mr. Selznick
must have liked it. He gave me a con¬
tract, which still has five years to go.
“Now that I was in the film business,
I decided that I must do the best I could
at my job. For a year and a half I took
dramatic and voice lessons before mak¬
ing a picture. I also studied films. Shir¬
ley and I still see several pictures a
week. If one is particularly good, I may
see it three times. I see a picture first
for entertainment.
Afterwards I re¬
turn to study performances and tech¬
nique. Some day I’d like to be a director.
But that’s way in the future. Right now
I’m working toward becoming the best
actor that I can be. I may fail, but it
won’t be because I’m not trying.
“I’ve lost my fear of the camera; and
I know the importance of trusting direc¬

tors and following their instructions.
Frankly, I’d like to work all the time,
making at least three pictures a year.”
“Do you ever regret becoming an
actor?” I asked.
“Regret? I think I’m one of the luck¬
iest fellows in the world,” he said. “I
like the movie business. The work is not
easy. Trying to hold a scene together
mentally while acting out a part is a diffi¬
cult task. But it is also fun. Every day
the job offers something new. I guess,
as they say, the grease paint has got into
my blood. After a taste of film-making, I
could never go back to a routine job.
“The most wonderful thing about the
whole business is the joy that it brings
to the world. Since our marriage, I’ve
seen all of Shirley’s pictures. And when
I think of the happiness she’s given to
people, and the place she’s made in their
hearts, it makes me glow all over.”
“Do you two help each other with your
film work?” I asked.
“Certainly,” he replied. “We always
discuss our parts with each other. De¬
spite my lack of experience, Shirley
seems to trust my judgment. I don’t
know what good my advice does, but she
frequently takes it. Naturally I respect
her opinions. She’s been in the business
for seventeen years and knows what it’s
all about.”
“Do you do much rehearsing at home?”
I asked.
“Oh, sure,” he said. “At night we al¬
ways read the scenes we have to do the
following day. In fact, we often act them
out. If it’s my scene, Shirley takes all the
roles but mine. You should see her play¬
ing John Wayne or Victor McLaglen.”
“Do you want to stick to action pic¬
tures, like ‘Fort Apache’ and ‘She Wore a
Yellow Ribbon’?” I asked.
“Not necessarily,” he said. “Having
been always athletically inclined, I like
action films. But I think it wiser to go
in for variety. ‘Baltimore Escapade’ is a
light comedy. Shirley and I have one
wonderful sequence in that picture.”
As we were talking, two men, loaded
with photographic equipment, entered
arid began rambling around the house,
obviously looking for camera angles.
Knowing that it had long been a rule
that no pictures be taken in Shirley’s
house, I raised a puzzled eyebrow. “What
goes on?” I asked.
“They’re probably going to make some
pictures of Shirley,” John told me.
“I didn’t think that was permitted
here.”
“Until recently, it wasn’t. But there
have been some changes made,” he ex¬
plained. “At first we thought we could
keep our home-life strictly private. But
we discovered that we couldn’t. Publicityis too much a part of the film business.
Eventually it creeps into your home. We
don’t mind so long as things are done in
good taste. It’s a phase of our job.
“As for being bothered when we
appear in public, I stick to the old rule
there,” he smiled. “The time to start
worrying is when they don't ask you for
your autograph.”
At this point, Shirley entered the
room.
After beaming us a cheerful
“Good morning” and showing me her
new hair-bob, she began working with
the photographers. John paid no atten¬
tion to the proceedings; and Shirley did
not interfere with the interview. Their
attitude was refreshing. Too many movie
husbands and wives feel that they must
assist in their mates’ publicity.
“How long do you think Shirlev will
continue her film career?” I asked. ■
“I don’t know,” John said. “I’m simply
going along with her in anything she
wants to do. She’ll likely work as long as

she gets pleasure from it; and she can
quit whenever she feels like it. I’m in¬
terested only in her happiness.
“We do plan to have more children,
however. We want at least three or four.”
“Soon?”
“Oh, we think children should be
spaced two or three years apart. I’ll tell
you something. When you bring life into
this world, it does something to you.
You’re responsible for that life, and you
can never let it down. You should know
our Linda Susan. She goes to sleep
laughing, and she wakes up laughing.
There’s a baby for you.”
“Do you plan to build another home?”
I asked.
“No,” he replied. “We like it here.
Shirley’s loved it ever since she was a
little girl. You know it was originally
built as a theater for her. Then it was
converted into a house. We’ll have to
add some rooms before any new babies
arrive. And some day we’d like a small
ranch on which to spend our weekends.
But that will have to wait.”
“As a husband, you’re supposed to be
head of the house. Do you find that much
responsibility?” I asked.
“As far as I’m concerned,” he said,
“being the head of the home is a matter
of doing the carving at the table. The old
idea of the husband’s being master of
the home is out. I don’t want top billing
here. Shirley and I try to work on the
sixty-forty basis. In our relations, each
tries to give sixty percent while asking
only forty in return. Of course, the giv¬
ing adds up to more than one hundred
percent. But that’s so much the better.
It’s something at which to aim.”
“Do you help with the house work?”
I asked.
“I’m afraid not; at least, not much,” he
grinned. “We have a maid and a nurse.
I spend much of my free time playing
-golf. At one period Shirley was on the
point of becoming a ‘golf widow.’ But I
got her some clubs, and she joined me at
the game. Because of the baby and our
film work, however, we haven’t done
much golfing together lately. We intend
to take up horse-backing as soon as we
find time.
“Our social life? Well, we both like
attending parties and meeting interest¬
ing people,” he continued. “But at heart
we’re a couple of home-lovers; so we
don’t get around very much, especially
since the baby came. Our favorite way
of spending an evening is reading or
listening to symphony music and mystery
stories on the radio. I don’t think you
have to be in the social whirl to be suc¬
cessful in the film business. The impor¬
tant thing is to do your work satisfac¬
torily.”
“Do you think staying happily married
in Hollywood is a difficult problem?” I
asked.
“Absolutely not,” he replied. “Holly¬
wood is a fine town. Basically it’s no dif¬
ferent than,
say, Evanston,
Illinois.
Everything depends upon what you want
to make of it. That idea of one’s being
unable to have a happy home-life here is
simply a state of mind.”
“And the fact that you’re married to
such a famous person as Shirley offers no
particular problems?” I added.
“Problems?” said he. “It never enters
my mind that Shirley is a famous per¬
son. To me she’s just my wonderful
wife.”
The End
Editor’s Note: Right now there’s much
gossip about a rift in the Agar family.
The reason—temperament. We hope it
isn’t so—for it’s almost like discovering
there’s no Santa Claris.

SOME DAY!
IContinued from page 261

polite hostess by handing me a plate of
carrots. “Will you have one? They’re
fresh. We’ve been eating carrots steadily
for three days and I’m beginning to feel
like a rabbit.” She looked in the dress¬
ing table mirror, and her reflected image
looked for all the world like a pert and
feminine edition of Bugs Bunny.
The costume and carrots were for a
dream sequence of “My Dream Is Yours,”
the Michael Curtiz-Warner Brothers re¬
lease. In it, Doris and Jack Carson, along
with Bugs Bunny, form a singing-dancing
trio. And, if you think you liked Doris’
first picture, “Romance on the High
Seas,” wait until you see her cavorting
through this picture! She’s sensational.
Doris Day is the number one Cinderella
in Hollywood today. Believe it or not, she
hadn’t had any stage or screen experience
to her credit when Michael Curtiz chose
her for that first Technicolor musical.
There’s no doubt, however, that her sing¬
ing career did pave the way when she
made the transition to screen actress.
Before coming to Hollywood, Doris was
a vocalist with a number of big name
bands. In fact, she even owes her name
to her association with bandleader Bar¬
ney Rapp, who decided that her family
name of Kappelhoff was a bit unwieldy
and suggested she take on the name of
. Day since the song, “Day after Day,” was
one of her favorite numbers.
Fame came to pretty Doris when she
traveled with Les Brown’s band. During
her three year stint with this group she
made the recording of “Sentimental
Journey” and became a national hit. After
that, Hollywood, beckoned.
She is convinced that her present en¬
viable position came about through a
substantial degree of good fortune, but in
at least two instances it didn’t look so
good at the time.
Just about a year ago A1 Levy, her
manager, arranged an interview for Doris,
with Curtiz. She was feeling pretty low
about her own personal affairs.
“I can’t sing,” she told Levy the day
of the appointment. “I feel too sad.”
“Then sing something sad,” he ad¬
vised. Curtiz applauded her number with
a screen test, a long term contract and a
top role with Jack Carson in “Romance
on the High Seas.”
Everything was just, dandy until Doris
saw her screen test about ten days later.
She had heard that people photograph
differently—and usually with improve¬
ments!—and was shocked to discover
that she looked exactly like herself in
the film.
“I was mentally turning thumbs down
on my future in pictures when I dis¬
covered that Mr. Curtiz had taken an
entirely different view.
It seems he
LIKED the way I photographed and
signed me on the spot.”
Doris’ first big break, the one that
started her on the path to her present
career, seemed like the end of the world
at the time. She was 16, rated as a tal¬
ented dancer, and on tour with a Fanchon
and Marco show. The car in which she
was riding hit a train. When she re¬
gained consciousness it was to discover
that her leg was broken in three places.
For 14 months there was doubt whether
she would ever dance again.
“When things looked worst, my brother
Paul used to make me laugh by telling
me that it was really a lucky break. My
leg ached before a storm, and he insisted
someday that I’d be famous as a human
I barometer.”

It was during this period that, Doris
learned to sing.
“The funny thing now is that my
brother was so right,” Doris said thought¬
fully. “Of course, not just the way he
said. My lucky break—learning to sing—
came about certainly because the in¬
juries to my leg were such bad breaks.”
When a person has had the ups and
downs Doris has had, you might wonder
if she’s superstitious. I spotted a rabbit’s
foot on her dressing table—and Doris’
eyes twinkled as I asked about it.
“No, I’m not superstitious,” she laughed.
“I don’t have that for more luck, but
just to remind myself of the" wonderful
luck I’ve -already had.”
She patted her pink and white ears,
ran a practiced eye over the heap of
carrots beside her, and selected a crisp
specimen.
“If ever I change my path to keep from
walking under a ladder, it’ll only be
because there’s a guy with a bucket of
paint on top and I don’t want to risk a
paint bath.
“Breaking my leg seemed the worst
possible luck that could happen to me
and it turned out to be the best good for¬
tune I could possibly have had."
Indeed, Fortune has smiled on thevivacious young lady. No other girl ever
got a movie job more quickly. Her screen
debut in “Romance on the High Seas”
was sensational. Now she’s working on
her third picture, “It’s a Great Feeling,”
a gay Technicolor picture with lots of
music, in which she’s co-starred with
Dennis Morgan .and Jack Carson. With
that record, do you wonder that Doris
laughs at superstitions?
“Was there ever another girl who had
an automobile accident lead to a screen
career?” she asks seriously. And you
answer—just as solemnly—that there
hasn’t been. But after talking a while
to the gay, young star, you can’t help
feeling that only an unusual person could
overcome the difficulties and heartbreak
that have been hers—and still arise a
bright, shiny star.
The End

Recognize her? It’s cute Doris Day dressed
as a Hawaiian cutie in “My Dream Is Yours.”
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Expectant dad, Charles Russell, can smile now as he watches wife Nancy
Guild learn how to bathe baby. It may not be funny when his turn comes!

Charles comes in for a share of Red Cross instruction, too.
Nurse
Alberta MacLean makes sure he knows something about quick changes.

* Baby talk is the big thing these days
in the Nancy Guild-Charles Russell
household. And no wonder, for the
youi.g couple—rated among Holly¬
wood’s happiest young marrieds—are
going to have a baby!
Nancy got the good news about the
prospective Russell heir just after she
had completed filming “Black Magic”
in Italy for producer Eddie Small. So
just as soon as she returned to the
United States, off she went—and
Charles, too!—to the local chapter of
the American Red Cross, where a 6lecture course in Parenthood gave them
full instructions on what to do until—
and when—-the little stranger arrives.

7£

The correct way of putting a nipple on the bottle without touching the
op is shown to the couple.
Just another trick Charles must learn.
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Even burping the baby calls for practice
Nancy tries the technique on a baby doll
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parts, but she made each of them out¬
standing.
When Warners dropped her
from the studio contract list, Paramount
grabbed her without even giving her a
screen test. But she had yet to bide her
time before gaining real recognition.
Meanwhile, Audie, four years older
than Wanda, was growing up on a Texas
farm. His father, a share-cropper, had
nine children. Life to the family was a
grim proposition. Getting sufficient food
and clothing were problems enough.
Ordinary luxuries were out of the ques¬
tion. At early ages, each member of the
family was thrown into the battle for
existence. Audie can’t remember when
he began working in the fields.
When he was a child, he heard that a
travelling stock company was playing in
a nearby town. The idea of “something
different” fascinated him.
He walked
seven miles through mud and chilly
autumn weather “just to see the tent.”
Having neither shoes nor shirt, he wore
a hand-me-down suit, many sizes too
large,
with
a
double-breasted
coat
wrapped tightly around his thin body.
Arriving at the show lot, he stood for
a long while gazing at the people who
entered the tent. The ticket-seller finally
broke down and slipped him into the
show. It was his first contact with the
theater. The play itself made little im¬
pression on the future motion picture
star. But characteristically he never for¬
got the kindness of the man who made
seeing it possible.
Such an environment may do either of
two things to a sensitive child. It either
crushes his spirit, which often leads to
resignation or bitterness; or it increases
_his resolution and defiance. It is accord¬
ing to the stuff of which one is made.
Audie was bom with the seeds of great¬
ness.
As a child, he escaped into the world
of the imagination, living with his
dreams and maturing ideals. He still pre¬
fers solitude to the company of most
people. That was one of the problems
which he and Wanda, who likes a lot of
friends, had to work out before their
marriage.
When he was sixteen, his mother’s
death broke up the family union. Three
of the younger children were placed in
an orphanage; the older ones scattered.
Audie, now rootless, drifted to Green¬
ville, Texas, where he secured employ¬
ment in a radio shop at sixteen dollars
a week..
The war came on. Audie tried to enlist
in both the Marines and the Paratroops,
but was turned down by both organiza¬
tions because of being underweight. He
finally landed in the infantry.
In 1943, the year that Wanda came to
Hollywood to begin her movie career,
Audie was fighting through the rugged,
bloody hills of Southern Italy with the
Third Infantry Division.
By 1945, Wanda had made several
pictures, but she was still a comparative
“unknown” when Audie became nation¬
ally famous as “the most decorated com¬
bat soldier of World War H.” With every
American medal available to an infantry¬
man, he was returned to America for a
rest shortly after VE Day.
He arrived in Texas, a quiet, cleancut youth with brooding eyes. He had not
yet reached his 21st birthday. The public
immediately proceeded to lionize him.
That was something Audie neither ex¬
pected nor desired. His brain was still
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crowded with cruel battle memories.
But he found that fame was harder
to dispose of than his battle enemies had
been. His picture appeared on the cover
of a leading magazine. A major studio
promptly offered him a screen test. Audie
ignored the offer. He went fishing.
Then James Cagney invited him to
visit Hollywood. He also had been in¬
trigued by Audie’s picture on the maga¬
zine cover. “I saw in him poise and
assurance without aggressiveness. You
might call it a spiritual overtone,” Cag¬
ney later explained. Audie accepted his
invitation, arriving in Hollywood with
only twelve dollars in his pockets. “I
went only to see the place,” he says. “I
had no inkling of ever settling down
there or becoming an actor.”
Like other ex-soldiers he faced the
problems of re-adjustment to civilian life.
He needed money. One of his first acts
on returning to Texas had been removing
his brothers and sisters from the orphan¬
age. The bulk of his army savings had
been spent as the down-payment on a
house to shelter them.
During this quandary, he was offered
a film contract by James Cagney and his
producer brother, Bill. While the salary
was far from fabulous, it was more than
Audie could likely have earned at the
beginning of any other profession. He re¬
turned to Hollywood and signed the con¬
tract.
Jimmy Cagney told him to take things
easy for a while. He wanted Audie to
“get the feel” of his future work. For a
brief period, he attended a dramatic
school.
Neither drinking, smoking, nor liking
to dance, he avoided night clubs and
parties. The legend that he was extreme¬
ly shy was passed around town. By
nature, Audie is direct and honest. He
chose his friends strictly on the basis of
character; and gradually he drifted away
from the film colony.
He dated a few girls, but found none
that interested him. Then a magazine
cover figured prominently in his life
again. On it he saw Wanda’s picture; and
he was impressed by what seemed to be
a simple, sweet, wholesome girl. Through
mutual friends he arranged to meet her
at a dinner party. It was not a case of
love at first sight. They both admired one
another, however, and began dating.
The freshness and simplicity of their
romance delighted Hollywood, which de¬
scribed Wanda and Audie as “the cutest
couple in town.” They avoided the bright
lights. They hunted, fished, horse-backed,
and practiced target-shooting on a rifle
range. His pet name for her was “Skip¬
per.” She called him “Soldier.”
One day they discovered that they
were in love; and then the problems
began to rise. Like many other veterans,
Audie had returned from the war with
an attitude that was impatient and a bit
cynical.
His defense often took the form of
attack. To keep Wanda on her toes, he
often did and said things deliberately in¬
tended to irritate her. Wanda had her
share of temper and stubbornness. She
responded with a vigor amazing to find
in such a pretty girl. But these tiffs
passed as quickly as a summer shower.
Their chief differences lay in their atti¬
tudes toward their respective careers.
With “Miss Tatlock’s Millions,” Wanda
was suddenly elevated to stardom. She
became much in demand, working almost
constantly in films. Audie, still waiting
for his break, was left with a lot of time
on his hands.
“I began to talk, eat, drink, live, and
breathe pictures,” says Wanda. “And
that was a mistake. It might have cost
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me the real love of my life—Audie. I owe
him a great deal for bringing me back
down to earth and making me realize
that there were things more important
than a successful career.”
He and Wanda had discussed marriage.
They both wanted a home and children;
and they had learned that their personal
differences could be ironed out.
But
economic problems arose. Audie was de¬
termined that he would never marry
until he could support a wife.
He got his first film role in “Beyond
Glory”; and his career seemed definitely
set. John Farrow, the director, praised
his work highly.
The Cagneys, who had changed pro¬
duction plans, did not renew their option
on him. Audie’s name was kicked about
with abandon to publicize other person¬
alities and films. He was announced for
a half a dozen pictures, about which he
knew nothing. But the impression was
created that he was working steadily. As
a matter of fact, he wasn’t working at all.
Tired and disgusted, he was constantly
on' the verge of leaving Hollywood. Only
Wanda kept him in the movie capitol.
She urged him to be patient. He realized
that if he left town, his romance with
Wanda would be over. He could not ask
her to give up her career and follow him.
On the other hand, he would not marry
her if they had to live apart.
So he lingered in Hollywood while
trying to make up his mind. At the
urging of friends, he started to write
a book about his war experiences. Then
producer Paul Short entered his life.
Paul had a story titled “Bad Boy,”
which dealt with the work of Variety
Clubs International in reforming juvenile
delinquents. Since most theater exhibi¬
tors belong to the Club a picture made
from the story was promised enormous
circulation. The story had to star Audie
Murphy.
Before tests could be made, Audie was
invited to France by the French gov¬
ernment, and I accompanied him on the
trip. Though the generous French feted
and honored him, Audie thought con¬
stantly of Wanda. He had six photo¬
graphs of her along with him.
Reporters met us at the airport in
New York. Among the questions popped
at Audie was: “When do you plan to
marry Wanda Hendrix?” He replied with
a grin, “As soon as I can afford it.”
However, the story broke nationally as
a factual engagement announcement.
Before leaving for France, Audie had
delivered 200 pages of his book manu¬
script to the publishers, Henry Holt and
Company. The day after we arrived in
New York, he was notified that the book
had been accepted. He came to my room,
picked up the telephone, and called
Wanda.
“Hello, Skipper,” he said. “Are you
going to marry me? Okay, darling, I’ll
see you in a few days.”
He hung up the receiver.
“What did she say?” I asked.
“She said she’s ready.”
“Brother, you’re engaged,” I said.
Their reunion was to be brief. Within
two weeks after Audie returned to Holly¬
wood, Wanda was scheduled to leave for
Italy to co-star in “The Prince of
Foxes” with Tyrone Power. She would
be gone five months.
They debated the idea of getting
married immediately. For an emergency
decision Audie got a wedding and en¬
gagement ring. They planned to elope
on the Sunday before Wanda was to
leave for Rome. At the last moment,
they decided to discuss the matter with
her parents.
Mrs. Hendrix had urged Wanda to wait
until she got a little older before marry-

the two, she gave in, promising to ar¬
range for a church wedding if the mar¬
riage would be delayed until Wanda’s
return from Italy.
With Wanda gone, Audie concentrated
on work. He delivered the completed
manuscript of his book, “To Hell and
Back,” to the publishers. After reading
it, the publishers wrote:
“Told in a
simple and vital language, it is a human
record that the novelists, reporters, and
generals haven’t been able to touch.”
Then Audie tested for the leading
role in “Bad Boy.” The result was so
sensational that it became the talk of the
town.
When I visited him on the set to watch
his work, I realized that his nonchalance
toward his career was only on the sur¬
face. He was in there pitching with
everything he had. He was at last work¬
ing for Wanda.
Preview critics were amazed at the
performance. In every scene, Audie
evinced complete authority and poise.
Having quietly underplayed his role, he
laughed, “I’m too lazy to overact.” Vet¬
eran Lloyd Nolan, one of his co-stars,
called Audie to “congratulate him on
stealing the picture.”
A new star was born.
With both book and film out of his
hair, he secured a honeymoon apart¬
ment and supervised the furnishing and
redecoration of it. When Wanda ar¬
rived on New Year’s Eve, it was ready.
Audie met her at the airport alone.
“We have a lot to talk over,” he ex¬
plained to a friend who wanted to accomoany him. For three days she was
bedded with a bad cold that she had
picked up en route home. Audie was at
her bedside constantly. Fearing that the
wedding would be too great a strain on
her, he suggested that it be postponed.
“No,” said Wanda, “we’re taking no
more chances on our happiness. This is
it, Soldier.”
“Okay, Skipper,” Audie replied. “It’ll
be just as you say.”
They were married before an altar
decked with lilies and ferns. Only a small
group of intimate friends were asked to
the ceremony. After the ceremony, he
smilingly
posed
with
Wanda
while
photographers snapped pictures for over
an hour. That was to show his Skipper
that he had also chaneed.
The End
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If you’re an Astaire-Rogers fan you’ll
remember this dance from '‘Gay Divorcee.”
actress. It would have been better for
lovers of the dance if she hadn’t been
so successful. But when she won the
Academy Award for the best performance
of the year in “Kitty Foyle,” she put
away her dancing shoes.
The magic combination was broken.
Fred had other dancing partners—the
glamorous Rita Hayworth, the seductive
Paulette Goddard, the sparkling Joan
Leslie, the slim-hipped Eleanor Powell—
but none ever complemented Fred’s
own impish charm so convincingly as did
Ginger. Without her the fairy tale was
not real.
Still, with all due credit to Ginger’s
pertness, her beauty, and her dancing
ability, it was always Astaire who was
the worker, the creative worker, of the
team. He designs and creates the routines,
gets the ideas around which to build a
dance.
This calls for a vivid imagination, an
ability to think in terms of motion and
fluid grace. For the thing that most
noticeably marked his dancing from the
first was the fact that he danced with
his whole body.
Before his time, dancers danced only
with their feet.
Long before young,
romantic Gene Kelly hit stardom and
dancing fame; before Marc Platt electri¬
fied Columbia executives, Fred Astaire
took the dance forward into another
realm of expression. Life magazine put
the correct label on him in 1941 when it
stated: “Fred Astaire is the No. 1 ex¬
ponent of America’s only native and
original dance form.”
What’s he like—this Astaire whose
name is synonymous with the dance?
In the first place, he’s not a mixerwith-people. He’s an intensely shy and
sensitive man, a great worrier, a man
continually torn by a side of him that
labels all extrovert mannerisms as not
quite in good taste and another side that
is one hundred per cent extrovert and
happiest when performing for people.
It is almost as if there were two
Astaires—one, a gay blade who dances
for the sheer love of it; the other, a quiet

introvert
with
distinctly
non-flashy
tastes. For instance, Fred keeps his family
out of the limelight. In interviews, he
keeps to matters of career.
And yet his family life is above re¬
proach. He is rarely seen socially without
his attractive wife, the former Phyllis
Potter, Boston heiress and socialite. He
is devoted to his two sons, twenty-yearold Peter Potter (his wife’s son by a
former marriage), and twelve-year-old
Fred, Jr. His daughter, Ava, who is six,
is the darling of the family.
Fred’s closest confidante is his sister,
Adele, with whom he starred for years
on Broadway. Their dancing team was
broken when she married Lord Cavendish
and retired to the ancestral castle in
Ireland.
All through the years, she and Fred
maintained constant
correspondence—
he, asking advice and criticism of his
work; she, obliging. After the death of
Lord Cavendish two years ago, Adele
married Kingman Douglas of New York,
where she now lives most of the year.
When you examine Fred’s background,
it is not hard to understand why he has
never become part of theatrical society;
why he has kept his family guarded
from demands of the press; why he has
separated his career so sharply from his
private life.
Fred is from one of Omaha’s finest
families, a fact his mother never let him
forget. As a consequence, neither Fred
nor his sister, Adele, ever cultivated a
taste for bizarre theatrical society.
In New York, they lived on Park Ave¬
nue and moved in Park Avenue circles.
In London, their friends were the in¬
tellectuals and of the peerage. In Holly¬
wood, Fred and his wife therefore fitted
naturally into the ultra-conservative set.
Fred is one of the few movie stars listed
in Who’s Who. He was one of the first
to be recognized by the international set.
He is one of the few theatrical people
ever to be admitted to certain exclusive
clubs such as New York’s Racquet and
Tennis Club.
Considering this, he should have a
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mation on having this enlargement
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Ginger and Fred, 10 years later—this time
in the M-G-Musical, “Barkleys of Broadway.”
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reasonable amount of self-assurance, but
Fred has the mark of the true genius:
he is never satisfied with himself, nor his
looks, nor his performance. Although
female fans have always found his
sophistication appealing and men have
consistently admired his youthful bounce
and the self-discipline evident in his
dancing, Fred, himself, just doesn’t like
his appearance. When Technicolor came
in, he remarked discouragedly, “Can you
imagine how I’ll look in Technicolor?”
This lack of conceit has been part of
his character for years. When he first
hit Hollywood, he disliked his face;
thought he was too thin to photograph
well; was sure his fast footwork would
blur on film. This state of mind was not
relieved by his first screen test.
It was viewed by a studio lame brain,
who reported loftily, “Slightly bald. Can’t
act. Can dance a little.”
Yet his confidence in himself should
not have been so easily battered. Long
before he came to Hollywood, he was a
dancing star. Along with the gifted Adele,
he had been the toast of Broadway for
years.
As far back as 1922, producer Alex
Aarons thought so highly of the dancing
of the young Astaires that he decided a
show should be written especially for
them. The result, “For Goodness Sake,”
followed by sequels, “Lady Be Good”
and “Funny Face,” put both Fred and
Adele in the top bracket of moneyearners and made them international
celebrities.
In 1922, Fred was 22 and Adele was
just a little older. Overnight, she was
adored and he was lionized by New York
society. By 1932, when Adele married
Lord Cavendish and went to Ireland in
favor of nobility and Lismore Castle,
Fred stepped out of dancing partnership
with his sister to a star in his own right
in Broadway’s “Gay Divorcee.”
Until this time, although he had always
been the worker of the team, theatrical
people had regarded him as “that tal¬
ented Austerlitz girl’s little brother.” But
when he played for a smash thirty-two
weeks in “Gay Divorcee,” agents and
public alike accepted him on his own.
That was when RKO doubtfully in¬
vited him to Hollywood. Doubtfully, be¬
cause it was the era of big, handsome
males, and Fred was neither big nor
handsome. But musicals had come in with
a smashing box office stability, and, where
there was music, producers reasoned,
there should also be dancing.
Yet the bigwigs at RKO did some
private moaning. “Isn’t it too bad,” they
asked themselves sadly, “that the best
dancer in the world has to be so doggoned homely?”
Fred shared the universal discourage¬
ment. After making “Flying Down to
Rio” with an ambitious youngster named
Ginger Rogers, he left for London to
open in “The Gay Divorcee.” He and
Ginger had a solemn farewell. Both were
woefully certain that dancing in pictures
would never be popular.
He was forgetting his “failure” in the
smash success of “The Gay Divorcee,”
which was playing to Standing Room
Only, when quite astounding news began
to hit London. “Flying Down to Rio” was
a sensation, and Fred and Ginger along
with it.
Far from disliking his looks, women
found him distinctly American, but with
a sophistication, savoir-faire, and suavity
usually thought of as Continental. Thus,
at 33, Fred was on a whirlwind dance blitz
that was to captivate the world for eight
years.
Riding along with him in his chariot,
and working every bit as hard, was
Ginger. Not only the United States, but

the whole world, was to fall in love
with them.
Ginger was so charming, so lively; she
looked at Fred with such ardent and rapt
devotion reel after reel that the American
public would have favored an off-thescreen romance between them. But
Ginger and Fred have had only an im¬
personal relationship in private life.
Theirs was a business association that
ended when the day’s work was done—
despite the very real friendship between
them.
Fred is the first to say that he is not a
particularly colorful character. He doesn’t
buzz in and out of night clubs nor enter
cross-country races. He takes his work
very seriously, and down to the most
minute detail. He is the one who per¬
sonally inspects every pair of dancing
shoes (and he has over a hundred pair),
even putting on the taps himself.
He works for long hours before mir¬
rors perfecting certain movements. He
has laboriously coached one cinema love¬
ly after another in the intricacies of the
dance.
He is so careful about never dupli¬
cating a routine that he will have past
pictures run off for him so he will be
sure there will be no duplication. He is
constantly looking for dance ideas, and
his biggest worry is that the day may
come when he will not be able to create
such startling dance ideas as have been
so notably memorable in the past.
Because he is a dancer, people some¬
times overlook his other talents. For one
thing, he is one of the greatest comedians
in the business. For another, he is a song
writer. “Just Like Taking Candy From
a Baby” and “I’m Building Up to an
Awful Letdown” came out almost ten
years ago and yet they still have great
popular appeal.
He is also a fine pianist and an actor
of considerable stature—a fact that RKO
recognized during the war.
Fred was
offered the role of Ernie Pyle in “The
Story of G.I. Joe.” It would have been
his first chance at dramatic acting. But
Fred has always been extremely honest
and self-analytical.
He realized that he had been typed too
long. People had grown too used to seeing
him on the screen as a sophisticated
man-about-town to want to see him as a
mud-smeared war correspondent. He let
the role go by the board.
Yet Fred, himself, got his share of mud
during the war. Passionately pro-British,
he donated several ambulances to Britain
long before the United States entered
the war. He was one of the few enter¬
tainers who traveled to the front line
trenches to entertain the troops, keeping
a schedule that would have challenged
the endurance of a much younger man.
If there is a key to Fred’s life-long
success, it is just that: Indefatigable
endurance. He is inexhaustible when it
comes to his work, to anything that mat¬
ters to him. His talents and his energy
seem to be continually reborn. Today,
he is zipping along full speed ahead.
That’s why, over at Metro, the grape¬
vine is singing. The Astaire-Rogers pic¬
ture is going to be the greatest money¬
making musical the lot has ever known.
They say Ginger looks like a dream
and dances like an angel; that Astaire is
surpassing himself. Everyone is excited.
You can almost see in the air that some¬
thing terrific is being created. There’s
a certain magical magnetism in the at¬
mosphere; a certainty of success. And if
that’s the way the studio feels, imagine
the enthusiasm of fans who have waited
for this!
But, then, it’s always magic when
Ginger and Fred dance together.
The

End

LOVE FINDS A WAY
/Continued from page 281

basic, lasting qualities. And the credit
for this must go to Blanca Rosa Welter,
which is Linda’s original name.
Linda was able to pin the notoriously
elusive Tyrone down to matrimonial
promises and intentions where such
worldly predecessors as Sonja Henie,
Janet Gaynor, Norma Shearer, and Lana
Turner had failed.
This is really a remarkable accom¬
plishment when you realize that Linda
is at least ten years younger than the 35year-old Ty and that Ty has always gone
with older women.
Sonja Henie is two years older than
he; Janet Gaynor eight years; Norma
Shearer nine years; and Suzanne Georg¬
ette Charpentier Sorre Murat (Annabella), by her own calculations, merely
one year older.
Here then comes a 23-year-old girl,
Linda Christian, virtually unknown, no
stage background, no buildup, no accom¬
plishments to speak of, and she walks
right off with one of the greatest catches
in the movie colony.
How did she do it? What was her
technique? How did she warm up Tyrone
Power, who reputedly off-screen is
pretty cold potatoes?
Girls desirous of obtaining husbands
should read the story of Linda’s methods
with rapt attention.
Thanks to her father’s occupation (he’s
an oil engineer), Linda as a young girl
was educated in schools all over the
world, or wherever oil companies had
any interests. She knows Italy, China,
Palestine, the Near East as well as you
know the palm of your hand.
When her mother divorced Gerald
Welter and married a well-known Mexi¬
can doctor, a cancer researcher, Linda
attended school in Mexico City. As a
teen-ager, a late teen-ager, that is, she
began to model at the El Patio, and it
was here in the early 1940s that she be¬
gan to catch the eyes of many Americans.
These Americans were men for the
most part, and they told Linda that with
her face and figure she would have little
trouble in becoming a screen star.
Under the sponsorship of Errol Flynn,
Linda came to the United States and took
an apartment in Hollywood. Her mother
couldn’t go along at the time, but not
long afterward her uncle arrived.
Linda set about becoming a screen
actress. Her English was indistinct and
faltering, so she began taking lessons.
When she became intelligible in the
language, she was given a beginner’s con¬
tract at M-G-M, and while there, she
was borrowed by Sol Lesser for a Tarzan
picture.
The man responsible for her being bor¬
rowed was Bo Roos, business manager of
Johnny Weissmuller, who was then play¬
ing the Tarzan roles. Bo had met Linda
when she was a model in Mexico City, he
had also met her mother, and when the
opportunity came for him to do the girl
a good turn, he was johnny-on-the-spot.
It was he who suggested that Sol
Lesser borrow Linda Christian from
M-G-M. She was starred in a Tarzan
picture, and it was this production that
gave her the right to be called an actress.
After the picture was finished, and
much of it was shot in Mexico where
reputedly Linda became a fast friend of
President Aleman, Linda returned to her
home lot, M-G-M, where she met Tyrone
Power.
Ty was a constant M-G-M visitor, be¬
cause Lana Turner was working in
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REASON IT OUT AND YOU’LL

NATURE’S REMEDY (NR) TABLETS
—A purely vegetable laxative to relieve
constipation without the usual griping,
sickening, perturbing sensations, and
does not cause a rash. Try NR—you will
see the difference. Uncoated or candy
coated—their action is dependable, thor¬
ough, yet gentle as millions of NR’s have
proved. Get a 2 5c box and use as directed.

Everywhere Linda and Ty go in Rome they make new friends. This giant mastiff thought
Linda was terrific, too, especially when she fed him choice tid-bits from the table.
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Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes, Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stomach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

“Homecoming,” and supposedly, he was
in love with Lana. Actually, he wasn’t.
“I merely liked her as a friend,” he says.
In any event, Ty met Linda while he
was going with Lana. He told her about
his projected round-the-world flight.
And coincidence of coincidences! When
Ty Power landed in Rome, who should
be in that city at the same time but the
red-headed, green-eyed Linda Christian!
Linda speaks a beautiful Italian. She
knows practically all there is to know
about Italy. She took Ty around Rome.
They tossed pennies in the good-luck
fountains. Ty was impressed by the girl’s
intelligence, her talent as a linguist, her
worldliness. There was nothing provin¬
cial about Linda. She’s older than her
years.
When Ty flew back to the States, he
announced that romance or his friend¬
ship with Lana Turner had come to an
end. He made no announcements con¬
cerning Linda Christian, and Linda kept
mum all the way.
After Lana was married to Bob Top¬
ping, however, Linda and Ty made no
secret of how they felt toward each other.
Linda suggested that they visit Mexico.
“I know you’ll love my country,” she
told Ty. (Linda was bom in Tampico.)
So off to Mexico, the young lovers flew.
Once again, Linda was on home soil.
Get your boyjriend on the home grounds.
That seemed to be her motto. In Mexico,
Linda gave Ty the grand tour. She was
guide, instructor, interpreter, everything.
Ty gave her a diamond ring as large as
a walnut.
Back in the States once more, Ty let
Linda re-decorate his house. Despite all
the outward appearances of a great love
affair, Ty’s friends still insisted at this
point that their boy would never marry
Linda.
They said he was using her to forget
Annabella; that she was merely the re¬
bound from the Turner affair. They
pointed out how Tyrone always liked
older women. They sought to discourage
the course of true love.
Ty said nothing. He never has anything
to say about the women in his life. The
only time he’s ever bared his heart in
the public print was a few months be¬
fore he married Annabella. It was then
that he said, “It’s very difficult to fall in

love in Hollywood or stay in love. Long
before you’re certain of your own feel¬
ings, the publicity begins to swamp you.
You begin to doubt yourself or what is
worse, you talk yourself into an emotion
that doesn’t exist.”
Feeling this way about love in Holly¬
wood, it was only natural for Ty to in¬
sist that Linda accompany him to Italy
when he went over there last year to
make “Prince of Foxes.”
In Italy he could find out once and for
all exactly how he felt about Linda.
There would be no publicity, no inquiring
reporters, no pursuing photographers. A
man would have the opportunity of
taking inventory of his own soul.
It was in Italy that love between Ty
and Linda first bloomed. And it was in
Italy that love ripened. After Ty was fin¬
ished with “Prince of Foxes,” he and
Linda toured the entire country. She
took him to Florence, Capri, Venice.
They floated in the gondolas.
Linda
pointed out the sights, explained the
landmarks.
Ty wanted to marry her immediately.
Stories drifted back to the U.S. that the
couple had been married in a civil cere¬
mony. There was no truth to that.
As for Ty, he wants Linda to remain
as cosmopolitan, sophisticated, knowing,
and witty as ever.
These are qualities that you must
emulate if you’re in the market for a
husband like Ty Power Travel all around
the world; learn six different languages
including Arabic. Make sure that your
figure is trim, inviting, and firm. Culti¬
vate a sparkling sense of humor, a quick
sense of adaptability, and you, too, can
marry an actor like Ty.
No girl gets a man by accident. She
studies his strength; she studies his weak¬
ness, and then she plans her attack.
Linda saw to it that she met Ty at the
right time and that she spent that time
with him at the right places. She is one
girl who made her geography pay off.
A globe-trotter by nature and dis¬
position, Tyrone Power has always been
a sucker for a girl who knew her way
around. Such girls in his life have been
comparatively rare. To date, they num¬
ber only two: Annabella and Linda
Christian.
The

End

LANA KNOWS TEARS, TOO
fContinued from page 43)

York. Three months before the baby
was due, Lana suffered a miscarriage.
“Timothy” (the name she had chosen for
a baby boy) would never be.
All of Greenwich joined Bob Topping
in his sadness. They had taken Lana to
their hearts. They had been wrong about
this girl, and they were all pulling for
her.
Sometimes it is hard to reconcile your¬
self to the fact that movie stars are real
people. Take glamorous Lana Turner as
a case in point.
It took the people of the little New
England township to discover that, be¬
hind the aura of gaudy glamour sur¬
rounding Lana, there lies the heart of
a real person; a heart harboring the
same desires, hopes and fears, as any
young woman in any trade or profession,
in any part of the world.
Greenwich, Connecticut, is a typical
Yankee community located in the sub¬
urbs of New York City. Its green rolling
hills harbor magnificent feudal mansions
and estates of wealthy captains of in¬
dustry and leading lights in the legal
and professional world. It is a conserva¬
tive little community, concerned with
its own problems—problems far re¬
moved from Hollywood.
Into this quiet, sedate village, preceded
by a reputation gleaned from reams of
newspaper columns, came the fabulous
Lana Turner.
You’ve read about the situation in
-popular novels time and time and again:
Cinderella blooms out as glamorous
movie star—meets wealthy Prince Charm¬
ing—love blossoms. Then there’s a costly
and luxurious wedding and a honeymoon
in Europe. And then the lucky couple
comes to Prince Charming’s old home¬
stead in a rock-ribbed socially-conscious
community—like Greenwich.
The novels then build up suspense
with the old gimmick: How will the
snobbish socialites treat our Cinderella?
Will she be accepted or will the township
look down its collective nose at the movie
actress in their midst?
Lana Turner certainly symbolized all
the frivolity and mad living New Eng¬
landers are wont to associate with Holly¬
wood.
An extrovert, Lana had never been
particularly self-conscious. Always selfassured and poised, nevertheless she
headed towards her honeymoon home in
Connecticut with a sizeable degree of
apprehension. However, with handsome
Bob Topping, her husband of four
months, smiling at her side, Lana was
certain that she would take to Green¬
wich and that eventually Greenwich
would take to her.
Lana had been to the Topping family
home before. It was at the rambling
Tudor mansion, a showplace in the beau¬
tiful and exclusive Round Hill sector of
Greenwich, that Lana and Bob had de¬
cided they were meant for each other.
That chapter, too, might have been taken
out of a romantic novel. Something prob¬
ably called “Christmas in Connecticut.”
It was during the Big Snow of 1948.
Lana, Bob, and Lana’s pretty 5-year-old
daughter, Cheryl, had motored up to
Round Hill to spend the Christmas
weekend. Bob had arranged with the
local groceries to supply a larder of
delicacies and wines.
Shortly after Bob and his guests
arrived, the snow began to fall.
It
covered the sweeping lawns and stilled
the rippling lake. The tall trees of the

forest sparkled in crystalline beauty as
they caught the rays of the winter sun.
To Cheryl it was a sheer delight, ex¬
periencing her first snowfall. To Lana
it was heavenly as she and Bob settled
in over-large chairs by a blazing fire¬
place and talked and talked and talked.
The snow continued to fall. The Top¬
ping home, sharing in common the
plight of the rich and poor of the North¬
east, was snowbound.
Christmas passed and gave way to
New Year’s. By then Lana and Bob
were certain that they wanted to be man
and wife—to enjoy each other’s com¬
pany not only for a snow-bound week,
but forever.
Bob planned a mammoth New Year’s
Eve party at which time he would an¬
nounce the good news. Guests were in¬
vited from all parts of the East. But
due to the heavy snow few were able
to attend. However, Lana, Bob, and sev¬
eral intimate friends celebrated, and later
Bob made his ill-advised announcement
that he and Lana would announce their
engagement at a luxurious party in
Hollywood within a few days.
Although separated from his fourth
wife, actress Arline Judge, Bob was still
legally married. His announcement set
the staid townsfolk of Greenwich aghast.
There was much talk in the village the
following day, mostly to the effect that
Hollywood was “running true to form
—but why bring it to Greenwich?”
Eventually all was straightened out and
the Topping-Turner marriage was con¬
ducted with complete decorum. But the
people of Greenwich remembered, when
the Toppings returned to their midst to
take up residence in Round Hill.
If they were expecting Bob and Lana
to embark on a perpetual carousel spin,
they were deeply disappointed. Every¬
one knew the Toppings were at Round
Hill, but little was heard from them;
they were seldom seen.
In September Lana announced that she
was expecting a baby. The Toppings
would remain in Greenwich until the
arrival of the child. Lana served no¬
tice that she would not star in M-G-M’s
“Madame Bovary” as scheduled; would
not return to Hollywood until April,
after the birth of “Timothy.”
Lana was sure it would be “Timothy.”
After all, she had been sure about
Cheryl, hadn’t she? And Cheryl wanted
a brother in the worst way: “What good
is all the snow if I don’t have anyone to
play with?”
At Round Hill, Lana cut most of her
Hollywood ties, much to Bob’s delight.
She plunged into the life of a country
matron in earnest. Lana, the actress,
Lana the Princess of Glamour, had been
left somewhere West of the Rockies.
Trips to New York were few and far
between, and prompted by the necessity
of conferring with her doctor rather
than a search for pleasure. More and
more she was integrating her life into
the life of Round Hill—and the life of
Greenwich.
Fishing for hours by the beautiful
lake; early-morning walks over the
myriad winding bridle-paths; a short
drive into the town of Greenwich for a
newspaper or perhaps some new woolen
maternity clothes; relaxing by the fire¬
side, reading to Cheryl of far-off lands
peopled by elfs and fairy princesses;
hours with home movies; television, the
wonderful world of books. . .
And long, late-evening chats with Bob
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about all of the wonderful things to be.
That’s what nobody informed the people
of Greenwich when they gathered in
their little groups and asked, “What’s
Lana Turner doing, anyway?”
In severing her ties with Hollywood,
Lana
coincidentally
cut her
news¬
making activities for the world of news¬
papers and magazines. This was one time
when she really wanted privacy. And
she was determined to have it.
The gossipers, at a loss for Turner
copy, invented impending divorces and
severe squabbles. Lana denied them at
first, then wisely ignored them.
The truth is that there were family
spats. There was a serious spat between
Lana and Bob in November. It almost
led to a break. At that time Bob had
offered the family mansion to the Town
of Greenwich, at an absurdly low price.
However, the town turned it down.
The arrival of Cheryl and Lana’s
mother, Mildred Turner, from Holly¬
wood heightened Lana’s spirits. The rift
was bridged as Bob welcomed Mom
Turner, “Daughter” Cheryl, and pre¬
pared to celebrate another Christmas in
Connecticut—this time with the girl who
was to be mother of his child.
The sight of Lana Turner driving
through town in her station wagon at
first would bring merchants rushing out
from their shops. Passersby stopped and
pointed.
“There goes Lana,” was a familiar
cry in the Greenwich shopping district
shortly after Christmas.
But this was a new Lana. This one
exuded no glamour.
There were no
dramatic entrances into swank cafes; no
attention-compelling strolls down the
main street. Lana had changed.
One day she sat in front of the Green¬
wich Post Office for more than an hour,
unnoticed and unmolested.
A certain

person we know, stared out of his win¬
dow, racking his brain for some clue as
to the identity of “the familiar-looking
gal in the old clothes” out front.
Lana even neglected her hair some¬
what. She had little time for long sessions
at the beauty parlors. Her outfit was
what her new life at Round Hill called
for—an unpressed suede jacket, a pair
of slacks, and scuffed moccasins.
Previously members of the large Top¬
ping household staff did most of the
shopping. But now, more and more, Lana
herself was appearing in the OldEnglish-style shops.
The merchants
found that they not only could stand
Lana—they liked her!
The local restaurateurs delighted in
welcoming the Toppings to their intimate
establishments. The first restaurant thus
honored was Chef Nick Manero, pro¬
prietor of Greenwich’s best-known steak
house.
“Lana looks lovely in a different sort of
way. The first time she came in with
Bob Topping and another couple, she
didn’t look any more like a movie star
than my wife. But there’s something
about her that gets you. Everybody in
the place stopped eating to stare although
few people actually knew who she was,”
said Chef Manero.
The tragedy of losing her baby touched
the whole town. Everyone was sorry
for Lana for by that time they had
taken Lana to their hearts.
As one local resident said, “We don’t
care what Lana Turner does on the
screen. We’ve discovered for ourselves
what kind of a girl she is. We hope that
when she gets all that traveling and
picture-making out of her system she’ll
come right back here and settle downin Round Hill.
“She’s one of us, now.”
The End
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Yes, for 80 years, Dr.Guild’s
GREEN MOUNTAIN ASTH¬
MATIC COMPOUND has been
the choice of thousands for reliev¬
ing the miseries of asthmatic attacks.
Why not try this trusted asthmatic
aid yourself? Cigarettes, 50^. Powder,
251 and $1.00 at nearly all drug
stores. If your dealer cannot supply
you,order direct. Useonly asdirected.
For FREE SAMPLE, write
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By VELMA SCOTT
The tunes that’ll grace your list of favorites are piling up these days.
Every¬
one’s all out to get arrangements on the terrific crop of new songs that have been
penned for movies and shows. Could be that music is taking a cue from the Spring
that’s in the air and getting on the bandwagon.

From Broadway come several hits.
Victor’s ONCE IN LOVE WITH AMY
from “Where’s Charley?” has already hit
the Hit Parade, and you’ll love Freddy
Martin’s arrangement of it. On the flip
is a bounce number, YOU WAS. Nice
danceable ditty but not the kind you
whistle and sing like the first.
“Kiss Me Kate” produces more Cole
Porter hits and Victor waxes one of them.
WHY CAN’T YOU BEHAVE gets a sen¬
sational vocal treatment by that wondergal, Fran Warren of the sultry tones.
She’s become a top-flight thrush in no
time—Stafford take note! WHAT’S MY
NAME is on the flip, a perfectly paced
tune for Fran’s styling though not so
notable as the first side.
Tommy Dorsey waxes another tune
from “Kiss Me Kate”—the real hit of the
show.
It’s SO IN LOVE, most hauntingly beautiful of the new ballads. Denny
Dennis puts the words to music with a
sensational minor backing by the Dorsey
men.
M-G-M’s “Words and Music” produces
an oldie, BLUE ROOM. If you’ve for¬
gotten it, you’ll be reminded very pleas¬
antly by Perry Como’s vocal.
His
throaty crooning is good contrast to the
lilting melody—a delightful combination
of moods. On the flit). Perry sings WITH
A SONG IN MY HEART. Not so spar¬
kling a rendition, but pleasant, especially
if you’re a Como fan.

On M-G-M, Art Lund gets going on a
favorite from Warners’ “My Dream Is
Yours.” It’s SOMEONE LIKE YOU, in
nice, relaxed jump rhythm. But the re¬
verse is the stand-out on this platter.
It’s Berlin’s I’VE GOT MY LOVE TO
KEEP ME WARM. Are we glad this
tune’s being revived! Johnny Thompson’s
bouncing backing to the terrific Lund
vocal will make stiff competition for the
popular Les Brown (Columbia) version.
Betty _ Garrett and Jimmy Durante
don’t need a show tune to play around
with.
They’re a show themselves—es¬
pecially on a novelty like THE PUSSY
CAT SONG or N’YOW, NOT N’YOW.
Their combined humor gets good play on
this silly ditty that’s caught on on
M-G-M. The coupling is ANY STATE IN
THE FORTY-EIGHT IS GREAT. With
a title like that, little explanation of the
type-tune it is is necessary. We might
just add that all of Jimmy’s fast, catchy
repartee that was subdued for the
PUSSY CAT SONG is thrust into this
one.
One of the best bands going does two
of the best new releases. They’re SUN¬
FLOWER and LITTLE JACK FROST,
GET LOST. The first is all about Kansas
and Ray McKinley gives vent to some
gold-studded corn. Plenty of brass and
solid rhythm add up to another brisk
one on the reverse. Both are good.
The

End
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MY PRINCESS CHARMING
IContinued from page 591
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I HAVE
A
SECOND HAND
HUSBAND
What are your chances
for marital happiness
when your husband is
used to living with
someone else? An out¬
spoken second wife
tells the answers to
this and other vital
questions on twice-married men in a star¬
tling first person account for the April
PAGEANT. You won’t want to miss a
word of it!
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man family; “Cy Howard Directs,” a hila¬
rious sequence showing the director of
“My Friend Irma” putting Marie Wilson
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widow. And, for the first time, you’ll learn
the amazing story of “The Boy America
Hid.” All this, and of course, many other
exciting articles and features in the April
PAGEANT—Get your copy today!
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dignified than usual when we met for
lunch in the M-G-M commissary. He’d
grown a moustache for his role in “Storm
Over Vienna,” but when he started talk¬
ing, his eyes twinkling, the dignity van¬
ished and he was the boyish hunk of
dreamboat that so many girls sigh over.
“Let me put it this way,” Peter began.
“I like a girl who, on the one hand, has
poise, charm and breeding, but on the
other hand, she must also be what I
call a ‘beach girl.’ I assure you,” he added
with a laugh, “I use the term ‘beach girl’
with great love. I know it seems like
a trivial requirement but it’s very
important to me.
“I love the beach and everything that
goes with it—surfing, swimming, lying
on the sand and getting tanned. And I
couldn’t possibly be serious about any
girl unless she felt the same way I do
about the beach. It’s more than just
liking the physical exercise of swimming
—it’s liking the uncomplicated life of
the beach. It’s practically a philosophy,
of knowing how to enjoy life and getting
as close to nature as possible.
“Molly Ann Dunne, the wife of one
of my best friends, Charlie Dunne, is a
beach girl. Charlie, Molly and I have the
best times at Laguna. We’re in the ocean
at nine, and we don’t leave the beach
until it’s dark. We don’t get fashionable
at the beach with robes and fancy para¬
phernalia.
We don’t fuss with basket
lunches, and Molly isn’t afraid of the
sun or the sand. I feel very free and
happy when I’m around a girl like that.
“I’m a weird bird,” Peter explained.
“After a day at the beach, I usually like
to make a complete switch in the eve¬
ning and dress up and go to Romanoff’s
or Ciro’s. And that’s why this ideal girl
of mine has to be a slick chick as well.
You see, I also like a girl who is at home
in a glossy night club or at a large party
where there are a million people—a girl
who has social know-how. Gloria Mc¬
Lean is such a girl and so is Jeanne
Vanderbilt, who is married to Alfred
Vanderbilt. Gloria and Jeanne are social
—they’re girls of good taste, good breed¬
ing and fine manners. But they’re loads
of fun, too. They’re never flustered or
embarrassed, never at a loss for words.
They know how to dress, they know how
to entertain, they can talk about any¬
thing. It’s comfortable to be with them
because
they have
such ease and
graciousness.
“Here is how I’d like my Princess
Charming to look: she must be a col¬
legiate type in looks and personality—
long-legged
and
wholesome-looking,
with a clean-cut, happy face. I like her
hair shiny and natural in color—noth¬
ing that looks as though it spent most of
its life at the hairdresser’s, even if it
did. I like hair worn as simply as a
child’s, in a short, smooth bob. No trick
hair-do, if you please. She must be the
kind of girl who wears sweaters and
skirts, boxy coats, bobby sox—yes, I
really go for them—and moccasins. Only
a girl who would find such clothes ap¬
pealing would appeal to me, for it takes
a breezy, natural girl to dress like that
in the first place.
“I’m very conscious of the clothes a
girl wears. It actually bothers me when
a girl looks as though she’s dressed to
the teeth with too many jewels and pins
and a fancy gown and hairdo. I hate to
feel conspicuous. I like my girl to be
dressed smartly, but in a subtle way—
not to shine like a neon light for other
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Zeigler, Illinois
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Help fill the urgent need for Trained Practical
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train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respect¬
ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse’s equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing. Inc..
2525 Sheffie'd Ave., Desk A B -41, Chicago 14, III.
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This matched bridal pair is ex¬
quisitely lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover's De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover's design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS alsosetin 14 Karat

Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover’s
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
either ring (or both for $17.95) plus tax and few cents postage. Write

UNITED PRODUCTS CO., 7941 S. HALSTED. DEPT. A-1019, CHICAGO 20, ILL.

NOW! ANYONE CAN HAVE
PLENTY of HOT WATER QUICK
Summer or Winter... Day or Night
New Pocket-size Portable Electric
Water Heater. Regular Price $2.95

SPECIAL OFFER
NOW .... ONLY
Merely place a BOIL-QWIK Portable
Electric Water Heater in a receptacle
containing water. Just plug in nearest
socket . . . Eureka! In a few minutes
Hot Water. Thousands use for bath,
washing clothes and dishes, shaving,
cleaning cream separators, pails, etc. No fires to build, hot
water to carry or running to basement to light fires. Read

S1.98
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and follow directions before using. The regular price of BOIL-QWIK
is $2.95; but if you’ll tell your friends about it, to advertise BOILQWIK we’ll let you have one for $1.98 plus tax. SEND NO MONEY !
Just your name and address. We’ll mail heater at once together with
FREE information telling how you can get a SECOND heater WITH¬
OUT COST. On arrival merely pay postman $1.98 plus Federal Tax.
C. O. D. postal charges. Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 10
days for foil refund of purchase price. This special price offer is sub¬
ject to withdrawal without notice so write today. SEND NO MONEY l

ZEVEX CORP., 11 E. Hubbard, Dept. D-34, Chicago 11,111.

Girl-talk by Mrs. Gary Cooper and Ann Sothern seems to hold Pete Lawford’s inter¬
est—and no wonder!
The girls rate tops on his list of “Hollywood’s exciting women.”
people to be dazzled by.
“Why are clothes so important in my
conception of the ideal girl?
Because
clothes reflect the spirit of a girl. A girl
who goes for bizarre get-ups is usually
affected. A girl who dresses in an easy,
casual style is usually gay, uninhibited
and has innate good taste in everything.
“I also like breeding in a girl’s looks.
There are many girls whom other men
consider beautiful; the voluptuous beau¬
ties with long, blonde hair and sexy
figures. Not for me. I don’t go for outand-out sex appeal. To me, a girl with
a well-groomed look, with quiet beauty,
not the flamboyant type, who radiates
health and vitality, is the greatest beauty
of all. I go for the typical college girl
types, not the movie sirens.
“In personality, I like a girl who is
easy to be with and has enough selfconfidence so that she doesn’t have to
resort to coyness. A well-known actress I
know was that kind of girl. She estab¬
lished a friendly camaraderie and a
man knew where he stood with her. Be¬
fore she married we were good friends,
and some evenings if she happened to
be alone she’d call and ask, ‘Would you
like to come over and take me to a
movie?’ That was fine. I liked it. It
showed a frankness and lack of inhibition
that I admire in a girl. I don’t mean that
I go for a girl who calls a man and
pursues him—but once a friendship has
been established, I don’t see why a girl
can’t phone now and then when she
feels like. There are some girls I’ve gone
with a dozen times who would rather
die than call a man. That’s a juvenile
attitude.
“A girl who has self-confidence doesn’t
have to go by the book of rules. She
can follow her own impulses and know
that what she does is right. As another
example, I’d made a date with a cer¬
tain girl for a Saturday night not long
ago. A few days after I’d made the
date, I suddenly remembered that I had
accepted a dinner engagement for that
Saturday night and couldn’t possibly
break it without upsetting the hostess’
entire plans. I called this girl and ex¬
plained very frankly the spot I was in
and asked her if we could change our
date from Saturday to Friday. She said,
‘Of course. I’m free Friday night and
I’ll be glad to make it then.’ I liked her
tremendously for that, but a little later
she phoned me. She’d thought it over,

she said, and she wasn’t going to play
second fiddle to anyone else. Either we
kept our original date, or not at all. My
attitude toward her changed. Here was
a girl who I thought, at first, was
understanding and honest. But she prob¬
ably began to think about it or talked
it over with her girl friends and she
began to tell herself, ‘How can I let
him change our date? He can’t do that
to me!’
“She was going by the rule-book. If
she had had self-confidence she wouldn’t
have had to worry. I would have thought
much more of her if she had stuck by
her original decision to change the date
and think no more of it.
“Confidence and security are wonder¬
ful traits in a woman. Some girls are
so afraid to be themselves that they
tighten up and change their minds every
ten minutes. A man never knows how
they’re going to behave next.
“My Princess Charming is definitely
not a neurotic. A temperamental woman
may be colorful to watch on the screen—
but grief to be with. I was with such a
girl the other night, a young actress. We
were having dinner and enjoying our¬
selves—I thought—when suddenly she
looked up at me and announced, ‘I
want to go home. Please let’s leave.’ And
she burst into tears. I took her home,
of course, but that will be the last time
for me. She was all nerves and couldn’t
control herself. While I feel sorry for
girls who let their work or their every¬
day problems make them so nervous,
they’re not the kind a man like me
should latch on to for life.
“I’m a very relaxed guy. I don’t worry
too much about anything and I usually
find a joke in everything. That’s the
way I am, for better or for worse. I’d
need an easy-going girl around me—
someone who can laugh off little upsets
and not make a great tragedy if any¬
thing went wrong. A girl who can handle
situations with a laugh can handle a
husband, a home and children without
becoming a martyr or a drudge.
“For that reason, I must admit that
an actress as a wife has her dis¬
advantages. Basically, an actress is al¬
ways ‘on.’ She seldom comes down to
earth. When I take a movie girl out to
dinner, her gaze usually wanders to other
people in the room—she tries to seek out
the columnists,' producers or other pic¬
ture people in the place. She’s so busy
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trying to make an impression on others
that she can’t give the man she’s with
her complete
attention. She seldom
relaxes.
“I wouldn’t want to marry an actress
—not because I’m afraid of the twocareers-in-one family but because the
very nature of an actress’ work is in¬
clined to make her self-centered. You
can say the same for an actor,” Peter
laughed, “so that the combination of
two egos under one roof might prove
to be explosive. I can see myself fall¬
ing in love with a girl who has a
career, for I admire a girl of energy and
accomplishment. But it would work out
better all around if her career were that
of a writer or illustrator or some such
profession, rather than acting, which is
too self-engrossing.
“And now that I’ve gone on at such
length to tell you what I don’t want my
Princess Charming to be like,” said
Peter with a laugh, “here are some girls
who have the qualities which could
be combined into a composite of my
ideal.
“There are, of course, Jeanne Vander¬
bilt and Gloria McLean, whom I men¬
tioned, because of their poise, breeding
and smart beauty. These girls are in¬
stinctive. They know just what to do
at the right time in the right way.
“Molly Ann Dunne—whom I also
mentioned—because she’s so healthy and
fresh. She’s a true beach girl if ever I
saw one. She doesn’t make life com¬
plicated or cluttered.
“Ava Gardner—bcause she is lots of
fun and is vital. Ava has an infectious
personality and a magnetic force. For all
her touted glamor, she doesn’t behave
like a stilted glamor girl. Ava will wear
horn-rimmed glasses when she feels
like it—and still be the most exciting
looking girl in the room. I’ve never
known her to take out her compact or
lipstick and fuss with her hair. She’s
regular, and she’s smart.
“Anne Baxter—because she is beau¬
tiful and brainy. Anne has a fine family
background which shows in her person¬
ality—she has poise and refinement. But
there is nothing pseudo-intellectual about
Anne. She is informal, gay and com¬

pletely sympathetic toward everyone.
Anne is a lady—a quality I particularly
admire.
“Gene Tierney—because she has the
type of looks I go for, a debutante-ish
type of beauty not the typical Holly¬
wood glamor.
She has a clean-cut,
frank face and a wonderful smile. Gene’s
also a smoothie and has a bright way
of talking. She’s a product of Eastern
finishing schools—poised yet animated—
and that’s the type I like.
“Gloria Romanoff—the wife of Mike
Romanoff. Gloria, who recently married
my friend Mike, is the most unaffected
girl I’ve ever met. She’s spontaneous
and enthusiastic and she’s fun to be
with. Besides all that, she’s very capable.
She used to work for Mike before they
were married, and she still does. She
has the ability to meet new people and
charm them immediately.
“I don’t want to get married yet,”
Peter said. “Some day, of course—but I
don’t know when. I get stretches when
I’m lonely and I think it would be fine
to be married, but I don’t want to make
a mistake. It wouldn’t be right for me
to jump in and get married just because
I get a lonely spell now and then. If I
were to rush into marriage for the sake
of settling down I might lose sight of
the important things. After the first six
months of marriage some of the starryeyed romance begins to wear off and a
moon starts to look like a moon again.
I need more than a beautiful girl as a
wife. I want a stimulating companion—
someone whose personality fits in with
mine. And above all,” he laughed, “a
girl who’ll be as crazy about the beach as
I am.”
Unusual requirements, aren’t they? So
far, Peter hasn’t yet met such a girl. If
he did, he’d forget his ideas of remain¬
ing a bachelor for some time to come.
He has never dated one girl regularly
because he refuses to take up a girl’s
time unless it’s serious.
But if this Prince Charming ever
meets the girl he’ll lose no time in mak¬
ing her his real-life Princess Charming!
He knows what he wants—as you can
see. It’s all a matter of finding her.
The End

LUCKY STAR
IContinued from page 671

McCoy families. It was a wonderful part,
a combination of fire and sweetness and
deep young love. So great is the role
that many young stars, including Ann
Blyth, were considered for it and Cathy
herself wanted it desperately. However,
because the role is a star-making one,
Goldwyn decided to give it to an un¬
known whom he could have under per¬
sonal contract.
Seven talent scouts were sent out to
comb the "nation looking for a girl to por¬
tray Roseanna. In New York, Billy Selwyn, chief talent executive, had seen
hundreds of girls and thus far had not
found the right one.
In desperation, he phoned a friend of
his, Catherine Bellamy, the ex-wife of
Ralph Bellamy, who had lived on Cape
Cod, and asked if she remembered see¬
ing any young actresses in summer stock
that season who might qualify for the
part of Roseanna.
“No,” Catherine replied.
Then she
added, “But I do know one little girl
who might be just what you’re looking
for. I’ll send her to you.”
Catherine then phoned the daughter of
two friends of hers, a 14-year-old young¬
ster named Joan Eunson (later changed

to Evans), and told her to see Selwyn.
Joan’s father, Dale Eunson, is a novel¬
ist and playwright; her mother, Kather¬
ine Albert, is a novelist and was once a
Hollywood publicist and movie magazine
writer. Her godmother, for whom she
was named, is Joan Crawford, one of her
mother’s best friends. In spite of this
background, Joan has had no acting ex¬
perience or training. She was a high
school sophomore and life consisted of
school studies, piano lessons and the ex¬
cited flurry of being invited to an Exeter
prom.
When she went to see Selwyn she
thought it was ridiculous and nothing
would come of it. With the whole country
to choose from, how could she stand a
chance over the hundreds of trained
young actresses who were available?
But the Goldwyn talent chief was im¬
pressed.
What Joan didn’t know was that he
saw in her the lyrical, innocent quality
of Roseanna McCoy that might have
escaped the professional personality of an
actress. She has a piquant face with a full
mouth, a tilted nose and velvet-black
eyes that are slightly slanted. She is not
a stereotyped beauty but has a quality
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and distinctiveness of her very own.
All these things impressed Goldwyn
when he saw her test and he sent for her
to come to Hollywood for a personal
interview. Her mother, who accompanied
Joan on the trip, still couldn’t believe
that this thing had happened to her
youngster. Katherine, who had lived in
Hollywood for years, understood the
zanier aspects of the town. As far as she
knew, an unknown schoolgirl, with ab¬
solutely no training or experience, had
never been given the lead in an impor¬
tant production.
Goldwyn met Joan and was enchanted
with her. After she made a color test
with Farley Granger, the search for
Roseanna was ended!
Things happened quickly from then on.
Joan Crawford gave a magnificent party
to introduce her godchild to the press.
Then there was the business of having
her clothes sent out from New York; for
Joan had actually never expected to stay
on in Hollywood. The first day of shoot¬
ing, once she overcame her nervousness,
she faced the cameras with the aplomb
of a veteran, for she is a very poised
young lady.
Goldwyn has other pictures lined up
for her after she finishes “Roseanna Mc¬
Coy,” and he believes she will become a'
great actress.
From here it looks as
though Joan may approach the career of
the brilliant and gifted star who is her
godmother.
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Imagine! You can take your pick of i
dozens of gorgeous Spring dresses —
without a penny of cost. And you |
earn up to $23 weekly in cash besides!
That’s what we offer you for repre- ■
senting us in your spare time. Show /
our popular frocks to your friends,
then send us their orders. Collect
handsome cash commissions in ad¬
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ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-25, Box
190. Hollywood, Cal.
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HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with this handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss cross, inlaid,
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The entry of David Brian into pictures
is exciting because it shows by what
small incidents the course of our lives
can change.
David plays Dan Reynolds, the politi¬
cal boss who marries Joan Crawford in
“Flamingo Road.”
It’s a strong male
role for which James Mason, Ronald
Reagan and other big-timers were con¬
sidered. So you can see the big guy is
starting his film career from the top.
His real name is Brian Davis, but it
was changed because another Davis,
name of Bette, is on the same lot. He’s
a blond giant of an Irishman from New
York in his early thirties, with a rugged
build and an engaging smile.
Unlike Joan Evans, David’s childhood
was poor. His father died when he was
very young and his mother had to go to
work. David was brought up in one of
the toughest sections in New York and
used to swipe ice and coal to augment
the family budget.
He doesn’t reflect
such a background, for he is not a “tough
guy” type.
He worked for a while as doorman at
the Roxy Theatre. One noon hour he
crashed a rehearsal for singers at a
nearby theater and was hired as a chorus
boy. He went on from there to under¬
study and soon was playing one of the
leads.

This led to roles in other Broadway
productions.
He
did singing
parts,
comedy and drama.
Brian says he is
prepared to do anything in the theater,
because he’s tried everything.
The war interrupted his career and he
was in the Coast Guard for three years.
When he was discharged he found, as so
many returning servicemen did, that it
was hard to get back to his former posi¬
tion. He appeared in a few plays, all of
them outstanding flops.
Disgusted with acting, he came to Cali¬
fornia to go into the contracting busi¬
ness with a pal. This had a disappoint¬
ing ending when David and his friend
discovered they couldn’t get the neces¬
sary building materials.
So, here we have our hero disgusted,
broke,
through
with
acting—so
he
thought—and not quite knowing what to
do from here on in.
In the meantime, a miraculous thing
was happening.
David had met some
people at a party, one of whom was a
registered nurse named Mrs. Lucille Safford.
Mrs. Saflord got a job in Joan
Crawford’s household as nurse to Joan’s
two newly-adopted babies.
One evening, Joan and Mrs. Saflord
were having an informal dinner together
when Joan remarked that she and
Michael Curtiz were looking for a lead¬
ing man for her new picture, “Flamingo
Road.” The part was a difficult one: the
actor had to play a political boss who
had charm and yet a certain ruthlessness.
As Joan talked, describing the type of
actor they were looking for, Mrs. Safford
said, “It’s strange—I met a young actor
a week ago who looks like the type you
describe. He’s a man’s man, rugged and
authoritative; yet he has a boyish charm,
too.”
As Mrs. Safford spoke, Joan became
interested and the upshot of it was that
Joan had Curtiz call David the next day
for a test. P. S. He got the role.
David is now lined up to play the
opera singer in Curtiz’ version of the
James Cain novel, “Serenade.” David is
a bachelor with no marriage plans—so
far. He is a serious type, lives in a small
apartment, swims every day at the “Y”
and is an inveterate reader of the more
serious tomes like Shakespeare and the
Irish writer, Donn Byrne. He has a
good sense of humor and is a regular guy.
His hobby is carpentering and he is the
proud possessor of a 1931 Auburn which
he converted into what he calls “a spec¬
tacular speed wagon.”
Coincidentally, Joan Crawford figures
in the lives of these two young people.
She is the real life godmother of little
Joanie Evans and the screen godmother
of husky David Brian. Perhaps her magic
will touch their careers which show such
brilliant signs right now.
The End
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Ronald Reagan’s handwriting shows him to be a “sincere
type,” says graphologist Helen King. And that’s just the
kind of role he has in Warners’ gay, “John Loves Mary.”
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By Helen King, President, American Graphologists Association

COLE SALES CO.
343 South

★ The signature of Ronald Reagan usual¬
ly brings forth surprised looks from
graphologists for instinctively they asso¬
ciate the active actor with an “active sig¬
nature”—large and sweeping—in charac¬
ter with the roles he portrays. But the
true Ronald shows up in a studious,
serious manner of writing with a signa¬
ture which shows much concentration.
Have you a small, rightward sloping
signature as displayed here? Then you,
too, have the ability to concentrate, to
apply your mind to all that is going on.
You enjoy work which gives much de¬
tail. You like people who are careful.
You want books to balance and you try
to be accurate in your own way of living.
If your writing creeps up the page
somewhat, the way Reagan’s does, you
are inclined to be optimistic, to look on
the cheery side of life. Or maybe you join
all the letters in your name? No “breaks”
whatsoever? That shows logic. You join
each thought, operate on a step-by-step
basis. Seldom do you go off half-cocked.
Let’s look at some of the letters—for
they are so indicative of character. The
“R” written rather hurriedly tells that
Ronnie likes to work quickly. The “o”
and “a” are closed carefully and show
that he won’t waste time, words, or
actions. He likes to make each one
count.

Note the tiny little points atop the “n”?
Sensitiveness is present. Ronnie feels
things keenly, even though he may be
good at hiding his thoughts. The final
stroke at the end of each word is in¬
dicative of a little innate caution, a form
of “protection,” which makes sure that
the signature won’t bear tampering.
As a man Ronald Reagan should appeal
to every member of the family. As a
friend, he is reliable. As a graphologist’s
guest, he is known as “the sincere type.”
The End

DON'T CLIP THIS COUPON!
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if you want a personal handwriting analysis from
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ple of your penmanship, to Helen King, care of
MOVIELAND MAGAZINE, 535 Fifth Ave.. New
York 17, N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
You will receive a personal analysis—
no form letters!
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Neet9 Cream Depilatory. It
works deeper than a razor, be¬
low the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.
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was “busy” on two occasions when she
was asked to step outside her dressing
room to talk to visitors on the set. “That
just isn’t my type. I stopped that!”
“I suppose it’s inevitable that one re¬
acts to a change in hair color as one does
to different types of clothes. In slacks
or casual play clothes one has the outdoorsy, Good Joe attitude. In a formal
gown one acts more sedate and soignee,”
Alexis comments.
Perhaps a bit of explanation is in order
as to why the blonde became a red head.
When she was asked to test for the role
of Rouge in “South of St. Louis,” which
is in Technicolor, in both black and red
wigs, she laughed. But after she read
the script she realized that Rouge was
so unlike any part she had previously
done that there should be a drastic and
startling difference in her appearance.
Rouge, you see, is a lusty character
who entertains in a dance hall to conceal
her activities as a gun-runner in the
Civil War. So, Alexis donned the red
wig and made the test. It was an ex¬
citing experience.
Old friends on the
Warner lot didn’t recognize her.
The
copper tones of the hair made her nor¬
mally blue-gray eyes look green.
When Zachary Scott, who shares male
lead honors in the picture with Joel
McCrea, saw her test he said the red
hair not only gave her zing but made her
the most beautiful girl on the screen to¬
day!
Costume designer Milo Anderson
decided the hair made her eyes look like
“smokedf emeralds” and contrived clothes
to highlight that effect.
And when her old friend Errol Flynn,
with whom she has made so many pic¬
tures, saw her in costume and wig for
the first time he promptly nicknamed
her “Wild Bella.” That name and “Red
Poison” oddly enough are the only nick¬
names Alexis has had since she was 16.
“I was dancing at the Hollywood Bowl
then, very serious about my ballet work
and wishing I were named Tamara or
Tatiana or something exotic. Anything
but Alexis Smith.
And what do you
suppose I was nicknamed? Axel! A few
people still call me that, but most use
my full name, which doesn’t lend itself
to diminutives.”

So our blonde turned red head finished
“South of St. Louis” and was cast in the
leading role of Maria in “Montana,” an¬
other
robust,
outdoorsy
Technicolor
Western.
Again it was suggested that
she be auburn-haired; she asked that she
be allowed to test with her own hair as
well as in a red wig. Once more Alexis,
honest girl, admitted the studio was right.
“As a blonde I just melted into those
outdoor longshots. As a red head I was
arrestingly noticeable—one couldn’t help
but see me—and in close ups again there
was that odd change of color in my eyes.”
It wasn’t just the red hair and the
attention it won her that Alexis got a
bang out of in those two rootin’, tootin’
pictures. She has decided that atmos¬
pheric pictures are for her.
“I love Westerns. Of course these were
glorified horse operas, but still Westerns.
They are literally the backbone of our
business, and I’ve never been so happy as
in making these last two pictures. For
seven years I honestly couldn’t give a
definite answer when someone asked
what my goal in picture roles was. Now
I’m quite sure this is it. To me these pic¬
tures were so easy to work in, and I
believe it was because they were right
for me. The right thing is always the
easiest, isn’t it?” she challenged.
“If anyone told me five years ago in
my long cigarette holder and chiffon
handkerchief days of acting that today
on the screen I’d be riding a horse, talk¬
ing with a cigarette in my mouth and
being a volatile red head, I think I
would have had hysterics!”
Despite the compliments her red hair
evoked, Alexis would not think of having
her hair dyed. For her work, she’s happy
to wear the wig and the light touch-up
around her face which washes out readily,
but in private life, no.
“People are born with certain pigmen¬
tations in both hair and skin which are
in harmony. Very rarely does one’s skin
harmonize with a drastically changed
hair color. A blonde or brunette who
suddenly decided she wanted to be a
titian tressed gal wouldn’t have that fair,
almost opaque quality of skin that a
natural red head has. On the screen a
different shade of makeup can turn the
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Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
self 10 days on this special intro¬
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
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M
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Plain wrapper. Full directions
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Alexis Smith is pretty as a picture in her Spring bonnets. Left is blue felt with small
pink, brown blossoms. Right, white lilacs with mauve chiffon make a lovely face frame.

trick but not in private life,” she avers.
Because of that important factor—pig¬
mentation—Alexis feels that in honesty
she cannot recommend that other girls
change their hair drastically, either. She
also points out other drawbacks.
“In my opinion the only girls who can
dye their hair successfully are the very
beautiful ones. Lana Turner is an ex¬
ample. Everyone knows Lana has been
blonde, platinum, red head and near¬
brunette; I’m not giving away any secret
on that. But Lana has such a beautiful
face, such perfect features and skin, that
she can do it. The average girl who
thinks she is uninteresting because she
has drab colored hair probably isn’t a
breath-taking beauty and by dyeing her
hair to an unnatural color usually draws
attention to less than perfect features.
“Dyeing hair, if well done by profes¬
sionals—and it should be or otherwise it
is too hard on one’s hair—is also very ex¬
pensive. And one must become almost
a slave to dyeing; nothing is so un¬
attractive as a little grown out hair
showing the natural color.
“Truly, I feel grooming and natural
lustre are much more important than
the color of one’s hair. Brushing, frequent
shampooing and a becoming coiffure can
do more for you than a radical color
change, I believe. To me an imitation is
never so good as the real thing.
“For example, I know a little stenog¬
rapher who has wanted a fur coat for
some time but couldn’t afford it. Finally
she bought an imitation. At best it is just
that—an imitation and a bad one. It looks
cheap.
She would look much better
groomed in a good cloth coat for which
she would have paid the same price.”
There is, we might point out, another
reason why Alexis won’t dye her hair:
her husband, handsome Craig Stevens, is
opposed to the idea as much as she is.

While making her last picture Alexis was
guest starred on the Lux Radio Theater
and didn’t have time to have the powderdye washed from the front of her hair
before the broadcast rehearsal, so she
wore the dye and wig. At the close of the
program, director Bill Keighley com¬
mented on her red hair, not mentioning
it wasn’t permanent. The next morning
Alexis had a frantic telegram from Craig,
who heard the radio show in New York,
saying, “You didn’t dye it!” She tele¬
phoned to reassure him his wife was
still blonde.
Incidentally, it wasn’t until Alexis
turned red head that there occurred the
first rumor that all might not be exactly
perfect with the Stevens-Smith marriage;
never before had they been touched by
the usual Hollywood gossip, which in it¬
self was some sort of record. Of course
the red hair had nothing to do with it.
Merely coincidental. But it happened.
And truth is, Craig and Alexis couldn’t
be happier. The rumor’s cause, as so
frequently happens, was that Craig went
East for a stage engagement and Alexis
had to stay in Hollywood for her
pictures.
Alexis, by the way, believes that any
girl’s zing and appeal comes from within,
from character and personality, and that
externals like the color of hair are rela¬
tively unimportant. For that reason she
was more than a little amused when she
stopped to order flowers for a friend in
the hospital while rushing to that afore¬
mentioned radio broadcast while wearing
her red hair. The florist eyed her ap¬
praisingly and said,
“You know, you look a lot like Alexis
Smith who buys flowers here sometimes,
only you’re prettier. I think it’s the color
of your hair.”
Who says gentlemen prefer blondes?
The End
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HEART SONG
unhesitatingly.
“She’s the most won¬
derful—”
“Rory!” Isabelita cut in. “After all, I
cook too!”
“O.K. We’ll skip this one, too,” I said
hastily. “Question number three: Who
takes care of the housework?”
“She does,” Rory burst out before his
pert little wife had a chance to be heard.
“I even make her scrub the kitchen
floor. And every morning. . . .”
“Don’t take him too seriously,” the bet¬
ter half interrupted.
“He helps.
And
he loves to do it, even if he won’t admit
it. Why, only this morning he dusted
this whole living room. . .
“You know what I do if she doesn’t do
her work right?” Rory came back. “I
put her over my knees and give her a
good spanking.”
The two burst out laughing at this
point and I realized I’d never get any
information this way, so I put away my
list of questions and let the chips fall
where they may.
You can always talk to Rory about
hunting, his second favorite subject. His
first is Isabelita.
Much to my surprise, however, Isa¬
belita knew more about weapons, am¬
munition, bows and arrows, game and
seasons, posture and positions than I did
after three months of basic training in
the Army!
In between picture assignments Rory
and Isabelita put all their hunting equip¬
ment into the car, pile in themselves,
dressed like a couple of high-school kids,

Dept. 1-D, Cleveland, Ohio
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Cold Finish Pocket Statue

(Continued from page 531

the affectionate animal, I found Rory on
the top of the stairway, grinning a warm
welcome, hand outstretched.
He was
wearing levis, striped shirt and all.
Right behind him, hardly reaching to
his shoulder, also in levis and striped
shirt was pert, attractive Isabelita, the
girl who got Hollywood’s most eligible
bachelor—and has managed to keep him!
I was guided into the spacious living
room. A large fireplace, a dark brown,
warm looking carpet, tan walls, and
green and beige, modern, comfortable
furniture give the room a homelike,
friendly atmosphere.
On the mantel are three trophies. Two
Rory had won for skeet shooting. The
third both had won for getting married
—a wedding present from Isabelita’s sis¬
ter, with their wedding date inscribed.
Each year they’re to add the date on
their anniversary—and there’s plenty of
room on the trophy.
I settled down on the comfortable
couch. Pulling out my pen and a small
notebook, I started, “I’ve got a list of
questions to ask for my story.
First
question: Budget. You do have a budget,
don’t you?”
There was a moment of silence.
“Aaaaa . . . well . .
Belita’s answer
came somewhat hesitantly, “we do man¬
age on our salary, and even save a little
for a rainy day, but budgeting. . . .”
“We’ll skip this one,” I said magnan¬
imously. “Question number two: Who
does the cooking?”
“Mother-in-law,” Rory informed me

Lbs.
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and head for the mountains.
So far, their shooting has been con¬
fined to practice shooting.
From hunting, we came to Rory’s
For
fourth favorite subject—food. They have
a common liking for heavy, seasoned
food. Both are connoisseurs of food. Isa¬
Give your gray hair naturallooking color again, yourself,
bella's Spanish background—she was
in the privacy of your own
born in Madrid, and came to this country
home. Mary T. Goldman's,
at four—is responsible for her apprecia¬
wonderful clear liquid cosmetic,
stops gray hair worries for
tion of tasty food and her ardent ability
mm
thousands! So easy! Simply
to prepare a meal that would put her on
comb Mary T. Goldman’s
my number one spot of eligible girls—
through hair. Won’t bother
wave, nor spoil hair texture.
if she weren’t already married. As for
Guaranteed to give gray hair
Rory, his experiences in the “not-sonlO
the youthful-looking shade you
long-ago” bachelor days enables him to
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want or your money back.
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turn out many a tasty dish.
at your drug or department store. Accept
Their first quarrel was over the way
no substitute!
to prepare beans!
FREE TRIAL: Send coupon below for
And when Rory gets mad, you know it.
free trial kit.
He comes right out and tells you he’s
furious. And he tells you why. And
MARY T. GOLDMAN CO.
W-16 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.
what does Lita do about it?
Not a
Send FREE sample. (Check color desired.)
thing. She just ignores it.
□ Black
□ Dark Brown
“Why argue?” she told me, “he’s big¬
□ Light Brown
□ Medium Brown
□ Blonde
.
□ Auburn
ger than I am. And, besides, shouting
Name_
would only get me sore tonsils. . .
Address_
After Rory blows off steam, he strides
-StaleCUv_
out of the room, slams the door, stays
mad for five minutes. Then comes back,
calm, cool and apologetic—and sorry for
having lost his temper. Sometimes he
threatens to go home to mother—her
Use spare time at home pre¬
mother! Then both have a good laugh
paring for profitable art career.
A complete home study course
and make up—which is so much fun,
with money back agreement.
anyway.
That’s what happened after
For details and talent test give
age and occupation.
the beans controversy.
Like most newlyweds, Rory and IsaSCHOOL OF COMMERCIAL ART
DIVISION H, BOX 8066
•
DALLAS S. TEXAS
belita still enjoy doing their housework
(and like most married couples, they’ll
probably be sick and tired of it by the
time this appears in print).
When Lita cooks, Rory helps with
the dishes. When he cooks, she does the
dishes alone. There’s no system as to
Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
who does what chores around the house,
time for C. P. A's examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
but somehow, everything gets taken care
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. "Accountancy, the Profession That Pays."
of. And while Rory won’t admit it, he’s
LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St.
very conscientious about his share of the
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-945, Chicago 5, ill.
cleaning.
In spite of their informality in clothes
/Jmcrz/be? AYew
and their warm, friendly, unconventional
attitude in general, they make one ex¬
ception in their casual way of life—their
eating habits. Both agree that a meal,
Contains Estrogenic
regardless of whether it consists of veni¬
son or beans, should be served with style
—linen tablecloth, the finest of silver¬
' This sensational BUST Lotion con¬
TEST 10 DAYS
ware, imported china, candle-light, and
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
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genic Hormones and vegetable oils
soft music from the adjoining room.
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
Dinner at the Calhouns’ is always a
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
ceremony.
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
Ordinarily, when they don’t work, they
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like to get away from Hollywood. After
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a hearty breakfast, they usually take their
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Six
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hours later, and very hungry, they re¬
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turn home for one of Isabelita’s fine
1226 W. ANGUSTA
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dinners or they end up eating with their
in-laws.
About twice a week, they go to the
movies.
Isabelita likes musicals, com¬
edy and romance.
Rory likes action
pictures.
So they see action pictures!
Their favorite way of spending an eve¬
ning is to visit her parents and play
games, sing, or just sit around the fire
and talk.
To keep her hands occupied as well as
her mind, she’s supplying Rory with a
Jast try this SYSTEM on your hair 7 day9
and see if yon are really enjoying the pleas¬
steady supply of Argyle socks.
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can bo very
often capture Love and Romance for you.
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Pictures of Rory and Isabelita, portraits
and wedding pictures, are neatly ar¬
ranged on the dresser, next to their
“Declaration of Intention.” Her dresser,
on the far side of the room, has the
“feminine touch,” trimmed with frills
and lace. A wide mirror over the bed
emphasizes the modern decor.
The second bedroom is kept for guests,
and as a showcase for an innumerable
amount of pictures, books, and more gun
display.
Their plans for the future?. First of
all, they want to move. “Cities are all
right for some people,” Rory said, “but
for me, it’s the country.” Lita agreed.
They’ve had their plans mapped out to
the smallest details ever since their
honeymoon at Ojai last September.
About ten minutes’ walk from the Ojai
Valley Inn, Rory’s grandfather owned a
small ranch of about nine acres. But big
enough for a start. Rory owns it now.
As soon as he gets it fixed up and in
livable condition, they’ll move to Ojai
permanently, and only come to Holly¬
wood when they work in pictures.
The Calhouns are going to raise chick¬
ens, pheasants, squabs and ducks. Rory
wants his ranch to be a paying propo¬
sition.
And so does Lita, who has
decided to give up her band and only
stick to pictures so she won’t have to
leave California again.
What about a family? The answer is
yes. Anywhere between two and four
kids will do nicely.
Boys or girls?
Doesn’t matter.
Just as long as they
grow up healthy and happy, and appre¬
ciate what this country has to offer them.
The Calhouns are movie people; they
are artists. Some of their habits may
differ from the average way of life. But,
generally speaking, they are just another
young couple getting started in life.
Two young people with a future, hard¬
ships and disappointments ahead of them.
They realize that both of them have had
good breaks, but they also appreciate the
fact that no break in life is permanent;
that anything can happen to anyone.
That the only real break in life is finding
happiness and they are willing to work
for that together.
The End
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A MEDAL FOR BOB
(Continued from page 49)

away an afternoon—if he can avoid it!
When you try to dig out of Bob any
hearts and flowers about the benefits he
does, the things he accomplished during
the war, you get exactly nowhere. Yet
no one even faintly equalled his amazing
record.
Even
before
Pearl
Harbor,
he was making personal appearances for
the boys in Selective Service. He made
over five hundred and fifty free appear¬
ances in the two years before December
7, 1941, an achievement which won him
a special Oscar from the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
During the war, he traveled over a
million
miles
entertaining—gratis—at
every camp, naval base and hospital in
the country. He made six trips overseas
to entertain GI’s on the front lines. When
he wrote a book about his experiences,
“I Never Left Home,” which sold 1,600,000 copies, he gave every cent of the
royalties to Army and Navy Relief.
Yet if you want to offer Bob thanks,
he’s noticeable by his absence.
Bob has a faculty for “throwing away”
the amazing things he does. Once, on the
front lines, the camp where he was giv¬
ing a show was bombed. Everyone dove
for shelter. Not Bob. He stayed right
up there on the stage and continued his
wise-cracking routine. Finally, the air
raid over, his audience began coming up
from under the tables and chairs. The
show went * on.
Afterwards, a friend
asked, “Why didn’t you duck—like the
others?”
“Are you kidding?” grinned Bob. “I
was the first one under the table!”
The war spotlighted Bob’s benefits, but
they had been going on a long time.
When he was first in vaudeville, and all
the other young married couples spent
long weekends in the country, Bob al¬
ways had to be in New York to do a
Sunday benefit.
He’s always been on
hand to spearhead big charity drives. It’s
practically indecent to start any chari¬
table national project without him.
He wasn’t home Father’s Day because
he was on a three week stint of benefits.
During that time, he appeared on behalf
of the Catholic Youth Assembly in Chi¬
cago.
Two hundred thousand people
were waiting for him in Buffalo on the
second of July. He was in Cleveland on
the Fourth. He played golf benefits. He
visited hospitals. There is practically no
public holiday—such as Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Father’s Day, the Fourth of
July, or Memorial Day—that finds Bob
at home with his family.
If Bob weren’t a family man, happily
married for fourteen years; if he didn’t
have a nice, comfortable, sprawling home
in San Fernando Valley in which he loves
to be comfortable and to sprawl—when
he has the time—the fact that he has so
little time at home would not be any
great penalty. Plenty of gay bachelors—
Cary Grant, Tyrone Power, Peter Lawford—actually enjoy always being on the
move. But it’s different when a man has
roots.
.
There was one time during the war
that was particularly revealing. Dolores
went to the airport to welcome Bob home.
She took four-year-old Tony with her.
Tony had seen his daddy leave at the
airport many times, but this was the first
time he had been on hand to greet him.
When Bob got off the plane, little Tony
yelled, ecstatically, “Goodbye, Daddy,
goodbye!” He’d seen Bob leave so often
that he didn’t know how to say, “Hello.”
The war has been over a long time. A

lot of people—some in Hollywood—for¬
get it isn’t over for the boys in hospitals,
nor for the occupation troops, nor for
the men still in voluntary service. Bob
doesn’t forget.
He wasn’t home for
Christmas—he couldn’t be with his
four children—because the government
wanted him to cheer the boys in Berlin.
He and Dolores, along with his radio
troupe, took off the nineteenth of De¬
cember. Dolores and he had to celebrate
Christmas with their children the Sunday
before leaving.
This meant sacrifice. Every dad likes
to be with his children on Christmas. It’s
a day that’s important to kids, and
parents realize this.
Yet Bob didn’t
corn it up, even for Linda and Tony. He
and Dolores simply told them the story.
“What do you think we should do?” Bob
asked them seriously.
“We think you should go, Daddy,” they
said.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing
about Bob Hope is that he never seems
to realize what he does for people. The
way he sees it is just the other way
around. He says people do so much for
him.
When he was getting ready to
spend Christmas in Germany, he said,
“This is wonderful—the fact that they
wanted me to go. I’ll get to see a lot of
friends and fellows I’ve worked with
before.”
Before you could say how much the
boys in Berlin were going to appreciate
the entertainment by Bob and his troupe,
he raced right into how wonderful the
boys were
“We’re going over for Air Lift,” he ex¬
plained, “for the boys who are flying
Operations Vittles. They are doing such
a terrific job over there that Washing¬
ton thinks they need morale—you know?
A little lift, themselves. There are about
15,000 boys stuck over there and they
can’t stop Operations Vittles for Christ¬
mas.
It’s a tremendous job they are
doing. It’s tough flying in every kind of
weather—getting that food through.”
Despite the fact that he’s always
clowning, there’s a discerning sensitivity
about Bob. He visits a lot of hospitals,
but not as a big Hollywood star, not as
a glamor boy.
“You can’t just walk
through the wards,” he explains.
“It
looks like you’re giving them the ritz.
You stop and talk a little.
You can’t
sympathize—the kids don’t want sym¬
pathy. So you go into the wards, and
you see the kids in traction with their
legs held up and things like that, and
you joke, ‘Don’t get up, kids!’ You don’t
walk in and say, ‘How are you?’”
Bob’s technique in hospitals is all his
own, picked up from the many men he
has seen looking up at the ceiling waiting
for another day to go by. He leaves them
with something to talk about, to laugh
about. He takes their minds away from
their own problems. Bob is quite apt to
say, “You think you got troubles? I just
sprained a muscle overacting and can’t
play golf for awhile.”
The kids will laugh. What they don’t
realize is that Bob did sprain a muscle
and can’t play golf, his one way to relax
from a packed and exhausting daily
schedule.
He gets very tired, so tired that he
can’t sleep
At such times, he’ll say
earnestly, “I’m cutting down on my ac¬
tivities.” Then he will go right on to tell
you that this particular week he has been
in production every day on Easy Does It
from nine to six, has rehearsed and
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broadcast his own weekly Tuesday night
NBC radio show, has appeared at three
benefits, has had a guest spot on other
radio shows every single night. If that’s
a week when you’re “cutting down,” Bob,
what’s a real busy week like?
The other day, a Hollywood trade
paper posed this question: “Why do we
use Hollywood as a derogatory adjective?
Critics of the town should use the dic¬
tionary. Hollywood is a proper noun.”
Critics of the town should remember
Bob Hope. There is nothing about Bob
Hope anyone can criticize.
Bob has received so many citations
that another one must seem superfluous.
He just doesn’t take himself that seri¬
ously. Nevertheless, MOVIELAND would
like to join hands with the honorable
groups all over the world who feel that
Bob typifies all the best and most heart¬
warming things in Hollywood today.
MOVIELAND would like to say, “Here’s
a citation, Bob, on paper—just to say we
think you are a pretty wonderful guy.”
For it’s more than a funny man who
does benefit after benefit for those who
are less fortunate. It’s a kid who was
fifth of a stonemason’s sons in England
long ago. It’s a boy who grew up in a
tough, poor neighborhood in Cleveland.
It’s a young dancer who did a black-face
act for a few bucks a week. It’s a young
man who opened in New York in “The
Sidewalks of New York.” It’s a vaudevillian who wanted to crack radio.
He did.

At the door, he stopped us to tell us a
cute story about Tony, now eight and a
half.
“Tony did the most wonderful
thing the other night in the Brown
Derby,” Bob said.
“We were sitting
there having dinner when a very good
friend of mine—not especially blessed
with good looks—sat down with us. ‘You
don’t mind an ugly man sitting beside
you, do you?’ he asked. That’s the kind
of leading question that can throw even
a seasoned diplomat. I sat there waiting
to hear what Tony would say. He smiled,
‘You’re not ugly—you’re nice!’
“If it had been me, I would have said,
‘Never saw you looking worse!’, or some¬
thing like that.
I thought Tony was
pretty smart . . . and, you know, the kid
meant it. He wasn’t being just smooth
and polite.”
So there the picture was complete: Bob
Hope, enthusing about his son just like
any other father in the world.
Quite
clearly, I realized what Christmas in
Berlin had cost him. I saw that this tre¬
mendous, all-out, never-ceasing, gargan¬
tuan effort on his part to bring gladness
to a world that needs it very much had
made him very tired. But I also knew
that, despite this tiredness, Bob—his en¬
tire life—would never be able to resist
a plea for help. I felt like giving him a
medal, or a kiss.
Of course, I did neither. I just walked
away.
I was thinking, “A great guy,
Bob Hope. A great guy.”
The

End
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kid with any talent is bound to be dis¬
covered! The real thing to ask yourself
is: ‘Do you want to be a star or an
actress?’ Believe me, there is a differ¬
ence. Of course there’s a demand for
various types of appeal: glamorous per¬
sonalities, great voices, special enter¬
tainers, and ability as an actress.”
Barbara wanted to be a great actress.
She started out, without money or influ¬
ence, as a chorus girl. At seventeen, Ruby
Stevens, as she was then, danced when¬
ever she could get a job, and literally
starved between engagements. About this
time, Ruby, Wanda Mansfield, and Mae
Clarke teamed up, called themselves “The
Three Musketeers,” and took an earnest
young oath that if one was offered work,
the others must be included.
At that time, Billy LaHiff ran The
Tavern, a place frequented by the great,
the near-great and hope-to-be-great in
theater and sports worlds. A man with a
heart, Billy let talented kids who were
out of work eat “on the cuff,” and the
three girls had been “on the cuff” for
some time when, one night, Billy pre¬
sented Ruby to Willard Mack, who had
a small part for a chorus girl in his new
play, “The Noose.”
Offered the role, Ruby amused Mr.
Mack, who knew her circumstances, by
refusing to work without her friends.
“Well, well,” he laughed, “then we’ll
make the part for three chorus girls, and
give the other kids a line or so.”
The sjiow was a hit, and Ruby, who
had been given a good role, a sensation.
When she came into the wings, after the
last curtain, Mr. Mack said:
“Ruby
Stevens is no name for a star!” Glancing
at the old bills hanging on the walls, he
saw one that read: “Jane Stanwyck in
‘Barbara Fritchie’.” “Hello, Barbara Stan¬
wyck!” he grinned.
And so a star was born.
It was the coaching of Willard Mack,

continuing throughout the nine months’
run of the play, that gave Barbara her
foundation as an actress. One thing he
taught her was how to be absolutely
quiet. If you must use a gesture to project
an emotion, he told her, you are not
feeling that emotion. Barbara can sit with
hands relaxed on the arms of a chair
throughout a tense scene, yet make you
feel what she’s feeling.
“The way to be really relaxed is to
breathe properly,” she told me. “With
your diaphragm up and your shoulders
down. Lifting the diaphragm isn’t just
throwing your shoulders back, it’s lifting
the rib cage. That automatically puts the
shoulders where they belong.
“As an exercise, put your hands over
your diaphragm with the tips of the
middle fingers touching; breathe from the
side, as an animal does, and you’ll feel
your fingers pulled apart. Singers who
go on tirelessly and without effort have
learned to breathe correctly.”
Too many gestures distract your audi¬
ence. If you are using your hands too
much, begin now to discipline yourself to
hold them still while you go through a
dramatic scene. It is said that, after a
play is well along in rehearsal, Guthrie
McClintic likes to sit with eyes covered
while his wife, Katharine Cornell, goes
through her scenes repeatedly until he
can say: “I feel you!”
“Whether or not that’s true,” said
Barbara, “it’s a good idea. Acting is more
than remembering lines and being where
you are supposed to be on the stage.
“In the theater, you get a paycheck
only so long as the show lasts and you
are good in your part. That’s one of the
reasons I recommend stage training! In
pictures, if you’re under contract, you get
paid whether or not you work.
That
sounds swell—but I’m not at all sure it
is swell for a person’s progress.
“If you have an appealing personality

or even just a nice voice, you may get
your chance, but unless you can really
deliver, you can find your first chance is
your last.
“You wouldn’t think of trying to be a
doctor, a lawyer, a pianist, an engineer
or a sculptor without years of prepara¬
tion, but plenty of kids think sending a
picture to a talent scout is all the effort
necessary to become an actress!
“Some kids have an urge for glory;
they want the fruits of success: beach
cottages, trips to Sun Valley, expensive
convertibles, star sapphires, people rush¬
ing up for autographs. I feel sorry for
them—when they get their chances,
chances are they won’t work! Like as not,
even with extreme beauty and all the
influence possible, they will never get
within reach of Hollywood’s rewards.”
When Barbara is given a script, she
reads it from beginning to end, as she
would a play, understanding each scene
and all the other characters, so that she
can fit her own role into the complete
picture.
Then she works out her characteriza¬
tion.
Sometimes this means physical
effort: she may have to ride, swim, row
a boat, shoot, fence or drive a truck. If
the role calls for excellence in any of
these things, she must seem to be expert.
For “The Other Love,” Barbara was
supposed to be a concert pianist. Al¬
though she had never played before, the
illusion was perfect. She practiced two
hours a day six weeks, memorizing diffi¬
cult compositions so that her fingering
was exact, her performance mechanically
perfect. If ever you see Barbara typing a
letter on the screen, you can be sure she’s
actually typing, not striking keys, hit or
miss.
At this point in our interview, the
assistant director called: “Miss Stanwyck,
please!” and she entered the scene, a
gambling room in the Pelican Club. If
you’ve ever been to Las Vegas, you may
recognize it as the well known Flamingo
Club.
She stood by a table, throwing dice,
her face showing indecision, then anxiety.
Her head with its smart short haircut,
bent forward eagerly as the dice rolled,
then she gave a little cry of exultation,
her triumph reflected in her face.
Later, Barbara told me, “This part was
a challenge, because it was so hard for
me to understand a woman who wrecks
her life—for love of gambling. I had to
go deep into her character to discover the
reason; even then, it was not easy for me
to be convinced. I hope she’ll be convinc¬
ing on the screen!”
It’s all very well, you may say, for
Miss Stanwyck to advise you to go to
New York. You haven’t the money, your
parents won’t let you, or you are still in
school; yet Time is passing.
In Hollywood today there is a tremen¬
dous surge of interest in a playwright
long since dead—one William Shake¬
speare. Edmond O’Brien, Shelley Winters
and Geraldine Brooks are among' the
younger players who attend Charles
Laughton’s classes in Shakespeare, or
read his plays on sets or in groups.
“That I’ve never tried myself,” Barbara
told me frankly, when I asked her, “so I
can’t speak from personal experience, but
I understand that it’s a splendid way to
improve voice and diction. A girl I knew
years ago, who had no experience yet
yearned to go on the stage, tried out for a
part. The director pointed out that she
had a lisp—so slight she hadn’t noticed
it before—and that she read too quickly.
Her words had a tendency to run to¬
gether; her voice was flat. He couldn’t
use her. She begged him to let her work
on the part over the weekend, read for

him again on Monday—with improve¬
ments.
“ ‘On one condition,’ he agreed. ‘I’ll
give you a' play by Shakespeare, and
mark a few scenes for you to read over
and over. Read them aloud before your
mirror—so you can see how you look as
you do it.’
“Shakespeare’s lines are beautifully
written, but they need perfect articula¬
tion and intelligent reading if they are
to make sense. If you saw Olivier’s
‘Hamlet,’ you know what I mean. My
friend worked very hard. She returned
on Monday—and got the part! So, based
on her experience, I’m sure that any kid
who can’t afford dramatic school or a
ticket to the big city, will get definite
beneficial results from reading Shake¬
speare, systematically and aloud.”
Barbara herself has never tried out
scenes before her mirror, and is not con¬
scious of which is her best profile. Willard
Mack taught her not to think of her
looks or facial expression, but to create
the character from inside out.
“In pictures, you can leave your beauty
to those responsible for it,” explained
Barbara. “Let’s face it—you are not
breathlessly exciting until some geniuses
in make-up, hair-dressing and clothes
designing, in conspiracy with the camera¬
man, make you so!” She laughed. “That’s
not modesty; it’s being realistic.”
If you get an appointment for an inter¬
view, Barbara’s advice is: “Just be sure
you are neat, simply dressed and not too
obviously made up. And behave natu¬
rally. Don’t put on an act! Producers and
directors know all about acts—they’ll
only think you’re corny.”
One of her first cameramen told me
that when Barbara was new to films, she
did not realize the importance of details.
Absorbed in her role, she would turn her
face from the camera, fail to notice that
the collar of her coat was obscuring her
mouth, or, perhaps, that in throwing her¬
self grief-stricken across a bed, her skirts
were falling awkwardly.
Although she was giving a moving per¬
formance, these things were a source of
worry to the camera crew. Finally, he
went to her, explained his problems and
asked her to cooperate. The idea that
the cameraman was being blamed for her
own thoughtlessness appalled the young
star; from that moment, she worked over
each scene so that every detail fitted in
but did not detract from the emotion she
was portraying.
It’s a good idea not to stay in a rut, in
pictures as elsewhere, Barbara pointed
out. She had enacted a yariety of roles
when Billy Wilder asked her to do the
woman in “Double Indemnity.” Because
the character was a murderess, Barbara
refused. How could she sympathize with
such a woman?
“What are you—an actress or a
mouse?” Wilder demanded.
She instantly accepted his challenge.
That role and the terror-stricken invalid
in “Sorry, Wrong Number”—the two pic¬
tures in which she has had the smallest
number of scenes—excited the greatest
interest and each gave her career another
impulse.
“Each time you take a forward step in
a career, people say: ‘Well, now you’ve
arrived at the top!’ ” said Barbara, re¬
turning from another session at the
gambling tables. “What do you mean—
arrived? It’s fatal to believe that kind of
praise. If you keep trying hard enough,
you can always take another stride. And
—I’ve got news for you—if you don’t,
someone else will!
And while you’re
reading your good notices, you’ll find
she’s passed you!”
The

End
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■ lltC we will include FREE a White
“Luck” Elephant— imported from the
ORIENT.

Globe Jewelry Co., Dept. 649. Wheeling, W. Va.

NOSES

RESHAPED

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY

542 5th Ave.,

ADVANCEMENT

Suite 63.

N.

Y.

C.

LE.

2-1596

°5,r ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
or lyric idea for a song—SOMETHING DIFFERENT
An Outstanding Hollywood Composer will write
the melody on a percentage basis for the best
poems accepted.
SUBMISSION TO PUBLISHERS WITHIN 30 DAYS
FREE EXAMINATION
Completed Songs also accepted.

R. POLLACK & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 1070-K

SEW WITH A

Hollywood 28. Calif.

SEW-LITE

A FINE ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR YOUR SEWING MACHINE
Fits
all
types
machines—electric,
non-electric,
all
makes—chrome
plated
shade
and
socket
with
bracket,
bulb
and
cord
all
assembled.
J«t attach and plug in. 110 V eo 4c PostAC-DC with instructions.
Paid
Include name of machine
Home Sewinq
Machine Co.—C.O.D.’s Accepted
Dept. MG-I, Box 6, Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
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Whether adventure's your dish, or romance, Gail Russell and John Wayne provide both.
Wake of the Red Witch (Republic).

♦ ♦♦

Want to spend an exciting—really exciting evening at the movies? Run—don’t walk
to see “Wake of the Red Witch.” ! ! !
Teeming with adventure, suspense, action, thrills, this film tells the story of Captain
Ralls (John Wayne) who deliberately sinks his ship, “The Red Witch,” and its cargo
of five million pounds of gold—for revenge.
His partner-in-crime, Sam Rosen (Gig Young), starts to investigate the background
of the mysterious Captain and uncovers the story of the bitter, poisonous enmity of
Ralls and Sidneye (Luther Adler); how they loved the same woman and how each
awaits his chance to destroy the other. This sounds venomous—but actually you’ll
get the feeling that the two men are supermen who admire the other’s cunning.
There’s a feeling of deep excitement from the very start of the picture. And your
palpitations will increase even more rapidly as you watch the adventurous Captain
Ralls battle an octopus in one of the most realistic underwater scenes ever filmed!
The tender love story of Captain Ralls and the young, innocent heroine (Gail
Russell) has sadness but Gig Young and Adele Mara see to it that audiences won’t
be left without a happy ending.
Wayne and Luther Adler share honors in this epic, but mention must be made of the
splendid performances of the entire cast: Gig Young, Adele Mara, Eduard Franz,
Grant Withers and Paul Fix do a good job of making this a really top-notch adven¬
ture movie. Even the photography is lovely, with scenes of tropical isles, mystical
native ceremonies and pretty native girls adding extra touches to the film. About the
only complaint we have is that the picture is overlong. But again, the action is so ex¬
citing that you probably won’t even be aware of the passing of time.

• Crepe Sole
Never before offered of
so lowl fit GuaranteedI
back guaranteel

i COLLEEN ENTERPRISES, Haverhill, Mass.
Rush me
prs. Ming Thongs @ 2.95 ea.
I
|
I
•
!
{

SIZE . WIDTH . COLOR .J
2nd Color Choice .
■
NAME ..i
STREET -.I
CITY . ZONE . STATE ..’•
□ Check □ Money Order □ C.O.D.
h|

Look what happens when a modern Connecticut Yankee charms King Arthur’s Court.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court (Paramount).♦ ♦ ♦
Mark Twain’s charming yarn gets its third Hollywood going-over, this time by
Paramount and Bing Crosby. Even a warm recollection of the Will Rogers portrayal
of Hank Martin won’t detract from your praise of the Crosby version—just about the
most delightful of Bing’s pictures to date.
When the Connecticut Yankee, Hank Martin, takes a tour through old Pendragon
castle he recalls what happened to him in this very spot back in the 6th Century. He
tells old Lord Pendragon the story of his escapades in King Arthur’s Court: How he’s
dubbed Sir Boss by King Arthur (magnificently played by Sir Cedric Hardwicke)
when King Arthur sees Hank’s “magic” tricks, Hank’s charming romance with the
lovely Alisande (Rhonda Fleming), and to add to the fanciful antics, Bing’s singing
is as appealing in 6th Century garb as it is in his more familiar loud shirts.
If it hadn’t been for Crosby, the show would have belonged to Sir Cedric Hard¬
wicke, who gave a touch of the master comedian to the King Arthur role.
You may have guessed that “Connecticut Yankee” rang a bell with us. It will with
you too—and with the whole family. Don’t miss it.

Automatic Saving
Is Sure Saving
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated “Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. “Phonorecords now outsell piano copies 5 to 1.”
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

High School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diplopia.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. Bigb school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training nowFree Bulletin on request. No obligation.

i AmericanSchool,Dept.H47 I ,Drexelat58th,Chicago37

50 00

INDIAN HE ADS $
. ; DIMES
$
. . SEND DIME FOR
CATALOGUE OF PRICES
W E PAY.

1000 00

LINCOLN COIN

CO.

806 E. Indiana Avenue
ELKHRRT 88.

INDIANR .

TALENT SEARCH
NEW FACES AND TYPES NEEDED IN
MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION
SEND YOUR PHOTO AT ONCE TO
SCREEN GUILD OF AMERICA
P.o. Box 2750-L

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cotten bring a strange and haunting story to life.

YOU CAN LEARN TO

Portrait of Jennie (David O. Selznick).♦ ♦ V6

BE AN ARTIST

There is something mystical about Robert Nathan’s beautiful story, “Portrait of
Jennie.” Unfortunately the picture doesn’t capture this delicate quality. As you read
the words in the book, you never doubt that the artist Eben Adams knew Jennie, that
she was his inspiration, that he was one of the fortunate few who knew a perfect love.
But in the film, Eben’s experiences are only a fantasy.
Jennifer Jones treats the part of Jennie delicately. Her transformation from a
vivacious, curious child into a wise and selfless woman is magnificent. Joseph Cotten
is on the spot as Eben Adams because it is up to him to create the believability of
the whole picture, a tough job and one we’re not sure any actor could accomplish
under similar circumstances. Ethel Barrymore is splendid.
Selznick planned a coup by showing the final storm scene in Technicolor on an
enlarged screen. The scene is a masterpiece of photography and sound effects, but
detracts from the story and seems out of place.
Such a tender story might have come across more effectively had it been handled
only as a mood piece, not as a Hollywood spectacle.

Start Drawing at Home in Your SPARE
TIME — Trained Artists are Capable
of Earning $65, $80, and more a Week!
It’a interesting and pleasant to study ART the
W.S.A. way. COM dErtCIAL ART DESIGN¬
ING. CARTOONING all in ONE complete
course. No previous Art experience necessary—
hundreds have profited by our practical meth¬
ods since 1914. TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Full information in FREE BOOK
Art for
Pleasure & Profit*'
Course approved under "Q. 1.
Bill

FREE BOOK qivcs details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.
Studio 334R, 1115 15 St., N. W.
Washington 5. D. C.

M
.Age....
..Zone...State..
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Ex Ugly-Duckling
Now Loves To Show Off
Her Beautiful Profile
She used to be miserable
about her ill-shaped nose
— no wonder she hated
mirrors. Today, thanks
to Plastic Surgery, she
loves to show off her
“re-modeled" profile. For
the facts about Plastic
Surgery send for fasci¬
nating book, YOUR
NEW FACE IS YOUR
FORTUNE which tells
and shows (with 88 before-and-after photos)
how nasal and other featural corrections are
made. Book is sent in
plain sealed envelope for
only----25c

FRANKLIN HOUSE, Books
1102 Fex Bldg., Phil*. 3, Pa., Dapt. I-K

Bill Holden, Bill Bendix and Mona Freeman line “Streets of Laredo” with excitement.

them’s MONEXforIIqu

PLASTICS

No Experience
Necessary!

Here's CASH for you . . . easy! Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.
BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.
411

LORAINE PRODUCTS, Dept. DM-143
So. Clinton Street
Chicago 7, Illinois

ENLARGEMENTS
Beautifully enlarged on

8 x 10

8 x 10 inch double-weight
portrait Quality paper.

50*

Genuine studio art. Origi¬
nals safely returned. Quick - , „
service. Satisfaction S TOr
guaranteed. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
postman on delivery. Just mail photos
or negatives today. Act Now.
Mt. Vernon, III.

NATIONAL ART STUDIOS, Dept. 120-D

Earn Extra Money!

Streets of Laredo (Paramount).♦♦
This Paramount Technicolor western co-stars William Holden, Macdonald Carey,
Mona Freeman and William Bendix. The line-up is promise of good entertainment
and the cast doesn’t let you down for a minute.
Lorn (Macdonald Carey), Jim Dawkins (Bill Holden) and Wahoo (Bill Bendix)
are frontier badmen who earn a precarious living by holding up stage coaches. While
carrying on their nefarious business they meet pretty Rannie (Mona Freeman), who
manages to fall in love with Lorn. It’s unrequited love for Rannie, however.
When Jim and Wahoo join the Texas Rangers, Lorn figures he has an easy way to
rob stage coaches. But the boys take their Ranger duties earnestly and send Lorn
on his way—and his way turns out to be a rampage of lawlessness.
Jim is given orders to bring Lorn in dead or alive and he does finally—but not
until there’s a terrific show-down gun battle with Jim coming out on the short end.
Rannie solves the whole problem and thereby proves to Jim that her feeling for Lorn
was not real, at least not as real as her deep love for the Ranger.
This is a good western, and we guarantee you’ll enjoy it to the last bang.

Full, Spare Time!

Make many EXTRA DOLLARS with our sell-onsight Household Merchandise Line! Plastic
Tablecloths, Aprons, Raincoats, Combination
Shopping Bags, Bridge Covers—Embroidered
Pillow Case Sets; Towels, Hankies; Shower,
Cottage Curtain Sets; Bibles; many other
fast-selling items, novelties. Postal brings
free details, special money-making deals.
Write today. HURRY!
Royalty Sales Co.. Box 748, Passaic 9, New Jersey

WRITERS
Conscientious sales service for your short stories,
articles, books and plays. Send today for FREE
circular “Your Road To Writing Success.**
DANIEL 8. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept. H-4, 264 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

GENUINE 1 -CARAT ZIRCON
10 KT. YELLOW GOLD
Bridal Set.12.95
Zircon Solitaire Ring .. .only 8.50
Engraved Wedding Ring.only 5.50
SEND NO MONEY—Pay postman
on arrival. plu$20% Federal Tax and
postal charges. Money back guar¬
antee. Cash orders sent postpaid.
Send finger size or strip of paper.

Mastercraft Jewelers
Dept.
Central

R-IO,
Box 513, Grand
Station, N.Y.C. 17, N.Y.

Hand-Tooled in GUATEMALA"
• New!

# Stylish!

# Beautiful!

# Full-Length Shoulder Strap!

Popular Palomino Leather

WAC Bag

Beauty and long service are combined in these
genuine selected cowhide bags. An attractive and

durable reproduction of the Military WAC Bag.
Site

inches. Ideal for casual or sports wear.

Makes wonderful gift.

825
Plus $1.65
Fed. Ta»

SOLD BY MAIL ONLY - $2 DEP. ON C.O.D.’S - ORDER TODAY!

M

FREE

Write for FREE Color Folder on
Mony Beautifully Styled Shoulder Bags

jBKOPAR
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P. O. BOX IW, DEPT. 42?
SAN ANTONIO 4. TEXAS

Bogart turns star-producer for “Knock on Any Door” introducing newcomer John Derek.
Knock on Any Door

(Columbia).. .

+6

This picture marks Humphrey Bogart’s first independent production. And while
Bogey turns in a vital performance, as usual—he hits a snag occasionally when he
tangles up with the weak script.
The story tells the grim career of Nickie Romano, a young and handsome Italian
boy from the slums. (The role is played by newcomer John Derek, a Bogart discovery,
who’s dreamy enough to become the next fan rage.)
Nickie’s father is sent to jail for a crime he didn’t do. While in jail he dies of a
heart attack. The family disintegrates after that and Nickie becomes a hardened
juvenile delinquent. After a stint in a reformatory, the boy is a murderer.
Because Bogey was the lawyer who failed to save the father, he tries to save Nick.
But the boy’s problem is psychological and he needs more than Bogey’s casual interest.
There’s heavy drama when Bogey defends Nickie on a murder charge. Here Bogart
puts across the film’s message: As long as there are slums there will be delinquent
boys like Nickie. His speech is impressive and gives the picture some punch. Sup¬
porting roles are handled by George MacReady, Allene Roberts.

LIFE OF RILEY (U.I.).44
If you’re a “Life of Riley” radio fan
you’ll enjoy this wholesome little comedy.
The role of the lovable, bumbling Riley
is a natural for Bill Bendix.
Riley, an aircraft riveter, lives happily
with his loving wife (Rosemary deCamp), his beautiful daughter (Meg
Randall), and his son (Lanny Rees).
There’s just one problem: Riley’s lim¬
ited pay check.
Riley’s a bit backward about asking
for a raise. The problem almost is solved
when his boss’ son falls in love with
daughter Babs. But Babs just happens
to be in love with the boy next door.
She’s about to sacrifice her love so
Riley can get a raise—but she’s saved
at the altar when her father finds another
way to cope with the situation. The
story really doesn’t matter too much,
for the charm of the Rileys makes the
picture lots of fun.

ALIAS NICK BEAL (Paramount) ♦ ♦
With such potential, it’s a shame “Alias
Nick Beal” doesn’t stack up as excel¬
lent entertainment. Essentially, the story
is top-notch but badly edited; and Ray
Milland’s performance, though fine, gets
heavy and tedious after his identity is
established. Had he played Nick with a
lighter hand, he could have put this fan¬
tasy in competition with “Here Comes
Mr. Jordan” and “The Devil and Daniel
Webster,” classics on this theme.
The story concerns an honest politician,
Thomas Mitchell, whose selfless interest
in the people has guided him into the
governorship. But when Nick Beal enters
• his life, Mitchell plays into his hand and
his wife and integrity take a back seat
to crooked politics and selfish scheming.
The theme is still fresh and fascinating
and with all its failings, “Alias Nick
Beal” is still above average movie fare.

BAD BOY (Allied Artists)

4 4%

This picture is authentic as well as
tremendously
interesting.
The back¬
ground is a real project: Boys’ Ranch at
Copperas Cove, Texas, which is main¬
tained by the Variety Clubs, Inter¬
national.
The story is about a really bad boy
whose brutal delinquency puts him in
the hands of the law. Instead of sending
him to a state prison, he goes to Boys’
Ranch where director Lloyd Nolan finds
him almost too much for his handling.
Within time, the director discovers the
reasons behind the bad boy’s behavior
and guides him back to decent living.
The role provides war hero Audie
Murphy with his first screen part and he
brings the character of Danny to the
screen with amazing skill. Supporting
cast does much to cushion Audie’s first
performance; however, the youngster’s
own natural charm and sincerity come
across beautifully.

out of character. He does turn in a
bright, amusing performance, though.
This isn’t the greatest mystery story
but it’s pleasant—and good movie fare.

THE FAft (20th)

,-t’S THE NEWEST/

NE

41/3

In case you’ve been wondering, “The
Fan” is the screen version of the famous
play, “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”
The stars are Jeanne Crain, Madeleine
Carroll, Richard Greene and George
Sanders.
When the film opens, Mrs. Erlynne
(Madeleine Carroll) is an old woman. She
tells Lord Darlington (George Sanders)
the story of the lovely fan they’re ex¬
amining at a London auction. As she
reminisces the story flashes back 50
years to the day the fan is being pur¬
chased by Lord Windermere (Richard
Greene) for his wife (Jeanne Crain).
She strikes up an acquaintance with
Lord Windermere and mysteriously man¬
ages to get him to finance her stay in
London. When Lady Windermere dis¬
covers this, she feels her husband is
being unfaithful to her and gets herself
involved with roguish Lord Darlington.
It’s Mrs. Erlynne who rescues the young
lady from the villain’s clutches—and
without ever disclosing the fact that she
actually is Lady Windermere’s own
mother. (See pictures on page 50.)

TARZAN’S MAGIC FOUNTAIN
(RKO)

..4%

With “Tarzan’s Magic Fountain,” Lex
Barker makes his bow as the screen’s
tenth Tarzan, and a brawny one he is
too. Brenda Joyce, as Jane, and Cheta
take their familiar places as another
pretty unlikely story gives our boy a
golden opportunity to leap through the
jungle and make conquests over super¬
human forces.
This time an airplane is discovered, its
famous lady pilot thought dead these
twenty years. Tarzan knows she’s been
living with a group of natives whose
“Shangri-La” is carefully guarded so
that their secret fountain of youth won’t
be discovered.
Tarzan teaches Jane a lesson in jungle
sportsmanship and there are exciting
wild animal scenes, well photographed.
All this and such a handsome man grac¬
ing the screen in shorts might well make
you a Tarzan fan from now on.

'''
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‘ ^ FOR BLOUSES, .V>V<V
e% SCARFS, DRESSES, etc.
Your Designs, Initials, etc.

now Easily Put on at Home!

. 1 •!
V

1

With the amazing new MIBACLE Home
Bhinestone Setter, you can put exciting
Bhinestone designs, monograms, names,
trimmings, etc., on dresses, blouses,
scarfs, hats, gloves, shoes, purses, etc.,
like expensive professional job. So easy,
a child can do it. Every stone fastened
like jewel with tarnish-proof
metal setting. Stand launder¬
ing and dry-cleaning. Bril... . liant Bhinestones retain
\ j-t.'j their lustre. Setter built to
*i/l last lifetime—sold on 10day money back guarantee.

RHINESTONE
SETTER complete

♦♦

Here’s a who-dun-it that will give
you a good evening’s movie entertain¬
ment.
Dennis O’Keefe is an insurance in¬
vestigator who’s checking on the suicide
of a heavily insured client. Of course
there’s a suspicion of murder, but it
takes some tricky sleuthing for Dennis to
prove his ideas.
Discovery that the death was due to
a gun shot from a Luger is the signal
to point-the finger at a number of sus¬
pects. While Dennis tracks down the
culprit he has time to romance a bit.
Pretty Barbara Britton shares in the
thrills, chills and excitement.
William Bendix, as the town sheriff,
may surprise you a bit, for he seems

*•

PATTERNS 10c Ea.
Butterfly
Bird
Star Flower
Daisy
f Star & Moon Bunny
Maple Leaf
Heart
'Shamrock
Star
.
Scottie
Diamond

//'}

*. , „

INITIALS,
5c per letter

RHINESTONES
(settings incl.)
CRYSTAL
RUBY, AQUA,
EMERALD,
AMETHYST,
SAPPHIRE,
TOPAZ
Pk. of 50, $1.20
Pk. of 100, 2.10
(Fed. tax incl.)

Dept. 30
SPEARS SALES CO.,
1036 E. 47th St.,
Chicago 15, Illinois

NE ? PIMPLES?
TRY BLOOM PUIS
Most acne and pimples are caused by some in¬
ternal disorder or toxin in the system and must
be treated from within for any lasting relief.
BLOOM PILLS, a doctor's prescription, have
given relief in countless cases for the past 35
treatment sold on money back guarantee,
size $1.00. Money with order saves postage.

THE DUNCAN COMPANY
2328

NW

2 1st.,

Dept.

R-49,

Oklahoma

City

7.

Okla.

VOTHACHC?
"Since 1888

Quick relief with Dent's. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent's Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent’s Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

AMAZING OFFER — $50 IS YOURS
FOR SELLING ONLY 100 BOXES

Meet
The Winnah!
of

of entirely different, new DeLuxe Ail-Occasion cards
Patented feature television card in¬
WRITE
cluded. Each box sells for $1.00. your
FOR
profit 50c Surprise items
It costs
SAMPLES
nothing to try Write today.
Cheerful Card Co., Dept. R-19« White Plains,

SONGS £
PUBLISHED

m
ADVANCE

COVER-UP (U.A.)

$<>50

MOVIELAND’S
BEST-LETTER
CONTEST
announced in
May MOYIELAND
on newsstands April 8

ROYALTY
.AID YEARLY

N.

Y.

0NGWRITERS
Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. Wo
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No.

Vine SI., dept. 20-W Hollywood 20, Cal.

Hair

OFF Fate

Lips...Arms • •• Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair.. .was
unloved.. .discouraged.Tried many things.. .even ra¬
zors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method,
proves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P. O. Box 4040. Mdse. Mart, Dept. 493,Chicago, I1L
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UProSjBi
■m
LOSE
WEIGHT
The New,

Scientific Way to

Feel full of pep
and energy. Over¬
come that tired
feeling this Doctor
Approved Way!

REDUCE
10-2030 LBS.

NO STARVING
NO EXERCISE
NO LAXATIVES
NO DRUGS
NO MASSAGE
Absolutely

AND IMPROVE
YOUR HEALTH!

HARMLESS
and Actually

WE GUARANTEE

GOOD FOR YOU!

STATEMENTS

THESE
OR YOU

DON'T PAY A PENNY!
Don't be denied a beautiful, attractive figure. Lose ugly
excess fat easily, quickly, pleasantly, safely—we guaran¬
tee it I KELPIDINE does the work with little effort on
your part, is ABSOLUTELY HABMLESS and supplies a
food mineral which is VITAL for balanced nutrition.
KELPIDINE IS GOOD FOR
YOU! It decreases your appe¬
tite, gives you more energy, vi¬
tality
and
vigor.
YOU'LL
ENJOY REDUCING THIS
WAY!
Proven results are shown quick¬
ly. Many report losing 15. 20, 30
lbs. and even more in a few
short weeks. With KELPIDINE
ugly fat and extra inches seem
to disappear like magic. Kelpidine (fucus) is the only known
food product listed in medical
dictionaries as an ANTI-FAT.
AND AS AN AID IN
REDUCING. A United States Goveminent Agency classifies
KELPIDINE as a food. It is
safe and brings remarkable retults quickly and easily.

“My grateful Thanks
to Kelpidine. In just
a few weeks I lost 3
inches thru the waistline and hips.
It's
amazing." Joan Flem¬
ing, New York City.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!

$2

If Kelpidine doesn’t do the wonders for
you as it has for others, if you don’t lose
as much weight as you want to lose, if
you’re not 100% delighted with results,
YOUR MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED
AT ONCE!
FREE* ^'^ie famous Dr. Phillips Reducing
* Plan which has helped many lose
.0. 30 and up to 40 pounds quickly and safely
will be sent absolutely FREE with your order.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

:

American Healthaids Co., Dept 64
871 Broad Street, Newark, New jersey
Send me at once for $2 cash, check or money order,
one month’s supply of Kelpidine Tablets, postpaid.
If I am not 100% satisfied my money will be
refunded.
Name_
Address_

M
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City_State,
Q I enclose $5. send three month’s supply.

SENT ON APPROVAL!

Give Us Ayres

Recently I saw on the movie page of a
local newspaper a small item which read
“Lew Ayres is celebrating his twentieth
anniversary as a screen actor.”
If ever an entertainer is not getting
the credit he deserves, Lew is that per¬
son. In every one of his pictures since
his return from service he has given a
performance to be proud of. However, I
rarely see a picture of him or a story
on him. I know Lew prefers to keep his
private life to himself and I admire him
for it; however, I am sure much could
be told about his twenty years in the
movie industry without invading his pri¬
vacy. We’d certainly rather hear a story
on him than those whitewash write-ups
on Turner, Hayworth, Walker and Mitch um who manage to hit the front pages
with something unpleasant.
Dorothy S. Savage
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
More Garlands for Judy

Bless you, Ralph Skipper, for saying
something nice about Judy Garland
(Jan.). Judy has been my favorite since
she was a child. She’s been the target
for many biased people and they’re al¬
ways. talking about Shirley Temple’s
awards, but why does no one ever men¬
tion Judy’s Juvenile Oscar for “The
Wizard of Oz”? And she’s still making
excellent films. As a matter of fact,
“Easter Parade” played seven weeks in
a Seattle theater where an award pros¬
pect lasted only two. Doesn’t that mean
something?
G. W. Wedge
Seattle, Washington

You should be ashamed! Wipe that
smirk off your faces, Editors of Movieland! Why can’t Judy Garland play
serious roles? I refer to the caption on
Ralph Skipper’s letter concerning Judy.
Those words, “Now seriously, Judy,”
ruined everything. I enjoy Judy in mu¬
sicals but she has shown such talent
for dramatic acting that it’s a shame she
has to be typed as a musical comedy
star. Three cheers and a twenty-one gun
salute to Garland and Ralph Skipper,
and tsk, tsk to Movieland. (But I must
admit that the rest of the magazine com¬
pensates
for
that
one
unfortunate
caption!)
Chuck Mandes
Odessa, Delaware
Bring Leigh Back!

Vivien Leigh may not be an American
actress any more but can we forget her
dynamic portrayal of Scarlett O’Hara?
She’s proved that she’s not slipping as
an actress and we’d like to see more
about her.
Name Withheld
Morganton, North Carolina.

Movieland would like to know what
you like about the movies, who your
favorite stars are, who and what you
don’t like about Hollywood and why.
The most interesting letters will be
printed on this page each month.
Address all letters to The Editor,
Movieland. 535 5th Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.

CAN I HELP YOU?
(Continued from page 16)
Recently the girls in my neighborhood
started spreading immoral stories about
me. None of them were true, but my
mother heard some of the gossip and now
wants me to stay more in the company
of girls. She says it’s unladylike to be
with boys all the time.
What’s your opinion?
Bertha S.
Boston, Mass.
As you yourself said, you’ve got some
girlfriends, so that you’re not completely
isolated from any feminine contact. So
long as you remember that you’re a young
lady and you behave like one, I don’t see
what’s wrong about preferring the society
of men.
As for the immoral gossip spread about
you, if your mother has any faith in the
manner in which she brought you up, she
will take that for what it’s worth—noth¬
ing.

INSIDE INFORMATION
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’ve been told on very good authority
that when fans write the movie stars that
any reply they get never comes directly
from the star but from some underling at
the studio.
What is the true story? Do you actually
answer your own fan mail, and do the
stars you know?
Corliss McK.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
I don’t know who your very good au¬
thority is, but for my money you can
drop him right now. I answer all my fan
mail. I have a secretary to whom I dic¬
tate replies to all the letters that come in
to me.
Other motion picture stars I know do
pretty much as I do when it comes to
fan mail.

A HILLMAN PUBLICATION

tAY 25 CENTS
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Sensational Home Recipe Discovery
Can’t Go Wrong...Completely SAFE!
NO TEST CURLS ... NO HEAT
NO NEUTRALIZING...USE ANY CURLERS

New Hair Waving Miracle Sweeping Country
Now... at last it’s safe and easy to give yourself a
glamorous home wave! It’s an amazing new chemical
discovery called MARLENE’S MINIT CURL. Simple,
easy, yet no home permanent will give your hair more
lovely, soft, manageable, more natural looking curls
and waves. Just comb MINIT CURL into your hair and
presto! It’s as easy as that! And there’s no worry, no fear
of split ends,no dry, brittle,fuzzy hair. Ideal for waving
dry hair, ideal for waving hair that’s on the oily side.

"I love the curl it gives my hair," soys
glamorous Adrian Booth, appearing
in "The Last Bandit," a Republic Pro¬

Before

ductions picture.

Laboratory Tested and Approved
The very first trial in minutes transforms straight, stringy, hard-to-manage hair into
beautiful, lustrous hair with such natural looking curls and waves you'll say "goodbye
forever" to old-fashioned dangerous permanents. And listen to this... apply MINIT
CURL after each shampoo for just 5 applications (one complete package). You'll forget
you ever had straight hair and you’ll find your hair more pliable, with more body,
more easily dressed and with a curl so like a natural wave of its own you won’t have
to "do” your hair so often. Yes, get Marlene’s MINIT CURL today ... tonight know the
joy of soft, lovely curls .. . then continue using MINIT CURL after each shampoo for
5 weeks. You'll agree with the thousands who say "AMAZING"!

After
MINIT CURL —

MINIT CURL Comes in
Airtight Capsule

if***

the favorite of

inlLps

It's NEW yet already millions of women
have switched to this exciting, easy Mar¬
lene's Minit Curl home waving method.
Safe formula comes in an airtight capsule.

IDEAL FOR CHILDREN’S FINE HAIR
Simply comb Minit Curl
solution through hair
after shampooing and

the glamorous
Barbizon Models.

MUtCuri

5 CAPSULES
LAST FOR
MONTHS

I

PLUS TAX

No lovelier curls at any price!

partial drying . .. and
shape over comb, finger
or put up in curlers.
Results are beautiful!
Curls last and last.. .
so completely safe)

FOR SALE AT
ALL LEADING DRUG STORES AND
COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE

Marlene’s, Inc., 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III., Dept. 1 -B
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Her reputation suffered...but her romance
didn’t! It might have been so-o-o innocent
...but it turned out to be so embarrassing!
Just ask Bob, he knows!
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Ask her—and she’ll probably
freely admit that her attitude to¬
wards "those days” underwent a
decided improvement the first
month she used Tampax for sani¬
tary protection.
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD by Beatrice Lubitz Cole

HOW TAMPAX WAS INVENTED is a
simple story. A doctor applied the medical
principle of internal absorption to this
special need of women. Tampax is made of
pure, highly absorbent cotton compressed
into easy-to-use applicators. When in place
it is unseen and unfelt.

CAN I HELP YOU? by Joan Crawford.
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YOUR HOLLYWOOD, Memo from the Editor
(Movieland Contest Winners!).

Our cover girl is
g 1 a mo r o u s Rita
Hayworth, the girl
who is living the
most tabulous Cin¬
derella story Holly¬
wood has ever
known. See her
story on page 42.
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AS AN AID TO RELAXATION at such
times Tampax has a great deal to offer. It
is worn internally, discarding belts, pins
and external pads. Therefore no awareness
of restraining bulk. No self-consciousness
about outlines that might show under
dresses. No fear that odor would form.

SOME PRACTICAL MATTERS: Tampax
comes in 3 absorbencies (Regular, Super,
Junior) to suit varying needs. Not neces¬
sary to remove for tub or shower. Chang¬
ing quick and disposal no trouble. An
average month’s supply slips into your
purse. Or an economy box will provide 4
months’ average supply. Sold at drug stores
and notion counters everywhere. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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LOVE-STARVED? r. . NUTS! says Joan Crawford.
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Now you eon own and treasure a beautiful album of
the exciting stars you will see in "Little Women". There
ore six 6" x 8" pages, handsomely printed in thrilling
life-like color—each portrait autographed. Just send
10c to cover postage and handling. Address M-G-M,
Box LW7, 333 East 44th St., New York 17, N. Y.
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At M-G-M’s 25th Anniversary luncheon, L. B.
Mayer received key from star Greer Garson.

Nobody can dispute the fact that Lassie is one of M-G-M’s biggest stars, so
he deserved a place of honor at M-G*M’s great silver anniversary celebration.

By BEATRICE LUBITZ COLE
Up-to-the-minute news about what’s going on
in
M
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the

most

glamorous

town
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the

world

★ We don't think anybody could have
been more amazed than Gregory Peck
when the story that he had separated
from his wife hit the headlines. Seems
that Greg had a minor tiff with the
missus and left the house in a huff,
neglecting to say where he was going.
Actually he went fishing to let his tem¬
per cool off. Then somebody tipped the
papers.
When reporters called, Mrs.
Peck naturally could not explain where
her husband was. That was immediately
misconstrued for the worst.
And the
stories broke. When Greg heard about
he got back to his wife as fast as pos¬
sible. For our money that couple gets
along as well as any other in Hollywood;
but this is the second time that the press
has attempted to make a mountain out
of a molehill in their marital relations

*

*

*

Jennifer Jones, leaving for Europe this
spring, will likely be gone two years.
Jennifer already has one picture sched¬
uled, but probably will do several otners
abroad. She and Selznick are expected
to be married without fanfare before

Those sideburns Van Heflin’s sporting are strictly from “Madame
Bovary,” but Katharine Hepburn razzed him about them anyway.

Good friends since their wonderful teaming in “The Hucksters,”
Ava Gardner and Clark Gable made attractive luncheon partners.

When Judy Garland tells a story it’s complete with gestures.
This tale is giving Fred Astaire more than a quiet chuckle.

This looks like Gene Kelly’s getting a reprimand from Deborah
Kerr; actually they’re just discussing each other’s children.

departing Hollywood.
There is much
speculation here as to what will happen
to the careers of such people as Shirley
Temple, John Agar, Hazel Brooks, Louis
Jourdan, and Valli, when the Selznick
organization halts its local production.
While on the scene Selznick was a great
one for pushing the stars under contract
to him.
*

*

*

We believe there’s little possibility of
a reconciliation between Nora Eddington
and Errol Flynn. Believe it or not, most
of Hollywood’s sympathy is going to
Errol. Even Nora’s mother has only
good things to say about the star. De¬
spite the trouble, she’s continuing to
work as Errol’s secretary.
Since the
birth of their last two children, Flynn
has done one of the most amazing
switches in town. From a playboy, fre¬
quently in the headlines, he’s become
practically a model family man. All his
intimates remark upon the devotion he
shows to his kids; and ’tis said that he’s
carrying a slight torch for Nora but
wishes her to do what she will to find
(Please turn to next page)

Frank Sinatra and Esther Williams proved an enthusiastic audience when Walter
Pidgeon reminisced about some of the early happenings on M-G-M’s studio lot.

7

happiness. Nora, who blossomed from a
quiet homebody to a glamor girl during
the marriage, seems to have developed a
case of restlessness.
She told friends
some months ago that she wanted a life
of her own to allow her own personality
to expand. But we wonder if she’ll find
what she’s seeking with Dick Haymes,
who’s never been noted for an even tem¬
perament
*
*
*
The present top craze in Hollywood is
square dancing, once confined to the
rural sections of America. Several stars,
including Lucille Ball and dignified Ron¬
ald Colman, have their own clubs to
practice and promote the dance, which
has become so popular that one profes¬
sional “figure caller” has been booked
solid until next June.
*

*

*

Bing Crosby is getting further and
further from Hollywood when he’s not
working. He’s built a new home at
Pebble Beach near San Francisco, and it
practically adjoins a golf course. He’s
dividing his time between there and his
Nevada ranch. The King of Hollywood
is one guy who never went Hollywood.
*
*
*
Just a few days after the Humphrey
Bogarts’ new baby arrived home, Bogie
shot a thousand feet of film featuring its
billing and cooing. When the film came
back from the developer, Bogie found
that despite his years before the camera,
he had his own camera adjusted for
(Please turn to page 10)

All the worry and strain of an elaborate wedding seemed to disappear the min¬
ute Marshall Thompson and his bride, Barbara Long, sighed their happy “I-do’s.”

“Just be as happy as we are,” guests Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Montalban (Georgianna
Young) told Marshall and Barbara. From the looks of things, they will be that!

M
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Responsibility finally overcame flower-girl
Sally. She sat down, had herself a good cry.

His parents called it imagination...the

said it was a nightmare...but the chi
right on crying: "I saw them...l saw

RKO
PRESENTS

DORE SCHARY In Charge of Production

^""’BARBARA HALE-BOBBY DRISCOLL
ARTHUR KENNEDY • PAUL STEWART• RUTH ROMAN
Produced by Frederic Ullmon,Jr. • Directed by Ted Tetzlaff
Screenplay by Mel Dinelli

Daringly Filmed
RKO
RADI

nfouR

ON NEW YORK'S TEEM

Music hath charm—even when it’s cornedup a bit by Dottie Lamour, Eddie Cantor.

You can see who the star is in the John Agar-Shirley Temple house! Linda Susan
Agar celebrated her first birthday with help of proud parents and a news photog.
black and white when the film was in
color. The speed was snafued, and the
light exposure was wrong. Sure there’ll
be a lot of retakes on that one.
*

*

*

It seems that every time a glamor
girl becomes unattached in Hollywood,
columnists immediately link her with
Howard Hughes, the town’s most eligible
bachelor. They’ve been making an item
out of Hughes and Jean Wallace since
her split-up with Franchot Tone. But
we hear from very good authority that
he’s never even met the girl. He con¬
fided to friends recently that he didn’t
have time to think about marriage, and
even if he did get wedded up, the wife
would likely see very little of him. He
works too much.

Show at Slapsie Maxie’s was good, but Betty Grable and husband
Harry James just seemed to find each other more interesting,

10

We predict that Paulette Goddard will
set a new hair style in “Anna Lucasta.”
It’s a come-hither coiffure in keeping
with the brash allure that the girl she
plays is supposed to have.
Paulette’s
hair is shoulder length, with the right
side wildly curly, the left brushed pro¬
vocatively behind an ear, and a curly
bang archily covering the brow.
And
for further allure, Paulette is wearing
side-burns.
*

*

*

The “Wolf Whistle” dress Paulette
wears in the same picture is being tagged
the most torrid dress seen here since the
black satin outfit Rita Hayworth wore in
“Gilda.”
Paulette’s dress is a low-cut,
black one that hugs the hips, and a band
of long black fringe descending over the
dress to a point beneath the hemline
sways and trembles when Paulette does
her “Anna Lucasta” walk. If we know
that gal, she’ll be owning that dress when

Lace gowns are the fashion in Hollywood these days. Jane Wyman’s drew compliments from Ronald Colman and beau Lew Ayres.

Little Lulu

Psst-the best dressed noses use Kleenex*!
Alexis Smith and Craig Stevens, caught
holding hands, just giggled like kids.

Little Lulu says:
the picture’s finished. Leave it to Paul¬
ette to know a good thing when she
sees it.
*

*

*

DURING COLDS' BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS, TOO-

*

Abbott and Costello are vigorously
denying the repeated reports that they’re
feuding; that they’re splitting up as a
team; that Costello is selling his home
and moving to New Jersey; that Abbott
wants to retire. They declare that they’re
still solid as a team; they intend to re¬
main in Hollywood; and must work for
at least ten more years before they can
think of retiring. Besides their private
expenses, they have the Lou Costello,
Jr., Youth Foundation to support.
*

you win by a nose when soft,

STRONG KLEENEX IS YOUR CHOICE IN TISSUES

DON'T SCATTER KLEENEX BUT USE THE NEAREST
WASTE CONTAINER.
★ T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

(^) International Cellucotton Products Co.

*

Franchot Tone and Jean Wallace have
Hollywood quite confused. Though le¬
gally separated, they are still living
under the same roof, but both going their
separate ways. Intimates see little hope
of that marriage being patched up.
*

*

*

When Deanna Durbin leaves for Italy
to do a picture in March, she’ll stop over
in New York to discuss her marriage
status with Felix Jackson. She says this
doesn’t mean a reconciliation, and doesn’t
mean a divorce. She’d simply like to get
a few things straight.
*

*

*

When Frank Sinatra goes to Europe
this summer, he plans to tour every
American army camp in Germany to
entertain the troops; then he’ll spend his
six weeks’ vacation visiting France,
Italy, and North Africa.
The reason
Frank is getting out of the Hit Parade is
that it required him to sing the same
songs week after week, and he didn’t
think that was good for his career. He’s
looking for a new air show that’ll give
him an opportunity to give out with
patter and comedy as the M.C.
*

*

Fit perfection and
figure flattery, no matter
what your size... uplifts and separates.
Also plunging and strapless models,
in luxurious acetate rayon satin.

*

Ingrid Bergman, who still is keeping
her hosts of fans, seems to have let her
movie career slip badly during the past
two years. And her new alliance with
Sam Goldwyn and the famed Italian di¬
rector Rosselini is designed to put her
back among the first ladies of the screen.
In the new set-up, she will aim at a
(Please turn to next page)

FAME AND FORTUNE CAN BE

YOURS... Pictured is lovely Cindy Lou Bayes, last
Stardust Beauty Contest winner. Enter our 1949 contest now. YOU may be the lucky
winner of $500 first prize plus a modeling and television career under Harry Conover
management, or 27 other awards! Just send recent non-returnable photo with height,
weight, bust, waist and hip measurements before May 1. 1949. Decisions of famous
beauty judges are final. Mail entry to P. 0. Box 65, Murray Hill Station, New York.

STARDUST, INC.
LOOK

F0R

Empire State Bldg., N.Y.

M
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GENUINE itardust SLIPS, UNDIES. GIRDLES, GARTER BELTS. BRAS

&

BLOUSES
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This must be food for pleasant thought! Just look at Celeste Holm (right) and Colleen
Townsend smile at the sight of fried chicken and trimmings. No diet worries here!

Farley Granger doesn’t dare look into Pat
Neal’s eyes. He might give away a secret!

world audience rather than a national
one. Her first picture, to be filmed in
Italy, will be sub-titled in eight lan¬
guages. Rosselini, you remember, was
the guy responsible for “Open City” and
other top foreign hits.

Isn’t that long standing romance be¬
tween Ann Sheridan and Steve Hannagan cooling?

*

*

*

When Ida Lupino and Collier Young
go to Europe this summer, they will at¬
tempt to find Ida’s ancestral home in
Italy. Though she was born in England,
her ancestors came from Italy.
Then
she will visit relatives in England. This
will be Ida’s first visit home since she
came to Hollywood over ten years ago
as virtually an unknown actress.
*

continued

*

*

Philip Dorn, whose movie career has
been in somewhat of a slump, will likely
go to Broadway to do a play. The Great
White Way has given that old necessary
shot in the arm to many a waning movie
career.
*
*
#

Sure, it’s Tarzan! Lex Barker and his real life mate found New York’s sophisticated
El Morocco quite a change from movie making. His newest: “Tarzan’s Magic Fountain.”

*

*

*

There is rife speculation in Hollywood
as to what will happen to the Lana
Turner-Bob Topping marriage. With his
professional interests mostly in the east
and hers in Hollywood, they’ll have to
agree in which place to live if they con¬
tinue together. The reports are that their
marriage is sailing in much smoother
waters than formerly.
*

*

*

Those reported tiffs between Ava
Gardner and Howard Duff come as no
surprise. Ava’s always insisted that their
relations were purely on a friendship
basis; but Howard seems to be really in
love with the gorgeous Gardner. A one¬
sided romance is rarely a happy one.
(Please turn to page 15)

Eddy Duchin doesn’t even try to hide the
fact that he’s charmed by Marlene Dietrich.

You Couldn't Tell a Traitor from a Hero
•.. 'ancf South ofstlou/s nobody cared!
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-she kept men at each others' throats!
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Inside Hollywood

continued

happen
when

gorgeous
WHITE

Film Critics’ Award to John Huston for
"Treasure of Sierra Madre.” was a triumph
for dad Walter Huston who starred in it.

LEATHERS

Gene Raymond, of all people, plans to
do a prizefighter’s role in his next pro¬
duction, which will be called, inciden¬
tally, “The Prize Fight Story.” But that’s
not so strange when you know that Gene
in real life was once a semi-pro fighter
in the middle-weight class.
*

*

are a

*

miraculous

We doubt very much whether the
Mickey Rooney-Martha Vickers romance
will wind up at the altar unless Martha
takes some steps to hurry up her divorce.
The Mick was never noted for his long¬
term love affairs. He is likely to lose
interest if the romance drags out too long.
*
*
*
After the unpleasant headlines occa¬
sioned by his divorce, Brian Donlevy
indicated that he was through with
women. Evidently he meant it. Our
snoopers have been able to find no gal in
whom Brian has evinced the slightest
bit of interest since regaining his free¬
dom. And we don’t believe he’s carrying
a torch for his ex.
The End
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Bob Pins
set the smartest
hair-do’s
stronger grip —
won t slip out

Short in front—short in back...like this new
"Directoire Style” that’s so flattering to
your face...that’s the way your hair goes this
season. And the smartest hair-do’s are
going up with De Long Bob Pins! Smoothly
rounded at the ends, De Long Bob Pins slide
in easily, stay in indefinitely. For easier
setting—for lovelier hair—reach for
De Long Bob Pins on the famous blue cards.
hoic to set this
"directoire style"
created, by Robert King, famous
New York and Hollywood hair
stylist and make-up artist. Make 6
large pin curls for the bang.
Wave a ridge over each ear and
make two rows of curls from high
on both sides all the way around
back. Always turn curls toward
face. Brush out hair away from
face and let fall softly.

By JOAN CRAWFORD
Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif.
Your letter will receive her personal reply

SPOILED
Dear Miss Crawford:
All my life I’ve been spoiled. I’ve been accustomed to having my
own way. I’m an only child and my parents have given me practically
everything I’ve ever asked for. And yet, I’m unhappy.
My unhappiness has to do with a young man. He has treated me
with disdain. He has snapped at me, talked back, stood me up, walked
out on me. He has done practically everything a fellow* can do to a
girl; and yet I love him. I guess he’s my human bondage. I’ve tried
to give him up but whenever he comes to call on me, I go out with
him. I’m a grown woman—22 years old—and I should know better
—but somehow I can’t resist him. I find that my whole day, my
whole life is spent waiting for him to call me.
Caroline B.
Sayre, Oklahoma

You’re always "set” with De Long Hair Pins •
Curl Setting Pins • Safety Pins • Hooks and Eyes •
Snaps • Pins • Hook and EyeTapes- Sanitary Belts
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I think you should exercise a little will
power. If you can’t then it may be a good
idea to take a trip. If you have any rela¬
tives out of your state, go visit them.
This will take you away from your young
man for a while and you may find new
interests. There is no use in punishing
yourself and that’s exactly what you’re
doing. Apparently this young man real¬
izes that he has you “all sewed up” and
he’s taking advantage of the fact.

POSITION-PROUD
Dear Miss Crawford:
I am eighteen and a senior in high
school. My brother, before he went into
the service, went to college here in town
and through him I met a boy of whom
I grew very fond. This boy was unable to
get into the service because of a physical
defect, and so I saw quite a lot of him

during the three years my brother was
gone.
Last year he was graduated from col¬
lege and took a job as an instructor there.
Since then his attitude towards me has
changed completely. He no longer dates
me and doesn’t even speak to me when
tve meet in the halls.
My brother, owing to my prompting,
asked him why his attitude towards me
had changed and this is what he said:
‘ I like Betty a lot and would give any¬
thing to date her but I’m afraid a student
and a teacher dating wouldn’t go.”
I think this is silly, and I want to tell
him so. Do you think this is a wise move
or not?
Betty F.
Dubuque, Iowa

Pont let /our daughter marry
still in doubt about

Offhand, I would say that the young
man in question is silly, affected, pom¬
pous, conceited, and a good man to avoid.
That is, if he’s telling the truth when he
says “a student and a teacher dating
would cause a scandal.” Now, that’s
ridiculous unless a teacher makes a
practice of dating his students. But if an
instructor goes out with one particular
girl, there’s nothing wrong in it.

ACTRESSES AND MARRIAGE
Dear Miss Crawford:
You’re an actress yourself and you
know a lot of others, and that’s why I’m
writing you for some straight dope.
Do you think actresses make good
wives?
I’ve been going on and off with an ac¬
tress for three years. Now that she can’t
make a go of her career, she’s willing to
settle for marriage.
I’m just afraid that she may revert to
type once we get married. Think I ought
to give the girl a chance to prove herself?
Frank M.
Dayton, Ohio
From your attitude, I should think not.
Actresses aren’t any different than other
women. They have the same hopes, the
same fears, and the same desires. Ap¬
parently, you don’t think so. Marriage
isn’t something to sample and quickly dis¬
card, and since that seems to be your out¬
look on it, I must advise you negatively.

IS SHE TOO OLD?
Dear Miss Crawford:
I am a woman of thirty-five. I run a
kind of boarding house. That is, I rent
out rooms. One of my rooms is occupied
by a young man of twenty-one.
This young man has fallen in love with
me, and I with him. He wants to marry
me.
My first husband died after we were
together for one year, and I’m very lone¬
ly. I would like to marry this young
gentleman, we have so much in common,
but all my friends advise against it. I
have enough money to support the both
of us. Is the age difference too great?
Lorena D.
Peoria, Ill.
Frankly, I believe the age differential
is much too great. You are fourteen years
older than this boy. You’re a grown
woman. Will you be able to do all the
things he does, join him in all the ath¬
letics, all the sporting events, all the trips,
and all the lusty exercise he wants?
How will you look when he’s thirtyfive and you’re forty-nine? No, my dear,
I’m afraid that you are both of different
generations. What you want is a man to
support, covet, and look after you. The
reversed situation never works.
The End

but first make sure your own knowledge is
SCIENTIFIC and SOUND!
The practice of vaginal douching has
become so widely accepted and used
today, it’s no longer a question of douch¬
ing but rather what a woman should
put in her douche. And certainly every
woman should be made to realize:
No other type liquid antisepticgermicide tested for the douche is so
POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS as ZONITE!
Scientists tested every generally known
antiseptic they could find on sale for
this purpose. And no other type was so
powerful yet so safe to tissues as zonite.

Warns Against Weak
or Dangerous Products
It’s a pity how many women, through
ignorant advice of friends, still use salt,
soda or vinegar for the douche. These
‘kitchen makeshifts’ are not germicides
in the douche. They never can assure
you the great germicidal and deodor¬
izing action of zonite.
Women should learn the importance

of using only a germicide intended for
vaginal douching—one powerfully germi¬
cidal with deodorizing and dissolving
qualities yet one absolutely safe to tis¬
sues. So why not enjoy zonite’s great
benefits wow?

Positively Non-Irritating
zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury—no harsh acids—over¬
strong solutions of which may damage
tissues and in time even impair func¬
tional activity of the mucous glands.
You can use zonite as directed as often
as needed without the slightest risk of
injury. Non-poisonous, non-irritating.
zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances; helps guard
against infection. It immediately kills
every germ it touches. You know it's
not always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract. But you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.
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By FREDDA DUDLEY

★ Ethel Barrymore made her acting
debut with her uncle, John Drew, in
1896, and by October, 1900, she had earned
her right to stardom in “Captain Jinks of
the Horse Marines.” Oldtimers insist
that there has never been so incandes¬
cent a star, and there never again will be.
Men arose in unison in restaurants when
she entered; respectable and educated
women waited outside her dressing room
door to congratulate her upon her per¬
formances.
In the fall of 1950, Ethel Barrymore
will be entitled to celebrate fifty years of
theatrical stardom. Undoubtedly she will
not celebrate. She will be somewhat
amazed if anyone asks her how she in¬
tends to mark the occasion.
Because Ethel Barrymore, who prob¬
ably would laugh out loud if anyone in
her presence designated her as “the grand
lady of American drama,” does not be¬
lieve in looking backward, or in regard¬
ing her profession as anything extraor¬
dinary.
In conversation many theatrical greats
will depreciate their own accomplish¬
ments. Yet, conspicuous on their library
tables, will bulge a ten-ton collection of
drama notices, mounted playbills, tributes
from fans, and other personal memora¬
bilia.
Ethel Barrymore does not own even
one scrapbook. She has never kept a rave
notice or a printed criticism (she doesn’t
even read them). She has retained not a
single playbill. She doesn’t know posi¬
tively where she has stored the Oscar
which she was awarded for her perform¬
ance in “None But the Lonely Heart.”
When a friend once asked why she
had never retained a memento, she said
in some surprise, “I remember every¬
thing, so why should I? Furthermore,
Harvard University . . . and I believe
there is one other university as well . . .
has kept and continues to keep a docu¬
mented report of the Barrymores. Any¬
one who needs material on theatrical his¬
tory can get it from Harvard—or from
the Encyclopedia Britannica—so why
should I burden myself?”
That she does not consider the profes¬
sion of acting an exceptionally demand¬
ing one was illustrated when a very
young actress asked Miss Barrymore,
“How did you find it possible to bring up
three children, yet continue your stage
work almost without interruption?”
Miss Barrymore chuckled. In an elementary-my-dear-Watson tone, she said,
“I am the ninth generation of my family
and I’m sure the idea never occurred to
any one of us that we couldn’t combine
marriage, motherhood, and a career. It’s
a thing one simply takes for granted. I
worked almost until the final moment
before each of my children was born, and
I returned to a role at once. I did what
any mother in any profession does: I
raised my children by ear.”
Her current prime enthusiasm is her
grandson, the child of Miss Barrymore’s
daughter, Ethel Colt Miglietta. She talks
to him on the telephone once or twice a
week and finds his conversation brief but
pithy. He is two years old and fell
down while his mother and grandmother
were in conversation one morning, so was
brought to the telephone to explain his
loud wails. By the time he had reached
the mouthpiece, the philosophy of the
Barrymores had composed him. His re¬
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Miss Barrymore has kept no record of her successes over the years. She doesn’t
have to; for Harvard University keeps a documented report of her stage triumphs.

50
Ethel Barrymore doesn’t

Years of

regard her career as

port to his grandmother was merely, “Too
bad,” a summary which delighted her.
Her dream is that her daughter and
grandson will be able to join her in her
house in Palos Verdes, a remote Los An¬
geles subdivision which reminds Miss
Barrymore of the Riviera. Although
Palos Verdes seems to exist in a world
far removed from the hurly-burly of
Hollywood, it is only a twenty-minute
drive
from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
where Miss Barrymore recently com¬
pleted the part of a Russian grande
dame in “The Great Sinner” with Greg¬
ory
Peck,
Melvyn
Douglas,
Walter
Huston, and Ava Gardner.
Because Miss Barrymore wanted a
home both isolated yet not too far from
the studio she was cruising around the
hills (she maintains a permanent chauf¬
feur because she considers Los Angeles
traffic demented) when she saw exactly
what she had dreamed of: a white stucco
house with a red tile roof, bright blue
shutters, and a riotous flower garden.
When she checked with a local real estate
agent, she was told that no such house

anything

unusual.

was available, and it was hinted that none
such existed in Palos Verdes.
Miss
Barrymore brushed aside middle men
and got in touch with the owner who an¬
nounced that he had been trying to let the
house (one of the loveliest in Southern
California) for six months without tak¬
ers, despite a drastic housing shortage.
“See?” jubilated Miss Barrymore. “That
house was intended for me.”
Although she is averse to collecting
what she considers trivia, Miss Barry¬
more is an unblushing sentimentalist.
Once she was established in “Lost Hori¬
zon,” the Palos Verdes house, she in¬
stalled the celebrated John Sargent por¬
trait of herself above the fireplace. On
the mantel she placed a photograph of her
uncle, John Drew, and one of her brother,
John, whom she refers to alwavs as
“Jack.”
Here and there throughout the rooms
are photographs of herself with the three
children at various ages. She had her
two authentic Hepplewhite tables sent
out from New York, as well as her collec¬
tions of the work of Charles Dickens and

Alexandre Dumas. These books she reads
over and over again, finding something
of fresh value on each re-reading.
Sharing her
household with Miss
Barrymore are her son, a housekeeper,
and three cats, two Siamese and one
Early Alley. The cats are named Cat,
Kitty, and Alley. According to Miss
Barrymore’s whimsy, “Only Alley knows
his name. The other two come no mat¬
ter who is called.”
When Miss Barrymore is not working
in a picture, her time is admirably used
in reading or in entertaining friends and
being entertained. She loves conversa¬
tion, dotes on anecdotes, is an avid lis¬
tener. She doesn’t care much for being
interviewed because she would much
rather ask the questions.
Occasionally someone, in talking the¬
ater, has asked the trite question, “What’s
wrong with the theater today? Why is
this generation of actors and actresses
so lacking in color?”
The pepperpot Barrymore temper has
sifted away to a pleasant character sea¬
soning, but some of its oldtime heat is
evident when she says hotly, “There’s
nothing wrong with the theater today—
it’s more vital than ever. It continues to
grow, to experiment. Why, consider the
plays popular on Broadway today. Would
we have dared to produce them twentyfive years ago? As for new talent in the
theater, some of the most exciting people
imaginable are the upcoming actors.”
Her own most violent opinions are held
about baseball, politics, and open fires.
She would make a fine witness for base¬
ball on “Information Please” because she
can cite batting averages, scores, and
baseball frantic moments back to the
turn of the century. Politically, she is an
articulate Democrat; as for open fire¬
places—she loves them.
She is a kindred soul to an open fire:
warm, vital, colorful and one of the un¬
changing delights of human beings every¬
where.

Are you in the know?

What about a gift for your weekend hostess?
I

I Bring it with you

[U Send it later

Q Either is correct

When guesting, remember your friend’s
mother with some wee giftie. You can
bring it, or send it later. Either’s correct.
But you needn’t flourish the present the
moment your foot is in the hall! What’s
more, you needn’t postpone your visit —

just because "that” day is nigh. For the
new Kotex keeps you comfortable. Gives
you softness that holds its shape . . . (this
napkin’s made to stay soft while you wear
it.) And your new all-elastic Kotex Sanitary
Belt is adjustable; doesn’t bind!

How to choose
the right perfume?

To style-wise gals,
does "Empire” suggest—

The End

Fame
But

then,

she

is

a

Barrymore!

I

I I World's tallest building

I By trial and error

I | By its glamorous name

I I Great Britain

I

I 1 Good Camouflage

I Buy Mom’s brand

Keep cool and sweet with a delicate co¬
logne; or some light-hearted perfume suited
to you. Howto tell? By trial and error. Try
a few different fragrances in small sizes, to
find your kind. You know, when smart gals
choose sanitary protection, they try the 3
absorbencies of Kotex —Regular, Junior,
Super. Do likewise! Discover which one’s
right for your needs. Each absorbency has
a special safety center that gives you extra
protection.

Plan to go places? Or a stay-at-home vaca¬
tion? Either way, you can find new glamour
— by giving careful thought to your ward¬
robe. If you’ve figure faults, select styles
that* conceal them. For instance —the highwaisted "Empire” line does wonders for a
flat-chested femme. And don’t forget, on
certain days, there’s no telltale line with
Kotex. For that, thank the flat pressed ends
of Kotex. They prevent revealing outlines
... do wonders for your confidence!

More women c/?oose A/OTEX
f/jan a// o/Aer san/Vary n aft/c/ns
3 ABSOKBEfUC/eS.’ REGULAR. JUM/OR. SURER

Recent “Suspense” radio show, co-starring
Gene Kelly, was at request of radio fans.
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MOVIELAND’S Casting Bureau

1

with a
Keefe Brasselle still
hasn’t reached his goal.

But

he will—and soon

Stories about how they starved
on their rocky road to success
somehow lose impact when re¬
lated by stars sorrowfully sitting
by their new swimming pools
contemplating the past. Sure,
these things happened. Van John¬
son lived on one hotdog a day
when he was waiting for a break
in New York. Clark Gable rode
the rods to get to a little theater
engagement in Portland twenty
years ago.

llfc
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makes his own oPPo

The Brasselles have had tough times, but they’ve also had each other.
Keefe and Normie don't live on dreams—but they are hoping for success.

We are apt to forget that Holly¬
wood’s streets are filled today
with kids waiting for a break.
They are living now what the
Van Johnsons lived yesterday.
And, because they are hungry
and impatient and eager and
hopeful, MOVIELAND is going
to offer the hand of friendship to
REAL unknowns, hoping this
help will result in that one special
break. Today, MOVIELAND’S
CASTING BUREAU reviews the
story of Keefe Brasselle, as it is
being lived this moment.

★ Keefe Brasselle is different. Keefe is
a little-known actor in Hollywood, who,
at twenty-four, has a cute wife named
Normie and a five-year-old little girl,
Erin “Mickey'’ Brasselle. They all live
happily together in a $35-a-month apart¬
ment.
Maybe it’s having a family that does it
—but Keefe has never been a boy to wait
for a handout. He makes his own op¬
portunities.
When movie parts don’t
come along, he washes dishes, sells cars,
peddles gift novelties from door to door,
works in gas stations.
He met and married Normie in his
home town of Elyria, Ohio, when she
was just fifteen and he was eighteen. At
eighteen, also, he was in the Army. When
he got out at twenty-one, he had a wife
and six-months-old baby to support,
and no job
Leaving them what money
he had, he headed for Hollywood alone
until he could send for them.
For he felt Hollywood was for him.
Before the Army, he had done a lot of
entertaining as a song and dance man, as

)RDER DIRECT FROM 'BefifCc'CtC OF HOLLYWOOD
Bv ALYCE CANFIELD
FEMININE..-

W

Sweet

Future

FlUTTEfty^^

DRESS WITH BOLERO
Special
Sale

an m.c. He had traveled with dance bands
as a drummer.
In the Army, he had
been called upon to make the boys laugh.
And he had made them laugh. Young as
he was, he had experience in the field he
v/anted to try.
Luck was with him.
Right off the
bat, he got a small part in a Warner
Brothers picture, “Janie.” It was a sixweek deal at $100 a week. He rented a
small apartment (the one they still live
in today) and sent for Normie and Erin.
The little apartment was furnished. The
furniture wasn’t Park Avenue, but the
Brasselles never noticed it. This was
their first home; they were together; and
Keefe was started in pictures.
He had earned $600 in six weeks, but
what with railroad fare and the first
month’s rent, it disappeared fast. Right
there is where Keefe’s story puts betterknown life stories to shame. For, in¬
stead of following the usual out-of-work
actor’s pattern of borrowing from friends,
he went to work for the Reeves Shoe
Store chain at $40 a week, plus commis¬
sions.
For six long months, he didn’t make a
picture. It was a time for bitter discour¬
agement for a kid whose hopes had been
high.
But Keefe didn’t let his dis¬
couragement show. He sold more shoes
and got more commissions.
One day he got a rush call at the shoe
store to report to Universal for a test.
With the manager’s blessing, he tore over
to Universal in his beat-up, rattletrap
car. He was so good in the test he was
given the lead opposite Gloria Jean in
a picture called, “River Gang.” The pic¬
ture lasted eight weeks—at $250 a week.
Now, at long last, it looked as if Keefe
were going to dovetail from one part
into another. Paramount gave him the
lead in a Navy training picture at $400 a
week. Keefe figured he could live on a
$40-a-week plan and save enough money
to last until another picture came his
way.
It was good figuring except that the
sweeping studio strike began, throwing
everyone out of work. All the free lance
actors were idle. The competition was
tough—particularly for a kid with only
three picture credits in back of him.
His money low. Keefe got tense looking
for work in the studios, hoping for a
break.
It was then the Brasselles hit really
tough times. They had a few dollars
left, but every cent was budgeted for
Erin’s food.
There happened to be a
supply of Wheaties in the cupboard. For
two weeks, Normie and Keefe ate
Wheaties, nothing else, not even a slice
of bread. They would sit there, eating
their dry breakfast food, while little
Erin—happily unaware—would dine on
the most beautiful lamb chops in the
world.
Finally, a vacancy came up in the
Reeves Shoe Store chain.
Keefe went
back to work for them. He stayed for
(Please turn to page 101)
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SWEET ’N’ LOVELY spells
ROMANCE with its figured
skirt of fetching calico and
its strapless white eyeletembroidered bodice, feather¬
boned to hold it alluring. The
Bolero —in matching print
and color has padded shoul¬
ders. It makes your waist look
slender. It’s full-skirted—and
a sure-fire eye-catching date maker.
Pre-shrunk and hand washable. Every
woman can wear this Hollywood style...
all for just $1 0.98
Background Colors: Red, Black, Yellow, Blue
Sizes: 10-12-14-16-18
Jr. Sizes: 9-11-13-15-17

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept. 439
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

New
| How
Crisp Look” J Many

Size

CO LOR
1st Choice 2nd Choice

SWEET’N'LOVELY
$10.98
Name-

2 WAYS TO ORDER
1. Send no money—we mail C.O.D.
2. Send payment with order—
we pay postage.

AddressCity__Zone_StateIP IN CALIFORNIA ADO 2’/j% SALES TAX

DIRECT FROM HAROLD’S
_ OF HOLLYWOOD

ALL
LEATHER!
Filmland’s favorite
for playtime, datetime, anytime wear
Save $$$ — Order direct from Hollywood!
SEND NO MONEY!
HAROLD’S OF HOLLYWOOD

Style

Pairs

Size

1st Color Choice

2nd Color Choice

Arrowhead

PALM SPRINGS
(Twin StrapJ

Sixes 3}/n to
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!

NEW SPRING
SHADES
Lemon
White
Black
Green
Brown
' Sky Blue
Red

Malibu
Palm Springs
I will pay postman plus postage and C.O.D

charges.

NAME-

M
ZONE_STATECITY
Save money! Enclose payment, Harold's will pay postage
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* From the bottom of my heart I want to thank you for all your helpful and
thoughtful letters in response to my invitation to enter the contest: IF YOU
WERE THE EDITOR OF MOVIELAND. I shiver when I think of how many
of you could hold down my job!
Seriously, your letters have been most carefully read, tabulated and you’ll
be pleased to know, I’m sure, that many of your suggestions will be followed,
as it is my intention to make Movieland most nearly the magazine you desire.
To those of you who didn’t win cash, you may have the consolation of
knowing you came close to it, for all the letters were helpful.
To the young lady who sent me her picture; to the lady who made up a
dummy of her idea of a model magazine; to the mothers and fathers who
wrote saying nice things about the effect of Movieland on their teen-age
daughters; to the gentleman who wrote his recommendations in verse—thank
you.

To all of you who competed, thank you.

4 Here are the 66 prize winners.

Your checks should reach you about the

same time as you read this issue. May I add that I hope Movieland continues
to be a source of interest and pleasure to you for a long time to come.
See you all next month.
B. L. C.

THE WINNERS
1st Prize—$100.00
10 Second Prizes of $50.00
Mr. Ben R. Dalv
Box till,
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Mrs. Mary McHenry
554 S. 4th Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah

25 Third Prizes of $10.00
Mrs. MUdred Charlier
15 Pleasant Street.
So. Hadley Falls, Mass.

Miss Areda Turner
424 Lafayette Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Miss Adaline E. Moses
125 Orchard Street,
East Stroudsburg, Pa.

Mrs. Dean B. Wheeler
1720 Bernice Street,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Mrs. Kenneth Overaker, 244 Chiquita Street, Laguna Beach, Calif.

Miss Barbara Allewelt
22 Eichelberger Street,
Hanover, Pa.

Mrs. Shirley Teeter
20000 Mil burn,
Farmington, Mich.

Mr. Rudolph Jorg
218 So. Lynn Stre
Stoughton, Wis.

Miss Bernice Atwood
121 Central Avenue,
Water bury. Conn.

Mrs. Richard Ross
2625 Ellendale Place,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Mr. Billy Young
Box 64,
Sargent, Ga.

Miss Kay Gusling
2121 Eastview Avenue
•Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. H. L. Hillson
147 Spring Street,
Medford, Mass.

Miss Gwen Lancelot
337 Jackson Street,
St. Paul, Minn.

Mrs. B. F. Exner
906 St. Ferdinand Street,
Baton Rouge, La.

Mrs. Betty Harris
115 Reeves Terrace,
Thomaston, Ga.
Miss Jeannyne Gunkel
10 No. Plum Street,
Germantown, Ohio
Miss Betty Ann Shirley
R.F.D. No. 1,
Central, So. Car.
Miss Beatrice Jones
710 Erie Avenue,
Sheboygan, Wis.

Miss Lillian Rottman
6909 7th Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Mary F. Cornell
922 Rutledge Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mrs. Charlotte Mergucz
630 Day Avenue, S.W.,
Roanoke, Va.

Mrs. Katie Loper
Springfield, La.

Mrs. George Jacks
516 Elm Street,
Ludlow, Ky.

Miss Bea Emerson
1211 Kipling Aven
Los Angeles, Calif

Mrs. H. M. Davis
905 Third Avenue
Kalispell, Mont.

Mrs. Virginia Moc
2014 West Logan,
Guthrie, Okla.

Mr. Charles J. Kantos
Fenn Road,
Middlebury, Conn.

Mrs. Norman W. Jones
1408 Dietz Avenue,
Akron, Ohio

Mrs. Jean B. Darl
East Barnet, Vt.

Miss Betty Aldrich
517 Joan of Arc,
Austin, Texas

Miss Janie Smith
Apache, Okla.

Miss Margaret M
302 No. Albany,
Tampa, Fla.

Mr. J. M. Caldwell
53 Edgewood Avenue,
Concord, No. Car.

Mrs. Julia Dwyer
4207 Oakridge Lane,
Chevy Chase, Md.

Miss Barbara Per
Box 667,
Tyndall Air Force
Tyndall Field, Fla

T/Sgt. Marcel M. Thomas, 96
Bomb.
Sq. 2 Bomb.
Group,
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base.
Tucson, Ariz.

Mr. James F. Connell
724 So. 11th Street,
Lincoln, Nebr.

Mrs. H. Ballantyre
2310 Bagley Street,
Flint, Mich.

Mrs. D. W. Lawso
127 Main Street,
Calais, Maine

Miss Junna L. Lanham
4510 Plainville Road.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mr. Vance G. Vasbinder
492 W. Columbia Street,
Alliance, Ohio

Miss E. O’Hara
17545 Asbury Park,
Detroit, Mich.

Mr. E. H. Mayer
6814 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Miss Helen Horrigan
542 Rush Street,
Chicago, Ill.

30 Fourth Prizes of $5.00

(Please turn to page

Jane Wyman didn’t realize she was talking to an im¬
postor. Later he was found rifling Flynn’s desk.

Another big surprise of the evening was Clark Gable’s date: young—and now
very svelte—producer Joan Harrison. Here they are with guest Bruce Cabot.

„„ |,„nes atom
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* If

friends can be gauged by the number of people

who came to Errol Flynn’s party—then he has at
least 500. Each of them, catered by Prince Michael
Romanoff, cost Errol about $11.00 per person when
he hosted the first party he has given in many years.
And you can take our word for it, the affair was as
successful as any party costing $5,000 could be.
Only one minor event clouded the evening’s fes¬
tivities—and the alertness of Movieland’s Holly¬
wood editor, Frank Friedrichsen, kept it from as¬
suming greater

proportions.

Frank,

along

with

Bruce Cabot, discovered one of the “guests” rifling
Flynn’s desk. Investigation brought out the startling
fact that the culprit had crashed the party as a
Carson listening
M

reporter from a national magazine.

In order to

avoid more newspaper publicity Errol let the man
go after careful questioning by the police.

24

that, the party continued without a hitch.

After

Fashion note: Mrs. George Vanderbilt, Mary Living¬
stone in lace. Jennifer Jones wore a Dior original.

Look at this! Host Errol
Flynn’s snazzy jacket almost
matches Dottie Lamour’s bro¬
caded satin evening gown.

. . for he’s a
jolly good fellow!
That’s what all
Hollywood was
saying after Erroi
Flynn gave this
sensational party
for 500 close friends

I heard that Beatrice
Cole, Movieland editor,
sold her grandmother
for a 1,000 circula¬
tion increase. I now
believe this is true!

MOVIELAND’S spectacular
cover line gets a blunt
but humorous response
from the lovely lady
herself—Joan Crawford

* A few months ago, this periodical
carried a stimulating line on its front
cover,

provocatively

entitled,

“Love-

Starved Joan Crawford—Is She Doomed
for More Heartbreak?”
When I read that cover-line, I howled
—first with laughter, then with indigna¬
tion, then with the combination of the two.
In my somewhat hectic life I have been
called many things by many people, but
“love-starved” isn’t one of them.
It fits me about as well as Ronald
Colman’s moustache.
To find that (Please turn to page 81)

Life revolves around my children, Christopher and Christina.
As for masculine admirers—Greg Bautzer is a good friend.

You’ll see radiant Joan soon in ‘‘Flamingo Road.” ►
M
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“Take Me Out to the Ball Game”
will take you right out
of this world as Frank Sinatra
fiances and Gene Kelly sings—
and vice versa, fortunately!

'/

Huh! Who do those guys think they
are? Well, whaddyaknow—it’s us!

Who said vaudeville was dead? Frank and Gene bring it back
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alive with this fancy routine and

(right)

some baseball teaming.

Early to rise—but not to go to the studio.
Today’s project is of the domestic variety.

★ “Has Hollywood changed me? I should say not!’
Janet Leigh spoke decisively as she sat at a luncheor
table in the M-G-M commissary.

Then she added,

her hazel-brown eyes thoughtful: “That is, I haven’t
changed in the usual sense of that term—”
Looking at her—even though you hadn’t known
Janet before she got her Cinderella break in Holly¬
wood—you realize she can’t have changed much.
She is enthusiastic, direct and sincere, utterly unstarlike.
We must admit we felt slightly disappointed, for
this isn’t what we were after—this candid naivete.
Perhaps you, too, were hoping for a nice juicy
revelation of the effects of Hollywood on a young,
inexperienced actress, of a drastic change in her
entire outlook, of new ideas about Life and Love.
(,Please turn to page 32)

JANET

LEIGH

really
haven't changed
tells Violet Moss

. . . and there's really not much
use looking for changes in
this girl—she's so darned normal

A quick shampoo and a session with the hand-dryer and
Janet 11 he ready to pitch in on housecleaning chores.

Getting started is the tough job. A soap-and-water eyeopener might help—and it’s so good for the complexion.
Janet’s charming as Meg in “Little Women.’>
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Please don’t be disappointed—because we tried our
best.
“But so much has happened to you in the past
few years,” we protested.

“Can you truthfully say

you’re the same girl who came here from Stockton,
California?”
“We-ell, I’m not exactly the same.” Janet hesitated,
and we rubbed our hands together mentally, think¬
ing, Ah, here it comes—the awful truth!

But she

continued, “I’ve grown quite a bit—I mean, mentally
and psychologically.

Before I came here, I was just

an average girl, leading an average life. Since then,
I’ve had to learn to think things out, to form opinions,
to work out a—a philosophy of life, I guess is the
way you’d say it. I don’t want to sound too serious,
hut you might even call it a religion—a way of
looking at life—”
At this point, a waitress approached, wearing the
beaming smile Janet seems to inspire in everybody
at the studio.

Janet stared a long

while at the

menu. “I never can choose (Please turn to page 74)

•

1 really haven* t changed

A song in her heart—and a mop in her hand.
At this rate, she'll he through in no time.

No ordering groceries for Janet. Doing her own shop¬
ping is a perfect excuse for getting out of the house.
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Here’s ample compensation for unpleasant chores of sweeping and dusting.
Janet’s expecting guests for dinner and the house has never looked more inviting.

Everyone’s heard of Janet’s green thumb so
she makes sure plants will stand inspection.

Whistle while you work—or rest. She’s found
the real secret to enjoying her housework.
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By JACK HOLLAND

His spectacular
success had us gasping,
his handsomeness
had us swooning—
and now that we’ve
looked into his
private life, we
know why he’s a man
to be reckoned with

Farley’s home isn’t a typical star’s mansion. His cas¬
tle is a rustic cottage—perfect for the bachelor life.

* I was hunting for my six-year-old youngster one afternoon
up in Laurel Canyon where I live when I happened to knock
at the door of a modest cottage. I had thought it was the home
of one of the little boys with whom my young son played.
Needless to say, this wasn’t the right house. And needless
to say I was more than a little surprised when Farley Granger
answered my knock, for it was the first I had known that Farley
had forsaken the family fireside for the life of the independent
bachelor.
1 had known Farley for some time—ever since he got his
first break in pictures. I kept up this acquaintance when he
returned from the Navy. All during those months and months,
he was a young kid with an ambition to act that burned within
him. Then there was a period in which I lost contact with
him.
The Farley I saw that day was a (Please turn to page 94y
4

“Roseanna McCoy” will be Farley’s next film.

He likes doing things for himself. But when it comes
to cooking, he could use some feminine collaboration.
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John

Gail

Sterling

George “Gabby”

Dick

FAYNE- RUSSELL HAYDEN HAYES -FORAN

How the law was brought to a gun-riddled... feud-ridden bordertown of lawlessness. This is the story of the “Coffin
Comer of Texas” in the lusty era when ambush in the
night made the Rio Grande run red!
in Paramount's

Eduardo Noriega • Henry Hull • Mary Beth Hughes
H. B. Warner • Bobby Ellis • Directed by Lewis R. Foster
Based on a story by J. Robert Bren and Gladys Atwater
Screenplay by Lewis R. Foster • A Pine Thomas Production
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★ Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier have combined

around on a tour of the house and with a straight

their respective talents for many productions, but

face discusses the state of the world with her. The

the best thing they ever collaborated on is a young

baby looks up at him very seriously out of round

lady named Deborah Leslie Dozier, who has cleverly

blue eyes and then suddenly her eyes turn up and

taken the best features of her parents, thus guaran¬

she chortles. That’s worth a million dollars to Bill.

teeing her to be a raving beauty.

He even moves her crib to his dressing room so

Luckily, Bill isn’t home all the time. Bill is im¬

that he can have her near him when he shaves. And

possible. He’s one of the daffiest new fathers alive.

father and daughter continue their amazing conver¬

He talks earnestly to the baby all the time and

sations, Bill making big speeches about what’s going

swears that she understands him. He carries her

on in Europe or in the (Please turn to page 86)

By HELEN HOVER WELLER

There's an
"other woman”
in Joan Fontaine’s
life these days—
hut Joan doesn’t
mind it a bit

Meet the newest Joan*
Fontaine-Bill
Dozier
production: Deborah.

Bill and Joan finished one film, “You Gotta Stay Happy,” be¬
fore Debbie arrived. Now there’s little time for movie talk.

By JOAN CORY

'fli
Hollywood

Baby-Sitter
It’s no wonder
Glenn and Eleanor
hate to leave
their perfect
home—but they do
once in a while
and that’s when
1

baby-sitter
Joan Cory enters
the picture

“Welcome to our house!” That’s the greeting I got from
Glenn, Petie and Eleanor when.I arrived at the Fords’.

* Being a baby-sitter in Hollywood can change a girl’s
whole future. It can give her big ideas, or it can teach her
a lot about living.
I’ve been working in movie stars’ homes for three years
now, and believe me, you get to the point where a house
without a 50 ft. living room looks like a shack. You grow
ashamed of ydur date’s jalopy because it doesn’t purr like
a Cadillac. YoU even feel undressed without a diamond or
two. It’s plenty easy to pick up extravagant ideas in
Hollywood.
On the other hand, a baby-sitter in the movie capital sees
the stars during their off-stage hours. You soon find out
please turn to next page

Eleanor gives me a free run of the refrigerator. By mid¬
night, a milk and cookie snack will taste like a feast.

SECRETS of a Hollywood Baby-Sitter (continued)
who’s real and who’s phony, who’s happy and who’s
miserable, and why.
Take it from one who knows. The real people
are wonderful to work for, and their happiness has
nothing to do with diamonds or Cadillacs.
Of all the movie couples I’ve sat for, the happiest,
funniest, and nicest pair is Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Ford. When I get a home and family of my own,
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rang their front door bell with a trembling finger.
“Think nothing of it,” Glenn said, as I started to
apologize. “We had a little trouble locating the
house ourselves.”
What he meant, I shortly discovered, was that

I’m going to model it after the Fords’. When you’ve

when he was discharged from the Marines, and
Elbe came home from the hospital with baby Peter,
they had to look for a larger house. They hunted
for a long time before they found a home that

read this piece, I think you’ll see why.
The first time I went to Glenn and Eleanor Ford’s
home I was late. I had trouble finding the right
street and I was full of prepared apologies when I

combined country living with nearness to Columbia
studios where Glenn works. When they saw a “For
Sale” sign on the house built by music director
Max Steiner, they snapped (Please turn to page 90)

I found Petie as charming as his parents. Eleanor kindly managed a getting-to-know-each-other period between Petie and me.
As Glenn and Eleanor kissed Petie goodnight, it made
me glad Pm part of the family—if only for a night.

Eleanor’s a conscientious mother. My instructions are in writing
and she leaves me a number where I can call her—in an emergency.

gVJLOVJS

Her phenomenal fairy tale jump
from poor girl to princess man¬
aged to shock world newspapers.

Rita knew what the world didn’t-—that
as soon as Prince Aly got his father’s
permission he would make her princess.

SIOR"'

By ARNO JOHANSEN

e,e' told
* Once before in this century, men and women
everywhere throbbed to the refrain of a true-life love
story when the King of England gave up his throne
for the Woman He Loved.
And now once again, a true Cinderella love story
of a movie actress who rose from obscurity to fame,
and a fabulous prince—one of the richest in the
world—warms the heart of this tired old world.
The love affair of Rita Hayworth and Prince Aly
Khan is like a fairy tale and has the happy ending
that all of us yearn for.

. . . And so they were married and lived happily
ever after.
FIFTEEN years ago, Rita Hayworth was a poor,
1 black-headed little girl whose hairline grew too low
on her forehead.
With her father, Eduardo, she used to dance in
cabarets strewn along the coast of California.
Her father who was born in Seville, Spain, was a
dynamic, young-looking man, and for the purpose of
obtaining bookings, he used (Please turn to page 79)

You can have
your fairy tales
and Arabian

money Rita's
story tops them all!
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* In the fall of 1938, I was crossing the campus at
the University of California (in Berkeley) weighted
down with the responsibility of casting the lead for
the next University play. I was not the regular drama
coach at the University; I had spent most of my life
in Little Theatre work, true, but I was at the Uni¬
versity for only one year to relieve the holder of the
coaching position while he completed a project of
his own.
The play was, for that period in history, a daring
one; it dealt with much the same theme as “Gentle¬
man’s Agreement,” so I wanted the male lead to be
dynamic, personable, but above all to give the im¬
pression of fearless candor. In brief, I had in mind
a young, but handsome, Lincoln.
I was more than ordinarily anxious to produce a
series of hits, and to provide a certain. amount of
theatrically challenging material. That was why I
had chosen “Rain From Heaven” as the play and
why I was in such a quandary about casting it.
It was then that I noticed this student. He was
loping along ahead of me, obviously bent on keeping
an appointment. His movements were hurried, but
nicely coordinated. He had the sort of lean, lanky
grace one associates with a yearling colt. A heavy
dark forelock fell forward (Please turn to phge 88)

Greg Peck will howl with
embarrassed amusement when he
reads this tribute from the man
who discovered him way back when . .

While wooing Greta, Greg told her he was a real Indian. “I
did that to gain her attention . , . she was awfully popular.”
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Tiny Steve is only too happy to give up tagging after big
brother Jonathan when Dad's around for a football tussle.
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Since her role in “Enchantment,” Gigi has become an important movie personality.
And although she’s only seven years old, she’s had five years’ acting experience.

To Gigi, big brother Peter Miles is the real star
of the family. He’ll be seen in “The Red Pony.”

movie roles with all the drama and know-how
of a Bergman.

How DOES she do it?

★ Film town has a brand new love team, and it’s one of the sweetest on record.
They are Gigi Perreau and her brother, Gerald, seven and ten respectively.
Their brother-and-sister adoration for each other has the sentimental movie
capital gurgling to itself.
Gigi and Gerald (who is known on the screen as Peter Miles) recently
played brother and sister in “Family Honeymoon,” with Claudette Colbert
and Fred MacMurray, and are currently enacting similar roles in “Roseanna
McCoy,” for Samuel Goldwyn.

In “Enchantment,” they were also teamed,

but as foster brother and sister, who grow up to (Please turn to page 83)
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* Melvyn

Douglas and his vivacious

Congress-

woman wife, Helen Gahagan, borrowed time out

that they had effectively hurdled two major road
blocks to marital happiness.

from their very active careers a few months ago

When Melvyn and Helen first announced their

to celebrate fifteen years of marriage and take a

intention of marriage, the future Mrs. Douglas was

happy inventory. In the process they made an

a top Broadway star and he was her leading man.

amazing discovery.

Road block Number One to marriage, well-meaning

The fifteen years had slipped past so fast that
the Douglas team had not fully absorbed the fact

friends pointed out at the time, was the fact that
they were two keen

(Please turn to page 92)

By BEN IRWIN

career l

“It W

Teen-age Mary Helen is quite a poised youngster, but when
Dad starts to rough-house, she drops dignity for giggles.

You can see that son Pete’s a chip off the old block At 14
he’s already taller than Melvyn—something Dad can t forget.

Melvyn’s off to the studio. When “The Great
Sinner”
is
finished,
the
sideburns
will
go.
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London isn't
Hollywood by any
means—but it
merits a warm spot
in the heart of
this Irish lass

While chatting with retired Sergeant Pilgrim, Dana Andrews and I overheard
someone ask if we were trying to create a New Look with “Impulse” costumes.

L0ID0I Diary
BY MAUREEN O’HARA

* I’ve never been one to keep a diary. I never seem
to want to take the time. But when 20th CenturyFox sent me to London to make “Impulse,” I de¬
cided to break down and keep a record of the
events. I expected to be gone only about three
months, but it was over six months before I got
home. Consequently, I am only going to give the
highlights of my trip here because otherwise my
diary would run about as long as “Gone With The
Wind.”
t
The first big thrill, as far as I’m concerned, was
going to Dublin to see Mother and Daddy. Much
Highlight of the London trip was the Film Ball. Here
Dana and I pose with stars Pat Plunkett, Googie Withers.
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Paging Sir Walter Raleigh! My outfits in “Impulse” are darling—but I always had to have help when I crossed this puddle.

to my surprise, Florence, my sister from Canada
whom I hadn’t seen for some time, was there, too.
And, of course, my two big, strapping, handsome
brothers, Jimmy and Charlie. Every time I see these
two the more convinced I am they should be in
pictures.
The house has six bedrooms, but it was absolutely
bulging with laughing, talking O’Hara’s. Almost
the minute I arrived we started to eat. Not that
that’s anything new in our house. Ireland, of course,
is still on strict rations. Bacon, for example, is al¬
most impossible to get, but you can have all the
eggs and most kinds of meat you want; Sweets are
hard to find and butter and tea are strictly rationed.

The worst of all is that you’re allowed only one
bar of soap a month—and that’s for washing clothes
as well as yourself.
Bronwyn, my little daughter, and my sister’s son
have been having a wonderful time tearing things
up properly.
The whole family was terribly excited when I told
them that I had been granted an audience with the
Pope. I’m to see His Holiness before I leave for
America.
At a big press interview, arranged for me by
Bruce Woodhouse, I was lucky enough to meet the
Archbishop of Westminster. The way the meeting
came about was really (Please turn to page 78)
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* The picturesque town of Kitzbuehel in Austria is the honeymoon spot Tyrone Power
and his bride, Linda Christian, fled to after the hullabaloo of their much publicized
romance and wedding. And reports from Kitzbuehel’s 7,000 residents assure us that the
handsome couple are “divinely happy.”
The Powers have their futures very well scheduled. After their 1-month honeymoon
they’re due for some more traveling: Ty’s role in “Black Rose” will take him to England,
Scotland and North Africa. Linda probably could have a role in the picture, too, but Ty
has other ideas. It’s no secret that he wants a family. Happily Linda does too; she wants
six children—and all like Ty, please.

So in love—Linda and Ty didn’t know anyone was looking
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when

the

photog snapped this intimate pictun

Boots to

match

Linda's ski costume are on

gets

an

outfit
match

Lind a’.

(please turn
to next page)
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Quiet and beauty of the Alpine ski resort are a balm to Ty and
Residents are sympathetic to honeymooners, leave them blissfully

Linda.
alone.

Pin-up pictures galore decorate the walls
of Gail Russell’s cute 1-room apartment.

By ALICE L. TILDESLEY

• •. and loves it. What's more9 so would you!
* Gail Russell has an apartment in a neat, white building set on a hill above UCLA
where the view from her windows after sunset is a breath-taking pattern of lights.
She saw it first at night, as she drove home from the studio with her Paramount
secretary. The building wasn’t quite finished, but there was a rental sign. Gail
went in, and fell in love with the view.
“I had been living at home with my father, mother and brother, in a house
much too big for us,” she told me. “We like lots of (Please turn to next page)
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Gail decorated her apartment after helping Guy Madison with his.

Brisk, tailored decor suits her to a T.

“Everyone seems to have an award of some kind, “so I got one for
myself. It reads: Award to Gail Russell for Absolutely Nothing.”

privacy; we each had our own rooms and practi¬
cally lived in them, meeting one another now and
then at the door, or on our way to raid the kitchen
ice-box.
“There seemed to be a lot of unoccupied space,
especially after my brother, who is a musician,
began going on the road with his band. My mother
decided to sell the house and buy an apartment
court as an investment so this place was an answer
to prayer—shall we say?
“There are twelve apartments; the tenants are
nearly all young people going to the university,
and we’re all informal and neighborly;

it’s like

living in a sorority house, except that there are
men here, too. We don’t wear each other’s clothes,
as sorority sisters often do, but when anyone in the
building has too much of anything, he passes it
around.
“I was on the MJB program, and the studio sent
me a whole carton of coffee, far too much to store
in my small kitchen. I ran around leaving cans of

Spaniel Kelly looks the other way when Gail raids the
piggy bank. Note the “emergency” hole at the bottom.

coffee at each door, and that night I swear you
could hear cans rolling downstairs every ten min¬

whatever.” Gail illustrated with a slim and grace¬
ful arm.

utes, as owners came home and fell over them!”

“If I’m going down the hill, I take people to

Gail’s dark-fringed blue eyes lighted up; her face,

market, or I pick them up and bring them home.

which in repose has a haunting sadness, came to

Anyone who’s going shopping stops at each door to

gay life. Such fun!

The young marrieds upstairs

see if there are errands to be done. . . . People joke

wanted draperies for their apartment, so they all

about being ‘one big happy family,’ but we really

rented a sewing machine.

are. Christmas Eve, we all held Open House and
every door in the building was open. One place

Now everyone in the

building takes a turn making the draperies!
“A mother and daughter live next door to me,”
she exulted, “Simply wonderful neighbors.

They

served hors d'oeuvres, another had hot toddies, a
third, the salad course, and next door had turkey,

take in my milk, if I’m working—oh, they take in

buffet style.

milk for everybody, when the various tenants aren’t

got twelve people in here!”

home.

There’s a colonel, teaching ROTC at the

You can scarcely believe it, but we

“Here” is Gail’s charming one-room-and-kitchen

university, who can’t do a thing for himself; he’s

apartment.

always knocking at the next door to get stripes

finished, she had her way with its decoration. The

Acquiring it before the building was

That poor mother has no

ceiling is light, the walls dark green. They weren’t

privacy. Whenever she’s dressing, someone always

quite the shade Gail wanted, so she mixed paint and

sewn on his jacket.

knocks. She calls out: ‘Who is it?’ and as soon as

darkened them herself. Because she must use the

she’s sorted out what whoever-it-is wants, there

blonde furniture from her room at home, she de¬

comes her hand, sliding around the door with the

cided to make the decor (Please turn to page 73)
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By MRS. RICHARD WIDMARK
as told to Dora Albert
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* When I first met Dick Widmark, I was being

t\ieV

rushed by a sorority at Lake Forest University. In
fact, Dick was the bait used to lure me into the
sorority. One of the boasts of any good sorority
is that its members get to date the best men on the
campus, so a future sorority sister thoughtfully
selected Dick Widmark as my blind date for a barn
dance, hoping that I would be very much impressed.
I was. Dick, off the screen, is handsome, with
blond hair and gray eyes. He was a big wheel on
the campus—a football hero and Prom King that
year. Since I was just a freshman, that made a
big hit with me.
Told to dress in clothes suitable for a barn dance,

\\0» Sbe
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C0tv*
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I wore riding clothes for atmosphere, but felt like
sinking through the floor when I saw Dick. He
hadn’t bothered to change, was wearing an old
sweater and slacks.
However, he didn’t seem to mind my barn dance
attire, for he asked me for a date for the following
Wednesday. Greatly flattered by this attention from
an upperclassman, I agreed.
Dick didn’t have much (Please turn to page 711
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Richard Widmark-the screen’s meanest meanie- turns out to be quite a iamb . .
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What ci relief! Dirk becomes the hero
in 20th‘s “Down to the Sea in Ships.'*

the belle of the hall—by the girl

* Recently I was discussing with a group the dif¬
ference in popularity of some of the girls we know.
It’s always interesting to consider the problem of

And on the basis of their reactions and research

why some beautiful girls sit home with practically
no wolves howling around their door, while their

of my own, I’ve drawn a few general conclusions.
To a great degree, it seems to me, it is primarily
a matter of really wanting to be popular. Not the

less physically attractive sisters may be deluged

type of “wanting” where someone sits home in a

with bids for their available time by the entire
stag lineup.
In my short time in Hollywood, I’ve been lucky

chair and says, “I wish I were a really fine tennis
player!” or “I wish I had a million dollars!” or “I

enough to meet many wonderful fellows and make
many grand friends among them. Once in awhile,
I’ve asked some of my escorts what they consider
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most desirable in their dates and women in general.

wish I were the most popular girl in town!” This
kind of wanting gets you nowhere.
The kind of wanting that pays off, has some
thought and effort behind it. To become good at

But this is no laughing matter. It could even be the end of a beautiful friendship. Sure,
a guy likes to take out a glamorous girl—but he doesn’t want to watch her get that way!

You’ll follow him anywhere—but
only if you’ve seen Arthur Murray.

By BARBARA LAWRENCE

in Town
who (believe us) should know!

the game, the person has to get out on that tennis
court and work out three hours a day.

Whatever

the goal you must go after it intelligently. And, in
the same way, a girl has to make a planned effort
toward being popular.
In general our all-American

female

struggle

toward being the belle of the ball can be divided
into several different plans of attack.

First, as I

said, there has to be the active desire.
Then, a general knowledge of masculine psy¬
chology to help you figure what a man likes. Third,
the process of developing (Please turn to next page)

Clothes make the man—notice you! A formal party’s your
best opportunity to wow your own date and the stag line.
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your assets, and minimizing your drawbacks. And
fourth, some pertinent what-to-dos and what-not-todos.
Personally, I’m strictly of the personality vs. beauty
school. I don’t think that beauty has actually a thing
to do with popularity.

Naturally, it would be nice

to have a face like a magazine cover, but that alone
won’t do it. I’ve met a number of dull beauties in
my time, and yet I’ve met countless fascinating and
sought-after women who, as far as usual standards
go, could be classed as downright plain.
The shape of a face is not of too much importance.
The brain behind it counts.

So you’re not Hedy

Lamarr. But everyone has some “best” feature which
can be dramatized and made the center of attention.
Beautiful hair, a good mouth, lovely eyes. Any one
of these can be featured in your particular case.
The shape of a body is important. That’s some¬
thing we can govern, and if we aren’t interested in
keeping ourselves sleek and stream-lined, we can’t
expect to draw any whistles from the stagline.
Beauty, actually, can be an insidious thing.

If

you’re a beautiful girl, don’t sit back and take ad¬
vantage of it. Not all beauties (Please turn to page 82)
Men like girls with good card sense, which usu¬
ally means you must let your man win—always.

how to be
The Most Popular Girl
in Town
continued

So you’re not a Scarlett O’Hara!
have an enviably tiny waist if
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You can
you try.

Dangerous curves can be a hazard, but only
if you don’t keep them under control.

Cesar’s expression is a good example of why gossip in front of men
isn’t good. Their delicate constitutions just can t seem to stand it.

You’ll be in great shape—but don’t overdo
it. You might wind up stronger than he is.

Discuss last night’s conquest—but never! Giving away the secrets of
your success is like giving the other gals a key to your mans heart.
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* Seeing my life made into a picture is something

Naturally, Ethel and I sat down right away and

I never thought would happen, but it’s something

began to figure out whom we’d like to play my

that my wife, Ethel, and the kids will never forget.

part in the picture.

This has been the peak in my life.

“Jimmy Stewart!”

In 1946 when I was lucky enough to be given the

Almost together we said,

We knew we’d have no real

say-so as to who was cast but Jimmy had always

Most Courageous Athlete of the Year Award, my

been a favorite of ours. And, besides, he was tall

wife, Ethel, said to me, “The only thing that would

like I was and he had a kind of drawl like mine.

make your life complete now would be to have- a
picture made of your life.”
We laughed at that. But it wasn’t long after that
that I got a call from Hollywood.

When I was

asked if I’d be interested in having my life story
filmed I was so dumbfounded I could only say
weakly, “Yes.”

At first it looked like there was no hope of get¬
ting Jimmy because he was busy on another pic¬
ture and he had a commitment to follow, but we
kept hoping. And luck was with us! Jimmy Stewart
it was!
Ethel, Denny, and Monty, Jr., our twin sons, and
I left for Hollywood shortly after that to start

Here's a double play that movie and baseball fans will love—Jimmy Stewart's

the preparations for making “The Stratton Story.”
I’ll never forget the first day I met Jimmy.

I

wasn’t at all nervous about meeting him. He didn’t
seem like any stranger to me. He was just a fellow
like myself and I felt 1 knew him right away. After
all, I did know him on the screen. He was so downto-earth.

In short, he was just good old Jimmy

Stewart to me. Like he’d always been.
Jimmy and I spent a lot of time together before
shooting actually began on the picture.

I thought

he’d ply me with questions about myself, but he
didn’t. He just kept watching me and studying me.
Once he thought he knew me and what I was like,
that was all he needed. (Please turn to page 77)

doing the role of hero Monty Stratton

My wife was impressed when June Allyson was chosen to he the
screen Mrs. Stratton!
Here I am with June and Gerry Priddy.

Jimmy had to learn a lot of my tricks for “The Stratton Story.”
Usually Director Wood and Frank Morgan got in on lessons, too.

By
HOWARD DUFF

I
should
be
twins!
Double or nothing seems
to be the byword in the
hectic life of Howard Duff.
He has two alarm clocks,
two careers and twice as
much fun as any other
bachelor in Hollywood

I’m not complaining about being so
*"’«v—but I could use an 8-day week.

Boy, I pity my roommate, agent Mike Meshikow, when I go
on a cooking spree. He invariably winds up doing the dishes.

Relax between scenes? Not Duff! I’d rather
talk movies with director Fred De Cordova.

It didn’t take kids in Camarillo long to discover Sam' Spade was on location making “Illegal
Entry.” I think they wanted a lesson in ballistics, but frankly the toy gun baffled me.

* Maybe if I were twins, life wouldn’t be quite so
hectic.
Still, if I were twins, I’d be only half as busy . . .
and if I were only half as busy, I’d get paid only
half as much salary . . . and if I got paid only half
as much salary . . . Hey, a thing like this can lead
to very serious consequences!
But about this hectic life of mine.
Let me first say that the man who invented alarm
clocks (could it have been Don Ameche?) is defi:
nitely no friend of mine. I know that an alarm clock
is supposed to be a useful device—in its place. But
not on MY dresser!

I am a guy with twin lives: pictures and radio;
two alarm clocks, both wrong; and just never—but
never—enough sack time. (I sort of love my sleep.)
Somewhere in the Bible, it seems to me, it says
very plainly, “Six days shalt thou labor, and on the
seventh, rest.”
Not me. On the seventh day I’m Sam Spade.
I’m not complaining, mind you. I like being Sam
Spade, just as I like being all the things I am in
pictures. I think it’s fine, and I wouldn’t trade it
for anything. But there are times it gets confusing.
Or, more accurately, hectic, which Mr. Webster
informs me means “feverish.”
(Please turn to next page)

Sunday after breakfast is the calm before the storm. In about three minutes
I’ll be rushing off to CBS Studios for rehearsal of my “Sam Spade” broadcast.
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Sometimes I can squeeze in a swim at the beach.
Here I worry about nothing—except commuting!

I don’t run any temperature, but I do run. Take
any Sunday—they’re almost all alike. Just when
I’m turning over for a little more shut-eye, after six

garage, get out the car and drive to CBS, which is
really only a few minutes from where I live in the.

full days at Universal-International, my No. 1 alarm

Hollywood hills. Sometimes Mike goes with me, and
sometimes he stays at the house. He figures he’s

clock rings. I ignore it. Then my No. 2 alarm clock

done his day’s work, just getting me up.

rings. I ignore that, too. Then my good friend and

At the broadcasting studio I meet Bill Spier, the

agent, Mike Meshikow, who lives with me, comes

producer, Lurene Tuttle, who plays Effie, my secre¬
tary, Bob Tallman and Gil Doud, the writers, and

into my bedroom. Very noisily. He shakes me. I
look at him. “Do you know what day this is?” he

the others in the cast. We spend a half hour or so

says.

gagging, or telling each other what we’ve been
doing all week, have some more coffee, mark up our

I know, but I clam up.
“It’s Sunday,” he goes on. “You know—Sunday?

scripts and settle down to work. Several solid hours

Radio show? Sam Spade? CBS?”
“My friend,” I mutter accusingly, as though he

of it. Before I know it, it’s lunch time. After lunch,
which I usually spend with Spier and the writers at

had stabbed me in the back.
But I get up, finally, not without a good many

some place nearby like the Brown Derby or Britting-

groans. “Well, Duff,” I tell myself, “here you go
again.” Ages later, or what seems ages later, I’ve

script changes. There’s another short break, and

showered, shaved, dressed, and picked up some of

and we’re on the air.

ham’s, there are more rehearsals, perhaps some
then it’s 5 o’clock and broadcast time (out here)

my shoes I’ve left lying around. I glance at the

After three years, summer and winter, it’s still

Sunday papers and brew some coffee. (Some people
claim you have to spoon it out, but I don’t think it’s

exciting, still a thing that puts butterflies in your
stomach as you see that second hand creeping closer

that strong.)

and closer around the (Please turn to next page)

I

drag myself downstairs to the
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All my studio would have to do to make me happy would be to ask me to sport a beard
in a picture. Think of the things I could do in the time I’d save on shaving.
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clock, while you watch the control room
for your cue out of the comer of your
eye.
Thirty short minutes later it’s over—
until next week.
And that, as they say, is my Sunday.
Not exactly minute by minute, but the
high spots. Maybe there are some fan
club youngsters waiting outside, looking
for autographs. Or there’s a brief get-to¬
gether with the CBS publicity man, per¬
haps some fast photographs to pose for.
Maybe I drive back to the house, pick up
Mike and the two of us go over to Res¬
taurant Row on La Cienega for a leisure¬
ly dinner. Or we whip up some ham and
eggs or broil a steak at home, sit around,
talk theatre or just relax. Or I try to
catch up on some of my neglected read¬
ing.
Then bed around 11—and those
alarm clocks again.
Because the next day is Monday—and
that means six more full days at the
studio.
Sure, the weekly routine will
vary some, naturally. If it’s summer, and
I'm living at the beach (I usually rent a
cottage there) I may manage a quick
swim in the ocean before breakfast and
the drive into town. If it’s a Sunday, and
my broadcast day, I might even squeeze
in a quick hour or so of horseback riding.
I’ve finally gotten around to it, after some
trepidation—and it’s not bad. Not bad at
all.
When I’m not living at the beach, I
may take a hike in the hills around my
house, which are unbelievably wild and
rustic, though only five minutes away
from Sunset Boulevard, the Strip and the
Schwabadero. There are coyotes up there
and even an occasional deer, believe it or
not, and at night the mountains surround
you, all dark and mysterious.
Does all that sound hectic? To me it
is—and then again it isn’t. Somebody
once asked me, “Just how do you budget
your time, what with your picture work,
your radio show, wardrobe fittings, inter¬
views, portrait sittings, your social life,
location trips and all? When do you
relax?”
Well, I’m relaxing all the time. Or I try
to. I’m relaxing right now, telling you
this story. And picture work, or acting
(maybe it’s the ham in me) is very
gratifying. I won’t say it’s fun, because
that sounds corny, and it’s not always

true, either. Sometimes it can be pretty
dull, like any job. But it’s what I like,
what I’m fitted for, what I’d rather do
than anything else. Before the cameras
or the mircophone you’re keyed up, tense,
excited. It’s always like that when you’re
working in an interesting picture like,
say, “Red Canyon,” or the last one I
made, “Illegal Entry.” It can be tough,
too, like the days we spent out at Cama¬
rillo Airport, about an hour away from
Hollywood, locationing for “Illegal
Entry.”
It was cold there, and windy (it was
during the famous, if you’ll pardon the
expression, January freeze) and it meant
getting up mighty early. For me, anyway.
It meant driving out to that airport,
shooting the outdoor stuff, then back to
the studio, then back again to that bleak
and windy airport. There was almost a
week of it, and it was a little rugged.
Or it can be really hectic, this business
of matching up your picture work and
radio work, and making it all mesh. Like
the time we were locationing up at
Kanab, Utah, some 700 or so miles from
Hollywood. That was for “Red Canyon.”
We’d shoot till about 6 o’clock on Satur¬
day evening, then I’d take off for Holly¬
wood and my Sunday radio show.
Because Kanab is way back in the
hinterland, and miles from a railroad
station (the scenery’s magnificent, by
the way), it meant driving in a car about
three hours—and fast—then flagging
down the City of Los Angeles Stream¬
liner at a tiny water stop, riding all
night, arriving in Hollywood some time
in the morning, rushing down to CBS,
script readings, rehearsals and then the
broadcast. And then home, after a quick
dinner, and a very early bedtime. Be¬
cause about dawn I had to be at the
airport to pick up a specially-chartered
plane that would bring me back to Kanab
and work again, early Monday morning.
I’m puffing now, just thinking about
it. I did that Kanab-to-Hollywood-toKanab routine for about two months. I
guess it didn’t hurt me, because I’m still
here to tell about it. I even got so my
chest expanded a notch or two, thinking
of that specially-chartered plane they
had there waiting for me every Monday.
I thought that was great stuff. But once
I was sure I was a dead pigeon so far

as my Sam Spade show was concerned.
We had gotten away from Kanab a
little later than usual that Saturday night,
and I sat in the car chewing my nails for
three hours, feeling sure we’d never
make that Streamliner. Then, just as we
pulled into that little water stop, a train
(I was certain it was mine) flashed by
at 70 miles an hour. I could just see
somebody else playing Sam Spade that
Sunday night, because there were no
other train connections. But the station
agent explained that the train I had
seen was still another Streamliner, run¬
ning about an hour late, and my train,
which was also late, hadn’t come in yet.
Well, I sat in that gloomy station until
4:30 that morning, counting every nick,
every carved initial, every splinter in that
hickory bench (it must have been hick¬
ory; nothing else could be so hard) and
feeling mighty sorry for myself. There
wasn’t a magazine around, or a news¬
paper. I couldn’t even buy a coke. All I
found to read was a 12-months-old time¬
table. The dialogue in it was terrible! I’d
doze off, dream, jerk awake, walk out¬
side, stare at the tracks, come back and
doze some more. They weren’t really
dreams; they were nightmares, all mixed
up with leering microphones, non-stop
Streamliners, station agents who didn’t
wake me in time, and visions of Duff
trying to hold back the hands of the CBS
studio clock.
That, let me tell you, was really hectic.
But the train finally came, and I hopped
on it, arrived in Hollywood and did my
broadcast. On time, too. Only I couldn’t
at first figure out why everybody on the
show kept calling me The Thin Man, in¬
stead of Sam Spade. I must have lost 20
pounds.
Naturally, the hectic life of Howard
Duff isn’t always as hectic as that. It
couldn’t be. But most of the time it’s
frenzied enough. I guess perhaps I
worked harder in the Army than I do
now, when I was writing and producing
radio shows. I’d still like to do some
writing, not professionally, but for my
own pleasure. Only who has the time?
It’s those two alarm clocks again. On the
set or between pictures there’s no chance.
You’re either studying your script or pos¬
ing for still pictures; talking to a maga¬
zine writer or a newspaper columnist for
an interview; going over to wardrobe for
fittings; coming back for a couple of days
of retakes—or doing Sam Spade!
Sometimes I wish I could drop off for
a fast forty winks between camera setups,
like Burt Lancaster or George Brent, but
I haven’t mastered that knack yet. Nights
there are friends coming over, or maybe
a chess game, if I can find someone who
wants to play; trying out some new rec¬
ords; catching up with some of the new
books; answering fan mail. Maybe a pre¬
view or two, or a small intimate party.
Maybe a date or two each week with Ava
Gardner—good friend and swell person—
but just friendly dates. No romance.
Really.
As for late hours—well, how can you
keep late hours, when you work a sevenday week? I’d just be sleepy the next day,
and that’s not good. One of these days
I’m hoping to be able to tape-record my
radio show in advance—say do three or
four at a time, then coast for a couple
of weeks. And one of these days, too, I
want to get back to the stage again—for a
little while, anyway.
Meanwhile, I’m counting on another
good summer at the beach, with Mike
Meshikow and a few other close friends.
There’ll be swimming, swimming and
more swimming. No cooking—not much,
anyway. I’ll have my same huge icebox
—the one that puzzled everybody so last

summer, because there was nothing in it
but a few bottles of beer! I remember
once Mike discovered a steak in there
(Continued from page 591
(how it got there, I don’t know) and took
it out to show me. “Hey, what are we
going to do with this?” he asked. “It’s
money in those days, so our date con¬
the phone, get him out of bed and say,
been around here about a week.”
sisted of lingering for a long time over
“Good morning, you’re started, pal. Pan¬
“Oh, leave it there,” I said. “It’ll be i cokes and then walking to a movie thea¬
demonium has broken loose in your
swell in case somebody shows up with a
tre in nearby Evanston, Illinois, where
classroom.”
black eye.”
the admission price was only twenty-five
In addition to teaching classes, Dick
That beach period is the time when
cents a person. I can’t remember now
directed the college plays, each one of
life becomes just a little less feverish,
what the feature picture was, but I’m
them a smash hit.
(Did you ever hear
though it’s still a Monday-to-Sunday
sure the hero didn’t look nearly as won¬
of a college play that wasn’t a smash
routine when I’m working both in pic¬
derful to me as Dick did.
hit?)
Of course, Dick gave me roles in
tures and in radio. That’s when I’ll need
I saw Dick again on Saturday and Sun¬
various plays.
Everyone waited
in
three alarm clocks, because coming in
day night. We had walking dates, since
breathless suspense to hear what he
from the beach isn’t quite as easy as
our previous date had exhausted his
would say to me about my performance.
coming in to work from Hollywood. But
funds. The following week, I saw Dick
He never said a word!
the life will still be hectic—in a quiet
again on Wednesday, Saturday and Sun¬
If he’d had anything to say, he’d never
way. I can’t say that I don’t like it, be¬
day. I assumed I was “in.”
have said it in front of all my grinning
cause I do. And I’m a guy who loves his
But the next week there was no phone
classmates, anyway.
sack time—even as you, and you, and
call from Dick. There were no more
At the end of the semester, I left for
you. The only difference is that I don’t
dates. I confessed my amazement to my
New York to attend the American Acad¬
usually get my fill of it. Ah, well, maybe
sorority sisters.
(By this time I had
emy of Dramatic Arts. Dick continued
someday I will—I hope.
joined.)
to teach for another year.
Then he
Like little Billy in school, whose
“Oh, that’s nothing,” one of them told
came to New York to work in radio.
teacher had instructed him and the other
me calmly. “Dick always does that. I
He began to talk about getting mar¬
pupils to write a composition on what
guess he doesn’t want to go steady with
ried. When Dick had been teaching, my
they would do if they had a million dol¬
any girl. No one lasts more than two
father had looked on him as a somewhat
lars. All the kids began writing busily
weeks with him.”
solid citizen, but from the moment he
except Billy. “Young man,” the teacher
So what was a girl to do? I mourned
learned that Dick intended to be an
reprimanded him, “don’t you know you
actor, he frowned at the idea of our
the loss of Dick for about three days, and
are supposed to be telling what you
then started going out with other boys
getting married. At this point my father
would do if you had a million dollars?”
on the campus. Occasionally I’d see him
saw just one hope for me—marrying a
“Well,” replied Billy, stretching lazily
solid businessman who would bring se¬
on the school grounds. He’d say “Hi.”
and leaning back in his chair, “this is
curity and safety into my life.
I’d say “Hi”—and that was that.
exactly what I would be doing if I had a
About a year after the date on which
Finally, I laid plans for convincing
million dollars.”
Dad. I went out to Evanston, Illinois,
Dick and I had first met, I was going
That’s Duff, all right.
Life can be
around with his best friend. Dick tagged
and took my father to dinner. I pointed
mighty crowded, but I don’t think I’d
out that Dick wasn’t an actor-type of
along sometimes. One day he surprised
change mine for anything. Not for any¬
fellow but a businessman at heart.
I
me by saying suddenly, “How would
thing at all.
said he was stable and sensible. As a
you like to go on a boat ride with me to¬
Unless . . . well, there’s no chance of
clincher, I mentioned the fact that Dick
morrow morning?” I said I would like
anybody inventing an eight-day week, is
keeps accurate records of everything. He
it just fine.
there?
does, too. He has a record of every play
That night I was out very late. At
The End
and radio show in which he’s ever ap¬
about 10 the next morning, Dick phoned
peared, and the exact date thereof. Dick
to ask if I was ready. Still in bed, I
is neat and systematic.
lifted one hand sleepily toward the phone
Convinced at last, my father gave in.
and said, with a yawn, “Ready? Why,
(Maybe he was just exhausted.)
Any¬
I’m still in bed.”
way, I wired Dick, “Father says it’s
At that Dick exploded. “Forget it,” he
okay.” We were married on May 5th,
said. “The boat sailed.”
1942 at Evanston, Illinois.
Having muffed my big chance, I had
I had no idea in those days that I was
to think of a way to recoup. I decided to
marrying the man who was to become
borrow a book from Dick. I called him
one of the screen’s best-known menaces.
up and told him I was directing a campus
On the stage he played young juveniles
play and had only one copy of it. Since
and leading men, and on the radio every
I knew he had two, might I borrow one?
kind of character known to soap opera.
When he said “yes,” I asked if he could
After his stage performance as a young
possibly bring it over that evening—
leading man in “Kiss and Tell” he re¬
please.
ceived several movie offers. We talked
Actually I could have borrowed copies
it over, and agreed it would be best to
from a score of other people, but he didn’t
turn them down, until he had a long
stop to think of that. Somehow, he didn’t
succession of stage hits behind him.
seem to suspect, either, that this might
At that time the only menacing thing
be just a subterfuge to get him over to
about Dick was his attitude toward mv
see me.
habit ,of not picking up after myself.
It all led to a little conversation, and
When we were first married, he was
the little conversation led to a date. That
used to having a place for everything
date led to other dates. This time at the
and everything in its place. I was used
end of the two weeks I was still “in.” A
to leaving a trail of clothes from the
year later I was wearing Dick’s frater¬
kitchen to the bedroom.
My jacket
nity pin.
would drape one chair, and my skirt an¬
When Dick graduated from Lake For¬
other. The apartment usually looked as
est, he was offered a post as instructor.
if a raid had been going on.
That was my cue to take classes in
“Look, darling,” Dick said to me, “I
speech and. dramatics. It was amazing
don’t mean to try to turn you into a
the way my grades improved when Dick
drudge, but don’t you think it would.be
was my teacher.
better to hang your clothes in the
I think I made life pretty hard for
closet?”
Dick in those days. As a rule, he is a
As a result of our influence oM each
fiend for being on time. But every night
other, Dick has grown a little more lax
when we had a date, I would urge him
about picking up after himself, and I’ve
to stay a little later. He had a class to
remained the same.
teach at 8 A. M., and it was a standing
One of Dick’s greatest virtues is his re¬
joke around the campus that he could
liability. It was one of the reasons for
rarely get there on time.
his great success on radio. Radio direc¬
Each morning he would come ripping
tors knew that if somebody fluffed a line,
across the campus at eight or later. Some
became ill or didn’t appear, Dick would
mornings, the faculty member who had
Between rehearsals, Lurene 1 uttle, Wally
be there pitching.
“He’ll do it,” they
the
class
next
to
his,
would
call
him
on
Maher and I sneak over to the Brown Derby.

I'M IN LOVE WITH A MENACE
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These young fans won’t forget meeting Richard Widmark while he was on location in
Miami for “Slattery’s Hurricane.”
This picture marks his first romantic movie role.
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said and he always managed to somehow.
I haven’t the faintest notion what he
is like at breakfast time, before he has
his first cup of coffee. I barely catch a
glimpse of him then. He usually has his
first cup of coffee sent up, wherever he
is working.
He is sometimes impulsive when it
comes to making decisions.
He. liked
the role of Tommy Udo in his first pic¬
ture, “Kiss of Death,” so much that he
signed a seven-year contract just to get
that role. Then he was afraid to tell me
how long he’d signed for. I found out
about it for the first time when a news¬
paperwoman asked me, “You’re going
to be in Hollywood for seven years,
aren’t you?”
Just as impulsively, Dick rented our
first house in Hollywood.
The house
itself was terrible. Dick was impressed
by the stable, the horses and the view.
To me the house looked like the most
heaven-forsaken, isolated place I’d ever
seen.
Sure, the view was fine, but it
didn’t make up for the snakes around
the house and the coyotes which howled
at night.
We finally succeeded in renting a
house which was just what we both
wanted—in Brentwood—a white brick,
low, rambling, ranch-style house, with
wide boards in the kitchen. Dick said,
“Why live in California unless you can
feel at home there?” So we sent for our
own furniture and books from back
East.
The furniture is a mixture of
French provincial and Victorian, with
an “antiquey” flavor.
Dick built his own bookcases for the
house. He always does. There are few
things he likes better than building
bookcases, but for some reason, the
shelves usually turn out crooked.
We
have left a trail of crooked bookcases in
every apartment or house in which we
have ever lived.
Dick is Mr. Fix-It around the house.
Whenever anything goes wrong, he says
never mind calling in the plumber, the

painter or the plasterer, he’ll fix it. One
day the washbasin in the kitchen was
clogged. Dick went into his never-mindcalling-the-plumber routine, and took
the washbasin apart all over the floor.
Into the room wandered our daughter
Ann, three years old.
“What are you
doing, daddy?” she asked sweetly.
“I think,” Dick said to me, “you’d bet¬
ter get her out of the room.”
Out she went, and he blew his top.
He’d worked for hours trying to put the
washbasin together again, and it simply
wouldn’t go.
We had to call jn the
plumber after all.
Whenever something needs to be fixed,
Dick starts the job humming and whis¬
tling. But when he fails to get it fixed,
there’s an ominous silence—and people
head for storm cellars.
From the time he first knew I was
going to have Ann, he started spoiling
me.
After she was born, he started
spoiling her.
No expectant mother ever got more
attention that I did before the arrival
of Ann.
When Ann signified that she
was actually going to arrive, it was war¬
time, and the use of gasoline was greatly
restricted. We got into our little Crosley,
which was bought because we could get
about 30 miles to a gallon, and Dick
headed in the direction of Bronxville.
The . Crosley sputtered—it was quite a
poke—and tempus was fugiting.
Dick got terribly worried.
By the
time we got to the hospital, he wanted
to have me rushed right into a bed. The
receptionist in charge was much more
calm and said, “There’s a long list of
questions you’ll have to answer first.”
Dick looked at me in dismay and said,
“Are you sure the baby will wait till you
finish your list?”
They assured Dick the baby wouldn’t
come until the next day, and made him
go home. That night a friend, who had
just been discharged from the Army and
had been celebrating his discharge, came
to visit Dick to inquire how I was. He’d

obviously had a little too much to drink.
Furiously, Dick said, “How could you get
drunk on a night like this?”
The next morning Dick had to go to
work. The baby still hadn’t been born,
and the hospital assured him she wasn’t
likely to be born during his radio show.
But Ann double-crossed Dick. She ar¬
rived right in the middle of the re¬
hearsal.
He treats her more like a friend than
like a daughter. Once when I had to go
to New York for a couple of weeks and
Dick took charge of Ann, I returned to
hear her saying, “Let’s go and get the ice
cream cones now.” For two weeks she
had been ordering Dick about. He had
taken her to the Zoo, the circus and
every other place she commanded. He
bought ice cream cones at any time of
the day she specified; and the whole
household revolved around her whims.
I asked Dick why he’d let Ann run
him ragged. He said, “I can’t say no to
her.”
The greatest bone of contention be¬
tween Dick and myself is that he never
notices what I am wearing or how I do
my hair. I could walk around the house
in a gunny-sack, and he’d never say a
word. And that isn’t all! I could wear
the latest Schiaparelli model, and he
wouldn’t notice that either.
Recently, I had my hair done in the
newest short bob. I wondered how Dick
would react to the new hairdo. All eve¬
ning I kept leaning toward him, flinging
my hair and my head in his direction.
He didn’t notice a thing.
Finally a
friend joined us and said, “Why, Jean,
what a lovely new hairdo. Don’t you like
it, Dick?”
“What new hairdo?” he said blindly.
But don’t get me wrong. The argu¬
ments between us are very minor. There
are so many wonderful things about
Dick.
I still treasure his first gift to me. It
was a little bracelet with the word
“Jean” on one side, and his initials
“R.H.W.” on the other.
Don’t ask me
what the “H” stands for. I don’t know.
Dick’s father sometimes used that middle
initial, so Dick did, too.
Dick couldn’t afford a gold bracelet in
those days.
It has turned green and
black and purple, but I still keep it—a
cherished memento of the days when I
succeeded in winning the heart of the
grandest man on the campus.
He likes the outdoors, and is crazy
about riding, tennis and swimming.
I
share all those sports with him except
riding.
He
likes
movies,
particularly
old
silents. We have a home projector, and
he runs the old silent pictures umpteen
times, detecting in
them techniques
which have been hailed as brand new in
1949.
He hasn’t let his head be turned by
Hollywood
or
anything
else.
We
sneaked into a drive-in to see his first
picture, “Kiss of Death.” The audience
seemed to like him, and we were both
rather surprised. Dick turned to me and
said, “If they like this character, maybe
Hollywood is going to be easy.”
Lots of fans have written to Dick to
say that they hope he isn’t going to be
typed as a menace; that they feel he can
do other kinds of performances. Taking
heed of all these letters, 20th CenturyFox recently cast Dick in his first hero
role in “Down to the Sea in Ships.” In
it he looks more like himself than he’s
ever looked before.
Of course, he’s been a hero to me all
along. I hope that he’s now going to be a
hero to you, too.
The End

GAIL LIVES ALONE
(Continued from page 571

Chinese Moderne. Just a frustrated artist,
as she says, Gail enjoyed carrying out
her ideas.
Curtains and cornices are of bamboo,
as is the matting that floors the space by
the bamboo bar that leads to the kitchen.
The living room has a Chinese red rug,
with goatskin rugs lying blonde and thick
before the wide couch (actually her bed,
stripped of head and foot boards) cov¬
ered in a unique Chinese print.
This
lively fabric in red, green and black on
a white ground, is also used on hassocks,
in draperies, and in a panel set in her
radio-and-record-player-cabinet.
“My goatskin rugs began life in ‘The
Paradine Case,’ ” said my hostess, from
her scarlet bar stool. “They were also
used in ‘Samson and Delilah,’ and then
I bought them from the studio. The Chi¬
nese print I saw on a chair at a friend’s
house, and loved it. When I couldn’t lo¬
cate any of it, I tormented a studio set
decorator until he found me some—in
self-defense, I imagine—-and I bought
enough for the apartment.
“I bought picture frames at the dime
store and painted them scarlet; painted
my kitchen table and four chairs white.
I saved a piece of the red-white-andblack olio print that papers bathroom and
dressingroom and put it under the
glass of my coffee table. By the time I
was done, I wasn’t sure whether it was
good or not!”
Confidentially, it’s delightful!
N'o sooner had Gail converted her
apartment into a thing of beauty, than
Guy Madison, who is “just a good friend”
and absolutely NOT a fiance, wanted one,
too. Guy had a house, but it contained too
much space for a young bachelor who’s
seldom at home.
“He had furnished a den, a bedroom
and a kitchen,” explained Gail, “but there
was nothing but wallpaper in his big
livingroom, and he knew he’d never get
around to furnishing that. Guy was doing
a play in New Orleans when I moved. He
wrote me, asking if I could get him an
apartment here, and I was lucky enough
to find him one upstairs.”
Gail had Guy’s walls painted a light
chocolate; chose a yellow, green and
chocolate plaid for his couch bedspread,
and hunter’s green draperies to match the
green in the plaid. Guy insisted on using
Gail’s oil paintings as decoration. Because
Guy loves to hunt, her paintings are
mostly of animals, except for a Toreador,
and all are framed in the same blonde
wood as his furniture.
Gail’s interest in art began very early.
She studied at the Art Institute in Chi¬
cago, later majoring in art when she
attended University High School in the
forenoon, and Santa Monica Technical
School in the afternoon. “For me, school
was over at noon; the rest was fun. We
decorated our class room, and painted it,
in our levis and jeans. I remember we
used to go around picking out wallpaper
and working over paints, trying to get the
right color. Maybe my interest in decora¬
tion stems from that.
“Now, crazy as you may think me, I’d
like to learn to fence. It’s wonderful for
balance and grace. Besides, it’s fun!”
Despite the fact that Gail was simply
dressed in white shirt and well-cut
slacks, she looked extremely decorative
on her scarlet stool, silhouetted against
the dark green wall. She threw out her
hands and sighed. “My biggest problem
is that I have no bedroom and I hate to
have anyone sit on my bed. And no mat¬

ter how you feel, or what’s your rush,
you know you must make up the bed the
minute you hop out of it and have your
room shipshape before you go out. If the
doorbell rings when you’re in bed, you
must either get dressed in a hurry to an¬
swer it, or lie and worry about who
rang. I must say it keeps you very neat.
“Guy doesn’t need a bedroom, as a girl
does. He’s so seldom home—always off
hunting, or away doing plays, or some¬
thing. He hunts with bow and arrow with
champion archer, Howard Hill, and Guy’s
good! Twice a week, if Guy’s in town,
you can find him over at Howard’s mak¬
ing bows or arrows. He has three or four
bows now, and about a million arrows!”
Gail enjoys archery herself, and has a
bow called “Little Sister,” made by
Champion Hill, who likes to name his
bows. One of Guy’s is called “Mo,” be¬
cause Guy’s reed name is Moseley.
The apartments are all so small that
—except for such occasions as Christmas
Eve—Gail seldom attempts dinners for
more than four.
“I had four here last week,” she made a
graceful gesture toward the kitchen, and
the four painted chairs. “We had home¬
made chili, sour dough bread with garlic
butter, and a green salad with avocado.
Guy likes avocado.”
Sometimes Guy comes down to Gail’s
for dinner; sometimes Gail runs up to
Guy’s.
“Guy likes to dive for lobster
down at Laguna, and he’s crazy for
lobster salad. He bought me a big wooden
salad bowl; when he comes in with two
or three enormous lobsters, as he usually
does, we have enough for the next week.
Or we would have, if the whole building
didn’t dine on it, too! Guy looks after the
meat dish, when we cook; I’m in the salad
department. We seldom eat desserts.” . . .
The secret of their marvelous figures!
Guy has a deep freeze in his apart¬
ment, so there’s a place for the rabbits,
lobsters and deer he brings home. Gail
is fond of venison, so one night when
Guy called up to say he had some, she

welcomed the idea. He came down with
a dish of spicy-smelling meat and set it
triumphantly before her.
“I ate a piece, thought it strong, tough
and pretty terrible,” she confessed, “but
I politely tried to eat more. ‘It’s probably
not cooked long enough,’ I told myself,
‘but he’s so proud of it, I’d better seem
pleased.’ When I finally had to lay down
my knife and fork, the meat half-eaten,
what does Guy do but tell me it was
really wild burro, which tastes just the
way you think it would!
“We’re always piffling gags on each
other. One thinks of something, and the
other tries to top it. I remember, when I
was making ‘Angel and the Bad Man,’
Guy pulled a gag I couldn’t top. You
see, I’m always taking vitamin pills,
before or after meals, so this time Guy
sent me some bags of mothballs in dif¬
ferent colors, each bag with directions as
to when and how to take them. I had no
answer to that, so I bought him a dog.
Here he is: Kellyl”
A beautiful, blonde cocker spaniel
leaped up and wagged an adoring tail.
“Guy had to go away just then, so he
asked me to keep Kelly. I took him to the
studio every day, then we went home to¬
gether, and pretty soon I simply couldn’t
bear the thought of parting with him.
I bought his brother for Guy. He took the
new dog to the beach one day, and some
miserable creature picked him up, and
that was the end of Kelly’s brother!”
Gail and Guy have glorious times to¬
gether, but they are not engaged. She
doesn’t see much point in an engagement
until she is ready to set the wedding date.
Perhaps she means to let marriage over¬
take her. The two have been going to¬
gether for three years, and although Gail
doesn’t confine her dates exclusively to
Guy, she sees more of him than she does
of other men. As he’s out of town so
often, she must have other escorts.
The great problem of the girl who lives
alone is getting rid of the big bad wolf
who tries to enter her home. Gail’s apart¬
ment has no “peephole” in the door, no
window looking out on the entrance. As
a rule, anyone intending to call, tele¬
phones beforehand. She never opens her
door unless she recognizes a voice. But
even so, occasionally someone manages to

You wouldn’t think that Gail Russell’s little kitchen
facilities; nonetheless, she turns out many elaborate

could
meals

offer adequate cooking
from this tiny set-up.
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During day, bed pillows are tucked into the
tricky arms of Gail’s smart studio couch.
be outside when she opens to what she
supposes to be an expected guest.
“When that happens, I don’t let him in.
I say: ‘Sorry, I’m just dressing to go out!’
and I shut the door. It’s rude, but he’s
rude, too, to come without an invitation.”
She shrugged a graceful shoulder. “A
girl who works needs privacy; she has to
plan every free hour.” Nobody gets her
telephone number, unless she wants him
to have it. On her instrument, in place of
the
usual
number,
a
card
reads:
“GUESS???”

“One of the best things about this
apartment is that there’s only one en¬
trance. My windows are high above the
ground, and my grand neighbors’ door
is next to mine. They’d come, on the
double, if I called. We have a splendid
telephone arrangement, too.
You see,
we’re on a party line; when my bell
rings, she hears it. If I’m expecting an
important call, she answers my ring, and
asks who is calling. At the same time,
I take off my receiver and listen. She
says: ‘I’ll see if she’s in,’ then, if I don’t
come on and talk, she says she’s sorry,
she can’t find me. ... I do the same for
her.”
Gail has no maid and no maid service,
yet her apartment is immaculate, as is
everything she wears. She believes a girl
has no excuse for sloppiness just because
she lives alone.
“Guy used to take out my laundry,”
she smiled at the' thought. “He patro¬
nizes three laundries and a cleaner, and
the last time he took my stuff, he couldn’t
remember where he left it. I still haven’t
traced a sweater. So now I attend to
that myself.”
With hardly a week between them,
Gail has done five pictures in a row:
“Moonrise,” “Song of India,” “Wake of
the Red Witch,” “El Paso” and “Dan
Patch.”
“In ‘El Paso,’ my latest picture at
Paramount, I played the daughter of
Henry Hull,” she remembered.
“Two
days after he lay dying in my arms on
that set, I walked onto another lot to
do ‘Dan Patch,’ and who do I see but
Henry Hull in make-up! This time he
was Dennis O’Keefe’s father, but within
a week and a half, there he was dying
in my arms again! ‘Haven’t we done
this too often?’ we asked.

“Now I think I deserve a vacation, and
I’m going to Florida. I know it will be
fun. Some old friends of my mother’s live
in Miami and they have invited me to
stay with them. Guy will be there to
do the play, ‘John Loves Mary,’ while
I am there. We wanted to do that play
together last year, when Guy went east
for it, but I had too many pictures sched¬
uled.
“Now I’d love to do the Cockney girl.
They’ve signed the leading lady. But the
studio thinks it’s a mistake for me to play
the smaller role. . . . Still, I can hang
around the theater, and absorb the
atmosphere, and maybe learn a little.
I feel I need stage training—or is it that
I hope something will happen so I can
jump in and play any old part?”
No matter how exciting her Florida
vacation, I think Gail will be happy to
return to her enchanting apartment,
when it’s over. She likes it—wouldn’t
you?
The End

Gail won’t give her number to many people;
in fact, it doesn’t even show on the phone!

I REALLY HAVEN'T CHANGED
(Continued from page 331

quickly—everything seems so good. Let’s
see—” She concentrated frowningly: “I’ll
have a minute steak, medium rare, and a
glass of skimmed milk.”
As the waitress left, Janet picked up
the thread of her thoughts. “Yes, Holly¬
wood has helped me become an individ¬
ual with a mind of my own—and yet, I
wouldn’t call that a change in me. It’s
been more a process of growing up. I had
to make new friends, who are always
different from the childhood chums you
grew up with—you can never replace
them. But those old friends drift away,
go off and marry and have their own
lives.
“I still write regularly to all my old
friends, and whenever they’re in town, I
invite them here to the studio. But since
I’ve been here, I’ve been lucky enough
to meet so many wise and sophisticated
people. I listened to their conversation,
learned their views, and so began having
views of my own. That’s what I meant
by learning to think . . .
“. . . Everyone here has been marvel¬
ous to me. The people I’ve worked with
—Van Johnson,
Greer
Garson—she’s
grand!—Walter Pidgeon is a lamb, and
Bob Young— Oh, such a nice person! Not
only have the other actors been sweet
and helpful to me, but also the directors,
cameramen,
wardrobe
and
make-up
people. Being able to meet them all, and
learn from them, has meant so much to
me! You see, I’m about the luckiest girl
in the world—and I know it!”
We couldn’t help enjoying listening to,
and watching Janet Leigh. In some other
actress, her ingenuous manner might

seem studied, donned for the benefit of
the press—but Janet is as real as the girl
next door. As she talks, rather rapidly,
in a well-modulated voice, her slim hands
constantly move in oddly awkward,
youthful gestures. “You know how I hap¬
pened to come to Hollywood, don’t you?
I’d never even thought of being an
actress. I was attending College of the
Pacific, studying music. I sang some, but
I didn’t even have any ideas about sing¬
ing professionally. In fact, I probably
would have wound up being a music
teacher—and liking it.”
She then swiftly retold how Norma
Shearer, while visiting at the Sugar Bowl
Ski Lodge in Soda Springs, California,
noticed a photo there of Janet on skis.
Miss Shearer borrowed the picture from
the receptionist at the lodge, who hap¬
pened to be Janet’s mother, and showed
it to studio executives.
“Before I could catch my breath,”
Janet concluded, “I was in Hollywood,
playing opposite Van Johnson in ‘Ro¬
mance of Rosy Ridge.’ I’ve been breath¬
less ever since, rushing from picture to
picture.”
Her eyes widened as if she’s amazed
all over again at her own good luck. “Can
you imagine that happening to a girl
who’d never done any previous acting?”
It is rather hard to imagine, for Holly¬
wood is quite cautious about casting
newcomers. Usually there is a long hard
training period and a conditioning with
small experimental roles before a new
actress, if ever, appears opposite an
established star. In the case of Janet
Leigh, however, the studio’s discernment

proved accurate and its risk has paid off.
For she is a “natural” at acting. Never¬
theless Janet has been studying diligent¬
ly since her arrival here.
“I suppose you’ve noticed,” she said,
“that I talk pretty fast. But even this is
a big improvement over the way I used
to speak. It didn’t matter up in Stockton
if people missed hearing a few of my
words here and there—-but on the sound
track of a picture, it’s another story. That
track is too sensitive; it shows up every
speech defect. So I’ve been taking dic¬
tion lessons, and they’ve helped some.
Of course it takes a long time to get
over a habit you’ve had nineteen or
twenty years . . .
“. . . I hope I’ve improved in other
ways, too. I take dancing and singing
lessons, and I was lucky enough to be in
a student group Miss Burns (Lillian
Burns, M-G-M dramatic coach) con¬
ducts here. It was like a little stock com¬
pany. Each week, we’d study a scene,
usually from an old picture or play, and
put it on in class, giving it our own in¬
terpretation.
Then we’d discuss each
other’s performances. In that way, we
were critics as well as actors, learning
from both views.
“That work was especially important
to me because, not having acted before
coming to Hollywood, I’d never thought
in that way. My mind had to start work¬
ing from a new angle, putting everything
in the terms of acting technique. That
course made the wheels in my mind start
turning in the right direction—”
We changed the subject, trying to dig
deeper, in the now almost-forlom hope
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THANK YOU, JIMMY STEWART
(Continued from page 651

He went right on from there and became
more like me than I am myself.
When it came to learning the tricks of
baseball, Jimmy was really something. I
never saw anybody work so hard in my
life as he did during the making of “The
Stratton Story.” It was no easy job for
him either. He hadn’t thrown a ball, let
alone play baseball, since he was in high
school.
I worked out every day with him for
three weeks before the cameras began to
roll. When he’d throw the ball he’d al¬
ways ask me if that had been right. Once
in a while I’d give him a suggestion, such
as following through more, but he got the
hang of it in two days.
The more I watched him work the
more I realized what a perfectionist he is.
For example, to help him get the right
aim, a bucket was nailed to a wall. He
kept trying to land the ball right smack
in the middle of the bucket, but for a
while it went on the outside and wouldn’t
hit the target. He got real perturbed and
kept at it until he hit the bull’s eye.
I couldn’t have hit it any better than
he did and I told him so—but that was no
consolation to Jimmy. And if you think
it’s easy to do the trick—well, try it some
day. All I can say is that Jimmy is some
pitcher—and they’ll probably be trying
to sign him to a baseball contract when
they get a look at him in the picture.
The toughest job he had was learning
to walk with his leg in a brace. It was
placed above and below the knee. This
was so he could copy the walk I have.
You see, several years ago I was out
shooting rabbits and I accidentally shot
myself in the leg. By the time I got to the
hospital, the leg had to be amputated
and I’ve had an artificial one ever since.
This sure didn’t make Jimmy’s job any
easier.
It was amazing when I saw Jimmy in
uniform for the first time. As Ethel said
when she visited the set that day, “Why,
he looks more like you than you did at
the time.” It was like seeing myself in a
mirror.
I don’t think I’ll ever forget watching
Jimmy play scenes from my life. That
was a strange experience.
I think of all the scenes I watched the
one that gave me the biggest thrill was
seeing Jimmy do the sequence where I
pitched an all-star game in Texas in 1945
—the game that marked my first return
to baseball after my injury.
I guess this gave me a big thrill not
only because I won, 2-1, but because it
brought back to mind all the letters I re¬
ceived from people all over the country
telling me how much they admired my
determination to go back into baseball
even with only one leg—and when
everyone in the game said it couldn’t be
done.
I remember the Christmas of that year
—1938, it was—when I got over 800 let¬
ters in one delivery.
Well, to get back to Jimmy, he made
the scene with his leg in a brace and he
pitched and ran bases just the way I had
done that day. He took several bad falls
too—falls that would have knocked most
guys out. I had a kind of lump in my
throat as I sat on the sidelines and
watched.
Watching Jimmy play the love scenes,
though, was something else.
There I
didn’t say anything. I figured he could
handle them better than I ever did. I sure
wish I could have been that romantic
when I was dating Ethel, for his tech¬

nique was certainly better than mine.
Ethel watched a- few of those scenes
with June Allyson and we couldn’t help
being moved by the memories they
brought back. The blind date I met Ethel
on, for instance.
She had seen me on the mound—and
had mentioned to a friend of hers that
she liked tall men. Later, it was arranged
for me to go out with Ethel. And there
was the scene, too, in the hotel where I
dragged Ethel home because a guy was
getting kind of insulting. Both scenes are
in the picture—and they sure look good
with Jimmy playing them.
That’s one thing about this picture. It
sticks to the facts of my life—with only
a few minor alterations for dramatic
purposes. If the public finds my life
interesting, it will be Jimmy who’s
responsible.
Ethel was very glad to see June Allyson play Mrs. Stratton. But even more
impressed with June were the twins,
Denny and Monty, Jr. There was a case
of real love! One day on the set, the still
man decided to pose one of my boys in a
picture with June. The kids almost got
into a fight over who would get the
chance. Naturally, they liked Jimmy a
lot too. When they came on the set, they
were always perched on his lap talking
to him.
There was only one time when Jimmy
was ill-at-ease on the picture—and that
was when he had to work with a pair of
twins chosen to play our kids.
Sam Wood, the director, wanted him to
play with the tots to get used to them.
Being a bachelor, Jimmy wasn’t too
polished on the technique. He was carry¬
ing the twins around one day in a pretty
awkward way, so Sam said, “Loosen up,
Jimmy, don’t be afraid you’ll drop them.”
To which Jimmy said, “I’m not afraid
of making an error, but what about
them?” That’s another thing I like about
Jimmy—his great sense of humor.
Since Jimmy and I worked from about
six-thirty in the morning till about sixthirty at night every day we were both
too tired to go anywhere together at
night. Jimmy almost had to be lifted into
his car at the end of the day, and I can
only say that if acting is as hard a job
as all that, I don’t want to be an actor.
But it was fun being part of Hollywood
for a while anyway.
I wasn’t the only one who liked Jimmy
while we were on the picture. All the
baseball players—people like Bill Dickey,
Gene Bearden, and Jimmy Dykes—felt
the same way. A guy that sincere, that
genuine, with so much humility, is the
kind of guy you don’t meet often. He was
always the same—never moody. Yes, I
think he’s a great guy and I’m proud
and grateful that he was chosen to play
me on the screen.
I certainly don’t take any credit for go¬
ing back to the game I loved in spite of
the loss of a leg. It’s nothing that should
call forth any bowing or scraping or huzzahs. Why should it? I’ve had a lot of fun
—as much as anybody. And I intend to
go on having fun.
I may go back to baseball when I leave
Hollywood for Texas, and I may not. I
just don’t know for sure what I’ll do. But
I do know that I’ll not forget one moment
of the time I spent in Hollywood. If I canspend the rest of my life around men like
Jimmy Stewart and all the other fine
people that I met here in Hollywood,
then I’ll die happy!
The End
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is specially boned to give you a beautiful
figure, boasts a removable strap. Intriguing
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MY LONDON DIARY
IContinued from page 51)

unusual. I didn’t even know the Arch¬
bishop was in the hotel until a waiter
came over and told me he had arrived
and was in a nearby room. I told Bruce
and he made the arrangements.
Afterwards, I went over to the waiter,
a pint-sized and very cute man, and
thanked him for his kindness. “I suppose
you’re a Catholic, too,” I said. He replied
very haughtily, “Madame, I never discuss
religion.” His reply was so unexpected I
couldn’t help laughing to myself. Never¬
theless that little man had great dignity
and charm.
I’ll never forget my first taste of Lon¬
don social life. I went to the big Film
Garden Party, a charity affair.
I sold
autographs and tickets and worked in
various booths. A lot of Hollywood stars
were there, among them Ingrid Bergman,
Martha Raye, the Jack Bennys, Sophie
Tucker, and many more. And, naturally,
all of the top English stars.
These sensationally talented people put
on their respective acts with great suc¬
cess, so when my turn came to make just
a little speech, I felt more than a little
inadequate to the occasion. I gave my
all, though, and I got a terrific ovation—
much to my surprise. It was really a
thrilling moment!
Fate stepped into things unexpectedly.
Since I arrived in London, I’ve been
trying to locate Helen Penfold, who was
my hairdresser when I made “Jamaica
Inn” some years ago. I had hoped to get
her on my picture. I was told by some
people she had died and by others that
they didn’t know where she was.
I had finally given up my search when
I went into the commissary today at
Shepperton Studios where “Impulse” was
to be made. I was talking to Anna
Neagle and Herbert Wilcox when I hap¬
pened to turn around. There was Helen
sitting at a nearby table. She was the
hairdresser on Anna’s picture. You can
be sure I’ve arranged for her to be with
me on “Impulse.”
Will Price, my husband, arrived at
this time and was I glad to see him! He.
also brought with him a very welcome
present—48 pounds of prime beef! Manna
from the heavens. Eleanor Blair, my
secretary, Bronwyn, Will, and I gorged
ourselves eating beef that night.

Will and I invited Jean Negulesco,
who’s directing the picture, and his wife,
Dusty, to feast off of more of the beef.
You can imagine how we felt when we
discovered that the meat had spoiled
during the recent terrific heat wave and
we had to throw it all away. Over thirty
pounds of beef down the drain!
The day we went on location to St.
James Park to shoot some scenes, it
poured so we couldn’t do anything. As
it happened, there was a big Changing
of the Guard that day, so Dana Andrews,
Jean Negulesco, and I like eager tourists
went over to watch. Dana and I were
dressed in our costumes for the picture.
I was quite a fashionable sight—for
the ’80’s that is—with my bustle sticking
out prominently in the proper place.
We’d been there a short while when I
heard a man in the crowd whisper to his
wife, “Does she think that’s the New
Look?” We also spent some time today
taking snapshots of the soldiers. One
young boy in particular interested us
and while we were taking shots of him
we tried to make him move his head or
his eyes. Not that this was very nice of
us to tease him because we knew that
no soldier in this service is supposed to
bat an eyelash during the changing of
the guard.
He remained immobile, however, but
with obvious effort. Our fun was cut
short, though, when the crbwd recog¬
nized Dana and me. We finally had to
leave to avoid confusion and to help the
frantic policemen.
The next day Dana got a letter from
the mother of the boy we had tried to
“break up” at St. James Park. She asked
us if she could have a copy of the picture
we took of her son. Seems she had never
had one of him. So, Dana, Jean, and I
autographed it and sent it along.
The next day was a sad one. Eleanor
and Bronwyn returned to America.
Bronwyn had to go back to be enrolled
in the Marymount School. They wouldn’t
take her at all if she entered any later.
I did have one consolation: I knew I’d
be spending the next couple of weeks
traveling, and I didn’t think a steady diet
of moving about and living in hotels
would be good for Bronwyn. She and
Eleanor were supposed to leave at eight

Memory of a •wonderful week-end. Friends received this photo of Maureen and Lt. Col.
Rex Lowlev standing in front of the lovely country house she visited while in Britain.

that morning and I was heartsick be¬
cause that would mean I couldn’t see
them off since I had to be at the studio.
But the plane’s departure was delayed
until seven-thirty so I dashed right from
the studio to the airport and had one
more kiss and hug for my darling.
What with Will having gone home, too,
I was very lonely, so Charlie, my brother,
stayed with me.
In October, we filially finished the pic¬
ture. I was all set for my trip to Italy
and my audience with the Pope. How
I’d been looking forward to that!
I
seemed to have caught cold but I was
sure I could shake that easily.
However, the next day the cold hadn’t
been shaken yet, but I went to Paris
anyway, to attend the famous Ball for
the Little White Beds, a charity affair
given for the benefit of the tubercular
children in Europe. The ball was held
in the famous Opera House which is the
most beautiful building I’ve ever seen.
After dining in the great hall, the other
stars who were there, and I made an
appearance on stage. I certainly hadn’t
known I was to appear on any stage.
Noel Coward and Jean Pierre Aumont
handled the program. Also there were
Mr. and Mrs. Franchot Tone, Joseph
Cotten, Maria Montez, Burgess Meredith,
and others.
Back in London a week later my throat
felt like sandpaper so I called the doctor.
He told me I had hemolytic streptococcus
infection and ordered me to bed. Leave
it to me to get a fancy thing like that!
I was sure I’d be all right in time to keep
my appointment with the Pope.
Now let me quote my heartbreak from
my diary:
I have had to cancel my plans entirely1
—including my audience with the Pope!
If I hadn’t been so sick. I’d be a lot
madder than I am. Why couldn’t I have
contracted something simple if I had to
be sick??? I am desolate.
Two weeks later:
I’m supposed to
leave London today for home, but a
terrific fog is covering the city. All
planes are grounded. I’m not sure when
I’ll leave now. This is all I needed!
Finally got word that I was to go by
train to Bomemouth and then take a
plane. On the train I met Mrs. Douglas,
wife of the American ambassador to Eng¬
land. We discovered we were flying to
the States together. We flew as far as
Gander when the plane made its usual
stop. Suddenly, while we were stretch¬
ing our legs outside, a man yelled, “Hur¬
ry up, board the plane, the fog is coming
in!”
We quickly got aboard, fastened our
belts, and were all set. This didn’t take
more than five minutes. But by that time
the fog had come in so fast we couldn’t
take off. It was the stewardess who had
first seen the fog rolling in and gave
the warning. Then came the devastating
news. Our departure might be delayed
for several days. I was bitterly unhappy.
To be so close to home and to have to
wait.
A few minutes later we were suddenly
told to remain in our seats, that the fog
might lift. A few seconds later there
was a little hole in all the murk and the
plane took off through the tiny opening.
I couldn’t help thinking what a job the
pilots here have contending with such
erratic conditions as fog.
Finally arrived in New York. I was
supposed to fly out the next day, but I
knew if I went to a hotel and saw a bed—
Got home at eleven-thirty this morn¬
ing. I’m just going to sleep and sleep!
But it was a wonderful experience any¬
way and I’d gladly go all through it
again—but not for a while!
The End

*

THE MOST FABULOUS LOVE STORY
tContinued from page 43)
to

pass himself off as Rita’s brother.
The Cansinos, father and daughter,
were excellent dancers, but their rou¬
tines seemed to lack fire and imagina¬
tion, and it was prophesied by many that
neither of them would go anywhere in
show business.
Today that little black-headed girl with
the too low hairline has not only had
her hairline changed but her entire life
as well.
As Princess Aly Khan, she inherits
with her husband a fortune estimated at
some $300,000,000. She owns planes,
yachts, castles, horses, automobiles, villas,
practically anything you can think of.
In short, Rita Hayworth has made the
fabulous fairy-tale jump from poor girl
to princess. In doing so, she has shocked
the world, but when things were tough,
she stood her ground, and in the end
she was rewarded with matrimony.
For example, a few short months ago,
The People, a London newspaper, carried
this headline: THIS AFFAIR IS AN IN¬
SULT TO ALL DECENT WOMEN.
It then went on to say: “This is the
last time that this newspaper will
report in its columns details oj the
squalid love affair of film star Rita
Hayworth and Prince Aly Khan.
“We have taken this decision on
the grounds of public decency, be¬
cause we believe that the extrava¬
gant expeditions of this colored In¬
dian prince and his ‘friend’ have
become an insult to decent-minded
women the world over.”
At the same time, the London Sunday
Pictorial came out with this headline: A
VERY SORDID BUSINESS.
“The current behaviour of Miss
Rita Hayworth and the millionaire
Prince Aly Khan,” said this paper, “if
described in a film script, would,
never get by the censors either here
or in America.”
Despite the potency and frequency of
these journalistic blasts, Rita said noth¬
ing. She went on to Switzerland with
her Prince.
She was deeply hurt, of
course, at all these insinuations, all
these cracks about her morality, all these
criticisms of her fitness as a mother. But
she held her tongue.
She knew what all the world didn’t—
that as soon as Prince Aly could get his
father’s permission to marry her, as soon
as he could obtain a divorce from his
separated wife—he would make her
Princess Aly Khan.
This was no casual, sordid affair as
the Press had tried to make it seem. Rita
was in love with Aly, and he with her,
and why should two people in love stay
apart?
After skiing in Switzerland, Rita and
Prince Aly drove to the Chateau de l’Horizon, Aly Khan’s green-shuttered villa
which overlooks the Mediterranean.
As soon as they arrived, Aly explained
to Rita that he must go and see his father,
the Aga Khan, who lives at Yakimour, a
two-story, semi-Oriental house in the
hills behind Cannes.
Aly pointed out to Rita that it was the
custom for a Prince to ask his father if
his father’s wife would consent to see the
woman Aly hoped to make his wife.
Rita said she understood perfectly.
Aly then went off to see his father and
his French-born step-mother. Now it so
happens that Aly’s step-mother who is
known as the Begum, is younger than
he. The lovely Begum is the second step¬
mother he has had, since his fabulous

father has been married three times.
Aly had tea with his father and step¬
mother. He explained to them that he was
in love with Rita and that he wanted to
marry her just as soon as he could obtain
a divorce from Mrs. Loel Guiness Khan,
his first wife.
He asked permission to bring Rita to
Yakimour.
“I should like to meet her very much,”
said Aly’s step-mother. “Please bring her
any time you like.”
Aly returned to his own villa and ex¬
plained the setup to Rita. At 6:00 P.M.
they drove up to Yakimour. Aly intro¬
duced Rita to the Begum. Rita had pre¬
viously met his father.
The Begum
thought Rita was charming.
She gave
them her blessings. Aly and Rita stayed
at his father’s house less than an hour.
Then, overjoyed at having obtained
parental consent to their plans, they re¬
turned to the Chateau de l’Horizon for
a sumptuous dinner.
Later that night, Aly announced that
he would make a statement to the Press
on Monday.
Came Monday, and all the French,
British, and American reporters on the
Riviera crowded into Prince Aly’s living
room—a tremendous room brilliantly
decorated in greens and yellows. An Eng¬
lish butler served whisky and aperitifs.
The Prince, dark, erect, and 38, wore a
blue flannel jacket, a white scarf, an old
pair of grey flannels, and brown suede
shoes. He was smiling, expectant, wellpoised, and excellently prepared to issue
a statement.
One of the reporters came up to him
and said, “Where is Miss Hayworth?”
“I’m very sorry,” the Prince answered,
“she has a touch of flu.”
He then began passing out two type¬
written statements, one by him and one
by Rita.
Here is statement No. 1 by Aly Khan:
“I have hitherto refrained from
making any comment upon the
uninformed and often scurrilous
reports which have recently ap¬
peared in some sections of the
Press in connection with my do¬
mestic affairs.
I should now like it to be made
known that by mutual consent my
wife and I have lived apart for
over three years; that appropriate
proceedings have been in progress
for nearly a year; and that im¬
mediately these proceedings ter¬
minate, steps will be taken to
remedy a position which appears
to have provided material for the
Press comment complained of.
I am going to marry Miss Hay¬
worth as soon as I am free to do
so.
In these circumstances I hope
that my private affairs will be
treated
with
the
consideration
which is usually extended to the
private affairs of individuals in
general.”
Chateau de PHorizon,
January 18, 1949
Here is statement No. 2 by Rita Hay¬
worth:
“I am fully conversant with the
statement which Prince Aly Khan
has today issued to the Press and
am in full agreement with what he
says and have only been waiting
for him to be free to marry him.”
The Prince then proceeded to answer
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a barrage of questions, switching from
French to English.
“What have you got to say,” asked one
reporter, “about staying at the same hotel
in Switzerland with Miss Hayworth when
your wife was registered at the same
place?”
“That was in perfect agreement be¬
tween us,” answered the Prince. “It was
to enable our children to spend Christmas
with their mother and the New Year with
___
jy
me.
<Aly Khan was married in Paris in
1936 to the Honorable Mrs. Loel Guiness
alter he was named as co-respondent in
the divorce suit brought by her husband.
Aly and Mrs. Guiness have two sons,
aged 9 and 11.)
“Will it be necessary for Miss Hay¬
worth to become a Moslem?” another
reporter asked.
“No,” said the Prince. “Miss Hayworth
will not have to adopt my religion.”
(When Aly got married the first time,
he married his wife in Paris, also in a
Parisian Moslem mosque, and there was
then a third ceremony in India. Accord¬
ing to Islamic law, Prince Aly as a
Moslem is entitled to take up to four
wives without divorces if he wishes—but
this is not possible for him in Western
countries.)
“Does your impending marriage have
the full consent of the Aga Khan?” Aly
was then asked.
He nodded. “My father has seen Miss
Hayworth,” he announced, “and is in
complete agreement about our marriage.”
The photographers then asked the
Prince to pose for pictures. “Surely,” he
said, “it is Miss Hayworth you want and
not me?”
“Naw,” said one of the camera boys.
“Stick around. You’ll do.”
Two weeks later in Paris, Prince Aly
announced
that
divorce
proceedings
against his wife were being expedited
and that by the Spring he and Rita would
be man and wife.
By the time you read this, Rita Hay¬
worth should be Princess Aly Khan, liv¬
ing back in Hollywood and probably
making a picture for her old boss at
Columbia Studios, Harry Cohen.
People who knew her when, insist that
she’s come a long way not only financially
but intellectually as well.
When Rita was seventeen and working
in pictures, she wasn’t particularly aware
of things. She was young and innocent
and really didn’t know the score. It wasn’t
her fault. She hadn’t had much educa¬
tion; she’d been working most of her
youth, and she didn’t know the ways of
the world.
“I was only seventeen,” she says, “when
I met the man who was to become my
first husband, Edward Judson. Someone
at the studio gave him my number. He
asked for a date and I said no. I’d never
seen him and I told him that he’d have
to meet my parents first.
“He did and we had a date. I was only
seventeen.
He was twenty-two years
older. I had never had a date before, and
he had personality, and well, one thing
led to another, and we got married.
“From the first he told me I couldn’t
do anything for myself. ‘You’re such a
child,’ he’d say. ‘You can’t even think
for yourself.’
“I didn’t have any fun those five years
I was married to Ed. I never was per¬
mitted to make any decisions. He robbed
everything of excitement. He’d say, ‘You
don’t seem very enthusiastic.’ I wasn’t.
I just didn’t care whether I did or didn’t
do any of the things he planned . . . My
personality crawled deeper and deeper
into a shell. I kept going back and back
. . . If he had had something to do, it

could have worked out. But he hadn’t
worked for eight or nine years.
That
wasn’t good. It left him with too much
time to watch over me. He was husband,
nursemaid, and everything else.”
Rita was granted a divorce on May 23,
1943, in ten minutes. But after that, she
was involved in a lot of legal wrangling
that proved very unpleasant.
Her former husband began suit to ob¬
tain money he claimed she had promised
him in a settlement. He said that Rita
had been his fourth wife. He had told
her that he was an old man going down¬
hill. He had an income of $400 a month.
He told her he intended to get paid for
the time he had been married to her. He
demanded $30,000.
The case was settled out of court, and a
few years later, Rita in a simple marriage
ceremony became the bride in Santa
Monica of Orson Welles.
It was by him that she had Rebecca,
now 5.
Life with Orson was hectic and nervewracking, but from Welles, Rita learned
about books, art, theatre, current events,
and the world of the intellectuals. Orson
opened up vistas to her that heretofore
she had never known existed. She is
grateful to him.
He educated her. He gave her poise,
distinction, an appreciation of the better
things in life. This appreciation colored
her desires, her whole attitude.
Rita found the Wonder Boy fascinating,
but he refused to keep regular hours. By
nature he was restless, vitriolic, tempera¬
mental. Living with him soon became
unbearable, and after four years, Rita
decided to call it quits.
She filed for divorce and after doing a
few pictures, went to Europe. It was her
first trip, and the Continent enthralled
her.
In 1948 she returned again. With her
secretary she drove down to the Riviera,
and here at a party she was introduced
by Elsa Maxwell to Prince Aly Khan.
A fast-worker with the girls, Aly took
Rita that same night to the top of the
hills behind Cannes to look up at the
stars and down on the Mediterranean.
After that, they toured Spain together,
saw some more of Europe, and then
Rita returned home.
When American reporters asked about
her fling with Aly, she dismissed him as
“a good friend-—nothing more.”
Two weeks later, however, “the good
friend” turned up in Hollywood, and Rita
and Aly began flying first to Mexico,
then to Havana, then to New Orleans.
And then when Aly was scheduled to
fly back to Europe alone, Rita couldn’t
stand it. She had to be with him.
They both booked passage on the Bri¬
tannic. The Prince had Cabin 51-A. Rita
had Cabin 53-A. The Britannic landed
at Cobh, and the Prince bustled Rita off
to his castle in Ireland.
You all know what happened after
that.
What will happen to the Prince and
Princess in the months to come, no one
can say. Whether Aly will get fed up
with Hollywood and demand that Rita
quit the screen, whether he will become
enamoured of the place and take a job in
one of the studios—or even buy one of
them out—all this is a matter of con¬
jecture.
Of one fact, however, we can all be
sure. Hollywood which has made some
pretty far-fetched movies about girls
from the wrong side of the tracks marry¬
ing millionaire-knights in armor, has
never come up with anything on celluloid
to match the incredible rise of Rita Hay¬
worth from poor girl to Princess.
The End

LOVE-STARVED? NUTS!
IContinued from page 261

hyphenated adjective, however, allegedly
describing me, streamed and screaming
across a magazine filled me with amaze¬
ment. I had no idea of the extent to
which editors would go in order to sell
copies of their publication.
A year ago, I had been told that Bea¬
trice Cole, editor of MOVIELAND, had
once sold her grandmother for a thou¬
sand-copy increase in circulation. But I
had dismissed the story as sheer exag¬
geration.
Now, however, I know it’s true.
It would not surprise me one bit to
find that little devil describing Margaret
O’Brien as “a well-known Western des¬
perado” and Roy Rogers as “the succes¬
sor to Rin-Tin-Tin and Lassie.”
Beatrice Cole is a great editor, but if
I’m love-starved, Beatrice, you’re a twoheaded Zombie, and Farley Granger is
your father.
Anyway, to continue with my story—
three days after the MOVIELAND to
which I refer first appeared on the news¬
stands, I began to be swamped by hun¬
dreds of letters and phone calls from all
over the world.
A cowboy in Wyoming phoned from
somewhere outside Cheyenne and began
to croon the first eight bars of “I Can’t
Give You Anything But Love, Baby.”
“I don’t know,” I said, “but you can
try.”
A self-appointed Romeo spent $15 and
phoned me from Paris. “The reason you
are love-starved,” he began, “is because
the fault of American men. They do not
know something of the art of love.”
“I’m not love-starved,” I repeated, “and
American men are just fine. I appreciate
your phoning all the way from Paris, but
there’s nothing to be done. I’ve been
married. I have four wonderful children
by adoption. I have several masculine ad¬
mirers, and you must believe me when
I tell you that I am starved neither for
love nor companionship.”
The Frenchman was disappointed. “You
have suffered a great loss, Mademoiselle
Crawford,” he announced. “I was going to
offer myself in marriage.”
The above is just a small portion of
the telephonic response to the MOVIE¬
LAND cover-line.
The response by mail was tremendous.
A mailman in Dayton, Ohio, penned a
sonnet which ended in this deathless
couplet:
“if you will promise to be my wife
A Hot time you will have the rest of
your life.”
In addition to offers, there were count¬
less letters of sympathy. These missives
of commiseration came from every state
in the union.
A nurse in Minneapolis wrote me and
said, “I too, have been love-starved all
my life. I am fifty-five and have only had
one date.”
A schoolteacher in Denver wrote and
said, “I know just how you must feel. But
I think I know the reason for your un¬
happiness. You make men feel that you
are too intellectual.” '
Frankly, the response to that one adjec¬
tive, “love-starved,” was simply over¬
whelming.
In Hollywood, of course, and among
people who know me well, it was re¬
garded as ridiculous and far-fetched. I’ve
been in love and like most women in love,
I’ve had my ups and downs. But “lovestarved”?
My answer is “Nuts.”
The End
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are popular—except for the one-shot de¬
partment. A man finds that it palls to
sit and just look at a picture without
animation or mystery or any contribution
to the evening, no matter how lovely
that picture may be. Many of my male
friends have told me this—that it s nice
to take out a beauty for one night, sort
of as a show piece. But that’s it. No re¬
turn engagements.
Turhan Bey, for instance, likes an out¬
standing looking girl, blonde if possible
—but she doesn’t have to be a beauty.
A sense of drama in her clothes, an
ability to attain a striking personality, the
kind of smart, exquisite grooming that
highlights her as something special when
she comes into the room—these qualities
are more important.
Turhan, too, demands a sharp sense
of humor.
I think, perhaps, of all the
qualities that the dating male demands,
that “sense of humor” may be tops on the
list.
The girl who takes herself too seri¬
ously gets nowhere.
If this is one of
your impediments to that full date-book,
take a look at yourself in the mirror and
remind yourself that the boys are out
for laughs. If you’re the most fun your
date has had for many a moon, you’ll
win out over all the classic profiles in
town, because he’ll come back for more.
Not that intelligence is bad. It’s what
you do with it that counts. Men like an
intelligent woman, but they’re not too
anxious that she be flamboyant about
it. If the average girl is out with an
intellectual, she shouldn’t chatter, but
should listen, collect her thoughts, and
when she says something, really make it
good.
Sort of astound him with her few in¬
telligent observations throughout the
evening.
Learning
to
listen—not
a
dumb, staring-into-space kind of listen¬
ing—but clever listening—is one of a
girl’s greatest assets.
One girl I know made her fortune on
the phrase, “You know, I’ve always
thought so, too!” It pays to agree. You
don’t have to be a brilliant conversa¬
tionalist. There are many variations on
this response.
One very good one is,
“You know, I’ve often thought that very
thing, but I never knew quite how to put
it till you said it just now—”
This procedure doesn’t mean you have
to be stupid.
There’s great wisdom in
keeping one’s own counsel. Behind the
whole thing is that “masculine psychol¬
ogy” idea.
Let’s face it, he likes the
center of attention. He has ego. That’s
what makes a man interesting. But at
the same time, it’s a problem, sometimes,
to know how to handle it and cater to it.
Each male must be studied as an indi¬
vidual problem.
In the line of chatter, too, insincerity is
a tremendous
drawback.
And
sour
grapes never pleased a man. Cattiness
is a sure way to social suicide. Either
say something good about someone, or
keep quiet.
For one thing, you should want women
to like you as well as men. Generally
girls who are well-liked by men, are
liked by women, anyway.
If you get
down to the point that only men and no
women like you, it’s just sex attraction,
let’s face it. This isn’t too flattering.
It’s nice, of course, but it’s something
that will fade when you get a line or
two around the eyes and put on an extra
pound and lose that young bloom. You

can’t depend on this kind of attraction
lasting, and you’ll have a lot of years
in which to want to be liked.
There are practical, if not aesthetic,
reasons to want women to like you.
Women are the hostesses of parties. They
send out the invitations.
If you’re a
bachelor girl, you don’t want to be
dropped from the list.
Too, if you’re
liked by women, you don’t have women
you know saying snide things about you
to your favorite boy-friends.
Not that you have to be the hen-party,
girly-girly type
I know in my case, I
never have many girl friends at one
time, but I have one or two very close
ones. However, I get along with almost
everyone.
I guess it’s because I like
almost everyone, and they feel that.
Boys usually make sure the girls they
take out on group dates like one another.
Otherwise the evening can be completely
ruined. If one person in the crowd is a
wet blanket or unhappy with one of
the others, the boys sense those subtle
undercurrents running back and forth,
and the whole evening is spoiled.
Speaking of wet blankets—the girl
who doesn’t like anything anyone else
wants to do—that type is usually left
hanging home. Fellows like enthusiasm
in their dates.
“Bored” and “boring”
actually are synonyms. You get out of
any human relationship exactly what
you put into it. And if you’re not having
fun, well, take a look toward yourself.
Do you have the versatility necessary
to the really popular girl? Adaptability,
versatility—these qualities can be de¬
veloped. Do you enjoy—and pretty well
understand—various sports, cards, games?
Do you get the fun out of a beach
picnic that you do out of a glittery
night-club?
Can you play a fair game
of tennis, ride horseback adequately,
swim with some degree of grace? You
don’t have to be an expert in any one
thing, unless your abilities run that way.
But for a well-rounded existence, and
for the sake of this popularity thing, this
is necessary.
Does the boy you like want an out¬
door girl, a golf partner in the morning,
a hep cat to play records with and dis¬
cuss Biederbecke (or even Bach) in the
afternoon, a brain with whom to discuss
Sartre’s existentialism over dinner, and
a glamour girl to hit the clubs with at
night?
Okay.
Be them.
All of them.
Sure it’ll take effort.
But the average
girl can develop such adaptability if—
and there we go again—she really wants
to.
On the golf course, of course, if you’re
very good, it may take a bit of tact. As
a general rule, it’s better not to beat a
fellow in sports.
If, without its being
obvious, you can allow him to beat you,
that’s the better part of valor.
If he’s pretty sharp, however, and
knows you’re better, you’ll only be in¬
sulting him. So. we have to resort to the
study of the individual again.
If there’s a particular boy you’d like
to attract, there are ways—in case he
doesn’t seem to be able to see you. It’s
not too hard to find out a man’s interests.
And, once finding them out, studying
up on them, in case they aren’t a part of
your every day knowledge.
Luckily for me, the people I seem to
enjoy being with most always have as
“likes” the same things I do.
But if
there were a boy I particularly liked who
didn’t notice me, and he was interested

in something special, like, say—tennis,
I’d make a point of “accidentally” meet¬
ing him on the tennis court.
There’s
nothing like a shared enthusiasm to get
things started.
Dancing, I think, is a necessary part
of any girl’s social education. If you’re
not born with that heavenly gift of being
able to follow any partner in any step,
there are plenty of good places to learn.
Another of my favorite escorts, Cesar
Romero, practically demands that his
dates be good dancers.
“Butch”—his
nickname—was doing summer stock back
east, and I had gone to New York for
some personal appearances and a benefit.
We ran into each other back there, and
went out dancing at the Stork Club. He’s
a divine dancer, 'and we were sailing
around the floor, utterly oblivious to
everything, when we both suddenly
came to the realization that everyone
had cleared off the floor and we were
dancing all alone while they watched.
“Butch” has the world’s most wonder¬
ful sense of humor, too, and demands
one in you. During that same trip back
to New York, we both did a benefit at
Madison Square Garden. “Butch” started
to come out to take his bow and tripped
over the mike cord, and fell flat on his
face.
We laughed over that for days.

He’s one man who honestly can laugh at
himself!
Another thing which should be an
instinctive part of our social makeup,
but which too many of us neglect, is our
manners.
If this observation seems
slightly mid-Victorian, it isn’t.
I’ve
heard too many men make unflattering
observations about the lack of manners
in women.
There are many things—
among them the habit of making up at
a table, and lounging on one elbow to
eat. The night-club slouch, sort of thing.
I have a very close girl friend who is
not a beautiful girl at all. But she has
probably the most beautiful manners I
ever have seen. She also has a sweet¬
ness and sincerity that wins everyone.
And she’s one girl who never has to
worry about “dates.”
Naturally, none of us can have every¬
thing. But I think we can get the “mostest of the bestest” out of life by a simple
process of self-analysis. What is good
about us? Play it up. What is bad or
annoying? Get rid of it, play it down.
Develop as many personality facets as
we can handle with any degree of com¬
petence or sincerity. And last, study our
target and discover what we need to
make a direct hit!
The End

LITTLE WOMAN
fContinued from page 471

become Teresa Wright and David Niven.
At the moment, Gigi is the more im¬
portant movie personality, because her
small part in “Enchantment” made the
film public instantly cognizant of the fact
that she was by way of being another
Shirley Temple or Margaret O’Brien.
Gerald—or Peter—will have his big
chance when Republic releases its longdelayed “The Red Pony,” made in 1947.
To Gigi, her big brother is the real star
of the family. She worships him. “Peter
is such a good actor!” she assured me
earnestly, “and I think it’s a shame that
they don’t show ‘The Red Pony!’ He’s
wonderful in it!”
Gigi is an adorable child, and she loves
to talk to people. Gigi’s interviews are
held with Gigi—with only occasional in¬
terruptions by papa Robert or mother
Elinor, her youthful and good-looking
parents.
Speaking in breathless italics, Gigi con¬
tinued:
“I wish they hadn’t changed
Gerald’s name. Peter Miles is all right, I
guess, but Gerald Perreau is pretty!
They changed his name when he made
‘The Red Pony.’ And you know why?
They said he was a western boy, and he
couldn’t have a French name, because
that wouldn’t sound right! So they took
the first part of Mr. Milestone’s name
(Lewis Milestone, the director)
and
called him Peter Miles.”
Gigi and Peter have been in the movies
about five years. She made her debut in
“Madame Curie,” as Eve, the daughter
of the famous scientist, played by Greer
Garson. Margaret O’Brien was the older
daughter. But not until “The Sin of
Abbey Hunt,” starring Wanda Hendrix
and Claude Rains, had they appeared to¬
gether in a picture.
“We had most fun making ‘Family
Honeymoon’!” said Gigi, who was darting
around her living room in a red and
white pinafore. “We didn’t go to the
Grand Canyon, like in the picture. They
sent doubles instead! That wasn’t us at
all! But I’ve been promised a trip to the
real Grand Canyon. Mr. Goldwyn may
send mother and I to New York on a

trip! Wouldn’t that be simply wonderful?”
The whole Perreau family, including a
younger sister, Janine, live in a large,
old-fashioned house on a quiet street
just behind Hollywood Boulevard, and
only a short distance away from the
Goldwyn Studios, where Gigi is under
contract.
They recently outgrew their house in
Beverly Hills. Not enough bedrooms.
Papa Perreau, a sensible Frenchman,
shopped around until he found just what
they wanted. The house is charming if
not lavish; there are bedrooms for both
Gigi and Peter, a large basement that has
been turned into a frantic playroom, and
a huge back yard.
There they are being raised—not as
movie actors, but as children. “Gigi and
Gerald are children first,” Robert Per¬
reau told me, “and they are not allowed
to think of themselves as different from
the other children on the block.”
You’ve read, I know, about movie
moppets being “completely unspoiled
and natural.”
Most of the time, this
naturalness is just as much an act as
their screen roles. Not so with the Perreaus.
Gigi, for instance, is fascinated by
television, and she envies the boy down
the street—“an awfully dumb boy,” she
confided winningly, because there is a
television set in his home. She has hinted
strongly that life would be quite com¬
plete if she could see the shows in her
own home—and the Perreaus could very
well afford a set if they needed one. But
for her birthday, Gigi got a small spinet
piano, and immediately started taking
piarfo lessons.
So she is still friendly with the “dumb”
boy down the street.
Peter, of course, is not at all dumb.
“He thinks up all sorts of things,” says
Gigi.
“Like the other day, we were
listening to the Amateur Hour on the
radio, where people come out and do
funny things. One lady did a tap dance
and played the piano at the same time.
Well, Peter thought up something. He
was poinc to invent a halo to put around
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SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION

my head, with spikes coming out, and he
would tie strings to it, and to my feet,
and I would bend over, and then I would
be ‘Gigi, the Magic Harp’ on the Amateur
Hour.”
Both children are passionately devoted
to horses. Peter, of course, was perfectly
at home when he made “The Red Pony.”
Gigi learned to ride, a few months ago
when she was in the High Sierras on lo¬
cation for “Roseanna McCoy.”
“I wasn’t afraid,” she told me proudly.
“They thought I should ride a little horse
at first, but I wanted to ride a big one.
So Marshall Thompson’s stand-in taught
me. Him and me would go riding, with
me in front and he did the steering, so I
wasn’t afraid. The next time I could steer
myself, because the horse named Dan
didn’t go very fast.”
There’s a distinctly international flavor
to the Perreau children. Peter was born
in Japan, where his Parisian father had
married a lovely American girl from
Long Island. When war seemed im¬
minent, they returned to France, and
Robert Perreau joined the Free French
army.
When France fell, they fled, with thou¬
sands of other refugees, to Lisbon. There,
thanks to Mrs. Perreau’s American citi¬
zenship, and the fact that Gigi was on the
way, they managed to get to the United
States. Gigi was born in Hollywood,
which makes her unique among Holly¬
wood players.
Although the elder Perreaus speak
French between themselves, it is only
recently that Gigi and Peter have started
to learn. They are being raised strictly
American—except,
perhaps,
they are
subject to a bit more discipline. They
almost never argue a point with their
parents, for the simple reason that there’s
little to argue about. Right now, their
favorite sport is roller skating. Peter has
a bicycle, of course, but Gigi is con¬
sidered still too young.
On the movie sets, both children are
ideal to work with. Director Irving Reis,
Goldwyn’s brilliant new director of “En¬
chantment” and “Roseanna McCoy,” says
flatly that Gigi is the most wonderful
child actress he has ever known. Mr.

Goldwyn commissioned the gifted Angna
Enters to write an original story for her
first starring picture.
Elinor Perreau is likewise known as
the perfect movie mother. She keeps
very much in the background, never
interferes, and never has suggestions
about the making of movies, which
makes her unique in the ranks of amaz¬
ing movie mamas I have known.
“My business is to watch over the chil¬
dren—not direct pictures,” Mrs. Perreau
says matter-of-factly.
Both kids have their favorite movie
stars. Right now, Gigi’s favorite actress
is Joan Evans, the lovely girl who is only
a little over twice Gigi’s age of seven,
who is being catapulted to stardom in
“Roseanna McCoy.”
“Joan is the sweetest of all,” enthuses
Gigi.
In her tiny bedroom she has pictures of
Claudette
Colbert
(“Miss
Colbert”),
Wanda Hendrix (“Wanda”) and Greer
Garson (“Miss Garson”).
Peter’s is a sturdy bedroom, with sets
of encyclopedias and other books (“Peter
loves to know things,” explains Gigi).
Both Peter and Gigi are fiercely pro¬
tective toward their little sister, Janine,
who is a pixie-faced child of five, with
quite as much charm as the others. So
far she hasn’t shown any desire to act,
and the elder Perreaus are just as happy
about it.
They hope to keep Gigi and Peter
working together as long as they can,
but brother-and-sister roles don’t hap¬
pen very often. “The Red Pony” is ex¬
pected to make Peter a star in his own
right—and Sam Goldwyn, who is seldom
wrong, claims that Gigi will be the next
important child star.
This is a great
triumph for Gigi, since the great Gold¬
wyn has never before bothered with
juvenile players.
One thing, however, you can depend
upon. There will never be any profes¬
sional rivalry between the two. The love
between Gigi and Peter is one that can
be counted on.
That’s more than can be said for many
Hollywood loves!
The

End
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it Are you one of those who have a
“curvy” style writing?
Do you follow
the Gene Tierney style of penmanship
by inverting the “u” and “n” so that one
resembles the other?
Have you the
style of writing which looks as though
much arm-movement is associated with
it?
You’re an adaptable individual, bound
to get the best out of life, your sur¬
roundings. your actions.
If you aren’t
doing what you like, you are adaptable
enough to like what you are doing.
Are you inclined to round out your
capitals?
To also trim
their extra
strokes?
Then you act in good taste,
have good judgment, and like to see
things well done.
Note the little break between the “G-e”
and the “T-i”? All other letters are
joined together but these little breaks
show that Gene occasionally acts on a
hunch, that she often jumps at conclu¬
sions.
Note, too, that her writing is
mostly upright. This lack of slant indi¬
cates that Gene usually makes her head
work for her
She thinks things through
to a sensible conclusion.
How are your i-dots today? Are they
rather pointed?
The one illustrated
shows a keen edge to her humor, an
adeptness at repartee. And do you make

tiny little hooks when you write? Note
the little “hook” at the end of the “y.”
Hooks mean exactly what you would
think:
to hang on.
In this case, the
hook means that Gene hangs on to her
own ideas, that she is not likely to be
swayed or to give up her thoughts.
The moderately heavy pressure re¬
veals a desire for an expression of feel¬
ings. The size of the signature shows a
liking for people, a liking for movement,
for mixing with others.
The End
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Look better, feel better, after the first
application with Hopper White Clay Pack®
See for yourself bow this amazing facial
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picture industry, and Debbie interrupt¬
ing with knowing gurgles.
Joan is a very happy woman. She
looks at the baby held a little awk¬
wardly but very tenderly in Bill’s arms
and smiles, “There’s the other woman in
my home.”
Joan’s had much to be happy about in
the past few years—the Academy Award,
her position as one of the top stars in
Hollywood and one of the most popular
women in town socially, her marriage to
handsome Bill Dozier, one of the most
charming and successful men in pictures
—but the baby is the culmination of all
joys and achievements.
For many years Joan has wanted a
baby. She was afraid for a while that
she couldn’t have one because she’d had
so many illnesses as a child. Any time
you’d talk to her in the old days, no
matter what the conversation was about,
she’d suddenly go soft and dreamy and
talk about how she wished she could
have a baby of her own; how elated
she’d be the day the doctor would tell
her the happy news.
“Bill always said that I would con¬
trive to have a baby at the most in¬
opportune time,” Joan told me laughing¬
ly. “And I did! Last spring I was busier
than I’d ever been. I’d started one pic¬
ture ‘Kiss the Blood Off My Hands’ (now
‘The Unafraid’) and was scheduled to
begin ‘You Gotta Stay Happy’ right after
that. I should have known that with such
a jam-packed schedule that hardly al¬
lowed me any time to breathe I was
bound to expect a baby, too. When the
doctor first told me I was going to have
a baby I blurted, ‘I knew it! I knew it
would happen now!’”
It was probably the best thing in the
world for her that Joan was working
while she was expecting the baby. Joan,
for all her fragile beauty, is a very
energetic person. She’s not happy unless
she’s carrying on a dozen different proj¬
ects all at once.
First, however, Bill consulted the doc¬
tor. “If there’s even the slightest risk to
Joan or the baby, I won’t let her make
the picture.”
And Joan, listening, was hoping that
the doctor would say, “No—let her keep
on acting as long as she can. It will do
her good.”
Which is exactly what he said! Joan
knew that she had to keep busy during
this period, otherwise she might moon
around and think of herself.
What helped was that “You Gotta
Stay Happy” was a gay picture. Joan
was in a happy mood while working in
it. Once she had a near-accident.
On location Joan had to jump from a
hay cart. Anyone else in Joan’s condition
would have had a double do it—but not
Joan! She was so confident that nothing
would happen to her or her expected
baby that she did the jumping herself—
not once, but eleven times! The sun was
boiling and after the eleventh jump Joan
turned white and toppled over. Bill,
white-faced, rushed her to the hospital.
“Darling, everything will be all right,”
Joan tried to reassure him, forcing a
smile.
And she was right. By morning she
and the unborn baby were safe. But Bill
made her slow down after that.
As though it wasn’t enough that she
made two pictures while she was ex¬
pecting, she also undertook the over¬
powering job of practically tearing the
house apart and adding seven rooms to

it! The house, she and Bill had always
felt, was too small. With the baby on
its way, this was the time to get a
larger one.
They talked, for a while, of selling
their lovely English home high on a
knoll and building a larger one.
“I’d like the living room to be just
like this one,” Bill said, “with cocoa
brown walls and pine panelling. . .”
“And we’ll have a playroom overlook¬
ing the pool exactly the way we have
it here,” Joan went on enthusiastically.
“We’ll make it wide and circular like this
one, and I’ll get some green shag car¬
peting for it.”
“—And I hope we can find a lot with
the sort of view we have here.”
Then they looked at each other and
burst out laughing. That’s what decided
them against building another house
“exactly like” theirs. They added on,
instead.
There were crews of workmen around
every day and for months the kitchen
was a shambles, all the equipment ripped
out. She and Bill gaily cooked their din¬
ners outdoors in the barbecue and sat
shivering outdoors in the evening eating.
For weeks on end they sleet in a bed¬
room that had one wall completely torn
out, exposing them to the not-so-balmy
California air.
Even as she was getting ready to
leave for the hospital to have her baby,
the nursery wasn’t finished.
“Please,” wailed Joan to the workmen
as she and Bill were stepping into the
car. “You must finish the baby’s room
in time. Such a new. baby—he should
have a warm room.”
“It will be a she," corrected Bill
huffily.
That was their main point of dissen¬
sion while they were waiting for the
baby to arrive. Joan wanted a boy. Bill
was just as insistent that it would be
a girl. They were lined up even. Joan
had her mother on her side, while Bill’s
mother
would
write wistfully
from
Omaha, “I have three grandsons and
only two granddaughters. I’d like an
even number of both. Can you arrange it
for me?”
When the baby was brought into Joan’s
room for the first time, Joan looked at
her and sighed contentedly, “Just what
I wanted—a little girl.”
“Humph,” snorted Bill.
The nurse came in.
“Look at all the hair on that baby’s
head,” she commented. “Remarkable!”
Bill almost popped a button.
“Quite a remarkable baby all around,
isn’t she?”
He rushed out groggy with happiness
and called a few hundred friends.
“The baby’s a little beauty. Looks just
like me—” he started. Then he caught
himself
sheepishly
and
laughed.
“I
mean—has her mother’s beauty but she’s
a chip off the old man, too,” he ended
proudly.
They named her Deborah after no one
in particular because they both liked the
name. And Leslie, her middle name, for
Joan’s oldest friend, Leslie Allen, a
woman who lives in Connecticut. Joan
has names chosen for the next three
babies she hopes to have. “Geoffrey,”
she says dreamily, “because it’s an old
family name. Jill, a contraction of my
name and Bill’s, and Timothy, because
it’s my mother’s favorite name.”
Their bachelor friends started deluging
the new little glamor girl with in-

vitations. “You have your first date with
me at Ciro’s,” Jimmy Stewart wired
young Miss Dozier. Otto Preminger sent
the young lady a magnificent orchid.
Harry Crocker, a popular man-aboutHollywood, begged to take her on her
first night club date.
Bill is the moony parent. Joan is sensi¬
ble. Having been an active nurse’s aide
during the war, she has a sure manner
with the baby. The nurse was surprised
that this orchidaceous movie star mother
was able to diaper and bathe her first
baby like an old hand.
For the first few weeks, Bill insisted
upon weighing the baby himself every
morning. When she lost a few ounces
the first few days he became alarmed.
“Darling,” Joan told him with all the
confidence of a woman who’s had a dozen.
“All new babies lose at the very begin¬
ning. Then they gain.”
Joan is a natural mother—serene,
efficient and happy.
No hysteria, no
superstitions cloud her joy over finally
having a baby. She doesn’t handle Debbie
as though she were made of glass. She
really enjoys her baby—bounces her on
her knee, sings funny songs to her and
makes the baby laugh.
When it comes to pictures of the baby,
both Joan and Bill are wild-eyed. They
catch Debbie in every position, asleep,
awake, on her tummy or on her back
scrutinizing the ceiling, and they have
great fun picking out the points of
resemblance.
“She has your eyes,” says Joan fondly
to Bill. “Wide apart and slanting up¬
wards a little. I love them. . .”
Bill beams. “And she has your wriggle!
She never sits still,” he points out. “And
your mouth. She’s a smart child, that one.

Knows enough to look like you.”
“But darling,” says Joan. “She looks
like you. Look at her ears.”
Bill studies the little ears, so flat to
the head. “Do you really think so?” he
says with a certain measure of awe.
Being bom of such talented movie
parents, and having, as a matter of fact,
appeared in two films in her nuclear
state, Debbie seems destined to become
a movie star herself when she grows up.
But instead of making ambitious plans
about a screen career, Joan and Bill are
very reluctant to think of their youngest
daughter becoming an actress.
“Just let her grow up a healthy, love¬
ly young woman with a useful life,” says
Bill fervently.
“I wanted to be a doctor at one time,”
says Joan thoughtfully. “It would be nice
if my daughter were to take up that
profession.”
A month after the baby was born, Joan
and Bill flew to Honolulu for a brief
holiday. Joan was recuperating and
needed a brief holiday fling with Bill to
celebrate her high-geared production
year.
Then back home again they
bounced into the nursery to hold the
baby.
“Precious,” cooed Joan.
“How we
missed you.”
“The next time we go anywhere,”
Bill said, “we’ll take you.”
And they will. The Doziers plan to go
to England next summer and their young
lady will go with them.
Debbie, as her parents exclaim, is a
wonderful child. We think so, too. Only
a wonder child would have brains enough
to have chosen a set of parents like Joan
and Bill.
The End
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Tex Beneke and the band are riding
the rails—only by way of music and a
brand new ditty they’ve waxed for
Victor. Tex takes the vocal on Missis¬
sippi Flyer and gets a rhythmic assist
by the Moonlight Serenaders, not to
mention a wonderful solid backing from
the orchestra that’s strictly from Casey
Jones. For Look Up, the same combo
turns in a fine arrangement—the toe¬
tapping kind you like to dance to.
Every disk can’t be a hit, but it’s too
bad Rose Murphy’s first mediocre sides
have to come under such delightful
names. These sounded like perfect foil
for the Chee-Chee girl but the titles out¬
do the numbers on both of these sides
for Victor. They’re Girls Were Made To
Take Care Of Boys and Busy Line.
Rose’s rhythm is as good as ever, her
delivery is fresh and syncopated, but the
material’s just too thin.
The Warner film My Dream Is Yours
is chock-full of good songs, and that
master in the Romance Department,
Claude Thornhill, picked the dreamy
title song for his first waxing on Victor.
It’s a really beautiful arrangement, per¬
fect for dancing with the emphasis on
delicate phrasing, subtle piano and a
subdued full orchestra background. On
the reverse is Wind In My Sails, a lovely,
simple ballad. Both are above average
time-wise and the arrangements are an
example of why Thornhill’s band is cop¬
ping honors these days.
Tony Martin, of the full-throated
tones, will cement his place in your heart
when you hear No Orchids For My Lady
and We’re Not Getting Any Younger,
Baby. The first is a straight ballad with
nice melody and Tony gives the little

tune more meaning than it deserves. But
the flip is a stand-out side. Rhythm, beat
and a breezy delivery by Tony make this
a must for Martin fans. On Victor.
So Spike Jones’ newest Victor record
isn’t up to Cocktails For Two. Still the
Clink Clink Polka is good for a laugh
and if you don’t like the music, just read
the label for a chuckle or two. The flip,
MacNamara’s Band, might be enough to
alienate all good Irishmen from St.
Patrick’s Day Parade but I. W. Harper
and the Four Fifths do themselves proud.
For lovers of the dance who like just
a taste of the Torrid Zone in their music,
try Harry Horlick’s album Tangos for
Two. The arrangements are conventional,
pretty good insurance that you won’t be
forced to throw a hip out of joint keeping
up with a beat, and they’re all favorite
tunes.
Orchids in the Moonlight, La
Cumparsita, Adios Muchachos are the
three most familiar, but you’ll like them
all. They’re on M-G-M label.
Just when we thought he’d exhausted
the corny old-timers so good for hum¬
ming, Art Mooney comes up with an¬
other on M-G-M. This time it’s Do De
Doo On An Old Kazoo. Even the en¬
semble vocal and banjo strumming are
still on hand in just as lilting an arrange¬
ment as Mooney’s other novelties. On the
flip is Beautiful Eyes, a catchy jump
tune that takes beautifully to its BabyFace treatment by the Mooney crew.
That slick threesome, the Page Cava¬
naugh Trio, does some more intimate
styling on their new Victor sides. They’re
No Moon At All and You Say The Nicest
Things, Baby. The trio’s interpretation
and Page’s fine piano lift the tunes into
the Better-Than-Average Department.
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works deeper than a razor, be¬
low the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.

over his right eye, and he tossed his head
in impatience to bob it aside.
I followed him to the building in which
I was to conduct a series of tryouts, and
was pleased to see him enter the club
room of The Thespians, a drama-appre¬
ciation club.
When I reached my particular group of
students, I described the chap whom I
had just seen and asked who he might be.
“You are probably referring to Greg¬
ory Peck,” I was told. “He’s a junior
engineering student. He’s interested in
theatricals, but mostly on an observation
basis.”
“Ask him to see me as soon as possible,”
I said. “I want him to read for me.”
Gregory put in an appearance the fol¬
lowing afternoon. He grinned when I
asked if he’d like to do the lead in “Rain
From Heaven,” and said he didn’t want
to ruin the play for me. But he agreed
to read a few scenes.
His voice proved to be resonant, nicely
placed, and flexible.
He had two rare
qualities for one so young: quiet dignity
and sincere simplicity. These were a part
of his native makeup, but they “came
through” beautifully, in a dramatic sense,
in his reading of lines. He was not—and
this fact is of vital importance to all
youngsters who aspire to act—what is
called a “born” actor. I told him as much,
but added that he would be perfect for
the part I had in mind, if he would work.
Work! Never before and seldom since
have I seen such concentration. He fol¬
lowed direction intelligently and with
imagination. Quickly, he picked up all the
little tricks a novice must learn. He had
one funny mannerism. When he was read¬
ing lines, during the first few days of
rehearsal, I complained that he was not
giving certain words or phrases their
proper color.
I coached him in what I considered to
be a better manner of delivery. “Phrase
the lines differently,” I instructed. “Break
up that long sentence at this point . . .
and again here.” I made pencil checks
on the script.
Gregory went at the task with a will.
My head turned to one side so that I
wouldn’t be distracted by watching him,
I listened to Gregory’s reading of the pas¬
sages. He had caught my exact inten¬
tion.
From that point we went on to other
scenes which we rehearsed the same way.
“Now,” I said, “we will start over from
the beginning.”
Gregory had spoken about half a dozen
lines when I realized that, in learning
to phrase correctly, he had acquired the
habit of clenching each hand—at the end
of a phrase—into a fist. It was as if his
dialogue were encased in a tube, like
paint, and he squeezed out a bit at a time
to color his word pictures.
I decided to say nothing then in hopes
that once his lines, timing, inflection and
phrasing were set in memory, he might
drop the habit without ever having be¬
come conscious of it.
It didn’t work that way. The deeper we
went into the play, the more persistently
our leading man flexed his fists. I gave
him bits of business to do that would
occupy his hands, but the moment he had
to stand still for a few seconds, he re¬
sumed his milking of the air.
Finally I had to call it to his attention.
Thereafter we had a rugged few days,
because Gregory was so busy trying to
remember not to close his fists that he
couldn’t remember his lines. .

In spite of Gregory’s glum predictions,
the play finally opened. He was an instant
success. The day after the rave notices
were printed in the school paper, Gregory
came to my office and said laconically, “I
guess I’ve been bitten by that old bug.
I never really knew what I wanted to do
until now. I didn’t care a lot for engineer¬
ing, but it seemed the most sensible
course after I had dropped my pre-med
work. Now I’m going to give up being
sensible. I’m going into the theatre.”
“For you,” I told him, meaning every
word of it, “it is sensible.”
I left the University at the end of that
semester and returned to the job of run¬
ning my own theatre, but I didn’t lose
touch with Gregory. The next fall I re¬
ceived a comic postal card on which was
pictured a man with huge hands. “I’m
still going it,” Gregory had scrawled. He
didn’t sign it; he knew I’d know.
Eighteen months passed and I received
another card, this time postmarked New
York. Gregory had written, “Serving as
guide at Radio City; know my lines well.
No fist clenching.”
Somewhat later I received a picture
postal card from the Barter Theatre in
Virginia.
As you probably know, the
audience pays its admission to Barter
performances by bringing foodstuffs to
the box office. Gregory had written,
“Must be showing progress. Last night I
earned an extra-large Virginia ham.”
From New York friends I next learned
that Gregory had joined the cast of
Katharine Cornell’s road company of
“The Doctor’s Dilemma.” It wasn’t much
of a part: he had four lines in the show,
earned fifty dollars per week, and was
also serving as assistant-stage manager.
Having only this information, I think I
am to be pardoned for my bewilderment
when I received a picture of a fullpanoplied Indian Chief postmarked some
small midwestern town. Gregory had
written merely, “Now I’m an Indian.”
Several weeks later I was trying on
overcoats in a San Francisco haber¬
dashery when I heard a familiar voice
arising from the opposite side of the
double-backed mirror. “Don’t you have
something,” Gregory was asking the
salesman, “that will make me look twenty
pounds heavier and two inches shorter?”
“With pockets twenty inches deep to
hide your fist-clenching?” I said over
the mirror.
Gregory stuck his head over and, grin¬
ning from ear to ear when he recog¬
nized me, bounded around to shake
hands. He sa?d he’d been trying to get in
touch with me because he had tickets for
my wife and me to see “The Doctor’s
Dilemma.”
“It’s a great show. Miss Cornell is mar¬
velous, of course. If you don’t blink, you
will have a chance to catch my four-line
performance.”
“How are things anyhow?” I demanded.
Solemnly, with only the comers of his
mouth flicking a little, he said, “Fine.
New Honor has come to me. Yesterday
I was interviewed by a reporter from the
Call-Bulletin. Local boy makes good.”
I asked what he meant by the Indian
gag.
“Oh, that,” he said, shaking his forelock
out of his eyes. “I told a girl in our tour¬
ing company that I was a full-blooded
Indian, Blackbottom tribe.
Had to do
something to gain some attention. She’s
awfully popular.”
“Any reservations yet?” I wanted to
'"now.
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Keeping up with young Jonathan’s many questions about this and that, makes for good
relaxation after “The Great Sinner.” At least that’s what father Gregory Peck claims.

“Let you know later. Depends upon
getting a job after this show closes.”
I didn’t see “The Doctor’s Dilemma”
because one of our children fell ill that
night, so the next I heard was that Greg¬
ory was back in New York, and having
plenty of hard knocks. He was being
cast regularly in plays that had promise,
but little else. Finally he was cast oppo¬
site Gladys Cooper in “Morning Glory.”
The show closed almost before it opened,
but the critics praised Mr. Peck to the
skies.
During this time I received the follow¬
ing wire: “Greta Rice and I were married
in the Methodist Church at Park and
Sixty-first this afternoon. Heap pretty
squaw.”
From then until the spring of 1948, I
kept in touch with Gregory and Greta
through the usual exchange of Christmas
cards. Gregory always wrote on the
card, “Look us up if you’re ever in Los
Angeles.”
I took him up on it one Sunday after¬
noon. Things had changed during the
ten years I had known Gregory. In the
spring of 1948 he was world-famed, suc¬
cessful. I was somewhat diffident about
interrupting the leisure day of a cele¬
brated man, but when he opened the
door and greeted me with a twenty-four
carat grin, sparkling eyes, and a grip
that hurt, I knew that I had been right
in assuming that Gregory Peck would
never be puffed up by renown.
He was wearing a faded plaid shirt,
faded levis, sneakers, and an air of com¬
plete relaxation. He took me for a tour
of his house and beamed when I stated
that the view was spectacular.
The
house itself is comfortable but not grand;
it is homelike, rambling, and filled with
the belongings of the two little boys,
Jonathan and Steve.
When the tour was completed, Greta
insisted that we have an early Sunday
night supper, then Gregory and I settled
down to a four-hour talk. He told me
in detail about the Actors Company, an
ambitious group which had produced a
series of plays in La Jolla during the
summer of 1947, and was planning an¬
other nine weeks of live drama in the
summer of 1948. Then he talked at length
about his consuming ambition to be a
part of a group hoping to establish

legitimate theater in Beverly Hills.
A^ter working with the Actors Com¬
pany last summer, I was given—through
the combined efforts of Gregory and my
good friend, Robert Siodmak—a part in
Gregory’s forthcoming M-G-M picture,
“The Great Sinner.” It provides Greg¬
ory with a great, but highly demanding
part. In one sequence he is required to
go into a frenzy of hysteria as the re¬
sult of a gambling loss. This extroverted
reaction is quite foreign to Gregory’s
nature, as anyone who knows him well
can testify. He is the type of man in
private life who, if greatly hurt, would
go away from everyone and suffer in
silence.
I sat through several rehearsals of
this difficult scene.
Even in the runthrough, Gregory was so good that I
wilted my collar in excitement over his
mastery of dramatic projection. Finally
he strolled over to where I was sitting
and said worriedly, “Do you have any
suggestions?”
I couldn’t help grinning a little. Much
as I have learned over the years about
stage technique, I am still green about
picture technique. Even so, Gregory—
despite his great success—was eager for
constructive criticism from a tyro.
Somewhat later in the shooting sched¬
ule, when I was working in a sequence
which took place in the gambling casino,
Gregory stuck around the set while I
worked. Ordinarily the stars of the pic¬
ture spend every spare moment in their
dressing rooms, studying their lines or
resting.
I realized how unobtrusively
kind Gregory was, merely by remaining
on the set while I worked.
After we had finished rehearsal and
were ready for a take, Gregory strolled
up to me and, in half a dozen deft sen¬
tences, explained how I could take ad¬
vantage of the key lighting, and how—
by moving forward half a step—I could
improve my space in the camera.
So the teacher became the student.
This summer I intend to go back to
the Actors Company, to appear in sev¬
eral of the La Jolla plays. I will aid in
the direction as well. I have a problem:
One of the stars of the company needs
coaching on a certain subject: Under
stress, Gregory still flexes his hands!
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A nng you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN tor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25C a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve —Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
Ring and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28, W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND
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Erase telltale age lines,
wrinkles and crows-feet
this easy, sure scientific way
Kathryn Murray Home Facial treatmentsstrengthen facial muscles through
simple facial exercises, produce amaz¬
ing results. Have helped 40,000 women
look years younger.

Send today tor

free booklet

Free Booklet
Tells How

Act I
No obligation. No salesman will call. Act
ok. I
now. Give your face a new and younger look
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Michigan
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--LONGER

HAIR?

Then TRY THIS PROVEN
EASY SYSTEM on YOUR

HAIR...7 DAYS
Just try this System on your hair
7 days and see if you are really
enjoying the pleasure of attrac¬
tive hair that can very often cap¬
ture LOVE and ROMANCE for you.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER
HELPS PREVENT Brittle Ends Breaking Off
When SCALP and HAIR conditions are normal and
dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded, it has
a chance to get longer and much more beautiful. Make easy
7 day TEST! The Juelene System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY!— Fully Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms □ Pomade □ Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D. $1.00 plu9 Government charges. It is fully guar¬
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JUELCO.,4727N. Damen, Dept. S601, Chicago25, III.

DO YOU WANT TO BE A
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODEL?
Teen-agers, children and models of all ages are in
demand. You can earn money from your home.
Your photographs can appear in magazines and
newspapers for leading advertising agencies.

THIS IS NOT A SCHOOL
We pive you a plan to follow. Send $1.00 for complete plan
to MODEL INFORMATION GUIDE. DEPT. H. P.0. BOX
#726, DETROIT 31. MICHIGAN. (No C.O.D. orders.)

SECRETS OF A HOLLYWOOD BABY-SITTER
(Continued from page 41/

it up. It was in a higher price bracket
than their pocketbooks allowed.
“But
it’ll be something to work for,” Elbe said,
and she was right. They couldn’t have
made a happier choice.
Their gray stucco house is on a wind¬
ing, country-like road in the short green
mountains known as Beverly Hills. It’s
a mile or so from the nearest car line
and well off the sight-seeing bus route.
It’s rural but not inconvenient. A 10minute drive to the left takes you to the
center of Hollywood, and 15 minutes to
the right lands you in Santa Monica,
where Glenn grew up and where many
of his closest friends still live.
Ellie and Glenn have furnished their
house with everything they could think
of to provide comfort and pleasure. For
the past three Christmases all their
presents to each other have been house
presents, which explains why the place
is so perfect.
They have a projection machine which
they use in the music room. The com¬
bined den and bar is full of good books
and easy chairs. It’s also rigged up with
a special overhead light so that Glenn’s
poker club can meet in absolute com¬
fort.
There’s a pool table downstairs,
and the Fords were also one of the fij-st
in their neighborhood to own a televi¬
sion set. And, surprisingly enough, the
kitchen in their house was furnished
with as much care as the living room.
Ellie is an accomplished cook and to aid
her in this hobby, Glenn bought her a
hotel-size deep freeze.
He also was
considerate and stocked it with elk, deer
and fish that he caught in and near Lake
Seeley, Montana.
It’s no wonder Glenn and Ellie hate
to leave home—but they do once in a
while and that’s where I come in to sub¬
stitute for Petie’s full-time nurse.
“Don’t you think this is a great place
to raise a son?” mused Glenn one night
as he waited for Ellie to tuck Peter in
bed.
“Did you ever notice our ever¬

greens on the hill behind the house?”
I nodded.
“Well, sometimes Petie and I camp out
in that grove of trees. We put up a tent
and roast potatoes and bacon over a
bonfire.
My boy isn’t much impressed
with my acting talents but he thinks I’m
a terrific outdoor cook.”
The fact that Peter is only four may
explain why movies don’t interest him
too much, but his father does.
Peter
thinks his Dad is a delightful blend of
cowboy-magician-and-fireman, and with
good reason.
Glenn never seems to scold his son
but rather charms or confuses him into
good behavior.
For example, while
Glenn was in vaudeville he learned a
few sleight-of-hand tricks which he now
puts into use. If Peter behaves nicely,
his father goes outside and picks a stick
of gum off a gum tree. By palming a
piece and then producing it out of no¬
where, he has Peter thoroughly con¬
vinced that gum grows on trees for good
little boys.
So that Peter won’t be afraid of the
dark, the Fords have a name for the owl
that lives in their woods.
He’s called
Willard, and when Willard hoots, Peter
knows he’s watching over him.
Then
there’s Richard, the midget, who knocks
underneath the table when Peter won’t
eat his vegetables.
There’s the turtle
who lives under the house, and the little
man who sits under the hood of the car
and makes the engine go.
Since I’ve worked around the Glenn
Fords I've learned that the best way to
train children is by imagination, not
punishment.
Besides improving my technique with
youngsters, I’ve learned a few things
about making a husband happy.
I’ve
noticed that Ellie does everything she
can to please Glenn.
She plans the
meals so that they always include one of
Glenn's favorite dishes; either sweet¬
breads, jumbo mushrooms, shrimp, or

HEW BUST CREME

(fattaita t&e SvtoxyetUc p

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no c
representations whatever
new Francis James Bust C
do promise you may test
self 10 days on this special
ductory offer. Each jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today. When your 30-Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper. Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
money will be refunded.

days
jar Francis James Bust
tax and C.O.D. postage.
with package. Test 10
not satisfied return and

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 1-E
803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago 22, III.

STOP CORNS!
INSTANT RELIEF
Protect sore toes from
new or tight shoes with
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads
today and you’ll stop
corns from developing
tomorrow! But—if you
have corns—Zino-pads
will instantly relieve
pain and quickly re¬
move corns. Try them!
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CORNS STOPPED

Here’s an average evening in the life of the Glenn Fords. When Eleanor reads a bed¬
time story to young Petie it’s hard to tell who’s more fascinated: Glenn or his son!

KOPAL PAINTS ON!

DINGY TEETH
WHITE
LOOK RADIANT

Be proud and happy to smile

pi

i
Before KOPAL... 3 minutes later...After KOPAL
This Is a wonderful fact! Now.
no matter how blemished
your teeth may be—no matter
how dull or dingy—In Just 3
minutes you can be proud
and happy to smile! Yes.
Kopal magically covers tooth
surfaces —even gold fillings —
with the pearl-like luster of
movie star smiles. Yes, Kopal
Is the amazing new cosmetic
enamel for the teeth that
beauty editors rave about and grateful users
call a miracle of natural-appearing beauty. Try
Kopal for the thrill of your life!

Paints on like
nail polish — harmless

There’ll never be any gossip about Glenn Ford and this “other woman” in his life.
She’s his mother. During his recent New York visit they were snapped at the Stork Club.
ice cream. His craving for ice cream,
I might add, verges on the extreme.
She’s also very alert to his needs.
She’s always getting him fishing tackle
he wants, shaving cream he needs, or a
kind of candy he likes. Ellie claims that
the reason she’s so thoughtful of Glenn
is so that he’ll miss her when she’s
away on her annual dance tour.
Of
course, that’s hard to believe when she
so obviously loves doing favors for other
people.
The thing I love about Glenn (aside
from his letting me call him by his first
name) is his great enthusiasm for little
things. For example, he’s crazy about
toy stores.
He’ll cut his lunch hour
short in order to browse through a new
toy shop.
Needless to say, he never
leaves empty-handed. That’s one of the
reasons Peter’s room looks like the win¬
ter headquarters for the Macy parade.
Petie accepts all these playthings gra¬
ciously because he sees through his fa¬
ther.
He knows Glenn has more fun
than a kid in a toy store.
Glenn also loves to travel. About a
month ago he was getting ready to fly
to Phoenix, Arizona, and he was so ex¬
cited you’d have thought he was em¬
barking on a world cruise.
I haven’t
traveled a great deal myself but I have
been to Phoenix and I never got worked
up about it.
What I’m beginning to
suspect is that I don’t have the proper
attitude. I guess I need more genuine
enthusiasm to round out my life.I’ve also been at the Fords’ house a
couple of times when Glenn’s returned
from one of his trips.
Boy! is that a
happy occasion. He comes in the front
door loaded with presents and funny
stories.
The first time it happened, I was in
the house amusing Peter while Ellie was
rehearsing a dance routine in the music
room. Glenn blew in unexpectedly and
when the excitement of seeing him died
down, Ellie asked, “Well, dear, did you
get arrested this time?”
My eyes must have bulged a foot.
Glenn Ford arrested! But it happens to
be true.
In strange cities he has a

weakness for error. Inadvertently Glenn
breaks a city ordinance, and a policeman
always seems to be watching. In Chi¬
cago, one time, he wanted to take a pic¬
ture of the Buckingham Fountain.
It
was during the war and as he started to
get the fountain into focus, a policeman
tapped him on the shoulder. A military
secret floating on Lake Michigan was in
the background and photographers were
forbidden. Another time in San Fran¬
cisco he rented a car and started touring
the city.
Trying to negotiate the bay
city hills and sight-see at the same time,
he ended by going the wrong way on
Market Street. A policeman caught him.
Just recently in New York he was ap¬
prehended for feeding pigeons in Sher¬
man Square.
Ellie and Glenn seem to have fun do¬
ing simple, inexpensive things together.
Their idea of a pleasant night out is to
dine at some quiet restaurant (usually
a seafood place or Italian bistro). After
dinner instead of going to a night club
they take a ride along the coast and then
stop for an ice cream soda on the way
home.
If Peter happens to go along,
they include a stop-off at the neighbor¬
hood fire station so that he .can enjoy
the special treat of inspecting a real fire
engine at close range.
Whenever I tell my parents that my
ambition is to own a home like Glenn
Ford’s they laugh at my wild dreams.
“Hurry up,” they suggest with sarcasm,
“and marry a millionaire. Then we can
all enjoy your fortune.”
My parents don’t read movie magazines
much and what they overlook is that
Glenn and Eleanor Ford didn’t marry
millions either.
They both came from
good but far from wealthy homes. Ev¬
erything they have is a direct result of
their own hard work.
In Elbe’s case, her father died when
she was a baby and her mother never
remarried.
Mrs. Powell watched over
her daughter and gave her what advan¬
tages she could.
When Eleanor was
seven, she started her in ballet lessons
and Elbe took to dancing like Nijinsky.
Mrs. Powell had no intention of letting

KOPAL KIT

contains
A dentist's formula—Kopal Is
absolutely harmless, tasteless.
Saf-Enamel
Goes on easier, quicker than
Art brush
nail polish. Easily wiped off
Applicator
with Kopal Remover. Unaf¬
fected by eating, mouth acids,
Remover
cocktails. SEND NO MONEY.
Directions
Radiant results guaranteed!
Just send name and address
plus Free
on postcard. When Kopal Kit
Consultation
arrives, pay postman $3 plus
C.O.D. postage. Or send $3
with order and save postage. Price Includes
Fed. tax. Money back If not thrilled. Winters
& Company, Dept. 15, 1 E. 42 St., New York 17.

Cosmetic Enamel for teeth
paints on like nail polish

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
to Size 8x10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
SAME PRICEforfull lengthorbust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani¬
mals, etc., or enlargements of any i
part of a group picture. Original is '
returned with your enlargement.

Send No Money 3 for $1
Just mail photo, negative or snap- PluttSc for
shot (any size) and receive your en- niakxnqneolargement, guaranteed fadeless on otxve, if you
beautiful double-weight portrait 3«nd photo._
quality paper. Just pay postman C.O.D. plus postage or send cash
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos or Negatives Today!

Professional Art Studios, 534 S. Main, Dept. 519-E.

Princeton, Illinois
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This matched bridal pair is exquisiteiy lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover’s Design —14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire i9 set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover’s design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS alsosetin 14 Karat

Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover’s
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
ring (or both for $17.95) plus tax and few cents postage. Write

PRODUCTS CO., 7941 S. HALSTED. DEPT. A-lll9, CHICAGO 20, ILL.
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Help Relieve Distress Of

FEMALE
WEAKN
Are you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does
this make you suffer from pain, feel so
nervous, tired—at such times? Then do
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com¬
pound to relieve such symptoms. Pinkham’s has a grand soothing effect on one

of woman's most important organs!

^LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

compound

EXQUISITE ELEGANCE, BUDGET PRICED

Luscious Rayon
Safin heaped

//

with Lace

3"

$

WHITE
SKY KLIJE
ME PINK
Pinked seams!
Adjustable
straps!
Don’t let this slip val¬
ue slip by! Send fight
away for this luxurious
lovely... 3 rows of lace at
top and 6 full rows of ruf¬
fled lace at hem. Four-gore
cut and panelled bodice
for smooth perfect fit.

ORDER

BY

(Continued from page 491

MAIL

TODAY

Size..Color..2nd Color..
Name.
Address.
State..

Postage Paid, Except on C. O. D.'s

YOU CAN LEARN TO

BE AN ARTIST

Start Drawing at Home in Your SPARE
TIME—Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $65, $80 or More a Week!
It’s interesting and pleasant to study
Art the W.S.A. way. COMMERCIAL
ART DESIGNING, CARTOONING all in
ONE complete course. No previous Art
experience necessary—hundreds have
profited by our practical methods since
1914. TWO ART OUTFITS fumshed.
Full information in FREE BOOK, "Art
for Pleasure & Profit.”
Veterans! Course Approved under “G.l.” Bill.

FREE BOOK gives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART. |
Studio 335R. 1115 15th St., N. W.
■
Washington 5, D. C.

.AGE...
..Zone.State..

10 THEY TALK ABOUT YOU?
Do you feel thot
are laughing at your
or nose? You can
this by sending for
well known book

they
ears
stop
this

“Before & After”
that has helped thousands
of people like you for
the post twenty years. It
tells about the newest
method of Plastic Sur¬
gery; how quickly and without discomfort badly
shaped noses, protruding ears, thick lips, wrinkles and
signs of age can be cor¬
rected. Also cleft palate,
hare-lip, over and un¬
der developed breasts,
etc. Fully explained by an
experienced and famous
specialist.
Richly illus¬
trated, 125 pages, 30c
coin or stamps. Man or
woman, boy or girl —

M
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PUBLISHERS

60 E. 42nd St., Dept. OT. New York 17, N. Y.
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The End

SIZES 32 to 44

Please send me .. w Lots O' Lace"
slips at $3.99 each.
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California teen-agers enjoy. He was al¬
ways learning lines and helping to build
stage scenery.
His devotion to an art paid off; and
right after graduation from Santa Monica
High he landed a part in a professional
road company. His appearance in the¬
atres near Los Angeles netted him a
screen test.
Columbia Pictures Corp.
signed him to a contract on Oct. 1, 1939.
Ever since that date he’s appeared in a
steady stream of motion pictures except
for wartime duty in the Marines.
Since his discharge from the service
Glenn hasn’t had a day off. At times
he’s been studying the part for the next
picture while he finishes the current one.
I’ve seen him so tired that he almost
falls asleep at the dinner table.
As I collect my pay for the fun of
playing with young Peter Ford, I tell
myself that anybody can have a beau¬
tiful, happy home life, if only they’re
willing to work for it.
The Glenn Fords do.

REUNION IN HOLLYWOOD

LORNA DAY LINGERIE, Dept. ||8
Louisiana, Missouri

City..

her daughter go on the stage but one
summer when they were vacationing at
Atlantic City the hotel manager saw
Ellie perform and offered her a job.
Then a talent agent saw her and signed
her to dance at Ben Bemie’s famous sup¬
per club in New York City. Eleanor
Powell managed to fill these night club
engagements during her vacations and
finished high school in her home town
of Springfield, Mass.
After that came Broadway shows and
movies. Ellie says it was always fun
but that it was a continuous grind of
practice, performance, and practice again.
Glenn’s career was similar insofar as
work was concerned. He knew he al¬
ways wanted to be an actor and his
parents didn’t object.
They merely
pointed out that to be a good actor he
had to act. Therefore, all of his spare
time during high school was spent in
the workshop of the Santa Monica Com¬
munity Players. He recalls that he never
had time for the normal amount of dat¬
ing or lolling on the beach that most

individualists, both full of plans for their
careers, which would conflict with their
overall program for marriage.
Road block Number Two was the fact
that their careers might take them apart
and might, as it had with so many pro¬
fessional couples, make the marriage
impossible.
The friends were partially right about
Point Two. The Douglas’ careers have
kept them apart, much of their married
life. Helen Gahagan left a brilliant
position in the theatre to become an
equally outstanding political figure, the
Congresswoman from California. Her
work, necessarily, keeps her in Wash¬
ington a major portion of the year.
Husband Melvyn, back from the wars,
is shoulder deep again in his Hollywood
film career. More than this he finds time
for some Broadway producing. At this
writing he has a hit musical, “Call Me
Mister,” which ran two years on Broad¬
way and which is now on the road.
Professionally and geographically the
careers of Melvyn and Helen have, in¬
deed, taken them apart.
But the friends were wrong about
Point One. In spite of these formidable
obstacles, the Douglas family, father,
mother and three youngsters, found it
possible to remain close together during
these fifteen years bound by ties of spirit
when geography intervened to separate
them.
More than this, their marriage has been
so successful in spite of the barriers that
the project is the envy of more than one
Hollywood couple who share the same
roof twelve months of the year with no
conflicting careers—and with no particu¬
lar enthusiasm.
The secret of the successful marriageat-long-distance formula worked out
most unconsciously by Melvyn and Helen
is really simple—and, like most simple
things—profound.
To begin with, Helen and Melvyn
agreed from the outset that making mar¬
riage work long distance, or within the
confines of a home, was basically a mat¬
ter of doin’ what comes naturally—and
honestly.
They met when Helen was offered the
lead in David Belasco’s “Tonight or
Never.” Melvyn was being considered
for the leading role opposite her.
Helen Gahagan, being above all a
completely frank and forthright person,

expressed some misgivings about the
ability of this young actor since he hadn’t
had too much experience. It was equally
natural and honest for Douglas to resent
the skepticism of his future wife, then
to be intrigued by her honesty of state¬
ment, so much so that he determined to
win the role.
He did. Along with it, he won the star.
It was natural too that they should
both want a honeymoon after a long
period of work without vacation. But
both of them realized their responsi¬
bility to the hit play and the actors in
it, and decided they would hold the
honeymoon off until the show closed.
The play ran for two years! During
that waiting period the couple made en¬
chanting plans for a wonderful European
jaunt.
On the liner Europe-bound certain
interesting symptoms, not entirely due to
seasickness, caused Mr. and Mrs. Doug¬
las some consternation. As soon as they
docked, instead of remaining in Paris,
they continued on to Rome where Mr.
Douglas’ mother was living. She recom¬
mended an American doctor who told
Mrs. Melvyn Douglas, “You are in ex¬
cellent health. In about eight months
you should become the mother of a
lusty infant.”
The doctor said he had never heard
of a prospective mother continuing a
tour of the world but as long as she felt
all right, he could see no reason for
changing plans.
So the honeymoon continued, allowing
Mrs. Douglas just enough time to arrive
in Los Angeles for the birth of her son.
She had enjoyed herself thoroughly, and
had never known an instant’s discomfort.
Not so her devoted husband. He suffered
intermittent physical unhappiness from
the moment of the doctor’s announce¬
ment until his son arrived safely.
When Helen Gahagan and Melvyn
Douglas came to Hollywood, lured by
motion picture studios who were then
beginning to raid Broadway, they had
every right to anticipate parallel careers.
However, as in the case of many of the
stage’s dynamic talents, Helen Gahagan
was dissatisfied with her parts.
On the other hand the motion picture
camera discovered in Mr. Douglas not
only high romantic implications, but a
flair for high comedy. Both talents were
employed to the full in such pictures as

“Ninotchka” opposite Greta Garbo, and
‘‘Theodora Goes Wild” opposite Irene
Dunne.
It was around this time—1936—that
Melvyn and Helen made another trip
abroad, this time to France and Germany.
Melvyn and Helen realized how menac¬
ing Hitler was to become when a German
agent approached the actress openly and
suggested that she work for Hitler in
America, winning over converts among
artists to his philosophy.
On the way back to New York Helen
and Melvyn decided they must find ways
and means to tell the American people of
the danger they witnessed in Europe.
Eventually, it led Helen into politics.
It was natural, Melvyn felt, for Helen
to want to throw herself completely into
a work she had begun; this was the kind
of concentration and intensity that had
made her such a fine actress. The two
faced honestly the demands that the
work would make on their marriage and
decided it was worth it. Helen began her
political career.
When the war broke out it was a fore¬
gone conclusion that if the U. S. were
attacked, Melvyn would join up. This in
spite of the fact that, being in his early
40’s, as well as a veteran of World War I,
the actor could reasonably have accepted
exemption from service.
Douglas quietly walked into a recruit¬
ing station and signed up as a buck
private. He was sent to Arkansas for
basic training and made with the feet
along with other buck privates who were
half-a-generation his junior. He had
king-size blisters, back-ache and an at¬
tack of homesickness that made him one
with youngsters who had never before
been away from home over night.
When his commanding officer sug¬
gested that PFC Douglas sign up for OCS,
consternation chilled the barracks until
Melvyn said firmly that he preferred to
stick with his outfit.
And there he might have stuck if he
hadn’t discovered that if he accepted a
commission he would be sent overseas
at once.
In time Captain Douglas was on his
way to India via Los Angeles. He was
delayed for almost three weeks which he
spent ecstatically with his wife and
children.
“We seldom turned in until two or three
A. M., during those weeks—not because
we were out on the town or were enter¬

taining guests until late—but simply be¬
cause all of us had too much to talk
about,” is Melvyn’s recollection.
One of the topics discussed was the
American political scene. Mrs. Douglas
had been asked to run for office as Repre¬
sentative from the 14th Congressional
District in Los Angeles.
Convinced that his wife would win the
election, Captain Douglas sailed for India.
Melvyn and Helen had agreed that the
best way to keep a long-distance love
affair alive was to share every day’s
events in detail almost as if they were
keeping in touch by telephone. This they
did and still do. The phone bill, when
Helen is in Washington and Melvyn in
Hollywood, looks like a sub-section of
the national debt, according to the Doug¬
las housekeeper who handles his account.
In June, 1945, Major Douglas was
ordered to New York. He couldn’t let his
wife know that he was coming home.
But when he reached New York, he beat
his way to the nearest telephone and
finally got in touch with Mrs. Douglas in
Washington.
Her first comment was typical: “Dar¬
ling, where are you? Are you all right?”
She joined him in New York a few
hours later, and they were together when
V-J Day was celebrated.
He had been invited to return to India
after the war to serve as top executive
for a syndicate having six million dollars
to invest in the buildings and equipment
for an ultra-modern motion picture
studio. It was the chance of a lifetime,
but it would have meant that Congres¬
sional Representative Helen Gahagan
Douglas would have been forced to aban¬
don her career as politician in favor of
her position as wife. Also, the children,
deep in their own pursuits, would have
been uprooted by the change.
For those reasons, without a second
thought Melvyn told the syndicate,
“Thank you very much, but no, thank
you.”
In the last several years when so
many marriages have been threatened
and shattered, the Douglas formula
makes more sense than ever to this
couple. Helen, who was returned to
Congress for a third term in 1948, re¬
mains the busy politician who flies home
to her family every moment that Con¬
gress isn’t in session. The children, who
stayed with her during the war, now
remain in Hollywood and share their
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The New,
Scientific Way to

LOSE
WEIGHT
Feel full of pep
and energy. Over¬
come that tired
feeling this Doctor
Approved Way!

REDUCE
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NO STARVING
NO EXERCISE
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NO LAXATIVES

30 LBS.
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NO MASSAGE
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HARMLESS
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GOOD FOR YOU!
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YOUR HEALTH!
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DON'T PAY A PENNY!
Don’t be denied a beautiful, attractive figure. Lose ugly
excess fat easily, quickly, pleasantly, safely—we guaran¬
tee it! KELPIDINE does the work with little effort on
your part, is ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS and supplies a
food mineral which is VITAL for balanced nutrition.
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YOU! It decreases your appe¬
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Proven results are shown quick¬
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safe and brings remarkable resuits aulckly and easily.
*

“My grateful Thanks
to Kelpidine. In just
a few weeks I lost 3
inches thru the waistJ?c“eswais‘‘
11116
“J»- , 11 s
amazing.” Joan Flem¬
ing. New York City.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!
If Kelpidine doesn’t do the wonders for
you as it has for others, if you don’t lose
as much weight as you want to lose, if
you’re not 100% delighted with results,
- YOUR -MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED
AT ONCE!

$

CDPFI The famous Dr. Phillips Reducing
- ■*■■■■• Plan which has helped many lose
20, 30 and up to 40 pounds quickly and safely
will be sent absolutely FREE with your order.

MAIL COUPON NOW!
9

American Healthaids Co., Dept 65
• 871 Broad Street, Newark, New jersey
•
#
t
#

Send me at once for $2 cash, check or money order,
one month's supply of Kelpidine Tablets, postpaid,
If I am not 100% satisfied my money will be i
refunded.

Name_
Address_
State
□ I enclose $5. send three month’s supply.

City_

Congresswoman Helen Douglas didn’t discuss politics when she visited Melvyn Douglas
and Greg Peck on “The Great Sinner” location. She was much too interested in sets.

•••
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"I am proud of what

\

THE ESTROGENIC
HORMONE

BUST
CREAM

actor father’s pride in the career of their
famous mother.
Douglas, himself under RKO contract
for one picture a year, has a head full
of plans. He’s had a busy year what with
starring in three films, “My Own True
Love” at Paramount, “The Long Denial”
at RKO and most recently “The Great
Sinner” at M-G-M. In 1949 he plans to
make his entry into the field of independ¬
ent producing and has already acquired
several screen properties, notably “A
Yank in Paris” which he hopes to pro¬

duce and star in in France. In preparing
this story Douglas has worked for the
first time as a screen writer.
In spite of the full and crowded life
that the Douglases lead, neither member
has ever forgotten for a moment that
he is one-half of a permanent partner¬
ship. In that partnership they share
equally all responsibilities. And that,
in the final analysis, they believe, is the
secret of a successful marriage any¬
where, at close range or at long distance.
The End

has done for me,”
says JO JORDAN
"Miss Alabama" GOLDWYN player
• Each Jar contains 30.000 int. units of Belador
No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable in¬
gredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUAR¬
ANTEE that, if you don’t think it is wonderful
after using your first Jar. simply return the
empty Jar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D. Ordfr now . . . TODAY.

HOUSE OF EDEN, Dept. B
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
* trade mark

Embroider this complete baby ensemble including dainty
dress, matching slip, matching bonnet and bib. All made of
good quality, sheer baby lawn. Easily completed. Size 1.
infants to six months. Complete instructions and embroidery
thread included. Sent postpaid or C.O.D. only $1.00 plus
postage and handling. Embroidery hoop. FREE to anyone if
requested. Satisfaction guaranteed or your $1.00 refunded. You
keep free gifts regardless. Send no money. Send card today.

Knight Mail Order Co. 314012th St. Chicago 12, Dept.3329E

EASY TO LEARN AT HOME
Help fill the need for Trained Practical Nurses
>n your community or travel. Wayne Train- ing Plan, welcomed by doctors, prepares you
for experience—at home in spare time. Many
earn while learning. NO HIGH SCHOOL
NEEDED. Ages 18 to 55 accepted. Nurses
Outfit included. Easy payments. Informa¬
tion & sample of lessons Free. Write today.

Wayne School of Practical Nursing, Inc.,
2301 N. Wayne Av. DeskAB-42.Chicagol4.nl.

FURY commands
and no man can refuse!
DEAR FRIEND: It was In a
cafe in Singapore that I first
met FURY. She was the most
beautiful and exotic woman I
have ever known. Men killed
each other Just for her favors.
And when she beckoned, men
leaped to obey. For this was
the POWER OF FURY, and
no man dared to refuse her.
And so I blended an exotic
perfume called FURY. I called
it FURY because it captures
the great POWER OVER MEN
that FURY had. And like that
exotic dancer. Fury commands,
and men leap to obey because
—
they fear FURY.
If YOU would like to try the exotic POWER of
FURY, just send me your name and address. When the
postman delivers FURY, deposit only $3 plus postage
with him (2 for $5) on My GUARANTEE: Try the
POWER of FURY for only 10 days. If you are not
satisfied. I’ll send your $3 back. But please use FURY
carefully. It is very powerful.

Sincerely yours.
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BEWARE OF FARLEY GRANGER
{Continued from page 351

much different young man than the
tense ex-sailor. For one thing, a mus¬
tache adorned his upper lip, giving him
a man-of-distinction air. (It’s since been
shaved off. Originally he had grown it
for his role of the romantic young avia¬
tor in Samuel Goldwyn’s “Enchant¬
ment.”) But this wasn’t the only differ¬
ence. Farley had replaced the tension of
an ex-sailor for the sureness of a man
who knows where he’s going.
Later, I was sitting down at lunch with
Farley to find out just what had hap¬
pened to his private and professional life
to have made this difference.
“Enchantment” was behind him pack¬
ing them in at the box office and Farley
was back at work for Samuel Goldwyn
in “Roseanna McCoy.”
He had been on his own in this house
in the canyon for about three months—
so the natural thing to ask was, “Why
did you decide to leave home and go out
on your own?”
“I thought it was about time for me to
become independent,” Farley stated with
his particular brand of disarming can¬
dor. “But don’t get the idea that my
place is a movie star’s mansion. It’s just
a living and dining room combined, a
kitchen, bathroom, two bedrooms, and a
big fireplace. Kind of rustic but warm
and homey. I had to find a place to fit my
budget—which still isn’t up in the im¬
pressive brackets. And I’m also support¬
ing my mother and father, you know.
“When 1 did decide to move, naturally
I discussed it with my parents first. I
felt that since I was twenty-three it
was time for me to make the change.
They offered no argument since they
could understand my reasons.
“Frankly, I like living alone. I’d al¬
ways wanted the chance to do things
for myself instead of having others do
for me. At first it was difficult to accept
so many responsibilities and problems
thrown at me, and I was a little confused.
But I learned that once you begin to do
things for yourself, it’s fun. It’s really a
challenge
“I don’t do too much work about the
house since I have a maid who comes in
twice a week to clean. If I’m going to
have guests for dinner, I manage to coax
her to stay and cook for the occasion.
But I seldom eat at home. Once in a
while, Geraldine Brooks, who is a good
friend of mine, can be inveigled into
coming down to the house and preparing
a meal. She lives only a short distance
away. She can really cook too! As for
my cooking, well, I can put together a
terrific egg sandwich.”
Farley explained that he doesn’t let
the place get into the proverbial bach¬
elor’s mess when the maid isn’t around.
He’s not averse to do housework if it be¬
comes necessary.
“I do straighten things up about the
place and I do the dishes,” he added,

smiling. “But that’s nothing new to
me. I did dishes all of the time when I
lived with my parents. I would like to
spend more time at home than I do, but
somehow I don’t get the chance. When
I am around, I am forever playing some
of the wonderful records I have. I
usually turn them on when I get up in
the morning and play them until I leave.
Incidentally, I’m a classicist in the music
line.”
And that brought up the romantic
angle. Certainly Farley’s one of the
town’s most eligible bachelors. His name
has hit the gossip columns frequently,
linked with this or that girl. Definitely,
he’s what is known anywhere in the
United States—-not alone in Hollywood—
as a “good catch.”
“I go out on dates several times a
week,” Farley admitted freely. “Lately,
I’ve been spending most of my time
with Shelley Winters. I met her several
months ago but before we could get
better acquainted I had to go to Sonora
on location for ‘Roseanna McCoy’ and
she had to go to Sun Valley.
“We started going out together quite
frequently only recently. We usually go
to a show, the ballet, the theatre, or we
sit home and play ‘acey-deucy.’ Once in
a while I’ll go to a night club if there’s
an act I especially want to catch, but I
am not too excited about the top-hatand-tails routine.
“I’ve also dated Patricia Neal and
Gerry Brooks But—I hasten to add that
there is no serious romance in my life.
I'm not even sure I want anything serious
to happen—yet. I think of getting mar¬
ried, of course, but not too seriously be¬
cause I feel I have so much to learn
about my career first. I’m still more
career-minded than I am marriageminded. And. besides, I want to travel a
lot first before 1 settle down. Above all,
I want to feel that I’m ready for mar¬
riage. I don’t think I am now—and
there can’t be any doubts in my mind
about that when I take the plunge.
“My one thought is really to be a good
actor. That’s as far as any other activi¬
ties I may have in mind are concerned.
As for what I want out of life itself—
well, I haven’t experienced enough of it
yet to know. I have the appetite for a
full life but I haven’t come to the main
course. I honestly don’t believe I’m old
enough to know what I want—except
happiness, of course.
“I can’t make any generalizations about
the kind of girl I want to marry at this
point,” Farley continued. “I can only
give vague impressions. For example, I
once thought I liked blondes, and then
I went out with a girl who was a bru¬
nette and I liked her. Now I’m back
dating blondes again—so how do I know?
Naturally, I’d like a girl who has a sense
of humor and who has a feeling for art
and music and one who is, like myself,

politically conscious and aware of the
times. One thing I know she doesn’t have
to be—and that’s a good dancer. That’s
because I’m a bad one myself.
“I don’t even know whether the girl
I marry has to be an actress. I think it
would be nice, but she’d have to be a
good actress! I doubt if I’d marry out¬
side the field, but who’s to say? If I do
marry a non-professional, I will insist
that she have other interests besides just
the home. A wife must have her own
interests. After all, if she hasn’t, what
do you talk about at dinner?”
In his spare time, Farley keeps busy.
There aren’t many dull moments where
he’s concerned.
“I read a great deal,” he went on, “and
I like to play tennis. Last summer I took
up sailing at Balboa and I had to learn
horseback ridmg for my part in ‘Roseanna McCoy.’ I also like to go to con¬
certs.
“I won’t forget a concert I went to re¬
cently given by the French pianist,
Poulenc. I was interested in hearing him
because I had ‘played’—and I use the
word advisedly—his composition, ‘Move¬
ment Perpetuelle,’ in ‘Rope.’
“I sat next to Aaron Copland in the
theatre. Afterwards, Aaron persuaded
me to go back and meet Poulenc. While
I waited to be introduced, a little man
dashed over to the pianist and began to
speak in very excitable French. There
was much kissing of the cheeks. I was
really thrilled when I discovered the
enthusiastic little man was Igor Stra¬
vinsky.
“I was finally presented to Poulenc
and when he heard I had played his com¬
position in the picture, he became very
voluble.
He sounded pleased, but I
couldn’t be sure because my French is
so limited I couldn’t understand what he
was saying. So Aaron translated his
comments to me and mine to him. It
was a very exciting evening.
“I also go to art galleries quite often,
and recently I bought my first painting.
It’s by a contemporary French artist. I
bought it from Anatole Litvak—and I’m
paying for it on the installment plan!
When I go to the galleries now, I’m al¬
ways being taken into the back room and
shown the really fine pictures—but all
I can do is look, since I’m in no position
to start collecting art on the grand scale.”
Where the pulse of Farley really ticks
is when he discusses his love of acting.
“I’m very happy with the way my
career is going now,” he said earnestly.
“I don’t want to become a star until I’m
ready for it. I don’t like the way the
word ‘star’ is used these days. It has
lost its significance and its importance
because it is bandied about so loosely.
I feel I have a long way to go before I
can claim that distinction in the way it
should be meant.
“I prefer dramatic roles to the typical
romantic young heroes. I don’t think the
usual run of juvenile parts requires much
acting. At any rate, my favorite role so
far was the one I had in ‘They Live By
Night.’
“The progress I’ve been lucky enough
to make has made me more mature by
far. And it's given me more of a sense
of responsibility. Yet, because I’ve man¬
aged to do something on the screen that
people like only means that I have an
even greater challenge ahead of me. I
know that I have to improve with each

new film. That, of course, makes the
work more stimulating. I am certainly
more confident about my future than I
once was!”
Farley’s success in pictures is one of
those stories that you read about occa¬
sionally: The right break at the right
time.
His background wasn’t of the
“born-in-the-trunk-theatrical” variety.
“I had a typical American boyhood,”
Farley laughed. “I went to school like a
good boy, did odd jobs to earn money,
and had two parents who never tried to
steer a path for me but instead let me go
my own meandering way. I was born
in San Jose, California, and was raised
in North Hollywood, so I’m that rarity
—a native Californian.
“I decided to be an actor when I was
about fourteen. At least that’s when the
idea began to nag at me. Actually I had
the urge when 1 was five. I did a couple
of school plays then in San Jose and I
remember how much I liked it. As I grew
up, my favorite pastime was to go to the
movies.
“My parents didn’t pay too much at¬
tention to me when I said I wanted to be
an actor. They thought it was a whim
but they didn’t preach against it. It
wasn’t until I was seventeen, however,
that I began to do something about this
ambition. I managed to get into a little
theater play—and then things began to
happen.
“The talent head from Samuel Goldwyn’s studio saw me and gave me a test
for the role of the boy in ‘North Star.’
Much to my surprise, I got the part.”
After “North Star,” Farley went into
“The Purple Heart,” and then the Navy
called him. When he finished a two-year
stint in the Navy, he came back to Holly¬
wood, expecting immediately to be put
into a picture. But such wasn’t the case.
A year and a half went by and he didn’t
work.
He became a very discouraged young
man, but his determination to keep on
plugging pulled him over the crucial
point in his career. He spent every day
at the studio during that time working
on scripts with Cathy O’Donnell, who
was with Goldwyn then, too. He studied
every play he could find, and the studio
coach added her valuable touches.
By the time he was loaned to RKO for
“They Live By Night,” he was ready.
The excellent performance he turned in,
thrust him into the Hollywood spotlight
as one of the town’s most promising of
the young leading men.
Farley doesn’t intend to remain just a
Hollywood product. He took a trip to
New York over a year ago for the first
time and became a confirmed New
Yorker.
“I’d like to live in New York, do plays,
and come here only to make pictures,”
he said flatly “I think it’s essential to
do work on the stage if you want to be a
good actor. But I don’t know what Mr.
Goldwyn would say about that idea. I
have a hunch he wouldn’t think it so
hot,” he grinned. Farley is probably
right. An astute producer like Samuel
Goldwyn isn’t letting a valuable property
like Farley Granger go traipsing off to
Broadway. No, Mr. Granger will be a
very busy lad in these parts for some
time to come. New York will have to
wait—and Farley has only his impressive
ability to blame!
The End

Cesar Romero Wants a Girl . . .
just like the girl who married Harry James!
Read about it in June Movieland
On newsstands May 11

Unusual stylo...
at a price that
is pure economy
GENUINE REPTILE
appliqued casuals
for morning, after¬
noon or evening
wear.ORDER TODAY
. coupon makes it
asy. Choice of:
Brown and WhiteBlack and WhiteSizes 4 to 9

ORDER
BY MAIL

PAIR

HENRY H. ZACK
| 3301 W. Florence Aye., Dept. A , los Angeles 43, Calif.
Send me_prs. o( Hollywood Playetles ot $2.98
□ Brown and White Cl Block and White Cl Sizes
□ Bag to match at $2.98 plus 60c Fed. Excise Tax.
□ Cosh enclosed at $2.98 per pair. Send prepaid.
□ C. O. D., I'll pay postman, plus postage.
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1ADVANCE

ROYALTY
t'AID YEARLY

ONGWRITERS
Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. W#
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No. Vine

St..

Oepi. 20-X Hollywood td. Cal.

Your Name Here

NAME RING
Thrilling New Fad!
Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful modernistic
design, chromium finish ring! Stays
clear and sharp for years. Withstands washing,
rubbing, wear. A thrilling keepsake—a magnin-

I of paper for the ring
size. Pay postman^cmfy^l.OO plna few cents
postage and tax. MONEY BACK if not delighted.

ORDER NOWI

STEWART CO., Dept P-358,6 1 6 Walnut St. Cincinnati 2. Ohio

EASY TO LEARN

MILLINERY
AT HOME

- ' w*/ 1

Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America’s
noted designers.
Complete materials,
blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illus¬
trated. You make exclusive salable hats
at once. Begin a profitable business in
spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept. 45. Chicago I, III.
Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.
Print
Name
Address

__

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly \
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Derm oil
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or sc
Grateful users, often i
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared ana
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test .
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as direc'ed. Print name
lainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7330, Detroit 27, Mich.
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smart wide Rho¬
dium-plated Brace¬
let, It is sure to win
admiration every¬
where. Made with
Safety Lock and Safety
Chain. The watch has a
genuine Swiss movement
and unbreakable crystal.
It’s a dependable time¬
keeper. Written guarantee
comes with every watch.

CCiin
lin unucvi Just ma" order today Pay
OtNU NU mUNKl l postman $12.95 plus Fed¬
eral Tax and postage on delivery. Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or vour money refunded if returned within 10 days

t OLDMAN SALES CO..
1335 SO

CALIFORNIA

Dept. 313

CHICAGO 8. ILL.

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery. Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY
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Ave.,

ADVANCEMENT

Suite
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ZIRCONS

closest rival. Beauti¬
ful 10 & 14 Kt. solid gold mount¬
ings, set with genuine gems, H
carat or larger. Unusual prices.
diamond’s

See catalog before
buying. Money back
GUARANTEE with
every purcbaee.

Catalog

FREE!

Orlando Creations. Inc., Oept. 608
112 Prospect. Cleveland IS, Ohio

Think of it! 32 lovely pieces of stamped material which you
can easily and quickly embroider. Costs only $1.98 yet you
would expect to pay much more for these many pieces. A
sensational bargain! Large scarf for dresser or radio, 7 pc.
refreshment set, large center, end table or flush tank cover,
doilies, samplers, pot holders, bibs, whisk broom holder, 3
pc. chair set, 3 pc. vanity set. 3 pc. buffet set, etc. etc.—32
pieces in all on fine white art cloth for only $1.98 plus postage
and C.O.D. handling. FREE to Anyone—Embroidery hoop
free, generous assortment six strand floss. Also free, amazing
new invention fits on any sewing machine easily, quickly.
Makes button holes, quilts, sews on buttons, attaches zippers,
darns stockings, mends tears, etc. Sells elsewhere regularly
for $1.00 but sent to you free. Satisfaction guaranteed, or y<?ur
$1.98 refunded. You keep free gifts regardless. Could anything
be more fair? Just mail a card today!

KNIGHT MAIL ORDER CO, Dept3729E.Chicago 12.1IL

L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone
BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar con la Ins
30,000 Int.
Units of
Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L’ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions. in plain wrapper, complete Including Fed. tax and
postage only <3 00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L'ORMONE CO., Dept. 252-R
220 Broadway
•Trade Mark
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Barrymore, Widmark, Stockwell give splendid performances in a susp

DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS (20th).v
From every angle, this is an important and outstanding picture
to be able to recommend it as a “must” for everybody. I can’t im
loves excitement not going all-out for this picture, for it is excitin
sequences are the most suspenseful seen in many a day.
The story is a moving and poignant one. Captain Bering Joy,
a whaling boat with a just but iron hand. He wants to make one m
his grandson (superbly played by Dean Stockwell) the benefit o
shipping firm sets as first mate a young man (Richard Widm
master’s papers, in case something happens to the old captain (
Widmark, in his first hero role, is marvelous—sympathetic, convin
bait! He is assigned to teach the boy, and Captain Joy, in spite o
as Widmark wins the boy’s devotion.
The climax is reached when a small whaling boat on which th
virgin trip collapses and is lost in the fog. Disobeying orders
second boat to search for the missing boat. He finds the lad an
Capt. Joy is duty-bound to strip Widmark of his command. The
grandfather’s implacability, asks to be put ashore with Widma
Capt. Joy falls ill, he turns over command to Widmark. The la
grandfather he’s sorry but before he can the boat is rammed by a
Joy gets up from his sick bed to take command, thus endangerin
No synopsis can do justice to the fine heroism of the story;
color the excitement, the suspense; and no w.ords can give you
moving and tender beauty of the scene between the boy and old
got to see it to feel its drama and its inspiration.

THRILLING NEW PLAN!
Yourchoice of Gorgeous New
Dressor Suit-in your favorite
style, size and color, given to
you for sending orders for only
THREE DRESSES for your neighbors,
friends, or members of your family.
THAT'S ALL! Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

Experience Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!

Famous Harford Frocks will send you
big, new Style Line showing scores of
latest fashions, with actual fabrics, in
dresses—cottons, woolens, rayons—at
sensationally low money-saving prices.
Also suits, sportswear, lingerie, hosiery, chil¬
dren’s wear. Show styles, fabrics to neighbors,
friends, family —send in only 3 orders and your
own dress is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH, TOO
Up to $22 in a Week in Spare Time!
Yes, you can earn big cash income—up
to $22.00 in a week besides getting comlete wardrobe for yourself . . . EASY!

S

[ail coupon for complete STYLE LINE today!

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. C9004

Rudy finds himself cut out when he tries to cut in on Professor Van and the campus queen.
MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN (20th)
444
It just doesn’t seem possible that Loretta Young could be doing a mother role, but
that s the story behind “Mother Is a Freshman.”
When a depleted bank account threatens daughter Betty Lynn’s chances of finish¬
ing college, mother Loretta takes advantage of a college scholarship established by
her great-grandmother for any student with the name of Abigail Fortitude. Since
Loretta s the last of the Abigail Fortitudes, she goes off to Pointer College for higher
education and a reprieve from the wolf that’s been howling at her door.
Also howling at her door is stodgy family friend Rudy Vallee who has fond hopes
of becoming more than just a friend.
The college students don’t know of the mother-daughter relationship and they lose
little chance to make time with the new campus cutie, Loretta. Conflict arises when
daughter Betty’s dream professor, Van Johnson, falls in love with Loretta. From this
point on the story smacks a bit of “The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer,” but don’t
let that stop you—-it’s still fun. You’ll enjoy the Technicolor too—especially when
you see the sensational wardrobe Loretta Young wears.

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

MAIL THIS COUPON
FOR FREE OUTFIT

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. C9004
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
Please rush me the new Harford Frocks Style Line and
full details of your offer.
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LEARN AT HOME

Practical nurses are needed in every
community ... doctors rely on them...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care. You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 50th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men, women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 455, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name--—--Ci ty_State _A ge_

A REAL MIDGET RADIO!
CARRY IT IN

YOUR POCKET

Works on new diode—
NEEDS NO TUBES, BAT¬
TERIES OR ELECTRIC
“PLUG-INS”.
Plays
years for nothing! IN
BEAUTIFUL
RED
PLASTIC.

Guaranteed to work
on local stations
vcun ONI Y Cl nn tbill, ck, mo) and pay postman
OCNU URL I o I lUU $2.99 C.O.D. plus postage or
Bend $3.99 and we pay postage. SENT COMPLETE,
READY TO PLAY o,i simple attachment.
LISTEN TO
AT HOME,
IN
BED. ON
FARMS, SCHOOL,
MOST
ANYWHERE ANYTIME! Wonderful gifts for anyone!
Amazingly low-priced! Or^er Now!
____
M IDWAY CO.Dept. THW-5_KEARNEY, NEBR

WE WERE STRANGERS (Columbia)
♦♦♦
If you’re looking for a light, amusing romance, this won’t fill the bill. But for
gripping, tense drama, you’ll go for “We Were Strangers”—if you can take it!
Everyone connected with this film can take a bow for his part in this production
and every part is a stand-out. Director John Huston piles up another success with
this outstanding job, and Jennifer Jones and John Garfield both give inspired per¬
formances. It’s as though everyone gave their very best for what they knew would
be an excellent film.
The story’s a grim one of the underground in Cuba back in the early 1930’s. When
Jennifer’s brother is murdered by the tyrants heading a terrorist government, she
joins the underground to avenge his death.
The stirring love story between Jennifer and John is outdone in drama only by the
exciting and terrifying scenes as members of the underground plot and sweat trying
to complete a tunnel, to a tomb in the cemetery where they plan to bomb the tyrants
as they attend a funeral.
You’ll admire everything about this picture—but it’ll take guts to enjoy it.

SEW-LITE

SEW WITH A
A FINE ELECTRIC LIGHT
FOR YOUR SEWING MACHINE

Fits all types
machines—electric,
non-electric,
all
makes—chrome
plated
shade
and
socket
with
bracket,
bulb
and
cord
all
assembled.
Just attach and plug in. 110 V ei
PostAC-DC with instructions.
Paid
Include name of machine
Home Sewing
Machine Co.—C.O-D.’s Accepted
Dent. MG-2, Box 6, Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
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MEN - WOMEN

REDUCE
UGLY FAT
LOSE Up T°
7 lbs. 'n 7 DoyS

Safely Sensibly
• NO DRUGS
• NO LAXATIVE
• NO EXERCISE
■Reduce 10-20-30 pounds in a relatively
I short time, with the new easy, safe
[Meltoway Plan. Meltoway is a dietary
supplement . . . helps decrease your
appetite and supplies you with neces¬
sary minerals and nutritious elements to
retain your vitolity and energy while
reducing. Contains no drugs or laxa¬
tives. You will enjoy reducing with the
Meltoway Plan.

/
[money back guarantee
i iBuy

Meltoway Tablets for $2.95, follow di¬
rections in the ottoehed booklet. Check
weight before and while following the Mel¬
toway Reducing Plan. If not satisfied with
the results, return unused portion and your
money wiIPbe refunded.

THE UNDERCOVER MAN (Columbia)
... .. ’ ’
It looks as though Hollywood has found, temporarily at least, a
cant
formula in documentaries. Producers are still coming up withoutstanding Rories
clearly told, without all the Hollywood glamor and spectacle that used to have to
accompany a picture to keep movie-goers happy. This new one will boost Glenn
Ford’s stock too. It’s his best picture in a long time.
.
*
Familiarly, the story’s from the Treasury Departments file. This time Glenns sent
to track down “The Big Fellow” and his machine.
Since he s evaded all other
criminal convictions, Glenn’s hoping to pin him for income tax evasion. But terrified,
threatened people won’t testify for the Government if it means endangering their
families’ lives. A frightened child, who’s seen h?£ fa^!er„sl.®ugV,t^redn m the
and an old woman whose son was murdered by ‘The Big Fellow finally give Glenn
one thread of information that gives his whole case foundation.
Nina Foch, Barry Kelley, Joan Lazer are excellent—but so is practically everyone
in the cast. For intelligent, consistently thrilling entertainment, don t miss
1 he
Undercover Man.”

MAIL THIS COUPON
SEND NO MONEY Mail this coupon today, when
package arrives, pay postman $2.95 plus postage.
Or send $2.95 with order — we will pay postage.

....
HARVEY SALES DISTRIBUTORS
327 Washington St., Buffalo 3, N. Y.

Dept. B •

Rush my order of MELTOWAY Tablets C.O.D. plus S
postage on your Money Back offer.
63 tablets for only $2.95
NAME
ADDRESS
ZONE...

CITY_
(

)

STATE..

_ is full payment in advance. Ship *
Enclosed
my order for MELTOWAY, all postage charges S
prepaid.

FREE PRODUCTS
Write for FREE ASSORTMENT
of FOODS, GROCERIES, SOAPS, etc.
SEND NO MONEY! Rush name and address for
bitr Assortment of Foods, Groceries, Soaps,
etc.—full size packages. Yours ABSOLUTELY
FREE . . . f.o.b. factory. Show these products
to friends, neighbors. Take orders for sensa¬
tional values, more than 200quality products used in every home. Thousands of others
making Good Money this way every month.
No experience. Write for Free Assortment.

ZANOL, Richmond Street
DEPT. 7 046-D

Breaking into radio takes more than moral support from Eve Arden and Jack Carson.

CINCINNATI 3, OHIO
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BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
This sensational BUST Lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it I Easy to use!

TEST !0 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

M

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only S2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-E
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CHICAGO 22,
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MY DREAM IS YOURS (Warner Brothers)
♦♦
The California Chamber of Commerce may boast about their sunny weather, but
Warners’ can take credit for the brightest Day on the Hollywood scene—a gal named
Doris. In two pictures, she’s made two direct hits and if she keeps getting Jack
Carson for co-star, supporting players like Eve Arden, Lee Bowman, Adolphe Menjou,
and a whole Hit Parade of songs to sing, she’ll keep rolling up honors.
The story’s not quite up to “Romance on the High Seas,” Doris’ first, for original¬
ity and punch, but you won’t mind that. Doris’ vitality is enough to keep the
picture moving and her tempting delivery makes most any song a hit.
It’s the old story about a press agent (Jack Carson) losing his big client, the
sensational crooner Gary Mitchell (Lee Bowman) and then trying to build a new
star to take his place. Doris is the up-comer and Jack’s attempts to put her over
make her road to the top anything but smooth.
Eve Arden gives the script a laugh when it’s needed most. But you’ll really love
Doris’ chirping “My Dream Is Yours,” “Somebody to Love,” “I’ll String Along with
You.” For musicalovers, a nice dish. Oh, yes, Technicolor, too!
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restorative. Satisf
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FREE!

SPEC

Reg. $5.00Personal
SKIN & MAKE-UP

3 Lg

BEAUTY ANALYSIS
From famed Beautician “LaVal”
if you fill out Beauty Questionnaire
enclosed in each pkg.

Robert Mitchum’s sincere portrayal of the hired man makes ‘‘The Red Pony” a touching film.

THE RED PONY (Republic)
♦♦
The casting, direction and appointment of John Steinbeck to write the screenplay
for his gentle story, “The Red Pony,” have made this a truly touching picture. Except
for a few obvious Hollywood touches, the Charles K. Feldman production enhances
the heartwarming qualities and beautiful simplicity of the original story. Added to
these praises is Aaron Copland’s exciting score.
Peter Miles is splendid as the boy whose love for his pony provides the theme of
the picture. Robert Mitchum gives an honestly beautiful portrayal of the hired man
and Myrna Loy and Shepperd Strudwick give excellent performances as the boy’s
mother and father.
The one objection to the film is that the family struggles, mirrored in the boy’s
heartache over his pet’s sickness, are never quite satisfactorily resolved.
Although the story is about a child, this is no child’s picture, and no child’s mind
will absorb the implications of the boy’s distress. But it’s a picture mature people
should see and will enjoy—an example of a fine story made into a fine film—a feat
not often accomplished these days.

'OOTHA
•Since 1888”

Quick relief with Dent’s.
or Dent’s Tooth Drops f
Use Dent’s Dental Poult
ness in gums or teeth. At

DENT’S

SONG POEMS W

TO BE SET TO M
Send Poems today for Free

J. CHAS. Mc

A. B. MASTER OF M
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los A

Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $
Thousands of firms need them. We train you
time for C. P. A's examinations or executiv
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal tr
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel an
book. "Accountancy, the Profession That Pa

LASALLE Extension University, 41
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H

HEMSTITC

2kdllly

Hemstitch on any se
attachment. Does t
circular and hemstit
smocking and picoti
slippers, etc. out of
included.

Makes button holes
stead of by hand.
buttons, zippers; an
Sews in any direct

SEND NO MONE

address and pay po
arrival. Or, send $1
attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfac

LELANE CO., Dept. HG-59, Box 571,

Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Lawford and June Allyson are only a trio from the charming cast.

LITTLE WOMEN (M-G-M)
♦♦
It is with regret that I must honestly report that the remake of “Little Women”
is a disappointment. Somehow the magic of the former version was lost.
No one can blame June Allyson, who as Jo carries the whole burden of the picture.
She is charming, warm and convincing, but the job is too much for her.
Janet Leigh plays Meg; lovely Elizabeth Taylor plays Amy, and Margaret O’Brien
is Beth. All are competent actresses so that the blame for the wooden production
must be placed on Mervyn LeRoy who directed and produced “Little Women.”
Although the script may well share some of the censure.
Peter Lawford is a sincere Laurie and all the minor parts are performed beauti¬
fully. In fact, the parts are so much better than the whole that it is painful to think
back of the dreary sequences that should have been warm, tender and dear.
Since everyone fondly remembers the “Little Women” of Katharine Hepburn, Joan
Bennett, Frances Dee and Jean Parker, it might have been wiser to have reissued
the old version. Even Technicolor can’t keep this one from falling short of the old,
more charming one.

NOW! ANYONE C
PLENTY of HOT WAT
Summer or Winter-Day or Night
New Pocket-size Portable Electric
WaterHeater. Regular Price $2.95

SPECIAL OFFER Q1 QQ
NOW . . . ONLY U I.UO

Merely place a BOIL-QWIK Portable
Electric Water Heater in a receptacle
containing water. Plug in the nearest
socket . . . Eureka! In a few minutes
Hot Water. Thousands use for bath,
washing clothes and dishes, shaving,
cleaning cream separators, pails, etc.
water to carry or running to basemen

and follow directions before using- The regu
is $2.95; but if you’ll tell friends about it, to
we will let you have one for only $1.98 plus t
Just your name and address. We’ll mail hea
FREE information telling how you can get a S
ONE CENT COST. On arrival pay postman
C. O. D. postal charges. Satisfaction guara
days for full refund of purchase price. This
ject to withdrawal without notice so write tod

BOIL-QWIK, 333 N. Michigan, Dept.

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo
NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 6x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY, Send your most cherished photo
or negative now. accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 38c
for frame and enlargement. If you are not completely
satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and
your money will be refunded. But you may keep the
handsome frame as a gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a
customer. Originals returned. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept.M 125, Hollywood 38, Cal.

“Facts About EPILEPSY”
This most interesting and helpful Booklet will
be mailed to anyone while the supply lasts.
We will send a free copy to anyone who
writes for

it.

LAKEWOOD

NEUROPHEN

CO.,

Address Dept. M-4, Station A, Cleveland 2, Ohio

SONGWRITERS
Poems Wanted at Once

Send your Poems, Any Subject, for Free
Examination and FREE BOOK; “Your
Future in Songwriting.”

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway
New York 19. N. Y.

ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinat¬
ing Positions in hotels as Hostess,
Executive Housekeeper, Manager, Social or Food
Director. Grade school education plus Lewis Train¬
ing qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Service Free of
extra charge. One student writes: "Business Manager and
Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training." Write for Free Book. Course approved
for Veterans' Training.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
Sta. PE-9301, Washington 7, D. C.
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WATCH FOR

“LET’S
COGITATE”
Second of the

MGM—PETE SMITH
Short Subjects based on

PAGEANT
MAGAZINE'S
Popular Feature

COMING SOON

TO YOUR FAVORITE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

CITY ACROSS THE RIVER (U-I) ♦♦
The title may seem a little obscure at
first glance—but it refers to the slums
of Brooklyn and sets the theme for the
picture’s message against juvenile de¬
linquency.
There is a grim reality to the crowded
sordid tenement area of the Big City and
it makes a powerful backdrop for the
strong story about a gang of young
hoodlums.
The group is headed by Peter Fernan¬
dez (in his first movie) and he’s a stand¬
out.
Individually these boys are all right,
but together they constitute a menace.
The local settlement house, headed by
director Stephen McNally, offers refuge
but the forces of Evil are too much.
This sounds drab, perhaps—but it isn’t.
The movie has great suspense and a
solemn message that everyone should
heed.

THE BRIBE (M-G-M).♦ 4
This thriller rates as exciting. It has
a nightmare quality when Robert Taylor
stalks Vincent Price. It has exquisite
Ava Gardner singing sultry songs in a
tropical cafe in Central America.
Taylor is the federal agent sent to ap¬
prehend a gang of criminals who are
stealing American airplane motors and
shipping them out of the country in scrap.
Taylor falls in love with Ava, wife of
John Hodiak, one of the criminals, but
they never quite trust each other.
This miasma of distrust is fostered by
Charles Laughton who gives a superb
performance as a beachcomber with bad
feet.
Even with such ingredients—fine ac¬
tors, a stake of a million dollars, a woman
of mystery, a storm and a fiesta, com¬
plete with spectacular fireworks, we must
tell you truthfully, it just misses being
a fine melodrama.

RED CANYON (U-I).
Here’s a western to please the taste
of all those who favor rootin’-tootin’
movies about the wide open spaces.
Based on the novel, “Wildfire,” by Zane
Grey, this is really the story of a beau¬
tiful, wild horse, Black Velvet. How it’s
captured by Lin Sloane (Howard Duff)
and trained by lovely Lucy Bostel (Ann
Blyth).
Interest in the animal brings romance
to the handsome couple and a great deal
of family disapproval. Everything ends
in the setting sun tradition.
Supporting cast of George Brent, Ed¬
gar Buchanan, John Mclntire, Chill Wills
and Jane Darwin assures you of smooth
performance.
A Technicolor movie is always a treat
but the use of it in a western film seems
like an extra dividend. The great ex¬
panses of the west are breathtaking.

A WOMAN’S SECRET (RKO) . . ♦ i/2
Aside from the provocative title, I find
little else to recommend this little pic¬
ture. It started out as a pretty good idea
—Maureen O’Hara, a singer, loses her
voice; picks up a stray girl (Gloria Grahame) who has a natural voice and pro¬
ceeds to build her into a radio star.
When Gloria revolts against her rou¬
tined life, Maureen won’t let her throw
away her career. In a struggle for a gun,
Gloria is shot and Maureen confesses.
In a series of flashbacks, notable for
loose ends and unexplained, unmotivated
incidents, the truth comes out through
the help of Melvyn Douglas, a musician,
and J. C. Flippen, the inspector.
Actually, if they had just asked Bill
Williams who he was, the mystery would
have been cleared up. But then there
wouldn’t have been any picture ... I
guess there isn’t much of one anyway.

THE GREEN PROMISE
(Released thru RKO).♦ ♦
The work of the 4-H Clubs gets high
praise in this pleasant Glenn McCarthy
production.
Farmer Walter Brennan ignores up-todate farming ideas and continues to till
the soil contrary to ideas of county agri¬
cultural agent Raymond Paige. Daughter
Marguerite Chapman’s more sympathetic
to the agent’s ideas; in fact, she’s sympa¬
thetic to the agent, too.
When the farmer is injured, daughter
and her young sisters and brother run
the farm with the handsome agent’s
assistance. By this time, the youngsters
<Natalie Wood, Ted Donaldson, Connie
Marshall) have jointed the 4-H Club.
Those of you who know all about 4-H
Clubs will enjoy this story. If you aren’t
familiar with the splendid organization,
we urge you to check on it immediately.

JIGSAW (UA)
*
Chalk this up to a good idea lost some¬
where in a blaze of gunplay. The theme—
exposing the amalgamation of former
gangsters to politicians and Fascists, calls
for a Darryl Zanuck. An honest expose
would make a picture of major im¬
portance, but “Jigsaw” doesn’t scratch
the surface.
The D.A. (Franchot Tone) is made a
Special Prosecutor to conduct an in¬
vestigation of the murder of a printer of
“hate” literature masking behind the
high-falutin’
organization
called
the
“Crusaders,” which sounds like a K.K.K.
group.
Good roles are turned in by Jean Wal¬
lace and Marc Lawrence, but Franchot
Tone acts embarrassed by the absurdity
of the whole picture—and well he should
for he certainly knows how taut and ex¬
citing this picture could have been.

SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS (Warners) ♦ ♦
Lots of exciting fights, a yarn about
good-fellowship, three handsome leading
men and a dancehall singer who doesn’t
spare the sex-appeal. Who could ask for
anything more in a western?
The story’s about good friends, Joel
McCrea, Zachary Scott and Douglas Ken¬
nedy who’ve had their ranch looted by
guerrillas during the last days of the
Civil War. They pledge to rebuild the
ranch but that takes money. So they
join dancehall doll Alexis Smith in her
gun-smuggling
racket
to
strengthen
their bankrolls. And once again gold
proves to be the root of all evil. The
three friends are tom apart as the money
starts piling in—until the final scene.
And what a fight that is! You’ll enjoy the
thrills, you’ll like the Technicolor. Our
only objection is too much plot.

EL PASO (Paramount).+
John Payne is joining Hollywood’s
glamor boys on the “western” band¬
wagon. He has the build, the drawl and
the quick-draw down pat, but he’s
undermined by bad direction, bad Cinecolor and a shaky script.
When John goes from the law-abiding
South to El Paso to see Judge Jeffers
(Henry Hull), and renew his friendship
with the judge’s daughter (Gail Russell),
he finds the judge being kept in tow by
Sterling Hayden and his lawless mob. So
John decides to clean things up—first by
legal methods and when that doesn’t
work, by fighting force with six-shooters.
But justice triumphs. The judge turns
the tables on Hayden and joins forces
with John—as does Gail, for life.
Gabby Hayes livens things up, but still
can’t make this top western fare.

BOY WITH A FUTURE
(Continued from page 211

The End

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes—no
“numbers" or trick music. Some of our 850.000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book and Print
and
Picture
Sample.
Mention
your
favorite instrument.
U. S. School of
Music, 1585 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. (51st Anniversary)
U. S. School of Music,
1585 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument.Instru ment?.
Name....
(Please Print)
Address.

Save on CIGi
Chesterfield. Lucky Strike, Old
Gold, Camel, Philip Morris,
Tareyton, Raleigh, Kools, etc.
All postage and insurance
PAID to any point in the U.
Send remittance with order.

<158 C3rtono1
¥|

10 packs

!

JOE SMITH SALES COMPANY
P. 0. Box 1066

Department HWG-5

Joplin,

Mo.

SONGWRITERS

We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FHblfcl exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-26, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal.

YOUR HOLLYWOOD MEMO FROM THE EDITOR
(Continued from page 261

(A

hearted and optimistic.
He didn’t have another picture; but
he did have a job. He was selling trucks.
He wasn’t making much money, so he
had started his own Christmas card con¬
cern—printing the cards when he got
home at night. He looked a little tired;
the hours were long—but he was full of
plans. It struck me that whatever he
did, he always did well. That’s why he
won’t be selling trucks or greeting cards
forever.
I’m not worrying about the Keefe
Brasselles. For, although Keefe has his
eyes on the stars, his feet are on the
ground. He’s not living in gilded dreams
of the future. He’s living on the good
old American dollar, honestly earned by
himself.
This boy with the Irish-blue eyes and
the dark brown wavy hair must get a
break. There is something in back of
his dark good looks that is heart-warm¬
ing and strictly American.
Behind
Keefe’s steady eyes is the story of all
youngness with its hopes and dreams
and pride.
It’s the American story of
American youth—gay, undefeatable, gal¬
lant, fighting, hard-working: the Ameri¬
can way of having the power to dream
and the will to work at anything to make
that dream come true.
By Hollywood standards, Keefe is a
long way from his goal. Just the same,
I’d like you to meet a young hopeful—
Keefe Brasselle, a boy with a future.
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a year and a half. All during that time,
he didn’t have a day’s work in pictures.
One day, a friend out of the past intro¬
duced Keefe to one of Hollywood’s most
powerful attorneys, Oscar Cummins. He
took an immediate liking to Keefe, felt
he had ability and talent, and arranged
an interview for him with Eagle-Lion
studios. This resulted in a year’s con¬
tract.
For the first time in his life, Keefe
knew security. And, perhaps because it
was secure the year raced by. At its
close, the big economy wave hit Holly¬
wood. Keefe was part of the Big Layoff.
At first, this looked like a break. For
Oscar Cummins’ interest was undimin¬
ished.
Furthermore, he was a fighter,
and he believed Keefe would become a
star overnight if he got a chance at a
smash role. That role was the lead in
the Mark Hellinger picture, “Knock On
Any Door.” Oscar cut comers to get a
contract for Keefe.
The papers were
drawn up, ready for signing, when
Hellinger died. Eventually, the casting
of the picture was resumed, when
Humphrey Bogart took over the produc¬
tion, but someone else got the part.
There were a few days when Keefe’s
usual exuberance failed him. It was a
big disaDpointment, and it was hard liv¬
ing. Then, one day, I saw him again, and
his eyes were filled with the same won¬
derful enthusiasm and love of life. He
was the same gay irrepressible kid as
always and his Normie was as high¬

FADED

HAIR

Mm. Etta Dick
1295 Spofford Avenue,
Bronx, N. Y.

Mr. Alex Gordon
2643 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Now you can shampoo and color your hair the
same time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, any shade. No
dyed look, permits permanent. Simple, caution:
use only as directed on label. — Most lasting.

Mrs. Pauline Saltzman
3458 Hillcroft Avenue, SW.,
Grand Hapids, Mich.

Mr. Floyd Miller
835 Farragut Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Write for Free Booklet.
VALLIGNY PRODUCTS. INC.
Dept. 43-T, 254 West 31st Street. New York I. New York
-1'

Mr. Robert Finlay, Jr.
Windswept Farm,
Glen Allan, Miss.

Mrs. Robert Schisler
107 E. Grant Street,
Latrobe, Pa.

PUTS YOU IN BUSINESS
and brings you of least $3 worth of 29
beautiful oil occasion greeting cords.
,

Mrs. Alfred Marquardt
2435 No. 56th Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. Virginia Anastasia
470 Myrtle Street,
Redwood City, Calif.

Miss Ruth R. Thorp
131 No. Marcella Avenue,
Stow, Ohio

Miss Joan M. Heitz
3531 No. Cramer Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Miss Minnie L. Sigler
Fullerton, La.

Mrs. Helen Ermers
1509 N. Clark Street,
Appleton, Wis.

Miss Lilly Kezerle
1900 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Calif.

Mrs. Agnes B. Ford
Box 369,
Roda, Va.

Mr. Hubert Gates
Box 70,
Santa Rosa, Calif.

Mrs. Evelyn Thibodraux
920 St. Ferdinand,
Baton Rouge, La.

Mrs. Esther James
2965 Bel rose Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Use them to sell or use them yourself. You
con make as much as $25 a day (100%
profit on 50 boxes). Don't put it off! No
experience necessary! Send $1 today and
receive 2 fast-selling boxes, complete
instructions, and catalog of big value
assortments. Money refund guarantee!

GREENBRIER STUDIOS. 15 C Medford St., Bosto* 14. Mass.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heala
many old leg sores caused by leg conges¬
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in¬
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK,

R. S. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N.

Mrs. Marguerite Layden
172 5th Street,
Greenport, L. I.

Mrs. Robert Moeller
R.F.D. No. 3,
Troy, N. Y.

Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor
1408 East Street,
Grinnell, Iowa

Miss Ethel L. King
30 Oxford Street,
Montclair, N. J.

Just What You Ordered!
Montgomery Clift
Ingrid Bergman
Bob Stack

Elizabeth Taylor
Frank Sinatra
June Allyson
in June
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thrilling Engagement
Ring with genuine full
1 carat Sim. Diamond;
also the matching Wed¬
ding
Ring
both
with
starry replica diamonds
set
in
1/30
14
KT.
YELLOW GOLO (not plate).

Send No Money—Order By Mail
Sent on approval. Just send name,
address and ring size. Order soli¬
taire, wedding ring, or set. Pay
postman on arrival, $1.95 for one
ring or $2.95 for set, plus 20Wo
Fed. Tax and postage charges. Gift
Box included. If not delighted with
rings. Money Back Guaranteed, and
you keep your $1.00 NuLove per¬
fume as free gift. Order now!

HAPPINESS JEWELERS, Depl.C25
3807 Benefit St.. Baltimore 24. Md.

FREE!
$1.00
NULOVE
PERFUME
en.
closed free with
your order.
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Screen Guide
IS A HIT!
On the cover—Boy Huger* and
Dale Evans! And exclusive pic¬
tures of an intimate party given by
Roy and Dale at their home.
Want to know what an authority thinks of
Hollywood—the good and the bad? Read
“A Doctor Looks at Hollywood,” a frank,
honest analysis of this glamorous city.
Gary Cooper, the "Sphinx," talks
about himself in “Secrets of Gary’s
Success.”
Ding Croshg, America's BestLoved Entertainer, plays golf in an
exciting picture story, “Winner Gives
All.”
Gene Tierney: Her own story of her
baby, Christina, and how she’s ar¬
ranged her “East-West” life.
Esther Williams takes you antique
shopping.
Extra-special Attractions: Six
gorgeous color pictures, last-minute news
and gossip from Hollywood, and many
other interesting features.

Don't Miss May

.-raw**"'

Screen Guide
It's the Best! On Sale, April 15th
At Your Newsstand

That

STORK
story is old stuff
Why risk the serious consequences of
giving your child half-truths, misinforma¬
tion and fairy stories when she asks
natural, innocent questions about sex?
Why not tell the truth simply and direct¬
ly? To assist you in this all-important
parental task, PAGEANT has asked How¬
ard Whitman, author of the best-selling
book "Let's Tell the Truth About Sex,"
to set down typical child questions and
appropriate answers to cover almost any
situation. His frank article in the May
PAGEANT contains a wealth of informa¬
tion no modern parent—or any other
adult, for that matter—can afford to miss.
Jam-packed with more than 20 timely
articles, 48 picture pages and its cus¬
tomary fun-for-everyone special features,
America's liveliest pocket-size magazine
also brings you in May the startling con¬
fession of an atheist, the provocative an¬
swers of ten of the Nation’s leading
economists to the important question,

"Will There Be Another Depression?",
some new facts on that all too popular
ailment "sinus trouble" plus

Pageant
M
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At your newsstand now
only 25c

Hollywood Takes to the Error
I went to see the picture “Miracle of
the Bells” some time ago and noticed an
error in the production. I didn’t think
anything of it because I seldom see mis¬
takes in movies and figured Hollywood
was entitled to one or two. But when
there was another mistake in “Deep
Waters,” I decided now is the time to
mention them.
In “Miracle of the Bells,” the license
plate on the hearse was 1947. Why not
stay in date with the story (1942)?
In “Deep Waters,” the picture was sup¬
posed to be very old. In one scene there
was an old-fashioned stove with a pipe
but in the other corner of the room was
a Bendix. Does that make sense?
Such errors should be discovered when
the movie is screened before it’s shown
to the public.
Pauline Semuta
Hazelton, Pennsylvania
Beauty and a Boast
I loved your February issue except for
one thing: The story “My Beautiful Wife”
(Virginia Mayo) by Michael O’Shea. He
mentioned that she’s often called the
“most beautiful blonde in the world.”
She’d have to go a long way to compare
with the most beautiful blonde in the
world (Betty Grable). Betty has the
face, figure and fan mail. And her hus¬
band doesn’t have to mention her beauty.
The whole world already knows about it!
Bill Hafer
Address Withheld
Casting News
May I make a suggestion? I think that
the comic strip, “Terry and the Pirates”
would make a wonderful movie. It could
be a darling, romantic comedy-drama.
The perfect cast would be Lon McCallister as Terry, Mickey Rooney as Hotshot
Charlie, Joseph Cotten as Pat Ryan, Lana
Turner as Burma and Hedy Lamarr as
the Dragon Lady. And filmed in Techni¬
color, it’d be a smash hit. Or don’t other
readers think so?
Jane Choate
Kansas City, Missouri
Now that they’ve made the life story
of so many of the composers such as
Jerome Kern, Cole Porter and just re¬
cently Rodgers and Hart, how about
making Richard Whiting’s story? Any
studio could make his story a hit, and
look at the natural casting they could do
just by using his daughters as stars.
Margaret’s a singing star, Barbara’s a
fine actress and their dad has written
such marvelous music! So how about a
realistic life story for a change instead
of the Actionized versions we’ve been
getting?
Stanley Jensen
Blair, Nebraska

What a Team!
Burt Lancaster has something that the
moviegoers go for. Then why is he al¬
ways stuck with such mediocre scripts?
I personally think that Burt and Lizabeth Scott make a swell team so why
not let us have more of them with better
stories to back them up?
Ruth Smulowitz
Bridgeport, Connecticut
The Family Circle
Thanks a million for the wonderful
story about Gene Autry in Movieland a
while back. Let’s have more typical
American stories like that which seem
to be so rare in Hollywood. More stories
like the happily married folks would be
appreciated instead of stories about how
many divorces the stars get and which
marriage they’re on now.
Marie Ellen
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
An Early-Temple Fan
Shirley Temple was my idol when I
was small because we were the same
age. I simply adored her then, and still
do. But not as a grown-up! She’s no
doubt a wonderful wife and mother but
for my dough she’s not a great actress.
She’s pretty, yes, but not the cute-pretty
she used to be. And to top it all off, she
gets flat lines. So how about trying to
reissue some of her old pictures. Every¬
one would enjoy them much more than
the mediocre new Temple pictures.
B. Johnston
Rhinelander, Wisconsin
Come Again, Clift
After seeing “The Search” and “Red
River” I am sure that Hollywood has
finally come up with an actor worth
seeing again and again. This is none
other than Montgomery Clift. He seems
natural and from the things they’ve said
about him—his friends, that is—I can’t
imagine that he’s anything but a normal,
intelligent and most interesting person.
There are rumors that he’s conceited,
hard to work with and uncooperative. I
take that with a grain of salt.
Anna Ackley
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Oh! No, John!
A few weeks ago, I saw “Three God¬
fathers” with John Wayne and now I’m
sorry I did. I had never seen a picture
with John Wayne that I didn’t like but
this one just didn’t give him a chance.
After such a wonderful film like “Wake
of the Red Witch,” it’s a shame to mar
his record with a dud. He’s swell in
adventure yarns and a more perfect cow¬
boy you couldn’t find—but please, give
him good stories, good directors. Who
knows, he might be Award material!
Anna Keco
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Frank Sinatra Tips Off June Graduates
HILLMAN PUBLICATION

LANA TURNER
MONTGOMERY CLIFT
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
CLARK GABLE
LUCILLE BALL

POWELL
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DON’T GAMBLE WITH
THE LIVES OF YOUR
LOVED ONES!
KNOW WHAT TO DO
WHEN SUDDEN ILLNESS
OR ACCIDENT STRIKES
BY SAVING YOUR FAMILY
JUST ONE DOCTOR'S VISIT
—THIS BOOK WILL PAY FOR ITSELF!
This new FAMILY HOME MEDICAL'GUIDE with
Fever Thermometer, both for $1.98, is almost like
haying a Doctor at your side 24 hours a day to
guide you and your family in sickness and in
health. No other medical book at this low price
gives you such a wealth of valuable knowledge.

ORIGINALLY published
hgeSizt with 4 Anatomkal Charts

Aa< a
Atcarat*
THERM

tiiS
ONLY

TELLS YOU WHAT TO DO IN SUDDEN
EMERGENCIES
Would you know what to do if your child or some
other member of your family suddenly became ill or
met with a serious accident? Suppose your baby
swallowed a pin or some poison? Or some member
of your family accidentally cut an artery, or suffered
from severe burns, fainting spells or acute indiges¬
tion? No one, of course, expects you to do the work
of your Doctor, but it might be hours before he could
come. Knowing what to do and what not to do may
spare you endless grief, anxiety and pain—may
actually prevent you from doing something foolish
which might cause dangerous complications.

A

HERE
ARE JUST A FEW
OF THE

27

CHAPTERS

INTERESTING

CONTAINED

IN

THIS

BOOK

Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Sinuses and Mouth
Diseases of the Heart, Blood and Blood Vessels
Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Prostate
Diseases of the Stomach, Intestines, Liver and Gall Bladder
Nervous Diseases and Allied Disorders

234 PAGES PACKED WITH QUICK REFERENCE
EASY TO UNDERSTAND MEDICAL FACTS!

Women's Diseases
* Sexual Hygiene

The new FAMILY HOME MEDICAL GUIDE contains the
latest up to the minute medical information with pictures
and charts you can easily understand if illness or accident
should suddenly strike your family. Because this giant
medical book was written by eminent Doctors, it provides
you with the most reliable health guidance facts ever
offered. It helps you to better understand the symptoms
and methods of treatment employed by your Doctor in curing
such common every day ailments as Flu, Grippe, Measles.
Chicken Pox, Food Poisoning, Snake Bites, in addition to
more serious disorders such as Pneumonia, Tuberculosis.
Gastric Ulcers, Uremia, Heart Ailments, Mental Disturb¬
ances and countless others. It contains more than 100 actual
photographs, x-rays, drawings and charts picturing for you
in detail the many functions of the human body and step
by step progress of various diseases with the methods used
to treat them.
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$5.00 WHEN FIRST PUBLISHED—
YOURS NOW FOR ONLY $1.98
The FAMILY HOME MEDICAL GUIDE originally sold for
$5.00 when it was first published. Now, on this offer you can
have the same subject matter in a colorful new binding.
every page complete and fully illustrated, all for only $1.98.
We include a $1.25 value Certified Fever Thermometer at
NO EXTRA COST. You get BOTH the FAMILY HOME
MEDICAL GUIDE and the Fever Thermometer for only
$1.98. This big Doctor book with its wealth of valuable
medical information ever-handy for home emergency use
will repay its low cost to you many times over. SEND NO
MONEY! Just mail the coupon and on arrival of your medical guide and fever thermometer simply pay the postman
only $1.98 plus C.O.D. postage charges. Keep the medical
book and thermometer as your own for 10 full days. If you
MmCAT
don't agree that this new FAMILY HOME MEDICAL
GUIDE and Fever Thermometer are well worth the low
$1.98 price of this offer, return and your money will be
refunded. Rush order on the handy coupon NOW. Take
advantage of this Bargain Offer!

SEND NO MONEY!

No Risk
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The Judge is sweet
.

as husbands go,

and as husbands go
. . . he went!

She’s just what the
doctor ordered to
make the Judge forget.,
and give him
something to remember!

/ They're out of this world,
and sitting pretty
i
\

in sunny California
... while Boston burns!
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MOVIELAND
EXCLUSIVES

MOVIELAND DISCOVERS A STAR (Keefe Brasselle)
LANA (Turner) TALKS

by Alyce Canfield .. .

18

by Charles Norcross.

24

WE ADOPTED LIZ (Taylor)
by Janet Leigh, Margaret O'Brien and June Allyson.

SITTING PRETTY (at the William Holdens)

by Virginia Halleck.

28

CESAR (Romero) WANTS A GIRL

by Constance Palmer.

33

BOGIE’S BOY (Humphrey Bogart)

by Avery Carroll.

35

HOW TO GET YOUR MAN by Linda Darnell.

36

ANYBODY GOT A CAN OPENER? (Bob Stack)

38

INGRID (Bergman) COME BACK!
WE WANT MONTY! (Clift)

Bom in Lucerne, New York, with a
twinkle in her eye and rhythm in her feet,
June Allyson was an avid movie fan who
would see musicals dozens of times over. Her
enthusiasm led her to start dancing herself,
without benefit of teacher.
★ After graduating from high school she
tried Broadway—and it should surprise no
one that she was a success. After learning the
ropes in the chorus line, she was given That
Big Chance, a solo. She turned out to be a
sure-fire show-stopper.

whom she married on August 19, 1945.

42
46

by Alyce Canfield.

48

DREAM DATE DE LUXE (Farley Granger and Geraldine Brooks).

50

THE WORLD IS YOURS (Frank Sinatra) by Ted and Jane Morris.

54

SMART GIRL (Lucille Ball).

56

A QUEEN FOR THE KING? (Clark Gable)

by Jerry Jerome.

59

MOVIELAND’S HALL OF FAME (Joan Crawford and Kirk Douglas).

62

THE BIG HAIRCUT (Don DeFore).

64

IF I HAD GONE TO COLLEGE

.

66

SO YOU’RE GOING TO BE MARRIED (Pat Neal).

71

by Loretta Young as told to Violet Moss

LANA TURNER .

25

INGRID BERGMAN .

43

ELIZABETH TAYLOR.

27

JUNE ALLYSON.

48

WILLIAM HOLDEN.

29

CLARK GABLE AND CAROLE
LOMBARD .

58

You’ll remember June as the acting¬
singing-dancing lead in "Two Girls and a
Sailor,” and her fine performance in "Music
for Millions.” Then came her biggest success
up to that time, "Two Sisters from Boston.”
For her reward, stardom. Hollywood’s top¬
most rung achieved, she added to her lam-els
by her performances in "Good News” and
"Words and Music.”

BETTY GRABLE AND CESAR
ROMERO .

32

JOAN CRAWFORD.

62

HUMPHREY BOGART .

34

KIRK DOUGLAS.

63

.

14

★ June Allyson is gaining a well-earned
reputation as one of Hollywood’s most versa¬
tile young stars. Before her fine dramatic
acting in "The Three Musketeers” and
"Little Women,” she proved herself a de¬
lightful comedienne in "The Bride Goes
Wild.” Hers is a vital, appealing personality
that lends radiance to any role.

EXCLUSIVE! ACADEMY AWARDS.

20

DO YOU WRITE LIKE JANE WYMAN?

•fa

-^T One of Hollywood’s friendliest people,
June is unaffected, sincere, brimming over
with energy. A mere description of her—blonde hair, blue eyes, a diiAinutive five feet
one, 97 pounds—hardly hints at her charm.
You’ll find her more radiant than ever in
that true-life romance, "The Stratton Story,”
in which she is ideally teamed with Jimmy
Stewart. We urge you to see it.

KSuiSC M'G-M 'QJIaw "&jC£*
☆ "THE STRATTON STORY" ☆

4

by Louise Irwin.

PORTRAITS

That won her an M-G-M contract, and
she appeared in several hit musicals includ¬
ing "Meet the People.” It was while working
on this picture that she met Dick Powell,
■fa

M

by Jane Morris.

by Alice Craig Greene.

DICK’S DARLING (June Allyson)

■fa
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DEPARTMENTS

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD

MOVIELAND VISITS THE SHAMROCK HOTEL OPENING

by Helen King

86

by Velma Scott.

92

THE REVIEWER’S BOX.

94

SINCERELY YOURS ..

97

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
Our glamorous cov¬
er couple is June
Allyson and Dick
Powell. For more
about Dick and his
darling, Junie, read
their enchanting
love story on page 48.

6

by Beatrice Lubitz Cole.
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OSCAR LEVANT
BILLIE BURKE-GALE ROBBINS
JACQUES FRANCOIS
color by TECHNICOLOR
Original Screen Play by BETTY COMDEN and ADOLPH GREEN

Music by HARRY WARREN - Lyrics by IRA GERSHWIN
Musical Numbers Directed by ROBERT ALTON
Directed by CHARLES WALTERS-Produced by ARTHUR FREED
A

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

5

Now that Audie Murphy’s such a success in “Bad Boy,” fans are clamoring for a screen-teaming with wife Wanda Hendrix.

young, $ay HOLLYWOOD

M
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Those stars in Jane Powell’s
lights!
She’s in love—with

eyes aren’t from spot
skater Geary Steffen.

They’re in love and don’t care who knows it! Elizabeth Taylor wipes lip¬
stick from Lt. Glenn Davis after their warm greeting at Miami airport.

Sighs of envy were heard all over the place when Roddy McDowall
squired pretty Terry Moore to Hollywood premiere of “Bad Boy.”

When Ann Blyth’s not busy filming “Come Be My Love,” she’s
apt to be in the company of handsome actor Richard Long.

. • . where success comes
early enough so that youth can
enjoy the money and the fame

M

Society reporters are busy trying to track down rumors
that the Bob Stack-Irene Wrightsman romance is through.

Seems that Howard Duff has switched to Marta Toren. So have a lot of fans
after seeing the pretty Swedish star in her sensational film, “Illegal Entry.”

—

Depend on Celeste Holm’s smile to brighten
corners! She’s with mate, Schuyler Dunning.

You can be sure Joan Fontaine heard all about Burt Lancaster’s new film,
“Rope of Sand,” when they appeared on a recent CBS Lux Radio Theater show.

Hollywood’s stars are
outdazzling the stars in the
sky—with elaborate

Rod Cameron and his mother drew votes for
“Cutest Couple” at the “Bad Boy” premiere.

parties, glamorous romances

LUBITZ COLE
★ Mickey Rooney would like to get his
ex-wife Ava Gardner to co-star with him
in his independent picture, “Quicksand.”
The best way to keep a co-star in the
family is to stay married to her. Since
Mickey’s divorce from Ava, she’s become
the hottest property in town. We doubt
whether Darryl Zanuck could borrow her,
much less the Mick. We still have our
doubts about Mickey marrying Martha
Vickers, although they do say that Mar¬
tha’s filling up that hopechest very rapid¬
ly. Ava, in the meanwhile, has shifted
her attention, if not her affection, from
Howard Duff to Peter Lawford. We can’t
see
anything
serious
there.
Seems
strictly a matter of companionship. Ava’s

always let it be known that she wasn’t in
love with Duff or any other fellow for
that matter, since her divorce from Artie
Shaw. Is Artie still on her mind?
*

*

*

The $64 question in Hollywood this
month is the status of Cary Grant and
Betsy Drake. We’ve done a deal of
probing on the matter and our inside
sources tell us that they’re not married,
and that they’re not likely to be mar¬
ried—unless Betsy has a change of
mind. She has a right to be very grate¬
ful to Cary, but gratitude and love are
two different things. In this case, it
seems to be a case of gratitude on
(Please turn to page 10)

No one’s happier than Vincente Minnelli that
Judy Garland’s looking so well these days.
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SCREEN PLAY BY

ROBERT WILDER
ADDITIONAL DIALOGUE
BY EDMUND H. NORTH
BASED ON A PLAY BY
ROBERT AND SALLY WILDER

MI
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Kirk Douglas had to learn all about boxing for his role in “Champion”
so co-star Ruth Roman was briefed by fighter Mushy Callahan,

In all the excitement of the “Bad Boy” premiere this little fan
almost forgot she wanted autographs of Alan Ladd and Sue Carol.

Paulette Goddard’s tree-happy with gift of
3,000 trees from U. S. Forestry Department.
They arrived on set of “Anna Lucasta.”

Screen meanie Richard Widmark pays the price—of two tickets for performance
of 'What Price Glory.” He looks a bit self-conscious as he shells out, too.

Betsy’s part rather than love.
*

M

*

*

David Niven denies that he’s leaving
Hollywood to take up a simple life in
England, as we reported recently. Our
source was a London newspaper which
quoted David freely to the effect that he
was selling his Hollywood home and re¬
turning to England to live and work. But

when David got back to Hollywood, his
quotes were quite different. We think
David actually would like to live in Eng¬
land (substituting his Hollywood man¬
sion for a cottage) but he’s still got a
practical eye for those fabulous Holly¬
wood salaries; hence the double talk.
*

*

*

Columbia Studios believes that after
Rita Hayworth has had her honeymoon
with Aly Khan, she will be coming back
home to finish out her contract. They’re
not pushing her. After all, a girl with a
prospective husband worth millions, can’t

be pushed! The studio thinks that after
her emotions have calmed down, Rita will
return to work of her own accord.
*

*

*

A special guy was sent down to Los
Angeles jail to beg Bob Mitchum to
have no more pictures taken of himself
in prison uniform. Bob refused to heed
the plea. He said, “Most of the press
has always been very good to me, and
if taking pictures of me helps them to
make a living, how can I turn them
down?” And he didn’t. That’s one rea(Please turn to page 12)
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son why Hollywood loves Bob, and why
most everybody in town was sorry when
he made a mis-step. He didn’t beef
about having to take his medicine, so
we’re strictly in favor of giving him an¬
other chance.
*

*

*

When Elizabeth Taylor was in England
she was called for a date by a Hollywood
star who happened to be in the country
at the same time The boy just wanted to
take her for dinner, but Elizabeth said,
“Fine if my mother can come along, too.”
The fellow didn’t have anything against
her mother, but he said no to Elizabeth’s
proposition. He wanted to spend the eve¬
ning in solitude if he couldn’t be with
Elizabeth alone. That all adds up to the
fact that Miss Taylor must have her mind
very much on her fiance, Glenn Davis,
and she’s not going to let any gossip in¬
terfere with her romance.
*

*

Friendly smiles of Edward G. Robinson and wife were for fans who were
on hand as stars arrived at Hollywood premiere of Italian film, “Paisan.’

*

Myrna Loy, still one of the most popu¬
lar actresses in Hollywood, is another star
who has found Europe to her liking. She
has notified friends that she and husband
Gene Markey may be gone from Holly¬
wood for a long time yet to come. That’ll
be sad news, because any studio in Holly¬
wood would be very happy to snag her
for a picture. But Myrna’s worked hard,
and during the war she proved that a film
career was not the most important thing
in her life. She deliberately forsook that
career to work with the Red Cross.
(Please turn to page 17)
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Still one of the handsomest romantic duos in town: Gail Russell and Yvonne De Carlo and stunt man Jock O’Mahoney are keeping their
Guy Madison. But they’re not giving out with any marriage talk, romance to themselves. But isn’t that a gleam in Yvonne’s eye?

The eyes of

Texas were upon

Hollywood

stars when

Glenn McCarthy

opened his

out-of-this-

world Shamrock

Hotel

All aboard! Wallace Ford, Dennis O'Keefe, Dorothy Lamour, Ruth Warrick, Peggy Cummins, Pat
O'Brien, Robert Paige, Ellen Drew board special Glenn McCarthy limited—from Pasadena to Texas.

Stan,

* Hollywoodians thought they had seen everything
until Texas tycoon Glenn McCarthy invited them
to the gala opening of his monumental Houston
hotel, The Shamrock.
Here stars wined, dined, relaxed, enjoyed them¬

‘Date

selves to the hilt and left convinced that when
bigger and better things are done, they’ll be done
in Texas—by Glenn McCarthy.
(Please turn to page 16)

M
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Loyal Texans out-vied each other entertaining the stars. Former Governor
Wm. Hobby and wife tossed a cocktail shindig, met Mr. and Mrs. Van Heflin.

On the train, Mac Carey set style note by donning tiny
white bow tie like ones worn by dining car waiters.

\omettmes
women have to
carry the banners

P

you’ll see the story of Joan of
Arc, as portrayed on the screen by Miss
Ingrid Bergman,
erhaps

It’s a thrilling episode in the world’s history,
proving that sometimes a woman must take the
lead in the fight she believes in.
Modern women, too, must often pick up the

banners ... in their struggle for the security and
well-being of their family.
Though earning the necessities of life is pri¬
marily a man’s job, sometimes it takes a woman
to insure her family’s future by setting them on
the only sure road to security . .. through ade¬
quate, regular savings.
For the modern woman, there is one fool¬
proof method of winning her fight for savings.
It’s United States Savings Bonds—an invest¬
ment with the soundest backing in the world
... an investment that pays back four dollars
for every three.
And there are two foolproof savings plans,
too. One is the Payroll Savings Plan, for those
on a company payroll. The other is the BondA-Month Plan, for those not on a payroll,
whereby bonds are purchased through the
checking account.
If your home is your career, urge your husband,
and all other working members of your family,
to start now—today—on the bond-saving plan
for which they are eligible.
If you are working, sign up yourself at your

firm or bank, and influence the other working
members of your family to do the same.
Soon the bonds will start piling up.
Soon you’ll know that confidence in the fu¬
ture which only comes through saving.
It’s a wonderful feeling for anyone. And for

a woman—how doubly wonderful!

AUTOMATIC SAVING
IS SURE SAVING
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the
Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.

M
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Portrait of hotel owner McCarthy which hangs in Shamrock lobby, confused Texans when
Bob Preston stood in front of it. Gale Storm and Lee Bonnell could see why it would!

Quite naturally, when a product appears
which is completely unlike past methods,
your first thought may be "Is it really
meant for me?” or "I wonder if I am any
different”...Well, Tampax is just such a
revolutionary product in the field of
monthly sanitary protection—and here
are some facts to help you make up
your mind about it.
Tampax has been adopted by millions
{yes, millions) of women. Very popular
among trained nurses for their personal
use. Invented by a physician; designed
to be worn internally. Only one-ninth
the bulk of older kinds. No
NO BELTS
belts, no pins, no external pads.
NO PINS
Causes no odor, no chafing. No
NO PADS
bother to dispose of.
NO ODOR
Tampax relieves embarrass¬
ment and mental strain at such times for
all classes of women—college students,
secretaries, housewives, nurses, vaca¬
tioners... Buy Tampax today at your
drug or notion counter. It’s made of
pure surgical cotton contained in pat¬
ented individual applicators. Three ab¬
sorbency-sizes for varying needs. Full
month’s average supply goes into purse.
(Also 4-months economy box.) Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Beautiful Emerald Room couldn’t compete with Sonja Henie’s fabulous jewels,
She and mother, Selma Henie, were among distinguished Hollywoodians.
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Accepted for Advertising by the
Journal of the American Aledical Association

Good Time Was Had By All Dept: Constance Moore (left) found Dennis
O’Keefe funny, when he was trying to ‘‘knight” surprised Selene Waters.

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD

(Cont.)

Could those secret visits that Claudette
Colbert’s been making to an obstetri¬
cian’s office mean that she’s expecting the
stork?
*
*
*
At long last Barbara Stanwyck and
Robert Taylor will get their trip abroad
together. They’ll go to Europe in August,
tour Switzerland and Southern France
by automobile, and next year they have
a trip planned for China. This means that
Barbara, who’s been moving from one
picture to the other, is planning to cut
down on her film work.
*
*
❖

DilMOltD

iUWGfi

Franchot Tone is the most difficult man
in Hollywood to get hold of these days.
He and his ex-wife, Jean Wallace, are
still living under the same roof, but going
their separate ways. Seems the reason
Franchot is keeping on the go is that he
prefers not to have questions asked about
his marital status.
*
*
*

Every Columbia Diamond Ring comes with a
Certificate of Guarantee and Registration
. . . your assurance of Guaranteed Satisfaction.
Columbia Diamond Rings, Div. of Axel Bros. Inc.
21-10 49th Ave., Long Island City I, N. Y,
Please send me my copy of "So You Are Getting
Married." Enclosed is I0< to cover mailing cost.

Jeanette MacDonald has had a silver
streak bleached into her hair. She likes
it, but her fans don’t. They’ve raised such
a ruckus that Jeanette will return to her
natural red hair.
a

*

*

On the screen Betty Hutton may be
slightly on the screwball side, but in real
life she has proved to be an amazingly
good mother. Visitors to her house al¬
ways come away remarking on how well
Betty is training her children. She even
puts candy on the table and trains them
not to touch it. In the nursery, of course,
they can have full leeway. Incidentally,
Betty’s already planning another date
with the stork in the near future. She
wants five children.
*
*
*
Hollywood believes that Elizabeth Tay¬
lor and Glenn Davis will be married
within a year, despite Elizabeth’s youth.
The two are very much in love, and we
expect them to pull a Shirley Temple and
not wait very long to do their altar
march.
*

*

Name.
Address...

Nationally Famous COLUMBIA DIAMOND RINGS

ORDER DIRECT FROM 'BeZZfCc'&C OF HOLLYWOOD
flMTER'NG"‘

Sweet

*

Special

Price

*

ROMANCE with its figured
skirt of fetching calico and
its strapless white eyeletembroidered bodice, feather¬
boned to hold it alluring. The
Bolero —in matching print
and color has padded shoul¬
ders. It makes your waist look
slender. It's full-skirted—and
a sure-fire eye-catching date maker.
Pre-shrunk and hand washable. Every
woman can wear this Hollywood style ...
all for just $10.98

*

Background Colors: Red, Black, Yellow, Green
Sizes: 10-12-14-16-18
Jr. Sizes: 9-11-13-15-17

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
!
I

BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept. 456
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
CO LOR
Size 1st Choice 2nd Choice

How
Many

SWEET N’LOVELY
$10.98

*

Montgomery Clift, who has all the
eligible gals in Hollywood drooling, evi¬
dently doesn’t plan to settle down in the
movie capitol at all. He’s planning to buy
himself a hideaway, but not in Beverly
Hills. It will be in Europe.
(Please turn to page 83)

$|098

SWEET ’N’ LOVELY spells

Plenty of blind items have been float¬
ing about that the great Italian director
Roberto Rossellini would marry one of
our top Hollywood stars. We see little
basis to the rumors because the star her¬
self is married, and Rossellini is sup¬
posed to be engaged to an Italian actress.
We hear from Italy that he’s very much
in love with her.
*

W lovely
Sale

Broadway is trying to lure Ruth Hus¬
sey back but she intends to stick to
Hollywood. The last time she went back
for a long stay on the stage, her movie
career took a dive and she doesn’t want
to risk that again. We predict that “The
Great Gatsby,” in which Ruth co-stars
with Alan Ladd, will put her at the top
of the movie ladder again.
*
*
*

*

FLUTTER^^^

DRESS WITH BOLERO

Ann Sothern’s career got a shot in the
arm with “Letter to Three Wives.” She
had a long, hard fight to break her type¬
casting as Maisie, but looks like she’s
won. Incidentally, she plans a baby girl
as a playmate for her little daughter,
Tish. This would indicate that she’s con¬
templating another marriage in the near
future.
*

FEMININE..*

2 WAYS TO ORDER
1. Send no money—we mail C.O.D.
2. Send payment with order—
we pay postage.

J

Name.
AddressCity_Zone_State.
IF IN CALIFORNIA ADD 2'/j% SALES TAX

Keefe Brasselle

believes

in

★ Remember Keefe Brasselle, the kid
you read about last month in MOVIELAND? He was selling trucks, waiting
for the big Hollywood break. He was
supporting his wife, Normie, and little
five-year-old “Mickie” Brasselle. Times
were lean, but his hopes were still high.
For, just around the comer . . . perhaps
. . . lay fame and fortune.
But, because Hollywood’s heart is all
too often buried under reams of red tape,

miracles—since

Ifla

Lupino

he didn’t know how to get the chance to
prove himself, how to get someone in the
business of making pictures to believe in
him. These things nagged at MOVIELAND’S Keefe Brasselle as the days sped
by.
Still, miracles do happen. In this case,
the miracle was Ida Lupino, one of the
most warm, human, sensitive and intelli¬
gent women in this or any town. Ida
picked up a copy of MOVIELAND one

read

our

story

about

day and saw Keefe’s picture. There was
something about his smile that stopped
her glance. She started to read his story.
There was the part about his lead in
the old Gloria Jean picture, “River
Gang.” “So he’s experienced?” said Ida,
thoughtfully. There was the part about
almost getting the lead in the Mark
Hellinger picture, “Knock on Any Door.”
“And Hellinger believed in him,” mused
Ida aloud.

By ALYCE CANFIELD

MOVIELAND

Ida Lupino knew what she wanted when she
spied Keefe’s picture, read his story. He’ll
have a role in her film, “Not Wanted.”
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him

in

Movieland .

.

.

Then she came to the part in the article
where Keefe and his wife, Normie, had
lived on Wheaties for two weeks. It was
then that she picked up the phone.
I will never forget the morning she
called. As I answered the phone, her
deep, throaty voice came over the line.
“Miss Canfield,” said the exciting voice,
“this is Ida Lupino. I would like to talk to
you about the article you wrote on Keefe
Brasselle in MOVIELAND. I’m casting
my first production for Film Classics,
‘Not Wanted’”
Her words were like an invitation to a
dance. The things I knew about Keefe,
his youngness, his gallantry, his courage,
his heart, his ability all came tumbling
out over the phone.
Ida listened. “I’d like to interview him
for my production,” she said. “Of course
we have a certain mental image of the
boy who should play the lead. Promise
me that if he doesn’t fit, you won’t be
too disappointed. When can he see my
co-producer, Anson Bond, at Emerald
Productions?”
I hesitated. “His job ...” I said, uncer¬
tainly. “He’s selling trucks, you know,
and he doesn’t get off until five.”
“We mustn’t take him away from his
job,” said Ida. “How about five-thirty
tomorrow afternoon?”
When I called Keefe I was so excited,
I could hardly talk. Yet I knew that,
despite Ida’s interest and my hopes and
MOVIELAND’s sponsorship, it was now
up to him. He would either deliver or
fail.
The next day, again after working
hours, Ida Lupino saw Keefe. She told
me afterwards, “You know how you have
a mental image of how a character should
look? When Keefe walked into the room
it was as if Drew Baxter had walked in.”
Now, Ida has always believed that most
auditions were no real indication of talent
because strange stages or auditoriums
scare even seasoned troupers. Therefore,
every single person she auditioned for
“Not Wanted” came to her house. She
talked to them all first, told them a little
of the story. Then she sent them into an¬
other room to get acquainted with the
lines.
(Please turn to page 92)
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Send For Mary Jane's Beautiful Free Catalogue Of Summer Style-Buys!

ORDER BY MAIL

HANDBAGS
in white washable
pique plastic

1 *1-99
hu,.

3K>.

tax

Send check or money order and we'll pay pottage

IMARY JANE SHOES, 119 Beach St., Boston, Mass., Dept. HWG-6
1 Please send me.....prs. of Whites at $3.99 pr.
Name

Size

Width

|

Heel Height

SUSAN
LEX
DORA

|

| Pleoie send me.handbogt at $1,99 plus tax ($2.39 total)

Name.□ Check

If you think Keefe is happy—just take a
look at wife Normie and 5-year-old Mickie.

Address...□ Money Order
City.Zone. . .State.□ C. O. D.
When ordering C. O. D. customer agrees to pay all charges.

The stars pay homage to
their favorites at the most
exciting social event
of the year—the annual
Academy Awards presentation

Less than 2£ a week
SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!

SPRAYS ITSELF 0H1
* Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping
VT »11

“I know just how you feel,” Loretta Young assures Academy Award winner Jane Wyman after
presenting “Oscar” to her. Remember Loretta won prized statue at last year’s presentation.

ffAllo-Ette” gives fashionable accentu¬
ated uplift to average and to slightly
larger-tnan-average bosoms. Bandeaux,
$1.50 up; with 2-inch band, as shown,
$2.00 up; with 6-inch band, $3.50 up.
"There is a Maiden Fo
for Every Type

igure!
1948 MFB CO.

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Company, Inc., New York 16, N. Y.

Claire Trevor, Wal¬
ter Huston got
awards for best sup¬
porting roles. John
Huston got Oscar for
directing “Treasure
of Sierra Madre.”

ARE you, TOO, RUINING yOMR
A/IARRIEP HAPPINESS

Runner-up Barbara Stanwyck and husband
Bob Taylor were on hand to watch winners.

If only you’d learn these

Howard Duff and Ava Gardner joined the
after-awards dinner crowd at the Mocambo.

Have-you noticed that nice hus¬
band of yours staying out more
often with the boys? Or, if he
does remain at home, do you notice an
indifference—almost a resentment on
his part? Now ’fess up! Didn’t it ever
occur to you that the wife herself is
often the guilty one?
If only young wives would realize
how necessary vaginal douching often
is to intimate feminine cleanliness,
health, charm and married happiness—
to combat offensive vaginal odor. If
only wives would learn why they should
always use zonite in their douche!

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
tested is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS
Scientists tested every known antisep¬
tic-germicide they could find on sale for
the douche. And no other type proved
so powerful yet so safe to delicate
tissues as-zonite. So why continue to

Picturesque gown worn by Liz Taylor made
a hit with crowd and best beau Glenn Davis.

INTIMATE PHYSICAL
FACTS

use weak or dangerous products? zonite
is truly a miracle! The first non-poisonous
antiseptic-germicide principle in the
world that could kill bacteria without
harming delicate tissues, zonite is posi¬
tively non-irritating, non-burning. You
can use zonite as directed as often as
needed without the slightest risk of
injury.

Zonite's Miracle-Action
destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances, leaving you
feeling so clean—so refreshed. Helps
guard against infection. It immediately
kills every germ it touches. You know
it’s not always possible to contact all
the germs in the tract. But you can
feel confident that zonite does kill
every reachable germ. A blessing to
womankind! All drugstores.
zonite
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e'S got the biggest
s,x'

shooters in

the west!

A toast to the winners! Barbara Bel Geddes
is hoping her turn will come next year.

“Oscar” is thrilling; so is Ava Gardner!
Orville Dull won for best documentary.

with
CESAR

RUDY

OLGA

OMERQ - VALLEE - SAN J
2o*

CENTURY-FOX
M

and STERLING HOLLOWAY • HUGH HERBERT
EL BRENOEL • PORTER HALL • PATI BEHRS

Written, Directed and Produced by

PRESTON STURGES
A Screen Play Based ns a Story by Eart Felton
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Sid Grauman’s award was exciting. Grand old
man dozed while waiting for photographers.

The Winners! Douglas Fairbanks Jr. accepted Best Actor award for Sir Laurence Olivier;
Claire Trevor; Jerry Wald (won the Thalberg Award); Jane Wyman and Walter IJuston.

continued

Weary but so happy, Jane Wyman left Mocambo party with favorite escort, Lew Ayres.
Fans waited outside for autographs. Jane signed happily, but held “Oscar” close to her.

Thrill t)f a lifetime! Jane Wyman embraced
Claire Trevor right after she got her award.

/

* When Lana Turner lost her unborn baby a few
months ago, her doctors, fearful of the mental and
physical

depression

which

usually

follows such

accidents, advised Lana to return to work as soon
as possible.
The physicians believed that such activity would
take Lana’s mind off her loss, would help her forget,
and would keep up her lagging spirits.
Lana was completely prepared to heed their

Little Cheryl stayed with Lana and Bob for a while
but returned to California with her grandmother.

advice and return to the cameras in California. But
when she called her studio, M-G-M, and asked when
they wanted her to make an appearance, she dis¬
covered, surprisingly enough, that Metro had no
screen play prepared for her and probably would
not have one until June of this year.
What to do from May until June then became
Lana’s problem.
Now actually, what to do with your spare time
isn’t very much of a problem when you’re Lana
Turner and you’re married to a handsome million¬
aire named Bob Topping.
Just about twenty million other girls in this coun¬
try would like to be faced with a similar dilemma.
Anyway, the first thing Lana did this Spring was
to take her daughter, Cheryl, and send her back to
California in care of Mildred Turner.
“I’ll meet you and Cheryl on the Coast in a few
months,” Lana told her mother, “and until then,
I think Bob and I will spend some time in Florida.”
With mother and child gone, Lana then entrained
for Clearwater, Florida. When Lana and Bob
arrived in that sunny, tropical Gulf town, they found
the Topping yacht, “The Snuffie,” tied up in port.

Says Lana: I’ve never been happier in my life, and
I think that goes for my husband. Bob Topping, too.

“How’d you like to cruise the Caribbean?” Bob
asked his wife. Lana blew him a little feather of a
smile. “I’ve never been there before,” she said. “I
think I’d love it.”
So, Bob and Lana boarded the “Snuffie” and
headed out to sea.
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It was while these two (Please turn to page 82)

Flash!

MOVIELAND

telephoned

Lana Turner for this first
shore-to-ship

interview

ever

published in a fan magazine

By CHARLES NORCROSS

While
make
know
as my

I don’t know when I’ll
my next picture, I do
I’ll make films as long
public wants to see

Liz’s beautiful bridal gown in M-G-M’s ►
“Conspirator” may have given her ideas
about a real-life marriage to Glenn Davis.

Are movie actresses jealous of one
another? Three top-notch stars
reveal themselves in this warm tribute
to their co-worker, Liz Taylor

We adopted

By JANET LEIGH

By JUNE ALLYSON

It always amazes me, for at least
a second or two, when people rave
about Elizabeth’s beauty. Not be¬
cause I fail to agree, but because
there is so very much more to Liz,
the lovely, than her fabulous face.
She is so much more a person, than
a great beauty.

There are at least a dozen reasons
why I have adopted Elizabeth, but

She’s a fun girl—-just about the
most fun I’ve ever known.
For instance: I decided that I was
going to correct one of her bad
habits: her practice of sliding out of
her slippers. You see, Elizabeth is a
sworn enemy of shoes. She hates
them.
On the sound stage, in her dressing
room, before the fireplace at the home
of a friend, even in the Metro Com¬
missary, you (Please turn to page 84)

By MARGARET O BRIEN
I never dreamed, the first time I
saw Elizabeth Taylor, that some day
she and I would be make-believe
sisters!
I first saw her in “National Velvet.”
riding The Pi, and I decided to be
just like her. It nearly broke my
heart when I discovered, after about
three riding lessons, that I was aller¬
gic to horses.
I had to give up the idea of being
like Elizabeth, but when we were both
cast in “Little Women” I hoped that
I could get to know her real well.
After all, I haven’t a sister of my own,
so it seemed like a good idea to adopt
all three of the playlike March girls.
In the picture, Elizabeth wears a
blonde wig. She is so pretty that she
looks more (Please turn to page 84)

I’ll begin with my top favorite reason.
She and I were staring into the same
make-up mirror on the set of “Little
Women” one morning when she burst
out suddenly, “I wish I looked like
you. I wish I had your pert nose,
and your heavy head of soft brown
hair. I think you’re one of the most
exciting looking girls I have ever
seen.”
Naturally, I began to think very
highly of Elizabeth’s generous nature.
I stood beside her and stared at the
fabulous Taylor face. I tried to say
something adequate to the situation,
but I was stumped. What could I say
to the girl who is considered by every
photographer (Please turn to page 85)

No one can resist the
friendliness of those
Bill Holdens. I really
look forward to baby¬
sitting at their house!

Our baby-sitting author discovers

just what makes Bill Holden and his

charming family so wonderful

* I’d like to know: Is it age, experience, or female
fickleness that makes a girl change her mind? I’ve
changed mine a dozen times in the last year and I
haven’t much left to tinker with.
When I first started my part-time career as a
Hollywood baby sitter, Gary Cooper was my ideal.
I thought he represented all in American manhood
j>' L
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that is gentle, wise and strong.
I then switched my allegiance to Van Johnson.
I adored Van, plaid shirts, jeans, motorcycles, and
all. But when he got married, I turned to the in¬
tellectuals. I collected pictures of Ray Milland,
Orson Welles, and Lassie. That phase soon passed.
In swift succession I idolized the underprivileged
or John Garfield types; the dashing swains like Cor¬
nel Wilde and Errol Flynn; the riotous comedians,
Dan Dailey and Bob Hope, and finally the troubled
psyches, Robert Walker and Bob Mitchum. I was so
unstable I was practically ready for a psychiatrist
myself.

Four hit pictures have put Bill Holden high ►
on popularity polls. His next, “Dear Wife.”
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And then my job as Baby Sitter took'me to Bill
Holden’s house.
Now I have a new idol. Wholesome, handsome,
athletic, intelligent, and well-adjusted, Bill Holden is
definitely my favorite actor . . . and a right nice guy.
Whenever Bill and Ardis (better known to movie
goers as Brenda Marshall) get stuck for someone to
watch the children, I “sit” with Virginia, age 12,
West, 5, and Scott, 2%. I get to browse through
their library, watch their television set, take a coke
from their refrigerator, and sit by their fireplace.
After six months of such delightful work, I was
talking things over with Duke one night—he’s the
Holdens’ German shepherd dog—and we agreed that
Bill is a happy combination of rugged, outdoorsy
Cooper; friendly, freckled Van; and shrewd, intelli¬
gent Milland. He’s really all my old favorites packed
into one.

Before the Army had a job for him, Bill was quite
a hobbyist and sportsman. He owned one of the best
gun collections in Hollywood. He had a boat called
“The Brenda,” and the Holden backyard was partly
covered by a badminton court Today, however, he’s
so busy making pictures that he never goes hunting.
In fact, he sold the guns as soon as West reached
toddler stage. He didn’t want any tragic accidents
in his family. The fishing, sailing, and badminton
also went by the board. He simply gave up all hob¬
bies in favor of work and family.
“What do I want with a hobby?” I overheard Bill
ask Andy Hickox, his business manager. “My job’s
so fascinating I don’t need any side interests. And
besides I get plenty of exercise making pictures.”
Bill Holden’s attitude is typical of many Army
veterans I know. He feels that he lost time during
the war. He was out of pictures for four years and

(/

continued

he’s rushing to make up for the loss of public favor
and, let’s face it, money.
Bill’s managing pretty well, however. In the past
year he’s finished five pictures: “The Man from
Colorado,” “Apartment for Peggy,” “Rachel and the
Stranger,” “Dark Past” and “Dear Wife.” Of these,
two were westerns and that’s where Bill gets his ex¬
ercise. He loves riding and when he can combine it
with picture-making, he’s really living.
“If you want the plain truth,” says Ardis, with
resignation, “Bill’s a woodsman at heart. When he
was on location at Eugene, Oregon, making ‘Rachel
and the Stranger,’ he worked outdoors for over two
months. Offhand, you’d think that would be enough
fresh air for a full-blooded Indian. But no! The
night Bill invited the cast for dinner, he bought a
Sears Roebuck portable grill and cooked the steaks
outside. That’s Bill for you.” (Please turn to page 78)

I. ask you, how could I pay attention to Brenda’s instructions with
little Scott making this acrobatic survey. of refrigerator goodies.
Can you blame Bill and Brenda for
being proud of their family? That’s
West next to Bill, then Virginia
and my darling, 214-year-old Scott.

Temperament doesn’t rate in this household. The youngsters are
most cooperative when Bill and Brenda spend an evening with fnends.
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Cesar's smiling about the new twist to the
Grable-Romero combination. In “Beautiful
■4 Blonde from Bashful Bend,” he gets the girl.

CESAR Wants

Barbara

* Why doesn’t Cesar Romero get married?
This jack-pot question has bothered Hol¬
lywood’s bachelor girls for years. He’s cer¬
tainly eligible. Well-off and handsome, he’s
got a marvelous sense of humor to say
nothing of a beautiful house in Brentwood.
Top-flight in his career, his friends are of
the socially elite.
So why no Mrs. Romero?
Ann

“Twice I considered marriage seriously,
but neither time worked out,” Cesar told

Miller

me frankly. “The girls were completely
different—one a professional, the other not.
One was tall and blonde and slim while the
other was dark, short and rather wellcurved. So, you see, it’s not that I’m at¬
tracted by any particular type. Frankly,
except for those two near-misses, I haven’t
felt that marriage (Please turn to page 70)
BY
CONSTANCE
PALMER

Iris Bynum
Mrs. John Aggett

This gay bachelor has success¬
fully

eluded

Dan

Cupid

for

some time. But don’t give up,
girls! Read these qualifications
to see if you are the dream girl
who fits Romero’s specifications
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Another Bogart production is “Tokyo Joe,” sec¬
ond film from Santana—Bogie’s own company.

Bogie’s mother’s sketch of him
is the image of young Stephen

By AVERY CARROLL

. . . but he’ll have to go some to
beat his pop at the age of two!

Nof eYery Youngster
comes into this

* Children are born in taxicabs and in railroad trains, in airplanes and
on crowded elevators; children are born with silver spoons in their

world owing the President

mouths, rings on their toes, and twenty-two titles on their calling cards.
But very few babies come into this world owing twenty dollars to
The President of the United States. This situation alone has set Master

of the United States
twenty dollars! But

Stephen Humphrey Bogart apart from other members of the natal class
of 1949, and has earned him a good deal of publicity, both true and

that's what happened

false.
In true Hollywood form, there were two versions of the TrumanBogart bet. One group of columnists said that if the Bogart baby
proved to be a boy, Mr. Truman owed Bogie a double sawbuck, but
that if the youngster was born with pink booties, Bogie had to pay off.
The other version, printed by an equal number of scriveners, stated
the situation oppositely.
Here is the truth: if the baby was a boy, Bogie owed Mr. Truman
twenty dollars. If the baby proved to be a girl, Mr. Truman had to
pay off.

(Please turn to page 90)
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to Master Steve Bogart

★ Once upon a time, to borrow a phrase
from our old story books, there was a
girl named Lora Mae.

In fact, not so

Who says a

long ago she came to life on the screen
in 20th Century-Fox’s “A Letter to Three
Wives.” It was my privilege to portray
that girl and I’ve never had a more re¬
warding role nor one that was more fun.

courtship isn’t
like a military campaign?
Just be sure you have

After weeks and weeks of being Lora
Mae I came to feel that I knew her

your sights set on the

intimately, that I understood her point
of view and ideas very well indeed, espe¬

right objective—

cially those on getting the husband she
MATRIMONY

wanted.

0W TO GET YOUR
By.
LINDA DARNELL

She was quite a girl, this Lora Mae.
Some of her tactics and ideals could
well be copied by the average girl. Not
all of them, of course. Certainly I can¬
not conscientiously recommend that
everyone be as mercenary as she! Very
smart was Lora Mae—up to a point!
By now you may have seen “A Let¬
ter to Three Wives” but in case you
haven’t let me tell you briefy about Lora
Mae. She was an attractive girl, from
the wrong side of the tracks but with a
high moral code. She wanted security,
money and marriage. She never deviated
from that goal.
To me the one chink in her armor
was that she cared more about money
than love, but we’ll get to that later.
Let’s consider first how she got her man.
Lora Mae was a clerk in one of the
department stores owned by self-made
Porter Hollingsway (and how brilliantly
Paul Douglas played the role of
Porter!);

(Please

turn to page 87)

You know Linda practices what she preaches
when you see those happy Pev Marleys.
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By JANE MORRIS

Birthday lunch at Bob Stack’s hit a snag when
the can opener failed;- so off we raced to . . .

Potter’s Hardware Store.
A simple trip,
so I thought, before things got so complicated.
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You can’t open a can of soup with that mixer, I warned Bob—but he
loved the gadget like crazy and bought it right then and there.
Can openers, at last! Bob had to try each one.
They all worked like charms then—but wait!

Opener?

Since it was Bob’s birthday I decided to buy
him this snazzy barbecue apron, cap and mitts.

Imagine going on a shopping spree
with Bob Stack. Sounds heavenly,
doesn't it? Our author thought it
was until she found herself in competition
with kitchen miracles, of all things!

* It all started with a can of soup—the desire for
good hot soup, to bolster one’s resistance for a
California spring day. Bob Stack asked me to join
him in a bowl of good hot soup—only he couldn’t
open the can!
You know how can openers are. Bob worked;
he groaned; he mutilated the can. Bob Stack is
not the sort of character to be daunted. Within
ten minutes he had zipped from Bel Air to the
village and was shopping for a new can opener.
1Sf of course, went along in an advisory capacity.
In the windows of Potter’s Hardware Store in
Westwood were all the kitchen miracles you could
imagine. Bob saw can openers and glassware and
gadgets enough to gratify the heart of any bachelor,
especially on his thirtieth birthday.
For it was Bob’s birthday and he was in holiday

mood. Telegrams and presents had been arriving
all day and there was to be a dinner party that
night with cake and candles and his family and
closest friends to help him celebrate. The soup
was for our lunch, you see.
So, in we sailed, and in less than a wink, Bob
had found not one but a whole rack of can openers,
and he could work all of them! This was a cinch. . .
Only Bob spotted a stunning gadget with a tall
frosted dome and a white enameled base. Clerk
Harriet Moller showed him how it worked. It
makes everything from daiquiris to tomato juice.
You put the tomato in here and it comes out there.
Bob thought he might as well take it—he’d find use
for it.
Now you can see why shopkeepers love Bob. He
(Please turn to next page)
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Anybody
Got a
Can Opener?
continued

Picture of a man falling in love with a coffee mixer. Of course Bob didn't need one, even
said he didn’t want one. But he just couldn’t resist, so we added it to our purchases.

is an easy, genial guy.

He’s friendly and he’s in¬

twists.

terested in everything.

I told him he could pick

bachelor can’t have too many can openers—he

out a birthday gift from me and after a good deal

A

might as well take that one too.

of thought and looking, he found a big white bar¬

Bob then spotted a wonderful kind of squeegee

becue apron and cap and some wild looking mit¬

mop with a roller of sponge rubber and no wringing

tens lined with asbestos, the better to toss ham¬

out.

burgers over a grill with, you see.

for months.

It was then Bob found the coffee pot. Bob said

That he needed.

He’d been looking for one

“Wrap it up,” he said cheerily.

he really needed a little Silex, because he knows

While we waited for that, he found a pair of

how to work one; but we were so impressed with

tweezers with round tongs which housewives use

a big, beautiful glass thing that wears a wooden

to take the tops off strawberries. Bob nearly went

girdle and is supposed to be fool-proof, that Bob

wild! What a device for a duck feather pluckerouter!

grabbed it. All you do is put a paper filter in the
top, add coffee and pour the boiling water through.

Bob, you see, belongs to a group of avid hunters

Then out comes the filter, the coffee grounds, there

who take to the wilds during duck season and come

is the coffee. That’s the principle anyhow.

home with enough birds to carry all their families
through the holidays.

Bob’s

friends have a new experience awaiting them when
he rustles up the midnight brew from now on.
A half hour later, Bob had acquired, besides the

The one hitch to their good hunting is the job
of having the ducks picked and cleaned. It’s worth

can opener, a Waring mixer, a coffee pot and bar¬

more than the ducks.

becue togs.

picking themselves.

This on the main floor of the store.

But before we left, Bob decided to take a quick
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He was able to work that one, too!

Bob and his friends do the

With the new tweezers, duck

look in the basement. Here he found another new

plucking should be a breeze. Wait ’til the fellows
see this refinement!

kind of can opener—one that punctures, pries, and

The next purchase was (Please turn to page 80)

come
They *ay she’* lout her human touch.

We

ttay wait and sec. The great Bergman can—it *he will
pull out ot the dilemma that'* plaguing her

★ Which way is Ingrid Bergman to turn now ?

She faces

one of the most curious dilemmas that an actress has ever
had to meet and the circumstances which led to it are
almost as strange as the dilemma, itself.

She has gone

through a puzzling series of cycles since David 0. Selznick
brought her to this country in 1939 to play in the Ameri¬
can version of “Intermezzo,” a picture in which she had
co-starred successfully with Gosta Ekman in Sweden. The
late Leslie Howard and the lovely Edna Best were her com¬
panions in the American picture, you recall.
And there began her first cycle in America.

She was

frightened and bewildered that first year in Hollywood,
self-conscious because of her halting English, shy because
.

5v;e<i's^

she did not understand Americans or their methods of
making pictures. And she was dreadfully homesick for her

<r^SWoie
dTea
v/ea'u

husband,

Dr.

Peter

Lindstrom,

and her

six-months-old

daughter, Pia, who had remained in Sweden. She was ill at
ease among strangers, unsure of herself and her future in
pictures, absorbed in a truly desperate attempt to give of
her very best to the picture in which she was working.
‘ Please turn to page 44
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By LOUISE IRWIN

After her first big success she was just another star. It wasn’t
until “Casablanca” with Bogart that she showed signs of real power.

back!

This is the Bergman we loved—talented ac¬
tress, natural beauty whose charm and gra¬
ciousness endeared her to everyone she met.

come hack
continued

Hollywood, accustomed to downright brashness in
some imported actors, concluded that she was aloof
and hard to know or, more cynically, that she was
deliberately borrowing a leaf from the book of an¬
other Nordic actress, Greta Garbo.

Bergman’s own

studio publicity department moaned that she was
“difficult” and uncooperative and speculated that she
might have a “grandeur complex.”
Actually, she was just plain scared.

She took a

small apartment where she actually hid, having her
dinner alone most evenings in the kitchen by the ice
box while she studied her lines for the next day’s
shooting. If Ingrid was a recluse then, it was from
sheer fright.
But “Intermezzo” was a tremendous and heart¬
warming success and she returned to Sweden and
her little family in a triumphant glow.

Hollywood

was wonderful and friendly and so was all America!
War was engulfing Europe when Selznick sent for
her again and she was reluctant to leave her husband
and child. Dr. Lindstrom persuaded her that it would
be better and safer for her to return to America, if
she brought Pia with her. He would join her when
he could. She caught the last ship from Genoa.
Selznick, so anxious to have her available in this
country, nevertheless had no picture ready for her
and so, as is his way with actors, he lent her here
and there—for “Adam Had Four Sons,” with Warner
Baxter, for “Rage in Heaven” with Robert Mont¬
gomery, for “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” with Spencer
Tracy. These pictures did well enough, on the whole,
but it wasn’t until she made “Casablanca” at Warner
Brothers with Humphrey Bogart in 1942 that Ingrid
began once more to show signs of real power. That
was an exciting and exotic role which she enjoyed
and played to the hilt.
About all that anyone remembers of “For Whom
the Bell Tolls,” despite its ballyhoo at the time, is
that Ingrid cut her hair short for the picture and
looked pretty awful. But just after that David 0.
Selznick decided to use his star in a picture of his
own.

It

was

the

unforgettable

“Gaslight”

with

Charles Boyer, a masterpiece of suspense and tension
in which Boyer, as the sadistic husband, tried and
almost succeeded in persuading his wife that she
was truly going mad.
“Arch of Triumph” co-starring Boyer dimmed the Bergman lustre.
Fans who idealized her, didn’t like seeing her as a shady lady.

Bergman was superb as the

fear-ridden wife and no one was surprised in the
least when that performance won her an Academy
Award.
Now we saw a new (Please turn to page 80)
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Dr. Peter Lindstrom (right) and famed Director Roberto Rossel¬
lini (“Paisan”) predict a greater Ingrid in her new Italian film.
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This isn’t a practical joke. Monty’s being sprayed
for a rain scene in his film, ‘‘The Heiress.”
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* I caught him as he came off the set, at the end of

By ALICE CRAIG GREENE

two days of added scenes on “The Heiress” at Para¬
mount. He was a man in a hurry to get back home.
And “home” to him, currently, was New York. He

excitement. Believe me, I wasn’t at all disappointed.

was flying back the minute he could change clothes,

His face is interesting, rather than conventionally

pick up his small suitcase and get to the airport.

handsome. This is good. Pretty boys aren’t long-

Montgomery Clift. The new name to conjure with

lasting. Women will go for the ever-changing Clift

in Hollywood. The enigma of the cinema. A com¬

expressions, the dark unruly hair, the expressive

parative unknown, he is already box-office magic.

eyes with their odd effect. They are that eerie trans¬

Directors and studios are fighting over him. Critics

lucent, blue-green pale type of eyes that farsighted

and editors are raving about him and more im¬

men have who are used to looking long distances

portant, the fans are clamoring for him.

across plains or water.

Apparently freedom is his fetish and rumor hath

The “difficult” Clift I met turned out to be an

it that he’s a tough interview, an unreasonable kind
of character.

amiable guy who had about “five fast minutes” to

So with a beating heart, I prepared to meet this

spare before he changed clothes and headed for the
air field. This meant I had time for about “ten fast
questions.”

new idol.
Statistically speaking, Monty Clift is a tall (six

“My vacation was interrupted for this two-day

feet), almost skinny (155 pounds wringing wet)

series of added scenes,” he told me. “After ‘The

young man with sideburns, mustache, high stiff

Heiress’ was finished, I shaved off the sideburns and

collar, and a formal, cutaway morning coat. At least

mustache, gave up my apartment here, and went to

that’s what he wears in “The Heiress.” He had the

Europe for an extended tour.

look of a man with places to go.

knowing more about Europe when I made ‘The

His gait was

tigerish. The effect, as he drew nearer, was a com¬
bination of easy nonchalance and the promise of

Search’ over there.
“I was impressed by a (Please turn to page 76)

His name is new to Hollywood
but he's already box-office
magic.

I got interested in

Critics and editors

are raving about him—and even
more important, the fans are
clamoring for Montgomery Clift

A Lincolnesque quality is part of Monty’s charm.
It’s noticeable in this picture with Miriam Hopkins.

By ALYCE CANFIELD

* (The scene is June Ally son’s attractive port¬
able dressing room on “The Stratton Story” set,
her latest film at Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer studios.
June is in dungarees and a baseball cap.

She

also has on a sort of rough and tumble shirt, and
sneakers.

Visiting her on the set is a tall hunk

of man of the type to make the female pulse beat
faster.

He is Richard Powell, who happens to

be married to June Allyson.

Conducting the

interview is Alyce Canfield, representing MOVIELAND in the capacity of reporter. The time is
two days before Easter, 1949.)
Alyce: Who’s doing all the Easter shopping
in your family?
Dick: I am.
June: That’s the biggest story I have ever
heard. He isn’t doing anything but say, “I don’t
think you should give that to Mary.”

When Dick razzed Junie about her outfit for
Stratton Story,” she pouted. You guess the

“The
rest!

Dick: That’s not true. I bought four presents
this morning.
Alyce: What else have you been doing, Dick?
Dick: Reading scripts ... a little flying.
Alyce: I thought you broke him of that, June.
June: I’m still trying.
Dick: I had a little trouble in Mexico.
June: A little trouble!
Dick: Had to land in a cow pasture. The oil
pump stopped working and the connecting rod
broke and a few other little things.
June: See what I mean?
Dick: So we had to (Please turn to page 72)

Dick gave up his boat to please Junie but she can’t
wile him away from his favorite hobby: airplanes.

She’s 5' 2 with eyes of blue
that sparkle with enthusiasm
over each new venture.

You

can see that little Junie
Allyson makes life mighty
r*on )
!ace /' an,e/;
"r,,ne(jj

interesting for Dick Powell!
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Gerry’s in a
while Farley

hurry to look at Ocean House but waits patiently
leaves his car in able hands of hotel attendant.

Farley comes a'calling on
Gerry who lives “50 steps”
up on Laurel Canyon hillside.
Dates lug logs for fireplace
when they date Miss Brooks!

i tmtmmmm

Elaborate staircase impresses Geraldine (but exhausts Farley!).
Balustrades and treads of wood imported from India are handcarved. The job kept 75 wobdcarvers occupied for well over a year.

when, Gerry Brooks and Farley Granger visited luxurious Ocean House

* A really Big Date in Hollywood these days can
mean only one thing:

an evening spent at the

Geraldine Brooks, to this breathtaking showplace.
Built on the sands of the Pacific Ocean, and

expensive!)

originally the “beach cottage” of famous silent star

Ocean House, where the magnificent decor is strictly

Marion Davies, Ocean House represents the un¬
believably lush days of Hollywood’s past.

fabulous,

incredibly

beautiful

(and

out of the Arabian Nights.
When Farley Granger finished filming his newest

The hotel is beyond imagination even when seen;

Goldwyn picture, “Roseanna McCoy,” it was the

for timbers, mantels—even complete rooms were im¬

signal for a special celebration—and his idea of said

ported in their entirety from the capitols of Europe.

special celebration was to take his date, pretty

(Please turn to next page)
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The dining, reception, drawing rooms all came

London. In the Marion Davies suite (parlor, bed¬

from Burton Hall, County Clare, Ireland, at a cost

room, 2 baths, 2 dressing rooms, 2 sundecks, all

close to $90,000.

From Beckington Abbey came

facing the ocean at $45 per day) is an exceptionally

doorways. There are four original Grindling Gib¬

fine antique English marble mantelpiece which once

bons carvings valued at thousands of dollars. Mold¬

graced an old Georgian mansion in England. The

ings and ceiling ornaments are of 14-karat gold!

mural wallpaper in this suite is valued at thousands

Upstairs the original wallpaper has been pre¬

of dollars.

served. The papers were done by the famous Zuber

Ocean House actually is a small museum of

Works in Alsace Lorraine from blocks that were

extremely fine old English rarities. The work of

saved from destruction of World War I, and c'ost

thousands of skilled craftsmen preserved the beauty

between $1,500 and $2,000 a set. Marble mantels

of this treasure house to the tune of a million and

in the bedrooms also came from famous houses in

three-quarters w’hen Miss Davies completed remodel-

de luxe
continued

Before-dinner cocktail and dance give Farley and Gerry a chance
to see the famous Rathskeller. Room was part of an old Inn in
Surrey, England and dates from 1560. Music, is definitely swing!

Outside, ^ before larger of two sw’imming pools, they have a ciga¬
rette.
I erraces surrounding the pool are of Vermont marble.
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ing in 1930!
Opened as a hotel in 1948 it’s now the most
talked-of resort in this country—and quite the place
to enjoy a very special date, agree Geraldine and
Farley!
There has been lots of romantic talk about Farley
and Shelley Winters and Farley and Pat Neal. Now
rvith pretty Gerry Brooks in the running even Dan
Cupid’s confused.

There’s no telling what could

happen after a date like this! You can see by these
pictures that Ocean House provides quite a dreamy
setting for romance!

Back home—good nights are in order. It was a wonderful evening.
And that light in Farley’s eyes suggests that this goodnight is
the perfect ending for the perfect date—or has he caught cold?

Maybe a date at Ocean House isn’t such a good idea at that!
Instead of having eyes only for each other, Farley and Gerry
are busy looking over the sumptuous dining room decorations.

A date to remember! Gerry
Brooks relaxes, enjoys beauty
of Ocean House—and vice-versa.

Little Nancy and.Frank Jr. will
benefit by dad’s advice some day.
Here they are on set of “Take
Me Out to the Ball Game,” with
Frank, Gene Kelly, Esther Williams.

* In June 1933, a thin,

By TED and JANE MORRIS

Frank speaks from experi-

bright-eyed boy sat on the

ence. His first job was as

stage of the Demarest High School in Hoboken and

helper on a newspaper delivery truck of the Jersey

listened to the principal tell the graduating class how

Observer, earning eleven dollars a week.

the opportunities of life were awaiting them.

He

two years after graduation that he took his girl

then got up and sang the alma mater with the school
band.

Nancy Barbato (now Mrs. Sinatra) to a Jersey

Nine years later he sang on another stage, this

theatre, he told Nancy he had made up his mind:

time the Paramount Theatre, New York.

Booked

It was

City Theatre to hear Bing Crosby. As they left the
He was going to be a successful singer.

What’s

for two weeks, he was held over for fifteen, shatter¬

more, she believed him!

ing theatre records and precipitating demonstra¬
tions which made Broadway history.

give his best to every job each and every day, and

The only way to arrive at such a goal was to

The boy was Frank Sinatra.

that’s what he suggests now to all the kids starting

It is sixteen years since he sat with the other
graduates listening to the principal’s advice. They

out.
“Unless you have worked hard at developing

have been years of hard work, disappointment and

your own particular talents and abilities, you’ll be

success.

caught short when your break comes,” he warns.

Now in June ’49, Frank Sinatra has a few things
he’d like to say to the graduating classes of high

“Or, the way a principal might say it, ‘The energy

schools in America.

of the apprentice one day becomes the ability of the

“It is a strong, wise thing to set your goal in life,

master’.”
Frankie’s blue eyes twinkle and he doesn’t look

once you know what you really want to do and be,”

like a high school principal at all. He looks more

he says. “Not many boys and girls find the path

like the lad who played basketball at Demarest,
won a trophy for swimming and helped form the

ready and waiting and short-cuts are few and far
between.

It may take working at many jobs you

do not enjoy to arrive at the spot in which you

rw?

will be truly happy.”

school glee club.
And how did Frankie get his own break? Well, it
didn’t look too pretentious (Please turn to page 74)

Frank
June

graduates

Sinatra’s

comes

from

fine
the

advice

to

experience

of an all-American boy who
helped opportunity knock on his door

165 yards of twilight blue
tulle and a sprinkling of
sequins make up the dreamy
evening gown Lucille Ball
wears in “Sorrowful Jones.”

She’s off to the races in this snappy outfit of
off-white skirt, gray jacket and casual torsolength coat of gray and canary yellow’ stripes.
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Who says you can’t be funny and glamorous?
fashion to good use in her

Lucy’s a success in navy wool with sunburst
skirt. White trim on jacket complements
her flowered hat and the polka dot gilet.

Gray is pood for blonde, brunette or redhead. Lucy’s
dress is of gray shantung with collar and cuffs of Irish
lace. Striped taffeta nettirnat is provocative—and cute.

Lucille Ball puts humor and
new Paramount comedv. “Sorrowful Jones”

be sure
a scene
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lost love robbing
Clark Gable of the
happiness he might
find in another
marriage, or is there
someone who can
make him forget?
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Brains are the secret of beautiful Anita Colby’s long-standing friend¬
ship with Clark. He admires her for her mind more than her beauty.

By JERRY JEROME
For" months, tun-loving, gay Iris Bynum, hostess
at Ocean House, was seen everywhere with Clark.

* Whenever conversation palls at a swank Hollywood party,
there is always a sure-fire question that will snap everyone
to attention. It goes like this: “I wonder whom Clark Gable
is going to marry?”
This is the year for Clark to take a wife.
We’ll give you a clue, even draw you a blueprint, but in
so doing we must analyze Clark Gable.

This is not to be

the smug, pat, often-told story of Clark—the oil driller who
rose to be the most idolized screen star in the world.

It’s

another story, the picture of what kind of man he is inside.
Why is he so often attracted to women older than he?
Why does the socialite hold glamor for him? How can he
go with one girl six years and never ask her to marry him?
When you know these things, you’ll know his future wife.
First, let’s look at the lineup in the Gable handicap.
There’s everything to win for the lady: money, fame, good
looks, world prestige.
What does Clark get?

There’s Mrs. Dolly O’Brien of

Palm Beach and New York. An extremely wealthy woman,
who looks a little like the Duchess of Windsor, she has
poise, wit and charm.
cated,

amusing

laughter.

Gable likes to laugh, likes sophisti¬

chatter,

likes

intelligence

brushed

with

He has these things in Dolly O’Brien. Still, she’s

five years Gable’s senior, which makes her fifty-four.
tainly no alluring young charmer.

Cer¬

Yet Clark Gable once

told a friend, “She’s the most fascinating woman I have
ever known.”
That was a strong statement, because among Clark’s girl
friends are some very fascinating women, indeed.

There’s

I Please turn to next page)

Virginia Grey, sultry screen siren, bears a
striking resemblance to late Carole Lombard.
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Millicent Rogers, the Standard Oil heiress, noted for
her

magnetism,

brilliance,

and

savoir-faire.

Not

beautiful, she nevertheless won this compliment from
noted photographer Geoffrey Morris, “The most un¬
usual and arresting face I have ever photographed.”
There’s Joan Harrison, brilliant woman producer.
Joan is quite lovely enough to be a star herself. The
fact that she’s a writer-producer of distinction is only
gilding the lily-

She has a terse, clipped British

accent, a clean-cut type of good looks, a lovely home
built by Paul

Lazio.

As a woman, she bespeaks

charm and background.
There’s Virginia Grey, one of the sultriest sirens
ever to hit Hollywood’s social set or silver screen.
She bears a striking resemblance to Carole Lombard.
Here is someone who understands the demands of
Clark’s career, who can see through the actor to the
man. Here is someone young, lovely as a poem, with
a mind as keen and sharp as the horizon on a clear
day.
Her knowledge of acting was Josephine Dillon’s attraction to Clark.
While she was still his dramatic coach, she became his hist wife.

ft fluffn for the Kino?
J

continued

No one yet has compared to his own Carole Lombard. She bad brains,
beauty, charm—but most important, she knew’ what was good for Clark.

Socialite Rhea I.angham, ten years Clark’s senior, was sec¬
ond Mrs. Gable. She supplied the “polish” he felt be lacked.
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There’s the “dark horse,” the young blonde girl

many months, they were seen everywhere together.

in Arizona. She’s an arrested t.b. case, not terribly

Finally, and very quietly, there’s Elaine White,

pretty—-not terribly young, as a matter of fact. But

the Metro secretary to whom Clark has been giving

she’s definitely top drawer society; and she’s a gal¬

the biggest rush of all. He’s taken her to the Mo-

lant fighter—something Clark admires.

cambo for dancing, and Clark doesn’t like to dance.

There’s

sophisticated,

career-conscious

Anita

He’s taken her to the biggest Hollywood parties as

Colby. A former model, she’s now'an executive at

guest of the biggest Hollywood people. He’s show¬

Paramount and riding her future like a horseman

ing her a life far removed from her workaday

with a whip in his hand. She’s ambitious: beauty

world, glamorous though it may be. Elaine is starry-

plus brains.

Clark said of her: “She’s an eager

beaver, always pushing herself!” But he said it with
the air of a proud father. Clever, sharp, an oppor¬

eyed from it all. Who can blame her?
secretary.

Today, a

Tomorrow, perhaps—Mrs. Clark Gable.

Who will win the handicap? Here are the clues.

tunist, Anita Colby has played her friendship with

In the first place, what is Gable afraid of?

Clark for all it was worth. And remains the only

No. 1: he’s afraid of being clipped.

When he

woman to do so and still hold Clark’s attentions and
admiration.

divorced Rhea Langham for Carole Lombard, it
cost him plenty. He has often said to friends, “I

There’s Iris Bynum, hostess at the Ocean House,

would be a millionaire today if it weren’t for Rhea.”

fun-loving, rowdy, a far, far cry from the social

With taxes what they are now, he will never again

set. Yet there must be something about her earthy

have a chance to amass the fortune he handed over

approach to life that amuses Clark Gable.

to the second Mrs. Gable (Please turn to page 88)

For

Quietly, Clark is giving Elaine White the biggest rush of all.

Today she’s a secretary at M-G-M.

Will tomorrow make her Mrs. Clark Gable?

JOAN CRAWFORD for a spectacular performance in dramatic "Flamingo Road
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KIRK DOUGLAS who emerges one of Hollywood’s greats in thrilling “Champion.”
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Smiling will get you nowhere, David. Daddy’s mind is
made up. Those ear-warming locks simply have to go!
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Years in a barbershop quartet aren’t much help to Don on Project
Haircut. David’s more amused than impressed by the bowl treatment.

* There comes a time in every man’s life Avhen he takes a look at
his son and says to himself, “If I don’t have his hair cut soon, our
friends will begin referring to him as ‘she’.”
That’s what happened on Don DeFore’s day off from the Hal
Wallis studio where he’s making “My Friend Irma.” He took a
look at young David across the breakfast table and tvas immedi¬
ately reminded of Goldilocks.
Something had to be done, but fast—and here’s what happened.

Little David finds out it’s
a man’s world when he
out to get his first haircut
under the watchful
of his dad, Don DeFore

David is calm as the operation begins. Don is
the one who’s all a-quiver with shear anxiety.

Now that he’s acquainted with the barber, he’s
a new man. Next time he might even get a shave!

Loretta gets a college education and Van Johnson in “Mother Is a Freshman.”

* “Of course, I don’t think a girl must go to
Loretta Young was only in her
teens when she substituted stardom

college,” said Loretta Young, as we sat in the cozy
den of her home. “Obviously, if I had taken time
out for college I’m sure I would have missed the
most instructive period of my life!”

for college proms; self-discipline for

Loretta, wearing a soft yed hostess gown with a
very wide, crushed gold belt, sat gracefully erect

a formal education and now she looks

on a down-cushioned love seat. “I know a college
education would not have done for me what my

hack to see what she has missed.

early training in motion pictures did. I’ve been on

Would she choose the same road again?

actress must develop certain traits, such as self-

the screen since I

was four years old—and an

discipline, responsibility and cooperation or give
up acting! To develop each of those traits, I had to
learn plenty of lessons, believe me!”
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/

as told to
Violet Moss

The den in which we sat has a powder white
finish on its knotty pine walls and rough wood
ceiling painted a soft blue. It is furnished with
imagination plus restraint, as is the entire house
and is indicative of Loretta’s superlative taste.
On the mantel over the fireplace, there is a
collection of beautiful copper miniatures—antiques.
(Loretta is recognized as an expert in the antique
field.) Incidentally, this is the room where stands
the Oscar, won for Loretta’s Academy Award per¬
formance in “The Farmer’s Daughter.”
There is a clue to the character of this actress:
In the home of Mrs. Tom Lewis (which is what she
is called as soon as she leaves the studio) the Oscar
stands—definitely is not displayed—behind a large

bowl on a tabic at the very back of the living-room.
“For instance,” Loretta went on, “I started play¬
ing important screen roles when I was fourteen. It
is very possible—maybe certain”—her eyes twinkled
—“my success might have gone to my head a little
at that time. While I was working in one of those
early pictures, the director was deliberately harsh
with me, and I walked off the set in tears. I was
young and unaware of a lot of things, including
the proper way to behave under such circumstances.
“In fact, I made an issue of that scene and
refused to return to work unless the director was
replaced. How young can you be? I blush now to
think of it. Such arrogance! Finally, I agreed to
Please turn to next page
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Loretta taught herself versatility.
She and
Celeste Holm are nuns in “Come to the Stable.”

I was quite obviously not lush 17-year-old Polly
Ann. However, that deception led to many more
parts. That taught me to be . . . well, not aggressive
exactly, but to make myself seen and heard. I was
always afraid to beforehand and—I confess, petri¬
fied inside afterward. Because I was such an eager
beaver, Colleen Moore noticed me on one of her
sets, gave me a sizeable part in her picture “Naughty,
But Nice,” made the studio sign me to a contract,
and changed my name from Gretchen to Loretta
which happened to have been the name of her
favorite story-book character when she was a child.
That proved to be the real beginning of my career.
Tom has the degree in the Lewis family—but his'
sheepskin has taken back seat to Loretta’s Oscar.

return when a tactful studio executive suggested
that he’d have the director write me a note of
apology. That, I reasoned, would justify my action,
I could save face, and go back to work.
“Only much later did I realize the director’s note
had been a masterpiece of sarcasm, that although
I’d won my point, I’d lost the battle. The lesson I
learned from that was never to take such a bold
stand on a superficial matter so that later I couldn’t
withdraw gracefully.
“But long before that, I had learned to have
initiative, to seize opportunity when it presented
itself. I’m a little self-conscious telling this again,
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“During those days, my ‘teachers’—” Loretta
smiled in remembrance—“were all wonderful peo¬
ple: George Arliss, Lon Chaney, Nils Asther who
gave me one of my first important acting lessons.
“In ‘Laugh, Clown, Laugh,’ I had to play a love
scene with Nils. At fourteen! Although I’d repre¬
sented myself as eighteen, my ideas about portray¬
ing romantic love were pretty naive. To show adora¬
tion, I stared at Nils, breathing as heavily as I could.
“Finally, he took me aside and said, ‘Please,
Loretta, don’t heave! Just look at me as if I were
a hot fudge sundae!’
“Later I was complimented on the realism of that
scene. There was more than a lesson in acting in
that: It was a lesson in attacking problems accord¬
ing to your own understanding, not wading out of
your depth.”

but as a youngster I did answer a telephone call
for my older sister Polly Ann to report to the
studio.

I asked, “But how about academic education?
Do you ever feel you’ve missed something by not
attending college?”

“Polly was off on location at the time, fully
occupied and happy as a clam so I accepted the call
and went to the studio instead! I got the part, after
some discussion, because being a stringy 13-year-old

“Of course I haven’t yet!” Loretta replied firmly.
“I’ve always honestly felt college a waste of time
for a girl unless she was working toward a pro¬
fessional degree, specific improvement or toward

a career that requires certain technical
knowledge. Naturally, I believe a young
girl can figure out what she wants to
make of her life, and should seek edu¬
cation in that direction.
“Of course, I can feel that way because
my own formal education was brief. I
received it from the nuns for a short time
when Mother withdrew my sisters and
me from pictures and enrolled us at
Pomona Convent. After that period, I
learned my ‘reading, writing and arith¬
metic’ from studio tutors.
“Of course there were times, being
young and normal, when I gladly would
have traded my acting job for an invita¬
tion to the fraternity dances all my erst¬
while school friends were talking about
but I’d still tell any girl considering an
acting career that a college education
is not a must.”
Perhaps you are thinking that Loretta
seems to switch from one side of the
question to the other, but this is not due
to any uncertainty of mind—for she is
a definite and reasonably sure person—
but rather to the warm tolerance which
underlies her entire outlook on life.
She always considers both sides of an
issue. For instance, she says: “College
has a great deal to offer the girl who has
no special plans. She can study so many
subjects which can round out the per¬
sonality and add richness to life. When
that happens a formal education proves
fine because it’s good to learn every¬
thing. If I’d gone to college, I hope I
wouldn’t have been just one of those
social-party-prom girls. And yet—,” she
laughed softly, “—I’m afraid I wouldn’t
have been the studious, hom-rimmed
type. To be perfectly honest with you,
I’m afraid I would have majored in
dances and parties! Maybe that gives me
another disqualification for any part in
this discussion!”
While on college location in Reno,
Nevada, with the “Mother Is A Fresh¬
man” cast, Loretta had a good chance
to study the modern college student.
And she probably observed a great deal
for she now commented:
“I think one of the deplorables of col¬
lege life is that girls have to be exposed
to it at an age when they all want to be
alike—at an age when individuality
seems to frighten the individual.
“In that regard—” the outer comers
of Loretta’s enormous blue eyes crinkled
as she grinned, “I might have been the
worst thing that ever happened to any
college. For I was always the non-con¬
formist. I wanted to be different. I fought
to be different. Probably in self-defense,
because I was the youngest of three
daughters—”
At this point, a maid entered the room,
carrying a huge tray which she set on
the wide, low table before us. Loretta
poured tea from an antique silver tea¬
pot into exquisite eggshell cups. For the
next few minutes, what with drinking
tea and eating sandwiches, the conver¬
sation strayed.
I tried to return to the subject by re¬
marking on her very becoming new
shorter hair-do, Loretta explained laugh¬
ingly, “I used to think I must always
wear a long, heavy bob because it seemed
to suit me, somehow. But one night I
experimented with the scissors and be¬
fore I knew it, I had gone beyond the
limits of experimentation. So I turned the
job over to a professional next morning.
It seems to have turned out all right.
Anyhow, Tom likes it.”
Which gave me a chance to get back
to the topic of our interview. “Do you
look up to your husband, Tom Lewis, with
any special respect because he is a col¬
lege graduate?”

Loretta’s eyes widened. “Are you kid¬
ding? Of course not! I look up to him for
being a fine human being! I’d hate to
judge a person by the quantity of formal
education! That’s another reason I’m
glad I had my education while working
as well as in my work. Honesty, ability
and hard work are respected. I don’t hold
with those who come out of college with
a tendency to lump everyone they meet
into one of two classes—those who did
and those who didn’t graduate from a
university. Tom’s not one of those, of
course.”
Just then there was another interrup¬
tion—three charming interruptions, to be
exact:
Judy, Peter and Christopher
Lewis. They came rushing into the room
excitedly.
“Mummy!
Mummy!
Guess
what we found! A little bird’s nest that
fell out of a tree! We pushed it up again
with a long stick!”
Loretta listened with deep interest,
commenting, “You did! How wonderful!”
and asked sensible questions. She made
no attempt to dismiss them. Obvious¬
ly, this is more important to her than
any interview could be.
Watching Loretta Young Lewis in her
home, you can’t help thinking she would
have been successful in whatever pur¬
suits are open to women, even if she
hadn’t become an actress. For there is
no flurry about her. She meets each sit¬
uation with an enviable calm, letting one
thing follow another without confusion.
After their nurse had taken the chil¬
dren to the nursery, I asked, “Do you
plan on sending your own children
through college?” Quickly, Loretta re¬
plied, “I’ll leave that entirely up to them,
and, of course, to my husband. We-ell—”
she paused thoughtfully, “—maybe I will
try to influence our sons to attend a
unversity.

“You and I have been speaking about
girls, you know, but it seems to be get¬
ting more important in this world of com¬
petition for a man to have a college
education. Anyhow, fortunately, I won’t
have to worry about it for a while.”
(Peter is now three years old, Christo¬
pher, four!)
“The important thing,” Loretta con¬
tinued, reaching for a sandwich, “I want
for my children, is that they learn to
think for themselves. I want them to
grow up into self-reliant human beings.
“There’s one thing I know would have
terrified me about girls’ colleges,” Loretta
said earnestly, putting aside the sand¬
wich she was nibbling. “Perhaps it’s be¬
cause I don’t know enough about it, but
it seems to me that the system of ‘rush¬
ing’ can be devastatingly cruel! Oh, I
know sororities have wonderful aspects
too. I know they give girls the chance to
form lifelong friendships.
“I know a girl who was shy and in¬
articulate. Well, she was pretty much of
a ‘forgotten girl’ during the rush season.
And, of course, ignored by the one
sorority she’d set her heart on. I’ll never
forget how heartbroken she was.”
Loretta went on spiritedly, “Of course
my opinion is colored by this one ex¬
perience, but a disappointment like that
can mar a girl’s outlook for years to
come—maybe even for the rest of her
life!”
Listening to Loretta, watching her, you
are sure college couldn’t have made her
a better person than she is, for Loretta,
although not a college graduate, has the
poise, the diplomacy, the kindness, that
must be an aim of education.
No, Loretta Young didn’t go through
college. It wasn’t necessary. For you see
she has an educated heart.
The End

Loretta shares an enthusiasm with the rest of us—for she rates Perry Como high on
her list of favorite crooners. They were snapped chatting at a recent film party.

CESAR WANTS A GIRL . . .
(Continued from page 331
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is for me.”
Perhaps Cesar’s generous kindness to
his family has something to do with it.
He has not only supported his mother
and father for years, but he put his
younger brother through the University
of Southern California.
When he went into the Coast Guard
in 1943, he brought his parents to live in
the nine-room house he’d built in 1940.
And when he was mustered out in 1945,
his sister and her two children came to
live with him.
•“So with a three-bedroom, three-bath
house, I found myself sleeping on the
couch in the living-room!” He laughed
uproariously at his own discomfort. “My
sister and the children share one big
bedroom, my mother has one a little
smaller and my father, who’s an invalid,
and his nurse have the third. No place
left for me but the couch!”
But Cesar found a solution by build¬
ing a three-room apartment over his
garage. Now he has a large living-room
with built-in bar, luxurious bedroom
and a big bath-dressing-room, all fur¬
nished in authentic early American an¬
tiques he’s been collecting, combined
with a few modern pieces. A true bach¬
elor’s paradise—and what more could
a man want?
“I come and go as I please. Have my
breakfast and sometimes my lunch in
the main house, but hardly ever my din¬
ner because I’m usually out somewhere
every evening. Sometimes I go to a party
but usually down the street to Fieldsy
and Walter Lang’s house.”
Cesar paused and fixed me with a
mocking glance. “You just tell me why
I should get married. The way it is now,
I don’t have to answer to anybody.
I
don’t have to explain where I’ve been or
why. I don’t have to go home if I don’t
want to, don’t have to report to whom
I’ve talked or what they said—”
,
Perhaps he’s influenced by the fact that
only one couple—the George Murphys—
of the original seven who went around
together fourteen years ago, are still
married. All the others have divorced
and taken new marriage-partners. That’s
enough to make a man hesitate, isn’t it?
It’s enough, too, to make a man think
with a good deal of cynicism, Why get
married for a year and spend the rest of
your life paying alimony?
“Oh, I’ll probably get married when I’m
a doddering old fifty!” Here Cesar did a
decidedly unconvincing dodder for me
before adding hastily, “But don’t misun¬
derstand . . . except for the fact that they
talk too much, women can be wonderful
companions.
Interesting,
gay,
witty.
But for the present, let’s just leave them
at that until I find one I’d want to spend
the rest of my life with!”
Cesar hasn’t gone around steadily with
a girl for so long that he’s forgotten what
it’s like.
But when he did, he always
chose the smartest, the sleekest. “I can’t
stand a dumb girl!
I’m dumb enough
myself.
And they don’t have to be
beautiful—but they must have style!”
When the attraction that had drawn
him disappeared, Cesar quietly disap¬
peared, too.
No fights, no scenes, no
recriminations, no tears.
Cesar simply
evaporated into the realm of the non¬
existent.
For he’s not a man to relish a fight.
He’s the same unchanged Romero who
was brought by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
from New York in 1933 to play the gigolo
in “The Thin Man.” And he’s been with

Twentieth Century-Fox for the past
twelve years and nary an angry word
between him and the front office.
“Why fight with the front office?” he
asked reasonably.
“You’re wrong be¬
fore you open the door.
They’ve got
three strikes on you before you walk
across the room. Can’t say, though, that
I’ve always liked the parts I’ve played
and can’t say I’ve liked the ‘Oh, give it
to Romero.
He’s good-natured.
He’ll
do anything’ attitude they sometimes
have.”
But he did like his part in “Captain
From Castile” and reviewers raved over
his portrayal of the Portuguese fisher¬
man in “Deep
Waters”
with Dana
Andrews.
He was wonderful in “Julia
Misbehaves” with Greer Garson, which
he did on loan-out to M-G-M. Further¬
more, grapevine report has it that he’s
wildly funny in “The Beautiful Blonde
from Bashful Bend”, with Betty Grable.
At least, he gets the girl in that one—
which should be some satisfaction to him.
Before the War, Cesar used to like
night-clubs, but his hitch in the Navy
took away the savor of such gaiety. After
seeing active duty in the Marshall Is¬
lands, the Marianas, Saipan, Tinian,
Kwajalein and Eniwetok during the
worst of the fighting, the smoke and noise
of a night-club aren’t as attractive as
they were before.
But just a few short years ago, Cesar—
one of filmdom’s most famous dancers
—liked nothing better than to spend the
evening with the lady of his choice in a
currently fashionable night-spot.
On one such occasion, Cesar and Ann
Sheridan were having a fine time at
Ciro’s when they noticed a couple across
the room staring at them fixedly. Finally
the girl approached Cesar with the an¬
nouncement that her boy-friend had bet
her five dollars Romero wouldn’t dance
with her.
Romero, with his well-known good
nature, not only would but did. Then to
wind up the affair with a flourish, he
topped the situation by getting Ann to
dance with the boy-friend.
Cesar has a host of devoted fans who
treat him as an exciting and worldly big
brother.
And then, there are the women who
want to marry him!
“The worst of that happened after they
read a fan-magazine story about a myth¬
ical room or suite in my house that was
empty because I couldn’t find a wife to
put in it!” Cesar groaned at the memory.
“My gosh, letters with snap-shots, per¬
sonal measurements, came from all over.
Three thousand of ’em! The mail-room
was swamped!
“Then the women themselves started
to arrive. They came by car, by train,
bus and plane. I took .my career seri¬
ously in those days!
I was scared to
death!”
They rang his doorbell at all hours of
the night and day.
They settled down
on his lawn with picnic lunches and
wouldn’t go away. Professionally, it was
a wonderful fan-reaction but personally
it was appalling.
The studio was de¬
lighted; Cesar was petrified.
“It was a terrible mess! One little girl
sat down on the curb on the street in
front of the house and wouldn’t move.
She was only twelve years old and had
come alone by bus from Oklahoma,” he
continued. “I had to call the Children’s
Aid and the Travelers’ Aid had to step
in to see that she was sent home and got

there safely.”
Reverberations of the story continued
even months later when Cesar, on a stay
in New York, called for Ethel Merman
after the night performance of “Panama
Hattie” to take her out for a bite to eat.
“The usual crowd of fans were milling
around the stage door when we came
out,” he said. “And right in the middle
was this big, fat woman—she must have
weighed two tons—waving the maga¬
zine at me and yelling, 'Will I do, honey?’
Whew!”
Cesar himself would like very much
to do a stage-play if the right one could
be found. He’d like, too, a knockout part
in a knock-out picture—a part he could
really get his teeth into, a part that would
mean something to him and to his career.
He’d like—even though he objected to
being typed as a dancing Latin from
Manhattan—to do the life of Maurice, the
great ball-room dancer. “Because Maur¬
ice’s life, aside from his profession, was
intensely interesting and dramatic,” he
explained.
Although he travels a great deal, he
has never found a place he prefers to
California. Buenos Aires is the only city
he really wants to revisit.
“Even on that 23,000-mile air-trip I
took with Ty Power, there was no spot
that appealed to me more than right
here,” he said. “There was no place we
landed where I could look around and
say, 'I’d like to live here.’ No, I prefer
California with its sunshine, wind, rain
and—” with a comprehensive sweeping
gesture from the ceiling to the floor, “its
snow!”
Cesar claims he’s lazy, but if he is, it’s
in a very energetic way.
In an easy¬
going, graceful fashion, he’s never still.
When he’s not at the studio or aboard a
plane bound for New York or Mexico,
tennis, golf, horseback riding and bowl¬
ing provide his physical exercise. Visits
with friends in the evening give him
mental relaxation.
“Could I retire?” His burst of laugh¬
ter at the question shook the rafters.
“With taxes the way they are today?
Don’t be silly—nobody can retire! Peo¬
ple say ‘Romero’s rich.’ Well, Romero’s
not rich.
“After all, I’m supporting five people
now. Not surprising, is it, that I’m not
running around looking for a wife to
make the Number Six exemption?
“No. no, Romero’s going to stay a
bachelor until that doddering old age of
fifty. Then maybe, there’ll be somebody
just right and we’ll sit by the fireside and
drowse the days away. Can you think of
a prettier picture?
“Until then, women are wonderful,
but-”
The End
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DREAMY grey chiffon nightgown has
wide shouder straps, shirred yoke.
Empire-style is so flattering, too!

HERE COMES THE BRIDE—dressed in a Milo Anderson gown with turtleneck
and Dolman sleeves ,'o break the severity of the tailored look. A simple wreath
of lilies of the valley holds the wedding veil and long white tulle train.

June brides can take a style hint
from the beautiful clothes worn
by Pat ISeal in “The Fountainhead”

LOVE this white silk dress!
Cardigan blouse
is embroidered with gold and silver coin dots.
Belt and cuffs are of gold mesh knit. Smart!

LOUNGE suit has slim, straight slacks
of leopard velvet. Touches of leopard
velvet
trim
the
broadcloth
top.

Mlf

doing
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Married

TROUSSEAU TEMPO picks up with teal blue, ►
heavy silk dress. Skirt has peg top drape (Pat’s
favorite).
Trimming is spanking white pique.

DICK S DARLING
(Continued from page 491

come down. I told June about it and she
wasn’t especially upset . . .
June: Just didn’t eat for a few days!
Dick: Oh, maybe she was a little wor¬
ried.
But she was mainly just glad I
was on the ground.
June: I’m funny about things like that
—like being glad my husband didn’t get
killed.
Dick: And the next week I went back
and got the plane, and she didn’t com¬
plain.
June: The strong, silent type—that’s
me!
Alyce: How about the boat?
Dick: I sold that.
June: He only gave the boat up so he
could have the airplane. I don’t let him
have both.
He can’t have a boat any
more.
Dick: That’s not true. As a matter of
fact, we are looking at a new one.
June: As a matter of fact, we are not.
Alyce: Will it be for Easter?
Have
you written the Easter Bunny?
June: The Easter Bunny already has
a letter. Special delivery.
Alyce: No boat?
June: No boat.
Alyce: Are you going to let such a
little girl get the upper hand here, Dick?
Dick: You know, we have a little
poodle—a little girl poodle that’s a teeny
little thing. And then we have a male
dog—he’s bigger.
And she—the little
one—just runs him ragged.
June: That’s supposed to be a simile.
Dick: With a little time, I could give
you some good dialogue about her. Such
as last Christmas and the tree. A few
days before Christmas, she said—posi¬
tively—that she wanted a little tree. I
almost bought it, but something told me
to wait.
I went home and asked her
what kind of a tree she wanted, but she
was doing something else and didn’t an¬
swer. I finally sat her down and held
her still until she told me. She wanted
a big one!
Alyce: Who decorates the Christmas
trees at your house?
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Dick: I do.
Alyce: That’s what I like about hus¬
bands. They’re nice to have around.
June: What's that?
Dick: She said that husbands are nice
to have around.
June: Why?
Dick: They’re handy—for decorating
Christmas trees and moving tables and
things.
June: You don’t move them, though.
1 do.
Alyce: He’s probably like my hus¬
band. The other day we got some oil¬
cloth for the kitchen shelves, and I knew
it would be a nasty job, measuring it and
cutting it to fit and then taking every¬
thing out and putting it all back in the
right place. So I asked my husband to
do it. He said, “Sure.” And I waited.
And I waited. So the other day, I took
everything out of the cupboards. I meas¬
ured the shelves. I cut the oilcloth and
put it in, and then I put everything back
on the shelves.
Dick: It’s the reverse around
our
house. I put the oilcloth on the shelves
there.
June: That’s not true.
Dick: I put the oilcloth on the shelves.
First I have to go out and buy it—
June: Out of my allowance!
Alyce: Children, children!
(Enter the makeup man.)
Makeup man: I’m sorry I'm late.
I
got away late for lunch.
June: Carl, I’ll have to horsewhip you.
I have tried it on my husband and it’s
very effective.
,
(Assistant director knocks
on the
door.)
Assistant director: They’re ready for
you, June. Hurry up.
June: Be right there.
Dick: I wish I could talk to her like
that. If I could only talk to her that way
around the house!
(Exit June, for the purpose of throw¬
ing baseballs at James Stewart.)
Alyce: Here’s your chance, Dick, to
give us the real lowdown on Life With

June Allyson’s not really the helpless type—she just likes to have Richard help her
with her ski hoots. From Dick’s expression this must be a complicated bit of business.

Junie! Tell us just how wonderful it is!
Dick: It’s pretty nice, if I do say so
myself.
Alyce: Then maybe you’d better give
up flying that plane.
Dick: I’d be absolutely insane with¬
out some kind of a hobby. It’s relaxing
—whether you knit or write a book or
have a boat. You have to do something
that isn’t work.
Alyce: Are you tense?
Dick: You mean in the airplane?
Alyce: Any time.
Dick: I don’t think so.
Alyce: I ask because you said you
needed relaxation.
Dick: Well, everyone needs something.
Picture making is a twenty-four hour
business. When you are in a plane, you
can’t think about it.
Alyce: What does Junie do for a
hobby?
Dick: I don’t know. I don’t think she
has any.
Alyce: Is she nervous—or is she just
flighty?
Dick: That’s a leading question if I
ever heard one!
Like, “Do you beat
your wife or just slap her around a
little?”
Alyce: So?
Dick: She’s both, I think. She is ner¬
vous—very high strung.
I was just
watching her with director Sam Wood.
He was explaining a scene to her—show¬
ing her how to do it and giving her the
dialogue and right in the middle, when
he was talking to her, she started doing
a time step!
Alyce: Where does she get all that
energy?
Dick: I don’t know. It’s amazing.
Alyce: Does she fold up—all of a
sudden?
Dick: She folds up—yes. Boom. We’ll
be at a dinner party and she will be full
of life and someone will say something
and you will look over at her and she’ll
be asleep.
Alyce: Do you think she has changed
since you first met her?
I remember
when she was so excited about every¬
thing that was happening to her and her
career. It was so new.
Dick: She is still as enthusiastic as
ever about everything she does—except
details and tending to business.

The Powells really take their skiing seriously. While
at Sun Valley they were out for lesson every day.

Alyce: That's not so serious. It won’t
cause any big difference in your way of
life, will it?
Dick: Well, we may sell the house.
It’s too big, too hard to run. I’d like an
apartment, where you can just close the
door and walk out. I don’t think we’ve
been in our yard for months.
Alyce: Are you still dealing in real
estate? I remember you used to have a
couple of business blocks in Long Beach
and another someplace else.
You’re a
terrific business man.
Dick: I disposed of a lot of stuff. Every
time I look at my statement I don’t think
I’m such a hot business man. I can be
awfully busy losing money.
Alyce: How about producing?
You
made money when you produced “Pitfall,” didn’t you?
Dick: Eventually.
But you have to
wait so long for your money, a couple of
years before all the returns come in.
Alyce: Well, at least you have built
ip a healthy fortune—sort of a dynasty
:or your family.
I understand you
idopted a baby, Dick.
Dick: Yes, about three months ago.
Funie wanted one, so we got a little girl,
foan Crawford told Junie about the Ten¬
nessee Children’s Home.
Alyce: Do you find with both of you
vorking that you don’t see the baby as
iften as you’d like?
Dick: What does a young baby do?
>leep.
We love her to death when she’s
awake—but anything you do the first
rear to interfere with their eating and
leeping is bad.
Alyce: What have you named her?
Dick: She has had eight names. June
lever can make up her mind. I wanted
t to be Allyson Powell.
She’s six
nonths old and should have a name. But
he latest name is Pamela.
Alyce: You were lucky to be able to
et her so quickly.
Dick: The woman who runs the Tenessee Children’s Home is the most rerarkable woman I have ever met—wonerful understanding.
(June comes back jrom doing the
cene, plops down by Dick.)
June: I caught the ball. I caught it
ike you showed me.
Dick: Yes, you did.
That’s a hard
cene to do. Whose cigarettes are these?

Ann Rutherford and June are
ski outfits. They were getting

June: lVIine. I always have some here.
Dick: I’ll take them.
June: You won’t.
Dick: I’ll take them. Metro actresses
don’t smoke.
June: Who said I smoked? I like to
have them for guests.
Dick: I’ve got to go, darling.
June: Oh, stay! I never get to see you.
Dick: I have to get out, honey. I have
an appointment. I have to get a haircut,
for one thing.
June: I like your hair long. Then I
can run barefoot through it! Darling,
stay with me. This is more fun.
Dick: Sweetie, I’ve got to get going.
But I love you, despite the fact I have
to get to the office, and see about the
Easter Bunny, and get a haircut.
June: Goodbye, darling.
Dick: Goodbye, little one.
June: Oh, goodbye!
(Exit Dick.)
Alyce: You’d think you weren’t going
to see him for months!
June: Well, he’s pretty wonderful!
Alyce: I remember four years ago
when you first told me that. You were
all starry-eyed.
June: I’m still starry-eyed!
Alyce: What about that vacation you
took to New York?
June: My husband said if I ever men¬
tioned that again he’d beat me.
Alyce: But he isn’t here now.
June: Well, next vacation is going to
be in Europe. We’re going during the
summer and together. All I did in New
York anyway was stay in bed with the
flu and phone Richard every night to
see when I could come home!
Alyce: Dick had his inning—while you
were doing your last scene.
Now it’s
your turn.
Do you have any career
problems?
June: We
don’t
have
any
career
problems.
Alyce: That’s not what Dick said.
June: What did he say?
Alyce: Oh, he just meant little things
—such as the fact that you haven’t been
out in the front yard for six months.
June: I’m ALWAYS out in the front
yard, but he is never there. He doesn’t
get home until 7:30, and I’m not going
to walk around in the dark just so he
can see me enjoying the front yard. He

strictly cover girl material in their smart
ready to schuss-away on Dollar Mountain.

stays at his office and never comes home
early enough. I don’t know what he does
so late. I think he plays gin rummy.
Alyce: He’s a good business man, isn’t
he?
June: He’s a wonderful business man.
I think he likes it better than acting,
although he’s one of the best actors in
the business.
Alyce: Any problems, though?
June: Only just like now—when we
want to go on a vacation together and
we have to keep postponing it because
the picture isn’t finished.
Alyce: Do you miss seeing the baby
when you’re working?
June: Terribly! I’m with her all the
time except when I work. But she’s still
awake when I get home.
She is the
smartest baby. She took six steps the
other day, and she’s only six months old.
All the books say they never walk until
at least seven months. But she gets hold
of my fingers and pulls herself up to a
standing position and her little legs just
get rigid and she tries so hard. She just
wouldn’t sit down until she took three
steps. She says, “Hi,” and “Bow wow.”
She’s a genius, I think!
Alyce: Do you want to pause for
breath now?
June: Well, you just see her!
Alyce: Do you discuss business at
home?
June: We don’t discuss scripts.
Al¬
though Richard told me about a picture
he may do with Claudette Colbert, and
another story about a nightclub singer
that’s being written for him.
Alyce: I loved him in those musicals
he used to do.
June: He’s reading a script of a musi¬
cal now—but not one of those where he
bursts into song every second. He’s a
wonderful actor, Alyce, really wonderful!
Alyce: You don’t have to sell me,
honey. He’s a crush of mine from ’way
back.
June: Remind me to put poison in
your soup.
Alyce: Remind me to put poison in
yours! I saw him first!
June: Ah, well, that’s the trouble when
you’re married to a wonderful guy like
my guy. But, hands off, Miss Alyce Canfield. He’s mine for a good long while!
The End

Dick’s all set to go even higher but Junie lias
other ideas.
We’ll bet she got her way, too!
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at the time.
It was just an amateur
contest at the State Theatre in Jersey
City.
By winning he earned neither
fame, fortune nor radio contracts.
He
earned merely the right to appear in a
more imposing amateur contest at the
Academy of Music on 14th Street in New
York.
The reception he received there gave
him the courage to quit his newspaper
delivery job and try singing with semiprofessional pick-up bands that played
in smaller communities in New Jersey.
He earned three dollars a night with
these bands, secured more engagements
and raised his rates to six dollars.
He considers himself just “an average
guy with more than average luck and
far above the average amount of faith
in himself and in the world.”
That’s
why and how he could stick with the
singing, from the amateur nights to the
fifteen-dollar-a-week roadhouse
dates
in Hoboken. When he hit a weekly sal¬
ary of twenty-five a week, he married
his Nancy. That was 1939.
“Sure, there’ll be moments when you
get discouraged.
When this happens,
promise yourself one thing. Promise to
remember that you’re a fully qualified
part owner of the world and that it
wouldn’t do for your partners in this
business of living to catch you feeling
sorry-for yourself.
“There’s one thing upon which you can
always depend—somebody, somewhere is
much worse off than you are. Another
thing to remember—there are more ‘ups’
than there are ‘downs’.”
When Frank felt discouraged, in the
early days of his marriage, he offered
to sing for free on three different broad¬
casting stations.
Soon he was singing
eighteen times a week, at dawn, at noon,
and early in the afternoon, in addition
to his roadhouse job. The only pay he
received for all this broadcasting was
seventy-five cents a week—carfare al¬
lowance from one radio station.
That’s what he means by “faith in
yourself.”
His first taste of reward came six
months later when Harry James, who
had just left Goodman’s band to form
his own combination, hired Frank as
soloist. They were together six months,
recorded several popular ballads, includ¬
ing “All or Nothing at All,” which in¬
trigued Tommy Dorsey so he invited the
young singer to join his band, then play¬
ing at the Milwaukee Theatre.
Frank was with Dorsey until summer,
1942, his salary climbing from $75 to
$250 a week, his records gaining popu¬
larity.
He even appeared in two pic¬
tures with Dorsey’s band, but he was still
little more than part of the background
when he was engaged to play the Paramount Theatre, December, 1942, as an
added attraction with Goodman’s band,
It has been known as the Parasinatra
Theatre ever since.
Behind that spectacular acclaim there
were nine and one-half years of hard
work, courage and determination. Even
since, there have been disappointments
and a need for grit and flexibility.
Frank’s early appearances in movies
were not too auspicious. When he had
sung with Dorsey’s band, he was un¬
noticed.
Now, as a famous singer, he
appeared in “Higher and Higher” and
“Step Lively”; but it wasn’t until “Anchors Aweigh” that he attained real
screen success. And not as a romantic
lead, but as a comedian.
He danced

with Gene Kelly and Gene sang with
him,
and
they frolicked
their way
through one of the most popular musicals
ever filmed.
Now they are teamed again in “Take
Me Out To the Ball Game” and Sinatra
fans will find Frankie swinging a bat
in the colorful rig of a 1906 ball player.
Here again is an indication of Frank
Sinatra’s flexibility and emotional ma¬
turity. He listens to advice.
“You kids just starting out must be
willing to take criticism and plenty of
it,” he says.
“You must be willing to
listen to advice.
Even if you fancy
yourself a Hamlet, don’t turn down a
chance to play Falstaff!
That may be
the chance you’ve been waiting for.
Keep your mind and your hearts open.
People who boast of never changing are
dead; they just don’t know it.
Sure,
have opinions, but test them through
experience.”
One of the foremost figures in radio,
a star on the screen, Frankie has a part
interest in one publishing company and
is starting another to be known as Sin¬
atra Songs, Inc, He listens to symphony
music while he eats; but in addition to
music, there are many other things.
There is his interest in sports, his cru¬
sades for tolerance. He is a Mr. Fixit
at home, painting, repairing light sockets,
tinkering with the plumbing—not always
too successfully—but he always volun¬
teers to do it!
“Since I believe in myself and in the
world, what I have to tell you graduates
is largely optimistic,” he continues. “The
class of ’49 can certainly use some op¬
timistic thought, because never has a
group been dumped into such pessimistic
times. You are graduated, therefore you
are equipped with an education.
You
have successfully completed four years
of association with your fellow students.
You are equipped with a sense of re¬
sponsibility toward the society in which
you must work and live.”
Frankie has this sense of responsibility
to a marked degree. With Irene Dunne
and Edward Arnold, he is at the top of
Hollywood citizenry. Witness the long¬
distance calls he made—200 of them—to
families of service men when he re¬
turned from his USO tour. Witness his
crusades against racial intolerance, the
short subject, “The House I Live In,”
which added a cinematic appeal to the
magazine
articles and the countless
speeches he has made on the subject.
Frankie believes being successful in¬
creases one’s obligations.
With education and a sense of respon¬
sibility to oneself and to society, he feels
that the graduates have a firm founda¬
tion. “To be a success, it is up to you
to have the elements of confidence in
yourself, decency toward your fellowman and a good two-fisted approach to
hard work.
“The combination is sure-fire.
Dili¬
gently applied it can’t lose. Even though
the present may be rough, the oppor¬
tunity is all yours to make the future
smooth.
“So, good luck, boys and girls, the
world is out there waiting for you. Go
to it!”
The End
EXCLUSIVEI
Even Champion hasn't heard
Confessions of a Cowboy

By GENE AUTRY
in July MOVIELAND
on newsstands June 10th

York but it’s too wonderful, too perfect.
Life’s too lazy. If I stayed here without
working, I’d simply go to the beach and
turn into a bum. Clift, beachcomber.
“People have suggested I rush away
from Hollywood when I finish a picture,
because I don’t like the place. That's not
so. People from Hollywood come to New
York to work, and when they’re through
they turn around and come home to
Hollywood. The same with me. New
York’s my home. My setup’s there. No,
when I’m through, I go home.
“I wouldn’t mind living out here if I
worked here permanently. But I want to
keep the door open to the stage, because
I want to do plays regularly. I haven’t
decided what I want to do next. No
definite plans for a play or a picture at
this moment.”
Usually with rising stars the lure of
the fat weekly stipend is a major factor.
Monty for 14 years has been an actor,
and most of that time a successful one.
For awhile he’s made a lot of money.
However, Monty has not yet become ac¬
customed to Hollywood kind of money.
He hasn’t acquired the Hollywood kind
of tastes. There’s a chance that Monty
may never acquire them, even though
it’s a difficult disease to withstand.
Monty could have come out long be¬
fore this, but he held out for the right
role.
(Recently Monty came to this office to
look over some color pictures. Every¬
one from Gable down had visited this
office at one time or another, and no¬
body in the building ever made any un¬
toward fuss.
(Somehow word got around that Monty
Clift was coming. When he drove up,
the whole building was out front to ogle
him. We were pretty embarrassed.)
A sneak preview of “The Heiress”
demonstrated his drawing power in Hol¬
lywood. Clift has a late entrance in the
picture. The minute his face came into
focus, a spontaneous, thunderous burst
of applause came from the audience. The
place just fell apart. It was exactly like
a live actor walking onto the stage. This
doesn’t happen with picture audiences!
Yes, nice things are happening to a
nice guy who gets along with practically
everyone, who makes few demands on
people, and who will be good for the
movie industry. For one thing, Monty’s
complete dependability is inspiring.
He believes he owes a great deal to
Howard Hawks.
If Hawks wants him
to do a picture, he’ll do it. “Hawks first
took a chance on me out here,” he said.
“Hawks talked me into doing ‘Red River.’
I owe him respect and gratitude. I’ll
work for him any time. I don’t need a
contract with him.”
When his new picture “The Heiress”
is released, his first truly romantic role
will capture the hearts and imaginations
of thousands of new female fans. Perhaps
the secret of Monty Clift’s appeal—aside
from his fine acting—is the unmistakable
quality of sex, the touch of arrogance
which he distills. Psychologically speak¬
ing, Clift may be to women the dream
they never can realize. Women like to
compete with intangibles instead of other
women.
When they find something
uppermost in a man’s mind—music, art,
or acting—they knock themselves out
trying to dislodge it and replace it.
Monty Clift’s preoccupation with being
the finest actor he can be, is honest
and apparent. Tragically for the gals,
he’s so absorbed in this “first love,” he
simply won’t be aware of or interested
in the many femme-frustrations he’ll
soon be planting. But this very in¬
difference is in the last analysis the lure
of Monty Clift.
The End
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It didn’t take his wife to point out to
me that Bill Holden is one of the friend¬
liest and most comfortable celebrities to
be with I’ve yet to meet. I sometimes for¬
get he’s a movie star. He seems more like
a college undergrad. He even dresses
like the boys I know. He wears quiet
sport coats, slacks, argyles, and mocca¬
sins. And for the length of one picture,
“Dark Past,” he went around with a
crew cut.
Bill’s good-natured charm is especially
evident where fans are concerned. A
lot of stars get mad at us kids, but not
Bill. He seems to enjoy meeting his
public face to face. He often goes out of
his way to talk to people.
For example, the other afternoon I was
walking home from the library with a
couple of my girl friends. Bill drove by,
recognized me, and offered to give us a
lift. Of course, my friends were thrilled
to pieces and a little scared.
Do you know how Bill put them at
ease? By asking us our opinions: What
we thought of his latest picture? Did we
like him better in comedies or melo¬
dramas? And what fans like us ex¬
pected of a movie star when we hang
around outside the studio? Really adult
questions!
At first, the girls were too amazed to
speak but by the time we got to my house
we were all yakking at once. We had a
regular bull session.
Bill Holden is pul-en-tee smart, too.
He
never
appeared
on
Information
Please!, but if he had, it’s my guess he
would have been more sensational than
Reggie Gardiner, Gregory Ratoff, and
Mike Romanoff combined. Bill maintains
that being an actor is an education in it¬
self. Every new part means a lot of re¬
search and background reading. You can
practically trace the record of his pic¬
tures by glancing at the library shelves.
There’s Clifford Odets for “Golden
Boy,” Zane Grey for “Arizona,” Ernie
Gann for “Blaze at Noon” and more re¬
cently Krafft-Ebing and Freud in con¬

nection with “Dark Past.” Some mixture!
“I read a -lot of western pulp maga¬
zines, too,” Bill admits. “The eyestrain is
something fierce but if I learn so much as
a new way to strike a match, a more
typical way of drawing a gun, or a genu¬
ine piece of funny business, then the
reading has helped me improve as an
actor.”
That’s what is always uppermost in
Bill Holden’s mind. How to become a
better actor!
No matter how much Bill may look
like the boy next door, no matter how
many times he gets voted Mr. Typical
American, he’s an actor first, last, and al¬
ways. I guess that’s what makes him
somewhat more exciting than the boy
next door, too.
I love to hear Bill talk about movies.
I could listen for days on end. He gets
so intent, so carried away, and I get so
educated. Sometimes he starts talking to
me while he’s waiting for Ardis to tuck
the children into bed. Before we realize
it, the children are asleep, Ardis has
joined the discussion, and time passes.
The Holdens have been late for more
dinner parties that way.
One of Bill’s pet theories is that movie
audiences are growing up. He claims
they no longer waste their money or
time on trash. By supporting the good
films the public is forcing the studios to
produce better pictures with solid enter¬
tainment value.
And he has some very definite ideas
about good entertainment, believe me.
He thinks that comedies come first in
entertainment value, providing they con¬
tain honest humor; things that could hap¬
pen in real life. Personally, he is always
on the lookout for funny incidents that
he can use in a picture. As an example
he cites the bathinette building scene in
“Apartment for Peggy.” Bill’s had plenty
of experience with assembling toys and
furniture and he knows how maddeningly
funny it can be. It was a laugh riot in the
movie, too, if you remember.
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^ ith baby-sitting worries out of the way Brenda and Bill Holden relax before curtain
goes up at a Hollywood premiere. That’s Eddie Cantor sitting right in back of them.
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On the subject of westerns, Bill thinks
all westerns are great, but some are
greater than others. He’s particularly
proud of “Rachel and the Stranger” be¬
cause, to quote Bill, “It was based on a
true, historical period in the develop¬
ment of the Northwest. And it was so
authentic that when the Indians came
after us, Loretta Young, Bob Mitchum
and I felt they were really after our
scalps. It was hair-raising just to act in
that picture.”
Bill gets so animated when he talks
about motion pictures that he frequently
starts acting out a scene. But I’ve never
seen him so happily engrossed in a pic¬
ture as he was during the filming of
“Dark Past.”
In this movie, as you may know, he
plays the part of a psychopathic killer.
It’s completely different from his usual
smiling movie self and he revelled in the
change. “All during the picture,” says
Bill with wonder, “I would wake up
every morning anxious to go to work and
be sorry when the day was over.”
In addition to being enthusiastic about
his chosen career, Bill Holden possesses
a few other characteristics typical of an
actor. He’s charged with nervous energy;
of course most really good actors are.
Bill never relaxes completely. Rather
than take a vacation between pictures, he
tours veteran hospitals, makes personal
appearances where his pictures are show¬
ing, and does radio guest spots.
Like all actors he’s also slightly sen¬
timental and a bit impractical. Although
the Holdens live within a rigid budget
most of the time, every once in awhile
they toss it out the window and indulge
in a whopping extravagance.
Recently, Bill had the famous portrait
painter, Paul Clemens, paint Ardis with
the three children. It was fabulously ex¬
pensive, and Andy, their business man¬
ager, screamed to the high heavens. But
Bill’s answer was blunt and to the point.
“What the heck am I working for, if not
to enjoy the fruits of my labor? And I do
enjoy looking at that picture.”
Lastly, Bill Holden is a perfectionist.
Not only is he exacting about work but
he’s particular about the home. With
children, he’s a firm father and strict dis¬
ciplinarian. He won’t stand for any dis¬
obedience or backtalk, and the children
know it. They, in turn, love him wildly
because they obviously know where they
stand with “Daddy.”
Bill’s equally exacting about food and
how it’s served. Dinner each night is a
lesson in good living because he’s so
particular about the right seasoning, the
perfect salad dressing and fine wine. And
their dining room table set for a formal
party is something to see.
Bill’s downright fussy about the cut of
suits and the knot in his tie. He likes
being well-dressed. He also notices what
Ardis is wearing. Consequently she al¬
ways dresses to please him.
However, this emphasis on detail some¬
times leads him into friendly little dis¬
agreements with Ardis who must execute
these details. But she can hold her own
in any verbal quibble, and anyway, win,
lose, or draw, Bill ends up by sending his
wife flowers.
I was on hand the last time Ardis re¬
ceived one of Bill’s peace offerings. She
opened the box and with a little intake of
breath
she
whispered,
“Chrysanthe¬
mums.” Then she picked up the card,
read it, smiled and slipped it in her pocket.
Our eyes met and she smiled again.
“He’s my favorite actor,” I volun¬
teered with understanding.
Ardis laughed. “He’s my favorite hus¬
band.”
The End
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ANYBODY GOT A CAN OPENER?
IContinued from page 411
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a kitchen chair, white and red. I’d never
noticed any lack of furniture in the big
Stack kitchen, but birthday-boy assured
me that they didn’t have a single stool
with a back and this was a stool with a
back.
You could straddle it and lean your
arms on the back while you talked—a
fine point in choosing a kitchen stool.
He found three more kinds of can
openers, each of which could do another
trick, an enormous glass eye-dropper
(that is what it looked like), to baste
his ducks, and a shiny new pail for the
new mop. After all, how could an elegant
new mop be sent in an old dull pail?
The next purchase was a tool kit and a
lantern with a big eye to take when he
goes skiing. His mother had given him
new ski shirts that morning, and his
brother had bought him an electric
blanket to take on the next ski trip. These
new additions would be the last word in
the equipment of the well-groomed skier.
While all this was being wrapped, Bob
disappeared. He’d wandered off between
the clothes baskets and the plumbing
fixtures, and when the clerk and I finally
found him, he was down at the far end
of the basement playing with power tools.
The man on duty had given him a few
easy lessons and he was making sweet
music on a block of wood.
The expression of Bob’s face was as
intent as it was over the controls of his
airplane in “Fighter Squadron.”
The
faces of the onlookers were the same way.
Potter’s had not been crowded when
we came.
Now it began to look like
Grand Central Station.
Everyone in

Westwood had suddenly taken to shop¬
ping.
Some of the housewives looked
surprisingly young, more like UCLA
students; but young or old they wanted
autographs, and got ’em.
Bob’d most likely be there yet, save
for the problem of hunger.
“Aren’t you hungry?” I wailed. “We
never did get that soup, you know. Don’t
you want to buy me a sundae?
Or
something?
They make wonderful ba¬
nana splits across the street at Rexall,”
I said subtly.
That did it.
They loved Bob at the
soda fountain too.
He took a banana
split with all the trimmings and when
the clerk shoved it across the counter,
Bob gave with one of his disarming
smiles and said could he have more
whipped cream?
A cute young girl
asked for an autograph and when Bob
had signed on the dotted line she asked
earnestly, “What kind of girls do you
like?”
Bob grinned.
“Honey, I like them
basic,” he said.
Now all we had to do was get the
shopping loot home. There is something
madly unwieldy about hardware, espe¬
cially in a small car.
None of the doorways in the house
seemed big enough as he struggled to
get through while I hovered frantically
over the breakable items.
Bob happily attached the can opener
on the wall. He got out the same old
battered can of soup.
And what happened? It wouldn’t work
either!
The End

INGRID COME BACK
I Continued from page 4SI

Ingrid. She was at last sure of herself
and her place in pictures. Dr. Lindstrom
had been able to join her at long last and
they had established a home where they
could live as they liked to live. A home
in one of the charming canyons above
Hollywood, with spacious rooms which
could be divided into smaller ones for
intimate family living, with a garden for
Pia. Dr. Lindstrom, whose distinguished
reputation had preceded him to Holly¬
wood, was beginning to build a practice.
Ingrid, who had seemed about to be¬
come warm and friendly, suddenly gained
anew her reputation for aloofness. This
was because she felt that she must not,
could not, admit reporters, photographers
or even casual acquaintances into the
privacy of the home where her husband’s
professional standing must be rigidly pro¬
tected.
She walled her little family in while
she played a fiery role in “Saratoga
Trunk.” That was successful at the box
office but did little for her. “Spellbound,”
with Gregory Peck, for United Artists
lifted her again.
Just then, as seems to be Ingrid’s way,
she simply amazed everyone. She went
into the role of Sister Benedict in “The
Bells of St. Mary’s” with Bing Crosby.
This was dramatic because earlier that
year it had been her privilege to present
Bing with his Academy Award for
“Going My Way.” Her throaty exultation
as she rushed to him with “Oscar” in her
hands, crying, “Bing! It’s yours!” had
been one of the most touching things the
* "^emy had seen or heard. “Bells of St.

Mary’s” was, of course, a sequel to that
triumphant picture. It was a role she had
wanted very much to play and she was
completely relaxed and happy in it.
Studio personnel who had been alerted
for temperament were delighted. No one
could have been sweeter or more easy to
deal with than Ingrid was just then. She
was alive.
She was warm.
Her per¬
formance as Sister Benedict showed it.
Still under contract to Selznick, but not
working on his lot at the moment, she
visited the lovely set which had been
built for “Since You Went Away.” She
was enchanted with the charming house
and cried. “It is so lovely! We must have
a housewarming!” And she gave a party
a day or so later to “warm” the set and
cheer the picture on.
Working with Bing on “Bells” she had
a beautiful time. She likes to sing, al¬
though she doesn’t take it seriously and
she and Bing had joyous jam sessions
every day
She adored his banter and
was particularly amused when he pre¬
tended, solemnly, to teach her “jive talk”
and explained the differences between
such terms as “hep” and “square.” He
might have been talking Siamese for all
she understood of it but she found it al¬
most unbearably funny.
She was ready and willing to talk with
anyone at all and once she flabbergasted
the entire RKO lot when she entertained
a gasping, teen-aged reporter from a local
High School Quarterly on the set for an
entire afternoon, painstakingly working
with her on a “really good story” for her
little paper.
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Once Ingrid didn’t mind being photographed
in candid poses. Now it isn’t “dignified.”
This was Ingrid’s loveliest perform¬
ance as an artist. She was in tune with
her work and with the people close to her
and that harmony communicated itself
to her public.
The Alfred Hitchcock suspense thriller,
“Notorious,” which followed, was sexy
and exciting. Ingrid was beautiful but
she was growing tense again and, despite
a few gay parties, she seemed more and
more dependent on the flattery of syco¬
phants. It probably dismayed her, too,
after the picture was released, to learn
that fans who had worshiped her dedi¬
cated role of Sister Benedict were a trifle
shocked at seeing her as the beautiful
and well meaning trollop. How versa¬
tile, after all, they wanted to know, can
you get?
She sulked a bit after that one but
she sulked a great deal more after “Arch
of Triumph” and you couldn’t blame her!
She should never have essayed that one.
It dimmed her lustre badly.
She began to lose her human touch
again. Hollywood was fretful with her.
Hollywood
forgives and understands
people who don’t want to go to parties or
night clubs. But Hollywood finds it diffi¬
cult to forgive an actor who refuses to
lend his talents to or even attend charity
benefits. Patronizing benefits is an im¬
portant part of the Hollywood code—and
Ingrid, during this period, was not con¬
forming. It didn’t go down at all well
when a local columnist discovered Ingrid
sun-bathing in her garden while nearly
every other star in town was knocking
himself out at a benefit for crippled chil¬
dren only a few yards away.
It has been curious to see how Ingrid’s
pleasure or success in succeeding screen
roles has affected her disposition and her
attitude toward life and her public. Few
actresses have reacted so definitely to
these things.
So it isn’t surprising that her role in
“Joan of Arc” should have had a marked
effect on her, for better or worse. It is the
root of the dilemma. She had had a burn¬
ing desire to portray The Maid since her
early childhood. It had remained with
her through all the years when she was
maturing and her work was taking on
stature and solidarity. Her success in

r
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the stage play, “Joan of Lorraine,” seemed
to justify her faith in herself and the
role.
Moreover, a sincerely enthusiastic press
and an overzealous press agent built her,
almost overnight, into a figure of saintli¬
ness and genius that no actress, however
potent, could have possibly sustained. A
woman who combined the attributes of
Bernhardt, Duse and Joan, herself, would
have found herself hard put to it to de¬
serve all those adjectives.
This ecstatic legend was spread nation¬
wide and she would have been less than
human if she hadn’t begun to believe at
least part of what she consistently read
about herself So it was hardly any won¬
der that when she plunged so passion¬
ately into the grandiose preparations for
the lavish picture, she began to take on
some of the aura of the Saint, herself.
Other actresses have believed their own
publicity, too.
Let’s give Ingrid her due in this per¬
formance. In her early, peasant scenes
she achieved a real effulgence. We be¬
lieved implicitly in her Voices.
That
there were arid stretches was probably
due to the very bigness of the production
the picture was given. The production
dwarfed the story. Besides, some of the
dialogue in these stretches was thank¬
less stuff.
But Ingrid found it difficult to believe
that anyone could possibly find a flaw in
this culmination of her dreams.
The
slightest criticism of the picture wounded
and bruised her beyond belief. She was
still, in her own mind, wearing her shin¬
ing armor and for months she has been
more remote than she ever was, more
difficult for even her professional asso¬
ciates to reach. As someone close to her

remarked, “She doesn’t quite seem to
hear ordinary conversation.”
It is an anticlimactical crossroad for
her. We shuddered when we heard that
she was considering a “riproaring” com¬
edy for relief from her halo.
Not, we
prayed, another Greer Garson sprinting
about in tights and wallowing in a mudhole in a determined effort to destroy the
lovely dignity she had brought to earlier
roles!
Everyone wondered what in the
world she could possibly do to return to
earth gradually.
But as this is written it would appear
that she doesn’t want to return to earth
at all. She is all but committed to make
a picture in Italy with Roberto Rossellini
who, it is true, made two fine pictures
by unconventional methods.
But with
Bergman? We wonder. When she asked
him to let her see the script he told her
dreamily that he had no script. “I will
do lovely things for you,” he promised.
“I see your face now against barbed
wire . .
With this nebulous premise
she seems quite content.
Something fine and worthwhile may
come of this strange partnership for all
anyone knows. But we seem to have lost
the Bergman we knew and loved, the
accomplished, versatile actress, the warm,
human person, the dignified wife, the
perfect mother, the outdoor girl who
never looked as handsome as she did
while walking in the rain—real rain.
Then “natural” beauty was hers.
She is still in the clouds, surrounded
with an aura of saintliness. We miss her
and we wish more and more that she had
never read all those adjectives about
herself as “Joan of Lorraine” and as
“Joan of Arc.”
The End

LANA TALKS
IContinued from page 251
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were cruising the Caribbean that the gos¬
sip mongers began to spread their vile
insidious poison.
The number one rumor was that Lana
was quitting the movies and would
henceforth lead the life of the idle rich—
Spring in Greenwich, Summer in Europe,
Fall in California, and Winter in the
tropics.
The number two rumor had Lana ill,
nervous, broken down, her looks gone,
her figure flabby.
The third was that she and Bob were
on the verge of splitting up.
Over and over again with a nagging
insistency, these rumors made their way
into the gossip columns of the nation’s
newspapers. Since Bob and Lana were
both at sea, there was no way in which
these allegations could be checked.
In order to give .the readers of Movieland
an honest, truthful, objective and
first hand report on the state of Lana’s
activities, I decided to get hold of a
marine operator in Miami Beach, and see
if she somehow might broadcast a call
out to sea and contact Lana aboard the
Topping yacht.
I placed the call, and in a few moments
I could hear the thin metallic voice of
the marine operator wafting over the
waves. “Calling the Snuffie!” she an¬
nounced. “This is the marine operator at
Miami Beach calling WB 3128.” Those
are the call letters of the Topping yacht.
For several hours, we attempted to
contact Lana somewhere on the Carib¬
bean, but apparently the Topping yacht
radio was not turned on. I surmised that
the wireless operator was saving his bat¬
tery.

A day later, however, we caught “The
Snuffie” lolling fifty miles south of the
Bahamas. Her radio was receiving, and
in a matter of seconds her wireless oper¬
ator announced, “Mrs. Robert Topping is
ready to talk. Go ahead, please.”
“Hello!” Lana shouted, “who is this?”
“You don’t have to shout,” I answered,
“you sound as if you were just around
the corner.”
“Please,” Lana said, “who is this?”
I identified myself, and then I asked,
“Where exactly are you now?”
“We’re fishing off the Bahamas,” Lana
said. “It’s 12 o’clock, it’s a perfect day,
and oh! a very exciting thing has just
happened. Bob has just caught a sailfish, and it’s the first sailfish caught in
these waters in the past two years.”
“That’s great,” I said, “but how do you
feel? I understand you haven’t yet got¬
ten over the bad effects of your hospital
siege.”
Lana: Of course, I have. I’ve never felt
any better. I’m in simply wonderful con¬
dition, and Bob and I are having a great
time down here. He’s teaching me to fish.
Me: Have you caught anything yet?
Lana: Oh, yes a lot of little fish but
nothing very large.
Me: What gives with you and Bob?
Any truth to those rumors about you two
splitting up?
Lana: You should know better than
that. I’ve never been happier in my life,
and I think that goes for Bob, too. Isn’t
this exciting? Talking way out at sea.
I’ve never been interviewed like this be¬
fore. I sure hope you write something
good.
Me: Only what you tell me. Where do

you and Bob plan to go from the Ba¬
hamas?
Lana: We have no definite plans at all.
We’re just going to cruise around and
fish and have some fun and take it easy.
This really is the life! It’s absolutely
idyllic.
Me: You’re making me jealous.
Lana: You should be!
Me: I’m sorry there’s only one Bob
Topping.
Lana: So am I.
Me: Surely, you’re going to put in
somewhere?
Lana: Well, I think we’ll stay in Nassau
for a few days.
Me: How about your career?
Lana: What especially do you want to
know?
Me: You haven’t made a picture in a
year. Do you think the fans will forget
you?
Lana: I hope not. After all, pregnancy
is a part of almost every married woman’s
life . . . even an actress! I’m sure the fans
realize that.
Me: I hope so.
Lana: I know they do. The public is
much more understanding than a lot of
gossip mongers think.
Me: Speaking of gossip, do you have
any intention whatever of giving up
motion pictures?
Lana: Heavens no! It beats me where
these stories get started. I have a con
tract and I couldn’t quit, even if I
wanted to, which I don’t. I haven’t heard
from the Studio in months, so obviously
they have nothing ready for me. As soon
as they have I’ll report for work and
gladly.
Me- Who else is aboard “The Snuffie”?
Lana: Just Bob, myself, and our crew
of four. It’s really a second honeymoon
we’re having.
Me: You mean you and the crew?
Lana: Don’t be silly.
Me: Have you heard anything from
your mother and daughter?
Lana: Oh, yes! I get a letter, at least
once every week. They’re both out in
California and they’re feeling fine.
Me: Are you going to make your official
residence in Connecticut or California?
Lana: I guess Bob and I will alternate
—we’ll live a few months in the East and
a few months in the West. It really
doesn’t make much difference just so long
as we’re together.
Me: How’s your figure?
Lana: I’m down to 110 and Bob says I
look pretty well in shorts and halter—I’m
very sun-tanned.
Me: Because of your last experience,
are you pretty soured on childbirth?
Lana: Not at all. What happened to me
was just one of those unfortunate things
that could happen to anyone. I merely
want another child more than ever.
Me: Do you plan to have any more
children?
Lana: I think so.
Me: Is there anything special or any¬
thing at all you want to say at this time?
Lana: No, just that Bob and I are very
happy and that there’s absolutely no
truth to any of those silly rumors in the
newspapers. My health is fine; I hope to
be Mrs. Bob Topping for a long, long
time, and while I don’t know when I’m
going to make my next picture, I do know
that I’m going to make them so long as
the public likes and wants me.
Me: Thank you very much, Lana. I
think that does it.
Lana: Thank you! This has been a very
big thrill for me and I hope you’ll write
it up just as it happened.
Me: I’ll try. Goodbye, Lana.
Lana: Goodbye and thanks.
The End

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(Continued, from, page 17)
When we asked Anne Baxter what she
did with her Oscar (which she won for
“The Razor’s Edge”) she said, “If I put it
on display, it would seem ostentation. If
I hid it, it would seem ungrateful. I keep
it hid.”
*

*

*

Claudette Colbert, who two years ago
announced plans for retiring from the
screen as an actress and turning director
around 1950, has about shelved the idea.
The success of “Family Honeymoon”
proved that the public still liked her as
an actress. So she’ll still continue appear¬
ing before the cameras rather than be¬
hind them. However, she’ll produce her
next film, “Love Is Big Business,” as well
as star in it.
*

*

*

Max Baer, the ex-prizefighter, has
been in Hollywood doing a picture. Dur¬
ing one of his first scenes, he didn’t un¬
derstand the procedure preceding the
rolling of the camera. So when the bell
calling for silence rang, Max started
emoting without waiting for the director
to say “Action.” The scene was stopped,
and the purpose of the bell explained.
“Oh,” said Max, “in the ring, if you
didn’t start acting when the bell rang,
you didn’t act at all.”
*

*

*

John Garfield plans on doing two pictures and one play annually from now
on. He’ll spend six months here and six
months in New York; but he doesn’t
know where he’ll live in either place!
*

*

*

During the filming of “The Great Dan
Patch,” the race horse playing one of the
lead roles had a double for many of his
scenes—but not so Dennis O’Keefe. The
scenes were being shot in close-ups; a
horse was found with almost the identi¬
cal size and coloring of the one in the
film; but the studio couldn’t find a
double who resembled O’Keefe closely
enough, so poor Danny had to work
while the horse stood on the sidelines
munching hay.
*

*

*

After Ann Blyth unveiled a good sing¬
ing voice in “Top of the Morning” with
Bing Crosby, she’s likely to get a switch
in film roles and do some musicals. Hav¬
ing proved herself as a very talented
dramatic actress, she’s one of our most
promising youngsters. Though Ann has
been seen a great deal with Roddy
McDowall, it’s merely a matter of friend¬
ship and nothing serious.
*

*

*

*

The James Masons have turned out to
be baby sitters. They take care of the
Glenn Ford child when Glenn and
Eleanor go out at night, and the Fords
reciprocate by sitting with the Mason
youngster when the Masons do the town.
*
*
*
Joan Bennett, who recently became a
grandmother, after having a baby her¬
self eight months ago, is telling friends
that she intends to have all the children
she can. And being a grandmother will
have no effect on the stork’s visit to her
home.
*

*

*

Gene Raymond wrote all the songs,
both the music and the lvrics, for his
picture, “Big Time Story.” One of the
ditties is titled “Maple Syrup and Lolli¬
pops.” Sounds sticky, huh?
The End

Imagine 1 A uniform that needs no press¬

*

Errol Flynn and Greer Garson have
been mighty chummy since doing “The
Forsyte Saga” together, and it wouldn’t
surprise us at all if a new romance be¬
tween those two busted out one of these
fine days.
*
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SWING HAMMOCK
and METAL STAND

WE ADOPTED LIZ
IContinued from page 26)

need for posts, trees or hooks

IT’S
PORTABLE!

RELAXATION
ANYWHERE!
This ideal combination
ous Swing Hammock and Metal
Stand is an invitation to blissful relaxa¬
tion. No hooks, posts or trees necessary.
It's portable .... use it anywhere . . .
Lawn, Porch, Seashore,
Home and Troiler. Roomy

Bungalow,

hammock is
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enamel finish metal stand holds any
weight. Easily assembled. Folds to com¬
pact unit. Take it with you everywhere
. .
fits easily in car.
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WRITERS
Conscientious sales service for your short stories,
articles, books and plays. Send today for FREE
circular "Your Rood To Writing Success.*'
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ding
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Send No Money—Order By Mall
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Fed. Tax and postage charges. Gift
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By JANET LEIGH
can
always find Elizabeth stocking¬
footed if she isn’t actually standing,
walking, or dancing.
“You’ll catch cold,” I told her in my
mother-knows-best tone.
“Not I,” said Elizabeth. And she didn’t.
Peter Lawford was usually around
when we four girls came into the com¬
missary for luncheon, so he made it a
habit to join us. He plays “Laurie” in
the picture, you know.
Day after day he listened to me warn¬
ing Elizabeth about sitting shoeless in
the drafty commissary, and day after day
he listened to Elizabeth denying danger.
Also he got a kick out of her frantic
efforts to climb back into slippers when
she had to leave the table.
Came that inevitable day when Eliz¬
abeth, upon being summoned to the next
table by our dialogue coach, hurriedly
thrust her feet into her shoes . . . and
found that Mr. Lawford had filled them
with crackers and tea.
Elizabeth, after her first shock, laughed
harder than anyone.
On another occasion, it was Elizabeth
who thought up a good gag. We had been
working in the luscious costumes which
we wore for “Meg’s” wedding (inciden¬
tally, I’m “Meg” in the picture) and we
positively dripped furbelows, plumes, lace
and fans. One set visitor observed that
we looked like an old-fashioned valen¬
tine counter.
“Let’s be comic valentines, instead,”
suggested Elizabeth.
She scooted to the commissary, bought
a package of Black Jack chewing gum,
and brought it back to the three of us
waiting in her dressing room. We spread
the gum over our front teeth; when we
were called to the set, we waited patiently
until director LeRoy turned to tell us,
“Places, please. You certainly are a
beautiful sight.”
We curtsied and gave him a great big
smile, with our blacked-out teeth.
It created quite a tumult, and practi¬
cally everyone was accused of perpe¬
trating the gag except Elizabeth. No one
thought of her planning mischief.
She started another stunt that broke
us up repeatedly: while we were re¬
hearsing lines, she would suddenly go
off into a thick cockney accent, or into
the apple-pan dowdy intonations of a
southern belle. Elizabeth is one of the
most talented mimics I have ever known.
Finally the rest of us took up whatever
dialect Elizabeth started.
We thought it might be irritating the
best-natured director in the world, our
Mr. LeRoy, but when we teased him
about it one day he said, “You girls have
become a real family. Your between scenes kidding has created a home
atmosphere
that
is coming
through
beautifully on the screen. This is going to
be a heart-warming picture.”
Of course we didn’t clown all the time;
we had our serious moments . . . espe¬
cially when we took time off to write
letters. Elizabeth’s went to Lt. Glenn
Davis, in Korea, of course.
I was with Elizabeth, incidentally, the
day she met Glenn Davis. She and I and
several others were playing touch foot¬
ball on the beach at Malibu one after¬
noon when this good-looking boy joined
our group. He was visiting friends, so
he was introduced to us.
“Hello,” said Elizabeth, glancing up
from her place in the line. She loves

games of all kinds and plays them hard,
so she isn’t easily distracted by the ar¬
rival of a new member of the team.
“Let’s get going,” she said, adding to
Glenn, “Ever play touch football?”
He merely nodded.
Something began to percolate through
Elizabeth’s memory. She straightened.
“You’re . . . Glenn Davis ... of Army?
Oh, dear ... I guess you won’t want to
play this game with us. . .”
“Sure I do,” said Glenn. He didn’t
seem to be bored with the game at all.
He had a gay time. Some time later, when
he left to go overseas, he gave Elizabeth
his gold football to wear until he returns.
I love to watch her turn that gold
football over and over in her hands. She
looks so dreamy and ethereal . . . until
she suddenly grins and I discover that
she has again blacked out her front teeth!
So, ah keep, tellin’ mahself, I must do
something ’bout that honey chile. Must
adopt her and fetch her up propah.
The only trouble is that now I’M step¬
ping out of my shoes at every possible
opportunity!
By

MARGARET O’BRIEN

like a portrait of a girl, than like an
actual person.
One day I found Elizabeth in her
dressing room. No one else was around,
so I knocked—even if the door was
open. She told me to come in and sit
down. Well, I looked at her in that blond
wig, and I looked and looked. Then I
said, “I hope someday that I can play a
part in a blond wig.”
She laughed awfully hard, then said,
“Oh no you don’t. I have to be at the
studio an hour before any of the rest
of you girls do, just to get this wig set
in place. Then, during the shooting, it
keeps coming ungummed along the hair¬
line and I have to hold up everything
until the hairdresser fixes it.”
And then she told me a secret. At least
she said it was a secret. “All my life
I’ve wanted to play a part in a wig, but
now I’m cured. Everyone has to go
through it once, I suppose, but once is
enough.”
That made me feel better. If I never
get to wear a wig, at least I’ll never
have to appear at the studio an hour
earlier. And I won’t come ungummed.
During the time we were making
“Little Women” I was on school vacation,
oh happy thought. But poor Elizabeth had
to make up certain studies because she
had been away from Hollywood during
part of the normal school year. She had a
lot of trouble with mathematics. Some¬
times I helped her. I am fairly good at
fractions, but her problems were mainly
originals about “if Farmer Brown had
sixty acres of wheat land, how many
feet of fence would he need to enclose
it?”
Elizabeth and I did not consider this
a very good problem because Elizabeth
does not plan to raise wheat, ever. As
Elizabeth said with a big sigh, “Arith¬
metic is so impractical.”
Whenever Elizabeth had a few spare
minutes between problems and study¬
ing her script, we talked about writing
books. Elizabeth wrote and illustrated
a very cute book about her pet squirrel,
entitled “Nibbles and Me.” She gave me
an autographed copy; when I have a
library, I am going to build the rest of
my books around “Nibbles and Me” be¬
cause it is practically my all-time

favorite and I’ll always cherish it.
The name of my own book is “My
Diary” and I was illustrating it during
the time we were working on “Little
Women.” Illustrating a book is not easy,
so I asked Elizabeth for advice; she
taught me quite a bit about making
people look sad or glad or mad, just by
tilting a few lines.
Another thing we talked about was
England. Elizabeth, who was born in
England, came to this country when she
was only nine. I, born in this country,
went to England when I was eleven.
Naturally, I could bring Elizabeth a lot
of news; I told her how British studios
worked, and I told her about how lucky
my mother and I were to be invited to
have luncheon at No. 10 Downing Street
with Prime Minister and Mrs. Attlee. It
was very thrilling. Sometimes, when I
have told people about my trip, they
haven’t really paid very close attention,
but Elizabeth was sweet. She really
listened, and asked questions, and was
very cosmopolitan. (She taught me how
to spell cosmopolitan.)
There is just one thing about her that
I do not understand. One day when we
were having luncheon in the commis¬
sary, an actor named Errol Flynn came
in with some of our MGM officials. Mr.
Flynn usually works for Warner Broth¬
ers.
Well, you should have seen Elizabeth.
She kept sliding to one side of her chair
so she could see between the heads at
all the tables, and watch Mr. Flynn.
She said she thought he was terribly
handsome and exciting to look at. When
I asked if he could ride a horse, she
said, “Of course.”
“Better than Roy Rogers?” I asked.
There is almost no one who can ride a
horse better than Roy Rogers.
Elizabeth, still sitting on the edge of
her chair, gasped, “I don’t suppose so,
but Mr. Flynn can fence like a dream.”
There we were—back to the fences in
her mathematics. I didn’t see what a
fence had to do with Mr. Flynn, but I
didn’t like to say so. It wouldn’t have
been polite.
“Can he sing?” I asked. She said she
didn’t think so. Well, Roy Rogers can
sing beautifully.
I asked her if she had an autographed
photograph of Mr. Flynn, and she said
“No.” Well, I have one of Roy Rogers.
He is wonderful about sending out pic¬
tures. I wrote to Roy Rogers and asked
for a picture for Elizabeth. He sent it
right away.
Elizabeth was thrilled, and thanked
me. I think that is when I began to feel
that I had really adopted Elizabeth and
she was my really-truly sister.
But she still holds her breath when
Mr. Flynn comes into the commissary.
By JUNE

ALLYSON

in town to be one of the great beauties
of our time?
And she wished she looked like me,
she said!
I gave up. “This, I will tell my grand¬
children,” I promised myself.
Another thing that endeared Elizabeth
to me was her enthusiasm for my daugh¬
ter, Pamela.
On one of the days when we were
both being “shot around” at the studio,
I asked Elizabeth to join me at my home
for luncheon. Pamela was awake when
Elizabeth arrived
(a rare event for
sleepy-head Pamela), so Elizabeth went
straight to her crib and began to talk to
the baby.
Instead of going through the meaning¬
less sound manual, as most adults do
with young children, Elizabeth told

Pamela what a lovely day it was out¬
side; then she told her about a puppy
she had seen playing in a nearby yard;
then she talked to Pamela about her
pretty dress and her bright nursery. It
was quite the conversation of two girl
friends.
Pamela gurgled back.
“Now I know what I want to do,”
sighed Elizabeth. “I want to get married
at once and have a baby.”
I said that, in that case, she might be
able to put on some weight, whereupon
both of us went into peals of laughter
at this mild witticism.
We had our
reasons.
Elizabeth’s mother used to bring a light
luncheon to the studio for Elizabeth each
day, because Elizabeth was supposed to
have tea at four.
The rest of us “March” girls promptly
caught onto the fact that Elizabeth’s
picnic hamper was packed with rare
deUghts. There would be sweet cakes,
finger sandwiches, homemade cookies and
fruit. We always gathered when Eliza¬
beth was to have tea, and—partly be¬
cause she is the most generous girl in
the world, and partly because she was
never hungry although the rest of us
were starving—she would share her
goodies.
During one particularly gala week, she
didn’t touch her tea at all; Margaret,
Janet and I divided it. There was a foul
reason behind our triumph.
In “Little Women,” Elizabeth—as the
effervescent Amy—was supposed to have
a tremendous appetite. The eating scenes
were shot over a period of three days,
and Amy’s “sisters” really took ad¬
vantage of the situation. Whenever it
seemed that we were to get a perfect
“take,” one of us would blow our lines.
We would have to start the sequence
over again, and poor Elizabeth would
have to sit at the table and continue to
eat her luncheon. The result was not a
complete surprise to us: Elizabeth would
relinquish her snack to us.
“Don’t even eat those sandwiches in
my presence,” Elizabeth would moan.
“I never want to see food again. Why,
Junie, did you have to forget your line
at the last possible moment?”
I merely grinned at her over the edge
of a watercress sandwich.
Any other girl would have found some
way to get even with us, but Elizabeth
is one of the few people I have ever
known who enjoys a joke on herself
even more than a trick played upon
another person.
All of which brings me to a very im¬
portant fact about my sister “Amy.”
True, she is a great beauty, true, she has
much sweetness of character; true, she
is a good sport; but my greatest reason
for adopting Elizabeth is that she is one
of the best little actresses in the business.
She is a delight to work with, and she
is a delight to watch at work. There is
a scene in “Little Women” when she
learns of the death of Beth that will
simply tear out your heart.
At least
that was the effect it had on me, and I
was prepared for the scene because I
had studied the script.
She’s a girl headed for greatness, my
sister Elizabeth.
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Proves remarkable power to
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★ No, you’re not seeing things! That is
Jane Wyman’s signature, and she does
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(Continued from page 37)
quite inevitably her beauty attracted his
wolfing eye. There was nothing subtle
about him, everything to him had a price
tag. He had money and prestige, which
Lora Mae wanted. So she went to work.
She didn’t chase her man, but she
knew all the tricks and used them to
arouse his interest, to get him to chase
her. (That, my friends, is smart proce¬
dure.)
She also was honest; she never kidded
herself nor Porter. For their very first
date she had him call for her in her dingy
bungalow close to the railroad tracks.
She didn’t try to conceal her humble
home by meeting him somewhere in
town. When he arrived and honked the
horn of his car expecting her to come out,
she wisely stuck to her principles. She
let him sit, until he came in. Lora Mae
knew it’s bad manners for a date to wait
at the curb.
Then our smart girl made a point of
introducing him to her mother. Admit¬
tedly she put on a few airs with her in¬
troduction of “Mother, dear,” but at the
same time she wasn’t ashamed of her
parent because she wasn’t a society
dowager.
I have a feeling that Lora Mae took
advantage of all possible education; that
she had made a point of learning all she
could about dressing, etiquette, manners.
She knew that a date should always be
introduced to a girl’s parents.
She had learned to be feminine because
men prefer it. She also learned how to
dress. Notice her clothes in the early
sequences. They were simple but smart;
never was she overdressed nor gussied
up with extra buttons and bows. Nor did
she spend all her money on herself. She
recognized her responsibilities, and was
supporting her mother. Remember, to
please her mom she was paying for that
enormous refrigerator?
At dinner on her first date with Porter,
Lora Mae was poised, assured, knew how
to behave like a lady, which instinctively
she was. Above all she wanted Porter’s
admiration, because ultimately she want¬
ed to become Mrs. Hollingsway.
She didn’t drink too much, because she
wanted to be in command of the situ¬
ation, which she certainly was when
Porter later shifted his scene of opera¬
tions to his parked car. He didn’t even
get the kiss he had been pitching for!
Marriage was her goal and she wasn’t
accepting any compromise. Lora Mae
knew that “no man chases a streetcar
after he’s caught it.” Remember how she
told Porter that what she wanted was a
husband, how she let him know that al¬
though he thought her ideas were silly,
to her they were definite?
As she said, “I don’t want a mink coat
or a trip to Europe. I want my own pic¬
ture in a silver frame on my own piano
in my own home.” She stuck to her code
of complete respectability, even when it
seemed she was losing Porter.
Another point in Lora Mae’s set of
rules was that she’d rather sit home
without a date, even on New Year’s Eve,
than make any compromise with herself.
Taking that a step farther, and to inject
an idea of my own in with Lora Mae’s, I
find it hard to understand why girls
sometimes are so frantic for dates that
they will be bored by a boy for a whole
evening rather than sit home and read a
good book.
Why? Just to brag that they had a
date?

Well, to get back to Lora Mae, she stuck
to her guns of respectability and she got
her man. That I recommend. As you’ve
undoubtedly heard again and again, it’s
smart. It pays off. If marriage is your
goal, don’t accept any compromise.
Now let’s consider the weakness in
Lora Mae’s philosophy. Marriage is a fine
goal, but not merely marriage for money
and security, without love and respect.
There never was any hint of real love be¬
tween Lora Mae and Porter before their
marriage. Lora Mae didn’t even have a
real courtship, which every girl wants.
After Lora Mae became Mrs. Hollings¬
way she had an empty victory. She real¬
ized she had been bought with a wedding
ring as a medium of exchange. She had
known what she wanted and how to get
it. She said she had everything she
wanted in her marriage—social position
and wealth. But was that all she wanted?
No. Even she realized that, later.
That’s why I would say that a calcu¬
lated campaign like Lora Mae’s for a
money-marriage cannot be recommended.
I’ve known several girls in real life who
married merely for money and without
love. Their marriages ended in divorce.
Money alone isn’t enough.
There’s another point, too. Often in¬
fatuation is mistaken for love, and that
too leads to divorce. I don’t believe it’s
possible for a girl truly to love a man
without complete respect for him. For¬
tunately Lora Mae respected Porter, so
eventually she did fall in love with him.
So many girls think they want the boys
with the flashy cars and plenty of money
to spend on dates. Often those boys are
drips! They have grown to depend en¬
tirely on their money for attention, have
never developed any character and are
just about as dependable and reliable as
a tower of papier-mache. They usually
are spoiled, just as Porter was, and think
their money will get them anything. Cer¬
tainly it’s fine for a girl to want to better
her position, but not at the expense of
happiness. Lora Mae said she knew what
she wanted. Few young girls do. Or, like
Lora Mae, they discover later that they
were wrong.
Except for a crisis in the life of two
of their friends, Porter might never have
proved he had the instinct of kindness
and was a diamond-in-the-rough. With¬
out that gesture of his, Lora Mae un¬
doubtedly would never have shown that
she loved him. So, their marriage would
have ended in destruction, for surely it
was headed in that direction. In real life
one cannot depend on such well-timed,
dramatic circumstances to save such a
tottering marriage!
Personally, I think Lora Mae as a char¬
acter is a wonderful object lesson. If you
want to get your man—as a husband,
that is—remember Lora Mae’s moral
code. But if you want to have a happy
marriage, not just a wedding license and
a big bank balance, be sure you know
what you really want before you wage
your campaign. Don’t forget that court¬
ship is much more desirable than a chase
—and love is the most ennobling virtue
of all.
In “Slattery’s Hurricane” which I just
completed, I have the role of a young
wife who is madly in love with her flier
husband. They must have had a mar¬
velous courtship. But what am I getting
into? That’s another story. Yes, quite
different from Lora Mae’s. . . .
The End
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for his freedom. He never wants to
risk being similarly clipped again, legal¬
ly or no. He feels safer with women who
have money of their own.
No. 2: He’s afraid of being rushed into
marriage. That’s why he’s happiest with
women who make it plain that marriage
is not on their minds. That’s what Anita
Colby succeeded in suggesting.
With
Anita, Gable has always felt free. Other
innocent friendships were wrecked the
moment gossip columnists got wind of
them.
He explained once, “It’s a shame what
the columnists do. They pick up ‘a two¬
some,’ and from then on you’re a heel
if you don’t marry the girl. Finally, the
girl takes on the views of the columnist,
and then you’re really in for it.”
Well, no matter how the gossip col¬
umnists speculated about Colby and
Clark, he knew he was safe from
marriage and safe from hurting Anita.
No. 3: He is afraid of his own judg¬
ment. Therefore, he likes people who
know things. He has great respect for
knowledge. Sometimes, he confuses be¬
ing older with possessing knowledge. A
revealing statement is, “He’s older and
he knows.” In addition, although he is
not afraid of his own social poise (after
all, he’s one of the most sought-after
men in the world and has rubbed elbows
with prince and pauper alike), deep in
his subconscious is the realization that
he comes from very plain stock.
Because of this, he is drawn to the blue
book label, to women who were born to
a position in life above his own begin¬
nings. There isn’t a phony bone in his
body; Clark is head and shoulders above
any other star in Hollywood when it
comes to position, social prestige, and
being a really genuine person. But the
tag “society” has always held lure for
him.
To Gable, the most exciting thing about
a woman is her mind. This is the last

reaction in the world you’d expect from
a man famous for his sex appeal and
masculine charm. But it is his preference
for the woman with a brain, that has
defeated gossip columnists’ rumors again
and again. So Gable is out with Miss
Glamor of 1949? Relax. No “babe” will
ever be Mrs. Clark Gable.
Take a look at the women to whom he
has been married. There was Josephine
Dillon, actress and dramatic coach who
taught Clark much of what he knows
of acting. She was older than he, and
her great attraction was her knowledge.
Rhea Langham, of Park Avenue and
ten years his senior, rode with him dur¬
ing the greatest span of success of his
entire career. He was No. 1 at the box
office year after year. He was head man
at his studio; in Hollywood; in the hearts
of American women. He was socially
prominent, host at pretentious affairs
which honored everyone from crowned
heads to noted statesmen. Rhea was the
guiding light behind this ambitious
party-giving era. She had polish. Because
of this, Clark felt she was right in most
things that she did, and admired her
for them.
Finally, there was Clark’s own Carole
Lombard. She was not Park Avenue.
She was not older. But she had some¬
thing in common with his past wives:
she had brains. She knew the acting
business from A to Z. She had a very
good story mind. She saw things clearly.
She always knew what was right for her
and often for Clark and she acted upon
that knowledge with decision and
efficiency.
Beyond that, she had a softness, a
generosity and warmth. She had a beauty
that was breath-taking, and an adapta¬
bility to the outdoor life Clark loved.
More importantly, perhaps, she wasn’t
afraid of him. She spoke up to him; re¬
fused to take any nonsense. She was
honest with him and as without feminine
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You may not remember when Clark Gable shot to stardom after his role in “A Free Soul”
with Norma Shearer. His role was unsympathetic—but movie fans were anything but!
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Today he’s older—but the Gable charm is still there. During a recent trip to France
eager fans waited for autographs, others snapped him while he lounged in his hotel.
artifice and false pretense as any man.
When Clark has any personal interest
in a girl, he goes to fantastic lengths to
see if she is really interested in Clark
Gable, the man. He tests her. She really
has to go through the mill to prove her¬
self. It’s death to a friendship, for in¬
stance, for her to talk about their dating
to the press. Also he’s a stubborn Dutch¬
man, and he will sometimes wait for the
girl to call if they have had a mis¬
understanding. From the first, Carole
took none of this nonsense. Her attitude
was, in effect, “You know my number.
Call me.” She had independence.
There isn’t a single girl now escorted
by Clark who has it to the same degree.
The girl who comes closest is Virginia
Grey, a girl I don’t think Clark Gable
ever really appreciated. I wonder if he
ever knew how many times she could
have furthered her own career if she had
given interviews about “The Clark Gable
I Know.” Or if he had the slightest
conception of how she held her own
career back because she wouldn’t go out
with anyone else all the six years they
went together. Or how often people
plagued her with questions about Clark
that she never answered.
I wonder if Clark Gable to this day
has any conception of the dignity and
charm and humanness with which she
has tempered all remarks about him.
Because, now that it is over, people
wonder why.
She’s a startlingly beautiful girl with
more sex appeal than Venus de Milo.
She first met Clark at Metro in 1936. She
was a young starlet starting out, and he
was helpful to her. She was extremely
grateful, the more so because they were
just friends.
Then, in 1943, they started going to¬
gether in earnest. He saw her at least
twice a week—unless he was out of
town—until Valentine’s day, 1948. Yet in
all that time, he only took her out to
dinner twice: once to the L’Aiglon, once
to Romanoff’s.
The last time she saw him was that
Valentine’s day night.
He was supposed to call her. Three
days later he did, saying he was on his
way over. But he never came. Virginia
never saw him again, except at Holly¬
wood parties where they said, “Hello . . .
how are things?”
He never gave her an explanation;
she never asked for one.
She never
called him. That’s independence, too.
Afterwards, a columnist asked her,
“What happened?”

“It’s a funny thing,” Virginia an¬
swered, “I never really knew Clark. I
guess you know him as well as I do.”
Such things as these Clark’s women
friends must take in stride. He may date
them every night for a week and then
—silence. He’s erratic, unpredictable, and
.
. charming . . . but he’s lonely.
He’s lonely because the studio has
built barriers to keep people out. But the
barriers have backfired: they have kept
Clark Gable away from the people.
Strange and ludicrous as it sounds, he’s
protected and sheltered to a fantastic
degree.
He really never knows what’s going
on in the world, so to speak. He never
gets to talk, to learn, to feel. There’s a
man-made wall of people around him.
This barrier is far from healthy. His
friends have to be very good friends,
indeed, to take the snubbing, the brushoffs, the he’s-too-busy routine that are
part of the impregnable wall that sur¬
rounds Clark. Brains are hired to plan
his life, to do his thinking for him, so
that Clark—who has a good mind—has
become mentally lazy.
There was no wall around Gable in
the Army. He came back humble and
sweet. He was firm about what he wanted
and didn’t want out of life. It was quite
a while before the wall was built again,
before the insidious “protectiveness” of
the studio started to keep him apart from
the rest of the world.
Gable wants a closeness with someone,
for real reality constantly eludes him.
He lives in a strange world where the
shadows seem more real than the sub¬
stance.
To sum it up, what must the future
Mrs. Gable be like? Well, she’ll be older,
so Clark can feel she has knowledge
greater than his own; she’ll have money
and position, so Clark can believe he
is being loved for himself alone.
Unless, of course, he meets a girl with
nothing at all but love. That girl, at this
writing, could easily be the little secre¬
tary at Metro: Elaine White. Or it might
be lovely Virginia Grey, the most loyal
friend Clark has ever had. Or, it could
be.
One night last year an Associated
Press correspondent cornered Virginia:
“When are you going to marry Gable?”
he asked bluntly.
Virginia thought a moment.
“Mr.
Gable,” she said, “is already married—
to a dream . . . name of Carole.”
It’s pretty hard to stand in for a dream
The

End
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Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes. Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stomach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

BOGIE'S BOY
(Continued from page 351

As soon as Stephen Humphrey had
greeted his father with a High Sierra
yell, Bogie hastened to the father’s room
where he wrote a check to The President
and dispatched it air mail with a note
saying, “Please cash it, sir. PLEASE!”
Bogie wants to have that cancelled check
framed for Stephen as a permanent me¬
mento. To date, the cancelled check has
not been returned, and there is some
likelihood that President Truman has
done some check framing himself; he,
too, enjoys a memento.
Stephen need not fret; although this
would certainly be a treasure, he already
has a collection of memorabilia to be en¬
vied by autograph hunters and historians
forty times his age. For instance:
From novelist Louis Bromfield (slated
by literary critics for immortality) Ste¬
phen received a sterling silver cup on
which is engraved: “To S. H. B. from
L. B. From One Capricorn To Another
and God Help The World.”
As everyone who has ever sneaked a
look at the prophecies in an astrological
book knows, anyone bom between De¬
cember 22 and January 19, was born un¬
der the sign of Capricorn, the goat. Bogie
was born December 25. Mr. Bromfield
was bom January
17,
and
Master
Stephen arrived on January 6. Natives
of Capricorn are supposed to be natural¬
ly industrious, inordinately ambitious,
chary of giving their affections until they
are certain their love will be recipro¬
cated; they are also subject to “the
blues,” but bounce back into optimism
when encouraged. Just as the goat
reaches the pinnacle, astrologers insist,
so should all members of the Capricorn
sign. Master Stephen, mindful of the ex¬
ample of his father and Mr. Bromfield,
should be set for greatness.
Certainly
the start of his life has been surrounded
by eminence.
Another priceless keepsake is the
sterling cup and porringer given to young
Steve by Lionel Barrymore, and appro¬
priately engraved. From another friend
came a pair of bunting-weight boxing
gloves, and the Sterling Haydens sent a
slicker and sou’wester which will be dry
insurance during Steve’s kindergarten
days. The technical adviser on the San¬
tana Production “Tokyo Joe” (Santana
Productions is the Bogart company), sent
Steve a hand-made, hand-ornamented
Japanese figure about six inches high. The
figure is that of the traditional warrior
placed on the household mantel of every
Japanese home when a son is bom.
Of all young Bogart’s treasures, the one
which most impressed his dad was that
sent by an eastern fan. This fan wrote,
several months before the baby was
born, to ask if Bogie and Betty would be
interested in a Baby Book published in
1899 and illustrated by Bogie’s mother,
Maud Humphrey Bogart. It seems that
the book, one of the fill-in documentary
type, had never been used.
Losing no time, Bogie responded to the
fan with a delighted yes.
When
the
journal
arrived,
Betty
sketched in light lines on the pages
which were to be filled with lore about
the newcomer, and when she came home
from the hospital she set to work to per¬
fect the record in graceful script. As the
handwriting dried, she erased her guide
lines.
Result:
the neatest baby book
ever prepared.
Incidentally, young Stephen is the
image of the baby sketched by Maud
Humphrey Bogart; as a model, she had

used her own son. Even so, when Bogie
is told that the baby resembles him, he is
quite offhand about it.
“Yeah, quite a
few people think he looks like me,” he
will say, smoothing his chin or running
his hands through his hair or gazing into
the middle distance to indicate noncha¬
lance, “but I think he looks just like a
baby, and all babies simply look like
themselves.” Bogie is a big, rough, un¬
sentimental man—don’t ever forget it—
and he is not going to be surprised into
admitting aloud what he knows in his
heart: his son is his miniature carbon
copy.
Stephen has a handsomely shaped
head covered with straight, dark hair
which may eventually curl. His ears are
intricate and lie close to his head. By
the time he was a month old, he had
learned to uncurl his fists and would ges¬
ture in a graceful, flat-handed manner.
His hands are shaped like Betty’s; his
shoulders are broad and heavy like
Bogie’s, and his body already indicates
that he will be a tall man.
In accordance with current hospital
procedure, Bogie was the first person,
aside from the doctor and the nurses, to
see his son. He looked him over care¬
fully, reporting to Betty’s mother after¬
ward, “He’s a fine job—a good kid.”
He was also an impatient one, eager
apparently to get into the world and start
this most interesting life.
On Wednesday evening, January 5,
Betty didn’t plan to enter the hospital for
ten days, perhaps even for two weeks.
When, after dinner, she began to feel as
if she had swallowed a colony of wasps,
she interpreted the buzzing as digestive
revolt. She didn’t bother to mention it
to Bogie.
They turned in at the usual time that
night; Betty continued to have “indiges¬
tion” and slept fitfully.
The following
morning she arose and had breakfast
with Bogie, still saying nothing about
the general chaos in the stork area. At
9:30 she telephoned the doctor (with
whom she had a 2:30 appointment for a
regular checkup) and explained her an¬
noyance with the food one gets in mar¬
kets these days—at what prices!
“Be here at eleven this morning,” or¬
dered the doctor.
At eleven-thirty, the doctor suggested
that Betty call Bogie from the studio
where he was working in “Tokyo Joe”
so that he could drive her to the hospital.
Betty had done her own chauffeuring
from the house to the doctor’s office, but
he forbade her to continue to the hospi¬
tal.
Stephen arrived that evening at
eleven.
Practically the last words Betty said
before becoming a mother were, “But the
baby can’t come yet. I haven’t finished
the nursery!”
The nursery, now completed, is a tri¬
umph. The color scheme, in restful con¬
trast to that used in most junior cham¬
bers, is yellow and caramel-brown. The
room boasts a knotty pine wardrobe
closet equipped both with hanger rods
and drawers; the bay window opposite is
shuttered and equipped with tufted
cushions: a fine place for a growing boy
to read “Treasure Island.” One of the
lamps is a moving merry-go-round, and
against one wall there is a large space
for books and above this built-in case
arises a series of trophy shelves.
While Betty was selecting nursery
equipment, she was also doing over the
kitchen.
One of her new and highly

prized items of equipment is a sumptu¬
ous stainless steel stove.
Bogie kidded her about her clean-up
and paint-up ambition during her preg¬
nancy.
He informed friends, “Other
women can get by with a craving for hot¬
house strawberries or fig newtons or dill
pickles at a time like this. Not my wife.
She has to develop an insatiable appetite
for stainless steel stoves, antique pewter
and china!”
This is Bogie’s way of saying that Betty
is a minor expert on certain types of an¬
tique-ware; she picked up a faience lavabo (probably used at some time in a
monastery for performing ablutions cere¬
monially) which is the envy of antique
lovers. Her collection of pewter is dis¬
criminating; her knowledge of just pric¬
ing is exact.
Aside from her inclination to spend
hours wandering around antique shops,
Betty exhibited only one instance of
traditional pregnancy craving. She de¬
cided one afternoon that she couldn’t
endure another day without a plateful of
eastern steamed clams.
Bogie got in touch with HRH Mike
Romanoff, who ordered the clams to be
flown in with the daily Romanoff order
of eastern seafood.
When the clams were set before her,
Betty inhaled ecstatically and then busied
herself for twenty glorious minutes. Once
she had polished off the clams, she sat
back and regarded first her husband,
then the dining room at large, with an
expression of frustrated misery. Going
down, the clams had been nectar and
ambrosia; down and settled they turned
into lead.
“My elevator, loaded with cement, has
broken a cable and crashed to the base¬
ment,” said Miss Bacall glassily. “I may
never be able to swallow again.”
She recovered within two or three
days, but no friend mentions clams in
Betty’s presence. She still doesn’t know
what her reaction will be to the seaside
fragrance when she and Bogie make their
first trip to their boat, the Santana, this
summer.
One thing is certain about that initial
trip. Well, fairly certain. Master Stephen
is not going to be aboard (Mama’s ver¬
sion) . Daddy isn’t saying anything at the
moment, convinced that he said too much
a moment ago.
Stephen was only a few weeks old
when his dad began to make nautical
plans for the young man. Bogie was going
to have a crib installed in gimbals (to
hold it level despite the movement of
the boat) and he was going to have the
bulkheads padded. He was deep in the
possibility of running up laundry on the
signal lines when Betty issued a direct
order, “The young Cap’n is not to leave
dry land until he is a strong swimmer
and knows how to dive. No one can keep
track of a youngster every single in¬
stant on a boat. We’re not going to have
any accidents in this family.”
“He would be all right until he learns
to walk, wouldn’t he?” inquired Stephen’s

deflated father. “I’d like him to begin
to enjoy the sea right away. He’s got to
grow up salty.”
“We’ll see,” said Betty. Her expression
was noncommittal.
Bogie has revised one other spontane¬
ous plan for his son. Bogie, an alumnus
of Andover, was strongly tempted to
register Stephen for the freshman class
of 1967. He talked it over for days,
balancing sentiment with rationalization.
Finally he told Betty, “There will be a
good many changes in this old world
during the next eighteen years. You and
I are liberal of thought, so probably
Steve will grow up with some ideas of
his own. If he knew I had registered him,
at birth, in some college, he might attend
just to please me no matter how much
he might prefer some other type of train¬
ing or some other university. Better let
the boy decide for himself.”
Undoubtedly, Steve will be able to
reach his own conclusions. He has al¬
ready made up his mind to one thing: he
is crazy about dogs. The Bogarts have
two boxers, Baby and Harvey, who have
the run of the house.
Betty took up the question of the dogs
with her doctor and he advised her to
allow the dogs and the baby to get ac¬
quainted naturally. The dogs should not
be hurt and puzzled by being excluded;
they should come to know their new
master from gradually growing aware
of a new presence in the home.
During Betty’s first day at home after
leaving the hospital, she remained in bed
in her room while Harvey and Baby kept
her company. A communication system
had been installed between her bedroom
and the nursery, so that every time the
baby moved or cried the sound came
clearly over the speaker.
When Master Stephen awakened in
what he obviously regarded as a condi¬
tion very near starvation, and applied
his powerful lungs to protest, the two
dogs drew up to the loudspeaker and
studied it in awe and disbelief.
Several weeks later, when they were
allowed to enter the nursery for the
first time, they heard the same noise
emanating from the lusty bundle in the
crib. By that time their sophistication
was extensive. They sat down, all compo¬
sure, and exchanged glances which said,
“Another one of those mechanical con¬
traptions like the one in Betty’s bedroom.
Amazing what will entertain human be¬
ings, isn’t it?”
Steve, lifted from his crib and turned
around to study the two dogs, stopped
crying at once and blinked at the toys.
He was still too young to smile, but he
gave a junior imitation anyhow.
It won’t be long before he’ll be trying
to ride them piggy back.
He’s going to be a salty character.
Just remember—don’t ever call him
“Stevie.” His mother has made that posi¬
tive, permanent rule.
His name is
Stephen Humphrey, but just call him
Steve.
The End
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SKINi'DFR/AA-JLUR£"CREAN\
Marvelous, newly discovered DERMA-LURE,
containing Cholesterol and Lanolin, the wonder
ingredients that blend best with oils of the hu¬
man skin, can now be had if ordered by mail.
DERMA-LURE will reveal the natural, youth¬
ful charm of your complexion. It will protect it
from sudden weather changes, severe cold,
winds or burning sunshine. Nature-like, its
soothing qualities penetrate through the pore
openings and soften the skin to a silky smooth¬
ness. It is not greasy or sticky, and as a powder
base, it is unexcelled.
Send for DERMA-LURE now. YOU RISK AB¬
SOLUTELY NOTHING. If not thoroughly de¬
lighted after using for 7 days, return unused
portion for complete refund.
SEND NO MONEY. When package arrives, pay
postman only $1.95 plus a few cents postage. If
you remit with order, we will pay postage.
tDCCI with each order a new, exotic, high■
ly concentrated. Solid Cologne.
“The Rage of the Age.”
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Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find thei#
first success. Let us try to help you.
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ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinat¬
ing Positions in hotels as Hostess,
Executive Housekeeper Manager, Social or Food
Director. Grade school education plus Lewis Train¬
ing qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Service Free of
extra charge. One student writes: "Business Manager and
Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training." Write for Free Book. Course approved
for Veterans’ Training.
««
SUCUSSMIl
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
< <
UAR
Sta PH-9301, Washington 7. D. C.

GR<t
You can now have longer, lovelier, and more luxurious
eyelashes and eyebrows. The essential herb oils con¬
tained in GRO LASH tend to promote a natural
sparkling growth by preventing dry brittle breaking
off. Send at once for an ample supply of this startling
new aid to your loveliness. $3.00 cash or M.O. with
order. $3.25 C.O.D. If not satisfied after two weeks,
send back unused portion for refund.

GRO LASH STUDIOS
P.O.Box 1691, Dept. B6, Las Vegas, Nevada
(We pay all taxes <fe postage)

DRAWforMONEY!

Be An Artist!

Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $65, $80 and More a Week

Here’s Your Chance to Meet
the screen’s most exciting, glamorous newcomer

CORINNE CALVET!!!
in July issue of

It’8 pleasant and interesting to study
Art the W.S.A. wav. COMMERCIAL
ART. DESIGNING, CARTOONING all
in ONE complete home study course.
No previous Art experience necessary
—hundreds have profited by our prac¬
tical methods since 1914. TWO ART
OUTFITS furnished. Write for full in¬
formation and FREE ILLUSTRATED
BOOK, “Art for Pleasure and Profit.”
Low
tuition—easy
terms.
Approved
under “G.l.” RiM.

FREE BOOK qives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.
Studio 336R, 1115 15th St.. N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
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THEY TALK ABOUT YOU?
Do you feel that
are laughing at your
or nose? You can
this by sending for
well known book

they
ears
stop
this

“Before & After"
that has helped thousands
of people like you for
the past twenty years. It
tells about the newest
method of Plastic Sur¬
gery; how quickly and without discomfort badly
shaped noses, protruding ears, thick lips, wrinkles and
signs of age can be cor¬
rected. Also cleft palate,
hare-lip, over and un¬
der developed breasts,
etc. Fully explained by an
experienced and famous
specialist.
Richly illus¬
trated, 125 pages, 30c
coin or stamps. Man or
woman, boy or girl —

Write today to:

GLENNVILLE

PUBLISHERS

60 E. 42nd St., Dept. BT, New York 17, N. Y.

DO YOU HAVE

ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
or lyric idea for a song—SOMETHING DIFFER¬
ENT. An Outstanding Hollywood Composer will
write the melody on a percentage basis for
the best poems accepted.
FREE EXAMINATION
Completed Songs also accepted
R. POLLACK & ASSOCIATES
P.O.

Box

1070-P.

Hollywood 28. Calif.
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"Since 1888'

Quick relief with Dent’s. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent's Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent's Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE
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BRIDAL PAIR

KARAT

i KOTd

This matched bridal pair is ex¬
quisitely lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover’s De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover’9 design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS also set in 14 Karat
Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover's
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
either ring (or both for $17.95> plus tax and few cents postage. Write

UNITED PRODUCTS CO., 7941 S. HALSTED, DEPT. A-1219. CHICAGO 20. ILL.
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BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
r

This sensational BUST Lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int
Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10-day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
rnai ahsurb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use I

TEST !0 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolins Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D
ostage. Test 10 days and see for yourself' Full directions
f not satisfied return for money hack PT.AT\ WRAPPER

f

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-H
1226

W.

ANGUSTA

CHICAGO

22,
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STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
By Velma Scott

With a solid, meatcleaver beat, the
Pied Pipers wax their first disc for Vic¬
tor. Better of the two sides is You Broke
Your Promise, a snappy novelty number,
paced perfectly for their close harmony
and infectious styling. Good for dancing.
But the reverse, Tennessee Saturday
Night, doesn’t range with their best. It
drags a bit and even the hillbilly flavor
doesn’t make the ditty sparkle.
We thought the guy was infallible, but
Ray McKinley’s latest waxing proves us
wrong. After so many hits, he’s entitled
to a “just-misser” which is what The
Missouri Walking Preacher is. It’s a nov¬
elty in a sober mood and even the revival
chanting by some of the boys doesn’t
make it distinctive.
Similau is better, but not up to McKin¬
ley’s best. Still, the drums and a tropical
beat make it good for dancing and exotic
for listening. It’s on Victor.
Already on the Hit Parade and cer¬
tainly the cleverest waxing of a very
clever ditty is Freddy Martin’s The Hum¬
phrey Bogart Rhumba on Victor.
It’s
typical Martin style with a run-through
of the name of practically every star in
Hollywood. It may not make too much
sense, but you’ll go away with a mind full
of names and the tune is completely
hummable.
The Rhumba gets an outstanding
backing by So Tired, another one that’ll
please you. The accent’s on strings and
Merv Griffin does the vocal up expertly.
Both are fine Martin.
You may not always have been a dev¬
otee of the guitar-organ-accordion meth¬
od of putting a tune across, but the
Three Suns have chosen two tunes that
should win them a lot of new fans. The

first, and best, side is Cruising Down the
River, a smoothly rhythmical ditty you
all know. It gets a lively vocal and a
rousing going-over by the three boys.
Allah’s Holiday on the reverse is more
typical Three Suns’ musical fare. But
try the first side for nice dansapation and
a tuneful ditty. Victor waxed them.
Kitty Kallen’s the plaintive-voiced
songstress who sent Harry James fans
some time ago. Now on her own, she’s
more appealing than ever. Her affected
phrasing and delivery are impeccable on
Kiss Me Sweet, a clever, almost-suggestive tune with an Olde Englishe air.
For I Don’t See Me In Your Eyes Any¬
more, Kitty goes lush in a contrasting
soft, dreamy ballad. Both Kitty and the
tunes will go far after such an impressive
send-off. She’s on Mercury.
Vic Damone carves a bang-up job on
one of the best new romantic tunes,
Conune Ci, Comme Ca. It’s note-perfect
for his husky vocal. The melody’s par¬
ticularly outstanding but Vic’s interpre¬
tation and easy rhythm treatment make
it fine dance too. The Little Old Church
Near Leicester Square is a too-sweet
tune, almost a waste of Vic’s superior
talent. Mercury again.
My Dream Is Yours is keeping the Hit
Parade crowded with top times and
Someone Like You is bound to stay
around for a long time—especially with
arrangements like Tommy Dorsey’s new
one to its credit. The flip is Where Is
the One? with Stuart Foster and a vocal
assist by the Clark Sisters. It’s not nearly
so good as the first, a little too plaintive
after the bounce of the reverse. On Vic¬
tor.
The

End

MOVIELAND DISCOVERS A STAR
(Continued from page 191

Finally, very informally in her living
room, she let them read. She did this with
Keefe, helping him to relax.
Suddenly as he read, he was not Keefe
Brasselle, the boy I knew so well, but
someone else ... a kid who had to grow
up in the split second he realized the girl
he loved was going to have a child by
another man. After the reading, he sat
down, shaking.
“I was lousy, lousy, lousy!” he said.
“Please let me try again!”
Ida gave him a long, level look. “Okay,”
she said, “we’ll do it again.”
It wasn’t a perfect reading, but there
was something there. There was a hint of
Montgomery Clift, of Henry Fonda, but
mostly it was Keefe Brasselle in his
interpretation of the role. Now, Ida, too,
was getting a little excited. She had
auditioned over a hundred boys for this
role.
“Take the script home, Keefe,” she
said. “Come back tomorrow and read for
me again.”
Keefe took the script home. As he
walked into his little thirty-five-dollara-month apartment, he didn’t see the
furniture, nor even little Mickie playing
on the floor. His eyes sought Normie’s.
Normie does not speak in superlatives.
She’s self-contained, quiet. She has
strength. Keefe looked at her and found
what he wanted: belief. He studied half
the night.
The next day he went back to Ida Lupino’s house. This time the reading was

right. This time he was Drew Baxter.
This time, God willing, would be his
Big Break. Ida looked at her handsome
husband, Collier Young. Collier is a pro¬
ducer, a man of integrity and intelli¬
gence. Their glances locked, said word¬
lessly, “This boy is the one.”
Once he was home, he started phoning
his friends. He called the people who had
encouraged him for so many years. “I
want to thank you,” he said. He called
attorney Oscar Cummins, who had tried
so often to get Keefe a break. “Oscar,” he
said, “I could never have come through
this afternoon if it hadn’t been for you.”
He phoned Joan Leslie, who had be¬
friended him when he was at Eagle-Lion.
“Your belief in me for so many years . . .
well, I just want you to know that it
helped this afternoon.”
He wrote MOVIELAND’s editor, Bea¬
trice Lubitz Cole. “Dear Mrs. Cole,” the
letter went, “I almost dislike writing to
thank you and Movieland for what
you’ve both done for me because I don’t
want to go overboard and sound in¬
sincere. . . .
“My wife, Normie, and ‘Mickie’ and I
are as happy now as we can ever hope
to be. Thank you again for all you’ve
done for me. I won’t let you down.”
He phoned me, “Alyce,” he said, “if I
make a million dollars, will you marry
me?”
“Sorry, Junior,” I said, laughter and
tears clouding my voice. “You were bom
ten years too late!”
The End
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RECOMMENDED

CHAMPION (United Artists)
There have been dozens of fight pic¬
tures made in the past several years but
this one is the best of them all.
First of all, it’s a brilliant character
study of a prize-fighter who rises from
poverty to world champion: a winner of
awards, a million-dollar gateman, whose
soul degenerates with each successful
fight. It is a faithful adaptation of the
late Ring Lardner’s story of the same
name and the script is gripping.
Secondly, you’ve never seen such act¬
ing as Kirk Douglas brings to the title
role. All of the fight sequences—and
they are merely sensational!—were done
by Kirk without benefit of a double.
Marilyn Maxwell plays the designing
blonde who gives herself only to the
winner—a canny piece of acting.
Arthur Kennedy gives a haunting per¬
formance as Kirk’s lame brother. In fact
all the parts are played to perfection.
I won’t synopsize the picture. I’ll sum
it up by saying “Champion” is a triumph
for all concerned, and that after this
picture, Kirk will be number one actor.

Crawford falls in love with newcomer David
Brian—so will the ladies in the audience.
TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL
GAME (M-G-M)
♦ ♦ ♦
The highest praise I can give this pic¬
ture is say that it’s better than “Anchors
Aweigh” and if you remember that one,
you’ll know how good this one is.
Frank Sinatra was never more charm¬
ing, more casual, more lovable in his
life. Gene Kelly not only sings, acts, but
dances with the ease of water flowing
arid Jules Munshin gives both Frankie
and Gene a run for their money.
The feminine honors are shared by
Esther Williams, who owns the baseball
team on which the boys play summers,
and Betty Garrett who certainly knows
what to do with a song!
The plot is simple, but sure-fire. Esther
is the new owner of the baseball team
and conflict arises between her and the
lady-killer Gene—but fast!
But what does the plot matter when
the boys play ball, sing, dance and do
a marvelous song called “O’Brien to
Ryan to Goldberg.”
It’s all very lavish and full of laughs
and the Technicolor is beautiful.

Easy as A B-C

« AT YOUR OWN RISK

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850.000 students
are hand LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book and Print
and
Picture
Sample.
Mention
your
favorite instrument.
U. S. School of
FREE

Music, 1586 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. f5i st Anniversary)

BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music.
1586 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument)

SONGWRITERS

Marilyn

Maxwell—is

almost

out-matched.

FLAMINGO ROAD
(Warner Brothers).♦ ♦ ♦
Joan Crawford has done it again! Given
a good plot, she can turn in a perform¬
ance that is truly magnificent.
Joan plays a carnival girl. She attracts
Zachary Scott, a politically ambitious so¬
cialite under the domination of political
boss, Sydney Greenstreet.
Zach falls in love with Joan, but under
Greenstreet’s machinations, marries a girl
in his own set.
In order to get Joan out of town,
Greenstreet frames her and she is sent
to prison. Afterwards no one will give
her a job except declassee Lute-Mae
(Gladys George) who runs a roadhouse.
Here Joan meets Dan Raynolds, played
beautifully by David Brian, head of the
state political machine, who has been
opposing Greenstreet for head place.
It’s quite a plot but Joan makes it
realistic, absorbing and exciting. And
since she insisted on newcomer Brian
as her leading man, she gets double
credit.

We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. "Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording' Studio, Dept. B-27, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal.

"I Want You"
Work for "Uncle Sam"
Start as high as $3,351 a year
MEN—WOMEN. Prepare NOW at
home for Examinations. Veterans get
special preference. Write immedi¬
ately for 40-page Civil Service book,
with list of positions and full par¬
ticulars telling how to qualify.

FRANKLIN

INSTITUTE

(Not Government Controlled)

Dept. P106, Rochester 4. N. Y.

GREAT NEW FEATURES
Month and Year Dated On ALL Prints
MAMMOTH
per
JUMBO PRINTS
roll 09
REPRINTS 4c EACH
12-16 EXPOSURE ROLLS, JUMBO, 60c
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DEVELOPED
SAVE
MONEY
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REPRINTS 3c EACH

NEW FASTER SERVICE
PHOTOLAB. Dept. H-106, P.O. Box 5523, Chicago. III.

Lovely Cluster Ring GIVEN AWAY”
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate. Fully Guaranteed.
A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN lor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25£ a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve —Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28, W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND

Erase telltale age lines,
wrinkles and crows-feet
this easy, sure scientific way

Kathryn Murray Home Facial treat¬
ments stren gthen facial muscles through
simple facial exercises, produce amaz¬
ing results. Have helped 40,000 women
look years younger.

Send today for
free booklet

Free Booklet
Tells How

No obligation. No salesman will call. Act
now. Give your face a new and younger look.

Kelly’s a star player but Esther Williams
lets him know who’s captain of the team. I

—
206 S.

'KatAryK TKuvuiy,

—

Michigan Ave., Suite 615, Chicago 4.
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THE REVIEWER’S BOX continued

A HEW FACE

LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING
(Warners)
.♦♦♦

a new future

June Haver does an excellent job of
creating the character of Marilyn Miller
—for June Haver! She’s lovely, young,
talented and appealing and the true story
of Marilyn Miller (the musical comedy
darling of the 20’s) is so mutilated as to
bear little resemblance to the truth so
you can’t blame her for remaining June.
There’s Ray Bolger who is probably the
greatest living dancer of them all. His
legs might be made of rubber so effort¬
lessly and rhythmically do they perform
and he’s certainly an asset to the picture.
Because for all its lush Technicolor,
musical score and nostalgia, this is a
back-stage musical and no more.

mW^ow Plastic Surgery easily takes
B*Byears off the prematurely aged
face, quickly reshapes an ugly
nose and corrects other facial blemishes
is told and illustrated with 88 beforeand-after pictures in fascinating book,
YOUR NEW FACE IS YOUR
FORTUNE, written by famous
Plastic Surgeon. Yours, post-^J^^
paid in plain wrapper — only
FRANKLIN HOUSE Books
1102 Fux Bldg., Philo., Pa., Dept. 2-K

SONGWRITERS

Gordon MacRae does a nice job as
June’s husband and only real love and he
spanks her very convincingly and charm¬
ingly in a wholly incredible domestic
scene.
Oh, well, let’s forget the story and the
background and agree that June Haver
and Ray Bolger are wonderful.

Three greats in a back-stage musical: Ray
Bolger, June Haver and a wonderful score.

SELL YOUR SONGS!
Unusual composing-arranging offer. FREE
details. Write: Pleis and Guptill, Dept. B,
345 Hudson St., New York 14, N. Y.

MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO
COLLEGE (20th)

And Big Money in Spare Time, Too
We want yon to wear this fine made-to-measure suit!
Make ityonrs by sending: a few orders, and earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Your suit will help yoa
pet more orders with ncore3 of rich, quality fabrics. 1
lored-to-measure to newest styles. Also Ladies’ TailoL _ _
Salts—complete line. Write today forFTtEESAMPLES. No
experience, no money needed. For ouick action tell os*
about yourself.
J. C. FIELD & SON* Inc.

Harrison and Throop Sts., 0ept,Tl6l l .Chicago7, IB.

LIKE to DRAW?
spa
paring for profitable art career.
A complete home study course
I
with money back agreement.
JY
For details and talent test give
f
Vj I
age and occupation.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF COMMERCIAL ART
DIVISION

H,

BOX 8066

•

DALLAS S, TEXAS

EYE GLASSES BY MAIL
INCLUDED: Eye Glass Case,
Wiper, Eye Glass Cleaner with
each order!

A Frosh cap doesn’t hide Mr. Belvedere,
author, from news-hungry Shirley Temple.

♦♦

That bland genius, Lynn Belvedere who
was so enjoyable in “Sitting Pretty,” has
now enrolled as a Freshman in college.
At once he is thrown into campus life—
and with a vengeance. He is forced to
wear the Frosh cap, to raise a beard, and
also he is pursued by eager young jour¬
nalism student, Shirley Temple. Mr. B.
refuses to grant an interview, but Shir¬
ley, her eye on her career, tails him and
does an unauthorized story on him. This
is the main stem of the plot. But you
never know if this is Mr. B.’s picture or
the turbulent love story of Shirley and
Tom Drake.
Clifton Webb is marvelously funny as
Lynn Belvedere and the scenes he domi¬
nates are all full of fun and laughter.
But inevitably when a sequel follows a
picture as successful and charming as
“Sitting Pretty,” which introduced Mr.
Belvedere, comparisons follow.
I am
sorry to report Mr. B. is just as charm¬
ingly prissy and accomplished as before,
but the story isn’t up to its predecessor.

30-DAY TRIAL OFFER. NEWEST STYLES.
POSITIVE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
Write today for FREE Catalog. Low Prices,

Scientific Sight Test Chart 1

Lenses Replaced — 48-Hr. Service.
LEE EYE GLASSES CO., Dept. T-3
4148 Easton • St. Loula 13. Mo.
Broken

“Facts About EPILEPSY”
This most interesting and helpful Booklet will
be mailed to anyone while the supply lasts.
We will send a free copy to anyone who
writes for It

LAKEWOOD NEUROPHEN CO.,

Address Dept. M-5, Station A, Cleveland 2, Ohio

OR

YOU! NEW LOVELY
KEY-TO-MY-HEART PIN
I4K

Gold Plated
Beautifully

ENGRAVED FREE

Special—only

50c
with this ad

IVI

Sorry No C.O.D.’s
WITH YOUR NAME AND HIS ON HEARTS PIN and
name, year or date on Lock Pin. You’ll be amazed
thousands of others when you receive your pin.

any
like

TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
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ADVENTURE IN BALTIMORE
(RKO) .♦♦♦
Lump all the glowing adjectives to¬
gether and you’ve got “Adventure in Bal¬
timore.” Shirley Temple finally has a role
worth her talents and John Agar proves
he has good possibilities for natural, sin¬
cere acting.
The story is laid in 1905 and Shirley
is the Rebel daughter of a tolerant and
sympathetic minister, Robert Young. He
is at his best in this made-to-order role.
A firm believer in women’s rights, she
wants to be an artist and paint (sh . . .)
the human figure! For these heresies,
she’s expelled from school.
Back home, Tom Wade (John Agar)
bawls her out. Shirley is hurt—but un¬
daunted. In order to earn $50 she owes
Tom, she persuades him to pose for a
picture called “The Spirit of Labor.” She
doesn’t let him see the portrait. It wins
the prize but it also embroils Shirley,
Tom and her family in a wild storm of
gossip, for Shirley has painted a nearly
nude figure and used Tom’s head.
You’ll like the nostalgic charm of this
picture, Dore Schary’s last at RKO.

Shirley strikes out for women’s rights,
but Agar figures he has some rights too.

THE SET-UP

(RKO)

NOW! ANYONE CAN HAVE
PLENTYoff HOT WATER QUICK

44

Summer or Winter-Day or Night
New Pocket-size Portable Electric
Water Heater. Regular Price $2.95

Fight fans will be in their glory with
this picture. Many may feel that “The
Set-up” is an even stronger film than
“Champion” (also reviewed in this issue).
But Robert Ryan’s the down-and-out
fighter in this one.

SPECIAL OFFER PI QQ
NOW . . . ONLY «D 1.90
Merely place a BOIL-QWIK Portable
Electric Water Heater in a receptacle
containing water. Plug in the nearest
socket . . . Eureka! In a few minutes
Hot Water. Thousands use for bath,
washing clothes and dishes, shaving,
cleaning cream separators, pails, etc. No fires to build, hot
water to carry or running to basement to light fires. Read

Just when Ryan’s about given up hope
of fighting again, he’s offered one last
bout and snaps it up. What he doesn’t
know is that his manager has made a deal
for Ryan to throw the match. When he
gets wind of this, not the gangsters leer¬
ing from the ringside, nor his manager’s
promises of money—or a beating—can
make Ryan give up until he’s won fair
and square.
Audrey Totter’s role is slight, but defi¬
nitely top-drawer. The scenes in the
ring are spectacular and probably the
rawest ever seen. The photography can’t
go by without mention for it’s respon¬
sible for much of the good of the picture.
Close-ups are so powerful the audience
easily becomes part of the ringside audi¬
ence.

and follow directions before using. The regular price of BOIL-QWIK
is $2.95; but if you’ll tell friends about it, to advertise BOIL-QWIK,
we will let you have one for only $1.98 plus tax. SEND NO MONEY !
Just your name and address. We’ll mail heater at once together with
FREE information telling how you can get a Second heater WITHOUT
ONE CENT COST. On arrival pay postman $1.98 plus Federal Tax,
C. O. D. postal charges. Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 10
days for full refund of purchase price. This special price offer is sub¬
ject to withdrawal without notice so write today. SEND NO MONEY I

BOIL-QWIK. 333 N. Michigan, Dept. F-34. Chicago 1, III.
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Totter comforts husband Ryan after he
loses his toughest fight—outside the ring.

★
★

Submit one or more of your best poems
for free examination. Any subject. Send
poem for details and information.

Phonograph Records Made

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
735 Beacon Bldg. Boston 8, Mass.

j

MEN! MALE SEX

BRIDE OF VENGEANCE
(Paramount)
.4

HORMONE! NEED POWER?
4

This picture borrows its characters
from Italian history with Paulette God¬
dard as Lucretia Borgia, John Lund as
Duke of Ferrara and Macdonald Carey
as Cesar Borgia. The authors took a few
liberties with historical sequence.
The
elaborate
Italian
Renaissance
period provides a lush background and
gorgeous costumes for the handsome cast.

John Lund isn’t aware of a wicked plot
when he woos his bride, Paulette Goddard.

The story?
Cesar Borgia, ruler of
Rome, aspires to become master of the
known world. To do this, he must force
an alliance with the Duke of Ferrara
whose city lies in the way of conquest.
Borgia’s sister, Lucretia, enters the in¬
trigue by marrying the Duke and helping
her brother with his plotting. However,
once she discovers that her brother’s
plans are evil—and that she has fallen in
love with the handsome Duke—the lovely
lady makes a bit of history herself by
throwing a monkey wrench into her
brother’s plans.
This isn’t the greatest movie ever made,
but it’s pleasant entertainment.

Free Literature! Discover Male Sex’ Hor¬
mones thrilling possible benefits. Just send
your name and address today. Sent in plain
wrapper, women—Female Products Also Sold!

SCOTT MEDICAL SUPPLY CO.,
5500 S. Kimbark Ave.

Dept. l-H
Chicago 37, III.

Your Name Here

NAME RING
Thrilling New Fad!
Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful modernistic
design, chromium finish ring! Stays
^
clear and sharp for years. Withstands washing,
rubbing, wear. A thrilling keepsake—a map-nihcentgiftl Order now. Print name to be inscribed,
Mail order with strip
OCflU
1 ! of paper for the ring
size. Pay postman only $1.00 plus few cents
postage and tax. MONEY BACK if not delighted.

cmn un
Nu untirvt
mull 1

ORDER NOWI

STEWART CO., Dept. R-358.616 Walnut SL, Cincinnati 2. Ohio

MAKE MONEY
A to Pay Food Bills!
EXTRA CASH in Spare Time
-YOUR OWN DRESSES TOO!

THE BARKLEYS OF BROADWAY
(M-G-M) .4

Extra money to help pay high living
costs! Earn np to $22.00 in a week in
just spare time —and extra bonus
dresses—showing friends, neighbors
magnificent presentation latest style
Harford Frocks, and taking orders. It’s
easy I We send you FREE big, beautiful
complete Style Line, with actual sample
fabrics, and easy money-making plans. No
experience—no money needed. Write nowl

4

Fred Astaire of the dancing feet is back
and Ginger Rogers, his greatest dancing
partner, is with him, and that’r, good
news.
Fred is completely unchanged (Is that
possible?) —in
fact
he’s
a
greater,
smoother, and more convincing actor.
Ginger is a better actress and even if she
hasn’t the exquisite freshness of yester¬
year, she still dances like an angel. She
and Fred sing two numbers together (in
one they are aided and abetted by Oscar
Levant).
The story, alas, is the weakest part of
“The Barkleys” and is rather monoto¬
nously concerned with the squabbles of
Fred and Ginger who play Mr. and Mrs.
Barkley.
There just isn’t much suspense or even
vitality in the stormy marriage of the
Barkleys and the picture limps a little
story-wise, but the dancing is superb,
Ginger’s clothes are breathtaking and
Fred does a dance called “Shoes with
Wings On” that is a masterpiece.
All in all, you’ll like this one, for
Rogers and Astaire are still magic.

HARFORD FROCKS
Dept. 0-8004

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

bring amazing relief from the symptoms
of bronchial asthma. Try it today—
powder, cigarette or pipe mixture.
DR. R. SCHIFFMANN’S

ASTHMAD0R
The sure-fire team of Rogers and Astaire
is teamed again in “Barkleys of Broadway.”

“LONGER

HAIR?

MAKE THIS EASY

7-DAY TEST!
Jnst try thig SYSTEM on yonr hair 7 dayg
and see if you are really enjoying the pleas¬
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can bo very
often capture Love and Romance for yon.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Jast try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let yonr
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms □ Pomade □ Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAYI
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It fa fully guar*
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!

JUELC0..4727N.Damen,Dept. T-601, Chicago25,III.

NOSES

R

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY
542

5th Ave..

ADV

T

Suite 63.

2-1596

GENUINE

ZIRCON

SOLITAIRE
— Approxi¬
mate 1 Ct. Gem set in 10 Kt. Solid
Gold. «Q QC including Fed. Tax.
Only^U.UU The" Park Avenue”
will thrill you. You must see to believe
... Money back guarantee. SEND NO
MONEY, just name,
^
address & ring size. I
Pay postman on de- I
livery plus a small I
C. O. D. fee. Write I

Ca&xloa

FREE!

Orlando Creations, Inc., Dept.

08

112 ProspectAv.,Cleveland 15,0.

PREPARE FOR DANGER!

WOMEN —Learn how to repulse and overpower thugs.

attackers and fiendish degenerates. Why be
helpless when the strongest man can be at your mercy?
Here are simple, practical, easily-mastered, lightningquick methods to enable YOU to protect yourself and loved
ones. Send for "SELF DEFENSE FOR WOMEN," by
Harriet Kent, containing full instructions for numerous
defenses in any situation or position. Every woman should
have a copy. Only $1.00 postpaid.

SAVANT COMPANY
Dept. E-6, Box 666

Los Angeles 25, Calif.

Save on CIGiEVRETTES
Chesterfield, Lucky Strike, Old
Gold, Camel, Philip Morris,
|
10 packs
Tareyton, Raleigh, Kools, etc.
All postage and insurance
PAID to any point in the U. S. on 5 cartons or more.
Send remittance with order. Write for complete list.

158 *'afton 01

JOE SMITH SALES COMPANY
P.O.Box 1066

Department hwg-6

The amazing demand tor phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your Immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated "Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. Phonorecords now outselling sheet music 5 to 1.
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

ft£W BUST CRBM6

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
self 10 days on this special intro¬
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO
MONEY
nw mvnci
M

TEST 10 0AYS

AT our risk
Jar Francis James Bust
tax and C.O.D. postage.
with package. Test 10
not satisfied return and

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 1-H
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803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

IMPACT (U-I).4 4

Margaret O’Brien stars in this picture
and, happily, the story is pleasant enough
for the young star to turn in a perform¬
ance unhampered by a too-comy plot.
Orphaned Maggie goes to live with
her uncle, Herbert Marshall, in England.
He isn’t too enchanted by the prospect,
but his little son, Dean Stockwell, makes
friends with his cousin and the two of
them discover the secret garden of the
estate.
Grief over the death of his wife caused
Marshall to wall up the pretty garden on
his English estate. Grief, also, is slowly
unsettling his mind, for he’s living in
the past. His mental state has affected the
health of his little son, Dean, and the boy
has become a semi-invalid.
Margaret discovers the secret garden,
and with the help of Dean and Brian
Roper, brings it back to its original
splendor.
(You get the full effect of
their work when the garden is shown in
beautiful Technicolor.) The work of the
children and the beauty of the garden
bring Marshall back to reality.
You see, the plot isn’t spectacular—but
we guarantee you’ll enjoy every minute
of this story.

The idea of this movie is quite in¬
teresting.
Devoted husband Brian Donlevy is un¬
aware that his wife, Helen Walker, is
plotting his death. Helping Helen is her
lover, playboy Tony Barrett. After slug¬
ging Brian, Tony tosses him over an
embankment, leaves him to his death—
so Tony thinks, as he drives off to a
fiery death in a crash with a gasoline
truck.
Brian, however, has only been stunned
and seeks refuge in a small town. Here
he meets gasoline station owner Ella
Raines and goes to work for her.
Homicide Lieutenant Charles Coburn
notifies Helen that her husband has been
killed. She pretends great grief but the
detective’s suspicions have been aroused
—and Helen eventually is accused of
murdering husband Brian.
Meanwhile, Brian is enjoying revenge
of a sort. He’s been following the news¬
paper publicity of his “death” and his
wife’s murder charge. When Ella Raines
and her mother, Mae Marsh, discover his
real identity, they convince him that he
should rescue his wife from the predica¬
ment she’s in. When he does, Helen twists
his story so that he is accused of the
murder of the dead man. It’s Ella’s
smart figuring that finally clears the case
against Brian—and leads him directly to
her arms.

ARCTIC MANHUNT (U-I).44
After serving 7 years in prison for rob¬
bery, Mikel Conrad goes off to Alaska to
meet his partner in crime so they can
share the $250,000 loot. Following a hot
breath behind are insurance investigators
determined to collect the money and the
criminals.
Mikel arrives at the Eskimo village,
finds his friend has died and decides to
use the village for a hideout. While liv¬
ing with the Eskimos he falls for Eskimo
cutie Carol Thurston. In time he wants
to reform but the sudden appearance of
the insurance investigators forces him to
give up his good impulse. Carol won’t
flee with him, so he goes off through
the rough terrain without her.
He outdistances his followers only to
discover that he won’t have to flee the
law much longer—the ice on which he
stands has broken away from the shore
and he’s drifting slowly out to sea with¬
out any means of being rescued. It seems
that crime doesn’t pay in Alaska, either.
The locale gives this picture a different
touch from the usual manhunt melo¬
dramas. You’ll find the whole thing sus¬
penseful and interesting.

Joplin, Mo.

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION

Write today. When your 30-Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper. Full directions
days, then judge for yourself
If
money will be refunded.

SECRET GARDEN (M-G-M).4 6

Chicago 22. III.

MANHANDLED (U-I).4 4
Stolen jewels lead to murder in this
latest Universal - International thriller,
and we guarantee you won’t know right
up to the very last minute just who did
the dirty deed!
Dan Duryea upholds his record as the
screen’s meanest meanie when he tries
to place suspicion on that pretty girl,
Dorothy Lamour. (Only a real-lowdown
character would do a thing like that!)
It takes the keen mind of insurance
investigator Sterling Hayden and the able
assistance of the Homicide Squad to
track down the murderer.
There’s lots of action in this picture
and enough suspense to keep you gasp¬
ing throughout the entire 90 minutes
running time. There’s a bit of romance,
too—enough to soothe your ruffled nerves,
provided
by
Dorothy
and
Sterling
Hayden.
Mystery fans will get a kick out of
this picture, for it provides all the nec¬
essary ingredients for a good who-dunit. The whole family can just sit back
and relax as they watch this mystery
story unfold.

TOO LATE FOR TEARS (U.A.).4
This is about the dreariest movie plot
yet! One of these days Lizabeth Scott’s
going to rebel—but until that happens
you might as well reconcile yourself to
seeing her in these morbid, tragic
pictures.
Miss Scott is a most unlikeable crea¬
ture in this epic. First she drives hus¬
band No. 1 to suicide. Then when she
and husband No. 2 discover some “hot”
money in their car, she has no com¬
punction about taking him for a ride in
a speed boat, shooting him, then dump¬
ing the body in the lake. (Being a woman
of forethought, she even brought weights
along!) Joining her in this little venture
is Dan Duryea who’s interested in the
money. Our selfish heroine isn’t eager
to share her wealth and manages to do
in poor Dan in good time.
She meets her fate after the brother
of her first husband follows her to Mex¬
ico and confronts her with evidence of
her deeds. The whole story is complete¬
ly impossible (we hope!) and while there
are some exciting sequences, nonetheless
the theme isn’t exactly the kind to guar¬
antee an evening of relaxation at the
movies.

That Amazing Ava Gardner

lives in a pink house!

You can see it in July

MO VIELAND
on all newsstands June 10th

HOSPITALIZATION
SECURITY
Hospital
Residence
Surgeon
Laboratory
X-Ray
Operating
Room
Anesthesia
Ambulance

Leo’s A Lion
I have just seen “Snake Pit” twice and
though Olivia de Havilland was swell in
it, Leo Genn was the knockout.
He is so handsome and mature, he just
makes my heart skip a beat—and he’s a
fine actor to top it all off.
Where did this good-looking man come
from and why haven’t we seen more of
him? Let’s don’t let such a wonderful
man get away—he just sends me.
Sara F. Myers
Greenshaw, North Carolina
On With The Old
One of our local theaters recently ran
two of Will Rogers’ pictures, “David
Harum” and “Steamboat Round the
Bend.” I had seen these pictures years
ago, but enjoyed them even more this
time. There are many old pictures that
could enjoy their popularity a second—
even a third time.
Will Rogers and Grace Moore were
two American artists who won the hearts
of almost the entire world. He, a great
humorist, she a prima donna. Both cin¬
ema stars, both ambassadors of good will.
Coincidentally, both lost their lives in
tragic plane crashes. Her picture, “One
Night of Love,” was acclaimed by many
nations, and millions would be happy to
see it again as they’d love seeing Will
Rogers’ pictures again. Not replicas, but
the original pictures that endeared these
great people to the whole world.
Joe V. Burton
San Francisco, California
This Is No Laughing Matter
What do John Payne and Gloria De
Haven want us to do, praise them for
their constant separations and recon¬
ciliations?
Why don’t they make up
their minds and stop giving the impres¬
sion that marriage and divorce are things
to play around with? We thought Gloria
and John were tops until this thing
started—and by now, we’re not so sure.
Come on and show us more maturity in
the way you handle your lives.
Beverly Seelie
Portland, Oregon
The Real vs. the Reel
Please let me express my thanks for
your charming story about Lizabeth
Scott and her sister in the April issue
of Movieland. It was highly enjoyable
to find Miss Scott—a great favorite with
me—just as I believed her to be, natural,
sincere, and warmly human. Many fans
mistake the celluloid version of their
stars—with their glamor and sometimes
unsympathetic qualities—for the real
person. Believe it or not, I’ve had many
arguments on this score.
Nice girl, that Scotty!
Lillian S. Rottman
Brooklyn, New York

Congratulations to Movieland!
You
have done something that no other mag¬
azine has been able to do. You have
captured the real, honest-to-goodness
Elizabeth Scott.
The picture story on
her (April) was one of the nicest things
I’ve ever seen. Lizabeth Scott is young,
fresh-looking and full of fun and pep,
not sultry and always smoking a “weed.”
Larry Hampe
Pomona, California

Oxy.,Trans.
Accidental
Death

3<

A DAY
PLAN

For SICKNESS
or ACCIDENT

Also benefit for acciden¬
tal death. Plan permits
you to select your own
hospital anywhere in the
U.S. Available to indi¬
viduals up to 68 years
of age or family groups.
Pays regardless of other
policies carried. It costs
so little and does
so much. Write TO'
DAY!

NO PRELIMINARY MEDICAL EXAMINATION
INTERSTATE
DEPT. 9406,
Please send
Hospitalization

MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
DOVER, DELAWARE
me FREE full details concerning your
Policy.

Name.
Street.

Better Than An Oscar
I am a loyal fan of several great movie
artists, but the one I especially admire
is Miss Barbara Stanwyck. Miss Stan¬
wyck is superb in all her roles—and
more often than not, these roles aren’t
too good, but this great actress turns
them into big performances and success¬
ful films.
Miss Stanwyck deserves a lot of Oscars
but she really doesn’t need them because
she has better awards in the hearts of
her numerous and loyal admirers.
Luzia Maria F. M.
Lisbon, Portugal
No Fame Without Fans
When are some of the stars going to
wake up to the fact that their movie
public can make or break them?
Re¬
cently Ingrid Bergman made a statement
saying she would not send out any more
fan photos or give any more autographs.
Just where would Miss Bergman be if
it weren’t for her loyal fans? Personally,
I’m not going to see any more of Miss
Bergman and here’s hoping the rest of
the movie-goers do the same until she
comes off her high horse.
Robert Dorsey
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
A Chance Is All He Needs
I’m beginning to think Hollywood is
blind.
There, right under everyone’s
nose, is Mr. Richard Basehart, a fine
actor. For almost two years he’s been
inactive in the movies. Finally he got
a part in “He Walked By Night,” and
because of his great performance, it’s an
excellent film. Why has he been over¬
looked for so long? Another picture like
this one and the public will be wild for
him—so let’s get busy!
Sherry Ann Lavis
Flushing, New York

Movieland would like to know what
you like about the movies, who your

favorite stars are, who and what you
don’t like about Hollywood and why.

The most interesting letters will be
printed on this page each month.
Address all letters to The Editor,
Movieland, 535 5th Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.

City, State.

Do You Want to
Make Men OBEY YOU?
Do you want to make him
love you wildly, fiercely? Do
you want to make him say,
“Darling, I adore you. I wor¬
ship you. I’ll do ANYTHING
for YOU!” Do you want to
make him OBEY your every
command? Then use CHEZELLE (What a Perfume) to
help you CONTROL Men.
One woman told me that
CHEZ-ELLE is the STRONG¬
EST perfume she ever used.
Another woman told us that
she blesses the day she first
used CHEZ-ELLE, because
now
her
husband
comes
home at night to help her.
Just send me your name and address and I will rush
a Trial Bottle of CHEZ-ELLE (What a Perfume) to
you. When the postman delivers CHEZ-ELLE in a plain
package, deposit only $2 plus postage (3 for $5) with
him on this GUARANTEE. Use CHEZ-ELLE for 10
days. If you don’t agree that CHEZ-ELLE is the most
POWERFUL perfume you ever used, return It and I’ll
send your $2 right back. Write NOW to

TRU10VE, 58 Welker St., Dept, 146-FC, New York 13

...Train At Home For This
WELL PAID PROFESSION-

PRACTICAL NURSING
Help fill the urgent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 65, it’s easy to 1
train at hom° in your spare time to take your place in this respect¬
ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse's equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.

.
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Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.,
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk AB-43 Chicago 14, III.
DIoapa —iPDfi'IT
F & PTQ an/l
Qomnl. T
AccAn Pages.
Pqaad
Please
rush FREE FACTS
and Sample
Lesson
NAME___AgeFull Address-—Ad

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo
NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 6x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the en¬
largement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may keep the handsome frame os a
gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals
returned. Offer limited to U.S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.,Dept.M 142,Hollywood 38,Calif.

SAFELY!

55*-

WHETHER
OVERWEIGHT

10 Pounds or 100 Pounds
Good news for fat people! Now take off up to 7 pounds the
first week without danger to health! If you are a normally
healthy man or woman, the medically proven Protam Plan
will do wonders for your appearance, even if you have
been burdened with unwanted fat for
years! (Illness excepted.)

fOu Can LOSE
up to 16 Pounds
medical research
PROVES PROTAM PLAN
is TWICE AS EFFECTIVE
AS 1200-CALORIE DIET!
More than 100 overweight men
and women were scientifically
studied under average home con¬
ditions for many months by a
world-famous medical univer¬
sity, large New York hospital,
and a nationally known medical
consultant-Their research proved
Protam is SAFE. While follow-

8 oz. PROTAM package sufficient for up to 30
day supply.

Lose ugly fat now! See the difference in your appear¬
ance within a few days ..

at a cost less than you ever

thought possible! The Protam Plan is sensible and
sensibly priced! No sugar-coated pills ..

no drugs ...

AFTER

no massage... no expensive food menus. For just a few
dollars you may lose all your excess fat. And once down

Miss Pugsley, popular New York model, used Protam

to normal the Protam Plan helps you retain your new¬

Plan and lost 30 pounds in only 7 weeks without sacrific¬

found slenderness as long as you like for only a few

ing energy.

pennies a day!

ing the Protam Plan, weight loss
was indicated from the very first

PROTAM PLAN

Oxidizes Excess Fat
Up to 7 Pounds in One Week

week. Weekly examinations
showed no harmful effects while
reducing. Over a period of
weeks the weight loss under die
Protam Plan was double that
achieved by 1200-calorie diet m
the same period of time! Here s
how Protam works: it appeases
die appetite to eliminate the
hardship of reducing, and sup¬
plements the system with pro¬
teins and amino acids for long

The Protam Plan reacts quickly . . . drastically cuts down fat-producing calories . . uses up accumu¬
lated excess fat. Thousands of overweight people report sensational results . . . some losing 20 pounds
in 30 days. Many attain even greater success . . . others enthuse “How well they feel” while reducing.
To achieve same results just take Protam as directed. Follow the Protam Plan once or twice a day
according to how fast you wish to lose weight. The Protam Plan is based on a scientific, medicallyproven low-calorie protein regimen. Protam is an appetite-appeasing
FOOD, scientifically formulated, laboratory prepared, medically accepted.

SIND NO MONey

lasting energy
Associated Nutrition Products, Inc., Dept. 3106
150 Nassau Street, New York 7, N. Y.
ORDER TODAY ...

PROTAM
A SATISFACTORY PLAN—"Protam 1*^ a reducing
plan that ha* been satisfactory with me.”
Mrt. B. H.. Santo Roto. Calif.
USED V4 CAN AND FEELS BETTER—“I can’t
•end praise enough for how much belter I feel since
taking just
mi of Protam."
Mrt C R. Greenwich, Ohio
LOST 8 LBS.—“I have lo»t eight lb* in 2 week*,
am satisfied with result*.'*
Mrs. D. B., Canton, Ohio
MORE ENERGY—‘'Have lost at least 6 lbs. a week
My. I feel to much better and have more energy
and strength to do my work.”
Mrs. E. P.
LOST 17 LBS—“I lost 17 lb*, with the Protam
Plan using only one can.”
Mrt. B. C., Takoma Pk., D. C.
WONDERFUL—"Protam is the most wonderful food
1 have ever taken, it does just what it say* it will do.”
Mrs. M S„ New Rochelle, N. Y
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IS GOOD

risk NO MONEY, not even

FOR

YOU

postage. You must lose pounds
and inches within 10 doys or

because it contains all the essential
AMINO ACIDS, <a comparatively
new scientific nutritional discov.
ery), PROTEINS for Body Fuel,
added Pep and Energy, VITAMINS
and MINERALS. Protam is safe . . .
an amazing, nutritional REDUC¬
ING FOOD SUPPLEMENT for a
low calory regimen.

your money will be refunded

Send me in plain package the 8 oz. Protam Plan for a 10-DAY
FREE TRIAL. I will pay postman $2.50 plus postage. This
money will be refunded immediately, including postage, if I do
not safely REDUCE to my satisfaction within 10 days. 1 RISK
NOTHING.

immediately, including post¬
age. Your decision is final.
Just mail coupon today
NOW! On delivery simply pay
postman $2.50

(Print Plainly)

ADDRESS_

begin los¬

ing tot the first tow days.

CITY_-_ZONE_STATE _

Enjoy new energy. Hove con¬

(Sorry, no Canadian Orders)

fidence in your appearance.

WE PAY POSTAGE IF CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED

A HULMAN PUBLICATION
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ESTHER
Williams

SKIN-SAFE SOLITAIR! The on
tion-and-powder make-up w
evidence*—certified

by lea

specialists from coast to coa
DOES NOT CLOG PORES,

texture change or inflammati

follicle or other gland opening
liquid, powder, cream or cake

tion” make-up offers such pos
of safety for your skin.

Gown by Cell Chapman. Jewe

See the loveliest you that you’ve ever seen—the minute you use Solitair
cake make-up. Gives your skin a petal-smooth appearance—so flatteringly natural
that you look as if you’d been born with it! Solitair is entirely different—
a special feather-weight formula. Clings longer.

Outlasts powder. Hides little skin

faults—yet never feels mask-like, never looks "made-up.” Like finest face creams,
Solitair contains Lanolin to protect against dryness. Truly—you’ll be lovelier
with this make-up that millions prefer. No better quality. Only $1.00.

Cake Make-Up

Fashion-Point Lipstick
Seven new
fashion-right shades

Yes—the first and only lipstick with point
actually shaped to curve of your lips.
Applies color quicker, easier, more evenly.
New, exciting "Dreamy Pink” shade—
and six new reds. So creamy smooth—
contains Lanolin—stays on so long.
Exquisite case. SI.00

JUuo&vi

♦Slanting cap with red enameled circle identifies
the famous ’Fashion-Point and shows you exact
color of lipstick inside. U. S. Pat. No. 2162584.

Which should be your hairdo guide?
□

(

In dining cars, what’s a good plan?
□ Freeze strangers

Your own type

If you didn’t hear the name clearly —
□ Say so

□ Your favorite actress

□ Moke new friends

□ Let it pass

□

□ Bring a book

□ Repeat it anyway

What your crowd's wearing

When groping for a new hairdo, maybe
you’d follow the fad-mad crowd —or hitch
your noggin to your favorite star. Think
twice! According to a famous Paris stylist,
your hairdo should suit your own type. Your
kind of face . . . your kind of personality!
Different girls have different needs in sani¬
tary protection, too. That’s why Kotex offers
you 3 absorbencies to choose from. Which
one is practically tailor-made for you? Try
Regular, Junior, Super —and see!

Traveling alone? Train etiquette doesn’t say
nay to exchanging polite, impersonal small
talk. Don’t think you must clam up ... or
form a lifelong friendship. Use good judg¬
ment. If in doubt, read while waiting for
your meal. Helps ward off unwelcome chat¬
ter! On certain days, good judgment tells
you to keep on the cautious side with Kotex.
For Kotex gives you extra protection . . .
has an exclusive safety center that guards
you, at home and "abroad”!

See what happens when a friend mumbles
introductions? You didn’t get the name!
Well, say so, rather than ignore or garble it.
Even if his monicker’s Schnicklefritz, he’ll
expect you to remember —and pronounce
it right. (You’ll be glad you did, next time
you meet!) And to meet any situation with
assurance, "that” time of the month, choose
Kotex. Why? Because those special, flat
pressed ends don’t cause revealing outlines.
Let Kotex be your poise-preserver!

jm'
A belt made with
DUPONT NYLON ELASTIC
-won't twist-won't curl
— won't cut!

When you’re a house-guest, should you —
□ Follow your whims

CH Fit into the plans

To be a really welcome guest, consider your
.hostess instead of your whims. If a picnic’s
planned —go, and have fun. Even if you’d
rather dress up for dancing. And through¬
out your visit, keep clock-conscious, so you
won’t be late for meals or curfew. What-

□ Forget about clock-watching

ever the plans, you can be comfortable re¬
gardless of your calendar —by choosing the
new Kotex. It’s the napkin made to stay
soft while you wear it; gives you downy
softness that holds its shape. You’re always
so at ease with Kotex!
-ft

Alo/1? ivo/nen c/joose KOTEX

It’s sensational! This new, ny¬
lon elastic Kotex \Yonderform
Belt gives 118% stretch yet it’s strong, smooth-feeling,
light weight, quick drying.
Stays flat, dainty-looking, even
after many tubbings! And
you 11 find the new firm-grip
fastener easier, quicker to use!
f ou can bend freely, because
this Kotex Belt won’t bind.
For utmost comfort buy the
new, nylon elastic Kotex
Wonderform Belt.
2 TYPES:
Pin style
and with new
safety fastener

f/ias? a// offer sa/?i/ary r?a/?/c/r?s
3 ABSORBENCIES: REGULAR. JUN/OR. SURER
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Bob Pins
set the smartest
hair-do’s

STRICTLY FOR LAUGHS

6

REMEMBER WHEN? by Janet Graves.....v.

stronger grip —
won’t slip out

Short in front—short in back...like this new
"Directoire Style” that’s so flattering to
your face...that’s the way your hair goes this
season. And the smartest hair-do’s are
going up with De Long Bob Pins! Smoothly
rounded at the ends, De Long Bob Pins slide
in easily, stay in indefinitely. For easier
setting—for lovelier hair—reach for
De Long Bob Pins on the famous blue cards.

IT HAD TO BE YOU (Keenan Wynn) by Helen Hover Weller

18

THE AMAZING AVA GARDNER by Ted and Jane Morris.

26

SUNNY-SIDE-UP

28

SECOND HONEYMOON (Anne Baxter) by Avery Carroll.

30

LITTLE BOGEY (Stephen Bogart).

33

CONFESSIONS OF A COWBOY by Gene Autry.

35

BLUEPRINT FOR HAPPINESS (Esther Williams) by Jane Kesner.

38

THAT’S MY BOSS, BOB HOPE! by Jean Wagner.

42

BETTY HUTTON’S HOUSE—AND HOW IT GROWS by Marva Peterson.

44

GALLERY OF FAME.

50

THOSE NICE GENE KELLYS by Arno Johansen.

52

LOVE, LOVE, LOVE! by Crawford Dixon.

54

HE’S GOT EVERYTHING (Dan Dailey) by Fredda Dudley Balling.

56

I’M IN LOVE WITH A WONDERFUL GUY (John Derek) by Mrs. John Derek .

58

STARS’ SPROUTS .

62

AVA GARDNER’S PINK HOUSE

.

63

COOL CHARM (Laraine Day).

68

PUT ’EM UP (Bob Ryan and Audrey Totter).

70

HOLLYWOOD HOPEFUL, EVERETT FREED by Alyce Canfield.

76

PORTRAITS
AVA GARDNER AND GREGORY

BOB HOPE .

42

.

27

MONTGOMERY CLIFT .

50

HUMPHREY BOGART, LAUREN
BACALL .

32

JEANNE CRAIN .
DAN DAILEY .

51
56

GENE AUTRY

34

JOHN DEREK .

58

PECK

how to get this

"directoire style99
created by Robert King, famous
New York and Hollywood hair
stylist and make-up artist. Make 6
large pin curls for the bang.
Wave a ridge over each ear and
make two rows of curls from high
on both sides all the way around
back. Always turn curls toward
face. Brush out hair away pom
face and let Jail softly.

DEPARTMENTS
INSIDE HOLLYWOOD by Beatrice Lubitz Cole.

Lovely cover girl
Esther Williams will
be seen soon in gay
"Neptune's Daugh¬
ter," M-G-M.

8

DO YOU WRITE LIKE FRANK SINATRA? by Helen King.

16

CAN I HELP YOU?

20

by Joan Crawford....
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25

OPERATION STREAMLINE by Anne Ansley.

75

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING by Hy Graubart.
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86

SINCERELY YOURS.
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STARRING

ESTHER WILLIAMS
RED SKELTON

Songs! from sweet
and-hot songstress
Betty Garrett!

RMBOMOmiM

BET1T GARRETT
BEENfflMM
fflEUCUOAT
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

SONG HITS!

C0L0R

BY TECHNICOLOR

including:

Laughter! with the
carrot-topped King of
Comedy, Red Skelton!

"Baby, It's Cold Outside”
“My Heart Beats Faster”

Available on
M-G-M Records

Jr*

Directed by k

v/

"V

Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley
Additional Dialogue by Ray Singer and Dick Chevillat

Rhythm! by Xavier Cugat and
his exciting orchestra!

EDWARD BUZZELL
► ::W

Produced by
JACK CUMMINGS

rA Metro Goidwyn Mayer Picture

Romance! between beauteous Esther
and handsome Ricardo Montalban!

Spectacle! M-G-Mermaids in breath-taking water-revels!
All this—and Keenan Wynn’s clowning, too!

Believe it or not, the lady is Gene Kelly! Stage Door Johnnies for the skit, “This Is Our Night with Trixie.” were Peter Lawford, Ray
Milland, Walter Pidgeon, Fred MacMurray, Van Johnson, Jimmy Stewart and Robert Taylor. That line-up is worth a million dollars!

The Friars’ Frolic gives the stars
a chance to ham to their hearts’ content—
and all for good cause. This year's
million dollar cast brought the Motion

“Family Conversation” had tough guys Alan Ladd

6

and Humphrey

Ballet was never
Rooney and Jack

like this! Hoboes Dennis O'Keefe,
Oakie were star dancers in goofy

Mickey
routine.

Immaculately attired Robert Taylor had some criticism for
tilt of Mickey Rooney’s hat. He seems serious about it.

Dennis O’Keefe didn’t think Cesar Romero’s tramp
costume tattered enough—so he went to work on it.

7

Crystal ball act done by Legionnaire Charlie McCarthy and his boss, Sultan Edgar
Bergen, had Jimmy Cagney a bit confused, while Ronnie Reagan and audience howled.

The John Agars came early to watch the fun
at Friars’ Frolic, had a wonderful time.

Even infanticipation couldn’t keep Mrs. Gregory Peck away from the Frolic.
Here
6he is with husband Greg Peck and Lucille Ball on way into the huge auditorium.

By BEATRICE LUBITZ COLE
Everybody—but everybody was on hand to
watch the stars have fun at the Friars’ Frolic

M
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★ The top surprise of the month was the
dating of Ann Sheridan and Clark Gable
in Palm Springs. Of course, Clark, foot¬
loose and fancy free, has been buzzing
about with any number of girls during
the past year. But Hollywood thought
that Ann’s heart belonged strictly to
Steve Hannagan. It’s been a long, long
time since she’s been seen night-club¬
bing with any other fellow'. While Ann
was in Europe we had frequent reports
of frost warnings on her long standing
romance with Steve. But we don’t believe
there’s anything serious between her
and Gable. They both like fun. How¬
ever, it is significant that Ann has
demonstrated that she has an eye for
fellows other than Hannagan. Looks as
though it might be the beginning of the
end of her romance with Steve.

One of our top stars was having a pri¬
vate tete-a-tete with his leading lady
between scenes on their picture. As a
gag, somebody cut the sound track on
their conversation; and what was re¬
corded was attached to the day’s film
rushes.
When the conversation came
over the speaker in the projection room,
they do say that the star did a bum that
almost lit up the room. He didn’t think
the gag funny at all; and, of course, the
record was immediately destroyed.
*

*

*

Bob Mitchum, after his release from
jail, stated his intentions of henceforth
skipping the bright lights, and seeing
only a few of his close friends and fam¬
ily. We have no doubt that Bob was
utterly sincere, but he’s an easy-going
guy who dislikes offending people. And
(Continued on page 10)

Affair gave Celeste Holm a chance to show
new hair-do. She’s with Schuyler Dunning.

Whatever it is, there is nothing!
yomcant tell the womanyou love!

DAY
AFTER
DAY
HM

YOU’LL
KEEP
REMEMBERING
EVERY
STIRRING
MOMENT

A sister shamed,

OF THIS

and a doctor who

HEART-GRIPPING

breaks a confidence
to keep from breaking

ROMANCE

a woman's heart.

FROM

Warmer Bros.

RONALD REAGAN -VIVECA LINDFORS«
.DON SIEGEL

..OOUCCO

•tOWEN CRUMP SCREEN

PLAV •» KATHRYN SCOlA • FROM THE NOVEL SV PHILIP WYLIE • MUSIC S*

FRANZ WA

You seldom see Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Colman around Hollywood,
but they were on hand to watch friends perform for Charity.

Highest paid chorus hoys in stage history: Van Johnson and Peter
Lawford rehearsed hat-doffing for “This Is Our Night with Trixie.”

we wonder if those people who could be
a bad influence on him will let him alone.
Most likely not.
*

*

*

Paulette Goddard’s heart lies some¬
where South of the Border these days;
and reports have John Steinbeck—the
recently divorced author—as being the
number one man in her life. Paulette
explains it as, “We’ve been just good
friends for a long time.” Steinbeck, to
our way of thinking, is not the kind of
guy that Paulette would marry. He’s on
the solid and intellectual side; and God¬
dard, regardless of her admiration for
that type, eventually likes to rejoin the
social whirl.
*

*

*

Montgomery Clift is baffling Hollywood
by turning down movie scripts right and
left. Studios are beginning to wonder
what he really wants. It’s not money,
because he could almost name his own
price to do a picture at any studio in
town. On the west coast, he’s still re¬
maining singularly free of romantic en¬
tanglements. No gal has had any better
luck than the studios in snaring him
during his frequent visits to the movie
capital.
*

M
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*

*

It may surprise fans to know that
Hollywood was not surprised at the
split-up of Judy Garland and Vincente
(Please turn to page 13)

Looking like any average family group Bette Davis and husband William Grant Sherry
go for an afternoon stroll with their cute—and very stylish—daughter, Barbara.

Paramount presents

BOB HOPE
LUCILLE BALL
xx

Vamon 'Runyon'S

Sorrowful
JONES
with

Ilk Demarest • Bruce Cabot * Thomas Gomez
and Introducing

Foreword narrated by Walter Winchell

Produced by ROBERT L UIELCB - Directed by SUB IfllflELD

W

Screenplay by Melville Shavelson, Edmund Hartmann and Jack Rose 'Adapted from a Story
by Damon Runyon and a Screenplay by William R. Lipman, Sam Heilman and Gladys Lehman

11

With work on “Tulsa” finished, Bob Preston
and pretty wife were on hand for the fun.

Lovely Ilona Massey, starred in "Love Happy"
— a United Artists Release

fH® PIN CURL GUPS

IPHw

Softer, more natural-looking
■fr curls ... that’s the modern trend!
And that’s why Hollywood stars and
hair stylists insist upon Lady Ellen
Pin Curl Clips. They know from
experience that Lady Ellen Clips
give lovelier, longer-lasting curls.
• Won’t break hair or split sensitive
ends.
• Permit complete sleeping comfort,
• Quick, easy "finger-touch” action.

Big moment of the evening came when Master of Ceremonies George Jessel happily
turned over $301,286 check to Jean Hersholt for the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

They glide in easily and stay put.
Right: 3 Clips
per Card 10c
Below: 48 Clips
per K.t $1.59

Ask for Lady Ellen Clips... 3 for 10c, or the Home
Hair Styling Kit—48 dips plus Hollywood Hair
Styles booklet for $1.59...at your drug, depart¬
ment, variety or 10c Store. Available in Canada.

M
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PIN CURL CLIPS

Fashion note: Joan Fontaine, escorted by Sir Charles Mendl, wore gloves to match
her exquisite blue satin gown.
Husband Bill Dozier arrived on the scene later.

continued
Minnelli. Rumors have long been rife
that all was not well between those two.
Since her separation, Judy’s supposed
to have become very interested in a
noted singer; and her interest is not
confined to his voice.
*

*

*

Hollywood now believes the long-ex¬
pected frost on the Greer Garson-Buddy
Fogelson romance has at last fallen.
Right after she finished “The Forsyte
Saga,” Buddy left town, which seems to
be tbe time he should have stayed, if he
was interested in seeing much of Greer.
We believe that if and when Greer mar¬
ries again, it will be somebody in the
movie colony. She’s too hepped on her
film career ever to desert it for a quiet
home life—even with a millionaire.
♦

*

*

*

Reports have it that Viveca Lindfors
is permanently through with Hollywood.
Hailed as another Ingrid Bergman when
she first arrived here from Sweden, she
never really got a chance to prove that
she could act, and the story in pictures
that she gave to a national magazine de¬
picting her attitude toward Hollywood
when she left town did nothing to endear
her to movie producers here.
*

*

Spares
Hubbies'Heads!

Towels
in Shreds-

*

The $64 question in Hollywood this
month is Howard Hughes’ current heartthrob. We hear that his romance with
Jean Peters is on ice. Seems Jean’s eyes
—if not her heart—went straying and
Hughes didn’t like it.
But she held
Hollywood’s most eligible bachelor in
tow longer than any glamor girl we can
remember. Jean doesn’t go in for glam¬
or. She’s an outdoor girl without pre¬
tension, and that’s the kind of gal that it
seems Hughes ultimately goes for.
*

LITTLE LULU

LITTLE LULUsavs:

don't be a cut-up/ wipe razor

BLADES WITH KLEENEX* AND SAVE TOWELS, TEMPER/
KEEP THAT HANDY KLEENEX BOX IN THE BATHROOM
AND EVERY ROOM

IN YOUR HOUSE. 50FT/ STRONG/

POPS UP/ KLEENEX /S YOUR BEST BUY IN TISSUES.
International Cellucotton Products Co.

T. M Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

*

Rosalind Russell is making a wise shift
from heavy dramatics to her strong point
—fast comedy.
Roz’s reputation was
built on comedy; then like a lot of other
actresses she decided to go serious. But
the public proved at the box office that
they wanted Roz as comedienne, so in
future she’ll go in for laugh-getters.
*

*

*

Constance Bennett is taking her family
to Germany so she “tan be with her hus¬
band, Colonel Coulter, who is stationed
there with the airlift.
While in Ger¬
many, Connie won’t be idle, as she in¬
tends to make pictures there. Also she’ll
help entertain our troops by touring the
camps with plays.
*

*

*

After all the hullabaloo, vows and re¬
vows that Greta Garbo would return to
film work this 'spring by doing the life
of George Sand, in Italy, it’s mighty
doubtful if Greta will go through with it
now that the time approaches.
Seems
her intimates are urging her to do a
comedy for a screen comeback. You re¬
member one of her most successful films
was “Ninotchka,” which found terrific
new audiences during its recent rerelease.
*

*

*

During the filming of “The Great Dan
Patch,” the race horse playing one of
the lead roles had a double for many
of his scenes—but not so Dennis O’Keefe.
The scenes were being shot in closeups; a horse was found with almost the
identical size and coloring of the one
in the film; but the studio couldn’t find
a double who resembled O’Keefe closely
enough, so poor Danny had to work
while the horse stood on the sidelines
munching hay.
(Please turn to page 23)

M
Stagedoor Johnnie, Jimmy Stewart, cast a roving eye toward blonde, glamorous
“Trixie” who turned out to be star Gene Kelly. (G’wan, Jimmy knew it all the time.)
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TEN YEARS AGO: Tyrone Power and Myrna Loy starred in
“The Rains Came.” Nobody had heard of Linda Christian.

Hollywood Twenty Years Ago

How good is
your memory?
See if you
ean recall
these newsnotes from
way back when

By JANET GRAVES

M
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FIVE YEARS AGO: Gary Cooper was at top
of Box Office with “Story of Dr. Wassell.”

Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell, that
“Sunny Side Up” team, are said to be in
love, but Hollywood insiders suspect it’s
just a publicity romance. They’re proved
right when, in this year of 1929, Janet up
and marries a guy named Lydell Peck.
(This is love, Janet says, never suspect¬
ing that 1949’s Hollywood will know her
as the happy wife of famous designer
Adrian.)
Sue Carol and Nick Stuart, two of the
cute kids on the Fox lot, are due for a
wedding any day now. (Alan Ladd?
Never heard of him!)
Dixie Lee, another Fox flapper, doesn’t
see her future in the news that Universal
is working on a musical to star “King of
Jazz” Paul Whiteman and his band, in¬
cluding the Rhythm Boys (three fellows
named Rinker, Barris and Crosby).
Charles “Buddy” Rogers and June Collyer are an item. (This “love” won’t last,
but June’s marriage to comedian Stu Er¬
win will; by 1949, tHe long-wed Erwins
will be planning a television show to¬
gether.)
Mary Pickford doesn’t know she’s
Buddy’s future bride. The “Oscar” win¬
ner of ’29 for her work in “Coquette,”
Mary is slugging it out with husband
Doug Fairbanks in the all-talkie “Tam¬
ing of the Shrew.”
Joan
Crawford,
personification
of
flaming youth in “Our Modern Maidens,”
and Doug Fairbanks Jr. are 'cooing
newlyweds.
John Gilbert, the great lover, and stage
star Ina Claire surprise everybody by
eloping. Why, Ina was supposed to be
Gene Markey’s fiancee!
Joan Bennett (a future Mrs. Markey)
charms everybody with her movie debut
in Ronald Colman’s first talkie, “Bulldog
Drummond.” Joan’s a blonde 18-year-old
divorcee, with a baby. No more romance
for her!—she says in 1929. (Wrong guess,
Joan! There’ll be two more husbands for
you, three more children—and a grand¬
child!)
Myrna Loy (another Mrs. Gene Markey-to-be) is playing a lithe Oriental
menace in “The Black Watch,” opposite
Victor McLaglen. Vic—who has a shape
like Superman’s these days—is the com¬
edy hit of the year in “The Cockeyed
World.”
Seems like yesterday, doesn’t it? But
all this happened twenty years ago.

Hollywood Ten Years Ago
Joan Bennett’s marriage to Gene Markey is a thing of the past by 1939. Joan
is romancing with Walter Wanger (for
keeps), and Gene has just married Hedy
Lamarr, sensation of “Algiers.” As for
Myrna Loy, Gene won’t get around to her
until later* this year, Myrna is Mrs.
Arthur Homblow.
Tyrone Power becomes a top star in
“Jesse James” and “The Rains Came.” Ty
and Annabella are still honeymooning.
(Linda Christian? Who’s she? Lana Tur¬
ner? Well, in 1939 Lana is madly in love
with Greg Bautzer—until she suddenly
decides to elope with Artie Shaw.)
Clark Gable, another big man at the
boxoffice, is also a bridegroom. Every¬
body agrees that Clark and Carole Lom¬
bard are perfectly matched; nobody fore¬
sees the tragedy ahead.
Mickey Rooney’s riding high as Andy
Hardy . . . Robert Donat grabs the Acad¬
emy Award for “Goodbye, Mr. Chips”
(there’s a new gal named Greer Garson
in this one) . . . Shirley Temple is still a
boxoffice darling, but Hollywood suspects
she’s getting a little elderly for a kid star
. . . Ex-kid star Jackie Coogan has just
patched it up with wife, Betty Grable.
David Niven loves Loretta Young. No,
David loves Olivia de Havilland.
(Of
course, they’ll end up married to three
other people.)

Have you spoken frankly to your daughter
about these cMmfle

Hollywood Five Years Ago
Bing Crosby, that one-time Rhythm
Boy, is 1944’s most popular star . . . But
look out, Bing! Here comes Bob Hope,
zooming into the winners’ class with “The
Cat and the Canary” . . . Bob’s co-star,
Paulette Goddard, marries Capt. Burgess
Meredith.
Clark Gable’s far from Hollywood with
the Army Air Force . . . Ty Power’s
wearing Marine Corps green . . . Mickey
Rooney dons khaki halfway through the
year . . . Capt. Glenn Miller, hit of “Sun
Valley Serenade,” is off leading an Army
band—and he won’t come back . . .
Betty Grable, the GI’s pet “Pin-Up
Girl,” proudly introduces daughter Vicki
James . . . Shirley Temple, taking a
holiday from Hollywood, has a boy¬
friend named John Agar . . .
Lana Turner thinks she’s legally wed
to Steve Crane, announces a coming
blessed event. But it seems Steve’s first
wife is still his wife . . .
Errol Flynn is a gay bachelor . . . Dick
Haymes arrives in Hollywood a happy
family man, with wife Joanne Dru and
two youngsters. (At this point, neither
Errol nor Dick has ever heard of Nora
Eddington.)
Gary Cooper and Spencer Tracy, a
couple of old-timers, are ’way up in boxoffice aristocracy—Gary with “The Story
of Dr. Wassell,” Spence with “30 Seconds
Over Tokyo.” And they’ll still be around
five years from now, in 1949. Oh yes, you
remember. . . .

Before she marries — make sure she has
scientific knowledge she can trust!
The practice of vaginal douching two or
three times weekly for intimate feminine
cleanliness, health, married happiness,
after menstrual periods and to combat
odor—has become so thoroughly recog¬
nized and recommended today, it’s no
longer a question of whether a woman
should douche but rather what she
should use in her douche.
And every woman should be made to
realize this: Of all the liquid antisepticgermicides tested for the douche—no
other type proved so powerful yet so
safe to tissues as zonite ! You can use
zonite as often as you want without
the slightest injury.

cidal and deodorizing action of zonite.
The zonite principle was developed
by a famous surgeon and chemist—the
first antiseptic-germicide principle in
the world with such a powerful germ¬
killing action yet absolutely safe to
the most delicate tissues.

Truly a Miracle!
zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury, no harsh acids—overstrong
solutions of which may damage tissues
and in time even impair functional
activity of the mucous glands, zonite
is strictly non-poisonous, non-irritating
—truly a blessing to womankind.
zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against infecfion. It immediately kills
every germ it touches. You know it’s
not always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract. But you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.Any drug counter.

Cautions Against Weak or
Dangerous Products
It’s shocking how many women, through
ignorant advice of friends, still use
‘kitchen makeshifts’ such as salt, soda
and vinegar for the douche. These are
not germicides in the douche. They
never can assure you the great germi¬
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Smart for dates; practi¬
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wear it anywhere!
Rayon Butcher Linen;
saddle-stitched details,
self-belt. Style #203Navy, Green, Luggage
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You like family life if your handwriting is like Frank Sinatra’s. Here he is with pretty
Mrs. Sinatra, little Frank, their pretty daughter Nancy, and latest edition, Christina.

DO YOU WRITE LIKE

Send check or money order ($10.95)
—we pay all postage.
On C.O.D.’s, pay postman $10.95
plus postage & C.O.D.
MAIL THIS COUPON-PROMPT DELIVERY
Doris & Bobs in Hollywood,
Dept. 503 j
4577 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 27, Calif.
Please send me Linen-Weave Casual at $10.95
QUAN.
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MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE!

NOW A COMPLEXION CLAY
THAT MAKES SKIN LOVELIER
Cleans Pore Openings • Reduces Skin Blemishes
Works Wonders With Tired lines in Face

i

IF

Look better, feel better, after the first
application with Hopper White Clay
Pack1®. See for yourself how this amaz¬
ing facial pack cleans pore openings,
helps tighten the tired lines in your
face and loosen blackheads which can

then be easily removed. Yes, you can thrill at
the new loveliness of your complexion, the ra¬
diant, tingling feeling that is yours after a facial
with Hopper Clay Pack. It’s easy to use, costs
only a few cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.
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By Helen King, President, American Graphologists Association

★ Have you ever looked at the hand¬
writing of a famous person and ex¬
claimed, “Oh, my neighbor writes just
like that”? Well, you can shout it out
now for the signature illustrated today
—that of Frank Sinatra—is very much
like the thousands of boys who live just
around the corner from you. Yes,
Frankie’s writing is typically American,
typically the boy-who-made-good. De¬
spite his success he has retained the
normal healthy traits which made him
so many fans throughout the country.
I’ve watched Frank’s writing over a
period of years and the only noticeable
difference is in the capital letters. They
have “swollen” a bit, become larger. This
is indicative of his success, of his knowl¬
edge that he made good the hard way.
The rest of his writing remains as it
was five years ago. He is still a homeloving, affectionate young man; still a
likable, sincere chap.
Note the size of his signature. That
shows an interest in people. No sitting
around alone for Frankie.
He wants
folks around him. Note the slant of the
signature. That is indicative of the de¬
gree of affection.
In this writing we
know that Frank is expressive, emotional,
inclined to respond to a sob-story.
Note the individual letter formations:
the long t-crossing for example.
We
know that the young man has a strong

will, much determination, and won’t
take “no” for an answer. The curly i-dot
looks almost like a twinkling-eye, and
that is the interpretation of the letter; it
shows much humor, much love of fun.
Frank will go out of his way to play a
joke on a friend.
Do you invert the “n” so that it re¬
sembles a “u”? That shows adaptability.
The huge capitals and tiny small letters
indicate much pride and great desire to
do a job thoroughly. If your handwrit¬
ing is like Frank Sinatra’s your tendency
is to keep “on the go.”
The

End

DON'T CLIP THIS COUPON!
Unless you want Helen King to tell you yvhat
secrets are revealed by your handwriting. If so—
if you want a personal handwriting analysis from
one of the foremost American graphology experts
—send this coupon, together with 25c and a sam¬
ple of your penmanship, to Helen King, care of
MOV I ELAND MAGAZINE. 535 Fifth Ave.. New
York 17. N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. You will receive a personal analysis—
no form letters!
NAME

.!.

ADDRESS

.

CITY..
STATE.
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from page 13)

Anybody seen the Murphys? They’ve
disappeared on a honeymoon which has
been postponed for three months. Audie
and Wanda Hendrix vowed nothing
would stop them this time. Audie spent
the first week of his marriage in bed
fighting the flu. Then he was called back
to New York for a personal appearance.
Before he returned, Wanda was called to
Paramount to go into “After Midnight,”
with Alan Ladd. At the moment, the
couple is reported to be somewhere in
Oregon; alone at last.
*

*

BETTY
in leather
also available
in black suede

*

The commuter’s star award this month
goes to William Bendix. “Big Bill” is now
on location in Mexico City, Tehuacan,
and Vera Cruz, as one of the principals
of RKO Radio’s “The Big Steal.” He hops
back to Hollywood every Wednesday by
plane for his radio show, and flies back
to location on Friday.
*

*

*

Glamorous Joan Crawford can do as
many wicked things on the screen as the
script calls for, but that doesn’t fool the
Helping Hand Society of Los Angeles.
They’ve proclaimed her “Mother of the
Year.” Joan’s off-the-screen activities
center around the four fine children she’s
adopted.
*
*
*

LYNNE
in leather

The mantel may be a good place to
place an old cherished cuckoo clock, and
an antique or two, but there are two
Hollywood actors who are using theirs as
a dining room table. They’re Dane Clark
and Gordon MacRae, who are both about
to start their first western sagas at War¬
ner Bros. Clark, who stars in “Barri¬
cade,” has just finished two weeks of
mastering the art of horsemanship. And
MacRae, who’ll appear in “Return of the
Frontiersman,” also has been pounding
the saddle with mighty blistering re¬
sults.
*
*
*
A new star is being groomed in the
animal world, and his antics are enough
to make Lassie sit up and take notice. His
name is Abner, and he’ll soon be seen in
Warner Bros.’ story, “Look for the Silver
Lining.” Abner can count up to ten,
brays on request, and believe it or not,
he’s the only equine in Hollywood that
has been taught to kiss another mule!
*
*
*
In his new capacity as actor-producer
in independent pictures, Robert Young
has access to the casting office files. The
other day he ran across the card which
measured his worth to motion pictures
’way back in 1933. It said:
“YOUNG, ROBERT. Stage b.g., Pasa.
Comm. Theatre, stock road. TYPE, juv.
leading man. Baby-faced, br. eyes, br.
hair, ht. 6 ft., wt., 170. Term c. M.G.M.,
available for loan-out. Good actor but
severely limited by permanently youth¬
ful appearance; face lacks character
lines.”
And sure enough, 16 years later, cast
as Shirley Temple’s father in “Adven¬
ture in Baltimore,” Young’s character
and age lines are painted on, and his hair
is iron grey by courtesy of the make-up
department. Off-screen it’s still brown.
The guy is phenomenal!
*

*

LACEY
in suede
SIZES: 4 to 10B width
6 to 9AA width

GENUINE WHITE
SUEDES AND LEATHER

WVi\Y\\ v\vv\w'
Stores in Boston, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Miami,

Detroit, Chicago and other principalities
ORDER »t MAIL
ioney order ond we'll pay pottage

HANDBAGS
wathoble
pique plastic

MARY JANE SHOES,

19 Beach St., Boston, Moss., Dei

Please send me

*

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Ray¬
mond are currently struggling to master
a course in Spanish. Since their plans
for the future include producing pictures
in Mexico City, they’d like to be able to
know what the people around them are
saying to their faces. So far their at¬
tempts have been so embarrassing that
they’re even too self-conscious to parlay
espanol to each other.
(Please turn to page 22)

BETTY
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★ When Keenan Wynn ran off and mar-,
ried blonde Betty Jane Butler one rainy
night last January, all his friends were
surprised. But no one was more sur¬
prised than Keenan himself!
For Keenan, ever since his divorce
from Evie Johnson (Mrs. Van J., in case
you’ve forgotten) had been as cold as
a pickle about marriage. He was hurt
and confused and developed some looney
idea that he wasn’t made for marriage.
“A bom bachelor,” he’d say with a cer¬
tain bravado. The guy almost believed
it himself.
Now, with his marriage to Betty, he
seems suddenly to have become domes¬
ticated. Betty says he never was any¬
thing else. He rushes home to be on
time for dinner; he shops with his bride
for bedroom curtains and he’s deep in
plans about building a home for himself
and Betty. All this is happening to the
fellow who swore off marrying again!
In a way, Keenan felt that it was his
fault that his previous marriage had col¬
lapsed.
He had never gotten excited
about noticing a new ashtray in the liv¬
ing room or a new dress on Evie. It was
part of his easy-going way to take every¬
thing for granted. A casual attitude like
that, however, doesn’t make the home
ties stronger. As Keenan ruefully told
a friend after he and Evie separated, “I
didn’t have any interest in my home—
until I lost it.”
For almost two years after his divorce
he beat himself out as a bachelor, going
to Ciro’s and Mocambo, acting the life of
the party but inside being utterly lonely.
He kept telling himself that this was the
life: ‘‘No ties, too responsibilities, come
and go as I please.”
He might have kidded himself indefi¬
nitely, if he hadn’t met a willowy blonde
with a tilted nose, twinkling blue eyes
and a broad, sunny smile.
Like everything that Keenan does, his
romance and marriage were filled with
comedy. Even the way they first met
has Keenan and Betty laughing as they
tell it.
To begin with, Betty didn’t like actors.
She had come to Hollywood from a farm
near St. Louis and wanted to work in
the publicity department of a studio.
Instead, she wound up as a messenger
girl on the lot. She was so disappointed
at not getting the job she wanted, that
after a few weeks she quit the job and
developed an intense dislike for actors!
She turned to modeling, and with her
tall, beautiful figure and pretty face she
was very successful.
One evening, a friend of hers per¬
suaded Jane to join them on a blind
date. Keenan was supposed to be her
date. Came time for them all to meet,
and Keenan wasn’t there. He phoned
them at the restaurant and explained

be You
thaj he was tied up at the studio but to
go ahead please without him, and he’d
join them in time for coffee.
They finished their dinner, and still
no Keenan. Betty was burning and was
all for going home, but her friends per¬
suaded her to stay.
At ten o'clock—three hours late—Kee¬
nan walked in breathlessly and Betty
looked at him as though he were a had¬
dock three days off ice. When Keenan
saw this tall, blonde vision freeze up on
him, he was determined that he’d make
her like him.
“There was something about Betty I
liked immediately,” he says. “Not just
her looks, but her haughtiness. She had
a terrific air about her.”
He acted his most effervescent and
soon thawed her out so that she was
laughing with him. They made a date
for the next evening and started going
together after that.
They saw each other for ten months,
but friends who knew Keenan’s cynical
attitude about marriage never dreamed
this was serious.
Neither did Keenan.
He knew that he was in love with the
girl, but when it came to marriage he
had his defenses up. “Not for me,” he
Like everything that Keenan does, his ro¬
mance and marriage are filled with comedy.

Friends who knew Keenan Wynn as a die-hard bachelor never dreamed his dates with
Betty were serious. As a matter of fact, he admits even he wasn’t sure they were!

By HELEN HOVER WELLER

. . . nobody else
would do after
Keenan Wynn met
Betty Butler

kept reassuring himself.
One evening as he was taking her
home, she quietly told him, “Darling, I’m
going back to St. Louis. I don’t want to
get too fond of you, so it’s best that I
don’t see you any more.”
As a die-hard bachelor, Keenan should
have been relieved to hear that, for it
meant being absolved from any re¬
sponsibility of marriage. But strangely
enough, he didn’t feel relieved. He felt
completely alone and lost. All the next
day he couldn’t think of anything else
but that he might never see Betty again.
The more he thought-of it, the worse he
felt.
That night he attended a meeting of a
motorcycle club of which he is an officer.
After the meeting, he had in his posses¬
sion a bag holding all the petty fines that
he had collected from club members over
a period of a month.
In the car he found himself driving to
Betty’s house. He could think of noth¬
ing but her. It was late but he rang the
bell nevertheless. Betty was asleep, but
her parents were up. Like a man who
wanted to straighten himself out, Keenan
started to tell them how he felt about
their daughter. Finally he blurted out,
“Have I your permission to marry her?”
They said yes. Betty, fetched down,
said yes and Keenan said brightly, “Let’s
get married right now.”
While Betty was getting ready, Keenan
was faced with a vital problem.
The
only money he had with him was what
he’d collected in pennies and nickels at
the club. Like most actors, Keenan can¬
not sign his own checks without his busi¬
ness manager’s signature also, so he was
really stranded.
Betty’s father located ten dollars in the
house, and a quick call to Betty’s brother
brought another $10.
Thus, with a magnificent $58, most of
it jingling in his pockets in coins, Kee¬
nan and Betty drove off to be married.
It was four in the morning, a cold, rainy
California night. Keenan’s old car, which
he and Betty call their “musical com¬
edy car,” sprang a leak one hundred
miles from Tia Juana. They made it by
morning. Right after the ceremony they
were on their way back to Hollywood
where Keenan had to report for work in
“That Midnight Kiss” at M-G-M.
If ever a girl was made for Keenan,
that girl seems to be Betty. She has a
ready laugh for everything, is not a
stickler for rules and accepts everything
he does with wonderful high humor.
He’s crazy about motorcycles. She’s not.
But she doesn’t try to reform him.
Instead, many a Sunday morning when
Keenan is in a. motorcycle competition
she drives out to the desert with him,
their trailer rattling behind their car,
and chases after him in the car to see
that he doesn’t break his neck.
She has a hobby, too.
She’s crazy

about horses—loves to ride them, groom
them and would love some day to breed
them. She won her first cup when she
was ten and is a champ.
That’s fine with Keenan.
She has foresight and stability, which
is good for Keenan. Having been in¬
dulged by his famous, wealthy father,
Ed Wynn, Keenan never knew what it
was to have a plan for the future. Money
had little value to him because he never
knew the need for it.
Betty has seen her parents lose their
money and has had to work for a living.
She’s practical and wants Keenan to save.
When they went shopping together for
another car the other day, Keenan liked
a handsome new model standing in the
middle of the floor. It was the most ex¬
pensive car there.
Betty passed it up
and chose a used, moderately-priced
model. That’s the one they bought.
Betty depends upon Keenan and won’t
do a thing without him, which has made
him want to shoulder responsibilities and
protect her. Keenan has never had any¬
one lean on him. The two people closest
to him, his father and his former wife,
have been very independent, decisive
people.
Evie, capable and sophisticated, took
care of everything when they were mar¬
ried. She decorated the house, planned
their entertainment.
Betty is young and wide-eyed—a girl
who was raised in a sifiall town and
thinks that Keenan is absolutely fasci¬
nating. She won’t buy a thing without
him and consults him on everything.
This is wonderful for Keenan. He’s the
boss of the house, and the experience is
making him a more responsible person.
“I like making plans that include
Beetsi,” he explains, calling her by his
favorite name.
“She’s never been to
New York. I want to take her there this
summer, and perhaps to Europe, too.
I’ve been there many times as a boy—
she never has. It will be fun to see those
places through her eyes.
She’s enthu¬
siastic and makes me feel that way, too.
She’s not blase about a thing. I get a
kick out of life nowadays. Never thought
I would again.
“In fact,” he says with a grin, “for a
guy who thought he ought never to
marry because he’d never make a woman
happy,‘ I’m not doing badly at all!”
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Of course you can..

go in swimming..

with Tampax!
at that certain time
of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days
and no one will be the wiser! This
summer at any popular beach, you#are
almost sure to find many women who go
in swimming on "those days”—wearing
Tampax without any hesitation what¬
ever....There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or
offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.
WHY ENVY oth ERS

Tampax discards
belts, pins, outside pads — everything
that can possibly "show.” Perfected by a
doctor, Tampax is made of highly absorb¬
ent cotton compressed in modern appli¬
cators for dainty insertion. The hands
need never touch the Tampax. No odor
forms. There is no chafing with Tampax.
Changing is quick and disposal easy.

WORN INTERNALLY,

COMES in 3 SIZES (Regular, Super,
Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion
counters in every part of the country—
because millions of women are now us¬
ing this newer type of monthly sanitary
protection. A whole month’s supply will
go into your purse. The Economy Box
holds four months’ supply (average).
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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Can I Help
By JOAN CRAWFORD
Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal attention
Dear Miss Crawford:
My mother is going around with a man who wants to marry her.
I am only seventeen years old, and I don’t know anything about men.
But I do know that this man would not make a good husband.
He is the manager of a five-and-dime store, and he is all the time
fooling around with the salesgirls.
A girl friend of mine works in the store, and she told me that once
this fellow tried to get fresh with her in the stockroom but that she
put him in his place.
I’m sure my mother doesn’t know these things, and I don’t know
what to do. Shall I tell her? Shall I let her marry this man?
Viola M.
Seabright, N. J.
I think you had best let your mother
make her own decision. After all, she is
a better judge of men than you, and while
admittedly she may not have some of the
information you’ve acquired, she knows
other things about this man that you do
not.
Your mother is not a very young wom¬
an, and she may never have a chance
to marry again, and you have no right
to dissuade her.
Frequently, children
who’ve been raised by one parent don’t
like to share that parent with a step¬
mother or a stepfather. They find all
sorts of reasons to prevent a later mar¬

riage, and unwittingly, they deprive
those they love of companionship and
happiness.
The thing you must bear in mind,
Viola, is this: What does your mother
do after you’ve grown up and gotten
married?
NEIGHBOR TROUBLE
Dear Miss Crawford:
I have a neighbor who seems to spend
all her time in my apartment. I hon¬
estly don’t know when she does her
house work.

She’s borrowing salt and sugar and
coffee from me all the time, and now
that we have gotten a television set,
she’s worse than ever.
My husband dislikes her and so do I,
but we’re too polite to tell her so. How
can we discourage her from visiting us
so much?
Anna B.
New York, N. Y.

Simply tell your neighbor, diplomat¬
ically, of course, that you must adhere
to a rigorous schedule. You can also
keep your door locked and forbid her
entrance. This should prove hint enough
to her.
JEALOUS JANE
Dear Miss Crawford:
My own sister is jealous of me, be¬
cause I have boyfriends and she doesn’t.
Last night, for example, a boy came
to call on me. “You’re the third fellow
that’s called on Virginia in three days,”
my sister told him.
Naturally, the young man reacted
violently. “What are you running,” he
said, “a sweepstakes?”
Anyway, I had a terrible time, and
that particular boyfriend isn’t coming
around anymore and I liked him the
best and my sister is to blame and how
can I make her get rid of that nasty
jealousy?
Virginia R.
Springfield, Mass.

Very simply, I imagine.
Since you
have so many boyfriends, and your sis¬
ter has none, why not share the wealth?

Get her a few dates, and gradually you
will find that she will concentrate on
them and leave you alone. If you don’t
do that, your Sister will in all proba¬
bility continue to plague you. Don’t for¬
get, she’s entitled to a bit of fun out of
life, and if you can possibly help her,
then you should. Were you in her po¬
sition, you’d probably act in much the
same way.
DATE-BAIT
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m a young, attractive girl of eight¬
een. I go out with quite a few boys.
But they never seem to ask me for a
date more than once.
I steadfastly refuse to neck and pet,
and I think this may be my main
trouble. Is it necessary to pet and neck
in order to become popular?
Girls I have spoken to say that unless
you let the boys have some fun with
you they won’t return. Do you think
this is true? What do you suggest I do
to make the boys come back and ask
for a second and third date?
Vanessa C.
South Bend, Ind.

I certainly don’t suggest that you neck
and pet. Those two evils are never nec¬
essary for any girl’s popularity.
The
reason you are not being asked for
second dates lies in some personality
deficiency.

Perhaps you monopolize the conver¬
sation. Perhaps you haven’t learned how
to become an interesting conversation¬
alist. Perhaps you don’t let the boys talk
about themselves.
If you’re pleasant
and witty, attentive and smiling; if you
have a few interesting things to talk
about; if you can dance well, and make
the boys feel at ease, then you’ll have
plenty of return dates.

PARENTS

DON’T UNDERSTAND

Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m sixteen years of age and terribly
in love, but really in love. I’ve got it
bad. I’m in love with a sergeant in the
Army. He wants very much to marry
me.
My parents won’t give their permis¬
sion. They say I’m too young. I may
be young in years but I’ve seen a lot of
life. My parents were circus performers
when I was young and they took me all
over the country with them.
My sergeant has spoken to my father.
He has asked for my hand in a respect¬
able manner.
My father has thrown
him out of the house. Now we meet
secretly on street corners and the mov¬
ies. My boyfriend wants me to elope
with him. He says after we get married
he will ask for occupation duty in Ger¬
many and then we will go overseas and
no one will be able to bother us.
I love my parents, of course, but I
love my sergeant more. Please, please
tell me what I should do.
Doris K.
Detroit, Mich.

I have gone on record many times say¬
ing that in my opinion sixteen is too
young an age for marriage. I want to
repeat it here. You may think you’re
very experienced and very much in love,
but time will teach you differently.
I don’t condone your father’s action in
throwing the sergeant out of your house,
but I do think it best that you wait until
you’re eighteen before you give up your
freedom. It’s an old saw, I know, but
marriage is no simple step and shouldn’t
be taken lightly.
You’re much too
young, child, to be starting a family and
leaving your country and running from
your parents. Don’t do it.
NOSE PROBLEM
Dear Miss Crawford:
Will you please help me with this
problem.
It concerns my nose.
It’s
long and hooked, and it makes me seem
very ugly. I have rather nice features
if it weren’t for my nose, and I’d like to
do something about it.
I have gone to a plastic surgeon and
he says he can give me a beautiful nose
for $250. My father says that he is a
fake and that such plastic operations
are very dangerous and that they can
affect the brain and make me insane.
I
understand
that
many
Hollywood
stars have had
their noses re-done.
Is the operation dangerous?
Clara V.
New Orleans, La.

Winsome Two-Timer $10*95!
Success dress of your Summer! Cool and
fresh as a flower—you'll wear it every¬
where. Zip-back and delightfully bare ...
or covered up with the trim jacket. Wash¬
able chambray in heavenly colors, iced
with crisp white pique. Pink, Powder Blue,
Pastel Green, or Lilac. Sizes 9, 11, 13, 15.
Also 10, 12, 14, 16.
1 ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD |
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Several stars have had their noses re¬
set, and the operation, while a major one,
is not considered particularly dangerous.
Just make sure that the surgeon who
operates on you is a recognized plastic
surgeon. Practically all of these oper¬
ations are successful. They also have a
healthy psychological effect on the per¬
sons who undergo them. I know of no
actress who has suffered ill-effects from
plastic surgery on the nose.
The End
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There are all kinds of rumors and
stories in Hollywood about the status of
the Jennifer Jones-David Selzniek ro¬
mance.
Some say it’s all off; others
think it’s just a temporary rift and
everything will be patched up soon. But
most everyone concedes that the ro¬
mance isn’t what it used to be; and that
marriage between the two is doubtful.
*

*

*

Bette Davis turned down $500,000,
which she would have gotten for lending
her name and advice to a chain of dra¬
matic schools. She figured that young¬
sters might be deluded by her name into
thinking that courses in the schools were
a guarantee of success in the acting
profession. And she wanted no part of
it. Incidentally, Bette still won’t let her
little daughter be photographed for pub¬
licity purposes, but her husband did an
oil portrait of the child, which has been
put on public display.
*

Today’s star, Bill Holden, got a thrill talking over good old days of movies with
silent film stars Gloria Swanson and Eric Von Stroheim at Gloria’s recent party.

*

*

Judy Garland is up to her old tricks
again.
When a reporter asked her a
legitimate question about her divorce
proceedings, she practically blew her
topper and went into a tantrum.
*

*

*

Roz Russell told us an amusing story
about how she picked out her wedding
ring. They were trying to keep the mar¬
riage a secret, and drove up to a small
town in California to see a jeweler. They
stopped at a filling station, and about that
time the fans discovered them. Roz re¬
treated to the ladies room and waited
there until Freddie Brisson went across
the street to a jewelry store, got a cata¬
logue of rings and the measuring gim¬
mick, which he passed into the ladies
room to Roz. She made her selection,
passed the book and the measuring rings
back out to Freddie; and remained in the
filling station powder room until the deal
was closed with the jeweler.
*

*

*

Rudy Vallee confided to us that his
secret ambition is to play a menace a
la Humphrey Bogart on the screen; and
also that he plans to retire from show
business in two vears.
*

This romance goes on and on. It’s Janet
Leigh and steady beau Arthur Loew Jr.

M
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Ladies of song pose for Movieland: Lotte
Lehman, Jeanette MacDonald, Jane Powell.

*

*

You’ll be glad to know that Eddie
Bracken will return to the screen in the
fall in “The Law and The Fly.”

(Please turn to next page)

Hows this for look-alikes? Jean Peters (left) with mother and sister Sally enjoyed
comments of audience at “Tongue in Cheek” show. Resemblance brought much comment.
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If you are troubled by thinning
hair, dandruff, dry itchy scalp, if
you fear approaching baldness —
here is GOOD NEWS!
We now make an offer so com¬
pelling that you cannot, in fairness
to yourself, pass up the opportun¬
ity it presents.
This offer is limited to those who
still have hair and are earnestly
interested in enjoying thickerstronger-healthier-looking
HAIR AGAIN.
To YOU we offer the fruits, of
our search for a formula superior
to every other method of attack¬
ing common hair and scalp prob¬
lems. Our experience has convinced
us that Comate is without equal
in overcoming many conditions of
the hair and scalp. We have, there¬
fore, come to a decision —'
unprecedented, so far as we know,
in this business — of taking all the
risk ourselves.
YOU TAKE NO RISK —YOU GET
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACKI
We believe the Comate Hair and
Scalp Formula is the greatest aid
in treating the hair and scalp that
has ever been offered to those in¬

terested in avoiding baldness. We
can and do promise that after 30
days’ trial you must enjoy thickerstronger-healthier-looking hair
again — or we guarantee to refund
not only the price you pay —
but DOUBLE YOUR MONEY
BACK!
You know, we could not make
this offer unless Comate is all we
say it is!
You want the finest growth of
hair, the cleanest, the clearest and
healthiest scalp. That is your birth¬
right. Read the unsolicited testi¬
monials, study your Insurance
Policy and Guarantee. We take
all the risk. You have the pro¬
tection of —DOUBLE YOUR
MONEY BACK — unless delighted.
ACT NOW BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE
Nothing — not even Comate —
can grow hair from dead follicles.
So act now while there is still a
chance to have thicker-strongerhealthier-looking hair again.
Later may be loo late! The price
for a full 30 days’ supply is only
$5.00 (Fed. tax inch) — less than
the cost of a pack of cigarettes a
day. Isn’t your hair worth the best?
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This is your Insurance Policy of Complete Satisfaction.
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RUSH THIS NO-RISK COUPON NOW!
Comate Laboratories, Dept. 7-M, 366 Madison Ave., New Tork,N.T.

INSURANCE POLICY
Comate is warranted to be made of U.S.P. standard ingredients, scien¬
tifically and accurately compounded. You, the user, must be beneficiary
of generally improved condition of hair and scalp — or we, by our
Policy of Insurance guarantee to refund double your money back upon
return of bottle and unused portion.
SIGNED: ^oma/e ££i/:ora/or*eA

msL*

Please rush my bottle (30 days' supply) of Comate hair and scalp formula in plain
wrapper. I must be completely satisfied or you GUARANTEE refund of DOUBLE
MY MONEY BACK upon return of bottle and unused portion.

8

Enclosed find 55.00 (Cash, Check, Money Order). Send postpaid.
Send C.O.D. I will pay postman 55.00, plus postal charges.

Address.
City.
APO.

FPO,

Canada

■Zone..State...
Foreign—no C.O D.'s

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Elizabeth Taylor’s so gay as she greets Roddy McDowall at a movie premiere. Escort
Glenn Davis seems a little glum. Hollywood says this romance is over—hut definitely.

Glenn Davis seems to have dropped
completely out of Elizabeth Taylor’s
young life,, and her new heart throb
must be Bill Pawley, Jr., who really
gave Liz a rush in a visit out here.
*

*

*

Susan Peters, who’s made one picture
since the hunting accident that brought
her permanent paralysis, is trying a
come-back the hard way. This summer
she’ll do the daughter role in “The Glass
Menagerie” for nine weeks on an Eastern
strawhat theater circuit. Susan’s made a

Here’s something new! Rod Cameron’s been
smitten—by pretty newcomer Marie Windsor.

Ever since “The Stratton Story” Jimmy Stewart has
been autographing baseballs for his movie fans.
Before NBC’s Star Theater went on the air, Gregory
Peck showed Nancy Gates aJl he knew about drums.

very gallant attempt to overcome her
handicap. She had her wheel chair rolled
into duck blinds during the hunting
season last year. She went up to the snow
for tobogganing, and now she’s taken up
horseback riding.
*

*

*

David Bair, who played Joan Ben¬
nett’s son in “The Blank Wall,” has
been sending orchids to Joan’s daugh¬
ter, Melinda. Looks like love’s young
dream there.
THE END

Your Hollywood
It was Eastward Ho I for so many stars this
month that we've been positively jumping. We've
eaten our way through luncheons; we've dis¬
creetly sipped a trail of cocktails from the
Plaza to the Ritz-Carlton and we've had a wonder¬
ful time greeting old friends and meeting new
ones.
My pal Kirk Douglas came in with a bang for the
opening of the spectacular "Champion."
Even at the Stork Club, where we lunched and
exchanged gossip, all the gay lunching ladies
(in incredible hats) gawped at Kirk who is even
handsomer in the flesh than on the screen.
On Kirk's heels, who blew into town but Mr.
Belvedere. (Clifton Webb, of course.) He gave a
wonderful lunch for us at the Ritz-Carlton
(horribly fattening ; chicken smothered in
mushrooms and thick gravy; peas, potatoes and
ice cream with strawberry sauce yet). Clifton
Webb is exactly the same off screen as on screen;
the same dry wit ; the same caustic delivery of
his lines. In short it's type casting—Mr.
Webb is Mr. Belvedere !
Well, we barely had done penance from the rich
Belvedere lunch when Sam Goldwyn threw a
beaut of a lunch for lovely little Joan Evans
whom you will see opposite Farley Granger in
"Roseanna McCoy." Joan is only 14 years old but
so poised and so adult as to seem older. She
showed us the scars from her accident (Farley
Granger accidentally shot her in the wrist) but
I think mainly to display a lovely silver chain
bracelet Farley gifted her, the huge silver
medallion attached has "Roseanna" on one side
and "Johnsie" (the name of the character he
portrays in the picture) on the other.
Between lunches, there was a lovely cocktail
party for Betty Hutton way up on the 40th floor
of the Waldorf Towers. Betty Hutton is beautiful !
In rapid succession we partied with Kathryn
Grayson and her husband, Johnnie Johnston, at
Essex House (a truly delightful couple) ; Ginger
Rogers at the Sherry-Netherlands and then to
top off a hectic schedule, we hopped a train to
Baltimore, Md. , with Dan Dailey and a lively group
of 20th Century-Fox executives to attend a
formal, and very swank dinner party for one of
20th's major distributors at which Dan was guest
of honor.
I wish I had room to quote some of the high¬
lights of Dan's speech. It was extemporaneous
and extremely witty and Dan is a surprising
combination of intellectual, wise-cracking
hoofer and sophisticated man-about-town. And
that dinner ! It was Baltimore cooking at its best
—but really, someone should be on hand to give
a course in girth control !
See you all next month. Till then, keep happy!
B. L. C •

Enthusiastic Betty Hutton and Movieland’s Executive Di¬
rector, Beatrice L. Cole, had a grand chat at the Waldorf.

Dan Dailey is a man of many moods; each
one guaranteed to keep you entertained.

Fans got their wish to have ►
Ava Gardner and Greg Peck
co-starred. They’re together
in
“The
Great
Sinner.”

Sleek and
sophisticated
Ava

Gardner

pulls a
switch —
turns out

to be just
a home, Sweet
home girl

At home Ava prefers comfort to glamor. Gardening is her newest hobby, but right now
the crop is mostly weeds. For more pictures of Ava at home, please turn to page 63.

By TED and

M
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* The house of Ava Gardner, the first house that
has been her very own, is in Nichols Canyon which
twists in between the high, rough Hollywood Hills.
The road is narrow and trees lean over, dragging
their foliage. Half-way up the hill stands the pink
house with its small white picket fence.
Raised on a tobacco plantation in Smithfield,
North Carolina, Ava was always used to a house
and she loves the “feel” of it, the sense of having
one’s own kingdom.

JANE MORRIS

The apartments she has lived in since she en¬
tered the movies have been small and cramped and
gave her a feeling of being shut in.
Ava likes a garden. She likes a drying yard
where towels and sheets and clothing can whip in
the sun. She likes to step out of her own door, walk
about and breathe fresh air.
For two years now, she has hunted for a house.
Every day off from the studio, in between “The
Killers,” “The Hucksters,” (Please turn to page 63)

STORY

Julie London, who's in “Task Force,” likes
Ray Montgomery's multi-colored, hand-print
shorts. But Ray's impressed with Julie’s
lastex “White Ducks” suit which you can
also get in black, sunlite, palm green.

One suit — convertible three ways for
a full day of fun under the sun.
Exclusively designed for Catalina by

Starlet Pat Hall is neatly tucked into an
aqua seersucker Schiaparelli suit. This
snappy two-piece numl>er—also available in
green, black, scarlet and gold—is referred
to by Catalina designers as a “puckerette”!

famed Schiaparelli. Featured at better
department and specialty stores. $8.00.

LOOK FOR THE

For illustrated booklet ol other Catalina styles, write Catalina. Inc.. Dept. 628. 443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles 13. Calilernia
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This picture of Anne Baxter is John Hodiak’s favorite
pin-up. He snapped it during vacation at Jamaica.

Everything went wrong when Anne Baxter
and John Hodiak started out on this trip.
But that was only the beginning—fortunately!

★ When Anne Baxter finished “You’re My Every¬
thing” at 20th Century-Fox (in which she plays a
movie star of the silent era known as “The HotCha Girl”) she and John Hodiak (he was able to
steal the time between “Command Decision” which

30

And now, as they say in the travelogues, “Let us
visit this tropical isle where the land breeze is

he did at his home studio, M-G-M and “Malaya”
in which you will soon see him) decided to have

heavy with the fragrance of ripe mangoes and the
ocean breeze is sweet with the spice of the sea . . .
and let us join those glamorous second-honeymooners, Mr. and Mrs. John Hodiak, in this equatorial
paradise. . . .”

a second honeymoon.
They decided on glamorous Jamaica, which is a

Of course, like all long-planned trips, the Hodiaks’ vacation started badly. They entrained for

tropical island three and a half hours by air, south
of Miami, Florida.

Chicago from Los Angeles and anticipating chill
days, Anne had decided to wear a suit, a cloche hat,

Imagine glittering days on a pink coral beach;
envision a night sky draped softly behind the lacy
outlines of pimiento trees, and you have Jamaica.

and carried a light topcoat. This was wise clothing

and a beige cashmere coat. John wore a tweed suit
for Los Angeles, Chicago, (Please turn to page 82)

By FREDDA DUDLEY

Turnabout’s fair play. Anne tried her hand with the
camera, got this candid study of John and natives.

A picture to be" cherished and one the Bogarts
undoubtedly will give Stephen’s bride in 1970.

who knows it.

ll,,lE BOGEY

The Bogarts are
mad about baby Stephen.
Accomplished scenestealers, both
are willing to let
the baby get all
the close-ups!

Whom does Stephen resemble? We’d say he
has Bogey’s “look” and mommy’s charm.

* Fresh from his triumphs with his first produced picture, “Knock On Any Door,” Humphrey
Bogart really has hit the jackpot in “A” productions. Even before the roar of applause subsided for
the first Santana Production, young Stephen "Bogart made his bow to the delight of Bogey
and Lauren Bacall.
Stephen’s arrival at the peak of his dad’s career makes Bogey, truly a lucky man; he now
has everything worthwhile in life. Lauren, too, has been fulfilled by love, marriage, motherhood
and a successful career. Speaking of careers, while Lauren’s busy filming “Young Man with a Horn,”
with Kirk Douglas, Bogey’s hard at work on “Tokyo Joe.”

VI S'" PERSTITIOUS about only one thing:
f
.mbershi r irr the Telegraphers Union.
aE these years I’ve never let it lapse.

Even Champion

will get a surprise

when he reads

these intimate
revelations of

his famous boss,
Gene Autry

HIGHPOINT IN MY LIFE: the day beautiful schoolteacher Ina Mae Spivey promised to marry me.

inns tf i C0U1B0V
* MY REAL NAME is Orvon Gene Autry, but I’ve always been called Gene. 1 don’t
think anyone in Hollywood knew that my first name was Orvon until Bing Crosby
spilled it when we were doing a Christmas Day broadcast for the Wrigley Company.
A guy with a name like Harry Lillis needs somebody to pick on!
I’M MAD AT Crosby anyway. Champion has been consorting with Der Bingle’s
horses lately, and I’m afraid Champ will pick up some of their bad habits. Champion
is a Tennessee Walking Horse and I don’t want him to start confusing his breed for
a description of his abilities.
I’M CRAZY ABOUT speed. I like fast horses and fast airplanes, and when I drive,
I drive fast, too. Never had an accident though

(Please turn to next page)
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FM PROUD of the 11-year-old Gene Autry Friendship
Club. (Here I am with members Dorothy, Ted Crouse)...

and I’m proud of my wonderful wife, Ina Mae. We
celebrated our 17th wedding anniversary on April first.

because I’m not a careless or reckless motorist. My

writing, he said: ““You ought to try singing for a

wife, Ina, used to be a little nervous about driving

living, son.”

with me.

Now she relaxes completely.

I’ve even

I assumed he was just being courteous, and

known her to put up her hair in pin curls while we

thought no more about it. But when I started to

were driving.
I LIKE to keep busy. That’s why I make so many

tap out his message, and noticed the signature, I

personal appearance and rodeo tours, in addition to

Will Rogers!

nearly fell off my chair. The stranger’s name was

my movie, radio and record commitments, and why

THE LOW POINT IN MY LIFE occurred in the

I take an interest in so many business enterprises.

city of Danville, Illinois, circa 1932. I was making

I haven’t had a real vacation in years. Two weeks

a personal appearance there. It was the middle of

of nothing to do would drive me insane.

the depression, the middle of winter, and the theatre

I

ALMOST BECAME a professional baseball

player.

Years ago when I was working for the

was nearly empty.

I was so discouraged that I

printed in big letters on my dressing room door:

Frisco Railroad Line as a telegrapher, I played

GENE AUTRY, AMERICA’S BIGGEST FLOP.

quite a lot of semi-pro ball.

A professional team

understand the theatre manager has now removed

offered me a full-time job, but I turned it down.

the door, put it under glass, and decorated the wall

They offered me $100 a month, and I was already

of his lobby with it.

making $150 on the railroad.
THE TURNING POINT IN MY LIFE was the

THE HIGH POINTS IN MY LIFE have been
numerous. Among them the day a beautiful school¬

night a stranger walked into my telegraph office

teacher named Ina Mae Spivey promised to marry

I

in Chelsea, Oklahoma. I liked to sing and play the

me; the day I earned my commission as a Flight

guitar even then, so while he wrote out his message

Officer in the Air Transport Command; the day I

I gave him a free concert. When he had finished

signed the contracts to (Please turn to page 80)

I GET A KICK out of “Joe, the Indian.” I fixed him up to
greet Melody Ranch guests. At night he looks very real.
MY FAVORITE SPORTS are riding and golf. Only shoes
I own are golf shoes; otherwise, I wear western boots.

Today Esther Williams dreams of
a big house and lots of children.

Tomorrow

(or sooner!) the dream will come true

Dreams of a family are about to come true for Esther Williams. She’s hoping the blessed event will be as cute
as husband Ben Gage was in these baby pictures. Ben says he’ll settle for another bathing beauty like Mama<

jUEPRINT
By JANE

* There is one quality that sets Esther Williams
apart from most other celebrities of stage or screen
—it is that quality of health that goes with her
career as an athlete and which reflects itself both in
her appearance and in her mental attitude, her
healthy approach to living.
“Ben and I feel we must have a plan,” she says.
“It isn’t enough to have a wonderful today; we
must try to make that today pay off toward a
wonderful tomorrow!”
In the first three years of their marriage, she
and Ben Gage have done a lot of planning; and
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now with the beginning of the new house and with
their dream of a family about to come true, the
“blueprints” are taking on a reality that should
be stimulating to any young American couple.
One of the fallacies handed down to us from the
Victorian era was the hackneyed ending “and so
they lived happily ever after.” That is where the
book should start!
Esther and Ben at the start of their book had
everything on their side. They had youth and
health and handsome appearance. Esther’s perform¬
ance in “Neptune’s Daughter”'finds her film career

Esther and Ben will move from this little brown shingled
cottage when their new, ocean-view house is completed.

the new house.

Nursery calls for immediate attention.

at its peak; Ben is scoring as m.c. of the television
Rumpus Room show over KTTV, CBS. Thus far
they have been living in a little brown shingle house
in Pacific Palisades with braided wall-to-wall car¬
peting designed to take wet feet from the swimming
pool or the dog’s muddy paws or spilt lemonade,
or anything else.
It never looked like a movie star’s home. To
prove it, Esther tells how Ben and she came out of
a local theatre recently and two Pacific Palisadians
came around for autographs.
“Do you live in that brown shingle house up
(please turn to next page)

Ben breaks ground for the new house. L*ving-room will
have simply sensational view of both city and the ocean.

BLUEPRINT
continued

Hill in back of property is abundant with
white lilacs. Esther will leave them as is.

New house won’t be too far away from Ben’s latest busi¬
ness venture: the successful Ben Gage Gasoline Station.

there?” one of the fans asked. Esther and Ben
made haste to say no. They have enough trouble
insuring their privacy. “See, what did I tell you,”
the other fan said triumphantly. “What movie star
would live in a crummy little place like that?”
Nevertheless Esther and Ben loved the house
with its comfortable furnishings. Gradually they
have acquired the antique American pieces which
fit in with their dream of an early American farm¬
house. Now they are ready for that house, and for
the family which will live in it.
Their property is a great bald flat up on the
mountain above the Riviera Country Club. The
road going up hasn’t been dug. It’s a steep, pre¬
carious climb, but once there, they have a view of
There are so many things on Esther’s mind these days.
Most important, of course, is a wardrobe for junior.

the city and of the ocean in every direction. White
lilac, Spanish broom and heather tangle on the hill
behind them. It’s a beautiful lot, wind-blown and
free and the farmhouse with its windows catching
the view on three sides, will shield the swimming

Like all about-to-be-homesteaders, the Gages spend spare time at their site thinking up new ideas for their dream house.

pool from the breeze. A slide, slanting out of
Esther’s upstairs dressing room, will carry the Gages
right down into the pool for their morning dip.
That’s Esther’s idea of heaven.
As for the young Gages, they’ll be taught to
swim when they’re about two. Esther says you
can’t make much headway with children in the
water until they’re about five, but it’s never too
early to give them the feel of the water and the
fundamentals.
She hopes her children will be all-around ath¬
letes. One of the difficulties of concentrating on
one sport is that you have so little time to develop
others. Esther says she feels so stupid playing golf,
for example, with Ben. He shoots a wonderful
game. “Then I get up,” Esther laughs, “and every¬
one expects me to be a champion golfer!”
Someday, she wants to perfect the art of skiing.
The little Gages, Esther hopes, will not only swim
but golf and play tennis, ice-skate and dance.

Esther learned to dance when she was a tot. They
all danced together at home; and Esther hurried
home from school for those dancing sessions which
“were as good as a party any day.”
That was part of Esther’s mother’s plan to enable
her children to handle themselyes socially. A good
many of Esther’s sensible, wholesome ideas are
acquired from her mother who, a child psychologist
herself, did such a bang-up job of raising a family.
Either and Ben’s plans include a nursery and a
nurse’s room (which can become a child’s room
when a nurse is no longer necessary) and their
own master bedroom with fireplace and twin dress¬
ing rooms upstairs. Downstairs, the house will have
a large living room with a step-down into the dining
room at one end and into the den at the other.
There will be a fireplace in the living room, ex¬
tending into the den and outside onto the patio for
barbecues.
Another fireplace will (Please turn to page 77)
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Bob’s more than a great entertainer. He’s
a great man—with a heart the size of Texas.

* Can you imagine working for a whirlwind? Well,

appearance tour around the United States with him

I do!

Only this whirlwind happens to possess a

and his “gang.” I’ve seen him working under the

heart about the size of Texas, a wit that never fails,

toughest conditions and have learned that he’s much

an amazing calmness under pressure that makes

more than a great entertainer. He’s a great humani¬

those around him calm. He’s a chap you may have

tarian and a great man.

heard of, this boss of mine. His name? Bob Hope.

diced, but I’m not alone in my opinions.

I’m a secretary, but if I sound like a praise agent
on the subject of Hope, I just can’t help it.
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I’ve

All right—so I’m preju¬

This writing business is brand new to me.
used to taking down the words

I’m

of others, not

worked with him for well over a year now. During

making up my own, so I must confess I fluttered

that time I went to Berlin and on a long personal

a little when our editor suggested I write about my

It was love at first sight for Hob and Mary Jane Saunders both in “Sorrowful Jones.” Mrs. Hope didn't mind a bit.

boss in my own words—with no holds barred!
“What can I say?

A few months ago a very high-pressure reporter

Everybody knows all about

came out from New York to do a life story on Bob

“Tell about Hope the man you know from work¬

about everyone in town who had ever known him.

Bob Hope!” said I.
ing for him,” she suggested.

for a big national magazine.
“But remember that

She talked to just

When she had finished this extensive research I

You

heard her wail, “I can’t find anyone who isn’t com¬

won’t be convincing if you don’t mention them.”

plimentary about Hope. Isn’t there anything wrong

everyone has some minor faults and foibles.

That’s the part that has me in a quandary. I can’t
think of anything about my boss that isn’t com¬
plimentary !

with him? Has he put the whole town on his payroll
as press agents?”
That’s my boss! Always (Please turn to page 78)
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By

MARVA

PETERSON

* If houses could talk, Betty Hutton’s would prob¬
ably be quoted as saying: “Jeepers!

I’m growing

fast. One more Briskin and I’ll blow my top.”
And the house would have a case.
When Betty bought this rambling

California

ranch house on the rim of Santa Monica Canyon,
it was the summer of ’45. She was single with
every intention of remaining that way. But Betty
was one career girl who wanted a home.
She wanted one so badly that for months she
spent every free afternoon and all her Sundays with
real estate agents.

Her friends and family were

amused but indulgent. They regarded this house¬
hunting as a phase. Among themselves they agreed
that fun-loving Betty would never be content by a
fireside. Betty knew better.
“As nearly as I can remember,” says Betty
vaguely, “I wanted a large kitchen where I could
cook a complete dinner instead of always going
out to eat. I wanted a yard where I could raise my
own flowers instead of calling a florist. And I
wanted more closet space than rooms.”
The moment she saw the house in Brentwood, a
residential section west of Hollywood, Betty knew
it was for her. It had a beautiful walled garden to
insure privacy. The kitchen as well as the living
room had a breathtaking view of the canyon. And
there was a dressing room that consisted entirely
of closets.
t
In other respects it was a small house. There was
one guest room besides Betty’s bedroom. The dining
room seated six comfortably. The library-bar was
a cozy nook for reading alone or throwing a party,
while the living room had a Dutch tile fireplace to
end all fireplaces.
(Please turn to page 45)

You can see how Betty Hutton spends her free time!
Double stroller keeps 2-year-old Lindsay from feel¬
ing left out when baby Candy has an afternoon stroll.
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House
and Mtaw
It Grows!

Nothing would please Betty more than to have Lindsay and Candy fol¬
low in her footsteps. They’re already learning how to put across a song.

This small house tells a big story of love, devotion
and the unlimited happiness of Betty Hutton and her family
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Children changed Betty’s lovely croquet lawn into a playground. And that’s the way it will stay for future Briskins!

Sometimes long studio hours keep Betty from seeing her
babies, but she gets a full report from nurse Amelia Kirsh.
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Betty saw the house and bought it in the same

Ray figured he had an easy assignment. Accord¬

day.
Call it fate—or life—or merely coincidence, but

ing to Betty’s specifications, he designed a combina¬

buying a home marked a turning point in Betty

room table like the one she’d admired in “Stork

Hutton’s personal life. It also caused quite a change
in the house!

Club.” He was proceeding on schedule without a

The first thing Betty did after purchasing a home
was telephone set decorator Ray Moyer and ask him
to take charge of the interior decorating.
Ray had designed the sets for such pictures of
Betty’s as “Stork Club” and “Dream Girl.” He also
had decorated her Paramount dressing room. He
knew her tastes, her likes and dislikes. She, in turn,
loved his work. They only had to confer a few times
because Betty knew exactly what she wanted. She
had planned it so many times in her imagination.
“Be sure and put glass doors on all my wardrobe
closets,” Betty instructed Ray, “so I’ll have to keep
my things straight. And please dream up a coffee
table I can put my feet on.”
Then Betty left town on an 8-week USO tour.

tion ottoman and coffee table. He built a dining

single headache.
“I should have known things were going too
smoothly,” recalls Ray. Because on Sept. 2nd he
received a telegram from Betty. It read: GETTING
MARRIED STOP FIX OUT OF THE WORLD
ROOM FOR TED STOP ARRIVING SEPT. 20
LOVE BETTY.
Ray was happy to hear the good news, of course,
but his happiness was tinged with panic. He had
18 days to reconstruct his thinking. So far he’d
been planning a home for a single girl and now he
had to think in terms of a husband and wife.
With the resourcefulness born of long movie ex¬
perience he switched the delicate blue and white
guest room into a virile setting of brown and char¬
treuse with leather accessories. He introduced a
(Please turn to next page)

Betty’s House
and how it grows!
continued

Peace—it’s wonderful!
afternoon naps, Betty

The little girls love to watch Mommy rehearse a song
and aren’t the least bit backward about joining in!

While Lindsay and Candy take
takes Up housekeeping routine.

brass spittoon ash tray into the library. One look at

raspberry colored easy chairs, the white concert

a photograph of tall Ted and he increased the scale

grand piano and the .^cture window that extends

of all the living room furniture. That explains why

for a whole wall. Fin dy Ted spoke as one who’d

the fireside chairs can accommodate two Briskins

always lived in Chicago. He was intrigued by the

and their couch can seat six.

indoor planting that seemed to bring the garden

Two hours before arrival time Ray was nervously

inside, and he thought the sun-drenched, yellow

fanning the last coat of grey-green paint in the

dining room was the most cheerful room he’d ever

living room. He hoped he hadn’t forgotten anything

seen.

but he wasn’t sure. He was in a state of jitters for

They stepped into the library and Betty gave a

fear Betty and Ted wouldn’t approve the completed

small squeal of pleasure. The shelves were painted

house. He needn’t have worried.

her favorite: hot pink. Ted added a masculine nod

As the newly-weds walked hand in hand across

of approval as he tested the deep leather chairs. But

the deep yellow carpet they looked like two children

it was Betty’s reaction to her own bedroom that

entering fairyland. They had difficulty expressing

repaid Ray Moyer for all his work. She took one

their feelings as they looked into the spacious living

long look and burst into tears.

room. Their eyes took in the soft green couch, the

“It’s so beautiful,” she sobbed, “just so beautiful

Betty’s House
and how it grown!
continued

Picture of Betty in the kitchen is not a publicity
pose. This movie queen really is a kitchen expert.

Dining room is
good
taste—and
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a reflection of Betty’s
her well-ordered life.

I

can’t

help

crying

because

That did it. Ray Moye’

it’s

so

beautiful.”

’“ft for Palm Springs

and a long rest in the sun.
A few months later the Briskins called him out
of temporary retirement. “Ray,” they confided, “we
need a nursery. Will you add another wing on the
house?” And so he did.
Betty’s idea for a nursery was to make it as beau¬
tiful as her own room but reduced to a child’s level.
Therefore all the toy cabinets start at the floor and
stop at the window sill. The furniture, such as the
toy piano, the chairs and table, the pink record
player and the beds are miniature. Even the bath¬
room fixtures are lilliputian in size.
To make room for a nurse, another room had
to be planned for Ted. (Please turn to page 71)

This house has everything!
Built-in bar is another
relaxing feature in a corner of the comfortable library.

Furniture is built for comfort.
Raspberry fireside chairs
are big enough for two. Coffee table welcomes weary feet.

Flower gardening is restful after a busy
day of work filming “Red, Hot and Blue.
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MONTGOMERY CLIFT is due for new Honors after "The Heiress."
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JEANNE CRAIN braves controversy in 20th Century-Fox's "Pinky."
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Two stars in one family could

JOHANSEN

mean lots of trouble in any household
other than the Gene Kellys'

* Of all the young couples in Hollywood, the most

scored as Birdie in “Another Part of the Forest”

widely admired today is the Gene Kellys.
Gene, as you all know, is one of the most versa¬

made by Universal. By the time you read this, she
will be in Europe, making Shakespeare’s “Othello”

tile talents the movie colony has ever offered. Bob

with Orson Welles, the bad boy of the motion pic¬
ture industry.

Hope says of him, “Every time Gene Kelly dances,
Fred Astaire begins to count his money.”
In addition to his dancing, Pittsburgh-born Gene
is an extremely sensitive actor, a competent writer
(he wrote “Take Me Out to the Ball Game”) and
a brilliant director, as you soon will see when
M-G-M releases “On the Town.”
Gene’s wife, Betsy Blair, has just begun her
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It’s not because both Kellys have successful
careers, it’s not because Gene earns $2000 a week
and Betsy $750 a week [when they work] that
they’re so universally admired.
It’s because fame has not corrupted either of
them. They are as plain, as simple, as sincere and

screen-acting and she’s not nearly as well-known as

unaffected as any young couple you might find in,
say Wheeling, West Virginia.

her husband. But she was superb as the demented
girl who couldn’t talk in “The Snake Pit,” and she

gone Hollywood; and this indeed is refreshing when

In other words, Gene and Betsy Kelly have not

When Betsy Blair first met Gene Kelly at Billy Rose’s
Diamond Horseshoe she thought he was a busboy instead of
the dance director. (P.S. She got a job in the chorus.)

you realize how violently and quickly most young
people react to success.
Gene and Betsy Kelly have one child, a six-yearold girl named Kerry. The child has no nurse and
goes to public school.

She regards her parents as

ordinary people who work for a living. When you
ask Kerry what her father does, she’ll quickly an¬
swer, “He’s the best dancer in the world.” But she
would say the same thing about Gene if he were a
carpenter, a bricklayer, or anything.
The Kellys have seen to it that Kerry maintains
a very good sense of values about her place in the
social scheme of things.
A few years ago, for example. Gene caught Kerry
bragging about her picture which had appeared in
a fan magazine.

In order to protect Kerry from

getting spoiled, he immediately issued an order.
“No more home layouts for the magazines.”
The publicity boys yelled at that. “Think of your
publicity,” they cautioned Gene. “It’ll drop to noth¬
ing.”

(Please turn to page 83)

“Gene does better at acting than at Anagrams,” says Betsy. He’s a good director too. as you’ll discover in “On the Town."
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* Romance is blooming in Hollywood! True, real,
genuine love!
If you have any doubts, just take a little peek at
this season’s latest offering in sizzling romance.
Errol Flynn and Greer Garson!

Unfortunately, the rivers of true love rarely run
smoothly. And behind virtually all of the afore¬
mentioned romances, romantic as they now may be,
runs a thread of heartache.
Take, for example, the Errol Flynn-Greer Garson

Nora Flynn and Dick Haymes!

romance.

Joanne Dru and John Ireland k
Farley Granger and Pat Neal!

willing to wager that eventually Greer would break
down and marry Buddy Fogelson.
But

Howard Duff and Shelley Winters!
Janet Leigh and Barry Nelson!

what

happened?

Greer

went

into

“The

Forsyte Saga” where she met Errol Flynn on his

Peggy Cummins and Derek Dunnett!

first picture away from Warner Brothers.

And that’s saying nothing about Clark Gable and

spark was kindled, and Buddy Fogelson, at least

Jimmy Stewart—both of whom are ripe for matri¬
mony—and nothing about half a dozen other ro¬

at this writing, has taken a back seat in Greer’s

mantics who will fall in and out of love with the
change of tides.
Yes, love is flourishing richly in filmland this

The

affections.
Greer should be in England with Errol by the
time you read this. She may deny that her affec¬
tion

for

the

dark-haired

Lothario

exceeds

the

summer, and come autumn, the town may be com¬

bounds of friendship, but the fact is that Greer

pletely shorn of its eligible bachelors.

wants very much to do a (Please turn to page 72)

Love is busting out all over Hollywood.
these days.

Just take a peek at this season’s

latest offerings in sizzling romance

Yd'V'^'ot
se<\«etvce
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A few short weeks ago, everyone was

evenl?

By CRAWFORD DIXON

r°nia
SacrificedCetLis.
th,err so

,nd~'Cn£lb'°
es

Joanne Dru (Mrs. Dick Haymes) has new interests: her movie
career and John Ireland, her co-star in “All the King’s Men.”

.M

* Practically everyone in Hollywood worries about
shedding weight

and

keeping

slim.

Practically

everyone has his own pet set of exercises, his daily
dozen. Everyone except Dan Dailey.
Dan’s problem is to get enough rest, relaxation,
peace, quiet and solitude. His Tiighest ambition is
to do nothing for, maybe, three whole days.
Dan has made six or seven pictures in a ro\y;
he has lost exact count. As far as he can see ahead.

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

roles stretch end to end like the tireless turnout of

Award Nominating Ballots were mailed to Acad¬

a twenty-four-hour bakery. Every producer on the

emy members and others eligible to vote, one of

20th Century lot, it seems, wants Dan Dailey just

Los Angeles’ metropolitan dailies featured a group

as soon as he finishes “You’re My Everything.”

of Award possibilities on the front page of the
drama section.

Before “Everything”

he

did

“Chicken

Every

Sunday” and before that “When My Baby Smiles

Featured as “Most likely to receive the Award

at Me” and before that. . . . But, something should

for his performance as an actor in a leading role”

be said about “When My Baby Smiles at Me.”

was, of course, Laurence Olivier for his brilliant

One Sunday in January, shortly before Academy

performance in “Hamlet.” (Please turn to page 74)

Dynamite and
determination
and everything
lovable—
that’s what
Dan Dailey’s
made of

The Daileys aren’t kidding when they boast of their two-year-old
son’s dancing ability. Pan III can already do a simple time step.

Is it wise for a handsome young actor
to get married the minute he finishes his
first picture?

Is he ready to be a

successful husband as well as an exciting
star?

Here’s Mrs. John Derek’s answer

m in

By MRS. JOHN (PATI BEHRS) DEREK

\m
WONDERFUL GUY
* John Derek and I are now two-thirds through our
first year as Mr. and Mrs. Derek. I can’t believe
that such happiness as we have can be actually
happening to me. He is everything I dreamed about,
only doubly so.
Chad to come a long way to find him, half-way
around the world. I was born in Turkey when my
parents’ titles and estates were confiscated in Russia.
I grew up in Paris. But crossing an ocean and two
continents to discover John wasn’t too far to go
for him.
He was born right here in Hollywood, amazing
in itself since so few actors are. He didn’t want to
go into the movies—another jolt. He was, however,

I guess my greatest fault is jealousy. I have faith
in John—but women DO find him attractive!

spotted by talent scouts from the time he was four
years old.
I remember so well how cautious we were at
first towards one another. We met, quite casually,
We celebrated completion of his first film, “Knock
on Any Door,” by becoming Mr. and Mrs. John Derek.

when both of us were under contract at 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox and reported to the classes of Helena
Sorrell, the dramatic coach there. John, just twenty,
was fresh out of his Army uniform and finally was
giving the movies a serious try.
Having gone to work as a dancer at thirteen
when my father died, I luckily had reached the
same studio from France.
We didn’t have our first date for a whole two
months.

Neither of us flirted. We’d both gone

through the giddy adolescent period. John’s appear¬
ance didn’t throw me off balance. I fully enjoy it,
and never will stop envying him his fabulous eye¬
lashes.

But I was used to good-looking men, so

what impressed me about John’s handsomeness was
that it hadn’t made him conceited. He isn’t the least
bit vain. When he had to be so for his first picture,
that was acting!
I admire the way he always looks straight at the
person to whom he’s talking. He takes everything
(Please turn to next page)
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It’s fun learning all about John’s childhood in
Hollywood, and telling him all about mine in Paris.

Right now we’re living in a Malibu beach house but
we’ve got big plans for a terrific ranch in Montana.

i///1//

we

WITH A WONDERFUL GUY
continued

in earnest, with a polite consideration for your
viewpoint that is irresistible to me. If he isn’t clear
about your meaning, he asks again. Or he is silent,
listening and learning.
John has a genuine sense of humor. He can laugh
about his own human quirks, as well as at absurd
situations. But he is basically a serious person.
In our dramatic training we had to practice
pantomime. We had to create a character and scene
from our own imagination. I recall John beaming
his approval when I interpreted a girl in a house
that was being bombed. I never hung around to
gossip when our classes ended. Now John admits
he was very favorably struck by that. He says he
was fed lip with flighty girls.
I didn’t try to seem glamorous, and fortunately
this also intrigued him. He still remembers the
heavy green corduroy jacket and skirt I often wore;
says it made me look like an artist. I wore a mini¬
mum of make-up, and now he even wants me to skip
lipstick. He contends 1 stood out to him because I

In his second picture, “All the King’s Men,” John plays a pampered, drunken brat,
which is quite a change from his own quiet, dignified life in the home he loves.

The Derek flair for portrait painting
could have led him to fame as an artist.

was the girl who was so healthy and honest looking.

He was definitely the first man in Hollywood to

Gradually we began dreaming up love scenes we

take time to show me so many fascinating things

could do together in class. We wouldn’t reveal to

the movie crowd usually passes up. John took me

one another the extra pleasure we found in them.
I asked him for our first date.

to my first football game, my first rodeo, my first

I wanted to go

midget races, my first prizefight, my first wrestling

to a certain play in downtown Los Angeles. The

match—how we howled at Gorgeous George’s antics!

evening we went we both had colds, and snuffled

We began going to ice hockey games twice a week.

relaxedly.

John had some sort of allergy that

Then he really introduced me to California. You

made his lower lip swell terribly the very next day.
He had to stay out of dramatic classes for two

know many Hollywood people never veiiture out of
Los Angeles, except to fly to New York. He drove

weeks to get over it, and was I kidded!

Since that

me down to the Mojave, to thrill at the great desert.

first date neither of us has ever dated anyone else.

He drove me up to Yosemite, to marvel at the forests
and water falls there. I noticed how he could go

Nor have we ever broken a date with each other.
John’s courtship was romantic in the old-fash¬
ioned, gallant way. He was, and is, so thoughtful,

into an ecstasy over the beauty of nature in even
a rock.

I found out he wasn’t a

We sampled the quiet charm of Santa Barbara,

party hound. I was delighted to find he doesn’t

the impulsive air of Laguna. As we whizzed along

have to have fun—he has to feel happy inside. An

the highways he’d stop, all of a sudden, if he saw

artistic, sensitive, idealistic person, my husband.

a flower stand. He’d buy me one perfect red rose.

My cocker spaniel fell in love w'ith him instantly.

This meant more to me than the most expensive

protective, and tender!

My intuition told me this Was a sign to respect.

corsage sent from a

(Please turn to page 69)
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Penny and David DeFore, assisted by Ma
and Pa, loved riding the visiting pony.

Stars’ kids
Assemble to
Lend a hand to
L. A. Orphanages

* Movie people are known for their big
hearts, and following in the footsteps
of their famed parents, scores of Holly¬
wood young fry recently turned out to
lend their support to a worthy charity.
The party was sponsored by Capitol
Records, and the children had a won¬
derful time filling baskets with gifts
for orphanages in the Los Angeles area.
When the baskets were full to overflow¬
ing, the kids enjoyed ice cream and
cookies, and the antics of “Bozo the
Clown,” a Hollywood favorite.

Susan Peters’ adopted son Timothy disappeared as soon as Judy Garland brought
daughter Liza over to meet him. Little Liza seems upset about his disappearance.

Dorothy Lamour shows her son. Ridge, how
to fill basket he’ll give to L. A. orphanage.

Joan Crawford and her two children grin
approval at the show provided by Capitol.
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Ava Gardner’s pink house suits her personality: it’s feminine without being fussy.
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“One Touch of Venus,” “The Bribe,” she scouted
the hills from Hollywood to Santa Monica.
It couldn’t be too far from the studio; it couldn’t
be too expensive; it had to be high up where the
sun could fill it, and there must be a touch of wilder¬
ness about it.
One Sunday during the filming of “The Great
Sinner,” she found it. The house wasn’t perfect,
but the rooms were small and cozy; there was noth¬
ing of formality or pretense.
A week later she moved in with her ice box, her
stove, and
“Venus.”

her maid

Maureen,

who

calls Ava

In the months since then, the busy actress has
made a trip to New York; she has gone home for a
family reunion in Carolina. Now she is finally home
and getting installed.
One of the big problems is landscaping for the
house is bare and Ava wouldn’t let a sprig be planted
until she was there. Having come from a farm, she
has had gardens all her life and knows how to weed
and prune and dig.
Her trips east and south prohibited any early
winter planting and the bad freeze caught the few
shrubs she had put in. Now that she’s back, she’s

Tie Wj/iji AH!
continued from, page 26
High on hill above Nichols Canyon is Ava Gardner’s
little pink house surrounded by white picket fence.

In dungarees and jersey blouse Ava could make a fortune
painting picket fences. Only thing she lacks is union card!
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Lots of guys would be more than willing to do this
chore for her—but she manages nicely, thank you.

been preparing the soil (it’s like a rock and she’s

The fun of the project is the selection of each

going to need help with it) and she has laid out

object herself. From the small Degas dancing girls

her landscape plans which will someday turn the
sandy hillside into a mass of bloom.

for her bedroom, to the antique book cases in the
den, Ava is the decorator.

She’ll use purple and yellow ice plant for that and

Here is a girl who is much more than merely
beautiful, and much more than a good actress. She

there will be yellow roses behind the little fence
which she’s brightened up with a fresh coat of
paint. She has a trellis up at one side of the house
and a giant honeysuckle will climb there. For the
moment the only real signs of life are a half dozen
struggling petunias. Ava babies them as if they
were the most important things in her life.
Most of the house is yellow. So is Ava’s hair!
That last was just a sudden impulse, §he says, shak¬
ing the short gold crop. “I know I shouldn’t, but
about every two years I can’t resist it.”
But whatever the color of hair, it’s the same face,
with its finely chiseled features; and the same beau¬
tiful hundred and eighteen pounds poured into blue
jeans for her chores around the house.
The yellow walls of the living room, dining room
and bedroom give the illusion that the house is
filled with sun. The living room is still empty but
Ava’s shopping for fabrics and as soon as she finds
them, the upholsterers can get under way.

is a serious and well-rounded person whose taste
in books and music is mature and whose abilities as
a home-maker are sound.
She likes to be able to do everything. “I’m not
saying I’d want to do solely domestic things every
day of necessity,” she says, earnestly. “But I do
want to be able to cook when I wish, to make the
kind of curtains I want for the bathroom, plant
what I want where I want it.”
She feels that too many people in Hollywood
devote themselves exclusively to their craft. “That
has been true of artists in every field. It’s the ivory
tower attitude.” In Ava’s opinion it necessarily
limits the artist in his flexibility, in his ability to
understand all ways of life and all types of per¬
sonality—an understanding an actor must have.
Ava was furnishing the living room when we
got there. The furnishings consisted of two book
cases, a lamp and a vase of flowering peach blosPlease turn

Decorating

effects

are

Ava’s

prime

worry

these

days.

to

next

page

She’s just about decided walls will be yellow, carpet gray.
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soms. The carpeting is grey frieze. She plans on
using grey and chartreuse in the upholstering.
There isn’t much furniture in the dining room
yet, either; but there is a handsome silver coffee
service,

bought

at auction recently, “which

of

course I need like I need a hole in the head,” grins
Ava.
Ava’s sister, Bea, in to help with the curtains,
says she’s glad Ava got the service. It’s such a
graceful, beautiful set, and the look on Ava’s face
while she polishes it, is something to see. The
initials engraved on each piece are MEW, but Ava
says she can always change her name. Mayme
Emma Wogglehoof would do nicely.
Ava’s bedroom is almost complete. She has done
it in grey and chartreuse wdth a string rug which
blends beautifully with the ash grey wood. The big
bed is modern and simple with a chartreuse quilt.
There’s a radio right beside the bed, “and I can
play it as loudly as I want and as late as I want.
There’s nothing like a home of one’s own, is there?”
A big bottle of hand lotion stands beside the
Which lamp would you put on the bookcase? Looks like
either will interfere with plant-filled wall brackets.

“I need this silver service like I need a hole in the head,”
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Ava admits.

But she couldn’t

resist it at auction sale.

radio and on the dressing table are dozens and
dozens of bottles of perfume. Above them she’s
putting the Degas prints in their modern frames.
Modern as most of the decor, the lady of this
house has not been held down to any rigid rules.
One of the most charming variations imaginable
is the den. Opposite the bright yellow living room,
the den is done in cocoawood and deep green, the
ceiling is beamed. There is a red brick fire-place
with brass andirons. The table and bookcases are
walnut, the divan is covered with a hunting scene
print. It is a warm, comfortable little room, a
wonderful place to relax before the fire and read.
Ava has the natural instinct of a home-maker—
for a house is largely a matter of atmosphere, color,
line, and little touches; flowers, books, prints, a
silver service with the wrong initials. Even now,
you can guess what her house is going to become.
It should be fun to go back up Nichols Canyon
eight months from now and see what has happened
to the seeds Ava Gardner has planted. Let’s make
a date and go up and call on her then!
Bopks and albums are arranged in alphabetical order. Ava’s
library indicates mature taste in literature and music.

Ava turned nook next to kitchen into sewing room. Or¬
gandy curtains throughout will be Ava’s handiwork.

For walls of her own bedroom Ava has chosen six Degas pas¬
tel prints. Gray frames catch the tone of her modern furniture.

Royal blue silk dinner gown defies summer
heat but stole is fine when breezes blow.

Laraine might start a heatwave—but she’d never feel it in this gunmetal silk
taffeta gown. Gold thread design complements diamond necklace and earrings.

CHARM
Take a tip from the
clothes Laraine Day
wears in her new
picture, "Twilight."
They've been air-conditioned
for style and comfort
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Calico sun dress is multi-colored, has a
matching stole with wide edged red border.

singer. They became fast friends. Joanne
learned that Dick had been bom in Ar¬
gentina, that he was listed as a citizen
of a neutral nation; that he had been
reared a strict Catholic and had once
studied to become a Jesuit priest.
Joanne moved up to Boston and was
about to marry a Harvard college boy
when Dick phoned her one day and said,
“You wouldn’t marry one of those Harvards, would you?”
Joanne said, “I’m afraid I might.”
Whereupon Dick proposed and was
accepted.
Dick went on to become a stage, radio,
and screen star, and for a while every¬
thing was serene in the Haymes house¬
hold. The couple have three children.
During those years, Dick averaged
more than $100,000 a year. The whole
world looked good and no thought of a
divorce ever entered his head.
He separated from his wife for a few
days back in 1947, but the excuse given
was that Joanne wanted a career and he
was against her having one.
Joanne says now, “There’s no truth to
that story.”
In any event by Christmas of last year
the Haymeses were on separation terms
again.
“We’re going to separate for six months
or a year,” Dick explained at that point.
“I think probably our trouble is that
we’ve been away from each other too
much. I haven’t really seen Joanne for
three months.
“When I came back from New York
she left the next day for location. I hope
we can work out our life together. . . .”
Apparently, that was an idle hope.
While Dick and Nora Flynn made the
rounds at Palm Springs, their friendship
ripened into something deeper.
On March 15th of this year, Dick and
Nora flew to Las Vegas where Dick took
up residence in the Flamingo Hotel.
Nora said flatly, “I’ve registered at a
ranch in Nevada for the purpose of es¬

tablishing six weeks’ residence in order
to obtain a Nevada divorce from Errol.”
Dick said nothing. But his wife im¬
mediately filed for divorce in California,
charging Dick with cruelty and demand¬
ing $5,000 a month for herself and three
children.
The fact that Joanne filed for a divorce
in California means that Dick Haymes
and Nora Flynn can’t get married at an
early date since decrees in California do
not become final for one year.
It now looks very much as if Joanne
will marry John Ireland when she’s free.
John is the young actor under contract
at Columbia who’s played in two pic¬
tures with Joanne. He recently sepa¬
rated from his wife. He has a 7-year
studio contract and is an accomplished
actor. You’ll see him as a star in “Anna
Lucasta” and “All the King’s Men,” and
his screen future is most bright.
In order that there be a happy ending
for all concerned, Errol Flynn should
marry Greer Garson; Nora Flynn should
marry Dick Haymes, and Joanne Dru
should marry John Ireland.
All of this might very well come to
pass. All of you might very well watch
for it.
While you’re scanning the horizons of
romance, you might consider the Farley
Granger-Pat Neal duo, largely because
they both insist they’re not interested in
marriage. Whenever a pair speak like
that, watch out!
Farley says, “Sure, I’ve dated Pat Neal.
I like her very much but I’m still more
career-minded than I .am marriageminded.
Somehow, I don’t think I’m
ready for marriage yet.”
Pat says, “Farley’s one of the best
friends I have, but I’m just starting out
in motion pictures, and I’d like to get
established before I think of marriage.”
In any event, these two are a steady
pair. Their companionship has been in¬
terrupted solely by the attentions paid
to Pat Neal by Harry Kumitz, a very

witty writer at Warner Brothers who
knew Pat in New York when she was
first trying to crash the stage. Harry has
a crush on Pat and doesn’t care who
knows it.
As for the Shelley Winters-Howard
Duff romance, Duff is a quixotic sort of
fellow who loves the bachelor life he’s
now leading. This affair may be nothing
but a publicity stunt, although Duff as a
rule refuses to be party to any such gag.
He’s been engaged twice before, how¬
ever; he’s reached a very susceptible age,
32; and he is capable of being captured
by the proper combination of feminine
charms and personality.
Howard’s al¬
ways being mentioned as the future hus¬
band of Ava Gardner but at this point
it looks as if their fondness is only a
nice brother-sister or “good pal” rela¬
tionship.
As for Janet Leigh and Barry Nelson,
Barry, a young-man-about-town, has
been after Janet ever since her divorce
last year. Janet is currently the busiest
contract player at M-G-M and having
had one disillusioning marital experience,
she says she’s going to do a lot of think¬
ing before taking another step towards
the altar.
Peggy Cummins, however, may do that
very thing with Derek Dunnett, a hand¬
some young Englishman she met abroad
last year. Dunnett is the heir to one of
the largest seed fortunes in Great Britain
and when Peggy returned to Hollywood,
he pursued her to the West Coast.
It looks from here as if Dunnett is
deeply in love with Peggy and would like
nothing better than to lead her into
matrimony. Peggy says, “Of course, I
like him, but. . . .”
June has always been a big wedding
month in Hollywood, as it has through¬
out the rest of the country; so don’t
be surprised if Hollywood’s busy Cupid
shoots arrows into the hearts of many of
its most glamorous citizens.

Sands

New

The End
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“Big Six” volunteer firewagon operated 1851, required six men pulling a shaft and additional twenty tugging on rear wheel hubs.
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Old gooseneck hand water pumper, used from end of 18th century
until 1835, cost the city $500, rests in honor spot in museum.
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HE'S GOT EVERYTHING
fContinued from page 571

However, the writer qualified this se¬
lection by explaining that no one could
predict the state of mind of Academy
voters; because of the hassel over British
picture quotas, Hollywood might decide
to award the Oscar to an American
player. In which case, said the article,
the honors should go to Dan Dailey for
his work in “When My Baby Smiles at
Me.” And there, side by side with Mr.
Olivier, equally large, was a picture of
Dan Dailey.
Naturally, Dan’s best friends at 20th
have given him a bad time about this.
Dan would be the first to insist that,
compared to the resplendent Olivier,
Dailey’s performance was as the village
fountain figure to Rodin’s “The Thinker.”
Certainly Dan is a competent actor and
is increasing in stature all the time, but
who is in the Olivier class?
Said one of Dan’s hecklers, as Dan fell
into his customary chair at the 20th
Century commissary, “Dan, I figure
you’ve really got a cinch this year. I’ve
been investigating, and I’ve discovered
that this guy, Olivier, can’t even do a
time step!”
Incidentally, Dan has seen “Hamlet”
several times, plans to see it many more.
The Olivier-directed play justifies one
of Dan’s long-ago revolts against his high
school English teacher who insisted that
Shakespeare should be read like strongly
accented poetry.
Says Dan, “All beautiful speech is
poetic; it isn’t necessary to pound on the
rhyme to prove that you have poetry.”
The amazing thing to Dan’s friends is
not that he is an articulate and an eru¬
dite commentator upon high drama, but
that he has time to keep track of what is
going on beyond the gates of his home
studio. His personal schedule is a mankiller, but he appears to thrive on it.
Six days a week he rolls out and throt¬
tles the alarm at 6:30 A.M.
He leaps
into clothing, goes into a brief dance
routine with his son, Dan Dailey, III, who
is now almost two, swallows a cup .of
black coffee as it is proffered by the
housekeeper during Dan’s sprint from
Danny’s nursery to the garage, and re¬
ports to the studio at 7:30 A.M. Occa¬
sionally if Danny’s dance instruction be¬
comes too interesting, Dan is as much as
half an hour late.
Little Danny exhibited dancing incli¬
nations as soon as he was able to pull
himself up on the top rail of his play
pen; there he would jiggle, lifting first
one foot and then the other in time to
any music which happened to be play¬
ing. “He could march, waltz, samba, and
jig before he could walk,” is Dan’s boast
for his son.
As soon as Danny was able to get
around, under his own power, Dan began
to teach him a few time steps which the
youngster picked up faster than he did
chocolate cookies.
Because Dan boasted of his son’s
prowess, some of Dan’s studio friends
insisted upon seeing Dan, the Third, in
action. These hecklers were certain the
kid would merely jiggle a little, as almost
any child will do, when Dan tried to show
him off.
The hecklers were wrong. Danny de¬
lightedly executed half a dozen simple
time steps and ended the program by
doing splits in professional form. And all
of this, mind you, has been learned in
those fast morning sessions.
Once Dan reaches the studio, he roars
through Wardrobe *and Makeup, and is

on the set at 9:00 simply rarin’ to go!
At ten the company knocks off for
coffee and doughnuts, and lunch is
usually called at 12:30. At 3:30 or 4:00,
Dan and his dancing partner (whichever
actress it happens to be at the time) have
to stop for another cup of coffee or tea
to keep from fainting flat on their faces.
Dan gets home around seven each
evening, script in hand.
Most actors, at this point, study their
lines for the next day’s shooting, and
turn 'in at nine, dead beat.
Dan scans his script, then hurries to
his one-room studio at the back of the
lot on which his home is built.
This
retreat is soundproofed, in deference to
the neighbors, and it is here that Dan
works out some of his more intricate
dance steps. Here also, he practices his
slide trombone.
Yes, he’s learning to play trombone,
the fulfillment of a lifelong ambition.
Also, the extension of Dan’s theory of
living. Says Dan, “I have no patience
with people who say, ‘I’ve always
wanted to play the piano, but I’ve never
had a chance to learn.’
Anyone can
learn to do anything at any time, if he
or she will simply make the time. Most
people never try.”
Dan, himself, has a right to make so
positive a statement because he has
always had a goal in mind, and he has
always set out dynamically to reach it.
He wanted to be a dancer. (People told
him he was too tall; was starting too
late.) He wanted to work in a Broad¬
way production.
He wanted to make
the grade in Hollywood. Then, having
danced his way to these accomplishments,
he decided to become a full-fledged actor.
Anyone who saw “When My Baby Smiles
at Me” must accord him a bow of accom¬
plishment in this field, too.
In addition to his determination to
excel at the trombone, Dan has another
plan for his first available free moment.
He wants to assemble a variety troupe,
charter an airplane, and barnstorm the
country for about three months of onenight stands. “That will be a cinch,” he
has told friends enthusiastically.
“A
downright vacation.
Only one show a
night—then on to the next town for an
honest night’s sleep.”
In many of the cities he plans to visit,
Dan will renew his friendships with
army buddies. When he hits Dallas, for
instance, he will chew the fat with a
brother officer . . . and check up on his
stranded
automobile,
which
is
still
garaged in that Texas city.
Undoubtedly you, like every other
Dailey fan, wondered about the story
which hit the newsstands several months
ago: Dan Dailey, said the headlines, had
disappeared.
This, like the story of Mark Twain’s
death, was greatly exaggerated. Here is
what actually happened. Dan was ex¬
hausted. He had just finished “Chicken
Every Sunday.” He understood that no
retakes were necessary, and that he had
three beautiful weeks of freedom before
“You’re My Everything” was to go into
rehearsal.
Telling Mrs. Dailey that he didn’t want
anyone to know where he was going
(meaning his hundreds of friends who
keep the Dailey telephone wires hot, and
who always have a flock of suggestions
for the use of Dan’s vacation time) he
set out in his car for Dallas and a reunion
with the brother officer previously men¬
tioned.

Dan was not only tired from his long
program of continued picture making,
but he was stale with'the staleness that
every creative worker suffers after re¬
maining in one place, under one set of
circumstances, for a long period of time.
When the studio called Dan’s home,
three days later, to say that they must
get in touch with Dan at once, Mrs.
Dailey—a blithe sphinx in behalf of her
weary husband—said that she had no
idea where he was. Eventually he would
get in touch with her, she said, and when
he did, she would deliver the studio’s
message.
Wifely love and big business are often
at odds, and this instance was no excep¬
tion. The studio, having established an
earlier release date for the picture, had
to finish it against a new deadline. Ex¬
ecutives did the only thing they could
think of: They broadcast an all-points
alarm for Mr. Dailey.
Astounded at the ensuing clamor, Dan
telephoned Hollywood to ask what all
the shooting was for. Then he boarded
the next plane for Hollywood, his everlovin’ wife, and a studio rehearsal stage.
Everyone was a little pink-faced be¬
fore the episode was forgotten. Every¬
one grins somewhat sheepishly nowadays
when Dan’s Dallas-garaged car is men¬
tioned. He’ll call for it one of these days
and snatch a few precious days of vaca¬
tion at that time.
After a few hours’ sleep, Dan usually
drives out to the valley to spend Sunday
afternoon riding one of the sixteen
available horses which are owned and
operated by a syndicate of Hollywood
equestrians. Altogether there are eight
members of the group. Some members
own several horses.
All members are
expected to ride all horses as interest
dictates.
The horses are hunters and
jumpers, and it is a rare and lovely ex¬
perience to hear Mr. Dailey discuss the
fine points of horse-trading and horsebreeding. He has ridden since he was
hoof-high to a Shetland pony, and he’d
be lost without a horse—to coin a phrase.
The group to which Dan belongs has
put on several horse shows: the first was
a modest little affair, planned without
fanfare. It attracted an audience so large
and enthusiastic that the group was fired
into planning a second gymkhana within
a few weeks. It was even more success¬
ful than the first horse show. As things
stand now, the group regards itself as
the San Fernando Valley’s answer to
Ringling Brothers.
“All we need is a script to make ‘Black
Beauty,’ ” says Dan. He corrects himself
at once. “Not that a script ever did me
much good. When I get the script for a
new picture, I scan the pages in pursuit
of two sentences which I know will show
up somewhere in the parenthetical print.
“One sentence reads: ‘Here they do a
terrific dance.’
That’s all.
The next
sentence states simply: ‘Here they do a
dance that would stop a Broadway show.’
I put aside the script. I begin to think
of every dance step I have ever seen or
dreamed of. . . . You ask me which I like
better, a dancing role or a straight dra¬
matic role?
I ask you, which do you
like better, picking ripe peaches or pick¬
ing ripe oranges? They’re both delicious.
They keep you busy, and that’s for me.
I like to be busy.”
They don’t come any busier in Holly¬
wood. Or any more talented. Or more I
lovable than Dan Dailey.
The End

FOR THE FIGURE
YOU'VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF
This truly amazing girdle is the modern
product of corsetry science. Gossamer Light!
Perfect Fit!
Beautiful to Behold!
Truly
Bewitching Control! Sizes: SMALL—Waist,
24 and 25—MEDIUM—Waist, 26 and 27—
LARGE—Waist, 28 and 29. Colors: White,
Pink, Blue.
Available also in a detachable crotch panty
for modern personal comfort at $3.50.

Relax in the sun—but don’t let up on your beauty' routine if you want to be as lovely
as Virginia Mayo is in her new Warner picture, '‘The Girl From Jones Beach.”

T
NYLON BRASSIERE
For bewitching curves!
Fashioned of fabulous quick*
drying DuPont Nylon, this
brassiere eloquently presents
your bosom in the manner
you’ve dreamed about. If your
bust is large—this wonder bra
will minimize; if your bust is
small—this magic bra will em¬
phasize. Colors: Tea Rose and
White. Sizes:32. 34, 36. 38. 40.

OPERATION
Have a care before you don that slick
bathing suit.

$1.95

You may be just a hair-breadth

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

from briny the Beauty on the Beach

Sate Money! C.O.D. rates have increased! Enclose Payment!

★ No matter who you are, your body
beautiful is far from lovely with un¬
sightly fuzz to mar a flash of sleek legs.
And a graceful arm raised in fond adieu
can really say farewell to charm,if it’s
obvious that milady needs a shave. So
before you step into that slick bathing
suit you’ve been saving for a special
holiday at the beach, have a thought for
your personal daintiness, and start off
with a good depilatory.
You’ll find many preparations on the
market to successfully remove unwanted
hair in a jiffy. There are creams of all

FASHION FLATTERY, INC.
Dept. FF203a
170 Fifth Aye., New York I0.N.T,

kinds to apply, let dry, and wash off.
(The hair comes right off with them.)
Some gals like the sandpaper method;
an utterly painless, fine paper, to rub in
circular motion taking the fuzz off in a
sec. And, there’s always the old razor
. . . or a new one. You’ll find many
types of dainty ladies’ razors available
for this purpose.
All these methods
leave your legs and underarms satin
smooth . . . ready and waiting for a coat¬
ing of suntan oil and a really keen
suntan.
The End
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You pay postage.
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□ COMBINATION OFFER! Strapless bra and
Fiourette Girdle, both for $5.00 (with detachable
crotch panty—$5.50).
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FREE fo Purchaser! Full Dram Exotic Perfume
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and see if yoa are really enjoying the pleas¬
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very
often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MON EY—Fully Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forma □ Pomade □ Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It Is fully guar¬
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JUELCQ..4727N. Damon,Pepti V-601, Chicago25,III,
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At
Drug
Counters
Everywhere

Today Everett Freed is a carpen
ter—but tomorrow he may be a star

WANTED
To Be Set To Musk

Submit one or more of your best poems
for free examination. Any subject. Send
poem for details and information.
Phonograph Records Made

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
735 Beacon Bldg. Boston 8, Mass.

i AMAZING OFFER—$40 IS YOURS J
J FOR SELLING ONLY SO BOXES CHRISTMAS CARDS |
■
I
■
■
I
I

Also 50 and 25 for $1.00 with or
without name. Free samples. Other
FREE
boxes on approval. Entirely new. difSAMPLES
ferent deluxe assortment with feature
television card. Cute plastic assortments. Write today. It costs nothing to try.

I CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. R-21, White Plains, N. Y. B

Hieh School Course
at Home

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped aH
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation.
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k American School,Dept.HB71 ,Drexel at 58th,Chicago 37
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ENLARGEMENT

This story doesn’t hav
ending—yet.

of your favorite photo

But Movieland predicts

a bright future for Eve

NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME

M

To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the en¬
largement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may keep the handsome frame as a
gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals
returned. Offer limited to U.S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
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7021 Santa Monica Blvd.,Dept.M 159 .Hollywood 38, Calif.

By ALYCE CANFIELD
★ Everett Freed was excited. The Grand
Junction High School in Colorado was
planning a show with a cast made up
entirely of fifth graders.
Everett had
been offered the lead. As quickly as his
excitement rose, however, it subsided.
For the part called for a top hat and tails.
Everett knew there wasn’t the faintest
possibility of his being able to acquire a
top hat and tails to wear in a school
show.
At home, they didn’t even have enough
to eat. His father was away more often

than not.
His stepmoth
pressed to keep their clo
mended.
Everett had n
single thing that was n
bought in his entire youn
The next best role was a
Here old clothes were oka
part, rehearsed the son
could be in the play at all
gan to worry. The trio
to do a little dance. Go
lights and kick—and Ev
as big as marbles in th
shoes.

At rehearsal that day, there was a
fair-sized group of youngsters watching
out in front. He sang his song and then
started the dance. He kicked—and the
kids out in front began to laugh. “Lookit
him,” they howled happily, “Old Holey
Shoes!”
Everett stood there, his face aflame.
Now the school knew. The tears fought
up to his eyes. He ran off the stage and
home.
After a few days, his teacher found out
why he was home.
She sent a gift
coupon from a shoe store for Everett
and his brother. Here was a real treas¬
ure: a boy’s first pair of store-bought
shoes.
Everett was good in the show.
His
golden voice became the talk of the
district.
Everett was farmed out to work for a
lady who had no help. She was kind,
but severe. She didn’t understand boys.
He wanted to rim away. But you couldn’t
even do that—without money.
One summer, he worked fifteen hours
a day picking peaches to earn money for
clothes and books for high school but his
stepmother said, “We need the money,
son. Your pa and I have to use it.”
So the kid rode the freight cars to
Beaver, Oklahoma, to the home of Rev¬
erend Unruh and his wife, who had be¬
friended him when he was in grade
school. When they left for Beaver, they
told him, “If you find you can’t go to
high school here as you planned, come
to us.”
He walked in, just at dinner time,
tired, dirty, hungry. All he asked was,
“Are you sure you’ll let me go to
school?”
The Unruhs were the first people who
had ever been kind to him in his life.
As a freshman in school, he began to
distinguish himself. He was made a class
officer. He won the county award at the
Song Festival, which is sponsored by the
National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music. During his sophomore year, he
won the county and district. His junior
and senior years, he won the county,
district and state. The Unruhs promised
that if he won the state his senior year
they would send him to Norman where
the nationals were held at the Univer¬
sity of Oklahoma.
When he finished the song he had

chosen at the nationals, there was a
slight pause, and then the whole audi¬
torium broke into a frenzied ovation.
He was now acclaimed the* best young
male singer in the United States—Everett
Freed, the kid who had never had a pair
of store-bought shoes until he was in the
fifth grade.
With the honor of winning the na¬
tionals went the scholarship to the Uni¬
versity of Oklahoma.
Everett had to
make the most serious decision of his life.
Should he go to college four years, or
should he head for Hollywood?
He
decided on Hollywood—buying a 1927
Chevrolet to get there.
He and his
brother drove to California, counting
pennies for gas. Through some miracle,
the car took them—without a blowout
or major repair—to within thirty miles
of Hollywood.
Once in Hollywood, Everett worked at
anything to keep going. He had come
to California in the first place because
he believed the greatest dramatic coach
in the nation was there: Josephine Dil¬
lon—formerly the wife of Clark Gable.
After the war, he picked up where he
left off with Josephine Dillon. He trained
and studied. His voice took on an ex¬
citing new maturity.
When Josephine
Dillon thought he was ready, she had
Metro’s Ida Koverman listen to him. He
got a contract with M-G-M.
Here’s where the story should have the
happy ending. He was getting paid—not
much, but more than he had ever earned
before. Now his dramatic coaching and
singing lessons were free.
But Metro is a big studio. The people
who counted didn’t realize he had great
talent. He didn’t know how to play stu¬
dio politics, get noticed. He just thought
if he studied and worked, as he had his
entire life, he would succeed.
This one time his success formula was
not to pay off. When the big layoff came,
he was out of a job. Today, he’s finding
it hard to buck the lassitude that has hit
the studios. Jobs are hard to find, even
for old-timers.
That’s why he’s working as a carpen¬
ter for a cement contractor in Venice,
California. Everett Freed is not a boy
who is afraid of working with his hands
—and hard. Because, you see, he knows
he’s going to get there. . . .
The End

BLUEPRINT FOR HAPPINESS
(Continued from page 411
start in the dining room and carry
through the wall into the kitchen sitting
room, which is to be the heart of their
house. In colonial New England, such a
room was called “the keeping room,” the
center of family life was there. That’s
how Esther wants hers.
In every regard, the Gages are practi¬
cal. Take money, for example. Ben feels
that money must be at work, and Esther
agrees with him. They have made sev¬
eral investments so far.
One is Ben’s gas station at 18th and
Montana in Santa Monica.
The gas
station attendant and Ben were talking
one day, and a few weeks later, the chap
told Ben about this station which could
be bought.
That was six months ago and business
looks good.
Ben’s in the market for
another station now.
They also have
their house overlooking the Bay at Aca¬
pulco.
They bought it originally as a
hide-away vacation spot.
Then it oc¬
curred to them that they might rent it
when they weren’t there. That’s proven
profitable too.
So has Esther’s long¬

term contract with Cole of California,
for the design of the Esther Williams
bathing suit.
But their happiest business venture
has been the building project at Twenty
Nine Palms. Esther’s brother Dave is an
asthmatic and he’d found his health so
precarious that he’d moved to the desert.
Esther and Ben used to visit him there.
The great difficulty was for Dave to
find work in such a small town. The
little houses were Esther’s idea. If Dave
found the climate so beneficial, why
wouldn’t others? The three of them put
their heads together and decided to build.
That is the best investment Esther ever
made.
Her eyes sparkle telling of it.
Then she shows you Dave’s picture. He
has gained forty pounds working under
the desert sun. He is sun-tanned and
handsome. It was an investment that
profited, not just financially, but in a
human life.
That’s a reflection of Esther’s attitude.
That’s why she can feel, and rightly so,
that planning pays off.
The End

"Shorty"
Gown
Exquisitely styled
for beauty and
sleeping comfort.
Dainty ruffled
yoke and sleeves,
button front.

Limit 4
Material: Finest
Rayon Jersey
32,34,36,38
Colors: Pink, Blue,
..laize, Orchfd.White

ORDER DIRECT FROM BETTY CO-ED
BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept.466
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

COLOR
SIZE 1st Choice
2nd Choice

QUANTITY
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Postage Paid, Except on C.O. D.'s
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GUARANTEE

Htt PHOTO ENLARGED

toSize 8x10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper

37

SAME PRICEforfull lengthorbust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani¬
mals, etc., or enlargements of any i
part of a group picture. Original is '
returned with your enlargement.

Send No Money 3 for $1
Just mail photo, negative or snap- Plus t5o for
shot (any size) and receive your en- makingneglargement, guaranteed fadeless on alive, if you
beautiful double-weight portrait
photo.
quality paper. Jnst pay postman C.O.D. plus
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos

Professional Art Studios. 534 S. Main, Deot.519-H, Prince ton. Illinois

ie a /Vtt&te
MAKE 535-S45 A WEEK

You can learn practical nursing at home
In spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 50th
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
hospital.
Another saved $400 while
learning.
Equipment included.
Men.
women 18 to 60.
High school not
required. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 457, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
NameCity_State-Age-

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line"
Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs
The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with
/Veet® Cream Depilatory. It
works deeper than a razor, be¬
low the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.

M
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MY BOSS. BOB HOPE
fContinued from page 431

of headache, neuritis
and neuralgia

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians
and dentists recommend —

Here’s why
Anacin is like a doctor’s
prescription. That is, it
contains not one but a
combination of medi¬
cally proved ingredi¬
ents. Get Anacin
Tablets today.

Size 8 x 10 inches on double weight paper
from any photo, snapshot or negative. Original returned. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
« « in i rsr hoc postman C.O.D. plus postage. 25c added for
8 x 10 nc es ma£jng negative if you send photo. FREE
billfold size photo and folder given free. .Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or money back
(you keep free gifts regardless). Send
photo or negatives today.
W

Knight Studios

Dep't.

29K

Marion,

III.

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand tor phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your Immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated "Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. Phonorecords now outselling sheet music 5 to 1.
Recola Recording Co.. Hollywood 28. California
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YOU CAN MAKE MORE MONEY

With
SUNSHINES
EXCLUSIVE
CHRISTMAS
LINE
MADE IN OUR OWN STUDIOS, smartly styled box and
imprint creations. Low priced. DeLuxe personal line.
SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. Write today. Accept FREE
10 Christmas Gift enclosure cards.

SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS

DEPT. HI-7

115 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 8, N. Y.

NOSES

RESHAPED

FACE LIFTING

/

Loose skiff, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY
542

5th Ave..

ADYANCEMEN T

Suite 53.

N.

Y.

C.

LE.

2-1596

HBUt BUST CRBtAB

HORMONE

Science believes skin 01 urcasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for
new Francis James Bust Creme,
do promise you may test il
self 10 days on this special
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
-30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today. When your 30-Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper.
Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
mo"ey will be refunded.

iETST0U'° °R^
jar Francis James Bust
tax and C.O.D. postage.
with package.
Test 10
not satisfied return and

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 1-J
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803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago 22. III.

on time. Doesn’t forget names. Always
willing to entertain or play golf for
charities or servicemen. Never reluctant
to do interviews. Continual energy and
boyish enthusiasm.
Easy to work for
and with. He likes people and thrives
on work. The man is amazing! I think
the best way to prove it is to tell about
those two trips I was lucky enough to
make as part of his entourage.
Army personnel are Bob’s greatest
boosters. Without exaggerating I can say
they are crazy about him.
And why
not? He has played to more servicemen
than any other entertainer. He started
back in the early days of selective
service, one year before Pearl Harbor.
During the war he made six overseas
trips, often getting in a “hot zone” where
real slugs were flying, besides selling
war bonds, visiting hospitals, working for
war charities and entertaining at hos¬
pitals and camps at home. Someone who
figures out such things estimates he has
traveled a million miles in his work.
And he hasn’t stopped.
On our flight to Europe for those
Christmas shows he put on, we left
Hollywood December 21st and got back
ten days later.
Bob learned that the
400 American men stationed at the
Azores hadn’t had a live show for three
years. The schedule did not permit his
doing one on our way over but he in¬
sisted that it be fixed so he could on
the way back. He did. At 2 a.m.! And
every man who wasn’t on, duty was there
for that show!
He did another similar ad-libbed show
at a stop in Burtonwood, England, a re¬
pair base. Bob entertained in a hangar,
with an awful public address system.
But he doesn’t worry about equipment;
he’s even more eager to entertain in
spots that are often overlooked.
And
Bob doesn’t care if there’s a crowd—or
half a dozen men—he’ll give them just
as good a show.
When we landed in Germany Bob was
met by top brass of the Army, one of
whom said a “suggested itinerary” had
been worked out for him but that it was
“plenty rugged.”
“Stop right there,” said Bob. “We’ll
do it!”
The officer seemed
amazed.
I’ve
learned since that some of the enter¬
tainers have complained that these sug¬
gested schedules were too tough and
reneged on some appearances.
Bob put on nine shows in Germany.
As I look back the cities were just a
whirl to me.
Frankfurt, Wiesbaden,
Nuremberg, Berlin! One of the biggest
thrills was going into Berlin on an air¬
lift plane. Bob was supposed to fly on
a VIP (Very Important Person—in case
you don’t know) plane, but at the last
moment was asked if he’d like to take
one of the supply planes which usually
don’t carry passengers.
A1 Capstaff, the producer of Bob’s ra¬
dio show (who is also my boss because
I work for him and the agency in charge
of the broadcasts as well as for Bob) and
announcer Hy Averback and I were in¬
vited to go along on that airlift plane.
I’ve never been more excited.
It was windy and freezing cold. As
we boarded the plane the pilot asked if
we’d ever used parachutes! He told us
we were carrying a load of canned milk
and corn. To which Bob replied, “I con¬
sider this flight a personal challenge.
Corn!”
The airlift planes keep in touch with

bases and each other by radio and when
it was time for our pilot to report, he
put Bob on to give our position, then
said, “Hey fellas, know who that was?
Bob Hope!” The other flyboys wouldn’t
believe it, so Bob went back on and did
some typical ad-libbing. They’d hardly
let him off.
The airlift trip takes about two hours
and Bob during that time also did a tape
recording on equipment we had along,
about highlights of the trip. He really
was dog-tired. Several times he delib¬
erately dropped off for five or ten min¬
utes of sleep, which is one of his happy
faculties.
He needs to, with the work
he does. Then he wakes up just as alert
as if he’d had several hours of sleep.
Going in to Tempelhof airdrome is
really exciting, zooming down over the
apartments close to the field, and there
seems to be a steady stream of planes
landing and taking off. We were lucky.
The night was clear, the clearest in
months.
Our pilot told us there had
been ceiling and visibility zero for weeks
before!
The only time I saw my boss upset on
that whole trip was in Berlin. He was
doing our regular Tuesday broadcast
there and Bob was told to be at the stu¬
dio at 4. But there had been a mistake
somewhere. The G.I. audience had been
told the show went on at 3 and most of
them had arrived at noon to get seats.
They were plenty restless and a bit an¬
tagonistic when Hope didn’t arrive until
3:45.
He was—he thought—a quarter
hour early.
Bob was really perturbed when he
learned the facts. “Why wasn’t I told?”
was all he said, but firmTy.
Then he
walked out on the stage, yelled “Hi,
fellas,” told them what had happened,
gave them a fast joke and then there
they were, right in the palm of his hand.
You probably remember that Mrs.
Hope went along on the Christmas trip
to Germany.
I could write another
whole story on how wonderful my boss’s
wife is! She used to be a singer, you
know, and sang in all the shows on that
trip. The boys loved her for it, and for
coming. Tony Romano accompanied her
on the guitar and her big number was
“Always.”
While she sang Bob would
try to break her up with ad libs, like,
“I'm going to learn to wash dishes and
let my wife take over my shows.” That
always went over big with the G.I’s.
One of the boys asked Mrs. Hope if she
and Bob weren’t worried about risking
the flight together and leaving their four
children at home.
“Not at all,” she answered with con¬
viction. “We made up our minds it was
what we should do and that nothing
would go wrong.”
And nothing did.
Everything was
right, just like the weather clearing up
for our flight to Berlin.
My work with Bob has been almost
exclusively on his radio show, but be¬
fore we left for Germany, I had been on
the set at Paramount a few times while
Bob was making “The Perfect Lover,”
and discovered he works the same in
pictures as in radio.
He kids during
rehearsals; he never gets tense; he is
the trouble-shooter who always unsnarls
things when they get hectic.
The things I’ve learned about him
away from business I’ve heard from Mrs.
Hope, on our trip abroad, and from
Marjorie Hughes, Bob’s psi'sonal 'Secre¬
tary. (He needs one for all his outside
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KOPAL PAINTS ON!—,

DINGY TEETH
WHITE
LOOK RADIANT

"Be proud and happy to smile"

Before KOPAL...3 minutes later...After KOPAL
This Is a wonderful fact! Now,
no matter how blemished
your teeth may be-no matter
how dull or dlngy-ln Just 3
minutes you can be proud
and happy to smile! Yes.
Kopal magically covers tooth
surfaces—even gold fillings—
with the pearl-Uke luster of
movie star smiles. Yes. Kopal
Is the amazing new cosmetic
enamel for the teeth that
beauty editors rave about and grateful users
call a miracle of natural-appearing beauty. Try
Kopal for the thrill of your life!

Mary Jane Saunders’ impressive debut in “Sorrowful Jones” is credited to Bob’s help.
activities.)
They confirmed all my
opinions.
One thing I was curious about. Bob
is so obviously fond of his children, Tony
and Linda, Norah and Kelly, that I won¬
dered how, with his staggering schedule,
he ever found time to spend with them.
1 asked Mrs. Hope.
“He seems to concentrate his efforts
with them as he does in everything else,”
she told me. “Five minutes with him is
worth hours with someone else.
He
makes a point of arranging his time so
he can have dinner with the older chil¬
dren whenever he’s in town. That gives
us time together—and they make the
most of it. They can hear him on the
radio, see things about him in print.
He’s never gone, even if he’s away!”
In his latest Paramount picture, “Sor¬
rowful Jones,” ' Bob really adored his
leading lady, little Mary Jane Saunders,
and it’s no secret she reciprocated in
kind.
He plays golf with the same concen¬
tration.
If time is limited he has as
much fun and relaxation from four holes
as if he had played eighteen. I learned
that on our second trip.
We returned from Germany on De¬
cember 31st. Bob did a stint at the Rose
Bowl the next day, several benefits, a
radio show on January 4th and that night
he was off again for a personal appear¬
ance tour from coast to coast, coinciding
with the showing of “Paleface.” The tour
lasted 35 days during which he made 42
appearances in 36 cities—plus four regu¬
lar broadcasts for Lever Brothers!
In
many cities, particularly through the
South, charity golf matches had been
arranged. The schedule often went like
this:
The chartered DC-3 plane, “The Bob
Hope Swan Special,” would land; there
would be reporters and photographers—
who always got their pictures and
stories—(Bob is always considerate of
and courteous to the press) then Bob
would be whisked off to a golf match.
Later he’d get to his hotel, have a rub
down, dress, go to the dining room where
usually he ate a sandwich with his left
hand while he signed autographs with
his right, then rush to a theater for a
three hour show. Usually a party fol¬
lowed; he’d get back to the hotel about
2 a.m.; get a few hours’ sleep; catch the
plane and hop to another city. Fortu¬
nately, as I said before, he can make the
most of cat-naps.

One thing I’d like to tell you about
those charity golf matehes.
Bob had
played a little golf at the beginning of
the trip for his amusement, where
matches had not been arranged, and
somehow developed blisters on his feet.
They got so bad later that he had to
have a doctor open them every night.
But he never missed a charity match and
never complained. All he ever said was,
“They’re so big, those blisters, they make
me a half inch taller!”
On that tour sometimes I had to fly
ahead to work with the radio script
writers. I had a typewriter and mimeo¬
graph machine along, to do the scripts,
and I’d like to tell you about an incident
in Nashville that proves what a swell
boss is mine.
There was a script conference after the
theater show until 1:30 a.m., then I was
typing and mimeographing until 4. I
left a call with the hotel switchboard to
be awakened at 10. Somehow they forgot
to call me.
I was dead-beat and slept Vmtil A1
Capstaff called from the airport at about
12:45 and asked why I wasn’t there.
When he heard, he said they’d send a
police escort for me. The plane was
supposed to leave at 1 p.m.
My suitcases had gone ahead. All I had
to do was throw on my clothes. There
was a knock at the door. In came two
policemen. One picked up the mimeo¬
graph machine and typewriter, the other
picked up me and we rushed to a wait¬
ing squad car. With siren screaming we
streaked for the airport. Half-way there
I discovered I’d left my fur coat in the
hotel closet. The police got on their radio,
told another squad car to pick up the
coat and get it to the airport in time.
When we reached the plane, which by
that time had been held up for 45 min¬
utes, everyone was in a lather—except
Bob. Anyone else, I believe, would have
blown his top. Instead, he walked over
to me, patted my shoulder and kidded,
“How’s Sleeping Beauty this afternoon?”
Now do you see what I mean?

Paints on like
nail polish—harmless
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fytUAJvMiAke-ufi
For lustrous,
longer-looking eye¬
lashes. Easy to apply,
smudge-proof, posi¬
tively will not run or rub
off. Absolutely harmless!
Black or Brown. 25 tf at 5 & 100 stores.
tfOGUE PRODUCTS. LOS ANGELES 31. CALIFORNIA
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LARGE SIZE of your favorite

MOVIE STAR
direct from HOLLYWOOD.
Write
now for photo of your favorite
STAR. Immed. serv. Illus. catalog
and special offer incl. Send 15c for
handling & mailing.

Hollywood Photo Products, Dpt. H-7
P.0. Box 1446, Hollywood 28, Calif.

DRAWforMONEY
Be An Artist!
Trained Artists Are Capable of
Earning $65. $80 or More a Week.
It's pleasant and interesting to
study Art the W.S.A. way. COM¬
MERCIAL ART.
DESIGNING.
CARTOONING all in ONE com¬
plete up to date home study course.
No previous Art experience neces¬
sary—hundreds have profited by our
practical methods since 1914. TWO
ART OUTFITS furnished. Mail
coupon today for informal ion and
FREE BOOK, “Art for Pleasure
and Profit.” Low tuition—easy
terms.
Veterans: Course G.l. Approved.

FREE BOOK qives details

DON’T MISS

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, 1
Studio 337 R, 1113 15th St., N.W., ■
Washington 5, D. C.

Everything

on sale at newsstands July 8th
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COSMETICS

The End

Wanda Hendrix
Wears
August MOV 1 ELAND

KOPAL KIT

A dentist's formula—Kopal Is
contains
absolutely harmless, tasteless.
Saf-Enamel
Goes on easier, quicker than
Art brush
nail polish. Easily wiped off
with Kopal Remover. Unaf¬
Applicator
fected by eating, mouth acids,
Remover
cocktails. SEND NO MONEY.
Directions
Radiant results guaranteed!
Just send name and address
plus Free
on postcard. When Kopal Kit
Consultation
arrives, pay postman $3 plus
C.O.D. postage. Or send $3
with order and save postage. Price Includes
Fed. tax. Money back If not thrilled. Winters
& Company, Dept. 17,1 E. 42 St., New York 17.
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CONFESSIONS OF A COWBOY
(Continued from page 37)

With New
Home Shampoo
Containing

'

ANDIUM
Made Specially for Blondes
To wash blonde hair shades lighter safely—to
give it that soft SHINY "Spun-Gold” look,
use BLONDEX, the home shampoo—made
specially for blondes—containing ANDIUM.
Helps keep blonde hair from darkening—
brightens it if faded. Instantly removes the
dingy film that makes hair dull, old looking.
Takes only 11 minutes. Safe for children.
Get BLONDEX at 10#, drug and dept, stores. ,
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EARN
MONEY
SHOWING
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■ If EE FABRICS

f Write me, and I’ll send yoa tbi9 big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation
^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You'll see gor¬
geous, newest style dresses —lovely
.lingerie—hosiery, men’sshirtsand
^socks —all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends
I end make money in spare time.

GET FREE SAMPLES!
Send no money for thisbig-profit
lineof sample fabrics. It’s yours
Rush name.address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 4968. CINCINNATI 3. OHIO
SONGS W
PUBLISHED J

*1
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iADVANCE
ROYALTY

1 >410 YfABLY

0NGWRITERS

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No.

Vine St.. Dept. 20-Z Hollywood 28.

Cel.

EYE GLASSES BY MAIL
INCLUDED: Eye Glass Case,
Wiper, Eye Glass Cleaner with
each order!
30-DAY TRIAL OFFER. NEWEST STYLES.
POSITIVE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
Write today for FREE Catalog, Low Prices,

Scientific Sight Test Chart!
Broken Lenses Replaced — 48-Hr. Service.

LEE EYE GLASSES CO., Dept. T-4
4148 Easton • St. Louis 13. Mo.
10UI COST-HIGH PROFIT

'\bSELL CHRISTmnS CARDS
&

Up to 100% profit, cash £ FREE
C
bonus for you. Fasclnat- > SAMPLES 5
ing
new type
Plastic, £
f
>
Metallic,
3-Dimensional £50 ,or >' UU >
Christmas card
assort- > PERSONALS
ments. Gift Wrappings. TwvWWNf*
Special Gift Items, Floral and Personal
Stationery. Send at once for Free 48page catalog, feature samples on approval
and Free Name Imprinted Christmas
card sample portfolios. Special offers.

>

produce my own pictures at Columbia
Studios.
My tour of the British Isles just before
war broke out in 1939 was another high
point in my life. The British made such
a fuss over Champ and me that even
folks in America who had never paid
much attention to westerns before began
to sit up and take notice.
Then we visited Dublin, and 750,000
people gathered there to meet us. They
tell me it was the biggest crowd ever
assembled in Ireland to greet anyone.
When we left for the U.S.A., men, women
and children lined the docks and wharves
and as our ship set sail they all sang
“Come Back to Erin.” That was a real
thrill. I’ve never come so close to crying.
I LIKE TO COLLECT music boxes and
watches. Friends knowing of this hobby
have given me musical pitchers, desk
sets, and storage boxes of all shapes and
kinds. As for watches, I’m always pick¬
ing up some tricky new device in time¬
pieces. My latest acquisition is a wristwatch with an alarm on it.
One day recently the alarm went off
by accident during a broadcast. “Melody
Ranch” was in an uproar and the CBS
switchboard was flooded with calls want¬
ing to know what had happened. Our
producer, Bill Burch, has asked me to
refrain from wearing that particular
watch whenever I’m on the air.
MY FAVORITE SPORTS are riding
(of course), golf, and baseball. I seldom
play ball any more, but I follow all the
League games religiously and always try
to be in the East for the World Series.
I play golf -pretty well, shooting in the
high 80s. Incidentally, the only pair of
shoes I own are golf shoes. Otherwise I
wear only boots.
I DID A LOT of flying for the ATC
during the war, and guess I had my
share of scares and mishaps. But the
worst time I ever had in a plane was
right here in the United States, and
strangely enough, the plane was on the
ground when it happened.
My press agent, Bev Barnett, and I
were flying a twin-engine Cessna from
Hollywood to Ft. Worth, Texas. Near
Phoenix, Arizona, we ran into a terrific
wind and rain storm that closed in on
us from all sides.
I found a deserted army air-strip, and
tried to bring the ship down to sit out
the storm. Now a Cessna is a pretty sub¬
stantial little ship, but in that wind it
started bouncing around like a tumble¬
weed. I pointed her nose into the wind

and turned on the motor. Then Barnett
and I jumped out in that rain—and what
rain it was—each of us grabbed a wing,
and we hung on for dear life, literally
holding the plane down, to keep it from
blowing away.
It was a rough deal. After the storm
passed, we finally made it into Phoenix,
and took an American Airlines plane on
into Ft. Worth.
I HAD A LOT OF FUN that same trip.
We took a train from Ft. Worth to
Houston. While we were sitting * in the
lounge car, the conductor came by, in¬
troduced himself, and asked if we’d like
to ride up front in the engine.
We were delighted at the opportunity,
particularly when the engineer let us
rim the train for awhile. We sounded
the whistle every couple of yards and
opened the throttle till it was full speed
ahead. If ever a couple of grown men be¬
haved like a couple of kids, that was
the day!
I’M SUPERSTITIOUS ABOUT only
one thing: my membership in the teleg¬
raphers’ union. In all these years, I’ve
never allowed it to lapse. When I first
decided to try my luck as an entertainer,
I maintained my membership as a practi¬
cal measure. Telegraphy represented an
occupation I could always fall back on if
necessary. Now I have the feeling that it
would be bad luck for me to drop my
membership, and so every year I pay my
dues, and also spend at least 12 hours
during the year actually working as a
telegraph operator.
I DISLIKE inefficiency, people who
cheat, people who are not kind to
animals.
SOME PEOPLE SAY I have a lot of
poise and stage presence, that I’m a good
businessman, that I’m even-tempered
(but sometimes stubborn), that I dress
well, but that they can’t understand
how I ever became a movie star. If they
knew how nervous I actually am just
before going on stage, and during the last
30 seconds before broadcast time, they
wouldn’t be so sure of that “poise.”
I’M PARTICULARLY PROUD OF my
wonderful wife and the Gene Autry ,
Friendship Club—the largest and best
fan club in the world. The G.A.F.C. cele¬
brates its 11th anniversary this year.
Ina Mae and I celebrated our 17th wed¬
ding anniversary on April 1 and Ina Mae
has just taken up my option again.
I BELIEVE IN America and the
American way of life.
The End
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Don't mistake eczema
-aNB
for the stubborn, ugly \ .^■gr^c.p \ ^,4 j "|
embarrassing scaly skin \ IkO** ,
disease Psoriasis Aooly XV.-sciv'3*’
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non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly \
spots on body or scalp.
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Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report T'„,
I L I
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
u« u»
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test".
Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed..Print namg
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
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At home Gene Autry rehearses songs from his new western, “Tale of the Whistling Pine.”

Chalk off another disc hit for Doris
Day. “If I Could Be With You” is fine.
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★ Sprightly Doris Day gives out with an
easy-going rendition of “If I Could Be
With You” (Columbia 38453).
Back¬
ground is nicely supplied by George Siravo and his band. Turn the platter over
for the lively shuffling rhythm of “How
It Lies! How It Lies!”
For a bit of old Erin there’s none bet¬
ter than that rich tenor voice of Dennis
Day. His interpretation of Arthur Cohaln’s “Galway Bay” (Victor 20-3413)
brings a misty look to many a colleen’s
eye.
The flip, “Because I Love You,”
seems a bit sluggish, but recoups with
some fine backing by Charles Dant.
“That Sentimental Gentleman” is back
again with a tune reminiscent of the old
Dorsey band. “Huckle-Buck” opens with
a harmonic riff by the sax section in a
jump tempo, and features some great
altissimo trumpeting by Charlie Shavers.
The disc is marred only by a Shavers
vocal. On the reverse is “Again,” and a
change in vocal. Marcy Lutes this time,
with a fine handling of the hit parade
favorite (Victor).
If you like be-bop, lend an ear to
former Woody Herman Bassist Chubby
Jackson on Columbia’s 38451.
“Father
Knickerbopper” is an uninhibited per¬
formance of a real bop instrumental. The
flip is “Godchild,” another bop tune by
the composer of “Lemon Drop,” and
features a boppy vocal by Tiny Kahn.
Small and big fry alike will go for
“Animal Crackers in My Soup,” with
Mel Blanc and the Sportsmen (Capitol
57-560).
It’s a swingy novelty featur¬
ing Mel (Bugs Bunny) Blanc and his
animal voices, with the quartet supply¬
ing the background. Reversed, the disc
becomes a bit lugubrious with a novelty
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called “Big Bear Lake.”
We like records with a bit of dialogue
on occasion, and there’s a cute bit of it
in M-G-M’s waxing of “Open the Door
Polka.” Judy Valentine and Phil Goulding are the conversationalists, and the
polka is as gay and sprightly as a polka
should be, with Blue Barron supplying
the downbeat. “Whose Girl Are You?”
is the flip, and it’s treated like a bright
Austrian peasant waltz.
Victor recorded Tex Beneke and his
Orchestra doing “Tulsa,” and “Old Fash¬
ioned Song,” but we can’t quite make out
why. “Song” is by far the better of two
poor sides; only the singing of Glenn
Douglas and the Moonlight Serenaders
saves this from utter futility.
Three stars for Milt Buckner and his
Orchestra making their debut with the
M-G-M recording of “Milt’s Boogie.”
Milt, the former mainstay of Lionel
Hampton’s Band, presents Boogie in a
jump rhythm tune which the boys whip
up into a full-scale jam session. Flip for
“Bucks Bounce,” a bop with progressive
overtones. A fast vibes takes a solid solo
ride to make this an excellent disc.
Vaughn Monroe is back again with what
promises to be another “Ballerina.” It’s
the Victor waxing of “Gigolette.” “Dreamy
Old New England” is the flip, and a
dreamy tune it is; with Vaughn backed
melodically by the chorus.
Another M-G-M hit is “Portrait of
Jenny”—a pretty picture painted by the
nimble fingers of Jack Fina, in 88 tones.
Jack Palmer adds telling brushstrokes to
the picture with his vocalizing. On the
flip is “Josephine,” which provides a
neat showcase for Jack’s fine piano
technique.
The End

Amazing low price! They work
like ordinary shears, BUT cut continuous
pinked non-ravel raw edge easily, quickly
neatly. Precision groundbladesof fine, high
ished steel. Cutspinked edges on almostar
of fabrics. SAVE TIME AND MONEY—cut and pink in one operation.
Will last lifetime. SEND NO MONEY! Paypostmanonly$3.49ondelivery. or send $3.49 no wand save postage. UselOdays. If not delighted,
return the shears and purchase price will be refunded. Order today I

Ray ShearsCo.,259Strader,0eptA-71 .Cincinnati26,Ohio

SHORTHAND in
Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs; no
symbols; no machines. Uses ABC’s. Easy to
learn; easy to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a
job. Surprisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in
leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.
Speedwriting, Dept. 2407-9, 55 W. 42 St., N. Y. 18

L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone^

BUST CREAM
Only Cream
Containing Femogen*

£

The

Each jar contains
30.000 Int.
Units of
Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts.
We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for thi9
cream.
We want YOU
to be the sole judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY' that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions, In plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3 50 C.O.D

L ORMONE CO., Dept. 252-T
220 Broadway
•Trade Mark

New York 7, N. Y.
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NOW ODORLESS!
The NEW

CREAM
HAIR REMOVER
For satin-smooth legs and arms.
Removes every trace of hair. Easy. Quick.
Pleasant. Keeps skin alluring . . . 25c, 49c.
SPECIAL: Large 89c size of ZIP Cream Hair
Remover sold in combination with 50c container
Of AB-SCENT Cream Deodorant . . . Both for 89c

Use a proven hair remover, not an
ordinary cosmetic. Insist on Z/P.

site engagement and wed¬
ding rings.
Genuine 1
carat 6im. diamonds in
1/30 14 Kt. Yellow Gold
(not plate) mounting.
SEND NO MONEY.
Send size or |
string. Pay postman C.O.D. on deliv¬
ery plus 20% tax and postage.
FREE $1 NULOVE PERFUME
Perfume is yours free whether you keep the rings Or
return them on our guarantee of money back if not
delighted. Order now.

HAPPINESS JEWELERS. Dept. C-27
3807

Benefit Street.

Baltimore-24.
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OOTHACHC?
”Since 1888

Quick relief with Dent's. Use Dent’s Tooth Gum
or Dent’s Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent's Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S
WRITERS

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

Conscientious sales service for your short stories
articles, book3 and plays. Send today for FREE
circular “Your Road To Writing Success.**
DANIEL 8. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept. H-7, 419 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

LIBRARY oF PICTURES
& PHOTO FOLDER

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send you
a beautiful 7x5* professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mail we
will send FREE “Library of Pictures”
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for
enlargement TODAY!
AMERICAN STUDIOS. Dept. 384. LaCrosse.

Wis.

What Every Woman
Should Know

SECOND HONEYMOON
IContinued from page 311
and the plane from Chicago to Miami. At
a Florida hotel, John changed his tweed
for a much lighter suit, and packed his
topcoat.
In addition to her traveling suit, Anne
had brought only light resort cottons, so
she had no alternate traveling clothes.
“I’m glad that no one we know is meet¬
ing us at Kingston,” she told John, “be¬
cause my suit looks like an accordion.
Also,” she added darkly, “my smallpox
vaccination is beginning to kill me.
When the plane discharged its passen¬
gers at Kingston, Anne’s assumption that
she and John would be able to arrive in
peaceful anonymity was exploded in a
burst of flashbulbs. By that time, Anne
had added a high fever to her air of
dishevelment, but she posed for pictures
anyhow.
She spent the ensuing two days in bed
at the world-famed Myrtlebank Hotel
in Kingston.
As if aching with vaccination chills and
fever weren’t enough, Anne bit into a
piece of fruit the following morning and
broke the porcelain veneer of one of her
front teeth. Luckily there was a good
dentist on the island who went to work
at once on repairs. Meanwhile, Anne had
to be charming with a hand over her
mouth.
John had his troubles, too. While Anne
was having dinner on a tray, that first
night of the Jamaican holiday, John went
down to the dining room to scout the
situation. He returned to join Anne for
dinner in the suite.
“All the men in the dining room,” he
announced hollowly, “are wearing dinner
coats or white mess jackets. It’s true—
what you see in the movies about the
tropics. The British do dress for dinner.
And here I am without a tuxedo.”
He bought a white dinner jacket the
next day. “From now on, I’m not going
anywhere . . . probably not even to
Catalina without packing dinner clothes,”
was his ultimatum.
By the third day, Anne’s health and
John’s wardrobe had recovered, so the
Hodiaks were set to enjoy Jamaica. They
fell into a delightful routine: In the
morning they breakfasted on their pri¬
vate balcony, overlooking the lush trop¬
ical wonderland of the hotel gardens.
They drank cocoanut milk and ate treeripened bananas, star apples, mangoes,
tangerines, and other tropical fruits.
Each morning the waiter, a talented lad
riamed Ezra, prepared a different break¬
fast and tricked up the napkins in some
fascinating shape. He made sailing ships

and roses, ducks and native carts. He
could do more with a square of linen
than Houdini could do with a silk hat
and a wand.
Every morning Anne had him teach
her another trick. She can scarcely wait
now until she has a large dinner party.
She’s going to stun friends and amaze
people.
After breakfast and a magic-napkin
lesson, the Hodiaks would set out for the
beach, five miles from the hotel; usually
they were glassy-eyed passengers of one
of the native drivers who took the blind
curves of the single-lane highway on one
wheel, sounding the horn with enthu¬
siasm, by way of precaution.
Of course, in a way this was fine; John
and Anne were supposed to be relaxing,
resting, storing up energy for the picture
schedule awaiting their return to Holly¬
wood. After their daily dash to the
beach, they were so unraveled that all
they could do was lie on the sand, and
soak up revitalizing sunlight while they
breathed words of gratitude for their
escape—for that trip at least!
Recovered by noon, they would open
the picnic lunch prepared by the hotel.
They loved it, not only because the food
was fresh and delicious, but because
stowed in the wicker hamper would be
sliced bread, a head of lettuce, butter,
mayonnaise, a series of different meat
spreads, jellies, relishes, cheese, and fruit.
There was also a thermos of hot tea.
(Ants in Jamaica are no different from
ants everywhere—they are never too
busy to go to a picnic.)
Jamaica is, of course, tropical, so its
rainfall is heavy and frequent. Some¬
times it would be raining at the hotel
and not at the beach; sometimes vice
versa. When clouds hung heavily over
the sea, John and Anne did their beach¬
ing around the hotel pool. Here they
were entertained by the singing of a na¬
tive troubadour named Stanley.
One of his best songs, and one the
Hodiaks asked him to repeat often, is
titled “Linstead Market.” According to
Stanley’s pathetic little ditty, an elderly
woman came to sell her wares at Lin¬
stead Market, was arrested and tossed
into jail.
Another delightful calypso which the
Hodiaks learned to sing is: “Gal, yo’
character gone; gal, yo’ character gone;
ain’t no use to lace yo’ stays up, cause,
gal, yo’ character gone.” There is much
more, of course, but not for teen-agers!
A third fascinating calypso is called
“The White Witch of Rosehall” and ends

At Last! Protection in Femi¬
nine Hygiene. Scientific safe¬
guarding against insanitation,
embarrassment and offending.
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are ideal germicidal and cleansing agents that
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Back in Hollywood Anne Baxter catches up on her film news with a copy of Movieland.

with the haunting refrain: “Three hus¬
bands she kill, and the fourth kill she.”
John took lots of pictures in Jamaica.
The natives don’t like to be photo¬
graphed, however. Their reluctance is
partly superstitious; it may also be a
matter of pride. Even so, John grabbed
a shot here and a shot there, proving
what his Hollywood friends have long
said: that if he. ever gets tired of the
front of a movie camera, he can always
excel on the shutter side.
On the first day the Hodiaks decided
to remain at the hotel instead of going
to the beach, they had luncheon in the
hotel dining room, which is served from
1:00 until 2:30, then returned to the
pool to soak up sunshine.
Gradually they became aware of an
intense silence. Anne asked what had
become of everyone.
“Siesta, lady,” murmured the pool at¬
tendant drowsily, “siesta.”
This was a habit John and Anne were
afraid to acquire for fear it would be
rough to explain, at a later date, on a
sound stage.
A second delightful practice which had
to be skipped was high tea at four. The
Hodiaks eyed the dainty array of openfaced sandwiches, tiny cakes and filled
pastry, then fled to a safe spot, remem¬
bering what the motion picture camera
thinks of ten extra pounds.
From five to six, John and Anne usu¬
ally watched the tennis matches from
their own balcony, and then dressed for
dinner at eight. Anne wore one of the
crisp, cotton ballerina outfits she had
brought along, and John wore his
glistening new mess jacket and dark
trousers.
All this customary island serenity van¬
ished when H.M.S. Jamaica dropped an¬
chor in the harbor and several hundred
eager British sailors roared into town.
John and Anne met many of them in the
hotel dining room that night.
In every case, a sailor’s first question

was, “Well, what is going on in Holly¬
wood?”
“The next time we take a trip,” Anne
told John afterward, “I’m going to collect
Hollywood news items for a month in
advance.”
The next morning Anne and John left
for Ochos Rios, a city sixty-five single¬
lane, tortuous miles away. They thought
they’d leave early, that is!
As it'turned out, nothing—not even the
car—seemed ready to leave early the
next morning. The Hodiaks had driven
the rented car no more than twenty feet
when a tire went flat.
John fixed it,
eventually, but it was nearly noon be¬
fore the tourists set out, honking, around
the bends toward Ochos Rios.
They had to stop every few miles be¬
cause John’s long legs, folded into the
tiny English car, went to sleep. When
he and Anne arrived at the world-famed
Shaw Park Hotel, John literally stag¬
gered up to the registration desk.
They turned in early that night, but
they were too keyed up over the trip to
fall asleep. Chimes of the carillon in a
nearby tower of a Church of England
pealed hourly.
Farther away, high in the hills and
muted both by distance and the mys¬
terious tangle of jungle undergrowth,
rolled out the barbaric rhythm of voodoo
drums, the sound as hollow as a fright¬
ened heartbeat, as deathless as the age¬
less beat of time.
The jalousies at the room’s windows
stood wide open and stars poured their
light across the floor. Suddenly the stars
turned red and came flickering into every
comer, first bright, then invisible. . . .
“What on earth . . .” gasped Anne.
“Fireflies,” said John grimly.
“Mil¬
lions of them!”
Anne lay back, as veiled as Juliet be¬
hind her fine mosquito netting.
Very
softly she said, “As long as I live I will
never forget this moment. .
The End

THOSE NICE KELLYS
(Continued from page S3)

“I’m thinking of my kid,” Gene said.
Betsy feels the same way about os¬
tentation.
“We just want to be our¬
selves,” she explains.
As a matter of
fact, no one has ever known the Kellys
to be anything but.
They are frank, open, and above board
about everything.
They are both po¬
litical liberals.
Betsy, who has more
time than Gene, takes an active part in
as many progressive causes as possible
and makes no bones about it.
Both of them have little use for the
members of so-called “high society.”
Practically all of their friends are pro¬
ductive or creative people. No lounge
lizards around the Kelly house.
Betsy has one housekeeper, a wonder¬
ful woman named Mrs. Bertha Tatum,
who fits in as a jack-of-all-trades; and
between her and Betsy, they see that
Gene and Kerry are kept happy.
Betsy says, “It’s relatively easy to
keep Gene happy when he’s working.
All I have to do is stuff him with meat
and notatoes. He doesn’t like vegetables.
“When he’s working, he goes to the
studio early in the morning. He comes
home at 7:-30. Then he sits down to eat.
On this current picture, ‘On the Town,’
he’s directing with Stanley Donen. So
Stanley comes over to eat, too. Both of
them then discuss the next day|s shoot¬
ing.
By that time, we’re all ready for
bed.

“Ordinarily, however, we hate to go to
bed and we stay up real late, maybe
until two or three in the morning. And
then we love to sleep until noon or one
the next afternoon. Of course. I can’t.
I have to get up with Kerry. But Gene
just sleeps on and on.”
This affinity for late hours that both
Kellys manifest can be attributed to their
backgrounds. Their youth was spent in
show business, and as anyone who’s
ever been in the entertainment world
can tell you, show business doesn’t start
until about 10:00 P.M.
Betsy, who’s twelve years younger
than Gene—she’s twenty - five—started
out in show business as a chorus girl.
She broke into the line when she was
only fifteen.
At that time her name was Betsy
Boger. She’d been born in New York
City in an apartment house on West 58th
Street. The date was December 11, 1923.
(Few actresses in Hollywood will re¬
veal their birth dates. Betsy is one of
the precious few.)
Soon after,
however,
her parents
moved across the Hudson River to Cliffside, New Jersey.
Her mother, Mrs.
Frederica Boger was a schoolteacher;
her father, Mr. Willett Boger an insur¬
ance broker.
“I used to love my father’s name,”
Betsy says. “I thought Willett was real
nice but Gene says it’s a farmer’s name
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at a price that
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And Big Money in Spare Time, Too)
We want yon to wear this fine made-to-measure gait!
Make ityonrs by sending a few orders, and earn BIG __
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Yoar suit will help yoo .
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Suits—complete line. Write today for FREE SAMPLES. No V
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J Make up to 100<>/o Profit with¬
out experience showing new
line including Plastic Christmas and Everyday Card assortments, Gleam and Glo, Christmas Wrapoings, Stationery, Coasters, unusual
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and attractive gift items. Bonus. Special offers. Send to¬
day for FREE samples. 30 different Personal Christmas
Cards, 50 for $1, 25 for $1. and $1.95. Stationery, Coasters.
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SONGWRITERS

Send usyouroriginal poem, Mother, Home, Love,
Sacred, Patriotic, Comic or any subject, for immediateconsiderationand FREE Rhyming Dic¬
tionary. Don't delay—Send best poem today.

RICHARD BROTHERS
(Music Composers)

39 WOODS BUILDING, CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS

Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look? It’s Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW,
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you ate dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR

PRODUCTS

1 567 Pennsylvania Ave.

Dept

QU
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Miami Beach, Fla.
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Erase telltale age lines,
wrinkles and crows-feet
this easy, sure scientific way
Kathryn Murray Horae Facial treat¬
ments strengthen facial muscles through
simple facial exercises, produce amaz¬
ing results. Have helped 40,000 women
look years younger.
Free Booklet
Tells How

Send today for
free booklet

No obligation. No salesman will call. Act
now. Give your face a new and younger look.
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Lovely Cluster Ring' GIVEN AWAY”
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate, b ully Guaranteed.
A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank 6et with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN tor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25 P a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve — Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28, W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND

FREE

PHOTO

LARGE

SIZE

of

your

favorite

MOVIE STAR
Direct from

Hollywood

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Also FREE list decorated with all the
latest stars and poses. Send name of
YOUR
FAVORITE with ten cents to
cover handling and mailing.

Hollywood Screen Exchange
Roy

Ropers

BOX 1150—DEPT. H-57
HOLLYWOOD 28,
CALIF.,
U.

S.

A.

AffnmiTAMT
Albuuu ihI! I

Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting: positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training: under supervision
of staff of C. P. A's. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. '’Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-S98, Chicago 5, III.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

fit

? PIMPLES?

TRY BLOOM PILLS
•&/M Most acne and pimples are caused by some intcrnal disorder or toxin In the system and must
"
be treated from within for any lasting relief.
BLOOM PILLS, a doctor’s prescription, have
given relief in countless cases for the past 35
years. Full treatment sold on money back guarantee.
$4.00. Trial size $1.00. Money with order saves postage.

THE DUNCAN COMPANY
2328

NW

21st.,

Dept.

R*79,

Oklahoma

City 7,

Okla.

^SLUGGISH?
Feel Alive Again with JAD
Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes, Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stomach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

and who knows, maybe’s he right.”
Betsy is the baby in her family—she
has two older brothers—and when she
was a little girl, her mother wanted her
to become a schoolteacher.
A precocious child, Betsy was grad¬
uated from Cliffside High School at fif¬
teen. She wanted very much to attend
college at Northwestern.
“My brother’d been a big football hero
there, but my folks thought that was too
far away for a fifteen-year-old so they
said no soap and then I decided that I’d
go to Sarah Lawrence.
“You should’ve seen me back in those
days,” Betsy grins. “I was a real string
bean. A tomboy sort of kid, sweet but
very unknowing and very undecided. I
didn’t know what I wanted to be or what
I wanted to do, so for two weeks I visited
with a girl friend of mine who lived out¬
side of Ossining in New York. And then
one day I got a letter from my father.
‘Betsy,’ the letter said, ‘no more fooling
around. You’ll either go to Sarah Lawr¬
ence College or take a business course
at Katherine Gibbs.’
“Well, I got on the train to go back
home, and while I was on it I bought a
newspaper . . . and there was an ad in it
for chorus girls at the International Ca¬
sino. I’d always taken dancing lessons
like most young girls, and when the
train hit New York and my mother was
waiting for me, I told her that I was just
determined to try out for that job.
I
expected Mother to object, but she was
just as sweet as she could be.
“She took me down to Macy’s and got
me my first pair of high heel shoes and
she put a little lipstick on me and then
we went over to the International Ca¬
sino. Lucky for me, Georgie Hale was
in charge of hiring and he loved all girls
under eighteen. He hired me for $40 a
week.
And there I was only fifteen
years old and I remember saying to my¬
self, ‘Gosh! Betsy, you’re making more
money than your brother Bill who’s a
college graduate.’ ”
Betsy Boger changed her name to
Betsy Blair at this point largely because
she had a crush on a boy in Cliffside
named Buddy McClave.
He was the
only boy in Cliffside who’d ever gone to
Blair Academy, and Betsy thought the
combination of the B’s in her name was
alliterative,
euphonious
and
honor
enough for the crush she bore Buddy.
When Betsy first met him, she proved
Gene Kelly. At that time, Gene was a
man of considerable experience. He was
working as a dance director for Billy
Rose.
Prior to that, Gene had run his own
dancing schools around Pittsburgh; he’d
majored in journalism at the university
there, he’d starred in Bill Saroyan’s
“Time of Your Life41; he’d worked a
period of summer stock in Connecticut.
In short, he was a handsome, talented
young fellow who knew his way around.
Betsy didn’t.
When Betsy first met him, she proved
that. She thought he was a busboy. She
had received a card from Billy Rose
asking her to drop by the Diamond
Horseshoe for a chorus job.
When Betsy arrived at the club, six¬
teen, and dressed to the teeth, she found
a pleasant young man in shirt sleeves
sitting on a chair. Here’s the dialogue
that followed.
Betsy: (Haughtily) Is Mr. Rose here?
Gene: No, he’s not.
Betsy: But he should be here. He sent
me a card for the call.
Gene: I’m sorry but he’s not.
Betsy: How do you like that!
Gene: I think they’ve postponed the
call until tomorrow. Are you a dancer?

Betsy: Naturally, or I shouldn’t be
here.
Gene: Are you good?
Betsy: (Annoyed) Oh! yes. Very good.
Gene: Well, come back tomorrow then.
Betsy: (Indignant) Well! How do you
like that.
In any event, Betsy returned the next
day and danced for Billy Rose, John
Murray Anderson, his stage manager, and
Gene Kelly, who she was mortified to
learn was Billy Rose’s dance director.
After she finished her routine, Billy
Rose said, “Not sexy enough.”
John Murray Anderson said, “Too
skinny.”
Gene Kelly said, “Sign her. She’s a
good dancer.”
Betsy was signed.
She was very
grateful to Gene who has always been
capable of recognizing talent.
During
her early Diamond Horseshoe days, Betsy
spoke constantly of Gene. Her mother
says now: “It was always ‘Mr. Kelly
says that,’ or ‘Mr. Kelly says do this.’
She was certainly smitten by the boy.”
As a matter of fact they were married
on September 22, 1941, in Philadelphia
after Gene’d been signed to a Hollywood
contract by David Selznick on the basis
of his terrific performance in the stage
production of “Pal Joey.”
The young couple drove to New Or¬
leans, put their car on a boat to Vera
Cruz and spent their honeymoon in
Mexico. A few weeks after they arrived
in Hollywood, the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor.
Four days later, Betsy
Kelly was eighteen years old.
A year later she was a mother, and
her husband Gene, was recognized as
the future heir to Fred Astaire’s mantle.
His film debut opposite Judy Garland in
“For Me and My Gal,” had been nothing
short of sensational.
At this point, the movie colony ex¬
pected Gene’s hat size to swell—that was
the usual reaction to success—but noth¬
ing like that happened.
Gene and Betsy and their little Kerry
remained solid. Gene, smart cookie that
he is, played a variety of small dramatic
roles rather than get himself typed as a
dancer.
Betsy stayed home and took
care of the house and the baby.
When Gene joined up with the Navy,
she went back to Washington with him.
She returned to the Coast when he was
ordered to Japan for duty. In fact, she
bought the house in Beverly Hills which
they now own, hoping to fix it up for
him on his return from the Orient.
The atom bomb was dropped on Hiro¬
shima on the day Gene Kelly was sched¬
uled to leave for Japan. His orders were
cancelled.
For a long while there was nothing in
the Kelly house but a rug, a piano, and a
few beds.
But gradually, Betsy got
around to buying things and today it’s
completely furnished.
Betsy usually goes around in sweater,
skirt, and fiat-heeled shoes. She wears
no make-up, except for an occasional
dab of lipstick.
There is an Ingrid Bergman quality
about her, a natural beauty which is
extremely photogenic, and a frankness
and an openness of countenance which
was once characteristic of Bergman.
Stories to the effect that the Kellys
have quarreled about her having a
screen career are completely false. “More
than anything else in the world,” Gene
says, “I want Betsy to do' whatever
brings her the most happiness.”
“Isn’t that funny?” Betsy says. “That’s
exactly the same way I feel about him.”
A nifty couple those Kellys.
None
nicer.
The End
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HOME OF THE BRAVE (UA).4444

This is a superlatively good picture, produced by the brilliant company responsible
for “Champion”—which you also must see!
“Home of the Brave” is a brave picture—one that took courage to make. Don’t
get the idea—because this picture deals realistically with the theme of Negro toler¬
ance—that it’s one of those preachy, propaganda pictures. It isn’t! Primarily the
film is the exciting, thrilling and inspiring story of five men on a short but dangerous
mission in the Pacific.
Object of the mission is to bring back maps of the terrain of a pivotal island which
will play an important part in the invasion. This is the gripping story of the in¬
vasion told by a soldier who lost the use of his legs as a result of the experience.
It’s all here—the breathtaking suspense, the horror, terror and excitement of
war, the heartbreak and agony. Yes, and the pride in the bravery and nobility of
the men.
One of the soldiers is a Negro. He plays an important part in the mission. The
story of how he got paralyzed on the mission is wrung from his subconscious by a
tolerant and wise doctor.
This might well be the finest picture to come out of the war, for it teaches a deep
lesson in tolerance—and without once mentioning the word.
Cast includes Douglas Dick, Steve Brodie, Jeff Corey, Lloyd Bridges, Frank Lovejoy, James Edwards, and Cliff Clark.
Each actor deserves special mention for
excellence of performance. Edwards is GI Peter Moss and his understanding and
expert handling of his role merits acclaim.
All parts are brilliantly played; the music is magnificent, the mood and suspense
are superb.
Don’t miss this picture!
#
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SORROWFUL JONES (Para.)

Amazing plan I No money needed!
I want an ambitious, alert man in
your town to get this splendid
made-to-measure suit by taking a
few orders from friends. Show it—talk
about it—use this suit to help you take
more orders and earn up to $10.00 in
a day. My sensational plan can bring
you good money—easy!
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED-NO
HOUSE-TO-HOUSE CANVASSING
Experience not necessary. Amazing
low prices mean big income for you
without house-to-house canvassing,
and amazing chance to get your own
suit as a bonus without paying one cent.
SEND FOR FREE CLOTH SAMPLES!
1 supply complete, elaborate demonstrating
samples to you FREE, and tested, sure-fire
selling plans. This is your chance. Don’t let
anyone get ahead of you. Start at once. Your income may begin first
day. Send no money—now or ever. Write today for complete equip¬
ment and surprising BONUS SUIT OFFER. For quick action, tell us
about yourself — age, etc. John Grant. STONE-FIELD Corp.»
Dept. U-711, 532 S. Throop St., Chicago 7, III.

♦♦♦

Everybody adores Bob Hope pictures!
And while “Sorrowful Jones” may not
be the best picture he’s ever made—it’s
darn close to it! For given a swell, hu¬
man and exciting story (by the great
Damon Runyon), Lucille Ball as femi¬
nine interest and such sturdy supporting
players as William Demarest, Thomas
Gomez and the sensational little scenestealer, Mary Jane Saunders—how could
this fail to be a grand picture?
This is the story of a practically honest
race track bookie (Hope!) who becomes
the guardian of a little girl he has ac¬
cepted as security for a bet, and is a
remake of the old Shirley Temple starrer, “Little Miss Marker.”
When the child’s father is killed by
crooked gamblers, Hope becomes her
rather unwilling custodian.
The plot
thickens when the gamblers register the
sensational race horse, Dreamy Joe, in
the name of the child.
How Lucille Ball and Bob Hope save
the child’s life by bringing the horse to
the hospital, how they outwit the gam¬
blers for a happy ending, make the fun¬
niest sequences seen in pictures in years.

CALLING FOR PRACTICAL

Hope learns about babies from Lucille Ball,
Mary Jane Saunders in “Sorrowful Jones.”

EASY TO LEARN AT HOME

EDWARD, MY SON (M-G-M) . 4 4
This picture is strictly for adults. Bril¬
liantly acted by Spencer Tracy, Deborah
Kerr, Ian Keith and Lueen McGrath, the
relentless characterization of a thorough¬
ly selfish, self-centered father comes to
the screen without losing too much of the
impact of the original stage hit.
While Spencer Tracy is the dominating
character in the picture, Deborah Kerr
doesn’t miss a fine opportunity to live
up to her reputation as one of England’s
most capable actresses. Her portrait of
the mother: the disintegration of a love¬
ly woman, is shockingly realistic.
Ian Keith and Lueen McGrath (both
from the stage version) are splendid in
their roles of friend and mistress of the
father.
The boy, Edward, never appears on the
scene but the effect of his presence from
the day of his birth through the years is
felt by everyone.
Leave the kiddies at home—but go pre¬
pared to be completely absorbed in this
DRAMA!

Honors go to Spencer Tracy and Deborah
Kerr in M-G-M’s splendid "Edward. My Son.”

Alan Ladd is the fabulous ?Great Gatsby,”
with Betty Field . and Barry Sullivan.

THE GREAT GATSBY
(Paramount) .
444
Alan Ladd fans will love this! Even
if you’re not one of his vest admirers,
you will be after seeing him as Gatsby.
For “The Great Gatsby” is good, excit¬
ing melodrama set in the roaring twen¬
ties—the period so brilliantly chronicled
by F. Scott Fitzgerald who wrote the fine
novel from which the screen play was
taken.
When Gatsby was a lieutenant in
World War I, he fell madly in love with
a beautiful socialite (played superbly by
Betty Field). By the time the war was
over, Daisy had married multi-million¬
aire Tom Buchanan, so Gatsby started
amassing a fortune by bootlegging. Elev¬
en years after Daisy jilted him, Gatsby
was as wealthy as her husband.
Daisy, still in love with Gatsby, was
willing to divorce her husband for him.
But Fate—in the guise of Shelley Win¬
ters—comes between them and tragedy
strikes the lovers in the chilling climax.
Magnificent performances by Ladd,
Betty Field, Ruth Hussey, Macdonald
Carey, Shelley Winters, and Howard Da
Silva make this picture first-rate.

NURSESk

Help fill the need for Trained Practical Nurses
in your community or travel. Wayne Train¬
ing Plan, welcomed by doctors, prepares you
for experience—at home in spare time. Many
earn while learning. NO HIGH SCHOOL
NEEDED. Ages 18 to 56 accepted. Nurses
Outfit included. Easy payments. Informa¬
tion & sample of lessons Free. Write today.

Wayne School of Practical Nursing, Inc.,
2301 N. Wayne Av. Desk AB-44.Chicago 14.III.

Wives, Mothers—Make Extra Money!
Show friends LONGEST WEARING NYLONS in
new 62-pattern fit service. Take orders. No experi¬
ence necessary. Rush your name and address today.

AMERICAN MILLS,DeptR-209,Indianapolis7,Ind.

POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Sweetheart, Mother, Dad, Baby, Love, West¬
ern & Patriotic any subject. Send us your
poems at once for free examination and free
analysis.

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

KCVeR-TCL
11quid

‘Pen^urtted

deodorant

Dancing, walking, working, play¬
ing . . . there’s no better way to
fresh, sweet underarm daintiness
than NEVER-TEL.

NEVER TEL, Dept. 7 F. Kansas City 6. Mo.

GENUINE DIAMONDS
SET IN SOLID GOLD

SEND NO MONEY

M

Send name, address and ring
size only. Pay postman cost plus postage. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE with every set. Order yours today!

BOULEVARD SALES AND IMPORT CO.
1707 NORTHWEST BLVD.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO

THE GUINEA PIG
(Pilgrim Pictures)

English schoolteacher Robert Flemyng meets
“Guinea Pig” Richard Attenborough (right).

ILLEGAL ENTRY (U-I)

♦♦

Howard Duff helps the FBI track down
a group of black marketeers whose most
profitable business of smuggling Euro¬
pean refugees into this country leads to
murder.
Swedish import Marta Toren is in
the middle of the nefarious business but
only because her brother is involved.
Love and revenge take her to the side of
the law and into the arms of her sweet¬
heart, Howard Duff.
There’s lots of excitement to this one
and the semi-documentary style of han¬
dling the movie makes for authenticity.
The idea of this kind of black market
existing in our own country may come
as a surprise to many of you—and you
should find consolation in the fact that
the immigration authorities keep a strict
eye on such activities.
Georf^ Brent, Paul Stewart and Don
Richardson round out the fine supporting
cast. Paul Stewart, in particular, turns
in a fine performance—but then, he al¬
ways does! This is good movie fare.

MUSIC LESSONS
Easy As A-B-C
To Be Your Own
Teacher And
Learn At Home
Thrill to olaying real selec¬
tions by no'e instead of tire¬
some exercises. Everything
is in print and pictures. First
you are told what to do.
Then a picture shows you
how. Then you play it your¬
self.
Soon
you’re
playing
the hit songs. Many of our
850,000
students
play
in
bands. Write todav. Mail compon for FREE Booklet, Print and Picture Sample. Men ion
favorite instrument.
U.
S.
SCHOOL OF
MUSIC,
1587
BRUNSWICK BLDG., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
51st year.

|-|
i
|

I

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 1587 BRUNSWICK BLDG.,
N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture
Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

I
1

Have you
Instrument.Instrument?.
Name"....
(Please

Print)

Address..

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heala
many old leg sores caused by leg conges-1
tion, Varicose veins, swollen legs and in¬
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. S. VISCOSE COMPANY
140

N.

Dearborn

St..

Chicago 2,

Illinois

Scratching
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

MONEY FOR YOU-sell

«« samples
CHRISTMAS CARDS-UPTO 100% PROFIT SOnJjL
$50 rKUr 1 i selling 100 feature NAME PRINTED
Boxes. Complete line 50 new, fast CARDS.NAPKINS
selling Christmas, Everyday boxes.
and STATIONERY
Plastics, Carols. Big variety em¬
bossed cards, napkins, stationery with name, 50
for $1 up. No money needed to start. Special
Offers. Cash Bonus. Write for samples.

EMPIRE CARD CO. EMVV
You’ll learn
Immigration

all about the work of the
Office
in
“Illegal
Entry.”

INTERFERENCE (RKO)
♦♦
Football season gets an early start in
this story about professional players.
Star honors are shared by Victor Ma¬
ture and Lizabeth Scott—a very interest¬
ing screen duo.
\
Star football player Vic Mature is
cursed by a heart ailment which dooms
his spectacular career. Lizabeth Scott is
the selfish wife whose main interest in
her marriage is the limelight she shares
with her famous and popular husband.

Romance, heartbreak in the story about
pro football, with Liz Scott, Vic Mature.

GIVE YOURSELF

.

This British-made picture is a story
about English public schools—but the
story isn’t English alone.
The son of a London shopkeeper re¬
ceives a scholarship to Saintbury, an ex¬
clusive school for boys. He’s the only
“commoner” at the school and has the
scholarship by virtue of an experiment
recommended by the British govern¬
ment. Although his previous scholastic
record is excellent, his chances of being a
success at the new school hinge on fac¬
tors other than academic ability. From
the first he’s an outsider: his small talk,
manner of dress and background place
him apart from his classmates. Thus his
early days at Saintbury are difficult.
The understanding of a schoolmaster
(Robert Flemyng) and the strong charac¬
ter of the boy himself finally overcome
the stuffy traditions and prejudices.
The cast of this picture is first rate.
Richard Attenborough does a fine job as
the young student and his performance
gets good support from Sheila Sim, Ber¬
nard Miles, Cecil Trouncer and Robert
Flemyng.

When Vic’s career begins to suffer,
Lizabeth finds solace in the company of
a wealthy admirer, Vic turns to Lucille
Ball for sympathy and understanding.
But his real love remains with Liz. Since
Vic’s a man of action, he eventually
shows Liz a thing or two about love in
a knock-down-drag-out fight with, the
glamorous gal, and manages rather vio¬
lently to make her see the light. Every¬
thing resolves itself eventually.
And
while you may get the feeling that the
story doesn’t hold in several instances,
the action will keep you interested.
Fine support from Sonny Tufts (in a
sympathetic role) and Lloyd Nolan helps
make this picture good entertainment.

SONGWRITERS

We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-28, Box
190. Hollywood. Cal.

DRESS forYOU
FOR ORDERING 3 !

Thrilling new plan! Your choice of gorgeous new
i dress in your favorite style, size ana color GIVEN
^ to you for sending orders for only 3 dresses for
• your friends or family. Write for style presentation
showing scores of latest fashions with actual sample
fabrics. No money needed. You can gret complete
_k wardrobe AND EARN CASH TOO - up to $22.00 a
week in your snare time—EASY! Write today !
HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-l 11 .Cincinnati25, Ohio

Borrow $50 to $300’-°

Need money? No matter where
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $60.00 to $300.00 this
easy Quick confidential way.

E2P9

IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Com pletely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
MONTHLY
PAYM E NTS

STATE

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
Employed men and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Your employer, relatives and
friends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name and address
and we will mail application blank and
complete details FREE in plain enve¬
lope. There is no obligation. Act now!

FINANCE

COMPANy

216 Savings & Loan Bldg., Dept U-75K. Des Moines 8, Iowa
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WATCH FOR

“LET’S COGITATE”
Second

of the

MGM—PETE SMITH
Short Subjects
based on

PAGEANT MAGAZINE'S

THE BLUE LAGOON
(J. Arthur Rank-U-I). 4 4
Everybody has dreamed of being ship¬
wrecked on a tropical isle and living a
Robinson Crusoe idyll—especially with a
Friday of the opposite sex!
Well, this
English picture tells your dream, so to
speak, in Technicolor. And like a dream,
it’s fascinating, beautiful, romantic, even
though it doesn’t make much sense.
Jean Simmons is exquisite as the child
grown to womanhood and Donald Hous¬
ton is appropriately browned and mus¬
cular as the hero. The scenery is superb
and if this picture hits your town, I know
you’ll enjoy it.

Popular Feature

Ifou.

Wondatad

COMING SOON

TO YOUR FAVORITE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

IfitY EXTRA JHOMtY .

Sell New

CHRISTMAS

Show friends, sensational 21Card $1 Christmas Assortment I
with Patented Television Card. |
NSells like wild fire! Up to 100%
‘profit. 7 Super Name-Im¬ From Sunnya
printed lines, 50 for $1,1 California
I up. New Plastic Christmas |
__
Cards, many other money¬
makers. Send for FREE SAMPLES. _
IDEAL CARD CO., 165 N. Hill Av©., I FREE SAMPLES-1

CARDS

DEPT. 613

0

PASADENA 4. CALIF. I WRITE TODAY! J

BROKEN JEWELRY WANTED
All kinds. Highest cash prices paid for
rings, jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, dia¬
monds, broken and usable watches, etc.
Cash mailed promptly. Write for FREE
shipping container.

LOWE'S, DEPT. HW
Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Meet the

6 TYPES OF
WOMEN NO MAN
SHOULD MARRY
You’ll be bringing grief down on
yourself if you team up with “Miss
Mind-Over-Body,” “Baby,” “The Cock¬
tail Girl” or any of the other deadly
females described by psychologist Er¬
nest Dichter in the new July issue of
PAGEANT.
Find out how to spot these dangerous
damsels before it’s too late—and how
to make the best of a bad situation if
one of these six types has already led
you altar-ward.

Get your copy
of the July Pageant today

PAGEANT
Now on sale (it your newsstand—25c

PICTURE PAGEANT60 pages of picture stories
88

THE BIG CAT (Monogram)

♦

The Big Cat—a vicious mountain lion
preying on the livestock of a band of
farmers in a Utah backwoods settlement,
is the star of this show. Filmed in nat¬
ural Technicolor, this exciting picture is
concerned with a drought-plagued farm
settlement, its feuding farmers, and the
effect of a city boy, Lon McCallister, who
not only does-in the Big Cat, but is instru¬
mental in patching up a long-standing
feud and bringing rain to the droughtplagued community.
Peggy Ann Garner is refreshingly
beautiful as a farmer’s daughter who’s
sweet on the city fellow. Preston Foster
is a rough and rugged woodsman who
meets his death at the claws of the Big
Cat. The city boy, realizing the death
resulted because he carelessly left the
only 30-30 rifle lying in the woods, sets
out to avenge the murder, and does. The
scenery is beautiful and the hunt’s ex¬
citing.
The dialogue, unfortunately, is
neither.
BLACK MAGIC (UA)
44
Orson Welles rides again! This time
he’s the scheming, clever magician, Cagliostro, famous Alexandre Dumas char¬
acter from “Memoirs of a Physician.”
The story tells of the hypnotist’s inva¬
sion of the court of Louis V and how his
hypnotic powers almost made him the
most powerful man in France.
When Cagliostro meets a young French
girl, Lorenza, who bears a remarkable
resemblance to Queen Marie Antoinette,
his plans for political power come to a
head. Through hypnosis the magician is
able to pass off his charge as the Queen
of France. The plot is discovered and
Cagliostro comes to a bitter end, but
before he does, Orson Welles has a
wonderful time miming the egotistic,
magnetic sorcerer.
Nancy Guild plays a dual role of Marie
Antoinette and the lovely Lorenza, and
does well with both parts. Akim Tamiroff and famous Italian actress Valentine
Cortese turn in outstanding performances.
The film is a bit on the melodramatic
side, but you won’t mind that, for it’s
also colorful and very exciting.
THE GREAT JOE YOUNG
(RKO)
44
The exciting thriller moves from the
heart of the African jungle to Hollywood.
The hero, Joe Young, is a mammoth
gorilla raised from infancy by Jill Young
(Terry Moore) in Africa. The story tells
what happens
when producer
Max
O’Hara (Frank McHugh) decides to col¬
lect some authentic jungle background
for his Hollywood club, and brings Jill
and Joe back to civilization. Chaos ensues
when a party of drunken guests ply Joe
with whisky, and he breaks out of his
cage. Joe finally reinstates himself with
the law by rescuing a child from a burn¬
ing orphanage, and returns to Africa with

Jill and cowhand Ben Jonson. This is a
really good thriller, which might have
made a magnificent satire.
THE LADY GAMBLES (U-I)

44

Barbara Stanwyck makes a play for
next year’s Oscar with the dramatic role
of a gambling lady. Barbara handles the
role with typical Stanwyck know-how
but poor dialogue prevents the picture
from making a good showing in next
year’s line-up.
Melodramatic, with a theme which
offers a change from the usual film story,
“The Lady Gambles” is the tale of a girl
reporter who becomes a gambling addict.
Completely consumed by the gambling
disease she squanders her husband’s sav¬
ings, gets involved with a gambler. Final¬
ly, despondent because her husband has
left her, she tries to commit suicide.
Psychoanalysis gets to the root of her
problem and brings about the happy
ending.
Robert Preston as the husband, and
Stephen McNally as the gangster, are
splendid. McNally, in particular, con¬
tinues to climb toward stardom.
THE CROOKED WAY (U-I)

4

This is a routine gangster film—so if
you’re looking for tough guys, molls,
gang wars—this is for you.
GI Vet John Payne is released from an
Army hospital with the knowledge that
he’s suffering from amnesia. In an effort
to discover his past, he returns to Los
Angeles with the hope that somebody
will recognize him. They do—and things
start popping immediately.
First the local police drag him to the
station, offer good advice: He’s to leave
town within the next five minutes! Then
a lovely young lady steers him to a hotel
where another reception committee awaits
him. This group, however, is out to get
revenge. Finally, our hero learns that
he’s really a former gangster himself. As
he tries to put together the jig-saw
puzzle, gang leader Sonny Tufts sees to
it that a murder rap is pinned on him.
Out of all this maze, John’s wife decides
he’s not the heel he was, that she’s in
love with him. Together they manage to
get his life straightened out enough so
they can relax, live happily ever after.
Ellen Drew is the pretty wife and does
her acting chores adequately. Sonny Tufts
forsakes hero roles for this one, and
emerges as a tough guy—and he’s tough
enough to chill your blood!
REIGN OF TERROR
(Allied Artists) .

44

Dramatic events in the French revolu¬
tion are the basis for this exciting movie.
The time is 1794, the most hated man in
France, Robespierre, heads the reign of
terror which has swept to the borders of
the republic.
A small group of patriots decides to
revolutionize the revolution and do away
with Robespierre.
Their plans, actions
and accomplishments make this picture
one of the most exciting historical movies.
There’s never a dull moment.
Cast includes Robert Cummings, Arlene
Dahl, Richard Hart, Arnold Moss, Richard
Basehart, Jess Barker, Beulah Bondi.
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Exotic charmer Marta Toren will soon be
seen in “Illegal Entry.” For more about this
exciting newcomer, see August Movieland.

I want to say “Thank you, Irene
Dunne, for allowing me to keep my illu¬
sions about Hollywood.”
Not once in the more than seventeen
years I have seen her in films has she
caused my faith to be shaken. Not once
has she failed to give an admirable ac¬
count of herself. Few have been the
mediocre pictures and many have been
the pictures her acting has made mem¬
orable.
Not once has she resorted to cheap
publicity. Rather it has been the sort
of publicity that has enabled her to re¬
tain the constant admiration and respect
of both Hollywood and her fans. Some¬
day I’m sure there will be a welldeserved Oscar to be a symbol of her
magnificent career.
Until such time,
there must be a still greater satisfaction
for her achievements in the handsome
gold plaque recently awarded to her for
her outstanding work in promoting the
idea of the “Brotherhood of Man.” I’m
proud of her—and grateful too, to Irene
Dunne.
Emma Lou Shotwell
Montclair, New Jersey
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socket . . . Eureka! In a few minutes
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cleaning cream separators, pails, etc. No f
water to carry or running to basement to l
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SELL CHRISTMAS C

A new star has risen and it’s my bet
that this star is due to really shine soon.
Her name is Marta Toren. She is one
of the most beautiful women I’ve ever
seen, on or off the screen. Her accent
and charm sent my blood racing in “Casbah,” but I was disappointed by her notso-choice role in “Rogues’ Regiment.”
Let’s see more of this Swedish sweet¬
heart. I understand that there will be
a Technicolor western called “Cripple
Creek” built around her because of her
excellent performance in “Illegal Entry.”
I hope this is more than just a rumor.
Woody Bankson
Greenwich, Connecticut
Orchids To The Ladies

I want to thank you for your splendid
story on Lana Turner in the April issue.
It was simply grand and most heart¬
warming.
I hope people now realize
that Lana is really a human like the rest
of us and show some consideration for
the fact that she does want to be left
alone sometimes and when she does, that
doesn’t mean she is breaking up with
that “most understanding and wonder¬
ful” husband of hers. I’m pulling for
Lana and hope that her one tragedy
won’t keep her from coming back to
make more pictures for the fans who
still love her.
Let the columnists’ gossip and write,
but give me Lana as she really is—not
as they imagine her to be. She is really
a wonderful sport and champion.
Bettye Wells
Kenton, Tennessee

Courage, Faith, Loyalty

I’m interested in Bob Mitchum’s fu¬
ture, and if they’re thinking of dropping
him because of his recent mistake, they’re
making a bigger mistake themselves.
Even when I saw him in “Blood on the
Moon,” released after the unfortunate
incident, he still made me—and the rest
of the women in the audience—swoon!
Why should his career as a movie star
be ended? Plenty of others have gone
on. Please don’t take one of our most
romantic stars away from us!
Mrs. H. L. Ross
Mercedes, Texas
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I think it’s a shame the way the movie
stars get such bad publicity. If I were
arrested for anything, it wouldn’t be
publicized in all the papers. Actors and
actresses have admirers all over the
world and I don’t like it when their mis¬
takes—which, after all, are only human
—are spread all over the front pages.
What about the kids who are worship¬
ing these people and following in their
footsteps?
Not only myself, but plenty of other
people as well, think that Robert Mitchum is swell and that Bob Walker is too,
and we hope they’ll be well soon, and in
more pictures than ever before.
Mrs. H. E. Murphy, Jr.
Astoria, Oregon
I have been reading the stories about
Bob Mitchum and the trial and I feel that
he’s just a kid who got off on the wrong
(Please turn to next page)
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is an
OFF-SEASON
CHRISTMAS
PACKAGE!
•
We’re rushing the tinsel season to
give you loads of happy surprises
smack in the middle of summer
. . . a refreshing issue highlighted
by a Jekyll-Hyde interview with
RICHARD WIDMARK, the heel
who's turned hero.

- •
We know you’ll want to snitch some
of the swimsuit styles our shapely
water wenches model in a Sunsational bathing beauty layout. That
goes for the high-style, low-budget
wardrobe JEAN PETERS wears in the
photo feature, Pretty as a Picture.
Her story and romance is told, too.
BILL HOLDEN is the breadwinner in
his family is what Brenda Marshall
Holden has to say in a fascinating
story. DANA ANDREWS confesses
why he adores his wife. JEANNE
CRAIN tells the world why she
wants a big family now.

\

track, but by the help of his loving wife
and the fans who helped to make him
popular, he will win over this terrible
situation which has come up.
He is, and always will be, my favorite
star. We are all human and don’t we all
make mistakes? Those who criticize Bob
now are the people who should want to
help him. He is fortunate to have such
a wonderful wife, who must be an in¬
spiration to him. I hope the future will
bring them happiness.
Eleanor Robinson
Caldwell, Ohio
THANK YOU!
Received your $5 check today, and want
to proffer my sincere thanks. I trust my
entry in your contest will be of value
to you. I enjoy your publication very
much, and wish you much success.
Mrs. Agnes B. Ford
Roda, Virginia
Many, many thanks for the prize award
in your recent If I Were Editor contest.
It was indeed a thrilling experience to
be among the winners, as I know the
competition must have been keen.
My best wishes to you and your mag¬
azine for continued success. I’d like to
add that part of my prize award went to
the Wisconsin Association for the Dis¬
abled.
Rudolph Jorgenson
Stoughton, Wisconsin
Thank you very much indeed for the
check awarded me as one of the second
prizes in your recent contest. I truly
enjoyed making suggestions and com¬
ments on the makeup of your very fine
magazine. My prize has been the subject
of much admiration and discussion among
my associates. Best of luck to you.
Bernice Atwood
Waterbury, Connecticut

Then there's: Plenty of gossiphot from Hollywood; movie re¬
views; color pages of your favor¬
ite stars; a yummy cover of JUNE
ALLYSON; special departments;
articles on JOAN CRAWFORD,
GINGER ROGERS, FRED ASTAIRE,
MONA FREEMAN. JEANETTE
MACDONALD, LUCILLE BALL; in¬
troductions to the screen's newest
finds; and an interview on film¬
land's Super Talent Scout, KEN
MURRAY.

NO
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I’d like to thank you for the check I
just received as an award in your recent
contest. I always enjoy reading Movieland, and also enjoy participating in
contests.
E. H. Mayer
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Received your nice fat check today for
one of the second place awards in “If You
Were The Editor of Movieland” contest.
Thank you very much for your consider¬
ation of my efforts.
Ben R. Daly
Daytona Beach, Florida
I was pleasantly surprised and quite
pleased to learn that I had been chosen
as one of the winners in your recent
contest. Thank you for the check.
Junna Lee Lanham
Cincinnati, Ohio
My prize in your recent contest has
made me very happy. Thank you very
much! Please accept my best wishes for
the continued success of Movieland.
Miss E. O’Hara
Detroit, Michigan
COMMAND DECISION
I am wondering just what method of
shorthand “Homer” used in Command
Decision ... I and several million other

secretaries in this country would like
to learn it. I think that by any method
taught, it is highly improbable for Homer
to take shorthand in such a tiny note¬
book, with such little arm motion, at the
terrific rate of speed which Gable was
talking. Several times during the scene,
Homer leisurely turned the page while
Gable did not slacken his pace. For a pic- [
ture which was filled with technicalities,
in an effort to bring out the reality of the
war, it was certainly lacking in the
reality of the secretarial world.
Norma Lanterman
Chicago, Ill.
CHEERS FOR DeCAMP
I saw The Life of Riley, and it is with¬
out a doubt one of the most delightful
pictures of the year. I thoroughly enjoyed
it from start to finish. Although William
Bendix was billed as the star, it was the
quiet, sincere, understanding perform¬
ance of Rosemary DeCamp as Mrs. Riley
that I liked best. She is a wonderful
actress and I hope at last she is beginning
to get the break she deserves. I say, let’s
have more of DeCamp.
Sgt. Charles W, Hughes
Tucson, Arizona
Ed. Note: Watch for Always Sweet¬
hearts.
WHERE’S THAT FRENCHMAN?
I’ve bought every movie magazine in
the past three months, and all I see is
Peter Lawford, Howard Duff, and Bob
Hope. Where oh where is Louis Jourdan?
He’s the reason I can’t sleep or eat! Do
something! Please!
Helen Dick
Wailuku, Maine
MITCHUM TYPED?
Why does Hollywood continually cast
Robert Mitchum in Westerns? Are they
trying to type him? He was very good as
the detective in Out Of The Past, and
as the artist in The Locket, and he was
the only good thing in the entire picture
Desire Me. No matter what part he plays,
he always manages to turn in the best
performance and steal the show. I would
like to see him in a good love story with
one of the big female stars like Rita Hay¬
worth or Paulette Goddard. He’s really
one of the best actors in the industry.
Jewel D’Arcourt
New Orleans, La.
STRONG FOR WILCOXON
Recently I saw a re-issue of The Cru¬
saders in which Henry Wilcoxon plays
Richard the Lionhearted wonderfully.
Yesterday I saw A Connecticut Yankee
In King Arthur’s Court. In spite of a silly
script, he gives a life-like portrait of
Sir Launcelot.
I can’t understand why Hollywood
neglects Wilcoxon so. It seems to me that
anyone who acts so well has much poten¬
tial excitement to give to the screen.
In fact, the credibility of A Connecti¬
cut Yankee was ruined for me when
Rhonda Fleming jilted Henry Wilcoxon
for Bing Crosby.
Emily Lee Dove
Jersey City, New Jersey

Movieland would like to know what
you like about the movies, who your
favorite stars are, who and what you
don’t like about Hollywood and why.
The most interesting letters will be?'
printed on this page each month.
Address all letters to The Editor,
Movieland, 535 5th Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.
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Gown by Cell Chapman

You’ll find a lovelier you—the instant you start using Solitair cake
make-up. Solitair is a special featherweight formula, unlike any make-up you
have ever used. Solitair is a complete make-up. Combines powder and
powder base. Hides little skin faults. Stays on longer. But never looks
mask-like or "made-up.” Contains Lanolin to help guard against
dryness. Gives your skin petal-smooth appearance—flawless, natural,
youthful-looking. No better quality. $1.00
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with point actually shaped
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ES — all 8 of these best-read books are
YOURS FREE ... to prove how much
you will enjoy the thrilling love stories and the
exciting adventure novels which Book League
members receive regularly at trifling cost.
Ordinarily, you would get your Club Bonus
Books at the rate of one free with every two

Selections (or alternates) purchased. But on
this special offer, we send you ALL 6 right
away/ AND IN THE SAME PACKAGE you
get 2 MORE best-sellers free, as your new mem¬
bership gift! Read the description of each popu¬
lar book here. Then mail coupon for your 8
FREE BOOKS today!
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Why “America's Biggest Bargain Book Club” Gives You $18 Worth of Books FREE

B

OOK LEAGUE membership is an ad¬
venture in exciting reading. You never
pay any dues or club fees—and every month
you get your own choice of fine new novels
of romance and adventure . . . best-sellers
by authors like John Steinbeck, Ernest Hem¬
ingway, Somerset Maugham. And although
the book you select may cost $3 or more at
retail, YOU pay only the Club’s bargain
price of $1.49, plus few cents shipping
charges. Imagine the great savings your
membership will mean to you on the twelve
novels you take during the year. Imagine,
too, the pleasure you will get from your 8
free books, pictured above!
You Can Get MORE Free Bonus Books, too!
Moreover, there is NO LIMIT to the number
of free bonus books which you may receive! If
you remain in the Club, you will CONTINUE
to get gift books like these, including not only
popular best-sellers by today’s great authors, but
also masterpieces by writers like Shakespeare,

Dumas, Balzac, Poe, etc. These are handsome
volumes which grow into an impressive library
which you will be proud to own and display to
others.
No Need to Take Every REGULAR Selection
The best-selling book you receive each month
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month you get, without extra charge, the Club’s
"Review," which describes other popular best¬
sellers ; if you prefer one of these to the regular
Selection, choose it instead. There are no member¬
ship dues; there is no further cost or obligation.
Send No Money —
JUST MAIL COUPON NOW
Mail coupon today—without money—and re¬
ceive your BIG membership gift package contain¬
ing the 8 splendid books described on this page . . .
worth $18 in the publishers’ editions!
You will also receive, as your first Selection, the
current best-selling novel now being distributed to
members. Then you will understand why the Book
League has been known for years as "America’s
Biggest Bargain Book Club" ! Mail coupon—with¬
out money—now!
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time. Because this remarkable monthly sani¬
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gives you Gable and that gorgeous redhead...in the exciting drama of a

gambler and his girl...and the intrigues and the romance that go with the game!
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Liz Taylor’s romance with Bill Pawley may be
short. She’s due to make a movie in Italy.

Won’t be long before Jimmy Stewart and pretty Gloria McLean are Mr. and Mrs. They’ve
set the date for August and, according to both, it’s going to be a quiet wedding.

Newlyweds Diana Lynn and John Lindsay are
still in the honeymoon stage—and so happy.

Love,

love,

love

is

busting out all over Hollywood.
Dan

Cupid’s zinging bows and

arrows all over the place
★ The $64 question in Hollywood is what
will be the final outcome of the Ingrid
Bergman-Rossellini affair. Long before
that story hit the front pages, Hollywood
was rife with rumors that Ingrid was
rather friendly with the Italian director.
Since Bergman has been played up as
an angel, people refused to believe the
stories, until those pictures showing her
fondly holding hands with Rossellini hit
the newsprint. Now that she’s let her¬
self in for this kind of gossip, people
are digging back through the years and
bringing up other uncomplimentary in¬

cidents in Ingrid’s life. Ingrid was usu¬
ally on the Hollywood Women’s Press
Association list as the most uncooperative
actress of the year, so naturally when
a story of the Rossellini affair broke,
few newspaper people felt sympathetic
enough to play it down. But there’s a
new switch in the publicity at this writ¬
ing, and we’ve been trying to find who’s
at the bottom of it. The new slant is to
make Rossellini the heavy who capital¬
ized on the publicity, leaving Ingrid as
the victim of innocence betrayed. Maybe
fans will go for the switch.

Cary Grant lost 37 pounds during his
illness with jaundice, but he’s rapidly
gaining his health back, and his doctor
has told him if he continues to improve
he’ll be able to make another picture
after a short rest. It was at first thought
that Cary would have to lay off the screen
for a year. There’s a very strong rumor
here that Cary and Betsy Drake were
secretly married in Germany; but neither
will confirm the report.
*

*

*

Hollywood is expecting Marion Mar¬
shall and director Howard Hawks to take

Nobody knows what’s with Dick Haymes and Nora Eddington—but they’re still in love,

Ronnie Reagan is finding solace in the very
pleasant company of attractive Kay Stewart.

Still the cutest, steadiest duo in town: Janet Leigh
and her handsome feller, Arthur Loew Jr.

the

altar

march before very long.
*
*
*
Ann Sheridan is making no bones
about her bust-up with Steve Hannagan.
She says that the 3,000 miles that usually
separated them was just too much for
the romance to cope with. However, we
hear that Steve is not giving up. As far
as he’s concerned the romance is still on.
*

*

*

We ran into Alan Marshall on the set
of “Three Came Home,” his first picture
since his long illness, and are happy to

(Please turn to next page)

The Keenan Wynns want everybody to know they’re happily married. What’s more
they look it, too! Keenan’s next film is MGM’s comedy, “Neptune’s Daughter.”

M
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continued

report that he looks as fit as a fiddle.
He says he feels like a million dollars
and is ready to resume his screen career
on a full-time basis.
*
*
*
Betty Grable has become a platinum
blonde for “Wabash Avenue.” The color
changes her looks so much that we had
to look twice before we recognized her.
*

*

*

*

Jeanne Crain’s back in the swing of things after birth of her newest
son. She and Paul Brinkman entertained, were entertained at IceCapades.

The Kirk Douglases are making little
headway toward a reconciliation.
He
says, “The facts are that we’re simply
separated, and I don’t know what’s going
to happen. If there were just my wife
and I to consider, that wouldn’t be bad;
but we have two children involved, and
a divorce is never good for kids. I hope
we’ll be able to work something out.”
*
*
*
Bob Mitchum after these successful
years in pictures still claims he’s broke.
He says his house is in hock and he’s got
to do some hard work to get himself
solvent this year. He and Dorothy still
live in the little house they got when
Bob first started making pictures, but
they need a new one to give playroom
to their two growing boys.
*

*

*

The George Sanderses certainly have a
funny design for living. He owns a fourunit apartment house. He lives in one;
his wife, another; her baby and nurse in
the third; and the servants in a fourth.
George always was a man who liked his
privacy.
(Please turn to page 10)
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Polo matches brought out seldom-seen Mary Pickford and Buddy
Rogers. Talk about happily marrieds! They head Hollywood’s list.

1
IceCapades turned out to be a family affair for the Alan Ladds. Little Alana
is old enough now to enjoy an occasional night out with famous Mom and Pop.

Esther Williams and Ben Gage enjoy a last fling
at IceCapades before Esther retires to await stork.
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LOOK FOR THIS AD /7,r
IN YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER . . . |T ANNOUNCES
A GREAT ENTERTAINMENT IN YOUR LOCAL THEATRE!
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New Yorkers wanted to know how a movie producer could be so
pretty when Ida Lupino (with husband Collier Young) visited.

Ricardo Montalban’s heavy beard is for his role in “Battleground.”
Sister-in-law Loretta Young and his wife think it’s pretty funny!

I

£

Ida Lupino is telling friends that she’s
fed up on acting and wants to quit it en¬
tirely and devote her whole time to
writing and producing. Ida’s got talent
with the pen.
She and her husband,
Collier Young, wrote the script for their
new picture “Never Fear.”
But the
screen will lose a great actress if Ida
gives it the go-by.
*

*

*

The James Masons are denying those
stories emanating from New York that
they’re unhappy with Hollywood and will
return to England. They insist that they
like it here; but also deny the report that
they’re becoming American citizens.
*

*

*

George Montgomery is getting so busy
with his sideline business that he hardly
has time for acting any more. He started
out making furniture for his home; then
for his friends; and then for whoever
wanted it. Now he’s expanded and taken
on contracts to build entire houses.
*

*

*

We tried to dig up the dope on Ann
Blyth’s love life, and she said, “There
simply isn’t any. I’ve never had a real
romance in my life, but I want one, and
I want to get married and have a family
when the right guy comes along.” Inci¬
dentally, Ann’s grooming herself to do
musicals. She began at the age of five
singing on the radio, and in her new pic¬
ture with Bing Crosby, “Top of the
Morning,” she’ll warble several ditties.
*

M
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There’s always a huge turnout for Hollywood’s fashionable polo matches. Among in¬
teresting and interested spectators were those always charming Doug. Fairbanks Jr.’s.

*

*

When Vic Mature’s wife went to Las
Vegas alone for a week’s vacation, the
(Please turn to page 12)
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Man of Violence and Mystery
Women of Wealth and Beauty!
A love story to
match the tension
of the times.
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Screenplay by Cyril Hume and Richard Maibaum *From the novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald and the play by Owen Davis
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To celebrate the very successful N. Y. exhibition of his paintings,
William Grant Sherry took wife Bette Davis dancing at the Stork.

Looking natty in his checkered jacket and black homburg, William Powell squired “Mousie” to the polo match.

Hollywood’s happy marriages don’t get the publicity they de¬
serve. Witness Don DeFore and his charming wife Marion.

reports got out that they’d split up. But
of course there wasn’t any truth in it.
Las Vegas was Vic’s old hangout in his
pre-marriage days, and he has a host of
friends there.
*

*

*

Maureen O’Hara and her standin, Sue
Shannon, have opened up a second dress
shop and plan to expand to six, as insur¬
ance for a rainy day.
*

*

*

Debra Paget, who’ll play Jimmy Stew¬
art’s leading lady in “Arrow,” has the
part of an Indian girl. After tests had
been made, somebody noticed that she
had blue eyes. So she’ll have to do the
pictures wearing brown contact lenses to
give herself that old Indian look. Bob
Taylor’s going to have the same prob¬
lem when he plays an Indian in a forth¬
coming picture.
*

*

*

The makeup man had to spend hours
making Ethel Barrymore look 70 for a
part in “Pinky.” Funny thing is she’ll be
that old on her next birthday we hear.
*

M
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*

*

Charles Laughton is planning to do
another series of recordings from the
Bible. His first album brought in more
than 5,000 fan letters, which topped the
number he’d ever received for a picture.
(Please turn to page 14)

Here’s another twosome you don’t see stepping out much. But when you do, it’s
obvious at a glance that the Gary Coopers are a mighty happily married pair.

GREATEST CAVALCADE OF INTRIG
SPECTACLE, ADVENTURE AND EXCITE
YOU'VE EVER SEEN ON THE SCREE

r

EDWARD SMALL

. 'BLACK MAGIC
ORSON WELLES
NANCY GUILD
i

STARRING

AND

with AKIM TAMIROFF • FRANK LATIMORE
VAIENTINE CORTESE • MARGOT GRAHAME
BASED ON ALEXANDRE DUMAS' •CAGLIOSTRO* from "Memoirs of o Physicion*

Produced ond Directed by GREGORY RATOFF • Screenplay by CHARLES BENNETT
Additional Scan** and Dlalogu* by Rlchord Schayar • R«l®o**d thru Unlt*d Artitti

Dinah Shore is properly fascinated as camera fan Rudy Vallee shows her how to
gently remove the finished product from his new print-in-a-minute polaroid camera.

Fun and work are combined by actor Donald Buka
and Moss Hart at New Hope, Pa., playhouse.

continued

Gale Storm tells us that her husband
Lee Bonnell is definitely through with
acting. He’s in the insurance business
and happy with it. The two met when
they won a “Gateway to Hollywood”
contest in 1941, and were married a short
time later. Now Gale is hot in pictures,
and she says, “We’ve got three children,
so I’m taking time off this year to have
a career instead of a baby.”
*

*

Andrea Leeds Howard, wife of the fabulous race-horse owner, chats with Robert
Young at the polo matches. Famous in “Stage Door,” she has since retired.

*

Shirley Temple is being criticized
highly for not playing her roles like the
grownup that she is.
Seems a lot of
fans think that her cute days are over
and she’ll have to get down and do
some real acting if she wants to remain
a star. Shirley realizes this hei’self, and
she’s trying hard. Incidentally, both she
and John Agar vigorously deny that
they’re having any domestic trouble other
than the little tiffs that normally come
between people.

Ingrid Bergman used to explain her
lack of cooperation with the press with
that it would be unethical to publicize
the name of the doctor-husband, since
most doctors frown on publicity. Well,
Ingrid sure got him some publicity finally.
*
*
*
Despite their difficulties, David Selznick and Jennifer Jones will likely iron
everything out when they get together
in Europe. Hollywood expects a summer
marriage there.

We hear that Metro is going to give
Bob Walker every break possible when
he returns here to resume his career.
His first picture will be a big one, and
it’ll be followed with others as fast as
Bob can take them, until he’s re-estab¬
lished himself.
*

*

*

Dane Clark tells us that his wife
refuses to trade on his name in her pro¬
fession, which is that of a painter. When
(Please turn to page 18)

IT’S MITCHUM’S
NEWEST PICTURE!
Adventure with steel-grip
suspense in its nerve-jolting
drama of two desperate
men and a woman who
knows every way to a man’s
heart — even to pulling a trigger!

RKO

PRESENTS
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WILLIAM
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PATRIC KNOWLES • RAMON novarro
DON ALVARADO • JOHN QUALEN

RKO

RADIO

Executive Producer SID ROGELL
Produced by JACK J. GROSS • Directed by DON SIEGEL
Screen Ploy by GEOFFREY HOMES and GERALD DRAYSON ADAMS

Based on the famous Saturday Evening Post Story
The Road to Carmichael's" by RICHARD WORMSER

AMAZING!! NEW!!

SPRAY DEODORANT
IN THE MAGICAL
"SELF-ATOMIZING'
BOTTLE
STOPS PERSPIRATION AND <j
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps you1
daintily pure, socially secure. '

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
“Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible
bottle, spray on gentle mist.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE"
to stop perspiration trouble,
avoid perspiration stains
on clothes. Removes odor.

WON’T ROT CLOTHES!
Can’t irritate normal skin.

SAVES MONEY!
Full year's supply only

981

Plut tax

Less than 24 a week j
SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!

dew
SPRAYS ITSELF ONI
(juaranteen by
hv <-IS
Guaranteed
Good Housekeeping

'>

You Write Like

bihLf* Ao/misn)

Bv Helen King, President, American Graphologists Association

»«j.us p«» oft.

INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
— EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED
ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS
Snds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assures you lastingly lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tearproof-ftweproof! Neverruns, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and
department stores.
mm mm

_——

"DARK-EYES, Dept. AH9
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
package of "Dark-Eyes” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown
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★ Would you ever think this rather plain,
easy-to-read signature came from the
pen of one of the highest paid men in
the cinema world? It’s the handwriting
of a man who has held an important and
respected place in the hearts of the people
for many years. Yes—this is the honestto-goodness signature of one of your
favorite stars, Robert Young.
This could be the handwriting of the
average American familyman anywhere
in the country—a man who is friendly,
affable, and inclined to trust others just
a wee bit too much.
Let’s look at it stroke by stroke start¬
ing with the slant. The “lack of slant”
indicates that Robert Young tries to be
impartial in his judgment, that he at¬
tempts to view both sides of any problem.
The moderate pressure reveals that he
has a good balance between material and
spiritual things.
Notice how tall the “R” is. This shows
pride, desire for independence, desire to
do a job thoroughly. Notice, too, that
the “b” is written rather widely, loosely.
It is a sign that Robert Young trusts
others a little too much. He trusts al¬
most everyone until they have proven
themselves unworthy of it.
The little
tent-shaped “t” is indicative of his ten¬
dency to keep a secret, to respect a
confidence.
Are you the diplomat he is? If your

writing tapers off, chances are you can
be an old smoothie, if you wish. How
do you find this? Look at the last four
letters of “Young.” Notice how the “o”
is taller than the following letters, how
they diminish in size as the pen pro¬
gresses along the paper. That diminish¬
ing tendency is “diplomacy.”
Do you separate some of your letters
as Bob did in his last name? Just as
he jumps from letter to letter so does
he occasionally jump from thought to
thought. “Intuition” is another name for
it and the rule applies to your writing as
well as to Robert Young’s.
The End

DON'T CLIP THIS COUPON!
Unless you want Helen King to tell you what
secrets are revealed by your handwriting. If eo—
if you want a personal handwriting analysis from
one of the foremost American graphology experts
—send this coupon, together with 25c and a sam¬
ple of your penmanship, to Helen King, care of
MOVIELAND MAGAZINE. 535 Fifth Are., New
York 17, N. Y. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. You will receive a personal analysis—
no form letters!
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.
STATE.
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Tough? . . . you've got to be
tough with dames like her!
Here's dramatic tension that
screams from the screen!

'S*t~

ALAN was late in learn¬
ing that she was the kind
of woman who doesn't do
anybody any good!

HUNT STROMBERG
presents

BLAKE

knew

her

.

"Now we'll make a deal—
my way", he said.

LIZABETH SCOTT
DON DE FORE
DAN DURYEA
in

TOO IATEFOR TEARS
DANNY: "You know Tiger,

Arthur Kennedy •Kristine Miller* Barry Kelley

I didn't know they made

Screenplay by HOY HUGGINS

them as beautiful as you,
or as smart, or as hard."

Produced by

HUNT STROMBERG
Directed

by BYRON HASKIN

Released thru United Artists

1
Saturday eZ£/!Fs
fted twelve Jinreaders!
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD

Little Lulu

IContinued from page 14)
she has exhibitions of her pictures, she
won’t let Dane say a word about it, and
uses the name Veres to sign her can¬
vases. Of course Dane, being proud of
his wife’s attitude, is her best advertiser.
Their marriage, which was in rather
stormy waters for awhile, seems to have
leveled off for some smooth sailing.
For the first time in seven years Bi
Taylor will be without his mustac!
when he does “Ambush.”
*

*

*

Friends expect wedding bells for
Cameron and Marie Windsor just any
minute now.
Maureen O’Hara, returning to Techni¬
color in “Bagdad,” will sing three
in the picture.
*

Now — all you need is Kleenex*!
Utf/e Lob says:

for bibs— for sooth/ng baby's

SOFT! STRONG!

POPS UP! KLEENEX SAVES, SERVES SO MANY WAYS.

Q International Cellocotton Products Co.

*

T. M. R«g. U. S. Pat. Off.

"9'm kJalkma <m Ain

*

Marjorie Main pointed out to us the
coincidence of Wally Beery dying in the
last scene in “Big Jack,” the last picture
he made. She said that Wally was vi
ill while making the picture and to]
people on the set that it would be
last one.

SNIFFLES-PATTING POWDER ON HIS TENDER SKIN,
NO OTHER TISSUE IS 'i/UST LIKE*KLEENEX.

*

For the first time Donald O’Connor
will have nary a song or dance to sup¬
port him in a picture when he does
“Francis.” Furthermore, he’ll be com¬
peting for scenes with a talking mule.
That’s a tough assignment if we ever
heard of one.

•

•

jjanmenhf, !) jj&U mentally depAeMed
BECAUSE OF

PSORIASIS
ENEMY OF BEAUTY
• Is psoriasis cheating you also out of life’s pleasures?

*

*

Johnny Weissmuller started shedi
weight too late.
After being dr< _ _
from the Tarzan series because of sur¬
plus poundage, he shed thirty-one pounds
and is fit as a fiddle. He and his wife
will be in Europe until the latter part
of August when he returns here for his
next “Jungle Jim” picture.
*

*

*

June Haver, star of Warners’ “Look
for the Silver Lining,” says that one of
her dance costumes for the picture con¬
sists of “a smile and some feathers.” By
the way, did you know that Junie is an
aspiring writer of popular songs? She’s
already had two of her numbers, “Shoot¬
ing Stars” and “You Had to Be Mine,”
performed on radio shows.
Gary (“The Fountainhead”) Cooper
has built himself an honest-to-goodness
artist’s studio, and is now busily paint¬
ing in oils. So far, however, he describes
his canvases as “looking like things at
which mud has been thrown.’

Then try Siroil which has helped thousands of others
. . . Siroil tends to remove the crusts and scales of
psoriasis which are external in character and located
on the outer layer of the skin. If or when your psoriasis
lesions recur, light applications of Siroil will help keep
them under control. Applied externally, Siroil does not
stain clothing or bed linens, nor does it interfere with
your daily routine. Certainly Siroil is worth a trial,
particularly, since it’s offered to you on a 2-weeks’money-back basis.
SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC., SANTA MONICA. CALIF.
Write today for interesting booklet on Psoriasis, using coupon—

Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Dept. H*21, Santa Monica, Calif.
Siroil of Canada, Limited, Box 488, Windsor, Ontario

Please send me your free booklet oo PSORIASIS

CITY-
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Note to Davis fans: Bette often types
answers to fan letters on her own ma¬
chine. Lucky admirers can distinguish
this personal touch by the fact that
when she types the letter herself, there
are no stenog initials in the lower lefthand corner.
*

*

*

Guess we won’t be seeing Ann Miller
and Cyd Charisse around for a while.
Both gals were suspended by MGM for
constant tardiness in getting to work.
The studios are really clamping down
these days; any star who arrives on the
set late is an expensive item to them,
and it’s about time some stars realized
this.
*

*

*

English western fans are clamoring for
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, but they’re
sticking to the U. S. They turned down
an offer to play the Palladium because
their picture schedule in Hollywood is
loaded . . . but good.

A new look has been achieved in the
make-up department of Warner Broth¬
ers. The walls are now painted “rap¬
ture pink.” Department chief Perc Westmore says the female stars adore it, but
it has no effect whatsoever on the males.
Movieland has it ’way over Warners’,
though. Our rugged production and art
men are perfectly happy in their bright
new “Blue Heaven.”
*

*

*

There were real fireworks on the Co' lumbia lot when George Reeves, who
plays the title role in “Sir Galahad,”
dropped a burning cigarette down inside
his armor.
They finally came to his
' rescue by pouring a bucket of water
down through the neck hole of the iron
suit.
*

*

*

Step down, Mr. Sinatra!
Tough egg
Humphrey Bogart makes his debut as a
cinema singer when he chants the Air
Force favorite “Bless ’em All” in War¬
ners’ “Chain Lightning.”
*

*

*

Wayne Morris went temperamental for
the first time in his career while work¬
ing on the set of the new Warner adven¬
ture drama, “The Younger Brothers.”
The script called for husky six-foot-two
Wayne to haul off and slap petite Janis
Paige smack across her lovely face. Ter¬
rified of hurting her, Wayne balked like
mad, and even threatened to leave the
set.
Director Edwin Marin finally got
him to comply, and the scene was filmed.
Afterward, when Wayne and Janis had
retired to their respective dressing rooms,
Marin reported their condition was sim¬
ilar to that of new parents.
“Janis is
fine,” he announced, “but Wayne is do¬
ing no better than can be expected.”
*

*

*

George McManus’ famous comic strip
“Bringing Up Father” gets four screen¬
ings by Monogram. Joe Yule and Renie
Riano co-star as the incompatible Jiggs
and Maggie, and McManus himself will
appear in “Jackpot Jitters,” and two
others in the series.
*

*

*

By popular poll, the best square dance
caller in Hollywood is Jack Benny’s
next-door neighbor, one Ronald Colman!
*
*
*
The Mexican crewmen and townspeo¬
ple in Tehuacan, Mexico, where RKO
Radio’s “The Big Steal” was filmed,
thought so much of lovely star Jane
Greer that they commissioned a local
sculptor to make a bust of her. Tech¬
nically, Jane was to be presented with
it, and then it was to be shipped to her
home in Hollywood as a token of their
esteem.
But the over-zealous scupltor
made it so big . . . 850 pounds, that now
it must remain in a Tehuacan park.
*

*

*

,

For an Academy Award winner, Jane
Wyman has been playing some most un¬
dignified scenes. In Warners’ “The Lady
Takes a Sailor,” she gets pushed in the
mud, hung by her ankles upside-down
from a second story window, and takes
her first screen bubble-bath.

Ingrid Bergman . . .

SAINT or SINNER?
Read about this star
in September issue of

MOVIELAND
on newsstands August 10th

It’s really a pity when you consider how
many young women continue to enter
matrimony without first learning the
real truth about these intimate physical
facts. So often a young wife finds her
husband’s honeymoon devotion rapidly
cooling—yet she doesn’t realize the wife
is often the guilty one.
Every young woman has a right to be
instructed on how necessary vaginal
douching often is to intimate feminine
cleanliness, health, married happiness,
after menstrual periods and to combat
offensive odor.
And even more important, she
should be told that no other type liquid
antiseptic-germicide of all those tested
for the douche is so powerful yet so safe
to tissues as zonite!

Developed By Famous
Surgeon and Scientist
A great surgeon and scientist developed

the zonite principle—the first antisep¬
tic-germicide principle in the world with
such a powerful germ-killing and de¬
odorizing action yet absolutely safe
to tissues, zonite is positively non-poisonous, non-irritating, non-burning. You
can use zonite as directed as often as
you want without the slightest risk of
injury to most delicate tissues.

A Modern Miracle!
zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It’s so powerfully
effective—it kills every germ it touches.
You know it’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract. But
you can feel confident that zonite
immediately kills every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.
Complete douching instructions come
with every bottle. You can buy zonite
at any drugstore.

MOVIELAND’S Casting Bureau
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am... it’s

IQUI’CREME
on ordinary tube?
kit’s a tube of magic I

Within is Anatole Robbins'
Prismatic LIQUI-CREME
Make-up that liquefies
the second it caresses
your skin. No need for
ppwder, puff or compact
because Anatole Robbins'
make;u.p lasts from dawn
to duskMp tender dawn.
Therejs a cameratested shade for you.
Anatole Robbins,
Hollywood’s magical
creator of beauty,
has now captured hi^
magic in a tube. \
It can be yours today. \

n

o tube

ANATOti ROBBINS
(HOU.VlfOOO.CkuF,

Also Anatole Robbins

$1.
3.50
White Comellia . .
.

Dresden
For dry skin . . .
Trial size ....

7.50
2.00

Porcelain
For oily skin . . .
Trial size ....

7.50
2.00

(plus tax)
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By
ALYCE
CANFIELD

pfliMartha Hyer
Just around the corner there’s a star-making
role—and pretty Martha Hyer’s ready for it

plus lax

liquid Prismatic Make-Up:
Pin-up

Martha was flying high at RKO in pictures like “Thunder Mountain,” with Tim Holt. But
when Howard Hughes took over the studio Martha joined list of unemployed contract players.

★ If ever a girl carefully planned her
life and her career, that girl is Martha
Hyer. She was only in her mid-teens
when she decided to become an actress.
That’s where the usual Hollywoodslap-happy girl tears off without a cent
to movie-town. Not Martha! After high
school in Texas she decided to go to
college.
Even at that tender age she
realized that Hollywood was a highly
competitive place and that she was going
to need more than a pretty face to crack
big time.
So off she went to Fairfax Hall in
Waynesboro, Virginia, for two years.
Every summer she worked in candy
stores or just baby-sitting—anything to
save enough money to get to Hollywood.
She went to Northwestern University, in
Evanston, Illinois, for her last two years
of college. Although she was active on
campus, a member of Pi Beta Phi soror¬
ity, she still found time to work sum¬
mers and Saturdays to add to her nest
egg.
When she was graduated from
Northwestern in 1945, she had saved
$600.
“My family put me through school
handsomely,” says Martha. “But I felt

taking money after graduation would be
sponging.”
She bought a one-way ticket to Cali¬
fornia; it was going to be sink or swim
for Martha.
Even in Hollywood, she had a plan.
First off, she found herself a reasonable
room with a nice elderly couple. Next,
she enrolled for the summer session of
the Pasadena Community Playhouse so
she would be seen in a play.
Milton
Lewis, talent scout for Paramount, spot¬
ted her.
Martha went to Paramount and read
for him. She worked on scenes with the
dramatic coach. Milton was encourag¬
ing, and Martha could almost taste a
contract when the big studio strike called
a halt on any and all new contracts.
The future didn’t look hopeful. Mar¬
tha didn’t have much money left, but
she wrote her father, brightly, “Every¬
thing is fine!” She went to work in a
jewelry store on Hollywood Boulevard
so she could eat.
Her father, at that time, was judge
advocate of the Fifteenth Army in Ger¬
many. One day Ella Logan was doing
a show at his camp and she noticed

Martha’s picture on his desk. Colonel
Hyer told Ella about his little daughter
who was plugging away in Hollywood.
“My husband, Fred Finklehoffe,” Ella
said, “is a producer at 20th Century-Fox.
He can help your daughter get an agent.”
The minute Martha got in the big exec¬
utive’s office, however, she could tell by
the atmosphere that good-hearted Ella
had sent her husband aspiring actresses
before. Mr. Finklehoffe was in the proc¬
ess of telling Martha to go back home
and forget Hollywood when big-time
agent Victor Orsatti walked in the door.
“Who is that girl?” asked Orsatti. That
afternoon he signed her.
“If Mr. Orsatti hadn’t come in the door
that precise moment, I might still have
been looking for an agent—a very diffi¬
cult thing for a newcomer to get.”
Orsatti thought that RKO would be a
good studio for her. There was no one
her type over there. He took her straight
to the late Charles Koerner, head of the
studio, and that afternoon she signed a
beautiful contract which said that Martha
Hyer was going to get $150 per week,
beginning immediately.
The real work began.
She worked
with Lillian Albertson, the drama coach.
She had a small part in “Woman on the
Beach,” but it was cut. She had a bit
in “The Locket.” She was sent on the
road to guest star in “The Man Who
Came to Dinner,” playing the Bette Davis
role.
She had two months’ rehearsal, two
months on the road—complete with onenight stands and tank towns.
It was
wonderful experience. When she came
back, she was given the lead with Tim
Holt in “Thunder Mountain.” Then she
was sent on a wonderful Caribbean
cruise for a publicity fashion layout.
When Koerner died, William Dozier
took over RKO; when Dozier left, Dore
Schary had command; when Schary left
for Metro, it was Howard Hughes’ show—
and Martha Hyer was lost in the shuffle.
Schary had believed in her. She was
cast in “Rough Shod,” a good break.
Then she had to have an emergency ap¬
pendectomy, and the studio shot around
her until she could come back. While
she was in the hospital, however, she
didn’t just look at the ceiling. She wrote
a story about how hard it was to get a
start in Hollywood and sold it to the
American Magazine for $400.
When it came out, Schary read it and
called her in. He said he hoped he could
do something for her, but there just
wasn’t anything on the studio agenda.
She did another western with Tim Holt;
played Alexander Knox’s daughter in
“The Judge Steps Out.” Schary left be¬
fore the “big plans” he spoke of went
through.
Under the Howard Hughes banner, she
made another western, “Gun Smugglers.”
She was hoping for a role of real dra¬
matic scope when Hughes let all the
contract players go.
She was dropped
in January, 1949. It was a big blow.
In her usual methodical fashion, she
had saved her money. Her rent was paid
until June.
Just around the corner,
perhaps, was a star-making role.
To¬
morrow—well, tomorrow it might happen
that everyone would know the name
MARTHA HYER. But, after you’ve had
your foot on the ladder, it’s harder than
ever to be patient, to wait.
But Martha will be patient. She has
come this far—and she feels her big
success is just around the comer.
There’s one big man who could do a
lot for Martha. His name? Dore Schary,
brilliant discoverer of talent. That’s why
Movieland is paging Dore Schary.
The End

Are you in the know?

How to get to the dance floor smoothly?
I

I You walk ahead

Q He leads the way

Q You go arm-in-arm

Be sure who follows whom. When you rise
to rhumba, your date won’t expect an
"after you” routine. Walk ahead! As to
calendar-time, you can be ’way ahead in
poise and comfort by choosing new Kotex.
This napkin’s made to stay soft while you

wear it. Gives downy softness that holds its
shape. And here’s the very last word in
comfort! —your new Kotex Wonderform
Belt that won’t twist, won’t curl, won’t cut!
Made of duPont nylon elastic . . . quick
drying, light weight, smooth-feeling.

To judge what you should weigh—

If he’s talkative, what’s your cue?

I

I Compare your pal's poundage

I I Lend both ears

I

I See an “average weight" chart

n Keep one eye on the field

I I Measure your wrist

I

You and your gal pal may be the same
height —but a large-boned femme should
weigh more, and vice versa. For instance,
are you over 5'4" tall? Measure your wrist.
If it’s less than 634" you’re small-boned.
More than 634"—large-boned. Consider your
frame when you read an average-weight
chart. In sanitary needs, too, all girls aren’t
"average.” Find just the right Kotex
absorbency for you by trying all 3 .. .
Regular, Junior, Super. They’re designed
for different girls, different days.

I Plan tomorrow's schedule

What if he is chatter-happy. The fact
remains, he’s talking to you, so listen . . .
without a roving eye, or daydreams, or
tapping tatoos on the table. Boys are people
. . . they like to be appreciated. And the
best-rated fillies never forget it. They’re also
the gals who (on difficult days) never forget
to choose Kotex. They’ve found the special
flat pressed ends of Kotex prevent revealing
outlines . . . and the exclusive safety center
gives extra protection. What girl wouldn’t
appreciate that ?

More wooie/i c/?oose KOTEX
Mas? a// of/ier sa/i/fary tiafiT/ns
3 ABSORBENCIESREGULAR. JUNIOR. SURER
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The
world-wide
stage hit
brought
excitingly
to the
screen !

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
presents

starring

HE GODDARD
and

Screen Play by Philip Yordan and Arthur Laurents • Based upon the play, "Anna Lucasta”, by Philip Yordan
a
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SECURITY PICTURES PRODUCTION • Directed by IRVING RAPPER • Produced by PHILIP YORDAN

Your Hollywood
There's no business like show business, and
believe me, there are no people like show people !
Take Harpo Marx, for instance: I had a wonderful
time at the cocktail party Harpo threw at his
suite at the Hampshire House—and so did every¬
one else.
Harpo had thoughtfully provided red wigs and
high silk hats for the guests, and everyone had
fun doing a "Harpo."
John Garfield, Anna Neagle, David Wayne (from
the cast of "Mr. Roberts") and Ida Lupino came to
congratulate Harpo on completing his United
Artists picture "Love Happy," and to join the
fun.
Then there's Steve McNally, U-I's hopeful who
is here to make personal appearances in conjunc¬
tion with his picture, "The Lady Gambles."
His wife has just had a fifth baby, and to make
things easier for her, Steve took their eldest
daughter, 5%-year-old Rita, with him on tour.
"She's no trouble at all, really," fondly
grinned 6-foot, huge-shouldered Steve. "The only
difficulty I'm having is with her hair. I can
braid it fine, but just before I left, her mother
handed me a box of curlers. I can't seem to master
them !"
That lucky girl, Joan Fontaine, came to the
Big City to pick out a complete new wardrobe at
Hattie Carnegie's for her new RKO picture, "Bed
of Roses." Joan chafed a bit at spending all the
time at fittings, but the clothes are divine. We
snared Joan to pose for pictures of her summer
wardrobe, (see page 64)
Had a most interesting lunch with Jose Ferrer
and his wife. Jose, you will recall, played the
Dauphin in Ingrid Bergman's "Joan of Arc," and
for my dough, stole the picture.
The lunch was
a farewell to Broadway, and his play "The Silver
Whistle," because he's off to Hollywood to
co-star with Gene Tierney in 20th Century-Fox's
"Whirlpool. "
One of the nicest parties this month was Ida
Lupino's. She and Collier Young, her husband,
came to New York to exploit their first produced
picture, "Not Wanted," to be released by Film
Classics. You'll remember Ida chose as her lead¬
ing man Movieland's first Casting Bureau recom¬
mendation, Keefe Brasselle. Ida is very grateful
to us for helping her find Keefe, and of course,
we are madly happy at having been instrumental
in giving a newcomer a break.
Ida is much taller than she appears on the
screen, and is slim to the point of being thin.
She can eat everything, she tells me (how lucky
can a girl be?) and she never gains an ounce.
I'll see you all next month!
B • L. C.

Who says Harpo won’t talk? John Garfield
had a grand chat with the elfin-faced comic.

Handsome Steve McNally, father of
5, took daughter Rita on N. Y. tour.

M

Luncheon with Mr. and Mrs. Jose Ferrer was fun. Jose is
headed for Hollywood to star in Twentieth’s “Whirlpool.”
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HAPPILY.. . ever after
married—Rita the dancing girl and her 20th Century prince charming, Aly Khan

By MUSEL MORGAN

Editor’s Note: An eye-witness account of the fab¬

ulous Rita Hayworth marriage by Movieland’s OnThe-Spot Reporter.
★ The fabulous fairy tale has come to fruition.
When you encounter Brooklyn-born Rita in the
future, you will curtsy or bow, as the case may be,
and you will refer to her as Her Royal Highness,
the Princess Margarita Cansino Hayworth Judson
Welles Khan. For on May 27th, in one of the most
colorful and widely-publicized weddings of our time,
beautiful Rita, nervous and trembling, became the
bride of Prince Aly Khan, eldest son of the incred¬
ibly wealthy Aga Khan, spiritual leader of all the
Ismaili Moslems.
Yes, the little dark-haired dancing girl married
her Prince Charming and there was great feasting
in the town.

Champagne flowed like water. Musi¬

Like all brides Rita made a wish before she cut
the cake. (So far all her wishes have come true!)

cians lined the roads and serenaded the couple with
soft string music. The peasants in the small French
village of Vallauris went wild with joy.

“Is this

not a wondrous world?” they asked, “where a
i ( $50-a-week dancer can marry one of the richest
princes on earth?”
And the whole world answered, “Yes,” for in
distant points where Rita had gone to school (P. S.
69, Jackson Heights), in far off lands where she
had danced (The Border Cafe, Tia Juana, Mexico),
in sumptuous resorts where she had lived (Bel Air,
Monte Carlo, Paris), people happily realized that
this lovely brunette had defied warnings, public
opinion, slander and threats.

She had sought out

her love, and love had conquered.
And let’s face it: the whole world loves a lover.
Prince Aly Khan made an effort to keep the wed¬
ding ceremony a closed and private affair.
A week before the marriage was scheduled, sev¬
eral weeks, in fact, before the great occasion, he
applied for special permission to hold his civil
marriage at his Riviera Villa, the Chateau de
l’Horizon, rather than in (Please turn to page 85)

Now Rita’s daughter, Rebecca Welles, will share
mother’s attentions with Aly’s sons: Karim, Amyon.

* It’s the quiet life for Pat Neal since filming of “The Fountainhead”
(started. The role of the passionate Dominique requires all her energies,
^every bit of her strength—which means that Pat is spending her eve¬
nings at home, studying, resting, preparing for the next day’s torrid love
scenes with leading man Gary Cooper.
Fortunately admirers always are loyal to a girl as pretty and as popu¬
lar as Pat Neal. Daily phone calls and boxes of flowers are a constant
reminder that her beaus are waiting patiently for the picture to end so
she can escape from the clutches of this demanding role.
M
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Love scenes with Gary Cooper in “The Fountainhead”
come under heading of Hard Work. (It says here!)

Fans have boosted Doris Day to stardom. Watch
for her in Warners’ “It’s a Great Feeling.”

mm/
By LEE LEVINE

★ I first met her when I was selling lingerie in a Beverly Hills store and
a pert-looking, tall blonde sashayed over to my counter and asked me to
show her some things. She had a warm, sunny smile and eyes that lit up
when she talked. I noticed that immediately. She wasn’t like many of my
customers, aloof and bored.

She sparkled even when she looked at an

inexpensive little slip.
Doris Day became one of my best customers.

I never dreamed then

that she would also become my best friend. Things don’t happen that way,
you know.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Have
you ever tvondered tchal
it's like to be the best
friend of a movie star?
Lee Levine is Doris Day's
best friend. So close are
they that Lee even lives
with Doris. They met 2
years ago when Lee was
working in a department
store and Doris came in
to shop. From that meet¬
ing evolved one of the
most
unusual
friend¬
ships in Hollywood—and
one of the warmest. Lee
tells you all about it in
this revealing story.

Stars don’t become pally-wally with salesgirls.

But now that I know Doris well, it seems as natural as walking for her
to make friends with people she takes to, whether (Please turn to page 68)

Doris is a devastating mimic, and after she finishes panning a new boy friend of
mine, he seems so ridiculous that it’s hard to keep from laughing when he calls.

Three gals in search of a man! Dodie, her mom
and I still haven’t found our elusive dream men.

Faint brush of masculine lips against white, delicate fingers . . .

f'fff .

The kiss: Soft, yet possessively bru¬
tal; pleading, but demanding all . . .
That’s kissing the Monty Clift way.

A gentle word declaring' there was never a girl as lovely

The promise: Nothing in the wide world can keep us apart . . .

Devoted

kiss that

He’s gone.

means farewell

for just

a

little

while

.

.

.

Doubts assail the heiress; she can’t resist him.

* Montgomery Clift met spontaneous acclaim after his
performance in the “Red River.” His love-making left
fans drooling in the aisles. But you ain’t seen nothin’!
Wait’ll you catch a glimpse of him in “The Heiress.” He
makes love to Olivia De Havilland in a style all his own;
a softly sensuous sort of loving which will make you want
to melt. You’ll sympathize with him, in spite of the fact
that his role is that of a fortune-hunter. Frankly, if you
feel as we do, anything that Monty does is strictly OK.

leaves Olivia De Havilland swooning in “The Heiress.” (P. S. She’s not the only one!)
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Should an actress give up her career
if she’s planning to have a big family?

How

many of you agree with Joan Fontaine’s reply?

and Glad of It!
By JOAN FONTAINE
as told to
HELEN HOVER WELLER

* With the birth of my baby daughter, Deborah, last November,
I have taken my place in that exclusive coterie of working mothers.
I like it! My plan right now is to turn out three pictures and one
baby every two years for the next six years. It’s an ambitious
project. I hope I can do it.
When I told this to a friend of mine she looked slightly alarmed.
“But don’t you think you should give up your career if you’re
planning to have a family? After all, it isn’t fair to the baby to
have your energies divided like that.”
Nonsense!

I think that in many respects it is actually better

for the baby when Mama continues with her work!
I am going to teach my young daughter (Please turn to page 6>4)

Since I can’t regulate my screen work to fit an iron-bound timetable, Debbie’s
schedule is constantly changed to fit mine, and it hasn’t disturbed her a bit.
When I get home from the studio I want to be able to wake the baby, play with her.

I’ll teach Debbie the art of housekeeping and
cooking too—for I pride myself on being
able to bake a good cake, or scrub a floor.

< It’s hard to go off to work and leave Deb¬
bie behind—but I must get started on my
next movie production, “Bed of Roses.
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* I’m a changed man these days—and all I can say
is, “It’s about time!”
To go from the hey-hey stage of a hep-cat teen¬
ager to the settled state I now find myself in is
quite a jump, but it’s the kind of a change that
creeps up on you and takes you by surprise. Sud¬
denly, one day, without having realized it before,
you take a look at yourself and say, “Well, well,
look what’s happened to me.”
I’m not at all sorry I went through the stage I
did when I was younger. After all, psychologists say
one should express himself in order to become a
better character. Okay—I’ve expressed myself—
and I’ve been told I was a character. I was cer¬

tainly the complete personification of the extrovert
anyway.
When I first realized that I was changing, I was
a little worried. I wondered if the maladjustment
that came with slowing down would make me lose
something of my personality. I wasn’t sure I hadn’t
lost something I wanted to regain. Then I began to
take a look at other kids my age around me and I
found they were reacting in pretty much the same
way I was. So I stopped worrying. I relaxed and
let maturity seep into me without putting up a fight.
After all, what I went through is what most young
kids go through—and should.
It’s all the impulsive (Please turn to page 66)

m a BIC BOY now
By DONALD O’CONNOR
On the screen he’s still the hep cat
comic; but in his private life Don vies
with the Man of Distinction

“Yes Sir, That’s My Baby,” the
O’Connors say, introducing Donna
and their UA him simultaneously.

$n

How to Torture
Your Husband

Desperately needing clothes, I urged Gwen to go shop¬
ping with me. After I twisted her arm, she consented.

These handkerchiefs look mighty good to me, but the little
woman says “Come away, Donald. They’re too expensive.”
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Oh ... ho! I knew this would happen. Say, is this supposed to be a shop¬
ping spree for you or me? Please, honey, you’ve got umpteen of those!

I try to intrigue her with a daring pair of undershorts. Her reaction is brief
and final. *‘My dear,” says she, “must you be a comic even in drawers?”

1 believe I look mighty distinguished in this suit. “Looked
better on the dummy,” murmurs my wife, deep in a magazine.

mm

Confucius say: “When a
man need clothes, never shop
with wife.

Unfair.”

But

Donald O’Connor learns the hard way

Eureka! How well I succeeded! Fully alert now, my adoring help¬
mate buys herself a few little numbers. I’m consoled by the dummy.

In order to captivate Gwen’s waning interest in my needs, I art
fully model a little mother and daughter outfit for her and Donna.
Well, at least the little woman is happy. She bought herself a
full summer wardrobe. (P.S. I still desperately need a new suit.)

Smart Nina Foch redecorated
her apartment to suit her
personality—and her purse
* In the plush days before the economy wave en¬
gulfed Hollywood, most movie stars would consider
a sum such as $203 a fair down payment for an
interior decorator’s services. Now we find that a
star who certainly could afford much more has
renovated her entire four-and-a-half-room apart¬
ment for just that amount.
It’s not an easy thing to do, but it is possible
when you’re as talented as blonde, blue-eyed Nina
Foch.
Nina’s acquaintance with the arts is not limited
solely to the. dramatic; besides being a topflight
actress, she is also a proficient sculptress, artist,
musician and interior decorator.
The only reason she didn’t start work on her
Beverly Hills apartment much sooner than she did
was because of a sort of superstition. Now, Nina
is not a superstitious girl. As a matter of fact she
considers the Number 13 as a lucky number for
herself. She had appeared in 13 pictures, most of
them emanating from Columbia’s B-Hive, before
she got her Big Break.
Her only superstition, really, is centered around
the redecorating of her apartments. And it is
founded on fact.
“It all started in New York,” she told me, spar¬
kling her big blue eyes and shaking her blonde hair
into place. “I was comfortably holed in a modest
Manhattan apartment while working in a Broadway
show. A Hollywood talent scout arrived on the scene
just a few days after I started redecorating—and afew weeks later I had closed down the apartment
and was making pictures for Columbia.
(Please turn to page 40)
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This job has to be done quickly for
she’s due to start U.A.’s “Johnny
Allegro.” with star George Raft.

t

Nina Foch’s new decor will be blue
linen print chairs, rose sofa, pale
green walls and off-white woodwork.

Nina’s completely frustrated! She
can’t do a thing now until painter
finishes the walls and woodwork.

■
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“I made 13 pictures there. Mostly minor parts in
major pictures and major parts in minor pictures.
After my 13th, I decided to settle down and re¬
decorate my apartment.
“I had just completed the project when an angelic
message arrived from New York. I was offered the
lead in ‘John Loves Mary.’ ”
Nina’s effervescent performance in that Broad¬
way hit-comedy won critical acclaim and estab¬
lished her as an actress of big-league calibre. After
about 18 weeks Nina began apartment hunting in
Manhattan. Finally, after an exhaustive search, she
found one befitting a young Broadway star.
You guessed it. A few days after she started re¬
decorating, Columbia wired her to come back to
Hollywood. They had set her for the lead opposite
Glenn Ford in “Undercover Man.”
When Nina got to California she installed herself
in a little apartment in Beverly Hills.

With the

promise of two starring roles in top pictures—one
with Glenn Ford, “The Undercover Man,” another
with William Holden and Lee J. Cobb, “The Dark
Past”—Nina remembered past occurrences and de¬
cided to forego redecorating the apartment.

She

didn’t want a change now.
However, between these two and her latest pic¬
ture, “Johnny Allegro,” with George Raft, she had
a little time and so she decided that it was the right
moment for her apartment to begin to reflect her
own personality. She would go ahead with her re¬
Cabinet is shabby so Nina starts from scratch. First old paint is
removed. Later, she’ll sandpaper, stain, rub down for fine finish.

decorating—regardless of consequences.
Nina drew up her plans. She had definite ideas
and knew how to carry them out. She told herself,
“When I’m through with this thing, I don’t want it
to look like a decorator had been here.

I don’t

like people to say, ‘You have a beautiful apartment.’
I’d rather have them say that the apartment looks
like me. I want it to reflect my personality.”
Nina defines her personality as sort of a “clut¬
tered friendliness.” She says frankly, “My person¬
ality is cluttered, and so my house is cluttered!”
The first thing she did was hire a painter. He
cost her $50, but she skimped on other things to
keep the budget down. Most of the furniture she
picked up in the backs of antique shops and second¬
hand stores at bargain prices.
Nina adores black Staffordshire China. Spying
several objects in a little Los Angeles shop she
pushed open a creaking door and walked into a
room so cluttered that the Collyer Mansion would
have looked ship-shape by contrast. From one cor¬
ner of the room, dark and dusky, there emanated
organ music.
Though she had set off a mechanical bell upon
opening the door, no salesman came to greet her.
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V

Nina, somewhat puzzled, wandered about the store
digging in nooks and crannies viewing the dusty

Shades of Tom Sawyer! Nina watched the painter just so long, then
couldn’t resist trying her brush on the white panelled woodwork.

merchandise. All the while (Please turn to page 73)

Can’t

blame

Nina

for

-wanting

her

friends

to

see

the

finished

effect.

Soft

rose

sofa

contrasts

beautifully

with

blue

chairs.

Outside looking in, the room looks warm, cozy and very in¬
viting. Nina’s really proud of her work—she has a right to be!

★ After twenty years and more than a hundred pic¬
tures, John Wayne has suddenly been discovered by
the world.
Seemingly overnight, this tall hunk of leathery¬
faced Western manhood has become irresistible to
women, admirable to men, and downright dynamite
at the box office.
“Wake of the Red Witch,” for example, which
Duke made last year (no one in Hollywood ever
calls Wayne anything but Duke), is the biggest
money-maker in the whole history of Republic Pic¬
tures.
In addition, you movie-goers are flocking to see
John Wayne and his lovely wife, Esperanza,
whom he calls “Chata.” (Spanish for Pugnose!)

Handsome
By Fred Morgan

Dad of four, Duke refuses to exploit his children for publicity. Rare photo shows him with daughter Toni, son Michael.
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Duke’s pictures in such droves that theatre-owners
have been compelled to re-issue twelve of his old
vehicles, ranging all the way from the memorable
“Stagecoach” to “Ft. Apache.”
Add these to the trio of new films Duke has
recently completed—“Three Godfathers,” “She
Wore A Yellow Ribbon,” and “The Fighting Ken¬
tuckian”—and you can easily see how within the
next two years John Wayne will become the most
frequently seen actor in America.
It’s hard to believe after all the time he’s been
around, but Duke Wayne is so hot right now that
every studio in Hollywood is literally pleading with

him to star in some picture. Competition is keen.
Only two weeks ago, an M-G-M executive phoned
Wayne and said, “Duke, if you do a film for us,
you can name your own salary, your own leading
.lady, and your own story.”
To date, in response to all these offers, Duke has
signed to do one picture a year for the next seven
years at Warner Brothers, two or three pictures a
year for Republic, some of which he will produce
himself, and one or two a year for Argosy Pictures,
a company owned in part by John Ford, the great
director (five Academy Awards) who is Wayne’s
best friend and the one (Please turn to page 70)

Mrs. Henry Wilcoxon chants “Take a
Little Peek” as she swings partner.

Something old
has been added
to the Hollywood
scene.

All the

stars are swinging
and swaying at
old-fashioned
square dances

Long before guests arrive, Joan and Henry Wilcoxon pre¬
pare food. Menu: baked beans, green salad, doughnuts.
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Gay decorations will add a bright note to the informal
party. Joan hammers away while Henry blows and blows.

Joan’s party dress is a red, yellow calico—very popu¬
lar this season. Henry will wear a western outfit.

First arrival Jeanne Cagney gets an impressive view
of rest of Joan’s costume—long, beruffled drawers!

You’ll never figure Qut this one! Rosin has to be spread
on floor for easy dancing. Joan’s getting her shoes smooth.

* Hollywood chatter is j aramed with phrases like
“Birdie in the Cage,” “Roll the Barrel,” and “Take
a Little Peek.” These are names of square dances—
Hollywood’s latest fad.
Recently a group of Hollywooders gathered at the
home of the Henry Wilcoxons (she’s Joan Wood¬
bury

of films)

for the kind of swing evening

Grandma and Grandpa loved.
For Henry who had just finished chores of vil¬
lainy in “Samson and Delilah,” the dances offered
pleasant diversion. For Joan and other guests they
added up to an active evening.
(Please turn to next page)

Hollywood
continued

Leo Penn, Olive Derry,
Ballester, Dr. E. Czukor,

Roddy McDowall, Patine
Barbara Britton start off.

Nothing formal about the midnight snack, agree the
Jack Reynolds, Patine Ballester, and Roddy McDowall.

Roddy McDowall and Patine Ballester go “through the
tunnel,” which Henry and Joan make by holding hands.
Best dancer Marjorie
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Reynolds is gifted

with

phony

panties

while

Jeanne

watches

with

surprise—maybe

envy!

"A Dear Beatrice:
I know you were only being polite when you
rashly asked me to write you my experiences as a
housewife in London. But I am not the type that
needs coaxing (don’t you loathe the girls who play
like Oscar Levant whom you can’t budge towards
the piano?) so here are a few pages (only eleven!)
of my impressions of Mother England. . .
I arrived at Southampton on December 7th after
ten days of rolling. Never let it be said that a troop
ship is a glamorous business, for I can tell you, it
isn’t! We were tossed from wall to wall in our
cabins. During meal time, food sailed through
air with the greatest of ease, along with a few
fortunate people. The troops aboard were ill;
ship’s doctor was ill and women and children

the
un¬
the
fell

11 take
the

in the alleyways and on the ladders with alarming
(Please turn to next page)

Leave it to
Ella Raines
to speak her
mind! We're
still laughing
over her troubles
in jolly England

Ella made “Impact’" for UA be¬
fore she departed for Europe.

By
ELLA
RAINES

You should have seen glamorous old me scrubbing
the walls inside this mansion of ours in Selsey.

This is Mr. Poo, our little black and white
Pekingese, who definitely resembles a skunk!

'll fake
,
the QW
continued

frequency. It was a hard tough journey for every¬
one and thanks very much, but never again. I’ll be
going home on the smoothest, biggest ship afloat.
After a four-day whirl in London where we com¬
pletely exhausted ourselves in theaters and night¬
clubs, Robin brought me home to Selsey.
We enjoy a real free-for-all in the front drive.
We’re evenly matched because Robin is ticklish.

It was a cold, wet day and as we approached the
house, the bleakness of its appearance was hardly
welcoming. Around the trees in the driveway rain
dripped from branch to branch and the ground was
a soggy black.
The front door was bolted and as we walked to
the back of the house, we slushed through mudpuddles and soft gravel.

Both of us were chilled

from the seventy-mile drive from London and looked
forward to the warmth of the house. We entered
the scullery (a room adjoining the kitchen) and
set down our bags.
As Robin went for the rest of the luggage, I
flipped on the light to survey the kitchen. I almost
cried. The walls were a dirty mustard color—a barn
of a room with a dirty, soot-covered floor. There
was a dank wet smell, combined with coal dust,

Dirty-kneed, but happy, Robin poses with Flight
Leader Kieth Pierch after a fast game of rugger.
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We were really thrilled when Robert and Simon
joined our household as chauffeur and cook.

Skiing at St. Moritz was truly glorious. After my siege of glandu¬
lar fever, you ran imagine what fun it was to be up and about.

and I was more chilled than when we were outside.
Robin returned to see the despair in my face and
began to build a fire. It took an hour, for neither
of us knew about coal. We stood, still in our coats
and wet shoes and it was then that I became home¬
sick for all the wonderful luxury of America. We
lit the gas stove (a camp-sized apparatus) and fixed
ourselves a delightful dinner out of cans. I think we
had vegetable soup and chili.
As the kitchen began to warm up, the walls be¬
came wet with moisture and large drops poured
down the sides. The light bulbs were covered with
grease and cast an eerie light upon us as we huddled,
still in our coats, at the table.
That night we slept in a cold damp bedroom
under equally cold damp sheets and finally shivered
ourselves into slumber. I remembered, with a huge
lump in my throat, all the comforts of home; our
lovely wide bed with nice fresh sheets, push-button
heating and the warm bathroom; the smell of orange
blossoms outside the bed- (Please turn to page 77)

Ella loves Robin. After two years of wedded
bliss and controversy, we still kiss in public.
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Hold it! Vic Mature turns the camera on his
family: wife, Dorothy, her son Mike, pet Genius.

Personality clashes occur often in the Mature household but they don’t seem
to interfere with the mutual admiration Vic and Dorothy have for each other.

When the Victor Matures
celebrated their first wedding
anniversary everyone was
as relieved as they were!

Step-son Mike gets a lecture on bicycle repair. Vic
loves children; is the idol of the neighborhood kids.
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People said Vic could never be a family man, but ►
it looks as if this marriage will last a long time.

i

* When Dorothy and Victor Mature hit February

playboy and taking on the role of husband. Although

28, 1949, they congratulated each other roundly.

they haven’t been on any long trips together since
they eloped to Yuma in 1948, these days they drive

“Well,” they said, “we made it!” Their close friend,
Jules Seltzer, sent them a cake. On it was written,
“I don’t believe it!”

It was the Matures’ first

anniversary, and everyone was as relieved about it
as they were.
You see, people have been waiting for the axe to
fall on this marriage almost since it began. Well,
as of this writing, Dorothy and Vic are nuts about
each other.
The night of their anniversary, they ankled over
to the house of some friends for dinner. Afterwards,
they played poker. Everybody went home at a
reasonable hour, and the day ended happily, and
without mayhem. A dinner party? Vic? It’s a far
cry from the night-club-Victor of a year ago.
In many ways, Vic is shedding the mantle of the

down for the weekend to take in the races at Del
Mar’s Turf Club. Sometimes, they spend a week¬
end at Coronado—just about the quietest resort in
the world. There has long been a gag that people
go there to die. The Matures go there to live.
They have a special way of living. When they
were first married, they lived at Vic’s house in
Laguna, coming up to their house in Los Angeles
only when Victor was working on a picture. But
it got so the change of hauling clothes from the
beach house to the city was too much of a thing.
They settled in Los Angeles, and holed in.
The house is a modest one. It used to be a typical
bachelor’s lair. Victor never ate at home, so the
dining room was just something you walked through.
(Please turn to next page)

You can depend on Vic to get in the midst of any activity.
At home he’ll even tell the painter how to apply paint.
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continued

The bath, by masculine standards, was quite good
enough to shave in.
Now the house has taken on the woman’s touch.
There is gay wallpaper in the bathroom. The dining
room is being renovated.

The extra bedroom has

been transformed into a boy’s room for Dorothy’s
five-year-old son, Michael.
There are groceries in the kitchen. Things aren’t
strewn around as they used to be.

Victor has a

home. Before, it was just a'house.
All this shows the gentle hand of Dorothy. Victor,
however, is still cut from different cloth than ordi¬
nary mortals.

For one thing, his perfectly screwy

eating habits are just the same.

Dorothy doesn’t

have to worry about having a hot meal ready at
seven when Vic comes home from the studio.

He

never eats dinner when he gets home—but then,
he never did!

Maybe later on, around ten, he’ll go

into the kitchen and picnic.

Dorothy, who should

eat more because she has been recuperating and
still has to take it easy, eats alone with her son.
For breakfast, he might go for some of last night’s
spaghetti or pork roast, or something Dorothy may
have cooked for herself and Michael—but eggs in
the morning, cereal, toast, hotcakes?

Ugh!

Dorothy has managed to adapt herself to Victor’s
ways with remarkable aplomb.
still has to rest a lot.
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For one thing, she

[Please turn to page 76)

• • • •

Vic, known as that "Big Hunk of Man” in former years, works hard to keep his muscular frame in condition. While he admits
there’s nothing like a steam bath after a rugged game of handball, he doesn’t look happy as steam gets hotter, hotter, HOTTER!

First a warm, then an ice cold shower, to set teeth chatter¬
ing. Now Vic is ready for his next activity, which is : . .
Complete relaxation. If he had a little more ambition,
he’d change those beat-up shoes. But why bother ?

< Between pictures Vic likes to play a fast game of
handball—if he can find an opponent for this game.
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That’s hubby Audie Murphy’s book in Wanda Hen¬
drix’ hand as she admires her sheer negligee. Yoke,
cuffs, hem are outlined in wide ruffled organdy.

You can see why Wanda decided she just had to have the clothes Mary Kay Dodson
designed for her picture, “After Midnight.” Darling pure silk nightie matches
negligee shown above, and features empire waistline, full, sleeves, tight cuffs.
Wanda’s breakfast pajamas are one-piece, tailored
in heavy white crepe. Tight cuff bands accentu¬
ate the full sleeves. The belt is of gold braid.

(Please turn to page 58)
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continued

Wanda stops for a lemonade at the Bantam Cock, in a
natural colored Irish linen. Midriff is appliqued
white Irish lace, and sleeves are bracelet length.

For shopping, Wanda likes this cocoa-colored shantung
with deep plunging neckline. Shoes and bag are white
calfskin, designed by Laurel, and are called “Sandabs.”

Wanda’s pure silk luncheon dress has a tiny rolled
collar, fitted bodice, and pegtop skirt. Background
is white: print is natural, cyclamen and green floral.

Mary Kay Dodson designed this dinner-evening gown
with full circular skirt and suspenders in raw silk.
The tucked net top is worn over sheer black lace.

Million
Dollar
Babie$

Little Jessica James tenderly puts her dolls to bed, as
sister Victoria and Mama Betty supervise the operation.

$
Jessica and Victoria James
don't know a thing about
movies or a famous star by
the name of Betty Grable.
They're only interested in
the lovely lady who answers
to their call of "MAMA"

“Are the dolls cold?” asks Betty. Victoria says yes,
Jessica says no. They compromise; use only one cover.

“Now,” Victoria says, “you have to pull the covers over
her.” Jessica objects violently, says she knows better.

Paul Douglas wowed Broadway in “Born Yesterday,”
then did the same thing to Hollywood in “Letter to Three
Wives.” His new film is “It Happens Every Spring.”

Can a guy be too handsome? That’s what pro¬
ducers said about John Derek until they spotted
his fiery personality in “Knock on Any Door.”
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* Step up and meet the fastest-climbing crop of

crying for him. So will you when you see him.

new stars—six of ’em! They’re the prize catches
of the year—and you fans will be the ones to award
them their unofficial Oscarettes.

And the men like his kind, too—Paul’s a man’s
man, not a glamour boy. Why, we wager he’ll

One of them, Paul Douglas, has become a smash
hit in his very first picture and is the hottest man
in Hollywood today. Another, Jayne Meadows, has
already become an Academy Award contender be¬
cause of her brilliant work in one picture. A third,
John Derek, will hit you like a bullet when you see
him in his first leading role. Marie Windsor and
Susan Perry combine beauty with out-and-out comehither—and John Russell is set for stardom.
All in all, they’re strictly whaaaam! You’ll be
hearing plenty about them in the months to come—
so get acquainted with them first here.
First of all, there’s Paul Douglas, the champ of
them all. Wait till you see him in “A Letter to
Three Wives.”
Paul scarcely has what you’d call a pin-up boy
face—rugged features, a three-cornered grin, a
leathery, humorous noggin, a hulking physique and
friendly eyes—but sisters, will he send you!
Every studio wants him. All the women stars are

match Montgomery Clift in popularity before the
year is out—and that’s a tall bet. He’s the exact
opposite of Monty, being worldly-wise and flam¬
boyant where Monty is boyish and reserved.
■ Paul’s name is probably familiar to you. He’s
the famous radio announcer you’ve heard so many
times spieling for the top shows and sports broad¬
casts.
Paul, who was born in Philadelphia, has always
wanted to be an actor, but none of his friends took
him seriously. He knew the most influential stage
people but no one would give him a chance. “They
all laughed when I sat down in a casting office to
read a line,” he recalls. “They told me to stick to
radio announcing.”
His break as an actor came about as a fluke. His
old pal, Garson Kanin, was looking for a “Paul
Douglas type” to play the roughneck lead in “Born
Yesterday” on Broadway. When he was unable to
get an actor “like Paul Douglas” he reluctantly gave
the role to Paul—expecting (Please turn to page 80)

By MARCELLA PALMER
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fame are being
who are hot on the trail of stardom

While other
comedians
yearn to
be Hamlet,
Danny Kaye
burns the
midnight oil
over a good
book—of
medicine!

* Home is one place where I never have to ask, “Is
there a doctor in the house?”
While Danny does all right as a cut-up on stage,
screen and radio, his secret desire is to be one over
an operating table.
*
Other comedians may yearn to play Hamlet. But
not Danny.

His leisure hours are spent wistfully

gazing at the scalpels of his doctor-friends or burn¬

idiosyncrasy. It was a little harder getting used to
Danny’s turning up three hours late for dinner and
telling me, with shining eyes, “Sorry, Sylvia, but the
operation took longer than I expected.”
Yes, Danny watches operations—and not on tele¬
vision either. He isn’t even content to take a seat
in the amphitheatre.

ing the midnight oil over a good book—of gyne¬

“I’ve sat in too many gallery seats at the Brook¬
lyn Bush wick Theatre,” he says. “At an operation,

cology or psychosomatic medicine.

I want to be in with the boys.”

For sheer enjoyment at his own fireside, give
him a nice jam session with medicos discussing
cases in our living-room. He’d go crazy with joy
at a medical convention.
Soon after we married, I grew accustomed to this

And he is! A lot of the fellows he grew up with
in Brooklyn knew that he was mad about doctoring
but didn’t have the funds to go to medical school.
That, by the way, is one of the main reasons why
—for better or worse— (Please turn to page 72)

By SYLVIA FINE KAYE
as told to Den a Reed

Busy Joan Fontaine takes time out

that she must pick up her own toys and put them
away each night, for that is her particular job. As
she gets older she will do more and more things
for herself—make her own bed, keep her room tidy
and so on.
I think, basically, the reason why I am such a
nut about a child learning early to do things for
herself is because as a career woman I have to do
so many things for myself.
Because I haven’t the time to dawdle around, 1
plan to teach my little one that constructive things
are fun—that working in the garden with me, set¬
ting a table or squeezing orange juice for breakfast
can be as pleasurable as making mud pies.
In our house, because Daddy works hard as a
producer and president of Rampart Productions,
and because Mama works hard as an actress, our
Joan is fond of hostess outfits. This one has tangerine
silk crepe Persian trousers, and a coat of beige crepe.
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baby will have to adjust to our hours—and I be¬
lieve she will benefit by it.

Shopping at Magnin’s, Joan wears a Hattie Carnegie light
weight wool suit of Navy blue, with a pert daisied hat.

For a luncheon date at the Bel-Air Hotel, she chooses a
black wool Bergdorf suit trimmed with satin cuffs and lapels.
A favorite dinner dress is black lace with a satin cummerbund.
Hubby Bill Dozier adjusts her pearl bracelet above the elbow.

She’s a bathing beauty in this brown linen two-piece
swim suit. Terry cloth skirt was designed by Edith Head.

to model her new wardrobe for yon

There are no rigid schedules with us, because
neither Bill nor I can regulate our work to fit an
iron-bound timetable that would force our baby to
function like a little machine.
When we come home from the studio in the
evening, we want to see Debbie and play with her
so her schedule is constantly being changed to fit
ours. I want to feel, when I get home after a long
day on the set, that I can wake the baby, hold her
in my arms and cluck over her, instead of tiptoeing
somberly around the house for fear of disturbing
Princess Baby.
It has given us all a more relaxed frame of mind
to break some of the rules.

Already, Debbie is

accustomed to this unorthodox environment and is
one of the happiest babies I’ve ever seen. She is
being exposed early to the way working parents live
—and will see more and more of it as time goes on.
Of course, in my profession I can still make pic¬
tures and be at home a good (Please turn to page 84)

I'M A BIG BOY NOW
(Continued from page 351

way of life, the business of doing exactly
what you wish without having to give a
lot of weighty thought to it. That’s all a
part of growing up. Kids have to express
themselves and I’m not in the least em¬
barrassed that I expressed myself as
completely as I did.
However, this story might have been
different if it weren’t for my wife. Now,
there’s a great girl for you.
I met Gwen when I was knee-deep in
the rootin’-tootin’ stage. I liked her be¬
cause she was a lot of fun besides being
a real companion and a great friend. We
had dates about three or four times a
week, but hardly a day went by that I
didn’t go to school and see her or when
she didn’t come to visit me on the set.
When we did have dates, they always
followed the same pattern—dinner at a
favorite Italian restaurant of mine first
and then a movie, a trip to the Roller
Bowl, the beach or a rousing badminton
game. She had to be in by ten o’clock
on week nights and by twelve on week¬
ends, but that didn’t stop us from having
a good time. We had a gay, full life—
and loved it.
It’s a wonder to me now, looking back
on everything, that I had enough good
solid sense to consider marriage. And it’s
even more surprising that Gwen and I
were as realistic about it as we were.
But, of course, she must take the credit
for that because she was always an in¬
telligent girl with plenty of sense. We
knew tying the knot was not a hit or miss
proposition and that we would want a
family some day. We even went so far
as to discuss the future. Oh, we were
very profound for a couple of young kids
but not so profound that we wanted sud¬
denly to embrace age and all of its
responsibilities. We wanted to be sure
that we wouldn’t lose that boy-girl qual¬
ity or let problems weigh us down too
soon.
I don’t know what would have been the
story of our marriage if the army hadn’t
stepped in and decided they could use
me. I was away for most of our early
married life—and I think now it was a
good thing. The army aged us, as far
as marriage was concerned, much faster
than we would have grown up under
ordinary circumstances.
When we were able to begin living a
marriage, I got all hopped up about my
foreign cars. I had plenty of them—all
rather expensive. Gwen never shared my
enthusiasm for them at all. She thought
they were just too erratic. But they were
the big thing to me. Not that I liked
them because they could zip along and
I was a fast driver. I’m not one for a lot
of speed. I drive fast when I’m in a
hurry—but I drive carefully. I think
you get too confident when you just
amble along. Anyhow, I never had an
accident and I’ve been driving since I
was nine. And I’ve only had one ticket.
I guess Gwen didn’t react too violently
to my passion for cars because she knew
I was a safe driver. There has to be some
reason for the patience she showed
during that stage in my life.
I know now I was being typically
young in my reaction to my marriage.
I had so many interests and was doing
so many things that at times I wasn’t
able to express fully and consistently the
real affection I felt for Gwen. I was being
selfish by trying to enjoy myself too
much. It took me a while to catch on to
the fact that I should never be over¬

confident where my wife was concerned
and that I had to remember that we were
still two individuals, two free-thinking
souls. I was taking too much for granted
and giving too little. I suppose my atti¬
tude was typical of all young kids who
are bent on having a time. It’s tougher
to grow up in a marriage when you’re
young than it is if you marry when
you’re a little older. You get off on a
tangent of thinking too much of your
own pleasures. It takes time to realize
what you have to give up as far as the
other person is concerned. It takes time
to gain full understanding.
That is one of the biggest ways in which
I have grown up.
When our baby, Donna Gwen, was
bom, stability began to set in to an ex¬
tent. Not right off the bat—but subtly.
Before she arrived on the O’Connor
scene, people used to ask me what I
wanted—a boy or a girl. I never knew.
When Donna was bom, I made up my
mind—I wanted a girl. Gwen told me
later that she had always secretly wanted
a girl.
It was darned hard for us to realize at
first that she was our baby. We kept
thinking we were just taking care of
someone else’s child. Once I realized that
I was actually a father, I began to look
at things more solidly. This was definitely
a contributing factor to my growing up.
I knew I had to build a future not only
for Gwen and me but for Donna.
Donna Gwen’s arrival, however, didn’t
make us feel confined. We didn’t sud¬
denly reach for our slippers nor did we
begin to hover about the fire. We still
enjoyed a certain freedom, but really
we like to spend our time at home. And
there’s nothing that makes you appre¬
ciate a home as much as having a baby.
We’ve certainly had no problems when
it comes to disciplining Donna Gwen.
Neither Gwen nor I has ever interfered
with the other in managing the baby.
If she is giving our daughter an order,
I keep my mouth shut. She is equally
silent when I’m assuming the dominant
role of fatherhood.
I’ve often wondered just what big
factor was responsible more than any¬
thing else for making me grow up. I think
now it was the realization that the future
had to be looked at with real thought—
that I had to begin saving something for
a rainy day.
I didn’t actually learn this until fairly
recently. For a long time I had received
an allowance from my mother and even
after Gwen and I were married this sys¬
tem stayed in effect. I used to try to get
a buck or two on the sly from my mother
when I ran low but with no luck. So I
began to think that to be able to spend
as much money as I wished was the
greatest thing in the world. When I got
out of the army and had money to do
with as I pleased, I could think only of
making as much as possible. I went out
on personal appearance tours, I did radio
broadcasts, and I made as many pictures
as possible—and I went hog wild spending
all I earned. I bought three homes almost
at once—one for my brother, one for my
mother, and one for Gwen and me. I then
bought my mother and brother each a car
and I bought five for myself—all ex¬
pensive ones. I also went on a spending
spree buying fantastic things for Gwen.
She put on the brakes first While she
loved the presents I bought her, she de¬
cided I was spending too much and be¬
gan to return the things I had purchased.

She was always a good manager anyway
and she decided enough was enough.
That didn’t sink in with me quite so
much until Gwen and I started to look
for a large house to live in. It seemed
we were always being shown homes that
were once owned by people who had
been big stars in the business. We got the
life stories of such stars every time and
they all had the same finish—they had
lost everything because they hadn’t saved
a cent. I decided I wasn’t going to put
myself in such a spot. I wasn’t going to
lose my home because I couldn’t pay the
mortgage or the taxes. I took hold of
myself and said, “Now comes the change,
O’Connor.” And it did come. I sold all of
my cars except the Cadillac and one
old French one—which is practically an
heirloom. I gave up all my gun collec¬
tions. I got a business manager who put
Gwen and me on a strict allowance. She
was allowed twenty dollars a week and
I got thirty-five. However, when I found
that I was always running about fifteen
dollars short each week he finally upped
my allowance to fifty. Much to my sur¬
prise, I’ve discovered I’m actually sav¬
ing enough now out of that fifty to buy
little surprises for Gwen and the baby—
and occasionally a small thing for my¬
self.
Believe me, the O’Connor of today,
financially speaking, is quite a change
from the guy of yesterday.
I think one of the biggest changes I’ve
made in my life has been in my attitude
towards my career. Before, it was just
a chance to make more money to spend.
Now I’m taking it far more seriously.
I’ve set up a pattern and I’ve been form¬
ing plans as to where I want to go in this
business. In short, I have a goal in mind
for the first time. I’m not living from
day to day as far as my work is concerned
and, as a result, I have more happiness
and security—and definitely more con¬
fidence. I realize now the importance of
my job and the demands it must make of
me if I’m going to get anywhere.
My work keeps me pretty busy. I have
to spend a lot. of time before a picture
actually begins in rehearsals for the in¬
volved dance routines, such as I had in
“Curtain Call At Cactus Creek.” But I
enjoy my work so I don’t mind the extra
deals handed me. And because I enjoy
it I also don’t mind if Gwen takes up a
career—as she plans to do. I think she
will have a real profession and be a fine
legit actress and comedienne in about a
year and a half. She’s already on the
right track. She did a small part in “Yes
Sir, That’s My Baby” and she got the
biggest laugh in the picture. I could
hardly live with her for two weeks after
that.
I have no objection to her having a
career because I think she has talent. If
I didn’t think so I’d certainly speak my
piece. I don’t believe in kidding anyone
about a thing as serious as that. However,
if I felt that her career was* going to
interfere even mildly with our marriage
I’d raise the roof. I don’t think that will
happen, though, because she is as intent
on keeping our marriage on an even,
steady keel as I am.
Everything considered, I’m glad I’ve
grown up. I no longer look upon re¬
sponsibilities and maturity as products
belonging exclusively to greyhaired old
ladies and men. I think the way I’m
living now can be as much fun as the
hip-hip-hooray carefree life of an un¬
fettered youth. I know it’s certainly much
more satisfying.
And now if you’ll pardon me, I must
get my pipe and slippers. There’s a book
I want to finish.
The End

✓
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Wonder horse. Trigger, nuzzles affectionately against Roy, seems
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Roy Rogers and Trigger
make a fine impression at
Granman’s Chinese Theater

Thrill of a lifetime. King of Cowboys, helped by Sid Grauman,
leaves his mark on the sidewalk in front of the famous theater.
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By ANNE ANSLEY

MY FRIEND DORIS
(Continued from page 281

Movtdami 's

Counter Spy

Going shopping? Here are a few of the latest
gimmicks to look for on your buying spree

READY FOR FUN, this per¬
ky getup seems to shout.

It’s

the “Legionnaire” ensemble,
made by Obadie of Holly¬
wood, and modeled by pert
Virginia Gilmore.
It’s just
the thing for picnics, beachwear, and windy days.

Also

to hide your pin curls.

In

percale, cap and matching
“feed” bag are $1.98 each.

GIMMICK OF THE MONTH
is Peggy Sage’s novel “Fin¬
ger Rest Package.” It con¬
tains your favorite shade of
polish, cotton, remover, and
a clever little plastic finger
rest to steady your finger as
you apply polish.

In a gaily

flowered box (which makes
it perfect for gifts), it costs
75 cents. (Plus tax, of course).

ALWAYS WELL GROOMED
is

the

motto

of

kit

Jane

Hughes

spotted for us.

this

Tek

Wyman

Called the

“Copy Cat' Kit,” it’s handy
to carry wherever you go.
Holds

a

bristled

comb
hair

and nylonand

clothes

brushes to insure your good
looks. Sells everywhere for
$2 plus tax—well worth it.

TRIM IS THE WORD

for

this smartly tailored carryall.

It’s perfect for suitwear.

Designed by Lin-Bren in
Madagascar hand-woven
straw, it comes in two styles,
and holds a matching com¬
pact, lipstick holder and
comb. Available in a slew of
other attractive fabrics too,
and they’re all priced at $2.98.

they’re toiling behind a lingerie counter
or in front of a camera.
The second time Doris came into the
store, she greeted me like an old buddy.
I sold her so many things that ray com¬
mission from her buying spree hiked my
salary way up. But you’d have thought
that I’d done her the favor, so appre¬
ciative was she of the time and attention
I showed her in helping her shop.
I used to phone her from time to time
to tell her about some new things that
had come in. This is a procedure we
follow with our good customers.
But
Doris takes nothing for granted. When
I called her one day to tell her about
some cashmere sweaters that had just
come in, she said, “Look here, you’ve
been so nice to me. Please come out to
the studio and have lunch with me."
“But,” I started to explain, “it’s part
of my job—”
“Job, my foot,” Doris said firmly- “Do
you know how to get out to Warner
Brothers? How about lunch here with
me tomorrow?”
Of course, I didn’t have to be coaxed!
When we met for lunch we jabbered
away as though we’d known each other
for years. Doris, at the time, was mak¬
ing her second picture, “My Dream Is
Yours,” after a very successful debut in
“Romance on the High Seas.” She was
hot at the studio. I could tell that by
the number of people who stopped by
at our table to congratulate her.
With it all, however, Doris was lonely.
Her little boy, Terry, was in Cincinnati
and she couldn’t wait until she brought
Terry and her mother to live with her.
So much did she yearn for a real home
atmosphere, that half the time she’d have
dinner at my aunt’s house, where I lived,
and be happy to sleep on the studio
couch in the den.
Finally, Dodo—as we call her—bought
the house she’d been looking for. She
burst into the store, her eyes dancing, to
tell me about it.
“It’s in the Valley.
It’s small and
Early American and just what I want,”
she said breathlessly. “As soon as I saw
it I knew this was home. It’s the kind
of house where you can put your feet up
on the table and be yourself. I’m send¬
ing for Terry and Mom.
And you’re
going to move in with us, too.”
“Hold on,” I said. “I won’t do that.”
“Oh yes, you will,” said Doris.
“Oh no. I couldn’t.”
“We’ll see!” She left to do some fur¬
niture shopping.
An hour later she was back.
“You’ll have to move in with us,” she
told me mischievously. “I just bought
my bedroom set—and one for you!”
I was afraid that living with Dodo
might put a strain on our friendship. It
cemented it all the more.
Living in the Day household is like
suddenly inheriting a million laughs a
day, plus a warm, wonderful friendship.
There’s more to Dodo than just laughs
—although she’s the happiest girl I’ve
ever seen. She’s cute and she’s fun, but
she has a heart, too. No matter how high
up she goes, her feet will always be on
the ground. It’s her heritage to be downto-earth no matter what glamor trap¬
pings her career drapes on her.
Take, for instance, our first night in
the new house.
“Let’s scrub it clean,” Doris said.
It looked clean to me, but Dodo by this
time was filling two buckets with soap
and water.

Two for the show. Doris Day and band leader Les Brown are making Bob Hope’s all-star
Hollywood show a big hit. Audiences claim Doris’ freckles are an added attraction.
“Here, you take this one, and I’ll take
that,” she said with disgusting energy.
Well, we scrubbed the house from top
to bottom. She scrubbed one bathroom,
I scrubbed the other. We did the floors,
the walls and the shelves. And when we
were through, we scrubbed the garage.
It was my friend’s idea, not mine, I
assure you. Dodo works hard at every¬
thing. Thank heavens she doesn’t do
much housework nowadays because she’s
too busy, but when she tackles it she’s
not content to vacuum a floor or dust a
table. Oh, no! With her it becomes a Big
Project. She has to turn the house up¬
side down, scrub it from top to bottom,
and then put it back together again.
For the first three weeks we lived in
the house without a stove or refrigerator,
waiting for her mother and Terry to
arrive.
i‘The kitchen is Mom’s department,”
said my sentimental friend. “Let her
choose the stove and refrigerator she
wants.”
So we lived on Danish pastry and
cartons of coffee sent in from the drug
store until Mom came out.
Mom is wonderful. Knowing her, you
understand why Dodo is the way she is.
Mom is warm-hearted and loving, with
merry eyes that twinkle behind her
glasses, a broad smile for every situa¬
tion and an overwhelming love for every¬
one. Terry is a seven-year-old bundle of
streaked lightning with Doris’ blonde
hair and clear blue eyes.
Dodo must have some hidden atomic
force inside of her. I still don’t know how
she does it, but she’s always peppy, al¬
ways smiling—even at six in the morn¬
ing. She goes to bed with a laugh and
wakes up with one. I wish I were triplets
so that I could keep up with her.
Once she couldn’t sleep, so she got up
at four in the morning and shampooed
her hair.
“I can’t just lie in bed and do nothing,
can I?” she said when I sleepily opened
one eye and wanted to know what on
earth was going on. Doris was singing and
setting her hair with such appalling
ambition, that I crept back under the
blankets again.
If she comes home late and I’m asleep,
on go the lights and Doris’ husky voice
calls out, “Hey, crow-type (Doris’ nick¬
names are purely her own invention!).

Get up and let’s have coffee and some
laughs.”
It’s always time for coffee with Dodo.
We go to the kitchen, set up the coffee
and talk away all night. The next day
I’m as wilted as a two-hour-old souffle;
Dodo is fresh and bouncey.
Doris has a sincere philosophy of her
own that all things—no matter how grim'
they appear to be—all work out for the
best.
“Every experience you have is a step¬
ping stone,” Dodo has told me time and
again when things have gone sour with
either her or me.
With Doris it’s not a Polly anna act. It’s
on the level. She doesn’t believe in wast¬
ing her time or energy in worry over a
misfortune.
“It’s happened,” she says. “It’s over.
Now, what benefits can I get from it?”
And darned if she doesn’t always emerge
with a constructive idea.
I like to get my problems off my chest
to her. I value her judgment. When she
sees me moping, she doesn’t barge in and
try to force me to talk. She says very
quietly, “What’s the matter, Lee? Got
a problem?”
When I feel like talking, I tell her about
it. Hours later, when I’ve forgotten all
about it, Dodo will turn to me and re¬
mark, “Do you know, I’ve been thinking
about what you’ve told me, and I think
that it might be smart for you to do
this. .
She’s quick and impulsive when it
comes to fun. But she thinks out serious
problems intensely. When I gave up my
job at the store, and then immediately
regretted tossing away a pleasant job, it
was my friend Dodo who took it upon
herself to worry out my problem.
“You were getting in a rut there,” she
told me that night. “It’s for the best that
you gave it up. Don’t take another job
like it. Turn to something else. Why not
take a business course and then you may
be able to get a more interesting job
where you can advance?”
Which is just what I'did. You see, she
makes sense.
Her philosophy that you learn from all
your unhappy experiences has -helped
tide her over two ill-fated marriages.
“The first time,” Dodo told me one
evening as we sat in the deq in our robes
having coffee, “I gained something from

my marriage—my son. From the second,
I learned what mistakes not to repeat,
so that I’m prepared for a real marriage
now.”
Doris would like to get married and
find lasting happiness. She first married
when she was very young and didn’t
know what time it was. In the second,
to George Weidler, a musician in the
band where Dodo was the girl singer, she
was carried away by the romance and
the love songs that surrounded them.
Away from the glamor of the band, they
couldn’t face the realities and everyday
problems of marriage.
She and George are still friendly and
Dodo has no regrets in finally securing a
divorce. Once before they tried a recon¬
ciliation, but it didn’t work.
“A clean break is better than hanging
on and on and being miserable,” Doris
told me at the time. “This way, we can
part before we get to hate each other.”
Evenings when we sit around and talk,
our conversation is often about those
things that most girls talk about—men
and marriage.
“It won’t be easy for me to get mar¬
ried,” Doris has told me several times.
“I want this one to last, so it has to be
right. There aren’t many men who can
take being married to a girl who’s busy
with a career like I am. And it would
take an exceptional man to make me
want to give up my work. That wouldn’t
be right. I doubt very much,” Doris went
on, “that I’ll marry an actor. I’d like to
marry a man in music. I get along best
with people in my business.”
We call ourselves—Mom, Dodo and I—
three girls in search of a man! For Mom
is alone and I have not yet found my
dream man.
My poor boy friends have to run the
gauntlet of Dodo’s and Mom’s scrutiny
when they come calling. Heaven help
the man who doesn’t come up to their
expectations. Not only is he off the list,
but Doris does a burlesque of him that’s
so devastating I could never look at him
without laughing after that.
Because friends talked her into it, she
called in an interior decorator to do the
house. After two weeks of it, she let
the decorator go and is doing it herself.
“How could I let anyone else decorate
the house I’m going to live in,” she ex¬
claimed. “He wanted to furnish my house
for a movie star. That’s not for me!”
It’s taking time to do the house because
Doris is a very busy girl, but on Sundays
we drive out to a little antique shop in
Santa Ana, fifty miles away, and if you
could see Dodo’s face as she prowls
around and picks up something she likes,
you’d know that even if it took her ten
years, she has to select every last little
ash tray herself.
She’s changed in only one way. Dodo
used to live in blue jeans and sweaters.
She still wears them, but she has also
become one of the best-dressed women in
Hollywood. She never used to wear a
hat—now she has a collection of them!
With her tall, slim figure and that bright,
starry look about her (nothing deadpan
about Doris!) she makes clothes mean
something. She gives them life—just as
she livens everything about her.
She’s not so serious about clothes that
she can’t clown when we go shopping.
On those occasions, Doris parades around
the store wearing, for instance, a very
chic green hat with the price tag showing,
and adds the final flourish by bouncing
over to another counter and returning
with a big, floppy red beach bag twisted
around her shoulders and putting on a
riotous fashion show. Everyone around
howls.
That’s my friend. Dodo.
The End

HANDSOME HUNK OF SEX APPEAL!
IContinued from page 431

man most responsible for his success.
When you realize that such stars as
Clark Gable and Gary Cooper make only
two or three films a year, Wayne’s screen
output seems relatively large.
But to
Duke, it’s actually quite small.
“You know,” he says in that hesitant,
self-conscious manner of his, “for years
I used to work in eight to ten pictures
a year. I mean really work, day after
day without a letup. I was in everything
I could get in. Once, I did twenty-five
chapters of a Western serial in little
more than two weeks, so that now
working in four or five pictures a year
doesn’t seem very tough to me.
“Besides, I’m a guy who not only likes
to work but has got to work. I’ve got two
families to support and my monthly
overhead comes to around $2500 a month.
That’s a lot of dough and somebody has
got to make it and that somebody is me.”
The big lug is genuinely modest.
When Claudette Colbert, for example,
told newsmen some years ago that Wayne
was one of the finest actors she had ever
played opposite, and the story came back
to Duke, the tall boy merely grinned.
“You know Colbert,” he said.
“She’s
just being sweet. I can’t act. I never
learned and I don’t reckon I ever will.”
Duke really believes that, notwith¬
standing the statement by John Ford
that “Duke is the best actor in Holly¬
wood.”
“That’s why he’s such a wonderful
guy,” a friend of Wayne’s recently ex¬
plained. “He refuses to believe all the
praise and propaganda put out about
him.”
Duke has played opposite practically
every well-known actress in the movie
colony: Marlene Dietrich, Joan Craw¬
ford, Claire Trevor, Claudette Colbert,
Jean Arthur, Susan Hayward, Paulette
Goddard, the list is endless. And yet, not
one of his leading ladies has ever dropped
a harsh word about him.
Duke never hogs the camera, he never
fights about lines, he’s always willing to
accept advice, and he will do anything to
make the girl opposite him look good.
“That’s the trouble with the guy,” a
press agent who has worked on several
of his pictures, points out.
He never
thinks about exploiting himself.
Duke has been a press agent’s night¬
mare ever since he broke into pictures
twenty-two years ago.
At that time, his name was Marion
Michael Morrison (you can see now why
his mother started calling him Duke at
age 5) and he was working as a property
man on the old Fox lot.
He was working there during the sum¬
mer because he was a football player at
the University of Southern California,
and most collegiate football stars are
usually in need of money, and Duke was
no exception.
He weighed 210, he still does, and he
was a handy man to have around when
a director wanted some furniture moved.
One day, Duke was to carry a sofa on
stage five when he bumped into director
Raoul Walsh and knocked him down.
Duke expected to be fired that day.
After all, you can’t go around knocking
high-priced directors down on their
sensitive fannies. But instead of being
fired, the boy was hired as an actor.
Walsh asked Duke to put down the
sofa he was carrying and to walk for him.
Duke did. Walsh liked his easy gait.
The next morning, Duke was signed as
an actor, and the Marion Michael Morri¬

son became John Wayne.
A few weeks later, Duke was starred in
“The Big Trail,” and studio press agents
tried to build him up as a genuine cow¬
boy.
They gave him all sorts of question¬
naires to fill out. Duke filled them out
honestly.
He wrote that he and his
Scotch-Irish parents moved from Winterset, Iowa, his birthplace, to Lancaster,
California, when he was five. He lived
on a ranch for a few years and picked
apricots but he never lassoed any cattle
or shot any Indians or trained any horses.
When he was about to enter high
school, Duke said, his family moved to
Glendale, and his father bought a drug
store.
In high school, Duke became a star
athlete, and after failing to qualify for
Annapolis, entered the University of
Southern California where he played
football for two years and met Josephine
Saenz, a campus lovely who was later to
become the mother of his four children.
Immediately, the publicity departments
built Duke up into a former All-Ameri¬
can football star. Duke was plenty good
as a gridiron great, but he was never
All-American. He was also never grad¬
uated because he didn’t have enough
money to finish his education.
Today, there’s a Sigma Chi scholarship
fund at USC that puts quite a few boys
through that university, and the fund is
supplied by Duke Wayne, but without
any publicity or fanfare, which is how he
got married, too.
Duke is a great believer in silence. He
is not the ambitious or aggressive type.
He’s the good-natured, hard-working
plugger.
He married Josephine Saenz, daughter
of the Panamanian consul in Los An¬
geles in June of 1933. Hie wedding was
performed in Loretta Young’s Bel Air
garden, and Loretta, of course, was
bridesmaid.
In thirteen years, the Waynes were
blessed with four children, two boys and
two girls, and in those years, Duke
worked like a demon to support his fam¬
ily. He worked for 20th Century, Mono¬
gram, Republic, any studio that would
give him a job. Most of the roles he
played were Westerns.
For years, Duke made a living but it
was a living without recognition, until
John Ford gave him the lead in “Stage¬
coach,”
the
1939
Academy
Award
winner.
Duke had worked for Ford as a prop
man, and the director had always prom¬
ised him that one day he would make
him a big star. In “Stagecoach,” he kept
his word.
Duke, of course, swears by Ford. “I
would rather act for John,” he says, “than
any man living.”
It was Ford who first proved to Duke
that directors aren’t the temperamental,
uppity, stuffed-shirts many actors make
them out to be.
“It’s an old story how I got to meet
John,” Duke says, “but I like to tell it. I
was a prop man for him, you know, many
years ago, earning some dough while
playing football for USC.
“A lot of the guys on the lot used to
come up and ask me to show how I
crouched in the line, and then they’d
trip me. It was a corny joke but I tried
to be patient.
“One day, Ford tried it and I went flat
on my face in the mud. ‘Okay,’ I said to
him, ‘let’s try it again.’ Only this time I

brought my knee up and let him have it
in the pit of the stomach. I was sure
he’d bounce me off the set and out of a
job. But the man really loved it. And
I’ve been crazy about him ever since.”
When Duke was divorced from his first
wife in 1945, the whole break was exe¬
cuted on a friendly basis. There was no
“other woman” in the case, no scandal,
no mess. Two very wonderful people
had just outgrown each other and had
come to the parting of the ways.
Duke re-married in 1946 to Esperanza
Baur, a Mexican film actress he had met
in that country and whom he calls
“Chata” which means pugnose. They
live in the San Fernando Valley, in a
modified sort of ranch house which is not
too far from Duke’s first home.
And
hardly a day passes but what Duke
doesn’t see his kids.
When he’s on a radio show, they come
into Hollywood and lunch with him be¬
tween rehearsals, and they all recognize
him for the very wonderful father he is.
Off-screen, Duke is pretty much the
same sort of character he plays on¬
screen, easy-going, jovial, down-to-earth
and honest.
He’s a masterful chess
player, and he loves the game, but he’s
never been able to beat Sidney Davis, his
stand-in who also happens to be a chess
champion.
Unlike other actors for whom stunt¬
men have to be employed in dangerous
scenes, Duke insists upon performing his
role in a picture, no matter what dangers
it calls for.
Frequently, he’ll take chances that no
stunt man will.
Many years ago, for
example, when John Ford was shooting a
submarine film, two stunt men were sup¬
posed to shoot up to the surface from the
depths of a sunken sub. They refused.
Without a word, Wayne dove into the
water, submerged himself and played
the scene.
The only time he’s ever been really
afraid of anything was when he acciden¬
tally shot Ward Bond in the back during
a deer hunt. He drove Ward twenty-two
miles to the nearest doctor and then
helped the physician remove twentyfive pieces of birdshot from his friend.
“That really had me worried,” Duke says.
“I thought old Ward was a goner.”
And yet when Duke returned from
that trip and newspapermen asked him
if anything eventful had happened, he
replied with his characteristic under¬
statement, “Nothing much.”
In order to provide his children with
some sort of estate, he’s purchased a
hotel in Culver City, an interest in a
country club, and he’s hired a business
manager to see that he doesn’t wind up
in the old folks’ home when his working
days are over.
His family’s welfare is always the
thought uppermost in his mind.
At this moment, after twenty-two years
in the business, Duke Wayne stands at
the very peak of his career.
Besieged by all the studios, capable of
earning
anywhere from
$150,000 to
$300,000 a year, dearly beloved by mil¬
lions of fans, it would only be natural,
it would only be human nature for his
hat-size to swell at least a little bit.
But you know what that handsome
hunk of rugged sex appeal said to me
when I asked him the other day how it
felt to be on top—how it felt to be a
recognized and popular and greatly de¬
manded actor?
“Don’t kid me,” he said. “I can’t act.
I never learned and I don’t reckon I
ever will.”
That’s John Wayne for you.
They
don’t come any nicer.
The End

Debbie’s
Day Off
Versatile is the word for Debbie. She enjoys working on the
stone patio she and Tony plan {or the edge of their garden.
,-y
'/)

After making “Edward My Son” for MGM, Deborah
catches up with letters (hunt-and-peck-style).

A day off means a day spent in family style with red haired
blue-eyed Melanie Jane and her very proud papa Tony Bartley.
She keeps two scrapbooks; one of family
activities; one of her professional career.

MGM’s- lovely English
star, Deborah Kerr,
.divides her day off
between letterwriting,
hobbies, and adorable
daughter Melanie Jane
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make it today. Complications have arisen
and this operation is going to go on for
hours.”
(Continued from page 631
“But what about the pictures?”
“They can take my picture any time.
This is an unusual operation and I
and I wouldn’t be surprised if that’s why
Danny became a comedian.
wouldn’t miss it for the world.”
he took the job in the first place, al¬
With those pals who did make it, Dan¬
Danny has long since ceased to get his
though the $250 he brought home weekly
ny was right there in spirit and fre¬
learning only from his personal friends.
was a slight consideration too.
quently in person. He sweated out their
He’s a gregarious soul and on planes and
Danny loves his work but at the Mar¬
exams with them and was on deck for
trains I can be sure the Man of Distinc¬
tinique he had as much fun off-stage as
all the bull sessions. He studied their
tion he’ll gab with and bring home to
on it. Every spare moment he had be¬
books so hard he could coach them. As
dinner will have an M.D. or a D.D.S.
tween shows, he’d spend with the doctors
a result when they got their M.D.’s and
after his name.
at the operating table. Once he was so
went into practice, they indulged his pas¬
Sometimes Ellie, our cook, and I play
fascinated by the show in the operating
sion by lending him mask, gown and
a game. Whom will he capture this time,
room,
he
showed
up
forty
minutes
late
gloves and letting him stand by and
we ask each other.
A neurologist, a
for his own performance.
watch at close range while they did their
urologist or a plain old-fashioned family
“I’m sorry to be late, folks,” he apolo¬
stuff.
physician? I give Ellie ten to one it will
gized to his audience, “but I was watch¬
Never has he been known even to
be all three!
ing a man’s left kidney being removed.”
blanch at the proceedings. Everything
I’ve learned to keep a well-stocked
The audience, thinking this was a new
would have been fine if he’d had sense
larder for I never know whether the
gag,
howled
with
laughter.
Danny
was
enough to keep quiet. However, when
doctors will number one or six.
telling the truth and nothing but!
the doctors laid down their instruments,
When Danny is called upon to carve
The number of his doctor-friends grew. . the roast or the chicken at dinner, he’ll
shed their gloves and went to scrub up,
As Danny got to know them and they got
he tagged right along for then it was
eye it speculatively and attack it as care¬
to know Danny, Friday night at the Mar¬
that the discussions really taught him
fully as if he were preparing for an ap¬
tinique turned into a regular doctors’ and
things. Danny might never have been
pendectomy. I’m thinking of giving him
dentists’ night.
found out if he had kept his mouth shut.
a set of clamps for his birthday.
Danny developed some comedy rou¬
But this was too great a strain on his
As for me—don’t imagine I don’t know
tines based on what he’d learned from
will power. He had to chime in too, and
how it feels to be a doctor’s wife. Well
the medicos.
Some of these, unfortu¬
then—whoops! He’d find himself in deep
do I remember the time I twisted my
nately for you, are not for public con¬
water so he’d lapse into doubletalk.
shoulder out of commission. I went to
sumption and can be given only in our
Some of the medicos—worthy souls—
a doctor and had it strapped.
Danny
living-room for a few close friends. But
weren’t in on his secret. They’d ask him
couldn’t wait till I returned to have a
some he was able to use at the Marti¬
suspiciously, “Doctor, what did you say
professional look at it.
nique and he put the doctors in stitches,
your name was?”
“Umm,” he said thoughtfully.
“Uhinstead of vice versa.
This was Danny’s cue to beat a hasty
huh.”
The medicos and Danny formed a mu¬
retreat. Before he went to sleep that
“For heaven’s sake, what does that
tual admiration society. When Moss Hart
night he’d call his pals to get a complete
mean?” I demanded.
discovered Danny and put him in “Lady
play-by-play explanation of anything he
He took a closer look and clucked
in the Dark,” his first big hit, he almost
didn’t understand. As a result Danny
sadly, “Tsk-tsk! Not bad for a tape job
filled the audience with his doctor friends
knows as much about medicine today as
—but I can do it better.”
and they’ve been fans and friends ever
any comedian who ever cut a caper!
I was young and foolish in those days
since.
Fate played into his hands from the
so I answered, “Oh yeah? That, I'd like
But not as much of a fan as Danny is
beginning.
Years before Danny and I
to see!”
for them!
ever laid eyes on each other, he used to
“You shall,” said Danny with calm
For his first big picture break in an
mind my father’s dental office while Dad
professional detachment Before I could
art layout, Danny was missing. He had
went out to lunch. Danny insists that
say “uncle,” he ripped the strapping off.
vanished without a trace. I phoned; his
his weekly stipend for this chore was
And before I could regain my breath, he
manager
phoned
all
around
town
without
$1.25 but he more than augmented it by
whacked me across the shoulder and
results.
Then
the
phone
rang
and
there
all the dental journals he took home and
then, with nimble fingers, taped me up
was Our Boy breathless with excitement
forgot to return.
again.
and calling from a hospital.
Soon after we’d met at Camp Tami“There,” he said.
“You’ll find that
“Where in blazes are you?” asked his
ment where we both had come to whip
more comfortable. Take a deep breath
manager gently. “The photographers are
up a show for the paying guests, Danny
and see.”
about to leave.”
and I married on nothing a week. His
I took a breath—gingerly at first.
“Photographers? Oh!” answered Dan¬
first important engagement was at the
Finding myself still conscious, I drew a
ny
in
a
small
voice.
Then
rallying
he
Club Martinique. It was housed in the
deeper one and began to relax. Call it
said happily, “Let ’em go, pal. I can’t
Medical Arts Building in New York City
hypnotism if you want to, but my shoul¬
der did feel better!
Not long ago, Danny was asked to en¬
tertain the doctors at their medical con¬
vention in Detroit.
Danny was happy
to oblige—and then he got a bright idea.
He’s usually paid $5,000 upwards for a
personal appearance. He didn’t want a
penny from the docs but why couldn’t
he barter for some free operations to
give to those who can’t afford them!
He suggested this tentatively and the
doctors liked the idea so much that in¬
stead of volunteering ten operations as
he hoped for, they signed up for a
hundred.
Danny’s going to have a marvelous time
distributing them when he gets back
from his London booking at die Palla¬
dium. By then his plan should really
get going.
It makes him feel pretty
happy just to think of it—happier even
than he is in his first picture for Warners
—“Happy Times,” and that’s plenty.
“Even though I can’t hold a scalpel,”
he said jubilantly, “I’ll be holding it by
proxy, won’t I?”
Sometimes I think Danny is the lay¬
man’s answer to socialized medicine. . . .
Anyway, as far as I’m concerned, I’d say
I definitely have a doctor in the house!
“Two wits in tune” is our title for this picture snapped when Danny visited the amazing
The End
George Bernard Shaw in England. A record of their conversation would have made history.

CALLING DR. KAYE
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HOME SWEET HOMEWORK
(Continued from page 41)

the organ music played an old hymn.
In the comer from which the music
swelled, hidden by myriad antiques, was
an old gentleman seated at a foot-oper¬
ated organ, playing and humming, obliv¬
ious to everything—especially'customers.
Nina had made several selections. But
despite the fact that she was pressed for
time, patiently waited for the old gent
to complete the hymn. Then she patted
him on the shoulder to inform him of her
presence.
Without rising the proprietor accepted
the money, made change, and returned
to his music.
Nina employed the French style of
covering two walls with furniture and
paintings and leaving two walls blank.
She mixed all the paints herself. The
living-room wainscoting was done bright
white and the top of the wall Van Gogh
green—a pale watery green—a color Nina
discovered from her oil painting.
She
splashed the chair covers with blue,
green and white paint to effect a har¬
mony of color.
In addition she purchased some un¬
painted bookshelves, coated them with
walnut paint. She covered the middles
of her odd chairs with red-and-white
checked oilcloth.
She spent $83 for pale green slipcovers,
and $30 for the unpainted bookcases.
The other $40 she splurged on picture
frames in which to display her own oils.
Nina’s been painting for 14 years, having
studied with some of the finest artists
both in this country and in Europe. She
made her own frames, painted them ro¬
coco and baroque.
Upon completion of the project, by
some miracle, the timing was right this
time, and Nina went to work before the
cameras. In “Johnny Allegro” she gets
her first opportunity to wear glamorous
clothes and turn on the Foch charm
which, indeed, is plentiful—and as George
Raft will testify.
Nina’s superstition concerning the re¬
decoration of her living quarters and its
effect on her life was to prove true once
again, however.
For not long after she completed
“Johnny Allegro” in California, I ran into
her in New York City. She was rehears¬
ing a television show—her first, and was
quite excited over the new medium. And,
she added grinning, the California apart¬
ment would be closed down for quite a
while—she was off to Chicago to play the
lead in the Chicago company of “The
Respectful Prostitute.”
In New York Nina lived at her mother’s
sumptuous Sutton Place apartment, com¬
pletely decorated in expensive Italian
Renaissance style.
“Quite a change from my orange crates
and splattered chairs,” observed Nina.
“What I’ll do in Chicago, I can’t yet say
—but I doubt I’ll furnish again.”
Nina is an ambitious girl. She would
like to achieve the ultimate success in
her profession.
But she has built no
castles in the air. Her beau, Broadway
actor Kermit Kegley, takes a dim view
of Hollywood, so that it is a question
where Nina will ultimately settle.
“I have lived comfortably all my life,”
she says, “and all I want is to continue to
live that way. A modest home and a
successful career are my only wishes.”
If I may offer a prediction, Nina will
have all that and more—including, per¬
haps, a good-looking and talented Broad¬
way actor—to share them with.
The End
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Hollywood
Jimmy Edwards is keen to make good as an actor. His
next role may be in Warners’ “Young Man with a Horn.”

stars

Meet

James Edwards
★ By this time, even if you live in the
most remote hamlet in the United States,
you have heard of that exciting and
thrilling tale out of the South Pacific
called “Home of the Brave.” If you’ve
seen the picture, you must have been
impressed with the fine, sincere acting
of James Edwards, who plays one of
the five men who undertake a dangerous
mission. If you still haven’t seen the
picture, we hope you will lose no time
in seeing it for it is a rare and moving
experience—an excitement-thrill-packed
movie that will hold you enthralled.
We’d like you to meet James Ed¬
wards, the young actor who plays one of
the leading roles, for Edwards is one of
the few serious Negro actors to make
his mark in the movie industry. Stars
like Lena Home and Bill Robinson have
contributed much towards films in which
they’ve appeared but they have always
been seen frankly as high-class vaudevillians.
Jimmy Edwards is something else again.
He is a Negro actor who brings his fine
acting ability to pictures. He is a goodlooking, intelligent performer who, unlike
previous members of his race who have
registered in Hollywood, is not being sold
as a comedian, singer or dancer. And
that’s news.
Edwards is currently getting critical
plaudits all over the country for his
sympathetic and carefully delineated por¬
trait of a confused G.I. in “Home of the
Brave,” and he is portrayed as a human
being, with the same complexes, fears
and other emotions that have been lim¬
ited, dramatically at least, to members
of the white race.
In the movie, there is a scene in which

the major tells one of the men: “Since
we came to this island, I forget that
Mossy’s colored.”
The soldier answers
simply: “I never notice that you’re
white!”
The whole point of the picture is that
men are men—no matter what the color
of their skin.
Jimmy Edwards is a tall, well-built,
good-looking young man with intense
sincerity. He is a native of Muncie, In¬
diana, where he was bom on March 6th
about 30 years ago. He graduated from
the high school at Hammond, Indiana,
and later attended Indiana University,
where he specialized in track and bas¬
ketball. Like most other young men his
age, he went into uniform shortly after
the war started, and was discharged as
a first lieutenant in the infantry.
He was always interested iri acting—
and was determined to try his hand at
it. He got his first chance in Chicago,
and played at the Goodman Theater there.
Jimmy’s first big break was playing the
gangster in “The Petrified Forest.”
Jimmy tells his story from here:
“I didn’t work steadily—and since I
had gotten married, and needed secur¬
ity, I joined three other fellows in a
nightclub act called ‘Four Kings of
Strings.’ We did very well for ourselves
for a year or so—and I was making about
$350 a week. But I still wanted to act.
I had been under consideration for the
lead in ‘Deep Are the Roots,’ and finally,
when they were casting the road-show
company, I had a phone call to come to
New York. I talked it over with the
other boys in the act and they agreed that
it might be my big chance. So I left by
plane on several hours’ notice, and the
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next day I was reading for Elia Kazan,
the director.”
The success story, however, was not
quite ready to start.
Kazan said that
Edwards was much too inexperienced,
and so Edwards became understudy to
Gordon Heath, star of the New York
company—as well as assistant stage man¬
ager—at about $50 a week.
“My former partners wanted me back
but I was determined to stick it out,”
Jimmy recalls. “I stayed in New York,
and worked very hard. I joined a group
sponsored by ‘Stage for Action.’ We met
several times a week, reading plays and
rehearsing with the best directors. That’s
when I got the Shakespeare bug,” he
added.
After playing “Deep Are the Roots” in
Minneapolis, Edwards came to Los An¬
geles to repeat his success for 16 weeks
at the Belasco Theater. Through Betsy
Blair, Gene Kelly’s actress wife who was
also in the play, he met many film per¬
sonalities, including Robert Ryan, whom
he had known briefly in the service.
It was Ryan who got him a role in his
film, “The Set-Up,” and later introduced
him to Stanley Kramer, producer of
“Home of the Brave.”
Producer Stanley Kramer, a man of
keen perceptions, bought “Home of the
Brave” because of its challenging theme.
The protagonist originally was a young
Jewish soldier, but “Gentleman’s Agree¬
ment” and “Crossfire” had taken the edge
off this subject.
Still, it was a story of racial prejudice,
and under cover of the strictest secrecy,
it was filmed after writer Carl Foreman
had made a very few minor changes.
“No one even knew that we had made
the picture until it was all over,” Jim¬
my Edwards told me. “Stanley just told
people that he was making tests for a
western. I went in through the studio
auto gate, and ate my meals on the set—
just so people wouldn’t ask questions.
Everyone working on the picture was
sworn to secrecy—and strangely enough,
no one talked.
“I am not so much interested in any
personal praise I have gotten from ‘Home
of the Brave,’ ” he continued seriously.
“The main thing is that it may encourage
other young Negroes to attempt dramatic

careers without feeling that they have to
do buck-and-wing dancing or sing torch
songs.”
And to prove his sincerity, Edwards is
now starting a new career as a dramatic
instructor.
He is “screening” several
hundred young Negro men and women,
and will soon select 15 or 20 who have a
real love for the theater, and promise to
be conscientious in their studies.
“Someone has to help them,” Jimmy
says simply. “And I feel that there is a
definite place for Negro actors in both
the theater and the movies. Luckily, I
had Robert Ryan to help me—or I never
would have gotten started!”
Edwards now has a two-picture con¬
tract with Stanley Kramer, who will
choose his future roles with extreme care.
And the actor himself is hoping to play
with the London “Old Vic” players in
the near future. Working with Laurence
Olivier is Jimmy’s idea of actor’s heaven.
Edwards has been married and di¬
vorced, and has a 5-year-old son named
George who is his pride and joy. Young
George will visit his father in California
this fall, and Jim can hardly wait.
Besides his son, Edwards is also ex¬
tremely proud of his younger brother,
Chase Edwards.
Chase was the great
track star who in 1944 broke the pre¬
viously all-time high record of Jesse
Owens for the 100-meter dash. Now he
is a surgeon, studying in Vienna—and
Jimmy hopes to visit him within the next
year.
There is a part that the new actor is
dying to play in “Young Man With a
Horn” at Warner Brothers. This is the
Actionized story of the late, great trum¬
peter, “Bix” Biederbeck, and has a back¬
ground of jazz and blues, which Jimmy
loves.
Kirk Douglas is to star, with
Lauren Bacall—and everyone is rooting
for Jim to get the part of the hero’s best
friend.
“But I’m not counting on it too much,”
says Edwards, philosophically. “You can’t
rush things—especially careers.”
James Edwards is an intelligent, se¬
rious-minded chap, but with a saving
grace of humor that makes him a wel¬
come newcomer to the ranks of Holly¬
wood stars.
The End
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Victor—as he did when he was a bach¬
elor—-likes to stay up half the night. He
can do with less sleep than any man you
have ever known.
As long as he gets a catnap from five
to seven—when he has to go to work—
he’s all set for the day. He’s a boy with
more energy than fifty lion cubs.
On the other hand, Dorothy needs her
regular eight hours’ sleep, with perhaps
an extra one for good measure. So, after
Victor leaves for work, she gets back in
bed and stays there all day. She gets
up in time to greet Victor and stay up
with him until dawn. She’s simply turned
her nights into days, and everybody’s
happy.
If they have a major problem it’s just
that Vic’s love of people is something he
will never outgrow. The house is full
of his friends all the time, at all hours
... as soon as Vic walks in the door. Or
he will go over to see friends, make new
ones, stay until they almost throw him
out bodily.
“We simply don’t have enough time
alone together,” says Dorothy. Wherever
Vic has gone, his whole life, he has been
surrounded by people. It has not changed
with marriage.
But all this zest for living is not being
spent on thin air. In the past, many of
his friends felt that if he would spend
his time on his career instead of just
throwing it away, there would be no lim¬
its to his success.
Although Victor was on the shining
path before he and Dorothy were mar¬
ried, with such terrific pictures as “My
Darling Clementine” and “Kiss of Death”
under his belt, he has never really set¬
tled down as seriously to his career as
he has this past year.
Recently, after his stint over at Para¬
mount in “Samson and Delilah” and the
new Betty Hutton picture, “Red, Hot and
Blue,” his agent got a letter from Director
John Farrow, as follows:
“We want to thank Mr. Mature for
his extreme cooperation. Almost en¬
tirely due to his all-out effort, we
brought the picture in under sched¬
ule and under budget. He always
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knew his lines perfectly when he
walked on the set in the morning.
We had very few retakes because he
knows his craft so well. When he
was hired at Paramount, we thought
he might not be all business. But
we have found he is a business of¬
fice’s dream boy.”
A lot of fans will find him their dream
boy, too.
In De Mille’s three-milliondollar “Samson and Delilah,” Vic isn’t
just a bare-chested bronze god, he comes
through with the wonderful acting di¬
rectors have come to expect since his
return from the Navy.
Now that he’s also budget-conscious,
the whole industry is taking notice. For
his powerful box office draw has long
been known. A great part of this new
recognition of Mature, the actor, is be¬
cause he’s no longer an odd ball. Pro¬
ducers are beginning to think of him as
an earnest, gifted actor rather than a
handsome guy who escorts the glamor
girls to all the swank spots.
Because Dorothy is a non-professional,
she has had to learn about being mar¬
ried to an actor. They are a different
breed.
“I don’t know what I expected,” she
told me, laughing rather helplessly. “I
knew him long enough before we were
married to know about his habits. But
sometimes I could do with a quiet eve¬
ning by the fireside.”
Victor has changed in many respects
since marriage, but he hasn’t changed
that much!
Indeed, there are many ways in which
he lives almost as he did before. His bills
still go to his business manager.
He
never sees them, but then neither does
he see his salary, either.
He gives Dorothy her own personal
allowance. They have a woman in by
the day to look after Michael, but this
leaves them without a baby-sitter at
night. However, Vic is adored by the
neighborhood boys, and a fourteen-yearold boy stays with Mike when Vic and
Dorothy are out—which is practically
every night.
Very soon now, Vic’s mother is coming
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A torrid scene is set when Vic makes like a repentant husband, sprawled on a semi-circular
divan with curvaceous Lizabeth Scott. Look for this episode in RKO’s “Interference.”

out to see them.
Dorothy must be a
joy to Mrs. Mature because Dorothy han¬
dles all correspondence. Victor is not a
boy who likes to write letters.
He’d
rather send wires, telephone, anything
but get out a pen and write.
When Vic and I were close friends, I
used to write to his mother for him. Now
that Dorothy has taken over the letter¬
writing, Victor must be very happy. For
he loves his mother and he loves his
friends. He means to write, but he never
gets around to it.
Dorothy is not an extrovert, so she and
Vic are well mated. He likes to engage
in animated conversation.
When the
spotlight is on him, he responds like a
real trouper.
He holds a whole room
entranced.
He can make any party a
sensational success.
Dorothy, on the other hand, is a quiet
girl who likes to sit in a corner and talk
to one person all evening. She’s very
proud that Victor can brighten a party,
but it’s the last thing in the world she
could ever do.
One thing that is hard for her to get
used to is the demands of publicity. She’s
not used to discussing how she feels
about Victor, their marriage, rumors of
separation and all the intimate things the
press feels it has a right to know
Vic protects her from interviews. He
discusses his pictures with her; she knows
all he is doing in his career and is try¬
ing to do, but talking she leaves grate¬
fully to him. She appreciates the fact
that Victor is sensitive enough about her
feelings to keep her out of the limelight.
Now and then, the gossip grapevine
starts the rumor that the Matures are
breaking up. The gossip has foundation
in the fact that Dorothy and Victor fight
like a couple of kids. They fought this
way before they were married, and mar¬
riage has not solved the situation.
They have personality clashes over
almost everything. Victor has to have
the radio going full blast twenty-four
hours a day, or he feels lonesome. They
like different kinds of people. They like
different kinds of amusement.
And yet she adds, “Still, if Vic weren’t

the kind of a guy he is, I guess I wouldn’t
love him.” However, you sense that she
didn’t expect the hectic existence would
go on with atom-bomb energy after they
were married.
Then there’s jealousy. With Dorothy
at home all day while Victor makes love
to glamorous movie stars, you’d think
Dorothy would be jealous of him. The
truth is that it’s the other way around.
If he calls her from work, and she’s out
for lunch or something, he doesn’t come
home. He’ll show her! When they do
get together, the words fly.
“He’s not stubborn, though,” says Dor¬
othy. “He makes up. I’m the one who
holds out.
But, then, of course,” she
adds practically, “I’m the one who didn’t
stay out!”
Sometimes when Victor gets jealous,
it seems as if two little children were
trying to see who could hurt each other
the most. But it’s all over as fast as it
was begun. They are holding hands and
looking starry-eyed. They are in love,
and it shows. Then he will start telling
you how wonderful Dorothy is and how
she’s so completely understanding.
This is typical. Victor will tell you he
has the most wonderful friends in the
world; the director on his current pic¬
ture is the most wonderful he has ever
worked with; Michael is the most won¬
derful kid in the world—he’s a man of
vivid enthusiasms.
So, it only follows
he would feel more so about Dorothy,
build her up, praise her to people, put
her on a pedestal.
Dorothy views all this with rueful hon¬
esty. “You know, Alyce,” she says, “I
love him for saying that I’m so under¬
standing and everything—but I’m not.
I raise holy ned. I get hurt and I hurt
back.
We really have some bang-up
fights. I’m no angel.”
That’s what I like about Dorothy more
than anything else: her terrific honesty.
Besides this, her terrific loyalty. For she
thinks Victor—wild and unpredictable
as he may be to this day—is the most
charming, intelligent, handsome, and
wonderful guy in the world.
The End
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room window. Ah, America!
The servant problem in England is
quite difficult and although we imme¬
diately applied to the local agencies for
help, there was no one to be had—nor
even a promise for the future.
I had dreamed of assembling “my
staff” in England (HA!). I was quite sur¬
prised in the next two days to find my¬
self on hands and knees in the kitchen,
scrubbing up coal dust and grease. Robin
took on the walls and higher spots. How¬
ever, it required most of his time to keep
the coal fires burning in order to have
hot water for the scrubbing.
Between my menial chores, I rose to
the high station of cook. After each meal
I smelled exactly like the food we had
eaten, for there is no such thing as venti¬
lation in an English kitchen. Robin had
to return to the field in the midst of
our cleaning-up, although he was on
semi-leave in preparation for our trip to
the continent.
While he was gone, I leapt from fire to
fire with the coal bucket in hopes of
keeping the house warm.
There is the furnace in the ante-room
near the garage; the coal fire in the kitch¬
en, the fireplace in the sitting room and
one in our bedroom—all to maintain!
It was a full time job.

Occasionally
small
cute
children
knocked on the door and I rushed at
them with bucket in hand and soot all
over. They looked frightened and soon
scurried away with soot-smeared auto¬
graph books in their hands, looking back
furtively at a female in black-face who
posed as a movie actress.
Our house in Selsey is a twelve-room
affair of typical English architecture. The
bedrooms are on the second floor, and
our own room has its private bath. The
other bedrooms open onto a hall and one
bathroom is shared by all guests.
In each of the rooms there is a wash¬
basin, something I have never seen in
America. Downstairs, the sitting room
adjoins the entrance hall and stairway,
and there is a most peculiar arrange¬
ment from kitchen to dining room.
Instead of a door there is a waist-high
butler’s pantry. From the kitchen, the
food is pushed through to the butler
who stands in the dining room. Before
we had any help, I gave a dinner party
for eight. I ran at a fast trot between
kitchen and dining room with doors slam¬
ming behind me, attempting to serve
people nicely. For a table cloth, I used
a bed-spread and since the dishes were
inadequate, they had to be washed be¬
tween courses.
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Before our escape to the continent, I
discovered, much to my disgust, that I
had three weeks’ laundry staring me in
the face. Considering the facilities, this
little job would be quite an undertaking.
First there would be the coal burner
to stoke for hot water. After six buckets
of coal, and blowing on embers till I was
blue in the face, the water was luke
warm.
The next project was to string up rope
in the kitchen to hang the clothes, for
nowhere else would they dry.
I got
through the washing all right, after three
hours. The kitchen bulged with panties,
nylons, slips and other intimate details.
There was a knock on the door. I
opened it and saw, to my deep chagrin,
the local preacher. He explained rather
hurriedly, as he looked at me, that he
had first knocked at the front door, but
there being no answer, wandered to the
back. I asked him to come in.
As he stepped into the kitchen, he
ignored the female apparel so rakishly
displayed. He sat at the table while I
fixed him some coffee. He asked me about
our religion and about our length of stay
in England and if we wished to attend
his church.
He was a kindly sort of man, and I
was embarrassed for him, for all the while
he talked, nylons flapped in his face and
he had to keep brushing them gently
away from his head. The panties hung
directly above the kitchen table and were
making great pools of water on the oil¬
cloth. I’m afraid that some of the water
dripped in his coffee, but he didn’t seem
to notice.
It is rather anti-climactical to say I’ve
never been to his church—I’ve always
been ashamed for fear he might wonder
whether I was wearing the pink ones or
the blue.
Our trip to Paris and Switzerland was
a huge success and we returned to Selsey
with our wallets sagging limply in our
pockets and with ten suitcases full of
dirty clothes. We had stuffed ourselves
on the good wine and food of the con¬
tinent. We had stripped ourselves of all
money in the various night-clubs and
entertainment places and only a few post¬
cards (obtained in Paris naturally) re¬
mained to remind us that we had finished
with a grand and glorious vacation.
We unpacked, only to pack again the
next day. Robin was required to go to
Scotland for three weeks’ gunnery school
and he dropped me off in London. I sorted
our letters of introduction, and dropped
slightly formal notes to everyone, an¬
nouncing our long awaited arrival.
One of my first social engagements in
London was a formal dinner party given
by The Honorable and Mrs. Astor. I
dressed with care in a tasteful Travis
Banton costume and arrived at their
home promptly at eight o’clock. The
butler took my wrap and I followed him,
at a discreet distance, up the stairs to
the drawing room.
He opened the door with a slight bow,
and when I passed him for my entrance,
he bellowed, “MRS. OLDS.” The declara¬
tion bounced from wall to wall in the
quiet room and I rose fully six inches
from the floor.
Although poise had taken to the wind,
I managed to make a landing with wheels
down and proceeded timidly into the
room to greet my host. I was amazed to
discover that the dinner party was in
my honor. The guests were lovely people
and ranged from a member of Parliament
to the minister of finance of Shanghai.
As we drifted into dinner, I felt warmed
by their friendliness. The table was
beautifully appointed and as I was being
seated to the right of my host, I noticed

there was a bountiful array of wine
glasses at each place.
It is not generally the custom in Amer¬
ica to have a different wine with each
course, and I thought this was a mag¬
nificent idea. Our first course and wine
was served and as I dilly-dallied with
my glass, waiting for our hostess to be¬
gin, the guests were rather quiet.
Rising to the occasion, I began a
spirited conversation with the gentleman
on my right and still there was an omi¬
nous silence. Everyone was looking in
my direction and I began to wonder what
in the world I had done wrong.
Some minutes passed before I realized
that it is the custom in England for the
guest of honor to begin. Furtively I
picked up my fork and we were off to a
marvelous dinner. Thank heavens there
was candle light and the blush on my
face faded in the flickering flame.
In London I hired a little English
woman with blue hands and a blue nose
(I have never determined whether the
blue was from port wine or the cold) and
brought her back to Selsey as house¬
keeper. Well!! She soon dispensed with
her gentle attitude and during the four
weeks she was here, I was continually
in a state of aggravation and agitation.
The American food we prized so highly
from the Embassy Commissary was sniffed
at and pronounced as being “rotten
stuff.
Each meal there was an argu¬
ment because she wanted to boil every¬
thing from roast beef to duck. We had
hot water for a bath only when she got
good and ready to light the furnace, and
I crept through the house in terror for
fear she would catch me snooping. When
the couple we finally hired—Robert and
Simon—arrived, I welcomed them tear¬
fully and gratefully and the monster was
dispatched to London. Her parting bit
of sarcasm, as she stepped out of our nice
shiny Buick was that America builds big
cars because we have an inferiority
complex!!!
Now that the house is clean and Robert
and Simon are here, we are happy in
England. It seems like home. We are
lucky to have them and hope fervently
they will accompany us to California.
H-o-m-e has grown to mean a great
deal to us. Of all the countries we have
seen, there is only one America. In
Europe you learn to appreciate the fact
that you are an American citizen. Taking
the risk that 47 states will be offended
(especially Florida) I will say that there
is no place like California.
Of course this may be because in
Beverly Hills there is a house we call
our own. Near us are my Mother and
Dad whom I miss very much. There is
also Bunny and her son Rip and although
they are only dogs, they are part of our
family.
I can hardly wait to step out into our
own patio, filled with sunshine, or jump
into my yellow convertible with the street
car bell, speed to the nearest drive-in
and order five hamburgers (everything
on ’em) and five big chocolate milk¬
shakes.
Yes, I am already counting the days to
our return. The house will be jammed
with friends and family. There will be
cocktails with ice and magnificent hors
d’oeuvres.
Bunny and Rip will leap
through the house with Mr. Poo close on
their heels.
Robert and Simon will serve their first
American party. You, I hope, and your
lovely daughter will be there and it will
be a grand celebration, for the Major
and his Mrs. will be Home, Coldwater
Canyon, USA.
Affectionately,
Ella

Lovely Girls Everywhere
DEPEND UPON
Stillman’s Freckle Cream for the
skin that suggests that well-groomed
look. What does a popular girl have
that draws others to her? An ex¬
quisitely lovely skin and perfect
grooming ... the two create selfassurance so necessary to personality
and popularity. You can be more
charming . . . more popular by car¬
ing for your skin. The gentle bleach¬
ing action of Stillman’s Freckle
Cream can help you to have a
clearer, smoother, softer looking
skin, with charming appeal. On sale
wherever toiletries are sold . . . inex¬
pensive. Write today for “The Joy
of New Personal Charm.”
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Hands up! Do your paws bear close inspection?
They should speak eloquently of loving care
★ You ve brushed your hair until it
gleams, your make-up is faultless, and
your dress is in the latest style. But hold
on. Let’s have a look at your hands!
Your little paws are a dead give-away
to your personality, you know. Ragged
nails, half bitten away and straggly, will
shout to anyone near that here’s a gal
who doesn’t give a darn how she looks.
Dry, coarse skin is accusing evidence that
the dishpan or the weather has left you
so limp that you just can’t be bothered
to remedy the situation. And it can be
remedied!
Everyone—but everyone—knows hands
should be washed thoroughly in warm
soapy water. But washing is only half
of the battle. Rinsing is important, too,
for the soap left on leaves a drying film.
Another thing, be sure to dry your hands
carefully, pushing the cuticles back.
Then, give them a liberal going-over with
a good hand cream. (Experts suggest you
keep the cream on for at least 15 min¬
utes.) Now you’re ready for a manicure:
1. Remove old polish
Moisten a piece of cotton with oily
polish remover. Hold this on your nail
for a moment, then wipe down toward
tip in a single stroke. This method keeps
polish from “decorating” the rest of your
hands.
2. File your nails
An emery board is the best instrument
for shaping, unless your nails are ex¬
tremely hard. (In this case use a nailfile, reserving the emery board to smooth
the edges.)

File nails from the side to the center;
don’t saw back and forth. Try not to file
too closely at the comers, because this
causes calloused cuticles, and weakens
the nail’s support.
3. Push cuticles back
Do not cut your cuticles; they’ll only
grow back thicker.
Use an orange stick wrapped lightly in
cotton to work cuticle back. Start from
the base of the nail at the center, and
gently move up and out, as if making up
your lips.
If you have hangnails, use a nail scis¬
sors or cuticle nippers to remove them.
4. Apply polish
Two coats of polish applied carefully
should last for days and days . . . espe¬
cially if you remove a hairline from the
tip of each nail with your thumb as you
go. Make sure the first coat is absolutely
dry before applying the second; fifteen
minutes between each coat allows them
to dry thoroughly, and insures a longlasting manicure.
Avoid using a too-full brush.
Best
method to apply polish is to cover the
nail by one stroke across the base, one
stroke on either side, and one down the
center. After the second coat of polish
has dried completely, apply a colorless
overcoat lightly. You’ll find your mani¬
cure won’t chip so easily if you extend
the overcoat over the hairline, and under
the tip of the nail.
Let’s face it—lovely hands aren’t a lux¬
ury. If you really want lovely hands—
you can have them.
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SINCE I’VE LEARNED
TO PLAY THIS EASY
AS A-B-C WAY!

You, too, can become the cen¬
ter of attraction. Learn to play
any instrument at home this
money - saving,
“no - teacher”
way. You read real notes, play
real tunes right from the start.
You learn everything by print
and pictures. First you are told
what to do. Then a picture
shows you how. You’ll amaze
your friends how soon you’ll
play
popular
songs.
Mail
coupon
today for Illustrated
Free Book and Print and Picfavorite instrument. U. S. SCHOOL
OF MUSIC, 1588 BRUNSWICK BLDG., NEW YORK lO, N.Y.
51st. year.
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1588 BRUNSWICK BLDG., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
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OM $1.98 2 for $3.50
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Swing your partner
round and round... and
watch those cottons flare.
72 INCH SWEEP
SANFORIZED plaid
shirred ruffle
Elastic waist for snug fit
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Will ship C.O.D.
It not satisfied money re¬
funded within 10 days.
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TO TRAIN AT HOME

ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED
Now you can prepare for practical experience
as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 65. High
t school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N. Wayne Ave.,PeskAB-45, CHICAGO 14, ILL.

AUTOMATIC SAVING
IS SURE SAVING
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS
YOU CAN LEARN TO

BE AN ARTIST

Start Drawing at Home in Your SPARE
TIME—Trained Artists are Capable of
Earning $65, $80 or More a Week!
It’s interesting and pleasant to study
Art the W.S.A. way. COMMERCIAL
ART DESIGNING. CARTOONING all in
ONE complete course. No previous Art
experience necessary—hundreds have
profited bv our practical methods since
1914. TWO ART OUTFITS furnished.
Full information in FREE BOOK. “Art
for Pleasure & profit.”
eterans! Course Approved under “G.I.
Bill.
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PHYSICALLY
WAKE UP AND LIVE
tally enjoy life. Be happy, be
gay. BE YOUR REAL SELF!
Millions of young men
and
women need VIGOR and older
men and women wish to roll
back the pages of time. Don’t
go through life unhappy and
weak due to a lack of neces¬
sary iron and vitamins in your
blood — enjoy
real
romance —
it’s so easy to put plenty of ZIP Into living.

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL

M

Although we make no claims or representations we
do make you a 10-Day trial offer. SEND NO MONEY
NOW—when your NOTIREEN arrives pay postman
only $3.00 plus COD postage. Write now for your
bottle of NOTIREEN tablets. Try them for lO Days
and if no. SATISFIED then return the bottle and
your money will be refunded.
We can make this
offer because NOTIREEN SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. For
adults only . . . plain wrapper.
Order now—this
is something which should not be delayed.

NOTIREEN DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
753 N. President St.
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Jackson, Mississippi

the worst. Who’d have guessed that the
fast-talking sports announcer would have
become a smash hit in his first stage role?
But that’s exactly what happened.
After that every studio tried to sign
him up. He was nervous when he started
his first picture, “A Letter” for 20th, but
when it was reviewed his worries were
over. He was the shining light of an ex¬
cellent picture that was filled with fine
performances. Everyone began raving
about Paul Douglas. He took a deep
breath and signed a long-term contract
with 20th. He was immediately rushed
into “It Happens Every Spring” with
Jean Peters and Ray Milland, then into
“Everybody Does It” with Linda Dar¬
nell. Betty Grable wants him as her next
leading man. The guy is so hot that he
could be quintuplets. In fact, Hollywood
producers wish he were. They could use
plenty more like him!
Paul was once married to Virginia
Field but it ended in divorce. They have
a three-year-old daughter named Maggie.
On the personal side he’s as exuberant
as he appears on the screen. He’s a tall
hunk of man with massive shoulders and
twinkling blue eyes. He makes friends
easily, everywhere, and is a wonderful
conversationalist, breezy and witty. On
or off the screen, the guy’s dynamite.
*

*

*

Marie Windsor looks like the kind of
girl to whom things come easy.
You
know what I mean—tall, beautiful in
a languorous way with exotic green eyes
and red hair. You saw her as the sexy,
hard-boiled wife of the gambler in
“Force of Evil” and as the sultry desert
princess in George Raft’s “Outpost in
Morocco.”
But for all of Marie’s lavish physical
endowments she’s a girl going places
because she worked hard to make an
actress of herself. No short cuts for Marie,
although her spectacular looks might
have been enough to get her into pic¬
tures.
Marie’s a small town girl, although she
doesn’t look it. Sleek and sophisticated,
you’d never guess she comes from Marysvale, Utah, which she describes as “a
country town at the end of the railroad.”
A beauty winner and a champ horseback
rider as a youngster, she rolled up a
multitude of titles in the home state, such
as being chosen “Utah’s Covered Wagon
Day Queen,” “Miss Utah” and “Miner’s
Day Queen” among others. That’s what
decided her on turning to an acting
career-.
Instead of trying to crash the film gates
on beauty alone, she headed for the best
dramatic classes in Hollywood. Now and
then she did bits in pictures, but all her
salary went for more dramatic training
with the best coaches she could afford.
“There were times,” she says, “when
I only ate if someone took me out to
dinner.” But she never stinted on her
dramatic studies.
Marie went on the road with a vaude¬
ville show for the experience of playing
before live audiences. Then came New
York and some stage roles. That’s how
M-G-M discovered her and brought her
back to Hollywood with a contract. Marie
waited around for almost two years with¬
out working before the cameras. Instead
of beefing about it she took advantage of
all the training the studio offered its con¬
tract players, studying dramatics, voice
and dancing with the teachers on the lot.
Marie was caught in the studio payroll
trimming and went out on her own. By

this time she was ready for bigger things
and in quick succession came “Force of
Evil,” “Outpost in Morocco” and the lead
in a Republic western with William
Elliott called “Hellfire.”
No one will believe that Marie does all
her own stunt riding in the picture. She
doesn’t look the type. But take our word
for it, she does! As a matter of fact, there
isn’t much Marie can’t do. She’s a crack
shot, makes her own clothes, is a talented
painter and sculptress, writes free verse,
cooks and as a culmination of all talents,
she can milk a cow!
Preston Sturges saw Marie and was so
intrigued with her that he wrote a special
scene in “The Beautiful Blonde from
Bashful Bend” just for her. She plays a
French dance hall girl. Oh yes, she can
do a can-can, too!
*

*

*

John Derek looks like a younger Ty¬
rone Power—dark, intense, poetic-look¬
ing—and we’ll go out on a limb and pre¬
dict that when he’s seen in the Humphrey
Bogart picture “Knock On Any Door”
he’ll hit the movie fans like an atom
bomb.
What makes John such a comer is that
where his extremely handsome face
might hurt another actor who would
immediately be termed “pretty boy,”
John has such fire and vitality that his
combination of looks and personality puts
him in the sensational class.
To give you an idea of the type of guy
he is, John created his own movie break.
He’d been under contract to 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox (after he came out of the
Army) and for three years sat out his
contract without making a picture. The
trouble was that most producers thought
of John as the typical juvenile, and
handsome juveniles were a dime a dozen.
One day John read the best-selling
thriller “Knock On Any Door” and be¬
came obsessed with the idea that he must
play the role of Nick Romano, the baby¬
faced killer. Nick was a boy who’d gone
wrong, a brooding, sullen fellow who is
the pivotal character in the story. When
he learned that Bogart was going to
make the picture at Columbia Studios he
went there and begged that he be given
a chance to try out the role.
Finally, he had a reading. While John
read, Bogie sat in the background
watching closely. When John finished,
Bogie came forward and shook his hand.
“I’m not supposed to tell you so soon, but
you have the part.”
John was bom right in Hollywood
where his mother was a former screen
beauty. He’s married to Patti Behrs, a
cute starlet whom he met when they
were both under contract to 20th. He’s as
hot as a be-bop rhythm and from all
indications should be a new bobby-sox
rave. Wait and see!
*

*

*

Jayne Meadows is a girl you’re not
likely to forget. By sheer force of person¬
ality and talent she stole all honors in
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Enchantment” with
her vivid portrayal of the embittered
sister who breaks up the romance be¬
tween David Niven and Teresa Wright.
In fact, this performance earned her an
Academy Award nomination.
In real life, as well as on the screen,
Jayne is a colorful character. She’s tall
and striking, somewhat on the style of
Katharine Hepburn but younger and
warmer. She’s a study in animated action,
a torrent of bright, spirited talk.
Bom in China, the daughter of mis-

sionaries, Jayne lived in the Orient as a
young child until the family was bombed
out. She grew up in Providence, R. I., and
after sundry and odd jobs she broke into
acting through the back door of an over¬
seas USO troupe. Then came the stage
and that’s how she was discovered by an
M-G-M talent scout. In Hollywood her
resemblance to Katharine Hepburn was
noticed and she played Katie’s sister in
“Undercurrent.”
Jayne’s real name is Jane Cotter, but
when she worked in “Lady in the Lake”
with Robert Montgomery an amusing
thing happened. The other girl in the
picture was Audrey Totter. Bob started
to introduce the two girls: “Miss Cotter—
Miss Totter; Miss Totter, Miss Cotter;
Cotter-Totter, Totter, Cotter.”
Everyone laughed and Jayne latched
on to a family name, Meadows, after that.
She did a number of pictures, including
“Luck of the Irish” when Goldwyn, who
was looking for an actress with great
dramatic ability for the role of Selina in
“Enchantment,” sent for Jayne. After
talking to her for five minutes he signed
her.
A cosmopolite, Jayne’s been around the
world twice.
And wouldn’t you know
that her wedding would take place on
another continent?
Last summer she
married writer-director Milton Krims—
and they said their vows in the very
romantic setting of Rome, Italy.
The
bridegroom was busy working there on
“Prince of Foxes,” the Tyrone Power
picture. She and Milton honeymooned in
Europe and then returned here. Jayne
loves to travel, but we have a hunch
she’ll be staying put in Hollywood. She’s
too much in demand to have much time
for globe-trotting.
*

*

*

If there’s such a thing as a male Cinder¬
ella, John Russell is it. Many amazing
stories have come out of Hollywood, but
the way John was discovered is one of
the most incredible of all.
John’s one of 20th Century-Fox’ most
promising young male stars. He’s over six
feet tall, has wavy black hair and the
physique of a football player. You saw
him as one of Gregory Peck’s outlaw
cronies in “Yellow Sky” and he plays
Linda Darnell’s husband in “Slattery’s
Hurricane.”
John was bom in Los Angeles but al¬
though he lived within the aura of the
film capitol he never thought of becom¬
ing an actor. It was the last thing he
ever dreamed of.
John had seen over two and a half ac¬
tion-packed years in the Marines. He’d
been in Guadalcanal where he picked up
malaria and he’d really been through the
works.
When he received a medical discharge
back in 1944 he and his bride decided to
celebrate in a small Beverly Hills night
club. He hadn’t made any plans for the
future—he was only out of service two
days—but he thought he’d go into the
insurance business or something like
that.
As he and his wife were having dinner,
a man came up to him and introduced
himself as Herbert Tobias, an agent.
“You should be in pictures,” started
Tobias.
“Go away,” said John. “You must be
crazy.”
“I’m not,” persisted Tobias.
“I’m an
agent. I think you’re good movie material
and I can help you.”
“Not interested,” said John attacking
his steak.
“Just a minute,” spoke up John’s wife,
Renata. “How much money can he make
as an actor?”
Tobias smiled. “More than he ever

dreamed of—if he’s successful.”
“Honey, you’d better listen to the
man,” said Renata.
That settled it. They made an appoint¬
ment to meet the next day. John never
believed that anything would come of it.
How could he? Here he was, a guy with¬
out a day’s dramatic experience, just
plain average Joe American.
Because
he’d promised to meet Tobias he kept
the date, but he began to feel like a fool
about the whole thing.
What happened after that is almost
unbelievable, but I assure you it did
happen: Tobias took John to 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox. They gave him a screen test
that day. John was so positive that the
whole thing was a joke that he didn’t
even bother to feel nervous. Which is
probably why the most astounding thing
of all happened: his screen test was ter¬
rific and he was signed to a contract!
He’s on his way to stardom and the
studio picks him as a winner. He’s easy¬
going and natural on the screen and has
a boyish appeal.
As for John, even after five years, he
still can’t get over the wonder of how
the whole thing happened. “I continue
to be amazed and dumbfounded every
single day,” he says with awe in his voice.
*
*
*
This is Susan Perry’s year. First of all,
she was chosen by Humphrey Bogart to
be his leading lady in “Knock On Any
Door” (the film that gives John Derek
his break, too).
Getting Humphrey Bogart and Mel
Torme in one year is quite something,
and Susan’s making progress on the
screen and off!
Susan was well-known in Hollywood’s
gayer circles when, under the provoca¬
tive name of Candy Toxton, she was one
of the most popular belles in town. She
used to be seen at Ciro’s and Mocambo
and people would ask, “Who’s that beau¬
tiful girl?”
“Candy Toxton,” the reply would be.
So after building up a glamorous repu¬
tation as “Candy Toxton” wouldn’t you
know that when she got her big movie
break the first thing they did was to
change her name!
Susan (her real name is Florence
Tockstein) is from Vienna, Missouri.
Which reminds me that when Bogie and
Lauren Bacall took Susan to a party not
long ago they told everyone she was
from Vienna, but didn’t bother explain¬
ing that it was the Vienna in good old
Missouri. Susan went along with the gag
by speaking with a heavy European ac¬
cent and a famous producer was hot on
her trail trying to sign up “that exotic
foreign actress.”
But to get on—Susan’s a gorgeous
number. She’s tall, well-molded with long
brown hair and green eyes. It was in¬
evitable that with such obvious beauty
Susan would go into acting or modeling.
She tried modeling first and then came to
Hollywood where she did summer stock.
That’s how she happened to be spotted
by Bogart who was looking for a leading
lady for his Santana Productions picture.
The End

Thrilling NEW PLAN!
Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or Suit
—in your favorite style,size and color .given
to you for sending orders for only THREE
DRESSES for your neighbors, friends, or
your family. THAT’S ALL! Not one cent
to pay. Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!

Famous Harford Frocks will sfend you
big, new Style Line showing scores of
latest fashions, with actual fabrics, in
dresses—cottons, woolens, rayons—at
sensationally low money-saving prices.
Also suits, sportswear, lingerie, ho¬
siery, children’s wear. Show styles,
fabrics to neighbors, friends, family
—send in only 3 orders and yourown
dress is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH, TOO—Up to
$22 in a Week in Spare Time!
Yes, you can earn big cash income
— up to $22.00 in a week besides getting
complete wardrobe for yourself ... EASY!
Mail coupon for complete Style Line today!
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FREE OUTFIT

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-211
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
”aRFORD FROCKS. Dept.
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
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Please rash me the new HARFORD FROCKS STYLE
LINE and fall details of your offer.
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Sell Christmas Cards
It’s easy! Just show SIX big NAME - IMPRINT
Lines to friends—low as 60 for $1. Make up to 50
on 21-card DeLoxe box. Also show Secret Pal, Plastics,
Eastern Star. Religious. Relative, Gift Wraps, Birth
day. Stationery. KIDDY Cards, Books, and Records.
MostCOMPLETE Line in country. Extra Cash BonusI >
WRITE NOW for FREE Imprint Samples and 2 / •*' ^
Feature boxes on approval. MIDWEST CARD CO., f
S3fH0
415 N. 8th St. Dept. 21P, St. Louis 1, Mo. I rntt
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BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
■rrcr m n/itsc V
This sensational BUST iouuu tonat n no Dietains 30.000 Int. Units of EstroAt vun. nur\
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
uiat Muaueuuuy aid the application of hormones. While we

make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10-day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb hormones. Try itl Easy to usel
SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin’s Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
ostage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions,
f not satisfied return for monev back. PLAIN WRAPPER.
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IF I Send YOU
THIS FINE SUITWill You Wear It
and Show It to Friends?
Amazing plan! No money needed! I want
an ambitious, alert man in your town to
get this splendid made-to-measure suit
by taking a few orders from friends.
Show it—talk about it—use this suit
to help you take more orders and earn
up to $10.00 in a day. My sensational
plan can bring you good money—easy!

No Experience Needed —No
House-to-House Canvassing

Don't Miss!

Experience not necessary. Amazing
low price mean big income for you
without house-to-house canvassing,
and amazing chance to get your own suit
aa a BONUS without paying one cent.

Send for FREE Cloth Samples!

Hollywood Wants YOU in

September Movieland
On newsstands August 10th

1 supply complete,elaboratedemonstrating samples to you FREE, and tested,
BURE - FIRE selling plans. This is your
chance. Don’t let anyone get ahead of
you. Start at once. Your income may
begin first day. Send no money—now
or ever. Write today for complete
equipment and surprising BONUS
SUIT OFFER. For quick action,
tell us about yourself — age, etc.

JohnGrant.STONE-FIELD Corn.
532 S. Throop Street
Dept. V-711, Chicago 7, III.
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Pack®. See for yourself how this amaz¬
ing facial pack cleans pore openings,
he*Ps tighten the tired lines in your
•[11
face and loosen blackheads which can
then be easily removed. Yes, you can thrill at
the new loveliness of your complexion, the ra¬
diant, tingling feeling that is yours after a facial
with Hopper Clay Pack. It’s easy to use, costs
only a few cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.

MAKE *50 sars

FREE

America’s
SAMPLES
leading 21 card Christmas 50 FOR SI.00
assortments. Samples on
NAME
IMPRINTED
approval. Complete line
CHRISTMAS
plastics, gift wrappings,etc.
CARDS
Don’t delay, write today.
LORAIN ART STUDIOS, Dept. F, Vermilion, Ohio

Scratching
Relieve Itching caused by insect bites,
athlete’s foot, eczema, scabies, pimples
and other itch troubles. Use cooling, med¬
icated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
dniggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

Joan Crawford’s already hard at work on Warners’ ‘'The
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FADED

Now you can shampoo and color your hair the
same time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, any shade. No
dyed look, permits permanent. Simple, caution:
use only as directed on label. — Most lasting.
Write for Free Booklet.
VALLIGNY PRODUCTS. INC.
Dept. 43-T, 254 West 31st Street, New York I, New York
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WANTED
To Be Set To Musk

Submit one or more of your best poems

for free examination. Any subject. Send
poem for details and information.

Phonograph Records Made

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
735 Beacon Bldg. Boston 8, Mass.

BECOME AN EXPERT

LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-l 16, Chicago 5. III.

IMPORTED

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve y
Write her c/o Movielaml, 916 N. La Cieneg
Angeles, 46, Calif. Your letter will receive her p
BABY-SITTER PROBLEM

Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train yon thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. ‘'Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

Simulated Diamond

By JOAN CRAWFORD

35c

Nothing more to pay
To introduce our Beautiful Gleaming
Rainbow Flash Stones, we will send a
1
Kt.
Imported
Simulated Diamond.
Mounted in Lovely Tiffany Style Pronged
Ring, as Illustrated, for the return of
this ad and 35c expense in coin. SEND
NOW.
CDCC
Mention your Birth Date, and
we will include FREE a White
“Luck" Elephant — imported from the
ORIENT.

Dear Miss Crawford:
I have a very terrible and important problem to discuss with you
Two years ago one of my best girlfriends married a man in th
later they had a baby. My girlfriend then asked me if occasionall
as a baby-sitter. I agreed.
For a while everything was fine. But lately when my girlfrien
and I am watching her child, her husband comes home from wo
make passes at me. I tell him not to be silly and to act his age bu
he doesn’t care for his wife any more and wants only me.
If I tell my girlfriend I don’t want to watch her child any more
be hurt. And if I do watch her child, I know her husband is going t
I’m really between the devil and the deep blue sea. Won’t you ple

rncc

Globe Jewelry Co., Dept. 689. Wheeling, W. Va.
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CHRISTMAS CARDS-UPTO 100% PROFIT
$50 FKUhii selling 100 Leader
NAME PRINTED
Boxes. Complete line 50 new, fast
CARDS.NAPKINS
selling Christmas, Everyday boxes.
and STATIONERY
Plastics, Carols. Big variety em¬
bossed cards, napkins, stationery with name, 50
for $1 up. No money needed to start. Special
Offers. Cash Bonus. Write for samples
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EMPIRE CARD CO. eM\sty.

I think that you’d best give up your job
as a baby-sitter. Should your girlfriend
ask you why, I’m sure you’re capable of
dreaming up several tactful answers. Tell
her you want more time for yourself or
that you need your evenings for dates
or studying or some form of relaxation.
Don’t tell her, of course, that you think
her husband a cad. I’m sure she’ll find out
herself in good time. It’s also a good pol¬

icy to avoid temptation.
it by staying away.

PARENTAL PR
Dear Miss Crawford:
Have my parents the
to whom I should get m
I’m eighteen years of
to marry a lieutenant in
My folks, on the other

to marry a boy I grew up with. He’s a
nice chap and he’s a school teacher and
I guess he makes a good living, but I
don’t love him.
I’m in love with my lieutenant. He’s
going to leave the Air Force pretty soon
and look around for a job in aviation.
My parents insist that he’ll never be
able to support me. And because of this
we argue all the time. What do you
think I should do?
Helen L.
Waterbury,

Conn.

I think you should certainly never mar¬
ry any man you don’t love no matter
what his financial position. By the same
token, I’m sure your parents have only
your welfare at heart. If you explain to
them that you don’t love this school
teacher, I’m sure they won’t force you
into marrying him. It might be a good
idea for you to wait until your lieu¬
tenant gets out of the service and lands
a job. Then, you can have some small
idea of what the future holds for your
marital life.
SUDDEN SILENCE
Dear Miss Crawford:
You’ve been around with a lot of
men. I wonder if the experience I am
having with one of them is typical of
the entire tribe.
A few months ago I met a young gen¬
tleman at a dance who began to rush
me. He seemed quite taken with me
and called me for five consecutive dates.
We went rowing and dancing and pic¬
nicking, and I must say that I began to
have a strong liking for this man. He
felt similarly about me and told me so.
Three weeks ago we went to the
movies. He took me home and told me
he would call me. He hasn’t called me
since. What should I do?
Margaret C.
Providence, R. I.
I think you ought do nothing. If this
beau is genuinely fond of you, he will
take the lead and seek out your com¬
pany. Men sometimes react very strange¬
ly to seemingly innocuous statements.
You may have innocently said something
that offended him, or he may have just
gotten tired. It’s been my experience that
the most lasting friendships with men
begin slowly. My advice is to do nothing.
SELFISH SELMA
Dear Miss Crawford:
I have a sister who is undoubtedly the
most selfish girl in the world. I’m nine¬
teen and she’s seventeen and she’s the
baby of the family and perhaps that’s
why she’s spoiled.
Anyway, whenever she has a date, she
takes my best clothes and goes out, re¬
gardless of anything I might have sched¬
uled for that night.
For example, last night I went to a
movie and found her sitting in front
of me with my best boyfriend. Don’t
you think I should tell her off? I mean
where is she going to stop? She’ll prob¬
ably steal my husband when I get mar¬
ried!
Jane S.
Seattle, Wash.
I think you’re being over dramatic
abo.ut the entire situation. There are
many sisters who when they reach the
age you and yours have, bicker and
quarrel most of the time. Perhaps that’s
part of growing up. Since you’re the
older sister, you’re the one who should
be more tolerant.
The End

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
By HY GRAUBART
★ Claude Thornhill’s new Victor album
is guaranteed to appeal to trippers of the
light fantastic. Its title is “Invitation to
Dance,” and it’s mighty inviting.
The
album contains such sparkling Thornhill
piano stylings as “Where or When,”
“There’s a Small Hotel,” “Autumn Noc¬
turne,” “Sleepy Serenade,” “Lullaby of
the Rain,” and “I Don’t Know Why.”
The Mad Mab (Charley Barnet) is
back with his latest effort to fill the va¬
cancy left by Stan Kenton’s band as the
new-progressive-band-of-the-year.
His
latest Capitol waxing, “0 Henry,” is a
frantic-paced tune featuring the Barnet
sax in a series of riffs. Bunny Briggs
does the vocal honors.
Backing is an
unleashed fury of sound and tempo called
“Easy Living,” from the Paramount pic¬
ture of the same name.
If you’re not already rhumba-con¬
scious, Columbia will make you so with
Xavier Cugat’s latest release, “Los Tim¬
bales” (Drummer Boy).
It’s a bright
snappy rhumba with Spanish lyrics han¬
dled by Del Campo. The reverse is a
slow and smooth hip swinger called
“Muchachita,” with Bob Graham doing
the English vocal.
Alfred Drake, the versatile Broadway
star of “Kiss Me Kate,” provides a virile
vocal of “Malaguena” on one of RCA
Victor’s platters from its “Spotlight Se¬
ries.”
(This series highlights the most
popular tunes from Broadway hits.) On
the flip is “In the Spring of the Year,” a
beautiful waltz enhanced by Henri Rene’s
musical scoring.
You’ll get a short and sweet jaunt to
Italy with Vic Damone’s “You’re Break¬
ing My Heart,” because the melody is
based on an old Italian folksong called
“Mattenata.” Vic’s pleasant voice makes
this a real earful. Mercury has mated
it with “Four Winds and Seven Seas,”
which Vic sings with cheery vim and
sock.
If you crave Dixie, then Pee Wee
Hunt’s “Clarinet Marmalade” is your
meat. This is a real Dixieland arrange¬
ment with a reet beat. Spotted on this
disc is Pee Wee and his trombone, with
a Dixieland trumpet and clarinet play¬
ing the obbligatos. Capitol combines this
side with “Bessie Couldn’t Help It,”
which is an old Hunt number spotting
Pee Wee’s voice and trombone.
For something different, give an ear
to the Victor recording presenting Louis
Prima, the man who “plays pretty for the
people.”
The hot novelty, “All Right,
Louie, Drop That Gun,” has some won¬
derful mimicry—especially the Brooklynese sung in the last chorus. If this
isn’t enough, the flip is destined to cheer
you from beginning to end. “It’s a Cruel,
Cruel World” is an infectious ditty which
starts with a calliope, and ends with
Louis’ wonderful Italian dialect.
Vaughn Monroe presents a fine record¬
ing of “Riders in the Sky” for Victor.
There is a thrilling dramatic emphasis
placed on this time by Vaughn and the
Quartet. The coupling, “Single Saddle,”
is a lilting cowboy ditty which is thor¬
oughly enjoyable.
Another Victor presentation which
should go far is the “Three Suns Sere¬
nade” album. It contains a suave blend
of organ, guitar and accordion. The six
dance-provoking sides are “The Donkey
Serenade,” “Serenade” (by Schubert),
“Penthouse Serenade,” “Frasquita Sere¬
nade,” “Serenade” (from the “Student
Prince) and “Serenade in the Night.”

If you like to sketch, write for FREE
TALENT TEST. Splendid opportuni¬
ties for trained artists. Find out if you
have talent worth developing.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC.
Dept 8119-2, Minneapolis 15, Minn.
Send me your FREE Talent Test.
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Show friends, sensational 21Card $1 Christmas Assortment
with Patented Television Card.
s Sells like wild fire! Up to 100 %
profit. 7 Super Name-Im¬
printed lines, 50 for $1,
l up. New Plastic Christmas
- Cards, many other money¬
makers. Send for FREE SAMPLES.

Sell New..

CHRISTMAS
CARDS 4
From Sunny \
California -J

-.'SKW*.

IDEAL CARD CO., 165 N. Hill Ave.,
DEPT. 713
PASADENA 4, CALIF.

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand tor phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your Immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated “Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. Phonorecords now outselling sheet music 5 to 1.
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

Amazing offer to introduce Dorothy Flicek home¬
maker aids. You get wood frame, punch embroidery
needle, carding brush, stamped fabric in popular
Scotty pattern, Suede-tex pillow cover material and
Instructions. Sensational high-speed punch needle
makes small loops or French knots, plush, velvet and
angora effects. Now anyone can make pillow top*
in hour* instead of weeks! Complete outfit only
*1 98 plus C.O.D. postage. You must be satisfied or
yourSl.98 refunded. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Rush penny postcard today to—

3W

DOROTHY FLICEK INDUSTRIES, Dept.CD
1151 Grand Avenue, Chicago 22, III.
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EgJ ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo

NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the en¬
largement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may keep the handsome frame as a
gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals
returned. Offer limited to U.S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monic? Blvd..PeDt.M 173.Hollywood 38,Calif.

AMAZING

We guarantee you
$50.00 for selling 100
boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards; also 50 and 25 for $1
with name on; also Napkins and Stationery. No
experience needed. Costs nothing to try. Samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

MERIT CARD CO.
370 Plane St.. Dept. N, Newark, N. J.

I\OSi;S

KESHA PUD

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY

ADVANCEMENT

542 5th Ave., Suite 63. N. Y. C.

LE. 2-1596

Be on the lookout tor cancer's
danger signs—most cases can be
cured if treated in time. Send for
the free book that gives the facts
on cancer.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
_47 BEAVER ST., N. Y. 4

WILL PAY $10.00
EACH FOR CERTAIN

LINCOLN PENNIES

1NDIANHEADS $50.00; DIMES
$1000.00. SEND DIME FOR
CATALOGUE OF PRICES
WE PAY.

LINCOLN COIN CO.
806 E. Indiana Avenue
6LKHRRT 388,

INDIRNR

Take This Easy Step To

'

BIG MONEY!
^f/CHRISTMASCARDsl:^^

you,

21
U£- Amazlng$l “Southern Beauty" Assortme
Wri$Pf£ <3^
i ards pays
uE&?0c 1 Complete line of fast-sellei
KVn. th pS
»P*>roJaI- SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CC
2X6 South Pauline Street.
Dept. C-25, MEMPHIS 4, TEN

WRITE SONGS?
Magazine For Songwritersl
Vital Tips—Monthly Contest
Songsharks Exposed!
THE SONGWRITER'S REVIEW
Sample, 20c
1650-SG Broadway,

$1.00 for 6 issues
New York 19, N.

Y.

Lovely Cluster Ring GIVEN AWAY ’
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate,

bully Guaranteed.

A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN lor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
251 a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve —Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28, W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND

A WORKING MOTHER—JOAN FONTAINE
(Continued from page 651

deal of the time between assignments. In
that way, I’ll never be a stranger to my
daughter.
I know that most mothers
who voluntarily continue their careers
manage in some way to have time with
their children.
Since there is so much that a working
woman has to jig-saw into her day, we
learn how to budget our time closely.
Every moment is precious, and every
moment we spend with our children
means something. A great appreciation
springs up between mother and child.
I cherish every bit of time I have with
Debbie—and she, in turn, as she gets older
and knows that her mother has a career,
will look forward to the times we can be
together. It will teach her, I believe, to
be self-reliant. More than that, I think
it will teach her to be unselfish, to re¬
gard her parents as hard-working people
and to be considerate of them instead of
ruling the household like a Little Queen
as I’ve seen other children do.
For instance, when Debbie is old
enough I want to establish a custom that
when Daddy comes home from the studio
and is probably tired, we must be espe¬
cially sweet with him.
We’ll plan a gay welcome for him—
have his slippers ready, the newspapers
near his chair; be full of laughter and
talk about what happened during the
day.
Debbie will also get accustomed
to seeing her mother come home from
the studio a little tired—and if she’s the
daughter I think she’ll be, she’ll feel
some responsibility toward me, just as I
do in a larger measure toward her.
We will look forward, Debbie and I, to
seeing each other instead of taking each
other for granted. It should make for a
very understanding relationship. In that
way, I can be not only her mother but
her friend.
Weekends when we’re all home will be
doubly precious. Sunday is our big “at
home” day, starting off with a lively
breakfast which Bill and I prepare, since
we both love to cook. Debbie will par¬
ticipate, too. when she’s able to, helping
to set the table and having her hand in
the mixing bowl.
If a woman who has children works
because she must out of financial neces¬
sity, I don’t think she ought to feel sorry
for herself, nor develop an attitude that
she is depriving her children of her
companionship.
Even those women who have no out¬
side occupation aren’t with their children
constantly. When they’re busy with their
housework the children have to play by
themselves.
Very few mothers remain
at home all day. They have outside in¬
terests—luncheons, shopping, golfing or
some club activities.
I don’t want Debbie to be spoiled, to
think that she can have anything she
wants merely by asking for it.
It is
easy for a child of well-to-do parents to
be flooded with the most expensive toys
and frocks so that even as a baby she
has absolutely no value of her posses¬
sions. Not my child, if I can help it!
It is not too early for her to learn that
life is not handed to her on a silver
platter and toys and dresses do not ap¬
pear out of thin air but are the results
of her parents’ toil. I truly believe that
a woman who continues with her work
has a greater appreciation of the dollar
than the woman who doesn’t—and she
can instill in her child the realization
that she must take care of what she has.
I have a vain reason, too, for wanting

to continue with my career even as I
have a family. There is nothing that
keeps a woman as attractive as a job.
She can’t let down on her appearance.
This applies not only to an actress but
to women who work in offices or shops,
also.
Competing with others in your
job, meeting people all the time is a
stimulus to keeping physically on your
toes. I’d like, frankly, to have my child
proud of me and think I’m a smart-look¬
ing mother, not a dowdy one.
Having a job makes a woman mental¬
ly bright, too—she knows what is going
on in the world. She has to! I don’t
want to be a mother who is left out of
things as her children grow older—who
becomes relegated to last year’s clothes
and is spoken of as, “Oh, mother doesn’t
understand. She lives in another gen¬
eration.”
Keeping up with her work usually
keeps a woman abreast with changing
modes and manners.
A friend of mine is an active publicity
woman with a seventeen-year-old daugh¬
ter. This youngster paid her mother the
highest compliment when she told me,
“My friends envy me.
Mother is so
keen.”
Although my friend is an intelligent
woman and would be so even if she
stayed in the kitchen all her life, I don’t
think she would be quite as keen if she
didn’t have a lively profession to keep
her in close touch with outside affairs.
I plan to have Deborah share the
broader aspects of my work. By that, I
don’t mean that I will have her visit me
on the set, because I think there will be
too many grown-ups around to fuss over
her and turn her little head.
But I will have her lunch with me in
my dressing-room and that should be
fun for both of us. When I go on location
to interesting places, you can rest assured
that Debbie will travel with us.
Because I am accustomed to making
decisions and to being consulted on
various problems in picture-making, I
have a great desire to develop in my little
daughter the ability to think for herself.
Mama isn’t going to do all the thinking
for her. Of course, I shall try to guide
her so that she will develop good judg¬
ment about things, but I will respect her
opinion just as my own opinion is re¬
spected by those I work with.
I will expose Debbie to all the arts I
possibly can—to picture work, to radio,
television, dancing, music, painting—even
to the art of housekeeping and cooking
for which I have a high regard since I
pride myself on being able to bake a cake
and scrub a floor with the best of them.
If, years from now, I have my heart set
on Debbie becoming an actress and she
comes to me and says, “I’d like to be a
horse doctor,” or whatever, I’ll let her
follow her choice.
I don’t want to force my decision on her
because, you see, being an independent
woman myself I resent having anyone
force decisions on me!
Motherhood has been the fulfillment of
everything I’ve ever wanted. I’ve known
great happiness in my marriage and in
my career—but having Debbie is the
climax of everything.
Motherhood has also offered a chal¬
lenge to me. I think the best thing I can
do for young Missy Dozier, and for all
the little Doziers who I hope will fol¬
low, is to continue to lead an active
“working” life.
The End

for velvety-smooth skin, whisk

TO LOVE HAPPILY EVER AFTER
lContinued from page 251
the town hall before the entire populace.
He applied to Paul Derigon, the Com¬
munist Mayor of Vallauris.
He even
suggested that he give some sort of gift
to the town. But under French law, all
civil marriages must be held in the town
hall, and the Aly Khan was told that he
was out of luck.
It was then that he and Rita decided
to make it a grand and glorious affair.
Hundreds of invitations were sent out to
friends all over the world. Photogra¬
phers and reporters were flown in by the
dozen. Three hundred cases of cham¬
pagne were ordered for the nuptial cele¬
bration.
Two days before the wedding, Aly gave
Rita her bridal gift, one of the largest
diamonds ever seen, estimated to weigh
thirty-four karats.
On her wedding day, Rita was up at
7 A.M. She had slept badly the night
before. “I’m awfully nervous,” she con¬
fided to her maid.
The wedding was scheduled for 11:00
A.M.
Rita arrived eight minutes late.
Aly was two minutes early.
Rita, when she emerged from her car
and appeared on the steps of the town
hall, was breathlessly beautiful.
Her
wedding outfit, which cost an even thou¬
sand dollars, consisted of a long light
blue silk crepe dress and a broad picture
hat wound with tulle of the same color.
She carried a bouquet of white and red
American roses.
She drove up in a long, slick conver¬
tible, preceded by a jeep and two motor¬
cycles which carried the local gendarmes.
One of the motorcycles almost ran me
down as I moved in to photograph Rita
at close range. As other photographers
did the same, Mayor Derigon shouted to
us in French. “Behave yourselves,” he
cautioned. “This is an affair of dignity.
Don’t make fools of yourselves.”
Aly sped up to the town hall in a gray,
Italian sports car, accompanied by his
step-mother, the very beautiful Begum
Khan who was a beauty contest winner
in France a decade or so ago.
The couple then entered the hall, and
the ceremony began.
As I looked around, I counted sixty
invited guests. Among these were the
Aga Khan, seven other princes, and four
princesses. There were also approxi¬
mately seventy-five press representatives
plus several local dignitaries.
The Prince of Orleans-Braganza and
General Georges Catroux, former French
Ambassador to Moscow, were the official
witnesses. Prince Sadri Aga Khan, six¬
teen and the Aly’s half-brother, was the
boy of honor (garcon d’honneur).
Both Rita and Aly were nervous as the
ceremony began.
“Prince Aly Khan, do you take Made¬
moiselle Rita Hayworth for your wife?”
the Mayor asked.
“Oui,” the Prince answered.
“And you, Mademoiselle Rita Hay¬
worth, do you consent to take Prince Aly
Khan for your husband?”
“Oui, oui,” Rita answered.
Aly then tried to slip the wedding band
of white gold on Rita’s finger. His hands
shook. He missed the first time. On the
second he made good.
Rita then placed the wedding band on
Aly’s finger. It was a double-ring cere¬
mony.
The Mayor then said, “After your
separate and affirmative responses, we
pronounce in the name of the law, that
you are united in marriage.”

At this point, most of us were prepared
to move forward and kiss the bride. But
the little Mayor kept talking. “Thanks
to you,” he told the couple, “our little
laboring city where some of the best
ceramics and pottery are made, is hon¬
ored today and the name of Vallauris re¬
sounds around the universe with that of
Prince Aly Khan and the great artiste,
Rita Hayworth.”
After that was over, about forty of the
guests got to kiss Rita. Her lipstick was
smeared pretty badly by the time we all
got through wishing her luck.
The actual wedding ceremony lasted
less than six minutes, and fifteen minutes
after Rita and Aly entered the town hall,
they were outside posing for a horde of
photographers. This done, they were
driven back to their chateau for the wed¬
ding reception.
At the chateau, the air was full of a
wonderful scent. I asked one of the at¬
tendants how come and he told me that
gallons of toilet water had been emptied
into the swimming pool on the previous
night.
The attendant also told me that it was
the Prince who had managed the entire
affair. It was he who had picked Rita’s
trousseau, invited the guests, supervised
the menu, nan the entire affair.
Quite a guy, the Prince.
At the chateau, the reception centered
around the swimming pool. Many of the
guests were drinking a new cocktail,
something called Ritaly, a drink con¬
cocted of vermouth and chartreuse.
Rita was positively beaming. Her eyes
were flashing. She was no longer ner¬
vous. She moved from group to group,
graciously accepting congratulations. She
tried not to stay too long with any one
coterie but rather to lose herself in the
throng. She was unsuccessful.
Several of us reporters managed to
comer her for a few minutes. “How do
you feel?” I asked.
“Just wonderful,” Rita sighed. “Just
wonderful.”
Finally, Rita and Aly strolled by the
side of the pool as the cameras ground.
That night after the wedding recep¬
tion, there was a wedding supper. When
that was over, Rita and Aly were at last
alone, but only for short hours of bliss.
The following day the Moslem wedding
ceremony was performed, this time with¬
out the presence of the Aga Khan, Aly’s
father who had had enough excitement
to hold him for a while. The ceremony
was performed by two Moslem priests,
who according to Moslem law asked Aly
if he could supply the bride with a house,
a dowry, and loving care.
Aly said that he could.
The priests then admonished the couple
“to fear Allah as he should be feared”
and said that “whosoever obeys Allah
and his Messenger (Mahomet) shall
surely attain mighty success.”
When this ceremony was over, neither
Aly nor Rita would tell any of us where
they were going.
. Most of us surmised that they would
spend the early part of their honeymoon
in Paris and England. And how right we
were in surmising, most of you will know
by now.
In any event, the fiery, voluptuous
dancer who was bom Margarita Cansino,
of poor but honest parents, is at this
moment Rita Hayworth, Princess Aly
Khan, and a living proof that the legend
of Cinderella will never, never die.
The

End

BABY TOUCH Hair Remover Pad
use like a powder puff .. . so simple
• no odor • no bother
• no razor • so safe, clean
• so economical, handy
Home or anywhere! Justwhisk
away unwanted hair. Prevents
prickly razor stubble. Stage,
screen stars find it aids velve¬
ty skin. Millions in use.
Wonderful, too, on FACE, CHIN, NECK
Your doctor will okay Baby Touch’s gentle
way. Try it. Especially if unhappy with
present method.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

O C £

Or money refunded. Ask today
“
at leading drug and cosmetic counters. Or
send 25c for 1, or $1.00 for 5 pads. 2-side
mittens, 35c, 3 for $1.00. Baby Touch Hair
Remover Co., 3750 Lindell, Dept.H-82.St. Louis
8, Mo.
At Leading Drug & Cosmetic Counters

:

Size 8 x 10 inches on double weight paper
from any photo, snapshot or negative. Orig. inal returned. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
8 x 10 inches P°8tman C.O.D. plus postage. 25cadded for
,
making negative if you send photo. FREE
billfold size photo and folder given free. Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or money back
(you keep free gifts regardless). Send
photo or negatives today.
Knight Studios

Dep’t

a

29IVI

Marion, III.

/Vu&te

MAKE $35-545 A WEEK

Practical nurses are needed in every
community... doctors rely on them ...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care. You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 50th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men, women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write nowl
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 458. 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
City
State_Age

___

FITS IN YOUR HAND!
Worksonnew‘‘PERMACRYSTAL"
so
it
NEVER NEEDS TROU¬
BLESOME TUBES, BAT¬
TERIES OR
ELECTRIC
PLUG-INS”! Easy to use
—Plays for nothing—Should
_
last for years. Beautiful Red
, ^Plastic Case. GUARANTEED TO
WORK on local programs by fol¬
lowing instructions. G. B. of Ala. says
“TINY RADIO IS JUST WONDERFUL”!
c-Clin niJI Y Q1
(bill, ck., mo.) and pay postman
OtNU UNLI $I*UU $2.99 C.O.D. plus postage or
send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE
READY TO PLAY on simple attachment. Has personal
phone. WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR BOYS & GIRLS. Low
priced. Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
THE MIDWAY CO.
Dept. THW-8
KEARNEY, NEBR.

I

Let Christmas Cards Briag You

BIG MONEY

You’ll have all the extra dollars you need
.. .if you start now to sell our luxurious
Christmas Cards. Friends, relatives, busi¬
nessmen, are delighted with smart de¬
signs, extra-value trims, joyous sentiments
of our FEATURE Christmas Assortment. At
only $1 for these wondrous boxes of 21 Greet¬
ing Cards they sell fast. Just show samples.

Your Profit: Up to 50fi Per Box!
Religious, Gift Wraps, Everyday, Birthday,
^
^
Plastic Cards, many other money¬
making Assortments. Also FREJ
SAMPLES of Name-Imprinted
Christmas Cards to sell at 50
for $1 and up. Extra-money
plan for churches, clubs .organ¬
izations. Write for samples.

M

WETMORE & SUGDEN.INC.
749 Monroe Ave., Dept.RSS, Rochester2, N.Y.
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representations
of
any
kind whatever for this
cream.
We want YOU
to be the sole judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L’ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L'ORMONE CO., Dept. 252-V
220 Broadway

New York 7, N. Y.

•Trade Mark

sen nice ma^ic ... Dnng you supero
earnings for spare time! Just show FREE Samfples of lovely Name - Imprinted Christmas
'Cards at 50 for$1.25op. Also Christinas and
Everyday Assortments. Address Book, Children's
fcBook, others. $1 Box of 21 cards pays yon up to 50c!
^Get free Imprint Samples, 21 card box on approval.

PHILLIPS CARD CO., 743 Hunt St., Newton, Mass.

songs: “Baby It’s Cold Outside,” and “My
Heart Beats Faster,” wrapped the whole
thing up in gorgeous Technicolor. Result:
“Neptune’s Daughter” is an A-l musicalmovie.
The picture gives Ricardo Montalban
his first break as a romantic lead, and
from the looks of this movie, MGM won’t
dare cast him as anything else from now
on. The boy is quite terrific.
The plot of the movie is one of those
mistaken identity deals. Betty Garrett
falls in love with Red Skelton who’s pre¬
tending to be a South American polo
player. Esther decides to break up the
romance—only she goes to work on the
real polo player, Ricardo Montalban.
The story line is obvious, of course, but
the whole thing is done in fun.

'OOTHACfte?

THE STRATTON ST

Quick relief with Dent's. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent’s Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent's Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

"Since 1888'

(MGM)

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

DENT’S
ONGWRITERS
1200?

SONGS f
PUBLISHED j

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

ADVANCE
ROYALTY

PAID YEARLY

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS

1537 No. Vine St.. Dept. 20-A Hollywood 28. Cel.

!■ V We guarantee you $50.00
■
for selling 100 boxes 21 for
$1 Xmas cards; also 50 and 25 for $1 with name on;
also Napkins and Stationery. No experience needed.
Costs nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on
approval.

Ivl "IH L.

WELCOME
368 Plane St., Dept. A, Newark, N. J.

Here’s why “The Stratton Story” is so human.

BROKEN JEWELRY WANTED
All kinds. Highest cash prices paid for
rings, jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, dia¬
monds, broken and usable watches, etc.
Cash mailed promptly. Write for FREE
shipping container.

LOWE'S, DEPT. HW
Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

LIBRARY oF PICTURES

& photo folder

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send you
a beautiful 7x50 professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mail we
Will send FREE “Library of Pictures’'
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for

enlargement TODAY!
AMERICAN

STUDIOS.

Dept.

384,

LaCrosse.

Wis.

n

HERE'S THE WAY TO nSff

..EXTRA MONEY!
Sell Very Latest Christmas Cards and
Stationery Not Obtainable Elsewhere.

M

Plastic Christmas Cards. Cash profits to
lOO^o. Bonus. 74 different boxes. Write
today for free samples Exclusive NameImprinted Christmas Cards and Stationery
with Christmas and Everyday Assortments
on approval.

REGAL
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19 W.

WOODRUFF

GREETING

ST..

DEPT.

CARD

HW-8.

SAMPLES

EXCLUSIVE

Name-Imprinted
CHRISTMAS CARDS
and Personalized

STATIONERY
CO.

HAZEL

PARK.

MICH.
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IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING
(20th

Cent.-Fox).♦ ♦ ♦

20th Century-Fox has done it again in
“It Happens Every Spring.”
Even if
you’re not a baseball fan (are there such
people alive?) you’ll get a kick out of
this sprightly story.
Ray Milland plays Vernon Greenleaf, a
brilliant but poor University chemistry
instructor with two passions in his life—
lovely Jean Peters, and baseball. He is
ready to marry Jean at the end of a long
involved experiment on a wood repellant
when bam! Some kids bash a baseball
into the laboratory, and ruin the ex¬
periment.
Heartbroken Milland must now start
from scratch—which means he must post¬
pone his marriage . . . and then sudden¬
ly he notices that the baseball, immersed
in the fluid, reacts strangely to the
wooden desk . . . and at once an idea is
bom . . . how to make a fortune as a
baseball player.
We won’t divulge the rest of this
charming plot; all we’ll say is that here’s
a must for a gay, exciting, and wonder¬
fully stimulating evening at the movies.

“It Happens Every Sp

♦ ♦ ♦ DON’T MISS
♦ ♦ RECOMMENDED
♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK
SARABAND (J. Arthur Rank) . . . 444
“Saraband” is another feature in the
cap of producer J. Arthur Rank. This
colorful spectacle literally takes you out
of this world—back into the 18th Cen¬
tury Germany, then merely a collection
of small and independent states.
From a little-known chapter in history
a deeply moving story unfolds—the story
of the unfortunate wife of King George I,
the woman who might have been Queen
of England.
Beautiful Dorothea is forced to marry
the fat, ruthless George Louis in order
to further his political aspirations, his
bid for the throne of England. Doomed
to a loveless marriage, she finds solace
in her children until they are sent away.
Alone and miserable, she falls deeply
in love with dashing Count Phillip Konigsmark. Her love is returned, but the
wicked and powerful Countess Platen has
similar yearnings toward Phillip, and her
jealous scheming becomes the downfall of
the lovers.

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians
and dentists recommend —

EHHD
Here's why
Anacin is like a doctor’s
prescription. That is, it
contains not one but a
combination of medi¬
cally proved ingredi
ents. Get Anacin
Tablets today.

“Saraband” portrays violent emotions.

THE WINDOW (RKO)

Bobby Driscoll is terrific in “The Window.”

444

If you have strong, steady nerves and
can stand almost excruciating suspense,
then “The Window” is an experience you
mustn’t miss!
As a chiller-thriller, “The Window” is
100% effective. Bobby Driscoll plays the
kid who witnesses a murder—and then
has to outsmart the murderers who are
out to kill him because he menaces their
safety.
Because Bobby has a vivid imagination
and has told tall tales before, no one
believes him when he says he saw the
couple upstairs (played with a chilling
sinster kindliness by that excellent actor
Paul Stewart, and Ruth Roman who por¬
trays his wife) murder a man.
In desperation the kid goes to the police
—but they are amused and indulgent, and
a kindly detective takes him home.
The kid is beside himself with fear—
and no one believes him. Each moment
he is in greater danger. Only his own
sure instinct for survival saves him.
This is a hair-raiser!—but thoroughly
entertaining movie fare.

If you hurry,
you can still buy the August

PAGEANT
featuring A Teen-Ager Talks
Back on Sex
25c at your newsstand

INTRODUCTORY OFFER! You will also receive FREE
handsome cotologue containing names of oil the stars,
including various pictures and poses. Send name of your
FAVORITE STAR ond 154 to cover hondling ond moiling.

I HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
I 801 NO. 2309 • DEPT. E-89 • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

BOTH for only $2.95
Looks like 8150.00 “original” set! Excit¬
ing Engagement and Wedding MatchedRing set, 10 sparkling simulated dia¬
monds; popular “Fish Tail” setting. 1/20
12 Karat Gold Filled. Beautiful gift box
given. State ring size or measure with
string. Send only $2.95 plus 20%
Fed. tax for complete set or order
C. O. D. Money-back guarantee.

MARVEL JEWELRY CO. DEPT. E16
501 Pine Street
St. Louis 2, Mo.

THE FOUNTAINHEAD (WB)

♦ Vz

“The Fountainhead” undoubtedly
started out to be an important picture.
The book from which it was adapted was
a best seller, but the film is pretentious,
badly motivated.
Gary Cooper is Howard Roark, the
architect who refuses to compromise his
j artistic integrity. Because of convictions
he can not get clients to build the houses
he designs, and he goes to work in a
quarry, where he meets Dominique (Pat
Neal). There’s quite a love scene be¬
tween them: the subjection of a woman’s
will to a man’s strength!
Although Dominique admits Roark has
won her love, she rejects him, marries a
newspaper publisher.
The rest of the picture—all told is
double-talk!—is
devoted
to
Roark’s
struggle to be an honest architect (even
while his heart yearns for Dominique).
Fans of Gary Cooper will admire his
performance as Roark. Pat Neal is young,
lovely and when given better roles prob¬
ably will become a Hollywood star.

for BIG
Warnings

Sett EXCITING NEW

PLASTIC CHRISTMAS CARDS

roven plan for easy money! Show amazingly
ifferent Christmas Cards, 15 new idea Plastic
olders at $1.25 retail. Also Dollar King 21-Card
hristmas Box, Metal Foil Cards, Gift Wraps,
Iveryday, many other fast sellers pay up to
)0% profit. Name-Imprinted lines, 60 for $1
p. Send for Assortments on approval, and
nprint Samples FREE. Write Today I

HAS. C. SCHWER CO., Dept. 72B, Westfield, Mass.

EfE

“The Fountainhead” has torrid love scenes.

KARAT
mm

quisitely lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover’s De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover’s design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS also set in 14Karat
Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover’s
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only 810.00 for
either ring(or both for $17.95) plus tax and few cents postage. Write

UNITED PROOUCTS CO.. 7941 S. HALSTEO. DEPT. A-1319. CHICAGO 20. ILL.
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tempered adversary in the shapely form
of settler Gale Storm, and a formidable
one in the villain, Donald Curtis. The
fights that result are grimly realistic,
and are guaranteed to keep you breath¬
less with suspense. (That guy Cameron
can really use his dukes!)
Gale Storm and Rod Cameron are a
delightful movie team. Don Castle, with
his personality-plus smile, is charming
as Rod’s brother. (In fact, you may even
give a sigh of regret when he doesn’t get
the girl.)
If you’re a western film fan, this is an
action-packed drama you’re sure to
enjoy.

THE GIRL FROM JONES REACH

AUGUST

Screen Guide
is boiling over with exciting fea¬
tures on your favorites, old and
new.
Dreamboy
FARLEY
GRANGER is informally inter¬
viewed in New York . . . RONALD
REAGAN is also cornered by our
cameraman on his visit to the East
. . . JANE RUSSELL is exposed by
comedian GROUCHO MARX and
you'll be surprised to read what
he has to say about Jane! JUNE
HAVER tells about her great love
.. . And there's a revealing review
of the life of the fabulous GRETA
GARBO. . . . JAMES MASON is
purring over his new home in Hol¬
lywood . . . That swoonguy,
ROBERT ARTHUR, who has the
charm and freckles of VAN JOHN¬
SON, is a threat to Van's place in
the hearts of the fans.

(WB)
.♦♦
This picture won’t win any great film
honors but it will take your mind off
the hot weather.
Virginia Mayo of the body beautiful is
disguised as a prim school teacher for
part of this movie.
Fortunately she
emerges as a lovely thing before the
picture is over.
When Press Agent Eddie Bracken dis¬
covers that artist Ronald Reagan’s fa¬
mous drawings of “The Randolph Girl”
are only a composite of many lovely
ladies, he decides to find a beauty who
really will be the Randolph girl. Virginia
Mayo (lolling on Jones Beach) is the
answer to the problem. Since she scorns
cheap publicity and any sort of display,
the boys have a little trouble winning her
favor. Artist Reagan finally persuades
her to put her talents to good use—and
falls in love with her.
If you’re an old timer, you’ll get a kick
out of seeing silent star Lois Wilson, who
plays the part of Virginia Mayo’s mother
in this film. Cute little Donna Drake does
a lot with a slim role. This talented little
actress really deserves more attention
than she gets.

RED STALLION OF THE
ROCKIES (Eagle Lion)

SAND (20th).4 4

HOT? ITS SIZZLING!
Get the

AUGUST ISSUE
of

.Hie®**

Screen Guide
On Sale, July 15th
At Your Newsstand

“Sand” is Will James’ famous story
about a valuable show horse who is lost
during a fire, and goes wild in desert
country.
The horse is a beautiful stallion named
Jubilee, and his handsome and wealthy
owner, Mark Stevens, anxiously search¬
es for him throughout the territory.
Meantime, Jubilee has a series of ex¬
citing adventures during his freedom.
Used to the pampered life of a showhorse, he is badly frightened by the wild
animals and Indians he encounters.
When Jubilee is reported near the
ranch of pretty Coleen Gray, Stevens
comes a-lookin’ (and a-courtin’). Rory
Calhoun plays the villain ranch foreman,
who is also in love with Coleen; and
we’ve never seen a handsomer villain.
There’s plenty of suspense and excite¬
ment in this film. Jubilee turns killer,
and it takes some thrilling moments be¬
fore Stevens knows if he should be cap¬
tured or shot.
Filmed in Technicolor, the scenery in
“Sand” is simply breathtaking, and every
member of the family will enjoy the story.

ROUGHSHOD (RKO).

a

M
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Here’s a western with plenty of ro¬
mance.
Robert Sterling is the hero
(whose beard doesn’t hide his good
looks).
With
his
younger
brother
(Claude Jarman Jr.) Bob sets out to
drive a herd of cattle to his California
ranch. He’s avoiding an escaped con¬
vict who has sworn to kill him.
Enroute, Bob grudgingly offers a lift
to some dance hall ladies, whose wagon
has broken. Leader of the gals is slinky
Gloria Grahame, who young Claude be¬
comes fond of.
The adventures of this group are re¬
lated as the story unfolds. One by one
the girls leave to marry and to join their
family, until only Gloria is left. Then
the fireworks begin, for despite Claude’s
open admiration, Bob is not convinced
that she’s the girl he wants to marry.
The three separate angrily, just before
Bob’s enemy catches up with him, and
the suspense is terrific when he’s am¬
bushed. But Claude returns just in time
to help him, and has the last laugh when
Bob eventually proposes to Gloria.
The ladies will go for this western.

STAMPEDE (Allied Artists).4 4
Handsome Rod Cameron hits the trail
again as one of the fabulous cattle kings
of the lawless west. You’ll find action,
laughs, thrills, and romance in this ex¬
citing story which is based on Edward
Beverly Mann’s book “Stampede.”
Rod, who is used to running things his
own way, refuses to supply water to the
settlers who have bought the land ad¬
joining his. He runs up against a hot-

Don’t Miss the September Issue of MOVIELAND
Imagine! You
take your pick of
dozens of gorgeous
Fall dresses—with- ‘
out a penny of cost.
And you earn up to $23
weekly in cash be¬
sides! That's what we
offer you for repre¬
senting us in your
spare time. Show
our popular frocks
to your friends, then send us their
orders. Collect handsome cash commis¬
sions in advance. No canvassing (
experience necessary. Pleasant, digni
fled business. Get free details and
Portfolio of new styles. Send no
money. Everything furnished FREE.
Rush name, address and dress size
on penny postcard. Fashion Frocks,
Desk C2097, Cincinnati 25. Ohio.

4 V2

Don’t let the title fool you. This warm
and human story is more concerned with
circus people than cowboys.
Arthur Franz and Wallace Ford por¬
tray a trick rider and spieler who find
temporary work at a ranch owned by
narrow-minded Ray Simpson. Prejudiced
against show people, Simpson keeps his
granddaughter, winsome Jean Heather,
under strict rule.
A herd of wild horses, led by a gleam¬
ing stallion terrorizes the area by steal¬
ing brood mares and destroying crops,
until the circus men discover the stallion
is the long-lost trick horse, Dynamite.
That’s where the action really begins;
for the community has sworn to destroy
the horse, and Franz and Ford want him
for their circus.
You’ll enjoy the romance of young
couple Arthur Franz and Jean Heather,
and the supporting cast of Wallace Ford,
Ray Collins, and Leatrice Joy.

^ John Ireland
^ Ingrid Bergman
^ Rod Cameron
Jane Powell

^ Jeanne Crain
^ Larry Parks
Corinne Calvet
^ Cary Grant
in

MOVIELAND
FOR SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS AUGUST 10TH
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Stars of tlie Future

Three cheers for you! The inauguration of your column spotlighting newcomers to the acting profession, or those
with a reservoir of talent which has not
yet been tapped, is a commendable one!
You are indeed to be congratulated upon
this worthwhile venture.
I enjoyed the article on Keefe Brasselle who has been a favorite of mine for
several years now. I hope to see the
spotlight given soon to Warren Douglas
and DeForest Kelley. I’m most confident that they are our stars of tomorrow.
.
Alice Meyers
San Jose, California
Open Letter to Barbara Lawrence

i
I recall having read that Barbara Lawj rence made such a good showing in her
t; latest movie that she should easily be
t ready for a major role. I’d like to com¬
ment on this in an open letter to her:
So far you have been very fortunate
|; in having been cast with a variety of
i well-known stars in a number of movies
which were unusually successful—“A
Letter to Three Wives,” “Give My Reji gards to Broadway” and “Street With
t No Name.” If you attempt to take the
I spotlight upon yourself, you will not
have these veteran actors to rely upon,
and you’ll also face the possibility of
being cast in movies which have a plot
or setting much inferior to those man¬
ic tioned above.
I don’t think you’re ready for major
roles. It is my opinion that you will go
I much farther if you continue to play a
I variety of minor parts as well as you’ve
| done in the past.
Earl S. Mattill
i Helena, Montana
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Mad at the Press

I’m fed up with the way the so-called
“gentlemen” of the press have handled
their stories about Rita Hayworth and
Prince Aly Khan.
Other movie stars
followed the men they loved, and were
not as publicized. It most certainly is
not an insult to all decent women, and
I, for one, think that it’s wonderful that
Miss Hayworth has found a man she can
love and be happy with. If things don’t
turn out right, Miss Hayworth is hurt¬
ing only herself. Her marriage is her
own personal affair, and after all the
heartbreak she’s had in the past, I think
most women would wish her all the
happiness in the world.
Ann Benzamin
Chicago, Ill.
Oscar for Barbara

Barbara Stanwyck did not win the
Academy Award, but in my honest opin¬
ion she is, and always will be, the great¬
est actress of our times. For good, solid,

dramatic portrayals, Miss Stanwyck al¬
ways turns in a top notch performance,
and she gets my personal “Oscar” with
every role she plays on the screen. She’s
certainly a credit to the movie industry,
and a truly great and intelligent actress.
Bev Montalbano
San Francisco, California
Plug for Mayo

Whoever says that Virginia Mayo isn’t
the “Most Beautiful Blonde in the
World” should have his eyes examined.
I like Grable a lot and her movies are
good, but Mayo outbeats her by a mile.
It’s true that Virginia hasn’t had a really
great picture yet, but inside information
says that she’s terrific in “Girl From
Jones Beach.”
Billy Lawford
Buffalo, N. Y.

[Ed Note: She is/]
Portrait Fan

Just want to tell you how much I liked
the color portraits of Doris Day, Tyrone
Power, John Agar, and Burt Lancaster,
in one of your recent issues.
They’re
terrific!
And I certainly did enjoy
reading the article, “My Sister Is a Star,”
because Lizabeth Scott is one of my
favorites.
Irma Reid
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

MAKE EXTRA MONEYg
Sell COLONIAL Christmas Cards
You need no experience to make a wonderful
extra income with Colonial Christmas Cards. 1
At 50 for$l WITH NAME—just show FREE
Samples to friends, others. Also NEW PLASTIC J
Christmas Assortments. Gift Wraps. Everyday,
Personal Stationery.Imprinted Napkins,others.
Fine for church, club earning. too. Send for f
Assortment on approval. FREE IMPRINTS. /
COLONIAL STUDIOS, Inc.,Dept.mss/'.

642 S. Summer Street. Holyoke, Mass.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. 8. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5. Calif.

Hiii
YOU CAN

Love at First Sight

Last March I saw the sneak preview
of “Rope of Sand,” and all I have to say
about Corinne Calvet is one great big
ARF!
Larry Hampe
Pomona, California

[Ed. Note: Watch for
issue. . . . ARF ARF.]

our

September

Movieland would like to know what
you like about the movies, who your
favorite stars arc, who and what you
don't like about Hollywood and why.
The most interesting letters will be
printed on this page each month.
Address all letters to Tb- Editor,
Movieland, 535 5th Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.

MORE

MONEY

DEPT. HI-8

SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS

115 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK 8. N. Y

m
Fascinating field.Design own wardrobe at consid“. erable saving. Gain experience designing for othJ ers. Itmay lead tothrillingcareer—even a shop of
your own some day. Basic “learn-by-doing course
under guidance of qualified teachers provides ex¬
cellent starting point for a career. Send for free
booklet. “A Career in Fashion Designing.’

Daft about Clift

I just had to write and tell you how I
feel about that wonderful actor, Mont¬
gomery Clift. There aren’t enough words
to describe him. Besides being a mar¬
velous actor—well, just look at him! Let’s
have more stories on this marvelous man.
Marilyn Boland
Brooklyn, New York
[Ed. Note: This issue has your answer/]

MAKE

With
SUNSHINE’S
EXCLUSIVE
CHRISTMAS
LINE
MADE IN OUR OWN STUDIOS, smartly styled box and
imprint creations. Low priced. DeLuxe personal line.
SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. Write today. Accept FREE
10 Christmas Gift enclosure cards.

W

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michiqan Ave.
Dept. 186C
Chicago 5, III.

NEED

MONEY?

GET IT EASY!

HI
Plastic
Christmas
Cards—Other
ovel Assortments—Profits To 100%
now friends new Christmas, Everyday
isortments.
Excellent
money-making
an. Exquisite Plastic Christmas Carol,
hristmas Tree Ornament assortments.
Ift Wrappings, Correspondence Notes,
nported Napkins. Extra bonus. Write
ir free samples Name Imprinted Christ¬
as Cards, Personal and Floral Dec•ated Stationery and Feature Samples
I approval. Special offers.

PILGRIM GREETING CARD CO.

FREE
SAMPLES
50 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
25 for SI.95
NAME
IMPRINTED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

II Summer St.. Dept. J-2, Boston, Mass.

confidential loan service
Borrow $50 to $300""

Need money? Nomatterwhere
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $60.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.
IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Com pletely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
M o N T H LY
PAY M E NTS

STATE

109

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Your employer, relatives and
fnends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name and address
and we will mail application blank and
complete details FREE in plain enve¬
lope. There is no obligation. Act now!
Employed men

FI NANCE

COMPANY

216 Savings & Loan Bldg.. Dept. W-75K,Des Moines 8. Iowa
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RUBBER PANTS
FOR ME !

TISTID AND

COMMENDED
PARENTS
MAGAZINE
CONSUMER
SERVICE
SiBUREAU^

'

Pdoteetd ‘BaJh/Ji SJcavv

Saved TTfoifa&i Houaa ojj-

Here’s the answer to every mother’s prayer!
This amazing new Diaper Cover always
keeps your baby dry behind. It can be washed
and dried in minutes and pins right on with
diapers. You simply lay the folded diaper
on top of DRYFOLD and pin them on
together.

NO MORE PANTS
EASY TO
PUT ON
Simply place DRY¬
FOLD
flat
with
cloth
corners
down and put dia¬
per over it. Then
pin
on
together
and
tuck
DRY¬
FOLD under edge
of diapers.

to tug on over the diapers. Diaper and cover go on at the
same time in 1 easy operation. Has reinforced corners so
will not tear. Fits snugly enough to prevent any seepage
but will not bind baby’s legs. Allows free circulation of
air so dampness evaporates quickly and baby never be¬
comes chafed and sore. DRYFOLD’s flat surface with no
wrinkles and creases makes it easy to wash in seconds
and pat dry. Best of all you can leave DRYFOLD on for 24
hours and save countless hours of heavy tiring laundry work.

DOES NOT
BIND

F

DRYFOLD never
leaves
sore
red
marks on baby’s
legs. He has the
complete freedom
of motion he likes.

MADE OF SOFTEST DURABLE PLASTIC
WILL KEEP BABY COMFORTABLE AND DRY
WILL LAST AS LONG AS BABY NEEDS THEM

BABY IS
ALWAYS DRY
AND FRESH
With
DRYFOLD
you never need to
worry when friends
or
relatives
put
baby on their lap.

DRYFOLD
STAYS ON 24
HOURS
Because DRY¬
FOLD allows air to
circulate, damp¬
ness evaporates,
so DRYFOLD can
be left on for 24
hours
and
baby
will not be chafed
or irritated.

M

Write

NOW!

Use

10

Days at Our Risk!

THE JONES METAL
PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dryfold Dept. 489-K

90

Small for babies up t
babies up to 24 lbs. L
24 lbs. To save yours
laundry work order
$1 for 2.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail coupon. On arrival
pay your postman only $1.00
for 2 DRYFOLD Diaper Covers
plus C.O.D. postage. If not de¬
lighted return within 10 days
for your money back.
Save
C.O.D. postage. Send $1 and we
pay postage. Mail Coupon NOW!

EXTRA
as a gift for prompt action, if you
order TODAY, a card of famous
Eldorado Diaper Pins, the strong¬
est, longest-lasting diaper pins,

DRYFOLD Diaper Covers are made of the
finest quality, softest plastic. Strong, they
will last for months. Each corner is rein¬
forced with a special cloth that can’t be
torn by diaper pins. They come in 3 sizes.

West Lafayette, Ohio

DRYFOLD
Dept. 489-K, West Lafayett

Please rush me 2 DRY FOLD Diaper
arrival I will pay my postman only $
on your guarantee of complete satisfac

Address

..Zone.Sta
□ Cash enclosed. You pay posta
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RES FOR MARRIA

Newest Most Amazing Factorg-To-Vou
Introductory Offer Ever Made
to Movieland Readers
ALL 4

NOT 1, NOT 2, NOT 3, but

This Perfectly Matched 4 PIECE WRITING SET With Your
Name Engraved
New automatic machinery inventions and manufactur¬

on All 4 Pieces

ing methods now turn out GORGEOUS fountain pens,
ball pens and mechanical pencils with mass production

IN GOLD

economies unheard of months ago! These tremendous

LETTERS

savings passed on factory-to-you. Even when you SEE

ONLY

and USE, you won’t believe such beauty, such expert
workmanship, such

instant

and

$|97

dependable writing

service possible at this ridiculous price! Competition
«ays we’re raving mad. Decide for yourself at our risk.

FACTORY
TO YOU

ILLUSTRATIONS
ARE ACTUAL SIZE

POINT
or

writes

fine

leak

gold

as

feed

plate

velvet

you

HOODED

smooth,

prefer

guarantees
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steady
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identical

bold
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flow . . . always moist point writes
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planes.

filler

ply

pumping

.
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.

to

top

deep

safeguards against loss.

without

pocket

clip

how

found

leak

last up
you

blue

Makes

under

Can't

much

dark

write.

Writes
will

point

DIFFERENCE!

indelible

instantly . . . no clogging . . . lever
fills

ball

to

Rolls
ball

1

or

smudge.

$15
new

pen

10 carbon

water

or

on

ink
cop¬

high
Ink

in

sup¬

year depending on

write.

Refills

at

POCKETTE

MECHANICAL PENCIL

BALL POINT PEN

FOUNTAIN PEN
Fashionable

any

Crips
a

standard

twist

propels,

Shaped
and

to

ball

your

lead

repels,

match

pen and

hand.

dle

for

and

eraser.

Closed

just

expels.
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lead
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size,

mid¬
per¬

FULL YEAR’S GUARANTEE!
ROURLE money bach OFFER!

bigger

opens

service

to

than
a

pen.

fect and should last a lifetime!

NEW

POCKETTE

ball

is

men,

point

for

Smart,

Complete

popular,

women

with

full

handy.

size

ink

cartridge.

Matched perfectly in polished, gleaming, colorful, lifetime plastic.
Important, we will pay you double your money hack if you can
equal this offer anywhere in the world! More important, you use
10 days then return for full cash refund if you aren’t satisfied for
any reason. Most important, all four, fountain pen, ball pen, new
Pockette, and pencil, are each individually guaranteed in writing
for one year (they should last your lifetime). Beautiful. Write
instantly without clogging. The greatest, most amazing value ever
offered. Your name in gold letters on all four if you act now.
Mail the coupon to see for yourself.

Send No Money - •Moil Coupon !

Right Reserved to Withdraw Offer at Any Time

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON
Yes, only the latest manufacturing equipment and inventions
could possibly cut again production costs to bring a per¬
fectly matched factory-to-you value like this. The matched bar¬
rels are practically unbreakable. Unheard-of beauty, unheardof service, unheard-of price, and your name in gold letters on
all four writing instruments as our special introductory gift if
you mail coupon now! Send no money! On arrival deposit
only $1.97 plus C.O.D. postage on positive guarantee you can
return set for any reason in 10 days and your $1.97 refunded.
Could any offer be more fair? Mail coupon today and see for
yourself a new day is here in writing instrument value!

M.P.K. COMPANY, Dept. 1-L

M.P.K. Company, Dept. 1-L
349 W. Ontario St., Chicago 10, Ill.
Okay “miracle man’’, prove it! Send PERFECTLY MATCHED FOUNTAIN
PEN, BALL PEN, NEW POCKETTE and MECHANICAL PENCIL with my
name

engraved

$1 -97 plus

in gold

letters.

Enclose year’s

guarantee certificate.

I’ll pay

few cents postage on guarantee I can return set after 10-day trial

for cash refund. (Pay in advance and we pay postage.)

ENGRAVE THIS NAME ON ALL 4 PIECES
(Print plainly ... Avoid mistakes )
Send to (SAME)
ADDRESS_
CITY_

349 W. Ontario St., Chicago 10, 111.
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So Unusual an Offer It May Never Be Repeated! Art Now!

BEST SELLERS ^ / STAMP
when
YOURS FOR A ^ r

you join the

DOLLAR BOOK CLUB

He Gambled the Love of Two
Women Against an Empire!

«**rv

Thrill to This Powerful Story of Unrestrained
Passions and Violent Greed ... the New Smash
Hit by the Author of THE FOXES OF HARROW!

H

all the romance and swift ac¬
tion that thrilled a million readers
of The Foxes of Harrow! Now, in
PRIDE’S CASTLE, Frank Yerby brings
you a brand new story drawn against
the fascinating background of New York
City in its most colorful era.
ere’s

Pride Dawson was a gambler—and
brazen robber-baron era of the 1870’s

the

TOTAL
VALUE IN
PUBLISHERS’
EDITIONS *6.00
BUT THEY’RE BOTH
\yours for

scurity and fought and cheated
his way

to power in

financial

capital

the

of

...

the

Q&

world. Loot was his goal,
whether

it

was

fortune or a

a

man’s

woman’s

<■>

heart. But one day he had
to

make

a

choice

—

«■ ^

a

choice between the woman

Capricious and Untamedbut the Slave of One Man!

he loved and the woman who
was

prepared

to

buy

him

THE GOLDEN FURY

for 40 million dollars!
How

Pride

Dawson

by Marian Castle

made

T

the biggest gamble of his life
—how
gulf

he

tried

between

to

bridge

the

the

world

one

his provokingly
beautiful woman, as
unconventional as
the
rough mining town which
reared her, tried des¬
perately to forget the
secret of her past, yet
continued to love the one
man who made her re¬
member it. This big hit
is also yours, with Pride's
Castley for just a 3c
stamp, if you join now!

woman had made for him and
the

world

mised

another

him—forms

woman
the

pro¬

fabric

of

this tumultuous and exciting flovel—a novel
that

will

hold

^
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was his meat. A two-fisted, magnet¬
ic adventurer, he started in ob

you

spellbound!

BOTH

Pride’s Castle and another best-seller, The
Golden Fury are yours for only 3 cents with
this amazing Dollar Book Club offer!

THE ONLY CLUB THAT BRINGS YOU BEST SELLERS FOR JUST $1

T

Dollar Book Club offers to send
you both “Pride’s Castle’’ and “The
Golden Fury,” for just a 3-cent stamp—as
a generous sample to new members of the
wonderful reading entertainment and
equally wonderful savings that nearly a
million families now enjoy through the
Club.

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!

he

The Dollar Book Club is the only club
that brings you popular current novels
for only $1.00 each. Yes, the very same
titles sold in the publisher’s retail edi¬
tions for $2.75 to $3.00 come to members
for only $1.00 each—an incredibly big sav¬
ing of almost two-thirds!

Membership

the

Dollar

Book

Club

re¬

I

chase of as few as six books a year fulfills

I

your membership requirement. You can build
a choice library of outstanding modern fic¬

I

have to take a book every month; the pur¬

tion this way for as little as $6*0 a year!

Start Enjoying Membership Now

I

Upon receipt of the attached coupon with just

I

a

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I

3-cent

stamp,

you

will

be

sent

BOTH

"Pride’s Castle” and “The Golden Fury."
You will

also

receive the

current

selection

for only $1.00. Thereafter, every month, you
will

receive the Club’s Bulletin, which de¬

scribes

How are such values still possible, with
book manufacturing costs at an all-time
high? First, because of the great econo¬
mies effected in printing huge editions for
so large a membership. Second, the Club’s
own great new book plant, recently com¬
pleted at a cost of millions of dollars, is
designed for money-saving, large-scale
production with equipment and methods
never before possible.

in

quires no dues of any kind. You do not even

the forthcoming

Club

selections.

It

also reviews many other popular books which
you may purchase at the Club price of only
$1.00 each. You have the privilege of buying
only the books you want.

Just Mail Coupon with 3c Stamp!
When you see the books you will get and
realize

they

are

typical

of

the

values

you

will continue to receive from the Club for
only

$1.00

each,

you

will

have become a member!

be

delighted

to

Mail coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

Mail This Coupon
DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
Dept. 9HWG, Garden City, N.Y.
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club mem¬
ber and send me at once Pride's Castle and The
Golden Fury—BOTH for the enclosed 3^ stamp.
Also send me the current club selection and bill
me for $1 plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of
the free descriptive folder called “The Bulletin”
telling about the two new forthcoming one-dollar
bargain book selections and additional bargains
offered at $1.00* each to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying you in ad¬
vance if I do not wish either of the following
months’ selections and whether or not I wish to
purchase any of the other bargains at the Special
Club price of $1.00 each. The purchase of books
is entirely voluntary on my part. I do not have
to accept a book every month—only six during
each year that I remain a member. I pay nothing
except $1 for each selection received plus a few
cents shipping cost.
Mr
Mrs,
M iss )

Please Print

City, Zone
& State.
If under 21,
Occupation.age, please.*
♦Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2
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curl setting pins

PORTOAITS

At last—a marvelous new discovery—a curl
setting pin you don’t have to open. No torn
fingernails! No chipped teeth! Scientifically
designed to set your hair in half the time.
de long curl setting pins are made so that
you can sleep peacefully with a whole headful.
As you turn your head the pins also turn and
lie flat and comfortable against your head.
de long curl setting pins have an extra
heavy satin-smooth finish. They won’t
rust or become rough. And what a grip! When
you put them in—they stay in. Used by
professionals. Look for the de long
curl setting pins on the famous blue card
in Department, Drug and Variety Stores.
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adorable Jeanne
Crain, who is talent¬
ed as well as beau¬
tiful. Read all about
her unusual and dra¬
matic new picture,
"Pinky," page 44.
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presents

The Madame Bovary WalU
and Themes From "Madame Bovary"
available on M-G-M Records

iajhim mm\ GUSTAVE FLAUBERT,8THE AUTHOR
Screen Play by ROBERT AROREY • Based on the Novel by GUSTAVE FLAUBERT

Directed

by VINCENTE MINNELLI •

Produced

by PANDRO S. BERMAN

A METRO-GOLD ATTN- MAYER PICTURE

Rumors may come and go but June Allyson
and Dick Powell say their love will last forever.

According to Hollywood, the NBC broadcast that brought tall, blond, handsome Kirk
Douglas and sultry Ava Gardner together, was the start of a beautiful friendship.

Fashion for organdy dresses seems just right
for Janet Leigh, dancing with Danny Scholl.

You haven’t heard
anything until you’ve given
an ear to the gossip
about your favorite stars
★ John Huston and Evelyn Keyes were
living apart for two weeks before a
chance remark by Evelyn gave away
the fact that they’d separated. Intimates
believe that the rift, particularly from
Evelyn’s standpoint, is permanent. We
wonder what will happen to the little
Mexican boy the couple adopted about
two years ago. The split-up we believe
is due mostly to differences in temper¬
ament. Evelyn is an easy-going girl; but
John, as he readily admits, is no easy
guy to live with. Evelyn once told us
how they happened to get together for a
whirlwind romance and marriage. She

and John’s dad, Walter, sat side by side
on a plane trip once; and Walter spent
most of the time telling her about his son.
He sold the boy so completely to Evelyn
that she’d already fallen for him before
meeting him.
*

*

*

Gloria DeHaven assures us that for
the next few years she’s going to con¬
centrate on her career. After being off
the screen for two years, she’s ready to
take any good film part that comes along.
She turned down a chance to return to
Broadway in the musical version of
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” to remain in

film work; and she hopes to do at least
two more pictures this year. This won’t
leave much time for romance. But if we
know Gloria, she’s very likely to mix
business with pleasure. And we expect to
see her linked romantically with some
fellow any day.
*

*

*

Kirk Douglas, since his separation,
seems unable to settle down to any one
girl. His dates are more varied than
were Jimmy Stewart’s during his pre¬
engagement days. Kirk’s being seen
about town with everybody from Joan
Crawford to Ava Gardner. That all seems

i

Little Liza Minnelli didn’t miss a trick when dad Vincente Minnelli cut his
birthday cake on set of "Madame Bovary.” Cast and crew gave the celebration.

Seems to be cake-cutting-time in Hollywood. Cake was for Mickey RooneyMartha Vickers wedding. Altar march wTas Mickey’s third, Martha’s second.

Ava Gardner, with Howard Duff, was official cakecutter at “Stratton Story” premiere. Ava gets around!

to add up to not reconciling with his wife.
*
*
*
Though Valli and her husband have ap¬
plied for divorce papers, they’re still
living under the same roof. Could be the
housing shortage. But then there’s Jean
Wallace and Franchot Tone, who seem to
prefer somebody else’s company, but the
same house as living quarters.
*

*

*

Hollywood now believes that Rita Hay¬
worth will definitely continue her screen
career; but, with her marriage to Aly
Khan, she won’t be an easy girl to handle.
(Please turn to page 8)
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We hear that the studio is quietly pre¬
paring her a story on the lines of “Gilda”
for her return picture. And doubtless
Glenn Ford will play opposite her. “Gilda”
was not only Rita’s biggest money-maker
at the box-office, but it was the one
Hayworth picture that her new fatherin-law had seen. And he liked it.
*

There’s spice in those hors d'oeuvres, comedian Keenan Wynn warns his pal Robert Ryan.
From her expression, we’d say that Mrs. Wynn has discovered that fact all by herself.

*

*

Rory Calhoun, who doesn’t care for
Hollywood as a place to live, is turning
his acreage near Ojai, California, into an
enormous guest ranch. By next year he
hopes to take care of 300 people, giving
them meals, cabins, horse-backing and
swimming at $10 per day. From the in¬
terest and energy he’s devoting to the
project, he must be thinking it will
eventually supersede his movie career.
*
*
*
Linda Christian and Tyrone Power
are further delaying their return to
Hollywood. After finishing “The Black
Rose,” Ty plans to take his new bride
on a tour of the Scandinavian countries;
and that means they won’t get back to
Hollywood until at least early next fall.
We hear that Linda’s getting homesick;
but Ty doesn’t seem to be missing the
movie capital at all. Wonder why?
*

*

*

Dick Haymes and Nora Eddington’s
European
honeymoon,
scheduled
for
August, won’t be all for fun. Besides his
appearances in the London Palladium,
he 11 make a number of records with
English and French orchestras giving
with the music.
*

#

*

The James Masons, arriving at a party
at 10:30 in the evening, had their baby
along. The baby keeps their hours, and
not vice versa.
(Please turn to page 10)
Glamorous homemakers Deborah Kerr and Anne Baxter thoroughly inspect the
kitchen range which went off at auction for St. Anne’s Foundation Benefit.
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Mrs. Ricardo Montalban holds her own among Hollywood lovelies,
but she’s happy basking in reflected glory of husband’s career.

Latest beau, Glo? Looking radiant, Gloria De Haven arrived at
the premiere of “The Stratton Story” escorted by Jack Sasson.
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HER BROS, mass all the pl

dUNE
RAY

GORDON

lACi
DIRECTED BY

DAVID BUTLER wiluamJacobs-;'

From a Story by Bert Kalmar & Harry Ruby
Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf

Screen Play by Phoebe & Henry Ephron
and Marian Spitzer

Despite record heat-wave world premiere at Radio City Music Hall brought out all New York!

Keenan Wynn and Betty Garrett salute each
other, but Larry Parks smiles for Movieland.

Art exhibit of Mary Ann Nyberg’s paintings at the Saddle & Sirloin merited a star
turn-out. Among the interested spectators were Denise Darcel and Roddy McDowall.

Yep! Van Johnson making like Monty Woolley,
with Evie at “The Stratton Story” premiere.

With the last big tiff, the Ava Gardner Howard Duff romance seems all over but
the shouting. We hear the trouble be¬
tween those two is that Howard’s on the
serious side; while Ava would like to
keep their relationship on a friendship
basis. Many of those close to Ava still
insist that her heart belongs to Artie
Shaw. We do believe that Artie had more
influence on Ava than any other Holly¬
wood individual. Ava readily tells you
how he helped develop her apprecia¬
tion for music and literature, and has
only kind things to say about her exhusband.
If Artie were willing, we
wouldn’t be at all surprised if Ava re¬
married him.

Paramount prese

Wait II you hear
those FOUR won¬
derful tunes written
especially for Betty
...by Hollywood’s
No. 1 Songwriter
Frank Loesser!
uction with

Produced by

Directed by

ROBERT FELLOWS • iohn farrow
Screenplay by Hagar Wilde and John Farrow
Story by Charles Lederer

Bob Hope, blandly advertising the team which
he owns, originated most of the horseplay.

At the stars’ ball game, Sonny Tufts woefully lost Gloria De Haven
as team mascot when “Indian” Hope gripped successfully against him.

*

*

*

Humphrey Bogart tells us that he’s
limiting his picture work to two films a
year. Said he, “If a guy can find a couple
stories that are good each year he’s
lucky.” We asked him why he didn’t do
another picture with Lauren Bacall, and
he said, “I’d sure like to, but I can’t bor¬
row my wife from Warners.” While
Lauren resumes her career in “Young
Man With a Horn,” Bogey will while
away the time cruising the coastal waters
of California with some of his pals.
It’s a hit for bat girl Ava Gardner! (She
also made a hit with dazzled spectators.)

more-rtfien +ne

who/e family
qoes to colley&
on Daddy's G'l
BILL OF WOTS.

BOoPKlN^
ATme ■ ■ ■ "they've never, figured out a woman!"
"Men are LITTLE CHILDREN". . . "YES SIR, THAT'S MY

8dby of 4)& Year!

Story and Screenplay by OSCAR BRODNEY • Produced by LEONARD GOLDSTEIN • Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN - A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Celeste Holm and son- Daniel S. Dunning.
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investing in U. S. Savings Bonds

Roy Rogers’ little son, Dusty, is among lucky
Hollywood youngsters to receive savings bonds.
Why don’t you join the “E” Bond parade today?

M
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They dood it too. Red and Georgia Skelton got “Shmoo Certificates” for daughter
Valentina, son Richard. Bonds are “E” series, can be bought in any denomination.

Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman Jr. show
a close-up of cute “Shmoo Certificate.”

Before she marries—make sure she has
this modern, scientific information ...

Too early for Anita Montalban to know dad
Ricardo bought bonds on day of her birth.

Isn’t it a blessing that in this modern
age of enlightenment, helpful truths can
be outspoken? Today, vaginal douches
2 or 3 times weekly are so widely recom¬
mended and practiced for intimate
feminine cleanliness that the allimportant question has really become
—what to put in the douche!
So, mother, make sure your daughter
realizes: no other type liquid antisepticgermicide of all those tested for the douche
is so powerful yet so safe to tissues as
zonite. (If you have the slightest doubt,
send for proof in free booklet below.)

would want to resort to dangerous
products—overstrong solutions of
which may burn, harden tissue and, in
time, even impair functional activity
of the mucous glands.
Truly, zonite is a modern miracle!
zonite has a powerful germ-killing
action yet is absolutely safe to
tissues. It’s positively non-poisonous,
and non-irritating. You can use zonite as
directed as often as you wish—there’s
not the slightest risk of injury.

Cautions Against Weak
or Dangerous Products

zonite eliminates odor, removes waste
substances and discharge. You feel so
dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ it
touches. You know it’s not always pos¬
sible to contact all the germs in the tract.
But you can be sure zonite does kill
every reachable germ and keeps them
from multiplying. Any drugstore.

If, through old-fashioned advice passed
on down through the years, you are still
using ‘kitchen makeshifts’ such as salt,
soda or vinegar—let us warn you these
are not germicides in the douche.

On the other hand, no wise woman

Zonite’s Miracle-Action

M
William Holden joined the bond buying spree
for his children, Virginia, West and Scott.
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l stands for the Terrible
I Time that most women
have every month in their
I struggle with belts, pins
L_r_I and external pads. Sani¬
tary protection has been called women’s
oldest problem and until recently little
progress has been made toward its solution.

A

I stands for Another Way
1 to deal with this problem
/
| —by means of''Tampax,”
/
| a doctor-invented device
_I which absorbs while be¬
ing worn internally instead of externally.
Made of highly absorbent cotton, it is in¬
serted with patented applicator.

M

l is for the Millions of
j Women (yes, actually
I millions) who have alI ready adopted this mir__J acle Tampax — college
students, secretaries, trained nurses, house¬
wives, sales girls, athletes, actresses—all
kinds of women all over the world!
I

P
A
X

indicates the new Poise
and Confidence result¬
ing on those days from
the use of Tampax. No
odor can form. No chaf¬
ing. You can’t even feel it. Wear it in tub
or shower bath if you like. Easy disposal.

<

▲

a

Columbia’s “Jolson Sings Again” brings Barbara Hale to the screen opposite Larry Parks,

*

I represents the Absolute
I Certainty that no single
j bulge or ridge under your
I —I—
—
| dress or skirt will be
I_I caused by Tampax. It
simply cant, because Tampax is worn in¬
ternally. It’s only one-ninth the size of the
other kind!

By SIDNEY YI DAIN
I stands for all the Ex-Users

• of external pads who now
j march up to their drug
I or notion counters each
_I month and buy Tampax
—3 absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.
Average month’s supply slips into your
purse.Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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★ You might call Barbara Hale some¬
what of a bigamist, for, you see, she’s
really married to a chap named Bill
Williams.
But to millions of theatre¬
goers throughout the world she’s going
to be Mrs. Jolson—Larry Parks’ screen
wife—when Columbia’s “Jolson Sings
Again” is released.
Barbara Hale is pretty—and almost as
talented as the old mammy singer him¬
self. In many instances her own private
life bears a striking resemblance to the
Mrs. Jolson she’ll portray on the screen.
“She’s a wonderful girl—she must be,”
says Barbara about her alter ego. “I’m
so proud that I was picked to represent
her to the public.
I’ve never been
happier.”
Barbara’s a happy girl, a modest girl,
a girl very much in love with her hus¬
band. When not rhapsodizing over her
real-life counterpart, she would be ex-

Barbara Hale

tolling the praises of Bill Williams. It
was not easy keeping her on the sub¬
ject of Barbara Hale as we lunched dur¬
ing a bx-eak in the “Jolson Sings Again”
shooting.
“The parallel in our lives and Jn the
lives of Mr. and Mrs. Jolson is amazing,”
said Barbara.

“For two years Bill was out of work.
He had nearly lost his self-confidence,
and it was up to me to inspire him to
get back in the groove again.
Jolson,
too, was sunk in despair for many years.
“It was his wife who encouraged him
to come back in spite of many disillusionments and disappointments.”
In the movie, following Jolson’s decline
as a sought-after entertainer he is a
broken man.
Not until World War II
comes along does he find the courage
to try a comeback. While entertaining
troops in the South Pacific he is stricken
with pneumonia, is near death.
He is
taken to an Army Hospital. His nurse
is Barbara Hale. Her understanding care
helps him back to health
According to the movie script, it is
this girl who becomes the second Mrs.
Jolson.
Barbara herself is an adept nurse. In
fact when hubby Bill was ailing for three
months with a severe case of arthritis,
it was she who nursed him back to
health. Bill still refers to her every now
and then as “Florence Nightingale.”
Mrs. Jolson is constantly removing her
shoes throughout the picture.
In this
regard - Barbara recalls a visit she once
made to her mother’s original home in
Kentucky, when she was just 19.
“We came down the holler and Dad
honked his horn. My aunt jumped up
from the tomato field, her apron filled
with tomatoes, and came over to greet
us.
She was so proud because Willa
Mae, her daughter, was going to party—
and had donned a pair of shoes for the
occasion.
Willa Mae was paraded out
for us to inspect. She was immaculately
garbed, shoes and all, and looked beau¬
tiful—and uncomfortable. After we had
all expressed delight with her appear- ance, Willa Mae took off for the party.
We learned later that less than five min¬
utes after she’d gotten there she had
removed her shoes.
“I guess I was the same way when I

was a girl. In fact, I still take off my
shoes every chance I get. I guess I’ve
gone most of my life without shoes,” said
Barbara.
There are many other parallels in the
Jolson-Hale lives. Bill, who has carved
quite a niche for himself in the acting
world, got his start in the entertainment
sphere at a tender age—in the same me¬
dium in which Jolson started—vaudeville.
Both the Williams’ and the Jolsons’
roots are planted in San Fernando Val¬
ley—they both think it’s the most heav¬
enly place on earth. The Williams have
a baby, and so do the Jolsons!
“Our Jody looks so much like Bill,”
said Barbara, “that Mom is actually em¬
barrassed when she loves him.”
Jolson was extremely bitter 'following
the disappointment over his first mar¬
riage. In his second marriage he found
complete happiness with a girl who un¬
derstood him, encouraged him.
Bill, too, was bitterly disappointed in
his first marriage. His marriage to Bar¬
bara opened a new and wonderful life.
Barbara finds it hard to believe that
she is actually portraying Mrs. Jolson
on the screen.
“A1 and I are such good friends,” she
notes. “I never dreamed I’d be married
to him.”
The cast of “Jolson Sings Again”—all
the same principals who appeared in the
first and highly successful edition of A'l’s
life—is extremely happy over the “new
Mrs. Jolson.”
Says Larry Parks, who made screen
history with his portrayal of the mammy
minstrel in the original film, “Barbara’s
a beautiful and talented* actress. She’s
a rich and full woman beyond her years.
“For these reasons, and because of her
experience, she’s perfectly wonderful for
the role.”
The Williams-Hale merger got off to
an inauspicious beginning.
After their
first date, Barbara wrote to her mother
(Please turn to page 84)

BEAUTIFUL BROADWAY STARLET SAYS:

Uosemary Williams
now in the Broadway
hit: "As the Girls Go"

1 lb. economy

Ula^Rosk

size only

Barbara Hale's leading a double
life—and enjoying every minute of it

Now appear¬
ing in one of Broad¬
way’s all-time hits, dark-haired Rosemary
Williams has won nation-wide acclaim for
her loveliness. Charming Rosemary says:
"One thing I know. It’s more important
to be feminine and dainty than it is to be
beautiful. That’s why I use Lander's
flower-fresh talcs. Those garden fra¬
grances are really captivating. You’ll
love them!”

M
Available at your favorite variety storo

In real life, Barbara’s the wife of handsome Bill Williams and mother of a little son.

THE LANDER CO. • FIFTH AVE. • NEW YORK
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Tanned and blissfully happy (who wouldn’t
be?), Rita admires the blue Mediterranean.

K
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Prince Aly Khan is a golfing enthusiast—so his princess has taken up the game, too.
Rita apes Aly’s unconventional dress; even wears high-heeled shoes on the golf course.

★ In Hollywood, Rita Hayworth—Prin¬
cess Aly Khan, that is—could never have
been accused of being a sportswoman.
Perhaps it was because she never had
the time, nor the inclination. . . . After
all, Orson Welles was hardly the type
who liked to spend his time golfing or
playing tennis, and it was natural that
Rita would concur in his likes and dis¬
likes.
But Rita’s husband, the gay and charm¬
ing Aly Khan, is a great sportsman. He
breeds and trains his own horses and
races them on the world’s most famous

Errol Flynn’s having himself a grand fling in Paris. His
new royal heartthrob introduced him to Maurice Chevalier.

“GLOVER

Beauty Shampoo helps
me match the stars I fly among,"
says Eileen McNeil, lovely PAN AMER¬
ICAN WORLD AIRWAYS stewardess
Eileen knows the way to glamor¬
ous, lovely hair gleaming with
highlights.—Glo-Ver Beauty Soap Sham¬
poo! GLO-VER is made from the finest
blended vegetable oils. Contains NO
harmful cleansing agents to dry out hair!
No free alkali. No alcohol. Leaves no
film. Glo-Ver shampoos in hardest water
—rinses instantly! Protects hair from dry
scalp and dandruff, too. Get Glo-Ver at
any Drug Counter today!... H. Clay
Glover Co., New York.
Make This Easy

DANDRUFF TEST
Jennifer Jones and David Selznick keep to themselves, rarely show up
in public except for occasional dinners at famed Paris restaurants.

Rita Hayworth Klian gives acquaintances
something to talk about—so do other U. S.
stars vacationing in La Belle France

courses. Next to horse racing, there’s lit¬
tle that he likes better than a day on the
golf course, with a bit of tennis thrown in.
Rita, being a good wife and wanting to
participate with her husband in every¬
thing he does, is doing her best to be¬
come proficient in tennis and golf.
Every day when the couple are at their
Cannes villa, Rita and Aly are at the
Carlton Hotel Tennis Courts where they
play with the pro, Englishman Tommy
Burke. And Burke says that Rita is an
eager and conscientious pupil. Having a
natural grace and litheness, the movie

queen is catching on to the game rapidly.
Being a non-conformist, Rita ignores the
ancient rule of the courts which forbids
anything but white attire. She comes to
play in a variety of sports clothes—but
seldom the prescribed white. The prince,
notorious for his sloppy dress, does too.
The prince’s favorite golf course is at
the Monte Carlo Golf Club, located a
thousand feet up in the mountains sur¬
rounding Monte Carlo. Described by ex¬
perts as one of the most difficult golf
courses in the world, it is the first place
(Please turn to page 70)

' At Our Expense!
' Are you troubled with
( dandruff? Send Cou¬
pon now for FREE
f Glover’s Sampler
, Package for personal
test of Glo-Ver Beau' ty Shampoo, Glover’s
(Mange Medicine,
Glover’s Hair Dress.
3 hermetically-sealed
glass containers and
free booklet. Mail
Coupon today for
1 Glover’s 3-Way ME¬
DICINAL Treat¬
ment. Use Glover’s f|
'-it’s MEDICINAL! I

FREE TRIAL APPLICATION
H. Clay Glover Co. Dept. 679
101 W. 31 St., New York 1, N. Y.
Send FREE Sampler Package in plain wrapper by )
return mail —Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo, Glover's
Mange Medicine, Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress —
in 3 hermetically-sealed bottles, with free booklet.
I enclose lOf to cover cost of packaging and postage.

Name.
{PLEASE PRINT NAME)

M

Address.
City.

_Xone_State_
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ANT a fascinating surprise?
You’ll find it in this picture.
First, cover the right side . . . then
cover only the left. Isn’t the differ¬
ence amazing? That’s what lovely,
natural-looking Maybelline Eye
Make-up can do for you. Lashes look
much longer when they’re darkened
to the very tips with Maybelline
Mascara. Magically this makes your
eyes seem larger and brighter. Then
notice how the smooth, soft
Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil gives
brows expressive new beauty. Enjoy
the added charm you can have so
easily, with Maybelline — the Eye
Make-up in Good Taste.

MAYBELLINE SOLID
MASCARA in the smart
new gold-colored metal
vanity, $1. Refills, 50c.
Shades: Black, Brown,
Blue.

MAYBELLINE
CREAM MASCARA
(applied without water)
comes in handy leather¬
ette case, $1. Shades:
Black, Brown, Blue.

MAYBELLINE EYE¬
BROW PENCIL with
fine, smooth, soft point—
so easy to use. Black, Dark
Brown or Medium Brown.
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The object of glamorous Joan Crawford’s screen affections in her new
Warner Brothers picture, “The Victim,” is lucky newcomer David Brian.

I |ifl() l,,(

By
JOAN CRAWFORD

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los
Angeles 46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal reply
I LOVE A YOUNGER MAN
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m a young woman of twenty-six. I’m in love with a young man of twenty-one. ^
My parents tell me that because of that five-year age difference, my chances for
happiness with this young man are very slim.
They tell me that if I marry him I am doomed to unhappiness. They imply
that my intended husband will leave me when I grow old and whatever beauty I
have begins to dim.
I’m in love; and I don’t think they’re right. You are a woman of the world.
What is your opinion? Is it all right for me to marry a younger man? Do these
marriages have less chance of success than others? Please give me your advice.
Marsha II.
Chicago, Ill.

If the age-difference you mention is the
only obstacle to your marriage, forget it.
If the man you love is your equal men¬
tally, if you have many things in com¬
mon, if you two are reasonably sure of a
happy home together, then five years, one
way or another, isn’t going to make much
difference in your marriage.
Just be sure you don’t develop one of
those age complexes. Women who are a
few years older than their husbands oc¬
casionally try to hide the fact by acting
so foolish, so girlish, and so giddy that
their husbands frequently remind them to
“act your age.”
The chances are that one of the reasons

this young man fell in love with you is
your maturity and outlook. You get that
with the passing of years. It’s an asset,
not a liability.
BLIND DATE
Dear Miss Crawford:
Several weeks ago a friend of mine
got me a blind date with an Army ser¬
geant. At the end of the evening, an
evening which consisted of going to a
night club, dancing, and some small
talk, this sergeant proposed marriage.
He said that he was scheduled to be sent
overseas pretty soon and wanted a wife
who wo\ild join him.

I thought he was kidding and refused
to take him seriously.
Last week, this sergeant phoned me
at home and asked if he could see me.
I said yes, and he came around, and we
spoke. He told me he had received his
shipping orders and wanted to know
how 1 felt about his proposal. He was
extremely serious. I told him I would
think it over.
I discussed the matter yesterday with
my mother. She advises me to marry
the sergeant since she says I am a plain¬
looking girl, I am twenty-three, and
offers of marriage are far and few be¬
tween. My question. Miss Crawford, is
this: must you be in love with someone
in order to marry him?
Marjorie D.
Dallas, Tex.

No, you don’t have to be in love with a
man in order to marry him. In many
countries, marriages are arranged without
the consideration of love. If a couple has
mutual ideals, mutual objectives; if a
couple is pleasant, adult, and compatible,
love may not be a necessary ingredient.
In your case, however, you’ve only been
out once with this man. You know vir¬
tually nothing about him. You have no
basis for judgment insofar as marriage
is concerned. I suggest you correspond
with this young man rather extensively
before you take any hasty or regrettable
action.
MIKE FRIGHT
Dear Miss Crawford:
Is it true that the reason you won’t
broadcast is because you’re afraid of
the microphone? Other motion picture
stars with much less experience than
you are heard on the air all the time.
Exactly what is the true story?
David M.
Boston, Mass.

mahe merry at h ome... wear
“Petit Point “Jester

Wild rose pattern on
rayon satin. Elasticized slihg-back,
genuine leather soles.
Black, Royal, Light
Blue, Pink, White,
Red. Sizes 4 to 10.
AA & B.

At your favorite store, or write to Honeybugs, Inc.—47 W. 34th St., New York I, N. Y.

The true story is that I suffer from
mike-fright, especially in front of a live
audience. I have made recorded broad¬
casts, but somehow when there’s an audi¬
ence in the studio, I become nervous and
start trembling and simply ruin the
whole show. I’ve acted in front of hun¬
dreds of people, and audiences shouldn’t
bother me, but somehow they do, and
this is one weakness of mine that I’m
trying terribly hard to overcome. I hope
I can beat it this year.
IRRESPONSIBLE FLIRT
Dear Miss Crawford:
Eight months ago I married the most
wonderful girl in the world.
Since then
I’ve done nothing but make her un¬
happy.
I’m an irresponsible flirt, I’m
afraid, and I can’t do much about it.
Every time my wife’s girlfriends come
to the house, I flirt with one of them.
I don’t know why I do it.
The girls
seem to like it, but my wife dies a thou¬
sand deaths, and I don’t seem to be able
to control myself.
I love my wife and I can’t understand
why I hurt her and try to give her
friends the impression that I love them,
too.
What’s wrong with me?
Carl N.
Cornwall, N. Y.

I’m no psychiatrist but offhand, I
would say that you’re either jealous of
your wife or that you feel insecure or
inferior personally.
You know your
flirting will hurt her, but that is your way
of getting even for something she may or
may not have done to you. If you love
your wife as you say you do, and you’re
any sort of a man, then you should be
able to control this flirtation impulse you
talk about.

THIS INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
— EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED

ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS

^ - ,jA

oO*
o\$>

^nds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assures you lastingly lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tear¬
proof- ti meproof! Never runs, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and
department stores.
"DARK.EYES,” Depl. AI9
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

"O

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
package of “Dark-^gres” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black' □ Brown
Name_

M

Address___
U. S. P»t Off.

Town_Stale-
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Clark Gable
swings a
mean

goll

club at
Just for luck, Bozo the clown decorates Clark Gable
with balloons before start of MGM’s golf tournament.

M-G-M’s
annual
tournament

Wearing Bozo’s charm (as if he didn’t have enough of
his own!) Clark walks with partner Howard Strickland.

Applause from crowd brings
on the famous Gable smile.

That Bozo will* do anything! Clark drove golf ball
right off the clown’s nose—a false one, of course.
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"Thank you, noble friend!” Lassie, also an MGM star, acted as caddie
for Gable and got his share of compliments for a very sharp golf game.

Your Hollywood

'■0nu?
T

Air travel to Hollywood is fun ! On the plane
with me were Bob Cummings (traveling with his
mother) and Bob Sterling who reluctantly left
New York (where he had had a fine time right up to
the take-off !) to do a picture with Joanne Dru.
We certainly had a lot of partying on the East
Coast before leaving for Hollywood. There was a
memorable lunch for Jane Russell who had just
finished "It's Only Money," for RKO. Jane's not
the least like the girl you associate with "The
Outlaw." In fact, she's just the opposite ! She's
quiet, dignified—very lovable.
Meeting Corinne Calvet was interesting, too.
Corinne is Paramount's challenge to Columbia's
Rita Hayw.orth—or should we say Princess Rita?
Wait until you see Corinne in "Rope of Sand."
She's terrific. For more about her see page 40.
We also squeezed in a visit with seductive Marta
Toren whom you'll see in "Illegal Entry." Marta
is a glamorous Swedish actress, graduate of the
same school as Ingrid Bergman. We found her fas¬
cinating—especially the dress she wore ! The
skirt was made of panels which swung as she
walked. Underneath were knee-length trousers of
the same material. Provocative!
Men stars were interesting, too. A wonderfully
gay party was given by Gene Autry who turned out
to be as handsome off screen as he is on.
Then, a few days later. Gene's only real rival
(or is it the other way around?), Roy Rogers, gave
a party. Receiving with him was his radiant Dale.
Roy presented each of us with an orchid. The men
got handsome replicas of his famous pistol.
Gabby Hayes was there, too. His only resemblance
to the old coot he plays on the screen is the twin¬
kle in his eyes—and, of course, the beard.
We had time to join Cameron Mitchell (you'll see
him in "Leather Pushers") after his performance
as the younger son in "Death of a Salesman. " Cam
threw a champagne supper at Sardi's in honor of
his wife. We were joined by Arthur Kennedy who
plays the older son in "Salesman," and who does
such a fine job as Kirk Douglas' brother in "Cham¬
pion. "
After all this, we arrived in Hollywood and
whom do we meet on our first night at Mocambo but
Clark Gable and Elaine White (she's the MGM secre¬
tary who rates high with Clark), Rory Calhoun,
Isabelita, Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
Incidentally Desi told me he and Lucille were
.being married the next day in a Catholic wedding
ceremony—after 8 years of civil marriage.
"We waited a long time, but we're sure of our
marriage and we want it sanctified by the church,"
he told me gravely.
Well, more next month. This is a most exciting
place. Wish you were here with me !
B. L. C.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz rushed back to Hollywood
to marry for 2nd time—this time in Catholic church.

Editors got, gave orchids to Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans at their wonderful party. Trigger stayed home.
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Jimmy Stewart is a man of few
words! Here’s the wedding data
he typed out for Movieland fans.
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By ARNO JOHANSEN

*A week before Jimmy Stewart wras engaged to
Gloria

Hatrick

McLean,

non-professional

and

mother of two, the Henry Fondas, who have known
Jimmy

for

fifteen

years,

were

discussing

his

bachelorhood.
“I’m very much afraid,” said Frances Fonda,
“that if Jimmy doesn’t get married pretty soon, he
may never.”
“Oh, I don’t know about that,” mused Hank.
“You know how Jim is about marriage. When the
right girl comes along, well, that’s it.”.
One week exactly, after Hank Fonda’s prediction,
the announcement was made that “Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Hatrick of Larchmont, N. Y., take great
pleasure in announcing the betrothal of their
daughter, Gloria, to Mr. James Stewart.”
The newspapers filled in the rest.

Gloria was

thirty-one, and the ex-wife of Edward B. McLean II

Before their engagement was announced, those “look-alike”
grins should have told intimates something was brewing.

of Washington, D. C. Her former husband was a
wumm

sportsman which means, in the language of socalled high society, that he had inherited a lot of
money from his father. Mrs. McLean was also the
mother of two little boys, Ronnie, 5, and Michael, 3.
As for Jimmy Stewart, everyone knew' all about
him, and the papers let him rest in bliss with the

•ST PtCTUI

factual statement that he was forty-one, an actor,
that he was born in Indiana, Pa.; and that he was
one of the last of Hollywood’s few remaining and
authentic bachelors.
Following the announcement of their betrothal,
an engagement incidentally in which both their
families acceded with great joy, Jimmy and his tall,
beautiful bride-to-be flew to the Pacific Coast.
When Jimmy and Gloria arrived, they were met
by demands from the entire Hollywood press corps
for all sorts of intimate stories. How did the lovers
meet? When did they decide to get engaged? When
would the marriage be? (Please turn to page 77)

At the “Stratton Story” opening, not even Jimmy’s co-star
June Allyson suspected his date was future Mrs. Stewart.

Cupid took his time about hitting
Hollywood’s No. 1 bachelor with his dart,
but Jimmy Stewart gave in to the little
archer without a struggle when
Gloria “Right Gal” McLean came along

K>
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* The Barkers’ brown shingle and fieldstone Eng¬
lish cottage out in Sherman Oaks has an air of
charming serenity. Pink, yellow and white roses
ramble all over the front of the house and red ones
cover the gate posts of the white rail fence. In the
middle of the close-clipped lawn is an ivy covered
well. All this serenity, however, is as deceptive as
a pair of falsies. There’s a lot of hoopin’ and hol¬
lerin’ and rough stuff, boy style, that goes on around
this quiet-looking cottage.
And why not? What would you expect of a home
that boasts two husky, healthy and very normal
twin boys, aged four-and-a-half? Peace and quiet?
Not at the home of flaming-haired Susan Hayward
and Jess Barker! The Barkers have fun; they want
their kids to have fun and the household is run
accordingly.
There is a swimming pool in the back yard, well
fenced in to protect the (Please turn to page 72)

By DOROTHY O’LEARY

This is Jess’ favorite portrait of Susan V
and the twins, Timothy (left) and Gregory.
\

Susan Hayward
combines career
and family. The
emphasis is on
the latter—an
easy thing to
understand when
you meet husband
Jess Barker and
their twins,
Gregory and Tim

a movie star—and half the fun of John Lund’s success has been sharing it with lovely wife, Marie.

the Hard
By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

* John Lund’s career is proof positive that a man can get ahead on bad
breaks.

This sounds like a paradox, but John is serious. The trick, of

course, is to turn bad luck into good luck.
For instance, during the depression, John and one of his friends were
kidding around on a street in Rochester, New York, one night, pretending

Life was no bed of

to box, when John inadvertently shoved his friend into a plate glass
window.

roses for John Lund—
He had to learn to

John volunteered to pay for the show window. He was doing odd jobs
to get by, so he was able to pay only a few dollars a week. As the months
rolled by, John allowed himself no recreation. No dates, no movie trips,

make each setback
a step forward

no cokes, not even a pair of desperately needed shoes.
During this grim period, for recreation John (Please turn to page 76)

John rides high, wide, handsome in Paramount’s
hilarious movie version of “My Friend Irma.”

->
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YOU

By ARTHUR FREED

If you want the real lowdown
on how to crash the movies—
READ THIS ARTICLE

★ For

some

strange

reason,

word

has

spread

throughout the nation that Hollywood, once the

a

h^V-G^

Mecca of opportunity, has shut its doors on new

ttvo*s

talent.
As a motion picture producer, I can tell you that
this is definitely not true.
At this moment, we in Hollywood are more in the
market for new faces than we have ever been before.
The reason for this is simple: many of our stars
have passed their prime, and the public is clamoring
for replacements.
Our present crop of stars can’t last forever.
Vera-£Jien

In short, the market for talent in Hollywood is
wTide open, but the truth of the matter is that talent
is extremely rare to find. That’s why my office is
constantly open to any agent or talent scout who can
offer me any entertainer of undeniable ability.
In the past I’ve been extremely fortunate in dis¬
covering or developing in my productions, such

***- H'ttorn

fresh names as Gloria De Haven, Judy Garland,
Gene

Kelly,

June

Allyson,

Cyd

Charisse,

and

Vera-Ellen, hut these people were all standouts with
long years of previous experience who had some¬
thing very definite and worthwhile to offer.
Right at tire outset, I want to go on record as say¬
ing that there is no easy sesame to Hollywood suc¬
Van Johnson

cess.

The only way you are going to make the

grade in motion pictures, unless your father is
wealthy enough to buy out a studio, is to make the
grade in some place other than Hollywood.
This may sound strange, but the reason is that
the competition in Holly- (Please turn to page 68)

★

How to start on the road
to stardom.

★

How much training do
you need?

★

Is an agent necessary?

if

How to interview a pro¬
ducer.

if

What about summer
stock, community thea¬
ters, and stock com¬
panies?

ir

How to spot a REAL tal¬
ent scout.

if

The truth about dra¬
matic schools.

if

What chance has your
child of becoming a star?

if

Have you the qualifica¬
tions for screen success?

Liz Scott modeled, understudied Tallu¬
lah Bankhead before she was discovered.

Lauren Bacall

Greg Peck and Greer Garson had drama
training before they tried for the films.
Claire Trevor started as chorus
girl—but it’s not an easy way.
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^ Paulette duz everything for her movie roles;
what s more, she enjoys these film dunkings.

Seems as though everybody at Columbia Studios got into this act! Really can’t
blame anyone for wanting to help Paulette Goddard prepare for her movie bath.

Columbia’s “Anna Lucasta” is abundant with sex and suds
as pretty Paulette Goddard films her 7th bathtub spectacle

She’ll be forever blowing bubbles if this keeps up.

“Anna Lucasta” must be a clean picture.

This scene took a whole week to film.
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Betty Garrett
and Larry Parks
prove that when
you’re in love
even the most
commonplace
things are fun

The awakening! Larry doesn’t believe in sleeping late—even on Betty’s day off from MGM’s set of “On the Town.”

Nfi/'/V'

\\u//
* Two of the busiest and happiest people in Holly¬
wood these days are Betty Garrett and Larry Parks,
who are Mr. and Mrs. in private life.

Larry’s just

finished “Jolson Sings Again,” for Columbia, and
Betty is currently giving her all to MGM’s “On the
Town.”

While Betty straightens
out her closet—a chore
she’s put off for days . . .

When that rare day off together occasionally does
roll around, likely as not a good part of it is spent
in a huddle over the piano discussing how either
Betty or Larry should handle a song.

Right now

Betty’s getting the musical “business” as Larry helps
her run through “On the Town’s” catchy Bernstein
melodies.
(Please turn to next page)

<Talk of happy marriages! The Parkses are
so much in love it’s positively dazzling!

Larry’s busily preparing their breakfast.
He’s an absolute whizz as a coffee brewer.
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That’s service for you! For a nominal fee,
Betty has her coffee in the living room.

Larry raves about his Mrs.’ cooking. His
favorite is Potato Pudding a la Garrett.

Nfw
f/ \)//// M///W
continued

The Parkses team up to make sweet music together. Larry
has just completed “Jolson Sings Again” for Columbia.

When the TV bug bit Larry, it bit hard! He’s
always fiddling with the dials oir antenna.
Please turn to next page
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continued

You can’t miss the Parkses in traffic!

Fans can’t

Shopping with Betty is riotous! Larry enjoys the
unique way she gets cooking hints from storekeepers.

“Have a care for my delicate person!” Betty screams, as she’s
lifted bodily into Larry’s recently acquired English runabout.
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“Give me my boots and saddle,” Betty sings at the Hollywood
Saddlery. But Larry’s much more interested in a new rifle.

decide what to look at first, the stars or the car.

Browsing at the Farmer’s Market is a favorite sport.
Luckily, dress and book departments are side-by-side.

Last stop is famous Schwab’s drugstore for a “super duper.”
Is that look of bliss due to the sodas or just plain 1-o-v-e?
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For pure unadulterated a'amour. see Corimie
Calvet's rir«t U. S. film, "Rope of Sand."

I’m mad about fishing, but what red-blooded man could concentrate on fish with a gal
like my wife, Corinne, nearby?
The woman’s fascinating to the point of distraction.

* My first glimpse of Corinne Calvet was in a Para¬
mount newsreel. I was in Skagway, Alaska, making
a whaling picture, and had stepped into the local
theater while the newsreel was going on. Down the
gangplank of the Queen Elizabeth came a young and
pretty French girl with a lovely smile.
I said to a pal with me: “There’s a cute girl!”
The idea of meeting her didn’t occur to me: it would
have seemed much too impossible; but I didn’t forget
her. Who could?
In January, 1947, with a free day on my hands,
I called a friend to suggest going to the Santa Monica
pier.

I used to be a commercial fisherman and I

still like to hang around where it’s going on.
“Sorry,” he replied, “I’m taking Corinne Calvet
for a drive. She’s been in an accident; her face is
bandaged, and she doesn’t like to go where there are
many people.

Ever since I’ve known my darling, there
hasn’t been a dull moment in my life.

Perhaps we can come back by the

pier and pick you up.”
They did that. Corinne’s jaw had been fractured

They were destined

and the lower half of her face was so heavily band¬
aged that all I could see was her light-brown hair,
her big blue eyes and pretty nose. I couldn’t really
tell what she looked like, but she had a haunting
voice. The minute she spoke I was interested.

to meet, fall in love,
marry—but how Fate
must have chuckled

Next day, I called and asked her if she’d go out.
“Yes,” she agreed, “but I can’t go to a nightclub

as the Boy discovered

or anything like that.”
“That’s fine! I don’t like nightclubs.”
“What do you like?” she asked, in that provocative

the Girl in a newsreel

voice.
“Oh, fishing—ball games—drives into the country.
How’d you like to see a ball game tonight?”
{Please turn to next page)
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She’d never seen a game before and hadn’t the

we went around together, having fun. Then came

vaguest notion what was going on, but she tried to

the day the bandages were to be removed. Corinne

understand.

After that, I took her to more ball

went to the doctor in the afternoon, and I called

games, midget auto races, ice-hockey, all sorts of

later to take her out to dinner. There she was in

sports. I used to play football and she has learned

a green dress, white coat, a little cap and scarf,

to understand that, but she still sits, completely

looking at me anxiously. “I’m not pretty, am I?”

baffled, during a baseball game. I like to push my

she asked—she was so afraid I wouldn’t like what

seat back a little, so I can watch her as well as the

I saw!

game—I get such a kick out of her!
For six weeks she wore bandages. All that time

I tell you, she was beautiful ... just beautiful!
And she’s wonderful, too!

If you hand Corinne

Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid, and Claude Rains all fall for Corinne in Hal Wallis’ production “Rope of Sand.” It’s the logical

I love the way my wife sparkles. The smallest attention
makes her eyes light up as if you’ve given her the world.
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She’s a glamour girl on the screen, but you should
see her fishing in my old corduroys and hip boots!

an ice-cream cone, her eyes light up as if you’d
given her a diamond ring.

“If only the people in France could enjoy this!”

You see, Corinne grew up in France during the
war.

before the window with its miracle of chocolates.
she sighs. We go in and buy some for her to send

When most girls over here at her age were

over there. She’s always buying stuff for her family

having fun, going to parties, dating and enjoying

and friends in France, selecting what she knows

themselves

they like, packing and shipping it herself.

bombings

thoroughly,

Corinne

and blackouts,

was

enduring

half-starved, living in

daily terror.
We walk along a street of little shops and sud¬
denly come upon, say, a candy shop. Corinne halts

When we knew we cared for each other seriously,
Corinne said: “I want to do everything you like
to do; I’d like to learn to enjoy what pleases you.
Please teach me.”

(Please turn to page 75)

1. Pinky, a graduate nurse, leaves the Boston doctor who wants to
marry her, returns to the south. Her grandmother (Ethel Waters),
is shocked to learn she’s allowed herself to be considered white.

Jeanne Crain's star
reaches a new high with
20th Century-Fox's dramatic
story of the emotional

4. Tom (Bill Lundigan) surprises Pinky by coming to get her. When
she tells him of her background," he begs her to forget it, and
marry him. But she’s promised grandmother to stay till Miss Em dies.

and social problems of a
Negro girl who looks white

* We’d like you to meet Pinky—the lovely
Mulatto girl who took a train to the North and
was henceforth white. This is the dramatic
story of a girl who found happiness in a new
life, yet ran from it rather than face the task
of telling her loved one the truth about herself.
Once more clasped in the bosom of the South,
Pinky finds herself a misfit even more. Her
intelligence and training cannot be reconciled
to the surroundings she knew as a child.
This picture won’t solve the “hush-hush”
problem 20th Century-Fox has dared to bring
to the screen—but it is a warm, moving story
in the direction of tolerance and understanding
—and one you’ll want to see.
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7. In need of a sympathetic lawyer to plead her case, Pinky tries
to recruit Miss Em’s old friend. Judge Walker. Though he hates to,
he admits the will is valid, and reluctantly agrees to be her counsel.

2. Involved in a dispute over the money which a friend was to
forward to her while she was at school. Pinky is arrested, and
suffers indignities from local authorities because of her race.

5. To Pinky, Miss Em (Ethel Barrymore) personifies all the
old slave-master tradition of the south; and she hates her. Grad¬
ually, however, a deep, mutual admiration grows between them.

3. Disgusted with southern bigotry, Pinky wires Tom she is returning.
Her grandmother insists that she stay to nurse Miss Em, the last survivor
of an aristocratic southern family, who had cared for her when she was ill.

6. Miss Em dies, leaving her home to Pinky, saying she knows that
Pinky will use it wisely. But when Miss Em’s bigoted relatives contest
the will. Pinky fears southern courts won’t uphold her rightful ownership.

8. With the entire town against her. Pinky is amazed when
she wins the case. Tom tells her of the publicity in north¬
ern papers, of his plans to move west where no one knows them.
9. In a dramatic climax. Pinky gently tells Tom she loves
him, but has decided to stay in the south to start a badly
needed school to train Negro girls in the nursing profession.
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IRELAND’S
the Name
By
HELEN LOUISE
WALKER

Starring part in Columbia’s “All the King’s Men,”
led to friendship with leading lady Joanne Dru.

At last! John Ireland’s scene

*Any actor who makes a success in Hollywood and

He lives in an Italian-type, furnished apartment

then fails to settle into some sort of groove comes

in the hills above Hollywood and he takes especial

to be regarded with curiosity and possibly with
some suspicion. Take John Ireland. Hollywood is

pleasure in such touches as wrought iron balustrades
and shining, solid brass fixtures. His most special

becoming increasingly aware of him as one of the

joy is the kitchen—a gay room, with a great deal

most powerful scene stealers to come into pictures
in a long while.

of gleaming red tile and a huge stove in the middle

But knowing little about him personally, the

of it which looks and glows exactly like an oldfashioned, down-on-the-farm coal range but which

colony has begun to think of him as something of

actually is as efficiently modern as any range in

a lone wolf with a touch of mystery.

town.

parties since he arrived in Hollywood in 1945. One

He leased the apartment at about the same time
he decided to engage a business manager to handle

was at the home of Director Lewis Milestone after

his finances.

the opening of a picture, and the other was at

signed on the fourteenth of the month and five
minutes after putting pen to paper John suddenly

He has, to be sure, attended exactly two large

Gregory Peck’s house one New Year’s Eve.

He

The contract with the manager was

didn’t “dress” for either of them and he recalls that,

thought, “O-mi-gosh!

although no one seemed to notice that at the Mile¬

put me on an allowance and here I have an apart¬
ment of my own and not one thing of my own to

stone party, he was mildly relieved at the Peck
affair to find that Walter Pidgeon had also turned up
in tweeds.
John, however, is no hermit. He just happens to
have his own ideas about parties and people as well
as a lot of other things.

I’ve agreed to let that man

put into it!”
So he rushed off on a shopping tour and bought
a record changer, an extravagant number of really
fine recordings and dozens of books for which he
had always yearned but (Please turn to page 82)

stealing is paying off. Fans are rushing him—right to stardom!
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What a

extrovert

■Vbv*

* When Shelley Winters was three years

old, a

into fame, the “loud” part of her career has been

theater in her native St. Louis, Missouri, sponsored

emphasized in

an amateur talent contest. It was supposed to be for

usually been overlooked. Though young and beauti¬

print,

while the “hard”

part has

teen-agers; but Shelley, never noted for her con¬

ful, she has been classified 3s “a character,” both

ventionality, managed to detour around the age

off screen and on, by Hollywood. With candor, keen

brackets and appear upon the stage.

There, to the

wit, and a ready humor, Shelley has gone along

consternation of those in charge of the program,

with the idea.

she began screeching “Moonlight and Roses” at the

caused plenty of sweating among publicity men,

top of a very shrill voice.

whose job was to see that she said nothing “un¬

“The more they tried to get me off, the louder I

Her off-hand remarks to the press

diplomatic” for print.

“Finally in sheer desperation, the

It was also reported that her studio ordered her

master of ceremonies handed me a sweater as a

to exercise more care in expressing her opinions and

prize.

to start acting like the successful actress that she

sang,” says she.

feet.

It was size fourteen and hung down to my
But from that day forward I was convinced

is.

The studio denied this.

But it brings up a

that if you worked hard enough—and long enough

question frequently asked in the movie capital. Just

—you’d get what you wanted.”

how is a successful actress supposed to act?

Seemingly she has followed that formula to at¬
tain motion picture stardom.

But since she sprang

Let’s take an off-screen peek at Shelley.
When I knocked at her apartment door recentlv-

(Please turn to page 50)

Hollywood may think she’s zany, but
Shelley and Shakespeare know' better

By SPEC McCLURE
AyjaY8

The real Shelley Winters is quite another story. She’s
easygoing, sensitive. Shelley lives alone; hopes not for long.

She answers her mail on the typewriter, devotes her spare
time to trying to write short stories and a screenplay.
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In the launderette, Shelley catches up on her reading and
keeps an eye on her bundle as it goes through the machine.

What a

mraeter!

she was telephoning.

She broke off the conversa¬

tion long enough to let me in, wave a greeting, and

continued

drag the telephone into a bedroom. It was plain she
had learned some caution. She didn’t trust my big
ears.
When Shelley

returned to the room, she was

flushed and a bit breathless. “Romance,” she sighed
cryptically, explaining the telephone conversation.
“Yeah?” said I.

“Tell me more.”

“I’d better put on my shoes,” she said, having
been walking around in her stockinged feet.

She

slipped on a pair of golden sandals and curled up
in a chair.
“About this romance?”
“Oh,” she said, with a wrinkle of her nose and
that classic question of evasion, “how would you
like a beer?”
Sticking to the classic tradition, I said, “I’d love
one.”
We went into the kitchen, where Shelley opened
a cabinet door, presumably in search of a beer. But
instead of beer we found a few dozen cans of meat
products.
“Oh,” she said vaguely. “I appeared on a radio
show; and the sponsor sent me all this stuff. Good
will, I suppose.

That’s the fine thing about being

an actress. You never know what will happen next.”
I could have said the same thing about being an
Just
act?

how

is

Shelley

a

successful

Winters

keeps

actress
on

supposed
being

to

herself.

interviewer—especially when it comes to trying to
find out what makes a gal like Shelley tick.

At the gym Burt Lancaster and his assistant explain
the circus act they intend to take out on tour soon.

Continuing her search, she located a plate of
celery and a salt shaker which she carried into the
living room.
During our conversation, she sat munching on
the green stalks, alternately dashing one sprinkle of
salt on the celery and another over her left shoulder
to ward off bad luck.
“You are superstitious?” I asked.
“Very,” she confessed.

“I never start a movie

scene without first knocking on wood.

The noise

sometimes confuses the sound men. They keep won¬
dering where the ‘woodpecker’ is.
still can’t believe it’s all true.

But you see, I

I feel like the little

girl w'ho expects somebody to tap her on the shoul¬
der and say, ‘It’s all a mistake. You’ve got to give
the money back.’ ”
She shouldn’t.

Because far from being an over¬

night phenomenon, she came up the long, hard way.
She began acting during her kindergarten days and,
as an amateur, collected all the experience that she
could.

With the aid of her mother, an ex-opera

singer, she developed a singing voice that later
almost typed her for musical comedy.
Her first job was that of a clothes model for a
New York department store.
model almost died aborning.

And her career as a
For her initial ap¬

pearance, she was required (Please turn to page 66)

Like all U. S. gals Shelley fights weight.

Pounds

must go before filming U-I’s “Partners in Crime.”

CARY GRANT'S every girl's dream of Prince Charming in romantic, funny, "I Was a Male War Bride.

WANDA HENDRIX earns stardom In her biggest role to date, 20th's exciting "Prince of Foxes.'
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By
TED and
JANE MORRIS

“Never be caught short on food,” in¬
structor Elizabeth Ramsey tells Janie.

When Janie Powell becomes Mrs.
Geary Steffen, entertaining will be no
problem. She knows all the answers.

Gracious hostessing is

i' ^

*3

ATTENTION

* There are a couple of kids in Hollywood so com¬
pletely and so radiantly in love that they carry an
aura of happiness wherever they go. They are Janie
Powell and Geary Steffen, who announced their en¬
gagement January 5th and who dream of the day
they can be married and move in to some little
Early American house that will be their own to
paint, to furnish and to live in.
Like a good many other young Americans, they’re
just waiting to save enough money to get started on
and like any other vet and his gal, Geary and Janie
hope it won’t be very long!
Meanwhile, they can dream, can’t they?

And

plan. Jane’s plans, however, have a practical side.
She’s joined the Hostess Class at Van Nuys High
School, where she’s been taking a course with a
dozen other students, in one of the evening adult
classes designed to give the prospective hostess a
whole bag of tricks on the job of being KP, pin-up
gal and hostess.
The teacher of the group is Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomas Ramsey, who inaugurated her class two
y.ears ago and has since helped many a prospective
bride or housekeeper of long standing, take the
barbs out of what should be a charming occupation.
“There may be a good many young women who
find themselves a guest more frequently than a
hostess but if they don’t reciprocate they won’t be
guests very long,” says Mrs. Ramsey. Her idea is
that entertaining can be fun and should be fun! You
want people to enjoy coming to your house and you
want to enjoy having them.
(Please turn to next page)
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Perhaps you’ll never entertain formally; but you should know how.

Janie learns how to serve properly . . . just in case.

Janie Powell thinks that’s exactly right. She has
always been a gracious hostess, and ever since she
came to Hollywood, her parties have attracted the
other film youngsters. Especially her spaghetti par¬
ties.
Of course, since she met Geary one day, it’s all
had more meaning. They met at the Ice Palace in
Westwood where Geary was instructing. He taught
Janie to skate. This summer he’s going to teach her
to water ski. Meanwhile, they have all sorts of fun
doing anything that comes along; square-dancing,
swimming, or just dancing at home to Janie’s juke
box.
Sundays are usually long and leisurely with Jane
doing the cooking. As a matter of fact, she likes to
cook and wants to learn all the short-cuts she can;
for she’ll probably be doing her own cooking for
some time and she wants Geary to feel free to
bring anyone home at any time.
One of the first tricks Mrs. Ramsey taught her
was the value of the “emergency shelf.”

If the

hostess always has a well-stocked shelf of “quickies”
A peek in the mirror is worth a pound of caviar. Re¬
member, good grooming is kin to good hostessing.
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on hand, unexpected guests can hold no terrors.
According to the rules of the class, you’re always to

a
Open the door wide, Janie—show a nice BIG smile.
Make your guests feel welcome from moment they arrive.
Janie’s days are busy with MGM’s “Nancy Goes
to Rio,” so she took the hostessing course at night.

ATTENTION BRIDES!
continued

have something to eat when people show up.

In

the old days, that was a matter of course. In many
countries, it is still the mark of courtesy. As they
say in Mexico, “This is your house. Eat and drink
here.”
There is no quicker or simpler way to make your
guests feel at home. The “emergency shelf” should
include cans of fruit for fruit salad, a couple of
which should always be on ice. There should be
tins of Boston Brown Bread and Date and Nut
Bread, which can be opened quickly and served
with butter or cream cheese at tea time or with
fruit punch.
Your shelf should contain canned soups. Two or
three varieties, mixed together, produce some amaz¬
ing results. There should be canned fish. Tuna or
salmon mixed with mayonnaise serves as a sand¬
wich filler and served with cream of chicken soup,
constitutes a fine lunch or interesting Sunday break¬
fast.
Cream of chicken soup, incidentally, is Teacher
Ramsey’s standby. She says it eliminates the time
and trouble of making white sauce and is more
piquantly seasoned.

(Please, turn to page 78)

Service with a smile ... a well stocked larder for
such occasions makes unexpected hostessing fun.
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Ingrid Bergman is the victim of a legend which set her up as a goddess

a legend doomed to burst because no woman could fulfill its requirements
As “Under Capricorn” heroine
Ingrid’s loyalties are torn be¬
tween husband Joseph Cotten
and admirer Michael Wilding.

lain! or
By CRAWFORD DIXON

A Several years ago I was assigned to do a story
on Ingrid Bergman. First I had to clear with Kay
Brown.
Miss Brown, now a middle-aged redhead, had
once worked for David Selznick. It was she, in fact,
who had talked Ingrid into signing with Selznick.
“Tell me something about Miss Bergman,” I asked
Miss Brown.
“Such as?” the redhead inquired.
“Such as how is the best way of approaching her;
of getting her to talk.”
Miss Brown smiled. “When you interview In¬
grid,” she advised, “take her out some place. She
likes good times.

Just

(Please turn to page 80)

Many claim Rossellini’s great
yen for publicity is respon¬
sible for Ingrid’s bad press,
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Destination:

Shopping. Jean's all set for buying spree in
this white tailored blouse, pink, black, white and grey plaid
taffeta skirt with cummerbund. Cute jockey cap matches skirt.

C

1

)

Blazing afternoon sun won’t faze Jean in this sheer brown on
white print dress. Green straw hat with chiffon scarf is by John
Frederics. Huge pouch bag, toeless pumps fire of brown alligator.

!

If I

Jean Peters’ round-the-clock
answers the big question
in every career girl’s life

Jsf /

Early Bird ignores the worm when Jean Peters
dons this morning robe of cocoa flannel. Trim
and lining are of brown and white polka dots.
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One Enchanted Evening calls for romantic, sophisticated
evening gown of magenta satin. Fitted bodice is supported
by halter of pearls. Turquoise gloves are color accent.

Ho-Hum. Off to bed to dream of another movie role like
“It Happens Every Spring.” Jean’s negligee is soft blue
satin with Peter Pan collar, tricky shoulder shirring.

Tea For Two. Graceful afternoon gown of navy blue
taffeta has new low neckline and draped overskirt. Jean
completes outfit with huge straw hat, navy suede pumps.
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* If you don’t have a summer cottage the next best
thing is to have a friend who owns one.

An added touch of grandness comes from the

At least

pool’s glass wall which gives onlookers a chance

that’s what Rod Cameron, Marie Windsor, Barbara

to watch the under-water antics of the swimmers.

Lawrence and Scott Brady decided when they went

That explains the picture above, which was snapped

off to investigate the wonders of a house with a

while Rod and mermaid Marie Windsor thought no

swimming pool that runs right into the living room.

one was looking. Not that they’d care; for they’re

Now, swimming pools in Hollywood aren’t an
unusual thing—but this one, high in the hills of

madly in love and want everyone to know it!
Rod and Marie met at Republic studios while both

Coldwater Canyon, really rated the oh’s and ah’s

were making pictures:

it got from the young stars. Designed by Paddock

stone,” while Marie was busy with “The Fighting

Pools, the glamorous pond is in the shape of a three-

Kentuckian.” According to their friends, dating was

leaf cloven, cost its owner approximately $25,000.

strictly for publicity—until Cupid pulled a switch.

Rod was filming “Brim¬

Well! Looks like another bachelor has hit the dust—if what we hear
!>2

Swimming pool of this summer house is in shape of a
3-leaf clover.
Stem runs right into living-room.
Pool
was designed, executed by famous builders, Paddock Pools.

Romance loves company—in this case. Barbara Lawrence and
Scott Brady share hamburgers, soda pop with Rod and Marie.
That Scott Brady’s a cut-up—and he’s heading for trouble
here.
Barbara won’t take that cold water without revenge.

about Rod Cameron and Marie Windsor is true

Poor Marie gets the heave-ho from Scott and Rod while
Barbara howls. Don’t worry, Barbara’s turn will come.

How do you like the tricky mirror gadget? The girls
find it convenient when they put on heavy sun tan oil.

id, /ow /
continued

Now you can understand why Rod
and Marie have such lovely tans.

Gee, a guy can’t even kiss his
girl without causing comment.

Scott looks quiet—but it won’t last.

He’s plotting some trick to perpetrate on unsuspecting, peaceful Barbara.
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WHAT A CHARACTER!
IContinued from page 511

to wear high heels and a long skirt.
Shelley had never before tried navi¬
gating with such a get-up on; so with
her helter-skelter personality the inev¬
itable happened.
She tripped and fell
flat on her face before the startled cus¬
tomers.
Typically Winters, she picked herself
up off the floor with exaggerated dignity
and continued with the job, spending the
salary that she earned by day in a dra¬
matics school which she attended at night.
Finally she got a break on Broadway. In
her seventh play, “Rosalinda,” she scored
so solidly that Hollywood called her. She
came west under contract to Columbia.
For a brief period it seemed as though
she had vaulted into big time. She tested
for the lead in “Cover Girl,” but the part
eventually went to Rita Hayworth, and
Shelley’s career went into doldrums.
For the next four years she was rele¬
gated to roles that amounted to little
more than bits. She was getting no¬
where fast until her sensational per¬
formance as the waitress in “A Double
Life” finally opened Hollywood’s eyes to
her dramatic, rather than her musical,
ability.
Within eighteen months
she was
starred opposite William Powell in “Take
One False Step” and followed with an¬
other lead in “Partners in Crime.” She
had found her niche; and her services
were much in demand for loan-outs.
Still you couldn’t help believing what
she said as she sat there eating the celery
and tossing the salt over her shoulder.
She was somewhat like a lost little girl
looking for her way.
“I know that I’m supposed to be the
happy-go-lucky type,” she explained.
“According to my assignment, you’re
supposed to be a beautiful extrovert,” I
said.
“I wouldn’t know about the ‘beauti¬
ful’; but I guess I do act like an extro¬
vert,” she said. “Anyhow I don’t like
the other word—-what do you call it?”
“Introvert.”
“No, I don’t like that. But actually
I’m very susceptible to people’s opinions.
When I walk into a room filled with
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strangers, I think I have to put on an
act before they’ll accept me. I’m sensi¬
tive really. An unkind remark used to
make me cry. Then I learned to fight
back. But the scrappiness is only ex¬
ternal. I still feel a great need for inner
security. Perhaps, you’d call it self-con¬
viction, a belief in yourself.
“For instance, sometimes I think that
I have an idea for improving one of my
scenes. But then I ask myself, ‘Who are
you to be telling a director or a writer
how to do his work?’ While making my
last picture, I got up enough courage to
offer a suggestion to the director; and to
my surprise, he said, ‘That’s a wonderful
idea, Shelley. You’re right.’ ”
“But you knew you were doing good
work in ‘A Double Life,’ ” I said.
“Knew!” she replied. “After waiting
four years for such a role, I thought it
was my big break. But when the pic¬
ture was completed, I took one look at
it and began packing my clothes for
New York. There wasn’t any use of kid¬
ding myself any longer. On the screen,
I appeared overweight, awkward; and my
voice sounded terrible. At least it did
to me. I told myself, ‘Well, this does it.
You’re through in Hollywood.’
“I returned to New Yoi'k and got a
few months’ work on the stage. When
that job ended, I began pounding the
pavements looking for another.
Then
the picture I thought had done me in
was released. Things began to happen.
Hollywood called me back. UniversalInternational gave me a wonderful con¬
tract; and I haven’t lacked work or good
parts since.
“You’d think I’d be contented now,”
she continued reflectively. “But I’m not.
I woke up one morning with a fat con¬
tract, an apartment, a car, a mink coat,
and money in the bank. But still I wasn’t
happy.
I kept asking myself, ‘Why?
Why aren’t I happy?’
“I believe it was because my values
were all cockeyed. I had looked at a
successful career in terms of the material
things it could bring me. That seem¬
ingly is what the average movie and pop¬
ular novel teach American kids to do.

Old friends. Radio’s Jack Benny visited Shelley Winters at Universal-International
while the blonde glamor girl was making “One False Step,” with star William Powell.

But it’s not right.
The wrong things
are emphasized. Now don’t mistake me.
I’m not turning up my nose at money,
glamor, and good times.
They’re all
right in their place. But if you work for
them alone, you’re going to wind up with
empty hands, because in themselves they
don’t make for happiness.
“You know, the biggest thrill in my
life came to me in a theater in Cincin¬
nati, Ohio. I wandered into it to see a
Saturday matinee showing of ‘Larceny.’
When I saw that my performance in the
film was coming through—that the audi¬
ence was getting what I’d tried so hard
to do—I almost burst into tears.
You
can have all the skill and experience in
the world and still lack that something
that establishes communication with an
audience.
If you have it, you’re just
lucky. I guess Keats said it: ‘Truth is
beauty; and beauty, truth.’
“So there is one of my answers. I saw
that happiness lies in giving the best and
truest in yourself to your work. My first
ambition then is to become an accom¬
plished actress. If I seem to be going
off the deep end artistically, I’ll confess
that I want to be a box-office name too.
Of course, the economic security of pro¬
fessional success is important. But more
than it, I want the spiritual security—the
inner satisfaction—that comes from a job
well done.”
“Well, you’re certainly cutting out
some career for yourself,” I said.
“Oh, I talk career and independent
womanhood,” she laughed.
“But the
second point on my program is to get
married. As I see it, a good marriage is
the only solution for loneliness. And I
want children. I regard them as a form
of immortality. And I don’t mean the
mere blood relationship. The main thing
is to instill in children all the best you’ve
learned in life. So when you’re gone,
that will keep on living.”
Remembering that John Payne, Errol
Flynn, Farley Granger, and Scott Brady
were among those with whom Shelley’s
name had been linked, I asked, “How
about your present string of boy friends?
Isn’t there one of them you’d like to
marry?”
“No,” she replied. “My dating, inci¬
dentally, has been highly exaggerated.
But I can’t help what breaks in print. I
rarely go out except on weekends; but
I’m always reading items about my din¬
ing with such-and-such fellow in certain
restaurants. That’s just publicity. I’ve
never even been inside one of the res¬
taurants that the papers say I have.
“My idea of a good time?
Well, an
evening at the theater.
Seeing a fine
film. A small party with just intimate
friends present.
But I do like living
alone.
I think everybody should live
alone for a while. That way you really
get to know yourself. Perhaps then you
can understand others better.
“And that brings up the third point of
my program. I want to be a good citi¬
zen—like Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is in a
quiet way.
You can’t live selfishly if
you want to be happy. You owe a lot
to others—to your community, and your
country. If you expect to receive, you’ve
got to do some giving. Do you get what
I mean?”
“I get you,” said I. “But where’s my
story about Shelley Winters, the extro¬
vert?”
She arose, finished the last stalk of
celery, tossed the salt over her shoulder,
and came up with a solution. “Just put
it this way,” she said. “Either you have
some philosophy of life, or you’re going
to get all loused up. How’s that?”
“Cut,” said I. “That one we’ll print.”
The End

Pitchfork isn’t /or atmosphere.

Unfriendly bull charged after picture was taken.

Just a farmboy at heart, Macdonald Carey
enjoyed getting behind a tractor again.

Day is done. Mac rests his tired (strained!)
muscles while pup laughs at his barking dogs.

* Old MacDonald had a farm, but young Macdonald Carey borrowed one. Deciding

Farm work gives
Macdonald Carey a
trimming for his
role in Paramount’s
“Copper Canyon”

to trim down excess weight before starting work on his new Paramount picture, Mac
took a friend up on his offer to let him work his 385-acre farm in Ventura, Calif.
Mac’s an old farm hand from ’way back. As a youngster he spent summers working
on his uncle’s farm near the Carey homestead in Sioux City, Iowa.

So, though his

personal appearance among the chickens startled some of his Hollywood chums, Mac
was right at home performing chores he used to as a boy.
Up at the break of dawn, Mac found all the exercise he jieeded. But by night fall
he decided it would take a heap of doing to get back his charley-horse-free youth.
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HOLLYWOOD WANTS YOU
IContinued from page 311

wood is killing and discouraging. Thou¬
sands of girls come out here each year,
hoping to break in as extras. Either they
don’t know or don’t realize that Central
Casting is full up and that no girl can
get a" job as an extra unless she’s first
recommended to Central Casting by a
director or producer who’s promised to
use her in a picture.
Don’t think I’m being negative or dis¬
couraging, but it is my belief that the
best avenue for entrance to Hollywood
is the stage. Practically every star you
can think of who has any ability whatever
as an actor or actress, earned it via the
stage. Greer Garson, Katharine Hepburn,
Irene Dunne, Clark Gable, Van Johnson,
Spencer Tracy, Pat O’Brien—they’re all
recruits from the stage.
If you plan to crash Hollywood, your
best hope is to crash the New York le¬
gitimate theatres.
How do you do this, you ask, if you
happen to live in a small, isolated town?
Well, here are the answers:
To go to New York, untrained, is al¬
most as bad as coming to Hollywood un¬
trained. Thousands of girls come to New
York each summer looking for stage jobs
and most of them wind up going home
or working in Gimbel’s basements.
By training I mean you should hhve
some sort of previous dramatic instruc¬
tion in a little theatre, a drama group, a
college, or you should have studied sing¬
ing, dancing or perhaps acrobatics.
Those with training usually stay at the
Barbizon for Women or the Allerton
House or the Three Arts Club or at the
various branches of the YWCA, or, if
they’re lucky, they manage to break in
at the Rehearsal Club where a girl can
stay for $15 a week.
Once settled in New York, the aspiring
actress makes the rounds of the various
producers’ offices. Practically all of the
major producers have their offices on
44th or 45th Street in Manhattan; and
practically every young actress hangs
around Walgreens Drug Store on 44th

and Broadway to find out what openings
there are and what plays are being tried
out.
Agents
There are several methods of looking
for a job on Broadway. You can phone,
make the rounds, read the tip sheets, or
use an agent. An agent does the job¬
looking for you. But how do you get an
agent and how much do you pay him?
To get an authorized agent to place
you in a play is very tough indeed, es¬
pecially if you’ve had little or no expe¬
rience. Agents usually interview from
10 a.m. to 2 p. m., and if they think they
can possibly place you, they’ll have you
sign a contract which gives them ten per
cent of your gross earnings.
If you live in a small out-of-the-way
town, and you want to employ an agent,
write him first, enclosing a snapshot and
telling all about your talent and expe¬
rience. Beware of any agent who offers
to take you under his wing for more than
ten per cent.
Agents are reluctant to sign new per¬
sons. This is understandable. They oper¬
ate on commissions and unless they can
get you a job, they see no sense in
handling you. If one does agree to work
for you, you had best call on him every
two or three days to see that he’s bear¬
ing you in mind.
Actors Equity has a list of rules con¬
cerning authorized agents. For example,
if you’re a young actress and your agent
gets you a job in a play and the salary
is $100 a week, he is entitled to only 5%
commission for the first ten weeks that
the play is in progress.
Most good agents have more actors and
actresses than they can find a job for;
but if they genuinely think they can
place you or get you a screen test or
develop you into a star, they’ll sign you
and work like the devil.
The best way to get in touch with an
agent is through a friend who already
has one. Or else write to the agent.

If no agent is willing to handle you,
don’t get discouraged. You can go out
and try and find a job for yourself. Many
top-flight actresses have done this; only
it’s tough. You go and see the producers
directly and you tell them you want a
job and you ask them for a chance to
strut your stuff.
Interviewing Producers
When interviewing a stage producer,
unless you’ve had scads of experience,
ask for any sort of a part: Ask for a
walk-on or a bit-part, anything. Don’t
misrepresent. A producer can spot a
phony in a minute. If the producer has
an opening, he’ll give you a chance.
Remember, however, that the compe¬
tition for any part is terrific, and that
the salary is negligible. For example, a
walk-on part is good for only $15 a week.
Equity’s $60-a-week minimum does not
apply to walk-on parts. Small parts pay
up to $200 a week, but there are usually
a hundred girls trying out for the role.
The best break any young actress can
get is the role of understudy to the star.
. . . Lizabeth Scott and Olivia deHavilland broke in that way. . . . Understudies
make anywhere from $60 to $200 a week,
but their chance for success is great,
should anything happen to the star.
Many times when one star is ill, she is
replaced by another star and the under¬
study never gets a shot at the big role.
Occasionally, however, she gets an op¬
portunity to fill in.
Star salaries in the legitimate theatre
run from $1,000 to $5,000 a week; and
many an actress who’s a hit on Broad¬
way stanchly refuses to go to Holly¬
wood. Helen Hayes, Lynn Fontanne and
Katharine Cornell are thqee such ex¬
amples. . . . No young actress should try
her luck looking for a job on Broadway,
unless she’s had actual stage experience
some place else. How do you get such
experience, you ask?
Summer Theatres
A girl who intends to make acting her
life work should make every possible
attempt to join a summer theatre. Most
of these theatres are in New England
and the East; and practically all of them
are scouted by Broadway producers for
talent.
These theatres are set up in barns, out¬
door stages, old shacks, even on boats.
They accept students or apprentices as
they call them, and they charge any¬
where from $100 to $1,000 to teach these
students all about stagecraft. The train¬
ing is severe and thorough and consists
not only of acting and constructing scen¬
ery but of ushering, selling tickets, and
sweeping out the theatre.
Gregory Peck, Dorothy McGuire and
many of Hollywood’s famous names are
products of summer stock. Bette Davis,
Henry Fonda, Margaret Sullavan and
scads of others would never have gotten
to first base if they hadn’t taken summer
theatre jobs.
Frequently, summer theatres use big
names for big roles. Tallulah Bankhead,
Edward Everett Horton, Paul Muni,
many such stars act during the summer
and receive good money. The lesser
roles, however, are sometimes played by
talented students, and this experience is
considered of great value. Summer thea¬
tre owners usually cast their plays in
April and May when they come to New
York and scout around for available
talent.
It is best, however, to write them
before that, because they’re usually
swamped with requests and applications
from students.
If you cannot afford a summer theatre,
you’d best try a community theatre.

Community

Theatres

It is relatively easy for the beginner
to break into a community theatre,
largely because these organizations are
non-profit and are run solely for the
amusement of citizens in the community.
In such cities as Omaha, Charlotte, Pasa¬
dena, etc., there are community theatres,
organized by the local citizenry.
Broadway producers recommend the
beginning actress to get her start in one
of these houses. The competition isn’t
very great and a novice can get ac¬
quainted with the various aspects of
stagecraft. She can learn about all the
groundwork and she may be able to pick
up a few hints from the local stage di¬
rector. Once a girl has some little theatre
experience, she has a chance of crashing
a stock company.
Stock Companies

Stock companies are considered the
best entree to the New York stage. They
consist of ten or fifteen players who put
on a new play each week. The actress
with stock company experience finds
that she’s played practically every kind
of role there is. Stock company directors
are usually competent; and Broadway
producers will practically always give a
girl a hearing who’s played in stock for
six or seven months. Stock companies
are professional theatre outfits and pay
their actors and actresses professional
salaries. If you can break into a stock
company, you’ve got a good chance of
breaking into Broadway and eventually
Hollywood.
Talent

Scouts

Every large studio in Hollywood uses
talent scouts. These men and women
don’t stay in Hollywood. They tour the
entire country. They drop in at night
clubs, road houses; they study movie

magazines and college annuals. They are
constantly on the lookout for talent.
They pore through thousands of pictures,
hoping to find one which will please
them.
Beware' of fake and phony talent
scouts. Beware, too, of so-called talent
scouts who can get you a screen test if
you put up a certain amount of money.
When a talent scout, that is, a real tal¬
ent scout, offers you a screen test, there
are no strings attached. His studio is
genuinely interested in you. If you be¬
lieve you have the necessary talent, you
might write any of these talent scouts,
explaining your abilities. The worst they
can do is say no.

isn’t as tough to crack as are others.
What the Young Actress or Actor Needs

In my opinion, here are the bare es¬
sentials for a screen career: a decent
command of the English language, the
ability to speak it properly; good posture
and gait; and proven talent.
Dramatic Schools

There are more than 8,000 dramatic
schools in the United States. Many of
these are completely worthless. They
charge youngsters anywhere from $50 to
$500 for their courses. Remember, any¬
one can start a dramatic school. In many
cases, schools have been organized by
teachers who have no training, no back¬
ground, no connections and should be out
selling brushes or peddling pretzels.
Beware of any dramatic school which
advertises wildly. Beware especially of
schools which offer to make you a fin¬
ished actor in five or six weeks. Beware
too of such phony advertisements as
“Musical Comedy Casting, Attractive
Girls Wanted Immediately.”
This is
usually a come-on. Some fast-talking
salesman sells the applicant a two- or
three-weeks’ dancing course for $50 on
the promise of a job and then skips town.
Before any young person registers for
a course in dramatics or radio or model¬
ing or, for that matter, in any private
vocational school, she should check that
school very thoroughly. This can be done
in several ways: Write to the Chamber
of Commerce of the city in which the
school is located. Ask about the school’s
reputation and financial condition. Write
to the Better Business Bureau in the
same city and ask the same questions.
Write to the Department of Education in
your state and find out if the school is
on the accredited list.
Under no circumstances pay tuition

Chorus Girls

Many Hollywood actresses started out
as chorus girls; and many young hope¬
fuls believe that the chorus line is a
good way of crashing into Hollywood.
Actually, it’s not. To begin with, you
need more than a good figure and a
pretty face. You need stamina and in¬
telligence, and you must remember that
even if you do get a job in a chorus, you
have no opportunity to demonstrate your
dramatic ability.
Many chorus girls have singing and
dramatic coaches on the side, but few
of these ever amount to anything.
The average chorus calls for 32 girls;
and for each 32 vacancies, approximately
500 girlg apply. A chorus girl makes
$55 a week, and those who do specialty
numbers earn $150 a week. Variety and
Billboard, however, advertise for-chorus
girls with or without experience, from
time to time, and the young hopeful, if
she likes, can take a crack at it.
She may make some valuable contacts
and if she takes care of herself, she won’t
regret the experience. Musical comedies
use more women than men; and the field

Doctors Amcrz/nq East/ £ 4-DAY

REDUCES while Ybu Ecrfi

PLAN

...Lose Up to 15 lbs.
in 2 Weeks or
No Cost to You

• No Exercise ... No Starving
• No Harmful Drugs
• No Massage ... No Laxatives

ri&TW£lK'irfLBtTTER

Here is the harmless, easy-to-follow reducing plan which is thrill¬
ing thousands.

While following the plan you may EAT ANY¬

THING YOU LIKE . . . yet pounds of flabby fat may literally
melt away!

No harmful drugs, no exercise, no drastic starvation.

Dr. Edward Parrish, widely-known medical doctor, endorses this

he Gorgeous Figure
f a Model May Now
Be Easily YOURS
Try to recapture the
romance-filled
days
when your figure was
slender and alluring.
Men admire a trim,
youthful-looking figure.
Now, you may shed
disfiguring bulges and
ugly inches on Dr. Par¬
rish's amazingly easyto-follow 14-day plan.

Enthusiastic Users Say
"I lost 46 pounds in 35 days. I can now wear
a size 20 dress instead of 44.”*
Mrs. M. K. Orndorff. Winchester. Va.
“Lost 4 pounds in 1 week. Your plan is won¬
derful.”
F. S„ Augusta, Kans.
"Lost 15 pounds already. Have no trouble
finding a dress to fit me now.”
L. M., Lafayette, La.
* Your experience may, of course, vary.

14-day plan as his latest and most effective.

It helps lose excess

fat. You feel better . . . see yourself become slimmer and more
attractive in 2 weeks or MONEY BACK.

Not a 7-day supply,—

not 10 days, but a full 14-day supply of tasty tablets which help
appease hunger pangs while you're reducing.

You Must See Noticeable Results in Just
14 Days—or YOUR MONEY BACK
Dr. Parrish’s Tasty Tablets are a spe¬
cial dietary supplement, help appease
hunger pangs while you reduce and
are ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS. Start
this test today. Check your weight
before and while following
Dr. Parrish’s Plan. If you
are not delighted with re¬
sults in 14 days, return
empty box and your pur¬
chase price will be re¬
funded.

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP., Dept. 724-M
Hood Bldg., 686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Send regular $2.25 size containing 112 Dr. Parrish’s
Tablets and Dr. Parrish’s amazing “Formula for Slender¬
ness.”
All, only $2.00 on your money back guarantee.
□ Enclosing

$2.00

□

Ship C.O.D.

M

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP.
Hood Bldg., Dept. 724-M
486 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
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"I am proud of what...

THE ESTROGENIC
HORMONE

BUST
CREAM
has done for me,”

says JO JORDAN
"Miss Alabama” GOLDWYN player
• Each jar contains 30.000 int. units of Belador
No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable inr
gredient that may be absorbed by the skin or
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUAR¬
ANTEE that, if you don’t think it is wonderful
after using your first Jar, simply return the
empty jar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D. Ordpr now . . . TODAY.

HOUSE OF EDEN, Dept. B3
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

without first carefully investigating the
school’s curriculum and faculty. Do not
fall for any flattering or beguiling prom¬
ises of employment. Remember that a
school educates and an employment
agency gets you a job; each has a sepa¬
rate function.
Beware of schools that claim to have
produced hundreds of famous movie
stars. Many schools have their walls
plastered with autographed photos which
are out-and-out forgeries.
Beware of schools that are newly or¬
ganized, and finally beware of the man
who offers you an awful lot for a very
little. I am not in any position to recom¬
mend all the accredited drama schools
in America, but, a few of the outstand¬
ing are The Pasadena Playhouse in Pasa¬
dena, Calif., the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts and Mme. Ouspenskaya’s
Dramatic School, both in New York.
Most of the state universities also boast
fine dramatic departments. Yale Univer¬
sity’s workshop, the University of North
Carolina Playmakers, the Stanford Uni¬
versity Theatre, all of these are topflight.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Children in the Movies

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

to Size 8x10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
SAME PRICEforfull lengthorbust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani¬
mals, etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is
returned with your enlargement.

Send No Money 3for$l |

Just mail photo, negative or snap- Plus 25c for ■'*
shot (any size) and receive your en- making neolargement, guaranteed fadeless on olive, if you
beautiful double-weight portrait *ena photo, fx
quality paper. Just pay postman C.O.D. plus postage or send cash
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos or Negatives Today!

If you have a talented child at home,
and you’re convinced the child belongs
on the screen, your best bet is to get an
agent for him or her. Write any of the
Hollywood agents afid tell them about
your child. Enclose a snapshot and ask
if there is any movie coming up in which
the child might be used. There are few
motion picture stories starring children
and as a result the studios have very few

Professional Art Studios. 534 S. Main. Deot.519 • L .Princeton, Illinois

child stars under contract. You can count
child stars such as Shirley Temple, Mar¬
garet O’Brien, Butch Jenkins, and a few
others on the fingers of both your hands.
When ^a studio buys a story in which
a child plays a large part, it sometimes
conducts a nation-wide search for the
child actor. For example in “The Year¬
ling,” Claude Jarman Jr. played the role
of Jody. He was discovered by my studio
in Tennessee.
Many mothers take their life savings
and come out to Hollywood with their
children; and for the most part, they
can’t even get into a studio. Don’t come
out to Hollywood unless a studio sends
for you.
Send your child’s photo to the studio
casting director if you think he or she
can fill a part which is coming up; but
don’t bring the child in person. Most
movie fan magazines report on what the
studios have and hope to have in pro¬
duction.
There are more mothers and children
in Hollywood today looking for studio
work than ever before. I repeat—don’t
come until you’re sent for.
You don’t, have to be beautiful; but
you do have to speak well, act well, and
intelligently understand a script. If your
specialty is dancing or singing or mim¬
icry, also make sure that you excel at it.
If you do, Hollywood wants you!
Be sure and get Movieland October
NEW FACES issue: On sale, Septem¬
ber 9th at your favorite newsstand!

PLAYFUL PRINCESS

b e a /Vwne

(Continued from page 181

LEARN AT HOME

Practical nurses are needed in every
community... doctors rely on them ...
patients appreciate their cheerful, ex¬
pert care. You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
| *
..
endorsed by physicians. 50th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not re¬
quired. Men. women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 459, 41 East Pearson Street. Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name__
City-State_Ape
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Sell Christmas Cards
It’s easy! Just show SIX big: NAME-IMPRINT 1
Lines to friends — low as 50 for $1. Make up to 50c ,
on 21-card DeLuxe Box. Also show SecretPal. Plastics, y
Eastern Star, Religious. Relative. Gift Wraps. Birth- /
day. Stationery. KIDDY Cards, Books, and Records.
MostCOMPLETE Line in country. Extra Cash Bonus! / rrr”
WRITE NOW for FREE Imprint Samples and 2 / GU
Feature boxes on approval. MIDWEST CARD CO., / PRCf ^amnlPS
415 N. 8th St. Dept. 21R, St. Louis 1. Mo. ( • Ktt OdfTipieS

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. 8. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

ardent golf fans go when they visit the
Riviera. Last year Clark Gable asserted
that it was the most arduous course he
had ever played, and the greatest chal¬
lenge to his skill as a golfer.
So far, Rita’s golf game isn’t so terrific,
and here too she flaunts tradition by vio¬
lating the most sacred rule of golfers:
wearing high heels. Rita is much less
enthusiastic about golf than she is about
tennis, but with her usual determination
coming to the fore, she’s out to master
the game.
Art is a new interest for Rita. She has
become a great admirer of Picasso. One
of her favorite wedding presents was a
specially bound volume of the works of
the master, designed and dedicated by
Picasso himself. When Rita received it,
she clasped it in her arms and cried, “I
shall take this to bed with me every
night.”
Despite the fact that it is months since
the wedding, gifts continue to pour in
for Rita. The latest count in weight for
the diamonds she has received places it
at 50 kilos (roughly 110 pounds), all
carefully sorted and placed in a safe de¬
posit bank. Rita, who has never been
one to wear ostentatious jewelry, now
has a fortune cached away.
*
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*

Errol Flynn always enjoys his brief
vacations in France, because even his
eccentricities go practically unnoticed in
this country of individual liberty. In
Paris Errol made the headlines when
he announced a unique pact with pho¬
tographers: He gave them the right to
photograph him at any angle they wanted
for 24 hours, but if after that they tried
to take his picture he would beat them
up. No one tried. (Few were interested.)
At Cap d’Antibes where he has extend¬
ed his stay much longer than planned.

Errol has been working on a screen-play.
But he hasn’t been working so hard that
he has forgotten to be Errol Flynn. The
girl who has been seen with the actor
the most often—which means mornings at
the Eden Roc swimming pool; lunches
at the Hotel du Cap’s Pavilion; after¬
noons, fishing on Freddie McEvoy’s yacht,
“Black Swan”; and evenings dancing at
the Palm Beach Casino of Cannes—is
Countess Marietta Ghika, a slender aris¬
tocratic Roumanian girl in her early
twenties.
*

*

*

Jean-Pierre Aumont and Maria Montez have made up, and are spending their
second honeymoon on the Riviera, stay¬
ing with friends at artistic St. Tropez.
Aumont, who insists that the world’s
press exaggerated his differences with
fiery Maria, doesn’t plan to be back in
Hollywood until the spring of 1950. His
wife, however, will return this fall to
fulfill movie commitments.
*

*

*

David Selznick and Jennifer Jones
really outdid themselves in trying to re¬
main incognito and avoid reporters the
two days they stopped in Cannes. Sneak¬
ing out of the Hotel Carlton by back
doors and freight elevators, they man¬
aged to evade a persistent photographer
who had learned of their arrival. At the
moment they are hiding away in a villa
at San Remo, Italy, about fifty miles
from Cannes, but they come out of re¬
tirement occasionally to come to the
French Riviera for dinner. A surprise
marriage any day is indicated. Jenni¬
fer, to the surprise of everyone, walked
away with French popularity honors,
having won two polls conducted by the
two most powerful fan magazines in
France.
The End

star Dana Andrews, about
Topic Toy’s new “Merry-GoSip.” It’s a plastic milk glass
topped by a dome under
which are three adorable an¬
imals. As the child sips milk
through attached straw, the
animals spin around. $1.29 in
gift box. Youngsters love it!

A DEWY DUET are Har¬
riet Hubbard Ayer’s Ayeristocrat Creamy Foundation
and Powder. Foundation is
designed to soften and pro¬
tect skin under your make¬
up, and to provide a base for
the lush matching powder.
Leaves your skin smooth as
a baby’s. Foundation sells
for $1.50, Powder is $1.75.

YOUR BATHTUB DELIGHT
is Faberge’s “Shower Shak¬
er.” Perfect for tub use;
sheds water like a duck.
It’s a streamlined cylinder of
cream-colored plastic, with
a sifter of non-tarnish gold¬
en metal. Filled with any of
Faberge’s four super scents:
Aphrodisia, Woodhue, Ti¬
gress, or Straw Hat, $1.25.
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THREE CHEERS for Doro¬
thy Gray’s “Three Cheers.”
In a tiny red purse, no bigger
than a minute, you’ll find
three of your favorite lip¬
stick shades. (Ours are Por¬
trait Pink, Right Red, and
Ripe Cherries.) In an ador¬
able lipstick box, “Three
Cheers” is yours for only a
one-dollar bill, plus tax, natch.
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are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how . Soon you are playing popular music.
lilt
Mail coupon for our illustrated
Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
FREE
Music, 1589 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. 51st year.
BOOKLET
U. S. School of Music, 1589 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
Instrument?.

Instrument.
Name,

(Please Print)
Address.

HOT WATER QUICK!
New Portable Pocket-Size Electric Water
Heater Boils Water Fast as Gas
Place in water; plug in electric socket. Eureka I
Hot Water! Thousands use for bathing, washing
clothes, dishes, cream separators, pails, shaving,
etc. Speed depends on quantity. Read directions
before using, follow. Regular price $2.96. But tell
your friends about BOIL-Q WIK to advertise it for
us, and you may have one for only $1.98 plus tax.
crun lin MONTY Just name and address.
vtliU I1U 1*1 UIIL I Pay postman $1.98 plus
Federal Tax, C.O.D. postal charges. Satisfaction
is guaranteed or return within 10 days for refund.

BoilQwlk, 333 N. Michigan, Dept. J34, Chicago, III.

G U LA R
PRICE $2.95

FOR LIMITED
TIME $198
ONLY
I—

Sell New
v> EASr EXTRA MONEr .CHRISTMAS

Show friends, sensational 21Card $1 Christmas Assortment
with Patented Television Card.
Sells like wild fire! Up to 100%
profit. 7 Super Name-Im¬ From Sunny \
printed lines, 50 for $1, California •-!
up. New PlasticChristmas
Cards, many other money makers. Send for FREE SAMPLES.
IDEAL CARD CO., 165 N. Hill Ave., FREE SAMPLES-1

CARDS

DEPT. 813

PASADENA 4, CAUF.
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WRITE TODAY!
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Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A's. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. “Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Dept. H-138, Chicago 5, III.

...Train At Home For This
WELL PAID PROFESSION-

room makes such a wonderful storage
room, I don’t know what we’ll do with¬
out it when it’s finally furnished. Look.
Broken chairs, an extra bed, the kids’
wagons!” explains Susan with no trace
of apology.
“We didn’t have a decorator do the rest
of the house and we won’t for the living
room. We’ll furnish it ourselves—when
we finally get roqnd to it. It will be com¬
pletely livable and comfortable. Pos¬
sibly mahogany tables, but big deep
chairs and sofas covered in inexpensive
fabrics so we’ll never have to keep the
boys out!”
The den, still really the living room, is
large and cheerful, with a fieldstone fire¬
place, yellow walls and a beamed ceiling,
pine tables and cozy chairs and sofas up¬
holstered in cherry red or flowered chintz.
Lamps have bases of gleaming copper
and brass, Colonial prints decorate the
walls. There is always a large box of
candy on the low coffee table and, at the
moment, a pair of Susan’s brown suede
pumps under it. She loves to kick off
her shoes.
The dining room with rose-covered
wallpaper, the breakfast room and kitch¬
en complete the downstairs. The boys,
Timothy and Gregory, now are allowed to
have dinner every night with their
parents in the dining room, unless they
have misbehaved. Then they are exiled
back to the breakfast room, called “the
babies’ dining room,” for discipline. They
hate it! It’s worse than a spanking to
them.
“We used to spank them but I dis¬
covered it did no good and I finally felt it
was wrong for them. So now we just take
some pleasure away as a disciplinary
measure,” says mother Susan.
It’s easy to believe that a mere spank¬
ing wouldn’t stop the Barker boys.
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Help fill the urgent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 66, it’s easy to
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L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone
BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
80.000 Int. Units of
Feeiogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
previous, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of* any
kind whatever for this
cream. VVe want YOU
to be the sole judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L'ORMONE CO.. Dept. 252-W
220 Broadway
•Trade Mark

New York 7, N. Y.

Ihe Barkers’ kids keep them plenty busy—and they love it. With p
Jess, it’s no wonder carrot-topped Gregory views the world through

Tim and Greg are allowed near the swimming pool only when one or both parents are there
to supervise. (Their ambitious desire to “swim like fishes” might prove too strong.)
.. self to Dagwood-type sandwiches.
“He’s a whiz at sandwiches,” exclaims
his wife. “Did you ever know a boy from
the South who worked at the lunch
counter at a drug store who didn’t make
wonderful sandwiches?” she challenges.
The Barkers do relatively little enter¬
taining at home, because the boys’ room
is directly over the den-living room and
their sleep would be disturbed. So their
parents usually take company out to
dinner. They like to dance but haven't
in a long time, Susan says, because they
have lost interest in night-clubbing.
Whether or not Susan is working she
manages time in the early evening for a
story session with the twins.
“They really seem to prefer my tale
telling or story reading to Jess’s. But he
has his sessions with them, too. Rough
house! They’d get into that with me,
too, if I dared let them, but with a com¬
bined weight of 90 pounds flying at me
from all directions, I’m knocked out in
a few minutes. They’re too much for
me!” says the mother of these real boys.
“This summer we’re teaching them to
swim. Both Jess and I love it and the
boys do, too. They’re practically ecstatic
about it. ‘We’ll be just like fish,’ they
promise.
Incidentally, they love fish.
They’d eat it every day if we had it.
And they can hardly wait until they can
go fishing.
“In a few more years we’ll teach them.
I like it, but I’m not too good at it. Jess
is, though, and what a lark it will be
when the three of them can go fishing
together. When they’re seven I hope
they can start learning to ride, too. And
they’ll be Cub Scouts as soon as pos¬
sible. I won’t let them have guns until
they’re about 15, but they should have
plenty to keep them busy until then!”
In another year young Tim and Greg
will start school, and on that subject Su¬
san has very definite ideas. They will go
to public school right in the neighbor¬
hood until time to go away to college.
“We didn’t have them to send them
away,” she declares.
Susan insists that the Barkers are not
hobbyists, although Jess is interested in
photography.
“I think our only real hobby is talk¬
ing. If we don’t have to work the next
day, we both love to sit up almost until
dawn, just talking. Nor are we inter¬
ested in collecting things. Personally I
think most collections are rather dull.
I know one woman who collects old coffee

mills and has them all over her living
room.
“They’re positively ugly—and dustcatchers, besides. Maybe someday I may
collect old music boxes, just so I could
play them all at once,” grins the pixyish
Susan.
Although she enjoys swimming and
riding, Susan doesn’t try to be the great
girl athlete. Jess plays tennis, but she
doesn’t.
She isn’t interested in golf,
either. Both of them like to garden and
do quite a lot of the work around the
yard, although they also need a gardener.
“We’re not specialists. We like to dig
and plant, but there’s just too much to
do. The front lawn, the back lawn, the
fruit trees and grape vines that go up
the back hill! Jess and I like to potter
around with flowers. We’ve raised some
rather nice pansies and chrysanthemums.
I never have to worry about canning
any of the fruit. The birds get it all.
We put up a scarecrow last year but they
just nested in it.”
In the boys’ nursery is a little portable
organ and usually before they go to sleep
they coax their mother to sing them a
song.
“My accompaniment is the simplest
possible and my voice is a basso-soprano,
but they seem to like it,” she avers. “In
another year I think they’ll both start
taking piano lessons. They seem musi¬
cally inclined. At the moment Tim thinks
he wants to play the violin, but he’ll
probably change his mind again. They
both change their minds almost as often
as their overalls.”
Some day the Barkers would like to
retire to a ranch, a big one with lots of
cattle and horses in Arizona or Nevada
—not one of those little ones in the San
Fernando Valley.
Most of their close friends are not in
motion pictures.
“There’s nothing wrong with movie
people as friends,” Susan hastens to ex¬
plain, “but we feel that since we’re sup¬
posed to portray real people we should
know them. We can learn more from
them because they live normal lives and
aren’t always on parade.
“If anyone were to ask me, I’d say we
lead a nice, dull, comfortable life. We
have lots of fun in our own way. Some
people believe life should be lived like
a flame. Well, ours is on a slow gas
burner,” concludes Susan, “and that’s the
way we like it!”
The
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Sixes:
9-11-13
15-12-14
16-18-20
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38-40-42
44-46-48

$1 more

We again bring you our Hollywood original,
fashioned to enhance a II your charms. The plung¬
ing neckline is bold, yet discreet—with swirling
sash draped divinely about your hipline. It's a
bewitching dress, created with fine royon crepe.
Styled to attract admiring glances the year
round. This miracle low pfic^' is possible because
we have our manufacturer's exclusive output.
No middleman's profit. This savings is passed
on to you. Same high quality fabric and
needlework. Always sold for much, much more.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Each dress guaranteed satisfaction
Wear this newest dress for 10 DAYS ON AP¬
PROVAL! If you're not thrilled and delighted,
return for full refund. No questions asked. Mail
coupon now. This is one time you should order
by mail.
.-SEND NO MONEY-WE SHIP IMMEDIATELY-,
I HOLLYWOOD MODELS, Inc., Dept. 404
7052 Laurel Canyon Blvd., No. Hollywood, California
Rush "SIREN CREPE." I'll pay mailman amount
due plus C.O.D. postage. I may return dress in 10
days for full refund if not satisfied. Colors: Black,
Navy, Brown, Turquoise Blue, Beige, Gray.
How Many?

What Site?

1st Color Choice

2oh Color Cholco

SEND MONEY WITH ORDER - WE PAY ALL POSTAGE
NamePi ease Print Plainly

AddressCity-

. Apt.No—
-Zone_State.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

ENSEMBLES

Treasure Box. "21” FEATURE BOX, a

20 x 30 size Christmas Special like your 365-day
sheets
money-maker, the JANES ART ”21”
15 DESIGNS
Everyday Box and2^cothcr fast-selling
Gift Folders,
Tags, Seals items. FREE —Smart carrying carton for
that MATCH!

_ samples, the exclusive "Guide to Easy
Selling," profit-making display mounts. Send
for samples on approval AT OUR EXPENSE.

"janes ART STUD 10s7INC” BABYLON
mi
Please rush samples on approval

15B, N. yTJ
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High School Course
at Home I

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation.

a American School,Dept.H671,Drexelat 58th,Chicago37

'OOTHACfte?
•Since 1888

Quick relief with Dent’s. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent’s Tooth Drops for covify toothoches.
Use Dent's Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

DENT’S
AC*PE? PIMPLES?
TRY BLOOM P/LIS

Most acne and pimples are caused by some in¬
ternal disorder or toxin in the system and must
be treated from within for any lasting relief.
BLOOM PILLS, a doctor's prescription, have
given relief in countless cases for the past 35
years. Full treatment sold on money back guarantee.
$4.00. Trial size $1.00. Money with order saves postage.

THE DUNCAN COMPANY
2328

NW

21st.,

Dept.

R-99,

Oklahoma

City

7.

Okla.

SONGWRITERS
We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-30, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal.
We guarantee you $50.00
■
for selling 100 boxes 21 for
$1 Xmas cards; also 50 and 25 for $1 with name on;
also Napkins and Stationery. No experience needed.
Costs nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on
approval.

WELCOME
368 Plane St., Dept. A, Newark, N. J.

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”
Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs
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The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with
Neet9 Cream Hair Remover. It
works deeper than a razor, be¬
low the surface of the skin.
Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off
and hair disappears like magic.

By Helen King
★ Did you ever see a more UNsophisticated signature than that of Shirley
Temple? Simple, clear, and with some
of the fullness of youth, it shows sim¬
plicity of character, clarity of thought,
and a willingness to accept the world as
it comes. Despite her phenomenal suc¬
cess the writer of the signature is still
“a sweet girl.”
Let’s break her down, graphologically
speaking. Let’s find out which stroke
tells the tale and if you have a similar
one in your own writing.
Size first. If your writing is the ap¬
proximate size of this exact reproduction
you too have a healthy variety of inter¬
ests. You too can literally be the “life
of the party.” Fellowship, friendship, fun,
all have an important part in your life.
Look at the slant. Slant always indi¬
cates the degree of affection. The more
the writing leans rightward the more in¬
tense the emotions. This one signature
of Shirley Temple’s has several degrees
of slant, each letter bending a little more
to the right than the one previous! Shir¬
ley is becoming more intense even as
she writes her own name.
Check the letters next. Notice how
plain they are. There’s no doubt in your
mind as to their identity. They’re very

clear. Note the i-dot pl
That is the sign of atte
tails. And note, too,
reverse the natural lo
Shirley is an altruist, w
other fellow a chance
before condemning him
Do your letters tape
get smaller towards the
and Shirley Temple are
can say “No” withou
smooth over rough spot
a friend.
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MY FRENCH WIFE CORINNE CALVET
IContinued from page 431

She’d never fished, but she was sure
she’d like it if I did. We fished from the
pier at first, but when she could bait a
hook and cast, we went out in a boat.
The first three times, she didn’t catch a
thing.
“I’m jinxed!” she told me, “I shall
never be a fisherman!”
The fourth time, she caught three bar¬
racuda and two big halibut. She was so
excited, she was dancing.
When we go fishing, Corinne wears hip
boots over a pair of my old corduroy
pants. I wanted her to buy slacks, but
she thinks my corduroys are lucky for
her. With them, she wears a wide belt,
a little plaid jersey blouse, a fleece-lined
coat I bought her for Christmas, and a
cap with a peak.
Staggering along through the deep
sand in those big hip boots, her cap on
sidewise, Corinne looks like an early
Charlie Chaplin!
Only much, much
cuter . . .
We had planned to marry around
Thanksgiving. In October, I had to go
to New York for the opening of a pic¬
ture. She came to the station to see me
off, her eyes brimming with big tears.
I could hardly bear to leave her. Those
two weeks were years long. When we
were together again, we decided not to
wait and set the date for November 7th.
We wanted to be married in a pretty
place, so we chose Boulder City, where
everything is clean and green. Reverend
Winston Treavor of Grace Community
Church performed the ceremony. It was
all very solemn and beautiful. The little
church was filled with flowers.
Corinne wore a Bermuda blue wool
suit, a little satin hat with a blue feather
and veil, and matching blue shoes. Even
though at the time I was dazed, I know
she looked beautiful.
Afterwards we went to the Flamingo
Hotel in Las Vegas. They did the nicest
thing:
They gave us a boat for our
honeymoon, 42 feet long, that sleeps six.
We sailed around on Lake Mead, caught
bass, and sailed back to the Wishing
Well. We tossed in a coin and wished . . .
You can guess mine!
Corinne is the daughter of Monsieur
and Madame Pierre Dibos of Paris. She
went to the University of Paris School
of Fine Arts and studied interior decora¬
tion, but the theater fascinated her, and
she did some work on the stage and in
radio.
At two o’clock one morning, she woke
from a sound sleep convinced that it was
time for her to try the movies.
Picking up the telephone directory,
she thumbed through it till she found
the number of Director Marc Allegret,
and on the impulse dialed. He wasn’t
too happy about being wakened at that
hour, but Corinne explained that she
was sure she was movie material and
was really doing him a favor in permit¬
ting him to discover her.
Perhaps he
thought that any girl with her nerve
must be worth seeing, because he made
an appointment for next day.
She walked up the three flights of
stairs to his office. On the second flight,
five men were huddled together, holding
a conference, and she couldn’t get by.
She waited, getting more impatient by
the moment. When they still made no
move to let her by, she said icily: “Per¬
mit me to pass, monsieurs!” As she
mounted the stairs, she heard one of them
say: “That’s the girl we want!”

“Fresh thing!” said Corinne to herself
—or whatever is the French equivalent.
Monsieur Allegret had nothing for her,
but he was interested and said he
thought he could use her in about six
weeks. She was still in his office when
she heard voices in the outer room. The
men on the stairs turned out to be a
producer, director, writer, cameraman
and their banker, and they were about
to make a picture.
They signed her
then and there to a contract and she
starred in her first picture!
At that time, her-name was Dibos. Her
father didn’t object to her acting, but he
suggested she find another name for the
screen. On the dining table was a bottle
of Calvet Wine.
“Corinne
Calvet,”
mused
Corinne.
“That is it!”
She made five films for the company.
One of them attracted Paramount’s at¬
tention when they were about to make
“Sealed Verdict” and were looking for a
French girl to play the lead.
They
brought her to Hollywood, but her Eng¬
lish wasn’t good enough, so Florence
Marley played the role.
There are few parts for French girls,
and when lean days came Paramount
dropped her contract, and MGM picked
it up. They couldn’t find a part for her,
either, but they gave her a test that was
very good.
While we were going to¬
gether last year, I suggested to Paul
Nathan, Hal Wallis’ talent director, that
he look at her test.
One look was
enough. Mr. Wallis signed her to a con¬
tract and prepared to star her in “Rope
of Sand.”
Now we have the same agent, the
same producer, and are in the same pic¬
ture, though unfortunately we have no
scenes with each other.
We cue each
other; I tell her if she mispronounces a
word, but I don’t interfere with her in¬
terpretation. William Dieterle is direct¬
ing. He understands Corinne, knows
what he wants from her, and gets it.
Corinne doesn’t understand American
jokes. I sit chortling over Jack Benny,
Bob Hope or some radio comedian, and
she listens carefully, blue eyes puzzled.
“What are you laughing at?” she pleads.
Then, suddenly, she’ll laugh at some¬
thing that’s not a joke at all . . . So cute!
Since I’ve known her, life’s so interest¬
ing—truly, never a dull moment.
If we both live to be a hundred, life
with Corinne can never be long enough!
The
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OLD
RUGS
CLOTHING...

tyou upto'/Z
IT'S ALL SO EASY!

Free Catalog tells

how to ship your materials at our expense to
the Olson Factory, where we sterilize, shred,
merge materials of all kinds—reclaim the valu¬
able wool, etc., then bleach, card, spin, dye and
weave into lovely, new, deep-textured. Revert*
ible, Double Luxury Broadloom Rugs.
»

OLSON F%l°oZv,
to IS ft. seamless, any length
Tweed Blends
Early American
Floral, Leaf
Oriental Designs

Hundreds of sizes

Solid Colors
18th Century
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Satisfaction guaranteed. Over
2 million customers.
We do
not have agents or sell thru
stores.
Our 75th Year.

Chicago New York San Francisco
Mail Coupon or lc postcard
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NEW PLAN!

Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or Suit
—in your favorite style,size and color^given
to you for sending orders for only THREE
DRESSES for your neighbors, friends, or
your family. THAT’S ALL! Not one cent
to pay. Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!
Harford Frocks will stend you
Style Line showing scores of
ihions, with actual fabrics, in
-cottons, woolens, rayons—at
sensationally low money-saving prices.
Also suits, sportswear, lingene, ho¬
siery, children’s wear. Show styles,
fabrics to neighbors, friends, family
—send in only 3 orders and your own
7

Don’t Miss
October Movieland

dress is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH, TOO—Up to
$22 In a Week In Spare Time I
Yes, you can earn big cash income
— up to $22.00 in a week besides getting
complete wardrobe for yourself ... EASY!
Mail coupon for complete Style Line today 1

New Faces Issue
Mail Coupon for
FREE OUTFIT

on newsstands

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-311
CINCINNATI
..— 25.
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HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-311
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Please rush me the new HARFORD FROCKS STYLE |
LINE and full details of your offer.
I

September 9th
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SUCCESS THE HARD WAY
/Continued from page 281

Even
Sizes
3 thru 9
This is a real comfort shoe—soft and
pliable, yet tough as a boot. Ideal
for square dancing, outdoors, or just
lounging around. Always in style for
informal footwear—you'll love 'em!

ORDER NOW!

Send $3 95 for
each pair.
Checks or money order
. . . no C.O.D., please.
Satisfaction
or your money back.
Mail orders
direct to:

NELSON COMPANY, INC.
2016 Travis, Houston 4, Texas

II
SELL XMAS CARDS
Full or Part Time
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

FREE
Imprint

SAMPLES
SO

for $1

up

F R E E I
Bonus Boxes
with orders

Sell only 100 special Xmas card deals.
Your cost only 75c each regardless of
quantity ordered at one time! Your
PROFIT $1 on each and every deal!
Write today for details of complete line.
Make More Money with Creative. Costs
nothing to try! Feature boxes on ap¬
proval .

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, Inc.
45 Warburton Ave., Dept.

K2,

Yonkers 2, N. Y.

DO YOU HAVE

ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
or lyric idea for a song—SOMETHING DIFFER¬
ENT? An Outstanding Hollywood Composer will
write the melody on a percentage basis for
the best poems accepted.
FREE EXAMINATION
Completed Songs also accepted
R. POLLACK & ASSOCIATES
P.O.

Box

1070-A.

Hollywood

28.

Calif.

Easy to earn with these super-values I Just
show FREE Samples of Christmas Cards
WITH NAME. At 50 for $1.25 and up.
friends buy in a jiffy. Big: profits 1 Up to 60c
is yours on 21-card $1 Assortment, Address
Book, Date Book, Finance Book, Children's Book,
many other Christmas and Everyday Boxes, Stationery. Free Imprint

browsed in the public library, where it
was warm—and free. He read practically
everything written by F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Joseph Hergeshimer, Joseph Conrad,
Tnomas Wolfe, Hemingway, H. L. Menck¬
en, and others. When the library closed,
John would check out several books and
take them to his bedroom, where he
read himself to sleep.
Several years later, when John was
asked to write a few skits for a revue
called “New Faces,” he turned out a
series of excellent episodes although, at
that time, he had never seen a revue.
His wide reading had given him the back¬
ground and the urge to try his hand
at writing, too.
Later in his career, that winter spent
in the library paid off again when he
was hired to write the Billie Burke radio
show, and the Jack Pepper Show.
Not only did Lund become familiar
with literature, but he discovered poetry
too. He used to walk home with a friend,
A1 Sweeting, and John would recite with
deep feeling. His memory could provide
a two-hour program without tiring his
voice.
Years later, when A1 Sweeting was
preparing to direct an amateur produc¬
tion of “Waiting For Lefty,” he thought'
of John. He needed a guy with a “big”
voice.
,
The fact remains that out of John’s
bad break when he had to pay for the
smashed window, he got launched on his
career.
John didn’t finish school. He quit after
the ninth grade, and that ended his for¬
mal education except for a few months
when school authorities caught up with
him. Looking back now, John wishes he
had finished high school and taken at
least two years of university work.
However, during the years when other
boys were studying, John was collecting
characters. At one time he worked with
a construction crew building a new
school. One of the laborers was a Scot;
another an Irishman. To this day, John
can imitate both men with uncanny
accuracy. “They were a real comedy
team,” John recalls. “Some of their argu¬
ments stood me in good stead when I was

writing for radio. They were a riot.”
Working on a construction gang also
taught Mr. Lund how much sweat goes
into the earning of a dollar. No one will
ever read about the Lunds going on a
mad spending spree. John has a whole¬
some respect for money and the way to
spend it. He believes that not having a
dollar to spend is fine training for even¬
tually spending a dollar.
Even John’s determination to crack
New York was one of those bad-breaksthat-paid-off. He had arranged for space
in one of those taxi services that operate
between certain points. When he arrived
on the designated morning, he was told
that he must be mistaken; no reservation
had been made for him.
Luckily, he had the receipt for the
fare he had paid in advance, so he was
promised a place in the automobile leav¬
ing the following morning.
Was this an omen that he wasn’t sup¬
posed to.go to New York? Or was it
merely a warning never t6 trust wild-cat
transportation systems?
Anyway, thinking it over, John got
his money back. He took the train. A few
days later he learned that the automobile
in which he had his original reservation
had been wrecked near Auburn, New
York, and everyone in the car had been
critically injured or killed outright.
Having arrived safely in Manhattan,
John was all set to go into the circular
advertising business with a friend—a
shopping news publication, to be exact.
They had arranged financing which
would carry them through their first
few months of operations, and after that,
they would be making enough money to
pay back their loans and still net a nice
profit.
It was late winter of 1939; business was
looking up. But, one of John’s backers
withdrew from the plan. John’s friend
was offered a highly-paid position, and
John found himself in that old familiar
position of holding the bag.
However, work .was going forward on
the opening of the World’s Fair, so John
went to work in a pageant titled “Rail¬
roads on Parade.” In one skit, John was
a rail-splitter (a blonde Lincoln!), in

PHILLIPS CARD CO . 782DhunVst"newt0on.pmass;
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4 Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs;
no symbols; no machines, uses ABC’s.
Easy to learn; easy to write and transcribe. Low cost.
100.000 taught by mail. For business and Civil Serv¬
ice. Also typing. 26th year. Write for free booklet.

Foot Relief
Instant-Acting, Soothing,
Cushioning Foot Plaster
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To instantly relieve painful
corns, sore toes, callouses, bun¬
ions, tender spots, burning on
bottom of feet—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. You cut
this soothing, cush¬
ioning, flesh color,
superior moleskin
to any size or
shape. At Drug,
Shoe, Department
and 10y£ stores.

DrScholls KUROTEX

Joan Crawford found John all decked out in a dapper suit, dark shirt, and flaming tie
ka>L.-wheji. she dropped by to say “hello” to him on the set of Hal Wallis’ “My Friend Irma.”

another he was a cowpoke, and in an¬
other, an Indian. The company did five
or six shows a day, a routine which was
distinguished by quick switches from one
outfit to another.
John could anticipate no benefit to be
gained from his experience in “Railroads
on Parade” but some time later, the same
man who directed the pageant under¬
took to direct a road show production of
“Charley’s Aunt,” starring Phil Baker.
The director asked John to take the part
of one of the college chums.
“Charley’s Aunt” closed after four days
in Chicago.
Even that experience wasn’t wasted!
John knew definitely that he wanted to
remain in the entertainment business.
He tried out for the George Abbott
production, “Highland Fling,” but was
told he was too young-looking for the
part. He didn’t let the setback bother him.
Being too young looking was a malady
always corrected by time, and one way
to pass the time was to get into radio.
John’s next experience was in tele¬
vision. Unfortunately, he acted before
a tele-camera which served up the pro¬
gram to people in the studio only, and
they could make out John only through a
ghostly fog. John frequently asked him¬
self in exasperation: “What in the world
am I doing here?” Yet he had faith in
video and he felt that no matter how
hopeless it appeared at that time, some¬
thing was certain to come of the ex¬
perience.
At about this time, the advertising
agency for which John was writing the
Billie Burke show decided to send him
to Hollywood. John really ripped into his
radio writing job, working' eighteen
hours a day.
Finally he had to see a doctor. “What
do you do for recreation?” the doctor
cisk&d

“Work,” said John.
“Keep it up,” said the doctor, “and I’ll
give you six months more.”
Two days later, having turned over his
responsibilities to others, John waved
goodbye to his chance of being the
youngest radio magnate to go mad, and
returned to New York. •
A play, he decided, would be a vaca¬
tion—with pay—if he could find a suit¬
able role.
Luck was with him this time. He was
signed for the role of Yank in “The Hasty
Heart,” and after that was tagged by
Paramount. His introduction to motion
picture audiences in “To Each His Own,”
opposite Olivia de Havilland, was a break
accorded a Hollywood newcomer only in
years when snow falls on Sunset Boule¬
vard.
“So,” John says earnestly, “no matter
how black life looks, cheer up! Though
your house may have been washed away
in a flood, get out the next morning and
search for a vein of gold laid bare by the
storm.
“Don’t get the idea that I’m a Pollyanna,” John adds hastily. “I don’t believe
that everything happens for the best. I
think you have to make it turn out for
the best. I think a person has to keep
right on trying.”
Of course, nothing really could have
prepared him for co-starring with the
irrepressible Marie Wilson in the Hal
Wallis production, “My Friend, Irma.”
For the first few days she persisted in
calling him “Jeffrey” because of having
confused “Lynn” with “Lund.”
When
John painstakingly pointed out to her
that he wasn’t Jeffrey Lynn, she began
to call him “Alfred,” as in “Lunt.”
Grins John, “It isn’t important. She’s
a wonderful girl. Besides, as one midget
said to another, ‘What’s in a gnome?’ ”
The End

LOVE AFFAIR

Fur-cmm

I Continued from page 251

What would Gloria wear? Were her two
children living with her? How did Jimmy
think he’d work out as a step-father?
Jimmy Stewart is not an expansive
man. He does not talk freely, at least not
to women magazine writers. They have
a bad habit of flustering him. Under a
ceaseless barrage of feminine questioning,
he becomes shy, stuttery, embarrassed
and very much like a tongue-tied boy.
“I can’t help it,” he apologizes. “I just
have never been able to talk about love.”
When Jim hit Hollywood, he knew
that he would have to sit for no inter¬
views, because he was scheduled to go
to Arizona on location for his new pic¬
ture, “Arrow.”
He knew, too, however, that he was
obligated to fulfill these requests from
the members of the press who had been
so kind to him in the past.
He therefore went up to the office of
his publicist and said very nicely, be¬
cause Jimmy is really a very sweet guy—
“Bernie, what sort of stuff do you need?”
Said Bernie, “They want the inside
story. How did you two meet? When did
the fondness bloom into love? How does
it feel not to be a bachelor any more?”
Jimmy slumped more deeply into his
chair. “One thing, I’m not gonna talk
about,” he said flatly, “is my bachelor¬
hood. I’m tired of all that stuff.”
“Well,” said Bernie. “Maybe we don’t
need the trimmings. But we certainly
need the facts. Why don’t you give us all
the facts in the case, such as when you
plan to get married, who’s gonna be
there, where you hope to spend your
honeymoon, stuff such as that.”
“Good deal,” said Jimmy. “Tell you
what I’ll do. I’ll type out a fact sheet on
the wedding, and if any of the boys want
to write a story around that—okay.”
So Jimmy Stewart sat down at a type¬
writer and banged out a fact sheet on
his marriage, a marriage which may or
may not have taken place by the time
you read this.
That fact sheet as Jimmy originally
typed it appears on Page 24.
As you read it, you can tell that Jim
is a man of few words. Some of the names
on the sheet may puzzle you.
The wedding reception, for example, is
to be given by the Jack Boltons. Jack is
Jimmy’s agent and works for the Music
Corporation of America, a talent agency
that takes 10% of Stewart’s income.
The Boltons are also good friends of
Jimmy and chaperoned him and Gloria
when they flew to Mazatlan, Mexico, not
too long ago.
Chasen’s is the name of a Hollywood
restaurant frequented by Jimmy and
Gloria, and Billy Grady, listed as best
man, is the casting director at MGM.
The

Sensational New

Gives EXCITING CURVES
Like Nature’s Own . . .
Now you can wear the most
fashionable dresses — the
snuggest-fitting sweaters—
with the complete assur¬
ance that a perfect bustlineisyours! New MAID’N
BLOOM Bra gives you the
full, natural-looking curves
you have always dreamed of.
The secret is in the new snapin washable foam rubber pads
that are built up at both top and
bottom for more thrilling curves.
Pads can’t slip, slide or expose
themselves. Best of all, this exciting new bra is designed
wear with the most daring
necklines.
Has
the
new
front
clasp plus elastic front and back
for better fit. Adjustable shoul¬
der straps. Lustrous fabric, in
sizes 28 to 36, Nude, Black and
White,
colors.
All
this,
only
$2.98!
Order
MAID'N
BLOOM
Bra today and enjoy the glamorsecret
of
famous
models
and
movie stars!

SEND

NO

MONEY

Try 10 Days At Our Risk

Just simply draw circle around
color and size desired and mail
with your name and address.
When package arrives pay post¬
man $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra in 10 days for your money
back if not 100% delighted. Send Cash we pay Postage.

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
MARK COLOR SELECTION:
Black □

Nude □

CIRCLE SIZE:
MAID'N

BLOOM

28,

White □
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803 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 22. ill.

Take This Easy Step To

BIG MONEY!
Sell CHRISTMAS CARDS*
Cards for Christmas and Everyday. Alsolovely EM
BOSSED Christmas Cards WITH NAME. Sell themselves a
...U
25 > UB- Amazing $1 “Southern Beauty” Assortmen
of 21 Chrietmas Carde Days yon op to 60c! Complete line of fart-seller;
Write for Samples on approval. SOUTHERN GREETING CARO CO.
216 South Pauline Street.
Dept. C-2S, MEMPHIS 4. TENH
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You’ll Love

Elizabeth Taylor's
life Story with Pictures
in

If you like to DRAW, SKETCH or PAINT,
write for TALENT TEST. No Fee!

ART INSTRUCTION, INC.
9119-2

MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINNESOTA

Please send me your FREE Talent Test:
name_
OCCUPATION

October Movieland
On all newsstands September 9
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ATTENTION BRIDES
I Continued from page 57 i

Arc you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped,
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look? It’s Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW.
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321 Broadway

Dept. 308

New York, N. Y.

MOVIE STARS' PHOTOS
Over 1000 to choose from.
All of the old favorites
plus many of the new ones.
Customers tell us we have
the finest in the business.

Glamour, Pinups, West¬
erns 8x10, 25 Cents
Each.

6 for $1.00

Doris Day
Illustrated Catalogue with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

ISrbank.

cal.

Lovely Cluster Ring GIVEN AWAY ’
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate, bully Guaranteed.
A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN for selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25 P a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve — Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28, W00DS80R0. MARYLAND

Sett (fyiiA&HAL
(30) Largest Variety box assort¬
ments. Up to 100% profit plus
Bonus. 50 cards $1.00. 25 cards
$1.00. Xmas A Everyday Wrap¬
pings. Religious A Humorous
Xmas Boxes. Somethin? New—
Plastic Christmas & all occasion
Boxes. Start Early. Write for
Special Introductory Offer Now.

cream sauce for a very tasty tuna dish.
What intrigued Janie most on the shelf
was French’s Instant Potato which makes
ten servings of mashed potatoes in one
minute with the addition of water, milk
and butter. It makes potato soup too, in
less time than it takes to yell, “Action!
Camera!” All very important matters to
a prospective housekeeper who will be
dashing home from busy days at MGM.
Right now, Janie is studying her script
for “Nancy Goes to Rio”; but after her
sessions at Van Nuys Evening High it
shouldn’t surprise Producer Joe Paster¬
nak if, instead of the lines, his little star
starts chanting: “Keep on hand cream
cheese; it blends with roquefort or
blue cheese; also with clams, avocados,
chopped olives, crisp, crumbled bacon, and
can be served on crackers, corn curls, or
as celery stuffing at hors d'oeuvres time!”
One of the most important tricks for a
hostess is to have her silver polished and
ready. This can be done with prepared
silver cloths or with disposable papers
chemically treated.
Janie took her turn polishing a whole
silver service at the class and found it
went very quickly, without any mess.
She didn’t even have to take off her dia¬
mond engagement ring.
Another trick when you’re expecting
guests is to try and rest for ten minutes
before they arrive. After you finish the
work as KP, a shower and fresh make¬
up, and ten minutes’ rest makes you feel
like a glamor girl.
In Janie’s case, many of the guests will
be droppers-in, her friends and Geary’s,
driving around on a bright Sunday after¬
noon.
“Always open the door with a smile,”
Mrs. Ramsey says, “and always open the
door wide.
If your silver is polished
and flowers freshly arranged, if you your¬
self are neat and well-groomed, there’s
no problem.”
One of Janie’s assignments in class was
to open the door to unexpected guests.
She greeted the two members of the class
gaily and easily, dashed to the mirror to
be sure she had lipstick on, grabbed a
handful of Martha Washington geraniums
from the bunch in the school kitchen, ar¬

ranged them tastefully in a small cornu¬
copia, and had a table set for tea in less
than five minutes.
While the water boiled, Jane chatted
with her “guests,” then ran for the tea¬
pot, for a box of cookies and a tinned
Brown Bread from the emergency shelf.
Ten minutes later, tea was being served
as prettily as you please.
Cinnamon toast goes well with tea, too,
or bread and butter sandwiches with
water cress. If the guests are unexpected,
however, the idea is to do things rapidly.
Janie had a great many questions to
ask about formal dinner service. She
isn’t worried about the cooking, but she
wanted pointers on serving.
Question: “Are service plates always
necessary?”
Answer: “Dinner plates can be used
just as well.”
Question: “Where should the napkin
go?”
Answer: “It can be laid in a rectangle
across the plate. If a sherbet glass or
salad plate rests on top the dinner plate,
the napkin goes to the left.”
Some of the other aspects of the Host¬
ess Class, Janie really didn’t need, such
as the business of keeping a conversation
going. Other members of the class found
her most adept at that. The same charm
and poise that marked her performance
in “Holiday in Mexico,” “Three Daring
Daughters,” “Luxury Liner” and “Date
with Judy” carry over into everything
Jane does.
“Of course, this class was fun,” Janie
says, “and I didn’t have to work as hard
as I did in my class in Italian.” She
would like to go back to school and take
some of the wonderful classes that are
listed in the catalog. She found a num¬
ber of adult evening classes that sounded
very interesting when she enrolled at
Van Nuys. Principal Philo Chambers
took her to visit the canning class and
the tapestry weaving class.
Of course, at present, studio work and
her plans for becoming Mrs. Steffen are a
full-time job. But Janie’s making plans
aow—for she wants to be the Perfect Wife.
And the sooner the better!
The

End

S.H. GREETING CARDS
177 William St. N,w York 7.N.Y.

WRITERS
Conscientious sales service for your short stories,
articles, books and plays. Send today for FREE
circular "Your Road To Writing Success.”
DANIEL 8. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept. H-9,419 Fourth Ave.( New York 16, N. Y.

CONFIDENTIAL LOAN SERVICE7^
Borrow $50 to $300

00

mm

Need money/ Nomatter where,
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $50.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.
IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Com pletely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STATE
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NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
Employed men and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Your employer, relatives and
friends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name and address
and we will mail application blank and
complete details FREE in plain enve¬
lope. There is no obligation. Act now!

FI NANCE

COMPANY

216 Savings & Loan Bldg., Dept. X-75K " — Moines 8, Iowa

Janie sold her fiance, Geary Steffen, on the idea of attending night classes at Van Nuys.
They’ll attend the Square Dance Group just as soon as Janie's movie schedule lets tip.

Arlene Dahl, heroine of MGM’s “Scene of
the Crime,” sports pixie-ish harlequins.

"Shorty"
Gown
Exquisitely styled
for beauty and
sleeping comfort.
Dainty ruffled
yoke and sleeves,
button front.

Limit 4
Material: Finest
Rayon Jersey
32,34,36,38
,Colors: Pink, Blue,
..iaize. Orchid, White

ORDER DIRECT FROM BETTY CO-ED
BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept. 473
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
QUANTITY

SIZE

COLOR
1st Choice 2nd Choice

1 "Shorty" Gown

1

Name —
Address-

Spm-tmkr!
★ Perhaps you’re one of those gals who
refuse to wear goggles, even though you
can’t see three feet ahead of you. If you
are, chum, you’re blind to the truth.
A nearsighted gal who needs glasses
and doesn’t wear them has trouble keep¬
ing her blinkers wide open. She has to
squint to see what’s going on. And she’s
liable to be stooped-shouldered, from
peering forward in order to see. Some¬
times friends think she’s stuck up; she
doesn’t recognize people she knows,
merely because she can’t see them.
Farsightedness is another story. With¬
out glasses, a farsighted girl squints at
objects that are near; and she must keep
her distance from the object of her vision
in order to see it clearly. She’ll find few
dates who’ll be willing to enjoy seeing a
movie from the very last row of the
theatre, to appease her foolish notions
about not wearing her goggles.
Posture
and
popularity
difficulties
aren’t the least of your worries if you
should wear glasses, and don’t. Your
health is in danger, too. Recurrent head¬
aches may be a sign that your eyes are
undergoing unnecessary strain that cor¬
rect lenses would relieve.
Along with being blind to the fact that
glasses are necessary for some people to
see with, you’ve overlooked how really
chic those goggles can be. If you need
glasses . . . make them one of your most
flattering accessories.
The important thing to remember when
you choose your glasses is that they must
fit your face. If you’re a round-faced gal
like Arlene Dahl, pixie-ish harlequin
glasses like hers will add a new and ex¬

citing air to your appearance. If your
face is long and thin, frames which are
round or squarish will make it appear
fuller. Glasses, you see, can do as much
as make-up—or even more—to flatter the
contour of your face.
Another item to consider in your choice
of goggles is the weight of the frame.
There’s never been as vast a selection of
interesting types as today. They range
from scholastic-looking heavy black ones
to dainty silver rims. Consider your fea¬
tures when you choose your specs. Re¬
member that no matter how good-look¬
ing a pair of glasses is, a heavy frame
will look ridiculous on your nose if your
features are delicate. On the other hand,
a full-featured face looks incongruous
sporting thin-rimmed specs.
Color is important, too. Current favor¬
ites are horn-rimmed frames, edged in
gold, and black lace pressed into lightcolored plastic. Some gals have a real
collection of differently colored glasses.
This is mighty nice, if you can afford it,
but there are better and cheaper ways
of achieving variety. The most practical
method is to choose two entirely differ¬
ent styles, and wear them alternately; or
have one for casual wear and one for
dress. If you must have color, there’s a
chameleon-type kit on the market that
contains a pair of clear-colored frames
and a complete set of different colored
plastic pieces to hinge onto them.
Anyone who thinks spectacles are the
sign of old age is suffering from optical
illusions. If you need ’em—wear ’em.
You’ll feel and look spec-tacular!
The End
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Beginner Earns $1,819.00
“Today I received a check for $165
for a story. Another I sold for $34.
The other day I counted up just
how much I made previously.
It
amounted to $1,620.00. Not bad for
a beginner, is it?”—Mrs.L.L.Gray,
2519 Lasker, Waco, Texas.

To People
who want to write
but can 9t get started
F)0 YOU have that constant urge to write but the fear
^ that a beginner hasn't a chance?
Here is what the
former editor of Liberty said:—“There is more room for
newcomers in writing than ever before. Some of the great¬
est of writing men and women have passed from the scene
in recent years. Who will take their places? Fame, richea
and the happiness of achievement await the new men and
women of power.”

A Chance to Test Yourself—FREE
The Newspaper Institute of America offers a free Writing
Aptitude Test.
Its object is to discover more men and
women who can add to their income by fiction and article
writing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple but ex¬
pert analysis of your latent ability, your powers of imagina¬
tion, logic, etc. Those who pass this test are qualified to
take the famous N. I. A. course based on the practical
New York Copy Desk Method which teaches you to write
by writing! You work at home, in leisure time, con¬
stantly guided by experienced writers. Soon you acquire
the coveted “professional” touch. Then you're ready to
market your stories, articles and news items.

Mail the Coupon l\ow
Taking the Writing Aptitude Test requires but a few min¬
utes and costs nothing. So mail the coupon now. Take the
first step towards the most enjoyable and profitable occu¬
pation—writing for publication! Newspaper Institute of
America, One Park Avenue. New York 16, N. Y.
(Founded 1925)
VETERANS: Course Approved for Veterans’ Training.
Hfcfc

Newspaper Institute of America
One Park Avenue. New York 16, N. Y.

Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing
Aptitude Test and further information about writing
for profit.
Miss
Mrs.
Mr.
Address.
(
) Check here If you are eligible under the
G. I. Bill of Ri'-rhts.
(All correspondence confidential. No salesman will
call on you.)
85-P-789
Copyright

1949

Newspaper

Institute

of

America
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INGRID BERGMAN: SAINT OR SINNER?
IContinued from page 591
Prove it yourself no matter
bow long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriaV
sis and Derm oil with
\ amazing,
true plioto.
A graphic proof of resulta
sent FREE. Write for it.
Don't mistake eczema
\
for the stubborn, ugly \
1
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis Apply YL.-tfA. v*
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly '
sr/ot-s on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after '
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
w.w
red patches gradually disappeared and
mi us
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “one Spot Test".
Test It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use onlv as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7730, Detroit 27, Mich.

ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinat¬
ing Positions in hotels as Hostess,
Executive Housekeeper, Manager, Social or Food
Director. Grade school education plus Lewis Train¬
ing qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Service Free of
extra charge. One student writes: “Business Manager and
Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training." Write for Free Book. Courio approved
for Veterans' Training.
'
sumssrui
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
4 <
ViAR
Sta. PO -9301, Washington 7. D. C.
J

faAMAZING
Mfl7u5 i?n
FFFT-^dinsTnTr
OFFER—$40
IS YOUR?!
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FOR SELLING ONLY 50 BOXES CHRISTMAS CAROS

Also 50 and 25 for $1.00 with or
without
name.
Free
samples.
Other boxes on approval. Includ¬
ing entirely new, different deluxe
assortment
with
feature
tele¬
vision card. Cute plastic assort¬
ments.
Write
today.
It
costs
nothing to try.
g^HEERFUL CARD CO.. Dept. R-23. White Plains, N.Y.
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LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt¬
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—* 'THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Llepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en¬
dorsed by multitudes.

remember that she’s a very natural and
beautiful woman. She’s not a Goddess.”
That statement by Miss Brown was
the first inkling that Ingrid Bergman
was not a saint, so to speak; that she
was, in fact, as other women—warm,
friendly, and subject to the love, at¬
tractions, and temptations of life.
The second inkling came some months
ago when newspapers everywhere car¬
ried insistent reports that Ingrid planned
to divorce her husband, Dr. Peter Lindstrom, and marry the very handsome
and irresistible Italian director, Roberto
Rossellini.
These reports became so widespread
that Dr. Lindstrom first sent Kay Brown
over to Italy to determine their truth,
and after she returned, he traveled to
Stromboli himself. He talked to his wife,
and Ingrid issued the following state¬
ment:
“I have met my husband and we dis¬
cussed and clarified our situation. After
this film is completed, I shall leave Italy
and meet my husband in Sweden or the
United States. Beyond this there will
be no further statements about our pri¬
vate lives.”
That statement, of course, said very
little. Immediately after it was issued,
Rossellini’s lawyer,
Gino Sotis, an¬
nounced that his client was determined
to make binding in Italy, the divorce he
had just secured in Hungary.
In other words, Roberto Rossellini
wanted to be free to marry anyone, any¬
where.
In issuing her statement, Ingrid had
hoped that it would satisfy both the pub¬
lic and the press, that after its release,
she would be let alone.
It had the opposite effect. It whetted

the appetite of sensationalists. It aroused
the sleuthing instinct in reporters. Wal¬
ter Winchell wrote, “Ingrid Bergman’s
financial advisers have assigned a female
chaperone with orders never to leave
her at any time.”
The Hollywood Reporter stated, “Our
always accurate Rome source says the
Bergman-Rossellini doings are hotter ’n
ever; just lucky to be escaping press cov¬
erage.”
The upshot of all this was that several
women’s organizations in the country un¬
fairly began to demand that Ingrid’s pic¬
tures be banned. These were the same
organizations who had campaigned for
the boycott of Rita Hayworth’s films be¬
fore her marriage to Aly Khan. These
organizations, without knowing any of
the basic facts in the love-life of Ingrid
Bergman, had set themselves up as both
judge and jury and had come to the
conclusion that Ingrid was acting like a
sinner.
Now, the truth, the whole truth about
Ingrid Bergman is this: she is neither a
saint nor a sinner, neither devil nor
deity. She is a fine, forward, uprighteous, honest, talented, and incompa¬
rably lovely young actress.
She is also, unfortunately, the victim
of a legend she had no part in creating,
the legend which set her up as a God¬
dess; a legend which was fated to boom¬
erang because no woman on earth, no
matter how perfect, could fulfill its un¬
real requirements.
The legend began in April of 1939 when
Ingrid Bergman arrived in New York
aboard the Queen Mary and descended
the gangplank at Pier 90.
At that time Ingrid could speak very
little English. A passenger who asked

FREE
BOOKLET

LIEPE METHODS, 32S4 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. J-75, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

SOIIGS PUBLISHED
We offer new songwriters o thrilling opportunity
to hove their SONGS PUBLISHED. Send your song
poems or songs TODAY for FREE examination,

HOLLYWOOD S0NGHIT COMPOSERS
Box 782-D

Hollywood 28, Calii

Easy dollars are yours showing lovely
new Christmas Cards to friends. Fast¬
selling Dollar King 21-Card Assortment
at $1 pays you up to 100% profit! Also New
Plastic and Metal Foil Cards, Gift Wraps,
Religious, Everyday, big line of popular values.
Name - Imprinted lines low as 50 for $1. Get
Assortment? on approval. Imprint Samples FREE!

CHAS. C. SCHWER CO., Dept. 7 2-C, Westfield.Mass.

FREE
SAMPLES

HEW BUST CREME

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
self 10 days on this special intro¬
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
80.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
M

days

Writ# today. When your 30-Day jar Francl# James Bust
Creme arrives cay only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D. postage.
Plain wrapper.
Full directions with package
Test 10
days, then Judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO., Dept. 1-L

SO

803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago 22. III.

this is one time the camera lied. Ingrid Bergman isn t twinking the nose of this young
English reporter. She s only illustrating a production point with enthusiastic gesture.

of headache, .neuritis
and neuralgia

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians
and dentists recommend —

Here's why
Anacin is like a doctor’s
prescription. That is, it
contains notone but a
combination of medi¬
cally proved ingredi
ents. Get Anacin
Tablets today.

NEW

CHRISTMAS CARD

MONEY

MAKERS

LOOK!

Healthy-looking Ingrid gets an extra dab of powder to create the pale wan look needed
for the scene she’s going to do next in Alfred Hitchcock’s new film, “Under Capricorn.”
her how she had enjoyed the trip was
told by the actress, “I yust had a vonderfil time.”
Ingrid also knew nothing of publicity
men and when the studio publicity man
suggested that she let him take care of
the interview with the inquiring report¬
ers, she was only too glad.
At that point, the studio did not want
the public to learn that Ingrid Bergman
was the mother of a year-old baby and
that she was married to a Swedish den¬
tist named Lindstrom.
It was said that when David Selznick
first met her, he ran his little finger
across her lips. He wanted to see how
much lip rouge she wore to give her
mouth such fine crimson color.
When
he discovered that Ingrid used no lip
rouge at all, Selznick turned to an as¬
sistant and is supposed to have said in
amazement: “Why, this girl is a god¬
dess!”
Perhaps, the publicity boys took their
cue from that statement. Whatever the
source of their direction, that’s when the
goddess legend was born.
They launched her as the goddess of
goodness, beauty, kindness, and virtue.
In all fairness to them, it must be said
that they had plenty to work with. For
Bergman was the nearest thing to a true
goddess Hollywood had ever known.
She didn’t smoke (she does today); she
wore no makeup; she was unaffected; she
spoke to all reporters with honesty and
charm; she revealed her true birthdate,
August 28, 1917, whenever it was re¬
quested.
She was unspoiled, genuine,
and gracious.
She never plucked her
eyebrows. The only jewelry she wore
was a simple gold wedding band. Her
honey-gold hair, her unlined skin, her
blue eyes—all this made it easy to sur¬
round Ingrid with an aura of perfection.
What the press boys failed to do, how¬
ever, was to humanize Ingrid.
When
Bergman staunchly refused to hide the
fact that she was both married and a
mother, they went along with her, but
regretfully, although the family side of
her life was never played up.
“I was lonely always,” Ingrid says of

her youth, “so I turned to acting.
I
would get dressed in my mother’s old
clothes and I would read poetry aloud—
not poems of nature, but funny poems
and sad poems—and I dramatized them.
Sometimes I acted for old people, and I
was happy to do it for them, but not for
young people because I was terrified of
anyone my age.”
Ingrid’s childhood was an unhappy
one, punctuated by death and tragedy,
and it was always older people who
showed her kindness and understanding
and took care of her. That’s why she
loves them so devotedly; that’s why she
respects them; that’s why she frequently
falls to her knees and clasps their hands
when she meets and talks to them.
But to explain all this half a dozen
years ago, the publicity boys would have
been compelled to talk about Ingrid’s
early life, and somehow that period of
her growth didn’t fit the goddess legend.
The ironic part of the goddess legend
is that Bergman is one actress who never
needed it.
She can stand on her own virtues. She
needs- none manufactured for her.
She will not, for example, tolerate a
dirty or smutty story of any sort. She
will permit no one, if she can prevent
it, to be pushed around. Some years ago,
for example, she was invited to a dinner
for the diplomatic corps. She asked to
meet the Swedish Minister.
When it
was explained to her that the Swedish
minister was “one of the lesser minis¬
ters” and had not been invited, she
quickly but politely said, “If he is not
here, then I am afraid I must go at once.”
The Swedish Ambassador was sent for.
Up until the Rossellini affair, no
breath of scandal had ever touched In¬
grid.
She had occasionally been men¬
tioned in connection with Selznick, Cary
Grant, Ernest Hemingway, and Gary
Cooper, but everyone knew such tieups
were ridiculous and unworthy even of
the slightest mention.
This, however, hasn’t been true in the
case of Roberto Rossellini; and that’s
why the public has been shocked.

(Please turn to next page)

FREE

10 DAY "NO-RISK’
EXAMINATION OFFER

Fascinating new type Plastic, Metallic, 3-D1mcnsional Christmas Card Assortments. Gift
Wrappings. Special Gift Items, Floral
and
Personal Stationery. Send at once
for Free 48-page catalog, fea¬
ture samples on
approval
for
10-day Free inspection and Free
Name-Imprinted Christmas Card
Sample Portfolios. Special offers.
~ Cash bonus. It’s easy! It’s fun!

morns
TO
100%

Free
Samples
50 for
$1.00
Name
I mprinted
Christmas
Cards
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WANTElP
To Be Set To Music

Submit one or more of your best poems
for free examination. Any subject. Send
poem for details and information.

Phonograph Records Mode

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
/35 Beacon Bldg.

Boston 8, Mass.

ITi.JT STOUT
If

YOU'RE

Look slimmer—and save money too!
Just mail coupon (or FREE 92-Page
.Style Book showing slenderizing
dresses, suits, hats, shoes, corsets,
underwear—everything In sizes 38
to 58—everything priced low to save
you money. Style Book Is yours
FREE. Mall coupon below today!
LANE BRYANT, Department 88
752 E. Market St.. Indianapolis 17. Ind.
Please mail me FREE Style Book for stout women.
Name

M

Post Office
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SMALL BUST
WOMEN!
Special Design "Up-AndOut" Bra Gives row
Fuller, Alluring Bustline Insfantly.
NO PAOSI

fSelf
our

conscious
about
flat looking bustine?
Figure Beauty
starts with a glam¬
orous bustline. Th.— ■ sensational “Up- /^Str¬
and-Out” Bra ha*
an exclusive secret
patent pend, fea¬
ture that tends tlift and cup flat,
unshapely, small
busts
into
FULLER.WELL
ROUNDED.
exciting
BUSTLINE like
magic instantly.
NO PADS - no
artificial
bust
build up needed
Now
Wear All
Dress _
Blouses,
Sweaters
etc.,
(No
M a 11 e r
How Form Fittin g)
With
Bustline
Con¬
Profile
fidence!
With the “UPView of
and-OUT"
Bra
HIDDEN
underneath all your
clothes will display
FEATURE
the sweater girl, femi¬
nine curves you desire
in Bra
and require to look attractive. Firm elastic
back and easy to ad¬
Special
patent
pend,
bust
just shoulder straps.
molding feature on inside of
Beautiful fabric—easy
bra lifts, supports and cups
to wash. Colors: N ude.
White. Black. Sizes 28.
small flat busts into Fuller,
30. 32. 34. 36. 38. Only
Well-Rounded “Up-and-0ut”
$2.49. Mail Coupon
Curves 1
now.
SEND NO MONEY

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL COUPON!
TESTED SALES. Dept. MR-1509A
I 20 Vesey Street,

I
I

New York City

Rush to me my “UP-and-OUT” Bra In
size and color checked below. I will
delivery $2.49 plus postage. If not
days I will return merchandise for

plain wrapper In
pav postman on
delighted in 10
my money back.

|

SIZE.HOW MANY.COLOR.

|

NAME.

|

ADDRESS..*.

| CITY, ZONE. STATE...
D Check here if you wish to save postage by enclosing
$2.49 with coupon!
Same Money Back Guarantee.

I

L_

SAVE ON
Cottons!
\ Now... real savingsthathelp
|you
Prices on
lfamily and home cottons!
\ Write today for FREE Cat\ alogr of thrilling cotton val\ ues, in shirts, dresses, on\ derwear, children’s wear,
T prints and fabrics, towels.
\ sheets, etc. Satisfaction
-__\guaranteed. See how
VSouth Carolina Mills
\ LOWERPRICES can SAVE
' YOU MONEY 1 Rash name
for FREE catalog today!

Beat High

- ...

„

SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS, Dept. 418,

Spartanburg S C.

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo
NEW SILK FINISH-GOLD TOOLED FRAME

M

To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 6x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now. accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the en¬
largement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may k«ep the handsome frame at a
gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals
returned. Offer limited to U.S.A.
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Many of Ingrid’s fans simply cannot
understand how their goddess might be
attracted to one of the most handsome,
charming, talented directors in the world,
attracted even in a professional way.
It’s really quite simple. Ingrid is ex¬
tremely career-minded.
Acting is her
whole life. She will re-do one scene a
hundred times in order to make it per¬
fect. She will sit on the floor and dis¬
cuss lines with a writer over and over
again. She wants to please the public
always.
She thought, for example, that “Arch
of Triumph” would prove a huge suc¬
cess.
She was so confident that she
signed to appear in it for virtually no
salary but 35% of the profits. To date,
the picture has still to return its cost,
and Ingrid has still to draw a penny from
it.
The unfavorable response to “Arch of
Triumph” made Ingrid very unhappy.
She began taking inventory of her ca¬
reer. She hadn’t had a good picture in
a long time.
One night, she saw two
Italian pictures directed by Roberto
Rossellini (“Open City” and “Paisan”)
which had won several awards.
She had met Rossellini in Paris the
Summer before, so she sat down and
wrote him a fan letter. “If you can find
a small part in one of your new pro¬
ductions for a little Swedish girl by the
name of Bergman, she is ready.”
A few weeks later, the Italian director
flew into Hollywood. I met him at the
Beverly Hills Hotel.
His English was
bad, his manner charming.
“What brings you here?” I asked.
He flashed a winning smile. “Ingrid
Bergman. I wish to do in Italy a picture
with Ingrid Bergman.”
“What is the picture going to be
about?” I asked.
“Very difficult to say,” Rossellini an¬
swered. He then explained that when he
directs a film, he does so without a

script.
Each day’s dialogue is written
on set to fit the individual scene and
mood. What he hoped to do with Ingrid,
he said, was to put her in a love story.
“I want to show,” he explained, “that
love is understood everywhere. In this
picture I have in mind, she will be only
character who speaks English.”
I shook my head. “Do you think Miss
Bergman will play in that sort of hap¬
hazard vehicle?” I asked.
Rossellini smiled again. “I think so,”
he said.
And he was right. Roberto and Ingrid
discussed the project for days. He stayed
at her house and when they conferred,
Ingrid’s husband was always present.
Once, when Ingrid and Rossellini went
to a restaurant alone, they were later
joined by Dr. Lindstrom.
At the beginning,"Ingrid’s interest in
Roberto Rossellini was primarily pro¬
fessional.
Whether it became a heart
interest when they reached Italy, only
Ingrid knows.
Regardless of the development, how¬
ever, no one has the right to condemn or
imply that Ingrid Bergman is a sinner.
She is a warm, intelligent, uprighteous,
normally passionate woman. She is in¬
capable of lies, deceit, or duplicity. By
background, philosophy, and personal
standards, she is not the type of female
who cheats. Such action is completely
foreign and reprehensible to her.
If she wants to marry Roberto Rossel¬
lini, she will go about it in the correct
and legal way. If she doesn’t, she won’t.
She is not devious, conniving, or tricky.
Everything about her is clean and above
board.
Like every other member of her sex,
Ingrid is entitled to make up her mind
about her personal life and to change
her mind if she wants to.
Because Ingrid is not a goddess. Ingrid
is a lovely, normal, upstanding woman.
The End

IRELAND'S THE NAME
I Continued from page 471

had never owned. What a spree that was!
Then he persuaded the sellers of these
things to date the bills for them as of the
twelfth so that the new manager wouldn’t
make him return his treasures in the in¬
terests of his bank account.
After that, as rapidly as the allowance
would permit, John proceeded to express
his tastes and personality still further in
the new home. He began collecting fine
prints of fine paintings and rigging baby
spotlights to show them at their best on
his walls. This eliminates the necessity
for more conventional lighting and cre¬
ates one of the most interesting rooms
in Hollywood.
And here, amid surroundings which
he has made vividly characteristic of
himself, he gives the kind of parties he
enjoys for the people he likes.
Small
groups gather on Friday or Saturday
evenings for what he calls “a cocktail
and a snack.” Then they all sit around
and talk and have music, some of it con¬
tributed by the guests, until all hours.
Martha Tilton and Helen O’Conner are
frequent guests.
The “snack” usually consists of a buf¬
fet with fried chicken or spareribs which
John has sent in from a neighboring res¬
taurant.
People serve themselves and
then balance their plates on knees, coffee
tables or the rug, as they prefer.
“Sure I can cook!” John told a curious
visitor who had noted his affection for
the glowing kitchen range. “I cooked for

a living once in a delicatessen and that’s
probably why I think it’s fun now to have
someone else cook it and send it in!”
Perhaps John has worked too hard and
too steadily to be able to relax success¬
fully now.
In the ten years since he
started in show business he has never
been out of work. And he literally swam
into show business!
He was born in Victoria, British Co¬
lumbia.
His father, also named John
Ireland, was a well-known breeder of
race horses, who had married a pretty
Scottish girl named Katherine Ferguson.
John Ireland, Senior, died while John
was quite young and when his widow
remarried she took her boy to New York
City where young John attended grade
school and Commerce High School. One
of his half brothers, Tom Noonan, is also
a Hollywood actor.
. As John matured, he developed into
a fine all-round athlete and an espe¬
cially expert swimmer. In 1935 he was
entered in the William Wrigley Mara¬
thon Swim in Toronto, Canada. There
he was invited to join a “water carnival”
where he learned to swim under colored
lights and in time to music. This heady
experience gave him an idea. He liked
show business. He’d try the stage!
And so he did, starting with Shake¬
spearean roles with small repertoire com¬
panies (most actors dream of working
up to Shakespeare) and going on from
there to modern roles.

His first play on Broadway was “Mac¬
beth” with Maurice Evans and Judith
Anderson in which he had a small role.
He was playing Lorenzo in “The Mer¬
chant of Venice” in 1937 when he met
the pretty actress, Elaine Sheldon, who
afterward became his wife. They have
two sons, John Anthony Ireland, aged
seven, and Peter Ireland, aged four. The
Irelands are now divorced.
His stage career developed into a dis¬
tinguished and very busy one, including
roles in “Jane Eyre” with Sylvia Sidney
and Luther Adler; “The Moon Is Down”;
“Counterattack”; and his favorite of them
all, the role of merchant seaman in El¬
mer Rice’s “A New Life.”
He was playing in George Abbott’s
“The Highland Fling,” when Charles K.
Feldman saw him and the next thing he
knew, John was in Hollywood.
To date he has worked in twelve pic¬
tures and has begun to be dreaded by a
lot of actors because of his habit of run¬
ning off with most of the honors.
“Red River,” his eighth, catapulted him
into the sensational class after “Mr. Soft
Touch” had won him his contract at
Columbia. His biggest roles are in the
yet-to-be-released “All the King’s Men,”
and “Anna Lucasta.”
Somewhere he managed to get into the
low-budgeted and almost unheralded “I
Shot Jesse James” which, as this is writ¬
ten, is developing into a sensational hit.
John is ’way at the top of newcomers
in Hollywood!
He still goes his own way in his private
life. He is ruggedly handsome in an un¬
conventional, somewhat tousled fashion,
although he doesn’t think so. One of his
ambitions is to portray Abraham Lin¬
coln, whom he hopes he resembles. Now
that I think of it, he does, too!
He likes what he calls “sloppy, com¬
fortable clothes” and he hardly notices
what colors they are when he buys them,
so long as they aren’t bright colors. He
guesses that he likes blues and grays.
He thinks his worst fault is a tendency
to obey his impulses and he finds that
isn’t always wise. He has a hot temper,
too, but that doesn’t seem a real fault to
him . . at least, as it seems to work out.
“For one thing, after I blow my top
I always feel fine,” he confided. “Sort
of relaxed and—uh—satisfied. For an¬
other thing, it sometimes gets results.
“For instance, when they first asked
me to take the role in ‘Anna’ I was sure
I couldn’t do it and when they insisted,
I blew up and shouted and stormed out
of the office. Later the casting director
asked, ‘Why do you think you can’t do
that role? All you haye to do is storm
and shout exactly as you did in my of¬
fice!’ So-o-o I took it, and I liked it
better than anything I have done in pic¬
tures. Temper paid off that time.” And
talking about pictures, chalk off another
Ireland hit in “I Shot Jesse James,” in
which he plays the killer.
He is a nonconformist in more ways
than one. He maintains that he “hates
pets,” which he describes as usually
being “large, ravening beasts who leap
all over you and scare you to death or
else little, sniffly things who jump onto
your lap and get your ’fchin all wet with
unwanted licks, and,” he adds, darkly,
“people expect you to admire these beasts
and even coo at them!”
He admires feminine women and can’t
bear-women in slacks. “I like skirts and
sweaters in the day-time and frilly, softcolored things with floppy hats at other
times.”
Pressed about rumors of a romance in
his life, John mutters, “It isn’t anything
—yet. You might say it’s just a—well,
a sort of—shadow!” And tbat is all he
will tell you for the present.

He doesn’t understand what people
mean when they tell him it is important
to be seen “in the right places.” “Right
for what?” he demands.
“The ‘right’ place for me is a place
that suits my mood and has good food.
There is an old-fashioned restaurant bar
in the San Fernando Valley with a tile
floor, big rotary fans on the ceiling, a
red-faced, smiling bartender and perfect
steaks and lobsters. They serve nothing
stronger than beer and there is a juke
box which plays really good music. That
is a ‘right’ place for me very often.”
John, by the way, is an ardent seafood,
steak, salad and cheese man. No sweets,
no starches, and he wants his steak rare
and his cheeses sharp.
His favorite city is Boston because he
has encountered his favorite restaurants
there. He will name them with ecstatic
nostalgia.
He says he has no pet extravagances.
“I don’t make enough money to be really
extravagant.
But I don’t spend -any
more than I do make,” he adds, proudly.
“I guess that’s being practical, isn’t it?”
He plays a lot of tennis and likes to
swim when he can find a pool. He won’t
swim in the ocean. He hates the feel of
it, the sound of it and even the smell of it.
He has never had a garden and feels
no urge, as do so many actors, to dig in
the good earth.
He loves trees in an
inarticulate and somewhat bewildered
fashion. They seem symbols of strength
to him somehow and the feel of rough
bark gives him a strange sort of pleasure.
He thinks he hates to shave more than
any man he knows. He shaves every day
because he would be uncomfortable if
he didn’t!
I wouldn’t say John Ireland is a very
happy man, despite the hard won suc¬
cess which has come to him and which
seems to be growing more important by
the moment. Perhaps he has worked
too hard and too steadily to have had
time to find out what he really wants
from life. He thinks he wants to be a
free soul but he is restless and searching.
Perhaps, ’way down deep, he, actually
wants a groove; roots (like the tree)
and he hates to admit it.
Perhaps that “shadow of romance”
which he mentions with a sort of defiant
wistfulness, will be the answer!
The “shadow of romance” at this writ¬
ing seems to be Joanne Dru who is his
leading lady in Columbia’s “All the King’s
Men.” But only time will tell—John won’t!
The

NOWa COMPLEXION CLAY
THAT MAKES SKIN LOVELIER
Cleans Pore Openings • Reduces Skin Blemishes
Works Wonders With Tired Lines in Fare
Look better, feel better, after the first
application with Hopper White Clay
Pack®. See for yourself how this amaz>
ing facial pack cleans pore openings,
helps tighten the tired lines in your
face and loosen blackheads which can
then be easily removed. Yes, you can thrill at
the new loveliness of your complexion, the ra¬
diant, tingling feeling that is yours after a facial
with Hopper Clay Pack. It's easy to use, costs
only a few cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.
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Make money — and have fun
while you’re doing it! Just
take easy orders from friends,
neighbors, merchants, others for
beautiful Christmas Cards.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
to make wonderful earnings with
these fast-sellers. Everybody buys
two 21-Card FEATURE Christmas
Assortments. They include novel folds,
gleaming plastics, unusual cut-outs for just $1. It's a bar¬
gain that can’t be beat. You make as much as 50c PROFIT on
each box you sell! Many other easy-to-sell Christmas and
Everyday Assortments low as 60c. Also Christmas Cards
WITH NAME at 50 for $1 and up. Easy-money plan for
churches, clubs, other organizations. Write for FREE Per¬
sonal Christmas Card samples—and start earning—NOWl

WETMORE & SUGDEN, INC., Dept. S-85
749 MONROE AVENUE

ROCHESTER 2. N. V.

LIBRARY oF PICTURES
& PHOTO FOLDER

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send you
a beautiful 7x5' professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mail we
will send FREE “Library of Pictures"
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for
enlargement TODAY!
AMERICAN STUDIOS.
Dept. 384.
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Ke/iet/e If ill
misery of ■ I m ■ ■
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

End

An alluring perfume, delicately blended to linger for hours. An irresistible scent
suggesting PASSIONATE LOVE & ROMANCE. Make others FEEL your presence.
Bring excitement into the air like an electric impulse. Be first to fascinate all
with the captivating powers of "LOVE ME ALWAYS". No one can resist love
under the spell of this MAGIC aroma...
Send only $2 00 postpaid (incl. tax) or poy postmon S? 00 plus lox ond postage

"SOUCHE

' O' HOLLYWOOD
6 411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 2 8, CALIFORNIA

SENT FREE with each generous bottle!
How to:

Meet competition in love.

O’'

Make the one you love, love you.

Win the one you love.

DRAW for MONEY... Be an ARTIST !
?/ Trained Artists are Cap- able of Earning $60, $75
AND MORE A WEEK!
You can learn to draw at home
m your spare time the wellknown WSA way.
COMMER¬
CIAL ART. DESIGNING. CAR¬
TOONING all in ONE complete
course.
No previous ART ex¬
teach
perience necessary—we
you step-by-step. For 35 years
WSA graduates have been mak
ing good—WHY NOT YOU?

VETERANS! WSft is “G.l.” Approved for Training

Write for FREE BOOK, Art tor Pleasure
& Profit,” fully describes course and com¬
mercial opportunities for you TWO ART
OUTFITS included with training. Low
cost—$5 monthly.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Studio 339R
1115—15th St . N W . Washington 5. 0 C.
Please send me full information and your Free Book, "Art for
Pleasure and Profit.”
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STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
By HY GRAUBART

AT OUR RISK
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims of representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10-day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Ivolin’s Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-L
803 N.

MILWAUKEE AVE.

CHICAGO 22.

ILL.

KioTOcEP

37

fkLC! photo

^

3Foci 122

*

Size 8 x 10 inches on double weight paper
W&M
from any photo, snapshot or negative. Original returned. feEND NO MONEY. Pay
8 * 10 inrhcc postman C.O.D. plus postage. 25c added for
®
making negative if you send photo. FREE
billfold size photo and folder given free. Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or money back
(you keep free gifts regardless). Send
photo or negatives today.

Knight Studios

Dep’t

29R

Marion, III.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Gorgeous Satin Velour & Plastic

Show Rich New Cards never before
offered. Amazing Value! Gets Easy
orders FAST! Pays up to 100% Cash
Profit. FREE SAMPLES of Gor¬
geous Christmas Cards With Name
60 for $1, Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charmettes, Napkins. 60 other assortments 60c to $1.25. Samples on
approval. Write today for Samples and money-making facts

PURO CO., 2801 Locust. Dept. 936L, St. Louis3. Mo.
WRITE
FOR

FREE OUTFIT

Women go wild about “Form-Tailored"
Lingerie— new. glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman¬
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery* girdles and underwear
for the whole family.
If you want
money, full or spare time, write tod^y
for
complete,
beautiful,
illustrated
Style
Equipment—sent
ABSOLUTELY
l FREE.

WtoH&t
Vlith Form
Tailored

WORLD’S
Dept. P-14

STAR-MALLOCH
Grand Rapids, Mich.

WOMEN
HOLD YOUR MAN
READ

“SECRETS OF

MALE

PSYCHOLOGY”

ACCEPTED AND APPROVED
WESTERN
PHYSICIANS ASSOCIATION,
INC.
SEND NAME & ADDRESS WITH ONLY $X.OO
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TINY RADIO—
REALLY WORKS!
FITS

IN

YOUR

HAND

Workson new "PERM ACR YSTA L’ ’
so
it
NEVER NEEDS TROU¬
BLESOME TUBES. BATTERIES OR
ELECTRIC
“PLUG-INS”! Easy to use
—Plays for nothing—Should
last for years. Beautiful Red
Plastic Case. GUARANTEED TO
■ WORK
on
local
-1 1programs by following instructions. G.B.
of Ala. says “TINY RADIO IS JUST WONDERFUL”!

I

SEND ONLY $1.00
send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE
READY TO PLAY on simple attachment. Has personal
phone. WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR BOYS & GIRLS. Low
priced. Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
THE MIDWAY CO.
Dept. THW-9
KEARNEY, NEBR.
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Why spend needless time and
money when Dr. Guild’s GREEN
MOUNTAIN ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND may bring comfort¬
ing relief from the misery of asth¬
matic attacks? On sale at nearly al!
drugstores. Cigarettes, 50f. Powder,
251 and $1.00. If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Use only
as directed on package. A FREE
SAMPLE will prove how much this
trusted product can help you. Write
J.H.GuildCo..Dept.H-U,Rupert.Vt.

★ The surprise of the month is the latest
MGM recording of “San” by the Korn
Kobblers. It’s done in the plunking style
of the 1920’s, and features all the rhyth¬
mic features of that era, from the infec¬
tious beat to the twanging banjo. Stan
Fritts handles the vocal. The disc is
coupled with a slow dance tempoed'num¬
ber called “The Goodnight Song.” Spot¬
ted in this number are solos by a muted
trumpet and a piano. Harmony is sup¬
plied in style by the Korn Flakes.
Spinning on the heels of his success¬
ful “Open the Door Polka,” Blue Barron
offers a perky novelty called “There’s
Yes! Yes! Yes! in Your Eyes.” A huffing,
puffing tuba, and whistling by the chorus
add affirmative charm to this disc. The
flip of this MGM disc is a carefree nov¬
elty done in the “talking back” manner,
called “I Had My Heart Set on You.”
Charlie “Mr. Saxophone” Ventura’s
matchless technique is exhibited to great
advantage on Victor’s latest waxing of
“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” and “Bar«iey Google.” The bop medium is ex¬
pressed artfully in “Smoke,” while “Bar¬
ney Google” (the revival of the tune
which rocked the country a decade ago),
finds itself all dressed up in intricate bop
style—ready to make a hit all over again.
Capitol just released a new disc by the
old Woodchopper and his herd. “Keeper
of the Flame” is its title. It’s a fastpaced tune in which Woody Herman’s
clarinet keeps the joint jumping, while
Terry Gibbs zooms around on the vibes.
Departing from this fast tempo, Woody
and the boys offer a slow number called
“Early Autumn” on the flip, displaying a
neat and moody sax solo by Stan Getz.
Want to make love “vegetable style”?
Then listen to the 4 Blues as they sing
an infectious ditty called “The Vege¬
table Song” on their latest Apollo release.
You’ll get a kick out of the subtle lyrics.
The reverse, a tune called “Re-Bop-DeBoom Rip-Bum,” is a bright bop satire
sung by Ben Smith leader of the Four.
Mercury offers a new Jan August disc
which you really have to hear. The first
side is that ever-popular “Nola” which
Jan accelerates till it makes your feet
start hopping. The second side, “Cumbanchero,” is an old Latin-American
favorite done up in sparkling August.
manner.
Noro Morales is right up there on top
with two fast-paced rhumbas that you’re
sure to like. “Walter Thornton Rhum¬
ba” is an instrumental spotlighting Noro

at the piano, in a tribute to the famous
model director. “Pancho Villa,” the other
half of this MGM disc, is a sketch of
Mexico’s modern Robin Hood with Nita
Del Campo’s deft vocalizing. ^
Replete with echoes and top-notch
harmonizing, Capitol sends you “Me and
My Shadow,” which should turn out to
be another triumph for the Sportsmen.
The flip is another oldie called “I Found
a Million-Dollar Baby,” and features a
musical setting by Billy May and the
orchestra, as well as the terrific Sports¬
men harmony.
/*
Perry Como delivers two new sides for
the Victor label. The first, “Everytime
I Meet You,” is a tender ballad which
Perry sings in the smash Como style.
The reverse, “Two Little, New Little,
Blue Little Eyes,” is the lullaby-style
song Perry does so well. Mitchell Ayres
and the orch do the backing. This is one
of Perry’s most persuasive platters..
Billy Eckstine has waxed a couple of
hits for MGM. They’re “Temptation,”
and “Crying.” The first is the great torch
standard which Billy projects perfectly
via a throaty vocal. “Crying” is a grace¬
ful mood song written by Barney Ross,
the boxer, in an effort to regain the love
of his estranged wife.
Benny Goodman and the sextet send
you on a Capitol trip to the land of
“Oo-Bla-Dee,” with his new bop love
song. If you don’t understand bop, then
this is a good introduction.
“Oo-BlaDee” features Buddy Greco on the vocal
and the “King” himself on the clarinet.
The other side is titled “Bedlam,” and it’s
a fast-tempoed affair with plenty of kick.
Wardell Gray is featured on the sax, and
Buddy Greco at the piano, with Benny’s
unmatchable clarinet riding throughout.
For a spoofing of Offenbach’s “Orpheus
in the Underworld” overture, lend an
ear to David Rose and the orchestra as
they supply the themes in rhythms that
vary from the waltz to the can-can. The
other half of this MGM duet is a haunt¬
ing melody called “Dreams Do Come
True,” which the Rose string section
builds into a soft mood in the minor
mode. Bob Carroll’s pipings are good.
Irving Berlin’s old favorite, “Cheek to
Cheek,” is given a remodeling by Alvino
Rey in what promises to be a top Rey
recording. It’s got a bright dance beat,
and moves along as smooth as silk. The
flip is “Strummin’ on the Old Banjo,”
which show-cases Alvino’s terrific guitar.
The End

THE SECOND MRS. JOLSON
IContinued from page 171
about the nice guy she had met. “But,”
she added, “I’m not interested roman¬
tically.”
Bill wrote to his friend Eva Wiere:
“I was out with the nicest girl in the
world . . . but, of course, I’m not in¬
terested.”
“Neither of us realized at the time
that we’d one day be husband and wife,”
said Barbara.
“I knew very little about him.
He
didn’t talk much. One day, while driv¬
ing home, I decided that there was a
lot inside Bill, and I made up my mind
to know him better.
I discovered he
used to live in a tenement, that he’d slept
in a bathtub, that he’d been married
three years.
“And I’m still finding out. That’s what
makes life with Bill so interesting.

“In the matter of egos, there is abso¬
lutely no comparison at all. Al was a
pusher, a promoter, and reputedly pos¬
sesses one of the greatest egos in the
country.
Bill, on the other hand, is
completely opposite. He’s so modest. I
wish he had ffiore of the Jolson in
him.”
Bill arrived at our luncheon just in
time to miss that remark. Over coffee
we explained the parallels Barbara had
drawn of their marriage and the Jolsons’.
“That’s all very well and good,” dryly
commented Bill, “except for one thing.”
“What’s that?” I asked.
“Jolson,” he said, “has $11,000,000.”
“Well, I didn’t get that far,” laughed
Barbara, “but I can say right now, that’s
where any similarity to Jolson ends!”
The End
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Good Guy: Scott Brady, friendly as
a pup, likes horseplay (see page 64).

Man of Action: Farley Granger likes the great out¬
doors, but wines and dines his dates with finesse.
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THE REVIEWER S Rdf
COME TO THE STABLE (20th) ♦ ♦ ♦

Something to Look Forward to!

The
SEPTEMBER
issue of

You’re in for a delightful evening’s
entertainment when you see “Come to
the Stable.”
Clare Boothe Luce’s delightful, heartwarmer is about two French nuns (Lor¬
etta Young and Celeste Holm) who come
to New .England to fulfill a promise that
they would build a children’s hospital.
Their trials and tribulations bring them
in contact with a painter of religious ob¬
jects (Elsa Lanchester) who gives them
her stable to use while they work out
their plans to build their hospital.
Their good humor and simple faith
overcome the many obstacles placed in
their way—and when they eventually tri¬
umph you’ll be as happy as they are.
Few pictures boast two Academy Award
winners: Loretta Young and Celeste
Holm do their “Oscars” proud by the
performances they turn in. The sup¬
porting cast is brilliant. And let’s not for¬
get Elsa Lanchester, whose performances
always are a highlight.

“Come to the Stable” has warmth and charm.

ROPE OF SAND
(Hal Wallis’ Prod.).♦ ♦ *

Screen Guide
is crammed cover to cover with
the pick of Hollywood pictures
and stories on the stars you like
best.
We’ve got scoop candids
and a story on the new house the
GREGORY PECKS happily live in
. . . We sent our European re¬
porter to the RITA HAYWORTHALY KHAN wedding and snared
intimate details and exclusive
photos on that fairy-tale couple

New team sensation: Calvet and Lancaster.

This picture introduces one of the most
glamorous newcomers to come to the
screen in a long time. Hal Wallis’ new
star, Corinne Calvet, brings a sultry, in¬
triguing new type to movie fans’ atten¬
tion and gets her Hollywood film career
off to a flying start.
She’s exquisitely show-cased. Three
leading men: Burt Lancaster, Claude
Rains and Paul Henreid, make an inter¬
esting background for this young lady’s
screen debut.
The story is an action-packed, sus¬
penseful drama about African diamond
mines. Corinne adds to the general ex¬
citement of things when Claude Rains
hires her to get valuable information
from Lancaster. While she’s trying to do
this, she falls in love—and the story
makes a quick switch. The climax of the
picture comes after a series of breath¬
taking violence, cut throats and romantic
interludes.
You should enjoy this adventure-type
picture. Wm. Dieterle’s direction is sharp.

ROSEANNA McCOY (RKO)

PLUS: Hot-off-the-wire gossip that
Hollywood's whispering about,
movie reviews, special depart¬
ments, beautiful color pages and
a special treat ... a lifelike cover
Kodachrome of that blonde bundle
of vitamins, DORIS DAY.

Screen Guide
M

On Sale August 12th
At

86

Your

Newsstand

When Farley Granger grabbed Joan
Evans—and bit her, there was a long sigh
from every female in the audience. Sam¬
uel Goldwyn has turned a wasp-sting
into an introduction to one of the most
passionate love scenes ever enacted on
the screen.
“Roseanna McCoy” is the thrilling love
story of a backwoods Romeo and Juliet.
In spite of the ancient feud between their
families, Johnse Hatfield (that’s Farley)
and Roseanna McCoy (14-year-old Joan
Evans) find their love greater than any
loyalty to kinfolk, and vow to wed. Far¬
ley comes to Joan’s home in the dead of
the night and in the impulsiveness of his
youthful ardor, he carries her away to
the Hatfield cabin. The feud which fol¬
lows is almost history.
A young man we never see enough
of is Richard Basehart, who brilliantly
portrays psychopathic Mounts Hatfield.
His chilling performance should earn him
top roles.
>
We guarantee you’ll love “Roseanna
McCoy.”

Joan Evans debuts in “Roseanna McCoy.”

♦ ♦ ♦ DON’T MISS
♦ ♦ RECOMMENDED
♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK
LIQUID PERFUMED DEODORANT
! IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
(MGM)
44
There’s no doubt that MGM has the
knack of producing the tuneful musical
; which sentimentally glorifies the eai'ly
1900’s. This time the action revolves
about a music shop owned by S.Z.
“Cuddles” Sakall and managed by highcollared, correct Van Johnson.
Into this snug little shop comes Judy
Garland looking for a job—the day after
she collided with Van Johnson on the
steps of the postoffice, where he prac¬
tically strips her clothes off as his bicycle
catches her skirt.
Of course, Van discovers Judy is the
girl he loves, but he won’t admit it. Judy,
too, is in love with Van, but feels he’s
always picking on her. Eventually the
lovers see heart-to-heart.
Where the title “In the Good Old Sum¬
mertime” comes from, we wouldn’t know,
since most of the action takes place in
the winter. But it’s all pleasant and
colorful and sweetly nostalgic.

Dancing, walking, working, playing
. . . there’s no better way to fresh,
sweet underarm daintiness than
NEVER-TEL. It combines a really
dependable deodorant and finelyscented, delicate perfume. Gives
two-way protection that lasts far
longer—yet is harmless—does not
stop perspiration or injure clothing
or skin. At drug counters, or write
for generous FREE SAMPLE bottle, to

NEVER-TEL—Dept. 9-F, Kansas City 6, Mo.

and

DIFFERENT ’

m

friends for unusual Christmas Card Assortments.
Big. new line offers novel Plastic Cards, Pic¬
ture View Christmas Assortment. 21-Card Fea¬
ture Christmas Box, many other money-makers.
Yon make up to 50c on the SI. Personal Christ¬
mas Cards WITH NAME, low as 60 for $1.25.
Speedy service. No experience needed. Our
friendly policy helps you sell. FREE Imprint
Samples. Assortment on approval. WRITE1
1 BOULEVARD ART, 75 W. Van Buren St.
Dept. 53C
Chicago 5, Illinois

ItESH A PKO

FACE LIFTING
Romance, songs. Van and Judy in Technicolor.

44

If you’ve nerves of iron, you’ll go for
RKO’s “The Big Steal.” It’s guaranteed
to keep you on the edge of your seat.
Robert Mitchum, a U. S. Army lieuten¬
ant, steals the identification papers of a
superior officer, William Bendix, when
the latter tries to arrest him in a Mexi¬
can port.
In an effort to find the man who robbed
him of a payroll, foj which he was re¬
sponsible, Bob teams up with Jane Greer,
who has been swindled by the same guy.
They set off in a car to follow him along
the crazy Mexican highways.
Careening madly around the curves,
preceded by the villain, and followed by
Bill Bendix, who makes no bones about
the gun he packs, Bob and Jane will give
you many a breathtaking thrill before the
scoundrel is brought to justice in a sur¬
prise ending. Bill Bendix’s unusual role
in this picture is a pleasant change from
the sort of thing he usually does.
This is an ■ action-packed thriller,
topped with a smouldering romance be¬
tween luscious Jane and sleepy-eyed Bob.

Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars —
corrected by plastic sur¬
gery.
Consultation and
Booklet H. Free.

BEAUTY
542 5th Ave..
SONGS
PUBLISHED

ADVANCEMENT

Suite 63, N.

V.

C.

LE. 2-1596

SONGWRITERS

m
ADVANCE
ROYALTY

PAID YEARLY

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success, let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No.

Vine St..

Dept.

20-B Hollywood 28.

YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING
♦ ♦

Cal.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heala
many old leg sores caused by leg conges^
tion, varicose veins, swollen legs and in¬
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOJp.

R. S. VISCOSE COMPANY
140

N.

Dearborn St.,

Chicago 2,

Illinois

7hu££ituj U/oiJ( COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating hobby and vocation

at Hom&

learned at home by average man or woman ^
who is artistically inclined. Work full or spare
time. Modem method brings out natural, life-like
colors. Many have earned while learning.
FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing this
delightful home work for photographers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your
copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1866, Chicago 5. III.

Mitchum returns to screen in “The Big Steal.”

(20th)

Extra cash is yours! Take fast orders from

\OSKS

THE BIG STEAL (RKO)

Romance between Dan Dailey and
Anne Baxter flourishes gaily after they
meet in a rain storm. Anne’s a dancing
daughter of the 20’s and Dan’s a vaude¬
ville hoofer.
When Dan gets a chance for a screen
test Anne pinch hits as the girl in his
love scenes and turns out to be a movie
star instead of Dan. He’s honestly pleased
for her so their marriage doesn’t suffer.
Anne’s busy life as a popular actress
(“The Hotcha Girl”) may remind oldtimers of Clara Bow’s movie hey-day.
When talkies come in, Anne’s star fades
and Dan’s rises. Conflict finally occurs
when Dan encourages their little daugh¬
ter (Shari Robinson) to be an actress.
When they don’t see eye-to-eye on the
subject, the once-so-happy couple sep¬
arate. Good old Aunt Jane (played by
Anne Revere) gets everyone straightened
out in the nick of time and everybody
lives happily ever after.
This movie is pleasant filmfare.

P® #P" FAST MOHO f® Will

k

BRINGS YOU EXTRA MONEY
SELL FRIENDS UNUSUAL
PLASTIC CHRISTMAS CARDS

Make up to 100% Profit withJ
out experience showing new 0
line Christmas and Everyday M
Card
assortments.
Plastics,
Gleam and Glo, Kiddies’ Cards, Wrapr pings, Stationery, Coasters, unusual )
and attractive gift items. Bonus. Spe- j
cial
offers.
Send today
for FREE
samples 30 different Personal Christmas Cards,
25 for $1. and SI.95.
Stationery, Coasters.

50 for

THOMASTERRY STUDIOS, 92 Union Ave., Westfield, Mass.

Feel Alive Again with JAD

“You’re My Everything”—music., love, laughs.

Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes, Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stamach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

Secret Aroma Helps
Win the One You Love
Unforgettable as a lover's first kiss! Bewitch.
aDur- and captivate with this rare stimulating fragrance Just ONE DROP
of this secret aroma will endure for hours . . . enchan»in*ly encircle lovers
Hkeabinding knot-..-and will add a more thrilling. irresist;ble charm toyou.
free personal directions
Free personal directions REVEAL HOW to use if you wish to experience
joyous love. The one you love can be yours . .. can love with great emotion
. . . can be awakened to a more exciting you ... if you KNOW HOW to
use tb-.se love drops.
rnrri secrets of
Will open your

■

HOW TO WIN LOVE!

you've missed.

Many readers of this complete enlightening book have LEARNED MUCH
MORE than they thought possible. It reveals to
youin SIMPLE. STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOUL¬
DER LANGUAGE secrets of winning a NEW JOY¬
OUS LOVE. Solves personal confidential problems.
PACKED WITH ACTUAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
Free with "Honevmoon Charm Drops" order.
SEND NO MONEY—Full sire bottle and free book
sent in plain wrapper. Pay postman on delivery
98c pine postage or send only $1 and we pay postage.
One bottle FREE if two are ordered. Supply is
limited—rush order now. MONEY BACK GUAR¬
ANTEE if you are not completely delighted after
trial use. Delay is lost love.

DORELL COMPANY
20 Vesey St.. Dept. 8A9. New York City 7

AMAZING

We guarantee you
S50.00 for selling 100
boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards; also 50 and 25 for $1
with name on; also Napkins and Stationery. No
experience needed. Costs nothing to try. Samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

MERIT CARD CO.
370 Plane St., Dept. N, Newark, N. J.

there’s M0NEY«//?%«*

« PLASTIC!

No Experience
Necessary! _
Here’s CASH for you . . . easy! Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.
BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.

LORAINE PRODUCTS, Dept. DM-182
411 So. Clinton Street
Chicago 7, Illinois

Start Your Own Business
on credit. Always your own boss. 1554 Deal¬
ers sold $5,000 to $26,500 in 1948; their
average $6,742. We supply stocks, equipment
on credit. 200 home necessities. Sales ex¬
perience not needed to start. Wonderful op¬
portunity to own pleasant, profitable busi¬
ness backed by world-wide industry. Write

RAWLEIGH CO., Dept.I-U-HHD, Freeport, Ill.

BROKEN JEWELRY WANTED
"All kinds. Highest cash prices paid for
rings, jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, dia¬
monds, broken and usable watches, etc.
Cash mailed promptly. Write for FREE
shipping container.

LOWE’S, DEPT. HW
Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

NlAkfe SELL DRESSESnewyork
F
MOW
_

SPECIALLY PRICED $5.95 TO Sf9.95

Fifth Avenue, New York firm desires
women to sell Dresses, Suits, Lingerie.
As seen in “Vogue,” “Mademoiselle.”
Featuring the New York Look.
Good commissions.
Write for sample book.

MODERN MANNER CLOTHES
260 Fifth Ave.
Dept, HW-9
New York

2 HI
, HAVC
INCOMES!

mum

k earnings. _
_ __
. pies of exquisite NAME„ ^.IMPRINTED Christmas
Cards to friends, others. Sell
themselves at SO for S1 and up. You
make fine profit. Fast sales with NEW PLASTIC
Christmas Assortments I Also 6bow novel Humorous,
Religious. Birthday, other fast-selling Christmas and
Year Round Assortments. Name-Imprinted Napkins, .
Personal Stationery. Special fund-raising: plan for clubs,'
churches. Write for samples. Assortment on approval.
COLONIAL STUDIOS. INC., 642 S. Summer St.'
DEPT. P-55
•
HOLYOKE, MASS,

Fascinating field.Design own wardrobe at consid¬
erable saving. Gainexperience designing for oth¬
ers. It may leadtothrillingcareer—even a shop of
your own some day. Basic "learn-by-doing” course
under guidance of qualified teachers provides ex¬
cellent starting point for a career. Send for free
booklet, "A Career in Fashion Designing.”
NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
U1S So. Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1866
Chicago S, III.

TAKE ONE FALSE STEP (UI) ....♦♦
When married and respected Professor
William Powell takes one false step, he
finds himself neck-deep in a nice little
case of murder.
The step leads him to a chance meet¬
ing with Shelley Winters, a woman out
of his past. Yielding to her entreaties,
Bill escorts her home. He wakes the
next morning to see newspaper headlines
screaming that Shelley has disappeared,
leaving his scarf with blood from an ac¬
cidental cut on it to indicate foul play.
Bill, convinced that he’s in hot water,
decides to track down the truth before
police close in on him.
He steals Shelley’s diary to find a clue
to her whereabouts, and is bitten by a
dog in the process. Tension mounts when
he discovers the dog has rabies. Know¬
ing that each moment without treatment
will bring death sooner, he sets out to
track down Shelley’s husband and boy
friend.
The suspense will grip you right up
to the bang-up surprise ending. Don’t
say we didn’t warn you about this chiller!
It’s good!
THE JUDGE STEPS OUT (RKO)
♦ ♦
When “The Judge Steps Out,” Alexan¬
der Knox steps in . . . into the limelight
as a terrific screen lover. (That make-up
he wore in “Wilson” covered a mighty
handsome face.)
RKO has cast him as Judge Thomas
Bailey of the Massachusetts Probate
Court; a man who is made miserable by
a wife and daughter who are extrava¬
gant and socially ambitious. When he
discovers how unconcerned they are
about him, he takes the advice of a
friendly doctor who tells him to “Rim
for your life.”
Wandering about the country, the
judge ends up in California. There he
falls deeply in love with Ann Sothern,
who runs a roadside diner. You’ll be
enchanted with this moving story of two
people who unexpectedly find happiness;
the story which asks the question: can
you ever run away from your own life?
Lovely Frieda Inescort is excellent as
the judge’s wife, and Ann Sothern plays
“the other woman” with touching sin¬
cerity. You’ll find “The Judge Steps
Out” a great portrayal of human emo¬
tions.
ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY (MGM) ♦ V2
A confused story ruins this picture’s
chance of being a really good movie. The
top-notch cast:
Clark Gable, Alexis
Smith, Wendell Corey, Audrey Totter,
Frank Morgan, Lewis Stone, Marjorie
Rambeau, do beautiful jobs—but they’re
handicapped right from the start by the
script.
Gable’s a big-time gambler who’s
known for his fair play. Despite his fine
reputation, his young son (Darryl Hick¬
man) is ashamed of his dad’s profession.
Dad’s heroic handling of a couple of
hoodlums impresses the young boy and
gives him a new slant on things.
Gable’s a natural for the role of the
gambler and handles it in his usual deb¬
onair way. Top honors go to Wendell
Corey who turns in an outstanding per¬
formance as Gable’s crooked brother-inlaw. Special mention must be made of
Marjorie Rambeau’s delightful portrait of
a shady dowager; and Lewis Stone’s fine
portrayal of a down-and-outer. Edgar
Buchanan, Leon Ames, Mickey Knox and
Richard Rober round out this splendid
supporting cast.
HOUSE OF STRANGERS

(20th)

successful banking business runs afoul of
the law the loyalties of his sons waver.
Joseph leads his two brothers away from
family ties by grabbing control of the
bank. Only Max (Richard Conte) sticks
to his father but he’s betrayed by his
brother, Joseph, and ends up serving a
jail sentence.
When the old man dies, Max swears
revenge. Even the love of his girl, Susan
Hayward, doesn’t sway him from his
grim purpose. But when Max visits the
old homestead and relives past scenes of
his life, he realizes the tyranny of his
father, the heartbreak and ruin the man
was responsible for.
The cast is excellent. Edward G. Robin¬
son, Richard Conte, Luther Adler, Paul
Valentine, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., and Susan
Hayward turn in wonderful performances.
ONCE MORE MY DARLING (UI) ♦♦
This little comedy will keep you
chuckling from beginning to end.
Robert Montgomery, an ex-Army offi¬
cer turned actor, is furious when he’s
recalled to active duty to track down a
jewel thief. The Army wants the man
who gave young heiress Ann Blyth part
of the loot. Bob becomes acquainted with
the young lady who in turn falls madly in
love with him. Being an aggressive fe¬
male, Ann sweeps him off his feet in
short order.
Their engagement is announced so the
thief can be lured from his hiding place.
Poor Ann believes Bob is in love with her
but is quickly disillusioned when the
story breaks and the thief is caught. Bob
soon realizes he can’t forget the silly kid
and finally convinces her that their, ro¬
mance means everything to him.
This is a fun picture—you’ll like it.
THE WEAKER SEX
(Rank rel. thru E-L).♦♦
This is not a smart English drawing
room comedy as the spurious title would
lead you to believe. Instead it’s a long
drawn-out study of English family life
from 1944—the time of the invasion of
Europe—-to the present. It’s designed to
make you love the English; to admire
their sterling character, their stiff upper
lip, their courage, fortitude, kindliness,
dignity, family solidarity, and their utter
utter worthiness.
If you’re one" who already feels this way
about the English (There’ll always be an
England!) you’ll enjoy this picture, but
if you regard the English with a slightly
jaundiced eye, you’ll feel they’re pro¬
testing their worthiness just a little too
much.
As entertainment “The Weaker Sex” is
interesting—but curiously unexciting.

Don’t Miss
• Elizabeth Taylor
• Kirk Douglas
• Shirley Temple
• John Derek
• Plus Hollywood’s
NEW FACES
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This is the story of a family vendetta.
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This is the great Valentino, whose mere
presence on the screen made women swoon.

Rudolph Valentino Freeman’s
likeness to namesake is startling.
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Neighbors think Michael
Briscese fills the bill.

Howard Ranter’s wife is
absolutely sure he’s “it.”

ASPIRING VALENTINOS
In a recent issue of MOVIELA,ND, we
told you that Edward Small was still
looking for a man to portray the great
Rudolph Valentino in the screen version
of his life. Well, the search is still on;
and the mail about the subject is so
strong that we decided to bring you a
group of photographs and letters we
received.

STRONG FOR THE PRETENDER
I’m a very ardent Valentino fan, and
I think that the movie extra who calls
himself Rudolph Valentino should be
given a chance. When I saw the pictures
in your magazine comparing the real
Valentino and the young man with the
same name, I realized that he was made
for the part. The resemblance between
the two is unbelievable!
Frances Paiva
Newark, N. J.
Since we read your article about the
search for someone to play Rudolph Val¬
entino, we just had to send you this

Paul Startzman bears
a strong resemblance

faOthl
.YEAR

Dept. “94", 1

SONG-WRITE

picture of Michael Briscese. Although he
doesn’t know we’re sending it, the people
in our town think he’s the ideal man
for the part. He’s over six feet tall, latin
complexion, and very, very handsome.
M. B. Fetta
Keyport, New Jersey

The amazing demand
accelerated by coun
rants your immedia
offering New Writers
having a celebrated
music on reduced p
likely poems receiv
records now outsellin

I was very much interested in your
article on Rudolph Valentino, because I
have been told by so many people that I
resemble him. I couldn’t resist sending
along this snapshot for your opinion.
* I have acted in about thirty-three
little theatre plays, but have never been
to New York or Hollywood. Needless to
say, I’d like to try out for the part.
Paul Startzman
Anderson, Indiana

MONEY FOR Y

It may seem foolish, but my wife in¬
sists that there is some resemblance
between Rudolph Valentino and myself.
I’m 24 years of age, 5' 8" tall, and weigh
140. I’ve heard of many strange things
happening in Hollywood; so who knows?
Howard Kanter
New Haven, Connecticut
The End
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Reducing Success
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Yes, Now, for the first time, you
can try sensational new MYNEX
—do as they do in Canada! Lose
pounds and inches of bulging fat
without strenuous exercise or dras¬
tic dieting that leaves you starved
and weak. Take the completely safe
MYNEX 2-way tablets, not dope
or dangerous reducers, but instead
actually concentrated food tablets.
No matter how difficult you find it
to diet, if your excess fat is not due
to glandular trouble, mail the cou¬
pon for your MYNEX trial today.

Hips
Thighs
Legs
Calves
Ankles

TORONTO, ONTARIO: Up in Canada, you don’t
see many fat women any more and here's why. A
few months ago an amazing new reducer called
MYNEX was introduced in Canada. This ap¬
proved simple and easy reducing success took
Canada by storm. Thousands upon thousands of
overweight Canadians lost bulging excess pounds
and inches, and they lost this fat without suffering
one hungry moment—without taking dangerous
drugs, without exercising!
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This sensational reducer called
MYNEX is so safe it has been
approved for advertising by
authorities—and is now being
offered in the United States
on a trial offer so fair it calls
for immediate acceptance
With MYNEX comes full
•dietary directions t* it say

Amazing Canadian success. MYNEX. often restores
more youthful figure in 7 quick days. Intended for over¬
weight women and men who
want to lose fat but who just
can’t leave the table hungry. If
over-eating is your trouble you
should lose 5 to 10 pounds in 7
days without missing a single
meal. Above all. MYNEX wards
off tired, weak, rundown feeling
that often comes with taking off
fat too fast. Mail coupon for
7-day trial that convinces or no
cost.

DON’T B

Here’s What
You Should Weigh

WOMEN

“Imagine, now my boys say:
’Mom, you look like a movie
queen!’ I went from a size 42
to 16 in only 28 days using
MYNEX. I have lots more en¬
ergy and even housework
doesn't get me down.’’
Mrs. R.A.W.. Montreal
•Posed by professional model

fry SOLD ON

To Have a Youthful

N

Streamlined Figure

MONEY BACK
Guarantee

M

90

\ SAFE 2-WAY METHOD
MYNEX acu two way* (1) it help* cut
down excessive appetite, yet you never
feel hungry (2) it fortifies your system
with necessary nutritional elements to
help maintain your energy while reduc¬
ing. Mail coupon today.
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123
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144
148
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155
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4T1*
5'0‘
5'1‘

5'2*
53'
5'4*
5'5*
5'6'
5'7*
5'8"
5'9*
5T0’
5'11‘
60*

U. S. Office: 349 W. Ontario Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Canadian Branch: 406 Hopewell, Toronto, Ont, Canada
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7 Day Trial Takes O
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age of MYNEX TABLETS arrive*
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Myncx Co.. Ltd. of Canada
U. S. Office: 349 W. Ontario St.

Send MYNEX TABLETS. 7-D
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in 10 days if I am not satisfied.
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If you live in Canada Send
MYNEX, Ltd. 406 Hopewel
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This is a painting of typical tulips by
a well-known artist. However, it is not
necessarily intended to portray the
tulips developed from the bulbs ad¬
vertised here.but merely toillustrate
the beauty tulips can
bring to your garden.

OurBigg*#,
Su>

UUP
OFFER
our mm mwPimm stock
Dozens of brilliant flaming colors in this
Rainbow Mix Assortment . . . Darwin,
Triumph, Breeder, and Cottage Tulips for
remarkable low cost of less than 2c per
bulb. Our prize selection of famous young
especially selected strain and smaller be¬
cause they are first and second year bulbs
. . . \'A" to 2]4" in circumference. Satis¬
faction guaranteed or money back.

... Yes, as your gift for ordering
this astounding Tulip assortment,
we will send you 12 IMPORTED
HOLLAND DUTCH IRIS BULBS
without additional cost. These gor¬
geous Iris produce beautiful orchid¬
like blooms in an assortment of
mixed colors. All solid diseasefree bulbs. EXTRA fust for
mailing your Tulip order
coupon now.

foi

?9

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON
Send order checked below. I will pay post¬
man on arrival of package in time for Fall
planting, plus postage, on guarantee that I
may return if not satisfied and get full refund.

Send no money to get this marvelous tulip
bulb bargain! Just check which offers you
desire and rush order today! Your tulip
bulb assortment with extra Dutch Iris
Bulbs will be sent to you immediately in
plenty of time for fall planting. When
postman brings your package just pay
amount as checked in coupon plus C.O.D.
postage. If you remit with order, we'll pay
postage. If you don’t feel that you have
hit the bargain jackpot of the garden
world, return the bulbs and receive your
money back.

Imported Holland Crocus Bulbs
Choice, Famous Varieties of selected bulbs
direct from Holland! These crocuses, flower¬
ing size, will be the first to bloom next spring
in lovely white, yellow, blue and striped blos¬
soms. Grow indoors—or in lawns where they
flower for years without replanting
$ j^94
3 Ranunculus Bulbs extra. 100 BULBS

MICHIGAN BULB CO., Dept. RR-1408

i

Michigan Bulb Company, Dept. RR-1408
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan

ORDER NOW!

/
Chrysanthemums . . . New CUSHION
MUMS. Young, vigorous plants which
will fill your garden with spectacular
beauty. (Should produce over 1000
blooms) Assorted colors, 10 plants*^
and 3 Ranunculus Bulbs extra.. A

BULBS

Selected by Tulip experts who guarantee re¬
placement of any bulb not developing to
your satisfaction.
Will fill your garden with blazing color rang¬
ing from delicate pastel shades to bold flam¬
ing hues. MAIL THE COUPON TODAY 1

Send No Money!
IMPORTED HOLLAND
DUTCH IRIS BULBS

100

Grand Rapid* 2, Mich.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

100 Tulip Bulbs averaging \
’
circumference with 12 Dutch Iris
100 Growers' Choice Tulip Bulbs
averaging 2^' circumference
with 12 Dutch Iris Bulbs.
100 Exhibition Tulip Bulbs aver¬
aging 3' circumference with 12
Dutch Iris Bulbs.
50 IMPORTED Holland Tulip
Bulbs averaging 4' circumference

$169
$198

X

$098
L

$098

100IMPORTEDHollandCrocus
Bulbs with 3 Ranunculus.

£

$194

X

12 King Alfred Daffodil Bulbs $149
with 3 Ranunculus Bulbs extra

X

12 IMPORTED Holland Dutch $198
Hyacinths aver. 5# circumference

X

10 Chrysanthemum Plants with $169
3 Ranunculus Bulbs extra.

X

55 Perennials—11 popular varieties..

$194

^ Send C.O.D. (I pay postage)
Remittance enclosed (Michigan
pays postage)

Bulb

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY.

ZONE

STATE
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—as a New Membership Gift from "America's Biggest Bargain B

It's True! This Entire Up-to-Date Reference Library is YO

Sent to You AT ONCE in One Magnificent Gif
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*

Information on ThlSSS*. cwab
OVER 1,400

WIDE MARGINS

YOU GET ALL 7 VOL

ILLt/STRAT/ONs.

FULL-COLOR PLATES
MAPS. Etc.,
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1 300,000 WORDS

•
RICHLY STAMPED.
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CLOPEDIA contains m
enriching knowledge—fr
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events throughout the
mysteries of immeasurab
coveries within the tiny

^C^P-reitwith^ts Costing
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$75 OR MORE!

INVALUABLE FOR SCHO

You ve Dreamed of Owning a Set Like This—and Here it is FREE!
Over 1,300,000 Words, 1,400 Illustrations, Maps, Charts, Full-Color Plates!

J

UST imagine the joy that
will be yours and your fam¬
ily’s when you get your Ency¬
clopedia!
You will have at
your fingertips information on
Literature, Music, the Arts,
Sciences, Politics, Nature,
Sports. Up-to-date facts on
History, Business, Economics,
Geography, Communications,
Drama, Sociology, etc.
The
list of subjects is virtually
endless!

HOW TO GET YOUR ENCYCLOPEDIA.
1—Simply mail coupon—
WITHOUT MONEY — and
the entire 7-Volume ENCY¬
CLOPEDIA will be sent to
you IMMEDIATELY, as your
Bonus Books IN ADVANCE
for the year! With them will
come your first Club Selection
—either the smashing best¬
seller, “Pride’s Castle,” or any
one of the OTHER popular
books described at right.
2—Thereafter you CON¬
TINUE to receive YOUR
OWN CHOICE of best-selling

books by famous authors like
Steinbeck, Maugham, Hem¬
ingway, etc. You make your
own selection—after reading
an advance description of each
book in the Club’s free “Re¬
view.”

You ALSO Get This Big
Smash-Hit Best-Seller!

“PRIDE’S CASTLE”
By FRANK YERBY

Your Savings Are TREMENDOUS
3—Although the book you
select each month may be
selling at retail for $3.00 or
more, YOU pay only $1.49,
plus few cents for shipping.
Just THINK of the savings
you’ll make on the 12 books
you take during the year!

SEND NO MONEY1
Mail coupon now—WITH¬
OUT MONEY—and
enjoy
this generous gift. Enjoy, too,
the big best-seller you select
in the coupon. THEN you’ll
realize how much pleasure
you’re going to get from your
membership — at TREMEN¬
DOUS savings! BOOK LEAGUE
OF AMERICA. INC., Dept.
HWG10, Garden City, N. Y.

first Club
publisher’s

One woman sacri¬
ficed her honor to win
the love of big, ruth¬
less
Pride
Dawson;
the other only PRE¬
TENDED goodness In
order to become his
wife. A daring new
novel by the author of
“The Foxes of Har¬
row.” Get this new
best-seller
as
your
Selection—at half the
regular retail price!

OR Any One off these
OTHER Best-Sellers:
DINNER AT ANTOINE’S, By Fran¬
ces
Parkinson Keyes—Orson Foxworth
gave
a
carefully-plotted
dinner. But his guests had other
plans—that led to heartbreak and
murder!
A CALF FOR VENUS, By Norah
Lofts—The young doctor risked his
whole future in a desperate gamble
to save the girl who was headed for
a fate worse than death!
LORD JOHNNIE, By Leslie Turner
White—The thrill-packed story of
a dashing rogue who risked death
to possess the woman who married
him only because she expected him
to die!

SEND NO MONEY! SIMPLY MAIL FREE ENCYCLOPEDIA CERTIFICATE TODAY

With this Reference
bow, it will be easy to a
questions children ask .
use the books to help the
in school.
Don’t miss this opp
sure that YOU get you
mail the coupon today!
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Mail WITHOUT MONEY to
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
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28
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30
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44

SOME BEWITCHING EVENING by Ted and Jane Morris.

46

MARRIED . . . AND LOVES IT! (Diana Lynn) by Jack Holland.54

Don’t hesitate any longer about Tampax
or hold back from using it. You are sure
to go modern some day in your choice of
monthly sanitary protection — so why
not do it now?...Tampax will save you
much worry and self-consciousness on
those "you-know days” — no belts or
pins to adjust, no external pads to twist
or chafe, no ridges to show
NO BELTS through your dress.
NO PINS
Most important of all (on
NO PADS
those days), Tampax causes no
NO ODOR
odor because it was designed by
a physician to be worn internally. Made
of pure absorbent cotton contained in
one-time-use applicators, Tampax is very
tiny and you need not remove it when
tubbing or showering. Naturally, it solves
the disposal problem also.
Women by the thousands are flocking
to the use of Tampax — college girls,
office girls, housewives, travelers, danc¬
ers, athletes, everyone who wants to do
a better job or have an easier life at that
time-of-month—Buy Tampax at drug
or notion counters in 3 absorbency-sizes:
Regular, Super, Junior. Tampax Incor¬
porated, Palmer, Mass.
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56
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Few stars can com¬
pare screen careers
with Shirley Temple,
who still leads Holly¬
wood's Youth Pa¬
rade. For more about
this star, see page 43.
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Worlds apart...
yet their hearts
are as close
together as the
hands of a clock
at midnight!

M-G-M...
producer of the
screen’s finest
Technicolor musicals...
presents another
wonderful
entertainment!

*
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STARRING

KATHRYN GRAYSON
® JOSE ITURBI K
’

\

JfA

WITH

ETHEL BARRYMORE 4a
KEENAN WYNN
Screen Play by Bruce Manning
and Tamara Hovey

J. CARROL NAISH • JULES MUNSHIN
THOMAS GOMEZ • MARJORIE REYNOLDS

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG
Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK
A Metro - Goldwyn ■ Mayer Pictore

and introducing

MEET A NEW STAR!
He’s the rugged,
romantic type
and the singing

MARIO

discovery of a
lifetime!

NOTE! Something to watch for! The greatest picture since sound is M-G-M’s "BATTLEGROUND”!
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Ava Gardner looked pop-eyed when reporters claimed
she was plotting an early merger with Howard Duff.

Dancing cheek to cheek led to this romantic scene at Romanoff’s. This is
the way Jeanne Crain and her husband, Paul Brinkman, ended a dreamy waltz.

Quietest—and steadiest—romance in town
is that of June Haver and Dr. John Duzik.

The magic spell
of love is
everywhere, but
its headquarters
seem to be
in Hollywood!

6

★ Marion Marshall tells us that despite
all those reports to the contrary, she and
director Howard Hawks haven’t even
discussed marriage. The report got started
when a friend of theirs was being inter¬
viewed, and said, “Howard and Marion
are very fond of each other. I wouldn’t
be surprised if they got married.” His
statement was turned into fact and spread
over Hollywood by other journalists.
Marion, when we caught up with her on
the “Turned Up Toes” set, was wearing
a dress so loaded with beads and sequins
that it weighed fifteen pounds. She’s go¬

ing to concentrate on her career and
wants to do comedy. Her ambition is to
play opposite Burt Lancaster.
*

*

*

Betty Grable and Harry James are
getting away from it all. They’re build¬
ing themselves a four-bedroom ranch
house near Calabasa, about 25 miles from
Hollywood, and hope to move there from
Beverly Hills by the first of the year.
They’ll concentrate on breeding race
horses. Despite those rumors that they
don’t get along, which crop out fre¬
quently in Hollywood, Betty and Harry

After finishing “My Friend Irma,” Don DeFore and his wife
vacationed in New York City, dined and danced at the Waldorf.

Premiere of “The Fountainhead” gave Dinah Shore and George
Montgomery a chance to say hello to many of their film friends.

Still honeymooning, handsome David Brian and his lovely bride
make everybody feel happy—just because they look so happy!

have managed to make a go of their mar¬
riage. He gave her a blue mink coat as
a sixth wedding anniversary present,
which, incidentally, was the first anni¬
versary they’ve ever spent together.
The cure that Robert Walker took at
a mental clinic in Topeka, Kansas, had
astounding effects. Bob returned to Hol¬
lywood looking, talking and acting like
a new man. In the old days, he put his
thumbs completely down on fan magazine
articles; now he’s inviting them. His chief
(Please turn to page 10)

As soon as a scene is completed on set of “Wabash Avenue,”
Betty Grable rushes to nearest phone, talks to her children.

Here's how WARNER BROS, head yoj
DENNIS

NEWHIT! NEW HEIGHTS!
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DIRECTED BY

DAVID BUTLER

ALEX GOTTLIEB

Screen Play by JACK ROSE and MEl SHAVELSON
From A Story by I. A. L Diamond • Music by JULE STYNE
lyrics by SAMMY CAHN • Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf
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FRED CLARK. Screen Play by IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS
Suggested by a Story by Virginia Kellogg • Music by Max Steiner
DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

RAOUL WALSH • LOUIS F. EDELMAN
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lur theatres parade of New Fall Hits!
THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
WILL HAIL ITS GREATNESS!
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Screen Play by JAMES BRIDIE •Adaptation by Hume
Cronyn • Based on the play by John Colton and
Margaret Linden • From the novel by Helen Simpson
ORIGINAL MUSIC OV
FRANZ WAXMAN

Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
A TRANSATLANTIC

PICTURE

On the screen—and then the air!
Betsy Drake and Cary Grant re-created
their movie roles in “Every Girl Should Be Married” on CBS “Radio Theatre.”

spent off the screen. So far, there’s been
no new romance in Bob’s life. Since his
return to Hollywood, he’s been strictly
a home guy and says he can’t bear the
thought of putting on a white shirt and
tie in order to come into town.

glorious colors... $H|)5
slenderizing strategy f

*

*

ORDER BY MAIL FROM MARY LESTER

$

i
i

Please send me.new Gabardine window pane
pocket dress. I may return dress within 10 days
for refund if I am not satisfied.
Size

I

1st color choice

I 2nd color choice

i
i

i
i
i
i
i

M

10

I

Q Send C. 0. D.

Q Enclosed is check or money order.

Name....
(please print)
Address.

454 W. Chicago Av., Chicago 10, III., Dept. Bl

*

*

Bette Davis, who sold her Toluca Lake
home and went into seclusion at Laguna
Beach, has bought herself a new house
in the same North Hollywood district.
This must mean that Bette, too, is plan¬
ning to make more films and wants to be
closer to her studio. She’ll still keep the
Laguna place as a hideaway.

Here’s the dress you've dreamed of— fabulously
slenderizing . . . with lavish dressmaker touches.
Collar and huge, Paris-hipped pockets beautifully
tucked in window-pane pattern. Buttons inset with
tiny golden pellets. 20" covered zipper down the
front. Rich-textured, wrinkle-defying silky gabar¬
dine in enchanting new shades: Blue; Brown; Green;
Grey. Sizes9,11,13,15;also 10,12, 14,16,18,20.

interest in talking is to put over the
fact that there should be no shame con¬
nected with a mental illness or going
to a clinic for the treatment of it. Bob’s
moved into a ranch-style house, which
he bought a year ago. He has his two
boys with him and the nurse who used
to take care of Margaret Sullavan’s chil¬
dren. The home is almost completely
barren of furniture, having only a dining¬
room table, four chairs, two beds for the
boys and a third one for Bob. He plans
to furnish the house gradually, adding
things that he finds and likes. Metro is
planning to give him every opportunity
possible to make up for the year he

*

*

Virginia Welles retired from the screen
after her marriage last fall, but when
offered the role that she created in the
first “Corliss Archer” picture, she couldn’t
resist the temptation to do the sequel to
the film. So she’s coming back to the
screen as Shirley Temple’s pal, which we
take means she’s resuming her career.
*

*

*

After “Adam’s Rib” ’tis said that Kath¬
arine Hepburn will quit Hollywood and
return to New York for stage work. She’s
been none too happy here, but we be¬
lieve that’s a lot her fault. She’s not
been overly-cooperative with the press.
*

*

*

Elizabeth Taylor has promised that
despite the fact she’s wearing a 3y2 carat
diamond engagement ring, she won’t
(Please turn to page 12)

Are you in the know

How to outsmart the “home date”
type?

Which suit should the lofty lassie
wear?

To be the picture of poise,
try —

I

I Padlock fhe ice-box

I

I The one on the right

I

I Plant junior in the parlor

I

I The one on the left

I

I That "casual" slump

I

I Use the hat-and-gloves approach

1

I The one in the center

I

I Sitting pretty

’Tisn’t that he hasn’t the moola —or that
you’re glitter-minded. So, if every date’s a
"home” deal, better change his pinch-penny
ways. To say "come y’aout” — greet him
dressed for gallivanting: if only to the local
Cokery. Or suggest bowling; or the skating
rink . . . and if it’s calendar time, no matter.
You’ll be comfortable with the new Kotex,
for this new softness holds its shape. After
all, isn’t Kotex made to stay soft while
you wear it?

Ever feel as though you’re built on stilts?
Be wiser than the tall teen pictured here
and shy away from vertical stripes. Like¬
wise from an outfit that’s all one tone. The
suit on the right breaks height . . . you’ll
discover a contrasting jacket brings you
down a peg! There’s a difference in different
girls’ needs; on problem days, as well. For
which Kotex gives you a choice of 3 ab¬
sorbencies. Try Regular, Junior, Super.
There’s one exactly right for you.

CH A blase attitude

You may be a walking posture lesson, but
how do you fare with a chair? Plop down?
Recline on the tip of your spine? Lady, be
seated gracefully, with your weight on the
foot nearest the chair. "Sit tall”; keeping
soles of feet on floor. Correct posture’s a
poise-magnet. Also helps avoid "that day”
discomfort —and you’ll feel so at ease when
you’ve chosen Kotex. For extra protection,
there’s an exclusive safety center. (Boo coo
welcome feature—n'est-ce pas?)

Which
deodorant would
you decide on?
d A cream
O A powder
D A liquid

If he spilled a soda on your best dress, would you—
□ Grieve and leave

□ Grin and forget

You know the fizzician didn’t drench you
on purpose. Why brow-beat the poor guy?
Grin .. . say the dress can be easily cleaned,
then forget it. That’s good sportsmanship.
And it jet-propels your rating. Your con¬

Q Call the manager

fidence, too, hits the stratosphere — when
you hurdle "certain” handicaps with Kotex.
Because those special, flat pressed ends pre¬
vent revealing outlines, you can forget you
were ever self-conscious.

More ivo/ver choose hCOTEX
than a// other sarifary t?a/?h/hs
3 ABSORBENCIES■' REGULAR. JUNIOR. SURER

Granted you’re in the know about
napkins . . . what about deodor,
ants' for napkin use? Fact is,
while creams and liquids will do’
for everyday daintiness-yet, for
those
days a powder deodor¬
ant s best sprinkled freely on
sanitary napkins. That’s because
a powder has no moisture-resist¬
ant base; doesn’t slow up absorp¬
tion. And soft, soothing Quest
Powder is made especially for
napkin use.
Being unscented. Quest De¬
odorant Powder doesn’t just mask
odors. Quest destroys them. Safely.
Positively. To avoid offending, buy
a can of Quest Powder today!

Quest
Deodorant
Powder
Ask for it by name

marry Bill Pawley, Jr., until she’s fin¬
ished high school. And the way the
schedule looks now, she won’t be grad¬
uated before next February at the
earliest. Bill has been offered a crack at
the movies, but turned it down to stick
with his father’s business in Florida. We
wonder if that means Elizabeth will give
up her movie career or commute between
here and the sunshine state.
*

*

*

Although Paulette Goddard and Bur¬
gess Meredith have dissolved marriage
partnership, they’ll continue as business
partners in their antique shop in the
east. Paulette, who’s seen frequently with
John Steinbeck, denies their relationship
is anything other than business and
friendship. As for her romance with John
Huston, which the press built up, there’s
nothing to that either. Evelyn Keyes is
Paulette’s best friend.
*

*

*

Evelyn Keyes says that her marriage
with John Huston is definitely and posi¬
tively finished, but that she’s in no hurry
to get a divorce. “If I got a divorce,’’
says she, “I might be tempted to rush
into another marriage. So long as I’m
legally prevented from doing that, I’ll
have plenty of time to think it over
before acting.” She still sees John, and
they remain friends. She plans a trip to
Europe in late summer and hopes she
can remain until around the first of
the year.

Peggy Cummins, whose name is linked romantically with almost every Hollywood bache¬
lor, had plenty warm smiles for handsome John Dali at the Stork Club in New York.
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Gale Storm and Audie Murphy desert UI’s “The
Kid from Texas” to scan Earl Wilson’s new book.

One reason Marie Wilson quit “The
Blackouts” in Hollywood after appearing
there nightly for seven years is that she
wants to have a baby.
*

*

*

Ellen Drew tells us that her son wants
to be an actor, but that his pal Dean
Stockwell is trying to dissuade him.
Though Dean is one of our finest child
actors, he doesn’t like the profession.
Ellen doesn’t care if her son does follow
in mama’s footsteps. But she wants him
to finish high school first.
*

*

*

John Ireland and Joanne Dru are plan¬
ning an elopement in early fall at this
writing. They don’t want a fancy Holly¬
wood wedding, with all the hullabaloo.
And one reason they’ve waited for the
altar march was to let Dick Haymes and
Nora Eddington take the step first, since
that couple was the one that made the
headlines most frequently.
*

*

B/N6WALT
(CROSBY,THAT IS)

team up on T/ie Headless Horseman!
hrAeontc

*

Ann Sheridan, since her bust-up with
Steve Hannagan, has started making the
rounds again. Her favorite escorts are
Cesar Romero, Bruce Cabot and Jacques
Mapes, the producer. Since Cesar and
Bruce are two of Hollywood’s most hardgrained bachelors, you can be sure that
Ann’s dates with them are just for fun.
Ann’s been devoting considerable time
toward helping raise funds for an or¬
phans home to be built in the San
Fernando Valley on the pattern of Boy’s
Town.
*

*

*

*

*

*

A Texas theater bills Rita Hayworth
on the marquees as Princess Aly Khan.
There’s still no definite news on when
she’ll return to Hollywood, but her boss,
Harry Cohn, has gone to Europe and he’ll
doubtless try to use a little persuasion in
getting Rita back for another picture.
*

*

bins mm

and told by

BASIl RAIHBONE
color by TECHNICOLOR

*

Ida Lupino and Collier Young declare
those rumors that they’re rifting are
completely false. “We’re still very much
in love,” they say; and surely they
wouldn’t be contemplating a separation
with the formation of their new pro¬
duction company, of which they will
both be executives. Ida says that she in¬
tends to do less acting and more writing.
Their company will feature completely
new talent. “I want to do for youngsters
what was never done for me,” explained
Ida. “We’ll tailor stories to fit their
personality; I’ll coach them myself; and
help with their direction and wardrobe.”
*
*
*
Ray Milland, who perhaps will never
be able to live down “The Lost Week¬
end,” is being considered for a lead in a
picture dealing with Alcoholics Anony¬
mous. In this one, the character that he’ll
likely portray is strictly a man who gets
off the bottle and stays there.
*

THE ADVENTURES OF

*

The Ginger Rogers-Jack Briggs mar¬
riage has been in stormy waters; and de¬
spite protests that they’ll “work things
out,” we wouldn’t be surprised to see
a divorce there any day. After Jack
married Ginger, he gave up his acting
career, and with the demise of their
production company hasn’t been very
active professionally. Meanwhile, Ginger,
with “The Barkleys of Broadway,” has
a new lease on her career. A busy wife
and an idle husband don’t make for mar¬
ried happiness.

(DISNEY,OF COURSE )

*

Joan Crawford and Greg Bautzer sur¬
prised everyone by getting back together
again after everybody thought that ro¬
mance had been put on the ice forever.
Their feelings toward one another looked
anything but chilly when we spotted
them in an isolated Malibu night spot.
(Please turn to page 16)
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Sing:

"THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN'
"KATRINA"
"ICHABOD CRANE"

In one hilarious all-cartoon feature... two of the finest stories
ever written, are told by . . . three of the world’s greatest
storytellers: Walt Disney, Bing Crosby and Basil Rathbone.

Walt and Bing bring to rollicking, melo¬

Walt and Basil Rathbone tell another tall

dious life that famous masterpiece ...

tale about that rich, reckless, uproarious

Washington Irving’s fabulous “Legend of

rake. The Magnificent Mr. Toad, and his

Sleepy Hollow” with awkward Ichabod

frantic friends in a sparkling interpretation

Crane, curvaceous Katrina and the hair-

of Kenneth Grahame’s “The Wind in the

raising Headless Horseman.

Willows.”

_

Latest score
in Hollywood’s
game of love
is three hits,
three runs,
and two errors

Jennifer Jones and David Selznick happily greeted guests at Cannes wedding reception. Left to right
are: George Raft, Mrs. Louis Jourdan, Mrs. Darryl Zanuck, Louis Jourdan, and an unidentified friend.

Maids

Nora Eddington Flynn and Dick Haymes had a beautiful oldfashioned wedding, under the fragrant blossoms of an orange tree.

M
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After an eighteen month courtship, Greer Garson said “Yes,”
and made Colonel Buddy Fogelson the happiest man in the world.

By

ARNO

JOHANSEN

The wedding day of Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin was followed by four
years of happiness. No one believed their break-up could be final.

* June has always been the proverbial month for
weddings. But Hollywood picked July, of this past
Summer, as the month for wedding bells and, in a
few sad instances, for partings.
First-off, Jennifer Jones married her producersponsor David O. Selznick in Genoa, Italy.
Selznick, who always does everything in a great
big way, hired a yacht on the French Riviera. The
yacht cruised beyond the 3-mile limit on the Gulf
of Genoa. When the boat pulled into Genoa, the
story spread like wildfire that Jennifer and Selznick
had been married by Captain Stroud aboard the
vessel.
The witnesses supposedly were Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Hayward and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jourdan.
When I called Selznick on the long distance
phone and asked him if he and Jennifer had actu¬
ally gotten married at sea, he said, “No truth to
that story at all. We were married in the City Hall
of Genoa late this afternoon.”
The ceremony was performed by Dr. Lucarelli,
chief of the vital statistics branch of the Genoa City
Hall, and after the ceremony, Jennifer and David
boarded

the

yacht,

(Please

turn

to

page

70)

“Overwork—just plain overwork,” is what Hollywood says upset the
marriage of Liz and Dan Dailey. He’s trying hard to win her back.

M

HOLLYWOOD INSPIRED
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Pajamas

Exquisitely styled for sleep¬
ing and lounging . . . San¬
forized fast-color flannel.
White trim with crew collar
and

pert turned-up cuffs.

By Truzette of California
COLORS. Seofoom Green,
Maize, Pink, Blue
JUNIOR SIZES: 11-13-15-17
REGULAR SIZES: 32-34-36-38

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Order direct from Betty Co-Ed
Poitage Paid except on COD's
BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept. 481
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
QUANTITY

SIZE

Van and Evie Johnson declared a holiday at finish of “Battleground,” then left for
a short vacation in New York City. First stop: the famous Stork Club with a friend.

COLOR
I it Choice 2nd Choice

'Snuggly'Pajamai
Nighty Bootict
Name_

Margaret Sullavan’s hearing has great¬
ly improved since she had a delicate
operation on her ear. And she’s being
ardently wooed by Hollywood to make
more pictures.

AddreuCity.

Zone
StateIn California odd 3% Sales Tax ■

*

*

*

David Niven, who declares that he was
misquoted by a British reporter when
he said he was through with Hollywood
and wanted to return to England per¬
manently, is stating now that he wants to
divide his time between here and Britain.
Since his contract with Sam Goldwyn has
been washed up after all these years,
he’ll be free to go where he pleases.

••g us.lal OH.

THIS INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
—EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED
ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS

|
I

I
s

Snds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assures you lastingly lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tearproof-/t weproof! Neverruns, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as directed on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
SI-00 (plus tax) at leading drug and
department stores.

r ""DARK -"eyes,’7 Dept”AJ9
| 3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.
I I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
I package of "Dark-Eyes” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown

i

I

Name.

j

j

Address.._

I

T

Town___Stale-

I
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French Corinne Calvet’s gestures were so enthusiastic that husband John Bromfield had to protect himself. That’s Jim Davis laughing at Corinne’s surprise.

Barry Fitzgerald, after turning down
two top pictures, quietly sneaked out of
town on a tramp steamer to spend four
months abroad. He’ll bicycle over Hol¬
land, Denmark and his native Ireland
before returning here.
*

*

cnarl es core

*

They do say that Dan Dailey is still
packing a blazing torch for his estranged
wife, who seems totally unimpressed by
the flare.
*

*

*

Johnny Mack Brown’s fourteen-yearold son, Lachlan, is taking up an acting
career. He makes his screen debut with
his dad in “Range Justice,” and is con¬
sidered one of the best riders in town.
*
*
*
The James Masons will return to
England next spring, but only for a visit
and a picture, which will be shot largely
in Spain.
*

*

CHERUB
black, brown
green or
wine suede

DIVINE
black suede,
brown or
green calf

(with medium
heels, too)

(with medium
heels, too)

*

Though Shelley Winters has a number
of hot songs to do in “East of Java,” her
voice will be dubbed in. Shelley’s having
such a hard time keeping off rich food
which puts on extra weight that the
waitresses in her studio commissary have
been instructed to serve her not what
she wants but what is non-fattening.
*

*

lew toes —
new, soft toes —
new, soft, lovable toes
that soar down to earth
in genuine leathers
for a mighty little
/

*

Esther Williams’ husband, Ben Gage,
is seriously considering turning actor,
since his success in the “Salute to Gersh¬
win” show at the Cocoanut Grove here.
We always believed that Ben had secret
ambitions along that line, and he should
make a go of it. When Ben was in the
hospital recently, a special extension
had to be put on his bed to accom¬
modate his six-feet-five-and-a-half-inch
frame. Esther’s planning an aquacade,
somewhat similar to Sonja Henie’s ice
show, which Ben will likely M.C.
*

*

Ol
«•••*

SIZES:
5-9 AA&A (narrow)
3^4-9 BSC (medium & wide)

CUPID
black, brown
or green calf

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

(with high
heels, too)

*

Lana Turner and Bob Topping plan to
buy a house in Hollywood in which to
live while Lana’s here making pictures.
They’ll keep their eastern place also, and
shuttle between the two dwellings. Per¬
haps their marriage couldn’t risk a long
separation such as would be necessary if
Lana stayed here alone to make pictures
while Bob remained in the east.
(Please turn to page 18)

AT A BUDGET PRICE!

Kub your eyes ... look twice!
Yes, it's true ... Rayon and Nylon
at $1.98. This wonder-crepe is lovelier,
longer-wearing and faster-drying.
Also tailored and fagotted styles,
with costlier 4 gore cut that
never sags, twists or rides up.

A

NYLON seams, double stitched.

LOOK FOR
(tarJust
SUPS
UNDIES
BRAS
GIRDLES
GARTER BELTS
& BLOUSES
Fame is catching up with pretty Ruth Roman.
She was so sensational in “Champion.”

Lovely JUDY TYLER,
voted Miss Stardust of '49.

STARDUST INC.,

Empire State Bldg., N. Y. 1

After “My Friend Irma” and “Bitter Victory,” Diana Lynn
rated an evening of dancing with husband John Lindsay.

“The Fountainhead” premiere brought out Angela Lansbury and
fiance Peter Shaw. Friends predict they’ll elope very soon.

The reason you haven’t seen much of
Brian Aherne on the screen is that he’s
been concentrating on farming. He’s been
raising grapes on his desert ranch, and
is this year shipping out 15,000 crates.
*

*

*

Linda Darnell has been miffed at all
those reports that there’s trouble between
her and Pev Marley. Such causes trouble
in the adoption of their child as the
adoption homes are reluctant about giving
children to couples who are likely to
divorce. They want to adopt still another
child.
*

*

*

Cary Grant is still suffering from a
yellow jaundice attack, and may have to
remain off the screen for a year under
doctor’s orders until he recuperates his
strength.
*

*

*

Jane Powell and Geary Steffen have not
yet set a marriage date, and evidently
they don’t plan to be wed in a hurry be¬
cause they say if the wedding takes place
in summer they’ll honeymoon in Maine.
If in the fall, they’ll honeymoon in Sun
Valley; and if in the spring, they’ll go to
Lake Louise.
*

*

•

In “Buccaneer’s Girl,” Yvonne de Carlo
will have such form-fitting clothes that
she won’t be able to wear any undies
whatsoever.

Oh, for the life of a movie magazine editor! Movieland's editorial director Beatrice
Cole got a hearty greeting from Kirk Douglas at her recent Ciro shindig. Enjoyed it too!

!
The romance between Joan Caulfield
and Jean Arthur’s ex-husband, Frank
Ross, has been overplayed by the press.
They have a couple dates a week, and
Joan says she likes the guy very much
but gave no indication that she was in
a marrying frame of mind.
*

!

I

*

ARE OLP WIVES'TALES

*

Gene Tierney will be joined in Lon¬
don by Oleg Cassini as soon as she fin¬
ishes her picture “Night and the City”
there this fall. They’ll then spend three
months touring Europe during which
time Gene will visit her old school in
Switzerland and several of her old friends.
*
*
*
They do say that the Ingrid BergmanRossellini matter has busted wide open,
and that while Ingrid may still think he’s
a great director, she has quite a different
opinion about him as a man. We think
that the headlines Ingrid made damaged
her movie career enormously. It’ll take a
lot of work and a lot of forgetting on
the public’s part to put her back on the
pedestal that she once held.
*

*

*

Orson Welles, who always did like to
get up in the glad-rags for his pictures,
ought to be happy with his part in “The
Black Rose.” For it he wears a coat made
of Russian leather, and lined with mink
skins. It reaches to his toes and measures
over 12 feet around the hem. This coat is
so ponderous that two men are required
to help him put it on. Orson gives little
indication of returning to Hollywood,
where his last picture here, “Macbeth,”
proved to be a fiasco—to put it mildly.
But if he stays in Europe, there’s a like¬
lihood that he’ll be bumping into his exwives and children. Not only is Rita
Hayworth there, but also his first wife,
who recently married a wealthy English¬
man, and is living in a villa on the
French Riviera not too far from that of
Rita and Aly Khan’s.
*

*

*

The romance between Yvonne De Car¬
lo and Jacques O’Mahoney has reached
the flaming stage and may wind up at the
altar before the summer’s over. He’s a
stunt man at Yvonne’s studio and hand¬
some enough to be a leading man.
*

*

*

We hear that Bob Walker, while re¬
cuperating in a sanitarium, fell very hard
for one of the nurses there. But Bob’s
not talking.
#

*

*

John Hodiak’s career was in a very
bad slump two years ago; but he’s sud¬
denly become one of the hottest actors
in town. He has three pictures to do, one
right after the other. “Manhunt” will
take him to Cuba; and the “Mrs. Min¬
iver” sequel to England. That probably
means that he and Anne Baxter will be
apart considerably for the next year, as
she’s busy as a bee in a flower garden
with her 20th Century commitments. We
asked John what he attributed his sud¬
den popularity on the sound stages to.
He said, “I think it was because of ‘Ma¬
laya.’ I finally got to play a sympathetic
part in that one; and the public seems to
like it.” John was very much fed up with
playing heavies and had no hesitancy in
telling all and sundry that he was un¬
happy with his career previously.
John wants to do “Green Mansions,”
which his studio owns. The picture was
originally slated for Elizabeth Taylor;
but we fear that she’s outgrown the part,
which deals with a girl and her love for
wild animals. At one time Liz would have
been a natural for the part; but in the
past year she’s become quite a sophisti¬
cated young lady.
The End

If only every woman would learn these
INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS before she marries...
Too many married women still don’t
have proper, scientific knowledge
they can trust about intimate fem¬
inine hygiene.
They follow ignorant misinforma¬
tion passed on down through the
years. And all too often this is the
cause of marital unhappiness.
If only women would realize how
important vaginal douching two or
three times weekly often is to intimate
cleanliness, health, married happiness,
and to combat unpardonable vaginal
odor. And certainly once they learn
the truth about zonite, they’ll always
want to use it in the douche.

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
tested is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS
Scientists tested every known germ¬
icide they could find on sale for the
douche. And NO other type proved

so powerful yet so safe to tissues as
ZONITE.
So why be old-fashioned and con¬
tinue to use weak or dangerous
products?
zonite is positively non-poisonous, non-irritating. You can use zonite
as directed as often as desired without
the slightest risk of injury to the most
delicate tissues.

ZONITE’S Miracle-Action
ZONITE

eliminates odor, removes
waste substances and discharge. You
feel so dainty and refreshed after your
zonite douche. Helps guard against
infection. It kills every germ it
touches. It’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract,
but you CAN BE SURE ZONITE DOES
kill every reachable germ and keeps
them from multiplying. Buy zonite
at any drug counter.
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THIS IS THE
BEWITCHING MONTH
The OCTOBER issue of

Screen Guide
is brimming over with
exciting exclusives on:

Mel Dinella seems to be Joan Crawford’s new heart interest. They’re being
seen everywhere together—but Joan won’t admit that it’s a serious romance.

Breathtaking bride-to-be.LIZ

TAYLOR

Dream Man. .JOHN

WAYNE

Sensational newcomer.DOUGLAS
Electrifying beauty.MARTA
Outspoken bombshell...

DICK

TOREN

SHELLEY WINTERS

Adorable singer.JANIE

POWELL

Top favorite.LANA

TURNER

Charming bachelor.PETER

LAWFORD

Magnetic actor.JOSEPH
Personable champion.KIRK

COTTEN

By
JOAN CRAWFORD
Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega, Los Angeles
46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal reply

DOUGLAS
Dear Miss Crawford:

PLUS: ROZ RUSSELL's rare advice on
how to get rid of those blues—a scoop
story about the kissing techniques in
Hollywood with torrid pictures to illus¬
trate —

1 am a young girl of nineteen. I am madly in love with a man of
thirty who refuses to marry me. We have been going together for three
years. I really mean going together.
Two weeks ago when I proposed marriage, I had to do the proposing.
Harold broke down and said he wanted very much to marry me, only
he couldn’t. He confessed that he was already married to a girl back
East.
He never told me this before. He swears that if I will only keep
going with him, he will eventually get a divorce and marry me.

ALL THIS IN ADDITION TO:
Screen Guide's inside gossip about the
stars; movie reviews on the best pic¬
tures of the month; beautiful color
pages; an interview with a favorite
cowboy actor; fashion and beauty tips
and pages of scoop pictures.

Don't walk—RUN to your
nearest newsstand on
SEPTEMBER 9th for
the October issue of

Screen Guide

What do you suggest I do?
Clara C.
Denver, Col.

I strongly suggest that you have noth¬
ing to do with this man again. If he
were at all truthful, he should have told
you about his marriage in the first place.
I am convinced from the little that you
have told me that he hasn’t the slightest
intention of marrying you. I am inclined
to believe that you would be better off
with a younger, more honest man. Drop
this fellow at once. He’s wasting your
time, love, and affection.

JEALOUS JANE
Dear Miss Crawford:
I wonder if you can help me with a
friendship problem. I have a girlfriend,
let’s call her Jane Taylor, who means a
lot to me. We pal out together all the
time.

Unfortunately, Jane is not very at¬
tractive, although she has a wonderful
character. None of the boys like to date
her. They date me, however, and when
I go with them, Jane is always the first
to run them down. No matter whom I
go with, she always has a nasty storv
to tell.
I know this is sheer jealousy. It is
the kind of jealousy that is warping
Jane’s character. After a while you get
so that you don’t want to see her. That’s
what’s happening to me.
How can I
straighten Jane out?
Beulah V.
Des Moines, Iowa

I think you had best talk to Jane
frankly. Explain to her why she has this
habit of running people down. Once she

gets to admit it, she will see the habit for
what it is. She will understand what
causes it, and she may be able to rec¬
tify it.
If possibly you could get her out on a
double-date, I’m sure that would be of
great help, too. Jane feels out of the
swim of things, unwanted and un-needed.
If you can make her feel once that there
is some young man who considers her
attractive you will find a complete
change in her attitude.

Little Lulu

Got hay fever ?

|

Nose reliever!

JAIL-BAIT
Dear Miss Crawford:
I am violently in love with a sixteenyear-old girl. I am twenty-four myself.
I have asked this girl to marry me on
several occasions but her parents will
not listen to us.
They insist the girl is too young to
marry. Luckily, I am in a position to
support my wife having inherited a good
hit of money from my grandparents.
We have decided to ask her folks for
permission once more, and then, if they
don’t give it, get married anyway. Do
you think we are doing right? Do you
think two old people should stand in
the way of our happiness?
Frank S.
Chicago, Ill.
I think you’re being very impetuous
and very wrong about this marriage. I
have said time and time again that six¬
teen is too young for a girl to give up
her single state. Most girls of sixteen
don’t know their minds yet. I know you
will raise your voice in anger as you read
this, but it’s true. If only you will wait
two or three years, you will find that
your sweetheart will make you a better
wife, and you her, a better husband.
I am not against young marriage when
such union is economically possible, but
sixteen is too young. Listen to your girl’s
parents. In many states a girl cannot
marry before the age of eighteen. That
law is on the books for a good reason.

MINOR IRRITATIONS
Dear Miss Crawford:
Do you think marriage changes men?
I have been going with Charles for sev¬
eral months now. No matter where we
go, he never picks up a check when
we’re with other people. When I speak
to him about it, when I tell him he’s
acting like a cheapskate, he says he just
can’t part with money.
Do you think if I marry Charles I
could change his spending habits?
Rachel F.
Detroit, Mich.
Women have tried this from time im¬
memorial. You can profit by their ex¬
perience. My answer is: no.

STAR QUESTION
Dear Miss Crawford:
I read in the newspapers where many
stars earn tremendous sums of money.
They have to pay tremendous taxes, of
course. Instead of paying taxes, why
don’t they give their excess funds away?
George M.
Dallas, Texas
Many stars give away to charity as
much money as possible. You see, when
a star’s salary is paid, so much is autoI matically held back for withholding tax.
That tax goes directly to the Government
so that the star doesn’t wind up with very
much take-home pay. The figures you
read in the newspapers are extremely
misleading to say the least.
The End
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A BLOIVHARD, EH ?

LEAVE /T TV SOFT,

STRONG KLEENEX* T/SSUES TV CATCH
THAT "KER-CHOO'/ SOOTHE THOSE SN/EELES
VUR/NG COLDS... HAY EEVER !

INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.
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"With 50,000,000 French¬
men, she has to pick me!

Mr
»ilh

Marion Marshall • Randy Stuart-William Neff
Directed by

Produced by

SOL C. SIEGEL
Screen Play by Charles Lederer, Leonard Spigelgass
and Hagar Wilde-from a Story by Henri Rochard
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Your Hollywood
Hollywood, Calif.
I love Hollywood—but what a routine ! From
breakfast to bedtime I had a steady run of dates
with the most beautiful oeople in the world.
I wish you could lunch with Joan Crawford, for
instance, as I did at Romanoff's. It was like
dining with royalty !
Not only did everyone of importance stop to
greet her, but tourists gaped wide-eyed at her,
while all around her glowed that aura of glamour
that is Hollywood! Through it all, Joan ate
heartily (lamb stew and fresh tomatoes), chatted
easily, and never lost her equanimity for a
moment.
And then there was the memorable party for the
young stars that the Lauritz Melchiors gave.
Never have I seen such spontaneous gaiety and
beauty under one roof.
I was enchanted with all the young stars—
Elizabeth Taylor, who is just as sweet as she is
breathtakingly beautiful ; fresh-faced Betty
Lynn, and all the others (see page 52).
My own cocktail party at the Ciroette Room was
a great success—even if I do say so myself !
Just everyone came, and even though it was
scheduled from 6 to 9:30, last guests left at
II P.M.
The life of the party was Kirk Douglas. He
really is a wonderful chap and as generousminded as he is talented! He and Bob Ryan ("The
Set-Up") had a lot of fun comparing punches,
and both are appreciative of their respective
prize-fighting pictures, which brought them
fame.
Gail Russell whispered her marriage plans to
Guy Madison in my ear. Guy is doing a play in the
East at the moment, but Gail said they'd marry
as soon as he gets back.
My good friend, Dottie Lamour, who was expect¬
ing her second baby momentarily, stayed only a
little while. She looks marvelous—and
radiantly happy.
I wish I had room to list all the stars who came:
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond,
Georgie Jessel and Milton Berle (later
Georgie's ex-wife, Lois Andrews, came in looking
serene, even though she had been robbed of
$50,000 in jewels the night before), the Don
DeFores, the John Lunds, the Herbert Marshalls,
Jim Davis and David Brian, Marie Windsor, Ruth
Roman and many, many more.
I could go on forever talking about my favorite
. city and my favorite people and all the wonder¬
ful stories and pictures I've lined up for the
next several months. But you'll see them all in
these pages soon, so do watch for 'em!

Tall and short of Movieland’s party:
David Brian and Editor Beatrice Cole.

Kirk Douglas of “Champion” and Bob Ryan of
“The Set-Up” had a chance to compare punches-

Beatrice Cole and Donald O’Connor were right there when
Gail Russell announced that she’d marry Guy Madison.
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faces
Corinne Calvet reminds fans of these sirens:

faces ' n,

faces

?

#

flew FaceS .. • $ew ^aceS ...
Height:

^ceS «*

Head:

5'5"

22"

Bust:

Neck

35"

12%"

Waist:

Wrist:

23 H"

6"

Hips:

33"

Thigh:

19*4 "

Calf:

9%"

Ankle:

8"

Dress
Size: 10

Weight:
110 lbs.

Experts claim Corinne the Body Beauti¬
ful. Figure shows they’re so right!

Fans adored torrid love scenes with Burt
Lancaster in Hal Wallis’ “Rope of Sand.”

* Screen hopefuls come and go but once in a blue
moon a new personality hits the public’s fancy with
terrific impact—and a star is born. Such a thing
happened to curvaceous, very French Corinne Calvet, whose first appearance in Hal Wallis’ “Rope
of Sand” established her screen career right there
and then.
After loan-out to 20th Century-Fox for a Dan
Dailey movie, she’ll be back at Paramount for an¬
other Hal Wallis production—as the star.

The French have a word for it—but U. S. fans are
discovering they don't need to parlez francais to
describe the sensational charms of Corinne Calvet
25
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John’s huge appetite takes a
big ribbing from Joanne Dru
on “All the King’s Men” set.

One sensational
screen role put
John Derek in the
ranks of Hollywood
royalty . . . and
he’s there to stay

John Derek reminds
fans of these stars:

* It’s unusual—even in Hollywood where anything can happen—
for a newcomer to receive the tremendous ovation John Derek got
from his audience after just one picture.

Humphrey Bogart is

plenty proud of his protege—the break he got for John in “Knock
On Any Door” booted the handsome young man right onto the
ladder of success; and he’s bounding up it like crazy.
Looking back, John is mighty happy he persuaded his father
that acting was a better career than painting. At 23, he’s all set
with a nice long Columbia contract, a pretty starlet (Pati Behrs)
as his bride, and a startling number of fans waiting breathlessly
for his new film “All the King’s Men.” If John set up his easel
now, he could paint a rosy picture of the world in general.
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Robert Taylor

Rumor bas it that John will soon be starred
in exciting swashbuckling adventure stories.

New faceS

• • •

New face$

. • •

New faceS

• • *

Barbara Bates reminds fans of these glamorous actresses:

Esther Williams

Ann Sheridan

Ava Gardner

She walks in beauty like
the night—followed by
appreciative male whistles

* Luscious is the word for Barbara Bates, whose
dainty footsteps have instinctively led her toward
success.
Fresh from leading roles at North Denver High
School in Denver, Colorado, Barbara set out for New
York, determined to become an actress. Her breath¬
taking beauty made her a sought-after model at the
Conover agency, and when her picture appeared on
the cover of a famous magazine, Walter Wanger
snapped her up for a small part in “Salome, Where
Bates
Age:
Hair:
Eyes:

Statistics:
24, Height 5'5"
Very blonde
Gorgeous greer.

She Danced.”

It was only a matter of time before

Warner Brothers signed her to a long-term contract.

Ever see a dream walking? You will when
you see Barbara in ‘'The Inspector General.”

Joan Evans is all set for classroom or after¬
noon tea dance in this coral corduroy skirt and
sleeveless sweater of gold striped, white boucle.

Tweed suits are practical and smart. This one is
moderately tailored to wear to school, studio or
on informal date. It's black, white check worsted.

Joan has a passion for
shoes. Prefers plain
pumps. High heels are out!

Back to school wardrobe just isn’t complete without
a corduroy skirt and matching jerkin. Appearance
can be changed by alternating blouse w-ith sweater.

by Monica Mackenzie
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Nothing like an assortment of handbags to give a girl
a well-dressed feeling. Joan has shoulder bags of al¬
most every, color, description—plus a few dressy "extras.”

New Faces... New faces

\

•'.

Glamorous evening wrap is waterproof. Made
of grey velour drapery material, it has hood and
lining of pale blue silk, buttons with braid frogs.
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Joan Evans rates an
A-Plus for her smart

Joan's out to be belle of the
first formal school dance in
brown taffeta with matching
velvet trim. Cape comes oft.

back-to-school clothes

* Joan Evans, the young Goldwyn discovery, w ho

collection of flare skirts are the kind that go to

left school to appear in “Roseanna McCoy,” is not

school under a sport jacket or combine with a

quite through with books and studies.

dressy blouse to look well on a date.

Joan has two more years of high school, most of
which will be spent with tutors on the studio lot.

Joan is a staunch believer in many dates and a
wide choice of escorts.

Her wardrobe is therefore

Because she must combine school and work, Joan

heavy with party dresses. Her favorite date outfit is

has sensibly selected a “back to school” wardrobe

a powder blue brocade suit that looks sophisticated

that is convertible.

It can be either informal and

campus-like or dressy and business-like.

and at the same time is rather perfect for a girl of
her years.

Her tweed suits, for example, may be worn with

In the evening gown department, Joan favors

saddle shoes and sweaters, and they also can fit with

great wide skirts, that lend a romantic effect while

silk stockings, pumps, and a touch of jewelry. Her

she’s dancing. Her newest (Continued on page 82)
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Cathy O’Donnell
reminds fans of

It'S**

VtlK*'

June Allyson

* You might not guess just at first, if you were to

¥

meet Cathy O’Donnell, that she is one of Holly¬
wood’s most exciting newcomers. You would see a
soft-voiced, graceful girl who exudes gentle poise
and who has a sort of glow about her. But her brief
career has already been one of the most interesting

Teresa Wright

and truly exciting ones we have seen. Cathy is one
of those people who make news.
As long as three years (Please turn to paste 81)

Cathy

Cathy’s “girl-next-door” look is DYNAMITE on the screen.

O’Donnell

rising
star with
dreamy eyes
and a yen
to write

,

, great

* lass

0’T>-

love poems

tig <^ure

Sizzling combo: Cathy O Donnell and Farley
Granger in RKO's "They Lived by Night.
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ife with LIZ

By JANE KESSNER

Notice resemblance between Liz
and Mother? That’s fiance William
Pawley Jr. beaming between them.

Elizabeth Taylor’s album
is filled with memories—the
special memories every family enjoys

* Every family has its special memories. With the

Cranbrook in Kent at their place, The Swallows . . .

Taylors it’s their vacations in England, the caravan

the Christmas playlets the children would enact in

(trailer) in which they went on jaunts when Eliza¬

the parlor . . . the summers in Wisconsin where

beth and Howard were tiny.

they all fished for bass and muskie.

They’d take their

nanny along and the dog, and off they’d go, asking

One of Elizabeth’s earliest memories is of her

permission of farmers to set up camp in a woods

horse, Betty, her first very own horse.

near a stream. It’s the summers they spent later at

at Cranbrook when she was three. One day she and

That was

(Please turn to next page)
“Conspirator” marks Elizabeth Taylor’s first
grown-up, really dramatic role in her career.

QYHr. & Oilr,. ffrancv J2. ^aylc
announce ihe btr ill of llI ex r Cfaught er

Si osemond.

(Slizabetli

s QrtUu,ooJ Si oadf
This was Liz’s .'picture debut. First photo was taken
with mother in garden of Hempstead home in Britain.

cJfondon,

0?.Q|^

11.

Announcements of new arrival, Elizabeth Rosemond,
were simple, done in conservative Taylor manner.

Howard went riding together, Howard in front holding
the reins and she in back, holding on to his shirt. Betty
had been a New Forest wild pony but she was old
enough by that time to be tired and safe for children.
Howard wanted to go fast.

He dug his heels in the

horse’s side and yelled, “Charge, Betty, charge!”
of a sudden Betty caught on.

All

She gave a great lurch

and off went both little Taylors, Elizabeth into a bush
of stinging nettles.

She remembers that vividly.

She

was prickling all over and swollen from head to foot
when nanny and Howard pulled her out. The Taylors
gathered docweed and covered her with the big leaves
to draw' out the nettle sting.
Then she remembers when Howard saved her life.
She was five and he was seven.

Both children loved

collecting things—tadpoles, frogs, squirrels, everything.
This day they had gone with a jar for tadpoles. They
found a ditch about six feet deep and a foot wide.

It

was muddy and slimy and crawling with interesting
specimens.
Summers at Cranbrook in Kent gave Liz chance to ride horses
and develop the skill that won her role in "National Velvet.”

The two Taylors knelt on the bank and

Howard put his arm across for a brace.

“Don’t you

try it,” he told Elizabeth, “it’s slippery and you’ll fall
in.” She promptly tried it. She put her arm across just
as Howard had and slid right down, head-first into the
ooze and water.

Howard caught her first by the foot,
(Please turn to page 38)
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From age of 4, Liz and brother Howard, then 6, shared en¬
thusiasm for fishing. Liz baited her own hook from start.

life with LIZ
(continued)

In 1939 the Taylors came to America. Photo shows Liz, Howard
and a friend on deck of U.S.S. Washington enroute to States.

While Howard de¬
voted himself to
baseball. Missy
Liz studied ballet.
After a visit with Uncle Howard in Wisconsin, the family settled in California and
children started school. Hollywood had yet to hear of Elizabeth Taylor, but soon would.
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Vacations with Uncle Howard in Wisconsin are always
wonderful. This picture was snapped just last year.

Life with HZ

(continued)

then by the hair and dragged her up.

She had

whooping cough that day too; they both had whoop¬
ing cough.

The mud bath helped a lot.

Mrs. Taylor remembers how, when Elizabeth was
naughty, she couldn’t wait to make things right.
“Oh, I’m so sorry,” she’d say, “I’m so sorry.” As
soon as she was old enough to write, there were
notes of apology. Stacks of them. But Howard was
of a different temperament.

Where Elizabeth is

demonstrative, he is reserved. He would not say he
Growing up together Liz and Howard have shared in¬
terests. He’s her closest friend, also her severest critic.
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was sorry. He’d take his punishment, more if neces¬
sary, and still not a word. One night. Mr. and Mrs.

r

\

Conference on this art object has to be lively.
Howard’s an artist but Liz posed for the terra
cotta head. Final decision is Mrs. Taylor’s.

plans include William Pawley Jr.,
son of U. S. ex-Ambassador to Brazil.

Taylor were sitting in the living room reading. They

Hempstead.

had just come back to America.

Europe

Elizabeth and

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor had gone to

shortly

after

their

marriage,

traveling

Howard sat on the bench before the fireplace and

through Italy, France and Germany, collecting old

Mr. Taylor was reprimanding his son. Not a word

master paintings for his uncle’s art gallery. Shortly

in return. Mrs. Taylor peeked over her newspaper.

before Howard was born, they moved to Hempstead.

Mr. Taylor peeked over his.

There was Elizabeth

Howard was born on one side of the square; then

nudging Howard hard enough to shove him off the

the Taylors bought a big, red brick Georgian house

bench.

just across, and Elizabeth was born there.

“Say you’re sorry,” she was whispering with
tears in her eyes. “Say you’re sorry, Howard.”
Mr. Taylor remembers the Christmas playlets the
children’s nanny used to write when they lived in

(She

visited the house recendy when she was in England
making her first grown-up picture, “Conspirator,”
with Robert Taylor.)

Mr. Taylor remembers the

Christmas playlets and (Please turn to page 91)
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What really happened to mar

Different backgrounds didn’t matter when Kirk
and Diana met, married. They were so in love.

VACATION

Douft’r\as

MM

the happy marriage of Kirk Douglas and his beautiful wife, Diana?

By CRAWFORD DIXON

* Kirk Douglas has been separated from his wife
for six months now.

Since the separation, Hollywood actresses regard Kirk as
an eligible man. Ava Gardner’s name is linked with his.

In that time he has achieved a fame and popu¬
larity little short of sensational. On the basis of his
performance in one picture, “Champion,” his future
has been previewed, his past has been reviewed,
and his present has been interviewed.
The back-stabbers who know nothing of Douglas
would have you believe that success went to his head
and that following its arrival, he left his wife.
This isn’t true. Kirk and Diana Douglas wer.e
separated before “Champion” was released, before
Kirk received a share of that picture’s fabulous
profits, and before he signed a seven-year deal with
Warner Brothers that will assure him a cool million
dollars.
When you ask Kirk why he and his beautiful
wife agreed to a trial separation, he says, “It was
just one of those things. I can’t explain it very well.
If two people think they can’t make a go of mar¬
riage, the thing to do is to dissolve it. But when
kids are involved, that’s an entirely different prob¬
lem. I want you to know one thing, however; my
Hollywood success had nothing to do with the
split-up. Diana and I had reached a state where
we were getting on each (Please turn to page 88)

Dating lovelies like Pat Neal may be Kirk’s way of making
up for the glamor and gayety that he lacked in his youth.
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ARE CHILD STARS
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Movie moppets have the jump
on the average youngster

DUCATED •

when it comes to the 3 R’s.
Take the case of Shirley Temple . . .

* Say what you will about Hollywood—there is one

with a fascinated Ranger and has been carried back

accomplishment at which no scornful finger can be
pointed: the education provided for Hollywood mop¬

to the canyon rim by him, has watched the Fire Fall

pets who are reared in Hollywood studios. Hollywood
has merely to nod with pride toward Shirley Temple,

Edgar Hoover? What girl has been through the
Carlsbad Caverns, and has visited in the Bermuda

Jane Withers, Linda Darnell, Elizabeth Taylor, and

home of stage-star. Miss Gertrude Lawrence? .(Shir¬

Margaret O’Brien (to name a few) to prove its point
that studio diplomas are awarded to well-equipped

ley

world citizens.
Take the admirable example of Shirley Temple:

bells.)
What other young wife and mother will be able to

what other twenty-one-year-old girl is equally at home

tell her daughter at bedtime,. the story of her trip
through the streets of Honolulu in a fire truck, and

with kings or carpenters, with venerable statesmen
or members of her own generation, with the wise and
the foolish, the sincere and the phony, with—in brief

at Yosemite while seated on the lap of G-man, J.

will

never

forget Miss

Lawrence’s

fabulous

leopard slippers, on the bows of which tinkled tiny

through the mint in Washington, D. C. in company

—everyone she has ever met in the past or could

of Secretary Morgenthau of the U. S. Treasury?
What student of political economy has both seen

conceivably meet in the future?
What other twenty-one-year-old girl has visited the

a dust storm in the nation’s dust bowl, and discussed
Dentistry with the President of the United States?

Hawaiian Islands three times, has seen Bryce National
Park at sunset, has descended into the Grand Canyon

wood has been given the (Please turn to page 74)

In all this land, what student outside of Holly¬

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

Jane Withers (with Darryl Zanuck, Shirley, Jane’s
husband William Moss) is another youngster who
benefitted
from
Hollywood’s
school
system.
Whether little Susan Agar follows Mama’s movie
footsteps remains to be seen, but chances are
she won’t have as much fun as her mother did.
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Great Lover Rudolph Valentino had a way of kissing which
left audiences swooning, leading ladies black and blue.

* To the average boy and girl, kissing is part and
parcel of having a good time.
In Hollywood, however, kissing is an art, to be
studied, learned, rehearsed, and practiced.
In a way, it is also a business, since kissing is
one of the sure-fire ingredients of any picture, and
a film with the correct ingredients will always draw
a crowd.
Like all arts, however, the art of kissing has
changed over the years, and today in Hollywood, the
belief is widespread that people kiss and make love

“It’s much better when you help,” said Lauren.
So- Bogie introduced a new brand of movie love.

An exuberant, young-married sort of buss wins fans’ sighs when Dan
Dailey soundly kisses Anne Baxter in 20th’s “You’re My Everything.”

even when they’re doing the most ordinary things
like eating, drinking, or talking on the telephone.
As a result, there is more kissing content in to¬
day’s screen output than ever, before, but this is con¬
trolled kissing, controlled by the Johnston Office
which refuses to permit “excessive or lustful kissing.”
Just what sort of kissing is “lustful” or “excessive,”
the authorities decide for themselves

0Y1

an indi¬

vidual picture basis, and since this varies from pro¬
duction to production, no one has ever been able to
figure it out.

Usually, however, no screen kiss is

permitted to last more than twenty seconds, and when
it is begun, at least one of the two persons engaged
in the delight must be assuming a vertical position.
There are many ways of skinning the cat. Some
years ago, for example, Alfred Hitchcock directed
Cary Grant in a picture, entitled “Notorious.” The
love sequences in this production were so hot that

Richard Widmark leaves Linda Darnell aflutter in “Slattery’s Hurri¬
cane.” His intensely ardent kisses suggest an undercurrent of brutality.

the film melted, and yet none of them were ruled
“lustful” or “excessive;” and in all of them, Grant
kept his feet on the ground; literally, that is.
What Hitchcock did in this picture was to have
Grant kiss Bergman while he was purportedly listen¬
ing to someone at the other end of a telephone con¬
versation. In one sequence. Grant ran his lips over
Bergman’s neck, her cheeks, her eyebrows. In fact,
he did everything but kiss her, and yet the effect was
even more stimulating and fascinating than if he had
planted a twenty-second (Please turn to page 72)

By

MAXINE

LaFARGE
Fans go for the way Richard Conte makes gentle-but-passionate passes
at Susan Hayward in 20th Century-Fox’s exciting “House of Strangers.”
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First arrivals Jane Powell and her fiance Geary
Steffen merrily sign the Melchiors’ guest book.

All the charm of Halloween’s
traditions comes to life as the Melchiors
By TED and jane morris
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entertain Hollywood’s younger set

.-as-

Look, no hands!

Liz Taylor won this contest before Scotty Beckett, Sally Forrest, Jerome Courtland could even say Boo!

* Halloween may be the night for hobgoblins and
cats; it may be the night when uncanny super¬
natural creatures of darkness stalk the highways—
but when it’s Halloween at the Melchiors’, when
Lauritz, the great tenor, and Kleinchen, his petite
blonde wife, play hosts to the youngsters of Holly¬
wood, why, it is strictly a bewitching evening and
all good dreams come true.
Their house, called the Viking, on the crests above
Coldwater Canyon, is a magic spot. It might well
be within the charmed Ring of Die Walkiire where
Melchior’s voice has so often sounded as Siegmund.
Let us try and describe the house for you. It is
almost entirely fronted by glass and surrounded by
luxurious foliage so that when you are indoors, you
can look out and see the lush green of plants and
flowers. A huge glass solarium runs almost around
the house and in the semi-circular garden outside,
there is a lovely swimming pool around which are
placed white wrought-iron chaise longues and com¬
fortable chairs.
{Please turn to next page)

When Janie Powell walked backward holding mirror and lighted candle,
face of her true love was supposed to appear. What’s more, it did!
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While playing traditional “Ring, Timble, Penny”
Thompson found the thimble—and bride Barbara

game, Marshall
took a razzing.

And when Liz Taylor pared an apple, dropped paring to
the floor it formed letter “P”—for Pawley, of course.

some

nc0s.

evening

Lucky number pulled out of witch’s
hat brought beautiful porcelain bird
to prize winner Marshall Thompson.

Exquisite compact was prize for the
apple-bobbing contest and was won
by the champion, Elizabeth Taylor.

(continued)

Mmmm-good!

Jerome Courtland, Sally Forrest, Danny Scholl, Liz Taylor agreed hotdogs keep goblins away.

The living room, too, has huge glass windows
which overlook the rose gardens; and the hallways
in the house are of glass brick so that you get the
impression of light, airiness and tremendous space.
On this bewitching evening, a full moon rose over
the Melchior garden, casting its platinum light on
the shimmering pool and shedding the cool, ex¬
quisite radiance of moonlight over the whole scene.
Loudspeakers amplified music from the den and
the night was made gay with the brightest young
people in Hollywood whom the Melchiors had in¬
vited to charm the hobgoblins of Halloween. As we
watched the gay, radiant young actors and actresses
(whose combined salaries run into hundreds of
thousands and who could well be the most expensive
young people in America) who were as gay and
carefree as young people anywhere in the world, we
thought that this party gave the lie to rumors that
Hollywood young people are spoiled.
They’re not! They’re as gracious, as fun-loving
as freshly radiant as the young people in your
church group or your college; they are as unspoiled
as any group of youngsters and as eager to find
love and happiness.
When Janie Powell walked backward down the
(Please turn to next page)

Scotty Beckett startled Betty Lynn and Bob Arthur out of the ro¬
mantic reverie they were sharing a minute before photo was taken.
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(continued)

dark steps, with a mirror in one hand and a lighted
candle in the other, whose face appeared in the
magic mirror but that of Geary Steffen, the boy
she loves and is engaged to marry. (Like you and
you, they’re waiting only for him to be settled in his
career before they take the step.) And when Eliza¬
beth Taylor pared her apple, twirled the unbroken
paring thrice about her head and dropped it to the
floor, what initial appeared but the letter P? Quite
right, since the hand that held the apple was wearing
the lovely, square-cut diamond ring given Elizabeth
by her fiance, Bill Pawley.
Oh, it was definitely the evening for romance;
and every trick that has been used to foretell young
lovers’ futures worked like a charm. Betty Lynn
unwound her ball of yarn to find it caught and
rewound from across the room. By whom? By Bob
Arthur, her fellow' actor at Twentieth Century-Fox.
Hollywood seers predict they’ll be a permanent
Liz thought she’d startle guests by donning a witch’s
hat—but the reaction wasn’t exactly what she expected.

twosome.
When Danny Scholl, Bob Arthur and Scotty
Beckett tried the old saw of sitting on round bottles
while they attempted to thread a needle, it was
Scotty who first speared his thread through the
(Please turn to page 52)

Romance didn’t interfere with appetites of Betty
and Bob who managed to munch, talk and vice-versa.

Jane tried some bewitching, too. Willing victim
was genial host. Remember them in “Luxury Liner”?
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Trophies hanging in the solarium gazed down in amazement as the gay crowd was treated to a priceless Melchior-Powell duet.
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No mask Janie wore could fool Geary. Anyone around these two
for any length of time seems to find their happiness contagious.

Halloween trick of unwinding ball of yarn drew Betty right
to arms of Bob Arthur—which was the way he had it planned!

(continued)

needle’s eye, indicating that he’ll be the first to
marry. And most appropriately, too, since his en¬
gagement was just announced to Beverly Baker,
the tennis champion, who was East playing an ex¬
hibition match. It is only a few years since Scotty
wa^one of “Our Gang.” Now he is winning acclaim
for his performance in MGM’s “Battleground.”
When it was Barbara Thompson’s turn to invoke
the powers of wizardry, she bit into her apple, eyes
closed before the mirror, and it was Marshall’s face
beside hers when she dared to look. Marshall and
his bride are still honeymooning. They roasted
walnuts in the fire together, thrilled because neither
nut exploded—proof of the steady burning of their
love.
Then there wa6 the game of Ring, Thimble and
Penny. Lauritz Melchior had hidden the tokens him¬
self in the living room. Marshall Thompson made
the first find. He opened a cigarette box, felt down
among the cigarettes and came up with the thimble.
(Could this mean Barbara isn’t much of a hand at
sewing on buttons?)
Sally Forrest was next to find a token. She’s the
lovely young blonde who so resembles Ida Lupino
and who won the coveted lead in Miss Lupino’s new
picture, “Not Wanted.” She squealed rapturously
when she found the ring (Please turn to page 76)
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Something new in square dancing was created when host Melchior blew the Tristan born for the Halloween merrymakers.

Dancing by moonlight at pool’s edge was grand finale. (Even Liz could forget her dress was just like Nancy Olson’s!)
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Married...
and
loves
it!
There’s a new sparkle in her
eyes and contentment in her face.
Looks like Diana Lynn has found
the way to a happy heart
Love is wonderful—but there’s just time for a quick
kiss before guests arrive for the Lindsays’ dinner party.

* Take a look at a happy girl. Her name is Diana
Lynn—or, rather, Mrs. John Lindsay.

when I saw her at her home. Her hair was becom¬
ingly blonde and bobbed short. She wore her

There’s a sparkle in her eyes; there’s content'
ment in her face; there’s assurance in the way she
speaks and acts. Maybe you’d say she has found
the way to a happy heart.

clothes with an air of real sophistication.
when she talked—she practically sang.

At any rate, Diana is a new person. I’ve known
her for some time and if ever a girl radiates joy,

to Miami. Now, there’s a fabulous place. I’ve never

it’s Diana. And why shouldn’t she?
Diana met John Lindsay, prominent industrial
engineer, not so long ago—-about a year ago to
be exact. She had her first date with him August
18th and they were married December 18th. Two
cautious people who always used to tread carefully,
they suddenly knew what they wanted.
Diana had just returned from her honeymoon
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And

“John and I had a really wonderful honeymoon,”
she said. “We went to New Orleans first and then
seen such exotic hotels. I was so dazzled by it all
that I couldn’t believe it. At Nassau we really had
a dreamy time just lying on the beach without a
care in the world.
“We must have been completely mad to leave
Nassau and head for New York, especially since we
arrived on New Year’s Eve and the climate there
had nothing in common with the Bahamas. But we
wanted to catch the opening of ‘Kiss Me, Kate,’ and

i

Now take cooking—I m very self-conscious about that because John can
turn out marvelous meals.
But we’re happy to report I’m improving!

I love entertaining friends for dinner, and even found
it relaxing after a hard day filming “My Friend Irma.”

I think the show was worth it all. We spent a week
in New York seeing shows and then headed for
home.”

home, Diana was a little confused by all the domes¬
ticity that confronted her.
“I straightened up the house, planned menus, did
marketing, and made the beds,” Diana said gaily.
“By noon I didn’t have anything left to do. I was
just a bundle of nervous energy. I began to itch to
go back to work. I tried (Please turn to page 85)

Zero hour approaches. Don’t I look calm for a bride who’s
going to give her first dinner party in about 10 minutes ?

"l

they plan to live in until they can build their own

v

For the first few days after Diana and John came
back to Hollywood and settled in the rented house

Calm outside, butterflies within, Pat Neal awaits
start of “The Fountainhead” with date Kirk Douglas.

COMES TRUE
It was a night to remember!

• • •

A world premiere

with bright lights and famous people
acclaimed a new star—Patricia Neal

* The letter came at noon. It was addressed to
Patricia Neal. As she read it, her heart began to

They’re going to give

A warm little

‘The Fountainhead’ a big premiere, mama, a world

smile curled itself on her lips. Then she raced to

premiere. You’ve simply got to come . . . When?

the telephone.

. ... In about three weeks . . . Will I be able to get

“Operator, operator,” she repeated in an excited
breathiness. “Get me Nashville, Tennessee.”
She doodled with a pencil nervously. Then she
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“Mama,” she shouted, “this is Pat. Yes, Pat. I’m
calling from Hollywood.

triphammer.
For a moment, she did nothing.

heard a thin metallic voice waft over the line.

any extra tickets? ... I think so.

After all, Pm

one of the stars.”
That’s how Pat Neal reacted five minutes after

By MARVA PETERSON

The excitement began when Pat received tickets and police
pass three weeks before premiere of “The Fountainhead.”

Pat found the dress for the occasion—a dream in clas¬
sic Black Chantilly lace—at Athena’s exclusive shop.

An established star rates a luxurious furpiece, so Pat
really splurged on a white mink stole for the big event.

she received her engraved invitation to the premiere
of “The Fountainhead,” the controversial picture in
which she shared top billing with Gary Cooper.
The news, of course, sent her into a feminine
flurry of activity. After calling her mother in Nash¬
ville, she dialed the studio and asked for the
publicity department. “I wonder,” she said, “if I
could get a few extra preview tickets for my family
(Please turn to next page)

Hollywood reviews precede premieres; on the big morn
Pat and brother Petey happily found critics favorable.
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Western Union and Pat had a busy day with
the congratulations of her many friends.

w/m com true.
continued

and my friends?”

The man who answered said,

“It’s a cinch, kid.”
Overjoyed, Pat thanked him, cradled the phone,
and went over to her desk.

From the top drawer,

she withdrew her bank book and studied it. Thank
heaven! She had enough money, enough money to
buy one really sensational dress for her first pre¬
miere.
“The kind of dress I need,” she thought, “is one
that will really bowl them over. There are going to
be a lot of photographers at that prevue, and the
bleachers will be filled with fans, and they’ll prob¬
ably televise the whole affair. This dress has just
got to be a nifty.”
She looked at her bank book again. “I wonder,”
she said, “if I could possibly afford a fur piece?”
After all, this was going to be one of the great, one
of the truly memorable occasions in her life as an
actress.
It seemed as if the big evening would never come, but it
finally did. Studio hairdresser came to comb out her tresses.
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It didn’t take Pat very long to decide. A fur piece

Pat rates as a perfect neighbor! She made sure next-door
friends, th? Carters, got tickets to “The Fountainhead.”

was definitely in order.

Who ever heard of an

actress at her own premiere without a fur piece?
Patricia Neal is one actress who loves to shop for
clothes. All her young life, she’s been interested in
fashions, and she knows to a “T” exactly what looks
good on that long voluptuous figure of hers.
On this day I describe, Pat visited all the famous
Hollywood dress houses. I trekked along with her.
The girl’s patience is absolutely limitless.

After

shopping a dozen stores, she finally ended up at her
favorite couturiere, Athena.
Here, she selected a classic dinner gown of black
Chantilly lace, one that would contrast well with
her blonde hair and her magnolia petal complexion.
To that, she added a pair of black sandals and a
small black evening bag.
“And now,” she announced, her eyes sparkling
with great expectancy, “let’s go over to A1 Teitelbaum’s.”
A1 is a pet of the movie (Please turn to page 68)

Basking in the limelight with co-star Gary Ccoper at Jack Warners
after-the-premiere-party at Mocambo, Pat knew she had ARRIVED.
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By Helen Hover Weller

Exotic, lovely Marta Toren
is burning up the screen with
Continental allure. She’s in
U-I’s “Sword in the Desert.”

Fresh as a daisy, Terry Moore talks like a breathless
teen-ager, knows what she wants—and she’s getting it!

Everyone called "I Was a Male War Bride” a jinx-picture,
hut to Marion Marshall it was her biggest screen break.

* Meet the coming stars of Hollywood—perhaps the

a long time columnists have referred to her as

Hayworths, Dietrichs and Turners of tomorrow.
They may not all make the grade, but one or two

“Dahl-face.”

might rise to sensational heights and become screen

right into pictures. Which is how it happened.

With looks like that, Arlene couldn’t help but walk

immortals, and perhaps some of the others might

For instance, when an international fashion show

be like shooting stars—enjoying only a brief burst

reached Arlene’s home town of Minneapolis some

of glory.

five years ago, the director of the show saw Arlene

Arlene Dahl is probably the most beautiful of our

and insisted that she model bathing suits for the

group of movie debs—and that’s saying a lot be¬

event.

cause they’re all stunners.

Arlene is a modern

moved to Chicago and the finest stores in Chicago

Arlene continued with the show when it

Helen of Troy, with a face that launches a thousand

proceeded to fall all over themselves trying to get

admiring stares. Tall and willowy, with titian hair,

Arlene to model for them. While she modeled she

a creamy skin that goes so beautifully with red hair

studied acting and also did some work over a

and clear blue eyes, she’s a Technicolor vision. For

Chicago radio station.

(Please turn to page 83)

These Hollywood debutantes
may be the stars of tomorrow.
Right now their futures
are as bright as their looks

Most beautiful starlet is Arlene Dahl—a modern Helen
of Troy. Her newest film is “Scene of the Crime.”

Fifteen-year-old Debra Paget is
"glamor routine,” but you'll be

a little young for the
hearing lots about her.

Flame-haired, glamorous Florence Marly has everything—in¬
cluding Humphrey Bogart—in Warners thriller, Tokyo Joe.

Duck for cover, pardners!
These Western lads mean
business—they’re really
shootin’ their way to fame!

* Things aren’t so quiet on the western front these
days since studios discovered the tremendous popu¬
larity of the cowboy epic. While tried and true
western heroes like Columbia’s Gene Autry and
Republic’s Roy Rogers continue to hold their over¬
whelming popularity, new stars are beginning to
gallop over the screen’s purple sage.
Fans have declared their preference for movies
with western themes and Hollywood’s out to see that
moviegoers get the pictures they want.
The handsome heroes on these pages are a few of
the newcomers we’re predicting will ride right to the
very top of the western hit parade.
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Republic’s new star, Rex Allen, provides thrilling
protection for Teala Loring in “Arizona Cowboy.”
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“She Wore a Yellow Ribbon” brings new
Indian scout Ben Johnson to RKO screen.

Watch out! That gun’s loaded, and Audie Murphy intends to use it despite
Gale Storm’s pleas. Audie dons spurs in U-I’s “The Kid from Texas.”

Scott Brady and John Russell are gunning for Cupid because “The Gal Who Took the West” (U-I) also took their hearts.
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DAGWOODS
Favorite
Bondie

No one in our family escapes the Dagwood influence—from Artie, the two children and me, down to our little dog, Hedy.

* Little did Chick Young know when he sat down

far different from when I do.

a* number of years ago to sketch out the first strip

ways—well, listen and see what I mean.

for the comic series of “Blondie,” that to a great

For one thing, the comic strip version of Dag¬

extent he was simply sketching out my husband,

wood has a number of physical similarities to my

Arthur Lake.

Because in more ways than a few,

my husband is Dagwood Bumstead!
Don’t get me wrong!

husband, Artie.

They are of like build; tall and

slim. The facial structure is somewhat similar. And

It’s not that Artie is an

by the time they plaster Artie’s tonsorial tangle into

utter child in the vast corporate structure of Ameri¬

those little Dagwood horns of hair, there’s a striking

can life, as Dagwood seems to be. Artie is a smart

similarity between Artie and Mr. Young’s beloved

man with an income tax blank.

character.

Business doesn’t

baffle him. Under pressure he can be a bear with a
budget.
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But in many other

Too, Artie happens to be married to a blonde

In that department I’m the foggy one.

(me) ; and, like Dagwood, has two young children.

When he adds two and two, it always comes out

Our little boy, Arthur Patrick, is five years old, and

By
PAT
(MRS. ARTHUR) LAKE

Artie stays in character when it comes to clothes, hangs every¬
thing on the floor and he’s a little—shall we say—forgetful.

Arthur Lake really is Dagwood
Bumstead—or is it vice-versa?
Even his wife isn't sure!
Even the Dagwood appetite in “Blondie Hits the
Jackpot” has rubbed off on Artie in real life.

our little girl, Marian Rose, is four.

We have a

either.)

Artie is either always late or just barely

white Pekinese dog, Hedy, who is as mildly pixil-

on time.

lated as Daisy.

of making photo finishes.

But more outstanding than the physical charac¬

Generally we are in a continual process
We travel a lot—about

once or twice a week—to hospital shows, personal

teristics are the psychological similarities between

appearances and studio locations. We always seem

Artie and Dagwood.

Looking back I sometimes

to reach the departing transportation just as it is

wonder if the script has rubbed off on Artie, or if

pulling out, throw our things on, and hitch aboard

he always had these—shall we say “failings.”

an old propeller or observation platform.

I

can’t honestly remember when he didn’t have them.
For instance, there’s the Never-On-Time-Arthur.
Rather, I should call him the Just-Under-The-

Frequently this last minute arrival stuff has un¬
pleasant consequences.
For instance, there was the day we were to go to

(Actually, I shouldn’t talk about this

the L. A. County Fair at Pomona where one of my

phase, because unlike Blondie, I am rarely on time

horses was to run in an (Please turn to page 78)

Gun-Arthur.
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HORSEMAN
Fans from six to sixty
will love the latest
Walt Disney charmer,
"Ichabod and Mr. Toad "

Ichabod Crane, you hand¬
some guy! You’ll be the
rage of Katrina’s party.
How could any girl resist
your charm?

Galloping horror! Is this
a nightmare? Or is it THE
HEADLESS HORSEMAN?
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Rides Again
Two great folklore tales are told in Walt Disney Productions’ new Technicolor
picture “Ichabod and Mr. Toad.” One is the famed American epic by Wash¬
ington Irving, “The Tale of Sleepy Hollow.” The other comes from Kenneth
Grahame’s English classic, “Wind in the Willows.” Combined, they’re a fulllength film to be enjoyed by all who find enchantment in Disney fantasy.

Or am I? Nellie .
hear something?

Me afraid of
the Headless
Horseman?
Even if it is
Halloween, and
I’m riding
home alone ...
I’m not scared!
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As you see, my adventure
had a happy ending. The
Horseman let me go. (He
said he wouldn't have a face
like mine if he had to go
headless forever!)
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A DREAM COMES TRUE
lContinued from page 591

colony and one of Beverly Hills’ great
furriers. He helps husbands select furry
gifts for their wives. He originates new
and breathless fur designs.
He lends
simply ravishing coats to starlets who
can’t afford to buy them, and the stars
just swear by him as a friend, designer,
salesman, and confidant.
Patricia sailed into Teitelbaum’s and
asked A1 to show her the most exquisite,
most luxurious fur piece in the store.
A1 smiled. “I hope,” he said, “you’ve
brought the Bank of America with you.”
Pat laughed. “Al,” she said, “this is
for the premiere of ‘The Fountainhead.’
And I’ve just got to look beautiful even
though I’m not.”
“If you’re fishing for compliments,” Al
said, “you’ve come to the right place.
You’re irresistible, particularly in white
mink.” And with that, he reached into
a vault and came out with an armful of
fur coats worth a gold mine.
Pat tried them all on.
She and Al finally decided on a mink
stole consisting of forty-five soft fluffy
skins. How I envied her!
From the time she first learned of the
premiere up until the morning of the
event, Pat was so busy thinking about her
clothes that she forgot about a possible
escort.
Luckily for her, Kirk Douglas who’d
never attended a premiere either, phoned
and said, “How about going to your pre¬
miere with me?”
Pat thought for about two seconds. She
needs a tall man. Kirk is six feet. “You
bet,” she answered. “You’ve got a date.”
“Pick you up at seven-thirty,” Kirk
said.
On the morning of the prevue, Pat
awakened early. Ordinarily, she doesn’t.
She sleeps until she’s called. This day
was different. She scooted down to the
kitchen of her duplex apartment and
started the coffee. Her thirteen-year-old
brother, William Petrey Neal, otherwise
known as Petey, was up and prowling
around the kitchen for food. He’d come
West with his mother for the opening.
Pat offered to fix him breakfast if he’d
go to the comer drugstore for copies of
two trade papers, the Hollywood Reporter
and Daily Variety.
When Petey brought them back, Pa¬
tricia scoured them for reviews.
This may come as a surprise to you,
but in Hollywood, reviews of a new pic¬
ture are printed in the trade papers one
day before the picture is premiered. The
film is run off in studio projection rooms
for just a handful of critics, and they
file their criticisms.
Fortunately for Pat,
she received
favorable notices. Daily Variety said:
“She turns in a sparkling performance.”
The Reporter said, “Pat Neal veered not
the slightest from the author’s concept
of the heroine.”
All of which should have made Pat
happy, but somehow it seemed only to
heighten her nervousness.
“You see,”
she tried to explain to Petey, “this pre¬
miere tonight isn’t like a stage play
where I can tell by the audience’s reac¬
tion whether I’m convincing or not I’m
nervous because I’ll have to sit in the
theatre and listen to people’s reactions
and not be able to do anything about
them. I can’t change my performance
and I can’t take it back.
It’s all
done.”
At this juncture, Pat’s mother stepped
into the breakfast room. “Patty dear,”

Broderick Crawford’s screen career has been steady but unspectacular up to
now—but he’s headed for stardom after Columbia’s “All the King’s Men.

On a day off from movie-making, Brod likes to putter around his
Encino ranch house.
Here his boxer pup keeps him company.

(Continued jrom page 68)

In real life
Broderick
Crawford
does a
complete
about face
from his
movie roles

Gook at the Crawford manse is patient for a while, but
Brod’s helpfulness is a little hard to take some times!

One of his hobbies is collecting old-fashioned shaving
mugs. Fans knowing this have sent him many.

she said in a soft Tennessee tone. “There’s
a stack of telegrams on the desk, and
after you read them, don’t forget, you’ve
got to pick up your clothes, and oh yes,
you’ve got to deliver some tickets to
your friends.”
Mrs. Neal knew that activity lessens
nervous tension, and she wanted Patty
to relax.
When Patty returned from her errands,
it was time for lunch. She ate lightly,
salad and chop suey.
She was too nervous to eat any dinner.
In fact, she was busy getting dressed two
hours before Kirk Douglas arrived to call
for her. The studio had sent a make-up
artist and a hair dresser to make sure
that she was perfectly groomed.
Pat took a long time deciding whether
or not to wear any jewelry. She finally
agreed with her mother that any orna¬
mentation would detract from her dress.
She was practising how to drape her
white mink stole when Kirk rang the
bell downstairs.
As Pat descended the stairs, Kirk was
conscientiously checking his watch. “I
promised the studio and your agent,” he
said, “that I’d get you there by 8:30. And
by the way, you look positively . . .”
Words failed him.
Pat blew him a little feather of a smile.
She looked cool, collected, and wellpoised. The actress in her was coming
out.
“The studio promised to send a
car,” she said.
The car was waiting. She and Kirk
entered. On the way to the theatre, they
each discussed what sort of little speech
they would make if the radio announcer
called upon them. In twenty minutes,
they arrived at the theatre. Pat’s heart
began to triphammer again. The pho¬
tographers mobbed around her and asked
her to pose. The fans lining the bleach¬
ers on either side, applauded madly. The
announcer came up with his microphone.
“Won’t you say a few words, please.”
“I want to thank Mr. Jack Warner,”
she said, “and all the people at the studio
for giving me an opportunity to appear
in ‘The Fountainhead.’ I hope everyone
enjoys seeing it as much as I enjoyed
making it.”
A moment later, Kirk took her by the
arm and whisked Pat into the theatre.
Once the premiere was over, Pat and
Kirk drove to the Mocambo where Jack
Warner was throwing a party. Here, for
the first time, Pat could enjoy the compli¬
ments, the praise, the flattery,, and the
adoration. She danced; she smiled; she
laughed. The champagne and the small
talk flowed smoothly.
At 2:00 A.M. Kirk took her home. By
2:30 she was fast asleep in bed.
Her mother who looked in, said she
slept with a small smile on her lips. For
the first time in three weeks, Pat wasn’t
nervous. She had passed her first pre¬
miere with flying colors.
Pat Neal had arrived.
The End

FRANK SINATRA
Celebrates 10 years of Fame
in November

Movieland
on newsstands October 7th
unday night supper is informal, buffet-style.
This night Brod and his wile
re entertaining his mother, actress Helen Broderick, and Brod Crawford, br.
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MEN. MAIDS AND MARRIAGES
IConiinued from page IS)

Menona.
Count Rudy Crespi, whose
name has been linked with Merle Oberon,
gave the pair a wedding reception at
Rapallo later that night.
The wedding ended once and for all,
the constant discussion of the SelznickJones love status.
For months, people in Hollywood had
been going around saying that Selznick
would marry Jennifer within twenty-four
hours. There were others who insisted
that he would never marry her at all.
Jennifer, who has few intimates in
Hollywood, was reportedly undergoing
treatment by a psychiatrist in Switzer¬
land. The whole Selznick-Jones affair
was shrouded in romantic mystery. And
then happily, they Were married on July
13th, and all the Hollywood tongues
stopped wagging.
Jennifer and David honeymooned a
week, cruising the Mediterranean, but
after that, duty sternly beckoned the
bride. They returned to London where
Jennifer has now just about finished her
role in “Gone to Earth.”
Jennifer and David have known each
other for eight years and they fell in love
after Jennifer’s marriage to Bob Walker
failed to bring her happiness.
Both Jennifer and David have two sons
each by previous marriages.
When
Robert Walker was told of Jennifer’s
new marriage, he said sincerely, “She’s
the most wonderful girl in the world and
I wish her every happiness.”
David was once married to Irene
Mayer, daughter of movie magnate Louis
B. Mayer.
Irene obtained her final
divorce decree last January. When she
received an interlocutory decree twelve
months previously, she told the court that
Selznick had stayed away from home so
much she suffered a nervous breakdown
from worry.
Selznick has given up most of his movie
interests in Hollywood, and with the
pressure of the studio off his mind the
chances for genuine happiness for Jen¬
nifer and David are very bright indeed.
The Greer Garson Marriage
Two days after Jennifer and David had

made their vows in Italy, Greer and
Colonel Elijah E. “Buddy” Fogelson made
theirs in Santa Fe, N. M., and one of the
most gracious ladies of the screen has
become “The Colonel’s Lady.”
During the shooting of “The Forsyte
Saga,” rumor had it that Greer was fall¬
ing in love with her leading man, Errol
Flynn. When the picture was over and
Errol left for Europe, Greer was sched¬
uled to follow.
Re-takes were necessary on the picture,
and Metro had to fly Flynn back to Cul.ver City. While he was abroad, Flynn
had fallen for a Roumanian princess
named Irene Ghika. Greer wished Errol
every happiness with his princess for
Greer never lost her heart to Errol, de¬
spite the excellence of their love scene^.
When the re-takes were over, Errol
flew back to Paris, and Greer entrained
for Santa Fe to meet her real love. She
was met at Lamy Stop by Fogelson who
drove her to the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Fletcher Catron where the ceremony was
performed at 11:30 A.M. by Justice
James McGhee of the New Mexico Su¬
preme Court.
Greer was radiant in a wedding frock
of white linen that was trimmed with
aquamarine lace. She also wore a blue
hat, veil, and. gloves. She had with her a
handkerchief, dyed blue, which her
mother, Mrs. Nina Garson, said was a
family heirloom. Mrs. Garson was un¬
able to accompany Greer under strict
orders from her doctor but her mother’s
heart rejoiced that Greer has found true
love at last.
Greer, as you probably know, has been
married two times previously, once to
Edward Alex Abbott Sneilson, a British
civil service employee whom she divorced
in 1940, and once to Richard Ney who
played her son in “Mrs. Miniver.”
Colonel Fogelson, once president of the
Dallas Little Theatre, maintains his office
in the Mercantile Bank Building of
Dallas, an apartment at Maple Terrace in
the same city, a ranch at Pecos, N. M.,
an apartment at The Shoreham in Holly¬
wood, and is recognized as a big shot in
the oil industry. He has two sons by a

previous marriage, a full-fledged fortune
in oil, and is one of the most likable,
charming men in America.
By the time you read this, Greer
should be in England, making a sequel to
“Mrs. Miniver,” the role that made her
an international film favorite.
Colonel Fogelson, who was a delegate
on the reparations commission at the
Moscow and Potsdam Conferences, told
me that he and Mrs. Fogelson expected to
spend this Christmas in Dallas come what
may.
Greer met Buddy Fogelson eighteen
months ago. They were introduced to
each other on the Metro lot by Peter
Lawford and at once they got along
famously. With Buddy it was practically
love at first sight. He proposed marriage
rather early in the game, but Greer
wanted to be sure this time that this
would be a lasting marriage.
She was also not too happy in her pro¬
fessional life. She hadn’t had a really
good picture for some time, but she hopes
now that “The Forsyte Saga” will bring
her new laurels and that Buddy Fogel¬
son will bring her new contentment.
Dick Haymes-Nora Flynn
Dick Haymes and Nora Eddington
Flynn were married in a garden cere¬
mony beneath the fragrant blossoms of
an orange tree.
Before their marriage, however, their
romance hit many an obstacle. Nora was
married to Errol Flynn and had two
children by him, and Dick was married
to Joanne Dru and had three children
by her.
Everyone wondered what would be¬
come of the five children in this inter¬
change of partners. It now looks, how¬
ever, as if everything has worked out
for the best.
Joanne Dru’s name has been linked
with John Ireland and it is possible that
the irresistible Errol Flynn winds up
betrothed to the Princess Irene Ghika.
Dick and Nora, however, spoke their
vows on July 17th. In the presence of a
hundred friends, a double ring ceremony
was performed in the garden of Haymes’
home.
The bride was given away by her
father, Jack Eddington, and Charles
Farrell served as Dick’s best man.
Nora’s ring was a wide platinum band
with the names Dick and Nora spelled
out in diamonds. The ring given Dick
by his bride was a plain platinum band.
After the ceremony, the couple stayed
in Beverly Hills a few days and then left
for Honolulu on their honeymoon.
Nora’s mother, Mrs. Eddington, is Errol
Flynn’s secretary-housekeeper. She was
very much against Nora’s divorcing Errol,
but apparently this made no difference
in her working arrangement with Flynn;
for Mrs. Eddington still takes care of
Rory, the little girl over whom Errol was
given custody by the court.
Nora found life not too easy with the
quixotic Flynn, and the chances are that
Haymes is more suited to her tempera¬
mentally.
Born in Buenos Aires, Haymes studied
for the priesthood before he decided to
become a crooner.
Haymes is steady
where Flynn is mercurial and everyone
hopes Nora—a sensible, level-headed
girl—will find the happiness and content¬
ment with Haymes that she has always
vainly sought.
The Dan Dailey Separation

Sister Marion Hutton was as surprised as everyone else to hear of the Briskin break-up.
They’re one big happy family again, now that Betty and Ted have agreed not to disagree.

Let’s hope by the time you read this
that the Dan Daileys have reconciled.
Theirs was one of the happiest Holly¬
wood marriages and overwork—and only

overwork on Dan’s part in his career, has
split up Dan and Liz.
Dan met Liz when she was a sopho¬
more at the University of Southern Cali¬
fornia and married her on his first fur¬
lough from Camp Crowder in 1942.
He was then a G.I. He hadn’t as yet
been signed by 20th Century. He knew
nothing of fame, publicity, and riches.
He’d been married and divorced once
before to Esther Rodier, but all this
meant nothing to Liz Dailey who had
fallen madly in love with the gay, happygo-lucky, easy-going Dan.
She was happy to be Dan’s wife, and
she spent as much time with him as pos¬
sible at Ft. Riley before he was sent
overseas.
When Dan came back, his
agent, A1 Melnick, got him a contract at
20th Century. Betty Grable shrewdly
saw the charm and talent of the hoofer,
and he was put in several of her musi¬
cals.
Almost overnight he became a
star with a tremendous fan appeal.
Zanuck starred him in half a dozen
pictures and used him so frequently that
Dan soon came to be recognized as the
hardest-working actor in town. In fact,
he worked too hard—and this is the
direct cause of his marriage break-down.
Dan Dailey has worked very hard for
his success, and his wife has worked
very hard to keep her marriage a going¬
growing twosome. This past Summer
when she felt that she had taken enough
of Dan’s moody and inexplicable be¬
havior, she moved out of their San Fer¬
nando Valley home with Little Dan and
went up to Lake Arrowhead with her
mother. She told reporters that she was
determined to divorce Dan.
Dailey says he’s been trying “like the
very devil to get her to come back.” Since
Dan can charm almost any girl off her
feet, he may succeed. Unfortunately, he
hasn’t at the time this article goes to
press. Let’s hope, however, that he can
win Liz back. He needs her, and theirs
is a marriage that ought to survive for
there were never two more charming
people and their friends believe they’re
both still in love with each other.
The Betty Hutton Separation
Four years ago when Ted Briskin mar¬
ried Betty Hutton in Chicago, everyone
around the Paramount lot was thrilled at
Betty’s happiness. The gay, hectic, irre¬
pressible Betty had finally been tamed.
As the months winged on, Ted and
Betty turned out to be a genuinely happy
couple. Betty gave birth to two charm¬
ing little girls.
Ted opened a camera
factory in Santa Monica, and domestic
bliss seemed the order of the Briskin
household. Betty was voted the mother
of the year. Ted was congratulated on
being such a fine husband and father.
And then—
On July 18th, Betty walked out, and
moved into a single room in a hotel. Her
two children, Lindsay and Candace, were
left with Betty’s mother at Malibu Beach.
When Betty was asked for an explana-.
tion, when it was hinted that Ted was at
fault, the blonde bombshell quickly said,
“I won’t allow anyone to say a word
against Ted. If anyone is to blame for the
breakup in our marriage, I’m probably
the one who’s at fault. All I can say is
that we both tried hard to avoid this
breakup but we just can’t seem to get
along.”
When I asked Ted Briskin what hap¬
pened, he said, “It was incompatibility,
just plain incompatibility.”
Movxeland sincerely hopes that both
of these lovely people can and will work
out their problems.
The End

Vic Mature and Betty Grable are the real stars of- 20th’s “Wabash Avenue,”
but it’s Vic’s boxer pup. Genius, who gets all the attention on the set.

genius a

A Dog’s
Life

Vic needs a dog-sitter for Genius—but
until he gets one, Mature will have to do.

"Love me, love my dog,"
is Victor Mature's motto as
he goes to work on his
new film, "Wabash Avenue"
Guess who rates around here? Genius man¬
ages to put up with discomfort pretty well, jf]

KISS, KISS. KISS
(Continued from page 451
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kiss squarely on her mouth.
Hollywood directors are convinced that
the secret of good screen-kissing lies not
so much in the correct use of the lips as
of the eyes. When Bergman kisses, for
example, she first has her eyes focused
on her lover’s brow. Then, as the man
draws her to him, she slowly closes her
eyes, half in abandonment, half in an¬
ticipation. When her lover’s lips finally
touch hers, her eyes are completely shut,
and she gives the impression that she is
drowned in sheer ecstasy.
No actress, except in a greeting or light
farewell scene, ever kisses with her eyes
open, and almost always in love-scene
close-ups, the accent is on the woman’s
face, for girls are much more capable of
expressing deep emotion than men. The
only time the camera closes-up on a man
in a love-scene is when he is faking a
kiss, kissing a girl on the left side of the
mouth, or when he has a superb profile as
in the case of the late John Barrymore. _
Right now (although it might change
tomorrow) the most popular kiss in
Hollywood is the open-mouth kiss in
which the two participants kiss with their
lips slightly and gently apart. Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall introduced the
technique to the screen in 1946, and it
was so effective that they got married.
The first kiss ever photographed for
motion pictures was filmed in 1896. It was
called “The Kiss,” and it featured May
Irwin and John Rice as the two lovers.
Nowadays, when theatres which show
old-time movies, flash this film on their
screens, audiences howl with laughter.
But fifty years ago, it was a different
story. The nation was shocked. Just im¬
agine! A man and woman kissing in
public! “Such things,” wrote one critic,
“call for police interference.”
In the era of sound pictures that fol¬
lowed, however, the police interfered
with no motion pictures. Actors and ac¬
tresses kissed, but the art of the close-up
had not yet been perfected, and for the
most part, every time an actor kissed an
actress on the screen, he jumped back so
quickly that the audience felt the girl was
electrically charged. Actually, it was the
fault of the cameras which back in the
early 1900s were yet incapable of finer
work.
After World War I, however, screen
kissing came into vogue. Rudolph Valen¬
tino, John Barrymore, John Gilbert, all
three great lovers, developed individual
love-making techniques which were the
envy of lesser-looking men.
Valentino, for example, a master of the
prolonged kiss, used to bend his screen
sweethearts so far back that on one oc¬
casion even Pola Negri complained, and
Pola was genuinely in love with the
handsome Latin.
Cameramen who worked with Valen¬
tino, say that he handled his women like
pretzels, and that unless they were
double-jointed, they had a very rough
time when Rudy took them in hand and
planted a long one on their lips.
John Gilbert who succeeded Valentino
as the foremost cinematic lover, engaged
with Greta Garbo in love scenes so
tempestuous that they would never pass
the Production Code today. In silent pic¬
tures, there was only one way of showing
passion and that was by action and move¬
ment. Gilbert and Garbo therefore, had
to develop some very unique clinches and
love-making positions. These they did.

The succulent aroma of fresh fish is absolutely wasted on amateur chefs Roz and
Bob.
They have one word for the smell which reaches their nostrils—“ugh.”

Roz has read somewhere that a fish has to be scaled, but Bob
is more anxious to get down to the real business of frying.

"Something’s fishy,” says Roz, “maybe we ought to cut off the
head.” “You do it,” says her partner, “I have a weak stomach.”

After this
experience
in Columbia's
"Tell It to
the Judge," Roz
Russell and
Bob Cummings
no longer
mention fish

“Off with his head!” cries Relentless Roz.
Eyes closed, she plunges into the sad task.

She missed!
Convinced this is an act of fate,
fish be reprieved.
Bob reluctantly agrees to eat

Roz insists that the
canned tuna instead.

(Continued from, page 72)
Because of Miss Garbo’s beauty, the
close-up was used all the time, and in
several love sequences, the lips of the
two lovers were magnified so much that
one director said he could count the hairs
on Gilbert’s moustache.
Once sound came to motion pictures,
the entire technique of love-making was
radically changed. Actors and actresses
could say “I love you,” or “I’m very
fond of you,” without demonstrating the
words. As a result, the early 1930’s offered
few movies in which there were passion¬
ate or torrid love scenes.
As a matter of fact, that was the era
of the gangster and the tough-guy, the
James Cagney era in which the actor
treated the actress as if she were a foot¬
ball dummy.
Life in those days was
tough, so was love. Instead of kissing his
sweetheart, an actor would just as soon
blacken her eye. In the movie, the ac¬
tress was shown as understanding her
lover’s problems and forgiving him this
trespass. Richard Widmark, for example,
would have been a great lover in the
Depression days of the 1930’s.
In the 1940’s, the kiss flowered to re¬
newed
prominence with
imaginative
directors introducing a variety of in¬
genious variations.
There were shadow kisses, teasing
kisses, voluptuous kisses, come-on kisses,
friendly kisses, kisses which could be
heard but not seen. In short, the kiss
was exploited as it had never been before.
In only one avenue of film production
was it neglected, and that was a studied
neglect. Westerns are one type of film
in which kissing is conspicuous by its
absence. Youngsters who go for cow¬
boy pictures in a big way are inclined to
believe that their hero is a sissy if he
takes the heroine in his arms and kisses
her.
All they will permit their hero to do is
to hold his sweetheart in a warm em¬
brace, and even then, they regard this
emotional manifestation with a jaundiced
eye. That is why cowboys like Gene
Autry and Roy Rogers refuse to kiss on
the screen.
To the average moviegoer, however,
screen-kissing affords a vicarious thrill,
and whenever there’s a good bit of dia¬
logue connected with it, the fans are sure
to remember and use it in real life.
In “To Have and Have Not,” for ex¬
ample, there’s a scene in which Hum¬
phrey Bogart barely touches Lauren
Bacall’s lips with his own. She seems ob¬
viously disappointed. In a few minutes
the pair go into a real clinch. They’re so
close together you can’t get a blade of
grass between them. Finally Miss Bacall
draws back, and a little smile flits across
her lips. “It’s much better,” she whispers
huskily, “when you help.”
After the film was released, this line
and one other: “If you want anything,
just whistle,” gained great currency and
were used by young couples everywhere
who had seen the film.
Oddly enough, there are certain com¬
munities in the United States with their
own censoring judges on the art of kiss¬
ing, and many of these will ban a scene
in which an actor is shown kissing an
actress’ neck.
This doesn’t happen very often, how¬
ever, for fans often scorn a movie that
doesn’t have a number of heavy love
scenes to its credit.
For the most part, however, the whole
world loves a lover; and in the movies,
there’s usually only one way of judging
a lover’s technique—either he kisses
well, or the studio puts him in Westerns.
The End
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HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,
FEMININE
APPEARANCE
INSTANTLY!

REDUCE

girdle
supporter belt has
more hold in power!
The Up-Lift AdjustO-Belt is the new¬
est,
most comfort¬
able girdle I ever
had.

Your Appearance!
Look and Feel Like
Sixteen Again!

Don't look old before your time. Do as thousands of
others do. wear a comfortable, new and improved
UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT!
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT with the amazing new adjustable front
panel controls your figure the way you want it, with
added support where you need It most. Simply adjust
the laees and PRESTO your mid section is reshaped,
your back is braced and you look and feel younoer!

More Up-Lift and Hold-In Power!
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off
tired feet and gives you a more alluring, more dar¬
ingly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put
it on. It gives you lovely curves just in the right
places, with no unwanted bulges in the wrong ones.
It whittles your waist line to nothingness no matter
what shape you may now have. It’s easily adjusted
—always comfortable!

Test the
ADJUST-O-BELT
Up-Lift Principle
with Your
Own Hands!
Clasp your hands over
your
abdomen,
press
upwards and in gently,
but firmly.
You
feel
better don't you! That's
just what the UP-LIFT
ADJUST-O-BELT does
for you only the AD¬
JUST-O-BELT does it
better. Mail Coupon and
test it at home for 10
days
FREE
at
our
expense!

Appear Slimmer, and Feel Better!
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT lifts and flattens unsightly bulges, comfortably, quickly, firmly.
It re¬
adjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces
touch yotir body. It gives instant slenderizing figure
control.
It fashionably shapes your figure
to
its
slimmest lines.
Like magic the UP-LIFT ADJUSTO-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches
seem to disappear instantly from waist,
hips and
thighs.
You can
adjust
it to
your slimmed down
figure as
your figure changes.
It gives
the same fit and comfort you get
from a made to order girdle cost¬
ing 2 to 3 times the price. It
washes like
a dream.
Style:
Panty and regular.
Colors nude
and white. It’s made of the fin¬
est stretch material used in any
girdle with a pure satin front
panel and made by the most
skilled craftsmen.
It's light in
weight but powerfully strong.
It won’t roll up, bulge or cur!
at the top.
It gives extra-dou¬
ble support where you need it
mqst.
No other girdle at any
price can give you better sup¬
port, can make you look better,
feel better or appear slimmer.
Sizes 24 to 44 waist.
Only.S3.98

Money-Back Guarantee
With a 10-Day

FREE TRIAL

You will look like
and feel
like this
beautiful model in
your new and improved Up-Lift Adjust-O-Belt.

If the UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
isn’t better than any supporter
you ever had. if You don’t feel
more comfortable, if you don’t
look and feel younger, if your
shape isn’t 100% IMPROVED,
If you are not delighted with
it. return it and your money
will be, refunded in full.
FREE: New amazing NYLON
laces will be sent free with your
order. Try them instead of your
regular laces.
You
may keep
them FREE even if you return
the girdle.

SEND NO MONEY
ADJUST-O-BELT CO., Dept. 99
871 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey
Rush your new and improved UP-LIFT ADJUST-OBELT for $3.08 in size and style checked.
□ Reg¬
ular. □ Panty.
□ Send C.O.D.
I will pay postage plus handling.
□ I enclose $3.98. You pay postage plus handling.
CHECK
SIZE:
□ Sra.
(25-26);
□ Med.
□ Lg.
(29-30):
□ XL
(31-32);
□ XXL
□ XXXL (38-40); □ XXXXL (42-44).

(27-28);
(34-36);

I understand if not delighted with the UP-LIFT __
ADJUST-O-BELT I can return it in 10 days for full ■
purchase price refund.
■

■ ■■] SENT
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ON APPROVAL!

ARE CHILD STARS WELL-EDUCATED?
(Continued from page 43)

opportunity to follow the usual curricu¬
lum during school hours, but has been
supplied the world and its people as
teachers when school was dismissed?
Possibly the most important lesson for
anyone to leam is the steadfast respect
due both likeness and the differences
which exist between creeds, races, and
ages as all are represented in the world
today. Usually this is a difficult lesson
to teach and to learn because of solidified
opinions in some communities, but in a
Hollywood studio only two questions are
asked of a human being: “Are you regu¬
lar
(decent,
conscientious,
clean
of
spirit)?” and “Are you a trouper?”
Good guys are regular; they are seeking
to improve themselves as people. Good
guys are troupers; they are seeking to
benefit the team, or all of humankind.
And, hopefully enough, Hollywood gives
even the bad guys, the mistaken, the con¬
fused and the ailing ones, a series of
repeated chances to improve or to reform.
Shirley started in pictures when she
was just past two. By the time she was
four, she was a star. One of her first
dancing partners was Bill Robinson, a
great gentleman with a golden heart.
Shirley loved him then, and loves him
now, with grand-daughterly devotion.
In the summer of 1935, when Shirley
was seven, she and her parents made
their first trip to Honolulu. They were
met at the boat by magnificent Duke
Kahanamokua, who loaded them down
with leis until they were peering at the
stupendous Hawaiian scenery through a
mist of blossom, and who drove them
through the streets of Honolulu in a fire
truck. Shirley thought Duke was the most
delightful person she had met in years.
(Aside: the only thing about Honolulu
that bored Shirley was having to sing
“The Good Ship, Lolly Pop” from each
of the four balconies of the Royal Hawai¬
ian Hotel. She couldn’t understand why
multitudes of people had collected just
to hear one silly little song. “Don’t they
have movies here?” she wanted to know!)
Older travelers are usually struck by
the commingling of races which is one of
the charms of Hawaii. Shirley was totally
unimpressed by it; already a sophisticate
at seven, in the racial sense, she took it
for granted that human beings were pro¬
duced in almost as many shades and types
as fruits and flowers.
Brought up as a Methodist, Shirley
associated from childhood with Catholics,
Jews,
Mohammedans,
agnostics
and
atheists. With a child’s sure instinct, she
knew that one intelligent, well-inten¬
tioned person was very like another, no
matter what his church affiliations. In¬
cidentally, Shirley’s parents discovered
with real regret that she couldn’t be en¬
rolled in Sunday School on a weekly
attendance basis, once she had become
famous. Her presence caused the other
children—and their parents—to create
disturbances.
For this reason, Shirley was given her
religious training by her parents. She
still cherishes the four volumes written
by Mrs. Adelaide Bee Evans, entitled
“Bible Pictures and Stories.” One or two
of these stories were read to Shirley
every night before she went to sleep,
with the result that her. relationship with
the Deity was both warm and fanciful.
She trotted up to a set visitor one day
and inquired in admiring tones, “Did
God give you that hat?”
Although Shirley was always formally

protected on the set by her mother, a
welfare worker, and a school teacher,
when Shirley was of school age, every
workman in the studio served as a selfappointed guardian for her.
Looking back on the experience from
the vantage point of her twenty-one
years, Shirley has said, “One of the
nicest things a child can learn is how
good most people are, and how sincerely
they try to guard and guide a youngster.”
One of the studio officials undertook to
teach Shirley the rudiments of both
economics and charity.
Mr. Winfield
Sheehan, who was general manager of
Fox at that time, gave Shirley a toy
pie-wagon boasting such accessories as
rubber tires and a red-and-white striped
awning. Shirley propelled this all over the
set, selling pies. Business was terrific. She
understood both the cost of the pies and
their selling price, which was large
enough to give her a profit. The profit
went into the Babies’ Milk Fund, which
was one of the studio’s charitable activi¬
ties. Shirley understood that, too.
That same summer the Temples started
construction of a new house. They moved
in before windows or doors were hung;
Shirley loved it. When the cement con¬
tractor arrived to pour driveway, Shir¬
ley watched with an inventive eye.
During the noon hour, when the mixer
was unattended, Shirley prepared a fine
batch of cement pies. When discovered
by her parents an hour or so later, she
had only two of the pies left. She had
sold the rest to amazed but delighted
tourists for twenty-five cents each.
For a long time Miss Temple planned
to become a baker when she grew up.
Obviously, there was a fortune to be
made in cement pies.
Shirley’s friendships with people twice,
thrice, and during the early days even
ten times her age, have always flourished
and many of them have continued to this
day. It was on her first trip to Honolulu
that she met Secretary of the Treasury,
Mr. Morgenthau. Their admiration was

Movie kids get around.
The three film¬
making Perreaus had a great time in N. Y.

mutual and immediate; they played
shuffle board, deck tennis, and went for
a tour of the boat.
Three years later, Shirley met him
again in Washington, when he took her
through the mint. As they emerged, he
said to Shirley, “That was really very
interesting. Very interesting. Do you
know, I have never been through the
mint before?”
After that excursion, Shirley—accom¬
panied by Mr. Morgenthau—went to the
White House to call on President Roose¬
velt. Shirley was in a humiliating con¬
dition: she had lost a front tooth. During
the first part of the visit, Shirley kept her
lips tightly closed while the President did
his best to put her at ease. Finally he
asked why she wouldn’t smile at him.
Shirley, hands across her mouth, con¬
fessed her dental deficiency.
The President, chuckling heartily, told
Shirley about Sistie Dali’s identical
trouble. This field of common interest
established, the great man and the great
little girl had a happy chat.
At the age of ten, Shirley had already
learned what some people never find out:
one of the hallmarks of true gentility is
the ability to put another human being
completely at ease.
Another enormous advantage of a Hol¬
lywood education is that it always, of
necessity, teaches first-hand geography.
Again and again, adult stars who have
grown up provincially in a small town,
have studied briefly in New York and
then have come to Hollywood, are en¬
chanted with the Hollywood practice of
sending players on nation-wide public
appearance tours so that they can be
seen by audiences, but—more important
from a personal viewpoint—they can
learn something about the broad acreage
we call America.
Shirley has never made a personal tour,
but she and her family drove from Los
Angeles to Boston in 1938, visiting every
point of interest en route. One of the
most dramatic incidents took place in
Hays, Kansas. The Temples reached the
city just at dusk, in the midst of a blind¬
ing dust storm.
To many persons, the problems of
farmers and townspeople living in the
dust bowl will always be academic. To
youngsters who grow up in the future
and read the story as a chapter of our
economic history, it will still be an in¬
cident between the great depression and
World War II, but to Shirley Temple, the
suffering of the area will forever remain
vivid.
The Temples took lodging in a motel,
after having driven through a desolate
landscape and finally having been en¬
gulfed in flying silt so thick that visibility
was zero-zero. Exhausted, they fell im¬
mediately to sleep. It was just growing
light when Shirley and her mother were
awakened by the surf sounds of murmur¬
ing. “If I didn’t know better, I’d think
we had awakened in the midst of an
Easter sunrise service,” said Mrs. Temple.
“It seems to me I can hear hundreds of
people moving around and speaking
softly.”
Shirley hopped out of bed and peeked
around the drawn blind. “Even if it
isn’t Easter,” she piped, “we’re sur¬
rounded by people.”
The residents of Hays, Kansas—notified
by some latter-day Paul Revere, had
assembled in force. They opened a polite
aisle for the Temples to traverse on their
way to breakfast, then the crowd re¬
assembled about the local restaurant. The
Hollywood Family Temple might have
been harbingers of good fortune to judge
from the beaming, respectful attitude
of the townspeople.

In “You’re My Everything,” Shari Robinson
learns about movie industry from Dan Dailey.
Not long ago a friend of Shirley’s came
through Hays and reported that the
restaurant had roped off the table used
by the Temples, and that a copy of that
long-ago day’s menu had been framed
and placed on the table. Shirley was
deeply touched by the report. Thought
of this tribute added a new truth to her
education: that those to whom other
human beings pay homage owe an obliga¬
tion to behave with royal manners. The
Temple family has always lived up to
this concept.
When Shirley had reached B7, it was
decided to enroll her in Westlake School
for Girls. Because there was no B7 class
starting, she was placed in A7 and had
to scramble like mad to keep up her
math. It required no scramble at all for
her to be absorbed by the school com¬
munity; she was a nine day wonder and
then the girls forgot that Miss Temple
was a picture star and remembered only
that she had a fine sense of humor, a
healthy suspicion of history, and an ac¬
ceptable interest in literature.
For five and a half years she was an
integrated part of ordinary school life
as it is lived by girls from fine Hollywood
families.
Shirley’s own daughter, Linda Susan,
will profit by her mother’s vast educa¬
tion—an education which yielded her no
scholastic degree, but taught her in the
ways of the world, and the ways of all
kinds of people. The memories she will
share with Shirley are precious ones
which very few people have had the
opportunity to experience.
Today, Mrs. John Agar is as accom¬
plished a young matron as any cosmo¬
politan area on earth could have produced.
In addition to the usual accomplishments
of gently reared young women, however,
she has a kindliness and poise, an un¬
pretentious yet easy assurance of manner,
a humorous attitude about herself and
her position in the world, and an insight
into the foibles, embarrassments, gener¬
osities and ambitions of other human be¬
ings which could have been provided
ONLY by a liberal education in Holly¬
wood and its studios.
The End
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Beauty Shampoo helps
me match the stars I fly among,"

says Eileen McNeil, lovely PAN AMER¬
ICAN WORLD AIRWAYS stewardess
Eileen knows the way to glamor¬
ous, lovely hair gleaming with
highlights.—Glo-Ver Beauty Soap Sham¬
poo! GLO-VER is made from the finest
blended vegetable oils. Contains NO
harmful cleansing agents to dry out hair!
No free alkali. No alcohol. Leaves no
film. Glo-Ver shampoos in hardest water
—rinses instantly! Protects hair from dry
scalp and dandruff, too. Get Glo-Ver at
any Drug Counter today!... H. Clay
Glover Co., New York.

DANDRUFF TEST
At Our Expense!
Are you troubled with
dandruff? Send Cou¬
pon now for FREE
Glover’s Sampler
Package for personal
test of Glo-Ver Beau¬
ty Shampoo, Glover’s
Mange Medicine,
Glover’s Hair Dress.
3 hermetically-sealed
glass containers and
free booklet. Mail
Coupon today for
Glover’s 3-Way
DICINAL Treat¬
ment. Use Glover’s
-it’sMEDICINAL!

FREE TRIAL APPLICATION
n. Clay Clover Co. Dept. 6710
101 W. 31 St., New York 1, N.Y.
Send FREE Sampler Package in plain wrapper by )
return mail —Glo-Ver Beauty Shampoo, Glover’s (
Mange Medicine, Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress— ^
in 3 hermetically-sealed bottles, with free booklet.
I enclose 10(* to cover cost of packaging and postage.
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SOME BEWITCHING EVENING

NINETEEN YARDS!

(Continued from page S31

'^POUNDS $195
m
ALL PRINT

REMNANTS
and Assorted
BIG Patches

LARGE pieces! Full
width dress goods
material included
Broadcloth and per¬
cale in pastel shades
ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make aprons, skirts,
patchwork quilts, play
clothes, rompers, etc
FREE patterns. 4 lbs. in
sturdy box. Only Si 95 plus post¬
age. SATISFACTION GUAR¬
ANTEED or money refunded Sent
C.O.D. Order by mail today!

I

QUALITY PATCH CO.
Box 747

Dept. A

Fall River/ Mass.
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New Portable Pocket-Size Electric Water
Heater Boils Water Fast as Gas
Place in water; plug in electric socket. Eureka!
Hot Water! Thousands use for bathing:, washing;
clothes, dishes, erearo separators, pails, shaving,
etc. Speed depends on quantity. Read directions
before using, follow. Regular price $2.96. But tell
your friends about BOIL-QWIK to advertise it for
us. and you may have one for only $1.98 plus tax.
Federal Tax, C.O.D. postal charges. Satisfaction
is guaranteed or return within 10 days for refund.

Boil-Qwik, 333 N. Michigan, Dept.K34,Chicago, III.

PRICE $2.95

FOR LIMITED
TIME
ONLY

NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN
Thf~l SOMETHING
CHRISTMAS CARDS

fist!

Gorgeous Satin Velour & Plastic I
Show Rich New Cards never before I
offered. Amazing Value! Gets Easy I
orders FAST! Pays up to 100% Cash I
Profit. FREE SAMPLES of Gor¬
geous Christmas Card3 With Name
60 for $1, Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charmettes, Napkins. 60 other assortments 60c to $1.25. Samples on
approval. Write today for Samples and money-making facts.

PURO CO., 2801 Locust, Dept936-M, St. Louis3, Mo.

IF NOT-Why Not?
Send your birthdate. Get your person¬
alized forecast of Love, Marriage, Suc¬
cess, Money, Friends, Family. Use your
number analysis as a guide to happi¬
ness. Usually $5.00, now for limited
time 25c. Rush birthdate, 25c in coin
and 3c stamp. Money back guarantee.
FpCCfor promptness—a dictionary of
■ ■»££ 300 usual dreams. Serd today.
APPLIED NUMBERS, Depi. 1210
P. O. Box 5_Cincinnati 11, Ohio

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
toSize8x10Inches A1!
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper

J

flJ

SAME PRICE for full length or bust
B^
form, groups, landscapes, pet aniB
mala, etc., or enlargements of any m B B
part of a group picture. Original is ^^B B
returned with your enlargement.
m

Send No Money 3 for $1
Just mail photo, negative or snap- Plus 25c for
shot (any size) and receive your en- makxnqneglargement, guaranteed fadeless on otxvc, if you g
beautiful double-weight portrait *«w® -photo. £_
quality paper. Just pay postman C.O.D. pins postage or send cash
and we will pay postage. Send Your Photos or Negatives Today I

Professional Art Studios. 534 S. Main, Deot. 519-M, Princeton, Illinois
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Jerome Courtland thought Sally Forrest looked so bewitching without her mask that he
almost forgot to remove his own as they danced away at the Melchiors’ Halloween party.
in a notch of the andiron in the huge
living room fireplace.
It should mean
that Sally is ripe for love and that her
luck in landing a leading part for her
first acting venture may be duplicated in
love within a year.
Jerry Courtland, who is dating Sally,
seems to like the idea. Jerry is making
a name in pictures too for his work in
Columbia’s “Palomino” and in MGM’s
“Battleground.” Jerry has come a long
way since the days when he was helping
the other kids in his Tennessee town
move model A Fords into classrooms pre¬
sumably to study the mechanics.
Jerry got his break in pictures unex¬
pectedly when he met Charles Vidor at
a party. Jerry was a student at River¬
side Military Academy, Georgia, at the
time and was interested in architecture.
Now he hopes to sing in pictures, and
above all he wants to direct. For in di¬
rection, he feels, is the most genuinely
creative and challenging aspect of motion
pictures. (Yes, we discovered all this
about Jerry when we cornered him for
a moment alone in the den.)
Now the thimble and ring were ac¬
counted for, but there was still missing
the elusive penny.
Mr. Melchior had
tucked it into the mouth of the giant
bear, one of his hunting trophies, that
lies spread before the piano. Elizabeth
Taylor almost found it, but she con¬
fessed, on rigid cross-examination, it was
another penny out of her own purse! It
was Johnny Sands who plays the young
cavalry officer in Allied Artists’ “Massa¬
cre River” who finally stuck his hand
into the bear’s mouth to win the penny
and the promise of untold riches that
goes with it.
Johnny is another new face destined to
go a long way. He is a farm kid from
Texas who came to Hollywood on vaca¬
tion and was discovered by Mr. Selznick.
Johnny had never thought of acting. Up
to then his greatest worry was hoping
for a lift for part of the twelve miles
each way that he traveled daily to high

school at Lubbock, Texas, on foot.
The
exciting
life
of
Hollywood’s
younger set still seems wonderful to
Johnny, who is as unspoiled and funloving as any Texas youngster.
He
couldn’t get over the cordiality of the
Melchiors to himself and his date, Nancy
Olson, who scored first in “Canadian
Pacific” with Randy Scott and now is
completing
“Sunset Boulevard”
with
Gloria Swanson and Bill Holden at
Paramount.
Talking about Nancy, she was discov¬
ered by Paramount scouts while acting
in a student play at UCLA.
The Melchiors laughed when the young
people tried to thank them. Lauritz and
Kleinchen were having the time of their
lives.
Mai'ried twenty-four years, the
Melchiors are childless but they have
opened their hearts to young people and
in them have sublimated their love for
children.
Their house was designed for parties
and so are their hearts. They love people;
they love young people in love!
From his long operatic career, his con¬
cert successes and screen experience, and
from Kleinchen’s career as a movie
actress in Germany, they have not for¬
gotten how it is to be young, or how
much courage it takes to be a “new
face” on the way toward recognition.
Janie Powell, of course, is their “own”;
ever since Melchior appeared with Janie
in “Luxury Liner.” They have delighted
in her success in “Holiday in Mexico” and
her current starring role in “Nancy Goes
to Rio.”
The Melchiors have watched both
Janie and Elizabeth grow up from such
early pictures as Elizabeth’s “National
Velvet” to her current role in “Conspira¬
tor,” and the forthcoming “Father of the
Bride.”
They have watched Elizabeth
grow more sure of herself with each
picture. The others, such as Betty Lynn
and Bob Arthur, the Melchiors had seen
on the screen and wanted to know. They
listened eagerly to Betty’s adventures in

“Father Was a Fullback,” in which she
will play with Fred MacMurray.
“I’m still playing kid roles!” laughed
Betty.
“In ‘Mother Is a Freshman’ at
least I was college age, but in ‘Father
Was a Fullback' I’m back to fifteen again.
I get younger day by day.”
This is the girl that the brains at
Twentieth pick to be another Janet
Gaynor. Just a few years ago, Betty was
a little girl in Kansas City playing Trick
or Treat on Halloween and startling
neighbors
with
horrible
masks
she
painted herself.
Hollywood awed her at first but after
“Sitting Pretty,” she felt she was begin¬
ning to learn and she decided maybe
she’d stay. She is still frightened before
a take, but she’s in love with the business
and she’s in love with love!
She and
Bob Arthur both dream of doing a musi¬
cal together. Who knows!
They may
make another kind of music together too!
Bob is the kid from Aberdeen, Wash¬
ington, who spent every waking minute
on the local radio station. He wrote copy
and sang and worked the transmitter.
He came to Hollywood originally to learn
the technical side of radio.
His landlady in Hollywood was an exvaudevillian and she thought Bob ought
to try for pictures.
Twelve days after
he had applied at Warners’ he was play¬
ing Rosalind Russell’s son in “Roughly
Speaking.”
Now he’s really
making
strides in “Twelve O’clock High” in which
he plays a sergeant.
Kleinchen Melchior’s
mother,
Mrs.
Hacker, a lovely, dignified lady in her
70’s, was at the party, too. She too is
young—in spirit! She took a great fancy
to Marshall Thompson and his Barbara
and taught them to say, “Yeg elsker dig,”
which is Danish for “I love you.” Marsh
had to work harder learning that line
than any of those he handles so superbly
in MGM’s “Battleground.”
When Melchior gave out the prizes,
Marsh received one for finding the
thimble and Barbara got one just for
being Barbara. We got Marshall to talk
about his marriage.
“Has marriage changed you?” we
asked.
“I’ll say!” Marshall grinned. “My
mother and dad are dumbfounded. I’d
never done anything domestic around the
house, but now I bought a table for five

dollars and I’ve finished and painted it
and varnished in photographs of paint¬
ings. I’m working on book shelves, too,
and on an old rocking chair that’s cer¬
tainly seen better days. My folks think
it’s a minor miracle but that’s what love
does to a guy.”
There was more than talk and witch¬
craft at this party. There was food and
lots of it. Hot dogs barbecued by Mr.
Melchior. A wonderful Halloween punch
with strawberries floating in gingerale,
and a light champagne poured over an
enormous block of ice.
There were fortunes drawn from a
witch’s hat, bobbing for apples (Liz Tay¬
lor won that), and all sorts of impromptu
fun. And, of course, dancing cheek to
cheek in the moonlight. . . .
Not all the guests were movie stars.
Hollywood parties are never that narrow.
Pretty Judy Cole, daughter of editor
Beatrice Cole, visiting from New York,
and Danny Scholl, the lad who sang the
lead in “Call Me Mister,” and singing now
with Ann Sothern in “Nancy Goes to
Rio” were among the “outsiders.” Mel¬
chior, who is, of course, interested in
singers, asked Danny what sort of voice
he had.
“Baritone, sir.”
“Ah, good, baritone, eh?”
Danny flushed a little. “A high bari¬
tone, sir.”
Melchior chuckled at that.
“We all
start as high baritones,” he said. “It is
only later, with growth and develop¬
ment that the baritone deepens.”
The first to tear herself away from this
bewitching party was Janie Powell, but
with an early call in the morning, curfew
had to ring for her at eleven o’clock.
Slowly, reluctantly, the couples danced
out of the moonlight into the flowerfragrant house to gather up wraps, say
their goodbyes and to sign the guest book.
Slowly, like fireflies in the night, the
cars turned in the driveway to descend
into the valley.
A wonderful party was over—a party
that each of the young people will long
remember with the other sweetly nostal¬
gic memories of their youth for, as all
over the world, youth is precious and
hours of beauty are never wholly for¬
gotten—even by the very young.
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Finds Complexion Clay
That Makes Skin Lovelier

Unmasking time at the Melchiors’ party brought about the discovery that Liz Taylor and
Danny Scholl didn’t know each other. He’s Hollywood’s newest recruit from Broadway.

Lovely Lillian Brokal
says she looks better,
feels better, after the
first application with
Hopper White Clay
Pack.® See for your¬
self how this amazing
facial pack cleans
pore openings, helps tighten the
tired lines in your face and loosen
blackheads which can then be easily
removed. Yes, you can thrill at the
new loveliness of your complexion,
the radiant, tingling feeling that is
yours after a facial with Hopper Clay
Pack. It’s easy to use, costs only a few
cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.
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I am proud of what

DAGWOOD'S FAVORITE BLONDIE
IContinued from page 651

THE ESTROGENIC
HORMONE

BUST
CREAM
has done for me,”
says JO JORDAN
"Miss Alabama” GOLDWYN player
• Each jar contains 30,000 int. units of Belador
No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable in¬
gredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUAR¬
ANTEE that, if you don’t think it is wonderful
after using your first jar, simply return the
empty 3ar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D. Order now . . . TODAY.

HOUSE OF EDEN, Dept.B4
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

* trade mark

LEARN AT HOME
TO BE A PRACTICAL NURSE
You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy¬
sicians. Thousands of graduates.
HIGH SCHOOL NOT REQUIRED
50th yr. One graduate has charge of
10-bed hospital. Another saved $4 00
„
_ while learning. Equipment included.
Men. women, 18 to 60. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 4510, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name--State
Age——
Citv -——-—
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actual sample fabrics and style presentation
^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor¬
geous, newest style dresses—lovely
.lingerie—hosiery, men’s shirts and
wsocks — all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends
| and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!
Sendnomoney for thisbia-profit
1 lineofsamplefabrics.lt syoura
free. Rush name,address now.

_ILLE CO., Dept. 5051, CINCINNATI 3. OHIO
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Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book, "Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

important race. We live out toward the
beach on San Vicente Boulevard, and it’s
a long hard haul across a very busy sec¬
tion of Los Angeles, to reach Pomona.
Artie, in order to make it on time this
time, got off work early.
He dashed
home to change clothes, picked me up,
and we broke a speed record or two
getting out to Pomona. (If any Bev¬
erly Hills policemen are reading, I’m
only kidding.) We knew we had little
time, didn’t want to waste time parking,
so we rushed up to the back stables,
jumped out of the car, and left the mo¬
tor running. We ran to the back gates,
preparing to sprint across the race track
to the grandstand.
The old chap on the gates greeted us
jovially. “I hope my horse wins!” I said
hurriedly.
“Yours just did. Sporty Jack won it!”
the old boy said.
After we both recovered from a quick
faint, we helped each other over to the
winners’ circle in time to see my horse
receive the acclaim of the happy bettors
who had put their dough on his nose.
Neither of us had a penny on him!
Then there was the time we got to a
train too early.
We were going to San Francisco on a
presidential campaign rally.
We were
taking the train at Glendale with a bunch
of others—Hoagy Carmichael, Dennis
Morgan, George Murphy and a crowd.
I told myself that morning: This time
—if never again—we’re going to be some
place on time. We’ll make that train if
I have to chloroform Artie and have him
carried on. All day I nagged at him to
get ready so we’d make it. Along about
time to go I was getting nervous. I was
afraid he’d get involved in something—
a long-distance call, perhaps, or a bunch
of visitors—and we’d wind up breaking
speed records through the evening traffic.
So, after a series of dire threats, I heckled
him into the car very early.
It was early all right! We got there
1% hours ahead of train time.
I had
forgotten about the daylight time sched¬
ule out here.
So there we were. Artie was fretful.
The station is a small, none too com¬
fortable place.
The only person who

had arrived besides us was George Mur¬
phy. Artie and I had not eaten. I had
dragged him away without his dinner.
He was starving, he maintained,- really
suffering.
George suggested there was a little
restaurant just two blocks away.
But
Artie stubbornly and resolutely refused
to entertain the idea of going.
I was
responsible for this horrible predicament,
and I was just going to be stuck with
an unhappy husband. We would simply
sit there and wait the full hour and a
half.
But we got hungrier and hungrier.
And after I tossed in a few well-chosen
words about how good a cheeseburger
with lots of mustard and relish would
taste, Artie let himself be persuaded. We
got into the car and drove the two blocks.
We had a hamburger and beer and were
through in plenty of time. It was still
15 minutes to train time, and only a
couple of minutes’ drive. We leisurely
paid the bill, got into the car, and with
no hurry or worry congratulated our¬
selves as we started the drive to the
station.
We were congratulating ourselves as
we neared the depot. But things always
happen to the best-laid plans of Dagwood and Artie. There is A Crossing
that must be passed before the station is
reached. As we approached The Cross¬
ing, the warning bars fell before us.
And a freight train slowly began to cross
in front of us. It was endless. Natur¬
ally, as all freight trains do on crossings,
it eventually stopped—right in front of
us. We waited and waited. With Artie
getting more frantic all the time.
As
we approached utter madness, the thing
finally began to move and got out of the
way. We dashed across, drove into the
depot, leaped out of the car—just to see
the end of The Lark leaving the station.
Artie jumped up and down and screamed
there on the station platform, but the
train didn’t stop.
The outcome was that we got into the
car and drove up to Santa Barbara. We
beat the train there by ten minutes. The
others hadn’t even missed us, didn’t
know we had missed the train, and
thought we’d been back in our com-
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Turnabout: Dagwood Bumstead portrays Arthur Lake, much to the delight of friend
Jack Oakie, who thinks, like Mrs. Lake, that the two characters have much in common.

partment all the time.
Artie is something of the absentminded type, too, as is Dagwood, his
alter ego.
One of his most consistent
lapses of memory is regarding his Mon¬
day rehearsal.
For years he has had
only the Sunday rehearsal. Then a few
months back, they switched a dress re¬
hearsal for the program to Monday. For
weeks we both have completely for¬
gotten this little chore.
Nearly every
Monday we’ll be some place—at the race
track or off at a cocktail party.
Suddenly Artie’ll yell, “Oh, My Gosh!”
Three people will drop their cocktail
glasses on the hostess’s rug.
Or some
horse will be frightened out of his stride.
And the sudden flying wedge through
the crowd will be Artie headed for re¬
hearsal. Late, of course.
He usually arrives on the set just by
the skin of his teeth—but half dressed,
his shirt not tucked in, his tie untied.
Our neighbors had a weird idea of his
sartorial taste till they became acquainted
with the reason for his dishabille. And
he nearly always forgets his “Dagwood”
suit and tie which he wears, so some¬
body has to follow him from the house
across town to bring it to him.
Like I said, Artie is the “money” man
in our house. He takes care of all fi¬
nances. And he arranges trips and all
that sort of thing.
But sometimes his
passion for running things in a business¬
like manner manages to have reper¬
cussions.
For instance, we had a cute little
house, just big enough for us. My father
has been sick for quite awhile, and he
and his wife and male nurse lived in
another small place.
Artie decided it
might expedite things and save money,
if we got one big house and all moved in
together under one roof.
We started
house hunting, and found the place we’re
now in. It was far too large, actually,
but it was a real bargain. Artie wasn’t
sure.
Then he remembered that his
sister, mother and niece lived in a small
place, too, and we could save in that
way by having them move in with us,
too. So we all moved in. Plus Artie,
the two kids and me.
We also brought along Carey, who’s
*been with me for years.
There was
room, now, too, for my maid Rita and
her little boy to live with us. And Artie
decided there was no point in the Skip¬
per of our boat, The Blondie, looking
for another place when he and his wife
and two kids were evicted.
So they
moved in, too. There is also a little girl
friend of ours, Betty, and her sick
mother. And I believe there are a few
others. Besides the people who come to
parties and stay for a week or so. And
the people we now ask home for a few
days from other parties, since we have
the room.
Well, we don’t save any money on the
deal, but we have a lot of fun.
Like Dagwood, too, he likes most
everyone, and everyone seems to love
him. He’s got a “Hi” and “Hello” for
everyone, and they toss it right back at
him, wherever he goes. People some¬
times get under his skin—people who
don’t know him—by approaching him
with the angle of “I knew you when. Bet
you don’t know me now,” or “Bet you
can’t remember my name—”
But despite his flare-up temper, that’s
gone almost before it begins, he’s won¬
derfully easy to live with, the same kind
of sweet, lovable guy as his characterprototype.
Yep, sometimes it may be a little hectic
to be Mrs. Arthur Dagwood Bumstead
Lake, but there’s never a dull moment!
The End
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Jimmy Won't be home for supper
Jimmy darted out between parked cars with¬
out looking. He was too young to be cautious,
but the driver who killed him wasn’t. Slow up
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BANISH CUTICLES the easy
way with a wonderful gadget
called “Softol Cuticle Set.”
All you have to do is fill the
pencil-like instrument with
the fluid and follow the easy
directions on the box. Your
cuticles vanish like magic
without cutting! Generous
supply for only 98c, plus tax.
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JOAN CAULFIELD, charming Paramount star, goes for
this American Safety Razor
midget lighter.
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vest pocket.
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EFFICIENTLY YOURS is
this adorable little Cutex
manicure cutlery set. Tiny
enough to carry in your
pocketbook, it holds a triple
cut nail file, precision ground
nail scissors, a nail clip and
tweezers.
Case is genuine
leather in brown or blue pinseal. Sensibly priced at $2.50.
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may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
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representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
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30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.
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Write today. When your 30-Day
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Plain wrapper.
Full directions
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“EVERYONE IN EUROPE
will
appreciate
the new
CARE Thrift Food Package,”
says Danny Kaye. Danny
presented one to the cleaning
lady at the London theatre
where he appeared. $5.50 buys
this substantial gift at any
CARE office in the country,
and delivery is guaranteed.

CATHY O'DONNELL
(Continued from page 331
ago Hollywood was excited and curious
when Sam Goldwyn signed her to a seven
year contract and then hid her.
Her
name was Ann Steely then. Sam wanted,
he explained, to protect her from “the
distracting glamor of filmtown while she
was being groomed for great things
ahead.” Nothing, of course, could have
fascinated Hollywood more than such
secrecy. But no one paid any particular
attention when a pretty girl named “Ann
Jordan” played at the Pasadena Com¬
munity Playhouse in two plays, “Little
Women” and “The Makropoulos Secret.”
Then Sam renamed her Cathy O’Don¬
nell and sent her, still in deep secrecy, to
study at the American Academy of Dra¬
matic Arts in New York. When she fin¬
ished there, she went on a road tour in
the ingenue role in “Life With Father.”
Then Sam thought she was ready.
Her very first picture role was the im¬
portant one in “The Best Years of Our
Lives.”
You remember she was the
sweetheart of Harold Russell, the armless
veteran.
The picture and Cathy were
smashingly successful. She was on her
way; but she was only beginning to make
news in Hollywood.
Interviewed shortly after her role in
“Lives,” she announced that when she
married it would be to “an older man.
They are likely to be more considerate
and less selfish than younger ones.” That
had a familiar ring and Hollywood smiled
its indulgent smile. Then—Cathy did it!
Abruptly she astonished everybody by
marrying Robert Wyler, brother of direc¬
tor William Wyler, a man who was quite
a few years her senior. Cathy was
“news” again.
Cathy’s next film made her greater
news than ever! She was teamed with
Farley Granger in a tender love story
called “They Lived By Night.”
The
young pair bring so much simple and
genuine emotion to their performances
in this modest little picture, that when it
was previewed, they found themselves
acclaimed overnight as “the most sensa¬
tional romantic team in years—a new
Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell combina¬
tion.” Nothing like it had been seen in
years, and Sam Goldwyn decided to hold
the picture for winter release, and made
great haste to announce big plans—es¬
pecially for Cathy. She would be starred
in three pictures in quick succession,
he said.
The next “news” was a puzzler be¬
cause, when “Enchanted” was half fin¬
ished, it was announced that Sam and
Cathy had severed relations!
No one
knows what happened between Cathy
and Sam but three days later it was an¬
nounced that she had been signed to a
long term contract by no less a producer
than David O. Selznick!
“Mr. Selznick called me on a Sun¬
day,” she relates, looking a bit puzzled
about it even now. “Wasn’t that an odd
day to do it?
I wasn’t at home.
But
then, who is at home and ready to talk
about contracts on a Sunday—except Mr.
Selznick?”
The fact that David O. Selznick wanted
to “talk contract” to Cathy on a Sunday
should give you a rough idea of how
strongly she had registered on the screen.
That really was news.
She has had the good taste not to dis¬
cuss her breakup with Goldwyn but she
told me, “I have one very bad fault. At
least, I guess it’s a fault. I can’t bear to
be bossed in a ‘bossy’ manner. Even if

I know it is good for me, I simply can
not be ordered to do anything. When I
was a little girl my mother used to order
me not to do things she really wanted me
to do. I knew, even then, that she was
‘managing’ me tactfully. But it was the
way I was then and I’m afraid it’s the
way I still am.”
Cathy had worked
hard for the
chances she had won in pictures. She
was born and lived until she was six in
the tiny town of Siluria, Alabama,
where her father, Henry Grady Steely,
taught school and operated the small
movie theater.
Her parents moved to
Greensboro, Alabama, where Cathy fin¬
ished the sixth grade in the Julia Powers
School.
After her father and mother
separated she moved with her mother to
Oklahoma City where she went on to
high school and business college.
She
can still write 120 words a minute in
Gregg shorthand—and she will, if you
ask her to!
She was fired from a job with the Army
Induction Center in Oklahoma City be¬
cause one day, at a fountain lunch, she
found herself inspired to write poetry
and spent the entire afternoon dreamily
doing exactly that. She still writes poetry
(some of it very good) when the mood
is upon her.
She invested twenty-five
hard saved dollars in a dramatic course
at the Oklahoma City University and an¬
other stenographic job netted her enough
cash to get to Hollywood.
Here, two
weeks after she arrived, she was indulg¬
ing in another fountain lunch (although
not writing poetry on the side) when an
agent approached her, introduced him¬
self and took her to see Sam Goldwyn.
Which brings us to the beginning of our
story and the sequels.
Cathy and her husband now live in a
medium-size house on a quiet street in
Cheviot Hills, on the outskirts of Holly¬
wood. The iron fence around it encloses
a rose garden which is one of Cathy’s
joys, “although I don’t do anything to it
except water it.” She delights, too, in the
interior of the house because it is all pink
and blue, her “very favorite colors.”
Living and dining rooms are in blue
with dainty, ivory-framed Degas ballet
dancer prints upon the walls. The two
bedrooms are pink. “And even,” Cathy
exalts, “a pink bath!”
She loves the
roses on the living room drapes and the
sheer, pale curtains in her bedroom
which suffuse the room with rosy light.
“It is a happy house,” she says, “and I
think it is a nice present from life that I
am allowed to live in it for a little while.”
But she thinks “deep down” that the
most wonderful feeling must be to own
your own house so that you know, when
you plant a rose, that it is yours and that
you will be there to enjoy it when it
comes to full bloom next year.
Her one maid, Billie, worked for
Cathy’s aunt in Oklahoma City and she
used to know some of Cathy’s thoughts.
She would tell the dreaming child, “When
you are a big movie star, I shall come to
Hollywood to take care of you!” So when
Cathy found that she actually was a star,
she sent for Billie, naturally! But first
she and her husband invited close friends
for a party and the entire group of them
made a great romp of painting and fur¬
nishing a room especially for Billie.
So now there are small and intimate
dinner parties, “for best friends,” in the
little gray house, with Billie distinguish(Please turn to next page)
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DON’T LET THOSE “DIFFICULT
DAYS” COME BETWEEN YOU
Maybe it was his fault—that quarrel. Maybe.
But next time take care! Don’t let those
Monthly Blues make you nervous and irri¬
table! Instead — for nervous tension, period¬
ic cramps and headache — help get usually
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For relief from “periodic functional distress9*
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ing herself over fried chicken, spoon
bread, black-eyed peas and other South¬
ern specialties.
Cathy’s own favorite
dish is fried okra.
Cathy, herself, can’t cook a lick except
to fix a rather simple breakfast and she
doesn’t especially like to do that. She
can’t sew, either, and this distresses her
because she thinks that she would feel
that she had created “something real” if
she could put a satisfactory garment to¬
gether. Her mother sews beautifully and
sends Cathy lots of pretty dresses. A re¬
cent one was a beautiful white lace din¬
ner frock with a white sharkskin jacket
to accompany it.
Cathy likes swirly
skirts and sheer blouses and gay colors
in her clothes and here, too, pinks and
blues are her “very favorites.”
The only piece of jewelry which she
owns and values is her engagement ring,
an exquisite old-fashioned gold one, set
with a pearl and two diamonds, which
once belonged to her husband’s mother.
She owns no furs at all and rarely thinks
about them.She doesn’t like parties much and
rarely attends them. She likes movies,
the theater and concerts. She collects
albums or recordings and plays her fa¬
vorites over and over. She likes to swim
but doesn’t care for any other outdoor
sport and cares very little about watching
sports of any kind.
She confesses a debt to and a great
reverence for several of her teachers.
Professor Wayne Campbell, of Oklahoma
City, is one she remembers with especial
gratitude, as is her present coach, Ger¬
trude Fogler.
When she was younger she was op¬
pressed by the fear that she wasn’t pretty

enough to be an actress. It was Pro¬
fessor Campbell who sensed that and
soothed her by teaching her to “think
beauty” and “watch her heart” and that
everything would be all right.
She thinks she has not changed much
fundamentally since she was a little girl.
“I still like the things that I liked then,
still have the same dreams, the same silly
fears. I still day dream too much, my
longing to be a Great Actress (like Greta
Garbo) has merely increased . . . and
I am still lazy. I hate to hurry, I hate
noise and I don’t like to hear people say
hateful things about other people. In fact,
I won’t listen.
“I put things off. I plan to take French
lessons but I don’t start them. I forget
to have the car serviced. I don’t like
people who give me advice and I don’t
like myself when I listen to it. I buy too
many blouses.
I also buy too many
books. I am no better at taking care of
money than I was when I was nine!”
She loves children and she loves to
listen to the sound of the sea. She has
no pet economies that she can think of
and she is sure she isn’t superstitious
about anything. Her favorite memory,
although she isn’t sure why this is so,
is of singing in church in Greensboro
when she was a little girl. Her saddest
memory is that of hurting someone who
was dear to her.
Hollywood expects a great deal from
this lovely girl who is outwardly so gentle
and so quiet and who has so much un¬
expected fire within her. She is an ex¬
citing personality, is Cathy. You’ll be
hearing more and more about her. And
it will be news!
The End
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HEAD OF THE CLASS
(Continued from page 311

winter formal is a warm, brown velvet
that complements the auburn shades in
her hair.
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Write tor FREE 92-Page
Style Book showing the newest
lashions, proportioned by experts who
KNOWhow toslenderizestout women. Dresses, coats,suits,
hats, shoes, underwear—everything in your exact size, and
everything PRICED LOW! Send name and address today I

LANE BRYANT. 752 East Market Street,
Dept. 148, Indianapolis 17, Indiana

Joan Evans’ school wardrobe is sprinkled
with old favorites like this grey wool
jumper, which she’s had for four years.

Like a great many other teen-agers,
Joan loves glamor-loaded clothes. Her
parents feel wisely that this is as it
should be. “It’s a perfectly normal de¬
sire,” her mother says, “and a part of
growing up that should be expressed.”
Her mother, however, doesn’t think it
appropriate for Joan to go out wearing
drop earrings or carrying a long cigarette
holder, so she encourages Joan to con¬
centrate on glamor -at home. To that
end, her parents gave her last Christmas
an elegant lace negligee of pink silk and
lace. Her agent, Lilly Messenger, con¬
tributed a pair of clear plastic mules
trimmed with pink ostrich feathers and
a card, saying, “Merry Christmas to Cin¬
derella.”
Joan is no different from other teen¬
agers in that she loves collections. She
owns an assortment of ribbons that she
wears in her hair, and a variety of
pocketbooks that come to fifteen or twen¬
ty. Her weakness for shoes can be seen
in a closet full of pumps, sandals, and
play shoes; and she has a chest of real
antique jewelry, part of which belonged
to her maternal grandmother Evans
(whose name she bears) and part of
which is costume stuff. Lately, Joan has
taken to collecting square-dance scarves
which she wears over her curls, around
her waist, or her neck.
Joan Evans may have left her school¬
mates behind at Birch Wathen School in
New York; she may well be on her way
to screen stardom; but she still has to
continue her schooling, and when she
does this Fall, she wants to be well
dressed.
I’m sure you do, too.
The End

I-SAFH COSMETIC ENAMEL MAKES-,

MOVIE DEBS

DINGY TEETH

(Continued from page 61)

With the intention of getting more act¬
ing experience she moved on to New
York City where she won a leading part
in a Broadway musical. There she was
seen by a Warner Brothers’ talent scout
who promptly brought her to Hollywood.
One evening she was dining at Ciro’s
with a beau when a producer and his
wife entered the popular filmland night
club. The producer’s wife stared at Ar¬
lene and whispered to her husband:
“There’s the most beautiful girl I’ve
ever seen.”
The producer could see for himself.
He sent his card to her table and asked
her to come to his office at M-G-M the
next day.
That led directly to Arlene signing
with M-G-M and she went into “The
Bride Goes Wild” with Van Johnson and
June Allyson, and then played opposite
Red Skelton in “A Southern Yankee.”
Things happened quickly after that.
Walter Wanger borrowed her for the top
role in “Reign of Terror” and Louis B.
Mayer, viewing the picture, asked, as
so many people ask when they see Ar¬
lene: “Who is that beautiful girl?”
He was told that she was on his very
lot but hadn’t been given very important
parts yet. He recommended her for a
big buildup and now Arlene is playing
opposite Van Johnson in “Scene of the
Crime,” which is star-making stuff.
*

*

*

Tiny, teen-age Debra Paget is not the
beauty that Arlene Dahl is. She’s pretty,
in a demure, soulful way; but you have
to look at her twice to notice the wide
blue-green eyes in her high-cheekboned
face. Debra can act, period. What’s more
she’s only fifteen and already she has
played Richard Conte’s grown-up sweet¬
heart in two pictures, “Cry of the City”
and his latest, “House of Strangers.”
That Debra would choose acting as her
career was a foregone conclusion almost
from the time she was born. Her entire
family—grandparents, mother, brother
and two sisters—all are in show business.
Only her father, a studio set worker, is
not an actor.
Debra’s mother, known professionally
as Margaret Gibson, has been on the
stage most of her life and loves it so
much that she wanted all her children
to have careers. Debra was born in
Denver, Colorado, but the whole family
moved to Hollywood to further the screen
career of her older sister, Teala Loring,
who is with Republic pictures.
Debra studied dramatics and dancing.
She was with a Little Theatre group
playing the title role in “Joan of Arc”—
her mother and brother were also in the
cast—when an agent saw her and was
struck by her fragile loveliness.
He
brought her to 20th Century-Fox where
the studio was looking for a girl with an
ethereal quality to play Conte’s religious
young sweetheart in “Cry of the City.’
Debra’s quiet beauty impressed them.
She made a test—oddly enough, with her
brother who was also being considered
by the studio—and was signed imme¬
diately.
*

*

*

Twenty-year-old Terry Moore looks
like a cute little dish who has nothing on
her mind but the Fall Prom. She talks
in the breathless manner of a teen-ager,
but she knows just what she wants—and
she’s getting it.
What Terry wants most of all is to be¬
come an important star. She’s getting
there, what with turning in such a

sprightly performance opposite Glenn
Ford in “The Return of October.” You
can catch her now leaping through the
African veldt in an exciting King Kong
type of picture for RKO called “The
Great Joe Young.”
Terry was bom in Glendale, a suburb
outside of Hollywood, but as Terry says,
“It’s so far removed from Hollywood in
spirit that it might just as well have been
in Texas.”
She’s always had the acting bug. In
school she wrote, directed and starred
in the class plays. A neighbor thought
she was pretty enough to be in pictures
and sent Terry’s photograph to a casting
magazine. Terry was eleven then with
braces on her teeth. The studio called
her for an interview and Terry quickly
slipped the braces off her teeth. When
she went in she was told that she could
have the part—with one proviso. She
would have to wear braces on her teeth.
That started her on a career. She did
picture work (she played Ingrid Berg¬
man as a child in “Gaslight,” for in¬
stance) and -some radio jobs, too. By this
time, she had become quite a little per¬
former and was such a fine little actress
that at the age of twelve when she read
a commercial on a radio show the audi¬
ence applauded. That was the greatest
compliment of her life.
Nothing very eventful happened, how¬
ever, and she thought at the age of
eighteen that she was through. She was
just about to start classes at UCLA when
she was called by Columbia Studios to
test for the role of the little racetrack
girl in “The Return of October.” This
was one of the biggest comedy parts the
studio had since “The Awful Truth” and
for two years they’d been trying out
young actresses for the role. Terry got
it, and instead of going to UCLA she had
to take special courses that could be
squeezed in between picture-making!
Terry still lives with her family in
their little bungalow in Glendale and
helps with the dishes although she has
signed a seven-year contract that will
make her independently wealthy.
*

*

LOOK NATURALLY RADIANT

WHITE
"Be proud and happy to smile"

Before K0PAL...3 minutes later...After KOPAL
This Is a wonderful fact! Now,
no matter how blemished
your teeth may be—no matter
how dull or dingy—in lust 3
minutes you can be proud
and happy to smile! Yes,
Kopal magically covers tooth
surfaces—even gold fillings—
with the pearl-like luster of
movie star smiles. Yes, Kopal
its the amazing new cosmetic
enamel for the teeth that
beauty editors rave about and grateful users
call a miracle of natural-appearing beauty. Try
Kopal for the thrill of your life!

Paints on like
nail polish — harmless

KOPAL KIT
contains
A dentist’s formula—Kopal Is
absolutely harmless, tasteless.
Sal-Enamel
Goes on easier, quicker than
Art brush
nail polish. Easily wiped off
with Kopal Remover. Unaf¬
Applicator
fected by eating, mouth acids,
Remover
cocktails. SEND NO MONEY.
Directions
Radiant results guaranteed!
Just send name and address
plus Free
on postcard. When Kopal Kit
Consultation
arrives, pay postman $3 plus
C.O.D. postage. Or send $3
with order and save postage. Price Includes
Fed. tax. Money back If not thrilled. Winters
& Company,Dept.A18,1 E. 42 St., New York 17.
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Florence Marly is the most exotic and
cosmopolitan of our group. She is a
flame-haired beauty who has made
movies in French, Czech, Spanish and
English, and she looks a bit like Garbo,
Dietrich and Lucille Ball—quite a trio.
She is tall and willowy, has an inter¬
esting face with high cheekbones and a
fascinating European accent. Her first
popular picture here was opposite Ray
Milland in “Sealed Verdict” and you’ll be
seeing her with Humphrey Bogart in
Columbia’s “Tokyo Joe.”
Florence’s real life story is as roman¬
tic as any she’s ever done on the screen.
Just listen:
Florence was born in a tiny Czech vil¬
lage and then went to Paris to study.
While there she married a young French
movie director named Pierre Chenal and
started playing small parts in Frenchmade movies.
Her bright future as a movie actress
was shattered with the coming of the war.
Her husband was in the French Army
and Florence herself was in danger. The
first bomb which fell on Paris dropped in
front of her apartment.
Just 24 hours before the Germans en¬
tered Paris, Florence fled to Portugal.
For one year she had no information as
to whether Pierre was alive or dead.
(Please turn to next page)

Now you can wear the most
fashionable dresses — the
snuggest-fitting sweaters—
with the complete assur¬
ance that a perfect bustiineisyours! New MAID’N
BLOOM Bra gives you the
full, natural-looking curves
you have always dreamed of.
The secret is in the new snap
in washable foam rubber pads
that are built up at both top and '
bottom for more thrilling curves.
Pads can’t slip, slide or expose
themselves. Best of all. this ex¬
citing new bra is designed to
wear with the most daring low
necklines.
Has
the
new
front
clasp plus elastic front and back
for better fit. Adjustable shoul¬
der straps.
Lustrous fabric,
in
sizes 28 to 36. Nude, Black and
White,
colors.
All
this,
only
$2.98!
Order
MAID'N
BLOOM
Bra today and enjoy the glamorsecret
of
famous
models
and
movie stars!

SEND

NO

MONEY

Try lO Days At Our Risk

Just simply draw circle around
color and size desired and mail
with your name and address
When package arrives pay post¬
man $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra in 10 days for your money
back if not 100% delighted. Send Cash we pay Postage.

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
MARK COLOR SELECTION:
Block □

Nude □

CIRCLE SIZE:

28.

30.

White □
32.

34,

MAID'N BLOOM BRASSIERE CO., Dept.
803 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 22, III.
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Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look? It's Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW,
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2 00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321 Broadway

SONGS
PUBLISHED y

m
ADVANCE
ROYALTY
PAID YEARLY

Dept. 408

New York. N. Y.

0NGWRITERS

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No. Vine St., OepL 20-C Hollywood 28. Col.

NOSES

RESHAPE!!

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet H Free.
LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 5th Ave., Suite 63, N. Y. C. LE.

2-1596

High School Course
at Home I

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go a9

rapidly a9 your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation.

L nan: 1 \\
t

American School, Dept. H-771, Drexelat58th, Chicago37
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And Big Money in Spare Time,Too !

We want you to wear this fine made-to-measure suit! I
Make it yours by sending a few orders, and earn BIG 1
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Your suit will help you
get more orders with over 100 rich, quality fabrics, tai-i.
lored-to-measure to newest styles. Also Ladies’Tailored
Suits—complete line. Write today for FREE SAMPLES. No /.>
experience, no money needed. For quick action tell
about yourself.
J. C. FIELD & SON* Inc.

Harrison and Throop Sts., Dept.x 1611. Chicago 7, IB. _

1 AMAZING OFFER — $40 IS YOURS |
I for SELLING ONLY 50 BOXES CHRISTMAS CAROS
- Also 50 and 25 for $1.00 with
| or without name. Free samples.
Other boxes on approval, including entirely new, different de¬
luxe
assortment
with
feature
television card.
Cute plastic as. sortments.
Write today.
It costs nothing to try.

FREE
SAMPLES

I

Cheerful Card Co., Dept. R-24, White P ains, N. Y.

Callous

Pain, Tenderness, Burn¬
ing Are Quickly Relieved

You’ll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads. Thin, soft,
wonderfully soothing, cushion¬
ing, protective. Separate Medi¬
cations included for quickly re¬
moving callouses. Try them!

M

84

D- Scholls lino-pads
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Another newcomer to hit the Hollywood jackpot is Jean Wallace, ex-wife of film star
Franchot Tone. The blonde siren gets her big break in "The Man on the Eiffel Tower.”

Finally word came that he was alive
and well. They arranged a reunion in
Argentina. While she waited for him
there, she made some Spanish-speaking
films. By the time Pierre arrived in
Buenos Aires, Florence was already fast
becoming one of Argentina’s most popu¬
lar movie stars!
Then began a Continental screen ca¬
reer. She made a picture in Paris, then
in Prague, in Denmark and in England.
In less than a year she had made pic¬
tures in four foreign countries in their
own languages.
Ray Milland, meanwhile, was in Eu¬
rope planning to start “Sealed Verdict,”
but no leading lady had been set. In the
Danish office of the Paramount studios
Ray noticed some photographs of an in¬
triguing European screen star and asked
who she was.
One week later Florence had signed a
contract and was on location with Milland at Strasbourg, France.
When Florence arrived in Hollywood
last year she worked at her English to
perfect it, and now speaks with the faint¬
est of accents. She lives in an apartment
and has no desire to own a home. The
reason, she says, is that all her personal
belongings were lost in the war and she
no longer has any sense of property.
Her husband is in Paris where he is
a director and Florence plans to make a
picture in Europe this year. There have
been rumors that their 6,000-mile-apart
marriage is shaking, but Florence will not
talk about it until she sees Pierre again.
*
*
*
Marta Toren is another European exotic
who is burning up the screen with her
Continental allure. Marta, who was dis¬
covered at the Royal Dramatic Academy
in Stockholm, doesn’t look like a Nordic.
She has dark hair, blue eyes of startling
lightness against an olive complexion.
Marta is going places on these shores.
Because of her excellent work in “Illegal
Entry” in which she co-starred with
Howard Duff, Marta has the female star¬
ring role in the much talked-about Uni¬
versal picture, “Sword in the Desert,”
with Dana Andrews.
Marta was discovered by a film writer
who sent her screen test to Hollywood.

“Casbah” was her first Hollywood pic¬
ture and everyone sent up raves about
Marta’s unique type of allure. Marta is
in Hollywood to stay and would like to
bring her family here. Like her Swedish
sister stars Garbo and Bergman, Marta
is reserved and doesn’t go out much. Al¬
though half of Hollywood’s wolf pack is
panting to date her, Marta leads the
quiet life.
*

*

*

“I Was a Male War Bride” was a hard
luck picture for everyone but tall, blue¬
eyed Marian Marshall. The two co-stars,
Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan, both be¬
came seriously ill in Europe and pro¬
duction on the comedy was halted for
months. But while everyone called the
film g jinx, to Marian Marshall it was her
biggest step upward in a promising
career.
Marian plays Ann Sheridan’s wise¬
cracking pal in the “War Bride” picture
and when you see her in it, you’ll realize
that here is the makings of a bright new
comedienne, somewhat like the Jane
Wyman of old. So hot is Marian right
now that she goes into “Bandwagon” at
20th Century-Fox with Bill Powell and
Mark Stevens.
Eighteen-year-old Marian was discov¬
ered by accident. Although she was bom
in Los Angeles, within a few miles of the
major studios, it never occurred to her
to become an actress, so she didn’t study
dramatics or anything like that. Life was
fun and she was very happy as one of
the busiest models in town, setting up
a record of 22 covers in one year.
An agent noticed Marian’s picture on
the magazine covers and asked her to
let him try to get her into pictures. The
agent was showing one of the casting
directors at 20th pictures of various
clients when the director spotted a photo¬
graph of Marian in the agent’s book.
Actually, the agent hadn’t planned to try
to “sell” Marian just yet, as he didn’t
think she was ready. But when the di¬
rector accidentally came across Marian’s
picture he said, “Who is she? I’d like to
give her a test. She has sparkle.”
Marian “sparkled” in her movie test
and is now on the way to fame.
The End

MARRIED . . . AND LOVES IT!

THE PERSONALIZED DOLL WITH

fContinued from page 551
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my hand at cooking. About all I could
do was prepare chops and steaks and a
few salad dressings I whipped up.
“I admit I was considerably self-con¬
scious at first because John is the one
who can really turn out the meals. I’d
usually get all involved with some con¬
coction or other, would find that some¬
thing was missing, and would have to
call John in to taste the stuff to see what
it was I’d left out.
“Later on, we got a cook who was
wonderful, and I went into the stage of
being very efficient and competent with
my instructions. I had the wind taken
out of my sails one day when she said
very kindly, ‘Mrs. Lindsay, you’re just
a bad little girl.’ I made a speedy—but
a meek—exit.
“I’ll be very glad frankly to move into
our new home—if and when—because
of our lack of closet room in our present
home. I admit I’m one who has always
thought women who complained about
closets were a dreary lot, but how right
they are!
John and I simply have no
place for our clothes at all. As for space
for our books and record albums—there
isn’t any such thing. Most of our books
are in a cupboard on the back porch
and our albums are scattered all over
the place.
Our new house will have
dozens of closets, a library for our books,
and cabinets galore for our records—
believe me!
“As to the kind of house John and I
plan to have, it will be modern since he
will have nothing else. The more I see
of it, the more I like it. However, I’m
a bit worried about one thing. John is
forever building houses and selling them.
I have a hunch that he’ll build a place
for us, get a good offer and sell it, es¬
pecially if a new idea comes into his
mind—as I’m sure it will—for a new
feature to incorporate in a house.
“Because of our present uncertain state
of affairs, I’m furnishing this apartment
as economically as possible.
It’s great
fun and I think decorating will probably
be my second career.”
It is at this point that one should get
profound and ask: “Diana, what read¬
justments did you have to make in your
marriage after you began to settle
down?”
And that’s exactly what I
asked her“I’ve heard all my life that the first
year is the hardest,” Diana remarked.
“I’ve heard of all the readjustments that
must be made. I’ve read books on mar¬
riage that predicted dire things if their
rules weren’t followed to a T. I guess
I expected John to turn green after we
were married, so seriously did I take
all such advice.
“I’ve found, however, that it’s not the
emotional upheaval you read about. So
many books on marriage succeed only
in confusing you and scaring you to
death. I’m glad to admit that John and
I found nothing about each other that
was a real surprise.”
Not that Diana wants you to believe
they’ve been living in a dream house with
love birds chirping outside their window.
They’ve had their little disagreements—
and have met them sensibly.
“John and I never hold grudges,”
Diana said sincerely. “Oh, I know wellmeaning people tell you not to jump at
your husband, not to nag, to say nothing
when you’re annoyed, and work every¬
thing out through sweetness and light.
I can’t follow that—probably because I

FOR ITS FACE
talk too much and because I don’t be¬
lieve in all that nonsense. If John gets
mad at me or if I become annoyed with
him, we get the whole thing off our
chests. After all, if you can’t be honest
with the man you marry, whom can you
be honest with?
“Actually, John is very easy to get
along with because he’s so understand¬
ing. I found that out when I was mak¬
ing ‘My Friend Irma’ which I began
shortly after we returned from our
honeymoon.
“I worked every day but three during
the production and I was ill part of the
time. I’d come home, sit down and read
a paper, and not talk much. He never
once complained.
He understands the
demands of my work.
“Fortunately, he doesn’t want to go
out all of the time. He’s busy, too. As
a result, during the picture we didn’t
do much entertaining. I did have a din¬
ner for his business associates one night
and I gave him a birthday party at which
I had fourteen guests for dinner.
“John does things for me, too. One
night, ‘Bitter Victory,’ in which I appear,
was being previewed. I wanted him to
go with me, but I knew the showing
was on the night he goes to a structural
engineering class, so I told him I’d go
to the preview aione. He surprised me
by coming back a half an hour later—
and he went with me to the screening.”
In career matters, which is a big item
in a Hollywood marriage, no difficulty
seems to be arising.
“John is frankly more impressed with
my piano playing than with my acting,”
Diana said lightly. “He loves me to play
for him. He’s heard me play a lot re¬
cently since I’ve been practising for a
Cole Porter album I’m to record for
Capitol Records.
“We have no taboos in our marriage—
not even about discussing careers at
home.
“John approves of my career since he
believes in my having outside interests.
He hasn’t seen many of my pictures . . .
just ‘Bitter Victory’ and ‘Ruthless.’ He
thought I was pretty good in ‘Bitter Vic¬
tory.’ As for my opinion of his work, I
think he’s a tremendously talented man.
He has just finished a sixty-nine unit
apartment house and has had four pages
in a national magazine devoted to a
house he designed.
“Because we have so many goals, I
don’t think we’ll ever take our mar¬
riage—or each other—for granted. For
instance, raising a family is among our
plans. We want, of course, to have a
home that John will build for us and for
our needs. We intend to go to Europe
and we plan a trip to Australia where
John has business.”
Diana readily admits what marriage
has done for her. “Marriage has given
me more self-assurance and confidence
in myself,” she says, her eyes sparkling.
“Naturally, I can’t make a lot of bright
conversation like an old married woman,
but I do recognize the change in my life.
I know I have more direction and pur¬
pose in what I’m doing.
Perhaps it’s
because I have an anchor to hold on to.”
As I took my leave, Diana set a couple
of chops on the stove. It was the cook’s
day off and Diana had to get dinner. She
seemed very efficient about it.
Does Mrs. Lindsay love marriage?
You can say that again, brother!
The End
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PRICELESS
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AVAILABLE
PLAIN OR
COLORED
★
FOR GIRLS
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BOYS

THE LIVING IMAGE
OF YOUR CHILD
AS A BABY DOLL!
This beautiful 16 inch doll with your child’s favorite
photo for its face will be a lifetime keepsake. What a
gift for family and close personal friends! The photo
Is realistically reproduced—fadeproof and permanent.
Both boy and girl dolls are available, gorgeously
dressed from head to foot. Makes a thrilling gift for
any youngster—a cherished possession for any mother.

BOY AND GIRL DOLLS—Plain or Colored
Just send us a front view, full face photo (no profile
—no snapshot), 4x6 inches or larger. When order¬
ing, specify boy or girl doll, and give color of hair,
eyes, etc. Write your name and address on back of
photo, pack it carefully and mail to us with coupon
below. Your picture will be returned unharmed and
in about two weeks you will receive the doll.

USE THIS HANDY ORDER COUPON
STRATFORD HOUSE CORP., Dept. RG
310 W. Washington St., Chicago 6, III.
Please ship a “Little Me" don as advertised.
I am
enclosing $2.00 as a deposit and will pay postman the
balance plus postage and C.O.D. charges on delivery.
(If you send cash in full, doll will be shipped prepaid.)
□ Boy Doll

□ Girl Doll
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With Photo, you will also receive FREE CATA¬
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTU RES of popular stars on cover. Also tells how
to get ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS, and photos of
■ STARS' HOMES. Send name of your favorite star
land only 15c for handling.
I
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
I Box 2309, Pept. E-109, Hollywood 28, Calif.

SLUGGISH?
Feel Alive Again with JAD
Sluggish constipation need no longer slow you
down, make you feel dull and logy. Jad ® the
gentle, quick acting laxative can give you wonder¬
ful relief within an hour, make you feel better
faster. Yes, Jad works fast, but smoothly, to give
you the kind of relief you want. Jad is alkaline,
reduces excess stomach acidity as it makes bowels
move again. Switch to Jad today for that new
alive feeling. At all druggists.

Take a Tip From Me--

sell

Christmas Cards

f-MSYMONEY!
fou don’t need experience to make
vonderful cash earnings with our lovely
:hristmas Cards. All you do is call on
‘riends and let them see FREE Samples
>f wonder-value Name-Imprinted Fold*rs at 50 for $1 and up. They buy in
i hurry . . . you make amazing profits!
show two outstanding Assortments of
11 exquisitely designed, smartly deco¬
rated Christmas Cards. Make up to 60c
>n each fast - selling $1 box! Also Gift
Wraps, Religious, Everyday, Plastic
Uards, many other money - making
Assortments. Special cash-making plan
for churches, clubs, lodges, etc. Start
jaming at once. Send for samples NOW!

WETMORE & SUGDEN, Inc.. Dept. T-85
749 MONROE AVE.. ROCHESTER 2, N.Y.

21-CARD
ASSORTMENT
50 for *1
With Name

&&
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facial exercises stimulate nourishing circula¬
tion, restore vibrant tone. Successfully used
by more than 40,000 women!

New beauty for you

Free Booklet
Tells How

SEND NO MONEY

I

Write for FREE BOOKLET in plain wrap¬
per telling how facial exercise can make you
look years younger. No obligation. Nosalesman will caM. Send name and address today.
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206 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 1015, Chicago 4, III,

ENDS GRAY HAIR
WORRIES IN 5 SECONDS
PART1N6

Quick, easy Floress Touchup Pencil colors gray, faded
hair at roots, parting, tem¬
ples. Like lipstick. In metal
swivel case. Won’t rub off,
but washes out. SEND NO
MONEY. Deposit with
postman on delivery $1 plus
__ tax and C.O.D. postage on
dnic Tiy guarantee of satisfaction or
N.U5 lAA Money Back. State shade:
Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown, Med. Brown,
Light Brown, Auburn or Blonde. Mall order now to:

TEMPLES,

MOTS

FLORESS CO., Dept. 1A, 349 W. Ontario St.,

Chicago

III.

iTCH

CHECKED
i
IN
A JIFFY
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath¬

lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t sufTer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

Warren Douglas’ role in Warners’ “Task Force’

wasn’t half big en

MAKE
extra
MONEY

It’s easy! Make up to
50% commission. Sell
them to your friends,
Samples on
neighbors or fellow
Approval,
_
workers. 21 card as¬
sortments that sell on sight.
Most beautiful cards ever designed.

WHO IS Wa

LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS
Dept. C-l—1013 Filbert St., Phila. 7, Pa._

LOOK OUT

WHEN

\T's

PARK

OUT !

DARKNESS MEANS DANGER I 3 out of 5 fatal
motor vehicle traffic accidents happen at night,
Be extra cautious during the early hours of dark-

vvlJ

ness, when light is most deceptive. Drive slowly
and dim lights for approaching cars.

Fans are the real

Be Careful —the life you save may be your own!

Hillman Movie Group

MAKE $27*0 CASH

when you clamor fo

we definitely have

Sell New PLASTIC Christmas Cards
Easiest money you ever made. Show gor¬
geous Christmas PLASTIC folders, Box
Assortment of 15 for $1.25. Exciting fast
sellers — you make up to 55c per box. Also
Name Imprinted Christmas cards, 50 for $1
and up. Over 50 other Christmas and Every¬
day assortments in complete line. Get FREE
Personal Samples. Assortments on approval. isen^o^REE*I

CHAS. C. SCH WER CO., Dept. 720, West!ieId, Mass. I Name samples I

Borrow $50 to $300'

Need money? No matter where
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $60.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.
IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Completely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT

M

MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

STATE

86

109

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
Employed men and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Your employer, relatives and
friends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name, address and
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★ “Find out all you can about Warren
Douglas!”
These were the instructions from my
editor.
Warren Douglas?
Well, okay,
but who is he? I thought I’d heard the
name but I hadn’t the vaguest idea where
he was or who he was. So I asked around
town a bit.
The typical response was
“Warren Douglas? Sounds familiar, but
don’t know him.”
The only ones who knew who he was
were a large group of wide-eyed fans
who had been clamoring for news about
him!
So I hit out on the trail of this mystery
man. I heard there was a Warren Doug¬
las who lived in the valley. Yes, it was
thought he was an actor. What had he
done? Well, no one quite knew for sure.
I stopped at a modest-looking apart¬
ment house.
No movie star’s mansion,
this. But pleasant-looking from the out¬
side. I don’t know what I expected when

I rang the doorbell.
without his hairpiece
A well-built guy,
answered the door.
hair, blue eyes, and
his whole face light
what had caused th
fans.
“Warren Douglas?”
a fool because a fan
know an actor whe
did look familiar at
A warm, cheery, “
me and so I introduc
moment I found m
ushered into Warren
It was a kind of p
welcome you as you
as I discovered wh
on a tour of his
throughout was mo
walls, rose and gre
that was big and s

green.
Mahogany tables.
Everything
very livable.
Warren and I—sure, I was calling him
Warren by now since he’s that kind of
a friendly guy—were about to sit down
for a bit of gabbing when in toddled a
cute little girl.
“This is Anne, my pride and joy,” War¬
ren told me. “Seventeen months old—
and the real star of the family.”
Anne smiled shyly and then turned
happily to her toys and began to play in
the sunny space in front of the big,
bright window.
“Sorry that Dorothy, my wife, is out
shopping at the moment,” Warren went
on contentedly. “I’d like you to meet
her. She’s quite a beauty. It’s no new
experience, though, for me to be in
charge of the house and looking after
Anne. In fact, I’m a very snappy man
with the diaper routine.”
He cast a fond glance in Anne’s direc¬
tion. “We’d better do our talking while
we can because I promised to take her
to the park. She loves to see the flowers
there.
She’s crazy about flowers and
dogs.”
Fatherly devotion and pride were def¬
initely two of Warren’s most notable
characteristics. But, as for Warren him¬
self—well, after some adroit questioning,
I got some facts about him. His last pic¬
ture was at Warners in “Task Force.”
He’d also made “Homicide” and “Inci¬
dent” and had been the cocky young ball
player in “The Babe Ruth Story.” That
rang the bell in my mind. I remember
how impressed I was with that scene.
Warren, I discovered, is a product of
the stage. First came an appearance in

Douglas?
By Jon Bruce

This

is Warren Douglas—handsome film
oli t v
snflrts fan. and sock dainer.

a little theatre play in Minneapolis where
he was bom and raised . . . then a tour
with a Shakespearean repertory com¬
pany, the first of the Federal Theatre
projects . . . stock work in the east . . .
Hollywood where luck evaded him . . .
back east for more stock
. . a part in
“Separate Rooms” on Broadway . . . back
to Hollywood with a Warner Bros, con¬
tract which lasted three and a half years,
during which he made 25 features and
50 shorts.
“Oh, I’ve made plenty of pictures but
the trouble is I’ve been in so few im¬
portant ones that nobody’s seen me,”
Warren said. “No wonder I’m a mys¬
tery man. But I don’t get too bothered.
Dorothy doesn’t either. She just encour¬
ages me, and reminds me that this busi¬
ness is chickens one day and feathers the
next. She ought to know—since she’s an
actress.”
The two met while on tour with the
Shakespearean company. It wasn’t until
they played in stock together in New
York that they tied the knot. She has
given up her career to be a housewife
and mother.
“Not that she won’t go back to it
someday,” Warren insisted.
“And not
that I couldn’t take over the domestic
reins if I had to. Dorothy and I take
turns getting up in the morning to get
Anne her breakfast. That’s one side of
my domestic nature.
“I’ve also tried my hand at cooking.
I don’t go in for fancy things—just good
plain food like steaks and chops. If I do
say so myself, I whip up a mean batch
of mashed potatoes.
I’ve done a lot
more cooking, I admit, since Anne joined
us than I did before, but I get a kick out
of helping around the house when I’m
not working.
“That’s not all I do. I have darned
socks—even ironed—in my day.
That
ironing routine has come in very handy
when Dorothy was busy.
As for the
socks business, well, I took a domestic
science course in high school along with
the rest of the guys on the football team,
and—so help me!—if they didn’t teach us
to darn socks! What a sight that was!
All those big lugs making with the darn¬
ing needles. . . .”
I asked him about his social life and
he grinned.
“I went to a night spot about three
years ago,” Warren ruminated. “I didn’t
particularly like it so I haven’t gone to
one since. Dorothy and I much prefer
spending our time with our few close
friends.
Our main relaxation is going
for long drives.
Dorothy and Anne
would rather ride than eat, I think, and
I’ve always been a guy who loves to
travel. Probably a hangover from my
days on the road with a show.”
Warren’s also a great sports fan. He
loves to play tennis and golf—usually
with his father-in-law—and he’s always
the first in line to get tickets for a foot¬
ball or baseball game.
Dorothy goes
along with him since Warren has made
her as sports-conscious as he is.
The more I sat and talked to this young
fellow, the more I was impressed with
him. Here, with proper pushing, was a
sure bet for stardom.
No wonder all
those fans had been hollering to the high
heavens about him.
His fan mail is
terrific.
I couldn’t help thinking, “If those pro¬
ducers who are forever yelling about
wanting new faces mean what they say,
just what are they doing passing up War¬
ren Douglas? Or do they simply need
some better glasses?”.
But there’s no doubt about it—the fans
are the real star-makers after all!
The End
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other’s nerves. Being sensible people, we
decided to try it alone for a while and see
how things shape up.”
When you ask Diana why she and Kirk
are living apart, she says, “I’d rather not
discuss it. I hope Kirk and I can work
things out.”
Both of these statements tell nothing.
Actions, however, do.
In the six months that he has figura¬
tively been free of his marital ties, Kirk
Douglas has dated Marilyn Maxwell, Ava
Gardner, Joan Crawford, Pat Neal, Gloria
De Haven, Virginia Grey, and many other
charming damsels both in Hollywood and
New York. In short, he has been playing
the field with great appeal and ardor. He
has been seen at all the large filmland
functions: the prevues, the parties, the
well-known restaurants, and always with
an attractive female.
In those same six months, Diana
Douglas has dated no one. She has stayed
at home with her two small sons, enjoying
vicariously her husband’s new-found
success.
Now, what really goes with these two?
Why such opposite courses of action?
Why, when both are separated, does one
play the field and one does not?
A friend who has known Kirk Douglas
intimately for many years, explains his
current activities with great compassion:
“What you must understand about Kirk,”
he points out, “is that basically he’s a
child of poverty, real poverty. His parents
came from the other side.
They had
nothing, nothing but seven children who
inherited their great strength of char¬
acter.
“Kirk himself worked his way through
St. Lawrence University. His real name,
believe it or not, is Issur Banielovitch. He
was a wrestler in college and when he
was graduated and he couldn’t find a
job, he took work as a wrestler in a
carnival.
“When he decided to become an actor
and joined the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts, he had to work nights and
in off-hours as a waiter or a bus boy. He
met his wife Diana, while they were both
in drama school, but he couldn’t marry
her then, because he was always broke.
Diana, you know, comes from a well-todo family. Her dad was Governor-Gen¬
eral or Secretary-General of Bermuda or
something like that. Anyway, it’s only
been recently that Kirk has had enough
money to enjoy a minimum of security.
“I may be wrong, but what I think hap¬
pened to him was this: consciously or
subconsciously, he looked back on his
early days. He thought of all those times
when he wanted to date certain girls, all
those times when he wanted to date and
drive around in his own car and have fun
and go dancing and buy things and may¬
be drop in at a night club and spend a
little money and just live.
“He looked back on all that and real¬
ized sadly that he had enjoyed no such
times, that poverty had robbed him of a
normal youth.
“The only time he had had any money
to speak of was during the war when he
was in the Navy. He came to New York
on leave and for five days and nights he
did the town with Diana. They went to
the theatre and the night spots and they
ate in Schrafft’s restaurant where Kirk
used to work as a waiter. He was very
much in love with Diana after that week,
and he wanted to marry her, but he didn’t
have enough money. They promised to

get married immediately after the war.
“A month later, however, Kirk was sta¬
tioned in New Orleans. He called Diana
who happened to be in Arizona modelposing for the Montgomery Ward Catalog,
and Diana came to New Orleans and the
two of them got hitched.
“The point I am making is that up until
the time Kirk came to Hollywood, he had
no money (except for his stay in the
Navy) with which to play the field, court
girls, take the fling all young men are
entitled to. After the war, he found him¬
self with a wife and child and the neces¬
sity of getting a job and supporting his
family in a hurry.
“He could afford no period of readjust¬
ment. He had to work or he wouldn’t eat.
After several stage jobs, Hal Wallis
brought him out to the Coast. Not long
after, Diana gave birth to another son. At
this point, luck smiled on Kirk, and he
began earning some real money.
‘The
Strange Love of Martha Ivers’ and two
other pictures established him as an up
and coming star. In one year, he earned
$40,000. To a young man who has known
stark poverty, even to a young man who
hasn’t known stark poverty, $40,000 is a
lot of dough.
“I think Kirk at this point looked back
on his youth, a youth he had considered
long-lost and irretrievable and suddenly
decided or gradually awakened to the
fact that his youth wasn’t lost, that here
he was at thirty-two, a young successful
man; and I may be wrong but I think he
then wanted his freedom. He wanted it
for just a little time, a little time in which
to live the single life which had hereto¬
fore escaped him by dint of financial
circumstances.”
However we regard this analysis, as
either right or wrong, the fact remains
that at this writing, Kirk Douglas is living
the single life. Hollywood’s single ac¬
tresses regard him as an eligible man.
In New York when “Champion” opened,
he was squiring Marilyn Maxwell.
In Hollywood when “The Fountain¬
head” opened, he was escorting Pat Neal.
In between, there have been half a
dozen other actresses. When you ask Kirk
about any of them, he smiles and says,
“You know, most of the stuff about me
in the gossip columns isn’t true. I go out
with a girl once and immediately the
columnists blow it up.”
Kirk Douglas seems to be enjoying the
single life. There is about him a great
charm and wit. “I know I’ve arrived,” he
says, “because now my agent talks to me.”
He sees his wife and children several
times a week, but technically they are
still separated, and they each live apart.
It is entirely possible that by the time
this article appears in print, the Kirk
Douglases will have reconciled. We cer¬
tainly hope so. If that doesn’t turn out to
be the case, then we’d like to say to Kirk
that for our money, his wife Diana Doug¬
las is one of the kindest, sweetest, most
beautiful women anywhere.
“You’re a wonderful guy, Kirk Douglas,
and we all love you; you can date as
many Hollywood beauties as you want.
You can play the field as long as you
like—but when you’re all done, you’ll find
that the girl you married is tops.
“Come home, Kirk. Come home before
it’s too late, and some other man be¬
seeches Diana for one ounce, one drop,
one modicum of the love she bears in her
heart for you.”
The End

Dreamy-eyed Gene Tierney
stars in 20th’s “Whirlpool.”
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★ Your eyes are your windows to the
world, but there are two sides to a win¬
dow. While you’re looking out of your
peepers, someone else is looking in. So
let’s concentrate on making what they
see as pretty as a picture.
Rest is the prime requisite for healthy
eyes. Six to eight hours a night of peace¬
ful slumber is the only method we know
of to keep your eyes full of lively bril¬
liance. When your eyes are red or
strained from harsh weather, colds, or
overwork, an eye-bath will do wonders
to help. Eye-Gene, for instance, will
soothe and refresh them; leave them
sparkling.
Make-up is the next step to eyeappeal. For the very best results, eyepaint should be applied after powder and
before lipstick.
When it comes to choosing eye-shadow
color, it’s every girl for herself. In gen¬
eral, brown or green is best for brown,
hazel or green eyes. Blue-eyed maidens
usually find that blue, blue-gray, gray
or violet does miracles for them; and for
violet eyes, there’s nothing that adds
depth and brilliance as well as violet
shadow. No matter what color your eyes
are, though, you’ll want to experiment
with lots of shades before you decide
on the one that’s just right for you. The
only set rule you have to follow is to
apply the eye shadow as lightly and
subtly as a summer breeze.
Eyebrows are your next objects of in¬
terest. Brows should never be pencil thin,
but they shouldn’t be straggly either. A
happy, natural-looking medium may be

reached by plucking the stray hairs
which wander above and below your
natural brow line. With a brown or black
pencil (depending on the actual color of
your brows), feather stroke them lightly
—don’t let the pencil touch the skin un¬
less your brows are extremely scanty.
Next, soften the effect of the pencil with
your finger tip, so there will be ab¬
solutely no danger of your looking like
a painted doll.
Your lashes will be a cinch to glamor¬
ize if you’ve invested in a Kurlash. This
handy instrument, used with care, will
curl even the shortest and straightest of
lashes. Apply it gently but firmly, hold¬
ing it in place for the count of ten. You'll
be amazed at the difference it makes!
You’ve two choices in types of mascara
—cake or cream. Maybelline, long known
for wonderful eye make-up, has both,
inexpensively priced. With a not-toowet-or-too-full brush, apply your mas¬
cara gently, beginning at the base of the
lash, and sweeping upward and outward
to the tips. Too much mascara on your
brush will leave blobs of it on your lashes
—so go easy. After your lashes have had
time to dry, go over them with a dry
brush to remove the surplus and separate
the hairs. For a super job for a super
date, repeat the whole mascara opera¬
tion; but be doubly sure not to over¬
apply it.
Now, take a long look in the mirror be¬
fore you apply your lipstick. There’s no
denying your eyes have new depth and
color—new sparkle and mystery.
In
short, vour eves have “IT.”
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★ Only two and one-half inches of writ¬
ing, but it means Heaven to thousands,
manna to the box office, and an allAmerican lad to most of us. Yes, that is
Van Johnson’s signature, one which is
characteristic of a likeable chap, a friend¬
ly fellow, a man who knows how to han¬
dle others effectively.
Do you write like Van Johnson? Do
you have those plain capitals which al¬
ways tell of good taste? Do you have
that fairly large, normally slanted script?
If so, you love a normal home life, an
array of companionship, a few friends.
Do you underscore as Van does? This
clean-cut underscore tells of a pleasing
personality, a businesslike man who
knows his value, knows that his person¬
ality is his income, and is aware of its
monetary value. Only those who like
attention or who already have “arrived”
use underscores perpetually.
Does your writing taper? That is, does
it start out fairly large, but diminish as
you go along? This is a sign of diplo¬
macy, of being able to say “no” and make
the other fellow like it. It is a sign of
knowing how to handle others.

Note the added pr
the “n” in both of hi
on to his own ideas,
pens. He may forgive
it hard to forget.
If you write like
ought to be popular.
The
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—send this coupon, toget
ple of your penmanship,
MOVIELAND MAGAZIN
York 17, N. Y. Enclose
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LIFE WITH LIZ

For Little

f Continued from page 39)

Feet

how Howard tolerated them and Eliza¬
beth loved them. They used to “perform”
and sing their little jingles in the family
living room on Christmas Day. One sum¬
mer when they brought the children to
America, Elizabeth was about three, they
were telling Uncle Howard of the play¬
lets and how well the children did. Un¬
cle Howard and the other guests wanted
to see for themselves. The neighbors
gathered on the big log porch facing
Lake Minosqua. That was perhaps the
only time in her life Elizabeth refused
to perform. She stood on the lawn and
put her head on the ground, giving the
audience a view of nothing except her
little rear.
The Taylors have a hundred fish
stories.
Elizabeth and Howard fished
with their father as soon as they were
old enough to hold a little square frame,
with a string and a hook. Elizabeth
baited her own hook from the beginning.
Her first fish was an eel. Since then, they
have fished in Kent, in Wisconsin, in
Florida and out west, and have eaten
their bass, their muskellunge and tuna
with gusto. Talking about it makes Eliz¬
abeth excited. “We’ve got to go deep-sea
fishing, Howard! Let’s do it this sum¬
mer!” She wants to hunt too, not to kill
animals but to bring them home as pets.
She’s always wanted a skunk and the
least Howard can do is get one for her.
But Howard is almost as busy a boy
as his actress sister. A student at Palos
Verdes College, he is interested in ce¬
ramics and painting; and the recent art
exhibit at the school found a number of
his pieces on display. His father, an art
connoisseur, gets a sparkle in his eye,
talking about Howard’s work. “The boy
has talent. He has the makings of an
excellent silversmith,” he’ll tell you and
show as proof the cigarette case, the jewel
boxes, the rings he has fashioned.
Both the parents feel that one of the
chief factors that have helped to keep
Elizabeth a normal girl has been her
brother. For “Little Women,” “Date with
Judy” and “Conspirator” notwithstand¬
ing, so far as Howard and his friends are
concerned, Elizabeth is just a kid sister.
“In England,” Liz says, “boys aren’t
ashamed of having little sisters. Howard
always hauled me around with him.
Even after he began to grow up, in Amer¬
ica he did—well, sometimes.” Her first
dates were with Howard’s friends from
high school. Oh, she had to work on
Howard pretty hard to get ’em, and
Howard had to work even harder. It isn’t

easy, getting dates for a kid sister. But
they always had parties at home. How¬
ard would bring his friends and Elizabeth
would bring hers. Then there were par¬
ties at the Westmores’. Anne Westmore
has been Elizabeth’s closest friend, since
the two were little girls, and Jimmy
Westmore has been one of Howard’s
closest friends. With Anne, as with How¬
ard and his pals, Elizabeth’s career on
the screen has little bearing on their
friendship. She and Anne never talk
about the studio or about the picture Liz
is working on.
Luckily, she has grown up in a family
where there are many phases and many
interests. The Taylors had a well-es¬
tablished life before Elizabeth’s motion
picture career was dreamed of. They
don’t depend on her. Quite to the con¬
trary, she depends on them. For Sara
Taylor is her daughter’s confidante and
a companion who guided her through the
first rash of purple lipstick and other
more serious matters. Howard is the
brother with whom she has grown up
and shared interests from the time they
hunted tadpoles. He’s the one who says,
“This dress is okay. That’s awful.” And
Francis Taylor has been the very solid
gentleman and head of the clan who is
always there to help with the big de¬
cisions. He used to listen to her spelling
on the way to the studio school, now he
hears her Sociology, for Elizabeth does
homework in whirlwind fashion. To all
three of them she is not a motion-picture
star, she is not even one of the most
beautiful girls in the world. She is their
little Elizabeth, always warm, affection¬
ate and eager to share; and it has not
been long since, on the way to Cranbrook, she was shouting, “Go faster,
Daddy, faster, we’re coming to Giddy
Bridge!”
The fact that their little Liz is a
grown-up young lady, engaged to be
married to handsome, wealthy William
Pawley Jr., just means more happy rem¬
iniscences for the Taylors’ memory book.
Liz, whose romances have been front
page news from the moment she started
dating, isn’t thinking of anything but her
wedding plans. According to last report
she’ll join the group of Hollywood’s
young matrons early next year. As for
her career, well—she’ll continue with
that, for her M-G-M contract still has a
long time to run. But her main interest
will be the private life of one Mrs. Wil¬
liam Pawley Jr.
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TINY RADIO
FITS

IN

i 0U R

REALLY
WORKS
HAND

Workson new“PERMA
CRYSTAL"
so
it
NEVER NEEDS TROU
BLESOME TUBES. BAT
TERIES
OR
ELECTRIC
‘PLUG-INS”! Easy to use
—Plays for nothing—Should
last for years. Beautiful Red
---Plastic Case. GUARANTEED TO
WORK on local programs by following instructions. G.B.
of Ala. says ‘‘TINY RADIO IS JUST WONDERFUL”'
, k., modHPPPH
$2.99 C.O.D. plus postage or
send $3.99 for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE
READY TO PLAY on simple attachment. Has personal
phone. WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR BOYS & GIRLS. Low
priced. Order YOUR Tinv Radio Now!
THE MIDWAY CO
Dept. THW-10
KEARNEY, NEBR.

POEMS

CONSIDERED FOR
MUSICAL SETTING

Mother, Home, Love, Sacred, Patriotic, Comic
or any subject. Don't Delay—Send us your best
original Poem at once for immediate examination
and useful Rhyming Dictionary.

RICHARD BROTHERS
39 WOODS BUILDING

CHICAGO 1, ILL.

Mail this ad with name
and address forbigassortment of Foods, Groceries, Home
Needs, — FREE! (f.o.b. factory). Show
these products to yoor friends and neighbors. Take
orders for sensational values —more than 200 Qual¬
ity products used in every home. Earn Good
Money. Liberal Credit, too. Full or spare time.
Mail this ad for FREE ASSORTMENT TODAY.
SEND NO MONEY!
ZANOL. Dept. 7046 K
Richmond Street,
Cincinnati 3, Ohio

Easy as A-B-C

The End

Don’t Miss . . .

10 years with
FRANK SINATRA
in November

Movieland
on newsstands October 7th

MUSIC,
BE YOUR OWN MUSIC TEACHER
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY-SAVING WAYI
Music is the key to romance. And it's easy as A-B-C to
learn any instrument this short-cut way. Your learns con¬
sist of real tunes instead of Urespme *»rclae^Y<ro £
real notes. No “Numbers” or trick m^^. Everytiiing is in
print and pictures. First you are told what ^
Then
picture shows you how. Soon you will play popular songs.
Mail the coupon for Free 36-Page Booklet
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
FREE
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 15810 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
BOOKLET
N. Y. 51st Successful Year.

a

U. S. School of Music, 15810 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y.IO.N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).
Have you
.Instrument?.
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L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The OOly Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units of
Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
whaf L'ORMONEd^ayfdo FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions. in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L'ORMONE CO.. Dept. 252-X
220 Broadway

New York 7. N. T.

•Trade Mark

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don’t fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp¬
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co.
962-C Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

^COLONIAL CJfSfSTHAS CARDS!
Boost your earnings this easy way! Take
fast orders from friends, others for wondervalue Christmas Card Assortments. ALSO
NEW PLASTIC ASSORTMENTS. Complete line
of other Christmas and Everyday Assort¬
ments. Name - Imprinted Christmas
Greetings low as SO for $1. Personal
Stationery. FREE Imprinted Samples.
Assortment on Approvol. WRITE !

COLONIALSTUDIOS,lnc.,Dept.R-S5
642 S. Summer St.,

Holyoke. Mass.

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated “Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. Phonorecords now outselling sheet music 5 to 1.
Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, California

Qirls » READ - Qirls
"GET AND HOLD YOUR MAN

Orchids to Larry Parks and Barbara Hale for the most delightful performance of the month.

THROUGH

SECRETS OF MALE PSYCHOLOGY'1
ACCEPTED AND APPROVED
WESTERN PHYSICIANS ASSOCIATION, INC.
SEND NAME & ADDRESS WITH ONLY $1.00
DEPARTMENT
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1800-19TH AVENUE. SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

M

BEAT HIGH PRICES. Write today for South uarouna
Mills’ new, FREE catalog of cotton values. Down-toearth prices on shirts, underwear, dresses, children s
wear, prints, towels, sheets—scores of cottons for the
family and the home. Every item is backed up by a
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. It’s easy to order,
too. Don’t delay! Mail a postcard or a letter for your
FREE copy of this valuable “Cottons” Catalog today.

SOUTH CAROLINA MILLS
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JOLSON SINGS AGAIN (Columbia)
♦♦♦♦
As far as we’re concerned, Jolson can sing again, again and again! Larry Parks,
Columbia Pictures, A1 Jolson, Barbara Hale and producer Sidney Buchman can all
take bows for this entrancing hunk of entertainment! “Jolson Sings Again” is even
better than “The Jolson Story.”
This may sound like an impossibility. There is a tradition that no sequel is ever
as good as the original—but you can toss that tradition right out the window!
“Jolson Sings Again” picks up at the exact spot where its predecessor left off, and
once more you are completely immersed and held by the life of the greatest singer
of them all.
Once again Larry Parks plays Jolson. Only this time Larry Parks also appears in
the picture. And the way he manages to keep each part separate and distinct only
proves that Larry is a fine actor.
“Jolson Sings Again” more nearly follows the true story of Jolson’s life than did
the preceding one. Here is the valiant story of Jolson’s work overseas entertaining
troops; how he contracted fever in the tropics and then pneumonia, so that eventu¬
ally one of his lungs collapsed.
Yet this was a break in disguise, for while recuperating at an army hospital he
met his wife, played beautifully by Barbara Hale. (Curiously enough, there is a
startling resemblance between Barbara Hale and Erie Galbraith, the second real-life
Mrs. Jolson.)
After their marriage and encouraged by his wife, Jolson’s comeback is told step
by step.
You’ll want to see this entrancing picture not once but many times. It rates as
the most entertaining picture of the year.

♦ ♦♦ DON’T MISS
♦ ♦ RECOMMENDED
♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK
THE HEIRESS (Paramount) . ♦ ♦ ♦
If the Academy Awards are discon¬
tinued, it will be a great pity, for Olivia
de Havilland will be cheated out of the
Oscar for her magnificent performance
in “The Heiress.”
The story is a complex study of char¬
acter and action. Katherine (Olivia) is
the suppressed mousey daughter of a
dominating and wealthy physician who
is frankly contemptuous of her plainness,
her lack of artifice, and her disarming
honesty. And so when a handsome young
man falls in love with her, he’s certain
it can only be for her money.
Montgomery Clift is sensational as the
lover. His panther-like strength, the light
in his eyes, and his tight hold on him¬
self—as if he were holding his passions
under lock—all combine to make him
one of the most exciting men on the
screen. It’s a toss-up who dominates most
of the scenes—he, or Olivia; but Ralph
Richardson and Miriam Hopkins ably
hold their own.

MAKE
-460
CASH
BMtMmmmtsrmt
and get your own dresses
without a penny of cost
What a happy holiday you can have—
with money worries off your mind!
Starting right away, you can earn up.
to $23 a week in spare time, by r
showing Fashion Frocks to your y
friends and neighbors. Like
J
some exceptional Fashion Frocks {
representatives, that would mean up
to $460 in 20 weeks before Christ-\
mas to spend any way you want!
And besides, take your pick of dozens
of gorgeous Fall dresses—without a
penny of cost. That’s what we offer
• you for representing us in your spare
time. Show our popular frocks to your
friends, then send us their orders.
Collect handsome cash commissions
in advance. No canvassing or expe¬
rience necessary. Pleasant, dignified
business. Get free details of this un¬
usual offer and Portfolio of new
styles. Send no money. Everything
furnished FREE. Lovely fabric samples
included. Rush your name, address
and dress size on a penny postcard.
Mail in today! Fashion Frocks/ Inc., /
Desk C4097, Cincinnati 25, Ohio. >

Get the FREE Portfolio of
Love is beautiful, but sad, as Montgomery
Clift and Olivia de Havilland portray it.

LATEST FALL DRESSED,
,
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Vera-Ellen cuts curvaceous capers with
the zany Marx Brothers in “Love Happy.”
MY FRIEND IRMA (Hal Wallis) ♦♦ 4
Laugh? You’ll never stop! “My Friend
Irma” is the best gloom-buster we’ve
seen in many a month!
Marie Wilson is Irma (the blonde with
the. wind whistling between her ears).
Diana Lynn is her long-suffering room¬
mate, Jane, and John Lund plays her
always - looking - for - a - big - deal - boy friend, Al. Richard, Jane’s wealthy and
handsome boss, is Don DeFore.
This wonderful cast, however, is over¬
shadowed by “promoter” Al’s discoveries,
new-comers Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis. No words can describe this zany
combination—Dean’s crooning voice is
lush as velvet, and Jerry’s face and
antics are convulsing. We’re still laugh¬
ing over the way he twists Dean’s lovesongs into hysterical pretzels.
Naturally, Irma confuses every situa¬
tion in her bland, well-meaning man¬
ner. When Al tries to rope Richard into
helping him get Dean an audition, she
proceeds, in her inimitable fashion, to
make a mess of all his schemes—and
Jane’s love life, as well. Don’t miss this!

LOVE HAPPY (U-A)
4 ♦ ♦
If it’s laughs you’re after, then run,
do not walk, to your nearest theatre fea¬
turing the Marx Brothers’ latest adven¬
ture into hysteria.
The story really has no plot. It just
combines a barrel of laughs with songs
and dancing, and turns out one of the
most hilarious pictures of the year.
Groucho.of the huge mustache, modest¬
ly underplays his role as (what else?)
a private detective. Harpo makes you
laugh and cry, alternately, with his sym¬
pathetic characterization, and harp play¬
ing. Chico emerges as an Italian piano
player who tries to help a theatrical
troupe round up some greenbacks to put
on a show. Paul Valentine and VeraEllen are the stars of the show, who get
mixed up with a million dollar necklace,
a can of sardines, and a sultry countess,
Ilona Massey. Harpo is such a sweet
character you’ll probably wish he could
win pert, pretty Vera-Ellen. The curly mop comedian madly runs away with
this picture.

Thousands of people have
learned that Dr. Guild's
Green Mountain Asthmatic
Compound brings welcomerelief
from asthmatic misery. On sale
at nearly all drug stores. Ciga¬
rettes, 5Or. Powder, 25d and
$1.00. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected. If your dealer cannot sup¬
ply you, order direct. J. H. Guild
Co., Dept. H-12,Rupert, Vt.
SEND TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLE

'WITHOUT NEEDLEand THREAD
f NEW PLASTIC TAPE! Mends without sewing, as
youiron! Quickly, easily, mends holes,tears, snags,
. worn spots in shirts, blouses, coats, dresses, trou• sers, underwear, hosiery.bedsheets,towy els, tablecloths, etc. Mends aresmoothand
neat. No lumps. Will not come off; stands wash¬
ing:, dry-cleaning. Save many hours of tedious
\ mending &darning. Save money! Sells like wild!

>LES
for AGENTS fiSHSayS
all whosendnameatonce. A penny postal
will do. Send no money, justyourname.

KRISTEE CO., 589 BarSt.,Akron, Ohio

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo
NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for infor¬
mation on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed en¬
largement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the en¬
largement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may keep the handsome frame as a
gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals
returned. Offer limited to U.S. A.

Marie Wilson, John Lund and Diana Lynn
give a most “enlightening performance.”

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept M 197,Hollywood

M
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ITS A GREAT FEELING (WB)

INVISIBLE SKIN CARE
WORKS 24 HOURS A DAY

^ A

WHILE YOU WORK OR PLAY!

• Fight ugly 5un disorders without messy creams,
lotions or ointments. This European wartime method
promises fast, effective, lasting relief from many
externally caused skin blemishes —works in secret
while you work, play or sleep, for it’s completely in¬
visible when applied to skin. The Forole 2-Bottle Plan,
consisting of 2 clear liquids (Degreasing Skin Cleans¬
er and "Forole”) mailed in plain wrapper for $2.
Enclose cash, check or money order, save postage
and C.O.D. charges. MONEY BACK if you do not begin
to see thrilling results in just 5 days! Order now from:

FORST LABORATORY,

Dept, h-3

6540 Franklin Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
and COLORED in OILS
to size

on

double

weight paper j
8x10
Same price for
full length pic-1
tures, busts am'I
groups. Your!
original
photo!
returned
with"
enlargements.
Give
color
of
eyes, hair and
clothes. Just
mail
photo,
negative
__
snapshot no matter what
size and enclose 69c per
picture. We pay postage. 1
Pictures returned in 5 days.
Take
advantage
of
this
lowest bargain on the market today.

♦♦

Almost everyone on the Warner lot got
into this pleasant comedy to help make
it an interesting visit behind the Hol¬
lywood scenes.
Bill Goodwin is a harassed producer
faced with the task of getting a director
for a Dennis Morgan-Jack Carson pic¬
ture. All the best directors agree to work
with Morgan, but not with little old Jack.
In desperation, Goodwin assigns the job
to Carson, and Morgan refuses to act
in the film.
Jack gets pretty studio waitress, Doris
Day (who is trying to break into
movies), to win Morgan’s sympathy by
posing as his wife, who needs money
to have a baby. Dennis signs on the dotted
line; but no actress on the lot will agree
to be their leading lady. They try to
plug Doris for the role, and succeed only
in driving Goodwin crazy, and Doris back
to her native Wisconsin, to become the
bride of Jeffrey Bushfinkle.
Technicolor, songs by Doris Day, an¬
tics of Carson and Morgan, and surprise
appearances of other stars make this an
enjoyable, but brief trip to Hollywood.

MAIL YOUR PHOTO AT ONCE
ALBERTS PHOTO STUDIO CO.. Dept. 26
Bush Building, Suite 1901, New York 18. N. Y.
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VO0R HDSEAW'S TROUSERS
CREASED FOR WEEKS.
Want
your husband’s
trousers
to
have
a
LONGER LASTING, FINER CREASE? Try STARITE, amazing new discovery; merely dampen
STA-RITE, press. You’ll be thrilled at the
quick results. Won’t harm any fabric. SEND
50c for package today. SATISFACTION GUAR¬
ANTEED.
FREE details.

STA-RITE rmtlCTS sswmut. YOUNGSTOWN 9, ONTO
Lovely Cluster Ring GIVEN AWAY ’
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate, t idly Guaranteed.
A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
and GIVEN tor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25 f a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve —Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 salve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28. W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND

“Task Force” is stirring film of true war
events, with Jane Wyatt and Gary Cooper.

Carson and Morgan have many problems get¬
ting their producer to discover Doris Day.

TASK FORCE (VB).♦ *
Warner Brothers, with help from the
U.S. Navy, recreates the early struggle
of a small group of pilots who helped
build today’s Navy airpower.
Gary Cooper, as a retiring rear-ad¬
miral, reviews his service with Uncle
Sam’s fleet. His story begins in 1921
with the first aircraft cruiser, the Lang¬
ley, and progresses through World War
II up to the day of his retirement, when
he leaves his ship for the last time.
The film is semi-documentary. Heels
of actual Navy film inserted throughout
give the movie a feeling of authenticity.
In fact, these bits of action film give the
picture its claim to good movie fare.
Gary Cooper is the true-blue hero
throughout, which should please his fans
no end. He struggles valiantly with some
dull dialogue but so does everyone else.
Jane Wyatt plays her role of the Ad¬
miral’s wife with understanding and
feeling. Supporting cast is very good.
The attack on Pearl Harbor will make
you feel you were there, and the sea
battles—particularly the battle at Oki¬
nawa—rate as spectacular movie making.

MOVIE STARS' PHOTOS
Glamour, Pinups, West¬
erns 8x10, 25 Cents Ea.
Over 1000 to choose from.
All of the old favorites
plus many of the new ones.
Customers tell us we have
the finest in the business.

6 (or $1.00
Veregraphs—96 Pics.Ol aa
16 pictures on 8xl0vlivU
Doris Day
Illustrated Catalogue with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

Ijrbank.

cal.

Only $100 For This Replica Of
$2500.00 DIAMOND COSTUME PIN
Because You Assemble It Yourself!
Set with 24 quarter-caratsize imported imitation
diamonds. Center is 3
carat-size brilliant-cut im¬
ported imitation diamond.
Setting is 24 carat gold
plated.
Takes only 15
minutes to assemble. Just
send name, address and
dollar bill. We pay tax
and postage. Money back
if not absolutely delighted.
FREE: Jeweler's Setting Stick With Every Order
SYLVE', BOX 72, NEWARK 31, NEW JERSEY

YES SIR, THAT’S MY BABY (UI) ♦ ♦
When a married vet goes back to col¬
lege, should his free time be spent push¬
ing a baby carriage—or a pigskin? That’s
the problem football hero Donald O’Con¬
nor faces in “Yes Sir, That’s My Baby.”
His wife, Gloria De Haven, says Baby
Boopkins should occupy his spare mo¬
ments. Her decision is the signal for other
gridiron wives at Granger College to lay
down a similar law at home. A nation¬
wide sport disaster is imminent, as wives
of college football stars all over the coun¬
try take up their cry—no football for
married men.
Instigators of the feud are Profs. Bar¬
bara Brown and Charles Coburn, who’ve
hated each other since their engagement
was broken years before. It takes the
charm of Baby Boopkins, and some un¬
believable pigskin antics to convince the
professors that love is a wonderful thing,
and to convince the wives that football
is here to stay.
You’ll love this gay little comedy
spiced with songs and dances by Gloria
and Donald.

Do babies, college and football mix? Gloria
De Haven and Donald O’Connor disagree.

TOP O’ THE MORNING
(Paramount)
.44
This surely isn’t one of Bing’s best,
but with the Crosby personality on the
screen most of the time, it’s entertaining.
Bing is teamed again with Barry Fitz¬
gerald—a grand actor and scene stealer.
There’s a lot of blarney in the story—a
little too much, we’d say. In fact, it’s all
about the mysterious disappearance of
the famous Blarney Stone. Barry is the
chief of the local police force (consisting
of himself and Hume Cronyn). He’s a
bumbling, but lovable old chap anxious to
solve the case so that in the eyes of
the community and his lovely daughter
(Ann Blyth) he’ll be a success at last.
Bing enters the picture as an American
insurance investigator, also bent on re¬
covering the Stone—and on winning Ann.
There are lots of ups and downs, misun¬
derstandings, and a surprise ending, but
as long as Bing is there, just being him¬
self and singing some delightful songs,
the muddled story doesn’t matter at all.
Hume Cronyn’s role gives him a fine
chance to show his wonderful flair for
comedy. He’s a delight to watch.

Ingrid Bergman and Joseph Cotten share a
love so strong that it is almost hatred.
ANNA LUCASTA (Columbia) . .
♦ ♦
The gripping vitality “Anna Lucasta”
had as a play is lost somewhere between
the watered down screen play and the
Johnston office. Paulette Goddard doesn’t
quite bring the flesh-and-blood Anna of
the stage to life.
Driven away from home by a jealous,
sullen father, Anna ends up in the water¬
front sailor haunts of Brooklyn, where
she becomes a disillusioned, bitter soand-so.
Her family sees a way of making
money, by marrying her off to Rudolph,
a rich young man, and they call her
home. She falls in love with Rudolph,
and marries him. But on her wedding
day, her father steals Rudolph’s money
and threatens to expose her to him for
what she is. In despair, Anna returns
to Brooklyn with sailor friend John Ire¬
land, to sink lower in drink and degrada¬
tion until her husband brings her news
of her father’s death, and begs her to
return.
Broderick Crawford and Oscar Homolka turn in fine performances, and
though it promises more than it delivers,
“Anna Lucasta” is a field day for God¬
dard fans.

incredibly fast
the way thousands of physicians
and dentists recommend —
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Here's why

Bing Crosby’s voice, Ann Blyth’s looks,
give a big lift to ‘Top o’ the Morning.”

UNDER CAPRICORN (WB)
++
In 1831, Australia was a bad place to
inquire into a man’s past, for after they
served their term, convicts like Sam
Flusky (Joseph Cotten) became pros¬
perous citizens.
When Irish nobleman, Michael Wild¬
ing, visits Cotten’s mansion, he discov¬
ers his host’s alcoholic wife (Ingrid
3ergman) is a childhood acquaintance.
She’d eloped with her father’s stableboy, and came to Australia where he was
imprisoned for killing her brother. Her
spirit broke during the years she waited
for his release, and she took to drink.
When he got out they’d grown far apart.
Touched by the situation, Wilding tries
to return her to her old self.
It’s only natural that Wilding falls in
love with Ingrid. It takes only a few well
chosen words from Cotten’s housekeeper
to bring out the stableboy in him. His
inferiority complex bubbles over, and
there are emotional fireworks on all sides.
“Under Capricorn” has its excellent
moments, but they’re fused between
lengthy speeches, and melodrama.

Anacin is like a doctor's
prescription. That is, it
contains not one but a
combination of medi¬
cally proved ingredi¬
ents. Get Anacin
Tablets today.

NursesHeeded
WEEKS FOR BIG PAY
Earn while learning Practical NURSING. I
High school not needed. Age 16 to 60. Doctor’s I
endorsement of this complete low-fee
course. Prepare in 12 weeks for big pay and
steady work, fine surroundings. Average les¬
son only $1.48. Easiest terms. FREE BOOK¬
LET — send name now on penny postcard. I

LINCOLN SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING I
Dept. 710

4737 Broadway Ave.v

Chicago 40. III.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
I 510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

MATERNITY
LANE BRYA
Maternity clothes help to
conceal your condition and
keep you smart throughout
your pregnancy. Adjust easily
to your changing figure.
Sizes from 32 to 46 bust;also
misses' sizes from 12 to 20 and
Junior sizes from 11 to 19.
Latest styles In Dresses and
Corsets. Also apparel lor baby.
Send the coupon today lor
your FREE Style Book.

STYLE BOOK

FREE

Mall FREE Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper- I
(920) I

Fans will enjoy Paulette Goddard as the
wayward “Anna Lucasta” in screen version.
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Mr.
ANTHONY'S.
Brand new kind of
comic magazine? ?

LOVE CLINIC
Real Stories from Life . . .
Told in pictures and full color . . .
Living accounts of
Romance, Jealousy
and Hate — Taken
straight from the
files of America’s
foremost human re¬
lations counselor...
Only 10c ... at your
favorite newsstand
Get your copy NOWI

Do You Want to
Make Men OBEY YOU?
Do you want to make him
love you wildly, fiercely? Do
you want to make him say.
■'Darling, I adore you. I wor¬
ship you. I'll do ANYTHING
lor YOU!'' Do you want to
make him OBEY your every
command? Then use CHEZELLE (What a Perfume) to
help you CONTROL Men.
One woman told me that
CHEZ-ELLE is the STRONG¬
EST perfume she ever used.
Another woman told us that
she blesses the day she first
used CHEZ-ELLE, because
now
her
husband
comes
home at night to help her.
Just send me your name and address and I will rush
a Trial Bottle of CHEZ-ELLE (What a Perfume) to
you. When the postman delivers CHEZ-ELLE in a plain
package, deposit only $2 plus postage (3 for $5) with
him on this GUARANTEE. Use CHEZ-ELLE for 10
days. If you don't agree that CHEZ-ELLE is the most
POWERFUL perfume you ever used, return it and I 11
send vour $2 right back. Write NOW to

TRULOVE, 58 Walker St., Dept. 146-HC, New York 13

WATCH FOR

“LET’S
COGITATE”
MGM—PETE SMITH
Short Subjects based on

PAGEANT MAGAZINE'S

COMING

M
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SOON

TO YOUR FAVORITE
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

SAVAGE SPLENDOR (RKO) ...♦♦♦
Here is the record of the Armand Dennis-Lewis Cotlow African Expedition
which traveled for a year over 22,000
miles to visit tribes and places never be¬
fore filmed.
This picture will thrill you with the
fierce elephant dance of the Pygmies; the
sight of die three-hundred-pound Congo
King resting on the bare back of a kneel¬
ing slave; the dance of the graceful and
proud Watusi, led by their seven-foottall chieftain; and the horsemanship of
the fierce warriors who still adorn them¬
selves and their mounts with the trap¬
pings worn by the crusaders.
Lions, zebras, giraffes, and rare aardvarks are just a few of the animals filmed
in Technicolor in their native habitats.
You’ll hold your breath when the ex¬
plorer’s truck is overturned by a charg¬
ing rhino; and you’ll gasp at the rare pic¬
ture of the secret pool of the hippopotami.
“Savage Splendor” is a living adventure
deep in the heart of Africa. Don’t miss it!

ONCE UPON A DREAM
(J. Arthur Rank) .♦♦
A beautiful scatterbrained wife, a hus¬
band away in the Army, a perfect (and
very handsome!) servant sent by the
husband to run the house—these are
the ingredients of this bit of comedy
froth from England.
When the wife dreams that her charm¬
ing servant has made love to her, and
wakes to find roses he’d given her in the
dream on her pillow (really placed there
by her husband who has returned) she
believes her dream was real—and things
become complicated, to say the least.
Through it all, Jackson, the servant,
moves with dignity and resourcefulness,
and it all ends happily.
There are too many loosely contrived
situations in this giddy story, but it has
some light, entertaining moments, and a
competent cast. Googie Withers as the
wife is charming—and Hollywood should
take a long look at Griffith Jones, who
plays Jackson.

THE ADVENTURES OF ICHABOD
AND MR. TOAD (RKO)
♦♦♦
Walt Disney’s delightful animated ver¬
sion of “The Adventures of Ichabod and
Mr. Toad” is exciting and different.
You all know the “Tale of Sleepy Hol¬
low.” Well, it’s enchanting and terrifying
as narrated by Bing Crosby. Though we
were frightened out of our wits by the
Headless Horseman, we had some won¬
derful laughs at Ichabod, who has green
eyes and a crooning larynx, just like the
“Groaner.”
“Mr. Toad” who hops right out of Ken¬
neth Grahame’s English classic, “Wind in
the Willows,” tells of the wild adven¬
tures of a wealthy and reckless sports¬
man. This monocled frog has a love of
excitement, bordering on insanity. His
friends are constantly trying to get him
out of the trouble he gets himself into.
Though there’s really no moral to this
story, you’ll enjoy and envy Mr. Toad’s
carefree life.
The two stories are linked to constitute
one truly entertaining full length feature.

THE GIRL IN THE PAINTING
(J. Arthur Rank released thru
U.I.)
♦♦
There’s lots of suspense to this picture.
It’s English-made and the presentation
of the story has a reality to it that will
transport you from every day routine for
the full 90 minutes running-time.
An English army officer falls in love
with the girl in an oil painting. Upon in¬
vestigation he discovers that the girl is a
D. P. but her whereabouts are unknown.
This news starts him on a hunt for Hildegarde, the girl in the portrait. The search
through several displaced persons’ camps
finally leads him to her but he finds she’s
an amnesia victim. Her father obviously
isn’t interested in having her memory
restored because, as it turns out, he’s not
her real father but a Nazi masquerading
under the name of a missing D. P., the
girl’s real parent.
Eventually Hildegarde’s memory is re¬
stored and love conquers all, including
the nasty Nazi.
You’ll find this movie thoroughly in¬
teresting. And while the suspense won’t
shatter your nerves, it will keep you
absorbed.

SONG OF SURRENDER
(Paramount)
.♦ ♦
The wonderful acting of Wanda Hendrix
makes this a warm and exciting story.
The year is the early 1900’s, and Wanda
is cast as the young wife of Claude
Rains, elderly curator of a Civil War
Exhibition. Like other citizens of the
town, he is proper, narrow-minded, and
God-fearing, and allows his wife no
frivolities.
It’s only fate that Wanda falls deeply
in love with Macdonald Carey, a sophis¬
ticated city visitor in the town. When
Rains is furious with her for buying a
phonograph at a local auction, Wanda
plays it when he is away lecturing; and
Carey comes to talk to her of music, and
love. On an impulse, she goes dancing
at a nearby city with him; but when he
begs her to run away with him for good,
she refuses to go.
When Rains finds out about her es¬
capade, the story becomes a bit “pat”—
but then, who would want it to end any
other way? You’ll love the wonderful
Caruso records Wanda plays; and the
moving scenes that leave you in tears.

RED LIGHT (UA)
♦
This picture has good intentions, but
the combination of religion, gunplay and
George Raft just doesn’t jell.
Embezzler Raymond Burr seeks re¬
venge from his former employer, George
Raft. He hires a fellow convict to kill
Raft’s brother, Arthur Franz, a newly re¬
turned Army chaplain. Before Franz dies,
he tells Raft the Bible holds the answer
to his murder.
By the time Raft discovers that Franz
meant the Gideon Bible in his hotel room,
the Book is missing. Tracking down the
people who had the room after the mur¬
der and might have taken it, Raft meets
Virginia Mayo and hires her to help him.
The question involved is whether a
man should take the law into his own
hands; and though the film has some ter¬
rifying moments, on the whole it is not
particularly convincing. The only acting
worthy of mention was contributed by
Raymond Burr, Gene Lockhart, and killer
Barton MacLane.

Don’t Miss November

Movieland
on newsstands October 7th
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MGM’s recording of “Roseanna” will remind you of the torrid love scenes Joan Evans and
Farley Granger have in Goldwyn’s “Roseanna McCoy.” Derry Falligant does the vocals.

“You’re My Thrill” is Doris Day’s latest
Columbia album, and it’s full of nostalgic
tunes done in the great Day manner. She
sings “That Old Feeling,” “Bewitched,”
“When Your Lover Has Gone,” “I’m Con¬
fessing ” and six other lilting melodies.
If your passion is bop, Dave Barbour
and his orchestra will surely please you
with their Capitol recording, “Little Boy
Bop Go Blow Your Top.” Featured are
Dave and his co-composer, Heinie Beau,
on the guitar and clarinet, respectively.
Ray Linn blows in on the trumpet. The
flip is “Ensenada,” an instrumental of
mood form in the modern vein.
A collector’s item you’ll surely want
to own is MGM’s original sound track
recording of Esther Williams and Ricardo
Montalban singing “Baby It’s Cold Out¬
side.” It’s backed by Ricardo singing “My
Heart Beats Faster,” and believe me,
yours will too!
For a bit of Broadway in your own liv¬
ing room, give an ear to Columbia’s disc,
“Me and My Bundle.”
Buddy Clark
sings the “Miss Liberty” ditty, and Hugo
Winterhalter and his orchestra provide

the melodious background. On the re¬
verse, Buddy goes romantic with “Noth¬
ing Less Than Beautiful.” It is.
Flash to lucky owners of 45 rpm
players!
Capitol has a wonderful
recording of Margaret O’Brien narrating
her favorite fairy tales.
“The Frog
Prince” and “Little Red Riding Hood”
are the stories, and background music is
supplied by Billy May.
Love that boy!
Bud Hobbs, popular
western disc jockey, is an amiable sort
of character on record.
He’s waxed
“Matrimony Mama” for MGM, and it’s
a cute folk tune with a fancy free beat.
“Any time you’re ready,” Bud tells his
gal, “you can matrimony me.” This
novelty is coupled with “Right On Down
the Line.” Both are musicaled with the
spice of the Trail Herders and Bud’s
good-natured vocalizing.
Square dancing has become the rage of
Hollywood, and a lot of other places we’ve
visited lately. You haven’t lived until
you’ve swung your partner and do-sidoed! If you’d like to learn, invite the
gang over to hear an album Capitol calls
“Cliffie Stone Square Dances
(With
Calls).” It has one side of instructions,
and seven sides of rollicking dances. Be¬
fore you know it, you’ll be tapping your
toes, and joining in; for each number is
a separate dance, with Cliffie Stone’s
famous caller, “Jonsey,” telling you just
what to do. By the way, Capitol added
special care to this album by having
dancers perform during all recordings;
so the tempo is just right. And if you’re
an old hand at this type of dancing, and
want to call your own turns, the album
is also available without “Jonsey’s” voice.
Let us know how you like it, won’t you?
The End

T
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By ANNETTE LEISTEN
★ Have you seen Samuel Goldwyn’s pro¬
duction, “Roseanna McCoy”? You should
—it’s great! Frank Loesser penned the
title ballad, “Roseanna,” a lovely sweet
refrain which is played at intervals
throughout the picture. MGM has waxed
the song with their young singing star,
Derry Falligant, doing the vocal honors.
His gentle, romantic style is absolutely
sigh-provoking! The flip is a moody ballad
called “Deep as the River,” and you’ll go
for the imaginative orchestration Joel
Herron weaves around Derry’s velvet
voice.

SKIN

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly \
embarrassing scaly skin \
disease Psoriasis Apply V
non-staining Dermoil.
#
ThnncanrlQ
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Cf'alv \
^
Thousands do
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
ears of suffering, report
tie scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again.
is used by many doctors and is backed by a p
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps
generous trial bottle to make our famous “On
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. W
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and W
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LA
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7830, Det
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BE A HOTEL
HOSTESS

ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinating
Positions in hotels as Hostess, Execu¬
tive Housekeeper. Manager, Social or
Food Director. Grade school education plus Le
qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Ser
extra charge. One student writes: “Business
Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to s
to Lewis Training.” Write for Free Book.
Course approved for Veterans’ Train
LEWIS

HOTEL

SCHOOL

Sta. PR-9301, Washington 7,

FREE
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Write today for details of
Make More Money with C
nothing to try! Feature
proval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHER

45 Warburton Ave., Dept. K-3, Yonkers 2
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LEARN AT HOME-SPAR

Fascinating field.Design own wardr
erable saving. Gain experience des
ers. It may lead tothrillingcareer—
your own some day. Basic "learn-byunder guidance of qualified teacher
cellent starting point for a career.
booklet, “A Career in Fashion Des

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DE
1315 So. Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1867
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FINDS EASIER WAY TO COSE FAT

DOCTOR PARRISHS 14-DAY PLAN

QFMIPEC
ItEUUUEu

UPTOIS lbs. IN 2 WEEKS

OR MONEY BACK

IMo Harmful Drugs
No Complicated Diets
No Exercise

Edward Parrish, M.D.

Now, try this harmless, easy-to-fonow reducing plan which
Start losing fat

is helping thousands of men and women to lose ugly fat. Dr.

the very first

Edward Parrish, widely-known medical doctor, endorses and

week you start

certifies this 14-day plan to be his most effective. No harm¬
ful drugs, no complicated diet, no agonizing hunger pangs.

this amazing
reducing plan—
feel more

No exercise or massage. Dr. Parrish’s Plan shows you how

refreshed with

to EAT ANYTHING YOU LIKE—YET REDUCE. Pounds

more energy—

and pounds of flabby fat may literally melt away. What a
thrill to see a slimmer waistline and hips again!

or no cost to you!

REDUCES

46 LBS. IN 35 DAYS

rr

Here's what Mrs. M. K. Orndorff of Win¬
chester, Va., has written: “I lost 46 pounds
in 35 days. I can now wear a size 20 dress,
instead of size 44.”*

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF WITH
THIS CONVINCING ECONOMICAL 14-DAY TEST!
For lunch eat 8 Dr. Parrish’s Tablets and nothing else but
a beverage. For breakfast and supper, eat any food you like
—cutting down sensibly on them. This way you cut down
your daily caloric intake, lose weight naturally. You must be
overjoyed with noticeable results in 14 days or money back.

J

“I lost 4 lbs. in 1 week. Your plan is
wonderful.”*
F. S., Augusta, Kans.
“I lost 15 lbs. already. My clothes look so
much better. Have no trouble finding a
dress to fit me now.”*
L. M., Lafayette, La.
Many other enthusiastic testimonials re¬
ceived daily praising Dr. Parrish’s harm¬
less “Easy-to-Follow” way to lose ugly fat.
*Your experience may, of course, vary.

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP., Dept. 724-P
Hood Bldg., 686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

Send regular $2.25 size containing 112 Dr.
Parrish’s Tablets and Dr. Parrish’s amaz¬
ing "Formula for Slenderness.” All for
only $2.00—on your money back guarantee
□ Enclosing $2.00 □ Ship C.O.D.
NAME.
ADDRESS..
CITY.ZONE.STATE
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Romance Returns When
POUNDS GO!
Thrill again to the
carefree days when
your figure was slim
and pert! Men want
their wives and
sweethearts to retain
their youthful ap¬
pearance. Chances
for romance and
love are greater
for those who have an attractive, trim figure.
Now you may shed those disfiguring bulges on
Dr. Parrish’s easy to follow 14-day plan.
Dr. Parrish’s Tasty Tablets are a
special dietary supplement, help
appease hunger pangs while you
reduce and are ABSOLUTELY
HARMLESS.

HOOD PRODUCTS CORP.
HOOD BUILDING, Dept. 724-P

686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
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FULL-LENGTH STORIES
21304$

A HILLMAN PUBLICATION

NOVEMBER
25 CENTS

JANE
RUSSELL

FIRST
10 YEARS
IN SHOW BUSINESS

by FRANK SINATRA

AMAZINGLY LIFE-LIKE

Regular
$12.95 Value

LBlue &yes

is 2 feet tall. Her real-looking

curls are thick mohair. She has rosy cheeks, cute Cupid’s
bow mouth and real eyelashes that close in sleep over big,
beautiful blue eyes. Arms, legs and head are movable so
she can sit up and assume many lifelike poses. Bend her and
she cries! And she’s all dressed up in a six-piece wardrobe.

Look at these features:

REAL MOHAIR CURLS!

And real eyelashes, too! Eyes

close in sleep when "Baby Blue Eyes lies down. And the
cutest plump little face you ever saw, perfectly framed in
chic organdy bonnet with lace, tulle and satin trim!

SIX-PIECE WARDROBE

"Baby Blue Eyes” is all

dressed up in flared organdy dress, bonnet, white cotton
slip, rubber panties, white socks and booties!

MIRACLE SKIN!

Movable arms and legs are made of
"Miracle Skin” latex rubber that’s soft like a baby’s skin.
Easy to clean, too—just wipe with damp cloth.

LIFE-SIZE!

"Baby Blue Eyes” measures a full 24 inches

from the top of her pretty head to her dainty feet—larger
than many real-life babies—she's a big doll—a big bargain!

LOCKET AND CHAIN INCLUDED:

Breathtakingly
lovely gold-finish heart locket and chain, given for prompt
action. Can be worn by girl or doll.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

NIRESK — 430

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III

O 1949 N. I. Co.

T T RSULA was a spirited young beauty who vowed she would
LJ never marry. Peacefully secure on her small estate, she knew
life could not hurt her much, and no man could hurt her at all!
But because love had never thrilled her, Ursula found herself
helpless to cope with William Prescott. Hated and feared by
everyone, Prescott was a man of violent ambitions which drove
him with passionate urgency. Perhaps a stronger woman might
have resisted him, but suddenly, incredibly, Ursula accepted his
fantastic offer of marriage . . . though she was told she would
be no more than the bearer of his future children and his "wife of
convenience”! "Let Love Come Last” is Taylor Caldwell’s greatest
novel—even more powerful than "This Side of Innocence”! The
publisher’s edition is priced at $3.00.

THIS SENSATIONAL NEW BEST-SELLER

"LET LOVE COME LAST"

by Taylor Caldwell, author of "This Side of Innocence"

mM?

WITH MEMBERSHIP IN THE
LITERARY GUILD

ALSO FREE
WITH MEMBERSHIP

"DINNER AT ANTOINE'S"
By Frances Parkinson Keyes
She Stole Her Own Sister's
Husband—and Everything
Else She WantedI

Caresse was known as a ruth¬
less woman, but even world¬
ly New Orleans was shocked
when she snatched her own
invalid sister’s playboy hus¬
band. Yet there was one
strange weapon the helpless
wife could use—and did! You
mustn’t miss this magnificent
new novel of romance and
reckless passion in the "wick¬
edest city in the
world”! Publisher’s
edition, $3.00.

Why We
Make This
Unusual Offer!
Yes, we want to send you "Let Love Come Last” and
"Dinner at Antoine’s”—BOTH FREE with member¬
ship in the Literary Guild. The publishers’ editions
would cost you $6.00, but you may have them as a
Membership Gift simply by mailing the coupon!
Then, as a member, each month during the year you
will receive your copy of "Wings,” the Guild’s bookreview magazine which describes selections. You do
not have to accept a book every month; if you don’t
want a selection, simply return the form provided and
specify an alternate book, or indicate you do not want
any book that month. Your only obligation is to
purchase four selections, or alternates, within a year
—and you pay only $2.00 each (plus delivery) in¬
stead of the publishers’ prices of $3.00 to $3.50!
SEND NO MONEY — JUST THE COUPON. As a
Guild member you will also receive a free Bonus Book
(handsomely-bound volumes which retail at up to
$5.00) for each four Guild books you purchase.
Membership thus saves you up to 50% of your book
dollars—and you get the new books you don’t want to
miss. No wonder the Literary Guild is the world’s
largest book club, with almost a million members!
Why not join now while you can get your copies of
the TWO great new best-sellers shown here—plus
your copy of the current Guild book as your first
selection for only $2.00? Mail the coupon today\
LITERARYGUIIDOF AMERICA, Inc., Publishers, GardenCity.N.Y.

Mail This Coupon

BOTH jLET LOVE COME last
FREE / DINNER AT ANTOINE'S
WITH MEMBERSHIP
Literary Guild of America, Inc., Publishers
Dept. 11HWG, Garden City, N. Y.
Please send me at once the TWO Membership Gift
Books listed above and enroll me as a member of
the Literary Guild, beginning with the current
Guild book as my first selection for only $2.00.
Send me "Wings” every month so I can decide
whether or not I want to receive the Guild selec¬
tion described. My only obligation is to accept four
selections, or alternates, per year at only $2.00 each
(plus shipping charge), regardless of the higher
price of the publishers’ editions. For each four
Guild books I accept, X am entitled to a Bonus
Book without charge.

Mr.
Mrs....
Miss
Street and
City..

(Please Print)
No..

..State..

Age, it
Occupation...under 21....

M

Price in Canada, $2.20: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2, Ont.j
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MOVIELAND
EXCLUSIVES

Bob Pins
stronger grip—won’t slip out

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD by Beatrice Lubitz Cole .

6

♦CANDID OF CLAUDETTE COLBERT by Alice Benton .

14

‘VALIANT IS THE WORD FOR RONALD REAGAN by Margaret Morton McKay
.'.
18
‘CAN I HELP YOU? by Joan Crawford.

20

REVIEWER'S BOX.

23

‘FRENCH RIVIERA, PLAYGROUND OF THE STARS by Margaret Gardner..

24

‘MARRIAGE CAN WAIT (ANN BLYTH) by Alice L. Tildesley .

26

‘THANKSGIVING WITH THE MONTALBANS by Ted and Jane Morris.

28

«

Here’s the newest hair fashion right from the
world’s fashion center. And you can put it up
at home with DeLong Bob Pins! Round-ended,
smooth-sliding DeLongs are perfect for easy
setting. Firmer grip keeps your hair in place
indefinitely. Take the blue card home today.

‘HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS (TYRONE POWER) by Marian Rhea.

33

*MY FIRST TEN YEARS IN SHOW BUSINESS by Frank Sinatra.

35

*1 DRESS FOR MEN by Doris Day.

42

‘THE LOVES OF ERROL FLYNN by Charles Norcross.

44

‘STAR GIRL (JANE RUSSELL) by Dorothy O'Leary .

46
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comb close and cover ears.
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PORTRAITS

Glamorous Jane
Russell, star of
RKO's "It's Only
Money," will soon
be seen in "The Out¬
law," which has
been held up 3 years
by censors. Picture
will finally be shown
to the public this
fall—without cuts)
For more about Jane
turn to Page 46.
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NEW ROMANCES?

“We’re just good friends,” say Marilyn Maxwell and Clark Gable.

Paulette Goddard is rumored lady in first place.

Peter Lawford dined and danced Ava Gardner at Ciro’s—
while everybody wondered where Howard Duff was.

Everybody is talking
about the latest ro¬
mances in Hollywood.
If you want the real
M

lowdown—here it is!
6

Arthur Loew, Jr., and Janet Leigh are seldom seen around without the
other, yet neither will admit that there are wedding plans brewing.

HUSBANDS AND WIVES

Did Brenda Holden really have a deep dark secret for
husband Bill? Or was it just an excuse to cuddle?

Alan and Sue Ladd had a great time at the Aquaparade.
Looks as if there is no truth to rumors that they’re rifting.

Here’s Walter Pidgeon’s seldom photographed better half. They
sailed for England where “Pidge” films “Mrs. Miniver” sequel.

The Bob Mitchums made a hit at Gert Niesen’s iron
anniversary fete; gifted Gertie with a manhole cover.

When Bette Davis played her last scene
on the Warners lot, after 18 years of
picture-making at that studio, she re¬
ceived many gifts from the crew on her
film, and from people she’d worked with
during the years. A lot of tears have
gone over the dam since Bette began her
career there as a blowsy blonde in 1930.
The divorcement between Bette and
Warners came because she didn’t think
they were doing right by her with screen
stories. For several years, she has felt

she wasn’t getting material worthy of her
talents—and so have her fans. The un¬
fortunate “Winter Meeting” was almost
too much for her, and we hear she was
none too happy about “June Bride.”
Bette, who was trying hard to hold her
throne, showed her displeasure by being
none too cooperative with the publicity
people assigned her.
She made 76 pictures for Warners,
which grossed $140,000,000. Bette prob¬
ably will get her pick of screen stories

around town, and with the right vehicle,
she can add another Oscar to her already
over-loaded mantel.
*

*

*

The annual rumor that Laraine Day
had left Hollywood for good isn’t con¬
firmed by the lady herself. “For a good
role,” she says, “I’ll be on the set twentyfour hours after notification.”
*

*

*

Coleen Gray, on her first vacation in
(Please turn to next page)
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a long time, took a sentimental journey
to La Jolla, and ate dinner in the res¬
taurant where she worked as a waitress
not too many years ago. She said it was
wonderful to sit down at one of the old
familiar tables and order—instead of
being ordered.
*

*

*

It was Bill Dozier who insisted that
Joan Fontaine make a separation an¬
nouncement before she left for Italy to
make “September” with Joe Cotten. Joan
wanted to postpone doing anything about
it until she returned to Hollywood. In¬
timates believe that the marriage hit the
rocks because Dozier, who was a top
motion picture executive at U-I, hasn’t
worked for a year, while Joan has been
busy making three pictures.
Wonder if this separation will have
any effect upon the relationship between
Joan and sister Olivia de Havilland? It
was after Joan married Dozier that the
feud was publicly aired.
*

*

*

Joan Evans is dating 15-year-old Roy
Durstine, Jr., son of the advertising
executive.
*

*

*

Daniel James Dailey III, who is two
years old, had a great deal to do with the
(Please turn to page 10)
Marie Wilson’s husband, Alan Nixon, whisked her off to New York for a well deserved
vacation after she finished filming “My Friend Irma.” They celebrated at Stork Club.

Two zooming careers, plus wedded bliss, may account for
the radiant smiles of Adrian Booth and David Brian.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper are no night club habitues—but when they occa¬
sionally do step out in their best bib and tuck, they’re glamour personified.
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reconciliation of his parents. Dan’s wild
about the child, and was miserable when
Liz took him to live with her mother.
Evidently, Dan convinced his wife that
he would spend more time at home, be¬
cause her beef with him was that she
was neglected. It’s a sort of “trial” recon¬
ciliation, but it’s a step in the right
direction.
*

*

*

Maria Montez has bought a home in
Paris, and says she and Jean Pierre
Aumont may make it their permanent
hangout. Her Hollywood home is rented
to Dean Martin (of Martin and Lewis),
and she has so many commitments com¬
ing up in Europe for picture work that
she may just stay for awhile. Maria’s
daughter, Christina, and her sister, Adita,
are with her in the French capital.
*

*

*

Wanda Hendrix, after waiting for a
long time to make a picture with hus¬
band Audie Murphy, chipped a bone in
her ankle the day before the picture was
to roll, and was on crutches when she
should have been on the sound stage.
They had to shoot around her for several
days. Wanda said, “This would happen
to me.”
*

*

*

Doris Day and her handsome agent,
(Please turn to page 12)
A famous sister-in-law makes a glamorous bridesmaid: Shirley Temple was an
attendant to John Agar’s pretty sister Joyce, when she married John Wheeler.

Dick and Nora Haymes are still honeymooning. They were holding hands under the
j q table at Ciro’s. Nora looks happy—and seems to be putting on a bit of weight.

NOW THE CURTAIN]

SWEPT ASIDE!

THE INGRID BERGMAN PICTURE YOU’VE BEEN READING ABOUT!
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Screen Play by James Bridie
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Adaptation by Hume Cronyn • Bas<
Based on the Play by John Colton and Margaret Linden • From the Novel by Helen Simpson
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Some folks say that Lana and Bob are so in
love, they fight just so they can make up!

When Lana Turner threw a big 7th birthday party for daughter Cheryl, she got right
into swing of things by dressing up in cowboy clothes like all the little guests.

Marty Melcher, have quit trying to hide
their romance.
They’re now seen in
public places together. You can look for
a marriage here, as soon as Marty and
Patti Andrews are divorced.
*

*

*

We hear Errol Flynn had a little apolo¬
gizing to do to the passengers on a
sleeper plane bound for Europe. Seems
he celebrated a little too much before
boarding the plane in New York, and
thought every gal aboard was a leading
lady.
We hear Errol’s new heart in¬
terest is Mary McPherson from Nassau.
*
*
*
Yvonne De Carlo must have a soft spot
in her heart for singers. Her latest flame
is Fernando Lamas, an Argentine bari¬
tone, who’s making a picture in Holly¬
wood.
Incidentally, Yvonne, whose praises are
sung long and loud by the publicity boys
at U-I because she’s so cooperative, blew
her top at a story which quoted ber as
saying she no longer wore undies. Seems
Yvonne’s clothes for “Buccaneer’s Girl”
are all form-fitting, and she had to shed
all the undertrimmings for her scenes in
the film. But she says it’s only for the
picture, and in private life she’ll keep
on wearing all that beautiful lingerie
she bought in Paris.
*

*

*

Linda Darnell’s husband, Pev Marley,
brought home a two-year-old
pup,
Smoke, for their baby.
Linda draped
(Please turn to page 16)

Lana and Bob Topping surprised Cheryl with a prize pony—a gift which delighted her
and impressed her friend Steffi Wanger, offspring of Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger.

Only Your Heart
Can Grasp The Full Greatness Of These Stars...This Story!
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By ALICE BENTON
★ Claudette Colbert is what every bru¬
nette aspires to be. She has deep skintone, which gives her complexion a
coppery cast; her eyes are darkly fringed.
Her hair is impudent—and the cross of
her life, she will tell you, because it
isn’t naturally curly. There’s a husky
throatiness to her voice that is exciting,
and she had it long before Lauren Bacali
and Lizabeth Scott were slugging it out
as to who got husky-voiced first.
She creates a mood around her: vital¬
ity, a love of life, a lack of pretense. She
is honest. But what is most revealing
of all is her laughter. Claudette stands
aside to view Claudette, and the result
has its moments of hilarity.
Like the afternoon we were having
tea together. Tea at Claudette’s house
is an occasion you want to repeat. Not
only is her china tea service exquisite
enough to belong in a gallery, but her
cook has a way of making cinnamon
toast that makes you forget you’ll prob¬
ably spoil your dinner if you take an¬
other slice. I’m sure it’s some sort of
coffee cake, made by the cook, herself—
but the super trick, I found, was that the
butter and cinnamon are spread on the
bread before it is put into the oven to
toast. The result is heavenly, and I don’t
blame Claudette for waiting expectantly
every afternoon for tea time.
This day, however, she said brightly,
“Let’s have tea!” We all thought that
was an inspirational idea, having had
tea at Claudette’s before. But something
had evidently gone wrong in the kitchen.
We waited, and four o’clock tea shortly
began to look like five o’clock tea. “Dear
God,” moaned Claudette in that husky
voice brushed with laughter, “whatever
has happened to the tea?”
Just then the maid brought it in, and
Claudette flashed us a guilty look—and
started right in pouring the tea. She
looked exactly like a small child caught
in the act. It was immediately apparent
that she is either afraid of her servants
or doesn’t want to hurt their feelings.
But you get the impression at Claudette’s
that the people who work for her are on
the order of rather exciting gremlins, and
it’s their house and their world. Clau¬
dette wouldn’t dream of intruding.
Indeed, there are many things about
her that remind you of a child. The mis¬
chief that devils her conversation; her
guilty look if she says anything she terms
“bad,” and the way she pretends to keep
her address a secret . . . even after you
have been to her house. You send let¬
ters to Claudette through her agent, you
see, because you don’t know her address
. . . although you have just driven away
from the place. Perhaps she thinks car¬
rier pigeons deliver the mail. At any
rate, she’s like a little girl who makes
play-rules of her own.
Yes, she is one of the most adult, so¬
phisticated, exciting women in this town.
She is definitely sexy, with an earthy
approach to living that is tantalizing and
provocative. Men are always aware of
Claudette when she enters a room. And
yet she doesn’t flaunt her sex, nor “use”
it to attract attention. It just happens to
be there—from the way she walks, her
voice, to the way she looks. Her mouth
is large, warm, full and sensual. If
Cecil B. DeMille had done his casting
correctly, it would never have been Hedy
Lamarr who played Delilah. It would
have been Claudette. For even Delilah
could have learned a few things from
Colbert.
You learn she’s very sensitive to your
mood, to affairs of the world, to the un¬
defended in the world . . . such as ani¬

You’ll adore

her in

rKO’s “U»» Is

Claudette is topscomedienne,

Years of

As a

picture

Candid of

COLBERT

mals. She loves dogs; and cats come in
for a share of her affection, too. Her
house is lovely and stately, one of the
most beautiful and pretentious in Holly¬
wood. Yet she doesn’t keep her pets
locked out. She puts more value on
things that are alive than on things that
are inanimate, such as sofas and chairs.
She speaks of her mother with humor
and affection, as if her mother were a
child. Their relationship has great ten¬
derness and understanding, for Clau¬
dette has been “bringing up mother” ever
since she was a little girl. Yet those who
know the remarkable woman who is
Claudette’s mother realize she has more
temperament in one little finger than
Claudette has in her whole body. Living
with temperament is never easy; it re¬
quires tact and diplomacy and love; yet
Claudette never mentions this, only how
proudly she regards her mother.
Claudette has the greatest drive and
determination of anyone I have ever
known. It is the more amazing because
she is so feminine. At no time in her
life has she ever been demanding or ag¬
gressive. Yet what she wants done is
somehow mysteriously done. She never
drops halfway through them. She fin¬
ishes everything she starts. She is a
hard worker, tireless, relentless in her
drive upon her own energies. Yet there
is nothing about her of the hardness so
often found in career women.
She has a warmth that makes you part
of her life even if you only see her for

making

haven’t dulled
Claudette’s

youth¬

ful enthusiasm

ten minutes and will never see her again.
She has a way of accepting you, blend¬
ing you into the pattern of what she is
doing.
You never feel strange with
Claudette, never uncomfortable, never as
if you were visiting with a “movie star.”
Finally, she has an ability to be her¬
self under any and all circumstances.
She never puts on an act. Yet she to¬
tally captivates you.
She thinks well, uses words expres¬
sively, has practical advice that she gives
with gusto and belief. Of unmarried
women who want a husband, she’s quite
apt to remark, “Any woman can get
married if she wants to. The trouble
with most women who don’t get mar¬
ried is that they won’t settle for the men
they COULD have and they don’t get a
chance at the others. They could be
happy with a nice fellow who wasn’t
Clark Gable if they’d just get their
values straight.”
That’s where her straight thinking is
revealing. For many glamorous stars
are glamorous to the public, but they
can’t seem to hold a man. They are in
and out of marriages and divorces.
Since Claudette Colbert has been hap¬
pily married to Dr. Joel Pressman many
years now, it would seem that her most
glamorous moments are those he shares.
For Claudette is one woman who is a
woman to the man she loves BEFORE
she is a love-happy heroine in a Holly¬
wood script.
The End
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Are you in the know?

INSIDE HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from page 121
her blue mink coat over a chair, and be¬
fore she could say “scat,” Smoke had
chewed off a hunk of the precious stuff.
The coat can be repaired, but Smoke
wasn’t too popular around the house for
a while.
*

*

*

Wally Beery’s household effects
brought only $15,000, but in one of his
safety deposit boxes his lawyers found
over a million dollars in cash.
*

At a large party, how should you introduce a late guest?

| 1

"Everybody—this is Jim Brown"

Q

Give him the gauntlet routine

Would you like being tossed to a sea of
unfamiliar faces? Or run the gauntlet,
mumbling "how-d’you-do’s” ? Be a consid¬
erate hostess. Guide newcomers to the
nearest group. Let them get to know your
guests by easy stages. And at calendar time

Q

Lead him to the nearest group

—ever think how considerate Kotex is, of
you? Yes, because with those flat pressed
ends, Kotex prevents revealing outlines.
And because that special safety center gives
you extra protection, all the evening’s an
"easy stage” for you!

*

*

You can look for a new Lauren Bacall
on the screen. After 17 months away
from the camera for motherhood, Baby
has a new glow. In “Young Man With
a Horn,” her hair is cut and curled, and
she wears satins and pearls. “No more
slinky, sloppy Bacall,” says she.
Lauren wouldn’t let Humphrey Bogart
take their son Steve on their yacht. She
thought it was too dangerous. So Bogart
called in an instructor and started giving
his
son
swimming
lessons.
Seven
months is a pretty early age to learn the
backstroke, but swimming lessons for
kids is the latest fad in the film capital.
There’ve been so many accidents where
children have drowned in swimming
pools, wise parents have decided to ac¬
quaint their children with the water.
Joan Bennett’s daughter started at the
age of four months, and James Mason’s
Portland is the younger generation’s
Esther Williams.
*

*

*

Marion Marshall insists there is no
romance between her and director How¬
ard Hawks, but she’s been painting the
lawn and swimming pool furniture at
Hawks’ home. Maybe she just likes to
work.
*

*

*

When Kathryn Grayson commented
“an unbeatable record” to Ethel Barry¬
more on her 57 years as an actress, the
Queen majestically rumbled, “Nonsense,
dear, my grandmother was on the stage
for 75 years.”
*

Should a present for her
Sigh Man be —

I I
1 I
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To keep your formal frock
outstanding —

PI Wear

Expensive
Personalized
Strictly for laughs

a wiltless petticoat

M Dance more waltzes
\

Come any "what to give him” occasion —
your beau’ll welcome some little remem¬
brance that saysyou. Maybe a wallet equipped
with your picture. Or mittens you’ve knitted
to match your own, in your school colors.
Or a box of your chocolate chip cookies.
It’s the personal angle, not price, that counts.
You know ... at certain times, with Kotex
you can have really "personalized” sanitary
protection. For one of the 3 absorbencies is
sure to meet your own personal needs. Try
Regular, Junior, Super Kotex!_♦

i

Avoid sitting down

Dig up an old bed sheet you can prestochange to a petticoat. Make it in three tiers,
ruffle edged. Starched to a stand-alone stiff¬
ness— voila!—this petticoat holds its shape.
For comfort (on "those” days) you’ll want
softness that holds its shape. Choose the new
Kotex—made to stay soft while you wear it.
And don’t forget the new Kotex Wonderform Belt made with DuPont nylon elastic.
Won’t twist, won’t curl, won’t cut! Light
weight; dries in a flash. Keeps your confi¬
dence wilt-proof!
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*

*

Teresa Wright returns to the screen
after a long absence in “Daybreak” with
Lew Ayres.
Teresa tells us that al¬
though she hasn’t been busy as an actress
recently, she hasn’t been idle. She has
four children—her own little boy and
girl, aged five and two, and two stepsons,
sixteen and twelve. She says her fiveyear-old son shows a definite tendency
toward becoming a ham. She doesn’t let
him see pictures, but one night she and
husband Niven Busch ran the final reel
of “Stage Coach” for him twice, and ever
since he’s been acting out the story for
them.
*

*

*

Trigger’s going to have some competi¬
tion. Roy Rogers found a white Green¬
land husky dog, which he’s planning to
train in dramatics and use in all his
pictures. The pooch comes from an act¬
ing family. His father, Zorro, played in
“The Big Cat,” but Roy says the mother
is strictly a homebody.
*

*

*

Ronnie Reagan’s the unhappiest guy in
town. He was hospitalized for six weeks
after breaking his leg in a charity base¬
ball game, and will be off the screen for
six months. After gazing at the cast on
his leg for a while, he had a television
set installed in his hospital room. Inci¬
dentally, Ronnie’s friends are autograph¬
ing his cast, and it will have a prominent
place above his mantel when he finally
sheds it.
The End
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VALIANT

is the word for Ronnie
By MARGARET MORTON McKAY

Ronald Reagan says his accident may __
be
blessing in disguise—it has given
him a chance to do some real thinking

★ As I walked down the bleak hospital
corridor of St. Johns Hospital in Santa
Monica to Ronald Reagan’s private room,
I thought, what a pity this had to happen
to a guy as nice as Reagan; a chap who’s
always willing to lend a hand; to give of
himself for every cause; an actor who is
one of the most unselfish—and hence
imposed on men—in pictures. Well, he’s
getting a rest now, I thought. At least
I’ll find Ronnie unharassed, relaxed, and
I hoped, serene.
He should have had time to do some
pretty solid thinking while sweating it
out in a hospital. I was sure he was
lonely and more than happy to talk.
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When I opened the door to the room,
I got the shock of my life. It looked like
dollar day in a bargain basement!
Ronnie, with busted leg hoisted on
traction, was broadcasting from his bed
in the middle of a merry pandemonium.
A tape recording machine, with an
engineer and a producer, was busily get¬
ting Mr. Reagan’s voice recorded as he
chatted away into a microphone.
His mother was playing hostess to
various people in the room, passing out
candy and grapes. . . Two friends were
watching television on Ronnie’s set be¬
tween the recorded takes; a photographer
and his assistant were shooting off bulbs

and film at Ronnie from every bedside
angle. . . The phone rang constantly. . .
Two young fans peeked in from the door
behind us and an old Army friend of
Ronnie’s breezed in with a book on
warfare in the infantry.
Oddly enough, Ronnie was filling in for
Sports Announcer Bill Stem, who was
on vacation. I wondered when Ronnie
himself was going to get a vacation.
As the twilight deepened into near
night, the broadcast was finally over, but
the room remained filled with people.
Since it was hospital dinner time, I gave
up.
Ronnie didn’t show it, but I’m
sure he must have been relieved to have
me suggest that we do it another day—
when things were quieter.
“Really, they aren’t this way all the
time,” he laughed.
The next day when we arrived, Ron¬
nie had swept the room clear of people.
Ronnie looked at me with a sudden
flare of determination.

“You know, I’ve come to some pretty
strong conclusions lying here on my
back: One is we all need more time to
look inside ourselves. It’s one of the
things I’m going to do something about
in my life. But even here, I weaken and
let activities clutter me up.
“I believe that’s the trouble with most
of us today. Our speed mania. We are
all trying to accomplish too much. This
tempo is robbing us of our values. It’s
costing us too much in happiness.
“Somehow I can’t help think this
broken leg of mine is nature’s way of
telling me to change my way of life.
“Having been slowed down by force,
the habit, I hope, will remain with me
permanently. It seems to me that we
must all realize that ‘it is later than we
think,’ and that we mustn’t let our over¬
civilization rob us of our life—before we
have really lived.”
“What do you mean by living?” I
asked.
“I mean I want to spend more time
out in the sunshine and space. I want
to get in a car, when I am well, and go
off on some unplanned trip into the
country. I’d like to spend more time
riding my horses too. You know I have
a breeding and training ranch. Out-door
life is the best preventive of our over¬
civilization and is wonderful medicine
both spiritually and physically.
“Getting off by one’s self once in a
while is important, too. I was always so
busy with my undertakings with people
and events, I seldom took time off to
look at my own problems. In fact, I got
very unacquainted with myself. There
is a solitude we all need now and then—
the only way we can reach a spiritual
growth.
“I’m sure we’d come up with a better
solution to a problem—certainly a better
perspective—if we took time out to
think about it. My enforced ‘solitary’
here at the hospital has made me see
this particular weakness in my own life.”
A bleak look came over Ronnie’s sensi¬
tive face and he changed the subject
abruptly.
“Another thing I’ve learned—how dis¬
astrous practical jokes can be. I’ve seen
them turn out badly time after time, and
now I’m a victim of a practical joke
myself. Naturally, no one meant for me
to fall and break a leg, but it was a
practical, unscheduled gag that caused
it.
“It has caused me plenty of pain, but
it’s causing Uncle Sam’s income tax col¬
lector some too, for my earnings are cut
about in half this year. $100,000 on the
picture I was ready to do, for instance.
I’ll be at home a long time with a cast
and crutches. ‘Hasty Heart,’ which I did
for Warners’ in England, will be my next
release and then you won’t see me again
until this is all over.
“There is some constructive purpose
in everything that happens and there’s
something to be gained from it. Perhaps
in a year or so I can look back and say,
‘Well, this better adjustment to life all
came about because I broke my leg at
that time.’ ”
We already know one good thing that
came from that situation, Ronnie! We
got you to talk for once about how you
felt and thought and not about the prob¬
lems of the Screen Actors Guild or some
civic improvement. And I think your
advice might well benefit many of us.
So you see, even while discussing your
own problems, you are indirectly help¬
ing others.
Well, that’s Reagan!
We want you to know we’re all pull¬
ing for you, Ronnie, just the way
you’re always pulling for somebody else.
The

End

PONT LET YOUR DAUGHTER POWN WHEN

Here’s Up-To-Date Scientific Information
You and She CAN TRUST . . .
What-a comfort that the age of hypoc¬
risy and prudery has passed and that
helpful scientific facts can now be
made available to women today.
Vaginal douching 2 or 3 times weekly
for intimate feminine cleanliness is so
widely recommended and taken for
granted that the real question is what
to use in your douche.
So make sure your daughter knows
this! No other type liquid antisepticgermicide of all those tested for the
douche is so powerful yet so safe to
tissues as zonite. (If you have the
slightest doubt about this scientific
fact—send for proof in free booklet
offered below.)

Warns Against Weak or Dangerous Products
If you are following old-fashioned
advice passed on and are using kitchen
makeshifts such as salt, soda or vine¬
gar in your douche—let us warn you
now that these do not exert germi¬
cidal action in the douche.

On the other hand, you certainly
don’t want to resort to dangerous
products—overstrong solutions of
which may burn, harden tissues and
in time even impair functional activity
of the mucous glands.
That’s why you should be so grate¬
ful for zonite. It has such a powerful
germ-killing action yet is absolutely
safe to tissues, zonite is non-poisonous, non-irritating. Use it as directed
as often as you wish.

ZONITE’S Miracle-Action
zonite eliminates odor, removes waste

substances and discharge. You feel so
dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ
it touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in the
tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Buy
zonite at any drug counter.
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INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
—EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED
ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS
Snds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assures you /asfiwg/y lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tear¬
proof- ti m cproof! Never runs, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
51.00 (plus lax) at leading drug and
department stores.

Joan Crawford beams proudly at her godchild, 15-year-old Joan Evans, who is starred by
Samuel Goldwyn in “Roseanna McCoy.” Miss Crawford’s next film is Warners’ “The Victim.”

r-__| "DARK-EYES," Dept. AK9
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.
I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
package of "Dark-Eyes” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown
Name___—
Address_
Town_State_

CAN M HELP YOU?
By
JOAN CRAWFORD

IN THE MAGICAL
SELF-ATOMIZING
BOTTLE
STOPS PERSPIRATION AND
ODOR TROUBLES! Keeps you
daintily pure, socially secure.

DAINTIER THAN CREAMS!
"Dew" never touches hands.
Not messy. Squeeze flexible
bottle, spray on gentle mist.

ONLY DEODORANT
CONTAINING "RETSELANE”
to stop perspiration trouble,
avoid perspiration stains
on clothes. Removes odor.

WON'T ROT CLOTHES!
Can't irritate normal skin.

SAVES MONEY'
Full year's supplv only

Less than

a week

SQUEEZE FLEXIBLE BOTTLE!

SPRAYS ITSELF ON!
™ Guaranteed by*'.
.Goad Housekeeping
Kfre-

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los
Angeles 46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal reply

PROBLEM OF INDEPENDENCE
Dear Miss Crawford:
I am a girl of twenty who’s just finished business school, and I want to take
an apartment in town. My mother says I should live at home (we have a house
in the suburbs), until I get married.
I have a job as a secretary and with three other girls, I can share an apart¬
ment and get along on my salary. Mother says I will be better off at home, less
apt to get into trouble, and certainly more comfortable.
I personally feel that I’m entitled to my independence and that mother is act¬
ing selfishly. We have had quite a few arguments on the subject. How do yon
suggest I resolve this problem?
Helen M.
Chicago, Ill.
I believe that you’re right. Every girl
when she finishes school is entitled to
make her own way in the world. What
you must realize, however, is that all
mothers are fearful of losing their daugh¬
ters, of having the ties of mother-child
relationship broken. Some mothers can
adapt themselves to this development;
others can’t.
Your mother wants you around her as
long as possible. I suggest you talk to
her and explain that you will visit her on
weekends, that you’ll be in constant touch
over the telephone. Do anything to give
her the feeling that you’re still her child.
She wants to be needed, and you must
make her feel that she still occupies a
very large position in your world.

NO MARRIAGE
Dear Miss Crawford:
What do you do when you’re in love
with a man who won’t marry you?
I’nt in love with an artist, a painter
who insists that he loves me, too. “On¬
ly,” he adds, “I’m not the marrying
type and there is nothing you or any¬
one can do about it.”
I’m sure that I can make him change
his mind, but mother tells me he’s a
worthless good-for-nothing and that I
shouldn’t waste any time on him. What
do you say?
Rachel G.
High Point, N. C.

I believe your mother is right. What’s
the point of going with a man who
doesn’t love you enough to give you his
name, his respect, his protection? It’s
only normal for a man to want a family,
to have children who bear his name. You
can make all the excuses you want for
artistic temperament, but disregard of
marriage is not one of them.

LITTLE LULU

MAN-TROUBLE
Dear Miss Crawford:
Several months ago, I was introduced
to a charming young man of twenty-five
at a church social. He told me he was a
salesman.
He then proceeded to sell
himself, and I must say he did a won¬
derful job, because I became fascinated
by him, and I broke off my engagement.
To make a long story short, I went
with this young man for three months.
Yesterday, he told me that he was in
love with a girl in Iowa and wanted to
go back and marry her. I told him to
go.
What I want to know is should I now
phone the fellow I was once engaged to
and tell him frankly that I made a mis¬
take and would like to go back to him?
Or should I just take my medicine and
do nothing?
Laura R.
Boston, Mass
I don’t see what possible harm there is
in phoning your ex-fiance. The trouble
with most girls these days is that they
put pride above truthfulness. You made
a mistake and you’re willing to admit it.
Whether your former boyfriend wants to
take you back is, of course, up to him.
I think, however, that you should ask
yourself these questions: “Am I really in
love with this man? Am I asking him to
take me back because I merely want a
boyfriend? Do I want this man for my
husband?”
If you merely want to go back to your
boyfriend to salve your ego, I suggest
you don’t. If you really love him, I
suggest you do.
CAREER-CONSCIOUS
Dear Miss Crawford:
All my life I have wanted to become
a concert pianist.
My parents have
given me lessons ever since I was eight.
I am now eighteen.
The piano has always been my first
love, and I’ve concentrated on it to the
exclusion of boyfriends. Recently, my
parents asked a very famous pianist to
hear me play. This man said that I
played well but that I had no great tal¬
ent and would never become famous.
My parents now want me to stop tak¬
ing lessons and to live the life of a socalled normal girl. They want me to go
out and date and have generally what is
considered a good time. I know in my
heart that the man who heard me play
was wrong and that some day I will be
very great. How can I convince my
folks of that?
Marsha H.
Denver, Colo.
I don’t know. I’ve been told by mu¬
sicians that a pianist either has talent
or hasn’t. There’s not too much you can
do about it. Some of us are bom with
a spark of genius. Some of us aren’t.
My suggestion would be for you, in con¬
junction with your parents, to decide
on one judge of your ability. Play for
this judge and agree to abide by his
decision.
Even though your first love is the
piano, I think it’s silly to avoid all the
other pleasures of a full, rounded life.
The End
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THE REVIEWER’S ROX
SWORD IN THE DESERT (U-l) ♦ ♦ ♦
Suspenseful, thrilling, and with a ten¬
der love story, “Sword in the Desert” is
first-rate entertainment.
The story is true—the valiant fight the
Jews waged against the British for Pal¬
estine is history.
Stephen McNally has the best role of
his career as David, a Jewish fighter in
the Underground. Newcomer Jeff Chan¬
dler as the leader of the Jewish forces is
terrific—handsome, forceful, and a won¬
derful actor. Marta Toren, too, is excel¬
lent as Sabra, a radio commentator in
love with McNally.
Perhaps the most outstanding role is
that of Dana Andrews, the captain of a
ship who successfully sailed with a cargo
of Jewish refugees through the English
blockade, for a price. His reformation
from a hard-boiled trader to a man of
courage and ideals is a magnificent por¬
trayal.
The story is a simple dramatic account
of the landing of the illegals, who are
unwittingly betrayed and captured.
It’s really a palpitating experience.

♦ ♦♦DON’T MISS
♦ ♦RECOMMENDED

Mercenary sea captain Dana Andrews joins forces with Israel patriots
Marta Toren and Stephen McNally in U-I’s exciting “Sword in the Desert.”

Jennifer Jones plays MGM’s “Madame Bovary”—a daring woman of violent
emotions, and no inhibitions. One of her ardent lovers is Louis Jourdan.

WHITE HEAT (Warner Bros.)
♦♦♦
None of James Cagney’s previous
gangster films can hold a candle to this
scorcher. Cast as Cody Jarrett, a homi¬
cidal paranoiac, he is grimly and force¬
fully maniacal.
“Some day, Cody, you’ll be on top of
the world,” Ma Jarrett keeps telling her
boy. She urges him on to bigger and
more outrageous robberies, which his
twisted mind plans ingeniously.
The story of how the “T” men tracked
down Cody Jarrett and his gang is
straight from police files—for such a man
actually did exist.
Virginia Mayo plays Cagney’s indolent
wife, and Margaret Wycherly is “Ma.”
Edmond O’Brien is the “T” man whose
courageous work brought the gang to
justice. All turn in fine performances.
There’s not one dull moment in this
fast and exciting film. Suspense and
horror will grip you from the very first
moment until the dramatic climax at
the end.
This is Cagney at his best.
(Please turn to page 95)

♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK

MADAME BOVARY (MGM)
♦♦♦
While defending his novel, “Madame
Bovary,” before a French court, Gustave
Flaubert (James Mason) tells the story
of his heroine, the beautiful, passionate,
misunderstood Emma Bovary.
His role of narrator is brief for as he
sets the scene the movie flashes back to
the history of the fabulous Emma.
Jennifer Jones’ characterization of the
unhappy Emma Bovary, whose love of
beauty sent her careening recklessly,
rates raves. In fact, she completely over¬
shadows everyone else in the picture.
This is a good thing, for it will help
audiences overlook the miscasting of Van
Heflin as her clumsy, ineloquent hus¬
band, Dr. Bovary; and Louis Jourdan as
her supposed-to-be-exciting lover, Ru¬
dolph Boulanger.
Gene Lockhart, Henry Morgan, Chris¬
topher Kent, and Frank Allenby head
an outstanding supporting cast.
While suspense and conflict of the novel
are missing, the gorgeous production al¬
most manages to cover up that deficiency.
We enjoyed it, and think you will too.

M

Warner’s “White Heat” is red hot when curvaceous Virginia Mayo tries to
persuade her gangster husband, Jimmy Cagney, she didn’t two-time him.
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Most afternoon activity on the Riviera centers around Darryl Zanuck’s cabana.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jourdan are constant guests.

* Cannes, Antibes, Nice, Monte Carlo . . . magic
names which spell romance, adventure, gaiety . .. the
French Riviera, noted in song and story for its color¬
ful atmosphere and glamorous inhabitants, has been
made even gayer this season due to an influx of
glamorous Hollywood stars.
The cycle, which saw the Riviera born as the play¬
ground of the crowned heads of Europe during the
winter months, has revolved into its present state—
the summer habitat for rich Americans, European
black market kings, adventurers and parasites, and
the inevitable International Set. But to this rich
and bored crowd has been added another element:
the Hollywood star, producer and writer, who in the
years since the war have discovered that life on
the Riviera offered a much more satisfactory way of
relaxing than Miami Beach or Palm Springs.
What is even more astounding is that the Interna¬
tional Set, whose months (Please turn to page 86)

M
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George Raft forsook the Palm Beach Casino gambling table
to show Jennifer Jones the latest dance steps from home.

By MARGARET GARDNER

Hollywood invades the summer
habitat of Europe’s nobility—and
gallivants with the best of ’em

Newest Playground
of the Stars

Two famous Frenchmen, Charles Boyer and Maurice Cheval¬
ier, compare notes in front of Carlton Hotel in Cannes.
Richard Greene and his lovely wife enjoyed a gay eve¬
ning at a glamorous Cannes casino on their way to Italy.

Mr. and Mrs. David Selznick don’t mind being photographed
now. Before marriage, they hid away in an Italian villa.

By
ALICE

L.

TILDESLEY

* The recurring complaint of newly arrived feminine players is that it’s
hard to find a husband in Hollywood.
If a girl’s name is in lights on theater marquees, and she’s drawing
a fat check on payday, interesting nonprofessional males are apt to
pass her by.
“She wouldn’t care about meeting me,” they say.

“Her life is so

glamorous I’d have nothing to offer to compare with it.

Besides, my

funds wouldn’t run to the sort of entertainment such a girl would de¬
mand.”
Since most of our top-ranking male actors are married, your young
glamor girl can have a pretty lonesome time of it.
“It’s a real problem,” agreed Ann Blyth, toying with jellied soup in
U-I’s commissary.

“Let me say at once that I’m not belittling it.

I

know I’m lucky that I lived in Hollywood for quite a few years and got
to know a good many nonprofessionals—otherwise I know I’d be one
of the lonely, unattached bachelor girls in this town. I have friends in
college, also friends who are writers, actors or businessmen. The prob¬
lem, thank heavens, isn’t mine.”

(Please turn to page 84)

Co-starring with Bing Crosby in “Top O’
the Morning” was a thrill for Ann Blyth.

The wedding is
all planned down
to the tiniest
orange blossom.
Now the only
thing Ann Blyth’s
waiting for is
The Right Man

M
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Her home life is very happy now that Aunt Cis and Uncle Pat are with her. Ann
likes to entertain, and takes an avid interest in community affairs at Toluca Lake.

“We thank Thee for all these blessings, Lord.” There was much to be thankful for at this Thanks¬
giving celebration. Janet Leigh and Danny Scholl have much to look forward to, while Georgiana
and Ricardo Montalban have so much already: happiness, a closely shared life, three lovely children.

Monta (bans'
Thanksgiving
a day to
remember

By Ted and Jane Morris

* Thanksgiving is a very special day at the Montalbans’
—Ricardo and Georgiana—because they have so much
to be thankful for. They enter into their preparations as
they do everything, with enthusiasm and together. To
Ric, Thanksgiving is part of the wonderful inheritance of
his life in America, and with his sensitivity and deeply
religious nature, he has entered into the spirit of the day
in a manner that would have delighted the Pilgrim
Fathers. They too were newcomers to a strange land, and
their observance was in gratitude for a good harvest.
Well, Ricardo, too, has had an American harvest: He
met Georgiana, he has three beautiful children, and his
performances in MGM’s “Border Incident” and in
“Battleground” have definitely cinched his screen success.

He has felt from the first, when he was a youngster at
Hollywood High School who didn’t know a word of the
language, how hospitable and receptive this country is
to strangers. So Thanksgiving in its essential spirit goes
straight to his heart and Georgiana has initiated him
into the observance which was always an important one
in the Young family.
Most of the recipes for dinner are those handed down
to the Young girls by their mother and from her mother
to her; the Chess pie and cornbread stuffing for example.
The Montalbans always share their dinner. The guests
this year were to be Janet Leigh and singer Danny Scholl,
(Please turn to page 30)
Part of Ricardo’s American harvest is his screen success. Fine —
performance in MGM’s “Battleground” cinched his career.
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Tart fruit cap
Roast Turkey with cranberries
Cornbread stuffing
Green peas with mint
Candled Yams
Olives * Celery
Chess Pie * Coffee Anisette

Following American tradition Ricardo and Georgiana like to
select their Thanksgiving turkey. Both show professional touch
by pinching the bird to make sure that it’s a tender one.

ROAST TURKEY
Wash bird, singe thoroughly. Dry with

both of whom are working in Hollywood and a long

clean cloth. Stuff and truss. Rub butter

way from home.

over surface then put in open roaster

Early on Wednesday morning, Ricardo and Georgiana

with cloth cover. Oven 325 deg. Allow

drove down to the Farmers’ Market on Fairfax and

4 hours for 15 lb. bird. Add salt toward
end of cooking. (Little basting is re¬
quired if cloth cover is used.)

Third.

Here, the aisles are lined with stall after stall

exhibiting

fruit

and

vegetables,

meat

and

poultry,

cheeses, nuts, and every other delicacy imaginable.
CORNBREAD STUFFING
6 C cornbread

1*4 C chestnuts

2 C celery 1
1 C onions }

2 or 3 eggs
Salt, pepper to

.. braised in butter

The farmers bring their produce in each morning
fresh from the fields; and the mingled aromas of celery

taste

2 tsp. sage
Gizzards and giblets cut small plu>
liquid in which they were cooked. Mix
ingredients. Toss lightly. Do not stuff
too tightly.

and apples, tangerines and grapes, the pungent scent of
churning peanut butter, and the smell of piquant cheeses
entice the shopper.
First, of course, they bought the turkey, a plump hen
with a deep, meaty breast. The clerk showed Ric and
Georgiana how to pinch the breast bone to see if the
bird would be tender.
Then there were the romaine and tomatoes, radishes

GREEN PEAS WITH MINT

and onions for salad; the groceries, the squash, bananas
and apples for a center-piece, a pineapple flown in from

2 pkg. frozen green peas
1 tablespoon chopped mint
2 small bottles pickled onions
1 tablespoon sugar

Hawaii, the apple cider, and a hundred and one small
items carefully noted on Georgiana’s shopping list.
The open stalls at the Farmers’ Market are reminis¬

Drop peas in 1 cup boiling water, drain

cent to Ric of the stalls in the square of every Mexican

when tender (about 8 min.). Add onions,

town, from his own Torreon to Mexico City itself.

mint, butter, sugar.

The day before a holiday, the Market is jammed,
that’s why they started early in the morning.

Before

noon, as the aisles became crowded, and bobby soxers
began to trail them, they loaded their station wagon
from the wheeled shopping carts and were ready for
home.
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(Please, turn to page 81)

^hile 2-year-old Mark watches, Ric gets down to
business of preparing bird while Georgiana whips
up a Young family specialty: cornbread stuffing.

As delicious aroma of roasting turkey permeates the kitchen,
Mark and Laura hear Ricardo tell how turkey is cooked in his
Mexico. There it’s called Mole de Pavo and “it’s magnifico!”
As a newcomer to America, Ricardo Montalban loves to share
spirit of Thanksgiving—as well as his Thanksgiving turkey.

Mark and Laura stayed up to greet guests Janet Leigh and
Danny Scholl. Janet hadn’t eaten all day in preparation for the
big dinner—or so she told Mark (who didn’t believe her!).

the
Wherever Ty and Linda go they move their castle of love with them

Sightseeing in French Morocco was fun when Ty wasn’t busy filming “The Black Rose.” Evenings were spent
quietly—usually at cards. Linda and Ty are avid Canasta fans. What’s more, Linda’s the champ in the family.

By MARIAN RHEA

* We flew seven thousand miles to Casablanca,

land where crumbling walls of centuries-old

wangled a car and a driver, and took off for

dwellings pushed against the desert sand.

Marrakech, French Morocco, a hundred miles
or so of desert, Arabs and camels.

Marrakech means “City of Red Walls” and
even the ruined ones are reddish. As our car

The first English we heard was when we

stopped, a young man detached himself from

met the staff of “The Black Rose” company,

a group of Arabs, camels and cameras, and

on location near the city in a sort of waste¬

approached us with {Please turn to page 79)
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my first

* You know, it’s a tough job, taking ten years of a
man’s life, the hungers and happiness, the triumphs
and tears, the achievements and failures—and put¬
ting these all on paper so that they add up into
some design for living, some recognizable pattern of
behavior.
Sitting here in front of this typewriter, trying to
recall the whole stop, catch, tide, quick, ebb, and
flow of my last ten years—it’s like some wild, in¬
credible dream. It’s hard for me to believe that all

'

10 YEARS

this has happened to me, Frank Sinatra.
It’s as if a man went to sleep, and sleeping,
dreamed that he was in love with the most beautiful
woman in the world, and upon awaking actually
found an angel in his arms.
Ten years ago, I was an unknown kid, singing
with Bill Henri’s Headliners in the Rustic Cabin on
Route 9W outside of Englewood, N. J. I

was

twenty-two years old, and my salary was $15 a
week.

in
show business

My wife, Nancy (we’d then been married five
months), was working at the American Type Found¬
ers in Elizabeth. She was a secretary, earning $20
a week.
(Please turn to page 37)

Looking bock, the Hoboken kid still
can't believe all this has happened
to a guy named Frank Sinatra

How successful can you get? In
“It’s Only Money” Frank Sinatra
has to fight off Jane Russell!

^PintiAa

SPbuiba

continued

Mother Sinatra’s big problem was to get more weight on
9-year-old .Frankie. That’s a herculean task even today!

The Sinatra family album perked up considerably
when Frankie had this picture taken at age of 3.

At 12, Frankie was the typical American
boy, wearing knickers, fondling softball.

Dashing photo of 21-year-old Frank with
pipe was an effort to look sophisticated.

Harry James discovered Sinatra at Rustic Cabin, Englewood, N. J.,
where he was earning $15 per week. (Nancy was getting $20 then!)

Fame came while Sinatra sang with Tommy Dorsey’s Pied Pipers;
but so did growing pains. Frankie left to continue his career alone.

At that time, I’d been singing with pick-up bands
and knocking around for a couple of years, and I
was pretty well convinced that as a singer. I’d make
a pretty good newspaperman. I was a little weary
and heartsick at not getting a break, and as a matter
of fact, I had only three days left at the Rustic Cabin,
when Harry James walked in one night and com¬
pletely altered the course of my destiny.
It was a Monday night, supposedly my night off,
but I’d exchanged free nights with Lucille Kirk, the
girl singer in the band—when Harry came in and
listened to me sing.
Harry had just left Benny Goodman’s band to
form an outfit of his own and he was casting about
for a vocalist. “How about it, kid?” he asked.
Frustration died in me at once. “When do we
go?” I said. I didn’t give Harry a minute in which
to change his mind.
“Tomorrow,” he said. “The salary is $65 a week
and the contract is for two years.”
I can’t tell you how thrilled I was at getting that
job. It was like being born anew. I was filled with
a wonderful nameless rapture.
I called Nancy and told her to quit her job. She
was going to travel on the road with me and Harry
James. And I was going to get $65 each and every
week. The whole world looked good, golden, and
glorious.
I stayed with Harry James for six months, six of
the happiest months in my life. During that period,
Nancy got pregnant and went back to Jersey City.
She rented an apartment (Please turn to page 39)

Nancy went everywhere with her husband until little Nancy arrived.
Then the family settled down in a tiny house in Hasbrouck Hts., N. J.
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SPinaAa

continued

Uncle Sam turned down Frankie as a recruit but he
gave much of his time to entertaining servicemen.

Film career got off to inglorious start with RKO’s “Higher and Higher.”
About this time he began warbling on famous Lucky Strike radio show.

Defense of minority groups brought on so many brawls
that friend Joe Louis decided to show him how to box.

After MGM bought his contract from RKO Frankie’s film career zoomed.
He joined top star ranks of Gary Cooper, Jack Benny and Danny Kaye.
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A never-ending fight for tolerance earned Frank the
“One World" award at a huge Carnegie Hall ceremony.

for us and we bought furniture on time, and I was

had a contract with Harry James, a contract that

well on my way towards becoming a father and a

had eighteen more months to run. I went to Harry,

substantial breadwinner.

and I put it to him on the line.

One night towards Christmas in 1939, I was

“Harry,” I said, “Tommy Dorsey has offered me

standing backstage in Chicago, ready to go on and

a job with his band. I was wondering if you’d . . .”

sing my numbers when a fellow built like a beer

Harry, one of the sweetest men this side of

barrel whose name was Bobby Burns, stuck a piece

heaven, wouldn’t even let me finish the sentence. He

of paper in my hands. The paper was torn off one

called the band manager in and said, “Bring me

of those paper sacks in which you carry groceries

Frank’s contract.” And then before my eyes, he

home. It said, “Tommy Dorsey would like to see

tore that contract

you at the Palmer House.”

“You’re free, kid,” he said. “Go whenever you like,

As I read those words over and over again, my

into

a

hundred little

pieces.

(Please turn to next page)

heart began to beat in double time. Tommy, by
unanimous consent,

was then

the leading band

leader in the country. His outfit was really tops. To
sing with T.D. meant that you’d arrived, that you’d
hit the big time.
I went up to see Dorsey. He’d had a falling out
with Jack Leonard, his vocalist, and he offered me
the job. I grabbed it, shook his hand, and then
raced out of his apartment and down to a telephone
booth, where I put in a long distance call to Nancy.
She was over-joyed. She knew Dorsey’s reputa¬
tion; and to think that her boy had made the grade
well—an indescribable sort of ecstasy ran through
her very being and it was discernible in her voice
even as it wafted tinnily over the telephone line. “I
guess,”- she said, “that means a considerable in¬
crease in salary?”
“Gosh,” I said, “I never even asked Dorsey about
that.”
The next day I called Tommy. “The salary,’ he
said, “is $150 a week. You sign a three year contract
with an option for one year more.”
Listening to Dorsey, I suddenly realized that I
Christmas broadcast had Crosby kids. Peggy Ann
Garner, Liz Taylor, Roddy McDowall, little Nancy.

"The Voice” became a public institution.
His radio shows,
movies, records were in demand almost everywhere in the world.
Despite feud fans built up between Crosby and Sinatra, the two
crooners became close friends, but mutual ribbing still goes on.

fjmaha
continued

Return to the Big City for a week’s performance at New York's Capitol Theater broke all
attendance records. Also on same program were Pied Pipers with whom Frankie used to sing.
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Mother and Dad Sinatra didn’t want to give up Ho¬
boken for Hollywood; Frank bought them thishouse.

Nancy with the laughing face is proud
of her little brother, Frank Sinatra, Jr.

only remember, Dorsey’s is a rich band and you
get yourself some real dough.”
I wanted to cry. I really did. Harry had given
me my first break. He’d taught me a lot, and here
he was ready and willing to give me my freedom
even though he didn’t have a replacement.
“Listen, Harry,” I said. “I’m not leaving you
Frankie’s talent for mimicry hit a highpoint when he aped comic Milton Bcrle.

until I get you another singer.”
“Go ahead,”* Harry said. “We’ll find another
one.”
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Memories of early days wTith discoverer Harry James and his orchestra were brought back
when Frank joined the band evenings to entertain servicemen at famous Hollywood Canteen.

Radio clowning made him sought-after as a
guest star. Here he?s with Jimmy Durante.

Not satisfied with all the morale work he was doing in this country
during the war, Frankie joined Phil Silvers for overseas entertaining.

“No,” I insisted. “I’m staying until I get a darn
good replacement for myself.”
I went on to Cleveland with Harry James that
Christmas, and as we booked into the Hotel Statler
I came down with pneumonia. I really had it! My
temperature shot up to

104. I couldn’t sing. I

American servicemen in Italy, the land of Frankie's fore¬
fathers, liked his singing as much as folks back home did.

couldn’t walk. I lay flat on my back in that hotel
room with no one to look after me.
Nancy called from Jersey City to wish me a
Merry Christmas, and I (Please turn to page 74)
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Suits win the male vote every time! I
like this two-tone gray gabardine with
its cute matching cap with tilted visor.

No padded hips for me! Slim skirts are flattering
to my tall, size 10 figure. I have this style in
all colors to mix and match with different jackets.

Men adore blue; so do I. This rawsilk suit is soft, feminine. Hat is
natural straw, accessories are black.

* Do girls dress for men or for other girls?
Through the years, I’ve heard so many debates
on this question that I can now take any side of
the argument and defend it quite violently.
If a girl is honest with herself, however, she
hopes that the clothes which please her most will
also please her boyfriend. Girls dress to please
themselves, but before they plunk their money down
and walk out of a dress shop, they always ask them¬
selves, at least subconsciously, “I wonder if John
will like me in this?”
I know I do, and I consider myself just a plain,
normal, average American female.
I hate to admit it, because I don’t want to spoil
them, but I sure dress for men.
Basically, I believe that (Please turn to page 97)
Blue jeans are fine for working around the house
after a day’s work on “It’s a Great Feeling.” The
boys like them because they’re neat—and so cute.
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By
DORIS
DAY

Have your
clothes
Sex Appeal?
If not, why
not follow
Doris Day’s
suggestions

Pique top on this semi-formal gown gives
it the crisp look men always admire.
One of my two Dior creations.
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second an American salesgirl; will his third be a Roumanian Princess?

* “Are you in love with Princess Ghika?” I asked

will shortly get married. Is this rumor true?”

Errol Flynn in a voice as intimate as the whisper
of bedroom sheets.

has been living in France for the past five years,

His amber brown eyes twinkled.

“If you may

coin a phrase,” Errol replied, “the Princess and I
are merely good friends.”
I then spoke to the Princess Irene Ghika in Paris

A small, dark, attractive Roumanian exile who
the Princess was taken by surprise. “I don’t know
Mr.,Flynn very long. He’s a very nice gentleman,
and I’m very fond of him. That is all I can say,”
she told me guardedly.

over the Trans-Atlantic telephone.
“Forgive me. Princess, for this intrusion,” I

Those conversations took place this past Summer.
In the months that have intervened, Errol Flynn and

said, “but are you in love with Errol Flynn? All

Princess

Hollywood is buzzing with the rumor that you two

everywhere in Europe. (Please turn to page 89)

In Errol’s divorce agreement with Nora Eddington, she kept
two of their children, and he gained custody of the third.

Irene

Ghika

have

been

seen together

Errol gave Nora a movie role in “Adventures of
Don Juan,” but he couldn't save their marriage.

Princess Irene Ghika says she’s fond of Flynn.
He’s also been courting socialite Deedee Tatum.
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* Jane Russell believes in astrology.
Oh, she doesn’t live by a day-to-day astrological
chart; she won’t even have one around. She doesn’t
fret and think, “I mustn’t go out today because it’s a
bad day and I might break a leg stepping off a curb.”
She doesn’t believe in astrology to that point, but
she does hold that “natural man, natural events and
the firmament, all created by God, are inter-related
and inter-dependent,” and that it’s logical that the
stars’ positions at the time of a person’s birth exert
a strong influence on his character.
(Please turn, to page 48)

Being a Gemini, Jane is always on the go—in the new
convertible Bob surprised her with on her birthday.

The Sun saw to it that Jane would never lack for
talent in the arts—dancing and acting included.

Jane was born at six o’clock in the morning of
June 21, 1921, in Bemidji, Minnesota, in the last
day of the sign of Gemini.
On the morning she was born, let’s imagine we’re
listening to a three-way conversation between Mer¬
cury, the Sun and Saturn, which all influenced her
birth.

(Aw, come on!

If you can believe Buck

Rogers, you can believe this, too!)
“I’ll be her ruling planet,” said Mercury. “I shall
give her vitality, quickness, alertness of mind and
body.

I’ll bestow on her an adaptable and versatile

nature.”
“My influence will be next most important in her
life,” counters the blazing

Sun. “I shall give her

talent in the arts and bring her fame and fortune.
She’ll be destined for prominence.

And like me, the

Golden Orb of Day, she will be happy and warm¬
hearted.”

Bob is a typical Leo—the best husband a Gemini could have.
Quiet, and slow in deciding, he’s just the opposite of Jane.
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(Please turn to page 90)

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

The lights dimmed
and the music swelled,
as the lovely bride
joined her eager
groom at the altar
and became his—
for ever and ever

“To love, honor
and cherish—until
death do us part.”

* The love story .of Jimmy Stewart and Gloria Hatrick McLean really began many, many years ago—
long before either had set eyes on the other. It is a
love story made possible by a number of things, the
most important being the presence of both in the same
town at the same time.
Gloria Hatrick was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., on
B one JinvwV

->ny v,aS °v

March 10, 1918. By the time she was ready for high
school, her Dad, Ed Hatrick, was vice-president of
Cosmopolitan Productions, and the family moved
(please turn to next page)

The bachelor dinner best man Billy Grady gave for Jimmy at Chasen’s
will go down in history as “the Bachelor Dinner to Pale All Others.”

from Brooklyn to California. Gloria was enrolled
as a student at Beverly Hills High.
This fact is important, because it explains why
Gloria chose, many years later, to establish a home
for herself in Beverly Hills instead of selecting a
site nearer her parents who eventually settled in
Larchmont, New York. Her happiest days, her
school days, had been spent in Southern California.
Between the time Gloria was a student at Beverly
Hills High, and the time when she returned to
California, a great many things had happened. She
attended a woman’s college in the east, and had
done some modelling. At this she was highly suc¬

When he arrived at the party, Jimmy found Mickey Rockford, Spencer
Tracy, Jack Bolton and Dave Chasen waiting “despondently” on curb.
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cessful because she was tall (five feet seven inches
in stockings), she was slim; she was beautiful; she
had an infectious smile. Furthermore, she had an
excellent mind and a mischievous sense of humor.
On a vacation with her parents in Colorado
Springs, Gloria met Edward McLean, Jr., a grand¬
son of a renowned Colorado gold miner, and son of
Evalyn Walsh McLean. They were married in a
fashionable

ceremony

held

in

Denver’s

rococo

Mr. and Mrs: Alexander Stewart were thrilled with daughter-in-law
Gloria. Like Jimmy, they thought she was well worth waiting for.

Gloria was
portraits of

hysterical with laughter over the
Jimmy in the two movie roles he

life-sized
detested.

Brown Palace Hotel. To this union, two sons were
born. Ronald is now five and Michael is three.
When the marriage went to pieces in 1947, Gloria
took her youngsters to California. She took a hftuse
in Brentwood near the homes of several of her
former school friends, and settled down to the life
she thought she really wanted: days which would
consist of taking care of her two boys and evenings
which would be passed pleasantly, if unexcitingly,
with trusted friends.
This was the situation on Christmas Eve, 1947,
when Jimmy Stewart and his friend, Bill Grady
(Metro’s casting department executive and one of
the best-loved men in Hollywood), went “pushing
doorbells,” i.e., calling on friends who were holding
Open House.
In one particularly gala home, Jimmy and Billy
noticed this brown-haired, blue-eyed girl Sitting
somewhat apart from the rest of the celebrants.
Alone, she was obviously not lonely. Not actively
participating in the dancing, or the caroling around
the piano, or the racon- (Please turn to page 71)
Jimmy and Gloria are congratulated by her sister (maid
of honor), Mrs. Gregg Draddy, and best man Billy Grady.
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* Two years ago MOVIELAND’s editors spotted Kirk
Douglas as a fine bet for stardom.
With his recent success as the fighter in “Cham¬
pion,” critical and box office praise has vindicated
MOVIELAND’s wager.
Actually an ex-wrestler, Kirk was able to con¬
vincingly portray the boxer—but it was a difficult
transition.
While preparing for this role Kirk spent many
hours learning a fighter’s mannerisms, his move¬
ments and ring-craft.

(Please turn to page 54)

Rogers and
Autry beware!
Kirk Douglas is
riding the
purple sage and
lie’s already able
to tell a
cactus from
a gopher

Tenderfoot
Kirk Douglas gits along to practice cow¬
boy tricks for his role in “High Noon.”
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Whittlin’ and sittin’ on the fence,
Kirk makes like a typical cowpoke.

Atop lofty heights of Apple Valley, Kirk looks over mesa surrounded by San Bernardino
mountains, joshua trees, sage brush. Ranch below is luxurious all-year desert resort.

Ooops! That whittlin’ business is
dangerous—he discovers a bit late.

Kirk’s preparation for his new role is typical. He^
learned to play a horn for “Young Man with a Horn.

Real cowboys always check their mounts’
hoofs before starting out on long ride.

Another touch of old west glamor is the
swinging doors to Apple Valley ranch bar.

How’s this for some fancy roping?
Either that horse is being careful or he can't
bear to look while Kirk swings the rope from the leather deck of his cayuse.

continued

For “Young Man With a Horn” Kirk had maestro
Harry James teach him proper handling of the in¬
strument.
Kirk approached his first western, “High Noon,”
with the same determination.

For this picture he

felt he should learn all about roping, horses and
ten-gallon hats.
Just back from the rigors of a personal appear¬
ance tour in the east, Kirk journeyed to Apple Valley
Ranch, 100 miles north of Hollywood. Here he found
the
No! You don’t have to crawl under, just walk in. And if you
don’t know what this place might be, you’d better ask grandpa.
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surroundings

ideal

for

quiet

study—while

MOVIELAND found Kirk an amusing subject for
a photo study.

Kirk makes little claim to being a smooth diver, but he
is a powerful swimmer. (He should be with that build!)

Just for kicks, Kirk is taking dance lessons. He may
have to swing a partner in his new western film.

Give somebody else the boots and saddle for a while.
Kirk will settle for a snooze ’neath a joshua tree.

W°</(

Rare photo of Olivia de Havilland and sister Joan Fontaine was taken just after
Joan wed Bill Dozier. Palmist who predicted the meld didn’t foresee the breakup.

By
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MAXINE
BLOCK
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* On the screen there must always be a dramatic
and out-of-the-world twist to boy-meets-girl.

The

screen meeting must have an angle, a twist, a fresh
gimmick.
No screen writer in his right mind would dare
use in reel life the boy-meets-girl routines followed
by some of the stars when they met the gals and
beaux whom they later married.
would believe them.

Because nobody

Truth, to coin a phrase, is

sometimes stranger than fiction.
F’r instance, take the routine which Joan Fon-

When radio executive Tom Lewis phoned Loretta Young about a Sunday
rehearsal he ended up going to church with her instead of to the studio.

Esther Williams’ first date with Ben Gage was spent
snoozing while he talked psychology with her mother.

taine, an energetic and forthright young lady, em¬
ployed to meet her first husband, Brian Aherne.
That was years ago. Joan was Joan de Havilland
then and her screen career was strictly from hunger.
She consulted a gypsy palm reader who told her
she’d have more luck if she had an “e” at the end
of her last name. So she immediately adopted Fon¬
taine, her stepfather’s name, and her career began
zooming. Naturally she’s been nuts about palmistry
ever since.
One night she attended a party at Brian Aherne’s
home where a palm reader was engaged as an at¬
traction.
“You are going to marry your host,” the palmist
told her.

Nothing loath, Joan approached that

gentleman and said, “Mr. Aherne, you and I are
going to be married.” He thought the idea was
enchanting, Joan recalls. He asked her if they
shouldn’t help their romance along by going out
the next Wednesday or Thursday night.
“I told him,” Joan said, “we should go out both

So many things happened to Marie that John
Lund decided he’d better look after her!

nights, and we did and we were married five weeks
later.”
When that marriage went on the rocks Joan gave
up Brian—but not palmistry.
Palm reading came through again when she mar¬
ried her present husband, Bill Dozier. Her favorite
palmist revealed that she would marry a man “of,
but not in” her line of work. Quick as a whip Joan
construed this strange talk to mean William Dozier,
a producer. “Because he’s of but not in my line of
work, acting,” she explains.
This can get pretty complicated if you worry
about it too much, and it didn’t make for an ex¬
tremely happy marriage for Joan and Bill.
In Alexis Smith’s case, it wasn’t palmistry but a
little matter of a disintegrating moustache which
At a Hollywood dinner party Bette Davis and Bill Sherry dis¬
covered similar tastes in art, beachcombing, and life in general
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provided the boy-meets-girl gimmick situation.
Blonde and statuesque Alexis was a young novice
actress sweating out her initial rehearsal at Warner
Brothers. “Your first scene will be a clinch,” said

HOW THEY
MET...

the director, and quickly introduced her to a hand¬
some and moustached young man named Craig
Stevens.

That gentleman expertly caught up the

nervous Alexis in a bear hug. When the director
yelled “Cut!” Alexis stepped back. People on the
set screamed with laughter. Alexis looked at Craig’s
face. Half of his handsome, but Westmore-applied
falsie, was gone. And that half of the lip spinach
was firmly clinging to her own upper lip.
From then, naturally, it was love and a proposal.

Maybe it would be a good idea if screen writers
left their cubby-holes when they’re trying to dream
up new marriage proposal gimmicks and talk to the
actors on the lot!
Like Mark Stevens, for instance. It was far from
love at first sight with him. He was under contract
to Warners’ and was very annoyed when he was
asked to appear in a test with a new girl. He felt it
beneath his dignity to lend his talents and experi¬
ence to playing background for a nervous young
upstart.
Besides, too, he knew that type of girl; she was
usually a little hard-boiled, pushing, always using
people to further contacts and plugging away at her
career. He wanted no part of it and resolved to be
no help to her at all.
Annelle Hayes, a Texas girl living in a $6.00 a
week room at the Studio Club, turned out to be far
different and he drove her home after the test.
Then started the typical courtship of a couple with
no money but with plenty of star dust in their eyes.
He was busted at the time. One day when on a

Everyone on set howled when Craig Stevens’ false mustache
came off on Alexis Smith’s face—but they fell in love.

Amateur matchmakers almost ruined the Glenn Ford-Eleanor
Powell romance before it had a chance to get started.

date he discovered
to buy gasoline to
round of hot dogs
the ferris wheel.

that he had just money enough
get to the beach, to provide a
and lemon cokes and a ride on
While they were in the ferris

wheel, the mechanism broke down—for hours!
Stranded in the sky, Mark and Annelle talked and
talked. Finally they ran out of conversation. Mark
looked down at the timeless ocean and the calm
hills, and suddenly knew that money worries have
no place in the cosmos; that two can live as cheaply
as one. Before he knew it, he was blurting out a
proposal.
Another romance that had everything but money
to help it along was that of John Lund and his
beautiful wife, Marie. Lund was at the time work¬
ing at the World’s Fair in New York as a narrator.
His weekly paycheck, he says, was “about the size
of a headwaiter’s tip.” So when he met his dream
girl, Marie Charton, “all swathed to the ears in
white fox,” he decided she looked expensive and he
resisted his impulse to ask her for a date.
A few weeks later, he (Please turn to page 72)

“Little Barbara” Godfrey,
2, is the apple of her
famous godmother’s eye.

score. So when he breaks his silence for you—hear him.
You’ll have an example from him of how much zest
it lends to life to have absorbing hobbies. One of your
Dad’s is magic. He’s an amateur magician—one of the
very best. Your mother knew nothing about magic
when she met your Dad, but she learned to work the
act with him and now their mutual enthusiasm is another
wonderful bond between them.
During the war your parents entertained—and be¬
wildered—thousands upon thousands of servicemen.
Night after night they did their act. They gave over
three thousand performances!
to read this I will have learned to tell it gently, too.

Now your parents are absorbed with the huge model

You can learn a lot from your father, who is a fine

railway your Dad is building. You’ll come to notice,

This I know because our friendship dates

Bobbie, that your father is a man of inexhaustible

from the time he directed “Christmas in Connecticut,”

director.

patience, that he takes infinite pains with all he does.

“The Two Mrs. Carrolls,” and “Cry Wolf,” three of the

He’ll pass to you his conviction that if you are going

pictures I made for Warner Brothers.

to do anything you should give it painstaking attention
to detail.

But you will

learn most from him because he is a gentleman.
Your Dad is a man of eloquent silences; of enormous

Your education started, Bobbie, the day you were

enthusiasms behind his economy of speech. Sometimes,
during an entire evening your father may actually speak

born. Everything that happens to you is part of that
education. During the first few years of your life your

not more than fifty words. He is not bored nor disinter¬
ested. His eyes sparkle with amusement, interest, always.

by those nearest and dearest. That is a world you can

And when he speaks, he says something. He knows the

trust.

world will be very sweet and very small. Inhabited only
(Please turn to page 87)
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cold

>. have her frustrated for the world, has only
off a week from the Nerney automobile agency,
lay off never seemed to coincide with. hers. Her
lan Caulfield was busy with tests and wardrobe
orthcoming “Petty Girl” and all Joan’s beaux
put to find a day off that coincides with any
thers.
;ould go on, of course, ad infinitum. As a matut fact, it wasn’t until a chilly day at the very end
Certainly this isn’t such a big deal—a simple picnu,
at the beach?

Pat, her husband, who adores her and

of the reason that Mona and Pat had a day off together;
and miracle of miracles, so did Joan.

Bob Stack, too,

(Please turn to page 64)

Joan Caulfield and Mona Freeman wondered why the lunch basket
wouldn’t fill. (Bob Stack and Pat Nerney got hungry early!)

Mona was kidded unmercifully about “her” beach. The air was
so cold they had to take a brisk stroll in order to warm up.

,

outside!
Move over, polar
bears!

Four hardy young

souls, bent on
having themselves
a picnic, brave

J

icy waters for a
last swim of the year

*

“Cut-up” Bob succeeded in cutting himself—on a piece of
broken glass. Joan’s sympathetic concern relieved the pain.

Mona plays her first grown-up role in Paramount’s “Dear
Wife,” is actually the mother of a two-year-old daughter.

IE a l»r. it's cold outside!

continued

happened to be free, and so the four of them decided

—but well worth the added mileage.

this was D-Day.

zooming North toward Malibu.

Not without some misgivings, however. The sun was

She kept them

Finally they emerged

on the palisades over Zuma Beach.

Below, the sand

thin that day and tantalizingly came out—and went in

was white and clean and stretched away empty as far as

—and repeated this irritating process all day.

you could see.

The two girls made a picture in the little kitchen.

“No wonder, besides the steep climb down with the

Both of them blonde, both beautiful. A few years back

lunch, the cokes, the blankets, and what-yot, the cold

their faces looked out at you from magazine covers.

winds from the north,” said Bob pointedly, “would dis¬

Now they are both on the upgrade in pictures, sisters

courage practically everybody but the most hardy.”

in “Dear Ruth,” sisters again in “Dear Wife,” and good

Among other things, Mona’s prize beach proved too

friends off the screen. They gossiped over the egg sand¬

rocky to swim in and Bob cut his foot on a' spear of

wiches like school girls. Joan is just setting up her first

broken glass.

bachelor apartment and she is intrigued by her friend’s

couldn’t have found a choicer site.
The foursome had a wonderful time as these pictures

housewifely efficiency.
Joan cut and trimmed the sandwiches and wrapped
them

in

wax paper, while Mona

Outside of this, they assured her, she

packed the picnic

prove,

even

though

“certain

forces,

which

shall

be

nameless,” said Mona darkly, “tried to spoil our plans!”

basket with cookies, fruit and potato chips. Then the

Mona’s picnic may not go down in Hollywood annals

foursome took the lunch, their beach ball and gear and

as “The affair of the season”—but it was a darn nice

headed for the ocean.

picnic,1,Mona insists!

Mona knew just the spot, she said.

It was a little far

\

The

End

(
f

*

This music wouldn’t soothe the savage beast, that’s for sure! Good thing the kids
were 6n a seldom-frequented beach for they gave the corniest concert ever heard^

Now do you understand why Joan’s .a
natural for Columbia’s “Petty Girl”?

Weather may be chilly but the Nerneys have their love to keep them warm, they say. This is why the beach is really fun!

This feat was child’s play for athletic
Bob Stack. In fact, it was just a breeze.

Mona’s rocky beach came in for some caustic comments from the crowd until
Bob discovered the fun of heaving rocks. Soon all of them joined the game.

r

“Where does giving children nice, thihgs stop being sensible, and become a
means of spoiling them for a normal life?” Robert and Betty Young ponder
over a problem which many well-to-do parents face in raising their children.
The Youngs make quite a doorful, as they pose in front of their
lovely home in exclusive Beverly Hills. Says Bob proudly, “Through
these portals pass the most beautiful Young ladies in the world.”

“Betty and I have found that the best
way to influence our girls is to set a
constant example for them,” says Bob.

By
ALYCE
CANFIELD

FATHER
knows best
Robert Young reveals the fourfold problems he faces daily as a famous father
* (In the immense playroom of the Robert Young

of the problems. Not that material things create

home, three people meet to probe the “problems” in¬

a situation unique to Hollywood.

volved in bringing up a teen-age daughter in Holly¬

able to afford luxuries faces the question of

Any family

wood. These people are movie star Robert Young; his

where to stop. Where does giving children nice

sixteen-year-old daughter, Carol; and MOVlELAND’s

things stop being sensible and become a means

reporter, Alyce Canfield. It is five o’clock in the
afternoon, the sun is setting over the horizon; the

of spoiling them?

water sparkles in the swimming pool. What problems

nice things around them, as it is for me. We

After all, it is as human for youngsters to want

could possibly lie hidden here?)

have long ceased cramming down their throats

ALYCE: Looking around at your attractive home, Mr.

the fact that we had less opportune childhoods.

Young, I’d say you have been able to give your chil¬

I don’t believe you should keep bringing that

dren a great deal.

up. But our children must learn to evaluate the

ROBERT YOUNG: Believe it or not, that’s one

difference between their circumstances and oth¬
ers and to be grateful for what they have and
not take it for granted.

ALYCE: How do you mean, specifically?
Robert Young considers himself a very
lucky man. He has five “best girls”:
Carol Ann, 16, Mrs. Young, Barbara,
11, Betty Lou, 5, and baby Kathy, 3.

ROBERT: Well, one time when Carol was back
at school after summer vacation, the teacher
askqd everyone to write a paper telling what
they had done on their summer vacations. One
boy wrote that he had spent his vacation in
Hollywood with a' poor family. The reason he
knew they were poor, he explained, was because
their swimming pool was so little and the but¬
ler’s uniform was frayed at the cuffs.

ALYCE: The boy couldn’t have been serious!
ROBERT:

Oh, but he was!

When you think

about it, it’s not funny, because that boy is grow¬
ing up with dreadfully false standards. Yet he
has no other yardstick to measure by than his
own surroundings.

ALYCE: What can a parent do?
ROBERT: You can give them books to read.
You can take them to visit the slums. You can
get them interested in social and charity work,
but it still isn’t very real to them.

ALYCE: There must be some way.
ROBERT: It isn’t easy. We try every day of our

(Please turn to next page)
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lives to teach them not to take for granted the
things they have that other children haven’t. As
1 said, this problem isn’t peculiar to Hollywood.
It is apropos of any family in affluent circum¬
stances.
ALYCE: Carol, you have been very quiet through all
this. How do you feel about being a movie star’s
daughter ?
CAROL YOUNG: I like it!
ALYCE: I don’t blame you, but are there problems for
you, too?
CAROL: Y . . . yes . . . when I arrived at the Bishop
school, in La Jolla, some of the girls expected me to
be stuck up.
ALYCE: Is that a private school?
CAROL: Yes.
ALYCE: Well, then you can’t be financially different
from the other girls.
CAROL: No, but some of the girls told me afterwards
they thought I’d be high-hat. When they found out I
wasn’t, they treated me just like anyone else.
ALYCE: How old are you, Carol?
CAROL: Fifteen. I’ll be sixteen in December.
ALYCE: I guess we can call you sixteen then. Are you
dating yet?
CAROL: No, I’m not.
ROBERT: That is one of the things that worried
us a little when we were trying to make our
decision about a school. We knew Carol wouldn’t
have a very good chance of meeting boys at a
girls’ school, and we felt this was important.
ALYCE: How did you finally settle on Bishop?
ROBERT: For one thing, it has compulsory
chapel every morning. For another, it has a very
good scholastic rating. That finally decided us.
ALYCE: Are you happy with the decision?
ROBERT: Yes, it’s a fine school, but it still leaves
us with the boy problem. Carol doesn’t seem to
regard this very seriously, but her mother and I
feel we should do something to bring her into
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It may not be too long before Betty Lou and Kathy start to
plague their Dad for a raise in allowance the way Barbara is
doing.
In the meantime, they soft-soap him with sweet music.

(Contact with boys her own age before she begins
regarding them as strange characters from Mars.

ALYCE: How about vacations?
ROBERT: For the past three summers, we have
been going up to our farm at Carmel Valley. The
girls love it there. They have horses to ride and
they have a wonderful time. But it’s pretty iso¬
lated and that doesn’t help the boy situation,
either.
ALYCE: Well, it’s interesting to learn that you’re in
favor of dating. At least you’re not one of those heavy
fathers who say she can’t!
ROBERT: That is something I couldn’t possibly
be able to do. You see, the children are avid fan
magazine readers and they have read all about
both of us—and one of the cherished items that
has been repeated many times is that I took my
wife out on our first date when she was thirteen!
ALYCE: I can see where that puts you in a spot.
ROBERT: Yes, the other day when my 11-yearold wanted to go someplace with a crowd of boys
and girls. Her mother told her she was too young,
and she wanted to know when she could go out
with boys. My wife told her that she had to wait
until she was fifteen. My 11-year-old said, “But
you went out with Daddy when YOU were thir¬
teen!”
ALYCE: How old are your children?
ROBERT: Our four daughters are fifteen, eleven,
five and three. All ages and all problems! They
furnish wonderful material for my radio show,
which is a family show called “Father Knows

Best.” I said the only way I could get a son was
to write one into the script. The writer of the
show has a girl of five, so we have plenty of anec¬
dotes about our own children to draw on for
the show.
ALYCE: What sort of anecdotes?

ROBERT: Oh, situations, mostly.
ALYCE:

Carol, do you get into situations?

CAROL:

Yes, Mother says I can’t go out with boys

alone yet. I can only go if someone drops us off at the
show and then picks us up later, or I can go out some¬
where if our parents are along.
ALYCE:

From what I remember of going-on-sixteen,

that can be quite a situation. (Please turn to next page)

“We’ve tried to teach our daughters the things we know
instinctively—understanding and tolerance,” says Bob. “It all
boils down to the Golden Rule—our credo for living.”

Carol Ann wants to model, and the Youngs encourage this
interest in a career. Bob thinks his children should be prepared
to take care of themselves, should anything happen to him.
Every female member of the Young household has a special
recreation. The man of the house has found his own diversion
most interesting by far. His hobby is watching over them alL
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When the Youngs go out for an evening’s entertainment.
Bob collects a kiss from every member of his private chorus
line. “Being a father is no problem. It’s a privilege,” he says.
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ROBERT: Well, it’s not quite a serious
situation, however. We have never nur¬
tured any. plans of sitting around and
making a chummy family group with
the girls and their boy friends. After
all, I’m not so old I can’t remember
what a pain that is. We would like to
encourage them to use this playroom we
built for them. Somehow they don’t
seem to use it. Maybe it’s too close to
the parental eye.
ALYCE: Why don’t you use it, Carol?
CAROL': I don’t really know. We’re
either downstairs swimming, or playing
tennis, or in the house; or away from
home.
ALYCE: How about parties?
ROBERT: They aren’t giving large par¬
ties yet, but that’s something I’d like to
get started. We’ve tried to make the
house and grounds attractive with a
barbecue pit and a swimming pool.
When Carol does give parties we have
every intention of making ourselves as
“scarce as possible. As for dropping
Carol and a boy friend off at the movies,
it’s only to make sure that she comes
directly home afterwards. I’m also not
so old I don’t remember how many op¬
portunities there are not to come direct¬
ly home afterwards!
ALYCE: How do you feel about this
supervision, Carol?
CAROL: Well. ... I haven’t had a chance
to try it out yet!
ROBERT: Unless Carol is holding back,
I think her parents are more concerned
about the problem of her meeting boys
than she is.
ALYCE: Carol, do you see any of your
friends from Bishop during vacations?
CAROL: I don’t have any friends in town
who go to Bishop except one and she’s in
Laguna.
ALYCE: Are the parents of any of your
friends in the movies?
CAROL: Yes, one of my friend’s father
is a cameraman at M-G-M, isn’t he,
Daddy?
ROBERT: I believe he is a film proces¬
sor. He works in the laboratory.
CAROL: My other best friend’s father
owns a chain of grocery stores. I don’t
know what ipy third girl friend’s father
does. I never asked her.
ALYCE: Robert, do you get around to
meet the parents of Carol’s friends, or
does the movie caste system interfere?
ROBERT: Oh, no! We frequently have
the parents of Carol’s friends over and
make an evening of it.
ALYCE: Knowing the Hollywood caste
system, I was curious about whether the
fact that one girl’s father is a cameraman
and you a movie star would have any
effect.
ROBERT: Unless I am blind, I have
never found any evidence of it in my
children—for which I am grateful.
ALYCE: I see another problem, let’s hope
it’s in the future.
ROBERT: What is that?
ALYCE: So many people, want favors
from movie stars that the time comes
when movie personalities figure they
can’t accept people outside their own
level. I think one day someone will cul¬
tivate Carol with an eye on you, and it
will surprise and hurt her.
ROBERT: Yes, it happens^—and it’s
hard to detect. I have to exercise pre¬
caution myself not to develop a growing
cynicism. Thank heavens, not everyone
is after something. There are people
who just want to be friendly without
any ulterior motive. I wouldn’t want
Carol to get the idea that anyone was
cultivating her because of her father.
On the other hand you’re right; I
wouldn’t want her to be too hurt if it
should happen, for it often does in

Hollywood. In other places too, I guess.
ALYCE: It happens all over, Robert. Re¬
member your own school days? There
was always the boy who took out the
lawyer’s daughter because he thought it
might help him when he hung out his own
shingle. It’s a form of social climbing,
only instead of being fortune hunters or
wanting to crack the Blue Book in Holly¬
wood it’s a career they’re after. Later,
there may be boys who will want to take
Carol out because of you, and it could
hurt her heart.
ROBERT: We will just have to depend
on Carol’s good sense and judgment.
She will have to accept it as just an¬
other facet of being a movie star’s
daughter—taking the good with the
bad.
ALYCE: Carol, have you thought about
this?
CAROL: No. It never occurred to me
before.
ALYCE: What do you want to do, or be?
CAROL: I would like to be a model.
ALYCE: You are tall and graceful. You’d
probably be a very attractive model. Have
you ever thought of being an actress?
CAROL: I don’t think I’d care to be an
actress.
ALYCE: How do you feel about her being
a model, Robert?
ROBERT: That’s a hard question to an¬
swer. I thought you were going to ask
me how I felt about her being an ac¬
tress. I was ready for that one! We
have often talked about her preparing
against the chance of having to take
care of herself should anything happen
to me. I have annuities, of course, but
it would mean a greatly reduced scale
of living.
ALYCE: How about her working regard¬
less of whether anything happened to
you? Do you think she might be criti¬
cized if she did?
ROBERT: You mean taking a job from
someone who needs it?
ALYCE: That, and the fact that it might
reflect on you not supporting her prop¬
erly.
ROBERT: Yes, that’s another problem
faced by all parents who are well-to-do.
Yet if you keep them in glass houses,
how do they learn what the world is
like, what other people are like, what
it feels like to stand on one’s feet eight
hours a day?
ALYCE: Like every parent, you want to
protect them.
ROBERT: Yes, and sometimes I won¬
der if it isn’t a disfavor to them. What
do I do? Move them all on the other
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side of town so they’ll know how other
people live?
ALYCE: You must have some solution.
They seem pretty wonderful, regular chil¬
dren to me.
ROBERT: Our solution is just con¬
stant example—a hundred times a day,
in every conceivable way you can think
of their mother and I try to influence
them to think right, to act right and to
be decent, regular people.
ALYCE: That takes time. Do you have
more time to devote to your children
than the average father?
ROBERT: Oh, yes, much more.
I’ve
only been free-lancing four years. It’s
either a feast or a famine in this busi¬
ness. Last year I made only one pic¬
ture. This year, I’d made “Love Is Big
Business,” “Forsyte Saga,” and “Baby
Makes Three” by June.
ALYCE: Do you think your father gives
you more time than the average father,
Carol?
CAROL: Definitely! We have almost all
our evenings together.
ALYCE: What about discipline?
CAROL:
When I was little, I was
spanked. I’m too old to be spanked now,
but I get punished.
ALYCE: How?
ROBERT: Well ... we take privileges
away. Staying up past a certain hour,
visiting with friends, movies on Friday
nights, allowances.
ALYCE: What are their allowances?
ROBERT: Carol’s is $1.50 a week. Her
eleven-year-old sister gets fifty cents a
week and is working on me for an in¬
crease. I’ve never seen such a deter¬
mined campaign.
ALYCE: What do you spend your allow¬
ance for, Carol?
CAROL: Magazines, records. If someone
has a birthday then we buy presents with
it. '
ALYCE: I often wonder, Robert, why
people “go Hollywood,” and how that
affects their children? Do you know?
ROBERT: I guess it’s an unbalancing
situation to earn a lot of money sud¬
denly and that’s what happens in the
picture business. And' then the public
expects you to live on a certain scale
and your children to dress in a certain
way—although I don’t recognize this
completely.
ALYCE: What do you mean exactly?
ROBERT: Well, my Scotch instinct,
and my better judgment tells me that I
shouldn’t be living in a house this size,
still if I lived in a smaller one, I’d be
criticized.
ALYCE: What do you consider most
important in bringing up four girls?
ROBERT: I cannot and will not tolerate
rudeness in anyone under any condi¬
tions and I won’t condone it in my
children. I detest a sense of superiority
and snobbishness such as the accept¬
ance of gifts in an offhand way, which
I consider a form of rudeness. It all
boils down to the Golden Rule. It is
our credo for living.
ALYCE: How do you go about putting
these values in your daughters’ lives?
ROBERT: Now you have hit on the $64
question. It’s a process of long develop¬
ment. I don’t presume to tell you I
have the answer, or that I could tell you
the secret of our success or the basis of
our endeavor. Whether we have been
successful or not remains to be seen.
It is just something my wife and I know
instinctively—we teach them under¬
standing and tolerance, and love is the
constant ingredient we use.
CAROL: I never realized before, Daddy,
what a problem, it is, being a parent!
ROBERT: It’s not a problem, my dear.
It’s a privilege.

GLORIA AND JIMMY
(Continued from page 511

teuring of the group of returned travel¬
ers before the fireplace, she seemed to be
taking it all in, missing nothing, enjoying
herself to the fullest.
“Who’s that pretty gal?” Jimmy in¬
quired of Billy.
“The daughter of Ed Hatrick, executive
vice-president in charge of all Hearst
film activities. She’s a great girl. Now
that I think of it, you should meet her.”
So Gloria and Jimmy met at one of the
most romantic periods of any year.
Afterward, in discussing this meeting,
neither could remember much except
that Gloria had said, “You remind me a
little of my brother. The two of you are
built alike, both tall and spare.”
When they met for the second time, at
a dinner party given by the Gary
Coopers, the first thing Jimmy said was,
“You remember me—the fellow who re¬
minds you of your brother? That’s me,
the brotherly type.”
A little later in the evening he wanted
to know how Gloria’s brother was at golf,
and, quite incidentally, if she played.
She said she did, so he suggested a game.
On the course each observed all the
time-worn courtesies of competitive golf,
but there was never any doubt that each
was out to win. They played heads-down,
follow-through golf as if Gloria had been
another man ... or as if it were a
brother-sister match.
Although Jimmy won, Gloria gave him
enough lively competition to leave the
outcome of any future game in doubt
A thing like that cannot be allowed to
languish; another golf game was sched¬
uled.
Jimmy won again. Over a tall glass
at the nineteenth hole he explained that
he had to attend the preview of a new
picture, “You Gotta Stay Happy” the fol¬
lowing evening. He said it wasn’t a bad
little picture, that he thought Joan
Fontaine was pretty cute in her role, and
would Gloria like to have dinner with
him and see the movie?
Aha—this was more like it, a dinner
date was not easily interpreted as a
brother and sister arrangement!
When Jimmy arrived at the restaurant
with Gloria, however, seven of his closest
male friends were waiting for them. It
turned out to be a nice, cosy dinner
date—eight men and Gloria. The picture
was gcfOd, too. The eight men and Gloria
discussed it in detail over late coffee
after the preview.
Gloria, who is described by some of
her friends as “always standing in a
trunk, ready to start anywhere after
twenty minutes’ notice,” went to New
York, and was photographed at the
smart clubs with various highly eligible
escorts.
Back in Hollywood,
Mr.
Stewart
thought it over. It wasn’t, of course, that
he was jealous. It was simply that Gloria
had become a pleasant part of his life—
always ready for a golf game. He missed
her, just as he would any congenial
companion. Besides, some of those fellows
might persuade her to remain in the
east. , . .
She returned to California.
The Jack Boltons (he is Jimmy’s
agent) were planning a fishing trip to
Mazatlan, Mexico, and asked Jimmy and
Gloria to join them, along with other
members of a party.
“Sounds like fun,” Gloria admitted.
“I’ve never been deep sea fishing.”
“Rough
sport,”
explained
Jimmy.
(Please turn to next page)
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“Takes a man’s stamina to haul in the
big ones, you know. Now golf—that’s co¬
educational, but game fishing is some¬
thing else again.”
Gloria said nothing. All she did was
catch the biggest fish that was caught
during the 9uting.
A few weeks later, Billy Grady and
his wife planned a trip to Phoenix and
suggested that Jimmy and Gloria join
them. It seemed like a good idea. Late
one evening, while Billy and Jimmy
were smoking a last cigarette, after Mrs.
Grady and Gloria had gone to their
bungalow, Billy demanded suddenly,
“Say, why don’t you marry this nice
girl, Gloria? I’ve known her family for
years . . . wonderful people. It’s time you
settled down. Come on, why don’t you
marry her?”
Jimmy considered. At length he said
confidentially, “Well, here’s the thing,
Billy. She hasn’t asked me yet.”
As a matter of fact, Gloria had never
mentioned marriage in any way, even
obliquely, to Jimmy. She had never dis¬
cussed marriage as an institution. She
had never said, as might have happened
casually in a group, that she thought
marriage could be wonderful with the
right person, or that she hoped to re¬
marry some day, or that she thought
growing boys needed a man around the
house, or that being a divorcee was not
the most satisfactory life in the world.
She dated Jimmy because he was fun.
She had given the impression that she
was entirely contented, that she valued
her freedom, that her life was full and
busy. It wasn’t that she was playing
hard to get; it was even more serious:
she was hard to get.
She came to watch Jimmy on the set
during the filming of “The Stratton
Story” and during “Malaya.” She indi¬
cated that she had an excellent picture
mind when she asked questions about the
script and about the characterizations,
parts of which she had witnessed.
She was cool, self-possessed, humorous
when people asked her about Jimmy.
No one would have guessed that her old¬
er son, Ronald, aged five, had become a
violent Stewart booster.
One
afternoon,
after Jimmy had
brought Gloria home from a golf game
and had rough-housed with the young¬
sters for an hour before leaving, Master
Ronald demanded of his mother, “How
soon may we stop calling him ‘Mr.
Stewart’ and start calling him ‘Daddy’?”
That was the situation the night of
Jimmy’s forty-first birthday. Gloria was
among the guests invited to a celebra¬
tion dinner, and it was Gloria who made
the evening a success. When Jimmy was
taking her home, he said, “Look, Sadie
Russell” (this was a nickname by which
Jimmy had been calling Gloria for a
long time; no one seems to know where
it came from, or why—it simply seemed
like a good idea). And from the Sadie
Russell
beginning,
Jimmy
proposed.
Gloria said yes.
The first the world knew of it was the
following morning when a publicity ex¬
pert at MGM was called down to the
“Stratton Story” set. This publicity man
found Billy Grady and Jimmy seated
side by side in canvas chairs on the set,
looking solemn to the extent of a world
catastrophe.
“Jimmy’s in trouble,” announced Mr.
Grady in sepulchral tones.
“Must’ve been coming on for some
time,” conceded Jimmy darkly.
The publicity man swallowed hard.
This was totally unlike Model Actor
Stewart. “Wha’ hoppened?” he demanded.
, Said Jimmy, controlling the grin,
“Yup . . . decided to get married. Thought

you’d better tell anybody who wanted
to know.”
The instant the announcement was
published, a dozen resourceful Holly¬
wood hostesses gave parties for Gloria.
Billy Grady gave a party for Jimmy that
will go down in Hollywood annals as
the Bachelor Dinner to Pale all other
Bachelor Dinners. Of course it was dig¬
nified—any other type of party for
Jimmy would have been out of keeping
—but it was dignified with a floy-floy.
For instance, there was a three-piece
German band which was instructed to
play “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow” as
Jimmy arrived at Chasen’s, the scene
of the banquet. Instead, the band ren¬
dered the ditty it considered appropriate:
“Goodbye, Forever.”
Festooned across the entrance to the
restaurant was a ninety-foot banner
bearing, in eight-foot letters, this strange
device, “JIMMY STEWART, ACTOR
(????????)
FAREWELL
APPEAR¬
ANCE.”
Thus far in Jimmy’s career he has
made two pictures which he thoroughly
disliked. One was “A Wonderful Night”
in which he was required to appear in
a Boy Scout outfit, and the other was
“Ice Follies” in which he startled theatre¬
goers by wearing a pair of tights. Billy
Grady had portraits of Jimmy in these
costumes blown up to life size, and
mounted on heavy cardboard, and one
was placed on either side of the entrance,
to greet him when he came in.
In front of the restaurant, eight kleig
lights—in the manner of the grand open¬
ing held for a hot dog stand or a shoe
repair shop—had been wheeled into
place, and when Jimmy arrived, he de¬
scended from his car in a blaze of glory
to find eighteen of his friends lined up, in
seated positions to indicate extreme de¬
spondency, along the curbing. It was a
great evening.
And so, all of the traditions having
been satisfied, Jimmy and Gloria were
married at the Brentwood Presbyterian
Church (where Jimmy had aided in the
laying of the cornerstone only a year
earlier), by the Reverend Dean Osterberg, at five o’clock on August 9, 1949.
Jimmy wore a navy blue suit, and
Gloria wore a cocktail-length gray satin
frock, designed by Stella.
She wore
matching gray satin shoes, and her chic
white hat was composed entirely of
flowers draped low on one side. Her
bouquet was fashioned of white orchids
and she carried a white prayfer book.
Just below her left knee she wore a
blue garter bordered by antique lace; it
had been loaned to her by her sister, and
matron of honor, Mrs. Gregg Draddy of
New York. Sewn into the lace was a
new-minted dime for luck.
Before the service began, organist
Harry
Q.
Mills
played
Traumerei,
Schubert’s Ave Maria, Liszt’s Liebestraum, and Clair de Lune by Debussy.
Outside the church, nearly a thousand
fans—ninety per cent of them armed
with cameras, and one resourceful teenster perched on a horse—cheered the
arrival of the celebrities. When Gary
Cooper reached the church door he in¬
quired softly of the usher, “Someone
getting married here today?”
The answer was quite definitely yes,
and
all
of Hollywood
could have
chorused, “Getting married forever.” The
feeling is unanimous that this is one of
the great love stories of this harried
town, and that the gold ring, bearing the
engraved words “Gloria and Jimmy,
August 9, 1949,” will be worn in full
accordance with the promise, “until
death do us part.”
The End

HOW THEY MET
(Continued from page 581

was sitting at the starving actor’s home
away from home in New York—Walgreen’s
Drug
Store—when
beautiful
Marie walked in. It turned out that she
really preferred Walgreen’s to the Stork
Club. “We,” says Lund, tersely, “hit it,
as they say, off.”
Their courting was done on long walks,
on Fifth Avenue busses; even on their
favorite, the Staten Island Ferry (a halfhour ocean voyage for a nickel). One
day they were in a rowboat in Central
Park.
Lund remembers that he heard
himself saying, “Suppose we get mar¬
ried.”
Then, when he thought of his
stony financial state, he quickly added,
“Am I out of my mind? What am I say¬
ing?” But the mischief was done—and,
anyway, Marie had swiftly accepted.
Marie knows the real reason he mar¬
ried her—-a little four letter word,
L-O-V-E.
In the case of Alan Ladd and Sue Carol
love got all mixed up with business. Ladd
at the time found that his movie career
had hit rock bottom and he accepted a
job at a small Los Angeles radio station
where he did some 20 shows for a salary
of $18 a week.
He played everything; he was a Chi¬
nese statesman, an Irish cop, a small boy
and a frightened old lady—all in one
script.
Sue Carol was then an actors’
agent. One night she was idly listening
to the radio when she heard a play about
an old man and his son. Both actors
seemed to have great potentialities, so she
phoned the radio station and asked the
switchboard operator to have the actors
playing the father and son call on her at
10 o’clock the following morning.
“I’ll be glad to, Miss Carol,” said the
girl, “you know, of course, the same actor
is playing both parts.”
“Better make that nine o’clock,” said
Sue.
Next morning she told Alan she’d get
him back in pictures and asked him to
sign a contract. He decided he’d better
stay in radio (where a contract had been
offered him) but he asked for ten days
to think it over. He came back at the
appointed time, intending to say, “I’m
signing with CBS.” Instead he looked into
her lovely big brown eyes and heard him¬
self saying, “Where’s your contract?” Not
too long after they both signed another
contract, only this time it was for mar¬
riage.
In the case of Glenn Ford and Eleanor
Powell the wooing almost didn’t take
place because of the Big Build-Up by
amateur match makers. Pat O’Brien and
his wife, dear friends of Glenn’s, decided
he ought to meet a really nice girl. They
had just the one for him. They kept on
building up this girl and Ford became
less and less interested.
True, he had confided in the O’Briens
that he wanted to marry a girl who hadn’t
dated every Hollywood bachelor. He had
been disappointed in so many girls that
he was lukewarm about meeting the
O’Briens’ Build Up. Finally, he did, at
their house for dinner and it was LoveAt-First-Sight. Like the story books. For
the girl was Eleanor Powell.
So started a thoroughly small town
romance, with no Hollywood over-tones
at all. Their first date was at Eleanor’s
house where Mrs. Powell cooked dinner.
Glenn listened to recordings, made small
talk. Before he left he knew Eleanor was
The Girl. He proposed later over an ice
cream soda.

It was a more exotic dish over which
Lucille
Ball
received
her
proposal,
taough. She and Desi Arnaz appeared
together in “Top Many Girls.” One night
he invited her to dinner at a Mexican res¬
taurant and introduced her to enchiladas,
chile rellenos and guacamole.
Desi’s
glances were the same temperature as the
food. He proposed and they eloped soon
after. Recently nine years later they de¬
cided to have a real church wedding with
all the trimmings. One of the congratu¬
latory telegrams they received was from
Groucho Marx which said simply, “What’s
new?”
It’s true that some Hollywood real-life
romances are no more exciting than those
that happen in Little Rock, Arkansas.
They present no exciting gimmick for a
screen writer to sink his teeth into. But
to the principals involved the way they
first met is the most exciting thing in the
world.
When you ask a film star how she met
her husband a glazed, dreamy look suf¬
fuses her eyes. Loretta Young is no ex¬
ception.
“I was,” Loretta says dreamily, “slated
for an appearance on a Screen Guild
show. Tom Lewis, white-haired boy of
radio, was the producer. Soon after I’d
approved the script my phone rang.
“.‘Miss Young? This is Tom Lewis,’ said
a nice voice—a mighty nice voice.
“ ‘Yes, Mr. Lewis,’ said I.
“ ‘I called to tell you that rehearsal is
Sunday at 11,’ said he.
“ ‘I’m sorry, Mr. Lewis, I go to church
on Sunday at 11.’
“There was a pause. ‘I’ll go to church
with you,’ said Lewis. ‘That is, if I may?’
“We’ve been going to church together
ever since.”
Loretta, with that mighty dreamy look
still in her eyes, explains the moment
when she knew this is the real thing.
“Just before New Year’s Eve in 1940,” she
says, “Tom was in New York. He phoned
and asked my New Year’s Eve plans. I
told him I was going with a large party of
friends to Myron Selznick’s house at Lake
Arrowhead.
“ ‘I’ll see you there,’ said Tom. ‘I
thought he was kidding, forgot about it
and in the rush of Christmas duties I
decided not to go to the Lake after all.
Just before midnight that New Year’s
Eve, the phone rang. It was Tom. He
was at Selznick’s.
“ ‘I’ll be right there,’ I gasped, ‘then
rushed to my car, drove like mad for
three hours. I had almost reached my
destination before I realized that it hadn’t
even occurred to me to have him make
that long drive down for me. That’s when
I knew I was going to marry Thomas H.
A. Lewis.’ ”
In Hollywood, like any place, how boy
meets girl falls into set categories. There’s
the love at first sight on some enchanted
evening; dislike or indifference later
turning into billing and cooing. And
sometimes it’s the Hand of Fate. That was
the case with Bette Davis and her artist
husband, William Sherry.
At the time Bette used to go to Laguna
Beach between pictures to relax on the
sand and to do a strict Greta Garbo. Be¬
cause, she explains, “On the set I see from
25 to 50 people daily. So when I wasn’t
working I didn’t feel the need for seeing
people or going to parties. On this par¬
ticular occasion a friend begged me to
attend a party at her house in Laguna. I
begged off, explaining that I wouldn’t
know anyone there and was really too
tired to make the effort. However, I
finally decided to go. I didn’t know any-,
one there except, of course, my friend,
and foresaw a rather dull evening. I sat
down next to Bill Sherry, began to dis¬

cuss painting, beachcombing, Laguna.
And later found that I was in love.”
Esther Williams’ first date with Ben
Gage was almost her last. She was ap¬
pearing as a cigaret girl at a charity show
in Earl Carroll’s one night. Ben was a
sergeant in the Army and had a date with
Ginny Simms.
Johnny Green, music
director, and his wife, Bunny, were in the
party. Johnny introduced Ben to Esther.
She was delighted when he knew that she
had been national swimming champion.
Few people knew—or cared.
Some months later she was at a party
at Santa Ana (where he was stationed)
and they met again. He asked her for a
date for the following Friday when he’d
have a pass. She declined, saying she al¬
ways went to her mother and dad’s for
Friday, dinner in their unpretentious
little house in Inglewood. Knowing that
Ben was a well-known radio announcer
used to hobnobbing with Filmland’s chi
chi, she felt he wouldn’t want to waste his
precious pass on a simple homey evening.
But Ben was anxious to go.
That Friday Esther was very tired.
She’d worked hard on the set of “Thrill
of a Romance” and felt neither thrilled
nor romantic. Her mother, a well-known
psychologist and teacher, began to discuss
clinical psychology with Ben who found
the subject fascinating. Esther curled up
on the sofa. “You two keep on talking,”
she announced. “I’m going to sleep.”
Even with that bad start romance, with
a capital R, developed.
It was indifference at first which char¬
acterized
the
exciting
meeting
and
romance of British-born Deborah Kerr
and Tony Bartley. Deborah, a wellknown star in English films and now
MGM, went to Brussels with a group to
give stage performances of “Gaslight” for
British soldiers. After the first perform¬
ance a host of RAF fliers swarmed around
the beautiful red-haired Deborah and
among them was Anthony Charles Bart¬
ley, son of Sir Charles and Lady Bartley.
Tony was a famous Battle of Britain hero
who had shot down 24 planes.
The meeting, on Deborah’s part, she
recalls, registered exactly zero, although
he was handsome, debonair and obviously
interested. But then, so were all the
others. The next night Tony came to see
the play again. Still he made no impres¬
sion on Deborah. Then he called to tell
her he had a jeep and could take her
shopping. Since wartime Brussels had no
transportation except shoe power, she was

delighted. Love, after its fashion, quickly
blossomed. She returned to England to
make “Black Narcissus” and a furious
correspondence began.
When he could, Tony flew to England
to see her, completely against regulations.
But, then, when has' Cupid waited on
rules? Then he was ordered to the South
Pacific.
One day on the set there was a long
distance call from Australia. It was a bad
connection. In addition, Deborah’s head
was shrouded in the tight coif of a nun
and she couldn’t get her ear near the
phone. She implored people to be quiet
but they went right on talking. All she
heard, she says dreamily, was “Two
weeks’ leave. Will you marry me?” “Yes,”
she gasped.
Meanwhile Tony began the hazardous
flight from Australia. He was forced
down on a South Seas Island; weathered
in in Honolulu; forced down again and
again. Every place that Tony flew he told
his buddies about the approaching mar¬
riage. The invitations were sent; Deb¬
orah was madly trying to continue her
work in “Black Narcissus,” to find ma¬
terial for the wedding dress when there
wasn’t a yard of white silk in the shops.
Finally she managed to snare some syn¬
thetic war material. There was no cham¬
pagne, either, and what is a wedding
without champagne? A flier pal of Tony’s
sneaked over a bit from Paris. Deborah
planned a small church wedding—but 300
RAF fliers from all over Europe and the
South Pacific showed up for the nuptials,
which turned out to be the first big
church wedding in war-bitten England.
Meanwhile the two weeks’ leave ran out
but they were married and as the fairy¬
tale goes: They’ve lived happily ever
after.
One of Hollywood’s real life romances
is so fabulous and unbelievable that even
the most romantic screen writer, brought
up on a steady diet of Cinderella stories,
wouldn’t dare to introduce it into a reel
life script. And that, naturally, is the in¬
ternational love story of Rita Hayworth
and her Prince. Here is the true Cin¬
derella romance of a poor little Spanish
dancer from the wrong side of the tracks
ending up as wife to a man who is heir to
one of the greatest fortunes in the world.
In all the world there’s only one
romance to top it—when the King of
England gave up his throne for “The
Woman I Love.”
The End

Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball fell in love while they were appearing in “Too Many Girls.”
He proposed over a plate of enchiladas. They eloped, had a church wedding 9 years later.
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continued from page 41

I’m

an

emotional—a

hyper-emotional

Italian kid from Hoboken—but at that moment I
began to cry . . . there I was six hundred miles

told her I just had a bad cold. It was more than
that.

It was incipient death.

away from the girl I loved, alone and sick and
dying—and this thoughtful gift from my Nancy

The night before the pneumonia reached its peak

came, and somehow, inexplicably enough, I knew

of virulence, I received a present from Nancy. It

I’d just have to get well and regain my health and

was a pair of gloves. Weakly, I tried them on.

work for this girl and make her proud of me . . .

They wouldn’t fit. Paper seemed to be rolled up

And by heaven, I did. My temperature began to fall

into each finger. I thrust my fingers in and began

and when morning came, I was my old self once

to extricate the paper, and I noticed for the first

more.

time that each little wad I pulled out was a onedollar bill.

I traveled with the James band to Buffalo and
that was the last time I sang with that band. I’ll

^ hen Frankie gave his services to Damon Runyon Fund, little Nancy was right on hand
to hear Daddy sing and to meet his good friend, famous news columnist, Walter Winchell.

Battle of the baritones must also include
Perryr Como—another very good Sinatra pal.

tdSkr!ri" Hoboken honored its favorite son with “Sinatra Day.” Mother Sinatra
and Dad, a cuy fireman, were on hand to help Mayor Fred DeSapio make the day official.
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never forget those boys. And then I went home to

sleep per night; he taught me the finer points of

Nancy and my family. I stayed in Jersey for nine

two-handed pinochle; I learned from him the art

days and then I joined Tommy Dorsey’s band in

of blasting your way out of a sand trap on the golf

Milwaukee. I was in the big-time.

course. When little Nancy was born, I was rooming

I watched and studied Tommy’s band for a week,
planning how best to sing with it, picking up a hint

with Tommy on the road, and I appointed him
godfather to my first-born.

here and a pointer there. My first appearance with

Tommy and I got along beautifully until the very

the band was on January 25th, 1940, in Rockford,

end of our relationship. In Christmas of 1942, I told

Illinois, and the first number I sang was “My
Prayer.”
Traveling with Tommy Dorsey was an eye-open¬
ing experience. In addition to matters musical,
Tommy taught me how to get along on three hours’

Tommy that I was giving him eight months’ notice.
I told him that I planned to leave the band the
following September.
He thought I was a little screwy. After all, who
ever gives anyone eight months’ notice?

Maybe

There’s never a dull moment when Frank and Bob Hope happen to be on the same radio
show—as Bob has discovered. This time they were cutting up at CBS’ Hollywood studio.

M
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When Nancy Sr. gifted Frank with tiny daughter Tina, life was complete. Family group
now includes Frank Jr., Tina, Nancy Sr., and little Nancy. What more could a man ask!

He’ll do anything for a benefit show; and
if act calls for clowning he goes all the way!

two weeks, maybe a month, but never
eight months.
Anyway, at that point in my life, I had
a yearning to get out on my own. I had
observed the audience reaction to my
singing, and I felt that I could do pretty
well by myself. I started laying plans. I
signed a deal to make records for Colum¬
bia. I also signed a three-times-per-week
sustaining deal with CBS, and I put my
name on a contract that called for me
to sing a number or two in a film to
be made by Columbia Pictures.
When September came around and I
asked Tommy for my release, he sud¬
denly stopped talking to me. “O. K.,”
I said, “I’m gonna leave anyway.”
A few days later, Len Vannerson,
Tommy’s business manager, came around
and said that Dorsey would release me
providing I signed a contract which
would give him one third of my gross
earnings for the next ten years.
Anyway, I never paid Tommy one
third of my earnings. My lawyer finally
got together with him and my agent,
and they straightened out the whole
affair. Today, Tommy and I are still
pretty good friends. But for a while
back there, it was really touch and go.
Early in December of ’43, Bob Weitman, manager of the New York Para¬
mount, came backstage to see me. “What
are you doing in town?” I asked Bob. “I
thought they had you quarantined in
N. Y.”
“Nothin’ much,” said Bob. “I came out
for the country air. But they’ve got some
Italian kid singing around here, and the
air has never been the same since.”
That’s the kind of kidding dialogue
Bob and I always engage in. But he’s a
wonderful man, a person of probity and
foresight and unshakable integrity.
During our conversation, Bob said,
“How’d you like to open at the Para¬
mount this New Year’s Eve with Benny
Goodman?” He threw the line away as
if he were saying, “How about a ciga¬
rette?”
“Stop teasing,” I said, my heart be¬
ginning to leap into my throat.
“It’s on the level,” Bob said. “You’ll
get $2,500 a week.”
“Come again.”
“You’ll get $2,500 a week,” Bob re¬
peated.
I slapped my forehead in disbelief.
“I’m sorry,” I said, smiling all the time
I said it, “but I’ll have to consult with
my lawyers to see if that trifling pit¬
tance is enough.”
I was so happy I wanted to scream. I
grabbed Bob’s hand and shook it until it
almost dropped. Even after I signed the
contract, I still couldn’t believe that I
was going to make all that money. There
I was twenty-five years old and about
to earn $2,500 a week.
“Pinch me,” I urged Nancy that night.
“And if I’m dreaming, please don’t wake
me up.”
It’s absolutely impossible for me to
describe how nervous I was on the day
I was scheduled to open with Benny
Goodman. My voice seemed to be locked
in some tight, unopenable vise. My legs
shivered uncontrollably as I waited backstage of the Paramount to go on. And
then I heard Benny Goodman introduce
me. “And now,” he said, “Frank Sin¬
atra.”
I parted the curtain and walked out,
and the sound that greeted me was
absolutely deafening. It was a tremen¬
dous roar; a violent cacophony; five
thousand kids stamping, yelling, stomp¬
ing, and applauding. I was scared stiff.
Benny was so startled at this over¬
whelming reception given me that un(Please turn to page 78)
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was the first house Nancy and I ever
owned.
I had some money then, and I bought
my wife the engagement ring she’d never
had and I also bought her a fur coat, and
little Nancy got some new dresses and
her father got himself an automobile.
While I was playing the Paramount,
Bob Weitman tried to get Paramount
Pictures to sign me to a film contract.
As a matter of fact, he tried to get the
parent company to sign Harry James
and Red Skelton and Tommy Dorsey
and other personalities who had played
the theatre, but Paramount wouldn’t
listen. The verdict on Sinatra was: “The
kid’s a band-singer; he’d fall flat on his
face in pictures.”
Fortunately, RKO didn’t feel that way
about me. Charles Koerner, president at
that time, was all the way out in Cali¬
fornia, but he gave the okay to sign me,
and I agreed to do a motion picture for
RKO at $25,000 for the picture.
After doing a night club stint at the
Riobamba in New York, a stint, in¬
cidentally,
which
everyone
advised
against, I signed a deal for the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade; and then, I came out
West to California.
I did “Higher and Higher,” and I fol¬
lowed that with “Step Lively.”
One night at a benefit staged at Earl
Carroll’s, L. B. Mayer, head of MGM,
was in the audience. I sang “Old Man
River” that night, and L. B. must have
liked it, because he turned to one of his
associates and said, “We could use that
boy over at our lot.”
It wasn’t long after that MGM bought
my contract from RKO and assigned me
a role in “Anchors Aweigh.” Later that
year Nancy gave birth to our son, Frank,
Jr.
We bought a house out in Toluca Lake,
and I went ahead making more pictures
like “Till the Clouds Roll By” and “It
Happened in Brooklyn,” and I con¬
tinued, of course, on the radio and made
recordings, and I tried to branch out
and broaden myself intellectually.
In the past ten years, I’ve gotten into
a few brawls, and I’ve thrown my fists
around; but those days are over. Sinatra
is a settled citizen of the community,
but that doesn’t mean I’m not going to
raise my voice when I think some poor
guy or some minority group is being
pushed around.
Last year, Nancy gifted me with a
third child, a daughter we call Tina; and
this year, I retaliated by buying a new
house for my family. It’s out in Holmby
Hills and it used to belong to Gloria
McLean who’s now Mrs. Jimmy Stewart.
People keep asking me about my plans
for the future. I can’t possibly expect
the next ten years to be as kind and
good to me as the past ten have been.
But if they bring health to me and my
family, and I can go on singing, record¬
ing, and acting; if I can continue to
please you people—that’s all I ask of life.
So far, it’s been so good!
The End
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AMERICA'S

HOME IS WHERE HEART IS
(Continued from page 33)

outstretched hand and a big smile. He
was done up in the sort of outfit they wore
in these parts in the 13th Century, com¬
plete with turban. He looked like a mil¬
lion dollars. . . .
You guessed it! It was Tyrone Power
and it was Tyrone we came to see. He
has been away from the United States
for more than a year. Here, in darkest
Africa, we caught up with him to find
out how he is, and what he has been
doing besides making “Prince of Foxes”
in Italy and “The Black Rose” in Africa
for 20th Century-Fox, and getting mar¬
ried to one of the most beautiful girls in
the world.
I can assure you everything is well
with Ty! It is written in his smile, which
is easy and humorous; in his manner, sure
and confident. True, the honeymoon of
one of the world’s most famous and
glamorous couples, is over. No more bal¬
conies in Switzerland or gondolas in
Venice. No more walks at sundown across
the fabulous Ponte Vecchio in Florence.
No more Cannes or Nice or Antibes. All
of this is three months in the past.
There has been, instead, Africa. Places
like Meknes, a strange, isolated Arab city;
Ouarzazate, an abandoned French Foreign
Legion outpost on the border of the
Sahara, and now Marrakech.
Ordinarily, a man wouldn’t take his
bride to such places. But it happened
that Tyrone Power’s next motion picture
assignment was in Africa and so it was
there that Mrs. Tyrone Power went, also.
And she learned instinctively and imme¬
diately to do those things which can
transform a stopping place into a home.
The honeymoon of Tyrone and Linda
Power ended about April 1st, when “The
Black Rose” company landed on African
soil, but their real marriage then began.
At Meknes, home was a hotel—good
enough, according to Ty and Linda, but
nothing outstanding. Ty’s days were made
up of work from seven until six, every
day including Sunday. New places fas¬
cinate Linda, she says, so she explored
the city, shopped a bit, slept a lot, and
pleasantly whiled away the time while
Ty worked.
“Bored?” Linda laughed. “I am never
bored. I can always read. And in Meknes,
where I admit there wasn’t much in the
way of night life, Tyrone and I could
always play cards. We both love that and
never tire of it.”
At Meknes, too, there was the little
old man across the street and Linda and
Ty grew quite fond of him. He lived in a
shrine and people used to come there by
the scores to worship.
Linda tried her best to paint him, or
at least to catch his strange, vital, per¬
sonality in a crayon sketch. But he was
never still long enough, she said, for her
to complete it.
After Meknes, it was Ouarzazate, on the
other side of the Atlas mountains. It
was during the journey to Ouarzazate
that “The Black Rose” company encoun¬
tered the terrible storm already described
in the news; were marooned by the floods
that accompanied it. Ty, Linda, Bill Gal¬
lagher (Ty’s best friend who always ac¬
companies him on location) and Jack
Hawkins, the British actor who plays Ty’s
buddy in “Rose,” had quite a time—which
is probably the world’s best example of
understatement. The four of them were
in one car, with Tyrone driving. Cold,
hungry, wet and cut off by the rivers
which suddenly roared out of the moun(Please turn to next page)
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mail coupon below for covermark. Use as di¬
rected — look in your mirror. You’ll be so
amazed you won’t believe your own eyes. That
ugly blemish has disappeared from sight—and
no one will know how you did it.
Send No Money Now for covermark. Just mail

r

Accepted for Advertising in
THE JOURNALS OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
•
READER'S DIGEST Calls COVERMARK

The ‘‘Modern Miracle"
coupon below. When postman delivers package
in plain wrapper, pay him $2 plus postage and
C.O.D. charges.
covermark

Federal Tax Exempt!

A NEW, LOVELIER
YOU! Write for FREE
literature on Lydia
O’Leary’s complete new
beauty line!

rv Guaranteed by
i Good Housekeeping ,

LYDIA O’LEARY, INC.

•

551 FIFTH AVENUE, Dept. V-l

•

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

LYDIA O’LEARY, INC.

•

551 FIFTH AVENUE, Dept. V-l

•

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

1

Send me in plain wrapper 1 jar of covermark. I’ll pay postman $2 plus postage and C.O.D.
charges. If I’m not pleased, you are to refund my money.
BLONDE
(Dry covermark with Lydia O’Leary Finish¬
ing Powder. Then, if a deeper tone is desired,
Light □ Pink Medium Average □ Tan Medium
use Lydia O’Leary Face Powder.)
RED HAIR
□ I am enclosing $2. You are to pay all postage.
Light □ Tan Medium Average □ Peach
Light □ Peach

BROWNETTE
Average □ Dark Olive

BRUNETTE
Light □ Dark Olive
Average □ Brunette

Name_______
Street._____
City...State..

WOMEN

Small BUST

Sizes
28 to 38
Colors

Special Design “Up-and-Out” Bra Gives You
A Fuller, Alluring Bustline Instantly!
LIDAr>CI

IT U

rAUi!

Self conscious
about your flat¬
looking, small
bustline? Figure beauty
starts with a
glamorous
bustline. The
sensational
“Up-and-Out”
Bra has an ex¬
clusive secret
patent pend,
feature that
tends to lift
and cup flat, un¬
shapely, small
busts into a
fuller, wellrounded bust¬
line like magic
instantly!

NUDE
WHITE
BLUE
BLACK

NO ARTIFICIAL BUST
BUILDUP NEEDED

°ne °* °ur Many Satisfied Customers Below Says:
. It’s amazing how its special feature gives my
real glamour."
—Mias Doris Harris, Wichita, Kansas.

bustline

BEFORE Miss Harris
wore the “Up-and-Out”
Bra, she was flat, un¬
shapely, and shy.

AFTER she wore the
“Up-and-Out” Bra, her
attractive bustline gave
her poise, confidence.

NOW WEAR ALL FORM FITTING ORESSES, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, Etc.
with Bustline Confidence!
Firm elastic back and easy to adjust shoulder straps. Beautiful fabric—easy
-—
- •
$2.49. Mail coupon NOW.
to wash. Sizes 28.
30. 32, 34, —
36, 38.
Only

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
| TESTED SALES, Dept. MR-1511 A
j 20 Vesey Street, New York City
• Hush to me my “UP-and-OUT” Bra in plain wrapper in size
I and color checked belgw. I will pay postman on delivery $2.49
j plus postage. If not delighted in 10 days I will return merchandise
* for my money back.
Color.How

Many

.Size.

Name.
Address.
City, Zone, State.

□ Check here if you wish to save postage by enclosing $2.49
with coupon) Same Money Back Guarantee.

Profile View
Of Hidden
Feature in
Bra
Which
docs wonders
for
individual bust problem.

your

Here are some types who can
be helped.
Special pat¬
ent pending
bust molding
feature on in¬
side
of
bra
lifts, supports
and cups your
busts.
No
MatterWhether They Are
Small,
Flat
or Sagging in¬
to
Fuller.
Well-Rounded
"Up-and-Out'*
curves
magic instantly!
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1 Mary T. Goldman’s Safe
COLOR-CONTROL METHOD
So Natural-Looking
Roll back the years by doing something about
your gray hair.

Use Mary T. Goldman's

Color-Control Method.

It produces exactly

the shade you desire without that dyed look.
It’s easier than a home wave—just comb clear,
liquid Mary T. Goldman's through your hair.
It’s safe—no skin test needed. It’s economical
— fewer applications, saves beauty shop
dollars.

You’ll win new admiration when

Mary T. Goldman’s gives your hair real
loveliness. Will not wash out—shampooing
enhances luster. Will not harm your wave
or change hair texture.
Famous Mary T. Goldman’s must please or your money
back. Accept no substitute. If your dealer is out, send
52.00 to Mary T. Goldman Co., 201 Goldman Bldg..
St. Paul 2, Minn. Mention black, dark brown, medium
brown, light brown, blond or auburn. 6-application bottle
will reach you in plain wrapper; taxes and postage prepaid.

MARY T. GOLDMAN’S for gray hair

AUTOMATIC SAVING IS
SURE SAVING—
U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

PAIN
4 HEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS
/
The way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend
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Anacin® relieves headache, neuralgia,
neuritis pain fast because Anacin is like a
doctor's prescription — that is, it contains
not just one, but a combination of med¬
ically proven, active ingredients in easy-totake tablet form. Thousands have been in¬
troduced to Anacin through their own den¬
tist or physician. If you have never used
Anacin, try it yourself for in¬
credibly fast, long-lasting re¬
lief from pain. Don't wait.
Buy Anacin today.

tains, they found themselves marooned
at a place called Agouim.
“I have never seen anything to match
the squalor of the hotel,” Bill Gallagher
told me. “The beds were covered with
the filthiest blankets you have ever seen.
When we went out to the car for our
things, it was covered with snow, so we
decided to grin and bear it.
“During the night we had a windstorm
with a gale that blew about sixty miles
an hour. That convinced us it was better
to sleep indoors than to be out in the car,
freezing to death. I’ll admit, though, that
those blankets made the choice pretty
difficult.”
There were more hardships before the
“Rose” company finally assembled at
Ouarzazate, which was no easy place to
live in. Quarters were army barracks
which had been rehabilitated for the
company’s use.
“The shower was in the living room—
quite an innovation,” Linda giggled. “Still
it was better there than no place at all.
There was matting on the floor. We
made divans out of suitcases covered
with rugs. And there was a table.”
On it Ty and Linda played cards many
an evening—canasta, the new, glorified
gin rummy, and canfield. As I say, they
love to play cards. Linda always wins,
she says. Or almost always.
“When I need a little extra spending
money, I say, ‘Come on. How about a
little game?’ Tyrone usually says why
bother to play at all; why doesn’t he just
give me the money, but I tell him it is
more fun to win it. Incidentally, I won
sixteen thousand francs (French Moroc¬
can francs; about $50) from him last
night.”
While “The Black Rose” company was
at Ouarzazate, the wind blew for practi¬
cally three weeks straight, a gale so
terrific that it daily interfered with pro¬
duction. Sand seeped in, white, fine, im¬
placable, and covered everything.
“It was everywhere,” Linda recounted.
“In your hair, in your eyes, in your
clothes and your food. You smelled it
and you chewed it.” She was cheerful
about it, though.
Finally, the company finished the great
battle scenes at Ouarzazate and came
down to Marrakech. There the Powers
lived at the beautiful Mamounia hotel—
that is—the hotel was closed for the
season and almost all of its furniture had
been taken away for refurbishing. Their
quarters consisted of one fairly small
room and bath at the end of a dark, un¬
carpeted, echo-ridden corridor.
Marrakech was fun, though. Ty, as
usual, went to work very early.
“I don’t know exactly what I do with
my time,” Linda told me. “When you are
happy, it goes almost too fast, it seems.”
Around eleven o’clock, she would in¬
vade the vast hotel kitchen and whip up
lunch for herself and Ty. Linda likes to
cook; knows esoteric recipes and under¬
stands seasoning and sauces.
“Give her a can of spaghetti and some
spices and she’ll come up with something
terrific,” Ty told me enthusiastically.
Linda loves to talk recipes, too. She
has lived in many countries and knows
the best things to eat, in each. “Perhaps
I am just a gourmand,” she confesses. “Or
maybe the word is gourmet. A gourmand
just thinks of eating; a gourmet likes to
eat, but understands and enjoys exciting,
interesting foods.”
She can’t wait to reveal to Tyrone the
wonders of Indian rice as it is eaten in
Holland. “They learned to do it in the
Orient, of course,” she explained. “Rice,
beautifully cooked, is the body, or basis,
but with it come innumerable little dishes
of meats and vegetables.”
Ty interrupted with a grin. “Why don’t

you get excited like that when you talk
about me?”
She smiled back. “I do. I just don’t
tell you about it. I don’t want to spoil
you.”
Seriously, though, I discovered Linda’s
a wonderful wife. It gets pretty hot in
the Mamounia kitchen. They use coal
for cooking. And sometimes the big
range would fairly glow with heat—and
the thermometer 100 in the shade outside,
too! But Linda stirred and tasted and
mixed and fixed and at noon, a car would
drive up to the “Rose” set and Mrs. Power
would alight bearing a trayful of carefully
covered viands and Mr. and Mrs. Power
would lunch in style.
“Wish my wife were here,” Bill Galla¬
gher remarked.
It was in England, of course, where the
final sequences of “The Black Rose” were
shot, that the Powers learned that early
next year there will be an addition to
the family.
“Do you want a boy, or a girl?” I
asked. Tyrone considered. “Well, I sup¬
pose a man always dreams a bit of having
a son. But Linda likes girls, perhaps
because of her sister, Ariadna, whom she
adores. What’s the difference what it’ll
be. It is wonderful news, any way you
look at it.”
Tyrone, Linda and Bill plan to take a
vacation in Scandinavia and the Low
Countries for a few weeks after “Rose” is
finished, then come home to California.
Ty bought Henry Hathaway’s home in
Brentwood before he left and they will
settle down there unless another assign¬
ment takes Tyrone, and Linda with him,
away again.
Some day they’ll build their own
dream house, but not just yet. There are
too many other things they want to do
before that.
They thought at first they might build
a new house right after they returned to
California. But the home they have is
wonderful, they both insist, and just
right for a newcomer, too. There is an
upstairs den which can be transformed
into a nursery, a big, fenced in, sheltered
yard, a children’s play house left by the
Hathaways’ small son, and a sand pen.
“Anyway, as I was saying,” Linda went
on, “if Tyrone is sent away from home to
do more pictures, I shall always go with
him. I think that, with a marriage, you
either grow apart or you grow together.
You have to work at making a marriage
happy and successful and how can you,
if you are separated? If Tyrone has to
leave before the baby comes, I shall be
with him. If he has to leave later on, it
will always be the three of us together.
Or the four of us, one day, perhaps. Or
the five of us.
“Plans? Who can say about specific
things? We know what Tyrone’s work
will be—making moving pictures. We
know where we shall five. I mean, we
know where our—shall I call it ‘home
base’—is. If we stay in California any
length of time, it will be wonderful to
settle ourselves in our house; redecorate
it a bit, perhaps; learn the wonderful
things I am sure every married couple
learns when they make a home together.
“But all of this isn’t essential. I mean
furniture, wallpaper, pictures, dishes, even
the house, itself, aren’t essential. For in¬
stance, some of the unhappiest marriages
I’ve ever seen have been set in the most
beautiful backgrounds.
“No, home isn’t a house. Home is more
than the biggest and best house ever built.
I know that now after the weeks I’ve
been with Tyrone on ‘The Black Rose’
location.
“You see,” this wonderful girl told me
earnestly, “home is where the heart is.”
The End
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JOHNNY, JR.
will make your
friends howl with glee. An actual
scale model, 4’A" high, with many
practical uses. Genuine baked
nigh gloss chinaware in white
or pastel shades of blue, green,
yellow or red. Felt base. Specify
colors desired.

$]00

IF PAID WITH
ORDER
$1.36 C. O. D.

ALAMO POTTERY, INC.
Box 4367-0, Station A

UNCONDITIONAL
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

San An onio, lexas

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke

and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don’t fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp¬
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co.
20-D Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St._Buffalo 1, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
We are interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Paramount
Song Recording Studio, Dept. B-32, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal._

NOSES

RESHAPED

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat¬
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet H Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 5th Ave.. Suite 63. N. Y. C. LE. 2-1596

FREE
Imprint

SAMPLES
SO for Si up
FREE!
Bonus Boxes
with orders

SELL XMAS CARDS
Full or Part Time
NO

EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Sell only 100 special Xmas card deals.
Your cost only 75c each regardless of
quantity ordered at one time I Your
PROFIT $1 on each and every deal!
Write today for details of complete line.
Make More Money with Creative. Costa
nothing to try! Feature boxes on approval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, Inc.
45 Warburtos Ave.. Dent. K-«, Yonkers 2. H. V.
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BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
This sensational BUST lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenir Hormones and vegetable oils
that wondertuily aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10-day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb hormones. Try it! Easy to use I

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. 1-P
803 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.

CMICAOO 22,

ILL.

They stopped for flowers at the Bev¬
erly Doheny stand, where chrysanthe¬
mums of every color were arranged in a
fragrant flower garden. They chose deep
red and pale yellow for their flower
decorations, adding a handful of bouvardia so fragrant that the scent haunts a
whole room.
The manager of the stand disappeared
for a moment and then returned with an
exquisite gardenia for Georgiana. “Aren't
you Loretta Young’s little sister?” he
asked shyly. Georgiana laughed and as¬
sured him that she was.
The Montalbans are no strangers in
their own kitchen. Thanksgiving morn¬
ing, they prepared the turkey. Ric
plucked the few pin feathers with a
tweezer while Georgiana mixed the
combread
dressing,
without
which
Thanksgiving wouldn’t be complete.
Ric told how they prepare turkey in
Mexico. It is Mole de Pavo and when his
mother comes to visit them soon, he’s
going to have her show Georgiana how
it is made.
“You have never tasted turkey until
you eat Mole,” he told us as his face took
on that look of rapture his fans associate
with a Montalban love scene.
“Mole,” he sighed, “it is unbelievable.
A nun in a little town near Puebla in¬
vented it many years ago. The sisters
were expecting a visit from the Arch¬
bishop. They had killed a turkey but at
the last minute discovered they lacked
the ingredients for dressing. There was
nothing to color the sauce to the right
depth of brown. So the nuns used ground
chile and ajonjolf (sesame seed), ground
almonds and peanuts, allspice and anise,
garlic and onion and fried tortilla, for
color, they used bitter chocolate paste.”
“Not chocolate!” Georgiana was ap¬
palled. Ric explained that you cannot
taste the chocolate. It melts into the red
Mole subtly, loses its identity, entices
something beautiful from all the rest, and
when the turkey is prepared in this
sauce, ah, magnifico!
Georgiana still looked skeptical. The
children
watched
round-eyed
while
Ricardo and Georgiana worked in the
kitchen. Laura, four, and Mark, two,
wanted to taste the moist corn dressing.
They climbed on chairs to watch their
daddy singe the turkey. By next year,
baby Anita will be able to join the
family in preparation. Right now, she was
merely carried in for a moment by her
nurse. Ric calls her his “beautiful Anita.”
It was a busy day. The bird was in the
oven by two o’clock, then there was the
table to set, the center-piece to arrange—
the children helpfully delaying the sched¬
ule but no one cared.
Dinner was to be at seven. It was
planned that the children would have
their turkey and trimmings a little earlier.
The youngsters were particularly in¬
trigued
with
the
cranberiy
molds.
Georgiana had cooked the berries the day
before, chilled the sauce firm and now
cut it into individual servings with a
sharp-edged little turkey mold.
Each
turkey was then placed on a thick slice
of orange and was used to garnish the
turkey platter.
The table itself was a picture. Squash,
pineapple, bananas, bright red apples and
nuts were grouped on a silver platter
over a mass of shiny lemon leaves.
Laura was allowed to help swab the
leaves with a bit of cotton soaked in olive
oil to make them glisten. The tablecloth
(Please turn to next page)

WELL-KNOWN REDUCING

EXPERT SAYS

“Reducing the Slimode way is wonderful ... so
quick, easy and enjoyable!”_

Lostm

the new Doctor-Ap¬
proved quick way!

REDUCE
lbs. a week!
EAT ALL
YOU WANT!
ENJOY
REDUCING!
No starving
No drugs
No lasatives
Nocsercisos
No massages M
No steambaths
.US

J|

100%
Money Back
Guarantee.
Guarantee!
A better.slim¬
mer figure
withinlOdays
or you don't

30 DAY
SUPPLY,
ONLY|

Look slimmer, feel better — Be
ular and look your slender best,
attractive glamorous figure, is
/ your priceless asset. This new scien¬
tific idea in quick, safe weight reduc¬
tion is really amazing—almost like magic.
„
The SLIMODE TABLET way takes off
as much weight as you wish. Would you be
.
happy to lose 10 lbs. or more in 2 weeks?
,
Would vou like to say good-bye to extra fat and
those hateful bulges. Then start today to have the
kind of dream-figure men whistle at—a figure which
attracts admiration and attention. Slimode Tablets are
Doctor-Approved, scientific food tablets which supply
necessary mineral for balanced nutrition . . . give you
more pep and energy and curbs appetite. Slimode is the
safe, healthy way and achieves sensational loss of
weight results in quick time. Don't let fat spoil your
romance or fun. Improve your figure and appearance.
Popularity, poise and a fashionable figure can be yours.
SEND COUPON BELOW TODAY!
A

M

Slimode Reducing Plan which has
helped many lose from 5 to 50 lbs. in
short time, is free with youx order.

LOSE WEIGHT OR NO CHARGE
SLIMODE PRODUCTS, Dept. H-3
285 Schley St., Newark 8, New Jersey
Rush 30-day supply of Slimode Tablets and Reduc¬
ing Plan at once. I enclose S2 cash, check or
money order. If I am not 100% satisfied and de¬
lighted, my money will be returned at once. If
C.O.D.—Postage Extra.
Name.
Address.
City.State..
□ SPECIAL!

3

MONTHS’

SUPPLY

FOR 94.00

NOW

A COMPLEXION CLAY
THAT MAKES SKIN LOVELIER
Cleans Pore Openings • Reduces
Skin Blemishes • Works Wonders
With Tired Lines In Face
Look better, feel better, after the first
application with Hopper White Clay
^ Pack®. See for yourself how this
amazing facial pack cleans pore open¬
ings, helps tighten the tired lines in
your face and loosen blackheads
which can then be easily removed. Yes,
you can thrill at the new loveliness of your
complexion, the radiant, tingling feeling
that is yours after a facial with Hopper
Clay Pack. It’s easy to use, costs only a few
cents. At drug or cosmetic counters.
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NOW YOU CAN GET WHAT
LOOKS ALMOST LIKE

ON
FACE
OR
HANDS

DO IT QUICKLY AT HOME
Now you can look years younger
and more attractive this new easy
way. Do not wait until you can do
nothing to remove the common
blemishes and the coarse-looking
skin others see in that external top
layer called the epidermis. Do what
many others are now doing. Write
for a New Special Free TREATISE now being sent
to all readers of this magazine who need it—male
or female, young and older folks absolutely FREE.
That unwanted epidermis can now be quickly
flaked off, easily m a few days at home. This
should mean happiness and success in business and
affairs of the heart for many who will grasp this
opportunity—NOW. Simply send a post card or
letter, requesting the FREE TREATISE, to
William Witol, Dept. 277A, Valley Stream, N. Y.
If pleased, tell others who need it.

READ
FREE
OFFER

was of heavy white embroidered damask,
with lace medallion inserts; the tapers
were of pale green.
Goblets, bread and butter plates, nut
dishes and candle holders were of gleam¬
ing silver and the service plates with
their wide border of blood red and gold
gave the table a richly exciting holiday
look.
It is obvious, even in these little things,
that Ric and Georgiana are completely
compatible. He has a quick response to
beauty and Georgiana knows how to
achieve it.
The two girls made a picture together,
Georgiana in chartreuse blouse and flow¬
ered evening skirt. Around her throat
she wore a twisted gold necklace. Janet
wore a deep red velvet dress trimmed
with brilliants.
After Mark and Laura visited with the
guests and got one last look at television,
they went to bed. The grown-ups took
their places at the table. Ric said grace,
and now, at last, after the long prepa¬
ration, the turkey was carried in. Trium¬
phant, superb! More delectable-looking
than Georgiana had dared to dream.
And such eating! It literally melted in
your mouth. The wonderful food started
reminiscences.
Janet Leigh told of the delicious tur¬

keys of her childhood in her home town
of Stockton, and of turkey dinners that
have been consumed since Janet has
electrified the movie-going public by her
performances in “The Romance of Rosy
Ridge,” “If Winter Comes,” “Little Wom¬
en,” “Act of Violence,” and “The Story
of Maria Buhl.” Now she is appearing in
“That Forsyte Woman” and opposite
Glenn Ford in “The Doctor and the Lady.”
Danny Scholl reminisced about his own
early days as a singer and then the big
break in “Call Me Mister,” followed
again by tough days in Hollywood. After
that, he sang in semi-amateur shows and
over television. Danny was ready to give
up and hoof it back to Broadway when
the second break came at MGM in “Nancy
Goes to Rio.”
Yes, the four young people had a
great deal to be thankful for at the
Montalbans that evening. Danny and
Janet have so much to look forward to;
Ricardo and Georgiana have so much
already—their happiness, their closely
shared life, their three beautiful chil¬
dren, their deep and profound love for
the world they live in.
You could hear it in Ricardo’s voice
as he offered a simple prayer of grati¬
tude: “We thank Thee for all these bless¬
ings, Lord.”

CONFIDENTIAL LOAN SERVICE
Borrow $50 to $300-

Need money? Nomatter where
you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $60.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.
IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Completely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
M O N T H LY
PAYMENTS

STATE

XS09

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
Employed men and women of good

character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Your employer, relatives and
fnends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name, address and
occupation for application blank and
complete details sent FREE in plain en¬
velope.There’s no obligation. Act now!

FI NANCE

COMPANY

210 State Finance Bldg., Dept.A75K,DesMoines9,lowa

NO OBLIGATION

l

Dept. 10

of

Gold Finish Pocket Statue
INFANT OF PRAGUE
with carrying case. Also
opportunity to earn a
valuable premium.

Like the dutiful wife she is, Georgiana helped Ricardo to a huge mound of homemadt
cranberry sauce. Everyone agreed dinner looked, tasted, and was absolutely scrumptious

SEND NAME a ADDRESS TO
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THE CASEY CO.

Prov. 3, R. I.
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CANDIED YAMS

ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinating
Positions in hotels as Hostess, Execu|
tive Housekeeper, Manager, Social or
Food Director. Grade school education plus Lewis Training
qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Service Free of
extra charge. One student writes: “Business Manager and
Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training.” Write for Free Book.
Course approved for Veterans’ Training.

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
Sta.

PS-9301, Washington 7,

D. C.

Try This MODERN Way
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Jad Salts® flush food waste, actually wash out
your lower bowel by bringing extra, needed fluids
to soften the dry, hardened area. Jad salts work
so gently, the way nature intended, that you will
enjoy the complete bowel movement they give.
Jad Salts are alkaline, reduce excess stmnach
acidity as they make bowels move again. So for
a smooth, thorough, comfortable aid to regular
bowel movements, take Jad Salts, the modern way
to relieve constipation.

6 medium sized potatoes
% cup butter
V2 cup brown sugar
Vi cup sherry (or water)
Boil potatoes, pare, cut in half length-wise.
Heat butter and brown sugar in heavy fry¬
ing pan. Add potatoes, turn until brown on
all sides. Add sherry, cover closely and
cook until tender and delicately brown. If
there is room in oven along with turkey,
they may he put in covered baking dish and
heated in oven.
CRANBERRY SAUCE
1 quart cranberries
2 cups sugar
2 cups water
Boil water and sugar to a syrup (about-ten
minutes), add cranberries washed and
picked over. Cover at first and cook until
cranberries are clear. Mash through sieve.
Let stand in refrigerator over night. This
can be poured into one large mold and then

unmolded on a tray, or it can be cut with
a cookie cutter in shape of turkeys.
CnESS PIE
5 eggs
2 cups sugar
1 large T butter
!4 cup hot Tvater
1 t vanilla
Beat yolks and two whites together. Boil
sugar and water and butter until thick and
caramel-like. Pour on beaten yolks, add
vanilla. Bake in uncooked pie crust in
very slow oven. Make meringue of whites
(3 whites, 4T sugar).
PIE CRUST
2 cups flour
2 large T lard
1 t baking powder
1 t salt
cold water to handle
Work lard in flour, salt and baking powder.
Add enough water to mix. Roll thin on
floured board.

Do You Want to
Make Men OBEY YOU?
Do you want to make him
love you wildly, fiercely? Do
you want to make him say.
"Darling. I adore you. I wor¬
ship you. I'll do ANYTHING
lor YOU!” Do you want to
make him OBEY your every
command? Then use CHEZELLE (What a Perfume) to
help you CONTROL Men.
One woman told me that
CHEZ -ELLE is the STRONG¬
EST perfume she ever used.
Another woman told us that
she blesses the day she first
used CHEZ-ELLE, because
now
her
husband
comes
home at night to help her.
Just send me your name and address and I will rush
a Trial Bottle of CHEZ-ELLE (What a Perfume) to
you. When the postman delivers CHEZ-ELLE in a plain
ackage, deposit only $2 plus postage (3 for $5) with
im on this GUARANTEE. Use CHEZ-ELLE for 10
days. If you don't agree that CHEZ-ELLE Is the most
POWERFUL perfume you ever used, return It and I'll
send your *2 right back Write NOW to

S

TRULOVE, 58 Walker St., Dept. 146-KC,New York 13

GIRLS!!—YEW LOVELY
KEY-TO-MY-HEART PIN

14 K B!i'SVirol!?

ENGRAVED
FREE
With
your
name
and
bison

Special

only

Cfl

___
with

/

TV/p

*hi”d

Sorry. No C.O.D.’s.
You’ll be amazed like
thousands
of
others
when you receive your pin.

he»rts

. P1?,' and
any ^«ame,
Year or date
on Lock Pin.

TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
1301

SURF AVE.,

DEPT. 71-L,

BROOKLYN 24, N.Y.

LIBRARY oF PICTURES
& PHOTO FOLDER

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send j
a beautiful 7x5' professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mail we
will send FREE "Library of Pictures”
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c for
enlargement TODAY!
I
AMERICAN STUDIOS. Dept. 384, La

Crosse.

Wis

BE A DETECTIVE
Make Secret Investigations

Earn Big Money. Work home or travel. Fas¬
cinating work. Experience Unnecessary.
DETECTIVE Particulars FREE. Write to
GEO. H. W. WAGNER, 125 W. 86th St.,N. Y.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today tor Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

L’ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
30.000
Int.
Units of
Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingre¬
dient that may be ab¬
sorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of
what L’ORMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L’ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full direc¬
tions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C.O.D.

L'ORMONE CO., Dept. 252-AA
220 Broadway
• Trade Mark

New York 7, N. Y.

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING

♦ he

bustle-back

By ANNETTE LEISTEN

SKIRT
★ Bring on the candles! Jimmy Durante
says “It’s My Nose’s Birthday,” and a big
celebration is in order. The guy with the
proboscis recorded his felicitations to
his most prominent feature on an MGM
record which is a classic! And on the
flip, “Fugitive from Esquire,” Jimmy
makes his vocal bid for the title of “man
of distinction.” These are two sides you
won’t be able to resist!
We got right up out of a deep com¬
fortable chair to dance to T.D.’s latest
Victor disc.
It’s called “Dry Bones”—
don’t ask us why. Any resemblance to
a skeleton waltzing is coincidental. “Dry
Bones” is an easygoing bounce with a
lumbering instrumental. It keeps you
jumping—back to the machine to turn it
on again. On the flip, Dorsey and his
crew give out with a dreamy danceable
interpretation of Gershwin’s “Summer¬
time.”
Vic Damone’s Mercury waxing of
“Through a Long and Sleepless Night” is
definitely swoon stuff. This lovely bal¬
lad comes from 20th Century-Fox’s “Come
to the Stable,” and Vic sings it straight
from the heart.
The backing is “My
Bolero” a number with a terrific bolero
rhythm which builds up to a powerful
climax. Vic really lets his voice out to
its fullest—and it’s beautiful!
The best recording of Irving Berlin’s
hit song, “Homework,” is delivered by
Fran Warren for the Victor label. Her
warm, sympathetic interpretation will
bring tears to the eyes of every working
gal who’d rather stay at home and mend
her man’s socks. The reverse, “You Can
Have Him,” is another time from “Miss
Liberty,” done in the Warren way, which
will appeal to the ladies especially.
Baseball stars turn storytellers for
Columbia’s album, “Slugger at the Bat.”
Young and old alike will get a thrill out
of hearing Brooklyn Dodgers’ Jackie
Robinson and Pee Wee Reese, telling
the story.
This original baseball tale
by Lyon and Steel will make a wonder¬
ful Christmas gift for the kids on your
list.
Keep an eye on Gene Williams, the
22-year-old bandleader who recorded
“Can’t Understand It” for Mercury. This
novelty, half in double-talk, is just a
sample of what he can do. “You Don’t
Say Anything” is the reverse; and Gene
proves his vocal chords are as able as
his baton—and a lot more romantic.
We got a big bang out of Rose Murphy
playing and singing “You, Wonderful
You,” and “Don’t! Stop!” on a new Victor
release.
(If you don’t know why they
call her the “Chee Chee Girl,” just say
“Chee” and let your voice go uphill at
the end. The squeak at the top is our
Rose.)
She gives out with these two
numbers amid happy finger-snapping,
“chee-cheeing” and cheerful keyboard
capers. Rose’s style is all her own, and
we love her!
Johnny Desmond (whose recording of
“Fiddle Dee Dee” is making his bosses
mighty happy; it’s that terrific) has
waxed another hit for MGM. It’s “The
Wedding of Lili Marlene”—the continued
tale of die “memory lady” of World War
II. Johnny first made his name in the
music world when he sang to fellow
G.I.’s during the war; and his mellow
vocal on this touching ballad will bring
back many memories. The flip is “Let
Me Grow Old With You”—a delightful
setting for romance, especially the way
Johnny sings it. Growing old with him
would be a pleasure!

in Romaine
rayon crepe

See how the double
tiers ripple as you
walk. See how slimming is the slit front.
It’s side-zipped to a smooth-looking waist¬
band. Wear it for dates, for dancing, for
dreaming. Truly noteworthy value.

nOLU)

Dept. 4,812 Penn Ave
Pa.

/HOP/ Pittsburgh 22.

Please send me.Bustle Back Skirts
at $2.98 each plus 12c for postage and
handling.

Total $3.10. My size is...

Send To.
Address...
City.Zone.State.
□ Money Order

□ Check

□ C.O.D.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

IF NOT-Why Not?

11946

f Send your birth date. Get your person¬
alized forecast of Love, Marriage, Suc¬
cess, Money, Friends, Family. Use your
number analysis as a guide to happi¬
ness. Usually $5.00, now for limited
time 25c. Rush birth date, 25c in coin
and 3c stamp. Money back guarantee.
Cfor promptness—a dictionary of
■
300 usual dreams. Send today.
APPLIED NUMBERS, Dept, 1211
P. o. Box 5
Cincinnati 11, OMg

SONG-WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, war¬
rants your immediate investigation. We are
offering New Writers the rare opportunity of
having a celebrated “Hit” composer furnish
music on reduced percentage basis for any
likely poems received this month. Phonorecords now outselling sheet music 5 to 1

Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, Californio

• Here is a
SPARKLING

COCKTAIL Bracelet
Watch that attracts
immediate Attention!
Silver color set with 24
Flashing Brilliants.
Elegant Imported
Swiss watch. Safety
Lock and Chain at¬
tached. SEND NO
MONEY! Just send
name and address.
Pay postman only
$9.95 plus postage
and tax on delivery.
Our Supply is limited
Rush your order Today.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

World-Wide Diamond Co.,
Dept.

C-925,

2451 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 16,

MARRIAGE CAN WAIT
IContinued from page 26)

103 S. WELLS STREET
CHICAGO 6, ILL.
Dept.362

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

CHI CV»C Honey & Tar
■ M L t 1
O Cough Compound
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I need someone In your territory to
supply customers with my Famous
Blair Products. No experience or
capital needed. I’ll send complete
outfit FREE to help you get
started in a business of your own.
Write today.

BLAIR
Dept. 362-EX. Lynch burg, Va.

TRAIN

STRENGTHEN your voice this tested, scien¬
tific way. Yes—you can now build yourself a
POWERFUL speaking or singing voice in the
privacy of your own room. Silent self-training lessons; no
music or piano required. Just send your name for sensa¬
tional details of this amazing course. I’ll send you FREE
a vocal mechanism chart. State your age. Perfect Voice
Institute, 1141 S. Wabash Ave., Studio L106. Chicago 5. III.

PICTURE
RING 75*

EXQUISI TE PICTURE RING—made from any
photo. SEND NO MONEY 1 Mail photo with paper strip
for the ring size. Pay postman ONLY 75c plus postage.
Hand tinted 26 cents extra. Photo returned with ring.
Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size NOW. |

Picture Ring Co., Dept. Z-162, Cincinnati, O.

CATS PAW
Rubber \\
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'FINEST MADE"
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Ann has few dates with schoolday pals,
sinee she never attended public school.
Her career began at the age of five on
radio station WJZ in New York City. She
studied dancing, drama and radio tech¬
niques at Ned Way bum’s dramatic school
while at work in radio programs, and at¬
tended the Children’s Professional School
when she sang for three seasons with
the San Carlos Opera Company.
Later she apeared on Broadway as
Babette, the daughter, in “Watch on the
Rhine.” This play, after a tour of eleven
months, reached Los Angeles when Ann
was fourteen.
(She’s been here ever
since.)
Universal immediately signed
the child to a movie contract and her edu¬
cation was transferred to the studio
school, from which she was graduated
three years ago.
Ann is only two inches over five feet
tall; her weight is scarcely two pounds
over a hundred; she’s pretty, but she’s
not cute. The way she uses her blue eyes
and curves her lovely lips is distinctly on
the Mona Lisa pattern. She’s a girl of
great dignity.
With her Uncle Pat and Aunt Cis Tobin,
she lives in the Toluca Lake district in
San Fernando Valley, the first permanent
address she's ever had. The young star
is taking an avid interest in community
affairs.
She’s laid a cornerstone for a
valley church; she’s taken part in the
ceremony of opening a new business area,
and was appointed honorary mayor of
her section. No wonder Ann never sits
by a silent telephone.
“My idea of a wonderful time is to go
dancing. I adore dancing!” Her rosetipped
fingers
pantomimed
a
waltz
rhythm. “When we’re out for an evening,
we usually go to dinner at a place where
we can dance. Or we go to see a picture,
and later stop at a place that serves de¬
licious ice cream—my favorite dish.”
Because she’s so crazy about her home,
Ann gets a kick out of giving parties,
preferably with nine guests so that there
will be ten to play charades, her favorite
game. Afterward, she serves ice cream
and cake and they all talk.
In Hollywood, almost invariably, party
talk is concerned with the industry! What
picture are you making? Did you like
last night’s preview? Will you go abroad
to do a film? How did you like working
in Italy—or France—or England? Who
will snag the newest coveted role? Is it
true what they say about Soandso?
A nonprofessional is lost. People look
at him without seeing him; they talk
around him, as if he weren’t there, and
naturally he’s bored and ill at ease.
“I’ve seen that sort of thing happen,”
Ann conceded, “and it’s a risk you take
if you invite someone not connected with
pictures to such a party. It never hap¬
pens at my house, because our crowd is
not exclusively a picture crowd. We
know each other, and what interests one
is likely to interest the others. We talk
about pictures at times, but not ex¬
clusively.”
She can’t help talking about “Free For
All,” the light comedy she’s currently do¬
ing with Robert Cummings.
It’s such
fun—more fun than anything she’s ever
done. Although she seems to recall feel¬
ing the same way about several other
comedies, notably “Once More, My Dar¬
ling,” in which she played with Robert
Montgomery.
“He’s an actor in the picture, and I’m
a Pasadena debutante,” she explained
eagerly. “That may sound dull, but the

girl was really a character to portray.”
At the moment, there’s no special ro¬
mance in Ann’s life.
“Fortunately for
me,” she added, with that small, mys¬
terious smile.
“I say ‘fortunately,’ be¬
cause just now I’m enjoying my work in
pictures; I’m getting good roles and trying
to improve my technique, which takes
practically all my energy.
“I hope I won’t fall in love and get
married for another three years at least.
Marriage can’t be taken lightly.
You
must concentrate on it, if it’s to be a
success; you can’t give it the tail ends of
your time, and think: ‘Oh well, it’ll work
out somehow!’ ”
Ann’s not ready to concentrate yet.
Like all girls, however, she has given
the matter plenty of thought and like
other girls her age, she thinks The Man
for her should be tall, attractive, and
blessed with good looks, if possible. She’s
prepared to skip these requirements if
he measures up to her essential demands
—he positively must be faithful, sincere
and understanding.
“He needn’t be a college graduate, but
he must be able to absorb an education
from reading, experience, knowing what’s
going on around him,” she explained. “He
must have a mind that can grow. He
needn’t be rich, or even very well off,
but he must have an aim in life, an ambi¬
tion that he’s willing to work for to make
it come true. It would be ideal to find a
husband who has a burning desire to do
something useful or important to the
world, and who is eager to work hard
for it.
“I know money is supposed to be im¬
portant. It often has a false importance
and I don’t see why it has to be so. 1
couldn’t bear to marry a man who would
let me support him, but I hope I have
sense enough to realize that my hus¬
band, unless he’s in the picture business,
isn’t likely to be able to earn the kind
of money that’s paid to movie stars. That
shouldn’t be a bar to a good marriage.”
Ann has dates with actors as well as
with nonprofessional men, but she hasn’t
made up her mind that she’ll marry one
rather than the other.
“Two careers in a family may take a
bit of doing, but it can be done,” she said
thoughtfully. “Fredric March and Flor¬
ence Eldridge have managed it, so have
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond,
and a good many others. So could I, I
hope.”
Much has been said about the advan¬
tages and disadvantages of marrying
young.
“If you’re both very young,
you're likely to develop along different
lines, and one may outgrow the other,”
said the young actress. “If you’re doing
something exciting and have to give it
up for marriage, it would be difficult not
to regret the sacrifice if you found life
dull. It seems to me you’d have to be
very sure. I’ve heard of girls who in¬
sisted on marrying at seventeen against
their parents’ wishes, who found out how
right their families were, when it was
too late. But perhaps when you fall in
love, you don’t listen.
“I think you always believe that when
you meet the man you’ll marry, you’ll
find he comes of a good family. I don’t
mean one with lots of money or a high
social position, or blue blood and crests,
necessarily, but a family of fine character
and ideals.
“I’d like my husband to have a splendid
outlook on life. I hope he won’t be nar¬
row-minded about things he knows noth-

TOPS IN THRILLS
That's what the NOVEMBER
issue of

Screen Guide
offers you

Zxclu4ive{
Dr. Peter Lindstrom's own story of
the Bergman-Rossellini Romance!
This is an exciting edition tilled to overflowing
with special stories and pictures on your favor¬
ites, old and new. Our Editorial Director, Bea
Cole, on her recent trip to Hollywood, went
to all the parties, visited all the studios, talked
to stars, starlets and came home with stacks
of exclusive features for Screen Guide. You'll
love seeing and reading about:

JOHN DEREK
VAN JOHNSON

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
GENE AUTRY

BETSY DRAKE

CORINNE CALVET

GLENN FORD

LARRY PARKS

BARBARA HALE

ANNE BAXTER

ANTHONY CURTIS

PLUS: Advice from famous producer, JERRY
WALD, about what it takes to become a top
star . . . JIMMY STEWART’s wedding story.

ALL THIS IN ADDITION TO:
Screen

Guide's

hot-off-the-Hollywood-wire

gossip; movie reviews of the best pictures of
the month, beautiful color portraits, an inter¬
view with a top cowboy actor, fashion and
beauty tips and pages of scoop photos.

Be sure to get your copy of
NOVEMBER

Screen Guide
on sale
at your nearest newsstand
on October 12th

ing of at first hand, but that he’ll have
high standards, and try to live up to
them.
“I’m really lucky: I’ve never known
jealousy. I’ve read about it, and seen it
happen to people in pictures and plays,
but fortunately no boy or girl I’ve met
has ever been jealous of me. If I dis¬
covered that a man I cared for had a
jealous streak, I hope it would end the
romance. I know there could be no hap¬
piness for me without trust.”
When Ann marries, she hopes to have
her wedding in her church, and she
wants to wear white satin and a long veil.
She has imagined herself carrying lilies—
of-the-valley, her favorite flowers, and
it would be pretty if her maid of honor
and six bridesmaids should be dressed in
graduated shades of pink, from palest
shell to deepest rose.
“If it was becoming to them and they
liked the idea,” she qualified, “they could
carry sweet peas, in delicate colors to go
with their gowns.” The flower girls, who
will be a small niece and little cousin
(provided they haven’t grown out of their
roles before Ann walks to the altar)
might wear pastel shades of blue and
yellow, respectively, and carry flower
baskets filled with tiny sweetheart roses.
“It would be fun to have the wedding
reception in a garden, so that it wouldn’t
seem too crowded.
I’d like to invite
everybody!” planned hospitable Ann.
Shell probably do all the traditional
things brides do—wearing something old,
something new, something borrowed and
something blue, and tossing her bouquet
to the bridesmaids. Not to mention hav¬
ing the whole bridal party stir the wed¬
ding cake, in which there’ll be a coin, a
ring and a thimble.
As you can see, she’s giving the cere¬
mony quite a bit of thought.
An engagement, Ann believes, shouldn’t
be longer than six months. In that time,
she confided, with her accustomed mod¬
esty, you could try to discover what your
future husband likes, and learn to make
your likes coincide, if possible.
Ann told me about a friend of hers
who couldn’t hit the biggest ball made,
yet when she married a golf fiend, she
almost broke up her marriage trying to
play his game with him.
Her efforts
maddened her husband, who had to wait
impatiently while she struggled with each
stroke. Here was an extreme case where
it would have been better to let him keep
his hobby to himself!
“This won’t happen to me because I’m
learning to play golf and I love it!” Ann
laughed. “I love any sport! I can swim,
ice-skate, bowl, ride, play tennis and
badminton. Now what I long to do is
learn to water-ski. It looks simply fasci¬
nating.”
Her fierce love of sports may root from
that day she went tobogganing in Snow
Valley with two of her young friends,
was hurled from the flying sled on a
wicked curve, and suffered a broken
back. Like the brave girl she is, Ann
walked to an automobile with a frag¬
ment of vertebrae protruding from her
flesh, and was driven down to a hospital
where X-rays revealed her serious injury.
For seven months, she lay in a cast; for
another seven she had to wear a steel
brace. Now she exults in swift and ex¬
hilarating action.
Coming back to the subject of mar¬
riage, Ann assured me, “There is no
special romance at the moment. Believe
me, I’d tell you if there were. With me
everything must be in the open! But give
me a little more time!” She grinned imp¬
ishly, leaving implications you can fill
in for yourself.
The

End

THE PERSONALIZED DOLL WITH
YOUR CHILD'S FAVORITE PHOTO
FOR ITS FACE
MAKES A
PRICELESS
KEEPSAKE
*
AVAILABLE
PLAIN OR
COLORED
★
FOR GIRLS
AND
BOYS

THE LIVING IMAGE
OF YOUR CHILD
AS A BABY DOLL!
This beautiful 16 inch doll with your child’s favorite
photo for its face will be a lifetime keepsake. What a
rift for family and close personal friends! The photo
s realistically reproduced—fadeproof and permanent.
Both boy and girl dolls are available, gorgeously
dressed from head to foot. Makes a thrilling gift for
any youngster—a cherished possession for any mother.

f

BOY AND GIRL DOLLS—Plain or Colored
Just send us a front view, full face photo (no profile
—no snapshot), 4x6 inches or larger. When order¬
ing, specify boy or girl doll, and give color of hair,
eyes, etc. Write your name and address on back of
photo, pack it carefully and mail to us with coupon
below. Your picture will be returned unharmed and
in about two weeks you will receive the doll.

USE THIS HANDY ORDER COUPON
. STRATFORD HOUSE CORP., Dept. RG
I 310 W. Washington St., Chicago 6, III.
|

I
I

Please
shi] ® ‘‘Little Me” doll as advertised. 1 am
_
.
as a deposit and will pay postman the
balance plus postage and C.O.D. charges on delivery.
(If you send cash in full, doll will be sh‘ipped* prepaid.)
‘
‘
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□ Girl Doll
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u
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BEAUTIFUL

EARRINGS
Set in a duster of 9 simulated diamonds.
Choice of yellow or white gold finish. Give
birth dote ond specify gold finish desired.
$1.00 tax included. SEND (cash, check,
money order) NOW!

BREDUNN JEWELRY

661 Westminster Street • Providence 3, R. t.

Civil Service Jobs!
Start as high as $3,351
MEN—WOMEN. Prepare NOW at
home for Examinations.
Thousands
appointments being made. Write im¬
mediately for free 40-page Civil Ser¬
vice book, with list of positions and
full particulars telling how to qualify.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
(Not Gov’t Controlled)
Dept. X-106
Rochester, N. Y.

MATERNITY
LANE BRYANT
Maternity clothes help to
conceal your condition and
keep you smart throughout
your pregnancy. Adjust easily
to your changing figure.
Sizes from 32 to 46 bust;also
misses' sizes trom 12 to 20 and
junior sizes from 11 to 19.
Latest styles In Dresses and
Corsets. Also apparel lor baby.
Send the coupon today lor
your FREE Style Book.

c6

STYLE BOOK

FREE

ryant

DEPT. 921 • 752 E. MARKET ST.
INDIANAPOLIS 17, IND.
Mall FREE Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper.
(921)“

Name..
Address.
Post Office.State.

PLAY the HORSES to

;ave money

FRENCH RIVIERA
(Continued

from page 241

Amazing Atlion Packed

RACE HORSE

BANK
They’re Off! 8 Horses Race
with Every Drop of a Coin)

A Thrilling BANK!
Children

love

te

Adultsglad'V^etosee

thelrloo^ '““Savings
mount f£ter andfasterl^

Imagine! Every time a coin
(lc to 25c) Is put into this
amazing bank, a thrilling
horse race begins! Eight
numbered horses go 'round
and 'round for over a
minute—and the winner is
a big secret until they stop.
Horses actually gallop up
and down as they "run".
A unique savings bank and
a thrilling game . . . com¬
bined! Big, beautiful,
sturdy. Stands 7 H * tall...
almost 2 feet around. Ex¬
quisitely crafted in multi¬
color plastic and metal. No
springs or winding, nothing
togetout of order. Children
learn thrift while they play.

SEND NO MONEY! GUARANTEED!
Rush name and address today for your
thrilling RACE HORSE BANK complete
with key! Pay postman only $2.98 plus
65c postage on delivery. Or send $2.98
with order and bank is shipped postpaid.
If not delighted, purchase price refunded.
Order now—print name and address.

Dresden Art Works, 412 S. Market, Dept. 303, Chicago, III.

PREMIUMS GIVEN!

SEND NAME and ADDRESS. LADIES! GIRLS! BOYS!
Attractive Wrist Watches. Pocket Watches, Aluminum Ware,
Jewelry, Alarm Clocks, Blankets,Towels, other premiums or
Cash Commission easily yours. Simply Give colorful pictures
with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild
burns, easily sold to friends at25cabox (with popular picture)
and remit amount stated for premium wanted, as explained
tn catalog sent with order, postage paid by us. 54th year.
Write for trial orderof SALVE and Pictures on trust to start.
WILSON CHEMICAL CO.t DepL113-GlA.TYRONE, PA.

r^s

NEW BATHROOM
llLl
Secret chemical invention automat*
icatly banishes unpleasant odors in bathroom,
kitchen, anywhere. Gives off refreshing fra¬
grance. Just hang on wall. No liquids, sprays, or
wicks. Needs no attention. Beautifully designed!

SAMPLES for AGENTS immediately to all
who send name at once. Hurry—postcard will do.
SEND NO MONEY —just your name.

KRISTEE CO., 590 Bar St, Akron, Ohio

MORE MONEY for YOU f
TH/S EASY PLEASANT WAY '
AND YOUR OWN COSMETICS, HOSIERY,
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS AT UP TO 50% OFF.
MEN AND WOMEN WORK FULL OR SPARE TIME. No ex¬
perience necessary. We show how you can odd many
^dollars to your income daily. Make up to $75.00 a
' week. District managers make more. Every home
a prospect. Large profits, easy repeat orders-a
-business of your own. Write for FREE detoils.

>CORO. Dept I,

17 N. Wabash Ave., Chisago 2, III.

are taken up gallivanting between Deau¬
ville, Paris, London and New York, have
accepted these Hollywood folk into their
midst.
Stage and opera folk have always been
sought by this crowd, but until recently
the Hollywoodites have been looked upon
as a rather vulgar, showy element.
This change which began in the sum¬
mer of 1948, has finally reached the point
where no party given by the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, or the Aga and
Begum Khan, or the Marquis of MilfordHaven, or the Prince Ruspoli is complete
without the Darryl Zanucks, the Louis
Jourdans, the Leland Haywards, Errol
Flynn, the David Selznicks, George Raft,
Norma Shearer, Eddie Cantor and other
noted Hollywoodites. The Hollywood
contingent is crowding the beaches and
night clubs of the Riviera.
It has become the favorite wedding spot
of show folk. Rita Hayworth started it,
and then Jennifer Jones, and the next
marriage awaited is that of Steve Crane
and Martine Carol.
What is it about this crowd and this life
that Hollywood likes? Well, Darryl Zanuck explains it by saying that the Inter¬
national crowd is gay and carefree and
completely uninterested in movie prob¬
lems. It isn’t necessary to talk shop to
create an atmosphere.
What qualities in the movie folk appeal
to the blase-hardened sophisticates of the
International set? They find our stars
amusing, light-hearted and naive, like
children who play their movie roles off
stage.
What kind of life do these spoiled chil¬
dren of fortune lead on the Riviera? The
setting in which they play is one of im¬
mense beauty, of a deep blue sea, and a
deeper blue sky, of blood red rocks jut¬
ting wildly into the water, of high moun¬
tains, and exquisite sunsets, of pictur¬
esque ancient civilizations, side by side
with practical modernity. Their daily
routine has a sameness, it must be said,
whose monotony is relieved only by the
excitement and glamor of the atmos¬
phere.
One-thirty in the afternoon, Eden Roc,
the chic swimming rendezvous of the
Hotel du Cap in Cap d’Antibes, comes
alive. Seated around the cabana of the
Darryl Zanucks can be seen Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Jourdan, Errol Flynn, Norma
Shearer and her husband and 15-year-old
daughter, George Raft, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Hayward, the newly-weds Mr. and
Mrs. David Selznick and such other
Hollywood stars who happen to be pass¬
ing through.
Everyone argues as to whether they
should go water-skiing or underwater
fishing, the two great water sports of the
South of France. It is decided that it is the
moment for water-skiing, and a Chriscraft is chartered for a few hours. After
skimming over the water, perhaps over
to neighboring Cannes, where they de¬
scend for a quick drink at the Carlton
Bar, the crowd reconvenes at the cabana.
An hour or two of sun-bathing, with a
swim now and then to cool off, and
around 3:30 everyone leisurely strolls to
the Pavilion for lunch. It’s 5:30 now
and time for a “siesta”—a nap of an hour
or so—to strengthen one for the strenu¬
ous evening to come.
After dressing carefully, the women to
show off their beautiful tans, the men in
smart, white dinner jackets, the crowd is
ready to have an “aperitif” at the Carl¬

ton Bar in Cannes, a “must” event. Here
between 8 and 10, can be seen the smart¬
est and most famous people in the world,
all concentrating on seeing and being
seen.
By 10, the Carlton empties, as
everyone goes on to dinner and dancing
and gambling at the Palm Beach Casino
in Cannes.
A Gala night at this Casino means the
most beautiful gowns and the greatest
fortunes in Europe displayed; it means
millions won and lost at the gambling
rooms. Here Darryl Zanuck went 5,000,000 francs into the hole. Here came David
Selznick and Jennifer Jones the first
night they returned from being married
in Italy.
Perhaps it’s a Tuesday or a Friday
night, which means Monte Carlo is man¬
datory for these are the gala nights at the
smart little principality, 50 miles away.
There is no more sumptuous event on all
the Riviera than a Monte Carlo Gala,
when a great star like Maurice Chevalier,
or Katherine Dunham or Benny Good¬
man is featured, backed by two great
bands, and the 8 Dancing Girls from
Broadway.
It’s here that Errol Flynn dared to walk
in with red socks and a dinner jacket,
and it’s here that Darryl Zanuck, Anatole
Litvak, and Elsa Maxwell played Chemin-de-fer to the tune of a million francs
at each draw. When Elsa lost all, Zanuck
calmly threw her over another million
with which to play.
Then again it may be the night of a
big party, given by the Duke and Duchess
of Windsor at their chateau on Cap d’An¬
tibes. All the Hollywood crowd goes, and
life is gay and riotous until the tiny hours
of the day.
Or it might be the sumptuous dinner
that the Begum Khan gave for which the
Aga Khan drove all the way down from
Paris to officiate, in order to give denial to
the rumors of their rift. Here the titled
lords and their ladies of every country in
Europe mingled and danced with the
Hollywood folk. Here were the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, Prince Othon of
Hapsburg, Archduke Robert of Austria,
Princess Ghika, Princess de Haiderabad,
Baron and Baroness de Rothschild, Prin¬
cess Bourbon-Parme, Prince of Luxem¬
bourg. Here also were the Louis Jour¬
dans, the Darryl Zanucks, Norma Shearer
and her husband, and Errol Flynn.
When one is a guest one must also be a
host, and one of the greatest party suc¬
cesses of all the season was the affair
given by the Darryl Zanucks at the Hotel
Carlton to present to their friends the
first showing of the Tyrone Power starrer
“Prince of Foxes.” It was the same old
guest list, true, and the same setting, but
it’s the glamor, the allure of the French
Riviera.
This is the life our Hollywood folk lead
for three months of the year when they
come to the Riviera.
For Louis Jourdan it was his first trip
to his native France in three years. He
arrived by plane with George Raft, and
after a few days in Paris flew directly to
the Riviera. He had a rendezvous with
his boss, David Selznick.
After having hidden away in a villa on
the Italian Riviera for several months,
never going out for fear of being photo¬
graphed, David Selznick and Jennifer
Jones finally arrived at the Hotel du Cap.
While they were in Italy they had ap¬
plied for all the papers necessary for
their marriage, except one which had to
await the actual day of the wedding.

LOVES OF ERROL FLYNN
{Continued from page 451

NOW! ANYONE CAN HAVE
PLENTY of HOT WATER QUICK
Summer or Winter—Day or Night
New Pocket-size Portable Electric
Water Heater. Regular Price $2.95

In Paris, Cannes, Cap d’Antibes, Monte
Carlo,
aboard
Errol’s
two-masted
schooner, the Zaca (a Polynesian word
meaning peace), the Princess and the
Hollywood star have been an inseparable
pair.
As far back as last May, shortly after
he’d first been introduced to her by mu¬
tual friends, Errol, spontaneously smitten
by the Princess, wanted her to star in
“The Last of the Buccaneers.” This is a
picture which Flynn has written himself
and plans to produce.
“Don’t you think she would make a
great attraction?” he asked a friend in
Paris, after introducing the Princess.
The friend, a movie columnist, agreed.
When she returned to Hollywood, she
told everyone, “I have never seen Errol
so much in love. All you have to do is
to take one look at him, and you can see
that girl has him in the palm of her hand.
“I must say she’s done wonders for
him. He’s been very polite to movie fans
and newspaper reporters and you’d never
know him as the same depressed Errol
who left Hollywood a few weeks ago.”
That the movie columnist was correct
in her appraisal of what new love had
done to Flynn was brought out when
Errol flew back to MGM in July to do
some retakes with Greer Garson on “That
Forsyte Woman.”
Many of us thought that Errol would
be low and down-at-the-mouth.
His
wife, Nora, was in Nevada getting a di¬
vorce—a divorce he had tried mightily
to stave off.
But instead, Errol was his old jaunty,
debonair self—so jaunty, in fact, that he
pulled off one of the funniest gags Holly¬
wood has ever known.
Errol got so tired of reading in Hedda
Hopper’s column that he had actually
brought Princess Ghika to Hollywood
with him that he hired a girl to imper¬
sonate the Princess.
He coached her and then took the girl
with him to MGM. He introduced her to
Compton Bennett, his director, and to
Greer Garson, his leading lady, as Prin¬
cess Irene Ghika.
Both Bennett and Garson fell for the
gag like a ton of bricks.
Greer even
said to the fake Princess, “But darling,
you must let me throw a party for you.
I want you to meet Errol’s friends.”
The fake Princess said to Greer, “Do
you think Errol will make a good hus¬
band? Does he have lots of money?”
The girl played her part perfectly, and
Flynn was having the greatest time
imaginable, especially when he picked
up the movie columns of Hedda Hopper
and Sheilah Graham and read how these
two experts knew definitely that Prin¬
cess Ghika was in Hollywood.
When the gag broke, everyone thought
it was hilarious, except the columnists,
of course. All over the studio, one could
hear, “How typically Flynn!”
Before Errol flew back to Europe this
past July, Nora secured her divorce from
him and she announced that Errol would
retain custody of Rory, their youngest
daughter.
“I always promised Errol,” she said,
“that if we ever separated, he could have
one child, because it wouldn’t be right
for a father to be left alone.”
This was extremely considerate of
Nora, who is now Mrs. Dick Haymes.
However, Errol isn’t the kind of man
who stays alone for very long.
He has a way of attracting beautiful
women and of eventually marrying them.

Take his first wife, Lili Damita, for ex¬
ample. Errol met her in 1934 when he
was twenty-five. They met aboard the
boat that was taking Flynn from London
to New York. They fought, made love,
got married, fought some more, recon¬
ciled, separated, reconciled, separated,
and finally in April of 1942, Lili obtained
an uncontested divorce. She was given
a huge wad of alimony and custody of
their infant son, Sean.
Many people forget that Errol Flynn
has a young son currently living in
Europe, and many have forgotten the
wild tempestuous days of his colorful
marriage to Lili. But even back then,
we knew that Errol Flynn was one man
whose destiny would be shaped by
women.
And what a strange, varied
galaxy of women! All sizes, shapes, and
nationalities.
Number two, of course, in the feminine
lights to flit across the Flynn marital
world was Nora Eddington, the 18-yearold daughter of a deputy sheriff.
Errol met Nora while she was working
behind a cigar store stand in the Los
Angeles County courthouse.
You all
know the story. He took her to Mexico
in 1943, and they were married. Errol
became a father for the second time, and
then a father for a third time.
Nora, when she first married Errol,
suffered from an inferiority complex.
She felt out of place with Hollywood’s
sophisticates, but gradually, she devel¬
oped into a sophisticated, beautiful
woman. At first, she was just content to
love Errol, to worship him almost madly.
Every and anything he did was fine with
her.
“I love Errol more than anyone on
earth,” she once told me. That was back
in 1944.
Last year, Nora blossomed out. She
cut her hair. She began buying expen¬
sive clothes. She became one of the most
beautiful young women in the movie
colony.
Errol even gave her a small
part in one of his pictures. Nora was
refusing to take a back seat in her mar¬
riage any longer.
Then, she met Dick Haymes, and as it
sometimes happens, they fell in love.
Nora moved out of Flynn’s house.
When Errol heard about her leaving and
the subsequent rumor that she was in
love with Haymes, he was actually
startled. He couldn’t believe it. Nora
leaving him? Why, that would be impos¬
sible!
There are some who say that Errol’s
great vanity was sorely shaken. There
he was, one of the world’s great lovers,
and his wife was walking out on him.
At this point in his life, Errol was gen¬
uinely hurt, so hurt, in fact, that he
refused to talk about his separation.
“Whatever Nora wants,” he said, “is all
right with me. If she wants a divorce,
there isn’t anything I can do but give her
one.”
Errol looked like a beat character when
he left Hollywood for London last Spring;
he looked exactly what he was: a man
who had lost at love.
But inside of a few weeks, all that
was changed. Flynn flew over to Paris,
and at a party he was introduced to
Princess Irene Ghika. A resilient char¬
acter, he bounced right back into his best
courting shape.
The Princess, a cosmopolite who has
been around, was not swept off her feet
by the dashing Lothario from Hollywood.
(Please turn to next page)
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She, in fact, took him very much in hand.
She knows Paris a good deal better than
he. She is a member of royalty. She is
a woman of charm, beauty, and great
background; and before Errol knew it,
he was squiring the Princess around
France with all the ardor of a college
freshman, and even offering her a part
in his next production. No greater love
hath any actor!
As a matter of fact, he was rather put
out when MGM for whom he starred
in “That Forsyte Woman” ordered him to
fly back to Culver City at their expense
and re-take a few scenes for the picture.
He wanted to spend the entire Summer
in Europe in the company of the beauti¬
ful brunette Balkan.
Flynn, however, is basically a goodnatured and cooperative man; so he left
his Princess and returned to California.
But only for ten or twelve days.
He stayed long enough to do the re¬
takes and to send a wire to Nora and

Dick wishing them good luck, and then
he took off again with John Perona, a
friend of his, for Paris.
In Paris, he teamed up with the Prin¬
cess again. They went to Cannes, then
to Monte Carlo where Errol was seen in
tuxedo and red socks (he has a colorful
way with clothes) and they spent the
day in blissful sight-seeing.
Errol is due back in Hollywood this
November; and whether or not he’ll
return with the Princess Ghika as Mrs.
Errol Leslie Flynn, remains to be seen.
A far-seeing man of the world, Errol
believes in the romantic approach to
marriage. His first wife was a French
actress; his second was an American
salesgirl; and his third may turn out to
be the Roumanian Princess.
Flynn may not adhere to forevemess in
matrimony, but the dashing Don Juan
certainly believes in variety.
Also in
the United Nations.
The End
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STAR GIRL
lContinued from page 481

“I too will influence her,” says Saturn
with a slight sneer. “As a true Gemini—
which means the twins—she will be like
two people in one. She’ll have a dual
personality, one part gay, one part
moody. I foster moodiness and de¬
pressed spirits.”
“Of the three of us, you’re the least
important influence in her life,” con¬
tradicts Mercury. “The Sum and I will
make her so vital and happy, she’ll have
few black moods. We’ll see to that!”
(( “Well, I’m not all bad,” sulks Saturn.
“I’ll give her some good qualities, too.
Strength of purpose and determina¬
tion. . .”
Well, to sum it up, you can say that her
three governing astral guides have done
all right by their favorite daughter, Jane
Russell. And she, in turn, hasn’t let down
her celestial controls.
When Jane meets strangers and talks
to them a little while, she likes to peg
them according to the month in which
they were born. She’ll guess, “You’re a
Capricorn,” or “You’re a Libra,” and
usually she’s right!
“I’ve studied astrology as a hobby,”
Jane explains. “I do it for kicks. I never
went so far as knowing how to cast a
chart. I m too much of a Gemini—too
impatient and too anxious to do so many
other things—to be that thorough about
it. But I’ve studied the characteristics
of people bom under the twelve signs
and it seems to me that most people are
typical and stick to their signs in latent
talents, personality traits and reactions.”

An interesting footnote to all this is
that Jane is a religious girl. Her mother,
a woman of deep religious convictions,
instilled her beliefs in Jane in child¬
hood; Jane continues to abide by them
and still reads her Bible every day. She
feels that belief in astrology—at least
to the degree to which she believes in it—
does not conflict with religious teaching.
“God made the stars just as He made
us. So why is it wrong to believe that
there is a relationship between us and
the stars, depending on the position of
them as related to the sun at the time of
our births?” challenges Jane. “This isn’t
like drumming up an evil spirit to tell
the future!
“I feel there are three great forces in
our lives—the natural, the psychic and
the spiritual. Astrology may be said to
be a part of the psychic in its applica¬
tion and as such it is stronger than the
natural and can overcome it. But spiritual
force, the force of true religion, is strong¬
est and most important and overcomes
both!”
Yes, this is whistle bait, luscious Jane
Russell speaking, the gal who looks like
a sexy, sultry siren on screen. If you
suspect her sole interest in life is
glamour, you’re so wrong! Away from a
clicking camera she’s a gal without any
affectations, a former tomboy who still
loves
sports
and
beat-up
leisure
clothes. ... A girl with a firm handshake,
°ne who is reluctant to talk about herself but will chat on and on about a
subject which interests her—like astrol-

ogy. . . A girl who doesn’t merely accept
astrology without question but who has
studied it and has figured that it has a
basis in truth because it is all part of
God’s creation.
Jane first became interested in astrol¬
ogy nine years ago through a fellow
student at dramatic school, a boy named
Brad. He had been a trapeze artist in a
circus and became friendly with the
astrologer who traveled with the show.
Brad scoffed at astrology.
“If you will study it, learn everything
you can about it, I’ll bet you $100 you
will believe in it,” the astrologer chal¬
lenged. Brad studied for a year and at'
the end of that time paid the $100. He
was so converted that he decided he was
in the wrong business and left the circus!
“He went to an extreme which I don’t
believe in,” Jane relates. “He had a
day-by-day chart and if he felt a day
was bad, he just wouldn’t move! I think
that’s silly because belief like that can
make unreal things become real. If you
fear something enough you can worry
yourself into it, get yourself into a sweat
over it and finally bring tragedy to your¬
self.
“It’s been said many times that the
stars impel but don’t compel. Geminis
are subject to blue funks, in contrast to
high gaiety, but we don’t have to give
in to them! We can try to snap out of
such moods. We don’t have to stay in
bed all day.
“Another friend of mine who has made
a study of astrology—a very thorough
one, not sketchy like mine—cast my
horoscope two years ago and it was
marvelous. Everything good, I felt. Of
course there were a few warnings and
disappointments but I certainly can’t go
around worrying that on a certain Fri¬
day I shouldn’t eat fish because I might
choke on a bone, just because Mars is
kicking Saturn downstairs in my fifth
house,” Jane grins.
“I don’t believe in fortune tellers at all.
Once several years ago I went to one who
told me then, ‘You’ll never marry the
man you’re going with. (That was Bob
Waterfield, my beau since high school
days; we’ve been happily married since
1942!) You don’t have enough in com¬
mon,’ this seer told me. ‘Instead you will
marry an older man who will be in¬
terested in the same things you are.’
“That preyed on my mind.
I de¬
cided Bob and I were rather widely
separated in our interests, and perhaps
I should marry someone more like me
temperamentally.
So I broke off with
Bob. Fortunately I came to my senses,
and we were married. But think of the
damage that fortune teller could have
done if I had taken her too literally!
“Bob is a Leo and we prove there can
be a real attraction of opposites. As a
Gemini I am always on the go; restless,
doing things quickly and impulsively,
then going on to something else. Bob is
a typical Leo—named for the lion. He
is quiet—not all over the place as I
am. He does things after careful con¬
sideration and can’t be rushed. I was
ready to buy a certain lot before we
built our home and wanted to do it
right away; Bob said it would be better
to wait and look at others. Of course he
was right!
“I think every Gemini deserves a Leo!
Certainly Bob’s the best thing that could
have happened to me! If a Leo knows
he’s annoying some quick, mercurial per¬
son with his deliberation, he just slows
down more; sometimes he makes you
feel you’re pulling nails out of the floor
to make him move. But a Gemini like
me needs slowing down.
“The Leo person’s disposition is more
even, too, than a Gemini’s. If I come

home from the studio in a blue funk, Bob
doesn’t sympathize; that would just pro¬
long it. Instead, he says, ‘Aw, knock off
that,’ and it works!
“I appreciate this, because once in high
school I had a boy friend who was a
Gemini. We liked all the same things,
had the same temperament. If I was de¬
pressed, he’d get depressed, or vice
versa, so that we’d both always be in
the same mood. Imagine being married
to someone like that. It would be like
living with yourself and no one else. A
pretty lonely, dreary business, I think.
And that’s what that fortune teller was
suggesting.
I think attraction of op¬
posites is a wonderful thing. Bob and I
really are opposites.
“We both like sports, but different ones;
everything he likes best in sports, I can’t
do. But that doesn’t matter. He likes
television and watches it for hours. I
don’t; I’d rather read, and do. So what?
He’s extremely thoughtful; sometimes
I’m afraid I’m not. He loves to surprise
me with presents, will go to great pains
to keep a secret—like the new convertible
he bought me for my birthday which he
had to hide in a friend’s garage because
it was delivered early. He gets a big
boot out of things like that and of course
I love them. Who doesn’t?
“We agreed, fortunately, on our idea
of a home. Big rooms. Lots of space. Big
windows so that the outdoors comes
right in. I like to upholster furniture
and paint—pictures or woodwork. Bob
doesn’t go for those things but he likes
to cook and I hate it—so-o that’s good,
too.
“Most of my girl friends, who are old
school chums, not in pictures, are
Geminis. That means we have similar
dispositions and interests, which I think
is desirable. Geminis usually see both
sides of any issue—that’s part of the
dual personality—and hate scenes and
arguments. Sometimes this is a disad¬
vantage.
A Gemini might know he’s
being taken advantage of, be burned up
about it, but he won’t do anything be¬
cause he wants to avoid a scene.
“Bob Hope with whom I made ‘The
Paleface’ is a typical Gemini. Go-go-go.
Mercurial. Always doing a million things.
Maria Montez and Paillette Goddard
are, too. Bing Crosby is a Taurus and
in contrast to Hope, Bing does things
slowly.
“I’ve found it’s lots of fun to check
people I work with against their astro¬
logical signs. Frank Sinatra, with whom
I just made ‘It’s Only Money’ to me is
typical of Sagittarius and Bob Mitchum
with whom I’ll work next in ‘His Kind
of Woman’ is another typical Leo.
“Funny thing,” adds Jane, “everyone
seems to be happy with his own sign.
I suppose it’s because most people are
essentially satisfied with themselves, al¬
though possibly not with their achieve¬
ments.”
One thing Jane hopes.
If she has
children she’d prefer that they wouldn’t
be Pisces.
“Pisces people usually are amusing and
witty. If they face facts, they are won¬
derful but they so often find facts too
dull. They are idealists and build walls
around themselves; can’t stand to have
anyone look inside, or won’t themselves
face what’s inside. Geminis spend their
lives looking into themselves and other
people. That would make a pretty grim
mother-daughter combination, I think.
Pisces people need self-discipline and
with it they are marvelous. But so do
Geminis need self-discipline.
“There I go again, seeing both sides.
I could never deny that I’m a Gemini!”
The End

EASY NEW METHOD
SHOWS HOW TO

I KT II UN

MONEY-BACK OFFER
Now let Bob West, radio's favorite guitar
player, show you how! Most "Courses" have
only 6 or 8 pictures—but Bob's new method
has 45 actual photographs' It not only teaches
but shows exactly where and how to place your
fingers, etc. Most others offer a few songs—
Bob provides 101!—chosen for their radio
popularity so you can sing and play right along
with your favorite radio program or records!

45 PHOTOS
show exactly
where to put
your fingers

101 SONGS
words & music
INCLUDED!

SEND NO MONEY

• iustsend
name and address to Bob West and pay postman $1.69 plus COD and
postage. Start playing beautiful chords the very first day. Be playing
beautiful music in two weeks or get your money back.

RHR WrCT
WftOI

1665 N. MILWAUKEE AVENUE
DEPT. 409,
CHICAGO 47, ILL.
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This matched bridal pair is ex¬
quisitely lovely! 14GenuineChip
DIAMONDS set in Lover's De¬
sign—14 Karat Yellow GOLD
Mountings. The engagement
ring’s genuineChip DIAMOND
Solitaire is set off by 4 side chip
DIAMONDS. The matching
lover’s design wedding ring is
a true mate with 9 Genuine Chip
DIAMONDS also set in 14 Karat

Yellow GOLD. This beautiful lover’s
design wedding set must give satis¬
faction or your money back! Compare
our prices, then rush name, address
and ring size. SEND NO MONEY.
Wear rings 15 days at our risk and
expense. Pay postman only $10.00 for
either ring (or both for $17.95; plus tax and few cents postage. Write
UNITED PRODUCTS CO.. 7941 S. HALSTED. DEPT. A-1419. CHICAGO 20. ILL.

■AMAZING OFFER — $40 IS YOURS |
I for SELLING ONLY 50 BOXES CHRISTMAS CARDS .
- Also 50 and 25 for $1.00 with
| or without name. Free samples.
Other boxes on approval, Includ- ing entirely new, different de| luxe
assortment
with
feature
television card.
Cute plastic as- ertments.
Write today.
It costs nothing to try.

FREE
SAMPLES

Cheerful Card Co., Dept. R-25, White Plains, N. Y.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method healst
many old leg sores caused by leg conges*
tion, Varicose veins, swollen legs and in¬
juries or no cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of you; trouble and get a FREE BOOK

R. S. VISCOSE COMPANY
140

N.

Dearborn

St..

Chicago

2,

Illinois

m IniSendrp EC NYLON
i1

you

Hi EC STOCKING

If you agree to show to friends and to make money
taking orders for exquisite, long-wearing Yours/ Truly Nylons in amazing Personal Fit Service. Fits
■j every type of leg—slim, stoat, average, short, long,
extra-long. No twisted seams, no bagging, no binding.
Write now for FREE outfit including sample stocking.

!

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS, Dept.W-209,Indianapolis 7, Ind.

Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriaV
sis and Derm oil with
\ amazing, true photo.
A
graphic proof of results
F\
sent FREE. Write for it.
Don’t mistake eczema ,
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disesse Psoriasis Aooly \
non-staining Dermoil. ’
Thousands do for scaly
iots on body or scalp.
rateful users, often after
•ears of suffering, report
.he scales have gone, the
WI-W
red patches gradually disappeared and
an ii|
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 7930, Detroit 27, Mich.
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Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped,
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart1
look? It’s Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW,
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete Instructions come with your jar of
^G^MOUR-X^Rush^oui^>rde^QcM2^0^jo*^o^^

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321 Broadway

Dept. 508
New York, N. Y.

PRICES SMASHED

teSSR ON JEWELRY'

Send now for the Big, New FREE World
Wide Diamond Company catalog. Loaded
with amazing Bargains in Jewelry. Many
items can’t be duplicated anywhere else!
, All items at Sensational Savings! Don’t
delay—Send your name and address now
—for World Wide’snew FREE catalog.

WORLD-WIDEDIAMOND CO.,Dept.D-92g
2451 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 16. III.

High School Course
at Home
_

Many Finish in 2 Years

Go eis rapidly a9 your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work — prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.

In “That Midnight Kiss,” Mario is a piano mover who becomes a protege of conductor Jose
Iturbi. He also makes love to beautiful Kathryn Grayson—how lucky can a newcomer be?

Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if
desired. High school education is very important for advancement
in business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped aH
your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
EYee Bulletin on request. No obligation.

I

American School, Dept. H87I, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

SOnGS PUBLISHED

Singing BOY.

We offer new songwriters o thrilling opportunity
to hove their SONGS PUBLISHED. Send your song
poems or songs TODAY for FREE examination.

HOLLYWOOD S0NGHIT COMPOSERS
Box 782-D

Hollywood 28. Calil

'OOTHACHS?
"Since 1888’

Here’s a new “Boy” for the Hall of Fame.
Meet Mario Lanza, MGM’s

Quick relief with Dent’s. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent's Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent's Dentol Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.
TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

DENT’S
there's MONEYforUou
No Experience
Necessary!

|

« PLASTICS

Here’s CASH for you . . . easy I Show friends, neighbors
amazing laundry-saving tablecloths, aprons, rainwear,
babies’ needs, etc. Tremendous demand. Sell on sight.
BIG PROFITS, full or part time. Write for FREE Outfit.

LORAINE PRODUCTS. Dept. DM-232
411 So. Clinton Street
Chicago 7, Illinois

See thrilling LOW PRICES/
— bier savings—on family/
and home cottons... shirts, /
dresses, underwear, child¬
ren’s wear, towels, sheets,
prints, etc. Mail coupon for big,
FREE Catalog of Cotton Values—today.
South Carolina Mills, Dept. 183, Spartanburg, S. C. I
Please send me FREE, money-saving Cottons Catalog.

J
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I
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|
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★ Once there was a poor little boy who
loved music. . . . That sounds like the
beginning of a fairy tale, and indeed it
is. Only it’s a fairy tale that really hap¬
pened.
The little boy was Mario Lanza, who
was bom Alfred Arnold Cocozza on the
East Side of New York. His father was
a disabled veteran, and his mother
worked hard to keep her little family
happy and together. When the Cocozzas
moved to Philadelphia, and Mario started
school, all their extra pennies were put
aside for records—for music is the food
of the soul and young Mario was a musichungry little boy.
As he grew older, the family’s one re¬
gret was that there wasn’t enough money
for singing lessons; for everyone who
heard him recognized that the warm full
tones which soared from Mario’s throat
were nothing less than sensational.
But there was one member of the
family who was not thrilled with Mario’s
singing. That was his grandfather. The
old man believed that muscles—not
voices—earned a living; and since Mario
had muscles, he went to work as a piano
mover after he graduated from high
school.
One of the first pianos he had to move
was the one which went into the Acad¬

new singing sensation

emy of Music in Philadelphia, where
Koussevitsky, the great symphony con¬
ductor, had just finished rehearsing. The
great man was in his dressing room, when
suddenly his ears were filled with sing¬
ing—the kind of singing only heard on
the concert stage. Half dressed, Kous¬
sevitsky dashed out to investigate.
Koussevitsky arranged for Mario to
come and live with him in the Berkshires
where he conducts the Berkshire School
and Musical Festival. For the first time
in his life, Mario was able to eat, sleep,
and drink music.
In the summer of 1942, he made his
professional debut, singing with some of
the greatest musical celebrities of our
times.
The critics were unanimous in their
opinions. “Here,” they wrote, “is the
greatest tenor since Caruso.” But amid
these wonderful notices came one from
Uncle Sam. “Greetings,” it began.
So, although he sang at various shows
for the other G.I.s, his career halted in
mid-air until he was discharged in 1945.
That was a great year for Mario, for it
was then he married pretty Betty Hicks,
the sister of an Army buddy. (They now
have a little daughter Colleen, and both
Mario and Betty are sure she will sing
too.)

MAIL THIS CO
BRANT'S SEWING

MACHINE CO.

1722 Race Street, Dept. L-ll, Ci

Rush your $16.95 kit. My machine is
Hand wheel turns □ toward me.
□
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I am enclosing $16.95 □
Please send C.O.D I’ll pay $16.95 plus po

Success to Mario means that he’ll be able
to give his family all he lacked as a boy.

Some of the greatest music critics
are calling Mario “Young Caruso.”
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Betty and Mario think baby Colleen will be a singer. They’ve already
started to coach her. Papa Mario claims she’s always in fine voice.
He signed a contract with Victor rec¬
ords and made appearances on the
Columbia Concerts program, taking Jan
Peerce’s place for the summer on his
radio show.
A New York business man, Sam W^er»
recognized Mario’s need for additional
training, and under his managership,
Mario soon was studying with the teacher
of the great Gigli—Enrico Rosati.
In 1947, Mario Lanza sang in the Hol¬
lywood Bowl. The applause lasted 12
minutes! Almost before he knew it, the
handsome, dark-haired singer found
himself signed to a long-term MGM con¬
tract which allows him six months each
year for concerts and opera.
During the past two years, Mario has
studied extensively, and toured all over
the country. He appeared with the Phila¬
delphia and Boston Symphony orchestras,
made his operatic debut in “Madame But¬
terfly,” with the New Orleans Opera As¬
sociation, and gave a second memorable
performance in the Hollywood Bowl.
Then, MGM cast him in “That Midnight
Kiss,” in which he makes love to charm¬
ing Kathryn Grayson, and sings the songs
Caruso made immortal. The part he plays
is—of all things—a piano mover!
“So you see,” he grins, “Grandfather
was right, after all!”
The End
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Cocktail Date" Bracelet, Ring and^Earrings
Wear this heavenly 4-Piece Set and Watch the
Attention that comes your way! Sparkling mul¬
titude of 99 Brilliants include imitation diamonds,
emeralds and rubies! Gorgeous pink gold col¬
or settings and Bracelet expansion Band. Order
SetNow! SEND NO MONEY! Just write "Send
SetNo.A-963." Include name, address All 3 Only
and finger size for ring. Pay postman CO QC
plus Fed. tax on delivery. Order Now! vL.ud

World Wide Diamond Co.f Dept. C-927, 2449 S. Michigan Ave., Chica

DRAW for MONEY... Be an ARTI

VETERANS! Course G.l. A

Trained Artists are Cap¬
able of Earning $65, $80
AND MORE A WEEK!
YOU CAN learn to draw at home
In your spare time the wellknown
WSA
way.
COMMER¬
CIAL ART. DESIGNING. CAR¬
TOONING all in ONE complete
•ourse. No previous ART ex¬
perience
necessary—we
teac
you step-by-step. For 35 years
WSA graduates have been mak£ood—WHY NOT YOU?
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WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,
1115—15th St., N.W., Washington 5,
Please send me full information and yo
Pleasure and Profit." (Please print
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Santa Claus
is astounded.
You will be, too.
Paddy O’Hair is as bald
as a billiard ball. Make
him grow a crop of Irish
green hair, which lives for weeks. Seed and
directions furnished. Lovable, unusual gift;
5 inches tall. Flesh colored durable pottery.
Extra seed for replanting always available;
3 Pks. for 25*.

Only $1.00 if paid with order or $1.36 if C. 0. D.
Unconditional Money Back Guarantee.

PADDY NOVELTY COMPANY
136 WASHINGTON AVE.

•

NEW

GOLIAD, TEXAS

SILK

FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD

TOOLED

FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY—simply pay
postman 19c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis¬
faction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement. Offer limited to U. S. A.

Star of Ill’s “Sword in the Desert
amuses his two small twigs, Kat

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. M2I7, Hollywood 38, Calif.
£FiteAufe IMITATION
DIAMOND
RINGS

*l-w

J2’s

Elegant perfectly matched bri¬
dal tet enriched with Firebrilr
replica diamonds. Choice of 1/30'
14K yellow gold plate or Sterl¬
ing Silver. Send no money. Pay
poclman plu» 20% *•* ■"<!
portage. Money back guarantee.
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Write

SUPERIOR JEWELS, Dept. Mil
62 West 47 St., N. Y., N. Y.

FREE

PRODUCTS

Write for FREE ASSORTMENT
off FOODS, GROCERIES, SOAPS, etc.
SEND NO MONEY! Rush name and address for
big Assortment of Foods, Groceries, Soaps,
etc.—full size packages. Yours ABSOLUTELY
FREE . . . f.o.b. factory. Show these products
to friends, neighbors. Take orders for sensa¬
tional values, more than 200 quality products used in every home. Thousands of others
making Good Money this way every month.
No experience. Write for Free Assortment.
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ZANOL, Richmond Street
DEPT. 7046-J

CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

DO CMC
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CONSIDERED FOR
MUSICAL SETTING

Mother, Home, Love, Sacred, Patriotic, Comic
or any subject. Don't Delay—Send us your best
original Poem at once for immediate examination
and useful Rhyming Dictionary.

RICHARD BROTHERS
39 WOODS BUILDING

CHICAGO 1, ILL.
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Write for FREE 92-Page
Style Book showing the newest
fashions, proportioned by experts who
KNOW how to slenderize stout women. Dresses, coats.suits,
hats, shoes, underwear—everything In your exact size, and
everything PRICED LOW! Send name and address today !
LANE BRYANT, 752 East Market Street,
Dept.150 * Indianapolis 17, Indiana

★ One of the first questions asked a
graphologist is, “Why do I make an ‘n’
or ‘m’ like ‘u’ and ‘w’?” And the answer
is always: “You’re adaptable. You learn
to make the best of conditions, to accept
life as it comes, and adjust yourself
accordingly.” The upside down “n” is
shown clearly in the signature of the per¬
sonable Dana Andrews whose entire life
is one of adjustment and adaptation.
Good or bad, fun or sorrow, Dana has ac¬
cepted it and has endeavored to grow
with it.
Do you make a tall, closed “D”?
If
so you have much pride, much desire for
independence, and a definite tendency to
keep your mouth shut about your per¬
sonal affairs. Do you make larger letters
at the beginning and then gradually taper
off? Brother, you’re a diplomat! Like
Dana you can tell a person off without
offending. You can refuse graciously, and
still retain friends.
If none of these traits applies to your
handwriting then let’s look at the slant.
The Andrews slant shows an affectionate,
demonstrative man. Dana will express
himself, will respond to affection, will
let you know if ^ likes you a lot. Or

maybe you leave various
top—like “a,” for exam
have an open pocketbook
an open mouth, will cha
heart, will share your
others.
If you write like Dan
are an all around whol
makes a good friend. I
many enemies. I think h
and them to better thinki

The End
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THE REVIEWER'S BOX
(Continued from page 231

THE GAL WHO TOOK THE WEST
(U.I.) .
♦♦♦
This picture is one of the nicest sur¬
prises of the year!
“The Gal Who Took the West” has all
the earmarks of a western movie: the
wide open spaces, men totin’ six-shoot¬
ers, dance hall cuties and the U. S. In¬
fantry. Done in Technicolor, its satirical
approach to the horse-opera theme turns
the picture into a laugh riot.
A newspaper man, looking for story
material about early Arizona settlers, the
O’Hara family, gets his details from
three old fellows who remember the days
when the fabulous O’Haras owned and
controlled Arizona.
Two young cousins, Scott Brady and
John Russell, always at odds, become
more so with the appearance of opera
singer Yvonne De Carlo. The family
feud takes on the proportions of a civil
war when the two young men vie for
the young lady’s love.
When even Grandfather Charles Co¬
burn can’t control the boys, Yvonne takes
over; - and through some very feminine
and funny logic, manages to resolve the
case and find her true love.
There’s a question right to the very
end as to which young man she’ll choose
—and the surprise ending will send you
out of the theater amidst great chuckles.
This is a real sleeper. Don’t miss it.

THAT MIDNIGHT KISS (MGM)

♦♦♦

Leo, the lion, has reason to roar tri¬
umphantly about “That Midnight Kiss.”
It is charming, amusing, and a treat for
the ear as well as the eye.
Mario Lanza, M-G-M’s new operatic
find, has a magnificent voice. While he’s
still a little camera-shy, he has natural
grace and charm that more than com¬
pensate for the lack of experience. He’s
handsome, too. Mario Lanza is a name
to remember; he’ll go far.
Kathryn Grayson plays a young singer
whose wealthy grandmother (majestic
Ethel Barrymore) organizes an opera
company, with Jose Iturbi conducting,
to give her a break.
Kathryn hears the piano mover (Ma¬
rio Lanza) sing, recognizes his fine voice,
and promptly falls in love with him.
The story is pretty thin, but you’ll
overlook the obvious holes in the plot.
The music is exquisitely beautiful; and
the scenes between Thomas Gomez, who
plays a fabulous Italian tenor, and Jules
Munshin as the opera manager, are some
of the funniest sequences ever filmed.
This you mustn’t miss.

CHICAGO DEADLINE
(Paramount).
When a beautiful girl dies of natural
causes in a dingy Chicago hotel room,
it’s a “human interest” story for any
newspaper that wants it. Alan Ladd, as
Ed Adams of the Journal, finds the girl’s
address book, and tries to locate her
relatives. To his amazement, none of the
people listed will say a word about her.
Some even skip town.
This inspires Ladd to delve into her
past. He finds that Rosita D’ur (Donna
Reed)
meant something different to
everyone who knew her. To her brother
(Arthur Kennedy), she was a saint; to
her roommate (June Havoc) she was a
friend; to playboy Gavin Muir she was
a gold-digger; to shady character Berry
Kroeger she was a “moll”; and to Shepperd Strudwick, the man who loved her,

HAIR?

MAKE THIS EASY

she was worth giving up his love and
life to protect.
Based on a story by Tiffany Thayer,
this thriller fires characters and situa¬
tions at you as fast as a machine gun—
almost too fast to digest. Alan Ladd is
great as the reporter—he can join our
staff anytime.

EVERYBODY DOES IT (20th)

♦ ♦ V2

Paul Douglas (remember him in “Let¬
ter to Three Wives”?) is a well-to-do
housewrecker; and the harried husband
of a would-be opera singer, Celeste
Holm. He and his mother-in-law feud
constantly, for she is a frustrated singer,
determined that her daughter have the
career she didn’t have. Poor Paul doesn’t
have a chance to win against such for¬
midable opposition.
Goaded into trying to line up a critic
who will come to Celeste’s first recital,
Paul runs into the charms of Linda Dar¬
nell, a great opera star. It is she who
makes the startling discovery that the
great voice in the family belongs to Paul.
Celeste is infuriated with this de¬
velopment—especially when Linda gives
Paul a part in her opera.
As a housewrecker-turned-baritone,
Paul Douglas is hilarious! And every¬
one else gets a chance to exercise his
vocal chords in this battle of the voices.

I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE
(20th)

♦♦

Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan romp
through this story about a French army
officer who marries a U. S. WAC lieu¬
tenant.
The first half of the picture is devoted
to the conflicts which arise when Cary
and Ann share a military mission.
Of course you realize that although
Cary thinks Ann’s presumptuous and in¬
efficient, and Ann feels that he’s a wolf
without disguise, all will end well. And
it does.
The real fun of the picture comes
when Cary seeks entrance to the U. S.
and has to travel as a war bride. Tra¬
veling as an alien spouse of female mili¬
tary personnel, en route to the United
States under Public Law 271. of the
Congress gives Cary a running start on
a series of hilarious situations which he
makes the most of in traditional Grant
style.
Assisting Cary Grant and Ann Sheri¬
dan are screen newcomers Marian Mar¬
shall and Randy Stuart. Both young
women show promise and should please
fans who are constantly on the lookout
for bright new faces and new talent.
Since “I Was a Male War Bride” was
photographed in Germany, background
scenes are legitimate—and fascinating.
This is a pleasant picture—with a nice
balance of comedy and romance.

RED, HOT AND BLUE
(Paramount)

♦♦

After two years (which is too long), I
Betty Hutton returns to the screen in
Paramount’s “Red, Hot and Blue.” And
all we can say is that the blonde blitz I
hasn’t lost any of her explosive charm.
In this comedy-musical-murder drama,
Vic Mature is the hungry young director
of the Corner Group Theatre, who frowns
at girl-friend Betty’s attempts to be a big
name on Broadway—at any cost. As it
turns out, it costs him plenty of energy.
Betty is kidnaped by thugs who think
(Please turn to next page)

7-DAY TEST!
Jnst try this SYSTEM on year hair 7 day*
and see if you are really enjoying the pleaaore of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very
often capture Love and Romance for yon.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS ara
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer , . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Jnst try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let yonr
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE cornea in
2 Forms □ Pomade □ Liquid. SEND FOR IT TOD ATI
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It Is fully guar¬
anteed. Money back if you are Dot delighted. Write Nowl
JUELCO..4727N.Daman,Dept. B-601, Chicago 25, III.

TINY RADIO —REALLY WORKS!
FITS IN YOUR HAND!
.
'

Works on new “PERMACRYSTAL’
so it NEVER
NEEDS
TROUBLESOME
TUBES. BATTERIES OR
ELECTRIC “PLUG-INS”!
Easy to use—Plays for
nothing—Should last for
years.
Beautiful
Red
Plastic Case.

GUARANTEED TO WORK
on local programs by fol¬
lowing instructions. C. B.
of Ala., says “Tiny Radio is just Wonderful”!

QFNn nwi y ci nn

m°-i and p*? po«tm»n

OCnU URL I Ol.UU $2 99 COD plus postage or »end *3.99
for postpaid delivery. SENT COMPLETE READY TO PLAY on
simple attachment. Has personal phone. WONDERFUL GIFTS
FOR BOYS A GIRLS. Low priced. Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
MIDWAY COMPANY
Dept. THW-11
Kearney, Nebr.

Your Name He

NAME RING
Thrilling New Fad!
Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful ring! Stays clear
and sharp for years. Withstands washing,
rubbing, wear. A thrilling keepsake—a magnifi¬
cent gift! Order now. Print name to be inscribed.
cry n un Linurvi Mail order with strip
dtniJ nU mUHL I ! of paper for the ring
6ize. Pay postman only *1.00 plus few cents
postage and tax. MONEY BACK if not delighted.

ORDER NOW f

STEWART CO., 0ept.X3S8,616 Walnut St., Cincinnati 2. Ohio

V

'{) EARN
1 MONEY
SHOWING

EDEE
sampli
I If EE FABRICS

Write me, and I’ll send yoa this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation
ABSOLUTELY FREE. You'll see gor¬
geous, newest style dresses—lovely
lingerie—hosiery,men’s shirts and
socks —all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends
and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLESl
Send no money for thisbig-profit
lineof sample fabrics. It syoore
free. Rush name, address now.

MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 5064, CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

NutsesNeeded

mow/

TRAIN AT HOME IN 12
WEEKS FOR BIG PAY

Earn while learning Practical NURSING.
High school not needed. Age 16 to 60. Doctor’s i
endorsement of this complete low-fee
course. Prepare in 12 weeks for big pay and
steady work, fine surroundings. Average les¬
son only $1.48. Easiest terms. FREE BOOK¬
LET— send name now on penny postcard.

LINCOLN SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING I
Dept. 711 '

4737 Broadway Ave.,

Chicago 40, III.

Foot Relief
Instant-Acting, Soothing,
Cushioning Foot Plaster

To instantly relieve painful
corns, sore toes, callouses, bun¬
ions, tender spots, burning on
bottom of feet—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. You cut
this soothing, cush¬
ioning, flesh color,
superior moleskin
to any size or
shape. At Drug,
Shoe, Department
and 10«! stores.

VScholls KUROTEX

Sensational VALUE
New Glamorous
Princess Cocktail

WATCH
With Exquisite
BRACELET

A luxu¬
rious watch
with stunning
case and accu¬
rate Swiss move¬
ment, a glittering
bracelet with sparkl'!
ing brilliants. Retails
as high as $20.
Makes a
lovely gift, your wife, sister or
sweetheart will be proud to own.
$6.95 plus 70c tax total $7.65.

QC
j)Oi7 9

A gorgeous pair of SCATTER
PINS. The sensational new
creation.
GENUINE GOLD
PLATED set with luxurious
imported rhinestones. With each order,

GIFT
OFFER

Send Check or Money Order or pay postman
plus C. O. D. charges.
MONEY BACK in 10 days if not satisfied.

PACKARD JEWELRY CO.
220

Fifth

Ave.,

Dept.

Il-H,

New

York

I,

N.

Y.

MOVIE STARS' PHOTOS
Glamour, Pinups, West¬
erns 8x10, 25 Cents Ea.
Over 1000 to choose from.
All of the old favorites
plus many of the new ones.
Customers tell us we have
the finest in the business.

6 *or $1.00
Veregraphs—96 Pics.Cl ftfl
16 pictures on

Doris Day
Illustrated Catalogue with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

BURBANK,

she can “put the finger” on one of them
for a murder she witnessed . . . and it
takes lots of Hutton vocal chords, and
Mature strength, to bring her back alive.
The villain, Hairdo Lempke, is played
by Frank Loesser, the guy who pens
sweet musical numbers like “Slow Boat
to China.”
The action runs from the ridiculous to
the ridiculous—Betty’s interpretation of
“Hamlet’s” mad Ophelia is enough to
make Shakespeare sit up in his grave
and roar.
This is a Hutton riot from the first
chuckle to the last belly laugh.
ABANDONED (U.I.)
♦♦
One of the biggest scandals to hit this
country recently was the news about the
nefarious adoption rackets—where babies
are sold on the black market. This doc¬
umentary film brings the story to the
screen.
Gale Storm comes to California to
look for her missing sister, and finds that
she has died mysteriously, after having
given birth to a child out of wedlock.
Newspaperman Dennis O’Keefe suspects
there may be a story behind this, and
offers to help Gale track down the truth.
Before long they realize that the unsus¬
pecting girl had been victimized by an
illegal baby adoption syndicate.
To¬
gether, they uncover the ugly business
in which racketeers lure unwed mothers
into selling their children.
Though slow moving, this film is in¬
teresting and important; for it exposes
one of the most criminal evils of pres¬
ent-day society.

cal.

FATHER WAS A FULLBACK

Lovely Cluster Ring GIVEN AWAY ’
Made special in 1/30 10k Gold plate, bully Guaranteed.
A ring you will admire for
years to come. Has filigree
shank set with simulated
ruby center, surrounded by
eight sparkling brilliants,
andGIVEN tor selling only
4 boxes Rosebud Salve at
25 F a box, returning $1.00.
Order 4 salve —Send No
Money. (Or we will mail
King and 4 &alve NOW if
you send $1.00 with order)
State size of ring desired.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 28. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND

SONGWRITERS CLUB

This Club was established to assist new writers in
finding their first success. Send us your Songs or
Poems and $2.00 that pays for one year’s member¬
ship. You may send us as many songs or poems
as you wish during this one year period. If ac¬
cepted we will set your words to music, publish
and exploit your song at no further cost to you.
Send Song Today!
SONGWRITERS CLUB OF AMERICA
P. O. Box 98
Seattle 1, Washington

ArrnmiTAUT
Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book, "Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Dept H-193, Chicago 5, III.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
and COLORED in OILS
to size I
on double
8x10" I weight paper
Same price for .
full length pic #
tures. busts ami
groups. Youil
original
photo!
returned
wit hi
<
enlargements.
3 for
Give
color
of
eyes, hair and
$2.00
clothes. Just
mail
photo,
negative or
snapshot no matter what
size and enclose 69c per
picture. We pay postage.
Pictures returned in 5 days.
Take
advantage
of
this
lowest bargain on the market today.

69

M

96

Building.

Suite

1901,

New York 18.

♦♦

SAINTS AND SINNERS
(Alexander Korda). 4 +
According to this charming Irish film,
a lot of supposed saints would turn out

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS (UJ.) ♦
If history could be told to children in
this manner, it might be more interest¬
ing to them. Although slow moving, and
not particularly exciting, the story sticks
faithfully to history.
Fredric March plays Christopher Co¬
lumbus, the great adventurer whose
dreams were scoffed at. Florence Eldridge is Queen Isabella, who finally
aided the explorer when it became evi¬
dent that the court of France might be
more interested in his schemes—and the
land and treasures he expected to find
in the Orient.
Though grownups may find this a bit
dull, the costumes and scenery combine
with actual fact to make this picture a
living history lesson in Technicolor. The
superstitions, court intrigue, jealousies
and living conditions of 15th Century
Spain are depicted; and the voyage to
the New World (though not as thrilling
as it might have been) is interesting.
FEELING ALL RIGHT
“Venereal disease is the curse of civil¬
ization.” How many times have you
heard that phrase? And exactly how
much do you know about the origins and
results of this dreaded affliction?
In a simple, down-to-earth manner,
the Columbia University Press tells the
story of venereal disease, and the havoc
it wreaks in present-day society. This
film makes no pretext of entertainment;
it is a documentary which teaches facts
everyone should know.
The cast of “Feeling All Right” is made
up of a group of unprofessional Missis¬
sippi Negroes, and the story is told in a
frank and forthright manner.
This film is available to churches,
clubs, and neighborhood theaters. If it
is not shown in your community; you
may request it from the Department of
Health in your state, or from the Com¬
munications Materials Center of the Co¬
lumbia University Press.

Go Christmas Shopping
with the Stars
in the December issue of

MO YIEL AND

MAIL YOUR PHOTO AT ONCE
ALBERTS PHOTO STUDIO CO., Dept. 26
Bush

(20th)

Father (Fred MacMurray) finds his
job as football coach at State University
as rough as a T formation. The Alumni
Association, headed by Rudy Vallee, ex¬
pects miracles from the mediocre (to put
it mildly) State team. Though his pretty
wife, Maureen O’Hara, does her best to
block the kicks of misfortune, Fred
knows he must do the impossible to keep
his job. His team must win a game.
Two unpredictable young daughters
(Betty Lynn and Natalie Wood) don’t
make the situation any easier. Betty is
dateless—a severe calamity at the age of
15. When she dramatically renounces
men, and locks herself in her room to
devote herself to literature, not even
Fred would dream she’d write an article
called “I Was a Child Bubble Dancer”—
and have it published! Such goings on
would be a blow to any coach’s job,
even one who’s team wasn’t consistently
ringing up zeros.
Pigskins, romance and college life are
brightly combined to make “Father Was
a Fullback” fun for your entire family.

to be sinners, if the truth were told.
The cast of this tale of Irish village
life is composed of the famous Abbey
Theatre Players of Dublin, and begorra,
they’re good!
Michael Kissane, an innocent man con¬
victed of stealing church funds, returns
to his native village and is shunned by
everyone—even his lovely sweetheart.
In an effort to help Michael, and re¬
veal the real culprit, old Ma Mumaghan
foretells the end of the world; and the
superstitious villagers believe her. They
flock to the Canon to be confessed before
the disaster occurs, and the holy man is
shocked by the sins supposedly good peo¬
ple admit to having committed.
Of course, the world doesn’t come to
an end. The Canon rewards the villagers’
lack of faith with a tongue-lashing and
a penance, Michael gets his girl, and all
ends happily.
This is a quaint tale from Irish folk¬
lore.

N. Y.

On newsstands everywhere November 9th

I DRESS FOR MEN
fContinued from page 431

all men like the kind of clothes that im¬
prove a girl’s figure. To my way of think¬
ing, a suit does this better than anything
we wear.
The bulk of my wardrobe,
therefore, consists of suits. I have a few
tweedy ones and several tailored gabar¬
dines. I own a smart, two-toned gray
wool and gabardine suit, a dressy black
faille, and a raw silk shantung, cut in
soft dressmaker lines.
I wear these suits everywhere—on
dates, to work, to parties—and I always
feel comfortably and correctly dressed.
They do wonders, not only for my figure
but also for my peace of mind.
I happen to be tall and slender so I
wear slim skirts and straight jackets
and capitalize on my size 12 figure. I
also own a few full-skirted suits of pure
silk that don’t make me look too broad.
A straight, boxy suit, however, can make
a heavy woman look thinner, and a softly
fitted suit can make a thin figure look
rounder. It’s all in knowing how to “suit”
your own figure.
In my case, I never buy a suit with
a padded hip line like the ones the
French designers were turning out a few
years ago. Wide hips are unattractive no
matter how thin you are beneath the
padding. Similarly, a suit with a flaring
jacket does nothing for me. I look simply
awful in wild checks or anything fussy.
I’m a simple dresser and rely on my
personality to provide the sparkle. After
all, who wants to play second fiddle to a
dress, unless you have to?
Although I practically live in suits, I
do own a few dressy, show-stopping out¬
fits. At least I hope they’re show-stop¬
ping. The only evening dress in my
wardrobe, for example, is the one I wore
to the Academy Awards. It was designed
by Irene which means, of course, that the
lines are simple but sensational.
It’s
white trimmed with pistachio green, and
it has a tight, heart-shaped bodice held
up by thin rolled straps, and a full,
graceful skirt with a gardenia half-way
down.
My other two party dresses are semi¬
form als, and both were designed by
Christian Dior, the Frenchman who in¬
troduced the new look. One creation is
navy lace over a full underskirt, the only
trim consisting of white shoulder straps.
The other dress has a full black skirt, a
strapless white pique top and a gold kid
belt.
I didn’t set out deliberately to feature
white in all my party clothes, but I sure
like it. As a matter of fact, I might quite
easily qualify as Miss White Pique of
America. I love starched white sun
dresses, crisp pique boiler hats and spot¬
less white gloves. I love these, I think,
because it’s been my experience that men
love to date a girl who looks as if she’s
slept on a bed of mint.
This masculine preference for crispy
cleanliness in girls doesn’t stop at ap¬
pearance only. Men like girls who are
spotless and dainty, and if you don’t
think they really give a girl the once¬
over, you’re wrong.
I worked in Les Brown’s all-male band
for 3 years, and I still blush at some of the
remarks the fellows used to mutter about
the fairer sex. “Better take a DDT bomb
with you if you’re dating Helen So-andSo,” was one favorite crack. “Why don’t
you lend her your Remington Dry Shav¬
er?” was another, and “I’d sooner kiss
a cow” was a third . . .
All of which taught me to redouble all

my efforts towards good grooming.
My own personal routine for clean¬
liness calls for showers each morning
and night. I manage to take a few extras
during the day when I’m working hard
and get over-heated. I also like to sham¬
poo my hair in the shower. It’s so simple
doing it that way that I wash my hair
three times a week. I’m also extremely
careful about deodorants, mouthwashes,
and depilatories. I think any girl who’s
less than 100% careful about these things
is being inexcusably lazy. I feel very
strongly about that.
Grooming naturally goes hand-in-hand
with makeup, which unfortunately takes
too much time for me. I simply haven’t
got enough minutes in the day to apply
nail polish. As a result, I don’t wear any.
I also don’t wear mascara, false eyelashes,
or pan-cake makeup. I stick to lipstick
and let nature take care of the rest.
I like to think that I look well pretty
nearly all of the time whether I have my
best clothes on or not, and that’s why I
never go marketing wearing slacks and
curlers-under-kerchief, nor will -1 wear
peasant clothes and gold sandals to go to
the comer drug store.
For day-to-day wear, I like a trim
skirt and blouse with a jacket for added
warmth. My favorite skirt of this type
is called a glass skirt, because it’s made
of sleek, smooth gabardine. The top has
loops for a belt and the bottom is slit
fore and aft. I own about six such skirts
in different colors, and I find they’re
marvelously practical.
For working about the house, I have
two costumes: a bathing suit or blue
jeans. Blue jeans are my great love. I al¬
ways have five or six pairs on hand. I’m
as fussy about their being clean and
pressed as anything else in my closet. I
wear them with cotton shirts and moc¬
casins, and I like them because they’re
inexpensive,
comfortable and always
look so darn cute.
I also think there’s a cute way of wear¬
ing curlers. My system is to wait until
about an hour before date time and then
turn up my short hair and cover it with
a turban. In that way, should my date
arrive early, I know I won’t frighten him
away. More girls have scared off pros¬
pective husbands by going around with
their curlers showing than by any other
means I know.
I like to tell myself that I can be sur¬
prised at any time or by any unexpected
friend and still look natural and neat
Towards this end, I keep a list of things
to avoid. On this list are such items as
slips that show, lipstick on teeth, dan¬
gling earrings, platform shoes, and strong
perfume.
I also have a positive list, and this one
includes shoulder bags that hold all my
essentials, a washable seersucker bath¬
robe, “Shocking” perfume, a fresh flower
tucked in my belt, and FRECKLES.
There was a time not so many years
ago, when I suffered great anguish be¬
cause of the freckles that punctuated my
face. But thank heaven, that day has
passed. I learned that men like freckles
and that’s the way they have to accept
me.
At any rate, whether they do or wheth¬
er they don’t is immaterial. I couldn’t
erase them even if I wanted to.
With Doris Day, it’s strictly a case of
love me, love my freckles. Let’s hope
they do.
The End

Regain youthful
loveliness this easy way
“Friends say I look 10 years younger,” re¬
port many women using famous Kathryn
Murray 5-Minute way to beauty. Home
Facial Course helps banish betraying wrin¬
kles, crows feet, double chin . . . remold firm
young contours. So easy! So quick! Natural
facial exercises stimulate nourishing circula¬
tion, restore vibrant tone. Successfully used
by more than 40.000 women!

New beauty for you

Free Booklet
Tells How

SEND NO MONEY

_

Write for FREE BOOKLET in plain wrap¬
apper telling how facial exercise can make you
fou
look years younger. No obligation. No sales¬
les
man will call. Send name and address today.
ay.
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206 S. Michigan Ave.,Suite 1115,Chicago 4, III.

k Career for t/0l/?(

cental assistant

Trained Dental Assistants are in greater
demand than ever! Prepare for experi¬
ence in this fascinating field! New pla
permits you to train at home, finish at famous^Wayne
School... Course includes lab. X-ray and chair-side
assistance, office and reception duties. Everything fur¬
nished; easy terms. Write for complete facts, FREE!
lA/AVUr CPUnni
Inn 2525 SHEFFIELD avenue
YVAYNt OUHUUL, IRC. lab.ci,
Chicago 14. ill.

Size 8 x 10 inches on double weight paper
from any photo, snapshot or Degative. Original returned. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
postman C.O.D. plus postage. 25c added for
8 x 10 inches
making negative if you send photo. FREE
billfold size photo and folder given free. Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or money back
(you keep free gifts regardless). Send
photo or negatives today.
Kniaht Studios

DeD’t

29T

Marion. IIL

UNWANTED l

HAIR
MilU'iM

ONLY BY KIUIW6 THi HAIg BOOT CAN >
BE SUBE unwanted ha/B rs DOME fee
6BINDS BELIEF AND SOCIAL NAFF/NESS. i
DO NOT USE OUB METHOD UNT/L YOU
HAVE BEAD OUB /MSTBUCT/ON DOOJC j
CABEFULLY AND LEABNED TO USE )
MAHlfg MtTHOP SAFELY AND EFFJCfEAETLYM
USED SUCCESSFULLY DYEB SO YEABS/
BEAUTY ’
JOB VOU *

mambwaMmmr

MAHLER’S, INC., Dept. 17-P, Providence 15,R.I.

TOMBSTONES
DIRECT TO YOU $
Genuine Beautiful Rockdale
w up
Monuments, Markers. Satis- E-*ev
faction or MONEY BACK. E*
Freight paid. Write for our Terms
FREE Catalog and compare prices.
ROCKDALE MONUMENT CO.
Dept. 602

JOLIET

Sell CHRISTMAS CARDS_
Plastic Cards for Christmas and Everyday. Also lovely EM¬
BOSSED Christmas Cards WITH NAME. Sell themselves at
50 for $1.25, ap. Amazing $1 “Southern Beauty” Assortment
of 21 Christmas Cards pays yon op to 60c! Complete line of fast-sellers.
Write for Samples on approval. SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.,
216 South Pauline Street.
Dept. C-25. MEMPHIS 4, TENN-

CUSTOM TAILORING WOMEN
.earn At Home This Easy Way

I /.
1\

1

J

. _t’s easy, and fun, to train at home for this
thrilling career. Tailor your own suits and coats
and save money—amaze friends, tailor
their clothes. Actually earn while you learn.
Prepare yourself for future security with
this professional course. No sewing ~
experience needed. Low fee includes
supplies. Mail coupon Today!_

Metropolitan School of Tailoring, Home Study Division
35 5. Dearborn St., Dept. 401,
Chicago 2, 111.

Please rush free booklet and sample lessons.

M
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TAKES OFF UGLY F
EAT PLENTY

5-10 Pounds Disappear First 7
Concentrated Vitamin Mineral

See Pounds, Inches Go

MYNEX Plan Safe ... REDUCES WITHO

No Strenuous Exercise
No Laxative*No Massage
No Starvation

This ORIGINAL
CANADIAN

Reducing Success

MAKES
BULGING
INCHES
SHRINK

FIRST Time in America

Ntek
Chin

Yes, Now, for the first time, you
can try sensational new MYNEX
—do as they do in Canada! Lose
pounds and inches of bulging fat
without strenuous exercise or dras¬
tic dieting that leaves you starved
and weak. Take the completely safe
MYNEX 2-way tablets, not dope
or dangerous reducers, but instead
actually concentrated food tablets.
No matter how difficult you find it
to diet, if your excess fat is not due
to glandular trouble, mail the cou¬
pon for your MYNEX trial today.

Arms
Bust
Waist
Aixhmen
Thighs
Logs

If you want to lose th
10 pounds excess fa
picked up overeating
it safely and easily in
without one hungry m
for amazing new MYN
makes reducing easier
You eat three square m
a hungry moment. Fa
stomach, arms, thighs
goes fast—as much as
tat when it’s fun to red
MYNEX. Today, mai

This sensational reducer called
MYNEX is so safe it has been
approved for advertising by
authorities—and is now being
offered in the United States
on a trial offer so fair it calls
for immediate acceptance
With MYNEX comes full
dietary directions that say

Amazing Canadian success. MYNEX, often restores
more youthful figure in 7 quick days. Intended for over¬
weight women and men who
want to lose fat but who just
can’t leave the table hungry. If
over-eating is your trouble you
should lose 5 to 10 pounds in 7
days without missing a single
meal. Above all. MYNEX wards
off tired, weak, rundown feeling
that often comes with taking off
fat too fast. Mail coupon for
7-day trial that convinces or no
cost.

SAFE 2-WAY METHOD
MYNEX acts two way*: (1) it helps cut
down excessive appetite, yet you never
feel hungry (2) it fortifies your system
with necessary nutritional elements to
help maintain your energy while reduc¬
ing. Mail coupon today.

l

YrrTl D0NT BE F

Putting on a little weight, aren’t you.
Agnes? Sayt> Jane, that dress sure fits
tight' Oh. 111 be embarrassed to wear
my new bare midriff swim suit! Wonder
if these extra 10 pounds will make any
difference when I see John next month?
She’s too fat. she’s too fat for me!

Here’s What
You Should Weigh
WOMEN

“Imagine, now my boys say:
‘Mom. you look like a movie
queen T I went from a sire 42
to 16 in only 28 days using
MYNEX. I have lots more en¬
ergy and even housework
doesn’t get me down.”
Mrs. R.A.W., Montreal
• Posed by professional model

To Have a Youthful
Streamlined Figure
Send for

MYNEX

FOR FAT FOL

Canadian overeaters who found u
hard, too tiring and too nerve-w
acclaimed new MYNEX as the g
have had in 25 years! MYNEX ta
sugar-coated, so they disintegrat
action is what you want and fast
MYNEX TABLETS are complete
vitamins and minerals that docto
off tired and weak run-down feeli
the coupon for MYNEX TABL
are getting only the purest ingred

WEIGHT CHART

‘CANADIAN MOTHER
LOSES 40 POUNDS

WORKS WOND

HOW SMALL TABLET BRINGS AMAZ

Yet Tablet!
Avoid Weak,
Tired, Run¬
down Feeling

Yet EAT PLENTY • Feel Refreshed • Have More Pep

MYNEX CO., Ltd.

Accepted for Advertising
by Appointed A uthorities

Anklet

VERY FIRST DAY
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EAT PLENTY, even
once thought fatten
yet fat goes fast.

Calves

STARTS
REDUCING FAT

M

TORONTO, ONTARIO: Up in Canada, you don’t
see many fat women any more and here’s why. A
few months ago an amazing new reducer called
MYNEX was introduced in Canada. This ap¬
proved simple and easy reducing success took
Canada by storm. Thousands upon thousands of
overweight Canadians lost bulging excess pounds
and inches, and they lost this fat without suffering
one hungry moment—without taking dangerous
drugs, without exercising!

Weight in Pounds
(as ordinarily dressed)
30 and
20»

115
117
119
122
125
128
131
135
139
143
147
151
155
159

over

119
121
123
125
128
132
136
140
144
148
152
155
158
162

Your doctor's recommendation a
proval of the NEW MYNEX is i
If you are in good health and w
stop getting fat and take off 5
pounds the first 7 days, or if you w
lose 20, 40, 50 lbs. or more, ma
i.#.
c°uP°n- lt s not t0° ,ate t0 lakc P
°“ *or sunimer fun.

SEND NO M
7

Day Trial Takes Off Fat

Just mail coupon. When your pack¬
age of MYNEX TABLETS arrives,
deposit only $3.00 plus C.O.D. post¬
age thru postman. Read the label,
see how SAFE, see how easy the new
MYNEX plan is. Take as directed
and if in 7 days you haven’t dropped
from 5 to 10 pounds, if your waist,
bust, thighs don't measure less, if

those e
flattene
you hav
feeling
ckag
.00.
excess f
pon. C

HEIGHT
(with shoes on)

4T1*
5'O’
5'1*
5'2"
5'3’
5'4”
5'5*
5'6'
5'7’
5'8”
5'9'
5'10’
5T1'
60*

U. S. Office: 349 W. Ontario Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Canadian Branch: 406 Hopewell, Toronto, Ont, Canada

MYNEX IS NOT YET
SOLD IN DRUG STORES.
TO GET MYNEX-Y0U
MUST MAIL COUPON!

M
C

Mynex Co., Ltd. of Canada
U. S. Office: 349 W. Ontario St., Dep

Send MYNEX TABLETS, 7-Day P
pay $3.00 plus C.O.D. postage on ar
tee to refund my $3.00 in 10 days
(Cash orders mailed postpaid.)
Nome.
Address.
City....

Zone.

If you live in Canada. Send orders
MYNEX, Ltd. 406 Hopewell, Dept.

A HILLMAN PUBLICATION

DECEMBER
25 CENTS

JANET
LEIGH

/zaca

YOU CAN HAVE THE RIGHT
KNIFE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

How many times have you said “I wish I had
a decent knife in this house!” Here’s your
chance to order not just one knife . . . but a
set of ten. Because you order direct from the
cutlery factory, you get a $9.95 value for
only $4.95! These knives have features that
will make your kitchen work a joy! They’re
famous DeLuxe Diamond Tested . . . with
blades of stainless steel... mirror finished ...
hollow ground and hand finished. The han¬
dles are of imported rosewood . . . curved to
fit the hand . . . hand-polished . . . and at¬
tached with double-compression rivets.

10 DAY HOME TRIAL
Stainless Steel
Mirror finished
Hollow Ground
Blades

Rosewood
handles
shaped
to fit
the hand

Double
compretslo
brass rivets

SEND NO MONEY

Simply write your nam
and address on the $5.00 money-saving certificate ant
mail. Pay the postman only $4.95 plus C.O.D. postage
on money-back guarantee. No more to pay.

NIRESK INDUSTRIES

1474 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22,1

We are so certain that you will find this the greatest
knife value ever offered that we make this guarantee:
try these knives in your home for 10 days — you must be
100% satisfied or you may return the set and your money
will be cheerfully refunded at once.

NIRESK INDUSTRIES, Dept. K-17
14 74 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22, III.
Gentlemen: Kindly rush.10-pc. Knife Sets at the factory
price of $4.95 per set — on 10-day money-back guarantee.
NAME.
(please print)
ADDRESS.
TY.ZONE.STATE.
□ Send C.O.D. plus postage. Q I enclose $4.95 to save
postage. Same money-back guarantee.

VALUABLE

The first NEW improvement in the history
of home permanent waving!

WAVES & CURLS HAIR home
Amazing NEW pure, safe processed
vegetable oil
permanent

* ACTUALLY gives hair a

irave lovely as naturallg

curly hair WITHOUT dangerous

BR1-

INU.breaking.splitting and matting...
TAKES AS LITTLE AS 20 MINUTES . . . NOTHING TO MIX . . .
FAR LESS FUSS AND BOTHER. WORKS EVEN ON HAIR THAT
NEVER

BEFORE

WOULD

TAKE

A

PERMANENT

At last, you can give yourself the new oil permanent at home . . . yes, a
wonderful oil wave that leaves your hair glossier, softer, full of silkensmooth curls ... at a fraction of the beauty shop cost. This amazing
new home permanent actually gives a SAFER, BETTER curl, with¬
out the danger of dried-out hair and burnt splitting ends. Even neg¬
lected. straw-like hair, even dyed or bleached hair, seems to take on
new life, new sheen and beauty with new LUSTRE OIL Home Wave.

Ordinary Permanents Often Leave Hair Dry, Stiff
The best of ordinary home permanents tend, to
leave the hair too dry and harsh with the danger
of splitting and breaking off at the ends.

NEW LUSTRE OIL WAVE

f

with its marvelous conditioning action restores
natural oils to the hair, imparting more youthfullooking, beautiful curls !

et.

NEW JIuSDie OillWAVE
GIVES GLORIOUS, LONGER-LASTING WAVES AND CURLS
YET SO SAFE IT CAN'T "GO WRONG"

n

WANTED

With new Lustre Oil Home Permanent, your wave looks natural right
after you remove the curlers. No oil shampoo necessary. There’s never
a stiff, ‘‘new permanent” look ... no waiting several weeks for hair to
"tone down.” No harsh chemicals to dry and mat your hair and dim
its lustre. The magic conditioning action of Lustre Oil brings out all the
natural sheen of your hair . . . gives it deeper, longer-lasting, more
pliable curls and waves. Yet, it’s so safe it can’t “go wrong.”
* Process Patented

an easy Lustre Oil Wave, if you do
not agree it is the best home wave
you’ve had—if you aren’t thrilled
with the new-found beauty of your
wave, simply return the empty car¬
ton to us and your full purchase price
will be refunded!

Marlene’s Lustre Oil Wave Complete
Kit contains : Cold Wave Oil Solution,
Liquid Neutralizer, End Papers and
Complete Directions.

MAILTNIS COUPON TODAY

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUTNEW LUSTREOIL WAVE
1. How long will my Lustre Oil Wave last?
It will last as long as any beauty shop oil wave
costing $15 and up—or your money back!
2. Will Lustre Oil ’■take'' on my hair?
Lustre Oil waves any type, any texture of hair and
is especially ideal for dry, lifeless, dyed or
bleached hair.
3. Can I get a tight curl with new Lustre Oil?
You can get any type of curl—from a loose, casual
wave to a tight baby curl.

4. Does a Lustre Oil Wave take
longer to do?
On the contrary, far less time is required. All steps
are simplified to make it easier for you.
5. Will my hair look too oily after a Lustre
Oil Wave?
Indeed not—only soft and radiantly a-shine with
highlights.
6. What kind of curlers should I use?
Use any plastic curlers you have,
t Posed by Professional Models.

LIQUID NEUTRALIZER
No mixing—no fuss—no guesswork !
Only new Lustre Oil Wave features
the
ready-mixed,
professional-type
liquid neutralizer that enables you to
get the exact amount of important
neutralizing action on your hair !

. 5,000 WOMEN TO TRY
Marlene9s Professional LUSTRE OIL WAVE

If you’ve had no success with your
home permanent waves, or have been
disappointed in former results, we
invite you to try the amazing new
LUSTRE OIL Home Wave on a
Money Back Guarantee of Satisfac¬
tion. After you have given yourself

Use 7 Days At Our Risk
Simply fill in the coupon and mail. On
arrival pay the postman only $1.50
plus tax and C.O.D. postage. After you
have given yourself a new Lustre Oil
Home Wave, if you do not agree it is
the best, the simplest yet loveliest
wave you ever had—return empty
package and GET YOUR MONEY
BACK.

Marlene's Inc., Dept. IS
349 W. Ontario St., Chicago 10, III.
Please send complete LUSTRE OIL Home Wave Kit. On
arrival. I will pay postman $1.50 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage on guarantee I may return empty package in 7 days
for ray money back if not 100*3? pleased. (If cash. $1.80 tax
included, sent with coupon, Marlene's pay postage.)
□ Send C.O.D. plus postage.
□ Remittance Enclosed
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.ZONE.STATE.
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TEARS FOR LINDA CHRISTIAN’S LOSS
CHRISTMAS AT OUR HOUSE

by

Shirley

MY WIFE WANTS A CAREER by

25

I DRESS AS I PLEASE by Ava Gardner.

27

MAKE MINE MILTON BERLE by

Joyce Mathews Berle.

31

.

32

by Kenyon Lee

4. Fashionable Pill or Powder Box
6. Sturdy Key Chain

THE CHARMORE CO.,
126 Market St., Paterson, N. J.

•
•

e

□ Enclosed pleote find a check or money order to
the amount of $..
in poyment for
Charmore "Carryalls". ($2.95 each)

•
•
•

Q Please send me C.O.O. one Charmore "Carryall.**
I may return it within ten days and my money
will be refunded.

THEY WON'T TAKE GOOD ADVICE

44

by Fredda Dudley Balling

46
48

by Maxine LaFarge

MEMO TO MOVIELAND FROM JANET LEIGH.

50

HOLLYWOOD’S “REDS," THE SKELTONS by

53

Ted and Jane Morris

58

Constance Palmer

PORTRAIT OF A HAPPY MAN—ROBERT RYAN

H

by Helen Louise Walker

THE STARS ARE SANTA'S HELPERS.
DAVID BRIAN, FAIR-HAIRED BOY by
POOR RICHARD BASEHART

City.

40
43

JUNE HAVER—IN LOVE AT LAST by

Don’t Delay! Limited Supply! Order Now!
!
•

.

by Alyce Canfield

SARONG NUMBERS BY DOROTHY LAMOUR.
GALLERY OF FAME.

2. Beautiful Perfume Flacon

20

STACK O’ FUN WITH ROBERT STACK

HOLLYWOOD’S HOTTEST LOVE AFFAIR

3. Chic, Metal-Covered Memo Book
5. Petite, Alert Signal Whistle

„.

22

THE SECRET LIFE OF VAN JOHNSON

1. Genuine Ball Point Pen

18

Temple

Richard Conte

LINDA DARNELL'S DARLING by Connie Littlefield

THE FILE ON LANA TURNER

A smashing price cut makes this miracle value
possible! Excitingly new! Exquisitely smart!
Original designed in Paris! Six handbag
essentials in one! Lustrous gold color! Once
you have it, you’ll never be without it!

14

by Margaret Gardner

.

Louise Irwin

..

by Sidney Yudain.

60
62
64
66

IT’S A LOVELY LIFE (RORY CALHOUN).

70

ROY ROGERS’ CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

73

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT!
PORTRAITS

Statement of the Ownership, Management, and Circu¬
lation required by the Act of Congress of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Acts of March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code, Section
233), of Movieland, published monthly at Dunellen,
N. J., for October I, 1949.

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business man¬
agers are: Publisher, Movieland, Inc., 535
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.; Editor, Beatrice
Lubitz Cole, Editorial Director, 535 Fifth Ave.,
New York. N. Y.; Managing Editor, Peg
Nichols, 535 Fifth Ave., New York. N. Y.;
Business Manager, Phil Keenan, 535 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y.
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corpora¬
tion, its name and address must be stated
and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or
holding 1 percent or more of total amount of
stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners
must be given. If owned by a partnership or
other unincorporated firm, its name and ad¬
dress, as well as that of each individual
member, must be given.) Hillman Periodicals,
Inc., 535 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.; Stock¬
holders: Rita Hillman, 535 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y.; Alex Hillman, 535 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: (If there
are none, so state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder ap¬
pears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting: also the statements
in the two paragraphs show the affiant’s full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders
arid security holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner.
PHIL, KEENAN, Business Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
26th day of September, 1949.
(SEAL)
MARGARET ROTHENBERG.
(My commission expires March 30, 1950.)
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Anne
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DO YOU WRITE LIKE DONALD O’CONNOR?
CAN I HELP YOU?

by Helen King

79

by Joan Crawford.

82

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
A newcomer to films,
Janet Leigh's fine
roles in MGM’s "The
Doctor and the
Girl," "Red Dan¬
ube" and "That For¬
syte Woman," have
made her one of the
brightest and young¬
est stars in Holly¬
wood today. For
more about Janet
Leigh, see Page 50.
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by Beatrice Lubitz Cole.

HOLLYWOOD MEMO FROM THE EDITOR.

by

Annette

Leisten.

93
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Screen Play by RUTH GORDON and GARSON KANIN
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• Directed by GEORGE CUKOR • Produced by

Little chance of Ronnie Reagan crashing Marilyn
Rake’s skating act. His leg’s still in a cast.

Ask Ava Gardner and Howard Duff what they want for Christmas this
year, and they just look into each other’s eyes. No telling what’ll happen.

M
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June Allyson’s new hair-do was a conversation starter when the Dick Powells and the David Nivens met at the Ice Follies.

Does John Agar look glum as Shirley Temple signs autographs? Gossip has
them disagreeing over careers, but John and Shirl deny there’s trouble.

The holiday season is
in full swing as the
stars get ready to
welcome St. Nick

Nothing like a whirl at Ciro’s after a hard day of
Christmas shopping, agree Nancy and Frank Sinatra.

Van Johnson, one of the town’s most
avid film fans, brings his lunch to the
studio with him so he can have a pic¬
ture run for him while eating at noon.
He and Evie are selling their Santa
Monica home and moving into Beverly
Hills so the kids will be closer to school
facilities. They’re also planning on a
bigger house. Does that mean more chil¬
dren in the near future?
*

*

*

Martha Scott, one of our finest ac¬
tresses, is preparing to return to Broad¬
way after a long period of no work in
Hollywood. Producers tell her she lacks
sex appeal. With that we have to dis¬
agree.
*

BY BEATRICE LUBITZ COLE

*

*

When Jane Greer returns to the screen

after having her baby, she’s going to de¬
mand a change in type of parts—or else.
She’s fed up with playing those pistol¬
packing mama parts, and is prepared to
take a long suspension rather than do
another of them.
*

*

*

Keefe Brasselle, who moved into Metro
after his click in “Not Wanted,” had to
fight to keep his name from being
changed. One casting director told him
that a guy with a monicker like that
couldn’t be a good actor. But in his new
contract Keefe had it stipulated that his
name should remain as is.
*

*

*

Shelley Winters told us, “Of late I’ve
become greatly interested in writers.”
We tracked down the clue and found out
(Please turn to page 8)

Liz Taylor’s ruptured romance hasn’t put her in retirement. She appeared at the Ice Follies with her brother and Evie Johnson.

MM

the “interest” was Edmond O’Brien’s
writing brother, Liam. They’re serious;
and perhaps a happy marriage is just
what the volatile Shelley needs.
*

*

*

If Warners re-make “The Jazz Singer,”
one of the first successful talkies star¬
ring A1 Jolson, look for A1 to do the
seldom-happens business and re-star in
the picture. Fans are demanding it.
*

*

*

Joan Caulfield insists that all those
dates she’s been having with Frank Ross,
Jean Arthur’s ex, are purely on the
friendship side.
*

*

*

For the first time in five years Mar¬
shall Thompson has had the chance to
get his hair cut as he wanted it. He’s
done 17 consecutive costume pictures and
had to have his tresses trimmed to fit
the parts.
*

*

*

Look for Betty Hutton’s two children
to make their screen debut with mama
in “Annie Get Your Gun.” Incidentally,
after that brief separation, Betty and
Ted Briskin have really been working
on their marriage. It’s never been more
solid.
*

*

*

The romance between Lew Ayres and
lane Wyman, after her long absence in
(Please turn to page 10)
At Ciro’s, newlyweds Gloria and Jimmy Stewart grinned from ear to ear. These
two fairly radiate happiness! They’re in love, and they don’t care who knows it!

Marilyn Maxwell and Joel Marsden shared a
bag of popcorn at the Ice Follies opening.
g

Between the acts at the Ice Follies, Dick and Nora Haymes compared notes on
the comedy skit. Nora found Dick’s comments as hilarious as the comedian’s.
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THE NATIONS NO.I FUNNY-MAN !
Warner Bros.
FILL THE SCREEN
WITH ALL THE ROARS
AND GUFFAWS
HES FAMOUS FOR!

BER1E
GETS VERY
FUNNY WITH

WITH

Stop laughing

-and listen /
•

RUTH ROMAN BERT IAHR
DIRECTED BV pfly DE|_ R|JTH

PRODUCED BY

*t/r

JERRY WALD

SCREEN- PLAY BY MELVILLE SHAVELSON AND JACK ROSE
■O/

FROM A STORY BY MAX SHULMAN AND RICHARD MEALAND
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF

9

One of the smartest outfits seen at the opening of the “Ice Follies” was Evie Johnson’s
exquisite white knitted suit. Van’s flashy polka dotted bow tie got its share of attention too!
Europe, is as cold as yesterday’s news.
But we look for a revival of interest
when they both resume working on the
same lot later on in the year.
*

*

*

Marlene Dietrich’s new interest is Mar¬
lon Brando, who hit in “A Streetcar
Named Desire.” They met in Paris; and
we’re looking for Marlene to follow him
to Hollywood.
*

*

*

Since his return to Hollywood, Bob
Walker has been strictly a home guy,

devoting all his leisure time to his
two sons—and skipping romance. We
watched him at work in his new picture
at Metro; and he never looked better.
*

*

*

Paramount plans to continue the “Dear
Ruth” series with a third picture. It’ll be
called “Dear Mom.”
*

*

*

The royal family of Egypt has invited
the Red Skeltons over for a visit; and
they plan to go next spring. If Red was
ever lukewarm about his second mar¬

riage, those days are over. Since the
birth of their two children, Red at the
drop of a hat will start telling what a
wonderful wife he has.
*

*

*

When you see the fight between Dan
Duryea and Howard DaSilva in “Whip¬
lash” that takes place supposedly in dead
winter, you can thank wardrobe for the
atmosphere. The scene was shot on one
of the hottest days early this fall; and
before it was over, Dan had to change
his shirt 27 times because of the sweat.
(Please turn to page 12)

lime out! “Bow” Brummell Bob Hope gave Ann Blyth a hand with her costume when
they paused for a breather between do-si-dos at a star-studded Toluca Lake Square Dance.

Dean Martin’s bride, Jeanne Bieggers, got a
big buss from his partner, Jerry Lewis.

M
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• S(reen Pl°y bt Henfy Garson • Based upon o Ladies' Home Journal
and Robert W. Soderberg
story by Elisabeth Sanxay Holding

Directed by MAX OPULS
Reduced by

WALTER WANGER

Gail Russell and Guy Madison have their heads together discussing great
Christmas plans. It’ll be their first Yuletide celebration as Mr. and Mrs.

LIP GLAMOUR

Just

Roll It On!
Virginia Mayo, tired of being a bath¬
ing beauty, wants to do some real swim¬
ming; so she’s asked her studio to let her
do the story of Annette Kellerman, the
aquatic champion of yester years. In
private life, Virginia’s a crack diver and
swimmer.

NO MESS
NO SMEARING
NO GREASY LOOK

*

*

*

John Carol had the Argentina consu¬
late on his neck when, after making a
picture in Argentina, he made a state¬
ment about Madame Peron that came out
very unflattering in print.
(Please turn to page 69)

At last! Here’s the new, professional and
fashionable way to beautify your lips in a
few seconds. Featber-lite Magic Wheel makes
perfect natural lip lines easily, quickly ...
Your lips look soft, alluring, kissable!
Rolls on special
lip cosmetic evenly
... smoothing out wrinkles. Stays on
longer during and after meals because
"it’s rolled on.”
is a precision
instrument that'll last for years. Comes
complete in beautiful, tiny dust-proof, gray
compact with silvered mirror and ample
supply of an expensive
lip cosmetic.
Your choice of one of seven exciting,
glamorous shades. Sealed sanitary color
refills only thirty cents, fed. tax included.
Simple directions included. ORDER NOW!

"weelit"

"weelit"

"weelit"

*150
•

Sealed Color Refills
Replaced in a Second!

PLUS
FED.
TAX

PAT.
PENO.

WEELIT COSMETICS, Dept. H-12
72334 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

.

CHECK DESIRED SHADE:
Send me "weelit" lip glom-OTRUE RED—Naturally flattering
I
our. Enclosed find $1.80 (in-OUGHT RED-Flamingorange-red
|
eludes 30c fed. lax.) Send□ RASPBERRY—Glamorous, wine red |
prepoid. No C.O.D. Sotisfoc- GROSE—Ravishing, magnetic red ■
tion Guaranteed or Money □ FUCHSIA—Romantic deep pink
|
Refunded.
□ PINK—For the age of innocence
a
□ DARK RED—Vibrant deep red
|
1 Name

1

M
1
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1
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(please print plainly)
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As soon as Janet Leigh gets Christmas cards she sends them off to a local
orphanage so that children can have the fun of seeing the pretty cards, too.

The girl
who KISSED
and TOLD..
has a deep
dark secret

JAMES NASSER presents

(M GnlAMfltc&jev)
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VIRGINIA WELLES 'DARRYL HICI
Directed by

Produced by

OIMSDALE • RICHARD WALLACE * COLIN b
Muu thru UJnited Artists

M
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The dream
didn't come
true. Now the
baby clothes
have been
neatly folded
and tucked
away until
another day—
not too far

mv Side,”

ever, —* £*«£ "

in the future

^
“TV

Linda.

says

'°0'

d.«b>.r «**
°'

i or Linda’s L OSS
T ears For
By MARGARET GARDNER

Paris, France. ... As I sat facing
Linda Christian Power in her elaborate
suite in Paris’ Lancaster Hotel, the first
magazine writer to see her after the
tragic loss of her first child in miscar¬
riage, my mind flashed back to seven
months before when I had interviewed
the then newly-married Ty Powers in
their honeymoon headquarters in Berchtesgaden, Germany. At that time they
had confided in me their hopes and
dreams for a large, healthy family.
Who could have possibly imagined that
our paths would cross again in such
tragic circumstances, and that I would
be the first to hear from Linda Power
all the sad details that accompanied their
inconsolable loss!
Ty had left Paris for London the day
before to finish the indoor shots on his
latest Twentieth Century-Fox picture,

14

“The Black Rose.” Linda received me
in bed, propped up by stacks of pillows.
Hovering near her was a trained Amer¬
ican nurse, and grouped on her night
table was an impressive array of vita¬
mins, sedatives and assorted medicines.
Linda was very pale under her sun¬
tan, but her hair was beautifully ar¬
ranged, long and loose, and she wore a
pale sapphire-blue satin dressing gown.
I was loath to broach the subject of the
baby, knowing that it would be a sensi¬
tive subject, especially to one who had
awaited motherhood with such eager
expectancy . . . but it was Linda who
began talking about it first.
Tears rushed to her eyes as she men¬
tioned the baby who would have been
the Powers’ first daughter, but she quick¬
ly gained control of herself and started
to speak with heart-breaking calm.

“I think that I can safely say that we
lost the baby because of the inadequate
medical care that I received here in
Europe, and my carelessness in diet. I
was over-confident, but, I thought, with
reason. My doctor in London had ex¬
amined me just a few months ago, and
had pronounced me ‘the healthiest crea¬
ture alive.’
“So consequently I found it difficult
to resist, and didn’t resist, all the culi¬
nary delicacies we found in North Africa,
France, and Holland. The rich, highlyseasoned foods for which the French of
the South are noted undoubtedly proved
my undoing. If I had been in America,
I would have been put on a strict diet,
and would have been advised to drink
less water. I drank a tremendous amount
of water, especially in North Africa,
where Ty was shooting the picture. . . .

(Please turn to page 85)

Paramount Presents

ALAN LADD
DONNA REED

"Chicago
Deadline
with JUNE

IRENE

HAVOC • HERVEY
ARTHUR

KENNEDY

«
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by LEWIS ALLEN • Screenplay by Warren Duff • Based on a Story

by Tiffany Thayer
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A SAGA OF \ SCOUNDRELS IN
A CENTURY fl OF INFAMY L
Three Years in the Making!
Filmed Amid the Splendor

|

of its Original Locale! A
Spectacular Cast of 50,000!

SEE!
The Seven Cinematic
Wonders of the World!
King of Romantic
Epics.., From
the pen of
v the Greatest
k Romance
Nk writer of
3k our time!

Directed by

WANDA

fflWER WELLES HEHDmi

Marina Berti • Everett Sloane • Katina Paxinou • Felix Aylmer
M..
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Screen Play by Milton Krims • From the Novel by Samuel Shellabarger

Produced by

SOL It SIEEEL
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Your Hollywood

You'd think Hollywood had been moved into New
York. Never have I entertained so many stars
in one month ! I wonder if the attraction is
"South Pacific," the fine crisp New York weather,
or our shops. Probably all three.
My great favorite, Kirk Douglas, here to shoot
some scenes for "Young Man with a Horn," gave
one of his gay cocktail parties and we had a
grand time. Mike Curtiz, who directed "YMWH,"
was also present.
Another red-letter affair was the lunch 20th
Century-Fox gave for Jeanne Crain, star of
"Pinky"—a picture which I can't praise enough.
It's only sensational! Jeanne and her husband,
Paul Brinkman, are a stunning couple. It was
fun seeing them again. Here's one star's hus¬
band who will never be known as "Mr. Jeanne
Crain. " On the contrary, Jeanne's very much
Mrs. Paul Brinkman.
A cable from Ella Raines scrambled up my
calendar a bit. She was going to be in N. Y.
only two days enroute from Europe—where she
left her beloved Robin (Olds)—to Hollywood,
and I had to have lunch with her. Noon found us
at "21" where everyone stared at Ella's
beautiful Molyneux outfit.
(Ella dashed back
from her sojourn some months ago to make
"Dangerous Profession" with George Raft. Now
she's back for a long list of pictures.)
Well, Ella had no sooner taken off than there
was a party for Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Stack ; another for Bill Lundigan (he plays
the doctor in "Pinky") and still another for
Zack Scott and Faye Emerson—all the same day!
We could devote pages to Barbara Stanwyck's
charm, her lovely skin, her complete natural¬
ness, but we do want to tell you about the
preview of previews I
Yes, we've finally hit the last word in
superlatives ! This was the preview of "Task
Force," and Warner Brothers AND the United
States Navy provided us with the thrill of our
lives. On board the U.S.S. Midway we observed
actual carrier operations at sea as Navy Corsairs,
Douglas dive-bombers and Hellcats simulated an
enemy attack against the Midway. You can see it
all in "Task Force" which is a grippingly faithful
account of carrier operations. For us, it was the
preview-of-the-year. The picture is exciting,
but the actual operations were breathtaking!
That's all for now. See you again next month—
Happy holidays to all !
B. L. C.

'Mu?

Photo of a happy woman! Ed. Director Bea Cole having
gay talk with director Mike Curtiz, Kirk Douglas.

Sweetest girl in town: Jeanne Crain,
with handsome husband, Paul Brinkman.

Star of Warners’ "The Story of Seabiscuit’’
lights the traditional Yuletide candles.

By
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

hristmas

at our House

My favorite time of all the year is that crisp, tinselly period between
Thanksgiving and New Year’s Day.

I suppose the bubbly feeling I

have when I first catch sight of Hollywood Boulevard, metamorphosed
into Santa Claus Lane by its two rows of brilliant Christmas trees, or
when I hear Christmas carols being broadcast, or when I see youngsters
with their noses flattened against a toy window, is a flashback to my
own childhood.
I had such lovely

Last year Linda was too small to know about
Santa Claus; but this year she’ll wait up for him.

M
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Christmases!

The

(Please turn to page 89)

By
RICHARD
CONTE

Recently, after six years of marriage, my wife, Ruth, decided to resume
her acting career. In some quarters the crepe was immediately hung out. The
Contes’ marriage was headed for the rocks! The old bugaboo, you know!
Two careers in a marriage would never, never do in Hollywood!
I not only don’t share such qualms, but I believe that for the complete hap¬
piness of a marriage, two careers are often the perfect answer.
Ruth and I were not in the least afraid that our marriage would be destroyed
by her taking up her acting again. Instead, we knew it would give our rela¬
tionship together an even firmer foundation. We (Please turn to page 68)

Richard Conte is
confronted by an old
Hollywood bugaboo!
Will two careers
in the family
wreck his marriage?

Six years of marriage have proved
to the Contes that their love
can weather any possible crisis.

Linda Darnell wanted a baby more than any¬
thing else in the world. She couldn’t have one of
her own, however. Great specialists in Los Angeles,
New York, London, Switzerland had told her so.
All of them, with an impersonal pat on the back,
said blithely, “Don’t worry about it!”

the offspring of strangers into their own home and
lives to raise as their flesh and blood?

Then the

two of them sat down to discuss the advantages—
and disadvantages—of adoption like the sensible
people they are.
Meantime the troubled filming of “Forever Am¬

But Linda did worry. She thought about it alone
for a long time, then she told her husband, Peverell

ber” dragged at last to its finish and Linda, thor¬

Marley, ace cameraman for Warners’, that she
wanted to adopt a child.

companion. She was supposed to rest—but she kept

At first Marley hesitated. Adopt a child? Bring

oughly exhausted, went to Europe with a woman
thinking about and searching for the child she
wanted so much.

What did I ever do before Lola came? I’ve
forgotten what life was like without her.

>

She thought she’d found him in a Swiss orphan¬
age—a beautiful, dark-eyed Italian boy of four who
ran into her outstretched arms with a cry of instant
love. Surely they’d let her have this little waif, this
misplaced person, this pitiful war-orphan lost in the
holocaust of a ravaged world!
Surely they’d allow her to take this little one to
the United States and safety, to security and every
advantage!
When the authorities said no, Linda was heart¬
broken.

(Please turn to page 78)

I’ll tell Lola she’s adopted when she’s old enough to know.
She’s so smart I know she’d understand if I told her tomorrow!

BY
CONSTANCE
PALMER

A brother for Lola is what we’re both noping s
She needs a playmate—and I’d love to have a s

indas Darling
Lola’s only two—with tiny, rose-petal
hands that pull ever stronger on the

\
%

heartstrings of her mother, Linda Darnell

Fashion plate?
Clothes horse?
Best dressed woman?
“Not I,” says
Ava.

“Never in a

million years!
And here’s why”:

I’m definitely not the type for fussy frills. I adore simple clothes done
in fabulous materials like this scrumptious white brocade by Don Loper.

By AVA GARDNER

There’s a current rumor around Hollywood that
I, Ava Gardner, don’t give a darn about clothes.
My sister Beatrice, who lives with me and knows
me pretty well, says I’ve earned this reputation be¬
cause of all the party invitations I “regret” when
I’m too lazy to dress up in formal clothes.
People at the studio say I’ll never be hailed as a
fashion plate until I give up wearing skirts and
blouses.
The family back home in Smithfield, N. C., is
slightly apologetic because I don’t wear a spectacular
wardrobe when I’m down on a visit.
My closest friends laugh and say, “Ava will never

•4 Ava continues her screen career as a sul¬
try siren in MGM’s “East Side West Side.”

I don’t like stuffy parties, but I love the evening clothes
you wear to them. Irene designed this black taffeta dream.
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continued

be named one of the world’s ten best-dressed women.
She likes to play baseball too much.”
I say they’re all wrong! I like clothes. I really do
—but I like them—in my fashion!
I love wearing a new outfit' but I hate shopping
for it.

I’m rabid about clothes fitting well but I

can’t stand having alterations made.

I buy dozens

of fashionable new shoes but I tend to wear my
comfortable, low-heeled moccasins. I get a real thrill
out of wearing a sensational evening gown but I
don’t like the stuffy parties or the restaurants and
night clubs where formal clothes are expected.
I guess I’m slightly paradoxical!
On the other hand, I have my reasons.

My ob¬

jection to shopping, for example, is that it’s hard,
unrewarding work. When I start out on a shopping
expedition I usually have something specific in mind.
Naturally the manufacturers can’t read my mind and
they haven’t designed such an outfit.

I look from

store to store and finally return home tired and
disappointed.

When you're a perfect size 14 shoulder, a 10 waist, and
a 12 hip, you learn that suits were just meant for you.

Perhaps my clothes sense hasn’t developed beyond the high
school stage; I still love skirts, sweaters, and blouses.
When I forsake skirts and blouses for a dress, it’s usually
a simple little cotton, topped off with a cashmere sweater.
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(Please turn to page 70)

1 never can resist sweaters; consequently, I’ve a col¬
lection which I have to file away according to color.

I was fascinated by the little stand-up collar on this
halter and shorts combination. It’s made of tie silk.

My skirts get lots of wear, but my fashionable high-heeled shoes
remain idle in the closet. Moccasins are so much more comfortable!
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There never should have been a divorce in our family.

I'm glad we had the sense to realize our mistake and wipe it out.

When a girl marries a man twice
9”
vv vje' v;e

there’s madness to her method—in this
case the madness is Milton Berle

*
^e'\e SV'*' ***
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By JOYCE MATHEWS BERLE

'^3' There are two questions that almost everyone
asks me about my modest husband, Milton Berle.
One is: “How come you married him twice?”
And two is:

“Tell me, is Milton funny at home,

too?”
Taking first things first, there never should have
been a divorce in our family, and I’m glad that we
had the good sense to realize our mistake and wipe
it out.
Here’s how my first and second marriages to Milton
came about. I met him originally nine years ago at
a Hollywood party.

It was staged at the Trocadero

by Jimmie Ritz who introduced me to Milton.
From that point on, Berle carried the ball with his
usual dash and mercurial brilliance.
I thought him funny, of course, and witty and
extremely likeable, but a girl can never tell about
comedians, and sometimes, despite the exterior of
humor they put on, they are basically sad or moody
men.
This doesn’t happen to be true of Milton, but I

Milton proves he’ll do anything for a gag with this under¬
water stunt in Warner Bros.’ “Always Leave Them Laughing.’’

didn’t know that when I first met him, and 1 remember
saying to myself after that first night, “I wonder what
sort of fellow he really is?”
In the year that followed, I had the opportunity to
find out.
I went to New York to get some stage experience
on Broadway. I had been with Warner Brothers for
three years following my graduation from Hollywood
High and Max Reinhardt’s Workshop, but I didn’t
learn too much about the art (Please turn to page 74)

Movie making was “relaxing” for Berle after 40 weeks of
staging, directing, and starring on his television show.
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By KENYON LEE

Of all the men in Lana Turner’s twenty-eight
years of life—and there have been many—the most
important, career-wise, has been Mervyn LeRov,
Everything Lana Turner
does is “hot copy”; but
very little has been told
about her amazing past.

the talented, cigar-chewing little producer who
named and signed Lana to a motion picture contract
when she was thirteen years old.
On Mervyn’s office-wall, in his lavish MGM suite
of business rooms, there hangs an autographed
photo of Lana. Across it, written in the hand of
an obviously young and grateful actress, are these
words; “You made me what I am today. I hope

Even at 8 years of age there was a suggestion of glamor
to Lana—known then as Julia Jean Mildred Frances Turner.

Classmates at George Washington High remember her as
“A nice girl but poor.” Said one, “None of us noticed her.”
Part in “Adventures of Marco Polo” was her third and
last film for Warners. MGM contract brought stardom.
Before tragedy struck down her father little Lana (right)
enjoyed average childhood in home town of Wallace, Idaho.

you’re satisfied.” (It was evident that Lana was!)
Well, I asked Mervyn LeRoy who knows Lana as
well, if not better, than any other director in Holly¬
wood, if he would offer one, just one adjective that
would best describe the delectable delight he con¬
tributed to the film world.
“There is only one word in the entire English
language,” he said, “that would do justice to Lana.
That word is ‘amazing.’ ”
Everything about Turner is exactly that:

Her

figure, her background, her career, her marriages,
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Fame had not touched 16-year-old Lana when
this portrait was taken. Neither had the studio
hairdresser. Her hair was auburn at this time.

“Love Finds Andy Hardy” starred Mickey Rooney and Judy
Garland, but 17-year-old Lana's bit role stole the show.
Mickey tagged her “Baby Glamor” and the public agreed.

her behavior. The girl is absolutely unpredictable!
The other night, for example, Lana, accompanied
by her husband Bob Topping, went to the Mocambo
to catch a new' act. As they entered the nightclub,
the two of them looked the picture of perfect marital
bliss.
Two hours later, Lana and Bob Avere snapping at
each other spiritedly whereupon Lana rose from the
table, told her husband off, and stalked out of the
nightclub. Once outside, the night air proved a
soothing remedy; so Lana thought better of her
hasty departure, and went back in and re-joined her
husband.
A day later, Lana told an interviewer. “Bob and
I have never been happier.”
Amazing, no?
Or take this one: Lana’s last completed picture
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was “The Three Musket¬
eers.” The picture was finished one day before Lana
was married to Bob on April 27lh, 1948. And yet,
despite the fact that she made no pictures in the
twelve months that followed her wedding, Lana has
come out number one in three 1949 popularity polls.
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(Please turn to page 36)

Lots of publicity poses cinched Lana's movie career.
Says Mervyn LeRoy, “Her personality was striking; the
fresh, appealing beauty took the public by storm.”

After Lana danced and sang in “Dancing Co-Ed”
(1939) more than forty college fraternities voted her
college sweetheart.” Leading man was Lee Bowman.

Graduation from musicals to dramatic roles came with
film5 like
Calling Dr. Kildare.”
Lana shared honors
with Lionel Barrymore and original Kildare, Lew Ayres.

According to Hollywood, the man who most influenced the
seventeen-year-old Lana was man-about-town, Greg Bautzer.
Their torrid romance had Hollywood keyed for wedding bells

Lana made up for fun missed during childhood as she
became part of gay Hollywood night life. It was 1939
and she was the most popular star on screen—and off!

An actress who can retain her popularity without

trade paper.

making any pictures!

ever since—another

And she has been making headlines
amazing phenomenon, since

Amazing, no?

most stars enjoy a short burst of publicity and then

Lana’s personality has so enraptured and in¬

quickly fade off the front pages.

trigued the general public that it will follow her
every move, with or without benefit of fihnfare.

Not Lana.

Her staying power when it comes to

publicity is positively amazing.

Lana has been hot copy ever since that day, fifteen

One of the most amazing facets of Lana’s amazing

Januarys ago, when she was spotted in a malted milk

life has been the scant information concerning her

shop by Billy Wilkerson, publisher of a Hollywood

background.
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“Slightly Dangerous” gave Lana a chance to do light comedy with
Robert Young. Fans copied her hair:do, drooled over the smart
wardrobe she wore, and coined a new word for glamor: “Lan-allure.”

While filming “Dancing Co-Ed” Lana and Artie Shaw
seemed like potential enemies. A year later they
eloped. This marriage lasted only a short time.
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1941. Co-starring with Spencer Tracy in “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,”
u a. played the good girl in contrast to Ingrid Bergman’s role of
the harlot. Lana was Queen at MGM, so Ingrid moved over to RKO.

Fans can tell you all about the men in her life:
Artie Shaw, Steve Crane, and Bob Topping—but
few know where and how she spent her childhood
or what sort of early youth she had.
You never hear, for instance, of Idaho claiming
Lana as one of her own—the way Tennessee claims
Dinah Shore. Yet Lana was born in Wallace, Idaho
(population 3,634) on February 8, 1921.
Her father, Virgil Turner, was a miner who trav(Please turn to page 39)

1941 Lana,was stiH playing sweet young things. Her role in
Johnny Eager” offered little chance to do anything but look pretty.
Demand for more dramatic roles brought a change of pace in 1942.

Fans swooned when Clark Gable made love to Lana Turner
in “Honky Tonk.” Lana’s position in Hollywood was now
assured. Top male stars were anxious to co-star with her.

Turner fans will never forget her hauntingly beautiful
portrayal of “The Ziegfeld Girl.” The role showed the
world that Lana had the makings of a dramatic star.

Marriage to Stephen Crane in 1942 led to annulment,
then remarriage when Lana discovered she was pregnant.

Lana’s kindness to young stars is legend. Her “planned”
romance with' Peter Lawford gave his career a big boost.
Love is the crying need of Lana’s existence. In Turhan
Bey she thought she had it—until he walked out on her.

•4.V

Arrival of daughter Cheryl Christine Crane in July 1943,
brought Lana the first real happiness she had ever known.

Few knew the real reason for the Turner-Crane divorce.
Her mother was with her when final decree was awarded.

>
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eled from job to job. One night, just before Lana
was about to celebrate her tenth Christmas, Virgil
Turner was slugged to death on a dark side-street
in San Francisco.
At this period in her life, Lana’s name was Julia
Jean Mildred Frances Turner. With the death of her
father, Lana’s childhood, for all intents and pur¬
poses, was over.

When Lana’s mother decided to

try her luck in Hollywood—she felt during the de¬
pression that any city might prove better than San
Francisco—she packed all of her belongings and
Lana’s few clothes into three bags and headed for
Hollywood with friends in a small sedan.
En route, it began to rain. South 'of Paso Robles
the car skidded, went off the road, turned over, and
landed its occupants in a ditch.
Lana, all of thirteen, managed to wriggle free of
the wreckage, despite the fact that two of her ribs
were broken.

(Please turn to page 72)

Ty Power and Lana kept gossip columns busy until the
future Mrs. Power, Linda Christian, stole the show.

1949. “Bob and I are divinely happy,” says Lana despite
public brawls. Her new film will be “A Life of Her Own.
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Every facet of Van Johnson’s life has been
written about and pried into and dissected, but the
one thing he has kept from public knowledge—the
one thing he has protected from the goldfish glare
of publicity—has been his other life.
I came upon it quite by accident. It was Christ¬
mas, 1948, and the boys out at the Veterans’ Hos¬
pital in Santa Monica, California, were having their
annual Christmas party.

About a thousand hos¬

pitalized veterans were in the big recreation hall.
Some walked in; some came in wheel chairs; some
on stretchers. And some didn’t come at all. They
were the ones who were bedridden in the long miles
of wards.
The war’s over? Not for that boy who looks at
the ceilings through the years. Not for the kid, for
instance, who is allergic to anesthetics and pain¬
killing drugs but who had to have his arm broken
and reset twice, one grim day.

Not for the long

rows of boys in the tuberculosis wards.

Listen

world, as one columnist (Please turn to page 42)

Veterans’ Hospital,
Sawtelle, California

Leo Diamond (next to Van Johnson), Jules Sanders (standing) and his wife,
Edna Sanders, started the program of entertainment for veterans at Sawtelle.

By Alyce Canfield
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would say, there’s a lot of unfinished business from
World War II.
Yet . . . people are funny. They don’t want to
hear about it. “Let’s talk about pleasanter things.
Let’s forget about it!” That’s today’s theme song:
let’s forget about it.
But that night, that Christmas night, at Sawtelle,
I saw a lot of wonderful Hollywood people who
didn’t think we should forget about it. There was
Hoagy Carmichael, who charmed the boys with his
singing and his inimitable piano. There was Judy
Canova, who literally knocked herself out in full
hillbilly costume to bring smiles to those patient
faces. There was Sonny Tufts, who performed like
a real trouper. Joan Leslie was there, with her
freshness and beauty. Comedian Wally Brown kept
the boys in hysterics.
Also present was Van Johnson.
He was with Evie, and you could tell this was
familiar territory for him. He was surprised to see
me, and a little embarrassed, too. “You know,” he
said, “I haven’t an act, or a show, or a routine. I
never know what I’ll do when I go out on that stage.”
“All they want to do, Van,” I said, “is look at
you.”
’ He didn’t buy that. “I wish I could do some¬
thing,” he said. Then (Please turn to page 86)
Pictures of the movie star visiting patients at Sawtelle
never got any newspaper publicity per Van’s own request.

Others may forget hospitalized veterans, but patients at Sawtelle remembered Van’s friendly visits
Scroll signed by each patient was presented Van when these vets visited “Scene of the Crime” set!

This strapless bathing suit has two skirts to trans¬
form it into playdress or afternoon casual. All
of Dottie’s designs feature the sarong drape lines.

Dottie calls this the “Cocktail Sarongown.” A two-piece Tahitian red
silk crepe, it has a plunging neckline.

NUMBERS

Lush dinner dress of pineapple gold has a glamorous
detachable scarf draped over a strapless bodice.
The only trim is its sprawling pineapple design.

Dorothy Lamour has
turned the tables!
She’s a dress designer
now—and that means
the sarong is on YOU
Lucille Ball and many other stars came to wish Dottie luck with
her designing and expected baby. Dorothy Lamour Fashions Inc. will
produce moderately priced dresses for the average business girl.
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To people around Hollywood who make a study
of such things, one of the most baffling character¬
istics of some truly talented artists is their inability
to accept constructive criticism.
It is true, of course, that there is more frivolous
advice kicking around Hollywood than there are
wrestlers in television, but the fact remains that—
mixed in with the nonsense—there is much hardheaded common sense.

Even their best friends couldn’t
tell them!
had to learn the hard way

These stars

A classic example of a beautiful, gifted girl who
seems bent on ruining her career is Hedy Lamarr.
Hedy has a circle of steadfastly devoted friends
who are eager and willing to help her, but wellfounded reports indicate that—six days out of seven
Hedy w ill disregard the suggestions of those who

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

Viveca Lindfors’ comments were not calcu¬
lated to win friends, influence Hollywood.

Mark Stevens antagonized so many people,
his slightest action became a cause celebre.

Dick Haymes (with Gregory Ratoff) enjoyed greater suc¬
cess when he was guided by manager-mentor, Bill Burton.

know and love her best.

She will act upon the

casual, sometimes kidding, guidance of someone
whose genuine interest in Hedy has never been
tested.
Hedy’s start in Hollywood couldn’t have been
more auspicious.

She was signed by a major studio

which had plans for her extensive enough to -have
given her the eminence of another Bergman.

Per¬

haps, in this very situation, Hedy’s present highlydeveloped distrust of advice took root.
She was counselled from every side by executives,
agents, coaches, hairdressers, wardrobe mistresses,
and messenger girls.

She was exhorted by directors,

fellow actors, young-men-about-Hollywood, and the
press.

(Please turn to page 92)
Jane Wyman’s position as a screen queen is due to her good
sense in accepting advice. Here she is with boss Harry Warner.

GLENN FORD gives a performance which packs a wallop in “The Doctor and the Girl,” his first MGM film
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The Dancing
Lady and the
Lawyer have
Hollywood
in a tailspin
with their
kiss and cuddle
romantics—but
Ginger and Greg
don’t care.
It’s LOVE!

According to rumor, Greg Bautzer
discovered Ginger Rogers after
Joan Crawford gave him the gate.
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“ At the moment of this writing. Hollywood’s hot¬
test love affair is apparently in the offing between a
brilliant young lawyer named Gregson Bautzer, and
a

beautiful,

experienced

actress

named

Virginia

Katherine McMath Culpepper Ayres Briggs, better
known to all of us for the past eighteen years as
Ginger Rogers.
Ginger and

Greg are currently occupying the

number one rung on Cupid s Hollywood love-ladder.
Greg may keep saying, “Ginger's merely a business
acquaintance of mine, strictly business.”
And Ginger may insist. “Really, there’s nothing
serious between us.”
But Hollywood has eyes, and when Greg and
Ginger are out together practically every night, when
they’re seen mumbling sweet nothings to each other
on the dance floor at Mocambo and Ciro’s, when
they’re seen dining two nights before Ginger filed
her divorce against Jack Briggs, when they’re dis¬
covered together in Monterey at the California Fair,
when they re prominently mentioned in every gossip
column in town—then love’s in bloom, denials or no.
As a matter of fact, it’s so much in bloom and
flowering at so rapid a rate that all Hollywood is
nowr convinced that the hectic, tempestuous romance
between Greg Bautzer and Joan Crawford is but
definitely fini.
In the past when Greg was seen out with another
girl, most of us used to shrug our shoulders and say,
“Well. Greg and Joan probably have had a spat
again, but they’ll be back together in the morning.”
This time, however, it seems undeniable that Ginger
Rogers has supplanted Joan in Greg’s affections, and
that she will be the top light in his love-life for months
to come—perhaps forever. (Please turn to page 80)

Hottest
By MAXINE LaFARGE
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I was intrigued by the collection of prize pictures by
studio photographers. Wouldn’t I love to be hung there!

We are all thrilled by our fan magazine stories. Here’s
the huge studio billboard where they’re proudly displayed.

!
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We continued our script discussion over refreshments at
RKO s soda fountain. Make-up man Jimmy House came. too.

Janet Leigh’s first assignment away from
MGM is “Holiday Affair.”

Star Bob Mitchum

is so pleased with his new leading lady,
that he considers her a Christmas gift!
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Georgia gave up a budding art career when she married Red Skelton.
Self-portrait above is a prize possession of her doting husband.

Decorator touches throughout Skelton house are products of
their imagination. Old stove is painted turquoise, holds ivy.

Hollywood’s

You’d never know it was the house of a clown.

Richard), are so full of beans, it takes quite a

The rooms are big and spacious, the walls are done

house to hold them. Two-year-old Valentina and

in deep, quiet tones of greyed blue and green. There

year-old Richard are as much a part of the house

are handsome oil paintings, rare old pieces of furni¬

as their vivacious parents and are as free to come
and go.

ture picked up in junk shops across the country.
In the front hall stands the latest acquisition, a

They know it!

They play the organ and the

hat rack, gift from Gene Fowler in whose home it

piano, drag their wagons through the house and

supported for many years, the hats of Winston

make use of the children’s furniture which is in

Churchill,

every room.

John

Dekker,

Jimmy

Walker,

John

Barrymore, W. C. Fields and Red Skelton—whose

There is an inter-communication system through

life story is going to constitute Gene’s next book.

which they can talk to either parent at any time.

Red and Georgia, thrilled with Gene’s gift, have
painted it turquoise blue. On it will probably hang

is Daddy?” And the words come through, tremu¬

some of Red’s “fright” wigs which he loves to use

lous and sweet to the small house down the hill

when he’s at play.

which is Red’s office, den and sanctum-sanctorum.

Valentina wakes up in the nursery saying, “Where

It would have to be a big house, because this

“I’m in the den, honey, come on down to Daddy,”

family of Redheads: Big Red (Skelton), Little Red

Red calls. Valentina in the nursery chuckles and in¬

(Georgia), and the Tiny

forms her nurse: “My (Please turn to page 55)

Reds

(Valentina and

By TED AND JANE MORRIS
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Skeltons love antiques, feel they lend depth to their otherwise modern
home. Beautiful desk in Georgia’s room is 250 years old, a prized item.

According to Georgia, Red has a fine nose
for flowers—as well as side-splitting buffoonery.

Valentina has talent, says Red. ’'But every¬
one has. People just don’t develop themselves.”
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Red’s desk bears evidence of many interests: poetry,
books, musical compositions—to say nothing of painting.

Hollywood’s

continued

Daddy is talking to me.” At two she has a poise and

“ ‘Don’t touch, don’t touch, don’t touch.’ Have you

assurance almost comic on top of her uncertain

ever seen women shopping in a department store?”

little legs.

Red gets to his feet and does a hilarious imitation.

“She knows she belongs,” Red says. “When she
is through with her wagon, she puts it in the drive¬
way right beside my car.

He picks up an imaginary vase, sees the price tag,
and slams it down with a shudder.

Then Richard brings

“And that same dame goes home and screams

something of his and lines it up beside Valentina’s.

at her kids not to touch,” he concludes with a grim¬

Training is all right and we do try to guide them,
but for the most part, raising kids is a matter of let¬

ace that will have you howling with laughter.
“Children waddle when they walk. They take two

ting them develop their own capacities, leaving them

steps forward and a step back and sway as if they’d

alone to feel their way. No one in this world likes

fall or pitch and their old man yells at ’em to be

a job that they were pushed into.”
The children adore Red because he clowns with

had a couple drinks?

them.

When they fall down, he falls down.

He

careful. Have you ever seen the same guy when he’s
“I watch the children’s faces.

They have no

has taught them to laugh instead of cry after a

preconceived ideas. Everything is fresh and new
to them; everything is wonder. Then I practice

tumble. He makes a face and they go wild patting

the same facial expressions before the glass and

and ministering to him. Red plays with them every

I’m the kid Junior that I do on the air. Audiences
believe in Junior. Many complain because I’m not

laughs when he falls and they do, too, because he

afternoon on the lawn. They wTestle, climb in and out
of the dog house, make up plays and take pictures.
Red says he doesn’t teach the children a thing;

on the program enough . . . Then when I’m all

they teach him.

program, get rid of Junior!

They’re like miniature adults.

“People are always shouting at children,” he says.

set up about it, others demand that we change the
“How could you possibly get rid of that kid?
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Hollywood’s
He's so alive!

For instance, after the program in

which we took him to visit the Baby Factory, where
Mother Nature showed him how babies are as¬
sembled, three hundred thousand requests came
in for copies of that program from parents who
agree with Junior that the time to answer a question,
for a child, is when it is asked.
“We answer everything our kids ask.
if we know the answers.

That is,

It’s amazing how much

they’re able to absorb. Valentina sings herself to
sleep afternoon and night. You can hear her over
the inter-com, singing and rehearsing every word
she has learned. ‘La la tree, la la book, la la movie,
la la grass.’ Everything la la.
“And her instinct for comedy! When I make a
clown face, she makes a clown face and lifts her
hands automatically in the right gesture. She and
Richie love to watch the 8000 feet of movie film
we’ve shot on them. They recognize themselves and
all the other people and remember what happened.
Instead of reading psychology books, we try to
watch and to observe the children and get the clues
to their potential development from them.
“Of course they have talent. Everyone in this
world has talent. People are just too lazy to put
their minds to work. They rush; they’re too busy.
They haven’t time

Paintings are Red’s own impressions of how he and

(Please turn to page 81)

This may turn out all right
widdle kid” doesn’t get the

if the “mean
best of Red.

Day off from filming “The Yellow
turns out to be a truly hair-raising
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Cab Man”
experience.

One-year-old Richard already is familiar with airways
and twists dials happily looking for dad’s radio show.

Here is the clown as you seldom see him.

A family man, devoted to the interests of Georgia and his tiny Reds.
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Happiness was like a
rainbow—lovely and
tantalizing—but
always beyond reach.
Is John Duzik’s illness
another obstacle for
June to overcome?

By

CONSTANCE
PALMER

June’s marriage to Jimmy Zito
was a brief, unhappy experience.

Out of June’s troubles and bewilderment emerged a blessed dependence on the sympathy and strength
of the young dentist, John Duzik, whom she hopes to marry. Theirs is a beautiful, lasting love.

The day I interviewed June Haver in her dressing
room at Warner Bros, where she is making “The Daughter
of Rosie O’Grady,” a huge box of fragrant yellow roses
was brought in. Eagerly June undid the box. A warm flush
suffused her face as she read the card—and then she
tucked it into her bosom.
The three dozen golden blossoms, fresh and exquisite,
were from John Duzik, the man June loves. Each lovely
flower sent its sweet message of understanding to the girl
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who needed just that. She positively glowed with happiness.
Curiously enough the titles of June’s two latest pictures
seem to fit her personal life as if they were made especially
for her: “Oh, You Beautiful Doll” (which certainly fits her
like her skin and which she made at her home lot, 20th
Century-Fox) but even more so “Silver Lining” which she
also made at Warners on loanout, seems tailor-made for
June. More than anything on earth, this fragile blonde
wants to be gay and happy again. (Please turn to page 83)

After she finishes “The Daughter of Rosie O’Grady” at Warner Bros., June returns to 20th Century-Fox to become “The All-American Girl.”
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This is the story of a man who found himself

In a non¬

paying job in a polite, sedate, carefully chaperoned

fashion. A tall, brawny man, Robert Ryan had

private girls’ school!

sought freedom, in restless physical labor, moving

Robert Ryan had been graduated from Dart¬

from place to place, from strenuous job to strenuous

mouth with a Bachelor of Arts degree smack in the

job. He thought he would most certainly stifle if he

middle of the great Depression. He wanted to write

tried to adjust himself to an office routine or to

then, as did a surprising number of his contem¬

any routine at all, for that matter.

poraries and he tried, as most of them did, to get a

He was seek¬

ing . . . well, he didn’t know exactly what it
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Guess where he found his answer?

and his purpose in life—and in the most unexpected

job somewhere on a newspaper.

was, but it was something exciting and masculine

There were no vacant jobs on newspapers in those

and active to befit the energy of his big, muscular

days so he did the obvious thing: settled in Green¬

body.

wich Village and attempted (Please turn to page 76)

By HELEN LOUISE WALKER

Who says a lazy man can’t get ahead?
Not that Robert Ryan is lazy!

He just knows how

to relax, not to worry; how to enjoy life

Tennis is one sport at which Ryan does not excel. After a game
with pro Bob Harmon, he admits his score is absolutely “love”-ly.
The robust little Ryans show every sign of becoming as powerful
as their Dad. Three-year-old Tim is already learning to swim.

Poor Marion DeFore! Taking Don Xmas shop¬
ping in the toy department is a hig problem.

Now is the time for
all good men to come to
the aid of St. Nick.
All of which means:
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING EARLY!

Jerome Courtland’s friends are getting
paintings from John Beal’s Hobby Shop.
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mu

oks as if Macdonald Carey’s daughter will have to pick
train to keep dad happy. They’re at Enchanted Cottage.

Lucky boy friends will get Cashmere sweaters from Joan Caulfield.
She's ordering them from Sidney’s popular Hollywood men’s shop.

nan” Red Skelton’s giving the clown an earbikes he’s bought for his kids, the tiny Reds.

Bob Mitchum looks weary but
triumphant. His shopping is
all finished—and is he glad!

Husband John Payne will be surprised to get these clubs
since it’s wife Gloria DeHaven who’s the real golf fan.
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cb To many of us, 1949 has been just another year

and exasperated shouts. He looked vaguely around

gone by, with the usual number of good things and
not so good. To one man, however, it has been a

wondering what was causing the tie-up and was

dream year during which all the good things in
life have been piled up on his very doorstep. It was
as if some benign fairy had labeled 1949 “The Year

shocked to discover that he was!
“There I was, driving at seventeen miles an hour,
getting in everybody’s way and almost blocking
traffic in both directions,” he says.

“I had been

for David Brian”; and then proceeded to gift him
with success, fame, and a lovely bride, Adrian Booth.

gazing around dreamily, assuring myself that I was

If anyone was awed by these phenomenal hap¬
penings, it was David himself. Only a few months
ago, he was driving along Sunset Boulevard in
Hollywood when he gradually became aware of a
lot of angry noises around him—honking, tootings

with Joan Crawford.”

a part of Hollywood co-starring in ‘Flamingo Road’
After eighteen successful years on the stage David
had, after a long period of inactivity, become dis¬
couraged and had given up the theater to go into the
construction business.

(Please turn to page 87)

BOY
"Santa can just skip his
visit to me this year,"
says David Brian, "my
blessings are complete."

Dave’s dramatic triumph in
‘ Flamingo Road” led to role
in WB’s “Beyond the Forest.”
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By LOUISE IRWIN

The Brians certainly are hardworking thespians!

Each willingly cooperates when the other has love scenes to rehearse.

Flattery gets Dave nowhere. Though he raves about Adrian’s cook¬
ing, she watches his weight—and one dessert is all he ever gets.

David moved into Adrian’s small apartment;
now they’ve bought a home more to his size.
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Richard Basehart is^such a convincing actor that
cast in ja new role, Hollywood producers immediately

Poor

IIv SIDNEY YI DAIN

v

/

In Samuel Goldwyn’s ‘‘Roseanna McCoy”
Richard is Mounts Hatfield, a terrifying killer.
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In Universal-International’s “Outside the Wall
of pushing nice old ladies down elevator shafts.

Richard gets a reprieve trom a life
He portrays an cx-convict who reforms.

It all started with a tough little
Irishman squashing a California grape¬
fruit into the pretty blonde features of
his leading lady. The guy was Jimmy
Cagney, the gal Mae Clarke. Had the
incident taken place in any one of
Hollywood’s soigne chophouses, it might
have attracted the attention of the gossip
devotees, brought a polite reprimand
from the boite manager, and then
promptly been relegated to the realm of
to-be-forgotten Hollywood mishaps.
However, the incident was recorded on
film.
And far from being forgotten,
brought fame to Cagney, and even more
important, set in motion a new cycle, a
cycle that has brought onto the Amer¬
ican scene a new type of film idol—the
screen sadist.
Whereas early-day movie audiences
garnered vicarious thrills by booing and
hissing screen villains, modem movie, goers began swooning at the cur who
blackened the eyes of the girl next door
because she accepted another’s bid to the
Junior High Prom. The love technique
underwent a drastic change. No longer
were sweet music and soft words the
perstiasive magic that won screen ladies;
it became “kiss me youze” and brass
knuckles that did the trick.
It all reached a fever point when James
Mason became England’s commodity of
Lend-Lease to the United States. He had
won undying fame as a screen-sadist su¬
preme in a series of English pictures,
climaxed by his cane-lashing of the deli¬
cate fingers of Ann Todd in “Seventh
Veil.” When American audiences swooned
with delight James was brought across
the seas to Hollywood. And American
producers began a concentrated search
of their own talent rosters in hope of
uncovering the new magic money maker:
the screen sadist.
The new trend proved profitable for
a number of good actors who up to this
time had attracted little attention. Dan

each time he is
type him

Cupid’s arrow hit Richard and Stephanie at a
Pennsylvania boarding house breakfast table.

Duryea, Stephen McNally, Richard Widmark and several others gained public
favor by exceeding the bounds of good
behavior on the screen.
Richard Basehart is one of the few
actors to bridge the gap from screen
sadism to screen romanticism. Enacting
the cold-blooded, heartless, tough-guy
roles earned him plaudits as one of the
most promising of the current crop of
film personalities. But Richard was aware
that such roles were more conducive to
type-casting than permanent status as a
versatile leading man.
After several unsuccessful flings at
films, Richard scored a personal success
playing a scientific killer in a sensational
sleeper called “He Walked By Night.”
That was only the beginning. In Samuel
Goldwyn’s “Roseanna McCoy,” Basehart
engages in some screen sadism that makes
Jack the Ripper seem a sissy by com¬
parison.
Just when it looked as though he was
to be typed for life, along came MGM
with a sympathetic lead in “Tension,”
and reports on this picture are so good
that Richard is quite convinced he has
overcome the “lovable menace” bugaboo
that first brought him attention.
“Blood-thirsty, sadistic roles are at¬
tention-compelling,” says Richard, “but
an actor cannot hope to build his career
entirely on such characterizations.”
Looking for all the world like a nice,
respectable, blond, blue-eyed actor and
not a ruthless killer at all, Richard slipped
off his saddle shoes, sipped on some cof¬
fee, and gave out with some studious
opinions based on years of hard work
and experience in his chosen profession.
“My first role in pictures,” he recalled,
“was nearly my swan song. I played a
weak, neurotic poet in a picture called
‘Repeat Performance.’
Nothing much
happened, except that after it nobody
would cast me in a good, romantic part.
They’d say, ‘Yeah, sure, he’s good . . .

but too weak.’ It was pretty rough.”
Basehart made his screen comeback;
and despite the resultant success as a
big-time bad boy he still found it tough
getting that cherished romantic lead.
“After I did ‘He Walked By Night,’
producers were shocked to hear my name
suggested for leading man in their films.
‘That cold-blooded sadist! Oh, no, we’re
looking for the romantic type,’ was their
reply,” said Richard. “But finally I have
become a success,” he grins. “In ‘Ten¬
sion’ I actually get a girl (Cyd Charisse).
I have arrived.”
Just what are the rewards for all this
knocking about of pretty girls? Can it
build a successful screen career for an
unknown? How long will the public go
for it? Is the screen sadist really the
American Heart-throb?
Richard had answers ready for all of
these questions.
“To begin with,” he said, “there is a
sort of an American ideal of what a guy
should be. The American movie idol can
best be described as a ‘nice, hard guy.’
Take a look at most of the big-name
male stars of today. Do you consider
Spencer Tracy, Jimmy Cagney, Clark
Gable, Humphrey Bogart blood-lusty
brutes? No! Not any more, anyway.
They’ve lasted throughout the years be¬
cause they’ve fitted themselves into the
successful leading-man pattern:
nice,
hard guys.
“Sure, a mean guy, a killer, some sen¬
sational type character will attract a lot
of attention. But an actor will find that
he can’t live on it forever. Nobody, ex¬
cept a few character actors, has made a
big success of playing weaklings.
“But still,” opines Richard, “you can’t
go on talking out of the side of your
mouth and pushing old ladies and crip¬
pled children down elevator shafts for
very long. You don’t develop any range.
You can’t become a fine performer, glued
to that type of role.”
Richard admits it’s a lot of fun. “But
how long can it go on?” he asks. “It’s the
law of diminishing returns. You keep
piling horror on horror, and soon you’re
back to ‘Hamlet’ and ‘Oedipus Rex.’ You
eventually won’t be able to shock the
public any more. What shocks the audi¬
ence the first time becomes mildly amus¬
ing the tenth time.”
Success did not come fast nor easily
to Richard Basehart. It was a long, tough
climb up that rugged Recognition Moun¬
tain. Even now, with his services heavily
in demand and fan clubs springing up
throughout the country, Richard is not
entirely certain that he has arrived. He
has known both great success and great
failure, and is always conscious of the
fact that the slip from the former to the
latter can come swiftly and easily.
Richard’s Dad had been an actor but
gave it up to be a newspaperman. Rich¬
ard started out as a newspaperman but
gave it up to become an actor.
“My Dad got me my first part back
in my home town, Zanesville, Ohio. It
was in summer stock, and I was posi¬
tively brilliant as a child actor. Every
child,” philosophized Richard with a
laugh, “is brilliant at the age of 13.”
After high school Richard did some
newspaper work, joined a surveying
crew, then decided to survey the acting
field. During his five years at the Hedge¬
row Theatre in Pennsylvania, he per¬
formed iq nearly forty plays. There, too,
he met his wife.
“When you’re living at a boarding
house some of the people at the break¬
fast table you get to like, others you get
to hate. Stephanie Klein was one of the
people I got to like. She’s now Mrs.
Basehart,” said Richard.
After the record number of appear¬

ances at the Hedgerow, Richard invaded
New England for a job on a Connecticut
radio station. He had signed to do a
Broadway play, but while waiting for
rehearsals to begin he accepted a job as
radio announcer as fill-in for a young
man named Cameron Mitchell (he, too,
hit his stride in pictures) who was doing
a play try-out in Philadelphia.
“One thing I cannot do is radio an¬
nouncing,” confessed Richard. As proof
he adds, “I got fired after a week’s work.
I had to report the local news each eve¬
ning, and it seems as though all of the
people in Stamford, Conn., are named
Troczxycskoscic or something equally
difficult. I hit a new high in fluffs.”
The play, “Counterattack,” fared a little
better on Broadway than Richard did in
Connecticut. It lasted six weeks. Six
more legitimate flops followed. Then in
1945 Richard knew success for the first
time when the New York critics and
public acclaimed him in “The Hasty
Heart.”
Warner Brothers brought him to Cali¬
fornia, where he did little more than sit
around and enjoy the California sun¬
shine.
After a year they dropped his
option and Richard trekked back to
Gotham. Shortly after arriving in New
York a new company, Eagle-Lion, of¬
fered him a major role in one of its first
productions, “Repeat Performance.”
Because he played a weak character,
he did not create much of a stir in
Hollywood, although critics were im¬
pressed with his sensitive performance.
Richard thumbed his nose at Hollywood
and returned to New York.
Together with Louis Calhern and
Hume Cronyn he hit Broadway with a
play called “The Survivors.” Despite the
title, the play failed to survive the critics’
pounding.
Richard returned again to
Hollywood.
After “He Walked By Night,” Richard
found himself walking on the Avenue of
Success. Critical acclaim poured in from
all sides. Samuel Goldwyn borrowed him
for a neurotic killer in his mountain
picture, “Roseanna McCoy.” MGM bor¬
rowed him for the male lead in “Tension.”
Basehart had finally arrived.
Success hasn’t changed him at all. He
lives in a modest furnished apartment in
Hollywood, not far from Goldwyn and
Eagle-Lion studios.
“It’s a bad thing for actors to be sad¬
dled with possessions,” he notes. “Option
time comes around all too soon. The only
protection an actor has is his freedom.
When you’re saddled with possessions
you’re bound to accept bad roles to keep
your home. You have to work to keep
your possessions.”
Naturally, life in a furnished apartment
gets dull, even for two such interesting
personages as Stephanie and Richard
Basehart. So, off moments are spent in
playing tennis, swimming, motoring and
sight-seeing.
Richard likes California, but notes that
he feels “awful lazy out here.” New
York, he believes, is more stimulating, and
there is much more drive in the Big
City. “But,” he observes, “you can make
more dough out here minus the stimu¬
lation and drive—and that’s all right
with me.”
Despite his wonderful background in
legitimate theatre, Richard is now sold
on movies. He’d like to do a play once
in a while, just to keep in the swing of
it, but movies hold first place in his
professional affection.
He would like to do a picture in
Europe and combine it with an over-all
sight-see abroad. Aside from that he is
one of the few actors completely happy
over his present lot in Hollywood.
The End

M
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MY WIFE WANTS A CAREER
IContinued from page 201

M
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knew our marriage was so strong that
no mere career could shake it. If any
marital union can be torn apart just be¬
cause the wife wants to go back to the
work she loves, then the marriage was
pretty feeble to begin with.
There are many reasons why I didn’t
resent Ruth’s decision. I confess my first
reaction was one of misgiving, but I soon
recovered from that typical male uncer¬
tainty when he’s faced with the fact that
his wife is going to work. I got over it
because I remembered the six years we
had spent considering such an eventu¬
ality.
Actually, the problem—if it must be
called that—was something we had
thought of for nine years, for it’s nine
years ago that we met. Since then we
have tried to have a completely realistic
approach to the whole matter.
Ruth and I met when we were both
attending special classes in New York
conducted by Michael Gordon and Bobby
Lewis. The first time I saw her she
seemed to me a sweet, intelligent, tal¬
ented girl. On our first date we went
out for supper after class. It wasn’t long
after that we knew we were in love; our
interests were the same; we understood
each other. We also knew that we were
not financially able to set up housekeep¬
ing, so we had to wait.
We waited three years. All during this
time, Ruth went on with her career. She
appeared in several Broadway plays, in¬
cluding “Fabulous Invalid,” “Stage Door”
and “The American Way,” in addition to
radio work.
I worked on the road in “Golden Boy”
and “Heavenly Express.” Not once dur¬
ing those three years did it ever enter
my mind to ask Ruth to give up her
career when we married. On the con¬
trary, I assumed she would continue to
act.
Soon after I got out of the army, 20th
Century-Fox saw me in a show and of¬
fered me a contract. I came out here and
as soon as I was assigned to my first
picture, “Guadalcanal Diary,” I sent for
Ruth. We were married the day she
arrived—and we spent our honeymoon on
location.
Ruth had offers from several studios
when she came here but she was more
interested in seeing to it that our mar¬
riage had a good start, so she gave up
all thought of acting.
For the last six years, Ruth’s whole in¬
terest has been in my career. She gladly
subjugated her own talent to mine. She
realized that an effort had to be made
to get me started. We both wanted to
find out if I could be happy in pictures.
Ruth did keep up with her acting, how¬
ever, by working with me on scenes from
my pictures.
Recently, she cued me on my role in
“Whirlpool” by doing Gene Tierney’s
part. Gene and I co-star in the picture.
Ruth’s reading of the lines was so ter¬
rific that I realized that talent such as
hers should find expression, that it was
right for her to go back to acting;
During these sessions at home) Ruth
and I often have spirited arguments over
the way one or the other is playing a
part. We argue in a spirited way but
we’re always willing to concede defeat if
we are convinced the other is right.
Working together like this has made
Ruth feel as though she hasn’t given up
her career completely.
Her primary interest has been in build¬
ing a house. She has taste and imagina¬

tion so she has done a very successful
job of home-making, even though it was,
from the beginning, a completely new
experience for her. The only trouble she
had was cooking, about which she knew
nothing. Very subtly I lent her a hand
in this respect. Now she has developed
into a very good cook.
At all times I have relied on Ruth for
good honest advice. She has helped keep
me on an even keel in my transformation
from stage to screen actor. When it came
to any important matter, she felt the
final decision should be mine.
For the most part, she and I agree par¬
ticularly when it comes to deciding on
scripts I am to do. At times I have be¬
come vehement over a part that I didn’t
care for. This happened regularly dur¬
ing the time I was trying to get roman¬
tic roles and was being asked to do
everything but. Ruth agreed with me but
she was less emotional—which provided
a good balance for me. She kept telling
me to be patient and that I’d get what
I wanted eventually.
Well, she was right!
I won’t be so naive as to say there are
no problems to be met when a wife goes
back to work.
In Hollywood, for one thing, actors and
actresses are subjected to a kind of
pressure. They’re overwhelmed by the
desire to get ahead and improve their
position. To me, that’s a mistake. There
are more important things in life than
success that may not always glitter. A
happy marriage, for example, is far more
important.
I can’t understand why so many people
here permit the success mania to take
hold of them, for it builds a fear com¬
plex that can be paralyzing.
This fear—this concentrated emphasis
on career—can destroy a marriage be¬
cause it destroys happiness. This fear is
reflected in marital relationship.
I believe—and so does Ruth—that she
can manage her career in such a way
that it adds to the general happiness of
our marriage. The demands of her ca¬
reer will have to be secondary. Our
marriage will always be first.
Jealousy is also a hazard in two ca¬
reers. That will be no problem between
Ruth and me.
Through our work together, we have
developed a critical evaluation of our
work as actors, and we have never been
jealous of the other’s success. Instead,
we have worked to build a trust and de¬
pendency on one another. We’re not
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worried about the possibility that she
might become a top star while I found
myself on the down-grade. How can
there be jealousy if you’re both working
for one common purpose?
Another objection to two careers is the
matter of separations between a couple
when both are working in pictures. Ruth
and I are determined to turn down any
picture that will keep us apart for more
than a few weeks. This may be hard to
do at times and might even cause one of
us to be suspended for refusing a role
but we have no desire for separate
careers.
Again it’s our marriage that’s impor¬
tant.
There’s also a lot of talk about mar¬
ried couples who are working coming
home tired. This is supposed to create
havoc. Actually, Ruth and I aren’t wor¬
ried about this because we have always
talked over studio problems at home, no
matter how tired we were. We enjoy
sharing everything connected with our
work.
Frankly, I can’t understand why the
problem of a husband and wife working
in pictures has been made out so hazard¬
ous. Thousands of husbands and wives
have careers—many in the same business.
It’s the wise husband who can be under¬
standing rather than tyrannical when
problems arise out of husband and wife
both being earners.
When Ruth finally decided to go back
to work, I knew to thwart her would
have led only to frustration on her part.
I know it’s hard for the male animal to
agree to a career for his wife. It’s his
nature to want to be the breadwinner,
to say, “I’m able to support you. Why
should you work?” But I don’t believe,
however, any husband has the right to
deny his wife a chance at self-expres¬
sion. She has the right to the satisfaction
of having achieved something as an in¬
dividual.
As a matter of fact the wise husband,
I think, should do all he can to encourage
her. Such an unselfish gesture on nis
part would strengthen the relationship
between them.
There are conditions, of course, under
which I would ask Ruth to give up her
job, if we had children and she was un¬
able to give them enough attention be- !
cause of the demands of a career, or if *
our home began to suffer as a result. I
don’t think I’d even have to ask Ruth to
quit under such circumstances. She’d
quit automatically.
I’d also ask her to give up her work if
she found herself running into a series
of bad breaks which would lead to frus- I
tration.
Taking it all in all, I feel that two
careers can bring a couple closer to¬
gether. That is true in the cases of
Fredric March and Florence Eldridge;
June Allyson and Dick Powell; Robert
Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, Anne
Baxter and John Hodiak, and many
others.
When both husband and wife are in
the same line of work, they have more
things in common. Each has the same
problems to discuss. It is also easier to
be of help to each other when both un¬
derstand and sympathize with the trials
faced during the day.
Certainly a husband and wife can give
far wiser advice to one another. It’s in
the matter of giving advice—and taking
it—that many marriages are ruined, be¬
cause when interests are too divergent
there can be no logical meeting ground.
We feel it is not our names on the
marquee that count. It is our roles as
husband and wife that are most impor¬
tant in our lives.
The End

Farley Granger had double reason to be proud; he squired Pat Neal
to the premiere of the Samuel Goldwyn production in which he stars.

It was a memorable evening for Joan Evans, too, who plays the title
role in “Roseanna McCoy.” Her date was handsome Jess Morgan.

The announcer was on hand with the microphone to catch a few words
from Vanessa Brown before Major George Fisher escorted her inside.

“Roseanna
McCoy”
premiere
was a gala
affair for
Ann Blyth and Roddy McDowall made a handsome young
duo at the star-studded premiere. Romance? Could be!

Hollywood's
younger set

M

Phillis Kirk and Barry Nelson came to see the picture,
paid more attention to each other than to the screen.
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AVA GARDNER
(Continued from page 281
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There’s only one painless way I know
of to acquire new clothes, and that’s un¬
intentionally. Experience has taught me
that when I set out to buy presents for
other people, I find things for myself. I
do well at window shopping, too.
Whenever I can persuade a dinner date
to take me walking along the Sunset
Strip, I discover clothes I like and hurry
to buy them the next morning. And
every time I stop at Will Wright’s to
pick up a quart of ice cream for dinner,
I pop into Amelia Gray’s next door to
see if she’s received a new shipment of
cashmeres.
Invariably, I stagger out of her shop
with several sweaters, a skirt or two,
and just the kind of dress I’d been think¬
ing about. Shopping by accident is the
only way for me.
Now, my problem of getting a good fit
is pretty complicated, too. I’m three “per¬
fect” sizes. My shoulders are a perfect
14; my waist is a 10; my hips are size
12. Altogether I’m a fitter’s headache.
And the fact that I hate to stand still and
have pins stuck into me doesn’t help
matters.
The only way I get clothes to look
properly on me is by wearing two-piece
outfits and by having some clothes cus¬
tom made.
My addiction to two-piece clothes starts
with bathing suits. Some day I’d like to
find a one piece suit that covers my
extra long torso without looking as
though it shrank in the wash, but so far
I haven’t been that lucky. As a result,
I always wear two-piece bathing suits.
For the same reason, I wear more suits
than one-piece dresses. My wardrobe
usually contains ten or twelve new or
reasonably new suits. I like them tailored
and made of men’s suiting such as smooth
tweeds, worsted, glen plaids and flannel.
Whenever I’m getting ready to take a
trip I buy a new suit and I’m ready to go.
For just ordinary home and studio
wear, I draw on my large assortment of
skirts, blouses, and sweaters. It may be
that my clothes sense hasn’t developed
much beyond the high school stage but
nevertheless I think such clothes are
wonderful.
Even if you haven’t a large collection,
the different combinations of skirts and
tops are endless. I know I go through
phases where I try to match my sweaters
and skirts exactly. Then in another phase
I work out startling or subtle color com¬
binations. It makes dressing every morn¬
ing so much more fun.
The kind of clothes I have made to
order are evening dresses. As a case in
point, I recently ordered a couple of
Don Loper gowns. The moment I saw
them among his new winter collection,
I knew they were my kind of dresses.
Both have simple lines but they are
made of fabulously beautiful material.
One is made of black point d’esprit net
and the other is white mousseline de
soie with a silver thread. Both dresses
are extremely decollete with tight bodices
and full skirts. When I have such breath¬
taking, bank-breaking gowns made to my
own measurement, I like them to accen¬
tuate my positive features like my long
torso and my all-year tan.
These do. Once I’ve made up my mind
to buy two such extravagant creations,
I’m not happy until I’ve found an excuse
to wear them—even if it means giving a
party myself.
Irene, Metro’s head fashion designer

From their favorite niche, which Mother Nature carved out for them in an old
oak tree, Lita and Rory get a bird’s eye view of the surrounding countryside.

It’s a

LOVELY LIFE
When the cameras stop grinding,
Rory Calhoun heads for his
rambling Ojai ranch, where lovely
Lita Baron is waiting for him

The Calhouns hit the dusty trail—on wheels. Rory just
finished “The Return of the Frontiersman” for Warners’.

There’s lots of excitement down at the hen house. Here
a chick, there a chick, everywhere a newly-hatched chick.

Ooooops! Rory was all set for a quiet little snooze when
vivacious Lita happened along and upset his applecart!

who plans all my screen wardrobes, tells
me that I’m not a difficult personality to
dress—providing she keeps her ideas
simple. She and I have learned together
that elaborate clothes which may look
dramatic on her sketch board, look over¬
done on me. Picture after picture she’s
dreamed up some terrific wardrobe ideas
and then has had to pare them down,
strip off the trim, and remove the
superfluous—all because I really look
best in a “little” black dress.
It may be my dark coloring that is re¬
sponsible for this strange thing—but it’s
something I think happens to a great
many girls. Don’t be afraid to simplify
a dress; in fact, it’s a good idea to try out
if you’ve happened to buy a dress which
boasts extra pockets, braid or other trim.
You may be happily surprised with the
results. (Of course, you may not, too! But
it’s worth the risk for very often an ex¬
aggerated flounce or a bulky collar will
detract from the smooth effect you’re
trying to create.)
I’ve learned a lot from Irene’s trialand-error sketches. I’ve learned that for
dressy occasions, I look best in extreme
white or ultra black. My in-between
range of color is pretty limited, too. I
wear navy, kelly, yellow and blue. For
a bright accent, I use red—usually a red
sweater.
I hardly ever look at fashion magazines
so I can truthfully say I don’t follow fads.
Instead, I cling to a number of becom¬
ing fashions that Irene and I have worked
out.
I love to look at “new” things while
shopping, but I’ve learned to restrain my¬
self because the items end up cluttering
my closets. The real satisfaction of my
clothes rules comes from being comfort¬
able. When I’m completely at ease in my
outfits I feel well-dressed. If I’m the least
bit self-conscious of what I’m wearing—
then the outfit is a flop as far as I’m
concerned!
Once I’ve hit on a flattering style noth¬
ing can make me veer from it. Highfashion and fads are not for me. Fads
aren’t too practical anyway for they last
such a short time.
For example, I wear jackets with up¬
turned collars, dresses with narrow
plunge neckline, circular skirts and no
hats. I don’t even own a hat of my own.
When I have to wear one in a picture,
I make sure it’s as inconspicuous as pos¬
sible. That goes for hair ornaments, too.
These, then, are the few details I keep
in my head when I’m choosing new
clothes. But like all girls I have my own
set of slightly silly, highly personal idio¬
syncrasies that have a lot to do with how
I dress.
Just for the record, I never wear
slacks. Nor do I lounge around the house
in a negligee, a hostess gown, pedal push¬
ers or blue jeans. About the only kind of
jewelry I wear is heavy gold stuff but
not much of it. I don’t bother with gloves
because I’m always losing them.
I go without stockings when I can, but
if I must wear something on my legs
I make sure they’re terribly sheer stock¬
ings with sandal feet. I like perfume
but frequently forget to use it. I collect
heavy leather belts which I think add
a finish to the top of a skirt. Being in
pictures, I also own a mink coat and a
silver mink stole.
In contrast to other actresses who get
slightly neurotic trying to decide what to
wear, I have no problems.
I simply dress as I please!
Watch tor Janet Leigh's Wardrobe
"I Dress On A Budget," declares Janet
in January MOVIELAND
on Newsstands December 9th
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FILE ON LANA TURNER
(Continued from page 391

“I’ll never forget that day,” she recalls.
“I wanted to cry, but I knew that
wouldn’t do any good, so I got up and
limped onto the highway. I flagged a
truck-driver who stopped and took us
into Hollywood. That’s the way I first
arrived here—and I’ll never forget it. ’
The official Turner biography put out
by her studio reports that at this point
in her life Lana enrolled and attended
Hollywood High School.
The officials at the school—or at least
those I have questioned—claim that there
is no record of Lana ever having attended
that institution or any institution in the
neighborhood.
Be that as it may, Lana was sipping a
coke (“a nickel coke because I couldn’t
afford a tall one”) in a soda shop across
the street from Hollywood High when
Billy Wilkerson saw her and sent her
to see agent Zeppo Marx.
At ten, she lost her father and with
him, all security, home-life, and family
protection.
Is it any wonder then that a few years
later she became the darling of the night¬
clubs, seemingly obsessed by a terrible
hunger to live life as fully and rapidly
as possible lest some untoward circum¬
stance quickly take it away?
Many people have condemned Lana
for her three marriages, the wild hectic
days of her early career, and the care¬
free way in which she once lived her
life. None of these persons ever realized
or understood that this behavior was a
reaction brought out by a basic insecurity
and lack of love.
All her life, Lana has sought love;
mainly because she lost at an early age
the normal father love that most of us
have.
After her father was murdered, leav¬
ing his family virtually penniless, Lana
was sent to a convent while her mother
went to work in a beauty shop.
Lana doesn’t like to talk about those
early days, because they were tough and
hard, she attended George Washington
High in San Francisco for six months,
and classmates who remember her usual¬
ly say, “She was a nice kid but awfully
poor and none of us noticed her very
much. She seemed very well-developed
for her age, but she wasn’t in school long
enough for anyone really to get to know
her.”
At that time, Lana told Zeppo that she
was working as a salesgirl in a lingerie
shop. Zeppo turned her over to one of
his assistants, Henry Willson.
Henry took the young girl and her
sweater around to several studio casting
directors. They all turned her down.
“But she had guts,” Henry recalls. “She
wouldn’t give up. I remember for one
audition I taught her a few dance steps,
real simple stuff. I even hired a piano
player to accompany us. His name was
Mickey Rooney, but Lana didn’t get the
job.”
It was Solly Baiano who took her to
Mervyn LeRoy. Mervyn gave her the
once-over and put her under personal
contract at $50 per week.
"I think,” Mervyn LeRoy told me now,
"that Lana used to call herself Judy or
something like that. I didn’t like the name
at all.
“One night I was thinking of a girl I
used to go with in San Francisco. Her
name was Dana. I played around with
that name for a while and came up with
Lana. ‘From here on in,’ I told Judy, ‘your
name is Lana Turner.’ ”

LeRoy says that he was always con¬
vinced of the inevitability of Lana’s rise to
stardom. “It was her personality,” he says.
“It was striking, arresting. I knew she
had what the public wanted—a fresh
appealing kind of beauty. I gave her a
small part in ‘They Won’t Forget,’ and
my judgment was verified. Walter Winchell began calling her ‘America’s Sweat¬
er Sweetheart,’ and I knew this was the
beginning of a great career.
“When I left Warners and went over
to Metro, I took Lana with me. Carey
Wilson was then producing the Andy
Hardy series, and I asked him to see if
he could cast Lana in some sort of role.
Carey has good sense. He let her appear
in a bathing suit.”
Here’s what Carey Wilson has to say
about that episode.
“One day Mervyn LeRoy asked me to
do him a favor, to meet and talk with
Lana Turner. I went down to his office,
and he called Lana in, and for the next
two hours I talked and I listened.
“Lana said that they were calling her
‘the sweater girl’ around Hollywood
and she was disturbed about it. She
wanted a chance to act. She felt that the
sweater girl label was embarrassing. She
was only sixteen at the time, and it
seemed sort of shameful to her.
“With her strong physical personality,
she reminded me of Jean Harlow. ‘If I
were you, honey,’ I said, ‘far from feel¬
ing shame, embarrassment, or inferiority
about being called a sweater girl, I’d—
well, frankly, I’d buy a bright orange one
and wear it around the lot. Many girls
would give an awful lot to have your
sweater-wearing ability. Be yourself, and
you’ll go far.’
“A few days later, I passed Lana on
the lot. She was wearing a bright orange
sweater. I cast her in ‘Love Finds Andy
Hardy’ and then gave her a role in ‘Dr.
Kildare.’ I had her wear a bathing suit
in the first film and a sweater-dress in
the second. That’s how fearful I was of
the sweater-girl label!”
It was at this point in her life, touched
by the first gleanings of screen fame, that
Lana became known as Queen of the
Nightclubs.
She played them all and made the
night-club owners very happy. The boys
who worked with her at the studio had
different ideas. A cameraman, for ex¬
ample, once asked to tell something about
her, said bluntly, “Her outstanding trait
is laziness.”
This, of course, wasn’t true. Lana was
then young and gay and imagined her¬
self to be in love with an attorney and
man-about-town named Greg Bautzer,
and having a good time seemed then to
be the most important thing in life to her
—certainly more important than posing
for pictures in furtherance of her career.
As a matter of fact, it has long been
said in Hollywood that the man who most
influenced Lana was Gregson Bautzer.
He was her first beau when she was
young, impressionable, and seventeen,
and the general belief about town was
that these two were scheduled for matri¬
mony.
A Southern California boy, tall, hand¬
some, and extremely personable, Bautzer
not only practices law but also ballroom
dancing. He is suave, polished, debonair,
and in him Lana saw all the masculine
characteristics she admired. Greg was
roughly ten years older than she, also
he was mature, intelligent, and settled,
and she could come to him with all and

any of her problems.
As things worked out, Greg happened
to run into Joan Crawford at a Gary
Cooper premiere at about this time and
from that point on, his relationship with
Lana was never the same.
You’ve probably heard the popular
fairy tale that Joan stole Greg away from
Lana, but there’s not a word of truth
to that. The true story is that when Greg
started sending Joan flowers, Joan in¬
vited Lana to her house for a Sunday
brunch.
“Exactly how do you and Greg stand?”
she asked Lana.
Lana began to cry and said that she
hoped to marry Greg one day, and Joan
said that was good enough for her, and
after that she refused to see Greg. But
then one night, impetuous Lana flew
off to Las Vegas with Artie Shaw and got
married.
This was really unexpected, because
Lana had worked with Artie in “Dancing
Coed” a few months before and had
argued with him and had criticized him
for his “immense ego,” and no one
thought these two were potential mates.
If anything, they seemed like potential
enemies.
But they got married, and when Greg
Bautzer was told about it by a reporter,
all he could think of to say was, “I wish
them the best of luck.”
Anyway, Lana Turner didn’t talk to
Joan Crawford for three years, and the
popular reason offered for this silence,
was Gregson Bautzer.
Lana’s marriage to Shaw lasted only
seven months, however, and then she
returned to play the field.
This was when she met Stephen Crane,
an actor who later became a restaurateur.
Once again, Lana eloped to Las Vegas,
and once again the marriage was good
for only about six months.
Elopements in Lana’s love-life have
never paid off. She asked for an annul¬
ment of her marriage to Crane on the
grounds that his divorce from his first
wife had not been final when she mar¬
ried him. A few weeks later, Lana found
herself pregnant. She was in a pretty
legal pickle, all right.
She waited, however, until the annul¬
ment was granted and then she re-mar¬
ried Steve on the night before he left
for his induction into the Army. “I re¬
married him,” she said, “because I love
him and because I want our baby to have
a normal life with its father.”
Not long after the birth of her daugh¬
ter, Cheryl Christine, Lana decided that
she couldn’t make a go of things with
Crane.
I don’t want to go into a long rehearsal
of Lana’s heartaches and the lovematches that proved wrong, but these are
the epic points of her life which have
made her the sort of woman she is to¬
day—a wife determined to keep her mar¬
riage intact no matter how great the odds.
Just what went wrong when Lana re¬
married Crane, few people know. The
popular reason was career trouble. Crane
supposedly wanted to become a big star.
Perhaps he thought Lana might help.
Lana, of course, had definite ideas and
words on the subject.
“Acting just isn’t right for most men.
When a man has to put on a mask and
assume poses, I think it’s bad for him.
With a woman, it’s practically second
nature. With a man it often becomes an
affectation, and neither Steve nor I want
that.”
Steve must have wanted just that, be¬
cause he got himself a contract at Colum¬
bia; but acting obviously wasn’t his
forte, and he soon was dropped by the
studio, and also by Lana.
Lana, however, is a girl who must

have love; this is the crying need of
her existence—and in Turhan Bey she
thought she might find it. But here again,
the romance faded into nothingness.
“I don’t know what happened,” Lana
said at the time. “I don’t know whether
I did something or someone told him
something or what. He said he would call
me and he never called and I never
heard from him again.”
Apparently, Greg Bautzer had bowed
out on Lana previously, and the beauty
couldn’t understand what there was about
her which attracted men but only kept
them attracted a short while.
“It’s so bad for me,” she said, “with
Cheryl growing up, to have everyone
think I don’t know my own mind. I knew
my mind for a long time about Turhan.
Because of my little girl, I don’t want it
said that I turn lightly and frivolously
from one man to another.”
When Lana turned to Tyrone Power,
there was nothing light or frivolous about
it. Lana was in love with the man, and
he with her, but again, only for a time.
Linda Christian captured his true af¬
fection, and Lana met millionaire Bob
Topping.
Topping fell for Lana in a hurry. It
cost him a pretty penny, but he got a
divorce from Arline Judge and married
Lana as quickly as he could.
This time, Lana insisted on a formal
wedding; no hasty Las Vegas elopement.
She had flowers, bridesmaids, the whole
works.
She honeymooned in Europe,
found herself with child, and then un¬
fortunately lost the baby before it was
bom.
After this shock, Lana went down to
Florida and aboard the Snuffie, the Top¬
ping boat, cruised the Florida waters,
gradually regaining her health.
Lana has been back in Hollywood for
six months now, and by the time you read
this, she should be starring in “A Life
of Her Own,” or “The Reformer and the
Redhead.”
There are many cynics who will tell
you that Lana’s marriage to Bob Top¬
ping is fated to go on the rocks. This is
Lana’s third marital attempt and Bob's
fourth.
Undoubtedly, you have heard many
stories of their frequent nightclub bick¬
erings. These, in part, may be due to the
fact that both Lana and Bob are restless
and need activity. As soon as they get it,
these bickerings will probably cease.
At the moment, however, Lana, more
than anything else, wants to make her
marriage a success. Topping, reportedly,
is not the easiest man in the world to
live with. (What millionaire is?) Lana,
however, is going all out in her every
effort to please him. He is an intelligent,
discerning, worldly man, and such men
usually take a lot of pleasing.
In the years gone by, it’s been fashion¬
able to condemn Lana as an impetuous,
fun-loving girl out on a perennial fling.
That has never been the truth. The
true story of Lana Turner is the story
of one woman’s search for love, a love
denied her in her youth, a love un¬
reciprocated in her teens, a love without
which her life becomes a mockery and
her existence a hollow shell.
We hope with all our heart that Lana
has found it at last!
The
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Read Astrologist Nella Webb's
PREDICTIONS FOR 1950
in January MOVIELAND
on newsstands December 9th

Christmas Greetings
from
Roy Rogers
To all my friends this is more than a heartfelt Christ¬
mas Greeting. It is my prayer for the world.
At year's end I count my blessings, and find enough to
share with everyone. They are the blessings of America,
where men can live in peace: where a bootblack can be¬
come a banker, and a farm-boy like me, a movie star.
The news from the rest of the world makes me want to
remind us all again of the Golden Rule. With continued
faith in God and our country we may yet make the whole
world a place of peace.
Until we meet again, may the Good Lord take a liking
to you, and may you earn, and keep His love.
Roy Rogers.
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MILTON BERLE

By ANNE ANSLEY

fContinued from page 311
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of acting, and I felt that the best school,
albeit the most difficult, was Broadway.
Luckily for me, I got an offer to play
in a musical called “Hold onto Your
Hats.” While I was taking part in that
production, Milton came East to play the
night club circuit.
All that wonderful winter we dated.
A native New Yorker, Milton showed
me the Big Town as only a native can—
Sardi’s, Twenty-One, the Gaiety Delica¬
tessen, Toots Shor’s, Lindy’s, a hundred
Broadway haunts made famous by Da¬
mon Runyon. And, of course, there was
always one favorite spot. For us, it was
the Stork Club.
Milton isn’t the type who likes to listen
to off-tune music in romantic little sidestreet cellars. Practically every night,
after we made the rounds, you could
find us at the Stork.
A year of continued dating made us
an accepted duo in the eyes of the Broad¬
way habitues. We were mentioned reg¬
ularly in Winchell’s column, Lyons’ col¬
umn, any column you can think of.
What mattered most to me, however,
was that Milton’s family, his mother, his
three brothers, and his sister Rosalind,
began to take us for granted.
Milton’s mother was particularly happy
that her boy had settled down to one
girl. “Joyce,” she once said to me, “you’re
the best thing for Milton’s constitution.”
Milton, by this time, was also the best
thing for mine, so when 1941 rolled
around, we went out to Beverly Hills and
got married. Judge Edward Brandt per¬
formed the ceremony with Milton’s
brother, Frank, as best man, and a small
army of friends as guests.
The first year we lived in Hollywood,
we lived in a house rented from Tom
Mix. Milton was making a picture at
20th Century-Fox and also working on a
radio show. When he finished those as¬
signments, he decided to return to New
York and play night clubs and vaudeville.
I went along. I couldn’t hope to keep
up with Milton in his night club routines,
but when he played theatres on the road,
I used to play his stooge in the balcony.
It was a lot of fun, and at least it was
one way of seeing more of him—even if
I did have to play the stooge.
Ours was a companionable marriage,
and our basic common interest was show
business, but we had our differences, too.
I guess every married couple has. Milton
and I used to fight about my career and
his not-too-funny jokes and several other
items. But we both agreed on one thing:
we wanted children.
Four years after our wedding, we
adopted a little girl with blue eyes and
a head of hair, Milton’s shade of brown.
We named the child Victoria Melanie
because she was born on the day the
Pacific armistice was signed.
We started calling her Vicki, however,
right from the start. When my mother
first saw the baby, she almost fainted,
because the baby, she said, “Looks ex¬
actly as you did, Joyce, when you were
an infant.”
As a matter of fact, Vicki today looks
so much like both Milton and me that
few people realize she’s adopted.
To be really truthful, Vicki is one of
the reasons I went to Reno to divorce
Milton. The heated exchanges we used
to have with each other didn’t seem so
bad before we got the child, but once
she was in the house, they somehow
sounded degrading.

Moreland’s
The stars reveal these gifts will be a sure

ELLA
RAINES
SAYS
you’ll really rate if you
choose this American
Safety Razor “Heritage”
table lighter for the “spe¬
cial” person on your list.
Made
of
tarnish-proof
Rhodium, easily monogrammed, it has a grace¬
ful ebony Tenite handle.
$12.50, and not taxable.

THIS JOLLY SANTA has
two hollow legs, in which
he carries Helena Ru¬
binstein’s luscious Heaven
Sent Eau de Toilette, and
Command Performance
Eau de Parfum.
He’s a
thrifty Santa, too—can be
used as a bank when the
scents are gone. The girls
love him! ($3.50, plus tax.)

AN UNUSUAL GIFT for
the girl who always seems
to have everything, are
the Tang Tipped Per¬
fumed
matches.
They
make a lovely sachet for
her purse, and have none
of the sulphur odor of
ordinary matches; they
leave a lingering fra¬
grance. $1.25, $1.50, $2.00.

Christmas list got
These

Counter Spy
fire success on Christmas morning

you stumped?
suggestions may
solve your gift problems

ALEXIS SMITH picked
out this scrumptious
Volupte compact, called
‘The Garden of Eden.”
Gracefully apple-shaped,
it has a bird and some
apple blossoms beauti¬
fully etched into its gleam¬
ing surface. Not taxable,
this handsome compact is
well worth its $7.50 tag.

SAUCY AS A CAN CAN
are these adorable “French
Panties” by Schiaparelli.
They make a truly glam¬
orous stocking case for a
gal’s best nylons!
And
what a color!
They’re
Shocking Pink rayon sat¬
in with black lace frills
and a tasseled drawstring.
A luxury gift, at $2.95.

SMALL WONDERS are
these
Harriet
Hubbard
Ayer items.
Left, are
three sachet notes tied
with red and green rib¬
bon. Right, is an adorable
sachet
Christmas
card.
Both dangle a tiny bottle
of Golden Chance per¬
fume, come with mailing
box.
Cost $2.00, $1.50.

I wanted to put a stop to the bicker¬
ing and unpleasantness, so we decided
upon an amicable divorce.
Milton was very sweet and kind about
it, and I went back to work. I landed a
part in a Broadway show and then signed
to do a small part in “The Barkleys of
Broadway.”
Milton and I lived apart for only a
year, but it seemed like a decade. Both
of us were busy but we were also in
love with each other and a mutual lone¬
liness kept gnawing away at our hearts.
Gradually, we began going to the Stork
Club together again. Then, when Milton
rented and furnished a nine-room apart¬
ment on East 88th Street, he included a
nursery in the setup. No one was sur¬
prised when we announced our intention
to re-marry, least of all Vicki.
One evening as I was dressing to go
out, she came up and asked me if I had
to go to work. “No, baby,” I said. “I’m
going to have dinner with Daddy.”
“Oh, that’s right,” she said, as though
it had passingly slipped her mind. “We’re
marrying Daddy again, aren’t we?”
The second marriage for us Berles is
notably calm. We’ve found out what’s
best for our combined happiness. I, for
example, know that Milton has to be
busy or he’s not content.
This means he has to run a faster pace
during vacation than during the regular
working year. This includes living with
a constantly ringing telephone, keeping
up-to-date with Milton’s syndicated col¬
umn, charity shows, benefit appearances,
and well, there’s always something hot
on the griddle.
The only difference between M. Berle
in New York and M. Berle in Hollywood
is sleep.
When Milton is working on
his television show, he sleeps late. In
Hollywood, he has to be at the studio by
7:00 A.M. He works until six and after
that, he watches the day’s rushes (film
that’s been shot) with director Roy del
Ruth and Jerry Wald, the producer.
Some time around 7:30 a slightly
knocked-out father returns to our suite
in the Beverly Hills Hotel. He stretches
out on the couch and for once, is per¬
fectly content to let Vicki do all the
talking.
Vicki gladly takes over, giving her old
man a running account of everything
she’s done that day—play school at Ann
Rutherford’s, swimming, an invitation to
a party at Frank Sinatra’s, a blue fire
engine she saw, and so on.
Milton is wonderful with all children
and perfect with Vicki.
He’s patient,
understanding, and fun. But he has a
firm side, too, which I must say, came
as a surprise to me. I always expected
him to spoil his own child, but he doesn’t.
One word from Milton and Vicki goes
to bed like a lamb.
Naturally, we’re looking forward to a
companion for Vicki, and to tell you the
truth, we’re both a little amazed at
finding ourselves such model parents.
To this end, Milton who never touches
alcohol, is cutting down on cigars and
watching his language most carefully.
As for me, I’m not accepting any more
stage or screen offers that take me away
from home.
I’m learning to play golf
because that is the one sport that Milton
likes.
You see, I want to be prepared for
that mythical day when my husband
addles up to me and says, “Darling, let’s
take the afternoon off from show busi¬
ness and play a little golf.”
That’s the day I’m going to say, “Show
business, Milton . . . what’s that?”
Just once, I want Berle to be stymied
for a punch-line.
The End
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PORTRAIT OF A HAPPY MAN
(Continued from page 60)

to “express himself” there. This led ex¬
actly nowhere except to the end of his
financial resources. So he went to work
at whatever work there was to do, so
long as it was outdoor work with no
“office routine” attached to it.
First he became a “human mule”—
pushing rock barges under sewer tunnels
in Chicago. He went on to be a sandhog,
miner, cowboy, bodyguard chauffeur to
a mobster, outdoor salesman, WPA la¬
borer and paving supervisor.
None of these things satisfied his ter¬
rible urge for self-expression, but in 1936
jolting reality caught up with him when
his father, Timothy Ryan, and four of
his uncles were suddenly dead, within
eighteen months.
All of them, he is convinced, were
killed by business worries brought on by
the Depression. He went home to Chi¬
cago to live with his mother and now he
felt that he must settle down. So he
took his first office job with the Chicago
Department of Education and spent most
of his time trying to hide the fact from
his mother that the office routine was
surely and rapidly driving him mad.
Then it happened. A friend of Mrs.
Ryan who taught in a girls’ school was
wailing that the school’s dramatic coach
had been taken ill just as it was time to
start rehearsals for the senior class play.
Something inside Bob suddenly came
alive and he couldn’t believe his own

eagerness when he cried, “Let me direct
the play! I know how! I can do it.” He
knew he could, although he had never
had a moment’s experience in any kind
of stage work.
When he had the script in his hands,
he went to a dime store and bought little
dolls and other odds and ends to use
for experimental props and that eveningas he studied the movements and posi¬
tions of his characters (the play was
the old amateur standby, “Dear Bru¬
tus”), he knew suddenly that he had
found what he wanted to do, what, in¬
deed, he must do in life. Work in the
theater.
And work he did, most of the time for
nothing except the joy and the expe¬
rience. “I had never known what hard
work was before,” he says now. “Me—
who had been voted the ‘laziest’ in my
class at Dartmouth!”
He knows now, with deep certainty,
that once you know what you want and
if you are willing to work for it, a way
will open for you. He was feeling rather
dismal about his own “way”, when a
friend offered to let him in on that most
dubious of gambles, an oil well.
“He needed 300 dollars,” Bob remem¬
bers, “and I happened to have exactly
that much.” The gamble paid off with
enough money to bring his mother to
Hollywood with him while he enrolled
in the Max Reinhardt school of drama.

The day he enrolled he was introduced
to a pretty fellow-pupil named Jessica
Cadwalader and four months later they
were married. Both were imbued with
youthful faith in the future. The fact
that the oil well dried up about then
didn’t diminish that faith.
“I thought of what had happened to
my father,” Bob says, “and knew that it
was worse than useless to worry. The
moment I stopped worrying, things be¬
gan to come right for us.”
That was ten years ago and things
have been coming right, slowly but
steadily for Bob, with time out for a
year-and-a-half hitch with the Marines
during World War II.
There was one mental jolt when he
took off his uniform and a Hollywoodwise friend advised, “Better give up the
acting bug this time, Bob. You were off
to a good start before the war. No one
ever gets a second chance in this busi¬
ness. You’ll find you are all washed up.”
But Bob, as everyone knows, did get
his second chance and perhaps his great¬
est opportunity came to him in the
courageous picture, “Crossfire,” which
launched him on an almost new and cer¬
tainly powerful career in pictures.
If you could see Bob today in his cool,
comfortable, rambling home in the San
Fernando Valley with its gracious sweep
of lawn and garden, its paved terrace;
the two brown little sons romping in the
wading pool beyond, you would know
what he means when he says, “I’ve found
it!” It isn’t the end of anything that he
has found. It is the beginning of a lot
of things.
This is the house, he says, they “bought
for Cheyney.” Cheyney is the younger,
year-old boy. Timothy is three and al¬
ready learning to swim. When the Ryans
learned that Cheyney was soon to make
his appearance they knew that they must
have more room than their Hollywood
home afforded so they found a comfort¬
able house with enough ground around
it for space and fun for children and
they started adding wings and bath¬
rooms and terraces as fast as possible.
The house had no landscaping what¬
ever and presented a challenge which
the Ryans have met head-on and very
successfully in a comparatively short
time. The grounds are beautiful and the
vista from the back of the house is made
gay with brightly-painted slides and
swings and awninged sandpiles.
Facing the garden is a wide, airy liv¬
ing room with almost one whole wall of
glass, opening onto the terrace. A beau¬
tiful antique chest dominates one end.
The chairs and divans are tailored and
comfortable; the tables low and wide and
hand-rubbed to a satin glow. The muted
greens and grays and blues of walls,
carpets and upholstery are brightened by
huge bouquets of fresh garden flowers.
It is truly a room to live in and enjoy.
You gather something of their preoc¬
cupations with home and family when
they tell you that somehow they never
did get round to giving a big, formal
party until their tenth anniversary a
short time ago! Then they really shot
the works and invited practically every¬
one they knew in Hollywood. They had
a wonderful time, too.
There were few names, however, which
the columnists would call “important.”
Bob has what amounts to a phobia about
the familiar Hollywood credo which
maintains that an actor must be “seen
with the right people.”
He can get quite red in the face with
annoyance over this and he splutters,
“As I understand it, the ‘right people’
are the ones who can do you some good
professionally. Well, I’ll tell you this
. . . no one who could ‘do us good’ has

Swim in the Tennis Club pool is refreshing
after work on “I Married a Communist.”
ever been invited to this house and no
one will ever be asked here for any such
reason.”
Then his good-natured grin appears as
he adds, “Of course, we aren’t invited to
the big, important Hollywood parties,
either. That kind of people don’t like us
any more than we like them!”
They like, however, to give small, in¬
formal parties, especially for friends who
may be counted upon to engage in ani¬
mated discussions. Bob likes to needle
alert intellects into political discussions
if he knows they can be counted upon
to keep the conversation on a friendly,
give-and-take basis.
Jessica, who has a true gourmet’s tastes
and talents, enjoys producing novel and
exciting food for these occasions. Beef
Strogonoff is one of her specialties and
she has a number of other imaginative
culinary tricks up her sleeve, too, with
which to surprise and delight her guests.
One of her joys in the grounds of the
new home is the elaborate herb garden
she has planted there for the purpose of
adding sophistication to the seasonings
of her food.
Bob must be a bit unsatisfactory in
this domestic department, however. He
never willingly eats what other husky
men would call “a square meal.” He
wants food in small quantities several
times a day and he doesn’t much care
what it is, so long as no mayonnaise is
involved in it.
He likes eggs in any guise at any hour.
He confides, to anyone’s amusement, “I’m
almost afraid of being considered unAmerican in this day and age when I
confess that I simply can’t abide steak.
I mean that! No matter where it was
bought, how much it cost, how long it
has been hung or what sauces have been
poured over it, I just don’t like it.”
However, it doesn’t seem to matter
what Bob eats or when or even whether
he exercises or merely lies in the sun.
His weight hasn’t varied more than a
pound or two from his normal onehundred-and-ninety-four in years and
he looks almost exactly now as he did
when he was first coming into promi¬
nence in pictures.
About eating several times a day, he
points out, “When guys get ulcers, that’s
what they make them do—take small
quantities of food often. I’ve done it
nearly all my life because I like it that
way and I don’t have any ulcers. Maybe
I have something there that the dieti¬
tians should look into.”

The Ryans don’t like night clubs and
almost never go to them. “They are too
crowded; they bore us; the food is dull;
neither of us likes to dance on a crowded
floor and besides. . . .” that grin again
. . . “they are financially inexpedient.”
Which would seem to settle that!
Bob still likes to box occasionally for
a workout. He was undefeated intercol¬
legiate boxing champion in his college
days and his skill stood him in good
stead in that fine picture, “The Set-Up.”
His tastes in clothes are casual and
comfortable as Jessica’s supervision will
permit. “Sure, I have some good suits,”
he admits. “But I’d probably wear the
same one day after day if Jessica didn’t
rotate them on the hangers in my ward¬
robe and see to it that they went to the
cleaners on time.” At home he leans to
T-shirts and dungarees or no shirts at all.
His wife has a terrible time and must
often resort to subterfuge to induce him
to part with old clothes. “I get fond of
the things,” he mourns.
When someone asked him if he thought
he was practical about money matters he
looked honestly bewildered and then ad¬
mitted, “Well, y’know, that’s the first
time that question has ever come up.
I have a business manager who handles
money matters for me but he has never
put me on a spending allowance as lots
of managers do their clients. I never
carry much cash. I just don’t seem to
need it. I guess I’m not interested in
things which are usually called extrava¬
gances.
“I have never even thought of gam¬
bling—since the oil well. I’m not inter¬
ested in clothes ... or fussy foods . . .
or airplanes or even cars. I don’t much
care what I drive, so long as it goes
where I aim it. With my tastes there
isn’t much to be extravagant about. But
I don’t know that you’d call that being
‘practical,’ exactly.”
He is abnormally punctual and this
habit causes him a great deal of frus¬
trated exasperation in a town where
everyone is habitually an hour or two
late for any appointment.
His “dream girl” at the moment is Joan
Fontaine with whom he has been work¬
ing in RKO’s “Bed of Roses.” Joan is
always on time on the set, always has
her hair in order ahead of time, always
is letter perfect in her role before a
scene starts.
The Humphrey Bogarts are the only
other punctual couple they know.
Mostly Bob is even-tempered, possibly
because of that innate laziness his class¬
mates noted at Dartmouth. It takes a lot
of energy to do right by a real tantrum
and Bob doesn’t think it’s worth it. There
are so many more important things to do
with energy.
He is a leetle mite superstitious about
small things such as putting hats on beds
or shoes on chairs and he can’t imagine
how he got that way.
He spends a lot of time trying to get
jobs for people who need them and keeps
a list of candidates for various kinds of
work beside his telephone. “I don’t seem
to be very successful at it,” he remarks,
ruefully. “But I try.”
Perhaps he is trying to explain this
impulse when he says, “I was so lucky
to find what I wanted to do so soon in
life. And still luckier, I suppose, to find
a way to do it. Although I think that if
you know what it is, you’ll always find
a way. Some people never find out until
it’s too late what it was they wanted.
And that’s tragic.
“I found out—in time—and it was
worth every bit of effort and struggle it
required.”
So speaks a contented man!
The End
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By the time she was back in California,
Peverell Marley was thoroughly con¬
vinced that Linda could only be happy if
she had an outlet for the mother-love
that welled in her. So the search began
and the wheels of adoption began to turn.
For the safety and future well-being
of the baby who turned out to be Lola,
the greatest secrecy must be preserved
as to when, where and how they got her
—but suffice to say the process was slow,
painstaking and exhaustively legal.
California is perhaps the strictest State
in the Union about putting the life and
welfare of one human being into the
hands of two other human beings.
At last Linda and Peverell knew they
were next in line for an expected baby.
They waited. Linda worked in “Walls
of Jericho.” . . . She started “Letter to
Three Wives.”
Meanwhile they furnished the baby’s
room in pink and blue. And still they
waited.
“I couldn’t even buy the little clothes
and the baby’s furniture myself. Some¬
body else had to do it for me,” Linda
told me in her dressing-room at Twen¬
tieth Century-Fox. “One glimpse of me
in the baby department of a shop and the
gossip would start! Everything had to be
so secret that I missed out on a lot of
the fun!
“Then, all of a sudden, word came that
the baby would be brought next day!
Pev sent word to his studio saying he
couldn’t be there—you see, the State re¬
quires both parents be on hand—and we
worked until two in the morning to finish
painting the baby’s bathroom pink.
“We were up at dawn, nervous as cats.
We fussed with a hundred details. And
we waited. We’d engaged a nurse but
she was late. Then at one o’clock in the
afternoon, when we thought we’d fly out
of the window with anxiety, a car drove
to the door and the welfare worker
walked up the steps with the baby!
“Of course she had to be changed right
away but even though I’d been a nurse’s
aide during the war and have been
around children all my life, my knees
were so weak and my hands shaking so
I could hardly do it!”
They named the baby Lola, after Pev’s
mother, Charlotte, and soon there’ll be a
big christening party. From the first, as
the household became geared to her
schedule, baby Lola reigned in the center
of every thought and activity—a pinkand-white, ever chubbier queen. Her
rose-petal hands pulled ever tighter on
the heartstrings of Linda and Pev.
Outside the nursery there was still a
sense of waiting and tension. The year
of probation had begun.
With Linda’s personal success in “Let¬
ter to Three Wives,” she’d become—most
unfortunately at this particular time—
hot copy for the gossip columnists. Gos¬
sip is lapped up, whether it’s true or not.
Well, the gossip-mongers seemed deter¬
mined to separate Linda and Pev—and
the State of California doesn’t permit
adoption when there are rumors of a
rift.
All the damaging items were clipped
and collected by the welfare worker in
charge of the case. She confronted Linda
with the clippings; she questioned and
cross-questioned her with the most inti¬
mate details of her personal life.
Then Pev was questioned and crossquestioned separately. Linda’s parents
were questioned and cross-questioned
about Linda from the time she was bom.

“Really, they put us through the mill!”
Linda told me, her lovely eyes clouding
over at the memory. “On one call, it
just happened that the blueprints for
our new house were spread out on the
library table.
“ ‘Does that look as if we’re going to
separate?’ I asked, pointing to the plans.
I think this finally convinced her!”
Lola and her growing sweetness, how¬
ever, took most of the sting out of these
experiences. Pev had become her abject
slave and now Linda could shop openly
for her, could be seen in public with her,
could talk about her on the set while
“Everybody Does It” was being made.
Pev teases her that Lola’s first word
was “Da-da” and not “Mommy.” Linda
admits it was. For Lola, as she becomes
less a baby and more a little girl, defi¬
nitely prefers the boys. True, she toler¬
ates women; she is gracious and polite
to them, but she really puts on the charm
when there’s a man around.
She’s strong and sturdy, with a beau¬
tiful body. Extremely feminine, she’s as
vain as a little peacock. Spreading out
the skirts of her party-dress, she stands
before the full-length mirror and an¬
nounces, “Prit-ty!” with deep satisfaction.
She loves Linda’s shoes. Sitting sprad¬
dle-legged in front of the shoe cabinet,
she arranges all she can reach around
her on the floor. “Mommy’s shoes,” she
croons. “Mommy’s prit-ty shoes!”
Linda doesn’t dare wear earrings,
bracelets or necklaces when she picks
the baby up. A scarf is quickly snatched
and draped over Lola’s hair as she runs
to the nearest mirror. Cocking her head
from side to side, she studies her reflec¬
tion with pleased brown eyes. “Prit-ty!”
she murmurs contentedly.
Though, there’s a soft wave in the
baby’s blond hair, Linda’s hairdresser
gave her a very mild home permanent
just for fun. Holding still as a mouse
throughout the process, Lola was pleased
as a belle going to her first cotillion at
the result.
Right now she’s tanned a beautiful
cafe an lait almost all over as Linda lets
her run around in overalls or in prac¬
tically nothing all day long. She has a
play yard with collapsible swimming
pool, sandbox, swing and every sort of
outdoor toy you can imagine.
When she began to walk, they put a
folding gate across the door of the nurs¬
ery, but Lola soon found out the com¬
bination of that! So now they watch her
carefully, making sure she doesn’t get
down the long hall from her room to the
head of the stairs as she’s still too little
to manage the steps.
“When I was carrying her down the
other day,” Linda laughed, “she kept
saying, her little arms tight around my
neck, ‘Care-ful, honey! Care-ful, honey!’
just as we say to her!”
On the regular nurse’s day off, Linda
often tells the relief nurse she won’t be
needed. Taking over herself, it’s then
really Linda and Lola. Sunday, too, with
Pev shooed off to play golf and no ser¬
vants in the house, it’s Linda-and-Lola
day, too.
Not long ago Linda was alerted by
Twentieth Century-Fox to go to England
to make “Night and the City.” Linda
took her shots, shopped madly and was
packed to leave on twenty-four-hours’
notice. Then the whole thing was can¬
celled.
“Of course I was disappointed after
getting all steamed up to go,” she said,

“but secretly I didn’t care too much. I
didn’t want to leave Lola and she’s too
young to have had the shots so that I
could have taken her. I do want to go
abroad again later when I can take her
with me.”
One consolation is the two fur coats
Linda got out of the trip she didn’t take.
One is a beautiful dark mink to her heels
and the other a silver-blue mink scarf—
which unfortunately was torn to ribbons
by a toy Schnauzer puppy Pev brought
home for the baby!
Linda, with the help of their archi¬
tect, has planned a super-nursery for
Lola in the new house they’re building
in Bel-Air. It will be thirty-three feet by
eighteen—really two big rooms in one,
with folding doors that can divide it in
half. Outside is a wonderful sun-deck
twelve feet wide, running the length of
the room.
Drawers, cupboards, shelves, cabinets
will be built in everywhere and there
will be a hot plate and tiny refrigerator
not far from the dumbwaiter that comes
up from the kitchen.
There’s a reason for two rooms in one.
You’ve probably guessed it: Linda wants
to adopt another child. This one will be
a boy, possibly from somewhere outside
the State. Later, there may be another
adoption—and probably another.
“Rather than get a little baby next
time, I think we’ll ask for a boy who
will be the same age as Lola,” Linda said.
“The schedule of a very tiny baby is so
different from that of a three- or fouryear-old. Besides, Lola would have to
wait so long for the baby to grow up to
be her playmate.”
Linda has no set plans for Lola’s fu¬
ture. She only wants to help her to be
what the child wants to be. Linda knows
how swiftly the years pass and won’t be
too astonished to find herself the mother
of the bride!
She allows no baby-talk in front of
Lola, who already speaks the words she
knows clearly and distinctly. Her mind
is trigger-fast, a constant delight to the
parents who picked her from nowhere.
“I don’t know how we lived through
the day in court when the adoption be¬
came legal!” Linda recalled. “We were
so afraid—with all the gossip and that
terribly strict investigation—that the
judge wouldn’t let us have her.
“We were down there for hours sweat¬
ing blood while Lola was having the time
of her life! She pulled down law-books;
she made friends with everybody; she
climbed up on the judge’s lap and waved,
‘Hello, Mommy!’ ”
At last it was over and Lola was theirs,
and no one could take her away from
them. No more prying investigations, un¬
expected calls or suspicious questions.
The birth certificate came with Lola’s
name and the names of her parents,
Linda and Peverell Marley. Now they
could live like a real family.
“Of course I’ll tell her she’s adopted
when she’s old enough to know what
I’m talking about,” Linda said seriously.
She laughed as she added, “Though she’s
so smart I know she’d understand if I
told her tomorrow! It’ll make it easier
for her later if she knows that we chose
her out of all the babies in the whole
wide world because we wanted her
most!”
Linda paused and looked at me with
a wondering smile.
“What did we do before Lola? How did
we put in our time? How did we exist?
Sometimes I try to remember—and I
can’t.
“Why—” her happy laugh rang out,
“I’ve completely forgotten what life was
like without Lola!”
The

End
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If you hadn’t seen Donald’s picture,
or had missed reading the title of this
page, would you have known that these
last few letters add up to “O’Connor”?
The exuberant young star dashes off his
signature so quickly that it is almost
illegible. He thinks so fast, plunges into
an act, a song, or signing his name with
such rapidity, that others find it difficult
to keep pace. Even his pen finds it diffi¬
cult to keep pace; thus the cryptic style of
signature.
Have you a fairly large, rightward
slanting style? If so, you too are an ex¬
trovert. You thrive when with a crowd
and pine when alone. Does your hand¬
writing show an open “a” and a large,
round “d”? Then you’re enthusiastic,
generous, willing to give of yourself and
your time.
Or has your scribbling a shaded effect?
(Turn your writing upside down to
really find out! Shaded portions show up
more readily.) If so, you’re on the im¬
patient side and dislike others who slow
you down, or try to control you.
There is a contradictory note in young
Donald’s signature. It is that “D,” tightly
closed, and a little unorthodox. Although
Donald may be the recipient of con¬

fidences, although he hails his fellowman,
he often tightens his mouth, clamps down
on personal thoughts, and keeps his in¬
nermost thoughts to himself.
Does your handwriting tend to creep
up the paper?
You’re optimistic, my
friend, usually looking on the cheerful
side of life. You’ll never say die, and
never call a thing quits.
The

End
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with your name and address.
When package arrives pay post¬
man $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra in 10 days tor your money
back if not 100% delighted. Send Cash we pay Postage.

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
NAME.
MARK COLOR SELECTION:
ADDRESS..
Block □

Nude Q

White Q

CITY.

CIRCLE SIZE: 28, 30. 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44

M

STATE.
MAID'N BLOOM BRASSIERE CO., Dept. IS
803 N. Milwaukee Ave.. Chicago 22. III.
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HOTTEST LOVE AFFAIR IN TOWN
IContinued from page 491

ITS SOOTHING VAPORS

Relieve BRONCHIAL Irritation
Vapo-Cresolene is a penetrating and
continuous inhalant as vaporized at
night. Its vapors soothe the irritated
passages, relieve coughing paroxysms
and promote restful comfort. For 70
years Vapo-Cresolene has demon¬
strated its usefulness
for the relief of the
distressing symptoms
of bronchial asthma,
cough in bronchitis,
cough due to colds
and stuffy nasal colds.
Good at night for
adults or children.
Send for descriptive booklet 25 to:

-VAPO-CRESOLENE CO., 62 Cortland! St., New York 7, N. Y.'

WANTElP
Set To Musk

★
★
★
★
★

Submit one or more of your best poems
for free examination. Any subject. Send
poem for details and information.
Phonograph Records Made

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
Beacon Bldg. Boston 8, Mass.

735

|

VOTHACfte?
"Since 1888n

Quick relief with Dent’s. Use Dent's Tooth Gum
or Dent's Tooth Drops for cavity toothaches.
Use Dent’s Dental Poultice for pain or sore¬
ness in gums or teeth. At all drug stores.

DENT’S

TOOTH GUM
TOOTH DROPS
DENTAL POULTICE

Re//ei/e IfflJ
miseryofU I muu
Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
itching conditions. Use cooling, medi¬
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

FPTT1W
And Big Money in Spare Time, Too
We waot you to wear this fine made-to-measure suit!
Make it yours by sending a few orders, and earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in 6i>are time. Yonr suit will help yoo
get more orders with over 100 rich, quality fabrics. 1
lored-to-measure to newest styles. Also Ladies’ Tailored
Suits—complete line. Write today for FREE SAMPLES. No
experience, no monev needed. For quick action tell us
about yourself. J. C. FIELD A SON, Inc.

Harrison and Throop Sts., Dept.z 1611, Chicago 7,10.

ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED
. Now you can prepare for practical experience
’ as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
| Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
p school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

r

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2525 Sheffield Ave„ Desk AB-49, Chicago 14, III,
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Greg, as you probably know, has a
marvelous taste in beauties. He was Lana
Turner’s first beau, was rumored en¬
gaged to Dorothy Lamour, went steady
with Joan Crawford, married Marion
Janss, a Pasadena society girl, then mar¬
ried Buff Cobb, the actress—and now
he’s squiring Ginger Rogers.
Ginger let no grass grow under her
beautiful feet from the very first day
she announced that she and her third
husband, Jack Briggs, were finished.
As soon as she admitted that her third
marriage was washed up, she and Bautzer immediately became an item in the
press.
I must admit that I was surprised when
Ginger intimated to friends that she
and Jackie couldn’t make a go of their
marriage.
I knew that Ginger was almost ten
years older than Jackie; I knew that she
was successful in her acting career and
that he was not; I knew his vanity was
hurt because of this, but I was under
the impression that these two were very
much in love and would iron out their
differences.
It was Ginger, as a matter of fact, who
had said, “If Hollywood will let us alone,
I’m sure we’ll be able to work things
out. There are few married couples any¬
where, in my opinion, who haven’t prob¬
lems from time to time, and succeeding
years of married life don’t lessen them.
“They are part of living, but the public
can’t judge and give the answer. The
couple have to work that out themselves.
If they happen to be part of Hollywood
as Jack and I are, they have less chance
to survey their marital life serenely and
arrive at decisions on personal issues.
And this can only be accomplished if
they are left alone.”
And yet, a week after Ginger made
this statement, she was dancing with
Greg Bautzer, and a complaint was on
file in Superior Court to the effect that
for some time past, her husband had
caused her “grievous mental suffering.”
She accused Jack of falling asleep at
social functions, of coming home late,
and of other similar marital offenses.
I don’t put much stock in official rea¬
sons filed for divorce purposes, and I
must say that divorce or no divorce,
Jack Briggs is still regarded in Holly¬
wood as a very nice guy. His was one
of those war marriages that didn’t work
out.
When Jack first met Ginger he was a
Private in the U. S. Marine Corps. Gin¬
ger ran into him while she was out on
a war bond tour. Jack was stationed at
San, Diego—a tall, handsome athlete
who’d been under contract to RKO be¬
fore the war, and Ginger fell for him in
a really big and ecstatic way.
“He’s everything I’ve ever dreamed
about—companionable, intelligent, a
grand sense of humor and a six-feet-two
brown - haired, brown-eyed American.”
Those were her exact words when we
asked her to describe him six years ago.
It’s too bad that the marriage didn’t
last, because I’m sure Ginger tried to
make a success of it. I know that Jack
did. When he couldn’t land or make
the proper sort of Hollywood connection
he wanted, he went up to Medford, Ore¬
gon, and worked on the ranch Ginger
has up there, and he did a magnificent
job.
When an actress is ten years older
than her husband, however, and more

successful than the man of the house,
I guess certain irritations develop which
are difficult to conquer.
Unfortunately, for Ginger, this had
happened to her before; the unsuccessful
marriage, I mean.
When she was in her early teens, for
example, she married a vaudevillian in
New Orleans, named Jack Culpepper. A
few years later she testified in court
that Culpepper used to take her money
and squander it by gambling and that
he used to come home drunk, and in
fact, never supported her, but used her
own money for that very purpose.
Culpepper said the charges were ab¬
surd and denied everything. “I have only
the greatest love and admiration for my
wife,” he said. But the Judge believed
Ginger and gave her a divorce.
That was many years ago—before Gin¬
ger became the star she is today.
Few people know anything at all about
her marriage to Culpepper, but prac¬
tically all of us remember her betrothal
to Lew Ayres. That took place in 1934,
so did the marriage.
I was sure that one would stick, but
here again Ginger fooled us. She sep¬
arated from Lew less than two years
after their ceremony took place at the
Little Church of the Flowers. It was
almost an additional four years before
Ginger decided to file for divorce.
“Both Lew and I,” she said at that time,
“are in no hurry to get married again.”
And they weren’t, although Ginger was
more than once rumored as head over
heels in love with both Howard Hughes
and Cary Grant.
Well, all those marriages, and rumors,
and love affairs are so much water over
the dam.
Ginger, at thirty-eight, has a new man
in her life, a new, tall, virile charmer.
Greg Bautzer is well-known in Holly¬
wood circles, and heaven knows, he’s
been coupled with scads of actresses, but
somehow, Greg isn’t the publicity-seek¬
ing type, and as a result, most fans know
practically nothing about him.
Gregson Bautzer is a local boy who
went to school at the University of
Southern California where he studied
law. He, too, is thirty-eight or there¬
abouts; he has dark wavy hair threaded
handsomely with grey, piercing eyes, and
the most charming and personable man¬
ner about him.
He dresses superbly; he dances divine¬
ly; his tennis is simply top-flight, and
he lives in a large home on Sunset Boule¬
vard owned by Billy Wilkerson, pub¬
lisher of the Hollywood Reporter.
As a youngster freshly out of school,
Greg married Marion Janss, a Pasadena
debutante, but the marriage didn’t last
very long.
Lana Turner was then unofficially en¬
gaged to Greg. She told me once that
she wanted to marry him in a very
formal and elaborate ceremony, and
eleven years ago, all of us were expecting
this when Lana pulled a surprise of sur¬
prises and eloped to Las Vegas with
Artie Shaw.
Greg may have been heartbroken at
this point, but I doubt it, because he
turned quickly to Dorothy Lamour, and
when he and Dotty sailed on the same
boat, to Hawaii on a vacation, I was sure
they’d return as man and wife. But
here again, I was fooled.
Greg took up with Joan Crawford for
a short spell, and then during the war,

married Buff Cobb, granddaughter of
Irvin S. Cobb, the great humorist. But
that marriage went on the rocks pretty
quickly—just about the same time as
Joan’s marriage to Phil Terry did—so,
naturally, Joan and Greg met again; and
this time, love bloomed again.
Up until a few months ago, the Bautzer-Crawford romance was the number
one love-match in Hollywood, even
though it was a wild, tempestuous offagain, on-again sort of madness. But
Joan one night decided to call it quits.
“I don’t want to be one of an army,”
she said, the implication being that Greg
was dating other actresses in addition
to herself.
In any event, she reputedly gave Greg
his walking papers, and he, figuratively
speaking, walked right over to Ginger
Rogers, who conveniently enough was
in the market for some masculine com¬
panionship because she was in the proc¬
ess of dropping Jack Briggs.
Well, and this happens in Hollywood
all the time—what should happen a few
nights after Ginger dropped the option
on her third husband? She was in Ciro’s
dating Greg when who should walk in
and occupy an adjoining table. You
guessed it! Her ex-husband, Jack Briggs,
accompanied by Ann Miller.
Naturally, all of us who were there
wondered what would happen. Tactful
diplomat that he is, Greg got up and
shook hands with handsome young Jack,
passed a few pleasantries with Ann,
whom of course, he has also dated, and
what everyone considered a possible
crisis, faded into a casual greeting.

Now, exactly what will develop be¬
tween Greg and Ginger no one knows at
this time. Greg supposedly is handling
some of Ginger’s business affairs. He’s
told people that he’s arranging for her
to star in an independent picture to be
called “I Kiss Your Hand.”
The truth of the matter is that Ginger
is a very capable business woman in her
own right. Independent producers who
have entered negotiations with her, char¬
acterize the one-time Charleston dancer
as “sharp as a razor.” When it comes to
money, Ginger is certainly that.
By nature, she is a dominating, shrewd,
intelligent, forceful, aggressive woman.
She is ailso a most capable actress and
a very great dancer.
This combination of talents doesn’t
make for the best in marriage, accord¬
ing to the experts on the subject. Domi¬
nant women need even more dominant
husbands, whose dominance they, in turn,
resent. As a result, they frequently turn
to weak men, or pliable, easy-natured
fellows who refuse to argue and accede
to their every whim and demand. Even¬
tually, women of this type despise such
men for their weakness.
What then remains for a beautiful, at¬
tractive, talented actress like Ginger?
She has money; she has position; she has
career. Will she try a fourth husband?
Will she play the field? Will she give
up on marriage? Or will she concentrate
on handsome Greg Bautzer?
We can’t predict the future, but at
present, the accent’s on Greg.
Good luck, Ginger!
The

Reducing Specialist Says:

DON'T STAY

FAT
LOSE POUNDS
AND INCHES

SAFELY
"I lost 3 inches In the
hips and 20 lhs. In a
feu short weeks." says
Nancy Lawton, N.Y.C.
“Your Spot Reducer is
manelous "

SPOT REDUCER
DOCTORS PROVE BY ACTUAL TEST THAT THIS
EASY TO USE SPOT REDUCER HELPS YOU LOSE
POUNDS AND INCHES WHERE IT SHOWS MOST
Yes
doctors say that this method of reducing will
help you lose weight easily, pleasantly, safely. Nothing
internal to take. NO PILLS. LAXATIVES OR HARM¬
FUL DRUGS.
Just think of it. you can lose weight in
SPOTS, just in the places it shows most. All you do is
follow the instructions of this amazing, new. scientifically
designed SPOT REDUCER.

HOW SPOT REDUCER WORKS
The Spot Reducer uses the age old principle of massage.
It breaks down excess fatty tissue, tones the muscles and
flesh and the increased awakened blood circulation carries
away waste fat economically, simply, pleasantly.
In a
recent MEDICAL BOOK, edited by the chairman and two
other members of Council on Physical Therapy of AMER¬
ICAN MEDICAL ASSN., the following is stated: pp. 24,
ch 12. Vol. 3: "Beyond all question something can be
done by massage to reduce local deposits of FAT. There
can. however, be no question that massage applied to the
region of the HIPS, can and does reduce the amount of
fatty deposits in this region."
It is a reliable unbiased
source nf information.

End

Proof Positive
SpotReducerWorks

(Continued from page 561

could see her through the door, from a
distance, with a mask on.
“My mother raised four kids and we
never went through this routine,” he’d
wail. “I’m healthy, I’m her father!” Fi¬
nally one day, Red came home unex¬
pectedly and found the nursery door
unlocked. The old “watch-dog” had gone
to the kitchen. Red marched in, took his
baby and carried her away to his bed¬
room. He wanted to look at his Valen¬
tina. She was so little and her hair was
so red.
The nurse, when she discovered the
baby missing, notified Georgia; then they
called the police. The household was in
a complete uproar. Soon the police de¬
partment was in an uproar. They tried
to reach Red at the studio; they tried
everywhere.
At last, Georgia, exhausted and fran¬
tic, came into Red’s bedroom. The big
comedian was in bed asleep. Curled up
in his arms was his baby. She was
asleep, too.
No, there are no rules for Red. Maybe
people should get eight hours’ sleep. He
requires about four. After a social eve¬
ning with friends, he works, writes,
makes jottings in his voluminous note¬
books. He can’t spare the time for sleep;
there’s too much to do in life.
Georgia feels that Red’s thinking has
changed a great deal in recent years. “It
was always trenchant, witty and sharp;
now it has depth as if he’d found a book
that contained the answers to most of
life’s questions.”
The book he found, of course, is his
own heart. It’s the gaiety and warmth
and understanding of that heart which
insures happiness in the home of Red
Skelton.
The

REDUCE

Most Any Part of the Body With

HOLLYWOOD'S "REDS"

to be neighborly or to take part in run¬
ning their country. In their haste, people
start out not knowing where they’re go¬
ing. When they get there, they don’t
know where they are. When they get
back, they don’t know where they’ve
been.”
With this point of view, it is obvious
that the Skeltons are building their lives
thoughtfully. “Oh, not at first,” Georgia
admits. “At first we gadded about and
accepted every invitation that came our
way; and finally wound up late at
night, exhausted, wondering why we had
done it.
“Now we live at home. It’s the place
for us and we only go out when the ex¬
pedition promises to be rewarding. We
are very careful choosing our friends—
careful that they are the people with
whom we can really share and grow.”
The Skeltons are building a world for
themselves on this hillside in Bel Air.
Not a completely peaceful world, for this
is a family of Redheads.
There is perhaps no more volatile and
exuberant man in the world than Red
Skelton. He acts; he paints; writes mu¬
sic; plays the organ; composes poetry
and short stories and skits, in addition
to keeping a fat notebook bulging with
his observations on life, which we
might add, are discerning, piquant and
brilliant.
Georgia
says
the
children
have
changed Red more than he realizes. He
gets out of doors now; he has become
more patient, kind and gentle.
Red is not the kind of man for whom
you can put down rules. When Valen¬
tina was bom, Red and Georgia had a
very proper nurse who kept the baby in
isolated sanitation. Red was crazy to see
her but the answer was always no. He

without
Risking Health

End

Miss Nan. y Mate.
Bronx. N Y., says:
"I went from size
16 dress to a size
12 with the use of
the spot Reducer. 1
am glad I used It

In recent tests made by outstand¬
ing licensed MEDICAL DOCTORS
on more than 100 people, with the
use of SPOT REDUCER every one
lost pounds and inches in a few
short weeks, in hips, abdomen,
legs, arms, buttocks, etc. And the
users say: "It was fun and they
enjoyed it."
The Spot Reducer
worked as well on men as it did on
women.
The SPOT REDUCER
way controls weight, once down to
normal it helps retain your new
"SLIM FIGURE" as long as you
like.
Look and feel better, see
bulges disappear within the first
weeks. The beauty of this scientifi¬
cally designed SPOT REDUCER
is that the method is so simple
and easy, the results quick, sure
and harmless. Thousands have lost
weight this way in hips, abdomen,
legs, arms, buttocks, etc. The same
method used by many stage, screen
and radio personalities and lead¬
ing reducing salons.
The SPOT
REDUCER can be used in the
privacy of your own room in your
spare time.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!
If the “Spot Reducer” doesn't do the wonders
for .von as it has for others, if you don’t lose
weight and inches where you want to lose it
most, if you're not 100% delighted with the re¬
sults, your money will be returned at once.

A jar of Special Formula Body
Massage Cream will be in¬
cluded FREE wifh your order
for the "Spot Reducer."

MAIL COUPON NOW!
THE "SPOT REDUCER" CO.. DEPT. 213
1025 BROAD ST., NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
Send me at once, for $2 cash, check or money
order, the "Spot Reducer" and your famous Spe¬
cial Formula Body Massage Cream, postpaid. If
I am not 100% satisfied my money will be re¬
funded.
Name.,..
Address.
City. State..

□

I enclose S5.00.
Send the Giant Size
Massage Cream with my Spot Reducer.

Body
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THIS INDELIBLE EYELASH DARKENER
— EASILY APPLIED—QUICKLY DRIED
ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4 TO 5 WEEKS
^nds all the bother of daily eye
make-up. Assuresyou lastingly lovely,
alluring dark brows and lashes in one
easy application! Swimproof—tearproof-nmeproof! Never runs, smarts
or smudges. Caution: Use only as di¬
rected on label. Try amazing “DarkEyes” today!
$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and
department stores.
r""DARK-"eyes,” De7~AL9“
| 3319 Carroll Ava., Chicago 24, III.
I I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
I package of “Dark-Eyes” with directions.
Check Shades: □ Black □ Brown
|
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BE A DETECTIVE

The jewels you see Joan Crawford wearing in her films are the real
thing. This fabulous topaz ensemble is part of her famous collection.

By
JOAN CRAWFORD

Make Secret Investigations

Earn Big Money. W ork home or travel. Fas¬
cinating work. Experience Unnecessary.
DETECTIVE Particulars FREE. Write to
GEO. H. W. WAGNER, 125 W. 86th St..N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHY

I Train with famous experts at a world-famous school for »n ex
I citing career in PHOTOGRAPHY! Portrait—Advertisinr—
1 Fashion—Preaa—Color—Retouching, etc. Newest techniques
finest equipment, and a real college atmosphere. PERSONAL
ATTENDANCE TRAINING or INDIVIDUAL¬
IZED HOME STUDY SUPERVISION. Write im
mediately!

Dept "94" 10 West 33 Street New York I, h. Y.

NOSES

RESHAPED

Let glamorous Joan Crawford help you solve your problem.
Write her c/o Movieland, 916 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los
Angeles 46, Calif. Your letter will receive her personal reply

JUST TIRED
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’ve been going steadily with a boy for six years, in fact, ever since I was four¬
teen. This boy is now twenty-three. He has a pretty good job and wants me to
marry him.
The truth is that I’m tired of him. I know all his ways, all his habits, and
while I don’t mind having him as a steady, I know it would be a great tragedy
to marry and live with him.
Unfortunately, I haven’t got the courage to tell him that. I also don’t want
to give him up because it’s so pleasant and comfortable to have an escort to
dances and parties. But he’s forcing the issue. I have no one I like better, and
I wonder if I’m just being silly and ought to marry him anyway.
Doris D.
Boston, Mass.

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, oreasts, scars, tat¬
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet H Free.
DR. CRUM
542 5th Ave., Suite 63. N. Y. C.

LE. 2-1596

IF NOT-Why Not?
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Send your birthdate. Get your person¬
alized forecast of Love, Marriage, Suocess. Money, Friends, Family. Use your
number analysis as a guide to happi¬
ness. Usually $5.00, now for Limited
time 25c. Rush birthdate, 25c in coin
and 3c stamp. Money back guarantee.
CpCpfor promptness—a dictionary of
■■*^•^■300 usual dreams. Send today.
APPLIED NUMBERS. Dept. 1212
P. O. Box 5
Cincinnati 11, Ohio

Before you ruin both your lives, I
think you ought to tell this young man
exactly how you feel about him. Tell
him that you like him as a playmate but
not as a potential husband. Of course,
what you’ve done is a most dishonest
thing. You’ve led this young man on,
merely because you wanted to enjoy the
advantages of masculine companionship.
If you marry him now, you will merely
be continuing to live a dishonest life
which is certain to end in unhappiness.
By no means, marry this man, and by all
means, make your feelings to him abso¬
lutely clear, even if it costs you his
friendship.
It’s unfortunate that you’ve let this
| situation go on this long.

JEALOUSY
Dear Miss Crawford:
I don't know whether men write to
you with problems, but if they don’t,
then let me be the first.
I am twenty years old and engaged
to a girl 1 love very much, but my jeal¬
ousy is turning me against her. She is
very attractive and very true, but my
imagination gets
the
better of me.
W hen I’m not with her, I imagine that
she’s carrying on with other men, and
I almost go out of my mind.
I’ve actually stooped so low as to
follow her, and I’m afraid that in one
of my jealous rages, I may even do her
some harm.

I have never been jealous of any¬
thing before and this has me stumped.
I can’t speak to anyone about it, so I
turn to you. Please help me as I do not
want to lose this girl who is now finding
my jealousy very irritating.
J. W. C.
Winnipeg, Can.

I think you had best speak to your
family doctor about your problem. There
is usually some deep underlying reason
behind jealousy, an inferiority complex
or a mental disorder of sorts, and I’m
not qualified to advise you along those
lines.
This may be your first serious attach¬
ment, and you may be a very ardent
person, but if there is one chance in a
million that you may harm this girl
you like so much, then please stop see¬
ing her until you talk to your family
physician.
CAREER TROUBLE
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’m an excellent swimmer. At eight¬
een I have won several prizes, and I
want very much to become a star like
Esther Williams.
I am therefore going to dramatic
school learning stage presence and elo¬
cution. My father says this is a waste of
time, that Hollywood doesn’t care a
hang about girl-swimmers and that Es¬
ther Williams will be washed up as soon
as they stop dreaming up swimming
stories for her to do.
This defeatist attitude of his has
made me very unhappy, and I wonder
how I can show him that there is a place
in life for talented young swimmers.
Dorothy B.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

You’re right about there being a place
in life for talented young swimmers.
But I agree with your father. That place
is not in Hollywood. Esther’s career is
the exception, not the rule.
TWO FOR ONE
Dear Miss Crawford:
I’ve got the darndest problem. Two
brothers are in love with me. Worse yet,
they’re twins.
Half the time I don’t
know whom I’m out with, Harold or
Jeff.
They’re identical twins, and they’ve
both proposed, and the only way I can
tell one from the other is when they
kiss me. Harold kisses so much better
than Jeff.
Both boys want me as a steady. I’m
fond of them, of course, and in time, I
probably could learn to tell them apart,
but right now I can’t.
Can’t you see what a terrible mixup
it would be, to get married to one, and
then not to be able to tell him apart
from your brother-in-law?
In the meanwhile, all three of us usu¬
ally go out together, and that only
makes things worse. I find myself fall¬
ing in love with two men, when all the
time I think I’m only in love with one.
What do you think I should do?
Mary B.
Newark, N. J.

I think you ought to see these brothers,
separately until you reach a point where'
you can tell them apart.
Otherwise,
you’re in for a peck of trouble. It might
also be a good idea to double-date with
them. Make sure that the one you’re not
interested in has a date of his own. In
that way, he may fall for another girl and
take the heat off you.
The End

LOVE AT LAST
(Continued from page 591

Out of June’s trouble and bewilder¬
ment following the unfortunate episode
of her brief, mistaken marriage to, and
divorce from, Jimmy Zito has emerged
a “Silver Lining”—a blessed dependence
on the stability of the young dentist
whom she hopes to marry. They both feel
their love is the stronger and deeper
be"ause of all she’s been through.
June was just eighteen when she first
met Duzik, then twenty-seven. Dick
Haymes had recommended him as a den¬
tist. June, although attracted to him
immediately, was doubtful at first about
his “advanced age.” These doubts, how¬
ever, didn’t keep her from inventing
numerous reasons for dental appoint¬
ments or from discovering they attended
the same Church or from ascertaining
exactly which Mass he went to on Sun¬
day morning.
It was a supposedly chance meeting
after Mass that led to his invitation to
breakfast at the Beverly Hills Brown
Derby and discovery of the many inter¬
ests they had in common.
At that time June was making up for
the lost gay times she’d never had before.
Back in Rock Island, Illinois, Junior
High, June was singing with the school
orchestra while her friends were dancing.
When she went touring with Ted Fio
Rito’s band, she was behind the micro¬
phone watching the customers have fun.
Now it was her turn, she felt, to have
some of that fun herself.
Then, on March 9, 1947, came the sud¬
den elopement to Las Vegas with Zito,
whom June had known since she was

fifteen and they were both with Fio
Rito’s band. Though she and Zito were
remarried a few weeks later in a formal
church wedding, divorce was inevitable
and June obtained an interlocutory de¬
cree in March, 1948.
The one person to whom she turned
was Doctor John L. Duzik, whose advice
and strength carried her through her
heartbreak. Since then, neither has gone
out with anyone else and June, in her
new maturity, has learned the value of
the man who has remained so steadfast.
“John and I have found we like all
the same things; we’re completely con¬
genial,” June told me earnestly. “We
don’t put on any kind of act with each
other. If we’re tired after a hard day,
neither one tries to force conversation,
to be gay when we don’t feel like being
gay. It’i easy to be silent together.
“We both love sports, golf particularly
which I took up because John loves it.
Now I love it, too, for its own sake. I
play every day I can at the California
Country Club, where we’re both mem¬
bers. Am I good?” June laughed. “Not
very! But I find I play much better when
John’s there than I do alone!”
Modest though she is about her game,
June and the Doctor were winners not
long ago in a tournament in Riverside.
Indeed, golf and the Country Club, where
she’s on the entertainment committee,
are becoming increasingly important in
June’s new social life.
“John is such a good mixer,” she con¬
tinued. “He has friends in all professions
and at the Club, for instance, he talks
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just as easily to lawyers and business¬
men as he does to doctors or to other
dentists.”
They are sure the wedding will be
small and quiet, but they haven’t decided
where they will go for the honeymoon.
They’re thinking of Honolulu, where
John has friends, or of Mexico, where he
has more friends.
“But we’ll probably end up in Jackson Hole, in the Grand Teton Mountains
in Wyoming,” June smiled. “We love it
there and John has a ranch about 150
miles from Rock Springs, where he was
born and where his folks still live. I’ve
visited them there and fallen in love with
the country!”
Someday, in the long-range plan for
the future the Duziks want to live on a
ranch and bring up their children in
country atmosphere.
“That’s another feeling John and I
share: we both love children!” June went
on. “I’d like to have three, two boys and
a girl. And if the boys come first I’d like
to move away from the city as soon as
possible so that they could be with their
father constantly in a wholesome life. I
think a boy deserves that advantage—
and, luckily, a dentist can hang out his
shingle anywhere! Besides that, statis¬
tics show that the small-town dentist
not only lives longer but is much happier
than the city dentist. As for my work,
Wyoming’s only an overnight plane-trip
from Hollywood!”
• For the present, June’s living in an
apartment building the Doctor owns and
has been having the time of her life
redecorating not only her own unit, but
all the others. She’s sure that, if she
hadn’t been an actress, she’d have been
an interior decorator!
“After we’re married, we’re going to
put up a four-story, twelve-unit apart¬
ment building with a penthouse for two
on the top,” she said. “We’re looking
now for the right location. I own two lots
in Westwood and John has some property
near Wilshire Boulevard. Or we might
buy somewhere else. That’s what we’re
trying to decide now. We do know one
thing, however, the rental requirements
will be that the tenants must have chil¬
dren and pets! We’re going to be land¬
lords who are different!”
When June and John build that pent¬
house for two, they’ll have to plan extra
space for their joint collection of books.
June’s library fills her apartment now
and John’s place overflows with his. Each
has a large collection of religious vol¬
umes. They often read aloud to one an¬
other from “The Life of St. Thomas
Aquinas,” “Imitation of Christ” and
“Lives of the Saints.”
Where John taught June to love sports
—he was a University of Southern Cali¬
fornia football and basketball star—she
has taught him to love music. She has
hundreds of fine records, mainly classical,
that they play over and over. In addi¬
tion, they attend every ballet, opera,
concert and play that comes to Los An¬
geles.
“John gave me a camera and projector
a few months ago and we’ve already
taken dozens of reels of pictures in color,”
June said. “Often, we get two or three
feature films—lots of them made by
Twentieth!—from a rental place we
know. Then we invite a few friends in on
Sunday afternoon, and keep running pic¬
tures, one after the other, far into the
night!”
They don’t play bridge because they
argue (as who doesn’t?) about it, but
they do play gin, poker and the new
game of Canasta, imported from the
Argentine. It has some of the fine features
of bridge without the arguments.

June’s learned to cook because John’s
so tired of eating out. Nevertheless
they’ve discovered many quiet, little ob¬
scure places to dine where they can go
without finding themselves in next day’s
gossip columns.
“Indeed, we’re called Cupid’s Guides
by people in love who don’t want to be
too conspicuous about it!” she laughed.
“So we tell them about Kelbo’s, a tiny
place on Pico Boulevard that serves the
most powerful Hawaiian food. We warn
them to go for dinner before six or after
eight because there’s always a line of
people waiting outside to get in! Then
there’s El Encanto in Westwood Village
that has good, plain American cooking,
or Tang’s Chinese cafe on Main Street
opposite the Union Station. There, in the
plainest surroundings and on marbletopped tables you get more little dishes
of divine Chinese food than you think
you can possibly eat!”
June’s own cooking is her pride. Good,
plain things like cabbage-roll, pot roast,
meat-loaf and apple pie are the favor¬
ites.
“My first experience with a pie was
disastrous!” Her eyes twinkled. “One
Sunday morning John phoned to ask if I
wanted to go over to the Club for golf,
but I had a cold and didn’t feel like leav¬
ing the house.
“ ‘Come to dinner, though,’ I said airily.
‘We’ll have baked ham and an apple pie!’
I'd never made a pie in my life but I was
confident there was nothing to it.
“Out came my lovely cookbook, with
all the pretty pictures in color, and in I
plunged. I must have left out something,
because the first effort was a gray, sticky
wad of dough I couldn’t do anything with.
Down the garbage disposal it went and I
started all over.”
Three more tries went the same way
but the fourth was perfect. Did our little
June mention the preceding disasters?
Not our girl! She’s too smart for that.
“John’s so thrilled with whatever I fix!”
cried his fiancee with enthusiasm. “He
praises everything to the skies. I know
1 wouldn’t feel like attempting to cook
without his appreciation. It would just be
drudgery.”
She sincerely enjoys being domestic,
even after a hard, gruelling day in front
of the camera. Although cooking’s work,
too, June declares once she starts, she
gets interested in whatever she’s prepar¬
ing and actually feels rested and re¬
freshed.
However, she draws the line at wash¬
ing dishes afterward. That’s a chore she
wants no part of, so leaves it to the
cleaning woman who’s been coming in by
the day for the past six years.
All signs and portents indicate happi¬
ness for this staunch little girl who’s
managed her career so astutely that she’s
risen in a few short years from a $75 a
week stock-girl to one of Twentieth
Century-Fox’s
foremost
stars.
After
“Rosie O'Grady” at Warners, she’s al¬
ready scheduled for “The All-American
Girl” for her own studio.
She is providing for her financial fu¬
ture by shrewd real estate deals and the
purchase of an annuity. And when she is
free to do so, she is providing for her
matrimonial future by marriage to the
man she loves.
The

End
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TEARS FOR LINDA'S LOSS

YOUR CHILD'S FAVORITE PHOTO
FOR ITS FACE

(Continued from page 141
It was frightfully hot there . . . and it
was the bursting of that delicate bag
which holds water that brought on the
miscarriage.
“I don’t say that European doctors
aren’t good,” Linda hastened to add.
“The French doctor that I have now is
a wonder and he makes yearly trips to
America to brush up, but the doctors
that I had before I came to Paris never
realized how serious my case was.
“I was just going into the first day of
my fifth month when I had the attack,”
Linda continued. “I had been feeling
fine ... in fact we had been out dancing
the night before with the Walter Wangers. (Joan Bennett and Walter Wanger
are also residents of the Lancaster while
Wanger prepares the Garbo movie for
production.)
“I was rushed to the American Hos¬
pital where I received marvelous care.
But I don’t like hospitals; they are so
sad; those plain white beds, and undec¬
orated walls.”
Linda glanced around her own mag¬
nificent suite of rooms as if to confirm
the contrast—the same rooms that Rita
Hayworth had last year after her siege
at the American Hospital.
“Ty was wonderful ... he was there
every minute, never left my side. It was
only the urgency of his having to finish
this picture that took him from me these
few days. The loss was such a blow to
him. He had been looking forward so to
being a father.” Linda glanced affec¬
tionately at a huge portrait of the actor
on her night table.
“Even though I discovered a Dutch
nurse on my floor and we had great fun
conversing in Dutch, I was very sad at
the hospital, and I made them take me
back here. I wanted to be surrounded
by my own belongings, and my pictures
and my books. So they took me home in
an ambulance.”
Home . . . the Ty Powers haven’t
known the meaning of the word since
June, 1948, when the two of them,
then engaged, left America for Europe.
“Home” to them has been hotel rooms
from North Africa to Italy, from London
to Paris, from the hidden hideaways of
the Riviera to Austria and Germany.
The nearest thing to home that they saw
was Holland, just a month before their
tragedy.
“Ty wanted to see my family and
childhood friends, the schools I attended,
the scenes of my youth, so after the
outdoor shots of the movie were fin¬
ished in Morocco, we went to Holland. I
haven’t much family there now,” ex¬
plained Linda, “except my father, an
aunt and a cousin, but it was so grand
reviving the memories of the past.
“From Holland we took Ty’s private
plane and went in complete secrecy to
St. Tropez, in the South of France, off
the beaten path of Riviera tourism. We
stayed in a tiny hotel, completely incog¬
nito, and the only Hollywood person
who knew we were there was Errol
Flynn, who had docked his yacht near
our hotel for a few days.”
I expressed surprise, since I had been
on the Riviera for six months, and I can
vouch that no one knew that the Ty
Powers were within driving distance of
the Carlton Hotel terrace, where Holly¬
wood makes its Riviera headquarters,
until Ty showed up at the opening of
the film festival.
Linda laughed when I told her that,
and agreed that they had successfully
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carried out their plans to remain un¬
known.
That sounds like Ty Power. . . . None
of the luxury palaces for him! He pre¬
fers St. Tropez . . . Montparnasse and the
Latin Quarter transplanted to the South,
which is the summer headquarters of the
artistic and literary worlds of Paris.
“Another factor that I believe contrib¬
uted to my general run-down condition,
of which I was completely unaware, was
all the traveling that we did, by plane,
boat, train and car,” Linda continued
sadly.
“But soon it will be over, and we will
really be home,” and Linda smiled in an¬
ticipation. “We plan to sail on the Nieuw
Amsterdam on October 12, spend two
weeks in New York seeing the shows,
and then back to Hollywood. And how
good it will be. While we were away
Ty has had his little home remodeled,
added more closet space, and a few more
rooms, and it will be all ready for us
when we arrive.
“Will we get itchy feet??? I guess we
will, after a while. There are plans afoot
for Ty to move in the other direction for
pictures, perhaps the Islands, or Tahiti,
or the Far East, but on one fact we are
agreed. We are going to spend Christ¬
mas with my mother in Mexico City. She
has a new baby, not quite a year old,
and her husband has just been decorated
by the Mexican Government for his con¬
tributions to cancer research. My broth¬
er’s wife is expecting a child, too, and it
will be such a happy reunion.”
I was thinking and I knew by the look
on her face that Linda was thinking, too,
that if their child had lived she would
have been born around Christmas time.
“What about all those beautiful ma¬
ternity clothes that you had made at
Hartnell’s in London?” I asked softly,
knowing that I was treading on delicate
ground again.
“I have put them away in my trunk.”
Linda’s answer was just as softly spoken.
“Together with all the beautiful baby
clothes I had collected, but they won’t
be there long, I hope. This French doc¬
tor assures me that in three or four
months, we can start thinking of having
another baby. That big family of which
I spoke to you months ago in Germany
will be ours yet.”
At a warning look from the nurse, who
feared that her patient was tiring, I said
my goodbyes to Linda Power. As I passed
through the hall on my way out, I saw
against a wall an open trunk, its racks
revealing the loosely cut, ample forms of
obvious maternity clothes.
The few that I could see were of ex¬
pensive material and beautifully fash¬
ioned, but maternity clothes they were.
I knew that as the doors of that trunk
closed, a little of the heart and spirit of
Linda and Ty Power would be locked
there until another day, not too far in
the future.
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SECRET LIFE OF VAN JOHNSON
(Continued from page 421

he added, a little shyly, “You know, I’m
better at just walking through the wards
than performing.”
As I learned later, that was a master¬
piece of understatement.
Let’s go back a year to the first time
Van went out to Sawtelle. He was
greeted by three people who were trying
to help the hospitalized vets. Edna and
Jules Sanders and Leo Diamond were
trying to personalize entertainment and
recreation, and they were digging deeply
into their own pockets and hearts to do
the job well.
They had discovered there is little for
the patients to talk about or think about
in a hospital. If celebrities brightened
a day, this was food for conversation
and thought for days and weeks after¬
wards.
On Van’s first visit, Van said to these
three, “I’m scared stiff! What will I do?
What am I supposed to say?”
“You don’t have to do anything,” Edna
Sanders said.
“You’re not on parade.
Just visit with the boys.”
Then Van made the most revealing
statement of his life. “I’m so glad,” he
said, “because I wouldn’t want to come
here as a star. I want to come here as
a friend.”
Have you ever been in a veterans’
hospital? There are miles of corridors
and beds. There are men without legs,
and basket cases, and the blind. There
are the boys who were wounded, dis¬
charged as healed, and have now come
back with the development of cancer
in those supposedly cured wounds. Many
wards are a shocking sight.
Some stars walk through fast. Van
didn’t.
He stopped and visited with
every single patient in twenty-two wards.
He shook hands with everyone. He put
the warmth and humanness and greatness
of that smile into action. “I’m glad to
know you,” he said to each of those six
hundred patients. And he meant it.
There is a treat cart financed by Edna,
Jules and Leo, which they take through
the wards every Sunday.
On it are
chewing gum and cigarettes and candy
bars and ice cream, small things—but
the boys in the hospitals don’t have
money for small things.
On Van’s next visit to Sawtelle, he
went right along with the treat cart, serv¬
ing ice cream and passing out cookies.
He remembered all those names; he re¬
membered things each of the boys had
said the time before. He didn’t sym¬
pathize. He laughed and kidded. One
boy said, “I’ve got troubles.”
“You’ve got troubles,” said Van. “You
should be me. Evie baked her first cake
for me, and I had to eat it!” The kid
laughed.
It could be that Evie’s a great cook
and the cake was superb. But Van got
the boy laughing, and that took a real
performance.
You see, the kid didn’t
have any arms.
Now, maybe you don’t know how things
are in Hollywood a lot of the time. In
case you don’t, I’ll tell you. There are
a lot of stars who make one fast ap¬
pearance at a veterans’ hospital and then
are never seen nor heard from again
at that hospital. They walk through the
wards one bright day, and, so far as
they are concerned, that’s that.
They
visited a hospital, didn’t they?
Then, there is another group who only
“appear” at a veterans’ hospital if they
also appear in print. It’s good publicity,

you know, visiting the sick and wounded.
Like the Ole Massa down south visiting
his sick slaves. It’s good for his civic
reputation.
But Van is cut from different cloth.
He was so deeply moved by the gal¬
lantry and patience and courage of the
boys in the hospital that he said to
Metro’s publicity department, “I don’t
want one line of this in any newspaper
or magazine in the country, for I
wouldn’t ever want those boys to think
I was using them.”
So, unknown even to his closest friends,
week in and week out, Van visited the
wards. The second time he went to Saw¬
telle, the boys in the wards started ap¬
plauding. It was a spontaneous thing,
right from their hearts, and Van stood
there pretty close to tea*-? before he
laughed it off.
I can’t explain what he did, but he
brought something precious into those
gloomy wards—for gloomy and stern¬
looking they are. He brought laughter
and friendship.
He also brought the
feeling . . . you are not forgotten. And
no one ever meant it more sincerely.
Gradually, his memory for names be¬
came a legend. The boys couldn’t be¬
lieve he actually remembered them. But
he did. This is a rare gift with him.
Recently, he went to his class reunion
back in Newport. It has been fifteen years
since he was graduated, and the class
had decided he was its most successful
member. As part of the celebration, he
went to a dance in Newport. Although
he hadn’t seen his classmates in fifteen
years, he remembered every single one
of them by name.
Some of them had changed with the
years, too, but that didn’t throw Van.
His ability to remember names stems
from the fact that he is always interested
in you as a person and as an individual.
You remember the names of people you
like, and Van likes people.
Sawtelle loved seeing him. Even when
he didn’t come around, the vets knew
Van was visiting some other hospital.
They knew of the time he and Evie
went on an exhausting cross-country
tour of the veterans’ hospitals. They
went on any kind of a plane they could
get, with stops at Oklahoma City; El
Paso; Alexandria, Louisiana; Memphis,
Tennessee; Fort Worth, Texas.
Van walked through ward after ward;
he must have walked fifty miles a day.
Big brass had entertainment scheduled
for him, but Van didn’t have time for
parties. He only wanted to see the boys.
There were no social events, no fanfare
connected with the tour, no publicity.
Back in Hollywood, he called Leo Dia¬
mond and said, “I haven’t anything to
do today. Can I come out to Sawtelle
and help?”
Nothing to do!
He was just back
from a gruelling trip.
He had three
pictures in the works. He was getting
ready for “Battleground,” and he was
just completing “Scene of the Crime.”
Nevertheless Sawtelle saw him before
Metro did.
That night, as he was leaving, he said
a strange thing. “Leo,” he said, quietly,
“here is my home phone number. If you
ever want me to come out here, just
call me. Don’t go through the studio.
I might not get the message; they might
think I’m too tired, or something. Call
me direct. I’ll never brush you off, and
I’ll never lie to you. If I can’t come I’ll
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give you an honest answer why I can't.
Fair enough?”
“Fair enough,” said Leo.
Not long after that, Leo Diamond made
arrangements with Metro, and the Jules
Sanders’, Leo, and some boys in wheel
chairs went out to Metro-GoldwynMayer to visit Van on the set of “Scene
of the Crime.” Van introduced the boys
to everyone. He thought the kids were
there to tour the studio.
That’s when they surprised him. They
presented him with a scroll made by the
boys at the hospital and autographed by
every single patient. There was a soft
quiet when Van opened the book and
read the names. There was Chuck, the
kid with his legs in traction.
Every
day they stretched his legs a little more,
hoping he would walk again—but the
cure was slow and painful. There was
Rita, a nurse whose face had been com¬
pletely shot off at Corregidor.
There
had been years of painful plastic surgery,
but Rita had a nose now, and a mouth.
God had spared her eyes.
As Van
read each signature, tears began to
sting his eyes.
“Those kids,” he said, with a voice
that was suddenly gruff, “those blessed
kids. Why should they thank me? Why
should they thank anybody?
Who’s
thanking them?”

Well, the Christmas party will roll
around again this year. Again, Leo Dia¬
mond and Edna and Jules Sanders will
worry and plan and take money from
their none-too-flush pockets to get
Christmas presents for the veterans in
the hospitals. This isn’t their, job. They
work other places. Leo owns his own
paint distributing plant, and Jules deals
in antique furniture. They don’t have
money to throw away, but they always
seem to find money to spend on the boys
and girls at Sawtelle.
There will be a Christmas party, be¬
cause Christmas is a lovely time of year
when Goodwill toward men comes out
into the open and shines from their
hearts.
But the long weeks and days and
months between?
The times when people are busy living
life?
That’s when Van Johnson, in his quiet
way, will start visiting the wards again,
remembering every name, and leaving
that million dollar smile deep in the
hearts of his friends.
For they are all his friends at Sawtelle.
And here’s an odd twist: at least half
of them have never seen him in a pic¬
ture. You see, it’s this way. They are
fans of Van Johnson, the man.
The End
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One night, as a friendly gesture, he
went to a small night club to applaud a
young acquaintance who had a singing
engagement. There he was introduced to
another young woman who was a friend
of Joan Crawford. A short time later
when Joan was worrying aloud about
finding a suitable leading man for “Fla¬
mingo Road,” her friend remembered
David and mentioned him. This led to
his meeting with Joan which led to the
rest of the success story.
“No, I wasn’t afraid of not being able
to handle an acting job,” he will tell
you. “Acting had been my business for
a long time. But I had always heard that
extreme youth was the most important
commodity in Hollywood and, after all,
I was thirty-four. Anyhow, I simply
couldn’t believe that such a break could
come to me almost by accident.
“Later it was difficult to believe how
kind people could be. I knew nothing
about lights or camera angles but Miss
Crawford made the test with me, her¬
self, and told me about things. Everyone
helped and it couldn’t have been more
wonderful.”
To this day he speaks of Joan, almost
reverently, as “Miss Crawford,” although
he is on first-name terms with many ce¬
lebrities whom he has known a shorter
time.
Before “Flamingo Road” was released,
MGM borrowed him for “Intruder in
the Dust” and he barely finished that one
in time to go into “Beyond the Forest”
opposite Bette Davis.
But being “in,” David was to learn,
wasn’t all there was to it. New problems
and new thrills came to him almost daily.
While making “Beyond the Forest” the
publicity department suggested that it
would be good for the picture if he
would arrange to be seen at night clubs
with pretty Ruth Roman who was also
in the cast.
David didn’t know that this was rou¬
tine Hollywood procedure and he was as
embarrassed as all get-out because he
had plans which he wasn’t quite ready

to divulge for an early marriage to lovely
red-haired Adrian Booth, Republic Pic¬
tures actress, whom he had met soon
after he arrived in California.
A man doesn’t want to appear to be un¬
gallant or uncooperative but David had
never encountered such a problem be¬
fore. However, everything was smoothed
out and he and Miss Roman are now
excellent friends.
But David didn’t really find out about
the Hollywood spotlight until he and
Adrian were married. They didn’t tell a
soul before they had the knot tied one
Sunday afternoon but a radio newscast
broadcast the news to the world that
very evening.
There are always speculative rumors
about a sudden marriage, especially a
second one—and this was David’s second
—but he couldn’t know that, either. He
was hurt and upset, although anyone in
the know could have told him that this
was as routine as the publicity gags, and
that they didn’t mean a thing.
It all had the happiest of endings.
Adrian had a lovely apartment, taste¬
fully furnished in Beverly Hills. It was
much larger than his bachelor quarters
so he moved in with her. (At this writ¬
ing they’ve just bought a lovely home in
Sherman Oaks.)
Then they really began to have fun.
They began to paint and paper like crazy,
with the usual frantic vicissitudes of
amateurs. They miscalculated the num¬
ber of rolls of paper they would need for
the crimson and gold paneling in the
dining room and when they dashed back
to the shop they found the last roll had
been used in a window display and that
one edge was faded. They finished the
panels with exactly one-eighth of an
inch of paper to spare.
Adrian’s proudest possession is a truly
spectacular stove which she will take
with her into the new house. David says
the girl certainly knows how to use it!
She is a wonderful cook who can con¬
coct elaborate sauces and salad dressings
with the true gourmet’s touch.
The
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Few days after this happy picture was taken of Adrian and David Brian, the first Mrs.
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Jad Salts® flush food waste, actually wash out
your lower bowel by bringing extra, needed fluids
to soften the dry, hardened area. Jad salts work
so gently, the way nature intended, that you will
enjoy thS complete bowel movement they give.
Jad Salts are alkaline, reduce excess stomach
acidity as they make bowels move again. So for
a smooth, thorough, comfortable aid to regular
bowel movements, take Jad Salts, the modern way
to relieve constipation.

trouble is that David is a pushover for
desserts and yet he must watch his
weight. Adrian still hasn’t solved that
one.
David is excited at the newness of
everything. He reads his fan mail avidly
and is gratefully amazed that strangers
in faraway places consider him a friend
and take an interest in his private life.
“I can’t imagine how anyone can re¬
sent it, as lots of actors seem to do,” he
told me earnestly. “The people who help
build you have a right to want to know
about you.”
He was thrilled a few weeks ago when
he was invited to a cocktail party for
Beatrice Lubitz Cole, Movieland’s edi¬
torial director. It was one of the first
affairs of the kind he had attended and
he was as excited as any fan over the
throng of celebrities who were present.
“One big moment,” he says, “was when
I was introduced to Herbert Marshall. I
wanted to tell him how much Adrian and
I have enjoyed his recording of Paul
Gallico’s ‘The Snow Goose’ and that we
listen to it at least once a week. I was
afraid he might think I was presump¬
tuous—so I didn’t say it. Later on I
realized how wrong I had been to imag¬
ine that a man of Marshall’s stature
would be ungracious, and I’m still sorry
I didn’t tell him! You get a little mixed
up about things when you are new in this
business!”
David was very poor, during the first
twenty years of his life. His father, Clar¬
ence Davis (David was born Bryan Da¬
vis), died when the boy was quite young,
and his mother, Rose McNally Davis,
didn’t remarry until David was grown,
when she was wed to his present step¬
father, Charles Leah.
The family lived in the tough Vinegar
Hills section of New York City and one
of Dave’s early memories of boyish ex¬
citement was hurling rocks under the
wheels of passing coal trucks and in¬
dustriously gathering up the coal which
bounced out as a result. It all helped in
those days.
One of his first jobs was that of door¬
man at Roxy’s Theater. One lunch hour
he joined the group of men outside the
Imperial Theater . . . just out of curios¬
ity. They were waiting to be auditioned
for a chorus boy spot in the musical

show, “New Moon.” To his astonishment,
he was picked. This accidental break
led swiftly to good parts in a succession
of successful musical comedies, with
some sound dramatic roles, for variety,
along the way. He also did a few night
club and vaudeville stints until he joined
the Coast Guard.
After the war, he was settling down in
the building industry when he got the
second accidental break which opened a
picture career.
David and Adrian like to give small,
informal parties at which she can show
off her cooking and he can dramatize his
carving. Believe it or not, he loves to
carve! Afterward they like to play cha¬
rades because, David says, “We are both
terrific hams . . . and so are our best
friends!”
They like to dance but this poses a
problem, on account of David’s size. “We
nearly always like the floorshows at
night clubs but if it is a really popular spot
they make the tables smaller and smaller
and the dancing space seems to shrink,
too, to accommodate more customers.
I’m too long for the little tables and too
bulky to dance on a crowded floor.”
David is a comfortable six feet, four
inches in height, and weighs just over
two hundred pounds.
He likes well-cut, casual clothes and
he tells you, with that nice grin, that “of
course I always own the one dark blue
suit—‘for best.’ ”
He is a magnificent swimmer and looks
forward, still with some unbelief, to the
swimming pool which unbelievably came
with the house they just bought. His
only other desire is to own a modest, sea¬
going boat.
One of his favorite pastimes is to play
handball with Mushy Callahan, one of
Hollywood’s ace trainers, although he ad¬
mits that he has never won a game from
Mushy. “He’s really rugged,” is his ver¬
dict on Callahan.
He thinks the most important thing he
has learned recently is not to allow him¬
self to get into a panic or a temper about
anything. “I have learned that you can’t
plan anything because none of us can
be wise enough to know what fate has
in store for us. We can only try to be
ready to do our best.”
The End

CHRISTMAS AT OUR HOUSE
(Continued from page 181

memory of them is a perpetual gift, still
hanging on our Christmas tree as each
holiday rolls around. In addition to those
memories, we have a number of con¬
crete
items
which
keep
Christmas
traditional.
For instance: we still have, and use,
the yards and yards of silver tinsel which
were draped on the first tree Daddy and
Mother had after my older brother, Jack,
was born. Every year the tinsel is taken
out of its black tarnish-proof paper and
strimg on the tree; at the end of the
holidays, it is carefully stored.
At home, our tree was always green,
but Jack and I decided—when planning
our first married Christmas—that we
would go modern. We had a white tree
and have had a white tree ever since.
We think the snowbound look is more
becoming to our house, but we love to
go over to the folks’ home to smell their
lovely fragrant evergreen.
The home tree is always topped by a
glistening silver spire which looks exact¬
ly like a quick-silver church steeple; it
has been in our family ever since I can
remember.
The first decoration which Jack and
I bought for our white tree was a set
of bubbling lights. They are so fancy
that no other ornaments are really nec¬
essary, but we usually add quantities
of cellophane rain. We plan to keep the
lights as part of our family tradition so
that, as Linda Susan grows up, she will
have the fun of learning to recognize the
signs of the season.
Another bit of traditional Christmas
trapping is the Santa Claus which, when
wound, plays “Jingle Bells.” Santa is
between two and three feet tall, and
he was a gift to me when I was very
small. The present miracle is that, in
spite of my insistence upon spending
many Christmases in the concentrated
task of winding and playing Santa, he still
operates perfectly. If he could take the
punishment I gave him year after year,
he should get along fine with Linda
Susan who is a precise little lady.
There is already talk around our house,
from Linda Susan’s father and grand¬
father, about getting her an electric train.
I am saying nothing; because I remem¬
ber quite clearly the time I awakened
one Christmas morning and found that I
had been given an electric train complete
with tunnels, stations, bridges, and a little
town.
I was delighted, of course . . . but
suspicious. It was just as well that I
assumed from the start that I was going
to be little more than an assistant whistle,
because my father and my two brothers
spent the rest of the day playing with
the trains. I was allowed to stand on the
sidelines and watch, of course, but when
I suggested that I take control, there was
a family chorus about the dangers of
electricity.
Considering the unceasing interest—
after all these years—of Linda Susan’s
grandfather, her two uncles, and her
father in electric trains, she is a cinch
to get one!
Last year, incidentally, one of her gifts
from her daddy was a set of miniature
golf clubs. Jack is determined to bring
up his daughter as a golfer. He went to
work at once, giving her a lecture about
how to use her clubs and illustrating his
advice.
The lesson was progressing fine—by
that I mean that Jack was fascinated

while Susan was busily undressing one of
her new dolls—when Jack smashed into
the carpet with the driver and broke
the shaft. Susan laughed, but for a few
seconds I thought Jack was going to cry!
Another gift that Susan is almost cer¬
tain to receive at some stage of her
amazed experience with Christmas, is a
rifle of some sort. I remember how I
acquired my first “deadly weapon.” I was
interviewed on a set when I was about
nine, and I told the gentleman who was
questioning me that I had a collection of
guns. I didn’t bother to explain that
these were mainly the glass kind which
come filled with candies. He seemed to
be impressed.
Came Christmas, and this man sent me
an air rifle that would have been lethal
up to a distance of half a mile. My
brothers promptly confiscated it, ex¬
plaining that only men could be trusted
with firearms.
As you can see, my brothers enjoyed
my Christmas gifts to the utmost.
On only one occasion did I disappoint
them. Early in December that year, I
had caught sight of a magnificent doll
equipped with a complete wardrobe. I
told my family and everyone at the
studio about this doll, pointedly remark¬
ing on what an appropriate gift it would
be for Santa Claus to leave at the home
of a little girl. (This was my idea of
tact.)
On Christmas morning I unwrapped
not one but three dolls, exact duplicates,
which had come from Santa Claus and
various aides-de-reindeer. I had the grace
to be a little embarrassed, until Mother
suggested that she and I take the two
extras to the Children’s Hospital.
Incidentally, it has always been our
practice to take the over abundance of
gifts which I received, to one of the
children’s hospitals. We have also made
it a practice to deliver all the Christmas
cards we receive to shutins. The chil¬
dren use them for a variety of purposes.
Last Christmas, Linda Susan received
far too many gifts for her ever to enjoy
thoroughly, so she and I delivered the
excess to the hospital. We will make this
an annual practice, so that she will learn
how much richer a shared Christmas
can be.
Another traditional part of our Christ¬
mas is a pair of badly matched fireside
stockings. One is only about a foot long
and is made of bright red felt. The other
is nearly three feet long, is bright green
felt, and is cuffed in white felt, bordered
by silver bells.
The red felt sock was purchased for
one of my first Christmases and most of
my gifts were tucked into it. I don’t re¬
member the beginning of the tradition,
of course, but I recall how as a little tot
I flew out of bed long before dawn ard
rushed to the fireplace to grab that pack¬
age-filled sock.
One year when we were in Palm
Springs shortly before the holidays, I
spotted the long green sock in a window.
When the vigilance of my family had
relaxed for a moment, I escaped into the
store and with my own pocket money,
bought that mammoth Christmas stock¬
ing. I was very cagy about it . . . didn’t
tell a soul.
On Christmas Eve I placed my purchase
beside me on my bed. With supreme con¬
fidence in Santa Claus, I had figured out
a sharp plan for catching the wily old
character in my room. He would come
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empty ;jar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D. Order now . . . TODAY.

HOUSE OF EDEN# Dept.B6
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
• trade mark

LARGE

SIZE

OF

YOUR

FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
(DELUXE TYPE — Suitable for Framing)
SPECIALOFFER—FOR LIMITED TIM EON LY
With Photo, you will also receive FREE CATA¬
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURES of popular stars on cover. Also tells how
to get ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS, and photos of
■ STARS’ HOMES. Send name of your favorite star
and onlv 15c for handling.
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309, Dept.E-129, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

Honey & Tar
Compound
FOLEY'S Cough

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

BE A HOTEL
HOSTESS
ENJOY YOUR WORK! Fascinating
Positions in hotels as Hostess, Execu¬
tive Housekeeper, Manager, Social or
Food Director. Grade school education plus Lewis Training
qualifies you. Lewis National Placement Service Free of
extra charge. One student writes: I am Business Manager
and Hostess. Have attractive suite in addition to salary,
thanks to Lewis Training.” Write for Free Book.
Course approved for Veterans’ Training.
LEWIS

HOTEL

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Sta. PX-9301, Washington 7, D. C.

Tf A SUCCESSFUL
jit

year

suffiBS PSORIASIS
(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

^DERITIOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoria¬
sis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo,
graphic proof of results
sent FREE. Write for it.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly \
embarrassing scaly skin \
disease Psoriasis Apply \\
non-staining Dermoil. V'00
Thousands do for scaly \
spots on body or scaln. WptfSSpBvfll I ! « V4 1
Grateful users, often after
ears of suffering, report
ae scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
u« lm
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree¬
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re¬
funded without question.
Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 8030, Detroit 27. Mich.
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Study in contrasts.

Shirley Temple as the perennial teenager in

after the sock, I reasoned, and when he
picked it up the bells would utter a
giveaway tinkle, awakening me.
Just before dawn I awakened and slid
my hand along the bed where the stock¬
ing had been. It was gone. Santa had
snatched the stocking and had disap¬
peared. Shivering, I raced to the living
room and found the filled stocking there,
hanging from the mantel.
Several years later, Mother confided
to me that she had been astonished when
she had come to see if I were tucked in
that night, and had found me fast asleep
beside my giant sock. She gathered it up,
being careful not to let the bells ring
more than could be avoided, and carried
it to the living room where it was filled.
This drama was enacted annually. I never
once awakened in time to catch Santa.
I don’t suppose Linda Susan will be
more successful than I was, when she
is old enough to claim the green stocking.
At present, of course, Jack is the annual
recipient of the sock’s heavy load.
When I think of Christmas and all its
marvelous gaiety, there are two particu¬
lar years which stand out above the
others. One was when I was ten.
When I rushed to my green stocking
that year, I found a note pinned to the
top. The note told me to go to the living
room window and look outside.
Set up on the lawn was a miniature
merry-go-round, large enough and pow¬
erful enough to accommodate eight
children as passengers. The canopy was
red and white candy stripes.
On the
platform were six horses and two gilt
chariots.
As the carousel circled, a
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dreamed anything li
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Christmas at our
officially on the day
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Now let Bob
player, show yo
only 6 or 8 pict
has 45 actual ph
but shows exact
fingers, etc. Mo
Bob provides 1
popularity so yo
with your favor

45 PHOTOS
show exactly
where to put
your fingers

101 SONGS
words & music

INCLUDED!

SEND NO

name and address to Bob West and pay
postage. Start playing beautiful chords th
beautiful music in two weeks or get your

BOB WEST il64Nio

DO YO

MONEY—L

ADAM AND E

famous of alleged
lieved by many th
pair of these roots
SUCCESSFUL. Many
that one root acts
LUCK CHARM to
Money, Games, Lov
the other to ‘*prev
Evil, Trouble, Harm
LUCK, why not car
roots? BEWARE O
While we make no supernatural c

GUARANTEE THESE ROOTS TO BE
IMENS OF THE VERY HIGHEST
GUARANTEED or Money Refunded.

pair with carrying bag. $1.85 if C

KLARAH KURIO C
215 Wilson Ave.

Dept. II-HWG

Your Name Here

NAME RING
Thrilling New Fad!
Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful ring! Stays clear

and sharp for years. Withstands washing
rubbing, wear. A thrilling keepsake—a ma
cent gift! Order now. Print name to be inscr

. . . and as mother of Linda Sue and wife of up-and-coming movie star, John Agar.
and will be working at Warner Brothers
in “The Story of Seabiscuit.” We think
that Jack will have finished “Sands of
Iwo Jima” long before Christmas, but
we can’t be sure.
Christmas Eve, we will have my family
and Jack’s over for dinner. We will serve
turkey,
sweet potatoes
frosted with
marshmallows, mashed Irish potatoes,
peas, oyster dressing, celery and cran¬
berry sauce. For dessert we will have
plum pudding, mince pie, and fruit cake.
After dinner we will sing Christmas
carols, perhaps call on a few friends who
are having open house, and then we will
attend midnight services.
Christmas morning Jack, Susan and I
will open our presents around our
Christmas tree. Later in the morning we
will go to my parents’ house and go
through our annual routine with Daddy.
My father is the sort of person who can
nearly always guess what is in his
packages.
“This will be cologne,” he will say,
studying a shoe box in which we have
hidden aftershave lotion. “This is a tie,”
he will say, although we have done our
best to make it look like a hat box.
Last year we crossed him up: we gave
him a tankful of tropical fish. It was set
in place Christmas Eve, much to his
amazement, after we had stacked a lot
of decoy packages around for him to
pinch, rattle, and smell.
The fish were a huge success. I’m not
sure my own private contribution to his
Christmas went over so big. I had stopped
at a game store on Hollywood Boulevard
early in December and had seen a large

skull (ceramic) punch bowl surrounded
by small skull punch cups. Not being the
morbid type, I decided that this would be
highly amusing for Daddy to have in his
rumpus room. I was pretty smug about
his not being able to guess what was in
the package, but I didn’t feel so chipper
when he simply stared at the set and
said, “Mmmmm . . . well, at least it’s
unique!”
By some strange feat of secret transfer,
that punch bowl is now downstairs in
our rumpus room.
Because Mother loves antique china,
I usually give her a set of rare cups or
plates, but this year I have a real sur¬
prise for her. I bought the gift early in
the fall and I’ve been loving my secret
ever since. I’m sure she is going to be
pleased and surprised. Very surprised.
At noon we will go over to the Agars’.
Each year it is traditional for Jack’s
family to give an eggnog party.
At three or four we will return to my
family’s home for Christmas dinner, con¬
sisting of the same menu mentioned be¬
fore. We love turkey!
If I could have just one wish granted
this year, I would wish that everyone on
earth could have a Christmas as full of
love, laughter, and happiness as the one
we Agars plan. So here is a great big
Christmas card to everyone, everywhere,
reading simply: .
“May Christmas bring you your
heart’s desire.
May the New Year fulfill your
dearest wish.
Shirley, Linda Susan, and Jack
AGAR”

SEND NO MONEY!

size. Pay postman only SI.00 plus few
postage and tax. MONEY BACK if not

STEWART CO., Dept. ZIM,616 Waln

High School
at Home

Many F

Go as rapidly aa vour time and
equivalent to resident school work
entrance exams. Standard H. S. t

Credit for H. S. subjects already com
desired. High school education is very
in business and indastry and socially
your life. Be a High School graduate
Free Bulletin on request. No obligatio
K

American School, Dept. H97I, D
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Mother, Home, Love, Sacred,
any subject. Don't Delay—Sen
inal Poem at once for immedi
useful Rhyming Dictionary

RICHARD BRO

39 WOODS BUILDING — C

FREE—Amazing new cake decora
loops, names, leaves . . . new ea
fessionals. Also decorate jello, sal

ALSO FREE—seven delicious cak
different^ plus lovely icings and w
make this amazing free oner to intr
cake pans or jello molds. Size 9 b
sweetheart layer cake for birthday,
occasions. Set of two pans only $
C.O.D. handling. SPECIAL OFFER
and two decorator sets) only $1.69 p
handling. SEND NO MONEY, ju
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED o
free gifts are yours to keep regard
now. Royal Industries. Dept. 5073-

THEY WON'T TAKE GOOD ADVICE

STRIPimi NtCKTll
IN THE DARK
Astounding new STRIP¬
TEASE NECKTIE is the latest
rage from coast to coast 1 Spec¬
tacular new novelty tie creation for
men who demand the distinctive and un¬
usual 1 Brings gasps of sheer wonder,
thrilling admiration the first time you
wear itl By day, smart, handsome tie
that is unrivalled for sheer beauty and
extravagant good looks, by night a
glorious goddess of light revealed for
all to see! She loses her clothes as she
glows in the dark! A glorious, gleam¬
ing blonde beauty revealed in daring
pose in the briefest of costumes,
mysterious and magnificent! Write
today and if you don’t agree this
outstanding new necktie sensation
is the most exciting tie you’ve
ever seen—it costs you absolutely
nothing.

SEND NO MONEYSpecial Introductory Offer
Send your name and address, re¬
ceive startling new Strip-Tease
.lecktie by return mail. Pay postman
just $1.64 (3 tor $4.79) plus postage
and keep 10 days. It in that time
you aren't thrilled and delighted,
return for money back without ques¬
tion! Write to
GLOW IN THE DARK TIE CO.,Dept.43S-S
3700 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago, Illinois

BIRTHMONTH WATCH
You'll feel like a Glamorous movie star
when wearing your very own Gorgeous Birthmonth Watch! Very e’-iborateand Expensive looking.
Exquisite dial and Dainty case. Bracelet contains I
two Large, Breath-taking Birthmonth Sparklers l
surrounded by over 60 Fiery Brite Brilliants. A I
Dependable. Glamorous time-piece you’ll treasure! I
SEND NO MONEY! Just name, address and Birth I
Date. Pay postman C.O.D. $7.95 plus 10% tax on delivery. Order nowl

WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. E-901
2451 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE,

CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

GIRLS

GIRLS

AMERICA'S PIN UP BOYS
BODY SUPREME
CALENDAR
for 1950
12 beautiful 7,/2" x 9V2m pic¬
tures on heavy, glossy paper
of some of America’s Best Built
Men of today. These include
some Mr. Americas. Featured
are:
Ross.
Stephan,
Page,
Marks, Massaro, Robert and
others.
All 12 men pictured in different
poses.
All pictures suitable for fram¬
ing.
Order your
$1 to:—

copy

today,

send

ED JUBINVILLE
P.O.Box 662.

Holyoke 4, Mass.

Do You Want to
Make Men OBEY YOU?

M
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Do you want to make him
love you wildly, fiercely? Do
you want to make him say.
“Darling, I adore you. I wor¬
ship you. I’ll do ANYTHING
for YOU!” Do you want to
make him OBEY your every
command? Then use CHEZELLE (What a Perfume) to
help you CONTROL Men.
One woman told me that
CHEZ-ELLE Is the STRONG¬
EST perfume she ever used.
Another woman told us that
she blesses the day she first
used CHEZ-ELLE, because
now
her
husband
comes
home at night to help her.
Just send me your name and address and I will rush
a Trial Bottle of CHEZ-ELLE (What a Perfume) to
you. When the postman delivers CHEZ-ELLE in a plain
package, deposit only $2 plus postage (3 for $5) with
him on this GUARANTEE. Use CHEZ-ELLE for 10
days. If you don’t agree that CHEZ-ELLE is the most
POWERFUL perfume you ever used, return it and I’ll
send your $2 right back. Write NOW to

TRUIOVE, 58 Walker St„ Dept. 146-LC,New York 13

IContinued from page 451

The result was that she developed a
towering fear that someone was going to
put something over on her.
Around the average star in ascendency
there is plenty of intrigue. A certain
Hollywood element delights in achieving
the second-hand spotlight of being a
star’s “best” friend. During the elimina¬
tion contest which goes on sub rosa to
determine who shall be this boon com¬
panion, reputations are given the ink¬
blot test, and honor disappears behind
a mud pack.
Hedy became bewildered. She didn’t
know who could be trusted. According to
her true friends, Hedy must have decided
to disregard all advice and to rely upon
her own hunches.
Life on a Lamarr set began to be
complicated. Hedy, troubled by an artist’s
divine discontent with everything she
did and many of the things her co¬
workers did, strove for perfection. “It
isn’t quite right,” became her theme
phrase, and has remained so to this day.
Although her command of English was
excellent, she would occasionally miss
the nuance of an American idiom; having
missed the point, she wanted to alter the
dialogue. This irked the director, the
dialogue director, and the writer.
Production was slowed while details
were adjusted. The impatient Hollywood
hierarchy, which refers to actors and
actresses as “properties,” began to be
impatient with this exquisite, well-mean¬
ing but confused property.
Not long ago a studio for which Hedy
has never worked, bought script in which
there was a perfect part for Hedy who is
now free-lancing. One of the lot’s top
men was penciled in for the masculine
lead. This chap, an easy-going, humor¬
ous, highly talented person, was original¬
ly delighted with the plan.
Then he began to hear rumors. Finally
he decided to conduct a poll. He learned
that, according to the stories told by
a dozen people, there was no more lov¬
able girl in Hollywood than Hedy Lamarr
when she was away from the studio.
But when Hedy was working, said rumor,
she needed exhortation. The actor de¬
cided that he wasn’t the master-mind to
offer advice since it might not be re¬
ceived in the spirit in which it was
tendered, so he spoke to head office
instead. The picture—and Hedy knows
nothing of this—was set with another
leading lady.
Many people were not impressed by
Mark Stevens’ behavior.
Mark’s instincts are those of a mastiff.
He is a natural-bom protector of any¬
one whom he considers an underdog.
He will fight without consideration for his
own welfare, for anything or anyone he
believes to be right. No one can quarrel
with the basic principle by which Mark
is governed; what his friends complain
of is that he uses no judgment in fighting
for the right.
People have tried to point out that
Abraham Lincoln, watching a slave
auction, announced that when the time
came he would hit that evil hard. And
he did. But if, on the spur of the mo¬
ment, he had waded in and had beaten
the auctioneer to death, Abe would not
have lived to sign the Emancipation
Proclamation.
Sometimes the very people Mark seeks
to help would be just as grateful if Mark
would just get off his high horse and re¬
frain from being Sir Galahad.
One night when Mark was returning

from location, he and another actor
climbed into a studio sedan, dead tired.
A moment later they were joined by a
third man, not an actor but a workman
with whom Mark had been friendly.
At this point the transportation man¬
ager, who is responsible for getting a
picture company out to location and safe¬
ly home again, came to the car to ask if a
bit player could ride with the other
three men. He said to the workman,
“How about your sitting in the jump seat,
so Mr. Blank can ride in comfort?”
Mark decided that this amounted to
asking a workman to give up his place
to an actor.
Mark announced that he
wouldn’t allow caste advantages to be
extended to one member of a company
at the expense of another. Mark really
meant well. There is much unfair favor¬
itism practiced on picture lots.
He embarrassed the workman, how¬
ever (who knew he should have been
riding one of the trucks in which his
gear was stowed); it also embarrassed
the actor, who felt that Mark had some
personal grudge against him; it em¬
barrassed the transportation manager
who felt that he had committed an
obscure faux pas. A day later someone
reported the incident to a columnist, and
it became a cause celebre—which was
silly.
In discussing the affair later, one of the
individuals involved in the melee summed
up Mark’s behavior nicely by saying,
“He is a sweet guy. Everybody knows
that. He has real guts and a heart bigger
than Hollywood Bowl, but he doesn't use
his head. He’s forever hunting gnats with
a twelve gauge shotgun.
Somebody
should have a talk with him.”
Mark has more friends than almost
any other young actor in the business,
yet few, indeed, are those who feel free
to speak frankly with him. One couple,
deeply interested in Mark’s future, in¬
vited him to join them at their home
for dinner and “to discuss something
important.” Mark accepted, but failed to
make an appearance on the designated
night.
Later, realizing his oversight, he sent
them a staggeringly expensive gift. In
return, they ached to give him the one
thing on earth for which he had no use:
advice.
The case of exquisite Viveca Lindfors
is slightly different. She had what she
considered to be a legitimate cause for
unhappiness: after two years of picture¬
making in America, she still had no re¬
leased pictures. The film was warming
the shelves in the “Completed, But
Pending” Department. In sharp contrast
was the experience of Alida Valli whose
first American picture, “The Paradine
Case,” was released six months after she
landed in Hollywood.
Viveca, probably out of pique, posed
in a pair of black tights for a series of
pictures which were published in a
national magazine. The pictures them¬
selves were scarcely what Viveca’s studio
would have chosen to enhance their new
star s reputation for glamour and charm,
and her comments—printed with the pic¬
tures—about her studio, were not cal¬
culated to win important friends.
As this is written, Viveca is in Sweden.
Her Hollywood friends hope that she will
return and give the picture business in
America a second try. Furthermore, they
hope that, this time, Viveca will listen
to the counsel of steady old heads who
would save her from this sort of blunder.

Deanna Durbin has not made a picture
for two years, yet Deanna has millions
of fans eagerly awaiting a new camera
appearance. As this is written, her
original studio contract has expired and
Deanna has the right to sign elsewhere
or to free lance. Perhaps it will never
be known precisely who was to blame for
the bad scripts which gave Deanna’s
career a case of pernicious anemia (not
Deanna, certainly), but if Deanna will
select sage guidance, she could regain
the supreme position which was once
hers.
There are, incidentally, some excellent
Hollywood examples of what miracles
can be brought about by the application
of good advice. Both Bob Walker and
Judy Garland were saved by the insistent
and devoted suggestions of those who had
their best interests at heart. It took a
long time for both of these talented
people to realize that they must reverse
their directions or destroy themselves.
Jane Wyman’s enviable position as one
of the first ladies of the screen is due as
much to her good sense in accepting
earnest suggestion as to her talent. For
years Janie was the wise-cracking blonde
who always had the right answers at the
wrong time. She was ambitious, but felt
shackled. She knew she was being typed
by casting which dropped her into one
Tillie the Toiler role after another, so
she developed a defense: She ridiculed
everything and everyone.
At parties she climbed onto a piano
and sang the Helen Morgan songs in

an excellent voice, but even her most
devoted friends found that they could
take only so much concentrated Morgan.
Around the studio Jane told off any¬
one who happened to provoke her annoy¬
ance and she was so unhappy that she
was irked much of the time.
One day a woman who knew Jane
well and who was not at all in awe of
the sharp Wyman tongue, told Jane, “You
want to advance professionally—and
don’t give me any smart answers just
to prove that I don’t know what I'm
talking about. For some reason you’ve
picked up the idea that the way to get
people to like you is to insult them. Well,
listen to me: You catch flies with honey,
Jane, not with vinegar. All of life, and
don’t forget it, is a process of catching
flies.”
Jane did not turn into Miss Happiness
over night, but she took her friend’s
advice
almost
instantaneously.
She
stopped snapping at people, stopped
beating her head against stone walls. She
listened for implied criticism in casual
conversations and tried to take advan¬
tage of every constructive idea she
heard. She began to grow into the great
actress she is today.
Jane Wyman and other stars who can
accept good advice, are exceptional. The
average actor or actress is more likely
to flounder around, listening to the
wrong people and being needlessly head¬
strong before taking advantage of oldfashioned horse-sense.

“You will find a single
drop of this Perfume
will last a week.”
ONLY ^1-00
^prepaid

For This $2.00 Bottle
(ONE ONLY TO A PERSON)

Temptation — one of
the most exquisite per¬
fumes ever created.
A single drop lasts a
week; charms, attracts
men and women to you.
The fragrance of
living flowers. Bottles
with elongated stopper
encased in a polished
maple case 2 times the
size of the picture.

Send No Money
Pay the postman when he hands you the
package or (if you prefer) send money
order, currency, stamps or check for $1.00.
In business 70 years. Money back if not satisfied.
PAUL RIEGER, 245 Art Center Bldg., San Francisco

Why spend needless time and
money when Dr. Guild’s GREEN
MOUNTAIN ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND may bring comfort¬
ing relief from the misery of asth¬
matic attacks? On sale at nearly all
drugstores. Cigarettes, 50*. Powder,
25* and $1.00. If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Use only
as directed on package. A FREE
SAMPLE will prove how much this
trusted product can help you. Write
J.H.Guild Co..Dept.H-14. Rupert.Vt.

The End

STRICTLY FOR LISTENING
By ANNETTE LEISTEN
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Head your Christmas shopping list
with two albums from Capitol which
will delight each and every child you
know. One is called “Bozo and the
Birds,” and is done by the famous clown
who is so much in demand at all Holly¬
wood kiddie parties.
The other is
“Woody Woodpecker and His Talent
Show,” featuring Mel Blanc, the man of
a hundred voices. Both albums have text
and colored illustrations inside, so the
kids can follow right along with the
records.
Marion Hutton breezes through the
Jolson-revived “Toot Toot Tootsie” for
MGM, and really puts her gay all into it.
The Crew Chiefs are on hand to help
her with the tune, and it’s guaranteed to
dispose of the blues. The reverse is Mar¬
ion’s rendition of the title tune of the
Marx Brothers’ new and hilarious com¬
edy, “Love Happy.” We hummed this
lively melody long after the record was
over.
Two Apollo records we treasure dearly
are Errol! Gamer’s latest keyboard wax;
ings. If you go for impressive piano
interpretations, you won’t want to miss
them. “What Is This Thing Called Love”
is coupled with “Lover Man,” and “These
Foolish Things” is backed by his orig¬
inal “Erroll Garner in Paris.” At times
his tones are almost harp-like, and
throughout, the individualistic, subtle
interweaving of themes and innovations
is clear-cut, original, and completely
Gamer. No two ways about it—these
you’ve got to hear!
Victor’s latest novelty release by Ray
McKinley is an odd and catchy song
called “Sarong.” You’ll enjoy Ray’s un¬
usual vocal on this one—it veritably
slides along to a jungle beat. There’s a
wonderful bass clarinet solo in this too.
The flip is “Where Did the Wild West
Go?” a bumpy, horsey sort of ditty with
cute lyrics and a mighty nice tune.

If you go for good-natured, homey
kind of harmony, you’ll like “The Same
Old Crowd” recorded by Ted Steele and
his orchestra for Columbia. Everybody
joins in on the singing in this one—and
you will too. The reverse is “The Jack
Eigen Polka,” a swell tribute to a swell
disc jockey. (It’s complete with the ring¬
ing telephones which Jack constantly
answers on his radio show.) The Marlin
Sisters handle the vocal, and the fastpaced lyrics will leave you as breathless
as the polka itself.
You’ve never heard “Body and Soul”
really sung until you’ve heard Billy
Eckstein sing it! He truly puts his body
and soul into the song, and it’s the most
haunting and beautiful interpretation of
the classic favorite we’ve ever listened
to. The backing is a new blues ballad,
“If Love Is Trouble.” It’s the sort of
number you dance to without moving
from one spot—especially the dreamy way
Billy sings it on this MGM disc.
Fran Warren’s latest Victor release is
“Envy,” and it’s nothing less than sensa¬
tional! Her warm, haunting voice is per¬
fect for this kind of torch song. Fran’s
amazing breath control makes it possible
for her to carry through complete phrases
without a break (a style which makes
Dorsey so distinctive), and it lends deep¬
er meaning to the words she sings. The
B side is “You’re in Love With Someone,”
another torch ballad sung in Fran’s own
interpretive way.
Milt Buckner and his boys had a won¬
derful time recording “M. B. Blues” for
MGM. Matter of fact, if you listen closely,
you can hear Milt singing happily along
in the background. This is a blues time
with a touch of bop, and there are some
wonderful sax rides throughout. The sour
note at the end will really send you. The
flip is “Oo Be Doop,” a bop piece with a
jumpy rhythm and ridiculous nonsense
lyrics. Lots of fun for bopsters!

Size 8 x 10 inches on double weight paper
from any photo, snapshot or negative. Original returned. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
postman C.O.D. plus postage. 25c added for
making negative if you send photo. FREE
billfold size photo and folder given free. Satisfaction guaran¬
teed or money back
(you keep free gifts regardless). Send
photo or negatives today.
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MAIL
THIS AD!

Just cut out and mail this ad with name and ad¬
dress for big FREE (F.O.B.Factory) Assortmentof FOODS. GROCERIES. Home Needs.
etc. — full size packages. Show products '
friends, neighbors. Take orders for sensa- *
tional valueSj more than 200 quality prod- t
nets needed in every home. Make money
this easy way. No experience needed. Mail
ad for FREE Assortment Now. ZANOL, w
■ Dept'7 046L,Richmond St. .Cincinnati 3.0.

Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped (
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look? it's Easy Now. for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW,
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 lnt. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321 Broadway

Dept. 608
New York, N. Y.

M
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NOW! ANYONE CAN HAVE
PLENTY of HOT WATER QUICK
Summer or Winter-Day or Night
New Pocket-size Portable Electric
Water Heater. Regular Price $2.95

SPECIAL OFFER Q1 QO
NOW . . . ONLY ul.UU
Merely place a BOIL-QWIK Portable
Electric Water Heater in a receptacle
containing water. Plug in the nearest
socket . . . Eureka! In a few minutes
Hot Water. Thousands use for bath,
washing clothes and dishes, shaving,
cleaning cream separators, pails, etc. No fires to build, hot
water to carry or running to basement to light fires. Read

THE EEVIEWERS EOS
PINKY (20th).♦♦♦♦

This is not only a deeply exciting pic¬
ture, it’s also a courageous and impor¬
tant one. Pinky (Jeanne Crain) returns
to her cabin home in the south. A trained
nurse, she has fallen in love with a
end follow directions before asm?- The regular price of BOIL-QWIK
is $2.95; but if you’ll tell friends about it, to advertise BOIL-QWIK,
doctor and he wants to marry her. But
we will let you have one for only $1.98 plus tax. SEND NO MONEY !
Just your name and address. We’ll mail heater at once together with
Pinky is Colored; the doctor is White.
FREE information telling how you can geta Second heater WITHOUT
ONE CENT COST. On arrival pay postman $1.98 plus Federal Tax.
The young girl’s bitterness overflows
C. O. D. postal charges. Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 10
days for full refund of purchase price. This special price offer is sub¬
at the terrible prejudices that exist in
ject to withdrawal without notice so write today. SEND NO MONEY 1
her home town against Negroes. After
BOIL-QWIK, 333 N. Michigan, Dept. M-34, Chicago 1, III.
a brief stay she is ready to go back north
with Dr. Adams (William Lundigan)
when Miss Em (Ethel Barrymore), the
1/resize— GORGEOUSLY COLORED
aristocratic landowner for whom Pinky’s
Brighten up your home with this
grandmother (Ethel Waters) has worked
18 inch, lifesize Polly—complete
all her life, dies and wills her beautiful
with perch, mounting bracket and
bright finish brass plant bowl.
home and grounds to Pinky.
Brilliantly colored. Glazed porceThe will is contested by Miss Em’s
lain-like finish. Gives an added
outraged relatives and the trial that fol¬
touch of color to any room. You'll
want one for yourself—one for a
lows receives nationwide publicity.
friend. Safe delivery guaranteed.
Pinky’s valiant fight and finally the
s
Send check or money order. Sent
decision which brings her peace and con¬
postpaid in U.S.A. Two for $9.25.
tentment are deeply poignant and can’t
help pulling on your heartstrings.
POSTPAID EA. ONLY
Jeanne Crain is magnificent as Pinky.

POLLY "PLANTER” PARROT

STRATFORD HOUSE
DEERFIELD 10, ILLINOIS

Pinky (Jeanne Crain) tries to explain her
emotions to her grandmother, Ethel Waters.

FREE GIFT CATALOG
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

TO ANYONE^.

MISS GRANT TAKES RICHMOND
(Columbia) .♦♦♦

LIBRARY oF PICTURES
& PHOTO FOLDER

There’s one word to describe this Bill
Holden-Lucille Ball side-splitter, and
that’s “hilarious”!
Bill (Mr. Richmond) chooses Lucille
(Miss Grant) from an entire business
school class, because she has nice legs,
and a pretty head with no brains in it.
She invariably gets tangled in her type¬
writer keys. She’s perfect, he thinks, to
be a front office receptionist for the
Richmond Realty Company, which is a
coverup for the bookmaking business
he, Jimmy Gleason and Frank McHugh
are carrying on in the private confer¬
ence room in the rear.
Lucille, ignorant of the fact that Bill
is a bookie, is determined to make good
in her job. She makes every effort to
stimulate the real estate business.
With Lucille on the job, anything can
happen—and does.

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will send you
a beautiful 7x5* professional enlarge¬
ment made from your favorite snapshot,
picture, or negative. By return mall we
will send FREE “Library of Pictures”
and photo folder. Send ad and 10c lor
enlargement TODAY!
I
AMERICAN STUDIOS, Dept. 384, La

f

Crosse,

Wis.

ft big pay-every day
%Y

YOd/ WITH THES£

W^Send lor FREE SAMPLES
MEN AND WOMEN WORK FULL OR SPARE
No experience necessary. We show how to
many EXTRA dollars weekly to your
Cosmetics, hosiery and household items
needed in every home. Large profits and a
life-time repeat business of your own. Write
NOW for FREE SAMPLES and details.

CORO, Dept. A

LOWEST
PRICES

, 17 N Wobosh Ave., Chicogo 2,

BATTLEGROUND (MGM)

FREE CATALOG

Buy direct from one of the
IN YEARS
most reliable wholesale fur
Organizations. The latest styles, quality
furs. Sizes 10 to 46, in a wide selection
to choose from: Silver Foxes, Muskrats.
Persians, Kidskins, Marmots, Coneys. Plus
Many Other Furs. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Send for free catalog!

H. M. i. FUR CO.
150-T W. 28 St.. New York 1, N. Y.

NEW BUST CREME

t&e S&troyetUc

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it your¬
self 10 days on this special intro¬
ductory offer. Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hor¬
mones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
M

Write today. When your 30-Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper.
Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
money will be refunded.

IfST0U'S
jar Francis Janies Bust
tax and C.O.D. postage
with package. Test 10
not satisfied return and

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS C0.9 Dept. I-S
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803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago 22, III.

4♦♦

Those of you who have wearied of
drawing-room comedies, Technicolor mu¬
sicals and other movie fare will love
MGM’s stirring account of World War
IPs famous “Bastards of Bastogne.”
Except for a small role played by pert
Denise Darcel, the cast is male. Van
Johnson, John Hodiak, Ricardo Montalban, George Murphy, Marshall Thomp¬
son, Jerome Courtland, Don Taylor,
Bruce Cowling, James Whitmore, Doug¬
las Fowley, Leon Ames, Guy Anderson,
Thomas Breen, Richard Jaeckel, Jim
Arness, Scotty Beckett, Brett King bring
excitement to the realistic presentation
of a thrilling story.
The war isn’t too far removed from
everyone to have forgotten the dark days
of the Battle of the Bulge in Belgium.
And you’ll find your heart beating pain¬
fully as the “Bastards of Bastogne” hold
their position at terrible cost to finally
turn the tide of the war.
Everyone turns in an Academy Award
performance, but special kudos go to
Van Johnson for his wonderful “Sergeant
Holley.” Don’t miss this.

MGM’s “Battleground” and Van Johnson’s
. acting rate Academy Award nominations.

♦ ♦♦ DON’T >1ISS
♦ ♦ RECOMMENDED
♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK

THE DOCTOR AND THE GIRL
(MGM).♦♦♦

Janet Leigh and Glenn Ford make “The Doc¬
tor and the Girl” a warm, sympathetic movie.

PRINCE OF FOXES (20th)

This is a 3-star and a 3-handkerchief
story! Beautifully acted by Glenn Ford,
who plays the Doctor, and Janet Leigh,
who is the girl, this film is absorbing.
Photographed in New York, against
authentic hospital and city backgrounds,
it has a stark reality comparable to the
better European pictures.
It is the Cinderella story of a poor
girl admitted into Bellevue Hospital as
a charity patient, and in need of a dan¬
gerous chest operation. Glenn Ford, a
socialite doctor, son of a dominating spe¬
cialist, falls in love with her and marries
her. This so infuriates the old tyrant
(played magnificently by Charles Co¬
bum) that he washes his hands of the
boy.
The reformation of Glenn Ford from
a snobbish young specialist who has in¬
herited the worst tendencies of his father
into a warm-hearted,
compassionate
young doctor makes this a particularly
noteworthy human drama.

/
'
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COMPLETE

H with bulbCORD & PLUG

# Made of • Light Glows
Sea-Shells
Through

Send No Money
This beautiful Sea-Shell
Doll Lamp is ideal for
Living Room, Children's
Room, or as Nite-Light.
Delicately hand deco¬
rated in red and white.
Wonderful Party Prize
or
Xmas Gift. Only
$1.98, plus C.O.D. post¬
age charges. Send $1.98;
we pay postage. Money
Back Guarantee if not
delighted.
ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE CO.
Dept. 7808, 1227 Loyola Are.
Chicago 26, IHinois

CONFIDENTIAL LOAN SERVICE
Borrow $50 to $300you live you can borrow BY
MAIL $60.00 to $300.00 this
easy quick confidential way.

+♦♦

Movie studios aren’t content to let the
notorious Italian Borgias rest in peace
these days. (Remember Paramount ro¬
manticized Cesare and sister Lucrezia
in “Bride of Vengeance.”) Twentieth’s
venture is a spectacularly successful film
dramatization of Samuel Shellenbarger’s
novel, “Prince of Foxes.”
The presentation is robust, romantic,
exciting, colorful, with the added treat
of authentic backgrounds of Italian ca¬
thedrals, palaces, familiar art objects—
for this film actually was photographed
in Italy.
Ty Power as Orsini, a Borgia lieuten¬
ant, is the very essence of a swash¬
buckling hero of the Renaissance, and
Wanda Hendrix makes a lovely Camilla;
however, Everett Sloane, Felix Aylmer
and Katina Paxinou give this picture the
dignity and stature it enjoys.
Although the picture nms about 120
rrfinutes, there’s not a dull piece of busi¬
ness in the entire film.

IT IS EASY TO

BORROW
BY MAIL!
Completely
confidential
and private
CONVENIENT
M O N T H LY
PAYMENTS

STATE

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
and women of good
character can solve their money prob¬
lems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or co¬
signers. Yoar employer, relatives and
friends will not know you are applying
for a loan. Convenient monthly pay¬
ments. Send us your name, address and
occupation for application blank and
complete details sent FREE in plain envelope.There’s no obligation. Act now!
Employed men

FI NANCE

COMPANY

210 State Finance Bldg., Dept.B*75K,DesMoines9, Iowa

Trained Dental Assistants are in greater
demand than ever! Prepare for experi¬
ence in this fascinating field! New
permits you to train at home, finish at
School... Course includes lab. X-ray and chair-side
assistance, office and reception duties. Everything fur¬
nished: easy terms. Write for complete facts, FREE!

WAYNE SCHOOL, Inc. Kf.W.HBB!KS«AaT!E
Ty Power and Wanda Hendrix find love and
politics don’t mix in “Prince of Foxes.”

LOST BOUNDARIES

Story of a Negro family which "passes” as
white, stars Mel Ferrer, Beatrice Pearson.

/IrilM

U1

(Film Classics).♦♦♦
With great frankness and genuine emo¬
tion, Louis de Rochemont reveals the
true story of a Negro family which
“passed” as white.
Dr. Carter, a young physician, and his
wife (wonderfully played by Mel Ferrer
and Beatrice Pearson) are beset by more
problems than most couples just start¬
ing out. Of Negro descent, they both
look white.
Unable to secure an internship any
other way, Carter “passes” as white, and
in the course of his work, saves the life
of a fellow physician in an emergency
operation.
The grateful doctor offers
Carter his father’s medical practice in
Keenham, New Hampshire, convinces him
to “pass” permanently.
This is the story of how Dr. and Mrs.
Carter came to be loved and respected
in Keenham—until the war, when Car¬
ter tried to enlist in the Navy, and was
turned down because of his race.
No one with a heart will ever forget
this realistic portrayal of “Lost Boun¬
daries.”

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don’t fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symp¬
tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co.
462 Niagara St.

148-D Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

CATS PAW
Rubber\\ £ £ LS&So/es

■

"FINEST MADE"
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Oil YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL
(20th Century-Fox) .♦♦♦

Amozi/H? Mew

BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
l This sensational BUST lotion con¬
tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estro¬
genic Hormones and vegetable oils
that wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10-day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb hormones. Try it! Easy to use!

TEST 10 DATS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY—Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin’s Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.08 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT de KOLIN, Dept. I-S
803 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.

CHICAGO 22.

ILL.

SONGWRITERS
We sire interested in all types of song poems
and lyrics. Send us yours for FREE exam¬
ination. If accepted Motion Picture Song¬
writer will collaborate with you. “Estab¬
lished since 1935.” Write to Para mount
Song Recording' Studio, Dept. B-33, Box
190, Hollywood, Cal.

“Cuddles” Sakall, June Haver, Mark
Stevens really go to town in this Tech¬
nicolor musical.
“Cuddles” plays the role of the flus¬
tered
composer
Alfred
Breitenbach,
whose career gets a sudden jarring uplift
when Mark Stevens, a high-pressure
press agent, puts some “action” into his
tunes, and proceeds to plug them. Al¬
fred’s bewilderment (and problems) in¬
crease when his daughter, June Haver,
falls for the volatile Mark.
Love blossoms gaily amid old-time
favorite tunes like “Peg O’ My Heart”
and “Come, Josephine, in My Flying
Machine.”
You’ll adore “Cuddles” in this role,
and June Haver was never lovelier.
(She’s the beautiful singing doll!)
Twentieth Century has another hit on
its hands! This tuneful musical leaves
you with a smile on your face, and a
song in your heart!
This is no human drama—it’s just super
entertainment from beginning to end.
Love comes to June Haver and Mark Stevens
in 20th’s musical, “Oh You Beautiful Doll.”

THE FIGHTING KENTUCKIAN

Vera Ralston, John Wayne and Oliver Hardy
in Republic’s “The Fighting Kentuckian.”

(Republic) .♦ ♦ 14
There’s action, romance and laughs in
this story about the exiled followers of
Napoleon who were given land grants in
Alabama by the American Government.
John Wayne provides the romance.
He’s a Kentucky rifleman, returning
home after five years of service with
Andrew Jackson. When his company
halts briefly in Mobile, he falls helpless
to the charms of Vera Ralston, daughter
of an aristocratic exiled French general.
Vera is betrothed to John Howard, an
influential and wealthy American, and
her father is determined that she marry
him, to cement relations between the
French settlers and their neighbors.
Wayne discovers that Howard’s men are
planning to swindle the Frenchmen out
of their land; and the action speeds up
as bullets and fists begin to fly.
Comic relief is supplied by plump and
jovial Oliver Hardy, who deserts his
partner Laurel to solo as Wayne’s fellowKentuckian—drawl and all.
We’re still sighing over John Wayne in
this one.

1 MARRIED A COMMUNIST
(RKO)
♦♦
This is supposed to be a Laraine Day
starrer but she comes off fourth best
with Robert Ryan, Janis Carter and
John Agar running away with the pic¬
ture honors.
Robert Ryan is Brad Collins, a former
member of the Communist Party, brad
broke away from the group, became a
successful shipping executive and, after
a whirlwind courtship, married Laraine
Day.
When a former girl-friend (Janis Car¬
ter) discovers his wedded bliss, the wom¬
an scorned reveals Bob’s identity to
Communist boss Thomas Gomez. Brad
valiantly tries to buck the power but
rather than reveal his former connection
with the political group he has to stand
by while enemy agents attack and de¬
stroy everything dear to him.
This picture can’t rate as a real expose
of Communist activities in this country,
but its melodrama will give you an ex¬
citing evening at the movies.
As usual, Thomas Gomez turns in one
of his polished performances. The big
surprise is John Agar’s accomplished
handling of his role. Looks as if the
young man is in movies to stay.

Bob Ryan and Laraine Day see red in RKO's
exciting drama, “I Married a Communist.”

■ To introduce our Latest Elegant
■ High Society style Sunburst
■ Flash Ring send this ad and 35c
_ 1 in coin or stamps. Wear as En^Vwgagement Ring or Occasional
^•^lring. Brilliant White Sparkler
Jset in Genuine Sterling Silver.
■ Mail string for aize and send 35c.
■Rush your order now while our supply lasts2451 S. Michigan Avenue,
.Dept. E911.Chicago 16,111.

P 0 E M S srE.T M U S I C
Your poems may be worth a fortune. This is your op¬
portunity to have them set to music by a composer
whose latest RCA-Victor record sold thousands of
copies. Rush poems today for FREE examination.
FREE sample melody, and splendid offer.

RADIO COMPOSERS
WGH.

Butler Bldg., CLINTON.

N.

C.

12 MONTH FORECAST
By

ZORENA

Advises you day by day as to love, marriage,
health, business, and personal problems. Sat¬
isfaction assured.
Send date of birth and
$1.00 to

ZORENA
P.O. Box 1108

Santa Barbara, Calif.

ACTUAL PHOTOS OF
WESTERN STARS

Co«npl»t« *•« *4 *4

FREE

Beautiful
Illustrated

Catalog with Order
STIWART-CtOXTON STUDIOS
P.O. Box 2390, Dept. H-l
Hollywood 28, Calif.

HONEYMOON

^>\

Secret Aroma Helps
Win the One You Love
Unforgettable aa a lover’a first kiss! Bewitch,
albir- and captivate with this ram stimulating fragrance Just ONE DROP
of this secret aroma will endure for hours . . . enchantingly encircle lovers
like a binding knot, .-and will add a more thrilling, irreeist’ble charm to you.
FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS
Free personal directions REVEAL ROW to use if you wish to experience
joyous love. The one vou love can be yours . .. can love with great emotion
. . . can be awakened to a more exciting you ... if you KNOW HOW to
use these love drops.
SECRETS OF
Will open your

rprci

*
■ HOW TO WIN LOVE! you've missed.
Many readers of this complete enlightening book have LEARNED MUCH
DER LANGUAGE secrets of winning a NEW JOY¬
OUS LOVE. Solves personal confidential problems.
PACKED WITH ACTUAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
Free with “Honevmoon Charm Drops” order.
SEND NO MONEY—Full size botUeand free book
sent in plain wiapper. Pay postman on Q el ivory
98c phis postage or send only ?1 and we pay postage.
One bottle FREE if two are ordered. Supply is
limited—rush order now. MONEY BACK GUAR¬
ANTEE if you are not completely delighted after
trial use. Delay is lost love.

DORELL COMPANY
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20 Vesey St.. Dept. 8A12, New York City 7

THE RECKLESS MOMENT
(Columbia)
.
A mother trying to protect her off¬
spring will do many things, in a terrify¬
ing situation, that she would never dream
she could do—even get rid of the corpse
of the man her daughter has killed.
Joan Bennett is the mother, whose en¬
tire life is built around her home and
family. The daughter is Geraldine Brooks,
a 17-year-old, who became infatuated
with a disreputable character. And the
character (Shepperd Strudwick) is the
corpse.
Add to the scene one Irish blackmailer
(James Mason), and you have the dra¬
matic and fearful situation.
This story of mother love and sacrifice
will grip your heartstrings. Miss Ben¬
nett has a Madonna-like beauty which
comes from within, and her performance
is thoroughly convincing. James Mason’s
interpretation of the blackmailer, chained
by the past to a vicious uncompromising
master, is subtle and stirring. Both Ger¬
aldine Brooks and Shepperd Strudwick
lend excellent support.
You’ll definitely want to see this one.

THE DOCTOR’S CAPTIVE
(J. Arthur Rank-Eagle Lion) . .

♦♦

When J. Arthur Rank produces a sus¬
pense picture, you remain suspended!
Our hands are still clammy from this
English thriller.
Robert Newton plays Dr. Clive Riordan, who becomes obsessed with jealousy
at his wife’s constant flirtations. He de¬
termines to kill her current flame, Bill
(Phil Brown), an American diplomat,
and let his wife (Sally Gray) suspect,
but never know for sure, that he killed
him.
At the point of a gun, he informs Bill
that he is “the straw which broke the
camel’s back,” and hustles him off to a
long, drawn-out fate.
Now the problem of murdering a man
is not too difficult for the icy-nerved
doctor; but getting rid of the body—that’s
where it takes ingenuity! You’ll cringe
in horror at his schemes, as poor Bill sits
chained in a dungeon watching his captor prepare for his demolition.
Scotland Yard was so slow on the up-

take we thought they’d never get there!
You’ll overlook all the loopholes in
this murderous plot, and adore the real
hero of the story, a wooly poodle named
Monty!

THIEVES’ HIGHWAY (20th) ....♦%
In spite of a confused, jumbled script,
“Thieves’ Highway” manages to be very
exciting—in spots. The story of truck
drivers who speed along California’s
highways at night, carrying fruit prod¬
ucts to the market, is a fascinating tale
of rugged men. Unfortunately director
Jules Dassin didn’t make the most of his
material.
Richard Conte, Lee J. Cobb, Millard
Mitchell, Jack Oakie, and Joseph Pevney
make up the important part of the cast,
and always can be depended on to turn
in fine performances.
Italian movie star Valentina Cortesa,
whose claim to U.S. fame so far has been
her romance with Orson Welles, makes
her American debut here. She, too, is
handicapped by the poor script and one
can only hope that was the reason for
her over-acting.

GERMANY YEAR ZERO

Sally was smart. She knew that Monthly
Blues, nerves, irritability just don’t go over
with a man. “Be wise,” says Sally. “Don’t
let nervous tension, periodic headache and
cramps play havoc with your romance! In¬
stead—help relieve those symptoms with
these wonderfully effective Chi-Ches-Ters
Pills!” Packed in three convenient sizes. Get
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills at your druggisf today.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
For relief from “periodic functional distress”

FREE—New

illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
plain
wrapper.
Write
today!
Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept.l2-Q,Philadelphia
46, Pennsylvania.

♦♦

Roberto Rossellini’s films always rate
special attention and this one will be no
exception.
The director of “Open City” and “Pai-.
san” tries to tell the story of Berlin dur¬
ing the first post-war years. His camera
paints a bitter picture of destruction and
poverty—and the finished portrait is
painful to see. Unfortunately there are
no light touches to offer contrast—but
perhaps that’s impossible with a story of
such bitterness.
Twelve-year-old Edmund Meschke is
the most tragic figure in the story about
one German family. His efforts to keep
his group together, his sense of responsi¬
bility and the efforts to survive will tear
at your heart.
The cast, picked in the usual Rossellini
style, is not made up of professionals;
however, each one is perfect in the role
he has been given.
You may not like what you see—but
there’s no denying the power of this
production.

DEVELOP A GLAMOROUS

BUST CONTOUR!
For irrestible bust beauty, follow Bonomo
Ritual! 6-week course shows how to develop
bust allure! Exclusive home techniques
by Joe Bonomo, famous beauty authority,
publisher of Beauty Fair.
X 12",
124 diagrams, charts and photos of “mirexercises, bust control methods, diet,
weight tables, etc. Money back if not
delighted. Sent C.O.D. for $1.00 plus
postage or send $1.00, we pay postage.

JOE BONOMO, Dept. H-12
1841 B'way, New York 23, N.Y.

VELVENE

BUST LOTION

We make only one claim. We GUARANTEE that if you
don’t think it’s wonderful after using your first bottle,
simply return the empty bottle and we will refund your
money. Contains hydros}'-quinoline, chlorbutanol and iso¬
thymol. Full price including Federal Tax and postage only
$1.20.
(If C.O.D. $1.55.)
VELVENE CO., Dept. 107-B
1216 Park Row Bldg.
New York 7, N. Y.

S0I1GS PUBLISHED
We offer new songwriters a thrilling opportunity
to have their SONGS PUBLISHED. Send your song
poems or songs TODAY for FREE examination.

HOLLYWOOD S0NGHIT COMPOSERS
Box 782-D

Hollywood 28. Calif

PICTURE
RING $1*

EXQUISITE PICTURE RING—made from any''
photo. SEND NO MONEY! Mail photo with paper strip
for ring size. Pay postman ONLY $1.00 pins postage. I
Hand tinted 25 cents extra. Photo returned with ring. I
Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size NOW* |

Picture Ring Co., Dept. A-162, Cincinnati, 0.

fj^.h)h)>WAL'/£

mss^ovi
WITHOUT 1C TO PAY!
. Thrilling new plan! Yoor choice of gorgeous new
It dress in yoor favorite style, size and color...
B GIVEN TO YOU for sending orders for only 3
dresses for friends, neighbors or members of
yoor family. THAT’S ALL... and your own
dress is included without paying one cent.
FREE SAMPLES! Write for big Style
Presentation showing scores of latest fash\ ion9—actual sample fabrics in wool, rayon,
, cotton dresses; lingerie, hosiery, children’s
i wear, sportswear, suits, etc. No money
needed. EARN CASH TOO-Up to $22 a
i Week in Spare Time! You can get comm plete wardrobe and earn cash too..up
to $22 in a week tn spare time—easy! Wnte!
Harford Frocks, Dept. A-611, Cincinnati 2S, Ohio

M
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Small BUST

Special Design “Up-and-Out” Bra Gives You
A Fuller, Alluring Bustline Instantly!
DAf\C I
NO ARTIFICIAL BUST

IN U

rAU3!

Self conscious
about your flat¬
looking, small
bustline? Fig¬
ure beauty
starts with a
glamorous
bustline. The
sensational
“Up-and-Out"
Bra has an ex¬
clusive secret
patent pend,
feature that
tends to lift
and cup flat,un¬
shapely, small
busts into a
fuller, wellrounded bust¬
line like magic
instantly!

BUILDUP NEEDED

WOMEN
Sizes
28 to 38
Colors
NUDE
WHITE
BLUE
BLACK

°ne ot °ur Many satisfied Customers Below Says:
. . It's amazing how its special feature gives my
bustline real glamour.”
—Miss Doris Harris, Wichita, Kansas.

Down with Clift

BEFORE Miss Harris
wore the “Up-and-Out”
Bra, she was flat, un¬
shapely, and shy.

I am sick and tired of hearing about
that skinny toothpick, Montgomery Clift.
I’m not saying he can’t act or anything,
but he’s not as terrific as they all say.
Why did they rave about him in “The
Search” when they should be applauding
Ivan Jandy, the real star!
I suppose a lot of people are ready to
have me shot at dawn. But I just want
to show you there’s an exception to every
rule, and in this case it’s me.
Blance Farina
Stewart, Cuba

AFTER she wore the
“Up-and-Out” Bra. her
attractive bustline gave
her poise, confidence.

NOW WEAR ALL FORM FITTING DRESSES, BLOUSES. SWEATERS, Etc.
with Bustline Confidence!
Firm elastic back and easy to adjust shoulder straps. Beautiful fabric—easy
*
—
*
—
—
“*
—
—
~ '
$2.49. Mail
to
wash.
Sizes
28. 30, 32,
34, 30,
38.
Only
Mall coupon NOW.

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
| TESTED SALES, Dept. MR-1512A
I 20 Vesey Street. New York City

I
I

Rush to me my “UP-and-OUT” Bra In plain wrapper In size
and color checked below. I will pay postman on delivery $2.49
plus postage. If not delighted in 10 days I will return merchandise
for my money back.

I Color.How Many.Size.
Name..
Address. .
City. Zone. State.
□ Check here if you wish to save postage by enclosing $2.49
with coupon I Same Money Back Guarantee.

Profile View
Of Hidden
Feature in
Bra
Which
does wonders for
your
individual bust problem.
Here are 3ome types who can
be helped.
Special pat¬
ent pending
bust molding
feature on in¬
side
of
bra
lifts, supports
and cups your
busts .
No
MatterWhether They Are
Small,
Flat
or Sagging in¬
to
Fuller.
Well-Rounded
“Up-and-Out’
magic instantly!

I'm Winning
Because ofYou

JOIN
THE MARCH OF
DIMES

Long Live John Hodiak!
I sure wish I could see John Hodiak in
another film like “The Harvey Girls,” or
“Marriage Is a Private Affair.” Why al¬
ways the sad and tragic end kind of roles
for him? In “The Bribe” he only had 3
or 4 scenes and died, in “Command De¬
cision” he didn’t last long, and in “Desert
Fury” he was doomed right from the
start.
Here’s a man—handsome, charming,
likable, and healthy-looking, with a
beautiful speaking voice, and what hap¬
pens? Each picture he’s been in lately
has him gone before one gets the drift
of the story.
Please, producers—give Mr. Hodiak
some leading roles with happy endings.
Mrs. J. Klakowicz
San Francisco, California

Voice From Britain
I have been reading a letter in “Sin¬
cerely Yours” about the superiority of
English films over American ones. I don’t
know of any British stars that can equal
any of yours, and I don’t think any of
your readers can think of a British actor
that has as much charm and personality
as Roy Rogers, a British actor who is as
handsome as Montgomery Clift, or a
British actress who can equal the acting
ability of Jane Wyman.
When I go to the movies, I sit down to
thoroughly enjoy an American picture.
They are so natural; the sound-track is
just perfect. With a British film, the
sound-track alone is enough to deafen
you for a couple of weeks. I think I
would just about die if they took Ameri¬
can films off the British screen.
Peggy Foweraker
Aylesbury, England

True to Ingrid

January 16-31

M

The Notional Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, founder
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“Sensitive” movie fans are always
shouting that they aren’t going to see any
more of Ingrid Bergman’s pictures, be¬
cause she doesn’t give out autographs, or
pictures, or some such thing. They ask,
“Where would Ingrid Bergman be if it
weren’t for her loyal fans?” Why don’t
they grow up and ask themselves “Which
comes first, the admired or the admirer?”
Arthur M. Harris
Ontario, California

Letters to the Editor should
he addressed to The Editor,
MOVIELAND, 535 Fifth Ave¬
nue, New York 17, New York.

1 was
a nice
girlwasn’t
i?”
Please wait
until you know
the Truth
about
“My Foolish
Heart

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
PRESENTS

DANA ANDREWS • SUSAN HAYWARD
MY FOOLISH HEART
with Kent Smith • Lois Wheeler • Jesse Royee Landis • Robert Keith • Gigi Perreau
Screen Play by Julius J. Epstein and Philip G. Epstein • Based on a story
in the New Yorker by J. D. Salinger • Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.

Directed by

MARK ROBSON
who gave you
"Champion” and "Home of the Brave”
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POEM TO 1950
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Here’s the newest hair fashion right from the
world’s fashion center. And you can put it up
at home with DeLong Bob Pins! Round-ended,
smooth-sliding DeLongs are perfect for easy
setting. Firmer grip keeps your hair in place
indefinitely. Take the blue card home today.
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The CLOCHEby Pierre-Rene,
outstanding hair dresser
of Paris. Set top in two
rows. Start left side high,
with ridge and two rows
of curls. Set right side
lower with ridge and two
rows of curls. Set back in
two rows. Brush hard —
comb close and cover ears.
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INSIDE HOLLYWOOD.
PICTURE OF THE MONTH

Avo Gardner wel¬
comes the New Year
in a fabulous Joseff
necklace,
luxurious
Teitelbaum furs, and
a new MGM film titled
'Carriage Entrance.'
For more about Ava,
please see page 66.

.
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Three gay gobs go on a 24-hour shore leave...and it's a musical frolic from
the Bronx to the Battery! They get taken in tow by a female taxi-driver
...make havoc with a dinosaur in the museum rock Radio City with
laughs...raise the roof of the Empire State with song...and steal kisses in
Central Park! They land back in Brooklyn Navy Yard...busted,
exhausted but happy! It’s wonderful fun, so come along ...EVERYONE!

JULES MUNSHIN'VERAELLEN
W

HEAR THESE TOP-HIT TUNES!

"New York, New York” • "Miss Turnstiles" • "Prehistoric Man" • “Come Up To MyPlace” • "Main Street" • "You’re Awful"* "On The Town" • "Count On Me'
Song Hits from "On Tho Town" available on M-G-M Records

Screen Play by Adolph Green and Betty Comden- Based Upon The

Musical Play-Directed

by GENE KELLY and STANLEY DONEN-Produced by ARTHUR FREED

A METRO-GOLOWYHMAYER PICTURE

he DAVIS
A marriage break-up isn’t a
new problem to Hollywood.
What would you do
if you were Bette Davis?

* As dusk fell over the Warner Brothers
lot, I walked toward a friend’s cottage
dressing room. On the steps sat a drab
figure of a girl. Wondering at the identity
of the owner of the ill-fitting dress and
stringy black hair, I had started to pass
her by, when she glanced up, called my
name, and said “Hello.” Startled, I paused
and had to look twice before I could be¬
lieve it was Bette Davis!
I’d known Bette for years as a pleasant,
extremely intelligent acquaintance. But
this girl seemed a stranger. True, she was
in make-up for her new picture, “Beyond
the Forest.” But more than that had hap¬
pened to Bette. Her attitude, in direct
contrast to former days, invited no fur¬
ther conversation. She seemed lonely,
troubled, and infinitely weary. So I
passed on, glancing back at the small girl¬
ish figure with bowed head and hunched
shoulders sitting alone in the twilight.
Not long after I saw her sitting on the
steps she severed connections with the
studio that had her under contract for
eighteen years. She described the inci¬
dent as a “professional divorce.”
A short time later she sued for another
kind of divorce. This one was from her
third husband, William Grant Sherry.
Charging cruelty, she had filed for the
divorce, asking for custody of their twoand-a-half-year-old daughter, Barbara,
and a restraining order against her hus¬
band. Implying fear of bodily harm from
him, she asked the court for protection.
For a man pictured in such a light,
Sherry reacted strangely to the news of
his wife’s action. Declaring that she had
given no hint of her intention when he
had last talked to her, he exclaimed, “Di¬
vorce is silly. I adore her, and she adores
me.”
Sherry did indicate that his temper wag
something a little hotter than a Septem¬
ber breeze.
Bette on her part, expressed her ado¬
ration by announcing the separation
through her private press agent, Bob
Taplinger, before she went into hiding

with her daughter and sister.
Hollywood, just recovering from the
John Agar-Shirley Temple divorce news,
was not overly shocked. Most knew
and understood Bette’s devotion to her
career. She had worked long and hard
to become the drama queen of the movies.
One of her directors said, “The trouble
with Bette is that she never knows when
to rest on her laurels. When most
actresses make a hit they’re content to
keep repeating similar performances. But
not Bette. She’s got to be trying some¬
thing new.”
People who have worked through the
years with Bette tell me that they are
always overjoyed when she is happily
married or when her career is going well.
“Then it is a pleasure being around her,”
they said. “But let a romance go on the
rocks, or let her career take a reverse,
and it’s time to hoist the storm warnings.
Something has to give!”
Harmon O. Nelson, her first husband,
divorced Bette on the grounds that she
put her career before her marriage, and
charged that she had “become so en¬
grossed in her profession that she neg¬
lected and failed to perform her duties as
a wife.”
Bette, on the other hand, claimed that
the difference between their salaries ir¬
ritated him. Though he insisted on sup¬
porting himself, Bette claimed that he
just couldn’t take the difference between
their pay checks.
Nelson and Bette had been high school
sweethearts and married when Bette was
twenty-four. That was two years before
she made “Of Human Bondage,” the film
that first brought her screen recognition.
It was while married to Nelson that she
won her two “Oscars”: one for “Danger¬
ous,” and the other for “Jezebel.”
But it was after her divorce that she at¬
tained her greatest heights at the boxoffice. For the following three years she
was listed as one of Hollywood’s ten top
money-making stars.
Bette’s second marriage was to Arthur

Farnsworth, a flyer and fellow New Eng¬
lander whom she had met on a summer
vacation. That marriage ended tragically
when Farnsworth died from injuries re¬
ceived in a fall nearly four years later.
After his death, Bette threw herself into
her work; and the following year she was
again among the top ten at the boxoffice.
Though Bette was six years older than
William Grant Sherry, the age difference
meant little. They were married in the
autumn of 1945; and, for a while, seemed
very happy. When their daughter was
born in 1947, Hollywood was sure that
was all Bette needed for complete happi¬
ness. But since Bette’s happiness seems
to go hand in hand with the state of her
career, she was headed for trouble.
Bette had been off-screen for about a
year while awaiting the stork’s visit. As
her return vehicle, she tried “Winter
Meeting,” with newcomer Jim Davis as
her leading man. The ill-fated picture
was literally murdered by the critics.
This catastrophe plus her year’s absence
from the screen practically sent her ca¬
reer into a tailspin.
She tried to come out of it with a
comedy, “June Bride.” The picture was
successful but did little for the Davis
prestige. In much.-of it she olaved stooge
to her co-star Robert Montgomery, who
had the lines and the part to dominate
the picture. He also had acting ability to
take advantage of the opportunity offered
him.
Bette was then truly worried. She
bought a house in North Hollywood; and
it looked as though she were returning to
town to battle for her career.
In “Beyond the Forest,” she olayed a
super slitch, the type of role that had
brought her fame. The lady she portrayed
had not one redeeming feature, unless it
was boredom! One columnist wrote that
she could not have picked a more perfect
vehicle to wreck her career—if that had
been her deliberate purpose.
Bette must have had something like
that in mind when she got out of her
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By
WILLIAM BRUCE

studio contract shortly after completing
the picture. She may also have been
thinking of the matter when she sepa¬
rated from William Grant Sherry right
after adverse reviews of the film had be¬
gun to appear.
The ink had hardly cooled on the di¬
vorce announcement before a columnist
linked her to a new romance with pub¬
licity agent Bob Taplinger.
Friendship between the two dates back
for many years when Bob was head of
publicity at Warner Brothers studio, and
Bette was queen of the lot. It has been
reported that the two were more than
friends in days gone by; but it must be
remembered that he in his publicity posi¬
tion could do much for her career.
It was Taplinger’s job, as her private
press agent, to announce her separation
from Sherry. Taplinger also issued the
news of their quick reconciliation when
Bette decided to try to save what was left
of their marriage. The reconciliation is
on a trial basis and the next few months
will determine whether the aid of a psy¬
chiatrist will solve the problems con¬
fronting the Sherrys.
There is more to be considered in this
marriage than the two adult individuals
involved. The Sherrys’ little daughter,
Barbara, so dear to both her parents, is
in the center of the maelstrom. Both par¬
ents realize that a home life of constant
bickering, and perhaps violence, will be
much more detrimental to the child’s
happiness than a severance of the
marriage.
It is up to the Sherrys to file down their
temperaments to a point where studios,
careers, and disappointments are moved
into the background when they are at
home. If they can subordinate these out¬
er intrusions from the privacy of their
home, they may achieve the contentment
which both of them need so desperately.
A psychiatrist alone cannot rebuild this
marriage if both Bette and William don’t
value it enough to place it before any¬
thing else in the world.

“I adore Bette, she adores me,” said William Sherry. Bette expressed hf
by announcing separation and going into hiding with their little daughte

I
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Mike and Bobby Walker make sure that dad. Bob Walker, doesn t
lack valet service during filming of MGM's “Please Believe Me.’

Just about the happiest woman in Hollywood is Olivia de Havilland
who’s now (see story page 38), mother of handsome son. Benjamin.

I

Hollywood’s youngsters

1

steal the limelight from
their famous parents—
who don’t mind a bit!

★ Since her bust-up with Bill Pawley Jr.,
Elizabeth Taylor has been mighty careful
to keep her name out of the papers in
matters of romance. On one of her first
dates, with Richard Long, incidentally,
she made it a sextette with two other
couples.
*

*

*

When Stewart Granger was in town
making tests for “King Solomon’s Mine,”
he did the place up high, wide, and hand¬
some with some of our top glamor girls,
including Ava Gardner.
And it’s our
guess that as soon as he finishes the pic¬
ture, which is being shot in Africa, he’ll
make a bee-line for Hollywood, whei'e,
incidentally, he’ll find little difficulty in
finding plenty of work.
M

8

Marie Windsor, one of our most popu¬
lar bachelor girls, finally got around to
that man-about-town, Otto Preminger.
(She was once reported engaged to Rod
Cameron, with the wedding set for last
fall.)
*
*
*
Ida Lupino, who brought her first di¬
rectorial job on “Never Fear,” in under
both schedule and budget, will likely do
as she’s long wanted to do—concentrate
on directing and writing, and let her
acting career slip.
*

*

*

Brian Donlevy, who seems to have
completely forgotten Audrey Totter, has
been burning the long distance wires to
New York socialite Marilin Marlow.

Joan Crawford will have 53 wardrobe
changes in “The Victim.” Since Ginger
Rogers took over with Greg Bautzer,
Joan’s interested in a big financier in the
East. He has a grown daughter.
*

*

*

Margaret Sullavan, resuming her film
career with “No Sad Songs,” has been
telling friends that she wants to get mar¬
ried again, after previously being wed
to Henry Fonda, Leland Hayward, and
William Wyler. But this time, Margaret
declares, the ties will stick regardless.
She intends doing one picture a year for
Columbia, arranging her work for the
summertime when her children go to
camp.
(Please turn to page 10)
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Lauren Bacall and Farley Granger were looking forward to seeing Clifton Webb all decked out in the pink satin dinner jacket he’s
been sporting all over town. They were slated for disappointment when he showed up at the Chanteclair in conventional evening dress.

“No Sad Songs” deals with the taboo
subject of cancer. The woman played by
Margaret, realizes she is slowly dying of
the dread disease, but instead of becom¬
ing embittered or scared by the situation,
she has another woman come into her
house and teaches her to take over as
wife and mother after she’s gone. That
sounds like a natural for Maggie, who is
still vividly remembered for her por¬
trayal of the tragic tubercular girl in
“Three Comrades.”
*

*

*

Nancy Guild, who recently separated
from Charles Russell, has certainly been
seeing eye to eye with Broadway pro'ducer, Ernie Martin.
*

*

*

Since his separation from
Ginger
Rogers, Jack Briggs has been dividing his
time with Ann Miller, June Horne, and
Reva Fredericks, who’s Bob Mitchum’s
secretary. Of the three, he’s seen most
constantly with Reva.
Incidentally, it
was Mitchum who engineered Jack’s re¬
turn to the screen as an actor by getting
him a part in “Carriage Entrance.”
*

M

<«

*

*

The Greg Bautzer-Ginger Rogers ro¬
mance has all Hollywood guessing, with
(Please turn to page 12)

‘

Westerns have been keeping George Montgomery so busy that he and Dinah Shore don’t get
much of a chance to go stepping. His latest picture is “The Iroquois Trail” for UI.

Man with a past
...meets woman
with no future
...in the last
port of call for
adventurer,
renegade, and
outcast!

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

It
jgiftften
Starring

SHELLEY WINTERS • MACDONALD CAREY
HELENA CARTER
LUTHER ADLER • FRANK LOVEJOY and

LIBERACE

new sensation
of the piano!

Screenplay by JOEL MALONE and OSCAR BRODNEY • Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE • Produced by MICHa KRAIKE

the
hard-to-get
Hollywood
attorney
seeming at last very much in love. A
littl'e birdie tells us that the two have
also been looking over houses, which
could mean but one thing—contemplated
wedding bells.
*

*

*

Lana Turner and Bob Topping have
surprised Hollywood with the infre¬
quency with which they show up at
night clubs since their return here.
They average about one visit a month.
Having bought a house here, they’ll make
Hollywood their permanent headquar¬
ters, going east only on visits. The much
publicized, enormous Topping estate in
Connecticut does not belong to Bob
alone. His two brothers also have their
share of it; so it is not as if Bob and
Lana owned a home back east.
*

*

*

Charles Laughton, who’s skipping pic¬
tures for a series of lectures and read¬
ings from famous books, gets a guarantee
of $2000 for his appearances, which is a
sufficient temptation to keep him off the
screen for a long time.
*

*

*

Just a few days after Carmen Miran¬
da’s husband vigorously denied that he

f4

XT

continued
Biggest celebration in town was for Ed Wynn, now a successful television star. Lucille
Ball, a friend from musical comedy days, joined his party at Chanteclair restaurant.
and his wife were rifting, the break was
announced.
The next time who’ll be¬
lieve him? The trouble with those two
seems to have been too much in-laws—
Carmen's that is.
*

*

*

Just when it seems certain that Ann
Sothern and Cy Howard were altar
bound, he gets interested in Evelyn
Keyes. But she’s not a hard girl to get
interested in.
*

*

*

Walt Disney spends his evenings work¬
ing on the manufacture of a toy train,
which though quite small, will operate
exactly like a big one and be able to pull
Walt over his estate.
*

«

*

The final break between Cornel Wilde
and Patricia Knight ends one of Holly¬
wood’s most tempestuous marriages. And
though they’ve reconciled before, this
time the rift looks permanent. They’re
putting up their house for sale, and have
a publicity man to handle the press re¬
leases on their divorce.
*

According to Stork Club spies Peter Lawford and New York debutante, Melissa Weston,
saw eye to eye on many things during his recent vacation from Hollywood glamor girls.

»

*

Those reports of Glenn Ford’s serious
illness have been greatly exaggerated. As
soon as he finishes “The White Tower,”
he moves into a new film before going to
Europe after the first of the year to make
a picture there. That doesn’t sound like
the schedule a sick man would cut out
for himself. With their son well started
(Please turn to page 14)
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in life, Eleanor Powell is returning to
pictures in “Duchess of Idaho,” which is
being shot at her old studio MGM.
*

*

*

Two of the most ardent love birds in
town are Edmond O'Brien and Olga San
Juan. When either is away from home,
it means long distance telephone calls all
day. They miss each other that much.
*
*
*
Hottest rumor in town is that it was
Harry James, and not Betty Grable, whostrenuously objected to her playing oppo¬
site Dan Dailey in “My Blue Heaven.”
Seems he didn’t mind the story, but ob¬
jected to the company she’d have to keep
during the picture’s production.
*

*

*

Gertrude Lawrence, the famous stage
actress out here for her first Hollywood
picture, says that when she married
Richard Aldridge, Constance Collier told
him, “You think you’ve married Ger¬
trude Lawrence. But you haven’t. You’ve
married a myth.” His pet name for her
since has been “Myth Lawrenth.” She’s
playing Jane Wyman’s mother in “The
Glass Menagerie.”
*

“Anniversary Waltz" got a big play from Scott Brady when newlyweds Gail Russell and
Guy Madison arrived at The Palms. They came to celebrate their second month of marriage!
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Minus boots and saddle but flashing his big grin, cowboy star Rod
Cameron visited the Stork Club with society songbird Helen Edwards.

*

*

They do say that the reason Orson
Welles is lingering so long in Europe is
(Please turn to page 16)

As part of a sightseeing tour, Jerome Courtland showed his pretty
sister, Joanne Carter, the gay Hollywood nightlife at Chanteclair.

HAL WALLIS
production starring

PAUL KELLY • JOAN TETZEL
Screenplay by Ketti Frings • From a story by Marty Holland
M
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that government officials are waiting to
snag him for back taxes when he returns
here. Orson was never one to watch a
buck.
*
*
*
If Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli
have definitely reconciled, why don’t they
make a little announcement on the
matter?
*
*
*
Van Johnson and wife Evie are prepar¬
ing to make a stage debut together at
one of the local theatres here.
*

*

John Huston and Arlene Dahl made a companionable twosome at the Chanteclair recently
but it’s rumored he and Evelyn Keyes may still iron out their marital difficulties.

*

Sterling Hayden, who once gave Holly¬
wood the frigid shoulder and took off to
sea, is now more than anxious to have a
successful career. He’s even getting rid
of his boat and moving his family to
Beverly Hills, where he can concentrate
on his film work.
But is it too late?
He has the lead in “Asphalt Jungle.”
After that, what?
*

*

*

From the talk around Hollywood,
Olivia de Havilland, Susan Hayward, and
Evelyn Keyes will be three feminine
contenders for the Oscar next spring.
Liwy’s in because of “The Heiress”;
Susan, for “My Foolish Heart”; Evelyn,
for “Mrs. Mike.” All three had great
feminine parts and made the most of
them.
*

*

*

One of worst breaks here came to
June Lockhart.
After capturing raves
for her work in a Broadway play, she
was sought by nearly every studio in
town. One signed her; gave her no parts
for nearly eighteen months; then dropped
her. She's about as cold professionally
as when she started.
(Please turn to page 18)
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John Lund talked about his Paramount film “The Lie,” and Lizabeth Scott about "Bitter Vic¬
tory” which she does for Hal Wallis, when they co-starred on the CBS Lux Radio Theatre.

At opening of "The Palms” Howard Duff was much more interested in Keenan Wynn’s wrife, Betsy, than in the funny man’s profile.

r'

l

The strange triangle
of a woman who fought
a million miles of
northland for the
man she loved!
with J. M. KERRIGAN • ANGELA CLARKE • John Miljan • Nan Boardman • Executive Producer SAMUEL BISCHOFF • Producer EDWARD GROSS • Directed by LOUIS KING • Screenplay by Alfred lewis
Levitt and DeWitt Bodeen • Based on the novel by Benedict and Nancy Freedman • Presented bv NASSOUR STUDIO in association with HUNTINGTON HARTFORD • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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The Bill Holdens (Brenda Marshall) teamed up with Pat Knight at the Chanteclair.

Pat is awaiting her final decree from Cornel Wilde.

Newlyweds Angela Lansbury and Peter Shaw appeared at the new Coronet Theatre opening.

Humphrey Bogart is most loath to.
discuss the episode of himself and the
two panda bears in a New York night
club. Seems wife Lauren Bacall really
got miffed at that antic of Bogey’s; and
he’d be very happy To forget the whole
matter.
*

*

*

Yvonne de Carlo on her last tour of
Europe, saw plenty of her old flame Turhan Bey. That’s one gal who makes no
secret of the fact that she’d like to get
married. But so far, no takers.
*

N
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Lou Costello has reduced 60 pounds with the
aid of plastic “Hollywood S.lhouette Suit.”

*

*

Jack Beutel, who starred with Jane
Russell in “The Outlaw” about eight
years ago, hasn’t made a picture since.

But he’s been under contract all the time
to Howard Hughes and drawn his full
salary regularly. What gives with that
situation?
*

*

*

Isn’t that romance between Jack Carson and Lola Allbright nearing the altar
stage?
*

*

*

Jeanne Crain, who played a sixteen
year old girl in her first picture, gets
younger by the year. In “Cheaper by the
Dozen,” she’s just fifteen. In that pic¬
ture, you’ll have an opportunity to hear
Clifton Webb sing.
He warbles two
numbers: “When You Wore a Tulip”
and “Memories.”

Are you in "fche know ?

What to do if Mom says you're too young for dating?
□ Try crowd psychology

□ Play Hannah the Hermit

Chances are, it’s solo dates the family vetoes
. . . they’re not against your having friends.
Why not get your schoolmates to rally at
your homestead, now and then ? Show Mom
you can eo^e with a mixed trowd. Dating
first on the 'gang” plan is good practice for

□ Stick to hen parties

solos later. And whatever the doings, what¬
ever the day, remember —those flat pressed
ends of Kotex prevent revealing outlines.
Even when you’re togged for a gala evening,
you know you can brave the limelight with
confidence . . . (and Kotex!).

Free Country Got To Do
With A New Dress?
THE BIG DANCE is only a few weeks
away. How to wangle that dream dress
you sigh for? Dad wouldn’t understand
that a girl’s got to blossom out in some¬
thing "special.” So? You decide to earn it.
And right here’s a thought that may
never have occurred to you. Except for
getting the family’s permission, you don’t
have to ask anyone else. Certainly not
Uncle Sam.
Now . . . which job? Baby sitting?
Clerking part time at the corner drug, or
at your town’s department store? Which¬
ever job you choose, you find you can snag
your heart’s desire in time for the shindig!
It Only Happens Here
But — if you lived overseas, you’d learn
things just don’t happen that way. Because
in one country across the Atlantic, it
would take twice as long to earn the price
of that dress . . . while in others it would
take up to 10 times as long.

Should you break a movie date
with Bill —
1

It's a mighty sharp student
who—

I For a Big Man On Campus

1~1 Snags the prof

I I If you’re asked to a formal fray

I

I Has the Tweedy Look

1

I

I Majors in poetry

I To meet a blind Find

You’re booked for Saturday night at the
cinema. Then the real Bikini comes along.
Should you call Bill and beg off? Check no
on all three counts above! Breaking dates is
a rating-buster. And "calendar” time, too, is
no excuse .. . for new Kotex is made to stay
soft while you wear it; gives softness that
holds its shape. And your new Kotex Wonderform Belt won’t twist, won’t curl, won’t cut!
Made with DuPont Nylon elastic: feather
weight, fast drying!

Competition’s keen when the prof’s cute.
True, vou may not be a ball of fire at scan¬
ning. But your tweeds’ll tell him you’re on
your toes, style-wise. For this year, tweed’s
terrific . . . new, inexpensive, with a "high
fashion” look. In coats, suits or dresses, it’s
for you! And just for you on problem days,
there’s a Kotex absorbency you’ll find
exactly right. How to tell? By trying all 3:
Regular, junior, Super. Each has a special
safety center—pledging extra protection!

Only one example of how much it can
mean to you to live in this free country.
Whether it’s a matter of earning some
little special luxury — or your daily bread —
you know you have a free choice. A chance
to earn more in less time than any other
people on earth. And that’s how it can
always be, as lon’g as you do your part to
keep our American way of living the very
best way.
Free Booklet For You
Learn why Americans live better . . . how
machines make jobs . . . why freedom and
security go together! Right now, send cou¬
pon below for the fascinating free booklet,
"The Miracle of America.”
(Offer expires May 31, 1950)

Georgia Hughes,
•
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois.

More ivo/ne/? c/?oose /COTEX
//ian a// o//?er sarj/Yary raft/ws
3 ABSORBENC/ES : RBG-ULAR, JUM/OR. SURER

Please send me, without charge, a copy of
the booklet: "The Miracle of America.”
Name....
Address.

v.

City.State.
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Picture of the Month

In MGM’s “Key to the City” Clark Gable and Loretta Young attend a party dressed as they were when first kissed by a member of the oppo¬
site sex. Clark has on a Fauntleroy suit under the dapper raincoat; it’s obvious that both he and Loretta started romance at an early age.

BOB HOPE, LOVER OF THE YEAR
The Profile...Women At His Feet...Men At His Heels...Laughs Everywhere

In A Paramount Picture

with Roland

Roland

Richard

Gary

YOUNG • CULVER • LYON • GRAY
Produced by Edmund Beloin • Directed by

ALEXANDER HALL

Written by Edmund Beloin, Melville Shavelson and Jack Rose

M
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TYRONE POWER ♦ ORSON WELLES ♦ WANDA HENDRIX -

---.

—

SCREEN PLAY BY MILTON KRIMS » FROM THE NOVEL BY SAMUFI XHFII ARARnff)

IT’S A GALA HOLIDAY OF ENTSRTAIN M E N T!f *5 tJmt "/SttH*H°fwi°“*LAT?i'i'Tt

*

There once was sadness in a passing year.
A child holds to each hour not letting go,
Beseeches life and wins a limp echo.
Dreams the unknown and sheds
a lonely tear.
That is all past. Time runs now and I hear
Its swivel hasting feet with joy to know
How firm we stand together, howr we grow
Toward happiness, achievement,
all that’s dear.
See how the doors swing w ide. You did that,
you!
You touched my hand and
the whole puzzle fell
To patterned beauty. Oh, you teach me well;
Your hand in mine we find
each dream comes true.
Bells, ring your noisy challenge,
I’ve no fear.
Come quickly, come, I wait the brave
new year.

r

Always willing to turn an honest dollar, Ben Gage and Esther Williams now are proprietors of a new restaurant.
Esther already is a successful bathing suit designer; she also shares interest in a gasoline station with Ben.

Betty Garrett’s transparent evening bag won as much comment as The
Trails’ western decor. She was with husband Larry Parks and Joe Kirkwood.

24

Newest man-about-town, English Stewart Granger, squired Ava
Gardner who seemed to enjoy the food, fun and Mr. Granger.

Floor show starred Esther and Ben. It was hard to tell which
got more applause: Esther’s singing or her .short evening gown.

MGM’s new star, Mario Lanza, and cute wife Betty are a permanent
part of Hollywood’s whirl since success of “That Midnight Kiss.”

Even Jimmy Durante’s smile can’t outshine Ben’s this
evening!
The new restaurant got off to a fine start.

Keenan Wynn listened patiently while Fred Cole described new swim suits
fashions to Betsy before they all sat down to sensational steak dinner.

N
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The storm of publicity hasn’t interfered
with Rita Hayworth’s movie popularity.

Fans

. still rate her tops and clamor for pictures
of their favorite star. So, here they are

Rita’s shapely legs led to
movie fame, eventually to
world renown when she
became Princess Ali Khan.

As a child, Rita showed
little promise of beauty.

Her child may never have to work the way Rita did.
Her career started early as father’s dance partner.

Although she’s been away from the screen for
over a year, she hasn’t lost her fan appeal.

The
Truth
about
Shirl and John looked happy at their wedding anniversary celebration, hut a few minutes after
photo was taken an argument started. John left the table at Chanteclair and. didn’t come back.

♦Dear Shirley and Jack:

This impending
divorce has
shocked the
nation. Nobody
wants to believe
the real reason
for the breakup

It was with deepest regrets that we learned of your decision to file
suit for divorce.
It would be wrong to say that this move took us by surprise—for
when rumors fly, there is usually some basis of truth behind them.
However, we can’t believe the rumor that you, Shirley, are in love
with Kathryn Grayson’s husband, Johnny Johnston.
Nevertheless, it’s a mighty difficult thing for an editor to weed
out what’s true; and even more difficult to decide whether to print it
or not. Therefore, we went out on a limb, and carried your Christmas
story in our last issue; hoping that somehow, things would work out
for you, and that you two could recapture the love which the whole
world blessed when you married four years ago.
But*—we were wrong. You’ve separated; (Please turn to page 78)
Friends say adjustment to a new screen career
has been difficult for Jack Agar. Latest of
his five films are RKO’s “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon,” and Republic’s “Sands of I wo Jima.”
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No longer the neurotic
recluse who felt the whole
w orld was against him.
Bob Walker now is able to
talk about those
bitter, dark days

V

know myself now..
says
BOB WALKEB
to MARVA PETERSON

* In a few weeks’ time, Robert Walker will be
going back to the Menninger Clinic in Topeka,
Kansas, for a complete check-up.
You will probably read about it in your local
newspaper.
Only, for Pete’s sake, don’t think that Bob has
blown his top or suffered another nervous break¬
down. No such thing!
At this moment, Bob Walker is probably the
best-adjusted actor in Hollywood and certainly one
of the most changed-for-the-better personalities the
screen colony has ever known.
A year or so ago, for example, when you asked
Bob for an interview, he’d usually shake his head
and mumble a disgruntled, “Sorry, no dice.” He
was a mixed-up neurotic, soul-torn and unhappy,
miserable and disillusioned.
Today, he’s a pleasant, cordial, obliging young
man. When I called him some days ago and asked
for an interview, he very politely explained that

Bob sees all his friends now, but admits that
life centers around his two sons. Here he is
with friend of many years, star June Allyson.

his picture schedule kept him busy all day. “But
why don’t you drive out to my house some eve¬
ning,” he suggested, “and I do mean out.”
Two nights later, not very far from where Sun¬
set Boulevard meets the Pacific Ocean, I went
searching for Bob’s (Please turn to page 86)

“I rebelled against help,” says Bob. “Then one
highly publicized incident made me so ashamed
that I was willing to meet the doctor half way.”

Scott Brady’s brother,
Larry Tierney, was the
reason he came to Holly¬
wood; but St. Jude was
responsible for keeping
the big lug here—as
a full-fledged actor
By HELEN HOVER WELLER

Marriage can wait till Scott buys that house for the one

* Scott Brady, a six-foot-two husky who leaped to fame playing
convicts, gangsters, pugs and tough guys, owes his career to a
prayer!
Scott’s story is one of the strangest I’ve ever heard.

And one

you wouldn’t ordinarily connect with this exciting young actor
who packs such a punch.
Scott, whom you fans have discovered, is the brother of Larry
Tierney of “Dillinger” fame.

It’s heartwarming to see how close

the brothers are. In fact, Larry started the wheels going for Scott
to get into pictures.

But silently, in the (Please turn to page 80)

Scott Brady's “show” experience was
limited to the Chinese, Burma-Indian,
and Far East Theaters of Operation.

Scott rates a place among the stars for his
new role in UI’s "The Story of Molly."
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* I dress on a budget; I also have to budget my
time, parcel out my energy, balance my calories,
and divide up my date-life.
Sometimes I think I live, not by bread alone,
but by budgets.
This may come as a surprise to you—a movie star
on a budget! ! ! But I am. I just couldn’t live any
other way. As an actress my appearance is an im¬
portant part of my business. I need a lot of clothes.
1 need evening gowns for premieres, cocktail dresses
for parties, suits and dresses for work, and slacks
for relaxation. If I didn’t keep my clothes-buying
within bounds, I’d always be in debt to the garment
industry.
Because I want to save my pennies for traveling,
annuities, and the future, I spend approximately
one-eighth of my income on clothes. This sum is
half as much as I put into savings bonds. It’s more
than I spend on rent because I live with my par¬
ents. It’s also more than my medical expenses but
ess than taxes. I figure it’s just about right
Once in awhile, I must admit, I go over the
budget. I try not to, but I’m human. And when a
special invitation comes along, I splurge.

A few

weeks ago, Arthur Loew, Jr., invited me and my
parents to the opening of the Los Angeles Civic
Light Opera season.
I just had to have a new formal. I went shopping
and bought a dreamy white-over-blue sheer. It was
expensive but it was worth it. For the rest of the
month I didn’t go near a store. I even refrained
(Please turn to next page)

dress on a

BUDGET
By JANET LEIGH

So you want to dress like
a movie star?

Use your

dollars and sense the way
young Janet Leigh does

A suit is the answer to any
career girl’s budget. My one
and only is a red, black
tweed, says Janet, star of
MGM’s “Doctor and the Girl.”

from window shopping. (That was the hard part!)
I find, however, that it takes more than will
power to dress on a budget. It takes planning, in¬
genuity and a sense of style.

But most of all, it

means analyzing yourself and your needs and then
sticking to them.
About a year ago, I stopped short between pic¬
tures and took a long objective look at myself. I’d
ceased being a “Cinderella girl,” and had become
an established, full-time actress: I was getting more

I

dress on a

BUDGET
continued

Velvet vest, skirt, slacks give me two entirely different
ensembles. The slacks make a dressy at-home outfit.

Versatile black
and white suit-dress is smart
with or without jacket. Dress has a black taffeta top.

Care of clothes stretches the budget. Garment bags help here, but
I never put away a dress unless it’s clean, ready to wear again.

invitations to appear at opening nights. My circle
of friends had increased and I was dating much
more. And wonder of wonders—people recognized
me. I was practically a celebrity.
In view of the changes in my life, I decided that
I

needed

a more

appropriate

wardrobe,

so

I

scrapped everything but a few sweaters and skirts
from my college days and bought what I consider
to be a basic wdrdrobe.
I bought two evening (Please turn to page 82)

I give my classic black cocktail dress a fresh slant by
changing the color of my gloves, adding a bright flower.

My style is demure, but not too sweet. This lav¬
ender organdy and lace gown is right for my type.
Kelly green Square Dance dress has a double life,
too. Striped petticoat is used as separate skirt.

tnr

When her marriage to producer Bill Dozier failed, Joan headed for
Europe to star in a new Hal Wallis film called “September.”
Joan outdistanced her sister in the Romance Department.
First husband was Brian Aherne, one of Livvy's beaus.

Mk t

Her happy marriage and the success of “The
Heiress” have given Olivia an edge on Joan.

* It is safe to say, without fear of contradiction, that
Olivia de Havilland Goodrich was the happiest young
woman in Hollywood the day Dr. A. M. McCausland
leaned over her bed at Good Samaritan Hospital and
whispered, “You are the mother of an eight-pound
baby boy.”
To brown-haired, brown-eyed Olivia, once the
trouble-ridden, frustrated Bachelor Girl of Holly¬
wood, true and total happiness had come at last.
Motherhood came no easier to Olivia than her
other cherished goals in life—screen success and a
successful marriage. For seven long months she was
ordered to lie flat on her back in her new Brentwood
home. Although she felt no pain, was physically and
mentally perfect. Dr. McCausland ruled that she must
remain absolutely still and undisturbed if she were
to keep her baby.
And there was nothing in the world Livvy wanted
more. Shortly after her marriage, the new, smiling
Olivia said, “A family is my last requisite for hap¬
piness.”
How ironic that Livvy attained the ultimate happi¬
ness just a few months after her sister, Joan Fon¬
taine, announced the (Please turn to page 74)

Olivia (with Cathy O’Donnell) smiled happily when she received
her Academy Award—even though it came two years after Joan’s.
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Eight young
Hollywood
hopefuls are
cutting fancy
figures on
skating rinks
as well as
movie screens

Ann Pearce was so anxious to get out on the ice, she didn’t wait for Douglas Dick to help put on her skates.

Clowns of the crowd were Anthony Curtis and Peggy Dow, who seized
every opportunity to show off Peggy’s multicolored under-britches.
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The gang’s all here! (1. to r.) Peggy, Tony, Donna Mar¬
tel, Dick Long, Peggy Castle, Roc Hudson, Ann and Doug.

«»l»9 »»*

«.***

1
* Hollywood has always had a few year-round skating
rinks; but they’ve usually been patronized by im¬
ported Eastern relatives who’ve already tumbled onto
Tony Curtis took a ribbing about his long hair until he described
scenes from Universal’s “Sierra” (which he’s letting it grow for).

the fact that a figure-8 doesn’t necessarily refer to
Jane Russell!
Suddenly, all Hollywood is agog over the “new”
sport, and if you drop over at the Pasadena Winter
Garden any night during the week, you’ll find the
younger set learning the ups and downs of ice skating.
They may not be competition for Sonja Henie, but
they do have lots of fun!

Peggy adopted Tony’s trip-and-run tactics, and sent him sprawling.
She’ll soon be seen in the Universal picture “Woman in Hiding.”

This is one way to stay on your feet! Hollywood’s gay blades
may be new to the ice, but they sure are catching on fast!

►

He’s not a “Guilty Bystander” (the title of his new Warner film).
When it comes to stacking linens, Zack’s right in there pitching.

* One evening last March, Zachary and Elaine Scott
were walking up Fifth Avenue in New York talking
about life. They have keen intellects, these two, and
they like to evaluate what they are doing and the
world they live in. They love a sense of individual
freedom and accomplishment, they love to test what
the •Scotts have been building together. Perhaps being
away from home gave them the necessary perspective.
In any event, they suddenly decided that their own
home had gotten away from them. Yes, they had
furnished it themselyes and planned the landscaping
of the beautiful hillside in Brentwood—but with a
competent cook and a housekeeper who had been with
them since Waverly was born, there was little left for
the Scotts to do for themselves. They were just
visitors in their house. To them, such a situation
seemed decadent; even more important, they felt
that Waverly at the age of thirteen should be learning
to assume responsibility and should be acquiring the
foundations for a career as a successful homemaker.
So when they returned to the West coast, they
found new posts for their housekeeper and cook and
took over the house themselves. A laundress comes
in for washing and ironing; but from there on out,
the three Scotts are on their own, and they have de¬
veloped an efficiency and ease which keeps the house
immaculate and themselves free, with more time to
relax than they had had in their whole previous
married life, and a far deeper understanding of each
other. “There’s nothing like working together,” Zack
says. He and Elaine worked together in the theatre
(Please turn to next page)

This pane-ful job of window washing is tackled by Zack every 2
weeks. (A cinch for a guy who’s made 9 movies in 22 months!)

Weeds wait for no man, woman or child; everyone gets into the
gardening act—even Waverly’s bosom buddy Katherine Murray.

Who does the housework at
Zack’s home?

Believe it

or not—the Scotts do!
By Ted and Jane Morris
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Meet the Scotts’ chef supreme! When it comes to culinary skill,
Zack is as much at* home on the kitchen range as on the screen.

13-year-old Waverly hopes to be an actress. She enthusiastically supports the Great Scott Slogan: “Them that eats, works.”

No Help WANTED
continued

years ago, Elaine as stage manager and casting direc¬
tor, and Zack in his first parts at the Westport Play¬
house, and later on Broadway; but this joint enter¬
prise at home is a different thing, it’s intimate, it’s
sharing and it’s fun.
According to Elaine, Zack is the home economist.
He has always loved to entertain. The Scott family
grew up in a great colonial house in Raymondsville,
Texas, and it was Zack who helped his mother enter¬
tain. His father was a doctor, constantly on call, and
Zack began early to help plan the parties, the menus,
the table decorations and to fill in as host when his
dad was away. He is completely dextrous around a
house and has an inherent neatness so important in
keeping a place ship-shape.
Out on Ayreshire Road, they do heavy cleaning
every two weeks (this includes windows, woodwork,
upholstery, etc.). They shop (Elaine and Zack do
the shopping together) three times a week. When
Zachary is home, he does the cooking; when he is
working, Elaine has everything organized for dinner,
vegetables cleaned, meat on grill, everything ready
for the chef’s fine touch. (Please turn to page 79)
“Swab those decks, Zack!” Elaine orders. No one may leave
the kitchen till it’s spotless, with everything in place.

J

_

Luncheon is unpretentious, but lots of fun, with Waverly doing
the serving. Frequent guest is “4th Scott,” Katherine Murray.

There’s absolutely no “Brass” around these parts! A movie star
by the name of Zachary Scott is chief cook and bottle washer!*

Early afternoon on cleaning days finds Zack, Elaine, Waverly and Katherine in a relaxing state of complete collapse!
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Famous stars have relied on
the findings of Astrologist Nella
Webb, who says, “I am no for¬
tune teller; 1 can only point out
the possible future of human
beings from indications given by
the stars and other heavenly
bodies. These possibilities may
not
necessarily
happen,
but
they point out the ‘way ahead’.”
Here, then, are Nella Webb’s

What’s in the
Hollywood

stars?

MOVIELAND

to cast their horoscopes
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future for these
asked a famous astrologist
—and tell all
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The Paulette Goddard-Clark Gable romance was brief. 1950 will bring Clark lasting love.
Will Christopher, Christine, and Joan Crawford’s other two adopted children have a new Dad?
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Will the turbulent career of Ingrid Bergman end

Cary Grant has a domestic, year ahead—does that mean a Mrs.?
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There’ll be smooth sailing for Dorothy and Bob Mitchum now.

Will Jimmy Stewart soon be telling pals like Bette Davis the stork is expected?
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Everyone fell
the Wanda HendrixAudie Murphy
match was made
in heaven—but
the marriage went
on the rocks in
less than a year.
What happened?

Wanda seems to want both husband and a career. Audie wants only Wanda.
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By MAXINE LAFARGE

Beating
* By the time you read this, Audie Murphy, the
most decorated hero of World War II, and Wanda
Hendrix, his little wisp of a bride, will be living
apart.

There’s little
unfortunately

doubt that they love each other;
their personalities clash violently.

Audie doesn’t believe
the Hollywood social
game is important. But
Wanda has other ideas.

How come?
Audie says, “It’s all my fault. She tried very
hard. I just think that if we live under separate
roofs for a little while, perhaps we can work things
out,”
Wanda says tearfully: “He’s not well. He’s all
mixed up. He’s so tormented by all he’s gone
through. I think he tries very hard and he doesn’t
mean to be irritable and I know I get on his nerves
when I sympathize with him.”
What does this sound like?
Well, it has all the familiar trademarks of the
shell-shocked veteran who comes home, tortured by
the thoughts, the scenes, the mental re-enactments
of death on the battlefield; and it has all the familiar
ring of the sweet, understanding wife who cannot
compete with these haunting memories of war and
bombings and infantry charges.
But is this actually the case with these two hand¬
some young people?
Is it as simple as that?
Is Audie really a mentally disturbed war veteran
who cannot re-adjust himself to the civilian way of
life?
No, I’m afraid not. I know Audie Murphy, and
I can tell you that his re-adjustment to civilian life
has been complete.
He is twenty-four, adult, and experienced beyond
the measure of most men, and he has because of this
experience, adopted a sense of values which Wanda,
bless her little heart, just cannot see.
Audie, for example, does not believe that the sun
of life rises and sets on money. He does not believe
that in order to be a success, a married couple must
play the social game to the hilt. He does not be¬
lieve that night club publicity is essential to screen
fame. He does not believe in using people, in con¬
tacts, in being seen with the right personalities at
the right restaurants.
Wanda cannot understand this. She wants very
much to be a famous and celebrated actress. She
likes money and what it will do for her. She likes
to play the Hollywood (Please turn to page 87)
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EVELYN KEYES portrays “Mrs. Mike” in the United Artists picture adapted from the best selling novel.
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On a rolling knoll in Holmby Hills, just outside of Hollywood, stands the Ladds’ picturesque French Norman farmhouse.

at last
The house rambles around a patio, with all the major rooms opening

This is the story of Alan Ladd’s dream house and how it grew-from ideas to

By MONICA MACKENZIE

t

* It takes something pretty extraordinary to cause
a stir among the permanent residents of Hollywood.
At least a large-scale scandal, a visitor from Mars,
or a good-sized California earthquake.
Well, Sue and Alan Ladd have caused that stir.
They’ve built a new home, and with it, they’ve
aroused the excitement and interest of Hollywood’s
heretofore unexcitables. Everyone is talking about
the Ladds’ new house.
The Ladds aren’t saying a thing. They’re too
happy for words. In fact, they’re just about the
most pleased, self-satisfied family you could find
anywhere, and they have every right to be. Their
new, four-bedroom home isn’t the largest in the
screen colony, but it is without a doubt one of the
best planned and decorated, largely because Sue
and Alan are people of taste and discernment who
spent many years thinking of and planning their
dream house.
When they were first married eight years ago,
Sue was living in a home of her own. Back then,
Alan preferred getting a new place, but there was
already a marked housing shortage in Los Angeles
and it seemed wiser to the Ladds to hold onto what

onto a spacious garden and huge swimming pool.

blueprint and then to reality

they already had. It seemed especially wise from an
economic standpoint because Alan was on the verge
(Please turn to next page)
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It was Alan’s idea to bring the outdoors inside by having sliding glass doors which open
from the garden room to the patio. The doors keep bad weather out, bring the lovely view in.

Though separated
couches serve double

LADD’S HOME...

at last
continued

otherwise. We learned the mysteries of plumbing.
And we learned what you can and can’t do with
lumber, mortar, and glass.”
By postponing their home-building a little longer,
the Ladd family grew in size and number. Carol
Lee became a teen-ager. Laddie, Alan’s 11-year-old
son, spent his vacations with them. Lonnie grew like
a bean sprout, and David was born in February of
’47. All of which meant that when Sue and Alan
finally sat down to draw house plans, their main
objective was to provide the right kind of rooms
for all their children. They wanted a grown-up
bedroom-study for Carol Lee, a pretty feminine
room for Alana, and an indestructible kind of play¬
room for Laddie and David.
First, they drew plans, plans, and more plans.
According to Alan, “we can still see all the different
sets of plans we drew by the indentations on the
dining table in the ranch house.” Finally, after
they were satisfied that they had thought out all
the possible variations of their living needs, Sue
and Alan called in an architect to draw the plans
{Please turn to page 58)

of being invited to join the Army, so they stayed.
According to expectations he was drafted, where¬
upon Sue, Carol Lee and the baby, Lonnie, sat out
the war years in what they thought of as a purely
temporary arrangement.
After Alan was released from the Air Corps, he
and Sue hopefully bought a rolling knoll of a lot
in Holmby Hills. It was near the Westlake School
for Girls which Carol Lee was then attending and
Alana now attends; it was near UCLA where they
both might go to college; and- it was also just a
stone’s throw from the homes of their best friends.
It seemed a perfect site for a house with a grow¬
ing family. Next, Alan and Sue inquired into con¬
struction costs. They got some rough estimates,
gulped at the amounts, and decided to transfer their
building desires into the construction of a clapboard
ranch house on some property they owned in Hidden
Valley.
“All things considered,” Alan says, “it’s a good
thing we built the little ranch house first. We did
a lot of the work ourselves and we learned an awful
lot about building that we’d never have known
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by glass, the raspberry colored garden furniture and indoor
duty, are used inside and outside, make a conversational corner.

Alan asked his builder to design this special foolproof hanger
for trousers. Rack pulls out to the length of four feet.
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The Ladds’ L-shaped paneled playroom is an office-at-home for Alan and his secretary,
Belle; a television-projection-rumpus room; and a prospective social annex for UCLA!

at last

Alana’s room is wonderfully feminine—practical, too.
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continued

Cabinet door can be pulled up to serve as bedside table or tray.

«

<

Built-In furniture, sturdy spreads were chosen for young
Ladds. Little David and brother Laddie share this room.

All the latest gadgets went into the huge kitchen. Alan is
fascinated by the tricky ice water spigot on the refrigerator.

to scale. The homestead was beginning to take form.
They

hired

an

architect

who

rather severely modern homes.

specializes

in

He laid out the

floor plan so that the house embraces a patio and
has large expanses of glass, providing a maximum
of sunlight and view. He also arranged the living,
dining, and playrooms so that they merged together
and extended outside. He did a fine j ob of planning
separate rooms and dressing rooms for the children
but with shared baths. He provided for an indoor
nursery and an outdoor play yard. He even found
a way to give Alan and Sue a large master bedroom
suite with a masculine dressing room for Alan and
a feminine bath for Sue.
Satisfied with the plans, the Ladds started to
build. For a contractor, they selected a man whose
work they’d long seen and admired. “It got so we
could recognize an Ed Warmington job right away,”
Sue explains. “Ed’s a wonderful guy and his crews
are the kind of craftsmen who enjoy their work.
They’re mostly Scandinavian and they really know
their business.

They come on the job early and

you have to notify them when it’s dark.
“Ed ended up being a (Please turn to page 76)
Alan is the picture of contentment—and justifiably so. He has
a new home, a new film, “United States Mail,” and Movieland.
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Bill Lundigan gained rave notices for his performance with
Jeanne Crain in 20th Century-Fox’s fine production, “Pinky.”

* The first time I saw the girl who is now my wife,

fords, anklets, pleated skirt, sweater, and an expres¬

I really didn’t see her at all. And the first time she

sion of disdain for all young actors. According to

saw me, she didn’t care whether the experience ever

Rena, she watched me at the Schwabadero counter
on numerous occasions, behaving in what she con¬
sidered an offensively conceited manner over a
hamburger and a coke.

repeated itself or not.

This is probably the best

possible way for a romance to start because, com¬
mencing at zero, nobody begins by being deluded.
at Schwab’s Drug Store, known locally as the

The sensational meeting described above occurred

As I look back on that era of my life, I recall
myself only as a struggling type full of high spirits

Schwabadero; Rena, who is the late Helen Morgan’s

and low comedy; I was not alone in either category-

adopted daughter, was a school girl in saddle ox¬

in Schwab’s. If we were (Please turn to page 90)

By WILLIAM LUNDIGAN

The Lundigans’ romance started off with a big zero. Rena thought
Bill a conceited young actor; he considered her just a bobbysoxer.

Rena and Bill manage to keep their rose garden to themselves;
but the front porch has been appropriated by neighborhood dogs.
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Georgianna Montalban’s heart is doing flipflops, and Doctor Ricardo is surely to blame.

No Hollywood ham is ever
cured of trying to hog
the spotlight at the
Press Photographers’ Ball
Ann Blyth admired one of the most unusual costumes of the evening. Vera-Ellen,
covered from head to toe with gilt paint, represented the coveted golden “Oscar.”

Actors
Actors

will be

William Shakespeare would have quaked to see Hamlet hiding behind
Ophelia’s lovely tresses, as Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cummings mugged.
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This affectionate Frankenstein doesn’t scare Barbara
Lawrence. She knows he’s really only Scott Brady.

Before she takes off, helicopter Ann Blyth accepts a wee
package for delivery from U. S. mailbag Roddy McDowall.

* Every year the stars rack their brains to dream
up an unusual get-up to wear to the gala Press
Photographer’s Ball, and as you can see by these
pictures, some of the costumes can be pretty wacky.
But it’s all in fun, and while the proceeds pile
up for a worthy cause
Photographers)

(the Fund for Indigent

everyone makes merry, gapes at

everybody else, and starts thinking about the cos¬
tume he’ll wear next year.

Esther Williams and Ben Gage mixed publicity with pleasure,
advertising their brand new Hollywood restaurant “The Trails.”
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By BRIAN DONLEVY

* Dearest Judith Ann:
This morning, here in Hartford, Connecticut,
where I plan to spend Christmas with friends, I
have been troubled by thoughts of other day-before-Christmas mornings when you and I were to¬
gether in far-away California. But from now on,
because your mother was awarded your custody
from July 1st through December 31st, and I was
awarded your custody from January 1st through
June 30th, you and I must be apart at Christmas.
I have sent all of your presents to your mother’s
home. In years to come, when you have grown old
enough to read this diary (which I have been keep¬
ing since shortly before you were born) I know
that you will agree with me when I say that I have
sent too many gifts. I have always sent too many
gifts. You are surfeited, and that is wrong, but it
seems to be one of the few ways I have of letting
you know how dear you are to me.
When you came into the world, Judy, I had high
hopes that you would be the oldest child in a
family of at least six. Children, to a thoughtful
man, represent the onwardness of life. Sometimes
when I look at you, I think, “She will live to write
the year 2000 on a letter.” That seems like a sort
of magic to me.
(Please turn to page 91)

The Malibu house seems filled with happiness when
Judy spends her 6-month vacation with Brian.

ather-daughter

talks

rate high

with

Brian

and

little

Judith. All problems are ironed out in their cozy living
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Ava Gardner, the girl with a future,
wears gorgeous gowns of the past in
RKO’s film hit, “Carriage Entrance.”

She seldom dates while making a film
but beaus phone hopefully anyway.

Just before cameras start, Ava’s locks and make-up get a
final going over by the studio hairdresser, Fritzi LaBar.

When the romantic scene gets under way, Ava concentrates
on her role. Meanwhile, everyone else concentrates on Ava.

Luscious Ava Gardner
gets the new year off
to a good start with
RKO’s “Carriage Entrance”

To rehearse the dance she does with Bob Mitchum,
Ava waltzes with tiny movie extra Rodney Wooten.

mac
has
a
Macdonald Carey got word his wife was on the way to the hospital, so he dashed off UI’s
"East of Java” set like a comet. Shelley Winters, Helena Carter helped in the get-away.

What’s the big hurry?
Haven’t you heard?
Mac’s having a baby!

Who can read at a time like this? Why doesn’t some¬
thing happen! This is killing him! She’s been hours!

BY CONSTANCE PALMER

When Mr. Stork signals for a landing
Macdonald Carey's reactions are no different
from any other expectant father's

* Elizabeth Macdonald Carey is here! Seven
pounds, thirteen ounces of heautiful, perfect baby
came safely and swiftly into the world at Holly¬
wood’s Cedars of Lebanon Hospital the night of
July 12th, 1949, with Doctor L. Siegel, several
nurses and her anxious father in attendance.
With the title “Stork Talk,” MOVIELAND for
May, 1949, carried the story of Betty and Mac¬
donald Carey’s determination that their little
daughter, Lynn Catherine, would have a playmate.
That story told of the succession of miscarriages
that were endangering Betty’s health and of her
decision to stay in bed most of the nine months
on the chance that she’d win this time.
And she did win!
The last months of waiting went smoothly enough,
but the Doctor banned any sort of excitement.
There were no baby-showers and the weekly pokergame with the Bill Holdens, Anne Baxter and John
Hodiak, was forbidden because Betty got too en¬
thusiastic about a straight flush. Bridge, being
tamer, was permitted.

Betty’s always had difficulty sleeping and seda¬
tives only make her more wide awake. So night
after night she’d lie watching the screen of the
television set at the foot of her bed.
She finished knitting the yellow cashmere
sweater for Mac and made one for herself in black
wool from Vogue directions. About a year ago she
took the Singer Sewing Course so she’d be able to
make the children’s clothes. Betty won’t attempt
any for herself, she says, and scorns a course in
millinery, preferring to buy a couple of expensive
“fun-hats” a year “that lift you when you’re down
and really do something for you!”
Betty was alone with Lynnie the late afternoon
Lisa announced her arrival. The doctor had been
there only two hours before and had assured her
she’d have at least four days, probably more, to
wait. Mac was on loan-out from Paramount to
Universal-International for “East of Java” and
Betty was to go over to her mother’s cottage on
the rear of the Carey grounds, for dinner.
“Lynnie and I were having a wonderful time,
(Please turn to next page)

lac glares at a fellow sufferer who’s just been told he’s a father.
What’s the idea?” he wants to know, “I was here before he was!

His nerves are jangling; all the ash trays are overflowing; no
father ever suffered more. This thing can’t go on much longer!
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laughing at some silly joke we had,” Betty said.
“Then suddenly she leaned over and gave me a
terrific whack on the stomach. She’d always been

mac
has a baby!

so, so careful before and I haven’t an idea in the
world why she did it then.
“It struck me funny and I laughed harder than
evei*. And, all at once, I knew! There wasn’t any
continued

pain—but I just knew this was it.

I called the

doctor and he said to get to the hospital as fast
as I could. I said all right, I would be there in a
little while. ‘Not in a little while!’ he said. ‘Right
this minute!

Right now!’

“Somehow I just couldn’t believe the moment
I’d been waiting for so long had finally arrived!
I got up and walked into the kitchen. I made my¬
self a lettuce and tomato sandwich.

Munching

away, I could see Mother and Anna, her companion,
moving around the cottage getting dinner ready.

ITS A GIRL! He can hardly believe his ears! Mac, so thrilled
about it, almost collapses with relief in the nurse’s arms.

Ahhhh! Isn’t she cute! As proud Papa Carey gets his very first
look at Elizabeth, he forgets all the anguish he’s been through.

“All of a flash it occurred to me I really ought

“He was starting for the cocktail party' at Ciro’s

to tell them about this. After all, they were in¬
terested! So I picked up the inter-com and watched

given in honor of your Editor, Beatrice Lubitz
Cole,” Betty laughed, “but he landed at Cedars of

Mother, as I said, quite calmly through chews of
sandwich that I was having a baby.”

Lebanon instead!”
Doctor Siegel gave her a caudal (spinal) anaes¬
thetic immediately as the pains, now really felt for
the first time, were only a minute apart. And little
Lisa Carey was born less than an hour later.
“Would I go through another nine months of

Betty’s mother was quite annoyed with her.
Nonsense, she Said crisply, it couldn’t be possible;
the doctor’d just been there and he hadn’t said so.
This was no time to make silly jokes! Betty could
hear her tell Anna to go over and see what her
daughter was up to. Playing practical jokes at a
time like this, indeed!
The moment Anna saw Betty, she knew this
wasn’t a practical joke.
Everybody went into fast action right away.
While her bag was being packed and the car
brought to the door, Betty called Mac and luckily
caught him just as he was leaving the studio.

inactivity if I knew there were no other way?”
Betty repeated the question. “Why, of course! After
all, when you, yourself, look back on the last nine
months—or any nine months—of your life, can you
tell exactly what you’ve accomplished? They pass
so quickly; they have no particular significance.
But I can look back on my nine months and know
I’ve accomplished Lisa. And I can know, too, the
effort was worthwhile!” (Please turn to page 84)

At home at last, the Careys pose for a family portrait. Mac and Betty are justifiably proud of their latest production.
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By Margaret Gardner

Paris
Pranks
Headlines really pop
when our Hollywood stars
cut capers in Europe’s
glamor cities
The Tyrone Powers left Europe to return to the States,
where Linda is convalescing from her recent miscarriage.

* What is it about Paris that acts like a magic elixir
on so many visitors, notably our Hollywood stars?
The most dignified and most correct seem to throw
off all their inhibitions like an off-season coat when
they reach the French capital. Perhaps it’s because
the French have survived centuries of scandalous
escapades, and greet every new headline with a
shrug of the shoulders.
More likely, it’s because the Individual is King
in this most liberal of cities, but, of course, when
one is an international movie star, it’s difficult to
keep oneself out of the papers, and news has a way
of traveling fast.
The most sensational of Paris-Hollywood esca¬
pades, of course, was Jane Russell’s brief visit to
the capital. There hasn’t been so much excitement
here since Errol Flynn decided to transfer his activi¬
ties to the South of France and environs. There
have been conflicting stories about what happened,
but the real lowdown is this:
Jane arrived with a friend, a Mrs. Nichols, to
the dignified, chic Hotel (Please turn to page 73)

Shy as ever, Greta Garbo turns pale, quakes with
fright whenever cameramen try to photograph her.

Lancaster, the latest rage in Paris hotels
for Hollywoodites. They were given an
elaborate suite, and all was quiet and
serene until early evening when Jane’s
friend was seen outside the Hotel, slightly
inebriated, holding a bottle of champagne
in her hand and drinking out of it as if it
were a bottle of coke.
The management, slightly shocked and
a little hurt by this incident, gently repri¬
manded Jane for the actions of her friend;
but all was forgiven until later in the
evening, when a great deal of noise,
laughter, screaming and bottle crashing
was heard from their suite.
After all, this was the hotel which was
housing the great Garbo, Ty Power and
Linda, the Walter Wangers, and Marlene
Dietrich, and entitled its guests to better
associations. So the management regret¬
fully told Jane and her friend to leave.
They did so, and Jane disappeared into
the vastness that is Paris.
Later, upon investigation, the manage¬
ment discovered that all the blame lay
upon the shoulders of said Mrs. Nichols,
and not upon Jane. The actress was final¬
ly located, told that all was forgiven and
that she could come back to the hotel ... .
alone ... if she wished. She did, and from
that time until her departure a few days
later to London, where she was to appear
in a night-club, her behavior was ex¬
emplary. . . .
There were two big movie premieres to
start the Paris fall season off to a big bang.
One was the first showing here of “The
Snake Pit.” Anatole Litvak, who directed
the picture, was there and autographed
2000 programs.
An interesting commentary on the af¬
fair was the fact that Olivia's sister, Joan
Fontaine, was conspicuously absent, al¬
though at the time she was in Paris, a
house guest of Sir Charles and Lady
Mendl. Joan went to London a few weeks
later for a brief visit, fell sick there, and
spent her sojourn in the English capital
in a hospital bed. . . .
The other big opening was the premiere
of “Joan of Arc,” at the Paris Opera, a
charity affair, with all the profits going to
the Joan of Arc museum in Orleans.
Ingrid Bergman was invited to come
from Italy for the affair, but she refused,
saying that she was afraid that her recent
behavior might make it embarrassing for
the French, who so idolize their great
Joan of Arc.
The critics were especially kind to her
and the picture, and considered the film
a great tribute to them. Walter Wanger
and Joan Bennett were present, and the
producer gave a short speech.
Joan Bennett and Wanger are very
popular in France. They have left the
Hotel Lancaster and have rented a villa
in Versailles. Joan is going to make
a movie in Paris for her husband, as
soon as he has conquered all the difficul¬
ties he is having over trying to make
“The Duchess of Langeais” with Greta
Garbo.
The film was to have been produced in
Italy, with co-star James Mason. Then
Mason backed out. Next innumerable
difficulties arose about production and
financing in Italy, and Wanger decided to
make the film in France. Garbo, who had
travelled to Italy, together with her in¬
separable companion, Georges Schlee,
decided to motor to France. Always in¬
cognito, but by her very insistence, on
secrecy, drawing attention to herself,’she
arrived in Paris, by way of Monte Carlo,
neglecting to stop off at Cannes, as every¬
one expected.
At the Lancaster she barricaded herself
in her suite, and on the few occasions that
she went out, it was always with at least
four guards. She almost caused a slight

war at Existentialist hangout, the Club de
St. German des Pres, when she showed up
at the hot stuffy cave one night. After
five minutes of watching the bearded,
blue-jeaned existentialists (who are al¬
most all American brand) Garbo got
very bored and decided to leave.
She discovered that her chauffeur, tak¬
ing advantage of a few minutes of liberty,
had sneaked across the street to a bar,
and Garbo had to wait outside the club
until he had finished his whisky and soda.
He arrived back just in time, because
the four guards, plus Mr. Schlee, were
having a time keeping Garbo’s fans from
tearing her to pieces to get a look at her.
Marlene Dietrich is surrounded in Paris
by her ex-loves but she is too engrossed
in her present one to worry. She also is
at the Hotel Lancaster, where (ex-flame)
Erich Maria Remarque is a guest, but
more important to her is British actor,
Michael Wilding.
The two have just finished making
“Stage Fright” in London, and Marlene
persuaded the handsome Englishman to
come to Paris with her. Marlene is also
pulling a Garbo, by evading reporters and
refusing to be photographed. She and
Wilding have arranged an elaborate sys¬
tem of meeting at street corners, after one
dashes down the back stairs, and the
other by a service elevator. They were
seen together at the popular play, “La
Soif” (The Thirst), which stars Jean
Gabin, for years Marlene’s favorite flame
until his recent marriage to a French
model who looks just like Dietrich.
Another Hollywoodite who angered the
local press by a systematic campaign of
evading photographers was Yvonne de
Carlo. Later, it was discovered that it
was all a clever publicity stunt by her
press agent to incite interest in her. The
French comment was “Garbo can get
away with it, but who is Yvonne de Car¬
lo?"

Paris is awaiting with hope and fear
the projected visit of Orson Welles be¬
cause that will spell a break in the cur¬
rent calm. News from London links his
name with that of little Jean Simmons,
who was so great in “Hamlet.”
When her boy friend, Stewart Granger,
left for Hollywood to make his first
American movie, Jean was lonely, but
not for long. Orson came to her rescue.
Orson’s latest scheme is to make Homer’s
“Odysseus” in Egypt. Needless to say
the biggest role will be reserved for him¬
self. . . .
The behavior in Paris of Myma Loy has
done much to restore confidence of the
French in Hollywood stars. The actress
has been working very hard and seri¬
ously with the UNESCO here and has
given many lectures and speeches on the
film capital’s contributions to world un¬
derstanding and peace.
No one will be surprised if Merle Oberon remarries Sir Alexander Korda.
Since the death in an air crash of Count
Cini, to whom she was engaged, it has
been her ex-husband, Korda, who has
consoled her. Still in the South of France,
where she will make a film this winter
with Paul Henreid, Merle may return to
London with Korda, before the start of
the film.
Well, Rita had the last laugh, as she has
had so often these past months. She had
entered her horse, “Double Rose,” in the
Arch of Triumph Sweepstakes, the most
important and biggest money race in all
of Europe. Everyone laughed saying that
the red and green colors of the Princess
Aly Khan would be lost laps behind the
greatest horse flesh in all of Europe who
were entered. Rita’s horse went to the
gate a 60 to 1 longshot. You guessed it!
It came in second, only a few lengths
behind the winner. Coronation.
Yes, Rita really had a horse laugh!
The End

Excitement was too much for this French’ youngster Doug Fairbanks Jr. was trying to
calm during recent distribution of CARE Food packages to needy French families. Doug
took time off from movie making to act as chairman of voluntary CARE Committee, which
helps raise funds to send foojl packages overseas. Orders for CARE packages at $4 to
$10 each, or contributions can be sent to CARE, 20 Broad Street, New York City: De¬
livery guaranteed in 12 European countries, Israel, Philippines, Japan, Okinawa, Korea.
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THE FEUD GOES ON
I Continued from page 29)
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breakup of her “ideal marriage” to Pro¬
ducer William Dozier.
The long and bitter rivalry between
Olivia and her sister Joan is one you
would expect only to find in the pages
of a Faith Baldwin novel. In Hollywood
the rivalry is known as “the feud.” It
has often been passed off as a publicity
stunt. Unfortunately, it’s no myth; it’s a
flaming rivalry, deep-rooted, forever
erupting.
Conflicting personalities and profession¬
al rivalry have given impetus to the feud
which began "early in childhood. With¬
out variation, the pattern has followed a
definite course.
In their quest for greater professional
success, greater personal happiness, Joan
has always taken an early and definite
lead, only to have Olivia coolly, calmly,
and competently surpass her every
achievement.
To fully grasp the situation, let’s turn
back some thirty-three years to the early
childhood of the sisters.
bivvy was the first-born. Like her own
child, she was brown-eyed, plump, and
healthy. Next year Mr. and Mrs. Walter
de Havilland were parents again. Joan,
blue-eyed, blonde, was sickly from birth.
When Joan was three, Mrs. de Havilland
divorced her husband, a patent attorney
in Japan, and she and her daughters re¬
turned to the little town of Saratoga,
California.
One of the few instances where both
sisters see eye-to-eye is the decision com¬
pletely to ignore their father, for when
he remarried, his second wife was his
Japanese housekeeper.
Meantime the ex-Mrs. de Havilland
met and married George M. Fontaine.
This is approximately the time when
the feud started.
Squabbles upset the "household. Mrs.
Fontaine decreed the house big enough
for only one girl at a time. Joan, who de¬
creed “I am now a Fontaine,” was sent to
a convent at Belmont where she became
a pet of the Sisters. However, when Joan
yearned for her Mom and Saratoga, she
was sent home.
It was now Olivia’s turn to be sent
away.
The Sisters at the convent were hardly
prepared for the girl who replaced Joan —
she was the complete antithesis of Joan—
“little angel.” They pegged Olivia as too
brash, too vivacious, too forward, and far
too active physically. Olivia came out a
poor second to Joan.
Olivia, according to her own recorded
admission, once even harbored the germ
in her child’s mind of murdering Joan.
It was during a period of ostensible ami¬
cability that dark thoughts were brewing
in 9-year-old Olivia’s mind.
“I decided that we would have a fight
as usual,” Olivia was quoted as saying,
“and I would let her hit me several times,
and then I’d ■ say to myself that I would
have to kill her in self-defense.
“I even knew what I’d tell the
judge. ...”
Fortunately,
however,
shy
Olivia
turned her excess energies from murder
to the somewhat more civilized pursuit
of acting, despite her stepfather Fon¬
taine’s stem disapproval of her stage am¬
bitions.
At the age of nine she appeared in a
school production of “Hansel and Gretel”
in which she played the mother, head
angel and witch, and protested bitterly
because she had not been cast as Gretel.

As a High School Junior, Olivia was
offered the role of Violet in “Mrs. Bumpstead-Leigh.” “No!” thundered Mr. Fon¬
taine.
Olivia left home. She never returned
to Mr. Fontaine’s bed and board.
Mrs. Fontaine’s parents had similarly
frustrated her stage ambitions. She
turned her ambition towards her chil¬
dren. She told her bridge club about her
daughter Liwy’s plight. They raised $200
to help her out. Olivia boarded with a
lady friend, and went on to triumph as
Violet.
Liwy was the beauty of the family
and all indications pointed to the fact
that she would be the actress of the fam¬
ily. When Joan, in her early teens, was
sent to Japan to visit her father, she re¬
turned to find her older sister already
embarked on a Hollywood acting career,
having scored a success as Hermia in
Warner Brothers’ “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream.”
Joan returned from Japan healthy and
happy, prepared to marry a young con¬
sular attache she had met in Tokyo. Al¬
though she began an earnest study of
French, German and Spanish in prepara¬
tion for her role as an attache’s wife, she
suddenly decided to turn her talents to
the stage and not to a home.
Jesse Lasky offered her a contract.
Joan insisted a clause be inserted stat¬
ing: “I am never to be advertised as
Olivia de Havilland’s sister.”
The child’s feud was now building on
an adult level.
Though Liwy was leading in the career
division, Joan outdistanced her in the
romance department.
Olivia had been dating handsome actor
Brian Aherne, and there were rumors of
a marriage. One night Aherne threw a
party at his house. Joan was escorted
there by one of the guests.
The story goes that a fortune teller
present at the shindig told Joan, “In a
few weeks you will marry the host.”
Aherne, the dashing and charming host,
overheard the prophecy, and like always
happens in Grade B movies, said that as
long as she was his destined bride, that
he would like to be introduced to her. A
few weeks later Joan and Brian were
married.
Liwy, meanwhile, was forging ahead
with her career. Joan’s, at this point, had
lagged. In 1939, Liwy was nominated
for the Best Supporting Role Academy
Award for her Melissa in “Gone With the
Wind.” She lost out, however, in the
final balloting.
In 1940 Joan hit her stride. She was
nominated the Best Actress for her role
in “Rebecca.” She, too, lost out in the
final balloting. Both sisters embraced in
their mutual misery.
The following year saw the sisters pit¬
ted against each other for the Best Actress
Award. Olivia was nominated for “Hold
Back the Dawn,” Joan for “Suspicion.”
Joan won! At the Academy Dinner she
walked over to Liwy’s table, swiped
some of Olivia’s dessert, and for the bene¬
fit of photographers, both gave out with
big, happy smiles.
Joan hadn’t only come out first in the
romantic race, now she was leading Olivia
in the career department, too. But things
were destined to change.
In 1944 marital troubles came to Joan.
She divorced Aherne. The feud quieted
down for about two years. Then, again,
in 1946, it roared on".

Joan announced that she would marry
Producer William Dozier.
Three months later Liwy surprised
even her intimate friends by marrying
Author Marcus Goodrich in Wilton, Con¬
necticut.
That same year Livvy hit her stride,
winning the Academy Award for Best
Actress for her emoting in “To Each His
Own.”
At the Academy Award dinner, Joan,
arms outstretched, rushed backstage to
embrace her sister. Olivia turned her
back on Joan and walked away.
“I don’t know why she does that when
she knows how I feel,” explained Liwy.
Joan, chagrined and tearful, went
night-clubbing. Livvy went to a gay party
to receive the praise of Hollywood.
Next day Liwy explained: “Our rela¬
tions have been strained . . . and I simply
could not change my attitude because it
was a public situation. I am not that in¬
sincere.”
Joan had nothing to say, but Liwy’s
husband needed no prodding to state:
“This always happens when photogra¬
phers are around. Joan always comes up
to have her picture taken with my wife.
Olivia doesn't like it, and doesn’t mind
saying so.”
Joan’s husband hurled himself into the
act, too. “Joan had been asked by the
photographers to stay after the presenta¬
tion and be photographed with her sister.
What happened was nothing but a family
squabble. They just don’t seem to have
anything in common,” said Bill Dozier.
That was the last public outbreak of
the feud.
One thing the girls did have in -common
was a desire to be mothers. Joan said she
wanted to turn out three pictures and one
baby every two years. She hoped her
first would be a boy.
In November she gave birth to a baby
daughter, Deborah.
In August she announced that her
“ideal marriage” to Bill Dozier would
end in divorce. There would be no little
Doziers every two years.
Meanwhile Livvy and Marcus had
moved into a charming and comfortable
home in Brentwood. Livvy never got a
chance to use the luxurious swimming
pool. Shortly after moving into the new
home she was confined to bed. She could
see no one, talk to no one, not even on
the telephone. She must remain abso¬
lutely quiet—or she would lose her baby,
expected in seven months.
Livvy had received tremendous praise
for her work in “Snake Pit,” had just
finished “The Heiress.” She was deluged
with scripts. Thus she occupied herself
during the long hours in which she had
to lie in bed.
Dr. McCausland said he had never at¬
tended such a cheerful, cooperative pa¬
tient in such circumstances. Livvy was
fighting for her baby, more heroically
than for anything she had ever fought
before.
And it paid off. Benjamin Briggs Good¬
rich, big and healthy, with a fine lusty
voice, bowed into the world on Septem¬
ber 27.
And so, at this particular era in the
lives of the celebrated sisters, one basks
in complete fulfillment of her every wish;
the other, alone and broken-hearted, lies
ill in a hospital across the seas.
But everyone is certain there will be
a happy ending to the story. The very
rivalry between Joan and Livvy is in¬
surance that neither will be frustrated
for very long either in adding new laurels
to their professional status, or in that in¬
alienable right of both—the pursuit of
happiness.
The End
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Fans have crowned Tony Martin and Fran Warren ‘‘Sweetest Singers of the
Year.” Tony’s recording of ‘‘There’s No Tomorrow” was rated Victor’s top disc.

★ No New Year’s party will be complete
without Spike Jones’ Victor recording of
“My New Year’s Resolutions.” Spike
and the City Slickers have gone all out
on their pledges for 1950, and we’ll bet
a tin horn your gang will go for their
bland hysteria. The flip is the Don
Gardner vocaled “All I Want For Christ¬
mas Is My Two Front Teeth,” which has
become a real classic.
Like pixies? Well, you can almost see
the little fellers waltz clog when you
listen to Bob Houston singing the “Lep¬
rechaun Lullaby” for MGM. It’s a truly
pixilated novelty number that’s utterly
delightful.
The backing gives Bob a
chance to air his vocal chords in the ro¬
mance department. This time it’s “Just a
Kiss Apart,” a misty little waltz which
should be danced to exactly as the title
suggests. Russ Case and his orchestra
provide the instrumental.

Another favorite of ours is Kay Starr,
who waxes for Capitol. Her “Break It
To Me Gently” is lush. It’s just the song
for her velvet-sometimes-throaty voice.
Frank de Vol and his orchestra set the
mood.
Turn the platter over for the
happy go lucky song of the gold digger,
“You Gotta Buy, Buy, Buy for Baby.”
Kay’s delivery on this is a knockout!
If you’re too young to remember the
old Peabody, you’ll want Mom or Dad
to show you this graceful dance when
you hear Sir Charles Thompson and his
All Stars shooting the works on “Ben¬
son Alley” for Apollo.
The tempo is
just perfect for it! The flip is “Mr. Big
Horn” (nick-name belongs to Leo Parker
who plays the baritone). Thompson is
at the piano, of course. You may not be
able to hum this coupling, but you won’t
forget it!

Our Mercury rave this month is “My
Burrita,” sung by John Laurenz, with
Mitch Miller’s orchestra. John’s dramat¬
ic story of Pedro hurrying home on his
burro to visit his favorite senorita, is as
cute as it can be. “Roseanna” (from the
Samuel Goldwyn production “Roseanna
McCoy”) is the ballad John sings on the
backing.
His easy-going manner of
singing is beautifully backed with an
effective echo treatment.

Baby-voiced Judy Valentine has been
getting lots of attention over at MGM
lately, and after you hear her new love
song, “I’m Cooked, Boiled, and Toasted,”
you’ll know why. Of all the adjectives
that have been used to describe the state
of falling in love, these clever lyrics take
the cake—fried, marinated, and par¬
boiled! The wolves will get a kick out
of Judy’s song on the backing.
It’s
called “Please Take Me Home This Very
Moment.”

When you hear Mindy Carson’s new
Victor recording, “Lonely Girl,” you’ll
realize why all Hollywood has been rav¬
ing about her. Mindy has the voice of a
lark: simple, exciting, and stirring; and
her “girl-next-door” quality is perfect
for this song. On the flip is “You’re Dif¬
ferent,” a torch song sung in Mindy’s un¬
torchlike manner. Think you’ll go for
the choral and string framework around
this—and also for Mindy Carson.

Gordon MacRae fans will go wild over
his new Capitol record, “The Prairie Is
Still.” The interpretive backdrop painted
by Paul Weston and his orchestra is
weird, eerie, and cold; and Gordon’s
voice is even more warm and rich than
usual by comparison to this desolate pic¬
ture behind it. Flip it for a change of
climate in “The Sunshine of Your
Smile,” a lyrical ballad-type love song
which Gordon handles beautifully.
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very dear friend of ours, and now that
we’re living in the house and haven’t
any complaints, Alan calls him up any¬
way. He pretends the roof leaks or the
chimney blew down. Ed’s so conscien¬
tious he really believed us the first few
times Alan pulled the gag.”
Midway in building the house, Alan
was invited to England to attend a Com¬
mand performance before King George
and Queen Elizabeth. It was an invita¬
tion he and Sue just couldn’t decline,
and yet they hated to miss a day of
progress on the house. They went, how¬
ever, and it turned out a fortuitous trip.
In the first place, they found some
decorating accessories they couldn’t have
bought in America. They bought a fire¬
place set for their bedroom and a copper
coffee-maker for the barbecue in the
playroom. Sue picked out just the right
kind of bone china dinnerware she’d
always wanted, and Alan found some un¬
usual miniature scenes in Paris.
They returned home with treasures in
hand and hearts in their mouth. How
would the house look after all the weeks
of work?
Their first impression was
that it looked pretty large. Then Sue
sort of wrinkled up her nose.
The roof had not yet been built and
from the plan they decided that it looked
too low and too modern. There still was
time to make changes, fortunately, so
Alan and Sue sat down and practically
re-designed their dream house. They re¬
membered things they had forgotten to
put in, designs they had seen in Europe;
finally they arrived at a definite plan.
What the European trip did for them
was sort of to crystallize their thinking.
They realized that they wanted a home
with a modern floorplan and the latest
mechanical aids but With the charm of
their old French Norman house.
They therefore called in Gerard Colcord, an architect who likes to design
French Provincial and
contemporary
farmhouses and they asked his advice.
He surveyed the problem and said it
would be a simple, albeit expensive, mat¬
ter to raise the roof, lengthen the eaves,
and give the house a French Norman
farmhouse exterior. Sue and Alan ex¬
changed a glance. “Go ahead,” they said.
There were other minor changes as
the house was going up. A closet was
converted into a trunk room. The pool
bathhouses were incorporated into a
part of the playroom, and a small den was
added to the master suite. Alan was also
responsible for changing the garden
room.
When you enter the Ladds’ house you
step into the front hall and your eyes
travel straight through the house out to
the patio and the pool. Originally, this
center area of the Ladd house was to be
a garden room with a great deal of in¬
terior planting.
“If the idea is supposed to be to bring
the outdoors inside, why not go all the
way and make sliding glass doors so we
can push the walls aside and actually
move freely from the garden room to the
patio,” Alan suggested, and that’s exactly
what they did.
Ed Warmington built glass doors that
slide back into the walls. He also put
in a set of sliding screen doors because
Sue wanted no nonsense about flies dur¬
ing the summer months. She also ar¬
ranged the furniture so that the two
raspberry colored couches inside are
matched by the garden furniture.

Many people believe Shelley has the shape to fill the spot left vacant when Jean
Harlow' passed away. In Universal’s “South Sea Sinner,” she gets to sing and dance.

South Sea Sinner
Sensational
Shelley Winters
seizes sexy
siren songs
and sings them
sweet, sad,
and loud!

Jolson-like

vim

and

vigor

go

into

Shelley’s

actions.

No red hot Mama could he hotter than Winters singing "One Man Woman.”
(Could that one man possibly be Edmond O’Brien’s writer brother Liam?)

“I’m the Loneliest Gal in Town,” sings Shelley; and well might she
blush when she says it—a larger falsehood was never fabricated!

“We don’t have a name for this room,”
says Alan, “but we certainly know how
to use it. I keep all my cameras stored
in the built-in pine cabinets.
There’s
a bar and small refrigerator behind an¬
other cabinet-front.
And although the
room is open most of the time, I find that
I sometimes have to close the sliding
doors to reroute the parade of children
who keep running through when I’m
having a business conference at home.”
On one side of this “garden area” is the
living room. The dining room is on the
other side. Both are painted an apple
green and the same grey-green carpet¬
ing extends throughout—giving the effect
of one big room.
Sue Ladd kept their old dining room
set because it consists of the French pro¬
vincial furniture and as such, is quite
appropriate in the new house.
To it
she’s added a couple of china display
cabinets and a fieldstone fireplace.
The living room is a cool, spacious
room overlooking the patio.
It’s fur¬
nished with two over-scale couches, a
baby grand piano and the children’s
portraits.
Having
figured
on
them
ahead of time, Ed Warmington left four
openings over the fireplace. Each niche
contains a child’s portrait by Frederick
Seeley.
Each is properly lighted and
effectively framed by an antique mirror.
In the corridor that skirts the living
room there are also built-in, lighted,
display boxes for the miniature scenes
Alan brought back from Paris.
Sue and Alan’s master bedroom suite
is a complete break from the rest of the
house.
It’s brown, dull green, lemon
yellow and red. This may be hard to
imagine but it looks wonderful.
Sue
wanted something quite different from
the traditional blue or rose bedroom
colors so she (with Alan’s approval)
chose a print with a brown background
and all these other colors in it. She used
this fabric for draperies, for her bed¬
spread, and headboard, on the fireside
chair and also on one wall.
“It will
easily outwear wallpaper,” she claims.
This bedroom suite is also full of wellplanned touches. In the corridor lead¬
ing to the dressing rooms, there’s a shal¬
low closet for storing pocket books.
There’s a corner niche loaded with small,
silver-framed pictures of the Ladds’
favorite people.
That about sums up the Ladds’ exciting
new home except for mention of the
kitchen and the family room. The latter
is a small informal dining room where
the family eats most of its meals and
holds all of its round table discussions.
The kitchen boasts the latest in equip¬
ment and cheerful decor.
Alan main¬
tains that all you really need in a house
(or so he found out at the ranch) are
bedrooms and a big kitchen. Acting on
this principle, the Ladd kitchen is good
and big with a work table in the center,
a large refrigerator, and a large oven.
The traffic through this part of the house
is something fierce, since the Ladd young¬
sters do as much entertaining as their
famous parents.
About a month after the Ladds were
well-settled, Sue and Alan gave a house¬
warming party. The tour through the
rooms went on most of the evening. To¬
wards midnight, one of Alan’s friends
who’d had a bitter home building ex¬
perience himself remarked, “It looks
great now, Alan, but I bet you never
want to build another place, do you?”
Alan nodded towards Sue.
“She’s
ready to begin again tomorrow,” he said.
“And I would be, too, except for the fact
that this is our home from now on, and
here we stay.”
The End
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and divorce proceedings have begun.
We have a sinking feeling deep inside
when we think of the home and love
which you’ve built together, only to
shatter.
Who’s to say that one or the other of
you is to blame? You’ve learned that
playing house is entirely different from
real life—and that there is no such thing
as an “ideal marriage”—unless you make
it so.
The entire town of Hollywood along
with the rest of the movie-going world
was set back on its heels with the news,
on October 13, 1949, that you two had
separated and that Shirley would secure
a divorce. The first reaction was com¬
plete incredulity.
Then those who had known both of
you began to mull over the facts. You,
Shirley, were seventeen and a half when
you and Jack were married. Were you
mature enough to know your own heart?
Or was marriage an experience yvhich
you wanted with the same enchanting
childishness which had caused you to
want a mink coat for Christmas when
you were fifteen? Did you, Shirley, up¬
on your separation from Jack, realize
even remotely the vast ramifications of
divorce? Have you any insight into the
regrets that the years might bring?
Some things are certain. Jack adores
you, Shirley, and your daughter, Susan.
He has made some serious mistakes, "but
he is a man, a thorough-going man,
through and through, and there are not
many like him in Hollywood, or in the
world.
He comes from an excellent
background, and it is reasonable to be¬
lieve that he will mature into a splendid
actor and citizen.
Certainly when he married you, Shir¬
ley, he wanted, more than anything else
on earth, to make your marriage ideal.
True, there were many obstacles in the
way.
From time to time, close friends ad¬
mitted that your marriage was not the
Liebestraum that the world imagined.
For one thing, it is a cliche that a young
marriage is difficult to operate success¬
fully if in-laws are under the same roof.
Mr. and Mrs. Temple live in the same
garden with ' you. The houses are not
more than a hundred feet apart (if that
much). You, Shirley, have always been
and will always be The Little Princess
to your family. This is entirely under¬
standable. But it is an attitude not cal¬
culated to help a young husband to es¬
tablish a full-partnership situation with
his wife. If he asserts himself in such
a case, a husband is all wrong. The wife
can dart home to her mother and be
certain of sympathy.
You, too, Jack, made some serious
mistakes.
Sometimes you spent too
much time with your golf cronies, and
sometimes you took a nip too much to
relieve the enormous strain caused by
your application to your career.
But you knew when you were wrong.
You told a friend, “Shirley seldom gets
mad at me except when I make a don¬
key of myself.”
We know, for instance that shortly
before you were married, Shirley's eld¬
est brother, Jack, had a man-to-man
talk with you. “We know that you’re in
love with Shirley,” said Jack Temple,
“and we know that she is deeply in love
with you. We think you are getting a
wonderful start in life. However, you
mustn’t think it’s going to be easy, because life ahead is sometimes going to be

plenty rough. Forewarned is forearmed.
“We think Shirley is as unspoiled as
a girl could possibly be, considering the
adulation she has always been given
outside of our family, but the fact re¬
mains that she is accustomed to at¬
tention. Her career is going to cause
occasional difficulty. It has in our fam¬
ily; it will in yours. Sacrifices are going
to have to be made. In brief, Jack, there
are going to be some hills to climb..
Some long, steep hills.”
You smiled. “We know that,” you an¬
swered with quiet sincerity. “But when
Shirley and I encounter those hills—we’ll
climb them hand in hand.”
You were married on September 19,
1945, while you were still in service.
On September 19, 1949, Shirley, you
and Jack celebrated your fourth wed¬
ding anniversary by taking a group of
friends to the Tail O’ the Cock (social
and theatrical rendezvous) and on aft¬
erward to Ciro’s to hear singer Mindy
Carson and to dance. Jack gave you a
Polaroid camera, one of those which pro¬
duce a completed picture a few moments
after the exposure has been made; you
gave Jack a handsome pair of distinc¬
tively styled gold cuff links.
The first four years of your marriage
have involved some hills. Some long,
steep climbs . . . but you have made
them hand in hand, and if there was not
laughter at the time of the climb, at
least there was afterward.
In four years Jack has established a
career which promises a splendid future.
You have become the parents of Linda
Susan, now two years old. You have
made seven pictures: “That Hagen Girl,”
“The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer,”
“Honeymoon,”
“Baltimore
Escapade”
(with Jack), “Fort Apache” (with Jack),
“The Story of Seabiscuit,” and “A Kiss
for Corliss.”
Jack has made five pictures: “Fort
Apache,” “Baltimore Escapade,” “I Mar¬
ried a Communist,” “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon,” and “Sands of Iwo Jima.”
Many of the hills you have had to
climb were those which arise in the path
of any young marriage, but some of
them were steep paths which occur only
when a career in the entertainment
world is undertaken.
Jack was still stationed in Utah when
he received, to his utter amazement, a
contract for consideration from the Selznick Studios. You were with him, Shir¬
ley, remember? You were living only
a short distance from the post and being
very much the Army wife. You and
Jack discussed the contract for days. It
was one of those provisional things; it
merely asked Jack to agree to test for
Selznick as soon as he was out of service.
You talked against Jack’s considering
a picture career ... or rather, your
words were opposed, but your tone was
favorable. In effect you said, “It’s a ter¬
ribly difficult business in which the in¬
dividual is constantly criticized. But, if
you were an actor, we could work to¬
gether, and we’d speak the same profes¬
sional language. Of course, if it shouldn’t
work out for you—after seven years of
training—it would be late for you to
return to school to learn a new occupa¬
tion. However, I think you would make
a success of anything you tried. Acting
or any other career.”
After several days of listening to this
yes-no advice, Jack decided that if
the Selznick organization thought his
chances were good enough to merit a

test, he should at least make that test.
He did, in January, 1946, immediately
after he had been honorably discharged.
To this day he speaks of that test with
blanching face and a long shudder. “It
was,” he confides in sepulchral tone,
“horrible!”
The Selznick organization did not
agree. Was Jack awkward? Yes. Selfconscious and embarrassed? Yes. Overly
aware of the camera and the crew? Yes.
Over-zealous? Yes. John Agar was all
these things and many more. But he
also possessed that indescribable thing
known as “charm,” and it was fondly
picked up by the camera. He was pho¬
togenic, intelligent, imaginative, cooper¬
ative, and gave promise of being hard¬
working.
He was given a seven-year contract
(with the usual option clauses) at a
respectable salary. A salary, inciden¬
tally, which would have been the envy
of almost any young man getting a start
in industry, but one which did not ap¬
proach your salary, Shirley, by many,
many dollars.
You approached your joint financial
arrangements sensibly. You spent a good
many evenings in perfecting a budget.
You decided to split, equally, the ex¬
penses of the house and to contribute
fifty-fifty to funds for recreation, travel,
gifts, and entertaining.
The mechanics of your life together
established, you busied yourselves with
your careers. For eighteen months Jack
was given intensive instruction. He had
never before been even slightly inter¬
ested in dramatic activity; he had never
appeared in a school play, never given
a school speech.
He had to be taught breathing tech¬
nique, the effective reading of lines,
pantomime, the projection of emotion.
Eight hours a day, five days a week he
was coached.
He would come home at night in a
state of depression bordering on com¬
plete exhaustion. “I’ll never make it,”
he would tell you. “I do everything
wrong. I’m supposed to be this guy
whose wife is leaving him. I’m sup¬
posed to beg her to stick with me—you
know, pour my soul into it. Well, I fig¬
ure a man should have more pride than
that. It’s hard for me to understand this
joe. The coach says I’ll have to make
my imagination work a little harder.
Harder! I don’t know whether I’ll make
it or not. I’m doing my best, but it isn’t
good enough.”
At the end of eighteen months of
training, John Ford saw a test of you,
Jack, and asked to borrow you from the
Selznick organization for “Fort Apache.”
You had never been so entirely fright¬
ened and unsure of yourself in your life.
There came one terrible day when you
had to stand on the set and beam into
the rafters where, presumably, Shirley
was seated at her window. According to
the plot, you had brought along a trou¬
badour to serenade your beloved, and
you were supposed to announce the fact
to her and then to smile romantically
upward.
(Don’t wrack your brain to
remember the scene; it was cut be¬
cause the picture was too long.)
As you looked upward, smiling on cue,
your dialogue stuck in your throat and
the corners of your mouth froze in a
grin while the muscles of your cheeks
began to twitch. John Ford (whom you
revere, we know) understood your plight
and postponed the scene.

During the entire shooting schedule of
“Baltimore Escapade,” you made it
a daily habit to soak yourself with ner¬
vous perspiration. The director, mean¬
ing to be encouraging, said, “Don’t
worry about sweating like a stevedore.
There’s going to be a scene in this script
which will call for all the nervous per¬
spiration you can squeeze out. I regard
you as being in training for that scene.”
The episode referred to by the di¬
rector was that in the greenhouse when,
clad as a gladiator, you were being
painted by Shirley. Came the time for
the sequence, and you were as cool and
comfortable as if you had been acting
for thirty years.
We know you laughed about it for
days.
But the rough times were not yet
over. To a man of your proper upbring¬
ing and natural reticence there were
many things about accepted Hollywood
practice which embarrassed you. For
instance, every time a newspaper per¬
son came on the set, you were asked
whether you and Shirley were planning
a family “yet.” When you blushed, you
were furious with yourself, but you
still felt, defensively, that this question
was an encroachment on your private
life.
Studio counselors explained that the
entire world was affectionately inter¬
ested in the Agars. This interest was
expressed in millions of letters of in¬
quiry, and writers were merely trying
to keep their readers happy.
Furthermore, every time you had a
perfectly normal married spat, the tele¬
phone would ring day and night for
forty-eight hours while half the popu¬
lation of Los Angeles called to elicit

confirmation or denial of the rift rumors.
(Or so it seemed to you two most in¬
timately concerned.)
Wise heads explained to you that this
would go on as long as public interest
in the Agars continued; that motion pic¬
ture people were regarded as relativesin-law by everyone who had ever bought
a ticket to a neighborhood theatre, and
that the questions were not prompted by
a spirit of nasty prying, but by fond
solicitude.
The romance-loving world
was anxious to have its favorite love
story continue throughout the years.
Tensions began to build up. When
things became too taut, you could al¬
ways repair to the golf course. There,
you had no stage fright. Currently you
shoot in the low seventies over a fa¬
miliar course, in the low eighties over
unfamiliar meadow. Don’t forget Shir¬
ley tried to learn the game in order to
develop one more mutual interest, but
the going was difficult. On one occasion
she shot a 20 on the first hole at Riviera
and announced that she had had enough
golf to last for a long time.
On another occasion, at Ojai, she in¬
sisted on playing eighteen holes to keep
you company. As she was returning to
the clubhouse, she extended her right
hand for your scrutiny. The hand was
blistered in five places.
In telling your family about it later
you said, “She’s a game little thing,” and
all your love shone in your eyes.
In a final attempt to establish a com¬
radeship with you in the wide open
spaces, Shirley took putting lessons from
a professional golf instructor.
After¬
ward, you spent a good many evenings
at one of the miniature golf courses
which still operate successfully in Los

Angeles. You both enjoyed these games.
In spite of Shirley’s efforts, there were
occasional temperamental clashes in the
Agar household. Your dispositions are
entirely different. You, Jack, are the
“blow-off” type. When you are irked,
you say so and get your complaint out
of your system. Three minutes later you
have forgotten about it.
You, Shirley, contrariwise, don’t an¬
nounce your troubles. You are inclined
to keep your complaints within yourself,
and to retire into a private silence. Jack
discovered, shortly after your marriage,
that instead of talkihg out differences
you were inclined to stack the phono¬
graph with a series of classical record¬
ings and listen, out of this world, to the
music.
In spite of these differences, however,
we believe that you, Shirley, are due for
an awakening. Do you realize that you
will now be pursued by every wolf in
town and that there are few boys like
Jack Agar in the world? Jack is a gen¬
tleman and we think he is still in love
with you.
We urge you, Shirley, not to get into
any scandal and we hope it isn’t true
that you are phoning Johnny Johnston.
But we believe you must face these ru¬
mors, and do nothing to incite them
further.
Perhaps this separation is only one
more hill to climb. Perhaps, on the other
side, you will join hands again in a true
partnership, an adult marriage, which
will bring both of you happiness.
Things may not work out this way, but
it’s the hope of young and old every¬
where that you’ll both reconsider before
it’s too late.
The End

NO HELP WANTED
fContinued from page 441

Waverly sets the table, usually with the
aid of her close friend, Katherine Mur¬
ray, whom Zack and Elaine call “the
fourth Scott.” When he gets home from
the studio, Zachary mixes cocktails and
after dinner, everyone clears and helps
with dishes. Their entertaining is infor¬
mal and simple, on Sunday evenings,
candle-light dinners for ten or twelve
guests, served buffet style with ham or
turkey or a roast prepared in advance or
with chafing dishes.
Sometimes they
barbecue out of doors and serve picnic
style. Now that the home is theirs, they
hate to go out of it. They can eat when
they feel like it and what they feel like,
they can be lazy and lie in the sun after
chores, they all three work in the garden
and get exercise they never had be¬
fore, and they find a wonderful sense
of peace and freedom.
This is an important factor to a guy
who has made nine movies in twentytwo months—which is just what Zachary
Scott has done.
Just completed are:
“Death in a Doll’s House” with Ann
Sothern at Metro, and “Bed of Roses”
with Joan Fontaine at RKO. “Death in
a Doll’s House” started while he was still
making “Flamingo Road” at Warner’s;
and he ate his lunch in a stand-by car
en route between the two studios.
Now the Scotts are off to New York
where he will make “Guilty Bystander,”
first of the productions of the New York
Film Ass’n Ltd.
Faye Emerson, Mary
Boland and Sam Levine are members of
this company which plans to make two
pictures a year, one here, one in Europe.
Zachary isn’t the only member of the
Scott household with Eastern plans.

Without mentioning the matter to mother
or dad, thirteen-year-old Waverly wrote
a letter to Lawrence Langner of the
Theatre Guild, asking for a walk-on part
in some production this summer.
Mr.
Langner, who has known Elaine and
Zack for many years, wrote back a
charming letter.
He couldn’t promise
anything, he said, but if Waverly would
like, she might try again when she came
to New York. Waverly came to dinner
crestfallen that night and told her parents
about it for the first time. “I hate to go
East without something definitely lined
up,” she said. Elaine tried not to smile.
She assured her daughter gravely that
that is exactly how ninety percent of
the veteran actors go East. Then she and
Zack began talking of the old days when
they first went to Broadway. They were
just out of university, they had been
married while they were still in school
and Waverly had been born, but the
theatre was in their hearts and they
headed straight for it, without anything
“definitely lined up.”
A backstage baby if there ever was
one, Waverly, too, dreams of the theatre
and one of the basic tenets of her parents
has always been to let their child choose
her own life. If a youngster doesn’t start
developing tastes of her own, how will
she ever learn? So the child has been
allowed to select her own schools and her
own friends and her own interests. What
pleases Zack and Elaine is that, loving
the theatre as much as her parents do,
Waverly says candidly, “I’ll have to wait
and see if I have any talent.” They are
proud too because she has passed up
private schools to be a student at Emer¬

son Junior High where she can know all
kinds of people.
Her friends include
young people of all classes and creeds
and with widely varied economic back¬
grounds.
“When her friends come to the house,
it’s like a League of Nations,” Zack says,
“a wonderful thing because Waverly’s
learning from them above and beyond
what she could ever learn in a class¬
room. It’s so important to have an open
mind and a flexible one.”
Flexible is what the Scotts have always
been.
Elaine keeps an overnight bag
packed at all times so she can be off at
a moment’s notice; for if Zack has a few
days off production, he is likely to come
home, cook and garden like mad, or he
is just as likely to arrive with that un¬
mistakable glint in his eye, burst in the
door and say, “How about a trip—to the
mountains, to the beach, to Mexico?”
Waverly usually goes along and Kathie
Murray too, Elaine and Zack taking turns
playing teacher, putting them through
the paces their schoolmates will cover in
the same stretch of time.
No getting around it, the man with the
black moustache who can look wicked
before a camera, is a wholesome gent in
his own house.
There is no pretense
or pose in that house and Zack has
learned the best way to relax. He wields
the vacuum while Elaine dusts and Wav¬
erly makes beds, he puts a meal together
with the finesse of a gourmet, and fast,
he fights mildew on his roses and prunes
and weeds. He washes windows and has
time to play and to know his two gals.
This man has got himself a castle!
The End

M

SCOTT BRADY S SUCCESS STORY
IContinued from page 331

background, it was a prayer—the Prayer
of St. Jude, the Patron Saint of hope¬
less cases, that effected the miracle of
Scott getting his all-important first
screen role.
Scott, who shot out in front in the
stardom sweepstakes as the result of
“Canon City” in which he played an
escaped convict, reaches star rating as
a cowboy in “The Gal Who Took the
West” for Universal-International.
Up until the time he came to Holly¬
wood to stay with his brother, Larry,
Scott had never dreamed of acting. As
a kid in Brooklyn, he with Larry and
a younger brother, Eddie, were crazy
about sports like baseball, football, and,
inevitably, boxing. He was an average
student and played hookey once in a
while, but he became a good boxer and
won several fights at the Brooklyn Navy
Base.
During the war, when he was in the
Navy, the athletic director tried to
persuade him to become a boxer, but
Scott’s father talked him out of it. “I
don’t want any kid of mine to end up
punch-drunk.”
When the war was over and Scott was
released after having seen service all
over the South Pacific, he ended up in
Hollywood because Larry, by this time
in pictures, had moved the rest of the
family there.
Scott had no idea what he wanted to
do except to spend his discharge money
and have a good time after his four-year
hitch with the Navy.
He used to pal around a lot with Larry,
watch him on the set and often sit in
with him at press interviews.
One afternoon, - he was having lunch
with Larry and a newspaper woman in
Lucey’s, a popular filmland restaurant,
when Hal Wallis, seated nearby, sent
word to their table that he’d like to
meet Scott.
“You have an interesting face,” Wal-

Family spirit has done a lot to
Brother Lawrence Tierney (right)

lis told him. “Come to my office to¬
morrow and I’ll arrange a test.”
Scott thought this was crazy. He’d
never acted before, and while he has a
rugged type of good looks, nobody’d
ever singled him out in a crowd as hav¬
ing exceptional looks.
He wore one of Larry’s suits for the
test. Scott was such an amateur about
the whole thing that even now he
cringes as he remembers what happened
when the director, assigned to the test,
asked him, “What theatres have you
been in?”
“Why,”
Scott replied
easily,
“the
Chinese, Burma-Indian and Far East
Theatres.”
“No, no,” said the director patiently.
“I mean what theatres have you played
in—summer stock,
little theatre, or
what?”
“Oh that,” said Scott red-faced. “I’ve
never acted in my life.”
^Because he was so nervous his voice
shook and he didn’t know what to do
with his big hands, he flopped in the
test. But that one shot before the camera
did something to him. “I became a ham
right away,” he says. “I wanted to be¬
come an actor—but I had to get ex¬
perience.”
In this, Larry did everything to help.
He loaned him his well-tailored clothes
so that he’d look good when seeing
casting directors. He read lines with him,
gave him some solid acting pointers, in¬
troduced him around and encouraged
him, finally, to go to dramatic school on
his GI Bill of Rights.
Larry was always parked in the first
row when Scott appeared in a play at
the school. When finally, Larry thought
Scott had training and looked good on
the stage, he brought his agent to see
Scott in one of the plays. The agent
brought him to Eagle-Lion Studios.
Here is where Scott’s story takes an
unusual turn.

help Scott Brady’s career.
helped him get started in

“The studio was looking for an actor
to play a fighter just out of the Navy
in ‘In This Corner.’ The guy was practi¬
cally me,” he says, “but they didn’t want
to trust the lead to me. Why give it to
a jerk who’d never done anything but a
couple of plays ■ in dramatic school? I
wanted that part more than anything
else, because I had a feeling I could do
it and that it would give me the start
I needed in pictures.
“My mother knew how anxious I was.
The morning I was leaving for the studio
to be interviewed by the director for
the role, she gave me a prayer. It was
the prayer of St. Jude, the Catholic
saint of hopeless cases. Then I said
the prayer and put it in my wallet
for luck.
“As I was talking to the director,
Chuck Reisner, I took out my wallet
to show him some Navy snapshots of
myself. When I opened my wallet, the
prayer fell out.
“ ‘What’s that?’ Reisner asked.
“I told him it was a prayer my mother
gave me to help me get the job.
“He started to smile and fished in his
pocket for his wallet. He opened it and
also took out a prayer of St. Jude!
“ ‘This is my first picture at EagleLion, kid,’ he told me, ‘and I’m a little
scared myself. That’s why I carried this
prayer with me today, too! I think we’ll
get along fine.’
“As a result of that, he fought all the
way down the line to convince the ex¬
ecutives that I could handle the lead.
And that’s how I got the role.”
Scott sat back and lit a fresh cigarette.
By this time I was curious.
“I would like to see your prayer,” I
said. “Will you show it to me?”
A slow smile came over Scott’s face.
“I haven’t got it now. And that’s the
odd sequel to the story. Brynie Foy
saw me in ‘In This Corner’ and gave me
the role of one of the escaped prisoners

Hollywood. Just as Larry pushed Scott on, so Scott stood by
Larry during black periods when he got into front page jams.

in ‘Canon City,’ the picture based on
the actual prison break made at Colorado
State Prison.
Those of us who were playing the
escaping convicts were taken to the
prison to meet the guys we were to por¬
tray. The fellow I was playing had been
placed in solitary since his capture. I
was taken to see him in that black hole
of a cell. The guy was a picture of com¬
plete and hopeless despair.
Look,
I told him, ‘this may be
corny, but I’d like you to take this.’
I took out my St. Jude prayer and
gave it to him. He looked at it and
laughed. ‘You’re a crazy guy,’ he said. ‘I
thought you were going to give me a
racy story—instead, you hand me this
prayer.’ But he kept it.”
Scott paused for a minute, then went
t’j *n- a clu*.e^; v°ice. “A few days after
Id given Jimmy the prayer,” he said
simply, “he was released from solitary.”
I think it’s that quality of faith that
you d scarcely suspect in this big, swag¬
gering guy that’s made Scott Brady the
vigorous personality he is on the screen.
Being, tough and terrific isn’t enough.
There s a warmth about him, too, that
gives him such tremendous appeal.
It’s the tightly-knit family spirit that’s
responsible for this. The Tierneys (Scott
changed his name not to cash in on
Larry’s fame) are a close Irish clan, all
for one and one for all. Mom and Pop
are in Hollywood, and they’re an integral
part of their sons’ lives.
They re often on the set, charming
everyone around with their mellow Irish
wit. Larry and Scott are trying to get
their brother, Eddie, a break as a screen
writer. Each one helps the other. Just
as Larry pushed Scott on and encouraged
him to become an actor, so Scott stood
by Larry during many black periods
when Larry got into those front-page
jams. Scott understands Larry as no
one else does.
“The trouble with Larry is that he
played Dillinger so well that he was al¬
ways compared with Dillinger,” Scott
explains. “When he got into a minor
escapade it was blown up because of
that Dillinger comparison. That started
the snowball rolling. Everything he did
after that became front-page. Larry’s all
right. He just finished a picture in Port¬
ugal. He’s in New York and in wonderful
shape. When he returns to Hollywood
he’ll pick up his career again and be
bigger than ever. He’s a great talent,
and if he was mixed up before, he’s
certainly straightened out now.”
In the meantime, Scott is looking for
a house in which the whole family can
live. Right now they’re all camping in
a small Beverly Hills apartment, made
even more crowded by the fact that a
constant stream of actors and writers
flows in all day long, many of them re¬
maining for dinner.
Mom, miraculously, always manages to
have dinner for everyone, even the dozen
or so “unexpected” guests who seem to
be there every night.
Scott enjoys everything. He goes to
church and he also has a gay time at
Ciro’s. He likes to take out the most
beautiful girls in Hollywood, but he
won’t get married until he’s wellestablished and has bought that house
for Mom. He’s level-headed, but has a
reckless, restless nature which he tries
to harness.
It’s all these contradictory qualities
that combine to make him the exciting
new rave that he is. After all, wouldn’t
you know that a tough ex-gob, who
carries a prayer around with him, would
be like that?
The End

Diana Lynn’s
choice of shoes
is something to
kick up your
heels about!

White satin with a glitter
of gold for evening magic.

You’ll want open-toed
pumps for important dates.

Wear opera pumps in suede
for dress; in calf, alli¬
gator or lizard for sport.

the Shoe Fits
Sling-heel with small plat¬
form is perfect for suits.

Like

most

girls,

Diana

Lynn

loves

shoes, in all shapes and colors.
But when making additions to her shoe
collection, Diana gives careful considera¬
tion to three important qualifications.
Her choice must fit her feet, her budget,
and her wardrobe.
Diana,

who’s

currently

working

on

“Bitter Victory,” has found the five basic
styles pictured here most practical for
Ankle straps are flattering
—but only with full skirt.

the needs of a busy young actress.

I DRESS ON A BUDGET
I Continued from page 371
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gowns, three cocktail dresses, one suit
and two suit dresses, three cottons, one
pair of gabardine slacks, a cloth coat
and a mink cape stole. The accessories I
selected to wear with this new wardrobe
were equally basic.
I stuck to four colors: white, black,
navy and light blue.
I even selected
shoes that were classic pumps so that I
could wear them with suits or evening
dresses.
And I accomplished my pur¬
pose. I am now ready to go anywhere
and feel well-dressed. I’m never caught
short, fashionably speaking.
Since acquiring a basic wardrobe I’ve
naturally added to it. The new additions
are made according to a strict formula.
They must combine with what I already
own. For instance, one of my new
dressy cottons is a light blue that just
matches the blue pumps I had dyed to
wear with my white evening dress.
I
could have had a green, yellow or pink
cotton but blue made more sense—
budgetwise.
On the same shopping tour I found two
darling scarf-and-glove sets. They go
wonderfully with the simple black cock¬
tail dress that is part of the basic ward¬
robe. I think I’ve fooled a few of my I
dates and several press photographers
into thinking I have three times as many \
dresses as actually hang in my closet.
I also have a great fondness for what I
call dual-purpose outfits. Dresses with
tailored jackets and the new sunback j
dresses with boleroes are the type of
thing I mean. Also ballerina skirts with
plain or fancy blouses serve two uses.
And in my own case, my luxurious mink
stole doubles in so many ways that it is
worth the initial cost (which was con¬
siderable, although my father got it
wholesale).
I wear the fur piece as an evening
wrap. Over suits it’s that added glamour
touch. On top of my cloth coat it’s the
only really warm wrap I own.
And
whenever I brush against it in my closet,
I feel like a star. A feeling like that
means a lot in my business.
This business of dressing on a budget is
a good way to learn values. I’ve con¬
cluded that there are some cases when
it pays to be extravagant. In other words,
to buy the best quality. Shoes are one
such item. A pair of $20 shoes will last
me three times longer than an $8.95 pair,
and all the time I’m wearing them, I’m
well-dressed. I also recommend buying
one good leather pocketbook rather than
several imitation leather models. Simi¬
larly, I prefer a few pieces of real jewelry
rather than a drawer full of costume
pieces. Then you never run the risk of
looking like a trimmed Christmas tree.
Where value really pays off is in se¬
lecting good materials and expert tailor¬
ing. Given a choice between a pure silk
shantung and rayon shantung, wool or
cotton gabardine, crease-resistant linen
or ordinary linen, it pays to buy the
quality merchandise. The cheaper cloth
will spot, wrinkle and wear in a hurry.
If you were to compare the relative costs
you’d find, as I did, that the less expen¬
sive fabrics soon make up the difference
in cleaning and pressing bills alone.
Expert tailoring is something I know
little about. However, I tend to buy most
of my clothes at one store and the sales¬
girls tip me off to a dress that is wellmade and one that isn’t.
They are very candid. Whenever I’m
debating whether I can afford a dress or

Pampered

There’s a lot of dog to Ruth Roman’s pet, Sean.
walking advertisement for her newest film. “Always

The mutt looks like a
Leave Them Laughing.”

Cockatoo that works in Warners’ “Young Man with a Horn” gets paid off
with lip service and peanuts, both provided by pretty star, Lauren Bacall.

These
animals
like to
be seen
with the
best
people!

Valentina Cortesa, exciting Italian actress who makes her U. S.
film debut in “Thieves’ Market,” likes cats—especially Siamese.

not the girls at Amelia Gray’s will say,
“Frankly, Janet, it’s not worth the
money.” Or they’ll advise me, “This is
a marvelous buy. It will last a lifetime
and you can always remodel it into a
new style.” Little by little I’m learning
to pick out the best values by myself.
One thing I haven’t had to learn is
how to stretch a clothing dollar. Ever
since high school days I’ve known some
pretty economical tricks. For example,
asking the family to give you presents in
the form of clothes is a good way to
stretch the dress budget. Buying things
in partnership with another girl, particu¬
larly coats, bags, and accessories, is a
money saver.
Then being able to re¬
model old things into new styles and
knowing how to bargain-hunt are two
more smart tricks.
I don’t have much time to track down
bargains but friends who do, tell me it’s
a skill in itself. They say that the famous
cut-rate stores like Bloomingdale’s, Ohrbach’s, Macy’s and Gimbels are gold
mines—if you know what to buy. The
best buys, they tell me, are in stockings,
underwear, gloves, and hats.
However, in selecting anything else,
the principle to remember is to choose
the highest priced article in the line. In
other words, if you’re looking for a silk
blouse in a large department store, don’t
buy a $2.98 bargain. It won’t stand long
wear or many washings. Better pay $8
to $10 and then you’re profiting by the
store’s volume purchase policy and
really getting value for your money.
No matter how much or how little you
spend on your wardrobe, it won’t be
worth the expense unless you take care
of your clothes. And it’s all in forming
the habit.
Now that I’m working as hard as I am,
Mother tells me not to bother hanging
up my clothes at night. She’ll do it in
the morning. Somehow I can’t help but
put them away. I have the habit and it
really doesn’t take much more effort
than dropping them in a heap.
In addition, I make a practice of put¬
ting shoe trees in my pumps and stuffing
paper in my toeless sandals.
All my
dress hangers have dust protectors.
I
keep tissue paper around my pocketbooks and tuck my four pairs of white
gloves into a silk case.
I never put anything away unless it’s
clean, pressed, polished and in good re¬
pair. I may not be a fashion-setter but
I’m always neat and tidy. In fact, the
compliment I like best is hearing some¬
one—a certain someone—say, “You look
so sweet and clean.”
I try to live up to the compliment. It’s
what I keep in mind as I’m buying new
clothes. Out of it has evolved my per¬
sonal style—demure but not too sweet;
plain but not severe; smart but not so¬
phisticated.
By and large, I wear full skirts because
they are young-looking. I like little
stand-up collars for the same reason. I
wear tight waists because mine is small.
And I stick to' simple unadorned dresses
because I’m rather tall. I wear very little
jewelry and soft colors for the same
reason. Except for one bathing suit and
a pair of denim sailing pants, I don’t own
play clothes. And my favorite, most use¬
ful outfit, is a black velvet skirt and
beret.
Add it up and you have a complete
picture of me, Janet Leigh—operating on
a budget.
The End
Don’t Miss
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There’s little chance of anyone annoying Barbara Bates while movie dog Flame
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Movidtwd's

Counter Spy

We scouted all over the place to find these
“buys'’"’ for your personal and gift shopping

ANN PEARCE, UI star¬
let, really goes for the
dainty Charmore Carryall. It holds a ball point
pen, a metal-covered
memo book, a pill or pow¬
der box, a perfume flacon,
and a tiny signal whistle,
on a sturdy key chain to
hang from your favorite
belt. Costs a mere $2.95.

FLAP-JACK is what this
unique billfold is called.
Draw bills through center
opening, fold, and pull out
on other side. Nylon
stitched, Flap-jack comes
in varied colors of moroc¬
co leather, pigskin, and
cowhide, for men and
women. And the price is
$1.00, plus 20% federal tax.

EVERY GIRL dreams of
owning a set of matched
luggage.
Colorgard has
open stock on 11 pieces in
4 gorgeous colors. Permanite covering is water¬
proof,
washable.
Start
your set with this 14" fit¬
ted cosmetic case. $13.50,
plus tax at all fine luggage
shops, department stores.

BRIGHTEN YOUR
TABLE
with
colorful,
practical Princess plastic
placemats. Every woman
adores these easy-towipe-off table decorations.
This pattern is “Daisy,”
and costs 75C: each setting
(placemat and glass mat).
One of many exquisite
Princess designs shown.
M
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Betty was absolutely and firmly con¬
vinced all along that the baby would be
a girl and thought first of naming her
Colleen. “Colleen Carey. . . . Wouldn’t
that look nice in lights?” she mused.
But, the saints be praised, she thought
better of this and chose Elizabeth, her
own name.
“We started right out calling her Lisa,
so that she won’t be nicknamed Liz or
Lizzie later,” Betty went on.
“I think
the combination of Lisa and Lynnie is
nice, don’t you? Because after all, there’s
less than three years between them and
the older they grow, the closer they’ll
come in age.
When Lynnie’s twenty,
Lisa will be eighteen—and from then on
they’ll seem almost the same age.”
Lynnie is wonderful with the baby, so
proud and possessive and gentle with
her, fully aware of her responsibility
toward the tiny thing who’s something
like a doll only better.
For, though
Lynnie’s not yet three, she has the per¬
sonality and poise of a child three times
three.
“We’ve tried to show her that she
hasn’t taken second place,” Betty ex¬
plained, “and there’ve only been a couple
of instances when she seemed to have
any feeling like that.
“One was a night about two weeks ago
when we were going out to dinner. Per¬
haps it was because I’d been home day
after day and night after night for so
long that she didn’t realize I could pos¬
sibly not be right there with her always.
“She asked me where I was going and
I told her and that I wouldn’t be back
until late in the eveniqg. She stared at
me for a moment with a look of such
utter desolation that my heart sank. Then
she turned and ran as fast as she could
to the nurse and flung her arms around
her khees. ‘Kiss me quick, Nana!’ she
cried. ‘Oh, Nana—kiss me quick!’
“Of course I almost didn’t go but I
knew that wouldn’t be right. She’d have
to realize I wasn’t deserting her; that I
was only taking up normal, active life
again.”
Luckily for Mac’s peace of mind during
the long months of anxious waiting—for
there was always the big chance that
either mother or child (or both) might
not survive the ordeal—he was almost
constantly at work on a picture. First
for Paramount, his home-studio, came
“Copper Canyon,” then “Song of Sur¬
render” with Claude Rains and Wanda
Hendrix.
The loan-out to UniversalInternational followed for “East of Java”
and “Comanche Territory” and soon he
will go to RKO for “Ricochet,” opposite
Ann Sheridan.
Perhaps the mink coat he planned to
surprise Betty with as a new-mother
present wasn’t the direct result of all this
activity, but it helped. Only Betty dis¬
covered the secret by calling him at the
studio one day to announce in one of
her joking moods that she saw by the
papers Saks’ was having a special on ‘
minks.
“Darn it!” Mac exploded. “For eight
years you’ve spoiled every surprise I’ve
ever tried to give you!”
“What surprise?” Betty asked inno¬
cently.
“Why, the mink coat, of course,” Mac
fumed. “I’m going to give you a mink
coat!”
This was a facer because, while Mac’s
the open-handed one, Betty’s the pennywatcher. When he came home she argued

against it and almost convinced him. It
cost too much; it was a needless, foolish
extravagance. Then, when she saw him
weakening, she experienced a strange
sinking feeling.
Oh, she wanted that mink so much!
She’d been wanting one for years. She
suddenly remembered a little cruiser
named “Mama’s Mink” among the sail¬
boats in Los Angeles Harbor. Perhaps
her mink-money wouldn’t go for a boat,
but it would certainly go for something
else—a new car, an addition to the house,
the children’s education later.
And she wanted that mink now, while
she was young and gay and full of love
and life. She quavered a few of these
thoughts to Mac and he smiled at her.
“You mean I can still have it!” she
gasped. “You mean I haven’t talked you
out of it?”
With the mink coat in the making,
Betty thriftily suppresses a wistful de¬
sire to have two in help. Always pleased
when she finds a special on pork-chops
or a good buy in the market, she knows
she’ll manage with the help she has.
For one thing, her Mother’s companion,
Anna, is wonderful with Lynnie.
In¬
stead of telling the little girl to run out
and play while cup-cakes are being made,
she stands her on a stool and explains
each step. Then, when all the ingredients
are in the bowl and no harm can be done,
Lynnie does the stirring.
Naturally,
they’re “Lynnie’s cup-cakes” at dinner
that night.
*
“But there’s no use saying the sched¬
ules of a tiny baby and a three-year-old
don’t conflict, because they do!” Betty
declares, being realistic about it. “While
Lynnie’s being given her bath, Lisa’s
howling for her bottle. The only thing
worse, I guess, is having twins! Then
they both want the same thing at the
same time.
“Lisa’s on the standard ten-two-six
schedule for feedings, but we relax it—
give a little, take a little—if she’s hungry
before the hour or asleep when it’s time
to feed her. And we got her off that two
A.M. feeding almost at once.
“I nursed her up until a few days ago
because until a baby’s six weeks old it
has no anti-bodies to protect it from
disease or other infection. Look at the
epidemics that sweep through maternity
wards in hospitals! No wonder mother’s
milk—the only thing that supplies those
anti-bodies to the baby—costs twenty
dollars a quart if you have to buy it.”
Just then Lisa was brought in by her
sweet-faced, white-starched Nana to give
us an audience. And a beautiful baby
she is, with a strong resemblance to Bet¬
ty’s handsome mother.
Betty looked at her proudly. “I don’t
know why a mother can’t say she thinks
her child is beautiful!
“Perhaps she does look like Mother.
After all, her Mother was one of the Sut¬
ton sisters of New York—famous beauties
who were painted by every great portrait
artist of the day!”
Though the Movieland story on Betty’s
sacrifice to have Lisa drew sympathetic
response from many people, Mrs. Stevens
Hecksher of Philadelphia read it with
horror. “Is nothing sacred?” she de¬
manded indignantly while Betty soothed
her with, “Now, Mother, you’re living in
Hollywood, you know. You can expect
anything.”
As I was leaving Betty told me, “In
your last article about us you mentioned
I was saying a Novena for Mac, and doz¬
ens of Catholic women wrote me that
they were praying for me, too.
“I’m so grateful. I know their prayers
helped me and I’d like you to say thank
you to them all for me.”
The End
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I KNOW MYSELF NOW
(Continued from page 301

comfortable,
low-slung
ranch
house.
As my car’s headlights illuminated the
digits stencilled on a rural mail box,
three lean figures leaped out from the
curb. They were Bob and his two sons,
Bobby and Mike Walker. Dressed in
blue jeans and plaid shirts, they looked
like three stringbeans which fittingly
enough happens to be the name of their
home: La Casa de las Ejotes (stringbeans in Spanish).
“I think,” I said jokingly, “I could have
found the place without your searching
party.”
Bob grinned. “This is no searching
party. The boys and I hang out here
practically every night. We like to sit
on the curb and watch the cars whiz
towards the beach.” His sons smiled
politely. “This is Bobby,” he introduced,
“and Mike.”
The “stringbeans” were already climb¬
ing onto the tailgate of my Jeep station
wagon. I eased the car into gear, and we
putt-putted up the lane. “Gee, Dad!”
Mike blurted out, “this is the kind of car
we need for our camping trips. If we took
the back seats out we could even sleep
in it.”
Bob shook his head. “How do you
like these guys?” he asked. “I make
them working partners. I pay them fifty
cents an hour, and right away they want
to become big shots and start buying
cars.” He chuckled; it was a chuckle of
parental pride and camaraderie.
Bob Walker and his two boys enjoy
an ideal father-son relationship.
Bob
takes the boys to a drive-in movie about
once a week; he referees their boxing
matches every Saturday morning, and
they in turn clip the shrubs, do some
of the gardening, and it’s quite apparent
from their conversation that they all
love and respect each other.
The rest of the Walker household con¬
sists of Pedro, the Filipino cook who
strives mightily but vainly to put weight
on his three charges, and Buck, who has
the official title of nurse, but is actually
more of a family friend.
Buck was hired as a concession to the
boys’ mother. Jennifer Jones wanted the
peace of mind which comes from knowing
that an experienced nurse is living in
the house. At first, Bob disapproved of
the idea, being reluctant to have a
woman in his ranch-like scheme of liv¬
ing. Besides, he felt that the boys were
too old for a nurse, but finally he gave
in.
“I’m glad I did,” he admits. “Buck is
just what we needed. Her presence keeps
us from getting too raucous or rough.
She keeps a check on our table man¬
ners. Besides if it weren’t for her, I’d
have to do all the darning and mending.”
Yes, Bob Walker has come the full
circle, all right. From a neurotic recluse
who once felt that the whole world was
against him, he has returned to a normal
way of life; and it wouldn’t at all sur¬
prise me, if one of these days he turned
up with another Mrs. Walker.
As a matter of fact, I asked him what
sort of social life he was leading.
“Well,” he said, “I see all my friends
like Charlie Trezona, who’s also my
business manager, and Pete Lawford
and the Gene Kellys, but my social life
for the most part is centered around the
boys.”
“Don’t you go to parties or have dates?”
I persisted.
“Come to think of it,” Bob said, “I’ve
only worn a tie about five or six times

since I got back to Hollywood in May.
I had dinner at Dore Schary’s one eve¬
ning. I wore a tie then. Another night,
Pete and I went to a concert at the
Hollywood Bowl with director Norman
Taurog.
“My first party since coming back
from Topeka was at Pete’s. It was an in¬
formal, casual kind of evening. Most of
the guests were non-movie people. They
dropped in during the evening, played
games, danced to records and joked
a lot. I thought they were an attractive
bunch and a week later I qsked one of
the girls I met there for a date. I took
her to see ‘New Moon’ at the Greek
Theatre. I wore a tie that night, too.
“Then about a month ago I decided
to pay back my social obligations. Pedro
and I put our heads together and planned
a party. The boys were in Yosemite with
their grandparents and I felt the moment
was right for a good, gay time. It worked
out that way, too.
“I asked about thirty people andJ
thirty-eight came. A lot of the guests
had never been to my home and I felt
pretty pleased about showing it off.
Pedro served a magnificent midnight
supper. I had the foresight to invite
talented guys like Keenan Wynn, Andre
Previn and Gene Kelly who can’t help
but improve a party.
“Anyway, it lasted until 5:00 A. M.;
only two glasses were broken and ab¬
solutely no food was left by anyone.”
From Bob’s social life, I switched the
conversational gears to his well-pub¬
licized crack-up. “If you don’t want to
talk about the Menninger Clinic,” I said,
“and your treatment and subsequent re¬
covery, that’s all right with me, except
that an awful lot of stuff has been
written about it. And I’d like to hear
exactly what happened from your own
lips.”
Bob took a deep breath. “I don’t mind
talking about it at all. Matter of fact, I
think the whole subject of psychiatry is
pretty darned exciting.
“I don’t mind telling you that most of
my difficulties were treated by psycho¬
analysis, and as a result, I’m a happier
individual and a better father to Mike
and Bobby.”
Bob then started to explain that he
was trying to give his sons a sense of
security. He was doing this first by es¬
tablishing a daily routine. They go to
school at a set time. He comes home
at a regular hour. Saturdays and Sundays
are excitingly planned, but in general,
things are calm and repetitious.
He is also giving the boys a definite,
undeniable assurance of his love. “Not
that you have to tell children you love
them,” he pointed out, “just do it, and
they’ll know. It’s funny but I’ve found
out that you can scold kids, punish them,
disagree with them and be darned strict
and they won’t mind so long as your love’s
behind the severity.”
Something of this type of basic security
was lacking in Bob Walker’s childhood.
Whether it was an unconscious omission
on the part of his family or whether it
was due to his always being a “skinny
boy with glasses” doesn’t matter. The
end result was the same.
Bob grew up feeling alone, acting
shy, and thinking that he had to prove
his worth to himself and the rest of the
world.
This feeling of inferiority is com¬
mon to a lot of people. In its most in¬
nocent form, it’s hoping you won’t have

to take the lead. It’s wanting to be
noticed and yet avoiding attention. Fi¬
nally, it manifests itself in shirking re¬
sponsibility and then hating yourself and
everyone else for your inadequacy.
In Bob’s case he grew up with more
than his share of self-doubt.
Through
school at the San Diego Army and Navy
Academy and then at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts, he knew he
was no great shakes. He was shy, un¬
certain of himself but he kept trying.
Finally he met and married a shy little
actress by the name of Phyllis Isley. They
had two sons and Bob became a popular
radio actor, also earning a fair measure
of self-confidence.
This gain was lost, however, when
Phyllis came to Hollywood, took the pro¬
fessional name of Jennifer Jones and won
an Academy Award in her first picture.
Although Bob followed her west with a
movie contract of his own, things were
never quite the same.
Ultimately, the
secure pattern of their marriage broke.
Bob admits, with remarkable detach¬
ment, that if he had had proper help
at any given point in his life, he might
not have arrived at the extreme state
of depression which eventually over¬
came him. As it was, he kept things to
himself. He pretended he didn’t care.
And it was a long time before he realized
that he needed psychiatric care.
‘‘One of the unfortunate shortages in
this country,” says Bob, “is in trained
psychiatrists. There are only about 1400
in the whole United States. Los Angeles
a city of four million has less than one
hundred qualified men. This means that
treatments are expensive. But even if
you can afford medical help, you don’t
always know when you need it. And this
is where public education is needed.
“Of course I’m' not a trained psy¬
chiatrist and know only from my own
experience but I think the next best thing
to seeing a practicing psychiatrist when
you’re troubled is talking to a friend or
a family doctor or a minister—someone
who will listen to your expression of
doubts, and your feeling of inadequacy,
without censure. To have this confidant
assure you that other people in the world,
a lot of them, are unhappy, frightened

and alone is the most comforting thing
you can hear.”
Bob had plenty of friends but none
of them could offer the kind of help he
needed. Instead, he did what is quite
common in such cases. He turned to
alcohol. His friends watched and waited
and hoped he’d snap out of it. But he
didn’t. Except for the time he spent with
his sons, he was miserable and com¬
bative. He fought with the studio; he
fought with the law. Every day was
just a little worse than the last.
Finally, a friend did step in. Dore
Schary, production head of MGM, called
Bob to his office and laid it straight on
the line. He said Bob could throw away
his life, embarrass his employers, jeop¬
ardize his sons’ future, and continue
on at the reckless pace he was going—
or he could take a trip to a mental
hospital.
The hospital Dore Schary recommended
was the Menninger Psychiatric Hospital
in Topeka, Kansas. This clinic is a wellestablished institution with a long record
of cures but it is a small, exclusive hos¬
pital. It only cares for about 65 resident
patients and about 200 non-resident. Con¬
sequently, there is a long waiting list;
the course of treatments is expensive.
“I was fortunate to get in,” recalls
Bob. “But once in the hospital I re¬
belled against help of any sort. It took
one final highly publicized fight to make
me so ashamed that I wanted to meet
the doctors half way.”
Before his year was up Bob felt ready
to return to work. “I’m not a new per¬
son, as some people seem to expect me
to be,” explained Bob. “I know myself
now. I no longer hide my anxieties. I
bring them out in the open and live
with them. And what a relief it is, too.
“I’m going back to the clinic in a few
months, however, for further analysis
and a sort of renewed emphasis on my
new-found confidence.
“Meanwhile I’m doing my best to be
a good father, a sound actor and a sub¬
stantial person.”
Bob Walker’s best is good to a super¬
lative degree.
And that’s because he
knows himself now.
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game. She loves to be seen dining in pub¬
lic with Audie or being escorted by him
to the latest party. She believes firmly
that this is part and parcel of marriage.
A friend who knows them both very
well told me this: “During the war, Audie
volunteered for every dangerous mission.
He felt that he was single, that no one
would miss him if he were killed. He
gambled with his life. Now, he is willing
to gamble with what little success he has
had on the screen; he has thrown all his
money into his marriage, decorating and
furnishing an apartment for Wanda.
“Wanda, on the other hand, knows how
tough it is to earn a dollar, and she’s held
on to her money very tightly. She’s also
nursed her career very deftly. I think
Wanda wants both husband and career.
I think Audie wants only Wanda.”
This may be an over-simplification of
the true story; and in the final analysis
the true story may well be that Audie
and lovely little Wanda really didn’t know
each other when they got married last
January 28th.
You see, Audie fell in love with Wanda
when she was a picture on the cover of
Coronet Magazine.
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He looked at that picture, and in his
mind there came visions of the typical
American girl, the young little sweet¬
heart who wanted only home and children
and a husband to protect her.
You know how it is, I’m sure. You go
to the movies, and you fall vicariously in
love with Gregory Peck or Clark Gable
or Betty Grable; and for a few minutes
you imagine them to be in real life exact¬
ly the characters they played on the
screen.
I know that Audie looked at that covergirl picture of Wanda, he looked at that
cover at a strategic time in his life, at a
time when he was fed up with the socalled Hollywood glamor dolls, at a time
when he wanted and needed a plain sweet
girl born of the soil and the backwoods
and the rural life.
Wanda, he felt, was all that. He took
the magazine to a publicity man he knew
at Cagney’s, his first Hollywood employ¬
er. “Y’ know,” he said, and his voice was
pregnant with bashfulness, “I’d sure like
to meet that girl.”
It was arranged, and the two young¬
sters met. No, it wasn’t love at first sight.
But it wasn’t dating at the right nite-
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spots, either. Audie and Wanda went
hunting and fishing and horseback riding;
and they told each other the stories of
their lives.
Wanda told Audie how she was born in
the Florida backwoods of poor, plain peo¬
ple, how her father used to work as fore¬
man in a logging camp. She told him how
she attended dramatic school in Jackson¬
ville and was brought to Hollywood by
a Warner Brothers scout when she was
only fifteen.
Audie felt that her background was
akin to his, albeit much more fortunate.
Audie is one of nine children. His
father was a Texas share-cropper. As a
youngster, he rarely had enough to eat.
In ten years, he was given one or two new
suits. Practically every stitch on his back
was a hand-me-down.
When he was sixteen, his mother died.
His younger brothers and sisters were
placed in an orphanage; he was left to get
along as best he could. He wandered over
the face of Texas, supporting himself do¬
ing odd jobs. When the war came, he
tried to enlist in the paratroops. He was
turned down, underfed. He tried the
Marines. Turned down. Underfed.
Finally, the infantry accepted and sent
him overseas. He volunteered for the
most incredibly dangerous jobs in the
war. Time and again he was shot and
wounded, but somehow he hung on; and
soon he became the most decorated in¬
fantryman in Italy, then the most deco¬
rated infantryman in the entire war.
By 1945 when Wanda Hendrix was an
obscure character-part player in Holly¬
wood, Audie was one of the most publi¬
cized young men of the nation.
His picture was plastered over the cov¬
er of Life. Jimmy Cagney saw it and
offered him a contract.
Audie came to Hollywood. Believe me,
he didn’t know what the score was. Luck¬
ily, he has an intuitive sense about peo¬
ple. There were hundreds who tried to
exploit him. Girls, for example, who were
nothing but celebrity-hunters invited him
to parties in order to show him off. They
treated him as if he were some rare insect
they’d just caught and wanted to share
with the world.
After a while, Cagney let Audie out.
The hero’s first impulse was to return
to Texas, to the little town of Kingston
where he felt at home. A friend of his,
however, Harry Reginald, urged him to
stay on. Another friend, Terry Hunt, told
him to try and write his war memoirs.
But Audie had very little money and
no place to stay. No one would give him
room or board. He felt a little embittered.
Who wouldn’t? One moment when he’d
been under contract to Jimmy Cagney,
he’d been Hollywood’s darling.
Now,
without a contract, almost everyone gave
him the brush-off. But not Terry Hunt.
Terry insisted that Audie remain in Hol¬
lywood and live in the rear of his gym
where he’d put up a few cots.
Audie did this, at the same time work¬
ing on his book; and it was during this
period that he first met Wanda.
As I’ve said before, it wasn’t love at
first sight. As a matter of fact, after Audie
dated Wanda a few times, he realized that
here was a girl madly, desperately, in¬

tensely in love with fame. He then
wanted to call it quits.
He was nothing, he felt, but a broke ex¬
soldier. Wanda was on her way up, the
star of “Miss Tatlock’s Millions.”
What future did they have? He had no
money. How could he possibly support
such a wife? At this point, a producer
named Paul Short entered Audie’s life.
He offered Audie the lead in “Bad Boy,”
a picture dealing with the Variety Clubs
of America, contingent of course, upon
the results of his screen test.
Before Audie could test for the role,
however, the French Government asked
him to come over to France to receive
several awards. Audie went. When he
returned, he discovered that his book of
war memoirs, “To Hell and Back,” had
been accepted by a publisher. On the
economic strength of that, he became en¬
gaged to Wanda.
But these two had only two weeks to¬
gether. Wanda flew to Italy to co-star in
“The Prince of Foxes” with Tyrone
Power.
It’s old hat, but let’s face it. Absence
makes the heart grow fonder. Five thou¬
sand miles apart, Wanda and Audie imag¬
ined themselves more in love than ever.
Audie took every bit of money he could
get his hands on and began to furnish an
apartment for his intended. Having se¬
cured the lead in “Bad Boy,” he felt he
was in a spot to propose marriage.
As soon as Wanda returned, he did; and
they were married.
Living together day after day, each
discovered what the other was really like.
Wanda, for example, was surprised to
learn that her cooking didn’t make Audie
the happiest man in the world.
Audie, for example, was surprised to
learn how highly his wife cherished a
screen career.
Wanda banked her money each and
every week.
Audie spent his on his younger broth¬
ers and sisters whom he took out of the
orphanage in Texas. He also insisted upon
paying all the household expenses de¬
spite the fact that Wanda’s salary is
greater than his.
It’s entirely possible that after the new¬
ness of their togetherness wore off, after
the excitement and passion of the honey¬
moon dissipated itself—it’s entirely possi¬
ble that these two fell out of love with,
each other.
Starred together in “Sierra,” they went
on location for two weeks. If ever there
was a God-given opportunity for a recon¬
ciliation, for an ironing out of differences,
this was it. And yet, when they returned
—the fundamental differences in outlook
and temperament remained unaltered:
and they decided to separate.
There are many who say philosophical¬
ly that young love never runs smoothly,
and that Audie and Wanda will get back
together again, because they really love
each other.
I hope with all my heart that’s true.
But somehow, I think each is in love with
an ideal that first came to life for them
on the cover of a magazine. And living
with a magazine cover can be pretty
empty at times.
The End
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Knight Studi

By HELEN KING
★ Movie fans, who are surprised to find
their swashbuckling heroes conservative,
quiet men and the sirens naive at heart,
are due for a bit of shock when they see
Jane Russell’s signature. She portrays
“personality plus” on the screen, is per¬
sonality itself, and writes a personality
style. Her large and curvaceous signa¬
ture is fitting for the curvaceous Jane
Russell.
Do you write like Jane Russell? . Do
you have the overstaffed “I” in place of
a “J”? Then you are conscious of your
public, of your association with personal¬
ity in the work. You are anxious to make
good in a personal, as well as profes¬
sional, way.
Do your capitals appear to be twice the
size of the small letters? If so, what you
do you want to do well. Do you reverse
an “n” so that it is mistaken for a “u”?
This shows adaptability, a willingness to
make the best of a situation.
So far all signs point to an extrovert;
yet the upright style of the signature in¬
dicates a definite reserve in some man¬
ner. Thus we know Jane Russell usually
allows her head to rule her heart. She
can think clearly and unemotionally.

Is Jane Russell shy? Many have asked
that question! Her handwriting shows a
combination of sensitivity (in the uneven
small letters) and the desire to be some¬
what reserved (in the slant). Yet the
size of the writing and the underscore
add up to some extroverted tendencies.
The End
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the radiant, tingling feeling that is
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MY WIFE, BLESS HER!
IContinued from page 61)

conscious of the “school children” at all,
it was only when they were reading
(with no intent to buy) a movie maga¬
zine which we coveted (but had no in¬
tention of buying either).
Well, that’s the end of chapter one: It
leaves the heroine filled with disdain,
and it leaves the object of her disap¬
proval filled with the knowledge that he
was about to report to Marine Corps boot
camp in San Diego.
When this cocky type emerged from
boot training he was no longer cocky,
although he was still a type.
A number of things had combined to
remove both his high spirits and his low
humor. For instance: A magazine story
entitled “One-Punch Lundigan” had been
written about this chastened buck private
just before he was given his first flat-top
haircut.
His ever-lovin’ buddies had
altered the title to read “Punch Drunk
Lundigan” and had pasted the story on
his bunk shortly before Saturday inspec¬
tion. You can imagine the rest. . . .
Eventually I was sent to Quantico, Vir¬
ginia, for what is laughingly known as
“further training.” Actually it consists
of the final step in converting flesh and
blood into duraluminum.
Whenever I could get a weekend pass
I went up to Washington to visit friends.
The friends provided me with a date with
a luscious number, by then blossomed
into womanhood. She was of course
Rena Morgan. We went steady for some¬
thing like two weeks before I was shipped
to the Pacific.
I asked Rena to write. She said she
would, and she did. She wrote one let¬
ter every day without fail. Sometimes
she wrote twice. They were good letters,
funny, blithe, civilian letters. She kept
me hep about what was doing in the
theatrical business, what was new to
sing, to see, to think, to talk about.
I wrote when I could, but there were
plenty of times when I couldn’t, and
plenty of times when I didn’t want to
write. Every man I knew had a case of
jungle fever.
We were scared, sick,
lonely, miserable, hot and dirty; we had
the g.i.’s and the jitters.
And then I was on a ship returning to
The States in July, 1945.
When we
reached Honolulu, I telephoned Rena.
There were only about two thousand
people listening in on that conversation
(for purposes of military security, among
other reasons) so I could scarcely hear
her and she could hear me only in surges.
I suppose the important thing was merely
the sound of the voice, whether the words
had meaning or not.
We were married on August 18, 1945,
(just two weeks after I hit the main¬
land) ; the nuptial mass was performed
by a priest who was a friend of mine and
who had a parish in a small community
near Los Angeles.
Because I was still in the Marine Corps
(I had worked myself all the way up to
corporal) I had to report to San Diego to
await my discharge. There Rena and I
took a honeymoon suite in one of the
best hotels. Our windows afforded us a
view of the entire city, and the appoint¬
ments of our rooms were, in my jungle
opinion, the ultimate in luxury. Even
so, I had to roll out every dawn at 0400
hours, which is four A.M. to a civilian,
so that I could report for duty at 0500
hours.
My first duty each day was to clean the
lady marines’ powder room from five
until six.

When I was discharged, we returned to
Hollywood, finally found a small apart¬
ment, and settled down to rebuild my
picture career.
Nowadays I feel that
with “Pinky” and “Oh, Doctor” com¬
pleted, both of which have been well
received by people who are competent to
judge such things, I may regard myself
as a guy with a job he likes and one
which promises a pleasant future.
I
hope.
Meanwhile, after four years of apart¬
ment living, Rena and I have rented our
first house and are operating our first
front lawn. This is causing Rena a good
deal of mental anguish.
Dogs have a
fascinating habit of preferring our lawn
to all others in our vicinity.
Rena,
exasperated,
finally
learned
about a compound to be placed upon the
grass to discourage the dogs. She dis¬
cussed it with me. (We agreed when we
were married to take no major step with¬
out a family conference, and this situa¬
tion was plainly fundamental.)
I said I thought it would be a waste of
time—the compound would probably be
as unpleasant to the nostrils of human
beings, us for instance, as to the tres¬
passers. My opinion was overruled and
Rena decided to spread our lawn with
the anti-canine gook.
It served its purpose. It drove the dogs
completely off the lawn. Instead, they
come up on our front porch.
Because I laughed evilly at this devel¬
opment, Rena is almost as irked with me
as she is with man’s best friend. How¬
ever, I think a truly inspiring wife should
inspire her husband to laughter as well
as to heights of accomplishment.
We have another little family joke.
Rena read an advertisement praising a
certain type of tea table. The price was
absurdly small.
“It’s exactly what we
need,” said Rena, who loves a bargain
as much as the next woman does.
I agreed that the portable affair would
be convenient, but I added that I thought
we should get a good one while we were
about it. I felt that the advertised item
was too cheap to be reliable. Again I
was overruled. Rena bought the wagon,
and I must admit that it was handsome.
“Some hidden flaw,” I suggested.
Several weeks later, when we had
guests, Rena wheeled in her acquisition
and was just about to accept compli¬
ments upon her dessert service when one
of the wagon legs broke. Glasses, dessert,
napkins, and plates flew in every di¬
rection.
When I came home the next evening,
the wreck of the cart had mysteriously
disappeared. I have asked no questions
and we have never discussed the tea tray
since.
According to divorce statistics, the
most frequent cause of marital difficulty
is the handling of money: how it is to be
spent and when; how much is to be saved;
what division of income is to be made
between the partners.
During our first month of marriage,
Rena and I worked out a budget. She
set up the fanciest bookkeeping system
I’ve ever seen . . . and it works! She can
tell within minutes exactly how much
we’ve paid for everything we’ve pur¬
chased during the years of our marriage.
She has all the statistics about grocery
cost, insurance premiums, car upkeep,
clothing expenditures, dental and medi¬
cal fees, and last but not least, the total
of our income tax.
Rena’s management gives me a feeling

of overall security and of having a steady
partner on whom I can rely. This is im¬
portant to any man.
Another fact of
emotional importance to me is this: Rena
has always saved enough money from
her household funds to buy Christmas,
birthday, and anniversary gifts for me.
When we had a large enough balance
in a savings account to permit us to buy
a second car, I discussed the possibility
with Rena. At first I had planned to buy
the car and surprise her, but I changed
my mind and concluded that it was a
corporation topic. We finally agreed that
we would remain a one-car family.
Rena drives me to the studio in the
morning and picks me up, after I have
called to let her know how late we will
be working, at night. When I have a
day off, I drive Rena to the market and
on whatever other errands she must do,
before I take the car to the golf course.
We feel that, by following this plan,
each of us knows at all times where the
other is. In the olden days a family was
built on interdependenoe; we think the
automotive age has interfered with this
fine basis for family life, but we don’t
intend to let the age in which we live
make us independent or unmindful of
one another.
Rena has absolutely no interest in a
public career for herself, but she is deep¬
ly interested in my career. When I am
studying a script, she cues me. When I
confide to her some “inside” information
I’ve heard, she remembers it whenever
she thinks the facts will be of impor¬
tance to me, but I have never, never
known her to be guilty of a breach of
tact when we are out in company.
Every man wants to confide in his wife,
knowing that such confidence is not going
to be abused. Sometimes, I’ve noticed,
women are inclined to talk too much and
to tell too much simply in order to hold
the limelight for a moment. That sort of
thing may please a woman’s ego, but it
is likely to alienate her husband.
Rena is an excellent cook. Since home¬
making is a woman’s basic job, I admire
a woman who is able to prepare a de¬
licious dinner, to serve it with charm, and
not to hint that she has destroyed herself
in the process.
Not only does Rena know her way

around the kitchen as Iturbi knows his
way along the keyboard, but she has
made it a point to keep a record of the
foods I like extremely well, of those I
can take on occasion, and of those I think
should be buried in a remote spot.
One night I overheard her talking to
two of our feminine dinner guests. One
asked if Rena had ever prepared a cer¬
tain dish. Rena said she hadn’t because
I didn’t like it.
One of the girls an¬
nounced airily, “I cook what I like
whether Tom likes it or not. When we
have dinner guests, I prepare what they
like, no matter what Tom thinks.”
Rena answered, “Nothing that Bill dis¬
likes ever comes into this kitchen.”
I suppose some people would insist
that a hostess should prepare the favorite
dish of her guests, regardless of a hus¬
band’s opinion.
However, I hold that
contentment in a home is something that
no chef could hope to imitate.
Of course the most wonderful thing
that a good marriage does for a man is
to give him self-confidence. It’s a rough
and tumble world, no matter what pro¬
fession a man happens to choose, and
there are always days when a man re¬
turns home after having taken a figura¬
tive beating of some kind.
If he can
retire to the safety of his “castle” and
find haven there—a warm welcome, ten¬
der understanding, and the source of re¬
newed courage, he is lucky.
There are also days when a man has
scored a triumph of some kind; at such
times the praise of the world is sweet,
but the most intense satisfaction and the
most lasting thrill is that awarded by
the woman he loves.
In this world it is not difficult to find
someone to love.
Love can be poured
into hobbies (this is sublimation, of
course); it can be lavished on children,
on parents, on pets; but it is rather diffi¬
cult to find someone to love you. Love is
easy to give; rare to get. That is why,
when a husband knows truly and per¬
manently that he is loved, he should be
grateful day and night for that boon.
Yes, marriage is a great institution,
and a wife is a great inspiration.
Especially Rena, my wife; bless her!
I’m a lucky, lucky guy!
The End

LETTERS FROM A DOTING DAD
(Continued from page 651

Had you been one of six, Judy, I would
not run the risk of spoiling you, or lov¬
ing you too much. Too much attention
is as bad for a young child as too
much shade for a young tree. In order to
survive and to grow strong, a child and
a tree must not be protected too much;
they must learn to deal with the elements
of life.
From one thing you have not been pro¬
tected; like millions of other boys and
girls throughout the world, you are a
child of divorce. That mere fact is not,
in itself, important. What is important
is the interpretation given to you of the
idea of divorce.
Divorce doesn’t take place in a court,
really; it has already taken place months,
sometimes years, earlier in a human
heart. A divorce is merely the written
acknowledgement of a fact that has ex¬
isted for a long time.
I want .you to realize this, Judy, so that
you will have neither fear nor awe of
the word “divorce.” As you grow older,
I will try to explain what elements of
life are to be feared and held in awe.
I will try to help you to choose a way

of life which will not include such words
as “disillusion,” “despair,” “anger” and
“heartsickness.”
That promise of guidance is merely one
more Christmas gift which I am sending
you on this December 24th, which you
won’t see, as it hangs on your Christmas
tree, my beautiful daughter.
LATER: (same day) Here I am, in the
air over Detroit, heading westward to
Hollywood and you.
What a break! My attorney called about
four hours ago with the news that your
mother was willing for me to take you
on the moi'ning of December 25, this year.
I made plane reservations, commuted
from Hartford to New York, descended
upon the toy shop of F. A. O. Schwarz, to
buy your second Christmas, telephoned
Hollywood to ask your nurse to pick up
a Christmas tree and decorate it, and
somehow managed to catch the plane. It
seems almost too good to be true.
I’m looking forward to the next six
months with eagerness, Judy, and with
gratitude to the fates for having given
me such a daughter as you. While remi¬
niscing I’m remembering the fun I had I
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last year when I sent you off to school.
It had been my habit to take you to
school each morning, a twenty minute
trip from our house in Malibu, and to
pick you up each afternoon.
For the first week, you were thrilled
to have me escort you to school and
meet you afterward. You chattered all
the way, and you were filled with remi¬
niscences when school was dismissed.
Then, you began to grow accustomed
to me. You read your comic books, or
studied the scenery. I was old stuff to
you, and you were taking me. for granted.
That being the case, I must see some¬
what less of you for a time in order
to regain my status as an interesting per¬
son in your life!
Then there was the day I discovered
another side to your personality.
I don’t suppose there are more than a
dozen men in the world who really
understand women. It is man’s nature to
be straightforward; it is woman’s nature,
to be oblique. I learned this morning,
my small daughter of Eve, that you are,
believe me, intensely feminine.
You had asked to remain at home from
school, not because you were ill, but
simply because you didn’t feel like going
to school. I told you laughingly that
school was as much your responsibility
as working at the studio was mine, and
I delivered a brief lecture about every¬
one having to work in this world.
You stared out of the window with a
sigh. At length, darting a swift glance
in my direction to catch the effect of your
words, you said, “Gee, I miss my mom¬
my.”
You knew that you had hurt me, as
you had meant to do. Afterward, you
came out for breakfast wearing a big
smile. You cuddled up to me and chat¬
tered like a magpie. I accepted this as
apology. I think you had learned an im¬
portant lesson in life: Words are weapons,
and we must be as cautious in handling
them as if they were loaded guns.
Shortly after my birthday we cele¬
brated yours. You were six. Such an
important age! You were ready for school,
not just kindergarten, and you had to
be regarded as a young person, not
merely as a little girl.
Your birthday party turned out very
well, I thought. There was a puppet
show for your guests (I couldn’t count
all of them, but it was quite a crowd)
and afterward a movie. Then there was
cake, ice cream in fancy shapes, favors,
fruit punch, and I don’t know what all.
The gift you seemed to enjoy most
was a collection of vari-colored modeling
clay. To my amazement, it did not find
its way into anyone’s curls or ruffles.
Perhaps you are going to turn out to
be a sculptor instead of an actress, or
in order to justify the shapes of some
of your animals, you may have to turn
African explorer.
All this brings to my mind another
problem I faced last year!
A father in my spot is faced with the
constant temptation to be a mother. I
think this would be a great mistake; life
is lived by two sexes, and the lives are
quite different.
When I was taking a shower this morn¬
ing, you wanted to join me. Now I know
that some enlightened parents believe
in mixed bathing, but that wouldn’t do
for me. I would be embarrassed; you
would sense my embarrassment, and an
unpleasant situation would have been
created between us. A mother can bathe
with her daughter; a father can bathe
with his son.
I hope, as you grow up, you agree with
me that simple human dignity must be
maintained in the home. If one doesn’t
learn it there, one is at a loss forever,

because manners—like straight teeth —
must be secured while one is in the
formative period.
Do you remember the fun we had
around Easter? You and I flew to Palm
Springs for the weekend in order to rid
you of a cold. We were met at the resort
by a friend of mine and her sister.
Their cottage at La Quinta Hotel was
just down the walk from ours.
When you first met my friend, several
weeks ago, you didn’t care much for her.
A terrific case of green-eyed jealousy.
But she liked you, and she understood the
reservations you might have about her.
I think your problem was solved over
this weekend. You had to realize that
at some time there may be another
woman in my life. Sometimes I think I
would be a fool not to marry again;
sometimes I’m on the other side of the
fence. But in case such a thing should
happen, it is important for you to be
prepared.
You were aloof and hostile with my
friend right up to the very moment when
we decided to drive back with the girls
instead of flying. You and my friend
sat in front with me, and we hadn’t driven
ten miles before you became car sick.
My friend was wonderful with you and
helped you as much as she could. At last
you gave up your jealousy and realized
that you, too, had found a friend. You
curled up on her lap with your head on
her chest, and you slept soundly all the
rest of the way home.
I’m thankful that we have passed that
particular hurdle in our life together,
Judy. From now on you will be able
to accept my friends without question.
May brought the flowers and another
milestone, my dear. We decided you were
to have a small allowance. And I gave
you the following advice.
Money will not buy happiness, al¬
though it will buy some substitutes for
it. But money, badly managed, will buy
misery . . . more misery than you can
imagine. Perhaps the best rule to follow,
until you understand financing, is simply
this: Never buy more than you can
pay for with last week’s salary.
This was to be our last month to¬
gether during this year, so I took a new
series of pictures of you, Judy. I sug¬
gested that several of them be framed
and placed in my bedroom. Our house¬
keeper informed me, “You have thirtyfour pictures of Judy in your bedroom
now.”
She was right. So I replaced some of
the old ones with the new, that’s all.
August was a wonderful month because
you telephoned one morning. Last spring,
while we were in Malibu, I taught you
to manage a dial telephone and to read
telephone numbers from the book, be¬
cause I felt certain that the day would
come when you would think of me . . .
and a telephone ... in the same instant.
You didn’t disappoint me, Taffy-top.
What you had to say was a big thrill,
too. “Mommy says that I may spend the
weekend with you. Can you come for
me right away?” And then you added in
a burst of confidence, “Oh, Daddy, I’ve
missed you!”
Once again you were asleep in your
own room, and the house seemed full
of happy importance. These unexpected
visits give my life much of its excitement,
and make it possible for me to get
through the months during which we are
parted.
Now I’m getting ready to see you again.
The house is waiting for you. Your
small bedroom slippers are placed neatly
beside your rocking chair—and January
1, 1950, is not too unbearably far away.
Your Dad is waiting for you.
The
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SAMSON AND DELILAH

(Paramount)
Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped,
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look? It's Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
means to imitate the substance to give you that NEW,
NEW well rounded bust line. It is available now in
GLAMOUR-X which can be absorbed by the skin. A
full jar containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic
Hormone can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dis¬
satisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321 Broadway
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Dept. 708
New York. N. Y.

0NGWRITERS
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Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.
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No two ways about it—Cecil B. de Mille
is a master motion picture maker.
It will move you, thrill you, set your
heart pounding furiously, stun you, chill
you, inspire you, and awe you.
Samson, as portrayed by Victor Ma¬
ture, is as believable as any contempo¬
rary character.
The thrilling scene where he kills the
lion with his bare hands will have you
rooted to your seat. It is then he attracts
Semadar, daughter of the Philistines
(played by Angela Lansbury), who mar¬
ries him only to betray him on their
wedding night. In the debacle that fol¬
lows, Semadar, and all the wedding
guests are killed.
Though Samson loves Semadar, it is
Delilah who is thrilled by him; and Hedy
Lamarr is a breathtaking Delilah.
Following the Bible story faithfully for
the most part, the film is deeply reli¬
gious in feeling. It dramatizes the forces
of good and evil, and the final triumph
of good and all that is Godly.

FACE LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, out¬
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat¬
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet H Free.

THE THIRD MAN
(Carol Reed-Selznick).4 4 9

DR. CRUM
542 5th Ave., Suite 63. N. Y.

C.

LE.

Put “The Third Man” down on your
list of Pictures-to-See.
Made in Vienna, and starring Joseph
Cotten, Orson Welles and Valli, “The
Third Man” rates applause from begin¬
ning to end.
Joseph Cotten arrives in post-war
Vienna to visit his old friend Harry
Lime and discovers poor Harry has met
sudden death.
Suspecting foul play, loyal Cotten
starts reconstructing the events preced¬
ing his friend’s death. As the puzzle is
put together he comes in contact with
Harry’s sweetheart (Valli) and a group
of sinister people who try to keep him
from discovering the fantastic .story of
Harry’s demise.
The tale is full of surprises and the
suspense will keep you jumping to the
rhythm of strange zither music which
provides the background.

2-1596

Send today for free liberal supply of this high
grade Face Powder. Beautiful Cosmetic cata¬
log in colors furnished. Help bring out your love¬
liness by using our glamorous blend of Face Powder.
Mention shade wanted-Olight orQdark. Be Lovely
to Look At—Nice to Know. Don’t wait. §end Now!

J.E.McBRADY & CO.,

(Eat. 1894)

1041-49 W. Van Buren, Dept. 101, Chicago 7, III.

Amazing Discovery! Autoista
wildover new*‘NO-FOG" Windshield
Cleaner. Simply glide over windshield
sparkles
dis-

■Ald!

“The Third Man” owes its success to Jo¬
seph Cotten and Orson Welles’ fine acting.
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TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
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Victor Mature and Hedy Lamarr bring to
life the Biblical “Samson and Delilah.”

1301 SURF AVE., DEPT. 97-L, BROOKLYN 24. N. Y.

THAT FORSYTE WOMAN
(MGM)

44 4

Greer Garson has been away from the
screen for too long! But it is only fitting
that she return in the role of Irene
Forsyte, a lovely character created by
John Galsworthy in his first volume of
“The Forsyte Saga.”
Irene is doggedly pursued by rich
Soames Forsyte (Errol Flynn) who has
fallen in love with her. Although she
doesn’t love him, his persistence, and
iron will finally dominate her, and she
marries him.
Because she is not in love with Soames,
and finds no comfort with him, it is easy
to see why Irene’s heart is won by
Soames'’ niece’s fiance (Robert Young).
Irene’s choice of action, and her fate
will be long remembered by every
woman who sees this film.
Janet Leigh (who plays the niece),
Robert Young, Errol Flynn, Greer Garson, and MGM deserve top honors for
bringing to life a great piece of fiction.

Errol Flynn’s iron will dominates Greer
Garson in MGM’s “That Forsyte Woman.”

♦ ♦♦ DON’T MISS
♦ ♦ RECOMMENDED
♦ AT YOUR OWN RISK
BEYOND THE FOREST
(W’arner Bros.)
.

Bette Davis plays her wickedest role to
date as Rosa Moline, pursues David Brian.
ADAM'S RIB (MGM)

♦♦

Bette Davis plays the darndest witch
of them all in this film. Unsympathetic,
in the extreme, the “heroine” of this
story is really a lulu!
Rosa Moline is a selfish, self-centered,
evil murderess-adulteress. In a frenzied
effort to kill her unborn child, so that
she can marry her wealthy lover, and
leave the drab town of Loyalton, Wis¬
consin, she dies. She’s just too ornery
to regain her health, in her hurry to
leave her good, but dull husband, who
is the only doctor in town.
Joseph Cotten is the husband-doctor;
and he’s a saint for having put up with
Bette for even a day. The author of
the screen play has pulled out all the
stops in this characterization of the worst
woman to ever cross the screen!
David Brian is excellent as the Chi¬
cago millionaire whom Bette is deter¬
mined to marry, and Ruth Roman is
appealing as the daughter of the man
whom Bette murders.
You’ll like Bette better as a nice girl.

♦♦

r If you suffer from those mis- ^
erable ear noises and are Hard
of Hearing due to catarrh of
the head, write us NOW for
proof of the good results many
people have reported after us¬
ing our simple home treat¬
ment. NOTHING TO WEAR.
Many past 70 report ear
noises relieved and hearing
improved. Send NOW for
proof and 30 days trial offer.
THE ELMO COMPANY
'Dept. 387
Davenport, Iowa

Executive Accountants and C. P. A’s earn $3,000 to $10,000 a year.
Thousands of firms need them. We train you thoroly at home in spare
time for C. P. A’s examinations or executive accounting positions.
Previous experience unnecessary. Personal training under supervision
of staff of C. P. A’s. Placement counsel and help. Write for free
book. “Accountancy, the Profession That Pays.”

LASALLE Extension University. 417 So. Dearborn St.
A Correspondence Institution Deot. H-2S3, Chicago S. III.

The screen team of Katharine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracy is almost a guarantee
for a hit picture. If you remember their
last comedy, “Woman of the Year,”
you’ll want to run to your nearest thea¬
ter to see “Adam’s Rib.”
This time, Spencer Tracy is an Assis¬
tant District Attorney. Katie is his beau¬
tiful wife—and a brilliant trial lawyer.
All is lovey-dovey until they take on the
same law case—then the battle of the
sexes roars on to a hilarious climax.
High point df the picture is the intro¬
duction of newcomer Judy Holliday, who
manages to steal scenes right from under
the gorgeous Hepburn nose. This young
Broadway actress, star of “Born Yester¬
day,” emerges as the most sensational
newcomer of the year.
As a matter of fact, the supporting cast
reads like a Broadway playbill with Tom
Ewell, Jean Hagen and David Wayne
making screen debuts in this picture.

IF I Send YOU
THIS FINE 5UITWillYou Wear Itand Showltto Friends?

Wm

I need a reliable man in your town to get a fine, made-tomeasure, all-wool suit without paying cash, but by taking
a few orders from friends. Wear it—show it—to help you
take more orders with my line of over 100 guaranteed
quality fabrics. You can make up to $12.00 in a day
without experience or investment. I supply everything
required FREE. Write today . . . giving age. etc., for
FREE outfit. John Grant. STONE - FIELD CORP.,
532 S. Throop Street, Dept. A-711, Chicago 7, III.

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FOLEY’S

STAMPED LINENS
at V2 PR ICE
Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy put
a hilarious tickle into “Adam’s Rib.”

BRIDE FOR SALE (RKO)

♦♦♦

You pay only V2 Resale Prices printed in our
catalog. Make money selling, save money buy¬
ing for your own use. Buy direct from manu¬
facturer: Seamless Tubing Pillow Cases and
Bolster Cases. Show Sheets. Scarfs. Vanity
Sets. Bedspreads. Luncheon Sets. Banquet
Cloths. Show Towels. Fancy Aprons. Infants’
I Furnishings, etc. Complete embroidery in—"—1 structions FREE. It’s easy. Write:

FREE
24 PAGE
CATALOG

MERRIBEE
Dept. 363B

Tale of a girl determined to get her man
stars Claudette Colbert and Robert Young.

Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

“Bride for Sale” is a load of rib¬
tickling shenanigans which add up to
sparkling comedy.
To improve the efficiency of his firm,
Paul Martin (George Brent) hires sight
unseen, a highly recommended ex-Major
as office manager. He’s jolted when the
Major turns out to be Nora Shelley
(Claudette Colbert), a former WAC offi¬
cer; though her brisk way of taking over
reassures him she means business. But
before long he discovers that she plans
to snare a husband from among the
firm’s wealthy clients.
Shocked by her cold-blooded attitude,
Paul persuades Steve Adams (Robert
Young), an archaeologist, to help him
teach Nora a lesson. Steve becomes a
“wealthy and suitable” client of the firm,
and Nora proceeds to fall for him.
Complications ensue when Nora and
Steve really fall in love—and you’ll be
delighted with Nora’s revenge.

ART

EMBROIDERY
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22 West 21st St.. New York 10. N. Y„
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SEND
NO MONEY dRrueshs?or&ad
FREE (F.O.B. Factory) Assortmentof

foods,groceries,soaps,etc.—full size
packages. Show these products toneighbors and friends. Take orders for sensational
_
_
values, more than 200 quality products used in every home. Thousand
of others making good money monthly this way. No experience is ne¬
cessary. WRITE FOR FREE ASSORTMENT OF PRODUCTS NOW.
ZANOL, Dept. 7046M. RICHMOND STREET, CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

Try This MODERN Way
Jad Salts® flush food waste, actually wash out your
lower bowel by bringing extra, needed fluids to soften
the dry, hardened area. Jad salts work so gently, the
way nature intended, that you will enjoy the com¬
plete bowel movement they give. Jad Salts are alka¬
line, reduce excess stomach acidity as they make
bowels move again. So for a smooth, thorough,
comfortable aid to regular bowel movements, take
Jad Salts, the modern way to relieve constipation.
Works within the hour.
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THE GREAT LOVER
(Paramount) .♦ ♦
This film has all the ingredients of good
comedy, but somehow, it isn’t as hilarious
as it might have been.
Bob Hope, chaperoning a patrol of
Boy Foresters through Europe, finally
loads them onto a homeward bound
ocean liner. The boys have kept Bob in
check so far; no drinking, no smoking,
no embracing women other than his
mother.
Bob is only human, however, and as
soon as he hits the deck, he falls madly
in love with the Duchess Alexandria
(Rhonda Fleming). A fellow passenger
(Roland Young) introduces him to the
Duchess, and arranges a “friendly little
poker game” for Bob with her father.
Young, unfortunately, has a charming
habit of letting young Americans win at
cards, and then eradicating them in an
equally charming, but final manner. So—
Bob is in line for a fortune, and a bit of
murder before love conquers all.
The most delightful face we’ve seen in
a long while belongs to Rhonda Fleming.
We don’t blame Hope, the great lover,
for going overboard for her.

Paramount has cast Bob Hope as "The Great
Lover.” His leading lady is Rhonda Fleming.
THE STORY OF SEABISCUIT
(Warner Bros.) .4
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Shirley Temple and Lon McCallister also run
in Warner Bros. "The Story of Seabiscuit.”

4/4

The only criticism we can offer on this
tribute to a great race horse, is that
there is more Barry Fitzgerald and
Shirley Temple in it than Seabiscuit.
Shirley and Barry are uncle and niece,
just arrived from Ireland to settle on
one of the big horse farms in Kentucky’s
Blue Grass country. Barry brings with
him his stupendous reputation for se¬
lecting young horses for racing; his in¬
fallible judgment is almost part-fey!
When his instinct tells him that a
nobby-kneed little pony named Seabis¬
cuit will some day be a winner, his
co-trainer, and the owner of the farm
merely scoff. Of course the remainder of
the film proves how right Barry is.
The young love story is sweetly in¬
jected into the plot by Shirley and young
Lon McCallister
There are some exciting scenes in this
Technicolor film, many of them taken
from actual newsreels. In some spots
you see the real “Biscuit,” but for the
most part he’s ably portrayed by two of
his sons: Sea Gambol and Sea Voyager,

MY FOOLISH HEART
(Samuel Goldwyn) .444
I’ve given this nostalgic, haunting pic¬
ture three stars, but I wish I could des¬
ignate it with three handkerchiefs, too.
It is a complete confession-type story
—beautifully dramatized. As in all Sam¬
uel Goldwyn productions, the direction,
sets, photography, and music are all
superlative. There is a reality that makes
you feel you know the characters as well
as you know yourself. In fact, Eloise, the
heroine, might be you; for as one of the
other characters says: “I might have
been the girl in the brown dress.”
Susan Hayward is Eloise, “the girl in
the brown dress,” who meets Dana An¬
drews at a dance at the beginning of the
war. From this moment love, heart¬
break, and tragedy are unfolded with
gripping reality.
Susan Hayward and Dana Andrews are
tops, and there is an unforgettable per¬
formance by Robert Keith. Women will
love this picture.
Long after you leave the theatre, you’ll
think about the sad, nostalgic charm of
“My Foolish Heart.”

Goldwyn has another hit in “My Foolish
Heart,” with Dana Andrews, Susan Hayward.

SOUTH SEAS SINNER (U.I.)

4414

From out of the mysterious South Sea
Islands comes this exciting melodrama of
love, intrigue and murder, which estab¬
lishes Shelley Winters as the star who
most nearly steps into the shoes of the
late Jean Harlow and adds new laurels
to Macdonald Carey’s career.
After an emergency operation aboard
a tramp steamer, Mac is taken to the
Island of Oraca for hospitalization. It
was on this island that Mac was dis¬
credited and outlawed as a Jap collab¬
orationist—a charge he could never dis¬
prove.
Cognac (expertly played by Luther
Adler), unsavory proprietor of a water¬
front dive, recognizes Mac and plans to
use his past as a blackmailing device.
He enlists Shelley Winters, a luscious
singer in his cafe, to help him. Instead,
she falls in love with Mac, and compli¬
cations ensue that finally lead to his
exoneration.
The air-tight plot, excellent acting, and
the brooding air of intrigue that hangs
over “South Seas Sinner” give it a real¬
ism that most Far East pictures lack.'
It’s one of the best South Sea melodramas
out of Hollywood—and we know you’ll
thoroughly enjoy it.
THE BIG WHEEL (UA)

44

This exciting story of “hotrods” and
racing, and the drivers who make their
living speeding neck and neck with death
is a natural for Mickey Rooney. He’s
been away from the screen too long,
and it’s good to see him back.
“The Mick” plays a brash, quick¬
tempered youngster named Billy Coy,
whose father, Cannonball Coy, was killed
driving in the big Indianapolis auto race
years before. With his mother (Spring
Byington), “engine-happy” Billy moves
to California, and gets a job in the rac¬
ing auto garage owned by Red Stanley
(Thomas Mitchell), who had been his
father’s mechanic.
It isn’t long before Billy promotes him¬
self into driving the big racers; and the
chills, thrills, and spills of the track will
keep you on the edge of your seat.
There’s some wonderful emoting by
the principals of this action-packed film;
and Mary Hatcher is cute as a button
as Billy’s “greaseball gal.” Lina Romay
rates mention, too. She swings a wicked
hip!
“The Big Wheel” fits Mickey Rooney
like a glove. By all means, see him in
it—but don’t try to imitate his 125 mph.
speed on the way home!
MRS. MIKE (U.A.)

44

Clarke, John Miljan, Nan Boardman and
the rest of the supporting cast did their
best to make this picture a good one.
And they all succeeded. Don’t miss it.
THE RED DANUBE (MGM)

44

This is another anti-communist pic¬
ture. Beautifully acted by Walter Pidgeon, Ethel Barrymore, Angela Lansbury, Louis Calhern, and the lovely
young star, Janet Leigh, “The Red Dan¬
ube” is overlong, but absorbing and
intensely interesting.
Janet Leigh, as Maria Buhlen, plays a
Russian ballet dancer living in Vienna
at the end of the war. The Russians
demand her expatriation, but Maria
doesn t wish to return. She falls in love
with Peter Lawford, a dashing English
major and their love story is the most
absorbing part of the film.
Maria finds sanctuary in a Nunnery.
The Mother Superior (superbly played
by Ethel Barrymore) is sympathetic to
the young lovers, and violently anti¬
communist. She does her utmost to instill
faith in the heart of the Colonel, Walter
Pidgeon, even as she outwits the Russians.
Rather than return to Russia, Maria
prefers to die. There is a poignant death¬
bed scene after she jumps from a
window.
“The Red Danube” is a better picture
than its anti-communist predecessors,
but it is still more propaganda than
entertainment.
DEADLY IS THE FEMALE (UA)

7 am proud of what...

44

Ever since Bart Tare (John Dali) was
a youngster, he was “gun crazy.” Not
that he liked to kill things—he just liked
guns. It was this passion for firearms
that sent him to reform school—and
which later brings him into contact with
Annie Laurie Starr (Peggy Cummins),
the sharp-shooting carnival queen who
becomes his wife.
For a while, Bart and Annie work as
a carnival team. Then, anxious for easy
living, Annie persuades Bart that they
should use their guns for another sort
of job—holdups.
Together, they begin a series of rob¬
beries, each more daring than the last;
until, with the police searching the state
for them, Annie gets “trigger happy,” and
murders one of their holdup victims.
Love for Annie, and horror at what
they have done, is all mixed up inside
Bart. Pursued, frightened, and trapped,
he takes the only way out.
There’s some really terrific acting by
John Dali in this thriller.
TOKYO JOE (Columbia).4

4

Old world rituals of Japan, the red
If you enjoyed reading Benedict and
tape involved in its occupation, modern
Nancy
Freeman’s
best-seller,
“Mrs.
Nippon retribution schemes, and warMike,” you’ll love the film version of
torn lives are the subjects of this some¬
the novel. (For that matter, you’ll like
what confusing picture.
this picture even if you’re not familiar
Humphrey Bogart plays Joe Barrett,
with the book.)
who deserted his White Russian wife
United Artists has followed the story
(Florence Marly) in 1941 to return to
faithfully and the result is an entertain¬
the United States, leaving his partner Ito
ing movie that will appeal to everyone.
This is the story of a Boston girl
(Teru Shimada) to run his gambling
cafe, “Tokyo Joe’s.”
(Evelyn Keyes) who falls in love and
He returns, after the war, and finds
marries a Northwest Mounted Policeman
that Tina has married an American offi¬
(Dick Powell). Their married life starts
cer (Alexander Knox) and has a daugh¬
in the barren, dreary Northwest terri¬
ter (Lora Lee Mitchell).
tory where she’s faced with icy wilder¬
Playing for time to win Tina back, Joe
ness and primitive living.
goes into partnership with the Baron
Mrs. Mike’s adventures, sorrow—just
her plain, everyday living will engross ' Kimura, in a small freight airline. Before
long, he discovers that his cargo is not
you completely. So will Joseph Biroc’s
only frozen frogs—but party war heads.
fine camera work. His photography is
There’s melodrama, love and suspense
especially fine.
in this story. Not all the angles are ex¬
As Mr. Mike, Dick Powell gets a
plained, but it’s still exciting movie fare.
pleasant change of pace from the gang¬
ster-type role he’s been doing lo these
Bogart is Bogart, and the backgrounds
many years. J. M. Kerrigan, Angela
of Japanese interiors are fascinating.
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HORMONE
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CREAM
has done for me,”
says JO JORDAN
"M/ss Alabama” GOLDWYN player
• Each Jar contains 30,000 Int. units of Belador
No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable in¬
gredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUAR¬
ANTEE that, if you don’t think it is wonderful
alter using your first Jar, simply return the
empty Jar and we wiH refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D. Ordgr now . . . TODAY.

HOUSE OF EDEN, Dept.B7
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SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send Poems today for Free Examination to

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-HG So. Alexandria, Los Angeles S, Calif.

ITCH
___ IN A JIFFY
bn ciACtf

Relieve itching caused by eczema, ath¬
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
Itching conditions.
Use cooling, medi¬
cated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it—
or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

Simulated Diamond
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IMPORTED OOC
Nothing more to pay
To Introduce our Beautiful Glen min* Rainbow
Flash Stones, we will send an IMPORTED SIM¬
ULATED DIAMOND Mounted in Levelv Tiff¬
any Style Ring, illustrated for the return of this
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■TREE Mention your Birth Date, and
^ •itC we will include FREE a White
“Luck” Elephant—imported from the
ORIENT
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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iest equipment, and a real college atmosphere. PERSON
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Great Day
“My Dream is Yours,” starring Dorirf
Day, has more real feeling in it than anyx
musical picture I’ve ever seen. I think
Doris Day has the most sparkling per¬
sonality in the movies.
I could write reams about her, but I
know you’re limited for space, so just put
me down for saying “More Orchids to
Doris Day!”
Dorothy Cutler,
San Francisco, California

Praise From Hollywood

Family Affair

Congratulations! Your article on In¬
grid Bergman contained the fairest and
most honest analysis of the episode that
has been written, and Crawford Dixon is
to be commended for it!
I’ve worked with Miss Bergman, and
witnessed her sincerity, honesty, and
humanness. She doesn’t “gush”—no one
was “darling” or “honey” to her—she’s a
real person, and it will be many a day
before anyone convinces me she is not
at this moment the same Miss Bergman
I knew. The press has done her a grave
injustice—possibly because they enjoy
tearing someone down—someone whom,
they realize very well, they placed on a
pedestal where she did not wish to be.
We in this community read the type of
reporting as it has been done in this case,
think about it, laugh about some of it, see
the flaws in it, and forget it soon. That
is not so of the rest of the world which
relies only on the printed word for a
basis of judgment. For some reason the
press has singled out Miss Bergman, pre¬
senting her to millions of people as a
“fallen woman” while they’re silent about
the other notables who really deserve to
be blasted in the public eye.
Regardless of whether Miss Bergman
is or is not enamored of Mr. Rossellini,
the blatant disregard for honest report¬
ing in this affair has been a discredit to
newspapers, publicity departments, and
Hollywood itself. By scandalous report¬
ing they have taken the favorite motion
picture actress of the day and relegated
her to mediocrity. They may have been
responsible for turning what might have
been an “interlude” into something from
which there is no turning back, because
there is no workable solution.
Again, congratulations to Dixon and

While looking into Movieland to keep
my family posted on what’s good to see
on the screen, I came across the article,
“John Wayne, Handsome Hunk of Sex
Appeal.”
We’re the parents of 6, and
grandparents of oodles more—and every
one of us were pleasantly pleased to read
that article. It was interesting, down to
earth, and truthfully told with a human
touch.
We’re
Wayne
fans
through
and
through.
Mrs. L. F. Morris, Sr.,
and family,
West Union, West Virginia

Movieland.

Name Withheld,
Hollywood, California
Faithful to Toni
You can have your Peter, and Tyrone
Power,
And all the other stars of the hour.
You can have Ronnie Reagan, and Monty
too;
But dear Tom Drake,
I still love you!
Joan McCarthy,
Roxbury, Massachusetts
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Raves for James Edwards
For his fast growing fans, I think James
Edwards deserves a larger write-up, and
more pictures. How about a big article
on his life story? I’ve just seen “Home
of the Brave” and I think he’s simply
wonderful!
Let’s see and read more about James
Edwards!
Lelia Digron
New York, New York

Sorry, Wrong Theater!
Orchids to Movieland for your tribute
to a wonderful guy, Frank Sinatra. May
he reign for another 10 years
Being both a Sinatra fan, and a San
Franciscan, I noticed just one error. The
theatre pictured, where he appeared in
person, was the San Francisco Golden
Gate, where Frank appeared for one
week in 1946. How well I know! I spent
most of that week in that theatre!
Bob Chiappari,
San Francisco, California
Editor’s Note:
How right you are!
Thanks to you and to many other alert
San Franciscans for bringing the error
to our attention.

Statistics Wanted
I want to say that your October issue
was the best you’ve published yet. My
girl friends and I enjoyed pages 24 and 25
(Corinne Calvet) the most. We all ran
borne and got our tape measures to com¬
pare ourselves to the new French beauty.
Please give us more measurements of
other Hollywood stars!
Mary Lou England,
Detroit, Michigan
Where’s Tony?
Will you please feature Anthony Curtis
soon?
He played in “Criss Cross,” and soon
afterward was “Mitch” in “City Across
the River,” both very good pictures. He’s
very nice looking and deserves to get a
major lead in future films.
When do we get to see a picture of
him in Movieland?
Pauline Warick,
Jersey City, New Jersey
Editor’s
Note:
See
Only,” in this issue!

“Skating

Room

Kirby Conscious
As an ardent fan of Movieland, I’m
disappointed in not seeing any photos or
articles of Michael Kirby.
If you’ve seen Michael in the “Countess
of Monte Cristo,” I’m sure you’ve noticed
he’s an up and coming star. Here’s hop¬
ing we’ll see something of Mike in a
future issue.
Marcia Pfeferstein,
Elizabeth, New Jersey
Editor’s Note:

Here he is!

Wants the Real Thing
Perhaps it isn’t fair to other actors or
prospective ones to say “There’ll never
be another Valentino,” but I really be¬
lieve this is so. It was just three years ago
that I went to see one of his re-issued
films. I went prepared to scoff, and re¬
mained to admire.
I’ve seen many actors on both the stage
and screen, but none with the personality
and impact that Valentino possessed. One
rarely speaks of him in the past tense.
He seems as much alive today as he was
to millions of others during the roaring
twenties.
It would indeed be grand to see a por¬
trayal of his short, eventful life, but it
would not be half as appreciated as the
re-issuing of several of his old films.
You have to be a veritable Sherlock to
track one down nowadays.
Mary E. Selfe,
Corona, New York
The Perfect Heel
Just saw “Johnny Stool Pigeon” and
“Too Late for Tears,” and Dan Duryea is
the best movie villain of them all! In my
opinion he’s the best movie heel!
Dan puts a suave, cultured character¬
ization into every role he does, and his
acting is tops!
Bev Montalbano,
San Francisco, California

MAY 161950

Michael Kirby

Letters to the Editor should
he addressed to The Editor,
MOVIELAND, 535 Fifth Ave¬
nue, New York 17, New York.

who never thought they cou

Thrilled by Playing

Wouldn't Take $1,000 for Course

I’ve had my lessons just a week. I think your
course is super. I was more thrilled than
words can express when I found I could actu¬
ally play America, The Merry Widow Waltz
and the others.
*J. T. Mancelona, Mich.

The lessons are so simple that anyone can un¬
derstand them. I have learned to play by
note in a little more than a month. I wouldn’t
take a thousand dollars for my course.
*S. E. A., Kansas City, Mo.

Shares Course With

The teaching is so interesting an
so beautiful I couldn’t ask for a
ter. I recommend your course
sister shares it with me and fe
way.
*D. E. G., W

You, too, can play any instrum
by this EASY A-B-C metho

Y

a few cents a day. Never mind
no musical knowledge, training
Just read the fascinating illustr
let and Print and Picture Sampl
explain ail about the famous U. S
Music method. If inter¬
ested tear out the cou¬
pon now. Instruments
N
supplied when needed,
cash or credit. U. S.
Please
fuse o
School of Music, 1581
with a
Brunswick Bldg., New
claim
York 10, N. Y. Largest
"with
or "b
school of its kind in the
teach
world.
and

OU think it’s difficult to learn music?
That’s what thousands of others have
thought! Just like you, they long to
play some instrument—the piano, violin,
guitar, accordion or other favorites. But
they denied themselves the pleasure—
because they thought it took months and
years of tedious study to learn.

Plays Hit Songs
I am on the seventh lesson and
can already play several hit songs.
The cost seems so little for what
I have already accomplished. I
don’t know how to thank you for
making such a course possible.
*B. E. S., Lunenburg, Arks.

Learn in Spare Time at Home

And then they made an amazing dis¬
covery! They learned about a wonderful
play
any
way to learn music at home—without a
stand
private teacher—without tedious study—
not b
or nu
and in a surprisingly short time. They
tem.
wrote to the U. S. School of Music for the
facts about this remarkable
shortcut method. And the facts
opened their eyes! They were
amazed to find how easy it
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 1581 Brunswick Bldg., New Y
was to learn.
I am interested in music study particularly in the
The result. Over 850,000
checked below. Please send me your free illustrate
"How to Learn Music at Home,” and your free
men and women have studied
Picture Sample.
music at home this simple
A-B-C way. Now, all over
the world, enthusiastic musiclovers are enjoying the thrill¬
ing satisfaction of creating
their own music. They have
Have You
Mr.
.
Instrum
found the key to good times,
Miss .
(PLEASE
PRINTl
Mrs.
popularity and profit. And
that’s what you can do, right
a nnRF.ss
now.
Get the proof that you, too,
STA
CITY.
can learn to play your favorite
Note: If you are under 16 years of age, parent must sign
instrument—quickly, easily, in
spare time at home for just

FREE PRINT AND PICTURE SA

Saxophone

Ukulele

Trumpet, Cornet

Clarinet

Hawaiian Guitar

Reed Organ

Trombone

Moder
Har

Violin

Tenor Banjo

Flute

Mando

Piccolo

Piano Accordion

Plays After 2 Months
I hesitated before sending for
your course because of an earlier
experience I had with a course
by ear from another company. I
am playing pieces now I never
dreamed I would play after only
two months.
*E. T. Pritchard, Ala.
•Actual pupils’ names on request.
tures by professional models.

Pic¬

Practic
Con

Piano

Guitar
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FOR GLORIOUS REAUTY

as you
guard your complexion
You do something instantly if blemishes, clogged pores, or
flaky crusts appear on your face. You want your skin to
glow with clear, clean vigor. YOUR SCALP IS SKIN,
too! Skin especially subject to beauty-destroying ailments
.. . many of them infectious!
Dandruff, flaky crusts, excessive falling hair can be your
warning that you are neglecting your scalp. You are not
giving it the same care you give your complexion. All too
often, the neglected scalp invites skin trouble and loss of hair.
Yet, neglect is unnecessary! Use a time-tested MEDICINAL
SCALP TREATMENT-at
Drug Stores and Drug Counters
everywhere—to help you keep
the clean, clear, glowing vigor
you prize

CVst with Pan-American World Airways
^STEWARDESS EILEEN McNElL
the soft lustrous beauty of her u ■
(hiote h°*ches her flawless complexion.)
ha,r

First with Pan-American vv«
PILOT WALTER
...

.

ipj
. dicina*
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Way

l always use Glover s 3Treatment. It helps keep
condition.

epod

hajr in &

Free Personal Trial

3-Way Medicinal Treatment
for your sculp untl hair

fgtjpi

Send immediately for your Free sampler kit which contains:
Mange Medicine - the MEDICINAL compound for flaky, scaly scalp and
excessive falling hair. With colloidal sulphur and oil of pine tar — the same ingredients
prescribed by many dermatologists for aid in treating psoriasis and similar
chronic scaling scalp conditions.

Glover’s

«. r '

contains no hair-drying detergents — no free
alkali-no alcohol. Gives a penetrating, creamy foam of quick cleansingquick rinsing shampoo suds. Removes loose dandruff. Imparts natural life¬
like softness and highlights.

Glo-Ver Beauty Soap Shampoo

H. CLAY CLOVER CO., INC., Dept. 671
101 W. 31 St., New York 1, N. Y.

Rush FREE Sampler Package in plain wrapper by Return Mail GLO-VER Beauty Soap Shampoo, Glover’s Mange Medicine,
Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress-in 3 hermetically-sealed bottles, with
free booklet. I enclose 10# to cover cost of packaging and postage.

druff Germs* on contact.
by eminent research authority on hair beauty and scalp health.
All sent to you by return mail in plain wrapper. Mail coupon NOW.
Free Booklet

Name.
(Please Print Name)

(*Pityrosporum Ovale is recognized by many scientists as a cause of infectious

Address..
City..

conditions both hair and scalp for day-long,
dandruff-free, good grooming. Non-alcoholic and ANTISEPTIC. Kills Dan¬

Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress

.Zone..

..State..

dandruff.)
COPYRIGHT 1949 H. CLAY GLOVER CO., INC.
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